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MUSICAL CALENDAR 1909-10.

Sousa and his Band (Dreamland Rink).. Nov. 4 and 7, aft. & eve.
Mme. Jean .Jomelli (Manhattan Opera House Co.) .Week of Nov. 14
Dr. Ludwig- Wullner Nov. 23, 25 and 2s
George Hamlin (American Tenor) Dec. 2, 5 and 7

Fritz Kreisler Dec. 12. 16 and 19
Lyric Quartette Pop Concert Com. iu January
Marcella Sembrich Week of Jan. 9
Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday, Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spanish child Violinist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

THE MUSICAL REVIEW'S NINTH BIRTHDAY.

"With tlii.^ i.ssiu- the I'acifle Coa,><t Musical Review
begins its ninth birthday. The f'ai-t aU)ue that a nuisi-

cal journal was able to weather eiglit years of exis-

tence, of Avhich the ffreater period was certainly a suc-

cession of fireat obsta( les, jn-oves l)eyond a doubt that

tlie ]>aper lias come to slay and is wliat is usually known
as a successful Vuisiness enterprise, ^\'e have so often

referred to the hardships that confronted us during the

first few years of the jmblication of this paper that we
will not, at this time, weary our readers with a repeti-

tion of These recitals. We are tlioroughly convinced
that our readers know by this time that it was ex-

tremely ditticult to establish a musieal journal t)n this

Coast and the present edition including twenty-four
pages of reading matter, exclusively devoted to the in-

terests of the music loving public and issued every week.
is a dociiiiientary jiroof of the final triumph or victory

of our cami)aign in the interests of music and mnsicians
ill the far ^^'est. AA'e also desire to take this occasion
to imju-ess up(ui tlie mind of our readers the thought
that this difhciilt la.sk was not undertaken for personal
reasons onlv.

Seven of tlie eiglit years constituting the life of he
Pacific Coast Musical I?eview were dilhcult uiihill fights

mostly earning a "from-hand-to-mouth'" existence for

the editor. Time and time again these hardships could
have been avoided by accepting temiiting otters to write
for daily papers or outside imisieal journals and permit
the pajier to die a natural death. But when we made
ii]i our mind to give the I'acific Coast a genuine musical
journal \\e did not think half .so much of ourselves as

we had in mind the welfare of the musical profession

and the musical public of the far West and the necis-

sity of a musical journil in this territory at a time of

(piick development. Thei-e is nothing so conducive to

the success and infiuence of a certain educational jirob-

lem than publicity. At the time this paper was found-
ed hardly any daily paper in San Francisco jiaid atten-

tion to our musical cult. Local musical events were
hardly recorded and when the editor of this pai)er (,nce

asked the managing editor of a daily pa]ier of this city

why so little attention was ]iaid to music he rejilied

tliat there was no money in musicijins and that conse-

quently the daily pajjers had no space for the recording
of their work. We then said that we thought the read-

er interested in musical news was just as much entitled

to receive information that appealed to him as the

reader, who was fond of sporting events, was entitled to

liave recorded those things that ai)pealed to his taste.

The managing editor re])lied that, while thousands of

]ieople were interested in sporting events, only one or

two cared anything about musical doings. We then
told the managing editor that, if this was the case, it

was time a professional i)aper was established to record

the musicians" activity and prove to the daily i)apers

that not only were there thousands of ])eople interested

in music but tliat the musicians was willing to pay for

his news ;ind support a ])aper of this kind. The manag-
ing editor tlit'i-eu|)on asked us \\ho would undertake
such ;i hojieless task and ^^e stated that we ourselves

would do so. Thereupon the managing editor said

that we would .starve within six months and would re-

turn to ask for a position.

This incident happened now o\er eight years ago.

^^e have not exactly starved since. We have never

asked for a position on a daily paper since editing this

publication. The daily jiapers have instituted regular

weekly mu.sical departments. The doings of our resi-

dent musicians are given ample publicity and music
is not regarded by the daily press with that contempt
that it met at the hands of journalists eight years ago.

There are today thousands of jieople interested in music
where eight years ago only hundreds could be interested,

:uid here we are not referring to classic concerts; but
To the big events in the (ireek Theatre which could

never have attracted the immense crowds had it not

been for the success of ihe first smy])houy series which
really emphasized the utility of that splendid temple
more than anything that took place before that time.

But these are matters really outside our jtersent course

of argument, ^\'e desire to impress upon our readers

the fact that realizing the immense benefit to be derived

from a musical journal in the development of a Iiigher

musical taste, we are willing to bring great sacrifices

in order to accomplish something that almost everyone

believed to be impossible of accoiiiiilislnuent.
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Now aft(M' linvinjj devoted cifihl years of the |(i-iiii(' of

GUI' life to llie sc'r\icc ol' the iiiiisical iicojilc of llie

I'acitio Coast wo have a riylit to deiiiaiid tliat the imisi-

cal ])eo|)Ie assist us in iiiereasiiiji: the power and inlln-

eiice of tliis ]»apei-. We have siiown that it is possihh'

to pid)lis]i a iiinsical ])a](ei- on this Coast; hut hitlierlo

we were coiiiiielled, tor economy's sake to drift witjiin

limited spiieres. IJeginning witli a monthly publica-

tion we changed to a weelcly pajier of sixteen pafjes. In

this manner we wei-e able to {iive I'acific Coast news
only and were compelled to exclude all departments
referrinfj to musical activities outside Pacific Coast
territory. The time has now come when efforts must
be made to expand our horizon and include in these

weekly records the doings of musicians outside our
territory. The time has come when from a limited

circle of five thousand subscribers we must see to it

that this ])aper is seen in every home where music is

played. iMirini; the ensuing season it will he necessary
to double the subsci'iption list in California so that at

least ten thousand ]icople will I'ead this pa]>er. This
will he a following of fifty thousand i)eopk', as five i)e()-

ple read the jiajier of evei-y subscriber. Now, mind you,
we are not asking this assistance for our personal bene-

fit only, hut we ask it for the sake (d' music and its

develo)»ment on the ]*acili<- Coast. Yon A\ill find that

thei-e are certain musicians who do nut regard the suc-

cess of this paper with kindly eyes, because they have
a pcrsoiKil f/rirrunrc—they want this paper to help

them fight their i)ersonal battles and if it does not do
so they have no use for it. If yon find anyone who ob-

jects to this j)aper, you will find one \\ho has been un-

able to iuHnence this ])ai)er to help him jtei-sonally gain
a certain end. We do not jiuhlish this paper for the

pin"j)ose of especially booming one particular conservat-

tory, one particular teacher, one particular symphony
leader; but we have made the sacrifices necessary for

the establishment of this ]ia]ier in (U-der to assist crcri/

conservatory, crcrij teacher and crrri/ symphony leader

of merit. The last word especially must be i-ead with
jtarticnlar emphasis. We can only encourage those

whom we consider iiicritoriotiK. And here you will also

find certain musicians o](posed to us, because their idea

of merit does nctt agree with our idea of the word. If

we can not continue to publish this ])aper according to

(rhr view of merit and according to our judgment as to

whom we ought to encourage we would rather cease
publication of a musical journal altogether.

Now then, in our plans, lieginning with this issue, to

give the I'acific Coast a larger, more infiuential and
more widely read oHicial organ we want the assistance

of everyone who luis the general welfare of irtusic, as an
art, more at heai't than his personal success. There
are certain big movements to be started and accom-
])lished which re(piire a bigger jiajter and bigger cir-

culation than we lia\e had in the past. San Francisco
and Los Angeles should have [jvrmunent symi>hony
oi-chestras. The University of California should have
a musical dei)artment worthy of its name. Teachers
at public and High schools should be of the most effi-

cient cliaiacter. Musical education should be as much
as ])()ssible administered by competent educators only
and there are many other items among which a big con-

cert hall for San Francisco is not by any means one of

the least things. We need a legitimate Pacific Coast
Music Teachers' Association. All these things can be
accomplished with a musical joui-nal that reaches every
home wliere music is jilayecl or ai)i)reciated. To ac-

complish this some of our jironiinent teachers and
musicians must he willing to make a fe\v sacrifices. The

gradul enlargement r)f this ])aper to thii-ty-fwo pages
i-equii-es ad<litional advertising ])atronage. There are
many of (jur most efficient and most capable teacliers

who subscribe to this paper and i)raise its work, but
\\]\o do not advertise, becau.se tliey deem advertising as
being undignified. Now a nuisical journal cannot live

\\itli()ut advertising patronage. In this manner these
teachers think a musical journal unnecessary. Still

most of them desire recognition in its columns. Then,
too, the profession is given additional dignity by the
success of a professional organ. If these teacliers wlio
do not believe in advertising could be made to under-
stand that these advertisements are not only a source
of publicity, but also an annual subscription toward
the su]»port and njaintenace of their professioti at large,

they might perhajts look at the matter of advertising
in a musical paper in a dirterent light.

We have done our sliare toward the gradual growth
of this paper in the i)ast. A\'e still add to our past
efforts by sending one thousand copies of this j)aper

every week to people whose names are not on our sub-
scri]ttion list, thus i-eaching additional fifty thousand
lieojile interested in music during the season. We will,

for the ](resent, jiay the additional expense necessary
for a larger pa])er out of our own pocket; but then we
also have a right to ask of the musical profession of

San Francisco and Los Angeles some assistance in the

execution of big ])lans that are just as much intended
to benefit their interests as they are to benefit us. With
this object in view we ask that the jtrolession in San
Francisco and Los Angeles favoi's us in future with
more advertising patronage and that the present sub-

scribers assist us in gaining fiftv per cent, more sub-

scribers. In the issue of next week will be found
an annoiHicement of a subscrijjfion contest that should
ap]ieal to every music lover. From this it will be seen

that we ask no one to do anything for nothing. Surely
to eventually win a grand piano is an object well worth
a little exertion to obtain. There are other conditions

to this contest which will reward those who are willing

to work a little in the interests of this paper. During
the next six months we will give the musical peoide an
opportunity to support their own paper. If this call

for assistance should fall on deaf ears we will find

another means to gain our aim. But before making
this paper a powerful organ—which we will do as sure

as we have guided it during eight years of useful exis-

tence—and before we resort to these other means we
want to know whether we can count on the members of

the profession in California or whether we must call

in outside assistance. One thing is certain—and you
may take this as foretelling the future—that the Pacific

Coast Musical Review will continue to prosper and in-

crease in circulation and volume from now on. Do you
wish to participate in this growth and ]irospei-ity, or do
you prefer to stand aside and permit the paper to con-

tinue its fight unassisted?

BY WAY OF APPRECIATION.

At this aus|)icious moment, Miien we look back upon
an eight years' struggle to maintain a musical journal

for the Pacific Coast, we would indeed be selfish did we
not extend our lieartiest thanks and heartfelt senti-

ments of appreciation to all those who so kindly issisted

us in accomplishing a feat that was thought at first im-

possible to bring to a successful conclusion. We want
all tho.se who advertise m and subscribe for this paper

to know that each and everyone of them h,is a share in

the success of this journal and that we are not forget-

ting them. We desire especially to call attention to tlie
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adxcrl isci-s in lliis issue iiiid i-ciiiiiid oui' rc;i(k'rs lliuf

without them this pliiii to ji'ive < "jilitoniia a iiiusieal

jiaper could never have been aeconiidished. As a favor

to us read all tiie names of the ad\erlisers and iTupress

iqion your mind those who have done more than anyone
else to make the pulilication of a musical jonrnai jios-

sihle.

There are advertisers—especially anionji the music
houses—who do not use the columns of this pajier, be-

cause they believe they cannot actually sell ten times

as much merchandise thi-ouj;h its columns as they T)ay

out. They cannot be con\inced that the mere existouce

of a musical i)a])er henetits their business indirectly.

They liave no sentiment, no heart, no desire to assist a
musical movement, no personal interest in the profes-

sion, and in fact see notliinji ex(e|)t sell yoods ami make
money. From a sli-ictly commercial |)oint of \iew this

may be all very well, lint in this case they must not

expect sentiment or sympathy fi-om the public. And
yet these firms become indisimut when |)eoph> object to

their fake '•<;uessin<i" contests, to their deceivinj;' "bar-

}>ain" sales, to their misrejirescMital ions in advert isinj;

liii>li fi'rade jiianos at low ])rices which are nevei- sold at

low i)rices and Ibeii- many other un]irincipled, illef>iti-

nnite and dishonest business methods which character-

ize their attitude toward the public.

These dealers who are so j(arti<uhir about i-eceivinj;

dollar for (hdhn- in the distribution of their advert isinji

and so ])articuhir in tlieii' policy to i-efuse to aid praise-

worthy musical enlerjirises are not so jiarticular when
it comes to coax the nindjie dollar from the ])ocket of

unsuspectinjj' patrons. By giving'' tliis paper more
jtower through its increasing circulation and volume
the readers have a si)lendid weajxtn of defense against

such frauds for these questionable methods can not

stand the glaring calciuin of ]iublicily. This jiaper will

never blackmail a business house that does not adver-

tise. If a business house is guilty of defrauding the

])ublic, it will b(! exposed in these columns whether it

advei-tises or not. IS'either does this paper accept an
advertisement that it knows to be a fraud, e\'en if it was
compelled to suspend publication. ISut certainly

cannot refrain from smiling when a business house
claims that it cannot advertise, in a musical pai)er be-

cause it cannot make enough money by such action.

The Los Angeles dealers tell the editor that they do

not advertise in this paper because it is ]iublislied in

San Francisco. Nevertheless they kno\\' that it is

largely circulated in Los Angeles, publishe.s from two
to three pages of Los Angeles news every week during
the season and does its unmost to make Los Angeles
musicians know Ihrougiiout the musical world. Futher-
more, this jiaper, reaches every city of importance on
the Pacific Coast, and as a number of peoi)le move to

Los Angeles from these Coast towns it would not do
any harm, that we can see, for the.se people to know who
the Los Angeles dealers are. If Los Angeles did not
have so many big music houses, conducted in a most
intelligent and honest manner we would not be sur-

prised at their attitude. But to i-efuse to advertise in

ii paper published in San Francisco, because it is pub-
lished in San Francisco, is certainl.v a policy strange to

one who reads musical ](a])ers ]iubli.shed in New York
and sees therein adx'ertisemenis fi'oni Chicago, Boston,
Philadelphia and other Eastern cities.

nundxM-s every week to do so, for our mind is made uji

to give iios Angeles musicians the same o](portunities
that San Francisco musici.ins have. If music dealers
do not want to advertise in this jtaper and liel]) it along
because it is |iublished in San Francisco, we will not
retaliate by discontinuing the l^os Angeles department
and devoting our attention to San Francisco and vicin-

ity only. We have made up our mind to publish a I'a-

citic Coast musical journal and to us Los Angeles is as
much a Paciti<- Coast city as San Francisco. This
paper has no favorites. And if Los Angeles dealer.v

and musicians do not like this paper because it is pub-
lished in San Francisco, we certainly will continue to

like Los Angeles and its splendid musicians just the

same.

This paper has several hundred subscribers in Los
Angeles. It will have a thousand there before six

months are over, if we have to send a thousand extra

In glancing o\-er the advertising columns in lOastern
musical journals we tin 1 that Eastern managers si)en<l

tliousun(ls of dollars in their announcements long be-

fore the beginning of the season. Wo see three of these
musical journals every week. On the Pacific Coast
there is but on(» musical journal and several artists

ha\-e l(dd us that they make more money on the Pacific

Coast than at several big Eastern musical centers to-

gether. Vet not one artist is announced in the.se <-ol-

umns exce])t two week's Itefore each concert. We have
been able to get along wilhoul these announcements be-

fore this and \\e will get along without them in future.

l!ul we ha\(' one big objection to make. If the musical
niaujtgers of New S'ork find it un])rofltable to use the
advertising columns ol' this papcM- |)revious to the con-

certs of their artists, (hey should in all fairness not ask
us to ]ii'inl their advance notices and their anectodes
and thus take fi'om us valuable space which we can de-

vote to better advantage. We do not ask anyone to

advertise in these colunms and we will nevertheless
recognize visiting artists with otic advance announce-
ment and a i'e\iew <>{' the concert, except an additional
announcement when ihe local nuiuager advertises.

Otherwise we absolutely refu.se to devote any s[)ace to

the appearance of any artist. \\'e ha\e worked like a

sla\(' to establish .i niusi<-al jouT-nal during the last

eighl years which reaches twenty thousand readers in

California. We have gained a certain intiuence and
are able to make an artist known on this Coast. Wo
absolutely know that no musical journal published in

the I'^ast reaches one tenth the nund)er of readers which
this joui'ual reaches and we do not propose to be made
use of. If the managi'rs of New York are willing to

make money through this j)ai)ei- fi-om the musical ]iulilic

of California, they should be willing to give it some of

the su|)poi-t so lavishly bestowed upon lOastern jouTiials.

If they ai-e not will to do so. they should not ask us to

continuously "boom" their artists. We are willing to

print the news for our i-eaders, but we absolutely refuse

to print more than the news, which is more than the

announcement of certain artists. This paper has it in

its power to make artists who ai-e not known here famil-

iar to the thousands of people wlio read this paper.

These jieople in turn can transmit the information to

more. There is no excuse for any manager to tell his

artist that he is not known on this Coast. He can make
him known if he wants to and it will not cost him one
tenth as much as it does to make him known in New
York. If artists were advertised on the Pacific Coast
as prominently as tliey are in the east long before the

beginning of the season, concert attendance would be

much greater and numagers as well as artists would
make more money. Put as long as managers are skep-

tical regarding this undisputed fact, just so lonu' wiH
there be losses wlien their should be profits.
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MUSICAL NEWS IN THE EAST.

The following items from the Musical Courier is of interest

to San Franciscans as Rita Fornia is none other than Rita
Newman, who uses the last two syllables of California as her
nom de plume;

Rita Fornia, of the Metropolitan Opera House Company, re-

turned Thursday of last week on the steamer Deutschland,
after a two months' tour of Europe. Madame Fornia was
welcomed back by many of her admirers. She is in fine

health and spirits, and expressed herself eager to begin her
season. In addition to her engagement at the Metropolitan,
Madame Fornia will fill concert engagements throughout the
winter. She has added new roles to her repertory, as well as
new songs to her concert lists,

"Gioconda" will open the Metropolitan opera season, and
Massenet's "Werther " is to be the initial opera comique pro-

duction at the New Theatre.—Musical Courier.

Thomas Atkinson, of Greenfork, near Hagerstown, Ind., has
made a violin constructed entirely of toothpicks, and offers it

for sale at $3,374. Comic comment on this item of news is

out of place.—Musical Courier.
[That's all right. We see the points.—Ed.]

The fifty-second Worcester (Mass,) music festival will be
held September 29 and 30 and October 1. The artists en-

gaged are Corinne Rider-Xelsey, Laura Coombs, sopranos:
Gerville-Reache, Christine Miller, Margaret Keyes, contraltos;

Reed Miller, Gorge Harris, Jr., tenors; Oscar Seagle, Fred-
erick Weld, baritones; pianist, Tina Lerner; viola soloist,

Emil Ferir; conductor, Dr, Arthur Mees; assistant conductor,
Gustav Strube. The works to be given are Mendelssohn's
"Elijah," September 29; Liszt's "Missa Solemnis" (Hrst com-
plete presentation in this country) and Berlioz's "Te Deum,"
September 30. There will be symphony concerts on the

afternoons of September 30 and October 1, and "Artists'

Night," October 1.—Musical Courier.
* « *

The Philadelphia Orchestra will begin its tenth season at

the American Academy of Music, Philadelphia, F'riday after-

noon, October 1.^), and Saturday evening, October 16. Carl

Pohlig, the most popular conductor the Quaker City ever had,

is to resume his baton activity at the head of the organiza-

tion, and may be expected to add to the interest and financial

support his presence brought' the orchestra last season. He is

an eclectic scholar and a man of human sympathies and
understanding, and that combination of qualities is exactly the

kind required to win the complete confidence of the musical
public in any American city. The Philadelphia Orchestra
plans twenty-two consecutive Friday afternoon and twenty-
two consecutive Saturday evening concerts, from October 15

to March 12, 1910. The soloists (an attractive list) include

Tilly Koenen, Carreno, Samaroff, Thaddeus Rich, Rachman-
inoff, Dr. Wullner, Kreisler, Pepito Arriola, etc.—Musical
Courier.

The Philharmonic Orchestra will give thirty-seven concerts
in New York this winter, the New York Symphony Orchestra
is booked for twenty-nine, the Boston Smyphony Orches-
tra for fifteen, and there will be at least fifteen more by the

Volpe and People's. The Philharmonic dates at Carnegie
Hall are: Regular series, eight Thursday evenings, Novem-
ber 4, November 25, December 16, January 6, January 20,

February 3, February 17 and March 10; and eight Friday
afternoons, November 5, November 26, December 17, January
7, January 21, February 4, February 18 and March 11; a his-

torical cycle on six Wednesday evenings, November 10,

December 8, December 29, January 26, March 2 and March 30,

a Beethoven cycle on five Friday afternoons, November 19,

December 31, January 14, March 4 and April 1; one extra

Christmas concert and four special Sunday afternoons, Feb-

ruary 27, March 6, 13 and 27. Five more concerts in town
are at the Brooklyn Academy of Music, on Friday evening,

December 3; Saturday evening, January 8; Fridays, January
28, February 11 and March 18.

METROPOLITAN OPERA PLANS.

fiedl are: Claude Uebu-ssy, "La Chute de la Maison Usher,"
"Le Diable dans le Beffroi," "La Legende de Tristan." Paul
Dukas, "Ariane et Barbe-Bleu." Wilhelm Kien/,1. "Der Evan-

'

gelimann." Xavier Leroux, "La Reine Fiamette." Gustave
Charpentier, "La Vie du Poete, Jean Nougues, "Quo Vadis."
Maurice Ravel, "L'Heure Espagnole," and Gaston Salvayre,
"Solange."
Among the novelties and revivals announced for the coming

season (besides standard works) are:
Auber. "Fra Diavolo"; Boleldieu, "La Dame Blanche";

Bruneau, "L'Altaque du Moulin"; Converse, "The Pipe of De-
sire"; Delibes, "Lakme"; Donizetti, "La Fille du Regiment";
Flotow, "Alessandro Stradella"; Franchetti, "Germania";
(Joetzl, "Les Precieuses Ridicules"; Goldmark. "The Cricket
on the Hearth"; Gluck, "Orfeo"; Humperdinck, "King's
Children"; Laparra, "La Habanera"; Lecocq, "La Fille de
Madame Angot"; Blech, "Versiegell"; Lehar, "Amour des
Tziganes" ("Gypsy Love"); Leroux, "Le Chemineau" (new);
I.,ortzing, "Czar und Zimmermann"; Maillard, "Les Dragons
de Villars"; Massenet, '"Werther"; Offenbach, "Les Contes
d'Hoffmann"; Paer, "II Maestro di Cappela"; Rossini, "II Sig-

nor Bruschino"; Suppe, "La Belle Galathee"; Tschaikowsky,
"Pique Dame" (new); Verdi, "Otello"; Weber, "Der Freis-
chutz," and Wolf-Ferrari, "Le Donne Curiose" (new).
Among the men the strangers will be Edmond Clemont, Leo

Devaux, Glenn Hall, Herman Jadlowker, Wilhelm Otto, George
Regis and Leo Slezak, tenors; Henry Dutillry, John Forsell,
Dinh Gilly, Anton Ludwig, Clarence Whitehill, George Bour-
geois, Ferdinand Gianoli-Galletti, Marcel Reiner and Andrea
de Segurola, baritones and basses. Ballets by Bayer, Delibes
and Glazounow are announced. The rest of the repertory will

be standard.—Musical Courier.

The official prospectus of the Metropolitan Opera House
has been issued and states that the regular season, under the

management of Giulio Gatti-Casazza and Andreas Dippel, will

open November 15 and continue for twenty weeks. At the

Metropolitan there will be 120 performances of grand opera,

and at the New Theatre (to open November 16), forty per-

formances of opera comique and lyric opera.

The new operas promised for production (dates not specl-

HENRY HADLEY.

Henry Hadley, who has just been appointed conductor of
the Seattle Orchestra, was born in Somerville in 1874, his

father, S. Henry Hadley, being a well-known musician, conduc-
tor and teacher.
As a boy of twelve years young Hadley evinced a marked

originality in composition, and before studying he wrote
fluently in the lighter forms, as well as short movements for

string quartettes. He pursued his studies with Stephen
Emery at the New England Conservatory and later with
George \V. Chadwick. At twenty years of age he composed
his first serious overture for orchestra, "Hector and Andro-
mache," which work was performed in New York under Wal-
ter Damrosch at a concert of the Manuscript Society at Chick-
ering Hall.

lu 1893 he made a tour of the United States as leader with
the Laura Schirmer Mapleson Opera Company. The follow-

ing summer, 1894, Mr. Hadley went to Vienna to continue his

counterpoint studies with Eusebius Mandyzewski. Here he
completed his Ballet Suite ( N'o. 3), which was first heard at a
concert of the Manusciipt Society under Adolf Neuendorf.
Later, Mr. Sam Franko brought out this work with the Ameri-
can Symphony Orchestra. The next year finds Mr. Hadley as

director of the Music Department of St. Paul's School. Garden
City. This position he held for seven seasons, finding time to

finish his Symphonies, "Youth and Life" (first heard under
Anton Seidl at a concert of the Manuscript Society in 1890),

and "The Four Seasons" (which took the New England Con-
servatory and the Paderewski prizes in 1902), Overture, "In

Bohemia" (first played in Pittsburgh by Victor Herbert), Over-

ture, "Herod" to Stephen Phillips's tragedy. Cantana, "In

Music's Praise," produced at Carnegie Hall by the People's

Choral ITnion, Oriental Suite (produced at a Sunday evening
concert at the Metropolitan Opera House under the composer),

as well as over 150 songs. He also wrote incidental music to

two plays, "The Daughter of Hamilcar," for Blanche Walsh,
and "Audrey," for Elleanor Robsou.

His second symphony in the meantime had been performed
in London under Sir Villiers Stanford and in Warsaw under
Mvlinaski.
During the years 1905-1909 Mr. Hadley went abroad. His

tone-poem, "Salome," a powerful work for modern orchestra,

based on the Oscar Wilde tragedy, has met with universal

success in America as well as Europe. Hadley conducting it

in Berlin, Cassel, Warsaw, Monte Carlo, Wiesbaden, etc. 1908

finds him active as Kapellmeister at the Stadt Theatre, May-
ence, at which place Hadley brought out his one-act opera

"Safie" (text by Edward Oxenford. German translation by Dr.

Otto Neitzel), April 6. 1909. with Miss Marguerite Lemon in

the title role. On his return to America in May this year he
conducted the Theodore Thomas Orchestra in his new rhap-

sody. "The Culprit Pay," which work won for him the $1,000

prize offered by the National Federation of Musical Clubs.

—

New Music Review.
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MUSICAL NEWS ABROAD.

Letters received from Australia convey the news that Melba
before making her reappearance at Covent Garden next sea-

son, will spend a month at Nice, Cannes and Monte Carlo.

At the close of the London opera season, she will in August
enter on a four months' concert tour of America, Canada and
Mexico, opening at Halifax, Nova Scotia. The minimum guar-

antee for this tour is said to be $200,000. In December of

next year she expects to rest in California, where her concert
tour will end. and during the following month she will again
appear in opera in New York. With an orchestra directed by
Landon Ronald, she is to be starred through the English
Provinces in March and April, 19n. Agnes Murphy, the
Irish-American writer w'ho is well known throughout the
United States and Canada, especially in the principal cities,

is the author of the "Life of Melba," which will be published
in London and New York during October. This biography
will be profusely illustrated and will contain autograph pages
in facsimile from the pens of Gounod, Verdi, Massenet. Saint-

Saens, Joachim. Ambroise, Thomas, Delibes, and other great
masters. Miss Murphy has for some years acted as personal
representative of Madame Melba, and is at present with her
in her tour through Australia.—Musical Courier.

The Royal Opera in Dresden began its fall season on Aug.
8th with a performance of "Carmen." Frau Nast. Frl. Van der
Osten and Messrs. Burriah and Plaschke appeared in the
leading roles. Malatta conducted. During the last week of
August two successive evenings were reserved for Wagner
operas, including the "Ring."

Last week Puccini's "Madame Butterfly" was given tor the
first time in Deresden. No news has as yet been received re-

garding the reception accorded it.

During this month Leo Blech's opera, "Versieglt," and A.

Schnitzler's pantomime, "Der Schleier der Pierette." music
by Dohnahyi, the famous pianist, will be heard for the first

time at the Dresden Royal Opera.

The end of November will see the four hundredth perfor-

mance of "Lohengrin" in Dresden.
* * *

For the end of the year the Dresden Opera announces a
revival of Boildieu's "La Dame Blanche," and of Gluck's
Iphigenia." The first production of a new opera by C.

Kuhneke, composer and M. Morris, librettist, is also booked
for the end of December.

* * •

Arthur Kevin's American opera. "Poia," based upon an In-

dian story, will be presented at the Royal Opera in Berlin
during the ensuing season. It would almost seem as if

American singers and American composers were more ap-

preciated in Germany than in their native land.
« * «

A new musical comedy entitled "Else Klapperzehen," by
Herman W. von Waldershausen, received the premiere in

Dresden recently but did not score a big success.
* * *

Another novelty, which, however, scored a success, was
Scheidemantel's arrangement of Mozart "Cosi Fan Tutti."

Regarding this arrangement the Musical Courier's Dresden
correspondent says;

The next premiere was "Dame Kobold." This is Scheide-
mantel's arrangement of Mozart's "Cosi fan tutti," to a new-
libretto, taken from Calderon's comedy, "La Dama Duende."
It is well known that a number of attempts have been made
to revise the text of Lorenzo da Ponte (chief of which is that
of Hermann Levi), owing to its coarseness, and general un-
suitability to the noble music of Mozart, as well as to the
gradual change in times, taste and morals. Because of the
repulsiveness of the first libretto. Mozart's glorious music
was in danger of being lost entirely to the operatic stage.

Scheidemantel had been long looking about for a more suit-

able text for such music and abandoning the idea of revision
(which has not hitherto been successful) and came upon the
thought of adapting a wholly new text and of rearranging the
music. For this it seemed to him that Calderon's comedy
had the requisite lightness of touch and tone, together with
moments of that nobility and grace, which are characteristic
of the beautiful music. Yet after all. to be entirely frank. I

find that the music is still far above the text chosen, though
no one can deny the extreme skill and versatility which
Scheidemantel has shown in his wonderful adaptation of the
music to the new lines. Though he has been compelled to

make some repetitions, which may not be wholly pleasing to

many, yet he has caught the right spirit and character each

in its place, while his ability to adhere to the rythms as a
the most beautiful works of .Mozart.

rule throughout is extraordinary. Of course some changes
had to be made in the score, and whether this is legitimate art
thus to tinker with Mozart, or any other great master, is a
(juestion that shall not be discussed here. The fact remains
that the old text was rendering this opera almost obsolete,
and that the new nonsense is not so objectionable as the old.
Listening to those wonderful ensemble parts, the beautiful
arias, which are about unchanged, and the whole rich musical
sentiment and feeling with which this work is imbued, it

seemed to me on that evening, that musically this is one of
the most beautiful works of Mozart.

-^W-
HOW TO BE A PIANIST.

Marconi Thumpenhoff, writing in the R. C. M. Magazine,
says that the pianist attracts audiences by personality and
hair. These granted, the next thing is jiu-jitsu, for the piano
in many respects resembles a human antagonist. Personal
charm must be oultixated; a lock of hair that falls into the
right eye and has to be tossed back is a sure draw. The bow
consists in slightly inclining the head with great deliberation.
The smile is reserved until the third recall, and must be
sparingly used. The public likes a smile that it has to work
hard for. It should be the smile of a sick man at an indiffer-

ent joke. The neckwear is the only vita! point of dress. It

should be gigantic, spotted and flopping. For technique there
is nothing like the good old English pastime of boxing. It

should be studied first without and then with the piano. The
knock-out blow is useful in climaxes. The fairy-like touch is

the opposite of this; it should be practised on a piano with
hot keys. Preliminary exercises may be done on the kitchen
stove. The bouncing fist is also useful. To give prominence
to a single note make the whole arm rigid from the shoulder,
rise slightly from the seat and drop the whole weight of the
body on the note. As to gesticulation, keep the hands as far
from the keys as possible when they are not in contact with
them. The rolling head is employed in expressive passages;
in vigorous music jerk the head back after each accent, being
careful not to dislocate the neck. When playing pp. assume
an attitude of listening intently. If the note makes no sound,
the audience imagines that the sound of their breathing or of
their whiskers growing has drowned that of the piano, and
sigh "wonderful." Shutting the eyes is a capital device,
though risky, but be sure that your audience sees that you
do it.

MANHATTAN OPERA HOUSE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Oscar Hammerstein has announced the preliminary pros-
pectus of his coming season of grand opera and of opera
comique. The full list of new artists engaged is withheld for

the present. But a lot of other interesting data is made
public. For instance, the opening performance will be a nov-
elty—to this country—tor then "Herodiade" will be given, the
opening date being November 15. The cast for this perfor-

mance will be Maurice Renaud, Charles Dalmores, Hector
Dufranne, Lina Cavaleri and .Jeanne Gerville-Reache.
Among the novelties the principal position is held by

"Elektra"—which will make heavy strains upon the forces of

the opera ensemble. The title role will be sung by either
Carmen Melis or Mine. Mazarin—two new singers who are
being brought over especially for that purpose.
The other novelties announced are Victor Herbert's Indian

opera, "Natoma," the libretto by Joseph D. Redding; Richard
Stauss' "Feuersnoth"; and then "Griselidis," "Sapho," "Cen-
drillon," "The Violin-maker of Cremona" and "Zaza."
For the rest of the repertoire of the season, last year's and

previous season's productions will be drawn upon. And the
most prominent of last year's principals will be heard and
seen again this season.

In addition there is a separate company of twenty-five prin-

cipals for the giving of opera comique. The leaders of this

company are Henriette de Lorme and Henry De Vries. The
repertoire of the opera comiqu company will include "La
Belle Helene." "Chauve Souris." "Grand Duchesse," "Le Jour
et la Nuit." "Dame Blanche," "Orphee aux Enters," "Le Roi
d'Ys" and "Les Dragons de Villars." No subscription for this

opera comique season will be accepted, and the prices will

be accepted, and the prices will range from $1..50 to $3.00.

These performances will take place Tuesday and Saturday
evenings, with a possibility of an extra Wednesday matinee.
The regular grand opera subscription nights will be Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, and Saturday matinees.

Six conductors are engaged for both of these companies.
The list is as follows; De La Fuente, Anselmi, Straram. Car-

tier, Charlier and Scognamiglio. The stage manager will

again be Jacques Colni.—New Music Review.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE BOHEMIAN CLUB.

Famous San Francisco Fraternal Organization That Cultivates

a Higher Musical Taste Among Its Members and Encour-

\ ages Them to Test Their Own Creative Powers.

BY ALFRED METZGER.

Last Saturday evening The Bohemian Club, amid ceremo-
nies characteristic of its unique spirit, laid the cornerstone of

its new $2.50,000 edifice now in the course of construction at

the corner of Taylor and Post streets. Four hundred mem-
bers were present notwithstanding the inclement weather and
as the Examiner said: "No rite of the ancients was more
dramatic. The spirit that has made the club different from
all others in the world was fittingly portrayed in the midnight

will utilize this opijortuiiity to call attention to the excellent

service this club has rendered to music. While the Bohemian
Club .Jinks and their subsequent concerts are not public

events in the strictest sense of the word and therefore not to

be included in the regular curriculum of our official musical
season, they are, nevertheless, of importance to the musical
public inasmuch as they represent, at present at least, the

only opportunity for California composers to have their works
presented in an elaborate and advantageous manner. Of
course there are California composers who are not members
of the Bohemian Club, but as far as we can see, nothing pre-

vents them from becoming such and thus share in the im-
mense benefits which the club so generously bestows upon
genuine efficiency.

So far the Bohemian Club has given at least seven of its

members an opportunity to desplay their talent. These mem-

BOHEMIAN CLUB JINKS—SUMMER 1909.

Hundreds of Hungry Members Ready For the Feast.

ceremony." This paper can not but take advantage of this

opportunity to publish a few words of endorsement regarding

the course persued by the Bohemian Club in behalf of musical
culture and especially of its encouragement of California com-
posers.

In the past this paper has occasionally critised certain

Bohemian Club concerts which did not show merit sufficiently

to deserve the praise of conscientious observers. At no time,

however, has this paper felt anything but the kindliest feel-

ings toward an organization that has accomplished so much
toward inspring some of its talented members to give ven to

their artistic sentiments. The daily papers have done full jus-

tice to the ceremonies attending the laying of the cornerstone

of the new club house. The Pacific Coast Musical Review

bers are; .1. D. Redding, the composer of the first Bohemian
Club .Jinks; H. ,1. Stewart, W. J. McCoy, Theodor Vogt, Ed-

ward Schneider, Arthur Weiss and W. A. Sabin. Mr. Sabin's

excellent jinks music was reviewed in these columns a short

time ago. Mr. Redding will compose next year's jinks and
much is expected of him as he is one of the particular intel-

lectual stars of the organization. While the Bohemian Club
concerts, which have lately been given as an aftermath to the

mid-summer jinks, gave everyone a good idea of the merit of

the book and music, they really did not convey an exact im-

pression of the wonderful natural and artificial resources that

give these jinks their fairy-like splendor in the black shadows
of the California forest where they are presented under the

velvet canopy of a star-lit sky. The accompanying portraits
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give but a scant idea of the real magnificence of the scene,

but they illustrate in a striljing manner the picturesqueness

and the good-fellowship attendant upon the famous summer
outings of this unique organization.

This is one of the few clubs where the business world
mingles intimately with representatives of the world of art

and among the club's most enthusiastic and most faithful

members is Leander S. Sherman. During the absence of Mrs.

and Miss Slierman in Europe, the Bohemian Club has been a

home to him and there is hardly anyone more competent to

judge the spirit of the Bohemian Club than he who has seen

it in all its varied conditions. The new clubhouse will con-

tain a handsome Steinway grand piano, the gift of Mr. Sher-

man, and we cannot conclude this brief tribute in a more ap-

others is exemplified beyond comparison in Dear Old Bohemia,
so that he who participates in her wealth ot joy is blessed in-
deed.

LEANDER S. SHERMAN.
San Francisco. Sept. 25, 1909.

\%

A delightful musicale was given by Mrs. Guy S. Millberry
and Miss Marian Cumming to a few of the members of the
San Francisco Musical Club, on Tuesday, September 21st, at

the home of Jliss Cumming. The alfair was given in honor
of Miss Olive J. Tonks of New York, whose beautiful contralto
voice was heard a number of times to great advantage in

songs from the classics. Mrs. Oscar Cushing and Miss Ella
Atkinson, both so favorably and well known here, rendered,
in their usual finished style, piano and vocal selections.
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BOHEMIAN CLUB JINKS—SUMIVIER 1909.

A Tableau From "St. Patrick of Tara." Wallace A. Sabin, the Director and Composer, Is Seen Standing in Orchestra Pit,

and Sixty-Five Musicians Are Hidden Under the Ferns.

propriate manner than quote a little sentiment written by
Mr. Sherman when he was asked to express his thoughts re-

garding the Bohemian Club. Here is what Mr. Sherman
wrote:

This day at midnight, following the afterglow dinner, the cor-
nerstone of our new club building will be laid, with ceremonies
typical of the club.
To myself, the many pleasant hours I have passed in the Bo-

hemian Club have made it seem like a second home.
The chib has not only contributed to my personal comforts

in a most satisfying, luxurious manner, but also socially,
musically, gastronomically and. aye. even "spirif'ually the
inner man has been gratified, and my mind treated to the
choicest wit and intellectual entertainment ot the highest de-
gree.
Giving the best of one's self to promote tlie happiness of

MANHATTAN OPERA PERFORMANCES.

"Prophete," September S, with Lucas, D'Alvarez, Walter-
Villa, Laskin, etc.; conductor, Sturani. "La Juive." Septem-
ber 9, with Eva Grippon (Rachel), Walter-Villa (Eudoxia),

Russo (Leopold), Laskin 'De Brogni), etc.; conductor, Ni-

cosia. "Rigoletto," September 10, with Miranda (Gilda),

Gentle (Maddalena), Carasa (Duke), Beck (Rigoletto), Scott
(Sparafucile), De Grazia (Monterone). etc.; conductor, Stur-

ani. "Carmen," September 11 (matinee), Sylva. Lucas. Vi-

carino. Beck, etc. "La Juive," September 11, with same cast

as on September 9. ".\ida," September 13, with Carasa,

Soyer, etc. "Carmen," September 14, with same cast as Sep-

tember 11.—Musical Courier.
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MUSICAL NEWS ABROAD. CECILIA CHORAL CLUB'S PLANS.

At the ninth concert of the Beethoven-Biahms-Bruckner
cycle in Munich, August 29 (Ferdinand Loewe, conductor), the

program consisted of the "Tragic" overture and the B flat

piano concerto, both by Brahms, and Beethoven's eighth

symphony.—Musical Courier.
* * *

The eminent German baritone, Karl Scheidemantel, has de-

cided finally to leave the operatic stage in 1911 and retire to

his native city, Weimar. He has a record of thirty-three

years of constant singing and the decision is necessarily most
natural.—Musical Courier.

* * *

Mr. Fontaine, the new manager of the Flemish Opera at

Antwerp, announces that the program for the first two months
of the coming season will Include performances of "Lohen-
grin," "Oedipus," "Tannhauser," "L'Evangeliste," "Quentin
Matsys," "La Walkyrie," "Rheingold," "Siegfried," "Ondine,"
"Nid d'Aigle," "Le Luthier de Bergame," "Le Chien du Jar-

ninier," of Albert Grisar; "Fritjof," and "La Vestale," with

entirely new scenery.—Musical Courier.
* * *

Leoncavallo must be a busy man at his Villa Brissago, Lago
Maggiore, working on the announced operas "Maja" and "The
Red Shirt," for in addition to these he is also inditing a third

opera called "Malbruck" (Marlborough) in three acts, libretto

by Nessi, based on a "comic mediaeval fantasy," as reported.

However, it is not reported what a "comic mediaeval fantasy"
might be; hence we must wait patiently and see.—Musical
Courier.

* • •

Notwithstanding the recent revolutionary disturbances,

Barcelona is as gay as ever. The "Arenas" or bull ring, seat-

ing 10,000, has been transformed into a temporary opera
house and on many occasions has been obliged to put out the

sign "house full." An Italian opera company is producing
"Carmen," "II Trovatore," "La Favorita," "Faust" and "Loh-
engrin," the crowds, of course, being enormous. Another
house, Del Bosque, is giving opera at one franc a seat in the

parquet and the average attendance per night is between
3,000 and 4,000. Besides all this the regular opera house, the

Liceo, is enjoying a successful season.—Musical Courier.

Karl Goldmark is at work at a new opera. Its libretto is

taken from a drama by Eugen Madach called "The Tragedy of

Mankind."—New Music Review.
* * *

A new instrument has been invented by Charles A. Parsons,
of London, called the Auxetophon. This is designed to mag-
nify the sound of string instruments, violin, 'cello, doublebass
and harp. Experiments have been made with it and the re-

sults are said to be most promising. It is suggested that the

use of these instruments in an orchestra will make it possible

to reduce the number of musicians and still not diminish the

volume of tone.—New Music Review.
* * *

The regular season of grand opera at Covert Garden con-

cluded on .luly 31. Here follows a list of work performed and
numbers of performances. The season's success was "Sam-
son and Dalilah"—the opera upon which the censor's ban has
rested for so many years and performance of which was made
possible only by the request of the Queen. Twenty-one operas
were sung, as follows: "Aida" was sung six times; "Arraide,"

one; "Barber of Seville," six; "Boheme," six; "Cavalleria Rus-
ticana," three; "Faust," five; "Louise," five; "Lucia di Lam-
mermoor," three; "Madame Butterfly," seven; "Otello," three:

"Pelleas and Melisande," three; "Pagliacci," three; "Rigolet-

to," six; "Sonnambula," four; "Samson and Dalilah," nine;
"Tosca," four; "Traviata," six; "Tess," three; "The Hugue-
nits," two; "Die Walkure," two, and "Don Giovanni," two.

—

New Music Review.

Puccini has finally decided upon a title for him new opera,

the libretto of which is fashioned from the Belasco-Long
drama, "The Girl of the Golden West." The opera is to bear
the name of "Child of the West," and is to be in three acts.

The composer frankly admits his adherence to the cause of

melody.—New Music Review.

Sergei Rachmaninoff, the Russian virtuoso and composer,
who has been touring Germany, has returned and has brought
to hearing a new composition. Its title is "Die Toteninsel,"
and it is a symphonic poem, inspired by Bocklin's famous pic-

ture which the musician saw in Germany. The work made a
favorable impression, its composer being praised for a certain
noble reticence and an avoidance of the bombastic and
theatrical.—New Music Review.

The Cecilia Choral Club, directed by Percy A. R. Dow, has
resumed its rehearsals with an enthusiasm which augurs well

for the success of the season's work. This enthusiasm is in

part due to the very beautiful and varied music which will be
offered in the three concerts of this, Cecilia's fourth season.
Two of the principal works are new to this coast and com-
paratively new to this country. These are "The Cross of
Fire" by Max Brueh and "The Pied Piper of Hamlin" by C H.
H. Parry. They will be sung at the first and second concerts
respectively.
At the third concert another work first heard here under

the direction of Mr. Dow in 1902-3, will be again given-—the
beautiful romantic cantata, "Hiawatha's Departure" by Cole-
ridge-Taylor. Other smaller compositions of a contrasting
nature to the principal works assure programs which will

make the always enjoyable concerts of the Cecilia, of even
more than usual pleasure. The chorus now numbers one
hundred and fifty voices, with new applicants for membership
each week.

In Stockton the year's program will be: First Concert

—

"Pied Piper," of Hamlin; second concert—"Elijah;" third con-
cert
—"Cross of Fire." In Lodi the club will givp: first con-

cert
—"Erl King's Daughter" (Gade); second concert—"Fair

Ellen", by Max Bruch. At the first San Francisco concert
the Cecillia Choral Club will give the finest program ever pre-

sented by this organization and this means a great deal. In

Stockton also the offerings will surpass any previous ones
including part songs by Elgar, Colridge, Taylor, Tibbs and
others. The "Cross of Fire" mentioned above is a superb
work in every respect. The particular feature of the Cecilia

Choral Club's announcements are the exquisite novelties by
Elgar, Taylor, Parry and Bruch, each and every one of which
is a strong and valuable work.

FERRIS HARTMAN'S FAREWELL WEEK.

Last Monday evening Ferris Hartman began the farewell

week of his present engagement with a most enjoyable pro-

duction of "The Tenderfoot," a musical comedy of extraordin-
ary merit. Book and lyrics are equally effective, catchy jin-

gles mingling accurately with sensible lyrics and alternating
spiritedly with rollicking dialogues. The humor of "The Ten-
derfoot" is not forced, but exhales that freedom of wit and
breezy comedy that flows readily from the pen of a born
humorist. Ferris Hartman, being a character student of no
mean ability, hits every point of humor with tack-hammer-like
precision and never fails to nail a laugh whenever the lines

give him an opportunity. Although the play has been pre-

sented here repeatedly it exhibits new and varied points of

interest at every hearing, and the audiences that have laughed
at the quaint humor of this Western musical comedy during
the past week surely spent a very pleasant evening.

The company backed Mr. Hartman very ably in his efforts

to give a smooth and pleasing performance. Oscar Walsh
sang the few ballads with excellent voice and expression.

Walter De Leon essayed the role of the magnetic Parker with
the necessary vim. .loseph Fogarty looked and acted the
role of the gambler in a most characteristic fashion. Walter
Catlett obtained an inexhaustible lot of fun from the semi-
silent role of the Chinaman. Miss Octavia Broske looked and
sang the part of the heiress in happy unison with the other
characters. Muggins Davis interpreted the "sassy" Sally very
fetchingly. Josie Hart displayed quite an amount of dignity

and suaveness in the role of the authoress. Elvia Rand por-

trayed the unsophisticated and not overcleanly Patsey in a

most convincing manner.

Chorus and orchestra were in excellent mood and the scen-

ery and costumes matched the general thoroughness of the

production. Beginning next Monday evening Ferris Hartman
and his excellent company will fill a two weeks' engagement
at the Broadway Theatre in Oakland, where they will present
sixteen performances, including "The Yankee Consul," "The
Blue Moon," "The Mayor of Tokio" and "The Tenderfoot."

On October 16 the Ferris Hartman Company will go to Los
Angeles, where it will stay fpi an extensive engagement, pre-

senting all the latest musical comedies and comic operas. The
theatregoers of Los Angeles have always enjoyed Mr. Hart-

man and his clever company, and no doubt will again welcome
this organization with open arms and glad hearts.

Miss Georgie Cope is arranging a Japanesque program to

take place at the Liberty Theatre on November 2 for Fabiola's

benefit. Miss Cope, Mr. Carl Anderson and Mr. Lowell Red-

field will be the chief soloists, and the chorus will include

members of the Eurydice and Orpheus Clubs.
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SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST. BERINGER MUSICAL CLUB'S TWELFTH RECITAL.

At her forthcoming concert in Golden Gate Commandery
Hall on Thursday evening. October 11 th. Madame Roma will
be assisted by the following artists: Mrs. R. E. Revalk,
soprano: Mrs. J. Llewelyn Williams, soprano: Mrs. D. E. F.
Easton, reader: B. Liederman. tenor: Harold Pracht, baritone;
Fletcher Tilton. organist, and Arthur Weiss, cellist. Mrs. Re-
valk will sing the "Tea Songs" dedicated to the Golden Gate.
Sirs. Easton will read Madame Roma's "Nell" with a musical
setting, and Mrs. Williams will sing the "Sembrich" songs.
Harold Pracht will interpret "Recompense," the words of
which were written by Judge Melvin. JIadame Roma has
been requested to sing "The Prayer," the monotone from the
song cycle, and the one made famous in Europe by the com-
poser's own interpretation before Queen Victoria, at Windsor
Castle. The various clubs of which Madame Roma is a mem-
ber will attend. Among these clubs are: The Papyrus. Cali-
fornia. Sorosis and Sequoia Clubs. Judge Melvin and Harold
Pracht. being members of the Bohemian and Family Clubs, no
doubt members of these organizations will attend as a matter
of courtesy.

* * *

Herman Perlet, the distinguished orchestral leader and com-
poser, who has been located in San Francisco for more than a
j-ear, has utilized the summer months to complete a "Roman-
tic Operatic Comedy." in two acts, which is now being played
by the Persse-Mason Company throughout the interior cities
of the Pacific Coast. The work met with an instantaneous
hit and has been crowding the houses ever since its debut.
It is entitled "The Singing Bandits" and the cast is as follows:
Romeo, Tenor; of the Disbanded Opera Co., Mr. Thos. H:

Persse: Roberto, Bass; of the Disbanded Opera Co., Mr. Noble
Grayson: Leonora, Contralto; of the Disbanded Opera Co.,
Miss Bernice Holmes; Giacomo, of the Singing Bandits. Mr.
Robert McKim; Beppo, of the Singing Bandits. Mr. Bert
Phoenix: Mateo. Proprietor of the Inn, Mr. G. Reeves; Angela.
His Wife, Miss Georgie Knowlton; Lucia, His Daughter, Miss
Edith Mason,
The plot of the play takes place in Italy and is based upon

an historical episode. The story is told by means of song
and relieved occasionally by sparkling comedy and revolves
around the trials and tribulations of a stranded opera com-
pany and brigands who infested Italy in those remote days.
Among the musical features is a splendidly constructed climax
that has as its objective point the "Lucia sextette" and a
cleverly introduced situation embodying the "Rigoletto Quar-
tet." These adaptations are made excusible by reason of the
fact that some of the characters are members of an Italian
opera troupe.

The Zech Orchestra will give its second concert of the sea-
sou on Tuesday, October 26th, at the Novelty Theatre, comer
of O'Farrell and Steiner streets. The program will be as fol-

lows: Fingal's Cave. (Mendelsohn); Suite from the Ballet
"Sylvia." (Deliebes); Traumerei (Wuerst); Violin Solo with
Accompaniment for Strings, (Miss Olive Hyde): Scotch
Dances, No. 1 and 2. (Otto Langey) ; Kaiser March, (Wagner).
The Orchestra will consist of about sixty-five of the best
amateurs in San Francisco under the direction of W. F. Zech.
Further particulars regarding this concert will appear in sub-
sequent issues.

The pupils of Roscoe Warren Lucy gave the following pro-
gram at Century Hall on Saturday. September 18th: (a) In
the Church ( Tschaikowski ) ; (b) Danish Dance Op. 36 (Gadei.
Miss Clara Poppic: (a) Mazurka Op. 10. No. 3, (Moszkow-
ski); (b) Fabliau, (J. Raff). Miss Hazel Bond; Sonate in C
Major, (Josepifi Haydn). Miss Aileen Murphy; Impromptu in

G, (Schubert), Miss Ethel Ostrander: (a) Polonaise in A flat,

(Moszkowski) ; (b) Fourth Mazurka. (Godard), Miss Camille
Stronach; (a) Scherzino Op. IS, No. 2. (Rachmaninoff), Miss
Margaret Douglas, (a) Impromptu Op. 34, No. 1, (Lescheti-
zky); (b) Grand Concert Rondo. (Bartlett), Miss Vera Max-
well; (a) Waltz in A flat Major, (Karganoff); (b) Rigandon
Op. 204, (Raff), Miss Aileen Murphy.

Charles Dutton of Berkeley announces one of his interest-
ing musical receptions at his studio. 2119 Alkton Way. Signor
de Grassi and Hother Wismer will play several duets, Fred
\Maurer will preside at the piano, Charles Dutton will play
several piano works. Miss Boggs and Miss Dillon will contri-
bute several harp numbers. Miss Mesow and Luther March-
and will sing. Mr. Dutton's new studio seats over one hun-
dred and fifty people and is supplied with a stage, the audi-
torium being divided into a pit and balcony.

On her way to her home in Boston, Miss Anna Miller Wood
will give a concert in Los Angeles and one in Flagstaff, Ariz.

Organization of Ambitious Students Astonish Their Friends
With the Remarkable progress Made Since the

End of the Last Musical Season

The Beringer Musical Club gave its twelfth piano and vocal
recital at Century Hall, on Thursday evening, September 23rd.
The auditorium was crowded to the doors and those who
attended had every reason to feel gratified that they respond-
ed to the invitation of the club to partake of its well executed
program. We have attended few recitals of this nature which
has given us more satisfaction and more pleasure. Professor
and Madame Beringer no doubt exercised their influence in
the selection of the participants, for they were all exceedingly
talented and nothing marred the general eveness of the pro-
gram, and, as far as the writer is concerned, this was the
most satisfactory concert so far given by the Beringer Musical
Club. Performers as well as teachers may justly feel proud
of the result.

Misses Frances Westington and Sadie Bultman opined the
program with a "Fantasie sur un air original," by Gurlitt;
which gave them an opportunity to exhibit their technical
skill as well as their uniform ensemble work. Miss Zdenka
Buben played Schubert's "Impromptu op. 142, No. 4" with a
remarkable intellectual grasp of its musical attributes and
with a smoothness of digital facility that aroused the audience
to hearty applause. Miss Irene de Martini, who sang Thomas
Arne's "Polly Willis," Nevin's "Ti Saluto" and Stigellis
"Isolina" scored a well merited triumph. She certainly was
born with the spark of genius. Possessing a well modulated,
resonant mezzo soprano voice of quite a matured timbre for
one so young in years and exhibiting a temparament of
unusual vivaciousness and unforced directness this youthful
vocalist gives every evidence of genuine talent which under
the proper course of musical culture is bound to blossom and
bear lucious fruit. Madame Beringer has reason to feel very
much gratified to possess a pupil so responsive to the influ-
ence of a vocal education.

Miss Estelle McNeil d'Albert's "Scherzo op. No. 3" very
musically as well as very satisfactorily in so far as its teach-
nical intricacies were concerned. Harry Bultman, who sang
Molloy's "Thursday" and the Armourer Song" from "Robin
Hood," is the possessor of a genuine bass voice of a timbre
not often met among vocal students. He sings with excep-
tional feeling and reveals a range of unusual dimensions. He
made a very favorable impression. Melton Mowbray was in
better condition than we evar heard him before and did full

justice to the heavy demand of Schubert Liszt's "La Sere-
nade." His brilliant and ilmpid technic was one of the feat-
ures of the evening. As an encore Mr. Mowbray gave a most
excellent reading of Chopin's "Funeral March." Miss Sadie
Bultman distinguished herself with a fluently interpreted and
splendidly phrased rendition of Gluck-St. Saens' "Alceste."

Miss Anita Morse never showed herself to better advantage
than with her impressive rendering of Venzano's "Grand
Valse" and Saint-Saens' "My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice."
Her beautiful, flexible lyric soprano with its bell-like character
was singularly adapted for these works and the ease and
abandon with which she sang exercised a very favorable influ-

ence upon her listeners who were not backward in expression
their delight and satisfaction. Miss Frances Westington jus-
tified her position among the foremost executants of the pro-
gram by giving a very effective interpretation of Joseph Ber-
inger's pretty sentiment '^Tes Yeux" and a brilliant rendition
of Schulz-Evler's "On the Beautiful Blue Danube." Miss Alta
Yocom played a group of Chopin compositions most skillfully
and gave evidence of the fact that she had studied with much
care and devoted that diligence and thought to her work
which contributes toward an ideal comprehension of pianistic
intricacies. The program closed with a vocal duet "Calm as
the Night" by Goetze. very pleasingly rendered by Miss Anita
Morse and Harry Bultman.

The success of this last concert of the Beringer Musical
Club reveals the fact that great things may be accomplished
by persistent efforts. The participants on the program have
gained confidence and have added much to their knowledge.
Any teacher who can show gradual improvement among his or
her scholars is on the right road. These occasional public
recitals kill nervousness and bring the pupil to the realiza-

tion of grave responsibilities. Surely the Beringer Musical
Club recitals should form a stimulant for its members.

Mrs. Ruth Childs Carver, formerly a pupil of Hugo Mans-
feldt, announces that she is prepared for professional engage-
ments and has opened a studio at 1657 Mason street.
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MUSIC AT ST. MARY'S, OAKLAND. MUSIC ACROSS THE BAY.

On Sunday evening, September 19, at St. Mary's, Seventli

and Jefferson streets, Oakland, the choir and orchestra of the

Oakland Conservatory of Music, under the direction of Prof.

Adolf Gregory, rendered excerpts from Haydn's Passion and
a program of other numbers from the works of the great mas-

ters. This was the sixth of the series of sacred recitals given

by this organization this season. During the recital the fol-

lowing numbers were rendered: Orchestral prelude and
chorus, "Father, Forgive Them" (Haydn); Arioso, for con-

tralto, "Woe Unto Them" (Mendelssohn); chorus, "The Veil

Was Rent" (Haydn); Aria, tor tenor, "If With All Your
Hearts" (Haydn): chorus, 'It is Finished" (Haydn); Aria, for

baritone, "Lord God of Abraham" (Mendelsohn); Aria, for

The De Grass! Concert Proves an Artistic Triumph and Miss

Anna Miller Wood Sings to Crowded House

—

Other interesting Items.

MISS GENA WILKIE

Solo Soprano of St. Mary's, Oakland, and Member of the

Faculty of the Oakland Conservatory of Music.

contralto, "O Rest in the Lord" (Mendelssohn); chorus,

"Amen! In Sempiterna" (Rossini). After the sermon: "In-

flammatus" (Rossini). During the benediction: "O Salutaris"

(Handel); "Tantum ergo" (Adolf Gregory); Postlude, Marche
Romaine (Gounod). The soloists were Miss Gena Wilkie, so-

prano; Miss Jennie T. Yale, contralto; Louis J. Spuller, tenor;

Norman Wilkie, bass. Mrs. Adolf Gregory presided at the

organ. The next evening recital will be October ITth, and
will consist principally of excerpts from Spohr's Last Judg-

ment.

ALBERT ROSENTHAL SHOULD GIVE CONCERT
ALBERT ROSENTHAL, THE BRILLIANT YOUNG SAN

FRANCISCO 'CELLIST, WHO SCORED A DECIDED
TRIUMPH IN EUROPE AND THE EAST, IS VISITING HIS

PARENTS HERE. IT SEEMS TO US MR. ROSENTHAL
SHOULD BE HEARD IN CONCERT IN HIS NATIVE CITY
AFTER HAVING BECOME FAMOUS ABROAD. HE TELLS
US NO CALIFORNIA MANAGER WANTS TO RISK DIRECT-

ING A CONCERT FOR HIM. IS THIS A SUFFICIENT REA-

SON WHY MR. ROSENTHAL SHOULD NOT BE HEARD
HERE? THIS PAPER WILL DONATE ALL ADVERTISING
SPACE TOWARD A ROSENTHAL CONCERT. IS THERE
SOMEONE HERE WILLING TO MANAGE HIM IN CON-
CERT IN HIS NATIVE CITY?

ALFRED METZGER,
EDITOR PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.

By Elizabeth Westgate.

Oakla„d, Sept. 27, 1909.

The violin recital of Signor Antonio de Grassi at the Liberty
Theatre last Friday afternoon revealed this interesting Italian

player in all his moods, I believe, truly. And his program
was so built as to give full play to all those artistic qualities
which his playing in private had already taught us were his
in full measure.

The charming—and moving—Sonata of Grieg gave oppor-
tunity for both Mr. Maurer and Signor de Grassi to express
themselves individually, and if they were blood-brothers their
thought and instincts could not more nearly coincide.' The
last movement was played with particular abandon, and was
the most thoroughly satisfying performance of the entire
afternoon. As the well-beloved phrases reached the ear

—

like old and dear friends newly-met after an absence—one
warmed to them, and welcomed them, and was glad that Grieg
had embodied them so that they were walking before us on
that good and pleasant day.

The well-known Bruch concerto was Signor de Grassi's oth-

er large work, and he played it with full understanding and
a nobility of technic whicn one—after all—is pretty sure to
tind in the followers of Sevcik—when all is said, one of the
greatest of the technicians. What it is besides technique that
he imparts to his disciples—this Bohemian master—it is hard
to say, for individuality cannot be imparted. Yet all the stu-

dents of that Prague school—now of world-moment no longer
since Sevcik went over to the Vienna Conservatory—show
vast distinction under all their technic, and dominating it.

If pupils not distinguished have come out of that conservatory,
the world at large has not heard of it.

Of the other solos, the Russian airs, of course, commanded
admiration for the boldness, delicacy, facility and breadth of
the delivery. The final passage in harmonies was exquisite

and flawless, and one was reminded that, since Kubelik, per-

haps no one has played it more nonchalantly than this same
de Grassi of Oakland.

Signor de Grassi's compositions were melodious and pleas-

ing, and of interest as well to ears attuned to modernity. They
were in the smaller forms, but cleverly accomplished. Be-
sides the works specifically mentioned, these were played:
.\ndante Religioso (De Angeles), Fantaisie (Drdla), and Air
de Ballet (Adamowski).

Mr. Maurer was at his very best, which is good enough for

anybody's utmost, and the sympathy between the two was,
as has been hinted, quite perfect.

The audience was not large, but it was discriminating and
almost affectionate, too.

• * *

It was a delectable program which Miss Anna Miller Wood
sang at the Unitarian Church in Berkeley last Wednesday
evening. The church was filled with people who quite evi-

dently knew just how to measure excellence and fascination

equally, and to respond to both. For Miss Wood is a singer
in the highest implication of that misused word and wins at

every point—but first and foremost by her thorough artistry.

That she has a beautiful voice, of satin and velvet, and that
she makes it a vehicle for expressing all things—these need
not to be said, for they are too patently true to need saying.

Her program, with its encores, follows. Mr. Maurer accom-
panied with his unfailing skill.

Old Airs—Hans Leo Hassler, 1564-1612, Tanzlied; 14th
Century Air. Joseph, lieber Joseph; Scarlatti, 1659-1725, Gia
il Sole. French Composers—Xavier Leroux. Le Nil. violin

obligato by Mr. Hother Wismer; Ernest Chausson, Les Papll-

lons; Augusta Holmes, L'Heure d'Azur; Gabriel Pierne, lis

etaient trois petits Chats; Claude Debussy, La Mandoline.
American Composers—Arthur Foote. Once at the Angelus;
Percy Lee Atherton, Beloved, it was April Weather, Night
Song, M.S., 'Tis the Spring. M.S.. dedicated to Miss Wood;
George Chadwick, The Danza; Foote, lym Wearin' Awa.
German Composers—Robert Fi-anz. Fruhling und Liebe;
Liebchen ist da; Hugo Wolf. Mignon. By request—Arthur
Foote. On the Way to Kew, dedicated to Miss Wood; Theo.
Marzials, Twickenham Ferry; A. Rubinstein, Good Night;
Arthur Foote, O Swallow Flying South. The Sweetest Flower
that Blows.

# * *

Mr. R. H. Thomas will sing a program before the California

Club next Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Thomas is one of the lead-

ing baritones on this side of the bay.
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The short violin recitals of Mr. Alexander Stewart, which
follow the sermon at the Oakland First Congregational
Church, are causing much interest. Mr. Stewart's dignified
and finished playing of three or more works suitable for
church performance, with organ accompaniment, is of musical
value to the whole community; and it is not too much to say
that a goodly proportion of the church-going people of Oak-
land is present at these services.

* « *

The quartet of the Alameda First Presbyterian Church will
give a regular first Sunday program next Sunday evening.
The entire list comprises works by Arthur Foote. TJie pro-
gram follows:

Pastorale, organ; Christ, our Passover, quartet; Oj Love
that Will not let Me Go, tenor; Offertory—Toccato, organ;
When Wings are Raging, contralto; Does the Road Wind Up-
hill all the Way?, quartet; My God, I Thank Thee, soprano;
All's Well, bass; Allegro, Opus 45, No. 3, organ.

The quartet consists of Mrs. A. E. Nash, Miss Edith Stetson,
Mr. Stanleigh Ward MacLewee and Mr. Clarence Wflitney
Castell. 7

* • *

The second concert (16th season) of the Oakland Orpheus,
Mr. Edwin Dunbar Crandall. director, will occur toniorrow
evening at the Liberty Theatre. Miss Estelle Franklin Gray,
violinist, is the special soloist. A review of the concert will

be given here next week.

On Tuesday, October 5th, the third concert of the Stewart
Orchestral Club, Mr. Alexander Stewart, director, will be
given at Maple Hall. Miss Georgie Cope, contralto, just re-

turned from a course of study in Europe, has been engaged
as the soloist. In answer to many requests, the 'managers
have agreed to sell single tickets for this particular concert

—

a concession not hitherto granted.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hrubanik invite their friends to a
musicale at their home next Sunday afternoon. The partici-

pants on the program are Mr. R. H. Thomas, baritone; Mr.
David MauUoyd, tenor; Mr. M. F. Hrubanik, baritone, and
Mr. Vincert de Arrilaga, pianist.

A very interesting musical service was given at the College
avenue Methodist Episcopal church, in Berkeley recently when
the following excellent program was rendered under the direc-
tion of Frank E. Wright:

Morning Service, Organ Prelude—Adagio from the 3rd So-
nata in C minor (A. Guilmant) op. 50; Te Deum in F "We
Praise Thee O God" (Kotzschmar)—Soli and Chorus; Male
Quartet—"Built this Church for God" (Wright)—Postlude;
Organ. At the evening service the following musical num-
bers were given;

Organ Prelude—"Prayer in G flat (F. J. St. Clair,) op. 36 No.
1; Opening Chorus—"O, Clap your hands together" (Turner;)
Anthem—How Beautiful upon the Mountains" (Spinney)—
Solo, Quartet and Chorus; Dedicatory Anthem—"I have surely
Built Thee an House" (Dr. Boyce)—Soli, trio and Chorus; So-
prano Solo—"Ave Maria" (Bach-Gounod) Miss Helen Mascow;
Finale Praise Chorus—"Praise the Lord" (Randegger;) Post-
lude—Organ.
The Choir of this church which was dedicated in August 22nd

is as follows:
Quartet

—

I Miss Olive Morrish, Soprano; Mrs. J. Rollin Fitch, Contralto;
/Ray Miles, Tenor; R. M. Sheldon, Bass.

Sopranos

—

i Miss Ada L. Weber, Miss Anna J. Harrison. Miss Lola N.
Holton, Mrs. A. M. Smith, Mrs. J. F. Wilson. Mrs. Chester
Naramore. Mrs. George C. Shaw, Mrs. Jessie L. Taylor, Mrs.
F. W. Smith.

Altos

—

Miss Madge Woodman, Miss M. Jackson, Miss Bernice Shaw,
Miss Mable Woodman, Mrs. James Wyper, Miss Estelle
Swearingen.
Tenors

—

W. W. Davis, W. F. Barnum, J. G. Garrison.
Basses

—

H. I. Hamilton, Charles Thomas, George H. Blacker, James
Wyper, A. U. Good, F. W. Smith.
Male Quartet

—

Messrs Miles, Thomas, Wright and Sheldon.
Miss Helen Mascow, Soloist.

Miss Lola G. Gwin, Organist.
Frank E. Wright, Director.

The Oakland Conservatory of Music
203-205 Twelfth St., cor. Jackson, Oakland, Calif.

The largest, oldest established and most thoroughly equipped School of Genuine Musical Instruction in

the We^. Over 2,000 students since its inception and 300 this year. Faculty of 18 accomplished

artists; all branches of music, both practical and theoretical. The special advantages of the Conserva-

tory tuition are manifest, viz., the following free privileges: Ensemble Classes, Lectures, Academnias,

$10,000.00 Reference Library of Musical Classics and Theoretical Work, Examinations and Certifi-

cates of Ability and $4,000.00 worth of Free Scholarships awarded annually.

INFORMAL ACADEMNIAS are held in the Conservatory the First and Third Thursdays in each month for adult

students; for juniors the Second Saturday.

ELEMENTARY ORCHESTRAL CLASS, Thursday, every week, at 8:30 p. m. ADVANCED ORCHESTRA
(Symphony Class) every Monday at 8:30 p. m.

THE CONSERVATORY CHORAL SOCIETY rehearses every Friday at 8:30 for the study of the works of

the great masters. The works already rendered this season are as follows: Haydn's "Imperial," Roosini's "Stabat

Mater," Weber's "Mass in G," Handel's "Messiah," Schubert in F and Haydn's "Passion." Tomorrow: Hammel in

E Flat. October 17th: Spoho's "Last Judgment." Other works to be rendered during the season by Cherubini,

Gounod, Haydn, Bach, Palestrina, Beethoven, Dubois, Schubert, Meyerbeer and Mercadante. Only students who
are thorough sight singers admitted to this choir. SPECIAL PREPARATION CLASSES IN SIGHT SINGING
are held throughout the season for students wishing to become eligible as members of this Society.

The monthly Conservatory paper, "THE MUSIC STUDENT," free to all pupils.

SPECIAL LECTURE COURSE of twelve lectures commences this month; first of the series, "The Modern Technic

of the Piano-forte, Its Origin and Development," by the Director. Free to all students.

Full prospectus on application. Students ma]) enter at any time. No charge for entrance examination or for any ofthe special advantages mentioned above.

PHONES: Oakland 4922; Home A-2922

Fall Term Commences Now Director, ADOLF GREGORY
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MUSIC IN SACRAMENTO.

Interesting Forecast of Important Events Which Are Booked

To Take Place at the State Capital.

By Mrs. Albert Elkus.

Sacrament,o, Sept. 21, 1909.

The musical season for 1909-1910 is opening with unusual
activity. The McNeill Club, again under the efflcient leader-
ship of Robert Lloyd, held its first meeting on the 13th. They
have planned the usual three concerts with local and club
soloists, and will continue to study the best composers. Mr.
Lloyd also has charge of matters musical in the organization
called "The Camellians," who hold monthly meetings. He
will lecture at Elks Hall in October on "The Proper Use of
Voice in Speech and Song."

* 4 N<

The choir at the Synagogue is rendering excellent music
during the holidays. It has been augmented by the voices of
Jlrs. J. A. Moynihan and Mr. Homer Henley. Mrs. R. H.
Hawley is organist and leader of the choir.

The Saturday Club demonstrated its appreciation of the two
years' service given it by the president, Mrs. J. A. Moynihan,
by again choosing her for a leader. The same compliment
was extended to the other officers. These, together with the
board, have held many meetings during vacation and have
formulated the following plans; The work done by active
members will consist of—Three miscellaneous days, American
composers, a centenary celebration which will be devoted to

the works of Chopin, Michael Costa, Kucken, Felician and
Ferdinand David; a Rubinstein and Rossini day; Schumann
day. and a day devoted to the Faust Legend in Music. The
student members of the club, and the boys of the city will

also give their usual day. In looking over this prospectus one
feels that all clubs should supplement the work that is being
done by the musical papers of the country in encouraging
American composers and American interpreters. I would
suggest that the papers ask of all clubs that at least one
American composers day be given each season.
The America day which will be given here by the Saturday

Club, on February oth. by the talent of the club, will be sup-
plemented by the first hearing in Sacramento of the melo-
drama, "Lady of Shallott," by Albert 1. Elkus, rendered by
Miss Alice Colman and Mr. Elkus of San Francisco.

* * *

The season will open on October 9th, when Albert Rosen-
thal, also of your city, who has won honors in Europe and
the East, will give a 'cello recital with Albert L Elkus at the
piano. The program will be: Sonata (L-Valentine) ; (a) Air
(Bach), (b) Andante (Schumann), (c) Rondo (Boccherini)

;

3rd Movement, Cello Concerto (Dvorak); Fantasie Linda de
Chamounix (Plutti); (a) Chant triste (Tschaikowski), (b) At
the Fountain (Davidoff); Rhapsodie Hongroise (Popper).
This will be followed on the 14th by Mr. Wilhelm Heinrich
of Boston, tenor for years in the church of the late Edward
Everett Hale. His program given here some five years ago is

remembered with so much pleasure. It was called an art
program and contained the best songs of all times. Mr. Hein-
rich has been blind since infancy, plays his own accompani-
ments in most exquisite fashion, also giving valuable historical
data about the program as it proceeds. That Mr. Heinrich
has not rested on his repertoire of five years ago the follow-
ing program of modern composers will show; (a) Les An-
gelus. (b) L Echelounement, (c) Les Cloches, (d) Mandaline.
(e) Le Jit d'eau (Debussy); from Tennyson's Maud: (a)

Birds in the High Hall Garden, Catch not thy breath (Recit),

(b) Go not. Happy Day, (c) I have led her home, (d) Tears,
idle tears (Tennyson's Princess); Benjamin Whelpley. from
Browning's two songs by Mrs. Henry Rogers: (a) My Star,

(b) Love me Forever; (a) Des Kindes Gebet, (b) Beim Wetter
(c) Strampelchen, (d) Hans and Grete, (e) Minnelied, (f)

Schmeichel Ratzchen (Max Reger); (a) Rosa, Rosa (Blair
Fairchild, (b) A Farewell (Elizabeth Cheney), (c) The Fox-
glove (Geo. Chadwick), (d) The Cobbler's Song (Felix Wein-
gartner), (e) The Lorelei (Franz Liszt).

* # *

November will bring Ludwig Wullner; January, Antonio
de Grassi; February, Horatio Connell, American baritone just

returned from an eight year's sojourn in Europe, where the

kind of art he produces is well appreciated; March will bring
the Dutch contralto, Tilly Koenen, and April, the Flonzaley
Quartet, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clifford Lott, of Los Angeles,
cume to us the afternoon of December 4th, song and piano
reiital; Madame Olga Brugstorf, of New York, will give an
afl.'rnoon of Folk Songs of Nations, and the afternoon meet-
inj^.s will close in April with a program given by the Golden

Gate Quartet, consisting of Frank Onslow, Carl Anderson,
John de P. Teller and Henry Perry—a good feast to look for-
ward to.

It is to be hoped that others will follow the example of Mr.
Genss of your city, who will appear here the latter part of
October in piano recital, so that the musical people of our city
may have opportunity to hear more than one club can pro-
vide us with. When a larger auditorium is built the club
can be enlarged from its present membership, which is 1,200,
and more members means more music.

* * *

I regret to announce that a most valuable member of the
musical community will leave us soon. Mrs. Lottie Buck
Porterfleld, lyric soprano, will remove to Los Angeles, and
our loss will mean Los Angeles' gain. Her repertoire is very
extensive and her knowledge of matters musical so broad that
the five years she has been in our midst has added much to
the culture of the community. The best wishes of all her
friends go with her.

THE LORING CLUB'S THIRTY-THIRD SEASON.

Oldest and Most Successful Singing Society of San Francisco

Announces New Season and Continues to Add
Lustre to Local Musical Life.

A musical society which has had a continuously successful
career of thirty-two years is one which must necessarily be
founded on very sound principles, particularly so in a city
like San Francisco. The Loring Club, in issuing its announce-
ments for its thirty-third season, the opening concert of which
is set for Tuesday evening, October 12th, in Christian Science
Hall, shows that its managing committee and advisory board
are adhering to its very highest standard.

It is now formally announced that Mr. Wallace A. Sabin
has accepted the directorship of the club, and on this the club
is certainly to be congratulated, for Mr. Sabin has not only
established his claim to be recognized as a musician of the
best type, but as a practical director he is unexcelled. For
the coming season four concerts are planned, respectively in

October, December, March and May, and, for these, programs
are now outlined containing some of the very best and also
some of the most recent compositions for male voices with
orchestra, with piano and also unaccompanied.

It has been known to musicians for some time that the
Loring Club of San Francisco ranks in the first half dozen in

the United States, and the standard of these, the best male
voice organizations of the United States, is not excelled by
any similar European club. The Loring Club has reached the
stage of efficiency that the difficulties of a composition do not
now have to be considered by the committee and the advisory
board when arranging the programs, so that San Franciscans
have the opportunity of hearing male voice music of the very
highest type.

At this time we will refer only in detail to the program for

the concert of October 12th, which contains a number of com-
positions to be heard by a San Francisco audience on this

occasion for the first time. Prominent among these are a
cycle of "Songs of the Sea" by the well-known English musi
cian, Sir Charles Villiers Stanford. This composition is for

chorus of male voices with baritone solo, and was a brillian

success when first produced at the Leeds Festival of 1904
In this work the solo has been entrusted to Mr. John Carring
ton, and the accompaniments will be piano, organ and orches
tra. Another novelty of great interest is Kremser's choru:

for two choirs of men's voices. "Thro' Whispering Boughs.'

G. W. Chadwick's "Lo, Now Night Shadows" (Ecce Jam Noc
tis), occupied a place of honor on the program, which also in-

cludes "The Vintage Song" from Mendelssohn's unfinished
opera, "The Lorelei." The club on this evening will also ren
der Arthur Sullivan's "The long day Closes," and John Hyat
Brewer's "Break, break," with its tender refrain, "And Its A,
for the Touch of a Vanished Hand," which without doubt are
included in the program as an In Memoriam thought of the

late director, Mr. W. C. Stadfelt, who served the club so long
and so faithfully, and who was personally so popular with all

the members.
The pianist will be Mr. Frederick Maurer, Jr., and Mr. Wal-

lace A. Sabin will direct the concert.

"An Evening of Song" was given in Berkeley last week by
a visiting baritone from Chicago, Mr. Thomas N. MacBurney.
Mr. MacBurney has been in Paris, assistant of the famous
American vocal teacher. King Clark, who is said to be as
successful in his profession as that extremely whalthy
American dentist who has attracted tout Paris to his elegant
offices. Mr. Hother Wismer, violinist, and Mr. Frederick
Maurer, accompanist, assisted.
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WILLIAM F. ZECH, VIOLINIST
Musical Director

Tht Zech Orchrflra Rfh<!i

1332 Geary Street

5 Every Monday Evening

Phone West 1603

California Conservatory of Music
Now occupies its magnificent new building on

147 Presidio Avenue
Between Washington and Jackson Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

(Jackson-Sutler St. car terminal in hont of buildina)

Largest Institution West of Chicago

DIRECTORIUM :

HERMANN GENSS. President

DR. H. J. STEWART, GIULIO MINETTI, DR. ARTHUR WEISS,

GEORG KRUGER

The (acuity further includes such artists as

:

HANS KONIG,
WALLACE A. SABIN,

G. JOLLAIN,
LOUIS NEWBAUER,
HENRY B. BAERMAN.
MRS. M. O'BRIEN,

MISS FLORENCE GUPPY, and others.

Departments for Beginners, Amateurs and Professionals

Pupils received at all times.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE TIOUILLET. T>ean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages ot literary studies free of charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose California.

OTARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and Po ellNew Orpheum

Safest and Most Magnificent Theatre in America.

Week Beginning This Sunday Afetrnoon—MATINEE EVERY DAY
ARTISTIC VAUDEVILLE

James Young and Co. in the one-act College Yell. "When
Love is Y'oung": Mary Norman in "Some Types of Woman";
Ed F. Reynard. The Ventriloquist; Pilu. the Mind Reading
Dog, introduced by Sig. D. Ancillotti; Big City Quartette; Les
Myosotis; Henry Clive; New Orpheum Motion Pictures. Last
Week Edna Aug, the Comedienne in "Types."

Evenins Prices: lOc, 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Seats $1.00
Matinee Prices: (Except Sundays and Holidays) lOc. 25c. 50c.

PHONE DOUGLAS 70

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 20 1 6 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDONTENOR
TO 9 Ph O P n f Q I n n i n n In all its brancK» from the rudiments of lone (onnation to
I Cdblltil 01 Oingiliy .^^ highea finish «,d completion of Public Sin,in,

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

By Appointment Only
Telephone: West 457 i

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voice Culture for Singing and Speaking

Concert. Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 367 1

Joaquin S. Wanrell
BASSO

CANTANTE
VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING

Perfedl Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's, Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION, PIANO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABUSHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French. German. Musical Histor>' and Sight Reading in progress. Practice

lessons with specially coached accompanists may be arranged for—also by non-students

of the school. Studio. 818 Grove St., near Fillmort. Tel. Park 1 069.
In Berkeley Tuesday. 2521 Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday al Snell

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Organift Firil Presbyterian Church

Teacher of PIANO and ORGAN

Studio : 1 1 1 7 Paru St. Alameda, California

The Beringer
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.

E^ablished 1896

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),

Opera. Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

FREID R. J. RAU
Pacific Coast Agent for

HAWKES & SON
London, England

High-Grade Band Instruments
Bargains in Second-Hsmd Instruments

170 PAGE ST., SAN FRANCISCO Phone Market 5513

San Fraricisco Coriservatory of Music
Phone WEST 5972 E. S. BONELLI. Director Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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MUSIC IN SAN JOSE.

By Daisy Goodman Sherman.

San Jose, Sept. 29, 1909.

With the coming of autumn the musical lite of the Garden
City has swung back into its accustomed channels, and the

coming season has much promise for music lovers and stu-

dents. The choirs of the various churches are planning much
that is new and interesting, and of artistic value to San Jose.

The private studios have opened with full lists, not to speak
of the larger institutions, such as Notre Dame and the Uni-

versity of the Pacific, which have such an army of new stu-

dents that several new instructors have joined the ranks of

each institution.

The Conservatory of Music of the University of the Pacific

opened its season August 24th. The number of students

registered is greater than ever before in the history of the

Conservatory, especially in the piano department, which is

under the able direction of Professor Pierre Douillet. In ad-

dition to Professor Douilet's assistants, Professor Wilbur
McColI and F. Zimmermann. the services of Mrs. Ida S. Fog-
son and Mr. Clarence Urmy have been engaged.
Unusual interest is shown in the theoretical studies under

Prof. William J. McCoy, wliose classes are filled with earnest

students seeking to gain knowledge in the harmonic and
contrapuntal devices of classic music and composition. No
lesser interest is shown in the Solfeggio classes conducted by
Miss Anna Belle Wythe.
The vocal department is in the hands of Miss Nella Rogers

and Mrs. Nitalia Douillet, the wife of the dean. This depart-

ment is so full that another instructor will be added.
Prof. Nat. J. Landsberger, the noted violinist of San Fran-

cisco, heads the violin and ensemble playing classes. This
is his first season at the Conservatory, where his students are

very enthusiastic over his genius as a teacher.

The chorus class of almost 100 voices, under the direction

of Dean Douillet, began its weekly rehearsals, and promises
to give a choral concert in the near future.

Dean Douillet deserves great praise for his untiring efforts

in building up a real conservatory of music in the State of

California.

The unusually fine work done by the students of Notre
Dame is such a well known fact that further mention need
hardly be made. Music students who have graduated from
this noble institution have gone forth into the world to take
their places as sincere and competent musicians.

The name of Carrie Goebel-Weston, a graduate from the

violin department, is already familiar to concert goers in San
Francisco. Several concerts are planned for the near future

at Notre Dame. Of special interest will be the "Chopin
Contest," in which the graduating class will participate.

Five Chopin etudes will be played by each member, three

etudes out of the five being given alike to each one upon
which to test her skill. A reward will be given to the suc-

cessful contestant as a fitting symbol of artist success. The
public is always certain to find a sincere and gracious wel-

come at the concerts at Notre Dame College.

The San Jose Choral Society held its first meeting of the

fall season on Monday evening, September 20th. Interest is

keenly alive, and there is no doubt but that this society will

be a great factor in the future, as in the past, in the educa-
tional life of this city. The aim of the society is to produce
the best works of the masters, oratorios as well as lighter

works. Mr. C. J. Cromarty is the president of this organiza-

tion, and Miss Linda Zink is the accompanist. Professor G.

C. Buebrer, who has charge of the music at Stanford Univer-
sity, ably directed the choral last season to its final success,

where the members joined Prof. Buehrer's choral at Stanford

in giving Rossini's "Stabat Mater" with the Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra. Professor Buehrer will direct the choral

this season. Several concerts are planned for San Jose dur-

ing the winter months, and the final concert for the season
will be given at Stanford again, where Prof. Buehrer expects

to give "St. Paul," with Damrosch and the New York Sym-
phony Orchestra.

Mr. Benj. S. Moore, San Jose's leading organist, will give

bi-weekly evening recitals at the First Presbyterian Church
during the season. It is with much pleasure that we hear of

this, for the Wednesday afternon recitals given last winter by
Mr. Moore will long be remembered by San Jose music lovers.

On the evening of Oct. 8th, in honor of the sixteenth anni-

versary of the Presbyterian Church, where Mr. Moore is or-

ganist, "Hiawaltha's Wedding Feast," by S. Coleridge Taylor,

the negro composer, will be given by a double quartet. The
soloists upon that occasion will be Mr. Chester Herold, tenor,

and Miss Irene Quilty, soprano.
The position of organist in five of San Jose's churches is

supplied by Mr. Moore's organ students. He has also a large
class in piano, and is devoting half of his entire time to his

class in Berkeley, where he is teaching both organ and piano.

Worthy of mention is the San Jose Orchestral Club, under
the direction of Signor N. de Gorenzo, who has gathered to-

gether the amateurs as well as professionals in an organiza-
tion which is a great factor in uplifting the musical taste of

the community. The organization is two years old, and is at
present the only concert orchestra in San Jose. Several con-
certs have been given which have been very successful, and
Signor de Gorenzo is now rehearsing and preparing the mem-
bers for the coming season's concerts. Miss Grace Barstow
is concert-master and enjoys the unique distinction of being
the only woman violin maker in the world.

Signor de Gorenzo is the head of the violin department at
King's Conservatory. He came to California originally with
the company which brought Tettrazini from Mexico, and was
a member of the Tivoli orchestra during that time. He is a
pupil of B. Dvorak and a graduate of the Conservatory of
Naples.

* * *

Mr. Chester Herold, who posseses a tenor voice of rare
beauty, has charge of the music in the Christian Science
Church of San Jose, where he gives a solo every other Sunday
to an appreciative audience. Mr. Herold is a pupil of H. B.

Pasmore and is well known in San Francisco, where he sings
frequently.

-%%-

At three o'clock on Tuesday. September 28, Mme. Sofia
Neustadt, but lately permanently in Oakland, will give a song
recital at Ebell Club. Mme. Neustadt often precedes her pro-

gram with illuminating comment upon the works prepared,
and will, I presume, follow this course on Tuesday.

MISS ZDENKA BUBEN
A Skillful Young Pianist and Member of the Beringer Musical

Club.
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Tlie l;u t tliat nearly all iiianos are iiuicli alike in ajiiiearance is. perhaps,

tlie reason tliat many people select inferior grades.

Tliey cannol see the ditferenee between a piano of doubtfnl merit and

one of snperior (jnality \\hiih costs more.

C'onseipiently many buyers a<Tept the chiiuis made for cheap instrnments

under the belief that they are saving money and getting pianos (hat will give

1he same kind of service that would be ubrained from higher iiriccd ones.

The principle is the same with pianos as with shoes, clothing, furniture

or any other merchandise—the price is governed most largely by the cost

of production. The better the workmanship and material, and the longer

the time required to produce an instrument, the greater will be its value

and the higher its price. No dealer can sell a piano for less than its value

and conduct a profitable business.

While many low-priced pianos are worth what is asked for them, they

sjiould be bought wilJi the clear understanding that they are not eipial in

tone, construction or service-giving qualities to the higher grade instruments

sold by reliable houses.

One advantage in buying at our snlesi-ooms lies in the fact that we

classify onr pianos and show ]iros]iecti\'e jnircliasei-s just why one is better

than another, and, conse(iuently, higher priced.

We have eliminated guess\v<irk from the |irohlem of piano buying.

Ar/V>^i3^ A>/>l/VO^
Wiley B. Allen Building 135-153 Kearney and 217-225 Sutter Sts.

Oakland—5 1 Twelfth and 1105 Washington. Other Stores—Los Angeles, Sacra-

mento, San Jose, San Diego, Stockton ; Phoenix, Ariz. ; Reno, Nev. ; Portland, Ore.
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THE WEEK IN LOS ANGELES.

By Helnrich von Stein.

They say that nothing is sure on this earth except death
and taxes; here in Los Angeles another sure thing cropped
up some tew years ago. to return with death and tax-like pre-

cision every year, and that is the war-cry for a "Grand Music
Festival" in Los Angeles.
This year is no exception, they are at it again, growing

more and more enthusiastic every minute, and it looks (so

far) as if this year the festival-bubble is not going to be pin-

pricked at the crucial moment, because of the fact that the

Gamut Club appears to have taken hold of the project, which
in itself is some guarantee, that a certain amount of good,

common sense is to be used as the basis for future action.

True, the usual music committees, consisting of nearly every
inhabitant of Los Angeles, have already been formed, equally

true, that so large a number of cooks threaten—as of yore

—

to spoil the broth, yet this time the Gamut Club, with diplo-

matic suavity, is at the bottom of things, and close at hand to

pacify those, whose ire has been aroused through some
imaginary slight. It's not going to be all honey and heaven-
ly harmony, many a choral director will yet swear upon his

solemn oath—before the first ticket-purchaser passes the
turnstile—that some sinister combination of musical forces

has robbed him of leadership in the festival (that is to be),

and perhaps the lucky or unlucky one. whose brow is to be
adorned with the equivalent of a crown of thorns, leadership
over the musical bodies, will yet wish that he had given his

family opportunity to collect his life insurance before the an-

nual music festival baccillus had infested the community. If

it is at all possible, that warring musical factions can be or-

ganized into a comprehensive whole, the Gamut Club seems
to me the only organization which can wield the inevitable

"big stick" in able fashion. A great success can be made of

such music festival, this much has been proven by San Fran-
cisco last season.

Wenzel Kopta has come back to us from Bohemia, this

time to stay. This is very good news indeed for Los An-
geles, because artists of his type do not wander into Cali-

fornia every day. much less are they inclined to stay here.

Mr. Kopta has sold all, or nearly all. of his immense Bo-
hemian estate, and there is now nothing to take him away
from us again. He will be heard in concert this season, the
first of which has already been announced for November at

Simpson's Auditorium. On this occasion we will hear hira

play the Beethoven concerto and Mendelssohn's immortal
concerto for the violin. Besides his activities as soloist (Mr.
Kopta has been secured as artist-teacher by a local college of

music) he will devote part of his time to such students, who
show enough talent, ambition and advancement for solo play-

ing.

Other musicians who are going to be heard in different

parts of Southern California this coming season are Ignaz
Haroldi. Lottie Buisseret. George Kruger and Mrs. Mary Le
(Jrand Reed.

Miss Margaret Goetz has removed from her bungalow to a
larger house nearer down town for greater convenience of

her pupils and church work, 719 Ottawa street, near Figueroa
and Eleventh street. Among her artist pupils this summer
was Miss Angela O'Byrne, a native of Savannah, Ga., who
will spend winter at Tucson, giving three historical song re-

citals, coached with Miss Goetz. Miss O'Byrne has studied

with Bouhy in Paris, Henschel, London and prominent among
her American teachers is Frederick Root. Miss Goetz's first

teacher. In addition to vocal training, Miss Goetz will this

year have a class in the history of music, given free to her
regular pupils.

* « «

Miss Flora Wilson, daughter of the Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, will be heard in concert in this city some
time during the month of October. Miss Adela Case is also

scheduled for a recital early in the month, and Anna Miller

Wood is to give at least one program about October 15th, and

will tr)ur St)utlu'i-n California, singing before a number of the
ladies' clubs.

The work of the Los Angeles Symphr^ny Orchestra has been
sketched out by Director Hamilton and the program numbers
have been arranged. Mme. .Jeanne .iomelli will be our first

soloist on Friday afternoon, November 12th, and George
Hamlin, tenor, the second one on Friday, December 10th. We
think we are indeed fortunate to secure these artists so early
in the season, and it will undoubtedly help our symphony
situation very much and enhance the value of the season
tickets. Our prices will remain for the year the same as here-
tofore. The membership of our orchestra will be seventy-
seven, and Mr. Hamilton promises some very excellent num-
bers and new compositions.

The Music Study Club of Santa Barbara has taken for their
recital artists this year, Mme. Jeanne Jomelli, George Hamlin,
Mme. Schumann-Heink and Fritz Kreisler. The Amphion
Club of San Diego has engaged Dr. Ludwig Wullner, Mme.
.Jomelli, George Hamlin, Mme. Schumann-Heink, Mme. Teresa
Carreno, Fritz Kreisler and Mme. Sembrich.

The Tuesday Music Club of Riverside has selected George
Hamlin, Mme. Schumann-Heink. Mme. Carreno and Mme.
.Iomelli. The Fresno Saturday Music Club will hear George
Hamlin. Mme. Jomelli and Fritz Kreisler. The Spinet Club
of Redlands has secured Mme. Sembrich. Fritz Kreisler and
the Damrosch Orchestra. Claremont College has taken
George Hamlin and Mme. F rieda Langendorff.

V*
All through the southwest people are demanding a higher

grade of artists, and more artistic programs, and are figuring
on an addition to the music interests in the public schools, all

of which is educational, and will work out in a most excellent
manner many of the problems that now confront both the
local as well as the eastern managers.

THE PHILLIPINES CONSTABULARY BAND.

It will be welcome news to all music-lovers that the Phil-

lippines Constabulary Band, which was received with such
enthusiasm when they played here last February when on
their way to the inaugaration of President Taft, will give four
concerts in the Dreamland Rink before sailing for Manila
next Tuseday. Since the inaugaration they have been playing
with great success in the principal cities of the East, filling

such edifices as the Denver Auditorium, the Boston Smyphony
Hall, and the New York Hippodrome, and delighting thous-
ands not only with their rendering of Spanish and Filipino
airs, but with their execution of the most difficult classical

music. Their conductor. Captain Walter Howard Loving, has
been hailed as one of the greatest teachers and leaders in the
country, and his achievement with men many whom seven
years ago had never seen the instruments on which they now
play as masters has been pronounced little short of marvel-
ous. The band will give concerts in the Dreamland Rink on
Sunday. October 3rd, and Monday. October 4th. at 3:30 and
8:15. For the Monday matinee, at which popular prices will

prevail, a novelty is promised in that the first part of the
programme will be given by the organization as a brass band
and the second part by the same players acting as a smy-
phony orchestra.

Have You Heard the New Victor

Arral
RECORDS?
"Bird Waltz"
"Traviata"
"Beggar Student"
"El Bolero Grande"
Nightingale Song from
Les Noces de Jeanette"

The Great Coloratura Soprano

Von Stein Academy for Pianists, Inc.

15 th St. and Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President

CstablisKea 1005
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Overland

Limited
CROSSES

High Sierra

Great Salt Lake
BY DAYLIGHT

Chicago in Three Days

Electric Lighted. Fast Flying, Cross-Countr>' Train.

Luxuriously Equipped. Pullman. Drawing Room,
Stateroom. Vestibuled Sleeping Cars.

Careful and attentive dining service. Parlor

observation car with library and cafe. Ladies

Reading Room. Gentlemen's Smoking Room.

Daily News Bulletins. Latest Papers and Magazines.

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland

Studii

Abraham Miller
TENOR— TEACHER OF SINGING
CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO

Address L. E. Bch>-iner. Manager
342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal. Member of

Faculty of the Conservatorv of Music of the University of Southern California

Harley Hamilton o?c\ttJa-wot?n'rorch"lst'^r''

\10L1N INSTRUCTOR
320 Blanchard Hall Building. Los Angeles. Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton vioiin instructor

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hail Building Los .Angeles. Cal.

TENOR—VOICE CULTUFIE and

THE ART OF SINGING
Director: Ellis Club. Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club

Studio: 316-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. B. Poulin

J. P. Dupuy TENOR—VOICE Dlf^CTOR

Direaor Orpheus Male Club. Bnar Brilh Choir. Trinity M. E. Church Choir
^ . .\I. C. A. Vocal Department and Euterpean .Male Quarlette

Studio: 3 I I Blanchard Building. Los Angeles. Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^i^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles. Cal.

Margaret Goetz ^ezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales
719 Ottowa St. near 10th and Figueroa Los Angeles. California

Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss c»°f^'*»

CONCERT- PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS-ORATORIO
Studio: Blanchard Hall Bmlding Los Angeles. Cal.

Adolf WillhartitZ Teacher of Piano

332 So. Broadway Los Angeles

The Great

Bach Festival

Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. ::::::
NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate m an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1 522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3264.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND

SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.
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IN THE REALM OF THE THEATRE
Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING

FOR STORY READERS.

To those who like to read novels from which plays have
been dramatized the following will be of interest. "The Great
John Ganton." which comes to the Valencia soon, is a
dramatization of "Ganton and Co.." a Chicago business story

by Arthur Jerome Eddy; "The Man on the Box" is from Har-
old McGrath's popular story of the same name.

This present season in New York will see quite a few plays
founded on novels, some of which will doubtless be seen here.

Among them are "Arsene Lupin," from "The Exploits of

Asene Lupin," the thief posing as a detective, by Maurice Le
Blanc: Margaret Anglln will present the dramatization of

"The Awakening of Helena Richie," by Margaret Deland.
Viola Allen will be seen In "The White Sister," from Marion
Crawford's novel: George Arliss will have "Septimus," from
W. J. Locke's novel, "Simple Septimus"; Kate Douglass Wig-
gins charming story, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," will be
dramatized, as will "The Inner Shrine," published anonymous-
ly: Meredith Nicholson's "Little Brown Jug at Kildare," and
Rex Bleach's story of the North, "The Barrier."

For a good short story of one phase of stage experience
read "The Great Scene of Act Two" in the September "Cen-
tury." This amusing story by Edward Townsend ("Chimmie
Fadden") tells about an author who has his play accepted
largely on account of his great scene in act two and what
happens to it when a practical stage manager puts it into

rehearsal.
"Kicking Out the Great American Drama," by a Professional

Play-Reader, in the September Munsey's, is a good thing for

aspiring playwrights to read. If most of the plays submitted
are as fierce as those he quotes no wonder so few are ac-

cepted.
In July's "Current Literature" will be found a lengthy ar-

ticle descriptive of "The Man from Mississippi," with many
extracts from the dialogue.

V*

THE NEW THEATRE.

The most important event in the theatrical year will he the

opening of the New Theatre in New York on November 8

next. The building and land represents an investment of

several million dollars, and there is a guarantee fund sub-

scribed to by a number of wealthy people. The intention is

to have a specially selected company of players, none of whom
are to be featured or starred—the aim will be rather to have
a working stock company which will present the plays with
every part acted to give the production its fullest artistic

effect—a company, if old-timers are to be believed, such as

this city supported in the early seventies at the old California

Theatre. This venture is treated with derision by many and
looked on by others as a place where the high-brow library

( ?) drama will have its long denied chance, but the announce-
ment of opening plays seems to indicate that the projectors

are not mere enthusiastic dreamers, but men of practical ex-

perience.
The opening play will be Shakespeare's "Antony and Cleo-

patra," in w-hich E. H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe will ap-

pear. It is the intention to avoid long continuous runs of sin-

gle plays and a few days later a new play, "The Cottage in

the Air," a fantastic comedy by Edward Knoblauch, will be
produced. Following, there will be given "The Nigger," a new
play of the South by Edward Sheldon, author of "Salvation
Nell," "Strife," a treatment of the struggle between Capital

and Labor, by John Galsworthy, and already a London success,

and "The School for Scandal."

No matter how brief is its career or how disastrous the
venture results financially, it can not help having a powerful
influence in uplifting the art of the stage. Let us hope for

its success and continuance as long as it fulfills its mission.

Included in the company are Thais Lawton. formerly of the
Alcazar, and our old frienj, George Osbourne.w
"The Melting Pot," Israel ZangwiU's play, has just been

issued in book form. The main character is David Quixans.
an Americanized Russian Jew, a musician and a dreamer, all

on fire with his dream of America as "The Melting Pot," in

which all the races will be melted together and in which all

the antagonisms and prejudices of the centuries will dis-

appear.

The book will well repay reading, but considered as a play.
my impression is that of \lan Dale, "It is the work of a lit-

erary rather than a dramatic man." I have seen an inter-
esting "ad" of the play in a New York paper—it takes a dou-
ble column and in one column are the favorable comments
of many critics and numerous prominent citizens, and in the
other column the condemnation of five New York critics, and
the rest of the column blank; at the top is the question,
"Which do you believe?"
"The Melting Pot" has not a monopoly of the race preju-

dice idea by any means. One promised production is "Israel,"
by Henry Bernstein, already played in Paris, in which a
young man who is extra violent, even for an anti-Semite, pro-
vokes a Jewish gentleman so that a duel is inevitable when
he learns that the man is really his own father.

Still another now playing in New York is "The House Next
Door," which, on account of the playing of J. E. Dodson in the
part of the poor, but proui. English baronet, and on account
of its more intimate and appealing story, seems to be more
popular. Next door to the baronet lives a wealthy Jewish
family, and the son and daughter of one family are in love
with the daughter and son in the other.
The eyes of the theatrical world about this time each year

are turned toward New Y'ork, tor this is about when the new
season opens and the suspense of guessing results is ended.
One noticeable thing about the season this year is the large
number of plays that continue over from last season or play
return engagements. "Paid in Full" came back for a short
engagement, and so did Marie Doro in "The Morals of Mar-
cus." Among the plays that continue over from last season
are, "The Man from Home. " "The Man from Mississippi."
"The Easiest Way, " "The House Next Door," "The Climax,"
"Havana," and "The Third Degree."

Pinero's new play, "Mid-Channel," in which Ethel Barry-
more is to appear in this country, has recently been pro-
duced in London. The title has reference to the rough and
stormy passage over the critical time that comes in many
marriages, and it has a tragic ending of the same nature as
his "Second Mrs. Tanqueray."

v%

THE WEEK'S ORPHEUM BILL.

Henry Clive's Burlesque Sleight-of-Hand and Tom Waters'

Act at the Piano the Best Numbers.

While the new acts at the Orpheum this week are much
the stronger half of the bill, the general average is not up
to the Orpheum's topmost. That's the trouble with being
educated up to expecting the very best—the Orpheum has
about spoiled us for putting up with the merely ordinary or
the even very good.

Easily the best of the new acts is the number presented
by Mr. Henry Clive designated as a "Smart Entertainer." He
begins with a few clever pslming tricks, just enough to make
you believe it is to be one of the usual sleight-of-hand per-

formances, and then he goes on with all kinds of "phony"
tricks, some of them far from new, but all of them done in

a very amusing manner; he keeps you guessing as to how he
is going to fool you, and his running comments are very
funny.

Then come "Les Myositis." a French article to an apparent-
ly Italian name and designating two lady dancers from a
German theatre: one of them at first is in the usual ballet

costume and does some clever whirling on his toes; later

they dance the "Old Vienna Waltz" in fancy costume. They
are both experts in their art and are very graceful.

The Big City Quartet has all four good singers, whose
voices blend very nicely; there is a sweet-voiced tenor and a
good rumbling bass. They sing a mixed program, running
from "My Rosary" to "Don't Take Me Home."

Miss Edna Aug, the comedienne in "Types." is the last of

the new numbers. She is pretty and dainty as the show girl,

not very funny as Lena, the servant girl, and very good in

her imitation of a singer on amateur night.

Of the hold-overs, Tom Waters and his bewildering mix-up
of monologue, pianologue and danceologue is far and away
the best.

(Continued on Page 22)
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloist First Congregational Church, Oakland

Concert, Oratorio and Recital Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Studio:

I 333 Bay View Place. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Studio: 65 MacDonough BIdg. Tuesday and Friday

ROINIEO FRICK
BARYTONE

Vocal Inslruiftion After Foremofl European Methods

30-31 Canning Block, 13th and Broadway, Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a I 468

5"
Paul Steindorffy

.StutJio, 2422 STUART STREE]

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1 528 Broderick St., San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. MUSkTARip
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Oratorio— Concert 1

Studio, 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 4 1 1 7
j

HERMAN PERLET
Voice Culture and Piano

Studio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. IValter AVitliam
TEACHER OF SINGING

1380 Sutter Street San Francisco, Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction, Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1 304 Ellis Street

Wenceslao Villsilpa nd o
Violoncellist

Concerts, Musicales, Ensemble and Inflrudion

Tel. Park 5329. .STUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST.

DELIA £. GRISAVOLD
Contralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio, 845 Oak St.

FREDERICK MAURER, JR.
Accompanist

Teacher of Piano- Harmony-Coaching-Singers-Violinifls

Mondays. I 32 1 Suiter St. San Francisco. Tel. Franklin 2 1 43
Home Studio, 1726 LeRoy Ave. Berkeley. Tel. Berkeley 539

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

Beginning with the issue of October
2, 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view will be increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages... This will enable
the management to add several new
departments. The theatrical depart-
ment will occupy two full pages, and
will contain straightforward, unbiased
and honest reviews of every theatri-

cal performance of merit in San Fran-
cisco. These critical opinions, which
will not be controlled by the business
office, will serve as a guide to our
readers in Oakland, Los Angeles,
Portland and Seattle, and all interior
cities of the Pacific Coast, in case
these cities should be visited by com-
panies first appearing in San Fran-
cisco.

Besides this reliable theatrical de-
partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review will contain a page of late

European news, and a page of the
most important musical news from
leading Eastern musical centers. The
Los Angeles, Oakland, Berkeley and
Alameda departments will be continu-
ed as usual, while more attention will

be paid next season to Portland and
Seattle. Additional features of the in-

creased edition will be announced
later.

In the 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyon applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
coluiTins during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00; one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue. We are desirous of securing as

many ANNUAL ADVERTISERS ns
possible, and hence will, during the
course of a year, give such annual ad-

vertisers repeated use of the reading
columns or the front page. Those
who do not advertise at all will not
be entitled to advance notices for con-
certs, insertions of pictures, or other
advertising matter. They will only re-

ceive a notice after a concert.

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
XeacHer of Sii\^ii\^

Tel. West 727'* 2220 Webster St.. San Franc

Miss Olive J. Tonks
Voice Culture

Residence and Studio, 265 Parnassus Ave.
Telephone, Park 4190 San Francisco; Cal.

Alfred Cogswell
studio: 1531 Sutter, San Francisco, on loclday
and Friday, and at 21iq Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday, Thursday and Saturday

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic Soprano

Voice Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 California St.—Phone West 665'i

Mrs. Thorougtnan
Voice Culture—Dramatic iSoprano

CONCERT—ORATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109. 91 5 Van Ness Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio, 1531 SUTTER ST., Mondays and Thursdays. At
Mill Valley, Keystone Building, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio, Maple Hall. 14th and Webster Sts.. OaUand.
Tuesday and Friday Phone Oakland 3453

EDNA MURRAY
Piai\iste

Concerts Recitals Lessons
Address: . . . Ross. Marin County, Californi:

LOUIS CRE.PAUX
iMemher Paris Grand Opera)

Delbert Block. 943 Van Ness at OTarrell. Reception Hou
I 1:30 to 12, and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday.

Wednesday in Oakland. I I 54 Brush Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Pianist and Teacher Organist of First Presbyterian Church)

Studio: Rooms 22-23 Alliance Building. San Jose. California.

Phone Brown 316

Musical Directory

PIANO

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1321 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Telephone Pacific 214

MISS ELLA LAWRIE
1 088 Fulton St., S. F. Phone West IXn

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St, Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

MRS. ALICE MASON BARNETT
129S Haight Street Phone Park 5831

MRS. RICHARD REES
817 Grove Street Phone Park 5175

MISS CAROLYNE HALSTEAD LITTLE
3621 Bd'way.,Oak. Phone Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1813 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1834 Baker Street San Francisco

OLD VIOUNS and BOWS
GEO. HUNTINGTON

3366 Sacramento St. San Francisco, Cal.

-Have You Seen the New-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It contains Elegance, Durability and Moderate Price. 1^>ENJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Po^

San Francisco, Cal.
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Those interesting relics of a bygone age, Messrs. Murray
and Mack, will be oft" the program after this week. Yes. sir,

some people actually laugh at them. No. 1 deny that they

are the worst ever seen on the Orpheum ; I remember a rag-

time piano player a few months ago who actually beat them
for worseness.
Next week's announcement is as follows: James Young,

assisted by Lorayne Osborne and Robert Strauss, will present

a one-act college play called "When Love is Young," which is

said to be a condensed version of Rita ,Johnson Young's com-
edy, "Brown of Harvard." Mr. Young has been starring with

great success in "Brown of Harvard," and the vaudeville

sketch he is to appear in here is said to contain most of the

important and fascinating moments of that comedy of college

life. The career of Mr. Young has been a most interesting

one. Some years ago he was the youngest prominent
Shakespearian actor in this country and of late he has been
the principal male support of Viola Allen and other dis-

tinguished exponents of the classic drama.
Ed. F. Reynard, who is included in the new attractions of

next week, is styled "the ventriloquist with a production,"

for he introduces an entire play with the assistance of his

automatons, which totally eclipses anything of its kind pre-

viously witnessed on a stage. The opening scene shows a

farmyard in a country village just before dawn. Then a chore

boy sititng on a log starts the fun and Mr. Reynard carries

his entertainment through the day with his automatons, de-

picting quaint and humorous rural folk. There is a fire run

and other odd side features. The finals shows the meeting
and fighting of the neighbors' cats on the house tops and
their untimely end at the hands of the inhabitants of the

dwellings whose slumbers they have rudely disturbed. All

the characters are automatons to whom Mr. Reynard's mar-
velous ventriloquial powers appear to impart the gift of

language.
Miss Mary Norman will introduce her refined and clever

monologue "Some Types of Woman" next week. It presents

incidents from the lives of several actresses before the public

behind the scenes. Her tirst sketch is that of an emotion-

al actress who makes the companions of her private life mis-

erable by her bad temper and then confronts the audience

with a sickly smile which is supposed to convey the angelic

sweetness of the suffering heroine. Her second impersonation

is that of a very amiable woman idolized by her associates and
despised and detested by the public, who only know her as the

remorseless and unprincipalled adventuress. The last scene

illustrates the true heroism exhibited by a young actress who
acts the part of a frivolous society girl when racked with grief

caused by the receipt of a telegram announcing her mother's

death. The Boston school teacher and the society buds of

New York, Chicago and San Francisco are cleverly, amusingly
and faithfully caricatured by Miss Norman.

Pilu is the quaint name of an extraordinary dog brought to

this country by Signor D. Ancillotti, a famous European ani-

mal trainer. Pilu will give his so-called demonstration of

mind reading next week. While Ancillotti is in the auditorium

receiving questions from those about him. this remarkable
canine answers from the stage without any perceptible ex-

change of code or signal from his master.

CORINNE IS TOO STRENUOUS.

'Mile. Mischief" Is a Prettily Costumed Musical Comedy With

Some Good Music, But With an Inadequate Cast.

Last Sunday night a crowded and, to a great extent, a very

appreciative house, greeted the third offering of the Shuberts

at the Valencia Theatre, the occasion being the appearance of

Corrinne, the one-time child wonder, as Kosette in the Vien-

nese operetta, "Mile. Mischief." Inquiry as to the show, after

the usual "How was it?," naturally divides into "Is it well put

on?," "How is the music?," "What, about the libretto?" and
"How is Corinne and the support?"
As to the stage setting and costumes there is nothing but

praise to offer. The last scone especially is quite pretty, and

for the costumes, there are first, white gowned Trilbys in the

artist's studio, then some girls attractive in a color which I

think is called cerise, and others in blue that make a har-

monious picture, and then there are some more in neat white

with green belts and some kind of green on their hats. In

the last act some of the girls are exceedingly attractive in

gray and red, and some very swell gowns that look like a lot

of money—they ithe costumes) looked to me like a revised

edition of the sheath gown, and certainly the girls in them
looked mighty swell. The chorus girls are an attractive

crowd, very good to look at: the soldiers' uniforms are a

bright allractive color, and all of the costumes and the scenery

have a fresh look, without any marks of the road on them.
The music, which is by Carl M. Ziehrer. is bright and spark-

ling at times; there is a very, very pretty dance in the last

act, which is well danced by the gray and red girls, and which
was encored five times, "I'm looking for a sweetheart" is a
catchy musical number that suffered much in the singing.

The opening of the first act, a chorus of models and painters,

is well done but for lack of volume. The second act's open-
ing chorus. "The Army Corps." a tuneful thing, is well sung
by the male chorus. One of the best numbers is "Lonesome,"
a solo at the beginning of the third act.

Since "The Merry Widow" we have an idea that comic
operas from Vienna all have well-defined and consistent plots,

but this time we miss our guess. "Mile. Mischief" has the
barest excuse for a plot, as the following will show. The first

act opens in the studio of ,\ndre Claire and after an opening
chorus of models and artists it develops that Andre is to

marry his cousin, but Rosette or Mile. Mischief, his former
sweetheart, whose exact status it was a little difficult to de-

termine, comes on the scene, and shortly after enters Million-

aire Meline to arrange for his son's painting lessons. Meline
is the familiar type of a very sporty old gent with a termagant
of a wife, and he is a ready victim to Rosette's wiles, to the

extent of paying liberally in advance for his son's lessons.

The son. who comes next, is a pampered fool, who is due to

report at the barracks as a recruit, and who leaves his pocket-
book on the table. Rosette, for some reason or other, has
made a bet with somebody that she will spend twenty-four
hours in the barracks disguised as a boy. She gets young
Meline's pocketbook and papers and goes to the barracks to

enter as young Freddy Meline.

Act two is in the barracks. The Colonel has a way of

hardening recruits with alternate hot and cold baths, and
when Rosette arrives as Freddy Meline and learns she has to

take the bath discipline she spins a tale to the Lieutenant
that her parents have been passing her oft as a boy. The
Lieutenant promptly falls in love with her and the Meline mil-

lions. The artist by a mix-up is taken for a recruit and gets

the bath treatment, old Meline is arrested for a spy, and the
misunderstandings finally get straightened out.

Considering it then as a mere musical comedy and not as a

comic opera, the plot and the situations are enough, there are

many bright lines in it, and it would serve well enough with

its attractive music, good settings and pretty costuming, but
it needs a very much better collection of performers than it

is fitted out with.
Corinne was once a "child wonder." It's a wonder to me

how any child was allowed to stay on the stage so long after

the "infant phenomenon" period had passed without showing
the least trace of artistic ability. Such eyeing at the audi-

ence, such futile attempts to establish a feeling of good fel-

lowship with you, such very strained reaching for comic effect

I don't think I have ever seen. Some of us are born with a
sense of comedy, some of us may achieve it. but Corinne is

determined that you are going to have your comedy thrust

upon you. She is light on her feet, her voice is not unpleas-

ing. she sings the song "Lonesome" very acceptably, and
that's about all you can say for her.

I have a vague remembrance of having seen her before,

though I can't say when, so I cannot join with those I over-

heard talking of her great improvement over past perfor-

mances. If this is an improvement, what must she have
been before? I said above that, to a great extent, the house
was very appreciative, and I must confess that the general

verdict of the evening was against me, and she certainly

had them going the whole night long. It's a good thing there

are so many optimists in the world who can find good in

everything.
Albert S. Howson is passable in the rather unsatisfactory

part of Andre Claire, the artist. Edward W. Cutler as Freddy
Meline. the foolish, pampered son of a millionaire, is quite

good, and his half-yodling idiotic laugh is very funny. Harry
Linkey sings the part of Lieutenant Berner acceptably, but

his acting is wooden enough to make boxes out of. Frank
Farrington plays Sergeant Dubaer. a gruff, homely barrack
room bully with a good sense of comedy and with telling

effect. Lola and Mimi, it's hard to remember which was
which, are not good enough to sing the song, "I'm looking;

for a Sweetheart."
Charles W. Myer as old Millionaire Meline, the gay old

sport, is much above the average of the others. His song in

the last act, "Ladies. Beware." is very well done, and with the

assistance of the girls in the sheath gowns, is one of the

good things.
V*

Charles Klein's play of police methods. "The Third Degree,"

which is running successfully in the East, is to be made intu

a novel by Charles Klein and Arthur Hornblow.
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MUSICAL CALENDAR 1909-10.

Sousa and his Band (Dreamland Rink).. Nov. 4 and 7. aft. & eve.
Mme. .lean Jomelli (Manhattan Opera House Co.) .Week of Nov. 14
Dr. Ludwig Wullner Nov. 23. 25 and 2S
George Hamlin (American Tenor) Dec. 2. 5 and 7

Fritz Kreisler Dec. 12. 16 and 19
Lyric Quartette Pop Conce.-t Com. in January
Marcella Sembrich Week of Jan. 9

Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madaine Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday. Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spanish child Violinist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

THE PUBLIC'S MUSICAL TASTE.

.\nviiiic who has frequent ofcasion to disfuss musical

siilijecis with i)eo])le «liose position in the eoniumuity
gives them a certain authority must of necessity en-

counter a jieneral indignation regarding tlie supposedly

uniiiusical asjiect of th*^ jiublic at large and even of

those directly or indireclly interested in the art. The
editor of the Pacific Coast ilusical Review never fails

to grasp an opi>ortunity to discuss this ([uestion of the

musical or unmusical aspect of San Francisco with

])eople in various stages of our local musical life. We,
as will have been observed by careful readers of this

jiaper. take a very optimistic stand in regard to San
Francisco's musical sentiment. \\'e positively main-

tained in the past, and will ever maintain in future,

that this is one of the most musical communities in

the country, and our discussions with various forces

who should know what they are talking about have
iiiiliressed us with the conviction that our ojiinion is

sound and ba.sed ujion actual coiulitions of facts.

^A'e have not come to this couclusiou because all

these people agreed with us, for. as a matter of fact,

they invariably challenged our contention and denied
that our optimism was based upon solid grounds. The
confidence in our position was therefore not a positive

one—that is to say. one gathered from the coincidence
of views among tliose addressed by us; but it is based
solely upon a negative conclusion, that is to say, upon
that which the people whom we conversed with did iiat

say. The main reason advanced in these discussions,

as to whether or not San Francisco was musical, re-

volvecl around the contention that many concerts given

here were not attended as they should be attended, and
that musical activities, in so far as they appertain to

local institutions and artists, did not represent that

serious calibre which a true musical community has a

right to demand. In other words, everyone of those

wlio denied San F'rancisco a musical taste have taken
the outward phase of our musical life as the only

criterion upon which they based their convictions.

There are. however, two phases of a musical commun-
ity life which must be taken into consideration when
it is to be decided whether or not a city is musical.

There is the outer life which is apparent to everyone
and which is easily to be examined: and there is the

inner—or the home—musical life which hardly any-

one takes into consideration when making broad state-

ments. It is the inner musical life of this community
which comes into consideration when we desire to

speak u})on "The Public's Musical Taste." One of the

most im])ortant factors to be considered in answering
this (piestion, as to whether or not a coniinunity is

musical, is the existence of a genuine liking for the art,

and surely it is but i-easonable to accept the study and
])ractice of music in the home as a criterion for f/riniinr

likiii;/. ^^'e have within a radius of ten miles here

about three thousand teachers—good, bad and inditt'er

eut. The.se three thousand teachers average about five

pupils each ( this is a very conservative estimate, by

the way). We may therefore say, without being ac-

cused of exaggeration, that at least twenty thousand
peoi)le are within reacli of this community who prac-

tice and study the art of music and who, because they

jiractice and study this art, must, as a matter t)f log-

ical assumption, like music.

Local activities, as they stand today, give this ter-

ritory of a radius of ten miles the following choral

societies: The Cecilian ('horal Club, the San Francisco
Choral Society, the Loring Club, the Treble Clef (Miib,

the Ladies' Auxiliary of the Golden Gate Commaiidery,
the Zech Orchestra, the Eurydice Club, the Orpheus
Club, the Hughes Club, the Stewart Orchestral So-

ciety, the Oakland Conservatory Choral Society, the

Bach Choir of Berkeley, the Alameda Choral Society,

the Ahimeda Operatic Society and the San Kafael Ora-

torio Society. These fifteen organizations include

about a tliousand people who, because of their musical
activities must, as a matter of logical assumption, like

music, and here we do not include the musical clubs.

We know of several homes where chamber music is

I)racticed as a matter of i)ure love for the art. "We
know of a number of homes where the classics ai'C

sung and played as a matter of love for the art. The
music in the San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley and
Alameda churches is of an exceptionally high standard
and several of our organists stand at the head of their

profession. So much about the inner musical life of

this communitj'.
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Till' I'iijici-iu'ss lui- symphony coiicitIs adiiiilted \>y

\:n-i(nis |K'o])I(' wIio jii-e cxd'cisiiij- llicir iufiiu'iice ill

]nrseiit to fjivt' this city ;i series of syiiiiiliony coiu'erts,

and we venture to jn-ediet that one, if not all, of these

movements will meet with success

—

provided that the

manajjement is in thoronjihly competent hands, and
here is the kei-nel in the nut—an adeipiate management
for oni- local affairs. A\'e claim that it recpiires just as

miK-li i^enins of a certain liind to mould pulilic taste

and puhlic enerfjy to sup]>ort musical events as it re-

(|uires a certain sfiii'i'^ f<> l)^' a truly gi-eat artist. And
that comnumity is blessed with extraordinary j;ood for-

tune «hicli may enti-ust its niiisica! welfare in the

hands of a man who understands how to arouse the

musical susceptibilities of his fellow citizens in a man-
ner to inrtuence tliem to bring the entlmsiasm which
they bestow upon events in their home life into the

|iid)lic functions. Such genius can not be acifuired.

It must be inborn and must emanate from an individ-

uality free from pi-ejudices, lii-oad of mind, liberal of

spirit and o|)timistic in character. In order not to be

misunderstood, we desire to impress upon our readers

the fact that we are discussing this matter entirely

uj)on general jirinciples, and do not in any way refer

to any local conditions of nianagemenl. We are mere-

ly trying to lead up to our contention that Ibis com-

munity ix musical and that lack of attendance at con-

certs or iniblic musical functions is not the result of a

lack of liking for music. The teachers have the re-

s|ionsibiiity of moulding a musical taste and the mus-

ical manager has the responsibility of arousing enthus-

iasm among tho.se musically inclined. And to arouse

enthusiasm a manager must not only possess a pleas-

ing personality and a diplomatic tact how to ajipeal

to human nature, but lie must be able to inspire big

movements, inspire confidence and att'ection among
students and teachers, and must establish for himself

a position where excryoiie siin]iiy delights in attending

events given under his direction on i)ersonal grounds,

.IS much as he likes to listen to the artists jireseiited

to him u])on artistic grounds.

A manager who possesses these attributes is a

genius. And one who is such a genius does not deserve

any credit for being it, because he is born that way.

.\iid a manager who does not ]>ossess such genius

should not be blamed or criticised, because he also

could not hel]) it, and he also is born that way. What
\\e desire to emphasize with this statement is that the

musical ])eo|ile should not be expected to do all the

cultivating, but nmst, Mke students—whether they be

musical or jinblic school i)upils—be treated in a man
nei- to cultivate jiersonal interest in tliose who preside

over the musical events of a city and must not be

treated in a manner to arouse their hostility and their

dislike. ( "oncessioiis must be made to liuinan nature,

namely, tlnit to inspire affection, good will and jier-

sonal liking must be meted out. And you will find in

whate\er comniunily there is an ;i])parent inditference

in the niattei- of support of public musical functions,

there is a misunderstanding between those who guide

the destinies of jniblic functions and those who are ex-

])ected to support them. So yon see it is not alto-

gether a sign of lack of musical taste, but an element
of personal relations that influences the attendance

at concerts. Once more we desire to emiihasize the

fact that we are not sp'-aking of local conditions only

in tlies<' last remarks, but (uir views should be ajiplied

to every comnmnity in the world.

^^llile we can not agree that people should be al-

lowed free enli-ance to concerts, \\e at Ihe same time,

contend that a cei-tain eh'meiil of the ipi-ofession

niigiit be treated with this courtesy in relni-n for ser-

vices, lu the largest musical centers of Ihe world it

is customary to admit teacliers of vast influence free

to concerts so that they may exercise their influence in

behalf of visiting artists. Of course a teachei- should

do this without coni|)ensation, but here it is where tact,

diplomacy and knowledge of human nature comes in.

Yon can not exi>ect favors from anyone whom you do
not do a service in ttiru. The milleniuin has not yet ar-

rived, and so in giving one or two jiasses to teachers

able to exercise their influence among friends and stu-

dents in the matter of concert attendance, a manager
is actually giving a commission for services rendei-ed.

These jiasses can easily be kej)t track of by inducing

the teacher to give everyone whom he recommends a

card entitling his pupils to a special rate. If it turns

out that sucli teacher does not earn his courtesy, and
a manager \\ants to be mercenary enough to test his

integrity, such passes may be withdrawn and no harm
is done. For even though such teacher should be (d-

fended there would not be a loss, for he never won hi

l)ay It) go to concerts anyway, and his failure to induce

i'l-iends to attend a concert is sutticient evidence for his

inability to keej) them away. lint in this manner a

certain good will \\ould be established between man-
ager and educator which would certainly exerci.se a

jiowerful intluence ui)on general concert attendance.

The man who attends church diligently, and who
makes public exhibition of his religious sentiments, is

not always the one most sincere in his moral preten-

sions. There are many people wlio act according to

the laws of religious priiici]>les and who are rarely seen

in cluirch. This is eiinally true iif musical jteople.

Those who attend all coiuerts are not always the most
musical people in a community. There are many peo-

ple vastly more musical who study and practice their

art in the modest circle of their home. And so like the

minister must evercise his ability to attra<-t his con-

gregation, like the music merchant must exercise his

skill in attracting iiatroiis. so the artist and the mus-

ical manager must concentrate their mental i-esources

in the acquirement of large audiences. The juiblic

press is one medinin of expression and the manager's
Jiersonal influence is a^iother. IJoth can easily be ex-

ercised to attract musical peojile, and they can also

easily be exercised to la'ep peojile away. And with
this undeniable statement of fact we will close this

day's discourse and add again the admonition tli;it we
do not desire to be regarded as referring to local condi-

tions onlv.

Preceding the opening of the ensuing musical season

we find in the various musical exchanges an account of

the resumjition of rehearsals by the various symjihouy
orchestras. Among these we note that there ai-e smy-

jiliony orchestras in Los Angeles, Seattle. Tacoma, Den-

ver, .Minneaiiolis, St. Paul and several other far West-

ern cities. In vain do we look for a San Francisco

,syini)liony orchestra. Is it not a disgrace tliat a city of

nearly half a million inhabitants and a territory of

eight hundred thousands residents within a radius of

ten miles can not boast ol a symjihony orchestra? But
there .seems to be a ray of hojie. So far we are in-

formed of at least four inovements. One is I'aul Steiu-

dorff's intention to give three smyphony concerts,

another is Dr. \>'olle's jiurjiose to give six smyjihony

concerts, a third is Will L. (Jreenbaunrs ju-opositiiui to

the I'romotioii Committee for a permanent smyiiliony
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(irclu'sliM and (inaliy llicrc is a iiioNt'iiii'iil on luol lo

ivoi^naiiizc llic old San Fr;iiicisi'o S,vnn)hon.v Society

with Fi'od Zt'cli as leader. So far tlie latter seems the

niosl |ii-(iniisiiij;. Any\\ay with foni- niovenicnls on toot

lo seciii-c synipliony concci-ls and just cnoiijili musicians
I'of one orclicsira we are Inwinj; one of the most uni(|ne

situations excr conrronliiifi the musical portion of any
community. IJul as loni; as this activity Uee])s up and
the matter is not pecmitted to {;<• to sieej), there is still

hojie for us and we may yi'i ha\e the satisfaction to

atiuouuce a series of syni|)hoiiy concerts hef(M-e many
weeks lia\(' i>assed.

The I'acilic ("oast .Musical Keview lieijs to acknow-
ledj;e receipt of the Se[)tenihei- luuuher of the Notre
Dame (Quarterly issued hy the faculty of the .Voire

Dame Conservatory of .Music in San -Jose. This edition

consists of nealy two hundred pajies and contains sev-

eral iiiosi interesting;' arcticles from very etlicient and
hrilliani conti-ibutors. Much sjiace is devoted to

Charles Stoddard, the famous ("alifornia ])oet who died

recently. This current number concludes the tirst year
of pulillcatiou of this able pajter, and the faculty and
students of llie Conserx alory, have every reason to feel

prcMul of the success of their endeavors to ^ive their

institution an orjiaii that is as dijiuilied as il is instruc-

I ive and interestinj;'.

\\'e are informed that a certain sinj>infi' teacher who
I'ecently arrived in this city somewhat in need of sup-

poi't is now tlourishini;. lie befjan by annonnciu}; that

his lessons were five dollars an hour or three dollars

for half ail hour. .\s he seemed to understand his art

he atti-aclcd (lie attention of one or two wealthy Jewish
music loNcis who succee<le(l in <>ettinj;' him |)U])ils.

Hardly did this newcomei' taste the fi-uits of pros])erity

his head bejian to swell and he immediately doubled

his ]irice lor siufiiiif;- lessons so that he chai-j;es now
five dollars lor half an hour and slaudei-s o\ir San l>'ran-

cisco leachei-s into the barjjain. We ha\e no use for

any teacher who comes to this city from tlie outside and
takes advantaj;e of innocent students to rob them of

their money, and we lunc still less use for any teacher

who endeavours lo build uji a reiiulation for himself by

endeavonriuji to belittle our own teachers. We have a

number of vocal and instrumental teachers liere who
cannot learn much from anyone who comes here to jjet

rich. Theiv are as competent teachers in San Fran-

cisco as anywhere else and the sooner our citizens rea-

\\y.i^ the truth of this statement the sooner will they

escajic beinfi imposed ujion by newcomers.
vv^

The house of Bosworth & Co. is giving its chief attention

to teaching material, principal among which are the author-

ized edition of "Sevcik's Violin School" and the great

book of technical exercises tjy Beringer, of London. Here
are found a very large number of easy compositions for

violin and piano, and for piano solo. The house is just

now issuing two large works with orchestra. They are

Felix Ptirstinger's ballade, "Sea Wraith," for mixed chorus,

solo and orchestra, and the tragic poem, "Vision of Cleo-

patra," the op. 15, by Havergal Brian, of Stoke-on-Trent.

The latter work is to be given at the Southport (England)
festival early in the aulum. The "Sevcik Violin School"

is just coming into a new edition under the practical hand
of Alfred Gibson. The voluminous violin material by other

writers embraces the Franz Drdla op. 4.5. "Rezinka"; his

op. 30 (eight Hungarian dances on real folk themes); op.

34. four pieces in third position; op. 43, op, 50, op. 37, and
a tarantella, op. 42, tor two violins. Then there are Hans
Sitt's souvenir suite, op. 105; two pupils' violin concertos in

first position by O. Rieding, six pieces by E. .lenkinson,

two by Viktor ,Janitzek, lour by Ursula Williams, and a
berceuse by Edward Watson. A. I^. Sass has a small book
on the principles of violin playing on lines laid down by
the Sevcik school.

AT THE EDITOR'S BREAKFAST TABLE.

The musical editor of the New York Sun is authority for
the fact that opera in English is at last proving a financial
success. Before commenting on this agreeable subject I will
quote the New York Sun:
opera in Knglish is .stHl encouraged by the Moody-Manner.s

company, which has just beg-un a season in London. Fannv
Moody and her husband, Charles Manners, are the managers
and also the principal artists of the company, which is natural-
ly much more important In the provinces than in London.
Charle.s Manners has recently given some interesting details of
their company for publication, as the companv regards itself as
something more than a money-making enterprise, and empha-
sizes the educational phases of its work. The audiences in
Dublin, where the company is able to give a season lasting five
weeks, are the most interested in opera and had until recently
been fond of only the Italian repertoire. "The Mestersingers "

was sung last year, however, and the public supported Wagner
enthusiastically. Even in Cork the public supports music so
liberally that it is possible to give a two weeks seasons. The
Scotch are the next best suppoiters of opera, although thev ex-
hibit the idiosyncracy of not caring for 'Lucia. ' which is sure
to draw a poor house. 'Tannhauser" was sung for the first
time in Glasgow to an audience that represented only $70. Now
the admiration for Wagnei- is so great that the same opera is
sure to draw $L100. Glasgow is one of the towns which have
been converted by the visits of the company from indifference
lo liberal support of opera.
Birmingliam and Manchester now support opei'a so poorly

that the seasons of the company there are undertaken only
when there is a definite guarantee of a certain amount. After
Scotland the pottery towns are the most liberal supporters of
opera. Such places as Hanley. Burton, Bolton and Blackburn
turn out large audiences, especially for Wagner operas. The
towns in which the festivals are held are poor for the visiting
opera companies, just as the towns in this country which have
local orchestras are likely to be least generous in their support
of opera. The most intere.sting fact about this English com-
pany is the extent to w liirli :inuiteurs are interested in its
work. Over three thoiisand p. is. mis have learned the operas of
their repertoire, and w h.n ili.> want to give amateur perfor-
mances teh company will Irmi ihem one or two of the princi-
pals. Then when the Moody-Manners company is due to ar-
rive in a town the amateur chorus is more than anxious to
sing in its productions. In this way it is possible to have for
slch operas as "The Mastersingers" as many as 120 choristers,
which is twice the usual number.
This company opened its London season with "Carmen." and

Zelie de Lussan. who has .always been beloved by the London
public, had the title role. Clementine de Vere Sapio. Gertrude
Kennyson and Beatrice Miranda are the leading sopranos of the
company. The novelty of the present season is a one-act opera
by the English composer Alick MacLean called "Maitre Seiller"
and based tin a story by Erckmann-Chatrian. The composer,
who also conducted the work, has put seevi'al operas to his
credit already and first attracted attention several years ago
by winning several years ago by winning a competition. Maria
(lav is also to be a member of the company.W

I never could understand why the English speaking public
has always insisted upon hearing opera in a foreign tongue.
To me it has always been a source of much amusement to

observe a thousand or two apparently sane people listen to a
few people on the stage playing ping-pong with words which
nobody understood. And there are among them musical peo-
ple, who in every thing are quite sane and intellectual, but
who upon the subject of singing in English become immediate-
ly observed with an idea that it is simply shocking to trans-

late songs from a foreign tongue into English so that the
people can understand what all this noise is about. For any-
one to witness an opera sinig in a foreign tongue is simply
missing half of the performance, for the libertto is just as
important as the music. This is especially true of the later

Italian and German operatic works. As an instance 1 desire

to recall an incident that happened to me during a recent per-

formance of Fedora by the International Opera Company at

the Princess Theatre. After the conclusion of the first act
several people, prominent in musical circles, came to me
asking me what the opera was all about. I had to repeat the
story so often that I finally felt very foolish and was under
the impression that I was being "guyed." This was evidently
not the case, but it impressed me so peculiarly that proiuinent
musical people should sit for hours listening to an opera, of

which a considerable part was recitative, without knowing
what it was all about. And yet among these very people were
some who actually insist upon having operas and songs pre-

sented in foreign tongues.
* * «

But the most aiuusing part of this foreign text proposition

is that singers like Madame Langendorff, for instance, sing

an aria from Samson and Delilah in German. Italian singers

often sing German opera in Italian, as an example witness
Avedano and Salassa in Lohengrin and Tannhauser at the old

Tivoli. And indeed there is hardly any European nation that

does not insist upon opera being presented in the native

tongue of the public before whom it is given. Still there are

singing teachers and intelligent musical people who persist

in considering it necessary to use a foreign tongue when
appearing before American or English audiences. To me it

is just as ridiculous to sing to anyone in a language incompre-
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hensible to him as it is to give dramas, comedies or comic-

operas before audiences who do not understand a word that

is said. There should be a movement started to inHuenie

singers to sing in English when they appear before an Eng-

lish-speaking public.

he put to it. as this would give it a greater cnance c_ ---,-
The complaint led the fall Mall Gazette to comment as follows.

"This is not onlv pathetic.' as Mr. Manners says, but extremely
interesting as a" matter of public taste^ There seems to be a

a-eneral impression that the ordinary Brown. Jones or KoBln-

lon is an outrage upon the ensemble of melody and high sen-

timent for which opera is the outstanding medium. When the

British public chooses to indulge its imagination, it insists on

being carefully screened from the commonplace; so much was
recognized in Mr. Crumintes green room, where Nicholas Nic-

klebv made the acquaintance of Miss Snevellicci. Miss Bra vassa
and "Miss Gazingi. The British instinct is always to look upon
art as something a little uncanny, to which exotic trappings

are aouronriate. But is there a trace also of the impression

that nne (or strange) feathers make fine birds, and consequent-

ly tine music?"
^ ^ ,

And again I find another paragraph in the New York Music

Review very well in accord with all this controversy, namely;

We remember the late Edwaid MacDowell once saying tliat

Paissian composers were fortunate in their names, so tar as

audiences outside of Russia were concerned. There are no

doubt English and American hearers who would argue that a

composition by Balakireff or Tschaikowsky must necessarily

be ffner or more impressive than one by Lorenzo »wett oi .1.

B Hi-"-ins even though no music of the Russians had been

heard^bv tiiem and the composers were mere names.

While residing in Santa Cruz I used to know a vocal teacher

by the name of Henry Thomas. He had an excellent voice

and a method that smacked of the variety usually known as

"breathing from the spine." He really sang from the spine

in the truest sense of the word and he needed a lot of back-

bone to appear in public. Well, Mr. Thomas suddenly was

taken with a decease commonly known as "Europitis" and he

fled to the mellow climes of sunny Italy to sit at the feet of

the masters of the genuine, patented and double distilled

"bel cant-o." He stayed six months or a year, which was suf-

ficient to become a full fledged basso "disgusto" and lo and

behold without having been married, he had changed his

name to "Enrico Tomaso." In the eyes of the public he

became at once a finished singer and where formerly derisive

smiles greeted the "bass" efforts of Henry Thomas, the vocal

gymnastics of Enrico Tomaso met with a deafening applause.

Such is fame. Such is the power of a foreign tongue!

**

M'KENZIE GORDON'S NEW STUDIO.

Mackenzie Gordon is now occupying his handsomely ap-

pointed and cozy studio at 2832 Jackson street. Every effort

has been made to arrange this studio in a manner conformant

with the finest artistic taste. A beautiful concert grand

piano graces one corner, while delightful paintings, portraits

of famous f.rtists and composers and pretty statuary are

tastefully grouped in various parts of the room. While Mr.

Gordon's studio is located in what is usually known as the

basement of the house, tne location of his residence raises

the basement high above street level. A cozy little reception

room enablei students to wait in comfort for their lessons.

The walls of the studio also contain portraits of famous

friends of the popular tenor and teacher.

During the ensuing season Mr. Gordon will entertain his

artist friends who are booked to appear here in concert.

\niong these will be George Hamlin. Francis Rogers, Fritz

kreisler and Frank La Forge. Henry K. Hadley, who came

through San Francisco on his way to Seattle where he will

conduct the symphony orchestra during the next two years,

was also entertained by Mr. Gordon. Christine Nielson, until

her departure from San Francisco a pupil of Mr. Gordon's, has

won for herself a schlorship at the Boston Operatic School of

which Henry Russell is ihe director and is now being trained

to appear at the Boston opera house. The fact that Miss

Nielson passed her examination for her schlorship speaks

well for Mr. Gordon as a te.icher and as a singer we know him

well enough to take his ability for granted. He has begun the

season with a large class of pupils and he has every reason to

look ahead with an optimistic spirit.

[Note—Since the above was written news has been re-

ceived here that Christine Nielsen has accepted a three years'

contract with W. H. Savage for comic opera.]

MACKENZIE GORDON
The Successful Teacher and Singer Who Will Entertain His

Famous Artist Friends During the Coming Season.

The ballet dancers of Paris have formed a union to protest
against the wretched pay they receive. Six years ago a
similar attempt was made but met with no success. The
union of the dancers is to be added to the organization which
includes the musicians, the chorus singers and the theatrical
machinists. The average salary of the dancer is $16 a month.
The more experienced dancers that stand midway between
the ordinary and the first dancers receive $30 a month. They
are required to furnish their tights and dancing skirts for
rehearsals. In addition to the small wages, the new union is

to do something toward ending the competition of the Span-
ish, Italian and English dancers who are constantly coming
into France.

In Italy the same wreched system exists as anybody who
has read "La Ballerina" of Mathilde Serao has seen. The
recent strike of the dancers at La Scala is due to the fact

that they receive salaries ranging from $4 to $16 a month, and
are required to give all their time to the theatre. They must
dress in accordance with certain demands of the management,
and are subject to strict rules that often entail fines. Then
they receive nothing during the summer vacation.—New
York Sun.

It was in the archives of the conservatory at Milan that
Renzo Bianchi discovered the score of a one act opera by
Rossini, which Giulio Gatla Cassazza has selected for produc-
tion at the Metropolitan next winter. It is called "II Signer
Bruschino," and has not been sung in Italy for more than
sixty years. Half a century ago Jacques Offenbach produced
the work in Paris at the Bouffes Parisiennes. The opera
comique is in one act and will be sung this winter at the
Lirico in Milan. With this work will be given Donizetti's "La
Clochette de I'Apothecaire" and Paer's "Le Maitre de Cha-
pelle." The programme will be repeated at the Metropolitan
Opera House here.—New York Sun.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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MUSICAL NEWS IN THE EAST.

Those pianists who decry most loudly the absence of new
compositions for the instrument often are not able to play the

old works.—Musical Courier.

* * *
/Opera in English! Oscar Hammerstein. the peerless pion-

eer of things operatic, pronaises "The Bohemian Girl." to be
sung in our native tongue at the Manhattan within the next
fortnight or so. This is cheering news, but a more represen-
tative work might well have been chosen for the interesting
experiment. It is easier to fail with "The Bohemian Girl"

than with ".\ida." for instance.—Musical Courier.

Max Fielder, conductor of the Boston Smyphony Orchestra,
sailed from Europe September 25. He promises to bring
with him a large list of orchestral novelties this winter,
among them being four worKS by Frederick Delius—"Paris,"
"Appalachia," "In a Summer Garden," "Brigg Fair"—and four
by Sibelius

—"Swahnevit" suite, "En Saga" symphonic poem I,

"Night Ride and Sunrise" (symphonic poem I and "The Swan
of Tuonela": Strauss' "Macbeth." Other works embraced in

the Boston Symphony programs this winter will be "Don
Quixote," "Sinfonia Domestica," the first, second, fourth, sixth
and ninth symphonies of Beethoven, the fourth of Brahms,
the seventh of Bruckner, Haydn's in K flat, Mozart's in E

- flat, G minor and C major, Schumann's in B flat, Tschaikow-
sky's "Manfred" and Goldmark's "Rustic Wedding."—Musical
Courier.

^ * *

When "Electra" is produced in America (the first perfor-
mance is to be given in Philadelphia by Hammerstein, as is

generally known), it is to be in French, although the text is

German. This may be due to the fact that Mary Garden is to

sing the part of Electra. The Clytemnestra is to be Reache.
Such is the report as it emanates from Paris.—Musical Cour-
ier.

It must have been a curious concatenation of circumstances,
if not something else, which brought about the conjuncture
of the recitals of Dr. Wullner and George Hamlin on the same
day in Chicago and of Madame Sembrich and Frau Gadski
on the same other day in Chicago. It will be -interesting to

observe how the patronage will be divided in the double
instances, which will put I he critics twice to a most undesira-
ble test.—Musical Courier.

%%

CLAQUE.

The New York World has done a very commendable thing
in exposing the claque at the Manhattan Opera House. This
pernicious system, which emanates from Europe, should not
be tolerated in America. In most of the opera houses in

Europe there are a set of professional claquers who are paid
by the artists to applaud. It has long been suspected that
this thing has been in vo.^ue at the opera houses here, both
Metropolitan and Manhattan. It is a disgraceful thing for

artists so to lower their dignity as to pay for people to

applaud them, in order to make the unsophisticated public
think that it is a genuine success. Some of these artists

have been paying tribute in cash to these professional
applauders and frequently they have distributed a large num-
ber of complimentary tickets. This nuisance will have to be
eliminated. .Mr. .Messager. the director of the Opera in Paris,

has put a stop to this degrading thing and printed signs are
seen in all the corridors of the opera house stating that it

has been interdicted. No ,loubt. this exaiuple will be followed
by other institutions in Europe in which it has been in vogue
for years. The people here who received the money and
other emoluments for the purpose of applauding are foreig-

ners and the system is one entirely introduced by foreigners.

—

Musical Courier.
-^W-

BLANCHE ARRAL'S AMERICAN SEASON.

On the list of new musical artists to appear this season is

Blanche Arral, who will make her debut before a New "i'ork

audience in Carnegie Hall, October 24. Madame Arral, who
was to have sung here last season, left for Europe with but
a short stop in New York, singing only at San Francisco on
her way home after completing a long and successful tour
through Australia. Her reception in San Francisco was most
cordial and her recent concert in London was equally success-
ful. Her coloratura work is praised with great warmth by the
foreign press and critics, and it is predicted that she will

create a very decided impression when she is heard here.
Her appearances in America are limited to New York, Boston,

Chicago, St. Louis. Cincinaati. and Washington, after which
she sails for Europe, to begin the study of a role in a new
opera which has been written for her and which will be heard
for the first time at the Brussels Exhibition.—Musical Courier.

With the opening of the Boston Symphony concerts. October
8. and the new Boston Opera House, November 8—one month
later—Boston's quietude will have vanished, and one of the
most brilliant musical seasons in the life of this city will have
been ushered in; in fact, the dawn of a new era. as it were,
comes to Boston in the owning of its Opera House, a higli
step in progress for any city to take. With the opening next
week of the Institute of Technology. Tufts College, Boston
I'niversity, Amherst, Williams, Smith. Wellesley. Radcliffe,
and later Harvard, comes the influx of several thousand stu-
dents, who, it has been found, are among the most liberal
patrons of good musical things here—this must be duly con-
sidered when it comes to "Who's Who?" in musical Boston.

—

.Musical Courier.

One of the most interesting features of the first season
of the Boston Opera Company is Director Henry Russell's
announcement of "Aida" for the first week of the season.
This opera will be produced on a scale never before attempted
in this city, or even in America. Stroppa, the scenic artist,
is creating a great stage setting, which even now. in its state
of incompletion, is stupendous. The costumes have been
finished—and present a bewildering array, as only the richest
and rarest materials can go into these, and tliey must be
historically pertect in every detail. At one time on the stage
there will be almost 3U0 people—that is. six principals, twenty-
six priests, a crowd of twenty-four men and fifty women; a
ballet of thirty-two, stage band of twenty, 110 soldiers, twelve
prisoners, five men to look after horses and sixteen throne
bearers. Celestina Boninsegna, the Italian dramatic soprano,
will sing the title role. The cast will probably include Mad-
ame Claessens as Amneris.—Musical Courier.

MUSIC FOR THE HUDSON-FULTON FETE.

The music festivals during the Hudson-Fulton celebration
were an important part of the ceremonies. The I'nited
Singers of New York for their concert in the Hippodrome,
Sunday evening, September 26, secured Corinne Rider-
Kelsey and Claude Cunningham as the soloists. The following
Tuesday evening. September 28. .Madame Schumann-Heink
was the star of the concert arranged by the Arion Society
for Carnegie lail. with Frederick Weld, baritone, also assist-
ing. On the same evening the Liederkranz gave its con-
cert in the Metropolitan Opera House, with Corinne Rider-
Kelsey as the soloist and Gary Schlegel assisting. The
Brooklyn festivities included a song recital by Madame Schu-
mann-Heink at the Academy ol Music. Wednesday evening,
September 29,—Musical Courier.

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

The outlook is that the Boston Symphony Orchestra will
have one of the busiest seasons in its career, for in past years
the maximum number of concerts was 106. while this year
the total number, exclusive of a couple of Pension Fund con-
certs, sums up 113. The Boston season begins October 8,
when there will be a public rehearsal here every Friday after-
noon and a concert every Saturday evening, omitting one
Friday and Saturday in each month until April 30. Cam-
bridge, Mass.. will have eight concerts on Thursday evenings;
the concerts in .\ew York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington will be given each month, from November
to March, while the balance come in midwinter. Ffteen
soloists are announced for the Boston concerts. Among the
singers who will appear are: Schumann-Heink. Louise Homer,
Tilly Koenen. Geraldine Farrar, Madame Hissem-De Moss;
pianists: Samaroff, Carreno, and Busoni; violinists: Kreisler,
Willy Hess, and Sylvain Noack, the latter sharing the first
desk of the first violins with Mr. Hess. The programs of the
orchestra, already shown, are of exceeding interest.—Musical
Courier.

When Richard Strauss's "Saloiue" was in its first success,
a young French composer named Mariotte produced at Lyons
an opera also founded on the text of Oscar Wilde. Through
the interference of Strauss's publisher the performance was
prohibited elsewhere on the ground that Strauss owned the
exclusive rights to the poeiu. .Vow the composer has used
his influence with the publisher to have the right to perform
the work restored to the French composer; so M. Mariottes
work may cause a new vogue for "Salome."—New York Sun.
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MUSICAL NEWS ABROAD.

Augusta Cottlow, the distinguished young American pianist,

who has not been heard in Berlin tor a decade, since she
linished her studies with Busoni there and played with the
Philharmonic Ochestra while yet a mere slip of a girl, will

make her rentree on October 26, in Bluthner Hall, at the tirsl

big smyphony concert of the Bluthner Orchestra, which is to

be conducted by .Joseph Frischen, of Hannover. She will

later be heard in recital .xlso, and will then make numerous
appearances throughout Germany. Miss Cottlow will stay in

Europe during the entire season.—Musical Courier.
* * *

Sergei Kussewitzky will be one of the soloists in the con-

certs given with the Philharmonic Orchestra by the Gesell-

schaft der Musikfreunde under the leadership of Oskar Fried.

Kussewitzky is the only living double bass virtuoso who gets
engagements as a soloist with the great smyphony orchestra.
—Musical Courier.

Two soloists who will appear in London during October are
Moriz Rosenthal, who has postponed his tour in America until

next year, and Ysaye, who appears with the Queen's Hall
Orchestra.—Musical Courier.

Mark Hambourg, who has just returned from a successful

tour in the Provinces, is now resting preparatory to starting

on a tour of Bngiand during October and November. Im-

mediately after that he sails for Canada, where a lengthy tour
has been arranged for this popular young pianist.—Musical
Courier.

The program during the first week in September for the
Leipsic City Operas—that is, the opera and the operetta
ensembles, were as follows: Opera, In new theatre—Sunday,
August 29. "Hoffmann's Erzahlungen": Monday, the .Johann
Strauss operetta, "Fledermaus," given by the grand opera
ensemble: Tuesday, "Lohengrin": Wednesday, "Hoffmann's
Erzahlungen": Thursday, "Magic Flute": Friday "Tiefland";

Saturday, Freitag's comedy, "The .Journalists": Sunday, "Car-

men." The operetta ensemble at the Old Theatre-^Sunday
matinee, "Der Wildschutz": evening, Felix Albini's new
"Barfusstanzerin" (second given on any stage); Monday,
"Dollar Princess": Tuesday, "Wiener Blut': Wednesday,
"Barfusstanzerin'; Thursday, (farce premier): Friday, "Lus-
tige Witwe"; Saturday, "Barfusstanzerin"; Sunday matinee,
"Dollar Princess"; Sunday evening, farce.—Musical Courier.

The two act romantic operretta. "The Barefoot Dancer,"

by Felix Albini, was given its first performance on any stage,

August 28, and its success warrants about four good houses
per week. The music seldom gets entirely away from the

conventional operetta spirit, yet the dancer's principal song
has an Oriental flavor of agreeable sadness and the principal

tenor's barcarolle is of enough vitality to come into strong

use as an excerpt for cafe and salon bands. The opening
chorus for the second act is not weak, and for a few measures
it falls into a persistant marcato that suggests the Russian.

An ensemble builds up later in the act to a great impulse,

though the theme does not happen to be one of the best of

the evening. The waltz with which the composer tries for

the evening's "killing" answers the purpose of the play, but
will probably not become famous as one of its class. There
is much evidence that the large success of the entertainment
grows out of its melodramatic conception and treatment, and
the fact that three male and three female characters are well

employed nearly all evening. This argues that it is safer to

be a playwright than a musician. There is a report that the

work has been engaged for production in America. The
operetta is published in Leipsic.—Musical Courier.

Caruso will appear as the Duke in "Rigoletto" at Nuremberg
on October 8. All the seats were sold on September 1. He
will sing three times in Frankfurt and will appear there also

as Canio in "Pagliacci." Munich has offered him a sold

house, but he demands two.—Musical Courier.
* * *

The Munich daily papers have been commenting with

severity on the unsatisfactory solo performances and other

defective work at the Price Regenten Theatre series in htat

city, especially the "Tristan" and "Meistersinger," which were
conducted by Mottl, who seemed to be oblivious to the fact

that an Isolde sang the wnole role not a half but a full tone

sharp and a Walter von Stoltzing sang throughout a half tone

flat. Mottl appears to be as lackaisical as he was here in

New York as incumbent of the conductor's chair. Where
are the great Wagnerian singers of today? They will have to

draw on the American contingent in Europe; that is the only
salvation.—Musical Courier.

Beginning in November there are to be a series of festival

concerts at Buda Pesth with the assistance of the Royal
Opera Orchestra. Artists selected are: Busoni (if he dosen't
get to America before the date), Yvonne de Treville (Ameri-
can), Minnie Tracey (American), Selma Kurz, Schmedes,
Slezka, Kubelik, Knote, and an effort is on foot to get
Paderewski and to make one evening a Massenet moment
musicale.—Musical Courier.

Mascagni's directorship of the Costanzi Theatre, in Rome,
is expected to bring that institution on a plane with the other
progressive opera houses in Italy. "Siegfried" and "Lohen-
grin" are to be the Wagner additions to the Costanzi reper-
tory. "L'Africaine," "Don Carlos," and "Freischutz" will be
some of the revivals, while Mascagni promises as novelties
"Electra," "Maja," "The Harvest Festival" (by Don Fino,
priest-composer), and his own "Iris."—Musical Courier.

* * *

Mme. Cosima Wagner no longer takes the important part
that she did in the administration of affairs during the festi-

vals at Bayreuth. but a visitor to Wahnfried has given an
account of her daily regimen which shows how active she was
until she abrogated in favor of Siegfried Wagner, who now
has absolute control of the arrangements (or the festivals.

Until this year the family met every morning at the first

breakfast, which is very unusual in a German household.
Mme. Wagner always preceded this function by a walk
through the gardens of Wahnfried. Here there was general
discussion of the plans for the day and then Eva read to her
mother the letters that had arrived with the morning post.
She was accustomed to the task and understood how to bring
to the attention of Mme. Wagner only those that demanded
immediate attention. Then the rest of the morning was
devoted to coaching the artists who were to take part in the
festivals. When they had been sufficiently trained in the
way they should go the private secretary of the festival com-
mittee came to Mme. Wagner and discussed with her the
business that had arisen in connection with that. Then, if

there were no guests the family gathered for the midday meal
at what was called the children's table, which means that all

the members of the household were there. Although the
family had been reared as vegetarians by Wagner, the strict-

ness of that diet had been abandoned to some extent,
although fruit and vegetables always formed the main articles

of diet.

Mme. Wagner always walked about the room as she drank
her demitasse after dinner in accordance with the advice of
her physician. Then she took a long walk or drive with her
favorite daughter, K\ii. returning for .5 o'clock tea, which was
an event not only for the family but for all of Bayreuth that
was on friendly terms with the chatelaine of Wahnfried.
Mme. Wagner sat by the tea table, enthroned among her
friends and family, while Eva poured tea. Her secretary
came early in the evening with letters and took Mme. Wag-
ner's dictation, which she always gave in the language the
letter was written in, whether it were German, French, Italian

or English. After signing the letters she rejoined her family,
which spent a part of every evening in listening to the read-
ing of some serious book. Mme. Wagner did not even attend
any of the festival performances last summer. The operas
selected for next summer are "Parsifal," "Die Meister-singer"
and the Nibelungen Ring.—New York Sun.

Emmy Destinn has been singing at the National Theatre
in Prague, where the ."lOOth performance of "Die Verkaufte
Braut" was given the other day. The Komische Oper in Ber-
lin has been presenting "Tiefland" again with Maria Labia,
while the revivals of "Les Contes d'Hoffmann" there have one
singer in the three leading roles. This is the way in which
the opera was sung before it passed into the domain of near
grand. Jeanette Allen, who appeared as Olympia. Antonio
and Giuletta, happened to be an American and met with great
success.—New York Sun.

Carl Goldmark has denied that he will compose another
opera. He regards "A Winter Tale" as his swan song. Gem-
ma Bellinciopi has been singing both Salome and Violetta at

the Gura Opera in Berlin and was congratulated by the Crown
Prince for her success in *he latter role. Mario Battistini is

singing in Germany and Austria during the coming season.
He will not appear in Russia until March. Ferdinand von
Strantz, formerly the Intendant of the Royal Opera House in

Berlin, has just passed his eighty-eighth birthday. He is said
to take a keen interest in operatic matters in Germany.—New
York Sun.
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THE MUSICAL REVIEW'S SUBSCRIPTION CONTES^
It Is Instituted for the Purpose of Giving Students, Teachers

and Members of Musical Clubs an Inducement to

Spread Its Influence.

By Alfred Metzger.

At no time since tlie foundation of this paper over eight

years ago have I ever asked the readers a personal favor. It

has always been a certain satisfaction to me to fight my own
battles, permit the "knockers" to ease their minds and attend
strictly to my own affairs and prove by actual demonstration
that it is possible to establish a successful musical journal
in California. Had this paper been able to command a certain

amount of capital, it would long ago have been as widely read
and as representative of the interests of music and musicians
of the far West as it is today; but. as it had to be evolved
without financial assistance it took a longer time to arrive at

its present station. However; while the paper is now a finan-

cial success such as to insure its permanency, it requires
still more circulation and advertising patronage to grow in the

same ratio as it has done in the past.

A time has now come when it is impossible for one person
to continue the improvement. I have tried in vain to find a
subscription and advertising solicitor who could fiill his posi-

tion satisfactorily and who would not absorb all the income
of the paper. Still there is no reason why the paper should
not grow more than it has in the past. And therefore I am
compelled at this stage of me game to ask the aid of the music
lovers in the expansion and increase of circulation of this

paper. Inasmuch as I realize that no one should be expected
to work for nothing I have solved a problem by means of

which it is possible to renay anyone interested in this cam-
paign more than enough lor any time or energy he or she
may be so kind as to devoce to this cause. The one who can
secure within the next six months the most subscriptions for

this paper will receive a grand piano to be selected from the
"leaders" of any of the music houses who advertise in this

paper. These houses are in alphabetical order: The Wiley B.

Allen Co., (Knabe Piano I; The Baldwin Piano Co.. (Baldwin
Pianol; Benj. Curtaz & Son (Everett Piano); Kohler & Chase
(Weber Pianol: and Sherman, Clay & Co., (Steinway Pianol.
In order that this paper does not fall in danger of financial

loss it is stipulated that the highest number of annual sub-

scribers entitling the winner to a grand piano should not be
less than Five Hundred. If it is less than five hundred the

winner will receive an upright piano of the same make. The
grand pianos are worth from $800 to $1,000, and the uprights
$.")2.^. Either prize is well worth working for. Anyone who
should not be fortunate enough to win first prize, but who has
devoted time and work to the subject will receive an order on
any music house, advertising in this paper, for 2'> per cent, of

the amount forwarded to this ofiice. For these 2n per cent,

the winner can select any article of the value presented on the

order. If the winner of the capital prize should be a violinist he
can select a violin of the value represented by the piano. If the
winner of the 2.5 per cent, merchandise order prefers to take
lessons, he can select a teacher from the advertisers in this

paper and the paper will give him an order on the teacher
selected for the amount he is entitled to.

Now you must not forget that in asking your friends to sub-

scribe for this paper you are not asking for charity. They
will receive every cent worth for their outlay in a paper that

gives them musical information from all over the world. They
will like the paper and they will be glad they have subscribed
for it. If your musical club needs a piano, get the members
together to solicit subscriptions from other members. If your
conservatory needs a piano, get the pupils together and let

them win it. If you like your teacher, get your friends

together and win the piano for him. If you need a piano your-

self see whether you have enough friends who like you enough
to help you win it. And mind you whether you win the first

prize or not you can always get enough subscribers to get a

piano with the 25 per cent, that is surely coming to you. Now
let us see how many true friends this paper has and how many
true friends its readers have.

AMBITIOUS PLANS OF VON STEIN ACADEMY.

W^enzel Kopta Engaged as Head of the Violin Department and
Joint Concerts of Heinrich Von Stein and Kopta

Features of the Season.

The exceedingly gratifying news reached this office last

week that Wenzel Kopta has accepted an offer from the Von
Stein Academy of Music in Los Angeles, to preside over the
excellent violin department of that ideal educational institu-

tion. While Julius Bielich, who for several years has proven

of inestimable value to the institution, never failed to give the
utmost satisfaction and under the new regime retains his
position. It was necessary under the new policy of the institu-
tion to begin its acquirement of artists of international repu-
tation. This expansion of its policy was made necessary by
announcements during the summer, and it is gratifying as
w^ell as surprising that Heinrich von Stein has been able to
formulate his plans in so prompt and quick a manner.
Wenzel Kopta's reputation as a pedagogue and artist is

too well known in California to require at this time any extend-
ed or detailed mention. Suflice it to say that he stands second
to no musicians either residing here or who has visited us
from abroad. As a pedagogue he is beyond criticism and the
Von Stein Academy for Pianists is indeed fortunate to have
secured such a prize. The Academy has now a thoroughly
efficient string quartet under Wenzel Kopta's direction and
with Heinrich von Stein's standing as a pianist and an
ensemble player there will certainly be some musical feasts
in store for the students of the institution as well as the
musical public, if the latter is wise enough to take advantage
of such a brilliant opportunity.
The vocal department is now in charge of Hugo Kirchhofer

and Robert Eckhard, two tenors of fine ability. An addition
to the faculty of the piano department is Henry Immerman,
during the past six years instructor of the Philadelphia Musical
Academy, and .1. W. Moore of London, England, who enjoys an
enviable reputation as pianist and organist. Mr. Von Stein
is now negotiating to acquire a suitable site for a more exten-
sive conservatory building to be begun within about six
months from now.

HEINRICH VON STEIN

The Indefatigable Director of the Von Stein Academy For Pianlsl
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NEW PUBLICATIONS OF 1909.

(From the New York Musical Courier.)

After much visiting and interviewing among the two dozen
music publishing firms here, it is possible to submit a report
on the new publication for 1909; not only of those just in print,

but in numerous instances those not yet otherwhere an-
nounced. The composers' names include not only the majority
of known living composers, but strangely enough, Pergolesi
(died 1736). Monteverde (died 164:?). Gluck (died 1787), Haydn
(died 1809). and Mendelssohn (died 1847) are found to be
bringing out compositions never before published. The fact

is not in argument that dead men are writing new tunes, but
that their old tunes live in manuscript a long time after

them. Among living composers it is agreeable to find, in a
number of catalogues, compositions by Christian Sinding,
whose output has never been over large, and who has been
sometimes dissatisfied with himself because his pen was not
more prolific. This year there appear in Leipsic a serenade,
op. 92. for two violins and j)iano; seven songs, op. 8.5 (Peters)

;

violin and piano sonata in old style, op. 99, two books of
Northern dancers and airs for piano at four hands; a large
variation work called "Fatum," op. 99, for piano solo (Breit-

kopf & Hartel): a piano sonata, op. 91, and three pieces, op.

89. for violin and piano (Hansen), and five songs with piano
(Robert Forberg).

* * *

A straw showing the vitality of the Reger cult is found in

the fact that four of Reger's young composition pupils are
liberally represented in the 1909 prints. In some instances
the published works were those brought to Reger in the
regular study classes at Leipsic Conservatory. The young
men are: .Josef Haas (Munich). Othniar Schoeck (Zurich?).
Herman Keller (Leipsic), and Kary Hasse (Chemnitz). The
first and second named compose very rapidly.

* ^. «

There is Ihe promise of future large publishing operations
by a new firm, the Russisoher Musik Verlag, of Berlin, whose
printing, however, is already under way in Leipsic. The dis-

tinguished contrabassist. Sergei Kussewitzky, is a moving
factor and much money is behind him. Friends of the vener-
able composer. Felix Draeseke. of Dresden, will be glad to
know of strong interest in him for 1909-10, and especially for

his "Tragica" symphony (Kistner). Arthur Nikisch has stood
by this symphony for years, because he liked it, and now
others are to follow. Special interest may attach to three
little series, a total of nine piano pieces by Ferruccio Busoni
(Jul. Heinr. Zimmermann). since that artist is announced for

an .American season. Of course, the venerable Carl Reinecke
is still composing, and there are those who think that he
always will be. His principal new work is a sonata for organ
(Leuckart). Two years ago he finished a beautiful variation
work for two pianos, but if that is in print in Leipsic it has
escaped notice. A curious fact in the experience of Enrico
Bossi's publishers shows the poor state of orchestral efficiency

in Italy. In two instances Bossi's big orchestral variations,

op. 131, were put in rehearsal by Italian symphony orchestras,
but on account of supposed impossible technical difficulties the
work was never brought into concert. Finally the com-
positions spoken of in this letter do not nearly represent
in any case the year's output of any of the firms. These
are only spoken of in a hurried glance through announce-
ments and printing memoranda.

Breitkopf & Hartel bought, in January this year, two
violin concertos by Joseph Haydn. The manuscripts were
in these archives, unknown to the present proprietors, for

140 years. The house is bringing now the first authentic
edition of the Pergolesi "Stabat Mater." It had been
willed that the manuscript should never leave the cloister

of Nonte Casino, near Naples. There have been many
editions of the work, but varying and unauthentic, because
of inaccessibility of the manuscript. The Italian Gov-
ernment came to the rescue and supplied Breitkopf &
Hartel with a complete set of photographs of the manu-
script. These were entrusted to the editing of Gustav
Schreck, cantor of the Thomas Schule, in Leipsic. The
work is issued here in Latin and German texts, the Ger-
man by Emmy Schreck, wife of the editor. Of modern
compositions now in this press, the chief is the grand
opera, "Katharina," by Edgar Tinel. It has been given
in manuscript seventeen times at the Theatre Monnaie, in

Brussels. The vorspiel is issued separately for concert.
The English composer. Granville Bantock. has new inci-

dental music to Sophocles' "Electra." The piano score
is available and the Sophocles texts appear in Greek and
in English translation. Joseph Holbrooke has here his

fourth smyphonic poem, called "Ulalume." As indicated
above, here are Sinding's op. 94, 98 and 99.

C. F. Peters is bringing out Max Reger's "Psalm 100," op.

106, for chorus, orchestra and organ. This work, of monu-
mental proportions, will have first performance in Vienna,
.lanuary, 1910. It has also English text. Then comes an
organ prelude and double fugue by Friedrich Klose. author
of the successful opera "Ilsebill." A most important series
is one of twelve five-voice madrigals by Monteverde. never
before issued in score. Pfitzner's piano quintet, op. 23;
Sinding's serenade for two violins and piano, and seven
songs on Bierbaum's "Irrgarten der Liebe," also .Moskow-
ski's four piano solos, op. 82, are other modern works just
issued. Violinist Schering. of Leipsic. has brought out a most
valuable collection of thirteen old violin sonatas and pieces
by Corelli and contemporaries. Emit Sauer. of Dresden,
contributes a book of twenty-five of the Scarlatti piano
sonatas, in his editing for practical use. Reger's violin con-
certo, op. 100. and his symphonic prologue, op. 108. are
among last season's important works from the Peters press.

The F. E. C. Leuckart Press may be said to be in a state
of eruption, so voluminous is its output of modern works.
These are the Emil Paur A major symphony, Frederick
Delius' orchestral "Nachtstuch," a Richard Mandl sym-
phonic poem for soprano, female chorus and large orches-
tra; Richard Stohr suite for strings, G. Schjelderup's sym-
phonic poem, "Sunrise in the Himalayas"; Xaver Schar-
wenka's F minor piano concerto, Reinecke's organ sonata,
op. 284; Hugo Kaun's string quartet, op. 74; Joseph Haas'
organ suite and other works. Hermann Roth's (Leipsic)
organ prelude, chaconne and fugue; Heinrich Zollner's
(now at Antwerp) battle song for male chorus and or-

chestra. Choral works vith orchestra are I'lrich Hilde-

brandt's "Calvin Cantata." George Schumann's secular can-

tata, "Ruth" (also English), probably to be given in Chi-
cago; Ludwig Hess's own orchestration of his song "Don
Fadrique," and Louis Koemmenich's (Philadelphia)
"MorgenhyiTime" for male chorus and orchestra. Mixed
choruses are by R. Tobias (Leipsic); sacred choruses, Ar-
nold Mendelssohn; sacred choruses, Matthieu Neumann
and Theodor Koschat. Male choruses are by Othegraven
(prizes in Frankfort, 1909), Julius Roentgen's "Jung
Volker," Wilh. Kienzl, Hugo Kaun, Friedrich Hegar ("Des
Geiger's Heinikehr") and two other choruses, Zollner's

two a capella ballads. Viktor Zack, Rudolph Heine (Indi

anapolis). Matthieu Neumann's "Warning vor dem Rhein"
(New York, 1909). Reinhold Becker's choruses. Solo songs
with piano are those by Rich. Mandl. Jos. Hass (seven),

H. von Vigneau (also English). Paul Ertel (English),
ZoUner. Ludwig Hess, and the op. 33 and op. 40 (also Eng-
lish) by the late Heinrich van Eyken. some of these to be
sung in America by Tilly Koenen. Instrumental works fur-

ther include ten concert pieces by Haas, for children, R. von
Mojsisovic's pieces for violin and organ, .Alex Winter-
berger's Oriental dance ("Kismet") for piano solo, two
piano ballads by Adolph Brune (Chicago), harp pieces by
Johannes Snoer, and many organ compositions for church
service, by Uso Sieferi. As if that were not enough to

keep busy, the Leuckart house is bringing a number of

large music literary works, such as a new edition of the
Kothe-ForchhtUiiraer "Fuhrer durch die Orgel Litteratur,"

the fourth volume of the Ambros musical history in reprint

(this volume on the period 1.5ii0-1660). also a reprint of

Wilhelm Weber's book on the Beethoven "Missa Solemnis,"
a much called for work which had been out of print for a
long time.

Two new pieces, also gauged to teaching and house,
are by Christian Schafer (nine), G. Marchisio (London),
Oskar Nedbal, Gabriel Marie. Carl Leon, A. Tellier, W.
Aletter. A. Sartorio, Carl Reinecke (twenty pieces formerly
published in America). Leo Norden, J. E. Heidenfelder
(four hands), Donald Heins, Arthur Somervell (five books
for youth),J. Harold Henry, Joseph Heller, George Mawes
(four Christmas pieces), J. H. Fouldes (holiday sketches,

also in editions for salon and large orchestra). For reed
organ there are small preludes and pieces by Casimir Meis-

ter. and Sir Frederic Bridge has set four Schumann sketches
for the same. E. W. Taylor brings a set of exercises for

playing from figured bass. There are male choruses by Rich-

ter, Kutscherra, Dobler, Keldorfer, Krannig. Pfirstinger and
Berr. The house has many compositions for concert and
smaller orchestras.

(To Be Continued Next Week.)
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SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY RECITAL.

One who listened carefully and without prejudice to the
recital recently given by the pupils of the San Francisco Con-
servatory of Music of which E. S. Bonelli is the able director,
must have been struck with one particular fact. This fact,
which at the same time points a moral, consisted of a universal
selection of compositions within easy reach of the student and
still imbued with sufficient technical importance to bring them
outside the commonplace class. There was also a gratifying
lack of inharmonious and accrobatic classical intricacies which
do not mean anything to a youthful mind and which, if the
truth were known, bore the audience half to death. We do not
mean to content that severe classical works should not form
part of a pupil's repertoire, but we certainly affirm that a
young student, beginning to enter upon a course of tuition,

should not be given works beyond his ken or beyond his
capability to satisfactorily expound them.
We must congratulate Professor Bonelli upon the wisdom

he displayed in the selection of the program as well as in the
distribution of tasks among students who were fully equipped
to do them justice. In this manner he not only avoided
unpleasant impressions, but he caused a feeling of ease among
his audience that packed Golden Gate Commandery Hall to
the very doors on Wednesday evening. September 29th. and
that went home thoroughly satisfied of having spent a nleas-

ant evenine.
The first part of the program revealed two piano students of

particularly commendable qualities. One of these was Miss
Atha Gutman, who made a most excellent impression by reason
of her brilliant technic and her vigorous touch coupled with
finer musical instincts and Miss Alma Jensen whose deliberate
phrasing, expressive coloring and firm attack evoked the plaud-
its of her hearers. The important features of the second part
were two concertos, one by Hummel and one by Mendelssohn
which were particularly well rendered. Both concertos were
played upon two pianos assisted by a string quartet. The
Hummel concerto was interpreted on the pianos by Mrs. Alex-
ander Gutman and Miss Atha Gutman and was a feat of techni-

cal and musical skill upon which both executants and their

instructor may look with justifiable pride. Mrs. Gutman in

particular proved to be a matured musician who had grasped
her duty well and who certainly acquitted herself with much
credit in every way.

Miss Grace Morrill gave an excellent interpretation of
Lavellee"s "Papillon." which afforded her an opportunity to dis-

play a limpid digital smoothness that forced her hearers to

admire her and reward her with prolonged applause. Miss
Aline Lang revealed herself as a pianiste of much physical
force, purity of technic and sane musical reading. A string
quintet and piano, the personel of which may be found in the
appended program, gave an excellent account of itself in a

musical interpretation of Bendix's "In Beauty's Bower.'
Miss Maud Lang played a violin solo with quite an emotional

phrasing. Mrs. Le Page sang an aria from an Italian Opera in

splendid voice and with an intelligence very gratifying to a
careful connoisseur. Miss Edith Coffee. Miss Mary Wolch.
Miss Sarah Thorold. Miss A. Echeveria and G. Didier added to

the pleasure of the evening. A most delightful incident of the
evening's procedures was the presentation of a beautiful gold
headed ebony cane presented by the pupils of E. S. Bonelli to

their teacher as a token of affection and esteem. Professor
Bonelli was justly moved by this unselfish tribute to his adapt-
ibility as an educator and the spirit in which the gift was pre-

sented rather than its intrinsic value gave it a most precious
aspect in his heart.

The program was as follows:
Part One—Raff op. 8.5. (Piano Soloi. Miss Edith Coffey: Men-

delssohn—Duetto, op. 38 Xo. 6. (Piano Solo I. Miss Mary
Wolch: Pinsuti— "The Book of Prayer." (Vocal Solo I. Miss
Sarah Thorold: Violin Obligato. Miss A. Echeverria. Accom-
panist Sig. F. Ziliani: Beethoven—Op. 2. 1st and 2nd Move-
ments, (Piano Solo I. Miss Atha Gutman: Favilla

—"Souvenir de
Paris", (Violin Solo), Miss Maud Lang: Accompanist Miss
Aline Lang; Mendelssohn—Op. 14. (Piano Soloi. Miss Alma
Jensen: Gomes—Solo Soprano from Opera "Guarany. " (Vocal
Soloi. Mrs. Le Page. Accompanist Sig. F. Zilliani.

Part Two—Hummel—Concerto op. 8.5 1st Movement (2

Pianos and Quartet l 1st Piano. Mrs. Alexander Gutman. 2nd
Piano Miss Atha Gutman: Lavalle— "Le Papillon" (Piano
Soloi. Miss Grace Morrill: Bendix—"In Beauty's Bower"
(Strings and Piano i. Violins. Miss Marie Abeille. Miss Adelia
Valentino, and Mr. C. Swansen, Viola. Mr. N. Kinell. Piano.
Miss May Coffey. Cello. Mr. Chas. Kuss: Mendelssohn—Con-
certo op. 25. 1st Movement 12 Pianos and Quartet). 1st Piano,
Mr. Harry Lowenstein. 2nd Piano. Miss Aline Lang: Ziliani

—

"Un Bacio d' Amore" (Vocal Duet I. Miss A. Echeverria and
Mr. G. Didier: Beethoven—Op. 13 1st Movement i Piano Soloi.

Miss .\line Lang.
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THE NILE CLUB JINKS.

Tlie following is an example of the excellent lyrics written

for this occasion:
The Desert's Smile.

The desert's smile is one of gold

A smile that lures men ever on
To search tor care; to seek for pain;

To reach into the womb of down
For day again.

That crimson stain
Which falls upon a world of mourning,
A blistered curse that hangs o'er head
And warps the soul that went forth earning

Release from life that means but bread.

A coat the cut of which makes bold

Ambition—whether bought or sold.

The desert's smile is amethyst,
A smile that urges men away
To distant peaks 'neath azure sky,

To where the gods create the day.

Where vultures ply.

And dangers lie

Among the mountains o'er the valley

In which no tree may crave to grow,

No stream can dare a sudden sally.

Where Life and Death forever throw
The dice for those who race with zest

To reach the goal, perpetual rest.

The desert's smile is purple deep.

No moon shines down, no stars appear.

The chill wind moans across the sage.

Within the heart comes sudden fear.

In silent rage
This land does age:

It bears the curses of creation

Which spent its force ere well begun
The moulding of forbidding heap
From odds and ends of worlds that sleep.

The desert's smile is drab and gray.

It watches hearts o'ertlow with hope.

It marks the brave among the brave
Grow weak with terror as they grope

Like beaten slave

For deepest grave
To shelter from a past's grimaces;

To hide them from the leering nights

That tread upon the year's fair faces.

Where time's dread heel in glee alights

And stamps upon the brow of day
The marks of pain as from a fray.

The desert's smile is but a leer

That steeps the heart, yet draws men down
On bended knee to seek the light

That lies behind those masks that frown
On wrong, on right.

On peace, on fight.

On rust of ages long past knowing.
On dust of sages long forgot

—

They had their day and staid their going
Until assured all else would rot

But their own Truth, which stands out clear.

And wins for epitaph, a sneer.

The desert's smile is solitude.

It echoes silence through the years

As caverns deep the roar of seas.

It lifts on high its dead men's tears

And prays at ease
Like priest on knees
A prayer of scorn that baffles heaven.

Then scatters peace upon the bones
That whitened lie, by Time engraven.

Mere leggates tossed 'mid sculptured stones

—

The bones no more their hopes intrude.

The desert weeps its gratitude.

DEATH OF SAUL LIEBLING.

Saul Liebling. pianist, and head of the well known Concert
Direction .lules Sachs, of Berlin, Germany, died of heart failure

very suddenly at his home in that city, Thursday, September
16. Saul Liebling was one of the brothers of the well known
Liebling family of pianists. Born in Posen, Germany, April

(j, 1859, he toured at a very early age as a child prodigy, and
later studied with Bendel and KuUak, in Berlin, and will

Liszt, at Weimar. Coming to America in 1875 he appeared
frequently at the famous Koster & Bial concerts in New York,
and subsequently toured for several years with the Theodore
Thomas Orchestra (with which he gave the first American
performance of the Grieg concerto), Camilla Urso, Clara

Louise Kellogg, Ole Bull, Emma Thursby, etc. Returning to

Berlin, in 1883, Saul Liebling settled there and founded the

Neues Konservatorium der Tonkunst. A silent partnership
with Jules Sachs, the imnresario, was ended by the latter's

sudden death, and Mr. Liebling found himself forced to take
entire charge of the business, which he thereafter conducted
with pronounced success. Among the artists managed by the

Sachs Bureau recently and brought to Berlin were Mascagni,
Saint-Saens, Sousa, Grieg, and a host of celebrated concert
virtuosi. The firm also arranged lectures of the most import-

ant kind, and had Lieutenant Shackleton and Dr. Cook under
contract for appearances in Berlin this winter.

Saul Liebling was Court Pianist to several reigning houses
in Europe, and had been decorated with a number of high
orders. He was persona grata at the Courts of Rouraania.
Coburg-Gotha, and Saxony, and during the later years of Bis-

marck's life had the honor of being his personal friend and
spending many days every season at Friedrichsruhe as the

Iron Chancellor's guest.

His published compositions consist of several hundred piano
pieces, and represent graceful products of the best salon

style. He is survived by a widow and son, a sister, and his

brothers Max, Emil, Oscar and George.—Musical Courier.

[The obituary above quoted is in a way interesting to San
Franciscans as it touches the career of Miss Mary Carrick
who appeared in concert in Berlin under Mr. Liebling's direc-

tion. After Miss Carrick's successful concert Mr. Liebling

cabled the good news to this city and afterwards wrote to

Hugo Mansfield the young artist's teacher in the most
enthusiastic terms of her playing, predicting a brilliant future

for her. It was Miss Carrick's intention that Mr. Liebling

should manage another tour for her in Europe, and, being a

classmate of Hugo Mansfeldt's, when both were studying
under Liszt at Weimar, he was anxious that the young
pianiste should enter upon a tour through Austria and Ger-

many, especially since the last time Miss Carrick was obliged

to interrupt her plans on account of her mother's illness—Ed.]
V*

Madame Blanche Arral will open the season with the assis-

tance of the Volpe Symphony Orchestra in New York on

October 24th. to be followed by another concert on November

4th with the assistance of the Russian Smyphony Orchestra,

under the direction of Altschuler. Since hearing Madame
Arral sing Mr. Volpe became so enthusiastic about her that

he made her an offer to appear as soloist with his orchestra

on December 4th.

REGARDING FREE RECITALS.
(From the Musical Courier, Sept. 15. 1909.)

Among those subjects that have occupied much of the time
and space of this paper for years past is the practice of musi-

cians to sing anl play free of charge, a habit condemned by
this paper on the general principle so epigrammatically put

by Ibsen, that a thing for which nothing is paid is worth noth-

ing. We also are opposed to the practice because it lowers

the professional standing of the musician and it also is an

injustice to those musicians who insist upon receiving pecun-

iary recognition for their services. It therefore reads well to

reproduce the following short notice from the well-known
London Era;

Charitable Performances.
The furniture dealer, the butcher, and the florist of the

parish are not expected to send goods gratis to be sold at

bazaars: why should actors and actresses be expected to

give their artistic efforts, free of charge, to one of these

entertainments, the result of their good nature being to

"make themselves cheap"?
Here it is: To make themselves cheap. Why should any

musician make herself or himself cheap by supplying a de-

mand without charging for it? Will the European visiting ar-

tist do it in America? How can any one expect a remunera-
tive line of engagements who sings or plays free of charge,

particularly when it is probable that other musicians had al-

ready refused to do so? It has been the ruin of many artistic

careers, this charitable work. Besides, if a singer or musi-

cian is engaged for money the probability is that the enter-

tainment will be more largely attended because of the fact

that the artist charges. In that manner the receipts are in-

creased. Every one connected with the charitable enterprise

will proclaim the value of the artist then and people will be

anxious to hear her or hiiU. But to sing or to play free of

charge is suicidal and no one need expect to make a career

who indulges in that extravagance.
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A STANDARD

Grand Piano Free
BALDWIN, EVERETT, KNABE, STEINWAY or WEBER

The Pacific Coast Musical Review will give a Grand Piano worth from Eight Hundred to One
Thousand Dollars to any Musical Club, Musical Conservatory, Music Teacher or Music Student who
will secure for it the largest number of subscribers (not less than five hundred) before May 1st, 1910.

If the contestant who secures the largest ntimber of subscribers should not exceed Five Hundred, he or she will be

entitled to an Upright Piano, of the above named make, of the value of not less than Five Hundred Dollars.

Subscriptions Will Be Credited in Votes as Follows

;

Six Months' Subscription - - - -

One Year's Subscription - - - -

One and One-Half Years' Subscription

Two Years' Subscription - - - -

Two and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Three Years' Subscription . . .

Three and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Four Years' Subscription ...
Four and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Five Years' Subscription . _ .

One Dollar 500 Votes
Two Dollars 1,500

Three t

2,000 (

Four (

3,000

Five (

3,500

Six 4,500

Seven 5,000

Eight 6,000

Nine '

6,500

Ten '

8,000

The Highest Number of Votes Represents the Largest Number of Subscribers

RULES OF CONTEST
Any imisical jicrsoii in ( "ulifornia is clifiihlc

It) i-nlt'i- this Contest. Tiio First I'rize will be
awai-ded to the one se(niin<> the lai-jjest num-
ber of votes (which is e(|nivalent to the largest
ininiber of subscribers). Anyone not winning
the First Prize will i-eceive a Merchandise Or-
der representing 1'.") jier cent, of the amount

forwarded to this i.aj.er. ALL SUBSCHIl'-
TIUNS MIST P.E PAID JN ADVANCE.
A Coupon that will be published in each

issue of tJie Pacific Coast Musical Review is

equivalent to Five ^'otes. It is limited to one
week after date.
Only New Rubscripiions \\il] be coiuiled.

Contest ends May 1, 1910.

NOMINATION COUPON
Good for 500 Votes

Coiilcsl .Manager Pacitic ('oast Musical Kcvicw,
Sherman, Clay & Co. Huilding,

San Francisco.

Dear Sir: 1 wish to register as a Candidate
in the Pacific Coast Musical Review's Grand
Piano Contest.

Name

Address

Town

The Pacific Coast Musical Review's

GRAND PIANO CONTEST
5 - Good for Five Votes - 5

For

Town oi- City

State

Bring or send into office before October
16 or vote will not count.

t^ciul ill Flat I'lK'l.-dijr—Do Xof RolJ.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS CONTEST EDITOR

Pacific Coast Musical Revie^v, 'co^T.iS.*' San Francisco
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A VITAL QUESTION.

A Most Interesting Discussion of a Very Important Subject

Which Should Be of Surpassing Interest to Every Student

Who Is Told To Go To Europe to Study.

A prominent San Francisco teacher, none other than Mrs.

Oscar Mansfeldt. gave the editor of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review the following extract from the Berlin German Times
of September 23rd. 1901, which is as interesting as this late

day. as it was eight years ago, at the time of its first pub-
lication. The article is worthy of a verbatim reproduction:
"For six years, the length of ray residence in Europe, I

have been asking myself the Question. I have put it to oth-

ers, too. Most of them lacked the answer even as I did.

Some few knew, but they spoke not. Once I tried to answer
the Question myself. Then those who knew said that I was
wrong. But they said nothing else, and left me unknowing.
"Last week there came here from the strenuous city of

New York the one man who could answer the Question fully,

freely, and fearlessly. To him I resolved to go and ask.

"He calls himself Marc A. Blumenberg. I have often heard
him referred to as the Napoleon of musical affairs in the
United States. I have heard that he dictates musical con-

ditions there. I have heard that he fixes the market value
of artists. And I have heard him called all the names with
which all successful men are favored by distanced competi-
ors and empty-handed friends.

"For a very successful man is this Blumenberg, a man who
knows not only how to win success, but understands also how
to retain it. A man is he who has thoroughly mastered his

chosen field; a chessplayer who knows his board and its every
figure. He plays the game scientifically. No move without
cause, and no cause without effect, might be his motto. A
man is he of keen vision and wide range, a man of today by
all means, but one who understands yesterday and divines to-

morrow.
"Because he is all this, and incidentally. Senior Editor of

the New York Musical Courier, I went to him with my Ques-
tion. 1 found him coming from the Dresdener Bank—a good
sign—and just about to step into his waiting cab.

"
'I have a Question to ask'—I began.

"'.Tump in; I've an appointment to keep, with Manager
Pierson of the Opera. Vorwarts, Kutscher. Now fire away.'
"He fixed his keen eyes on me, and I asked the Question.
" 'You wish to know.' he repeated slowly, as one given to

accurate weighing of details, 'what becomes of the thousands
of Americans who come to Germany, Austria, England. Italy,

France and Belgium, to study music? That is to say, the
thousands of Americans who have come, those who are here
now, and those who will come? What becomes of the young
pianist, the young singer, the young violinist, the young com-
poser, the young violoncellist, the mature teacher and the
middle ?aged organist, who for a decade have been traveling
eastward in endless, religious procession, with rapt eyes fixed

on the musical Mecca of their own making?'
" 'That's what I would like to know,' I replied, modestly ac-

cepting this elaborate amendment to the Question.
" 'By Stcherbatcheff, so would I,' cried out my wise man,

bringing down his umbrella with a terrific whack onto the
floor of the cab. 'That is to be taken relatively;' he con-

tinued, calm at once, 'for I know what becomes of them.'
" 'What ?' I ventured.
" 'The pianist becomes the powerful and purse-proud Presi-

dent of a gigantic Trust, the singer marries him and organizes
a local Musical Society; the violinist goes West, just in time
to reach the bed of a dying miner who hands him a paper,
sere and yellow, and apparently worthless, which soon after

proves the violinist to be the sole and undisputed owner of

the richest gold-mine ever discovered in America'

—

" 'But"—
' 'The young composer becomes the trusted partner of the

fortunate violinist. The violoncellist is raved over at New-
port by seven of the richest heiresses in the Four Hundred.
Seven enthusiastic papas press the young man to marry, and
he finally weds the very richest of the seven maidens, who is

also marvelously beautiful. The mattire music-teacher at

once upon his return goes into the banking business, and finds

his chief pleasure in making Wall street trouble. The mid-
dle-aged organist

—

'

" 'I don't believe all that. You are making fun of me,' I

interrupted.
" 'You are shrewd,' said .Mr. Blumenberg; 'you have guessed

that I was joking. .\ow I will tell you the truth. The painful

fact of the matter is that the pianist has no need to become
a Trust President, for he gives many recitals each season
that attract vast audiences of his admiring countrymen. The
money pours into the box-office, and Paderewski realizes at

last that he has met his match in America. The singer is

secured by a cast-iron contract to Grau. who, happy that at
last he can pay an American more than his foreign artists,

literally loads her with money. The public listens only when
she sings, and the critics come to learn. The violinist causes
duels among the managers, who fight for the privilege of en-
gaging him. The composer sends boxes to his friends for
each new production of his immerous grand operas. Grau
mounts them at fabulous exjjense to his privy-purse. The
critics snarl because all our symphony-concerts are addicted
to the works of the young American composer, and absolutely
ignore the efforts of talented foreigners like Tschaikowsky,
Beethoven. Strauss and Brahms. Quartet societies play his
works ad nuseara. The programs of all our piano-recitals
look like a publisher's list of his compositions. And the ma-
ture music-teacher! Lessons at ten dollars the half hour are
laughed at. Fifteen dollars, or you go to one of his seven
assistants. He has a suite at the Waldorf—

'

" 'I'm afraid you're in a jesting mood tod-day. I see you
won't answer the Question.'

" 'You wish to know what really becomes of nearly all your
compatriots who study music here?'

" 'Yes.'
" 'Nothing—absolutely. Nothing that warrants the sacrifice

of time, money, and health, laid on the altars of European
teachers, by these misguided students, these

—

'

"'Why misguided?'
" 'Because half, three-quarters of them have no right to

enter the musical profession, and even fewer, to practise it.

The pianist, the singer, the violinist, the organist, the violon-
cellist, they all become teachers. There are too many teach-
ers now. And the majority of them are absolutely incompe-
tent. That is because they have been insufficiently educated."

" 'But the conservatories here—

'

" 'They offer no academical training. There are no grad-
uates proper, and those who have studied in them for a year
or two consider themselves finished musicians. There is no
authoritative institution, no University of Music that makes
our musicians as our doctors, lawyers, engineers, and archi-
tects are made.'

" 'But those things are done by the Government. Naturally
enough, public safety demands that a doctor be legally en-
titled to practise; you can't expect a Government to interest

itself seriously in such a comparatively unimportant subject
as music, a subject

—

'

' 'And do you mean to tell me that an incompetent singing-
teacher is not a menace to public welfare? Does he not ruin
throats, and chests, and muscles, and larynxes, and lungs?
Does he not time and again cause pathological conditions?
Have therapeautics never corrected the crimes of singing
teachers.'

" 'But instrumental teachers'—I protested.
" '.Just as bad. They ruin the ear, and the sense of touch,

and the wrist, and the muscles, and the shoulders.'
" 'But, granting all that, is not Europe the home of music?"

I asked, making a wide detour and avoiding the corner into
which I was being driven; 'and if nobody had ever come here
to study, how could we have hoped to possess teachers in our
own country?'
"Not at all nonplussed, Mr. Blumenberg promptly replied:

'Of course our musical young men came, and they returned
home and taught. But their pupils came here, and their

pupils' pupils. Now, if this thing has been going on for years
and is going on to-day, of what use is the priceless knowledge
that can't be imparted to others? Why come to Europe for

the same thing that can be had much cheaper and as good
at home? For instance, to make my logic clear. Thirty
years ago there were some great teachers of piano, like

Liszt. Tausig and Kullak. They had many pupils, American,
German and all nationalities. The pupils of them are the
teachers of to-day. Did the Americans learn less than the
Germans? Are they less receptive? Strange, that a people
who are not usually slow in proclaiming its citizens quick of
intellect, should draw the line at its musicians, and believe
that of all the disciples who sat at the feet of those great
masters, the American learned and understood least. And so
with singing, and violin, and composition.'
"Again I tacked, and drove home what I considered a fatal

shaft. 'But how about almost the last words of our lamented
President McKinley,' I asked; 'did he not tell us that we
must not expect to live on ourselves alone, that we must
import from other countries, that reciprocity'

—

"'Reciprocity? Yes, indeed, we want reciprocity, but
where is the reciprocity in this wholesale annual emigration
of our young blood and energy to Europe, where the reciproc-

ity in this pouring of millions of dollars into foreign countries,
for board, and clothes, and lessons, and music, and instru-

(Continued on Page 16.)
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WILLIAM F. ZECH, VIOLINIST
Musical Director

The Zcch Orchefflra Rthe;

1332 Geary Street

i Every Monday Evening

Phone We«t 1603

California Conservatory of Music
Now occupies its magnificent new building on

147 Presidio Avenue
Between Washington and Jackson Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

(Jackson-Suiter St. car terminal in front of buildinn)

Largest Institution West of Chicago

DIRECTORIUM ;

HERMANN GENSS, President

DR. H. J. STEWART, GIULIO MINETTI, DR. ARTHUR WEISS,

DR. ERNEST HORSTMANN

The (acuity further includes such artists as :

HANS KONIG.
WALLACE A. SABIN.
G. JOLLAIN,
LOUIS NEWBAUER,
HENRY B. BAERMAN.
MRS. M. O'BRIEN,

MISS FLORENCE GUPPY, and others.

Departments for Beginners, Amateurs and Professionals

Pupils received at all times.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

CONSERVATORY OF MUSiC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE "DOUILLET. "Dean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education— Advan-
tages ol literary studies free of charge. Boaid and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRUS

San Jos© Cal Ifot-n la

IVT-.- _ /^M,-. 1-. J-.-, , trti-t. OfARRELl STREET

l^C^r Vyrpil6Ulll Between Stockton and Powell

Safest and Most Magnificenl Theatre in America.

Week Beginning This Sunday Afelrnoon -MATINEE EVERY DAY
ARTISTIC VAUDEVILLE

\'alei'ie Befgei-e & Co., in "The Sultan's P''avorite"; Tuscany
Troubadours; Ed F. Reynard, Ventriloguist ; Six Glinserettis;
("arlin & Clark; Mary Norman. The Society Caricaturist; Pilu,

the Mind Reading Dog. introduced by Sig. Ancillotti: New
Orpheum Motion Pictures. Last week—.lames Young & Co..
in "Wanted a Sister."

Evening Price*: 10c, 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Seats $1.00
Matinee Price*: (Except Sundays and Holidays) 10c, 25c, 50c.

PHONE DOUGLAS 70

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 20 1 6 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 3M

MACKENZIE GORDONTENOR
Tpaphor ni Qinninn In all its branches from the rudiments of tone formation to
I tJdbner Ul Oinyiliy

,1,, ^ishen l.nish and Compl^Uon 0/ Public Sm,in,
ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT

Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

By Appoinlment Only
Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voice Culture for Singing and Speaking

Concert. Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

Joaquin S. Wanrell
BASSO

CANTANTE
VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING

Perfe<5l Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's, Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION, PIANO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French. German. Musical Hislory and Sight Reading in progress. Practice
lessons with specially coached accompanists may be arranged for—also by non-students
ofiheschool. Studio, 818 Grove St., near Fillmore. Tel. Park 1 069.
In Berkeley Tuesday. 2521 Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at Snell

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Organi« Finll Piesbylerian Church

Teacher of PIANO and ORGAN
Studii I 7 Paru St. Alameda, California

T\\t^ Rarmnaw CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
1 lie JL»C1 lUgCl Established 1896

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete
Musical Education— Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),
Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco. Cal.

FREID R. J. RAU
Pacific Coast Agent for

HAWKES & SON
London, England

High-Grade Band Instruments
Bargains in Second-Hand Instruments

170 PAGE ST., SAN FRANCISCO Phone Market 5513

Sari Fraricisco Conservatory of Music
Phone WEST 5972 £. S. BONELLI, Director Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teacfiers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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(Continued from page 14.)

ments. and amusements. What do we get? Where is the

return demanded hy the simplest rule of political economy?

We get musical instruction, which we impart to others so

successfully that they too must exile themselves before they

in turn—bah! what a hideous, roaring farce. What with his

lack of proper academical training and authorization, and his

self-confessed inadequacy—just proved conclusively by me-
lt is no wonder that the American musician has no standing

in the community.'
"I began to feel that somehow Mr. Blumenberg and I had

changed positions. He was the inquisitor, and 1, who had

come as a harmless interrogator, suddenly stood forth as the

unwilling champion of a cause in which I did not believe.

I cared not to fight further such a one-sided battle. I had

heard enough, and was fearful of more truths. All this en-

couraging information was destined for the readers of the

musical department of the German Times, nearly all of whom
are music-students. For them as much as for myself I have

"'Ah! here we are,' announced the Inquisitor cheerily, as

we stopped before the Intendantur in the Dorotheen Strasse;

•if you'd care to wait in the cab, I could give you some
further points

—

'

" 'No, thank you, I think I have enough. You've answered

the Question, you know.'
"As I walked away it suddenly struck me that he hadn't,

after all. I wonder if anybody can? Leonard Liebling."

winner should be outside the musical cult this offer becomes,

of course, void. This contest differs from others in so far

that every contestant is bound to win something. Those who
do not win the capital prize are entitled to an order of

twenty-tive per cent, of their remittances to either a music

house" or to a music teacher for lessons. If anyone comes

close to the first prize he or she may have turned in enough

money to secure an upright piano. The distribution of votes

is made so easy that it is possible to turn in six months'

subscriptions at one dollar and have them counted. Now let

us see whether there is enough energy among members of

musical clubs, teachers and students to exert themselves a

little in trying to earn a grand piano and incidentally assist

the Pacific Coast Musical .Journal to extend its influence.

THE EDITOR IN LOS ANGELES.

MISS MAUD FAY VISITS SAN FRANCISCO.

Brilliant California Prima Donna Soprano Who Has Distin-

guished Herself in Europe Is on a Visit to Relatives

Here, but Will Not Be Heard in Public.

Miss Maud Fay, the exceedingly gifted and handsome Cali-

fornia cantatrice, who kept the musical public of Munich,

chattering during the last few years, arrived in San Francisco

on Thursday evening, September 30th, on a visit to her rela-

tives. Bound by an ironclad contract with the management
of the Royal Opera in Munich, she is unable to appear in

public while in uer native city; but, no doubt, the now famous

operatic soprano will be heard by a few fortunate friends

in one or two private functions. In an interview with t.ie

San Francisco Chronicle Miss Fay said:
"

I shall be here not quite a month. I must be in Munich

to sing on November 13th, and shall leave San Francisco on

October 29th. Am I glad to be back? Well, words cannot

express the feeling. I am simply overcome and cannot talk

about it. San Francisco always will be my home.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review has repeatedly recorded

Miss Fay's triumphs in Munich, one of the most, if not the

most conventional and fastidious community in Germany as

far as music is concerned. Under the wing of Madame Gadski

(that is at the diva's behest). Miss Fay appeared before

the examination board of the Munich Opera and "made good."

Her ambition, tenacity and genius did the rest, and it is safe

to assert that the young San Franciscan is now well on the

road to fame. Her contract in Munich will expire in another

three years, and it is possible that she then tnay appear at

the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, which no doubt,

has already made her an offer, as the directors are now look-

ing around for American artists who have gained fame
abroad.
For years the management of the Metropolitan Opera House

has spirited away most of Germany's distinguished artists on

the operatic and concert stage. Germany revenged herself

in the most unique manner, namely, of raising young Ameri-

can singers to the pinnacle of fame and now the manage-
ment of the Metropolitan Opera House when it needs brilliant

artists, must go to Germany and take back the American
singers whom Germany has discovered and trained for their

American debut. Miss Fay is one of these fortunate dis-

coveries and that she is a credit to her native City and State

cannot be denied by those thoroughly conversant with musi-

cal affairs at home and abroad.

THE SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST.

Upon another page in this issue you will find the initial

announcement of a subscription contest which will end on

May 1st, 1910. Now we want all Musical Clubs, Music
Schools, Teachers and Students to put their shoulder to the

wheel and try to win this grand piano. In addition to the

piano we will donate to the winner the front page of the first

issue in May, 1910, together with a biographical sketch of his

or her career. If the winner should be a music school or

musical club the same privilege will be accorded. If the

During the current week (October 4th to October 11th), the

editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review is spending in

Los Angeles in order to obtain a personal idea of the South-

ern California Metropolis' outlook for the season. Next issue

will contain a faithful record of his impressions and will also

contain a more definite mention of the possibilities of a

music festival for Southern California next Spring. Begin-

ning with October luth, the editor will resume his regular

office hours which are suspended during the summer, and in

next week's issue will be found a standing announcement as

to the time of day. As the Musical Review has now entered

upon a vigorous campaign for expansion it is to be hoped that

all those interested to see a musical paper assume a com-

manding position on this Coast, will take advantage of these

oflnce hours to present their ideas and their opinions regard-

ing the requirements of the Pacific Coast in regard to its

musical life.

MISS MAUD CARRICK

Whose Plans To Tour Europe Under the Direction of Saul

Liebling Were Temporarily Shattered by the Death

of the Impresario. (See p. lli. I
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The Most Beautiful Piano

Store in America
Above is show 11 a [dioto c'lijtraviiiy ol' oui- bij; new store. 1 1 is conceded ]>y the wlioie iiuisic woiid

to be the l)est, ami tlie most pei-feetly appointed liome of any lioiise in tlie world. Tiie picture shows
but a part ol' our main floor and a i)ortion only of the ^reat sto( k of more tlian tilly <;rand jiianos—

a

stock five times larger than is carried by any other house on ilie Coast, .hist al this time about ti\('

hundred jiianos of leading makes are shown; a disjjhiy which is worth your time to see.

Twenty specially built rooms are occupied by our great stock, making the opportunity lor compaii
son better than is ottered at any other store, while in j)rice and finish every individual jiuise and taste

may be satisfied.

Our new talking machine department on the Sutter street side surpasses in poini of location, airi-

ness, convenience, comfort, and es])ecially in the magnitude of its stock, and the conrleous ser\ice

ottered, any similar department in the West. All the finest in Talking Machines, and all llie latest

recoi'ds all the time is the nioKo, and it's lived u|) to.

The Wiley B. Allen Co.
Wiley B. Allen Building, 135-153 Kearney and 217-225 Sutter Streets.

Oakland: 510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington.

Othei- Stores—T.os Angeles, Sacramenht, San .lose, San Diego, Stockton, I'lioenix, .Vriz., Keno, Nev.,
Portland, Ore.
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ORPHEUM.

A programme almost entirely novel and con-
tainins acts which have never been surpassed on
the vaudeville stage is announced for next week
at the Orpheum. The most brilliant of the com-
ing constellation of stars will be the favorite
actress Valerie Bergere, who has been too long
absent from this city. With the assistance of a
clever little company which includes Herbert
Warren, Lawrence Morton. Charles Melville and
Emma Campbell, she will present a one-act
comedy by Edgar Allen Woolf, entitled "The Sul-

tan's Favorite." which is certainly up-to-date for
the author has based it on the exodus of the Sul-
tan's Harem during the recent revolution in Tur-
key. The skit is pronounced novel and enter-
taining throughout and the role of Morgiana. the
"Pride of the Harem," exhibits Miss Bergere at

her very best and every playgoer knows how
good that must be.

The Tuscany Troubadours, a sextette of mag-
nificent singers will furnish a rare bit of popular
grand opera. They will sing scenes from "Rigo-
letto," "Faust," "Carmen," "Tannehauser" and
other lyric masterpieces. Their production, which
is in two scenes, is beautifully staged and cos-
tumed. The first represents a thoroughfare in

Little Italy. New York City, where an Italian

Street Singer and his wife are despondent over
lack of patronage. A little newsgirl also finds

herself in a similar predicament, but they forget
their misery in meeting with a fellow countryman
who is trying to establish himself in life by ped-
dling fruit. A stranded comic opera manager and
his star who have walked their way back to New
York from Podunk, hear the quartette of unfor-
tunates singing and seize on the opportunity to

re-organize their company, holding their rehearsal
on the spot.

Ed F. Reynard, who will appear for next week
only, is styled "The Ventriloquist with a Produc-
tion," for he introduces an entire play with the
assistance of his automatons which totally eclipses
anything of its kind previously witnessed on a
stage.
The Six Glinserettis who will contribute to this

splendid bill need no introduction to San Fran-
cisco audiences, although several years have
elapsed since they were last seen here. They
are in a class by themselves among European
novelty gymnasts and have recently arrived from
Vienna, where they were for many months the
leading sensation at Ronachers famous resort.

Carlin and Clark, two German comedians, quite
as well-known and popular in the East as Weber and Fields
or Max Rogers, are sure of success. For many years they
have been identified with the most successful musical
comedies and are today without doubt the most laughable
"distorters" of the English language in their own peculiar
branch of theatricals.
Next week will be the farewell one of Mary Norman, the

Society Caricaturist, Signer Ancillotti and his marvelous dog
Pilu and James. Young and his clever little company in the
laughable skit "Wanted a Sister." A new series of recently
imported motion pictures will conclude a performance that
cannot fail to afford complete enjoyment.

VALERIE BERGERE
The Distinguished Actress Who Will Appear in Edgar Allen

Woolf's Comediette, "The Sultan's Favorite," Next

Week at the Orpheum.

Have You Heard the New Victor

Rieter-Biedermann (Edmund Astor & Son) are bringing
out an oratorio by Albert Fuchs, op. 48, for chorus, soprano,
baritone and orchestra. By Enrico Bossi there are a missa
pro defunctis for mixed chorus and organ, five piano solos
and his collection of organ works by old masters. Last
year the firm brought out Bossi's orchestral variations, op.
131, on an original theme. Ferdinand Theriot. of Hamburg,
has here his op. 88, a concerto for three violins. Karl
Hasse, pupil of Max Reger and Karl Straube, has varia-
tions, op. 1, for two pia.aos, variously played last season
by Reger and Paul Aron. Also Hasse's twelve choral vor-
spiels, op. 4, for organ; a serenade, op. 5, for strings, and
three fantaisies and fugues, op. 6. for organ. Herman Kel-
ler, another Reger-Straube pupil, is represented by an organ
fantasie, op. 1. The Bossi orchestral variations of last
year were given in Karlsruhe by Georg Gohler. in Holland
three times by Mengelberg, and in Budapest by Conductor
Korner. Gohler will give them in Leipsic this season with
the Bluthner Orchestra, of Berlin. Among new solo songs
in this press are six for contralto, by Edouard Kreuzhage.
and seven, the op. 47, by Louis Victor Saar, of Cincinnati.

Arral
RECORDS?
"Bird Waltz '

"Traviata"
"Beggar Student"
"El Bolero Grande"

'^^ Nightingale Song from
Les Noces de Jeanette"

The Great Coloratura Soprano

Von Stein Academy for Pianists, Inc.

1 5 th St. and Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President

£stablishea ic>05

ARNOLD KRAUSS "^^^.^^^L
Concert Master ol the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

1»1 W. ISTU ST.. LO.S AXGELES PHOSE HOME 93833
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Overland

Limited
CROSSES

High Sierra

Great Salt Lake
BY DAYLIGHT

Chicago in Three Days

Electric Lighted, Fast Flying, Cross-Country Train.

Luxuriously Equipped. Pullman, Drawing Room,
Stateroom, Vestibuled Sleeping Cars.

Careful and attentive dining service. Parlor

observation car with library and cafe, Ladies'

Reading Room, Gentlemen's Smoking Room.

Daily News Bulletins, Latest Papers and Magazines.

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland

Abraham Miller
TENOR— TEACHER OF SINGING
CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO

Address L. E. Behymer, Manager

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hail Building, Los Angeles, Cal. Member of

Faculty of the Conservatory of Music of the University of Southern California

Conductor Los Angeles Symphony
Orchestra—Woman's Orchestra

VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR
Harley Hamilton
320 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton "^^^^ Instructor

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

JD D^,.l:^ TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
. O. r Omin THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 316-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. P. Dupuy TENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR

Direflor Orpheus Male Club, Bnar Bnlh Choir, Trinity M. E. Church Choir
Y. M. C. A. Vocal Deparlmenl and Eulerpean .Male Quartette

Studio: 3 I I Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^i^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Margaret Goetz Mezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales
Tel. Home 51485. 719 Ottowa St. near 1 0th and Figueroa, Los Angeles, Cal.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss ^»°*'-»'t«>

CONCERT— PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITAL-S-ORATORIO
Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Adolf WillhartitZ Teacher of Piano

332 So. Broadway Lo« Angeles

The Great

Bach Festival
Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert
Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. ::::::
NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND

SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.
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IN THE REALM OF THE THEATRE
Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING

RANDOM NOTES. BERNARD SHAW SET TO MUSIC.

.\ short while aso there was an advertisement in an East-

ern dramatic iiaper of a man who revises plays tor beginneis;

he advertised himself as the author of "The Synthetic Prin-

ciples of Play Construction" or some such title. Never hav-

ing heard of the book and finding no record of it in cata-

logues, I wrote the author and received this surprising reply:

"The Synthetic Principles," etc. is being published on the

subscription plan at $50 a copy. It will not be ready for

some years. Would you like a copy?"
It is hard work to keep up with all of the theatrical news

that is being published now-a-days. Besides such established

papers as "The Clipper," "N. Y. Dramatic Mirror," "Theatre,"

to say nothing of the English papers, and the Sunday N. Y.

"Telegraph," there are papers especially devoted to vaudeville

and I just struck a new one, "The N. Y. Review," a twenty-

four page Sunday paper. The other day I picked up the

"Police Gazette" on a boot-black stand and noticed a page of

theatrical news, among which was a statement that Nat
Goodwin was going into vaudeville at a salary of $3,500 a

week, and that he would play the old English farce, "Lend
Me Five Shilings."

The N. Y. World contest for best scenario closes this

month. The prize is $500 for the best scenario of a modern,
serious play, in which a woman is the leading part. The
winner is allowed to finish the play and a production by a

New York manager is guaranteed within a year with royal-

ties to author, or divided in case winner has to have assist-

ance to complete.

The above is too late for any one to take advantage of

now, but the following announcement of the Actor's Society,

taken from the N. Y. "Dramatic Mirror," may be of interest:

"The committee is now ready to receive fresh manuscripts

and all such addressed to the Play Reading Committee. Ac-

tor's Society of America, 133 West Forty-fifth street. New
York, will receive careful reading and consideration. From
the enormous quantity received during the time the commit-

tee has been in existence several manuscripts have been so

favorably considered that the committee is now attempting

to have them placed with the proper managers."

Realistic Shakespeare.

The "Illustrated London News," of September 4th, gives

the following with two pages of photographs:

"A peculiarly interesting and unique performance of

Shakespeare's "Macbeth" was given last Saturday at the

Abbey of St. Wandrille, near Caudebec, the home of the

famous author, M. Maurice Maeterlinck, who wrote "Pelleas

et Melisande." "The Life of the Bee," etc. His wife, Mme.
Maeterlinck, who before her marriage was well known as an

actress under the name of Georgette Leblanc, took the part

of Lady Macbeth, while that of Macbeth was assumed by the

well-known Parisian actor, Severin Mars. The version of the

play used on this occasion was a prose translation in French
made by M. Maeterlinck himself.

The special feature of the performance, which rendered it

different from any other, was the fact that it was played,

not on a stage, but in different parts of the old abbey, which
formed an admirable and appropriate setting. The audienci,

which was limited to fifty people, who each paid £8 for the

privilege of attending the performance, had to move about

from one part of the building and grounds to another, in pur-

suit of the dramatis personae, according as the scene changed,

and in all they had to traverse a mile or two in this way.
During their peregrinations in the rehearsals, Banquo and
Macduff constantly lost their way, and the prompter had to

be concealed by extraordinary stratagems, being in one scene

hidden in a huge flower-pot."

The Examiner one day last week printed a review by .\lan

Dale of John Drew's latest play, "Inconstant George." The
review, which is in Alan Dale's best sarcastic vein, deals

principally with the one act in which the immaculate .John is

dressed, or rather undressed, in pajamas.
w

Max Figman is playing in New Orleans in a dramatization

of "The Old Curiosity Shop," the novel by Charles Dickens,

in which Figman is Dick Swiveller.

"The Chocolate Soldier," a comic opera based on Bernard
Shaw's comedy, "Arms and the Man." with music by Oscar
Strauss, is now being performed in New York. In the play,
which was presented here a while ago by Kalherine Grey, it

will be remembered that the soldier of fortune, after taking
refuge in the young lady's room, is sent away disguised in

her father's coat, into which she has slipped her photograph
and which he never finds: he brings back the coat just when
the father demands it and the father finds the picture. In
the opera, the mother, daughter and servant all fall in love
with the soldier, each one slips her photograph into the coat
and when it is returned each woman tries to get back her
picture, but gets one of the others—of this, Alan Dale says:
"It is about the sanest and most intelligent situation I have
ever seen in comic opera."

The New York "Dramatic Mirror" says: "The music is

most agreeable. Though several duets and a half-dozen
marches recorded a number of encores, the music is of too
high an order to be popular. The thread of one beautiful
waltz runs through the entire opera." Alan Dale praises it

unstintedly, especially for its "deliriously fascinating" music
and for the entire absence of farce comedy from the libretto.

Practically all of the reviews praise the music warmly.

w
FOUND IN THE MAGAZINES.

The October number of "Current Literature." in its depart-
ment of Music and Drama, gives quite an extended account
of Charles Klein's play, "The Third Degree," now playing its

second year. A murder is apparently committed and the
police have the unlucky suspect, on whom the police captain
exercises the terrors of "The Third Degree" till between tue
badgering and brow-beating, the physical exhaustion and the
captain's hypnotic power the innocent man, after seven hours
of the inquisition, signs a confession of the crime. The way
this is done is shown in this month's issue with portions of
the actual dialogue, as are also shown in the same way how
the devoted wife clears her husband.

Another matter discussed in the same issue is the resigna-
tion of William Winter as dramatic critic of the New York
Tribune, after more than forty years' connection with the
paper. It seems that Mr. Winter took exception to his writ-

ings being cut by the editor and some tart correspondence
followed. The editor objected that Winter had written mat-
ter designedly to injure the business of theatrical advertis-
ers, and Winter replied with some heat that he most cer-

tainly had and would continue to write in condemnation of
plays that in his judgment should be condemned. So far

Mr. Winter had the best of it, but with advancing age he
has become rather bitter in some things, and it seems that
among the matter he objected to having cut out were un-
pardonable sarcasms concerning the religious beliefs of some
of the managers, .\nother interesting article in the same
number is one, "The German Invasion of the American
Stage," in which it says that the German Theatre in New
York lias a great influence on American drama, that man-
agers seeing German plays produced there are able to judge
whether they will stand transferring, and that two of the
theatre's stars, Hedwig Reicher and Marietta Oily, have left

it to act in English. A further German influence is being
exerted by the large number of musical comedies from Berlin
and Vienna.

The November "Cosmopolitan" has an article on "David
Belasco. The Man and His Work," by H. A. Harris. Belasco's
interesting personality has been pretty thoroughly written
about, but this article has some entertaining stories about
him.'

"The Saturday Evening Post," of October 2, has an article

by Franklin H. Sargent on "Who Should Go on the Stage
and Who Should Not." If you are over twenty-seven and still

hope to go on the stage this article will dampen your en-

thusiasm. It is a very interesting article, written by one who
speaks with knowledge, and some of the incidents are per-

sonal experiences. w
Henry Miller is playing "The Great Divide" in London.
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloisi First Congregational Church. Oatland

Concert. Oratorio anj Recital Program!

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Studio:

I 333 Bay View Place. Berkeley, Phone Berkeley 958

O.kland Studio: 65 MacDonoiiBh Bldg. Tuesday and Frida-

ROMEO FRICIv
BARYTONE

Vocal Instrud^ion Aher Foremoit European Methods

30-31 Canning Block. I3lh and Broadway, Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a M6P

Paul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. "William 5teinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1 528 Broderick Si.. San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritoxie

Voice Culture in Alt its Branches
Opera—Oratorio - Concert

Studio. 1S48 Haight St. PhonePark4ll7

HERMAN PERLET
Voice Culture and Piano

Studio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin b34

Mrs. "Walter W^itHam
TE.XCHER OK SINGING

Studio;

1380 Sutter Street San Fiancisco. Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction. Concert Work
Phonr- W«t 4890 1304 Ellis Street

AVenceslao Vill ei Ip a nd o
Violoncellist

Concerts, Musicales, Ensemble and In^iudion

Tel, Park 5329, STUDIO: 746 CL.A'i TON ST,

DELIA. E. CRISMTOLD
Contralto

\01CE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio. 845 Oak St.

FREDERICK MAURER, JR.
Accompanist

Teacher of Piano- Harmony-CoachingSingers-Niolinifls

Mondays. 1321 Suiter St San Francisco. Tel. Franklin 2143
Home Studio. 1726 Le Rov Ave, Berkeley. Tel. Berkeley 539

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

Beginning with the issue of October
2, 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view will be increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. . This will enable
the management to add several new
departments. The theatrical depart-
ment wall occupy two full pages, and
will contain straightforward, unbiased
and honest reviews of every theatri-
cal performance of merit in San Fran-
cisco. These critical opinions, which
will not be controlled by the business
office, will serve as a guide to our
readers in Oakland, Los Angeles,
Portland and Seattle, and all interior
cities of the Pacific Coast, in case
these cities should be visited by com-
panies first appearing in San Fran-
cisco.

Besides this reliable theatrical de-
partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review will contain a page of late
European news, and a page of the
most important musical news from
leading Eastern musical centers. The
Los Angeles, Oakland. Berkeley and
Alameda departments will be continu-
ed as usual, while more attention will

be paid next season to Portland and
Seattle. Additional features of the in-

creased edition will be announced
later.

In the 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyon applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch. $1.00: one-half inch, SOc,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue. We are desirous of securing as
many ANNUAL ADVERTISERS ns
possible, and hence will, during the
course of a year, give such annual ad-
vertisers repeated use of the reading
columns or the front page. Those
who do not advertise at all will not
be entitled to advance notices for con-
certs, insertions of pictures, or other
advertising matter. They will only re-

ceive a notice after a concert.

Alfred Cogswell
studio: 1531 Sutter, San Fnnciico. on lacsday
and Friday, and at 211Q Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday, Thuriday and Saturday

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
Xeacher of .^ing'in^

el. West 727'* 2220 Webster St . San Frai

Miss Olive J. Tonks
Voice Culture

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic Soprano

Voice Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 California St.— Phone U est 663V

Mrs. Thoroxig'man
Voice Culture—Dramatic Soprano

COVCERT—OR.ATORIO—OPER.A
Studio: Room \(f. 915 Van Ness .Ave, 1 el. Franklm 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

Studio. 1531 SUTTER ST.. Monday, and ThutKlays. At
Mill Valley, Keystone Building. Tuesday. Wednesday. Friday

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio. Maple Hall. I 4th and WehsVr Su,. Oakland
Tue-vlay and Fnd.v Phone Oakland 3453

EDNA MURRAY
Pianiste

Concerts Recitals Lessons
.\ddress: . . . Ro.ss. Marin County. California

LOUIS CRE.PAUX
l.Memher Paris Grand Opera)

Delbert Block. 943 \an Nes.. at O Farrell. Reception Hours
1 I :30 to 1 2. and 3 to 4 except \tedne5day and Saturday.

Wednesday in Oakland. 1 I 54 Bruih Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Pianirl and Teacher Organist of First Presbyterian Church)

Studio: Rooms ll-li .Alliance Building, San Jose, aiifornia.
Phone Brown 316

>fusical Directory

PIANO

SIGISMONDO M.\RT1.\EZ
VVIX Suttr St. San Fiancisc, Cal.

EUL.^ HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Telephone Pacific 214

-MISS ELLA L.WVRIE
IDSS Fulton St.. S. F. Phone West 7331

ARTHLR FICKEXSCHER
intJO Summit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 41'i)6

MRS. ALICE MASON BARXETT
12<1S Haisht Street Phone Park 5S3I

MRS. RICHARD REES
S17 Grove Street Phone Park 517.5

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
mix Bd'u-ay., Oak. Phone Piedmont ISilO

MRS. ARTHUR FU'KKNSCHER
nitiO Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 420K

VIOUN

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1.S13 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1834 Baker Street San Francisco

OLD VIOUNS and BOWS
GEO. HUNTINGTON

3366 Sacramento St. San Francisco. Cal.

-Have Vou Seen the New-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO.?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It contains Elegance, Durability and Moderate Price. liEXJ. CURTAZ 6z SON Kearny St. Near Po^

San Francisco. Cal.
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MUSICAL REVIEW'S NEW OAKLAND OFFICE.

Thanks to the kindness of Sherman, Clay & Co., 14th and

Clay streets, Oakland, the Pacific Coast Musical Review is

enabled to announce that it has now a permanent Oakland
office in that beautiful edifice. All Oakland readers of this

paper may leave announcements at this new office. Miss

Elizabeth Westgate is In charge of the trans-bay office. The
Editor will be in the Oakland office every Tuesday and Satur-

day afternoon. Single copies, subscriptions and advertising

contracts can be secured at this Oakland office.

NEWS NOTES FOR MUSICAL REVIEW.

The question is often asked "why is Sousa's Band so much
finer than any other that tours the country?" The answer is

a simple one. Mr. Sousa wants the very best and is willing
to pay for it. He engages his musicians from among the same
class the Metropolitan and Manhattan opera companies do.

While the union price for bandsmen is $3.5 per week Mr.
Sousa pays a minimum rate of $4.5 and many of his men get

$60. $75 and even higher, his solo cornetist getting close to the
$200 mark. Outside of the big permanent symphony orches-
tras of the East. Sousa's Band is the most expensive organiza-
tion maintained in this country.

Manager Will Greenbaum announces that he has received
a wire from the "March King," in which he states that he is

preparing special programs for his San Francisco and Berke-
ley concerts, made up of the gems from the forty odd pro-

grams he recently played at Willow Grove Park.
He will also introduce a new descriptive "Suite" and a

typical Sousa march.

Mme. Jeanne .lomelli will not be the only star at her own
concerts, for she will have the assistance of Miss Marie
Nichols, one of the greatest of the women violinists. It need
only be mentioned that Miss Nichols played twice in Boston
and eight times on the road with the Boston Symphony Or-
chestra to establish the fact that she is an artist worthy of

our consideration. Miss Nichols also scored successes with
the Lamoureaux Orchestra of Paris, the Berlin, Leipsic and
Dresden Philharmonic, and with the Pittsbrg, Theodore
Thomas and other orchestras of this country.
Another artist with this combination is Mme. Magdalen

Worden, the composer, who will officiate as accompanist.
Mme. Jomelli will sing some of Mme. Worden's songs.

Dr. Ludwig Wullner is breaking all records as a drawing
card. Hitherto few artists have been warranted in making
two long tours of this country in successive seasons. Many
predicted that after WuUner's one hundred and forty concerts
last season (he came over for sixty) his management was
making a great mistake in bringing him right back again, but
it is evidently not so, for about every date is already taken
and most of them in the same places where he appeared
before. There must be something genuinely marvelous in a
man who can attract such audiences, especially singing only
in German. We shall have a chance to judge for ourselves in

a few weeks.

Conrad V. Bos, the famous accompanist, will, as usual,
assist Dr. Wullner.

Manager Greenbaum has signed definite contracts for the
first appearance in this city of the world-famous American
violiniste. Mme. Maude Powell. Mme. Powell, by the way,
will be the soloist at the opening concerts of the Theodore
Thomas Orchestra this season, afterward appearing with the
newly re-organized New York Philharmonic under Mahler.

yf * *

Pepito Arriola, the Spanish prodigy, who will play here this
season in place of Rosenthal, recently played the Beethoven
Concerto No. 3 with the Queen's Hall Orchestra of London.
The papers say that it was worth the price of admission just
to see the way the twelve-year-old lad conducted himself to-

wards the orchestra of one hundred grown men surrounding
him. He simply carried them right with him in every mood
in the great classic.

be unable to fulfill his contract on the Pacific Coast. The
demands in the east for his time have been enormous, and he
is forced to accept these engagements instead of these scat-
tered ones offered by the Pacific Coast.

There are several noted pianists coming to America this
season, whose time is equally well filled, but who are new
to this section of the country, and they desire to become
known to the Pacific Coast, and this is an incentive to can-
celling their eastern engagements and accepting a guarantee
with the various managers west of Denver.

Among these artists may be mentioned Busoni, whose suc-
cess last season throughout the east was phenomenal. Ga-
brilowitsch is an applicant for time, but his recent tour of
the West will carry him over until next season before he will
be heard again in this section. Harold Bauer, recognized as
one of the most sane of the modern artists, is very desirous
of showing his many friends and admirers the wonderful
progress he has made in his chosen art, during his recent
tour of South Ameria and Europe, while Hoffman, who has
always been a genuine favorite for the last eleven years, is

wanting to extend his Mexican tour as far north as Van-
couver before returning east for his engagements with the
symphony orchestras of that section.

In addition to these artists, Madame Carreno is already
booked for an extensive tour, so the loss of Rosenthal will un-
doubtedly result in the bringing of an equally famous artist
here later in the season.

-w-

Mme. Marcella Senibrich has a book in which she has
recorded every performance she has given on the operatic
stage. Over the date of one entry there stands written the
word "Fiasco." That unusual oescription of an incident in a
career so triumphant always causes a request for an explana-
tion.

Mme. Sembrich had closed an engagement in Madrid, and
had gone to sing in Barcelona, which possesses a very exact-
ing and somewhat uproarious operatic public. Mme. Sem-
brich made a triumphant debut in "La Traviata," and was
next to appear in "Lucia di Lammermoor." Singing with her
was a new baritone, who had never faced a Barcelona audi-
ence. He began badly, and as the opera progressed his nerv-
ousness increased until it was all but impossible for him to

sing. Although the audience received Mme. Sembrich with
cordiality, it was manifestly hostile to the tenor. During the
second act she and the luckless baritone had their first scene
together. He sang his share ot their duet in a manner that
awakened a storm of noisy disapproval. The audience hissed
and shouted. Without a second's hesitation Mme. Sembrich
left the stage, went to her dressing room, and prepared to

return to her hotel.

"The public has no more right to be rude than an individ-

ual," she told her distracted manager. "If it cannot remember
the respect due a lady, it cannot expect me to sing."

She left the opera house. The next morning she returned
to Madrid and wrote in her journal the black "Fiasco."

ROSENTHAL NOT COMING.

Musical Review Rules That Will be Enforced.

Every advertising bill must be paid on the first day
of each month. If not paid on or before the fifteenth

of each month advertisement will be discontinued. If

not paid on or before the first day of the month follow-

ing account will be turned over to collector.

All subscriptions must be paid two weeks after date
of expiration notices mailed from this office. If not
paid paper will be promptly discontinued.
Only advertisers are entitled to insertion of advance

notices of concerts, pictures, studio removal notices,

etc. Bona fide news items are always solicited.

This paper will establish a list of California artists

and church choir singers. Anyone desirous of appear-
ing on this list, which will be forwarded to anyone like-

ly to engage artists, may send in his or her name. No
charge will be made for such entrance nor any com-
mission charged in case an engagement is secured. If

artist is not known to the editor by reputation he or she
must satisfy him as to required competency. No charge
is made for such examination.

Managers Behymer and Oreenbamn's attention has been
called by wire to the fact that Morilz Rosenthal, pianist, will Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per year.
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MUSICAL CALENDAR 1909-10.

Sousa and his Band (Dreamland Rink). .Nov. 4 and 7. aft. & eve.
Mme. Jean Jomelli (Manhattan Opera House Co.) .Week of Nov. 14
Dr. Ludwig WuUner Xov. 23, 25 and 2S
George Hamlin lAmerican Tenor) Dec. 2, 5 and 7

Fritz Kreisler Dec. 12. 16 and 19
Lyric Quartette Pop Concert Com. io January
Marcella Sembrich Week of Jan. 9
Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) . February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday, Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spanish child Violinist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

THE NEW YORK MANAGER AND THE PACIFIC COAST.

The imisieal public of the Pacific Coast is quite fre

qiieiitly tlie toftic of discussiou in the managerial
ofliies of New York. In the majority of instances the

remarks passed regarding the musical capacity of tlie

far Western music lovers is not at all of a flattering

nature, and we dare say that in the opinion—the priv-

ate opinion only, of course—of the metropolitan im-

presario the residents of the far Western districts do
not enjoy a very enviable position. We do not receive

our information from the Xew York managers. In-

deed, we have reason to distrust information received

from headquarters, as reports prepared for publication
usually do not coincide with reports based upon exist-

ing facts. We have patiently accumulated our infor-

mation from among reliable sources, of whose integ-

rity, trustworthiness and veracity we are thoroughly
convinced. And from tlie.se sources we have drawn
our conclusions tliat in the private opinion of the Xew
Y'ork manager—no matter how much he may protest

against this accusation in public—the musical public
of the Pacific Coast represents a very unmusical set
of people.

Now let us see why the New York manager has come
to this conclusion. He is in this concert business for

the purpose of earning a living. He wants to make as
much money as possible from the commercial side of
the art of music. Consequently he gauges his opinion
of the musical or unmusical status of a community
upon the financial support such community gives to

his enterprises. If the people crowd the concerts of

his artists and enable him to take back home a purse
well lined with far Western gold, he chuckles to him-
self and talks loudly about the gi'eat musical taste pre-

valent on the Pacific Coast. If the concerts of his ar-

tists are not well attended he shakes his fist in the di-

rection of the .setting sun and bemoans the sad lack of
musical appreciation on the Western coast of America.
Now, if the musical magnates of New York were al-

ways careful in the selection of their artists we might
stretch a point and i-eally regard the numerical extend
of concert attendance as a criterion for either lack or

abundance of musical taste. But the New York man-
ager is not satisfied to permit the public to judge as to

which artist is worthy of jiatronage. but he desires to

force upon our public every artist whom he manages
and no matter how inferior such artist may be. still

the New York manager wants the Pacific Coast public

to support him or her.

When we occasionally in a letter suggest to a New
York manager that we only support the very best ar-

tists, we receive an indignant reply stating: "I handle
nothing but the best artists and such remarks are en-

tirely uncalled for." But the facts in the past have
proven that such contentions on the part of a New Y'ork

manager are bosh and bluster, and that the truth re-

mains to the effect that we are expected to take the man-
ager's word for his artists, which we refuse to do. be-

eau.se we have been fooled too often. Now.if we refuse to

pay money for an inferior artist, who is pronounced "tlie

greatest in the world" by a New York manager's am-
bitious press agent, we are immediately put down as
being unmusical. Fortunately, concert attendance is

not necessarily a sign of the existence of musical cul-

ture in a community, A great many people who at-

tend concerts are not musical, and a great many mus-
ical people do not attend concerts, although a musical
education is not complete without a diligent concert

attendance and a bowing acquaintance with the inter-

pretations of the world's great artists. But while we
deny the truth of the New York manager's broad state-

ment that our far Western communities are not mus-
ical, we are willing to concede the fact that many
deserving artists are not pati-onized as well as they

should be. This is also the fault of the New York
manager, and we will proceed to prove this contention.

When you pick up a musical journal published in

New York or Chicago you will find therein extensive

announcements regarding the artists who appear dur-

ing a season. Every reader of the paper is thus sti-ik-

ingly confronted with the personnel of an ensuing con-

cert season. Week after week he .sees these names in

bold, black type. Week after week he reads notices ac-

companied by pictures telling all about tlie.se artists.

You may go among the teachers and students of an
Eastern musical center and before the sea.son opens
they are thoroughly cont-ersant with the names of the

artists whom thev will be able to hear. What is the
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i-diiditiou on tlie racilic Coast? No Eastern manager
aiinonnces liis artists in advance in the otlicial musical
journal. Tlie readers do not see a striliingly effective

ainionncement containing tlie names of the artists who
are to apjjear liere during tlie season. No explanatory
articles, accomi»anied by portraits, meet the eye of the
teacher week after week. The result is that you do not
meet one in a hundred people who can tell you off-

hand at the dawn of a new sea.son who the artists are
that will make their appearance in the respective com-
munities. News items are all very well in their place,

but they are soon forgotten. A legible announcemenl
carrying the names of artists in bold, black type and
appearing with regular precision week after week, is

the only po.ssible method by which to .sti'engthen and
retain the mind of the reader. If the New York man-
ager desires to have the people of the Pacific Coast
support his artists in the same ratio as the public of

Eastern centers is doing, he must appeal to the public

in the same manner. And if he wants to increa.se his

income from Pacific Coast centers, he must increase his

expenditure in the same manner as lie does in the East.

Cur Western public has not that iiersonal interest in

Eastern musical journals which it entertains for its

own paper. Neither have the Eastern musical journals
that circulation in home circles in this territory which
the Pacitic Coast i)aper has. And yet in spite of their

persistence in ignoring this territory regarding
adequate advertising appropriations throughout the

year, the New York managers expect the public to rush
to their box oflices and leave their dollars like good
little children.

There is another phase to this lack of enthusiasm on
the part of our people to rush to concerts of outside

attractions. We could hardly state the matter better

tlian a Western musical manager who wrote to the

editor of a New York musical jiaper as follows:
"The voracious eastern manager, however, who wishes to

hog the game all for his own people (and I guess that's what
he's in the business for), is Interfering quite a bit with the
success that should be obtained by the eastern people. They
are endeavoring with five or six of the eastern managers in

the field to each give us four or five artists apiece, which
would mean the coming of at least thirty competitive Euro-
pean and eastern soloists and instrumentalists to the Pacific

Coast. When you divide 120 dates between 30 people, it

means but (our dates in this western territory for each artist,

and if six would come out each year, and the eastern manager
would be content to divide the field up between these six, each
visitor would have 20 dates, which would make it possible for

them to make the right kind of a tour, so you see we are
working under difficulties when you consider these conditions.

"I am very sorry it is this way, because it means that the
eastern managers are rapidly undoing the good work already
established in the west. Another thing, they charge us a cer-

tain figure for their people, and then in many instances cut
under us in the price quoting in our own territory values that
we cannot secure even at a wholesale rate. They do this at

the close of their negotiations, so as to get a few additional
dates, over and above what we have been able to secure at a
higher price. This demoralizes conditions and makes it much
harder for us to do business.
"One or two eastern managers visited in this section last

season, and were not content with the amount of business
which we were giving them, but insisted on loading up towns
like Santa Barbara, Palo Alto, El Paso and San Jose with
more material than they could possibly carry, simply by per-

suasive eloquence, and then left us local managers to meet
the proposition alone. We know the situation and would not
give to a town like Palo Alto, out of four artists, two pianists.

We know that the piano game is the hardest one of them to

work, and so we are forced to take over at a loss the Palo
Alto deal. We know the territory; we do not insist on over-
loading them, the eastern manager says we are not doing the
work correctly.

"The result of this overloading this year is the absolute
refusal of the Palo Alto, Santa Barbara, Pacific Grove, and
Santa Cruz managers to take anything musical whatever, so

the eastern managers who came through this section last year
and interfered with our business have not only killed their
own prospects, but the prospects of other managers, and set
back our work locally at least five years. They may know
New York City, Boston and vicinity, but they are not ac-

quainted with the Far West, and a trip of thirty days, cover-
ing 3000 miles, and a visit to 30 or 40 cities, does not give
them a sufficient insight into this section to justify them in

overriding the men and women who have devoted the last

fifteen years to the upbuilding of the territory, which is cir-

cumscribed, but which has shown by energetic work in con-
nection with the local managers, a lucrative territory un-
equalled in America.

"If the eastern manager is going to run the West, then it

is only a question of a year until the west will be dead mus-
ically, and the fight will have to be done all over again. We
are already feeling the effect of overloading, and can only say
that the local manager and the artist is the sufferer, and not
the eastern man who sits in his office and thinks he knows
the west. Our experience has cost us money, and the New
York manager has never paid any portion of it."

While the above letter is in .some respects a little

pessimistic, it is in other respects based upon actual
conditions. The campaign which this paper has
waged lately for the local artist is beginning to bear
fruit. Far more money is being spent for local events
than useil to be the ca.se several years ago. The people
ai'e beginning to realize that in spite of the sneers of

New Y'ork, and even certain Western managers, there

are a number of most efficient artists residing in our
midst. Their merit is beginning to be recognized at
its full value and while lOasteru managers and Euro-
I)ean artists are charging prohibitive prices, the mus-
ical public, musical clubs and other elements look to

the resident artists for their musical supply. We ven-

ture to predict that unless the New York manager as-

sumes a more liberal attitude in his expenditure in

distribution of advertising patronage tipon an equal
basis between East and West, he will lose this territory

altogether eventually, as the same will be controlled by
intelligent local managers who will book local artists

and thus act independently from the New York office

and independently from any organization that wants to

have the "whole hog" or notliiug.

Upon another page in this pa])er will be seen a col-

umn announcement of Manager L. E. Behymer of Los
Angeles, who presides over the musical destinies of the

great Southwest and the major portion of California.

You will find that this announcement includes foreign

and Eastern artists, as well as resident California ar-

tists. This is a condition of affairs which this paper
has been fighting for, although JIanager Behymer has
directed the tours of Southern California artists pre-

vious to the campaign inaugurated by this paper. But
this is the first time in the history of music in Califor-

nia that an impresario of influence and authority has
published the names of foreign. Eastern and California

artists side by side. This could only be made possible

by a hone fide musical journal, and the fact that Mr.
Behymer recognizes the value of such an announce-
ment should be cause for deep gratification among the

musical public and the musical profession. It was the

intention of tlie Pacific Coast Musical Review to ignore

the appearance of foreign and Eastern artists until the

time of AVill L. Greenbaum's regular announcements,
but Mr. Behymer's generous recognition of the official

status of this paper causes us to change our policy in

such a manner that any announcements forwarded by
Mr. Behymer regarding the artists under his control

will receive recognition in these columns. As Mr.
Behymer has entered into an agreement with this

jtaper to publish his announcements throughout the

year, he will have quite an advantage in his territory.
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As this is a Pacific Coast music:! 1 joiiriial auil not a

paper of local dimensions only, Mr. lieliymer will reaj)

considerable benefit. W'a will now see wlietlier this

]>aper is able to imitrove ct)ncert attendance in Call

loruia or not.

The San Francisco Center of the American Mnsic
Society is now entering npon its first season. It is

within the power of its ofHcers to make it either a

powerfnl organization, including in its membershiji

everyone who lays claim to being prominent in the

musical affairs of the bay cities, or it has it in its

power to run the organization into oblivion by means
of incomi)etent and undignified government. In order

to make the organization thoroughly effective all the

officers must woi'k harmoniously tt)gether, they must
attend all meetings an<l give the welfare of the organ-

ization their enthusiastic suiiport. They must induce

the members to receive new recruits so tliat by the time

of the first concert tlie oi-ganization must number at

least one thousand members. The officers must steer

clear of New York commercialism and must not use

the influence of their office to solicit subscriptions for

a New York musical journal. This paper has sup-

ported this society in the jiasl and will support it in

future without making any conditions of any kind, but

it must remain an independent organization, tlie pur-

pose of which is to encourage American composers and
present their works. Now tlie members must become
enthusiastic and begin to work. We sincerely hope
that after tliis auspicious beginning we will not be

called upon to regret our attitude in this matter. This

organization has it in its power to build up One of the

greatest musical clubs in the United States. Let us

see whether there are enough enthusiasts in this city

to bring this splendid dream to an actual realizatiou.

We want everyone in California who is interested in

music to participate in the subscription contest just

launched by this paper, and the particulars of which
nuiy be found upon another page. We are anxious to

see this contest a complete success, and that it will

result in introducing the I'acific Coast Musical Keview
in five thousand more musical homes in California.

This anxiety is not so much due to an eagei-ness for

financial gain (for the more papers we print the more
money does it require to print them, and the profit on
subscriptions is very scant), but we want to see tlie

various reform movements in behalf of musical culture

brought to the attention of the general musical public

as well as to the members of tlie profession and the

music students. The cause of music can not be served

more advantageously than by inducing the people mus-
ically inclined to become interested in the art in a
measure so as to attend concerts and read musical

journals. We promise to do our part in making the

paper so interesting that, when anyone musically in-

clined sees it, he or she will want to read it all the

time, and if our readers will do their share by assisting

us in introducing the paper in as many musical homes
as i)ossible, the musical problem will easily be solved.

We desire to mail as many sample copies as possible to

musical people within the next six months, so our
readers will confer a favor by mailing us names and
addresses of friends who are interested in a musical
journal.

The visit of the President of the Ihiited States to

the Pacific Coast is as interesting and as important
to the musical portion of the population as it is to any
other class. President Taft, by reason of his dignity.

mingled w itii all'Mhilily, has made a most favorable im-
pression ti|ioii everyone. His speeches contained
exiiclly tliiit inl'ornuitiou which everyone w;inted to
know, and his promises, which most assuredly will be
kejit, will result in the future prosperity of this terri-

tory. Moi-eover, Mr. and Mrs. Taft are very musical
and far nu)re inclined toward a proper api)recia1ion of
the art than any of their predecessors.

The Portola Festival is rapidly approaching and the

next week will see us in the midst of the festivities

Los Angeles will contribute its share toward the cele

bration by sending several bands and a big delegation
of the ]']lks, utilizing a special train for this purpose.
An official jirograni appeal's upon another jiage of this

paper. Tlios(> of our readers who live in interior towns
should not miss an oiiportunity to witness this magni-
ficent spectacle. Several hundred thousand dollars

have been expended on electrical illumination, fire-

w(n-ks and Hoafs, and the pageant will jirove the most
magnificent spectacle ever witnessed here. Ivike the

famous Vosemite N'alley, it will come up to the "biag.""

Anyone who fails to attend will be disappointed, for

the committee realizes that it must make the festival

a brilliant alfair, thoroughly conformant with its prom-
ises, or else sntl'ci- I he iyiiomiiy of ])ublic wrath.

THE EDITOR'S PRIVATE NOTEBOOK

A CHAT WITH MARY ADELE CASE.

Ambitious California Contralto Soloist Who Is On the Road

To a Brilliant Career on the Concert Stage.

BY ALFRED METZGER.

The daily papers have devoted so much space to Miss Mary
Adele Case's romantic aspirations or respirations that I feel

in duty bound to give this subject a wide berth and restrict

myself solely to Miss Case, the ambitious conqueror of the
world of music. My meeting with Miss Case was so unique
and so out of the ordinary that I do not believe the readers
of the Pacific Coast Musical Review will take it amiss if I

impose a personal atmosphere in this interview. Anyway, I

do not take kindly to interviews, leaving this sort of thing to

the writers for the daily papers, who warn an artist before-

hand that he is being interviewed and then let the person
interviewed prepare certain expressions for publication,

weighing each word carefully, lest the management may take
offense at something they may say. Besides, an artist under
the calcium of an interview is too self-conscious to say any-
thing of real importance and quite frequently drifts uncon-
sciously into banalities or prevarications.

Now, Miss Case did not know that she was being inter-

viewed. At least I never revealed my intention to her. Nor
was our meeting arranged beforehand. It was purely acci-

dental. A week or two ago Lawrence Strauss, the well-known
tenor, asked me whether I would like to meet Miss Case and
listen to her sing. I expressed myself as being delighted to

make the young lady's acquaintance, and Mr. Strauss prom-
ised to arrange a meeting. Believing that Miss Case would
remain in San Francisco for some time as the guest of her
friends and relatives, the conversation escaped my mind. On
Monday evening, while waiting for the car to take me to the

Southern Pacific depot on my way to Los Angeles, a young
man hailed me, and who should it be but Lawrence Strauss,

who expressed his satisfaction at the coincidence which caused
a meeting which he tried in vain to bring about by means
of telephonic communication with my office. The young lady

who undergoes constant tests of patience at the business end
of Sherman, Clay & Co's. private exchange told Mr. Strauss
that I had left for Los Angeles and would not return until the

following Monday. As Miss Case was to leave for New
York on the Sunday preceding there could have been no meet-
ing between us.
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Now, as a matter of irrelevant explanation, I desire to con-
fess that previous to Mr. Strauss' advent upon the scene my
attention was attracted by a tastefully gowned young lady,

whose picture hat, graceful figure and elt-like vivacity in

motion appealed strongly to my sense of the beautiful. I

tried to watch the lady while she stepped from a cross-town
car without being rude enough to permit my scrutiny to be
"caught in the act" by the fair object of my attention. Now,
you can imagine my delight when Mr. Strauss asked me
whether I would like to meet his companion, who happened to

be Miss Case. Would I like to meet Miss Case! If Mr.
Strauss had only known the absurdity of his question. Well!
I met Miss Case. And while this paragraph begins like a
chapter from a romantic story it ends just as abruptly without
creating any pleasant or unpleasant consequences and yours
truly, while richer in the acquaintance with a charming per-

sonality, is still heart-whole, independent, unmarried, satisfied

and ready to meet other charming disciples of the art.

After the usual ceremonies of introduction, I dicovered that
Miss Case was on her way to Palo Alto, where she was to

give a concert on Friday, October 8. In this way we were
destined to pass a pleasant hour on the train. Here was an
ideal opportunity to have an interview without letting Miss
Case know my intentions. She had no idea she was talking
for publication, for she never warned me not to say certain
things. ' Of course, I shall only refer to those matters of in-

terest to readers of a musical journal. The favorable im-
pression made upon me by Miss Case, before becoming ac-

quainted with her, was enhanced while listening to her ripp-

ling chatter, that flowed merrily on like a crystal brook
wending its way down a green mountain-side. A blind man
could tell that Miss Case was young—very young, from the
undercurrent of optimism prevalent throughout her conversa-
tion. And her sincerity and enthusiasm in her chosen career
is so apparent that one involuntarily is forced to admit that
such determination and tenacity will surely receive its just
reward.

* * *

"Next Sunday I will leave for New York, where I expect to

make arrangements with Loudon Charlton for an initiatory

series of concerts," said Miss Case, among other things. "I

have studied very consistently and industriously during the
last two and a half years in Paris. Indeed, I applied myself
so consistently to study in this time that I verily believe,

without intending to exaggerate, that I have crammed six

years of information into these two and a half years of study.
During my sojourn in Paris I appeared twice in public and
was soloist at Harold Bauer's concert. Mr. Bauer was very
kind to me and was indeed very generous regarding his pre-

dictions about my future career. Mr. Bauer is very conscien-
tious and very frugal in his praise and any encouragement
from him may easily be accepted as well merited without self

consciousness. I have met Madame Gadski and found her one
of the most charming and refined artists I ever had the pleas-

ure to become acquainted with.
* * *

"Since I am told by connoiseurs that I possess a splendid
voice and artistic adaptability, I am determined to test this

judgment. I just adore being an artist and can hardly wait
until the time comes when I shall have extended opportuni-
ties to put my faculties to the test and discover .whether my
ambitions will ever be realized. I am so sorry you could not
hear me sing, as I should so have liked to hear your opinion.
Mr. Greenbaum heard me and was very kind in his expres-
sions of approval. Mr. Behymer in Los Angeles was very
enthusiastic about my work and told me that I was one of

the most brilliant and most delightful artists he had ever
managed. But I should not talk like this about myself. You
better ask Mr. Behymer yourself and find out. (While in

Los Angeles I saw Mr. Behymer and he confirmed Miss Case's
statement in every particular,)

* * *

"No doubt you enjoy meeting artists. Do you enjoy their
company? Do you like to associate with them? * * * But
here are the livery stables and hotels, a sure indication that
this is Palo Alto, and I must get off. I am so glad to have
met you, and I hope we shall soon meet again." The desire
is mutual and next time we meet I trust Miss Case will have
achieved her ambition. A backward glimpse assured me that
Miss Case was in care of her relatives—and life's running
picture machine extinguished one of its most delightful views
and the impromptu interview came to an abrupt end, leaving
me musing on mj^ headlong rush to Los Angeles—the City of
the Angels.

MISS ANNA MILLER WOOD'S RECITAL.

Refined California Contralto Soloist Delights Cultured Audi-
ence With Well Selected Program of Vocal Gems From

the Pen of Well Known Masters.

San Francisco clubdom, as far as it includes the fair sex,
was well represented at the song recital given by Miss Anna
Miller Wood of Boston at the First Unitarian Church on
Thursday afternoon, October 7th. The Pacific Coast Musical
Review contained a criticism of Miss Wood's delightful work
from the pen of its editor after the cultured concert artiste's
recital last year with Mrs. Beatrice Priest Fine. There re-

mains very little to be added to what has been said last year,
and as the absence of the editor from San Francisco at the
time of this year's concert made his personal attendance im-
possible, he can not express his views regarding the two ap-
pearances. However, Miss Wood has attained a maturity of
artistic emulation where an improvement is hardly possible
and her ideas of phrasing and tone coloring have been so
thoroughly planted in fertile vocal soil that a retrogressive
movement is equally unlikely, and so we may safely reiterate
the impressions recorded in these pages last year as being
well applicable to last week's event.

Miss Anna Miller Wood belongs to that enviable coterie of
artists who constantly study the art of song from all its

multitudinous angles and ever seek to discover new emo-
tional depths and to create new impressions of the purest
sentiment. We are of the opinion that music being a spiritual
rather than material art, it is impossible to fathom the
thoughts responsible for the creation of a composition. In
other words, we believe it impossible for anyone to define
with certainty what the composer intended to convey. This
is especially true of instrumental works which are really
etherial and strictly evolutions of the imagination. Anyone
who tries to tell you what Wagner meant to say when he
composed a certain phrase is suffering from "egonomania,"
for only Wagner could tell what he felt when composing his
music. Anyone else can only give his impression of what he
thinks Wagner meant, which, after all, does not amount to
much, nor heed anyone worry about what someone may think
about what a composer thought when under the influence of
artistic inspiration. It will always be found that an instru-

mental composition affects various people in various ways.
It all depends upon the adaptability, mood or susceptibility of
the listeners.

The vocal literature differs from instrumental literature,

in so far as it contains words that gave the composer a fixed
canvass upon which to paint his tone picture. While this
may not be as pure an ideal of genuine music as instrumental
composition, it makes itself clearer and easier to grasp.
Still proper interpretation of songs depends largely upon the
manner of conception and upon how the vocalist is impressed
by certain emotions like passion, love, sorrow, religious ardor,
loyalty and the many other sentiments and sentimentalities
embodied in vocal works. Various interpreters' ideas regard-
ing the character of interpretation of these emotions vary
with the artists' own character, and so we find Miss Anna
Miller Wood interpreting her songs with a refinement and
delicacy, and with a thoroughness of emotional intensity that
reveals to us a deep and serious nature completely immured
in the pure spirit of the work. We can not give a better il-

lustration of Miss Wood's artistic pre-eminence than quote
the following program, which is redolent with silent elo-

quence :

Old Airs—Hans Les Hassler (1564-1612), Tanzlied; 14th
Century Air, Joseph, lieber .Joseph; Scarlatti (1659-1725), Gia
11 Sole. German Composers—Johannes Brahms, Wie hist du,

meine Konigin? Robert Franz, Fruhling und Liebe, Liebchen
ist da; Hugo Wolf, Mignon (Kennst du das Land?!. American
Composers—Arthur Foote, Irish Folk Song, violin obligato,

Mr. Wismer, Once at the Angelus; Percy Lee Atherton, Be-
loved, it was April Weather; Walter Morse Rummel, Across
the Hills, Ecstasy. French Composers—Xavier Leroux, Le
Nil, violin obligato, Mr. Wismer; Reynaldo Hahn. Les Cygnes;
Gabriel Pierne, lis etaient trois petits Chats Blancs; Cecile
Chaminade, Chanson Espagnole. By Request—Arthur Foote,

On the Way to Kew, dedicated to Miss Wood; John Metcalf,
Night Song, dedicated to Miss Wood; Wm. Amies Fisher,

Gae to Sleep; Claude Debussy, Mandoline.

Wallace A. Sabin and Mollyneux Worthington have opened
a handsome city studio in the building corner of California
and Polk streets. They have quite a class here now.

Abraham Miller, the very highly esteemed tenor of Los
Angeles, reports a most promising outlook for the ensuing
season. He was again elected choir director of the First M.
E. Church of Pasadena, this being his third year in the same
place. Mr. Miller continued his teaching throughout the sum-
mer, with the exception of two week's vacation, which he
spent at Camp Baldy. Mr. Miller is delighted with the finan-

cial aspect of his classes.
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THE MUSICAL OUTLOOK FOR LOS ANGELES
Definite Plans Presented for a Monster May Musical Festival and Hearty Support

and Encouragement for all Resident Arties

BY ALFRED METZGER.

The musical outlook in Los Angeles is so encouraging and
so pregnant with artistic promises that I am justified to de-
vote to it several pages of this edition, feeling assured that
everyone of my San Francisco readers will feel deeply inter-

ested in the musical prosperity of the Angel City. Several
forces are responsible for this excellent condition of affairs in

Southern California. There is. above all, the Gamut Club, which
organization, under the presidency of Charles Farwell Edson,
is accomplishing a great deal of good by means of co-opera-
tion. Then there is L. E. Behymer. who by judicious manage-
ment, unites the artistic forces of both visiting and resident
artists, and presents them in the most favorable light to an
enthusiastic public. Then there is the Von Stein Academy
of Music, with its splendid educational facilities, and last, but
by no means least, are the excellent teachers whose names
are found upon another page of this paper, and some of whom
have not only large classes, but appear as soloists in splendid
concerts. Of course the Symphony Orchestra, under Harley
Hamilton's efficient leadership, and the choral societies, under
the direction of J. B. Poulin and J. P. Dupuy. are also big
factors in the musical life of Southern California.

First Annual Music Festival Association—At the meeting
before last of the Gamut Club, a motion was made to the
effect that a committee of five be appointed to act in con-
junction with two members of the Music and Art Committee
of the Chamber of Commerce, and a representative from the
Merchants' and Manufacturers' Association, the Orpheus
Club. Ellis Club. Dominant Club. Lyric Club. Treble Clef Club.
Friday Morning Club. Ebell Club. Ruskin Art League. Los
Angeles Center of the American Music Societj-. Board of Edu-
cation. High School. Polytechnic High School, grammar
schools and other musical organizations of Southern Califor-
nia, relative to making arrangements for an annual music
festival association. This motion was unanimously adopted
by the Gamut Club, and on Sept. 7th President Edson ap-
pointed the following committee: Prof. J. A. Stamm, George
Derby. Andy Francisco. C. E. Pemberton and L. E. Behymer
(chairman I. to act in behalf of the Gamut Club.
On the following Monday this committee met and the forma-

tion of the festival idea was discussed at length, resulting in
the forming of a letter, which was mailed to the various or-

ganizations as suggested, and a meeting called for such repre-
sentatives and the Gamut Club committee on Wednesday.
Sept. 22d, where further discussion on the subject took place.
At this meeting the following organizations were represented;
Board of Education, by F. J. Stilson. permanent appointee:
Polytechnic High School. Mrs. Gertrude Parsons, permanent
representative: L. A. High School. Miss Frye. permanent rep-
resentative: grammar department. Miss Stone, permanent:
M. & M. Association. A. E. Geissler: Ellis Club. George
Steckle; Ebell Club. Mrs. Wm. Jamison: Friday Morning Club.
Mrs. Jules Kauflmann: Women's Lyric Club, Miss Mary
Commins: American Music Society. Miss Zerbe. permanent.
The festival idea was very thoroughly discussed, and a

committee on organization was partially formed and partially
appointed with a recommendation that such committee be
completed and a further meeting held on Monday evening.
Oct. 4th. On this committee were appointed Mr. Geissler.
Mrs. Parsons. Mr. Stamm. Mr. Derby. Mr. Behymer. and four
further appointments held open, it being understood, however,
that Mr. Charles Edson and Mr. Francis, of the Polytechnic
High, were to be two of the four names added. This com-
mittee is still open, and the names under consideration to-

wards its final completion include such men as Judge Hervey.
Perry Weidner. Dr. Moore, of the public schools, Mr. Koepfli,
Willis Boothe, Guy Cochran, Mr. Patterson of the First Na-
tional Bank. C. C. Parker. Dr. Barlow. T. E. Gibson, W. S.
Bartlett. Mr. Frazier and Joe Scott.
Of the ladies' names suggested are Mrs. Solano. Mrs. Wil-

loughby Rodman, and Jlrs. Shirey Tolhurst. The idea is this:
that if possible one representative of society and one
of the financial world should be added to complete the or-
ganization committee. All of these names, however, are ex-
pected to come up for consideration to be added to the execu-

tive committee, which is to be constituted of the representa-
tives of the organizations as suggested in the original Gamut
Club resolution. Out of this executive committee, which is to
be the controlling body of the annual festival association, are
to be elected the officers of such association, the finance com-
mittee, music committee, program committee, and other
committees necessary to the conducting in a business like and
artistic manner the functions of the organization.

It is proposed to raise $10,000 for the carrying out of the
festival association plans, to utilize as far as possible the
singing societies of Southern California, a massed chorus in
conjunction with the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, the
Woman's Symphony Orchestra, and to give five or seven
events of which two or three are to be afternoon, and three
or four evening concerts, respectively. The $10,000 to be
raised by popular subscription, or ten days before the first
concert, as a guarantee fund for the furtherance of the an-
nual music festival, with the idea that if the sale of seats
more than equalizes the expenses, this money is to be re-
funded to the guarantors, and any profit which may be made
is to be placed as a sinking fund for future festivals.

At the close of the meeting Oct. 4th. it was decided that a
letter would be sent to each of the organizations first con-
sidered, that the representative already appointed by such or-
ganizations be confirmed and placed immediately upon the
executive board as a permanent member of the governing
board, and suggesting to such clubs interested in the work
that if they have not already appointed such a representative,
to do so at once, communicating with the organization com-
mittee the name of such representative. On such suggestion
the Ebell Society have reported their hearty co-operation and
elected their president as the permanent representative of
such organization. Mr. Stilson. of the Board of Education,
was nominated by Dr. Moore: Mrs. Parsons, of the Polytech-
nic: Mrs. Frye. of the L. A. High: Miss Stone, of the gram-
mar grades, and Miss Zerbe, of the American Music Society,
and have been appointed and accepted from their respective
organizations as members of the executive board.

Practically every club appealed to has said at their first
meeting they would elect a member, and each and all concur
heartily in the support of this measure. Many of the business
men have been consulted, and say that for the first time in
the history of music in Los Angeles definite plans are being
taken, a proper financial and artistic goverimient suggested,
and that they are ready to give not only their moral support,
but their financial support as well.

At the last meeting of the general committee this sugges-
tion was made: three nights and two matinees be consid-
ered: that the name be known as "The Annual Los Angeles
Music Festival"; that the three nights be divided into one
night part songs and selections from Los Angeles and Ameri-
can composers: one night be known as operatic night with
soloists and operatic chorus: one night devoted to oratorio.
but that short and upto-date works be used instead of such
compositions as "The Messiah." "Elijah." etc. That the
Lahman compositions and similar eft'ective works be used.
It has also been suggested that for one event the Ellis Club
sing two numbers, the Orpheus Club two. the Lyric Club two,
under their respective directors, and that these three organ-
izations having rehearsed at their own rehearsals, two other
numbers, that they unite on such two numbers for the final
one-fourth of the evening in one massed body.

For the afternoons, one atternon is to be devoted to the
symphony work entirely, with, however, overtures and other
compositions dividing the time; the second afternoon being
devoted to a children's chorus, that the general massed chorus
be composed of 500 voices, all selected under the direction of
an examining board: no voice to be admitted otherwise; that
for the children's chorus SOO voices be selected, and that an
orchestra of from 60 to TO pieces be engaged for the series.
An additional suggestion has been made that if three after-
noons and four nights be used, that the last day be placed
at such a time as the visit of Damrosch or the Russian Or-
chestra, and that an afternoon and evening be taken in con-
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junction with them, the association buying outright their two
performances, and malting it a grand finale for the series.

You must understand that these are mere suggestions and
nothing definite has been acted upon. As to soloists, there

have been two suggestions made; one to use local and San
Francisco soloists to the exclusion of all others; the other

that one afternoon and evening be devoted to outside soloists,

that would draw a sufficient income to make it profitable.

As to the expense account, the following estimates have
been given: To the director and his work for the period of

time from now until the last week in April, or the first week
in May, $1,200; for the advertising and printing, $1,000; for

the rent of rehearsal halls, salary of pianist, and such in-

cidental expenses, $800; for the children's chorus and ex-

penses, $.500; for a Damrosch or Russian Symphony, or out-

side soloist, afternoon and evening, $1,700; for the business
management, mimeographing, stamps, tickets, sale of seats,

and all the ramifications of the business end, $1,200; for the

rent of auditorium, $900; for the orchestra for three days,

$1,800; for platform and stage, $600, making a total of $9,700,

with incidentals probably covering $300 more, which would
take up the $10,000 considered.

If one afternoon and evening was discounted, the cost

would be proportionately less. As to the income, 3000 season
tickets at $5.00 each would mean $15,000, or 3000 seats at

$3.00 per ticket would be $9000, and 2000 seats at $2.00 per
season, $4,000, equivalent to $13,000. This is understood that

all the seats in Shrine Auditorium could be sold. If part of

these events were held at Temple Auditorium, different prices

could be obtained, and similar results obtained by reserving
a larger number of single seats at an increased price, but
making the festival idea practically just the same.
These figures and estimates have been seriously consid-

ered, the object and methods may all be considered practical,

and are left open for consideration and discussion. No action

has been definite, but a meeting is to be called during the
coming week, at which time the committee on organization
will have its report complete, each member appointed by
these different organizations as a member of the permanent
executive board will be present, and final action taken to

complete the organization and start active work.
* * *

The Orchestra Situation In Los Angeles—The orchestra
situation in Los Angeles is in very good shape this season,
the guarantees are practically for the next two years, the
personnel of the orchestra, which will number 77 men, se-

lected, and the first rehearsal took place on Tuesday, Oct.

12th. The opening concert is slated for Friday afternoon,
Nov. 19th. with Madame Jeanne Jomelli as soloist. Mr. Ham-
ilton has again been elected conductor, and the business man-
agment remains in the hands of L. E. Behymer. This is the
thirteenth season of symphony work in Los Angeles. All the
boxes and loges in Temple Auditorium have been sold and at

least fifty per cent of the seating capacity subscribed. Mr.
Hamilton's trip East last summer allowed him to secure some
valuable compositions and musical information which, when
applied, will increase the effective work of his men.

Mr. Behymer also secured some business ideas which will

bring the financial situation into better shape and give to

Southern California the best series of symphony concerts
heard in the West. Mr. Hamilton has again been re-elected
as the conductor of the Woman's Symphony Orchestra, a
body of players numbering sixty-three, representing the social

and musical ladies of that city. This organization has been
in existence for seventeen years, under the baton of the same
conductor. They propose to give three concerts with soloists

this year, and will unite with the men's orchestra and par-
ticipate in the first annual musical festival to be held in Los
Angeles during the latter part of April or the first part of

May.
These organizations mean much to the music life of the

capital of the southwest, and sohws what perseverance and
united effort on the part of men and women, together with
the active and untiring efforts of a capable conductor and a
hard working business manager, backed by an appreciative
public, can accomplish in a city of three hundred thousand
inhabitants. The itinerary for the symphony season just an-
nounced by Harley Hamilton is as follows:

Friday afternoon, Nov. 19—Fifth Symphony in E minor.
New World (Dvorak); Ah Perfido (Beethoven); Symphonic
Poem, "Zorahayda" (Svendsen); Prayer and Aria, "Der Frei-

schutz" (Weber); Overture, Lustspiel (Busoni); Soloist, Mme.
Jeanne Jomelli.

Friday afternoon, Dec. 10—Third Symphony in E Flat,

Eroica (Beethoven); Overture to The Ruins of Athens
(Beethoven); Bacchanale, Samson and Delilah (Saint-Saensl

;

Soloist, Mr. George Hamlin.

Friday afternoon. Jan. 7, 1910—First Symphony (Tschai-
kowsky); Overture Fantasie, Romeo and Juliet (Tschaikowe-
ky); Sketches from the Caucassus (Ippolitow-Ifanow) ; Solo-

ist, Mr. Arnold Krauss, Violinist.

Friday afternoon, Feb. 11, 1910—39th Symphony in E Flat
(Mozart); Overture to William Ratcliffe (Mascagni); Sym-
phonic Dances (Grieg); Albumblatt (Wagner); Soloist, Mme.
Teresa Carreno. Pianist.

Friday afternoon, March 4, 1910—Seventh Symphony in C
(Schubert); Overture in Fruhling (Goldmark); Indian Suite
(MacDowell); Soloist to be selected.
Friday afternoon, April 1—1 Symphony in C Minor (Men-

delssohn); Overture to the Bartered Bride (Smetana); Ballet

Music from Lakme (Delibes); Soloist to be selected.
* * *

Local Artists—Determined to do all in his power to create
a musical atmosphere and culture in Los Angeles, by assist-

ing the various local musical enterprises to public hearing
this season. Manager Behymer announces that he finds local-

ly more capable artists than have ever been known in the
history of the music life of Los Angeles. In club work much
activity is displayed by the Ellis, Orpheus and Lyric clubs
in their early rehearsals and in the selection of excellently
arranged program. They will continue in their special

spheres as usual. Arnold Krauss is completing three pro-

grams, and promises the same number of violin recitals dur-
ing the winter. Harry Clifford Lott and his talented wife
are arranging special programs for evenings devoted to folk
songs and special compositions by local and foreign compos-
ers. With Miss Kavanaugh. the monologist, one evening will

be devoted to songs and folk tales of Ireland. One is to be
a Scandinavian night and one devoted to the German.

Jules Koopmann. violinist, and Maurice Koopman, cellist,

member of the Richter Orchestra of London, will open the
season in an early October concert. It is the intention of

Georg Kruger, a talented pianist from Berlin, to give a series

of recitals, and Herr Ignaz Haroldi, the violinist, has ar-

ranged for three events during the season. Mrs. Mary Le-
Grand Reed, a most talented singer, will come before the
public early in November. Estelle Heartt Dreyfus has three
programs well under way. Miss Anna Miller Wood, of Bos-
ton, will probably appear in concert in October, Signor De
Grassi, violinist, of San Francisco, early in January; Miss
Adele Case, a contralto, of New York, some time during
March, and the Passmore Trio have promised a visit in

February.
* * *

An Attractive Season—Considering the list of artists en-

gaged for the coming musical season in Los Angeles, we see

that city is assured of a wonderfully attractive program, and
one which in some respects will be the most varied that it

has so far enjoyed. The Great Philharmonic Course, which
stands for the best in music in Los Angeles and Southern
California, will still be the star attraction musically for the
year, and will place within the reach of all, at a very reason-
able season ticket price, the greatest artists in the musical
world of today.
Considering it first, its opening attraction will be the com-

ing of one of the best known singers of the Manhattan Opera
Company, Mme. Jeanne Jomelli; she has had immense suc-

cess as soloist with the leading symphony orchestras and
choral societies of the east. With Mme. Jomelli will appear
Miss Marie Nichols, a young violin virtuosa. and Miss Mag-
dalene Worden, accompanist. As Miss Nichols is said to be
an artist of exceptionally high talent, the combination prom-
ises to be a very strong one. Early in December Los Angeles
will have an opportunity of hearing George Hamlin, the cele-

brated American tenor, who introduced Richard Strauss'

songs in this country. He is a general favorite in Germany
and England, as well as his own country, where he is re-

garded as one of the best of the concert artists.

Also in December will be offered the greatest attraction of

the entire season—Mme. Marcella Sembrich, prima donna
soprano, who will be heard perhaps for the last time, as this

is the farewell professional tour of that great singer, whose
splendid musicianship gave her the unquestioned first place
among the leading artists in today's world of music. She will

be assisted by the well known baritone, Francis Rogers, and
also by the popular young pianist. Frank La Forge, who has
been a pleasing feature of the Gadski recitals.

The next offering of this course for the year of 1909 will

he Fritz Kreisler, one of the most interesting and magnetic
violinists of today, who comes late in December. Early in

the New Year, as a fitting number for this course, will be the
re-appearance of the greatest of all contraltos, Mme. Schu-
mann-Heink, the one woman who has been able to pack the
largest auditoriums in Los Angeles from two to three times

(Continued on Page 18.)
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ZECH ORCHESTRA'S SECOND CONCERT.

Ambitious Organization of Skillful Amateur Musicians Again

Announce a Program of High Class Compositions

For Their Many Subscribers.

The Zech Orchestra, one of the most efficient and ambitious
organizations of clever young amateur musicians ever appear
ing before the San Francisco musical people, will give tli

second concert of its second season at the Novelty Theatn
on Tuesday evening. October 26th. William F. Zech, the bril

liant director of this successful body of young musicians, has
conducted the rehearsals with much care and serious atten-

tion to refined artistic details, and has finally succeeded to

bring his splendid orchestra upon a basis of thorough niusi

cianly calibre. The immense audiences that attended pre

vious events of this organization will no doubt await with
eager anticipation the advent of this new concert. The youn-
ladies and gentlemen constituting this institution are so eager
and so earnest in their endeavors to give adequate expression
to their musical sentiments that anyone interested in orches-
tral music will find it an unalloyed pleasure to spend an even-
ing with the Zech orchestra.
The organization now numbers about sixty players, and

every group of instrument necessary for a complete symphony
orchestra is represented. It is perhaps the most complete
amateur orchestra ever organized in this city. Miss Olive
Hyde, whose splendid violin playing has been admired before,

will again play a solo with that artistic skill which earned
her already the admiration of large audiences. The charac-
ter of the program is such as to appeal to every enthusiast
of genuine music, and when William Zech takes the baton in

hand to give the signal for the opening number a crowded
house will surely be there to give him a well deserved ova-

tion. The complete program will be as follows: Overture.
"Fingal's Cave" (Mendelssohn), the orchestra; Suite from the
Ballet "Sylvia" (Delibes), orchestra; Traumerei (Wuersti.
violin solo with accompaniment for strings, Miss Olive Hyde;
Scotch Dances Nos. 1 and 2 (Otto Langer), orchestra; Kaiser
March ( Wagner 1, orchestra.

**

SPANISH MUSIC FESTIVAL TO BE FEATURE OF
PORTOLA WEEK.

Music has been well taken care of during the Portola Fes-
tival, which will begin in this city next Tuesday, October 19th.

But surpassing every other feature in musical character, as
well as in uniqueness, will be the great Spanish Music Fes-
tival which will be given under the direction of G. S. Wanrell
in Dreamland Rink on Thursday afternoon, October 21st.

While everyone of us admires the classics of the masters and
duly appreciates the great masterpieces of the theoretical

musical literature, there exists a certain class of music whose
composers are either not known at all or are so unfamiliar
to the average music lover that their names have remaiiuil
obscure. In this class of music belongs the beautiful folk

lore of European countries which contains a number of vocal
gems as brilliant and as precious as any and as dearly be-

loved by the people who have brought them down to a grate-
ful posterity than the known classics have endeared them-
selves to the connoisseurs.
Every country in Europe has its folk-lore, and Spain is not

an exception to the rule. But while nearly all of us are fa-

miliar with the German, old French, old English, Russian and
other folklore, we are sadly deficient in our knowledge of the
real Spanish folklore as occasionally sung by such artists as
Emilio de Gorgorza. Mr. Wanrell's idea to enhance the in-

terest of the Portola Festival with a concert which is to give
us exclusively the caressing folklore of the people of Spain
was certainly an excellent one, and will lend the festival an
atmosphere of local color which perhaps surpasses anything
to be offered during the week.
Royal Spanish March, Cassara's Orchestra; The Star

Spangled Banner (M. Vogrich), Miss Fay Carranza, the pop-
ular California lyric soprano, full chorus and orchestra; ad-
dress, Hon. George H. Cabaniss; Gloria a Espana (J. H.
Clave), full chorus and orchestra; address in Spanish, re

marks about the "Discovery of San Francisco Bay," by Prof.

Joseph Hidalgo of the State University of California; solo,

"La Partida," "1 he Farewell" (Alvarez), Senor Don Joaquin
Sastre Wanrell, Cassara's Orchestra; Ay Que Risa (T. .\

Clave), full chorus and orchestra; Spanish Dance in Aragoii.
Senorita A. Dulce and E. Ortiz; Military Chorus Honra a los

Bravos (Clave), full chorus and orchestra; solo, Los Ojus
Negros (T. A. Clave), full chorus and orchestra; El Primer
Amor (T. A. Clave), full chorus and orchestra; Las Galas de
Cinca (T. A. Clave), Walls Jota Choreada, full chorus and
orchestra. E. M. Schmitz at the piano.
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MUSICAL NEWS ABROAD. ALBERT ROSENTHAL TO GIVE CONCERT

Augusta CotUow has secured several excellent engagements
in Europe for the coming season. On October 21st she will

play with the Bluthner orchestra. During the winter season
she will appear twice in England on two separate tours. She
has also several applications for teaching, and will accept
only a few pupils, as her concert engagements will not permit
her to teach a big class.

Among the artists who appeared in London at the beginning
of the musical season of 1909-10 which began on September
18th with a concert by Caruso, assisted by the Beecham Or-

chestra, were: De Pachmann, Sept. 25th (with a program con-

taining eight Chopin numbers and compositions by Schumann,
Weber-Hanselt, Mendelssohn, Liszt and Walter Imboden, and
Kreisler on October 2d.

* • •

Beginning with Monday, September 20th, the Promenade
Concerts in London entered upon their fifth successful week.
The first concert of that week was devoted to Wagner, and
the soloists were Edith Avans and Joseph Reed. The feature

of Tuesday's program was the initial performance in England
of Max Reger's "Symphonic Prologue to a Tragedy." The
novelty on Wednesday evening's program was the maiden
performance of Paul Graener's new symphonic poem "From
Valleys and Heights." Other interesting numbers on this

program were compositions by Bach, Boccherini and Saint-

Saens, written for the viola da gamba and interpreted very
skillfully by Jacques Renard. A new vocal scene by Webster
Millar, entitled "St. Paul," was also among the most ap-

preciated numbers of the Wednesday program. On Thursday
the piece de resistance was the first English presentation of

Paul Scheinpflug's "Overture to a Comedy of Shakespeare."
Another novelty were Eric Coates' "Four New Shakespearian
Songs," sung by Mrs. Wood. On Saturday, September 25th,

a concerto for four violins by Ludwig Mauer was heard.

Gertrude Rennyson, the talented American dramatic prima
donna soprano, who became known while a member of Henry
W. Savage's English grand opera company, and lately was
prima donna at the opera in Brussels, is now among the lead-

ing artists of the Carl Rosa Opera Company, which will open
an engagement at Covent Garden, London, next Monday, Oc-

tober 18.
* * *

Among the novelties announced for the repertoire of the
Brussels opera are; Strauss' "Electra," Puccini's "Madam But-
terfly," De Bruille's "Eros" and Radoux's "Ondalette." At
least one of these is not a novelty to us.

There is a rumor abroad to the effect that nothwithstanding
De Pachmann's published decision regarding his last Ameri-
can appearance, he has been heard to say that he expects to

again tour the United States during the season 1910-11. In

time he may be the rival of Patti in regard to farewell per-

formances.
* * *

Thomas Beecham, leader of Beecham's London Symphony
Orchestra, will give a season of opera at His Majesty's
Theatre, London, beginning next January. The repertoire will

contain: "The Magic Flute (Mozart), "The Seraglio (Tschaik-
owsky), "The Pique Dame" (Moussorgsky ), "Thais" (Massen-
et), "Le Chemineau" (Leroux), and "Muguette" (De Missal.
The works by English masters to be included in the presenta-

tions will be "Village Romeo and Juliet" (Delius), "Dylan"
(Holbrook), "Cinderella" (Forsyth).

A concerto for two oboes, string quintet and piano by John
Hendon, an old English composer (1690-1755), was found in

the British Museum a few months ago and presented for the

first time in public since the composer's demise in 1755.
* * *

The Quebec Symphony Orchestra of sixty-five musicians,
under the direction of Joseph Vezina, will resume its concerts
during the ensuing season.

The musical season in Quebec, Canada, opened on Septem-
ber 15 with a vocal concert by Abel Godin, a tenor, just re-

turned from a thorough musical course in Paris. On Septem-
ber 17th Sousa's Band appeared there.

Between Friday, September 10th and Tuesday, September
14th, occurred the first German Brahms Festival in Munich.
The five programs included all of the great master's most
important compositions.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per year.

IN THE PAFICIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW OF OCTO-
BER 2D I CALLED ATTENTION TO THE FACT THAT
ALBERT ROSENTHAL, A YOUNG SAN FRANCISCO 'CELL-

IST, WHO HAS ACHIEVED FAME ABROAD, WAS VISIT-

ING HIS PARENTS HERE AND WAS UNABLE TO GIVE
A CONCERT BECAUSE NO PROFESSIONAL MANAGER
WOULD RISK TO GIVE A CONCERT FOR HIM. I OF-

FERED ADVERTISING SPACE IN THIS PAPER TO ANY-
ONE WILLING TO MANAGE MR. ROSENTHAL IN A CON-
CERT. I AM GLAD TO SEE THAT THE APPEAL PROVED
SUCCESSFUL. DR. ERNEST HORSTMAN HAS ASSUMED
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONCERT AND AN-
NOUNCES THAT THE SAME WILL TAKE PLACE AT
LYRIC HALL ON TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 3D.

THIS PAPER WILL STAND BY ITS AGREEMENT TO
DONATE THE ADVERTISING SPACE, AS IT BELIEVES IN

GIVING CALIFORNIA ARTISTS THE NECESSARY OP-
PORTUNITY TO SHOW TO THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS
WHAT IT MEANS TO BECOME FAMOUS. I TRUST THAT
ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF
CALIFORNIA ARTISTS WILL BE PRESENT TO DO HON-
OR TO ALBERT ROSENTHAL, AND TO SHOW THEIR AP-

PRECIATION TO DR. ERNEST HORSTMAN, WHO WAS
WILLING TO RISK THE MANAGEMENT OF A CONCERT
BY A YOUNG SAN FRANCISCO ARTIST WHO HAS BEEN
HONORED BY EUROPEAN AUDIENCES.

ALFRED METZGER,
EDITOR PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.

w
Miss Olive J. Tonks and Miss Marion Cumming entertained

the guests of Mrs. Joseph Dupuy Hodgen at her home, 38.38

Clay street, on the afternoon of October 1st with an inter-

esting musical program. Miss Tonks, with her beautiful
voice, gave an intelligent interpretation to selections from
Beethoven, Liszt, Grieg, Mac Dowell. Nevin and Minetti. while
Miss Cumming sang in most delightful manner a group of

French and Scotch songs. Mrs. Grey Stillman Millberry was
at the piano.

-%%-

MUSICAL NEWS FROM THE EAST.

The Musical Courier is authority for the statement that

Paderewski is writing a new opera entitled "Sakuntala." The
paper further comments on this news item by facetiously

remarking: "That is fortunate, for Goldmark's overture of

the same name could be used as an introduction with unfail-

ing effect. This is one of the most popular works in the
whole symphonic literature.

* * *

The famous Worcester, Mass., Music Festival will take
place this year on September 29, 30 and October 1. These
festivals have now been held during a period of more than
fifty years and may be regarded as some of the leading events
in American musical history. It is about time that California

follows suit in the matter of these music festivals.

A very interesting article appears in the Musical Courier
of September 29, entitled "Music in New York in the Days
of Fulton," from the pen of Esther Singleton. The article is

no doubt published on account of the Hudson-Fulton celebra-

tion and contains matters of interest to musical people
throughout the world. Here in San Francisco we will cele-

brate the Portola Festival next week and an article on the
subject of "Music in San Francisco in the Days of Portola"
would be in place, but would, for obvious reasons, occupy
very little space.

According to the Musical Courier, Roy J. Harding broke the
world's record at Richmond, Ind., on September 22, for con-

tinuous piano playing, in a contest that lasted thirty-six

hours, thirty-six minutes and seven seconds, which beats the

previous best time by four minutes and three seconds. The
N'ew York Sun reports the magnificent achievement and re-

assures an anxious musical world by adding: "Harding was
almost a wreck when the test ended, but it is believed he
will not suffer permanent ill effects."

( However, it is an ominous token that the Sun refrains

from reporting the condition of the audience.—Ed.)
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The Great

Bach Festival

Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. ::::::
NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate m an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1 522 Spruce Street, Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND
SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.

'

Elaborate

Holiday

Number!

JTTTHE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
^ REVIEW is now preparing a large and

^ handsomely illustrated New Year's Edition

which will be published on Saturday, December
25th, 1909. Besides containing a Retrospective

Review of San Francisco's Musical Life since

April 1 8, 1 906, the paper will contain special ar-

ticles about Los Angeles Musicians and California

Musical Clubs.

^ ' THOSE who do not advertise regularly in

^ this paper will find the Holiday Number of

^ the "Pacific Coast Musical Review" an ideal

Advertising Medium as it will consist of an edition

of not less than Ten Thousand Copies.

M
II
REGULAR advertisers in this paper who

^ have Annual Contracts are entitled to a

^ complimentary article containing 200 words

each; and if they pay for cuts at the rate of 1 5c a

square inch such article may be illustrated with pic-

ture; the cut not to exceed 3x4 inches (two dollars).

Regular advertisers desiring to take advantage of

this complimentary write-up and picture should send

m their requests and copy before December 1 st.

After that date no write-ups can be ac-

cepted.

SINGLE COPIES OF THE HOLIDAY
NUMBER WILL BE 25 CENTS.

Send copies away to friends and show them

what California is doing for Music. '
.

' . .

For Particulars Address:

PACIFIC COAST
MUSICAL REVEIW

Sherman Clay & Co. Building

Sutter and Kearny Sts. San Francisco
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MUSIC ACROSS THE BAY.

Rehearsals For Bach Festival Progressing Rapidly and

Orpheus Club Concert Proves Successful.

By Elizabeth Westgate.

Oakland, October 11, 1907.

It is hoped that a sufficient number of Oakland and Alameda
singers may wish to study the St. Matthew Passion of Bach,

that a chorus may be formed to rehearse in Oakland. Dr.

Wolle will, of course, conduct this hoped-for body of singers.

The B Minor Mass is also to form a part of the two day festi-

val next May. One hundred and fifty singers are now in the

Berkeley chorus, and an associate membership already prom-
ises financial security. No dues and no initiation fees are now
required from active members, the only expenditure being for

copies of the required books.
Singers who have studied in Berlin, London and Boston, as

well as everywhere on this Coast have already joined the

Bach choir, which increases by ten or twelve each rehearsal.

Miss Clark's enthusiasm does not diminish, and she hopes for

two large organs, one at each side of the great stage at the

Greek Theatre, and two choruses singing antiphorally, and a

thousand public school pupils for the childrens' chorus in the

St. Matthew Passion.

Tomorrow evening, under the broad wings of the Berkeley
Piano Club, Wilhelm Heinrich, the Boston tenor, will give a
recital which promises quite wonderfully. Twenty-three songs
including five by Debussy and six by Max Reger, are the offer-

ings. Mr. Whelpleys settings of four of the portions of

Tennyson's Maud are included.

The Club is essaying to give a series of concerts of a high

class, bringing artists to Berkeley for the purpose of creating

a real musical center there. The aim of the Club is truly

commendable, and will, it should be hoped meet with success.

There is no large hal available in Berkeley—more's the pity.

Unity Hall is cosy and pleasant, but scarcely large enough.

The rehearsals of Mr. John Leechman's Cantata, the Captive

Maiden, are going on apace under Mr. Roscoe Warren Lucy's

enthusiastic direction. Mr. T. P. Wickes is to sing the bass

solos, and his voice is said to be a full and sonorous one, and
therefore well adapted to the part of the Prophet. The public

performance will be in the first week in November.
* * *

The Melodrama of Hiawatha, tor piano and reader, by Saidee
Knowland Coe, is to be given by a pianist and Miss Lucy
Knowland (reader), at Adelphian Hall, Alameda, on the even-

ing of November 2nd. The event is given as a compliment
to the music section of the club. Mrs. A. E. Nash, soprano
and Stanleigh Ward MacLewee, tenor, are each to sing two
Tuni Indian songs, harmonized by Charles Wakefield Cadma.
Mrs. Coe's piano setting of Longfellow's poem is a unique and
an impressive work, and employs genuine Indian melodies as

motifs with remarkably telling effect.

Miss Ethel Preble's concert of Indian songs, collected with

infinite pains by Charles Troyer, which she sang in costume
last Friday evening, at a private studio in Berkeley, was well

attended, and of intense interest. Miss Preble honored Signer

de Grassi by giving his setting of seven of the quatrains from
the Rubaiyat. The recital was carefully prepared, and greatly

enjoyed.
* * *

The annual memorial service of the N. S. S. W., was given

in the Oakland Unitarian Church yesterday afternoon before

a very large audience. The program, one of the best ever

heard at these exercises was as follows:

Organ prelude, "Ase's Death "Peer Gynt" (Grieg), Wallace
A. Sabin; Invocation, Rev. William Day Simonds; Opening
remarks. Philip M. Walsh; Quartet, "Lead Kindly Light" (Dud-

ley Buck), A. E. MacMillan, Clement Rowlands, J. F. Veaco,

C. W. (iastell; Piano solo Selected, Eugene Blanchard;

Soprano solo, "These Are They" (Gaul), Mrs. Carolyn Crew
Rasor; Memorial address, George W. Frick; Duet, "The Cruci-

fix" (Faure), C. P. Rowlands and J. F. Veaco; Violin solo,

"Elegie" (Old Italian), Miss Estelle Franklin Gray; Eulogy,

Phil M. Carey; Barytone solo, "Prayer" (Tosti), Carl Volker;

Piano sole, (Selected), Eugene Blanchard; Quartet, "The Long
Day Closes" Arthur Sullivan; Benediction, Rev. L. Potter

Hitchcock; Postlude in C, Henry Smart.
* * *

Mrs. Carolyn Crew Rasor, soprano, has just returned from

a stay of five months in Los Angeles. This accomplished

singer was heard yesterday morning at the services of the

Oakland First M. E. Church. Carl Anderson has resigned

from that choir to take a position at St. Luke's, San Fran-
cisco, where a double quartet of men has been formed. Her-
bert Smith arrived from the East just at the psychological
moment, and has taken Mr. Anderson's place in the Oakland
choir, a place which Mr. Smith filled with vast acceptance for
several years before living in the East.

The concert of the Oakland Orpheus last Monday evening,
was almost the best as to the concerted work of the club,
ever given by this notable organization. Only lack of space
prevents detailed notice of every number, for its surpassing
excellence as to shading, balance, attack, interpretation—all

those virtues which make first rate chorus singing an
aesthetic delight. Mr. Crandall's rather quiet baton does
great things with his sixty singers, and there are few things

—

I know of none really; which they may not venture to do, and
be sure of success.
Miss Estelle Gray, violinist, and Mr. Bulotti, tenor, were

the soloists, and were received with every evidence of satis-

faction. Miss Gray's advancement during her year of study
in the East is marked. Mr. Bulotti's voice is of a beautiful
quality, though he does not, at the very first "create an
atmosphere" for his song, as we say. That he is capable
of doing this was however proven by his singing of the little

lyric, "A Bowl of Roses," one of the encores he vouchsafed.
Mrs. Hughes accompanied with a fine discrimination.

* * •

The last concert of the first series of the Stewart Orchestral
Society, brought out the largest audience of any of the series,

a fact which augurs well for a second season. Maple Hall was
crowded to hear the fine program which was printed here last

week. The improvement in the ensemble playing is very
noticeable, and the Mirella Overture in particular was worthy
of the highest commendation. The Haydn Symphony, which
opened the program gave evidence of thorough study, and
throughout the program Mr. Stewart's good taste and his

unusual skill in handling a large body of players was given
full exposition. It was a concert of which Oakland may well
be proud.

* * *

Miss Georgia Cope made her first public appearance since
her return from four years in the East and Europe, and sang
several delightful songs including Dost Thou Know, in Italian

(from "Mignon") with much art, bringing out the various
charming qualities of her voice. Eugene Blanchard gave the
Weber Concert-piece with orchestra, displaying as he always
does, a clear-cut, manful, brilliant technique. Mr. Blanchard
played besides the well-known B fiat Minor Scherzo or Chopin

—

without orchestra of course. His unlucky lapse of memory in

the Weber piece was more than atoned for by his other work.
« « «

Sevcik In Vienna, is accepting only twelve private pupUs
this season, and Cedric Wright, the young Alameda violinist,

is one of these. Mr. Wright was a Sevcik disciple at Prague,
where the great Bohemian Master taught until this year.

* * *

Signor de Grassi is to give violin recitals in San Jose and
Sacramento, during the present season.

* * •

Miss Anna Miller Wood after two or three successful
recitals on both sides of the Bay, will leave for the East next
Wednesday, giving several concerts on her way.

* * *

The half-hour at the Greek Theatre yesterday was given

by Miss Helen Shields, contralto, of Pittsburg, and Los
Angeles. Five thousand persons heard the program.

THE FUHRERS MAKE A GENUINE HIT.

Hardly anyone, least of all the management, expected that

the Brahms Quartet, summoned by telegraphic communication
from Los Angeles to fill a gap in the San Francisco Orpheum
program on Sunday afternoon, would drive the audience fran-

tic with noisy demonstrations of approval. Hardly any act

—

even the most extravagantly announced, created a more satis-

factory impression. It is a most gratifying testimonial to the

good taste of the Orpheum audience (from pit to gallery) that

four unpretentious young ladies should arouse them to pro-

longed enthusiasm by the simple means of good music well

performed. Of course the future of the Brahms Quartet is as-

sured, as their success was so decided that it forms an im-

portant feature in the Orpheum's history. This brilliant ar-

tistic conquest is of special interest to San Francisco and
Los Angeles readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review, as

among its members are Miss Bessie Fuhrer, violinist; Miss
Lucy Fuhrer, cellist; Mrs. J. D. Walker, vocalist and pianist.
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A STANDARD

Grand Piano Free
BALDWIN, EVERETT, KNABE, STEINWAY or WEBER

The Pacific Coast Musical Review will give a Grand Piano worth from Eight Hundred to One

Thousand Dollars to any Musical Club, Musical Conservatory, Music Teacher or Music Student who
will secure for it the largest number of subscribers (not less than five hundred) before May 1st, 1910.

If the contestant who secures the largest number of subscribers should not exceed Five Hundred, he or she will be

entitled to an Upright Piano, of the above named make, of the value of not less than Five Hundred Dollars.

Subscriptions Will Be Creditec in Votes as Follows

:

Six Months' Subscription - - - - One Dollar . 500 Votes
One Year's Subscription - - - - Two Dollars - 1,500 "

One and One-Half Years' Subscription Three . 2,000 "

Two Years' Subscription - - - - Four . 3,000 "

Two and One-Half Years' Subscription - Five . 3,500 "

Three Years' Subscription Six . 4,500 "

Three and One-Half Years' Subscription - Seven . 5,000 "

Four Years' Subscription ... Eight - 6,000 "

Four and One-Half Years' Subscription - Nine - 6,500 "

Five Years' Subscription ... Ten - 8,000 "

The Highest Number of Votes Represents the Largest Number of Subscribers

RULES OF CONTEST
Any musical person in California is eligible

to enter this Contest. The First I'rize will be
aAvarded to the one securing the largest num-
ber of votes (which is equivalent to the largest
number of subscribers). Anyone not winning
the First Prize will receive a Merchandise Or
der representing 2.5 per cent, of the amount

Contest ends

forwarded to this paper. ALL SUBSCRIT
TIONS MUST BE PAH) IN ADVANCE.
A Coupon that will be published in each

issue of the Pacific Coast Musical Review is

equivalent to Five Votes. It is limited to one
week after date.

Only New Subscriptions will be counted.

May 1, 1910.

NOMINATION COUPON
Good for 500 Votes

Contest Manager Pacific Coast Musical Review,
Sherman, Clay & Co. Building,

San Francisco.
Dear Sir: I wish to register as a Candidate

in the Pacific Coast Musical Review's Grand
Piano Contest.

Name

Address.

Town

.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review's

GRAND PIANO CONTEST
5 - Good for Five Votes - 5

For

Town or City

State

Bring or send into office before October
23 or vote will not count.

Send ill Flat J'liciyai/c—Do Not Roll.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS CONTEST EDITOR

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Stierman Clay &
Co. Building. San Francisco
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IN THE REALM OF THE THEATRE
Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING

GEORGE FAWCETT'S FINE ACTING. THE BRITISH PLAY CENSOR.

In the Title-role of "The Great John Ganton" He Gives a Great

Representation of a Modern Captain of Industry.

When Mr. George Pawcett, on the opening night of "The
Great John Ganton" at the Valencia Theatre, responded to the
customary demand for a speech from the star he very grace-

fully and tactfully told us that he had looked with considerable
fear on his appearance here because San Francisco audiences
were such fine judges of acting; that there were three cities

that had the highest judgment—London, possibly New York
and San Francisco; and with a few more complimentary
remarks he concluded a very pleasant little speech.

How very fine it would be if Mr. Fawcett's good opinion of

us were true, but is it? Of course each one of us thinks that

he or she knows good acting when it is presented, but take
our audiences as a whole do they appreciate it? Would an
audience that appreciates fine acting halt the action of a play
just to applaud some bit of sickly sentimentality or some loud-

voiced pyrotechnics? Take the very audience Mr. Fawcett
was addressing—in the second act, John Ganton's son and
daughter, without his knowledge, are dining at a golf club
with what he considers questionable company; as the old man
dicovers them, it is a moment of suspense as you wait for

the explosion, but the over-appreciative audience burst into

loud and prolonged applause. Again, in the last act, when
the old lion, the fighter who has downed every adversary
save sickness, totters on the scene with pain written in every
line of his face that brilliant audience seemed to think it the
time for hilarious laughter. No, Mr. Fawcett, very kind of

you, but not altogether true.

Not having read the book, "Ganton and Co.," from which the

play was dramatized by J. Hartley Manners, I can not say
how closely he has followed it. It doesn't make much differ-

ence anyway. Since "The Lion and the Mouse" started the
style, the formula is about this: a big, domineering, success-
ful business man who has trampled on everybody and every-

thing on his way up the ladder of success is unabe to cope
with his own children's love affairs, some beautiful and inno-

cent young creature fiercely denounces him and "The miser-

able System of which you are the head" and immediately he
sees a great light and all ends happily. In this particular
play the young denunciatress springs the Christian Science
or New Thought idea that "Thoughts are things" when she
tells old John Ganton that all his tyranny and his wicked
thoughts have entered into his body, become part of his tis-

sues and are racking him with physical pain.

Having delivered myself of a long-standing grouch against
people who will applaud or laugh at the wrong time, and
having expressed the above opinion of the play, it is about
time to get cheerful. After all it isn't often that you can get

a combination of an A-1 play and a topnotch actor and any-

way a man like George Fawcett makes you forget the play in

admiration of his superb acting.

John Ganton is a mixture of John Burkett Ryder in "The
Lion and the Mouse." the character of the father in David
Graham Phillips' story, "The Second Generation" and with a

great deal of Old Gorgon Graham, the old pork-packer in

"The Letters of a Self-made Merchant to his Son." Business,
business, always business, domineering, tyrannical, ruthless

and unscrupulous in getting results, with a grim sense of

humor and under all a really tender heart. That's the kind
of a man that George Fawcett realizes in the flesh and
apparently he does not resort to make-up at all; his round
head, his thick neck and heavy jaws give the feeling that here
is a man of power and his manner of holding his head and
half closing his eyelids gives still further the impression that

he is one of the lions of Chicago's "Jungle."

Most of the support is good. Fanchon Campbell as May
Keating rises to the denunciation scene very well, and besides,

she dresses prettily. Very good work is done by Lucius Hen-
derson as Laurence Delaney, a stock-broker with a shady
reputation. He handled the goody-good lines of a too-late

repentance quite cleverly.

To sum ui)—the superb acting of Mr. Fawcett and his good
support more than make up for the inferior play, and the

show is well worth seeing.

Apropos of the suggested censoring of our local theatres on
account of a recent play that was beyond the limit of decency
it is of interest to consider the time they are having in Eng-
land on the question of abolishing the censoring of plays that
exists there. The "King's Reader of Plays" is one of the
relics of former years who still flourishes even stronger than
ever. Originally his job was to see that nothing was pro-
duced that might injure the reigning monarch in the eyes of
the people, but about two hundred years ago, Henry Fielding,
one of the geniuses of England's literature, turned his dramatic
pen on the corruption of the British Parliament with the
result that the censorship was made not only a royal, but a
parliamentary institution, and which it still remains. George
Bernard Shaw in one of his brilliant prefaces to his plays
points out that Fielding, deprived of the right to express him-
self freely as a dramatist, took to novel writing, and that
thereafter the English novel became one of the glories of
literature, while the English drama has been its disgrace.

To-day, before a play can be produced, it must be read by
the Censor, if more than one act long he receives a fee of
two guineas, and if in his opinion it is not improper o'r

immoral, it is licensed, otherwise, if it is produced, everyone
from manager to stagehand is liable to arrest and fine. There
is no appeal from the prohibition of the censor.

In recent years the Censor has prohibited plays of Ibsen.
Sudermann, Hauptmann, D'Annunzio and Tolstoi. He has
even prohibited Maeterlinck's beautiful "Monna Vanna," the
ancient Greek masterpiece of Sophocles. "Oedipus Rex" and
Shelley's "The Cenci" and has allowed all sorts of other
trashy indecency to pass.
Every time he has prohibited any meritorious work like

"Manna Vanna" the English papers have taken the matter
up and finally the objections have become so strong that a
parliamentary commission has been appointed to investigate
the matter.
The commission has had many sittings, and has heard any

amount of evidence, both for, and against abolition. Nearly
all of the authors have spoken for abolition, the most promin-
ent exception being W. S. Gilbert of Gilbert and Sullivan fame.
Anyone in Great Britain can print anything he pleases, but if

it is libellous or indecent he risks prosecution, but he does
not have to ask permission first ; and the very plays that are
prohibited from production can be published the same as
anything else. The authors claim the same right to have
their plays produced without depending on the whim or preju-
dice of any one man.
While this claim seems unanswerable, British politicians

are just as much afraid of the voters as any other politicians,

and there is still a large class of people in England who regard
the theatre as one of the special properties of the Evil One,
and in the interest of morality—their morality—it must be
bound as rigidly as possible.

Because we have had one indecent play here do we need
anything like this?
Here is another instance of the restrictions they practice

in England. There are a great many music halls in London,
which cut very much into the patronage of the theatres.
These music halls are very similar to our vaudeville houses,
but they are not permitted to produce "sketches" or little

plays. A while ago one of them made the attempt, and the
theatre managers at once began action against it. It seems
that the theatres are licensed by the Lord Chamberlain, the
only authority to do so, and the music halls are licensed by
the County Council for a general variety entertainment. So
after a trial the music hall lost and had to pay a fine.

--W-
There is a play on the boards in New York at the present

time called "The Intruder." The title refers to the new wife
of a divorced man and the pay deals with the struggle of the
step-mother to win her step-daughter's affection as against the
influence of the girl's own mother. The newspaper advertise-

ment of the play one Sunday was a good one. It said that
step-parents, step-children and divorced people would natural-

ly be interested in the play, so it set aside different days of

that week, one day for step-fathers to receive free admission
on application at the box office, one day for step-mothers, one
for step-daughters, one for divorced women and one for di-

vorced men.
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WILLIAIYI r. ZASLK^rlf musical director
The Zech Orcheftra Rcbcarses Every Monday Evening

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

California Conservatory of Music
Now occupies its magnificent new building on

147 Presidio Avenue
Between Washington and Jackson Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

(Jackson-Sutter St. car temuDal in front of building)

Largest Institution West of Chicago

DIRECTORIUM :

HERMANN GENSS, President

DR. H. J. STEWART, GIULIO MINETTl, DR. ARTHUR WEISS,

DR. ERNEST HORSTMANN

The facuhy further includes such artists as

;

H.ANS KONIG,
\V.A.LL.ACE A. SABIN,

G. JOLLAIN,
LOUIS iNEWBAUER,
HENRY B. B.AERMAN,
MRS. M. O'BRIEN,

MISS FLORENCE GUPPY, nd othe

Departments for Beginners, Amateurs and Professionals

Pupils received at alt times.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE 'DOUILLET. Dean. SA.X JOSE, CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Elducation—Advan-
tages of literary studies free of charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose Cal ifonn la

O'fARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and PomNew Orpheum

Safest and Most Magnificent Theatre in America.

Week Beginning This Sunday AfeUnoon—MATINEE E\'ERY DAY
ARTISTIC VAUDEVILLE

George Bloomquest and Co.. in 'Xerve": Howard and How-
ard, "The Messenger Boy and the Thespian"; Martinettie and
Sylvester. "The Boys with the Chairs"; Ballerini's Canine
Tumblers; Tuscany Troubadours; 6-Glinserettis-6; Carlin and
Clark; New Orpheum Motion Pictures. Last Week—Valerie
Bergere, who will present, by special request, "Billie's First
Love."

Evening Pricet: 10c, 25c, 50c and 75c. Box SeaU $1.00
Matinee Prices: (Except Sundays and Holidays) lOc, 25c, 50c.

PHONE DOUGLAS 70

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 20 I 6 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDON
TENOR

Tpaphpr nf ^inninn lo all iu branches from the rudiments of tone fonnation to
I edtimr ui oingiiig

,(,, Kighca fimsh «id completion »/ PubUc smgim
OIRATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT

Studio ; 2832 Jackson St.

By Appointment Only
Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voice Culture for Singing and Speaking

Concert. Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

BASSO
CANTANTE

VOICE CULTUF^ AND OPERATIC TRAINING
Perfeifl Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

Joaquin S. Wanrell

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's, Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION. P1..VNO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
EST.ABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French, German. Musical History and Sight Reading in progress. Practice

lessons •w\\\\ ipecially coached accompanists may be arranged for—also by non-students

oftheschool. Studio. 818 Grove St.. near rillmore. Tel. Park 1 069.
In Berkeley Tuesday. 232 1 Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at Snell

Seminar>'

,

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Organiil Firfl Prejbylenan Church

Teacher of PIANO and ORGAN

Studio : 1 1 1 7 Paru St. Alameda, California

The Bering^y
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.

Cl Established 18%

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano, Theory, and Composition; \ oice (Italian Method),

Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ejisemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

FREID R. J. RAU
Pacific Coast Agent for

HAWKES & SON
London, England

High-Grade Band Instruments
Bargains in Second-Hand Instruments

170 PAGE ST., SAN FRANCISCO Phone Market 5513

Sari Francisco Conservatory of Music
C S. BONELLI, Director Cor. PIERCE and CAUFORMA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teacfiers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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MAGNIFICENT PROGRAM FOR PORTOLA WEEK AT
THE ORPHEUM.

Portola week will be most delightfully celebrated at the

Orpheum. The theatre will be brilliantly illuminated and

tastefully and appropriately decorated within and without and
the programme to be presented next week will be one of the

most enjoyable incidents of the coming festivities.

George Bloomquest, one of the most popular light comedians
that have appeared in this city, and now a full-fledged head-

liner in vaudeville will appear in a sketch expressly written

for him by Victor H. Smalley, called "Nerve." Mr. Bloom-

quest will be supported by a capital little company which

includes Rubyn Thorpe, Earl D. Dwire and Thomas Broom.
He has scored a great hit in all the theatres he has appeared in.

Eugene Howard and Willie will present their immensely
successful act "The Messenger Boy and The Thespian." They
are both capital vocalists with a popular selection of songs,

and their comedy places them in a class by themselves. The
Hebrew Messenger Boy of Willie Howard brims over with fun

and there is not a dull moment in their entire act.

Martinettis and Sylvester, two exceptionally strenuous and
agile comedians who are often called "The Boys with The
Chairs" will introduce a novelty in acrobatics entitled "An
Attempt At Suicide." While Joe Sylvester is a famous clown,

Clark Martinettie is a remarkable athlete. Probably no pan-

tomlmist has succeeded in the art of "falling" of "breaking a

fall" as Sylvester has, and in many of his surprising tumbles

it would seem that he had broken every bone in his body.

All this is done with fine comedy effect, and the audience will

readily agree that the act is appropriately called "An Attempt
At Suicide."

Ballerini's Canine Tumblers will give a most wonderful

exhibition of animal sagacity. Not a command is given or a

whip used to them. Each has learned his part perfectly and
exhibits the consciousness of his ability by a certain air of

pride and self satisfaction. These little dogs are apt pupils

and with them is associated a kitten in whom Mr. Ballerini

takes a special pride. Their performance is a delightfully

interesting one to children. Next week will terminate the

engagement of that glorious Sextette, The Tuscany Trouba-

dours, the marvelous Six Glinserettis and those diverting

German comedians Carlina and Clark. It will be also the last

of the gifted and popular actress Valerie Bergere, who in

response to a numerously expressed wish will revive for the

first time here in several seasons the charming comedietta

"Billie's First Love," which in the opinion of many is her

greatest vaudeville triumph. A new series of motion pictures

particularly suited to the occasion will terminate the enter-

tainment.

Musical Review Rules That Will be Enforced.

FRICK PUPILS IN GREEK THEATRE.

Four professional pupils of Romeo Frick, the Oakland vocal

teacher, presented the "Half-Hour of Music" at the Greek
Theatre, Sunday, Sept. 26th.

Although clouds threatened the first part of the program,

a large audience (five to six thousand) gathered to listen,

showing the interest taken in the work of Prick pupils.

The program given was as follows: "La Dove prendre"

(Mozart);, Miss Lucy Van de Mark and Miss Amelia Laviosa;

"Parla" (Ardite), Miss Edna Riley; "11 Balen" (II Trovatore)

(Verdi), Thomas Walker; Aria, "St. Paul" (Mendellsohn),

Miss Van de Mark; Aria, "Luisa Miller" (Verdi), Miss La-

viosa; Trio, "Attila" (Verdi), Miss Van de Mark, Miss Riley

and Mr. Walker. Accompanist, .lohn Hartigan.

Mr. Amies, of the University Dramatic Committee, stated:

"The work of the Frick pupils was of a high standard. Each
soloist sang as an artist. It was not the work of pupils."

The San Francisco Chronicle wrote: "The program was one
of the most successful of the season from a musical point of

view."

Mascagni is going to do the best he can in Rome at the

Teatro Consanzi. He is going to give a kind of a review

repertory, the first period including Monteverde, Peri, Cavalli;

the second, Paesiello and Cimarosa, while the third will be

devoted to Rossini, Verdi, Bellini and the neo-Italians. He
says, very wisely; "I admit all expressions of art so long as

their form is architectural. A work which is devoid of archi-

tecture is not even to be discussed." And we may add that

among those musical works which have an architectural

structure in this sense, none is more perfect than his own
"Cavalleria Rusticana."—Musical Courier.

Every advertising bill must be paid on the first day
of each month. If not paid on or before tine fifteenth

of each month advertisement will be discontinued. If

not paid on or before the first day of the month follow-

ing account will be turned over to collector.

All subscriptions must be paid two weeks after date
of expiration notices mailed from this office. If not
paid paper will be promptly discontinued.
Only advertisers are entitled to insertion of advance

notices of concerts, pictures, studio removal notices,

etc. Bona fide news items are always solicited.

This paper will establish a list of California artists

and church choir singers. Anyone desirous of appear-
ing on this list, which will be forwarded to anyone like-

ly to engage artists, may send in his or her name. No
charge will be made for such entrance nor any com-
mission charged in case an engagement is secured. If

artist is not known to the editor by reputation he or she
must satisfy him as to required competency. No charge
is made for such examination.

Studios for Musicians
KOHLER & CHASE BUILDING

Rooms large and sunny, separated by sound-

proof partitions; especially adapted to the use of

musicians and teachers of music ; ready for occu-

pancy December 1 , 1 909.

FOR PLANS AND RESERVATIONS. APPLY

SPECK, PASCHEL & CO., Agents
228 Montgomery St., Mills Building

Telephone Kearny 1642

"Harper's Weekly" of October 2, has pictures of the per-

formance of "Macbeth" in Maurice Maeterlinck's castle in

France. The pictures are about the same as those of the

"London Illustrated News" referred to last week.

GRAND SPANISH
MUSIC FESTIVAL
Under the Auspices of the PORTOU COMMITTEE

G. S. WANRELL. Director

Chorus of 100 Voices

Cassassa's Orchestra

Efficient Soloists

DREAMLAND RINK
STEINER STREET near SUTTER

Thursday Afternoon, Oct. 21, at 3 o'clock

The Program will contain exclusively

Spanish Compositions for Voice and Or-

chestra, and will include several Famous

Spanish Dances.
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The Most Beautiful Piano

Store in America
Above is shown a photo engraving of our big new store. It is conceded by the whole music worhl

to be tlie best, and the most perfectly appointed home of any house in tlie world. The picture shows

but a part of our main floor and a portion only of the great stock of more than fifty grand pianos—

a

stock five times larger than is carried by any otlier house on the Coast. Just at this time about five

hundred pianos of leading makes are shown ; a disjilay which is worth your time to see.

Twenty specially built rooms are occupied by our great stock, making the opportunity for compari-

son lietter than is ottered at any other store, while in price and fiuish every individual purse and taste

may be satisfied.

Our new talking machine department on the Sutter street side surpasses in point of location, airi-

ness, convenience, comfort, and especially in the magnitude of its stock, and the courteous service

offered, any similar department in the West. All the finest in Talking Machines, and all the latest

records all the time is tlie motto, and it's lived up to.

The Wiley B. Allen Co.
Wiley B. Allen Building, 135-153 Kearney and 217-225 Sutter Streets.

Oakland: 510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington.

Other Stores—Los Angeles. Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego, Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.. Reno, Nev.,

Portland, Ore.
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(Continued from Page 8.)

at each visit, and turn hundreds away. The closing event of

the Philharmonic Course is the coining of Mme. Teresa Car-
reno, the greatest of all women pianists, who will be heard
in concert early in February.

In addition to these artists, Manager Behymer is bringing
late in November the much talked of Dr. Ludwig WuUner,
the great lieder interpreter, who seems to be more in demand
for his second season in the East than he was for his first,

which was certainly a most successful one. He is considered
today the best paying musical attraction in this country. In

March Mme. Tillie Koenen, the famous Dutch contralto, will

be a new personality to concert goers. Her forthcoming tour
will be her first visit in America, although she has been ex-

ceedingly successful in Russia, Germany and England. Dur-
ing the same month a decided novelty will be offered in con-
certs by a Spanish wonder, a child pianist, little Pepito Ar-
riola, aged ten, who has been astonishing Europe, and is said
to be a rarely gifted prodigy.
For April the Flonzaley Quartet has been secured. This is

reputed to be the finest quartet in the world; it is a Swiss
organization, and for the last eight years has played nothing
but ensemble music, the members not being permitted to play
in orchestras, to teach, nor to appear with any other organiza-
tion. The season's final attraction will be the Walter Dam-
rosch Orchestra and the famous dancer, Isadora Duncan,
whose success in the East and in Europe has been nothing
short of sensational. Her classic dancing, with which she
interprets the musical compositions of the masters, has been
the talk of the day, so full is it of exquisite beauty and poetry.
The reserved seat sale for the Great Philharmonic Course,

whose prices will remain the same as heretofore, will com-
mence at the Behymer office in the Bartlett Music Company's
store on Monday, October 18th. The first three days of the
week will be devoted to the re-reservation of the season ticket
holders of last year, and the regular seat sale will open to
the public on Thursday, October 21st.

THE GAMUT CLUB.

The Gamut Club.—The Gamut Club of Los Angeles held
its regular monthly meeting at Gamut Club Hall, on
Wednesday evening, October 6th. There was a very
large attendance and the finest kind of good fellow-
ship prevailed throughout the evening. As usual the
regular session was preceded by a dinner, accompanied
by the liquid refreshments, without which a genuine
musicians' feast would be incomplete, and after the inhar-
monious rattle of dishes had subsided President Charles Far-
well Edson opened the artistic proceeding by calling upon
Henry Balfour to entertain the members with an aria from
"La Boheme." Mr. Balfour used to be a resident of Los
Angeles several years ago, but, according to the proverbial
fate of the local prophet, he had to seek recognition else-
where, and after the well known vicissitudes of the American
artist seeking engagements without the assistance of a million-
aire, Mr. Balfour finally found his opportunity and immediate-
ly conquered. He is now under contract for thirty concerts
throughout the Southwestern territory. Mr. Balfour is worthy
of every encouragement and every support that may be ten-
dered him. He possesses a tenor of splendid timbre and
pleasing flexibility and he sings with an emotional judgment
and an artistic abandon that reveals the genuine spark of
artistry imbedded in his heart. That such an artist has
lived in California for so long without gaining the popular
recognition which surely would reward him, if he only
received adequate opportunities to be heard, once more proves
our contention that there is something radically wrong some-
where on this Coast in the matter of giving opportunities to
resident artists. Once more the necessity of a musical journal,
that calls attention to these facts, has been demonstrated,
and we will not rest until our Pacific Coast artists will
receive the same attention that any other artist meets with,
if we have to struggle and fight years to attain such aim.

Mr. Balfour aroused his audience to the highest pitch of
enthusiasm Matured musicians and men beyond the age of
easily aroused sentiments shouted their approval and reward-
ed the artist with an ovation the like of which is rarely wit-
nessed even at the Gamut Club. Our heart grew light under
the influence of these genuine music lovers who place the
ability of an artist above his name and fame. If we had
an organization like the Gamut Club in San Francisco (and
the American Music Society, provided our musicians take a
hold of it, is likely to be just such an organization), many
musical problems could be solved without difficulty and with
certainty of success. Mr. Colby, one of the leading organists
and piano teachers of Los Angeles, accompanied Mr. Balfour
with that musicianly judgment for which all his colleagues

respect him. Mr. Balfour's brilliant effort was succeeded by a
recitation by Mr. Fanning, an original song by Mr. Hill
accompanied by Mr. Stebbins, and a piano solo by Mr.
Stebbins.
The musical part of the program having come to a suc-

cessful conclusion, the President called upon various members
and guests for remarks. Isidor Dockweiler, a prominent at-

torney of the Angel City, made quite an oration regarding the
necessity of the Gamut Club, and, blending humor with pathos
in referring to his financial connection with the Dobinson
Auditorium, which is now the Gamut Club Auditorium, he
retained the attention of his hearers to the end and evoked
a salvo of applause at the conclusion of his brilliant flight of
oratory.
The editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review took as his

theme the Music Festival now being launched in Los Angeles,
and stated that such events can only then be successful when
those interested in them believe in them and cause their
remarks to carry conviction. Unless anyone espousing the
cause of a deserving movement is able to inspire confidence in

those people whom he addresses no interest can be awakened
in any cause and such cause can never assume gigantic pro-
portions and universal recognition. He asserted that the
Annual Los Angeles Music Festival must be something magni-
ficent, something so far .above the ordinary that it rises

as an isolated peak above every other endeavor so far at-

tempted in the metropolis of Southern California. And unless
this Festival is being arranged with this big point in view,
and is carried out by a group of people who are themselves
convinced of the magnitude of the event, and thus inspire
enthusiasm among all those whom they come in contact with,
thus arousing the spirit of energy and ambition among their
fellowmen, the Annual Los Angeles Music Festival can never
come to a successful end.

President Edson then called upon the committee appointed
to make arrangements for ihe next jinks and E. E. Salyer and
W. E. Strobridge, committee members who were present, sug-
gested a plan of such unique proportions that the members
enthusiastically approved the plan. Then the President asked
Mr. Behymer whether the committee who had the preliminary
plans for the big festival in hand were ready to offer any
suggestions and Mr. Behymer's able report is found at the
head of this article. The meeting then adjourned to be
resumed on Wednesday, November 3rd.

(Continued on Page 20.)
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Music in the Public Schools.—In the same manner as Los
Angeles supports a unique musical organization that

is doing things in behalf of musical progress in the

Gamut Club, so this city is entitled to more than
ordinary recognition in the manner in which it introduced
good music among the public school children. There is no
surer way to establish a genuine musical atmosphere in a

community than by enabling school children—the rising

generation, to partake of a healthy musical bill of fare. And
to enable these children to take advantage of good musical
offerings, it is absolutely necessary to bring the price of

admission down to bedrock, so that every child, be it ever so

humble, should be able to receive an advantage from this

opportunity. Should any school child be so destitute as to be
unable to afford even a very modest price of admission then
there should be someone to see to it that such child receives

sufficient support to enable it to partake of the same advan-
tages which are accorded to its fellow students—provided
there exists in the mind of the child a real craving to hear
music. Charles Farwell Edson had the splendid inspiration

to give the public school children in Los Angeles and other

Southern California cities exactly such an opportunity. In

order to make the prices right he suggested to engage only

resident artists and there are a number of resident artists in

Los Angeles thoroughly efficient to give these children a

splendid idea as to what good music stands for. In this

manner the children, by paying their ten and twenty-
five cent pieces, secured a musical education of great value

and the resident artists, by being paid with several hundred
of these little ten and twenty-five cent pieces, had no reason

to complain regarding adequate remuneration for their ser-

vices. Here was a plan by which the rising generation bene-

fitted through the ability of its own fellow citizens. Is this

not a splendid proposition?
* * *

But, Mr. Edson's plan included an advantage which even he
perhaps did not suspect and this advantage consists in pre-

senting to the student the limited number of efficient artist?

residing in California, and thus implant in the youthful mind
a loyalty and faith in these artists and prevent these children

from falling into the error of their elders and consider them-
selves needful of constant changes of artists. This desire

for constant changes engenders fickleness and puts musical
taste upon a basis of insecurity and frailty, which it can never
stand upon with confidence. "Once an artist—always an
artist" should be the slogan of every music lover, and it should
afford as much enjoyment and pleasure to hear the same
artist in various programs as to hear various artists in the

same programs. We are thoroughly convinced of the fact

that children will be far more benefitted musically it they
hear competent resident artists interpret extensive repertoires

during a succession or series of annual concerts, than if they
listen to great artists whose language they do not understand,
whose philosophic musical sentiments are beyond their child-

ish comprehension, and whose greatness and aloofness to them
obscures the value of the musical impression made upon the

youthful mind. And so we claim that the only way to bene-
fit school children with concerts is to give them local artists

of ability to interpret the works of the masters, for with
these local artists, who should appear often, the children will

become acquainted, feel at ease and hence will be more
receptive to the musical influence, and less likely to be con-

fused by the personal influence of greatness.
« • •

And naturally Mr. Edson's splendid scheme was a success.

Financially it was nothing to brag about. It was, however,
not a loss and the children gave evidence that they enjoyed
it thoroughly. But, like in the case of the Bach Festivals in

Berkeley, which through Dr. Wolle attracted thousands of

people from the very kernel of the masses, and thus afforded

a welcome opportunity to those who usually do not attend
concerts, there arose a clique who envied Mr. Edson his suc-

cess, and the hue and cry arose that Mr. Edson tried to

monopolize music in the public schools and was making more
money out of the scheme than he should. Surely humanity
is still a very, very weak and narrow piece of creation when
the only thing people can see in a man's successful endeavours
in behalf of the multitude is the direct gain that may accrue
to him from such an enterprise. Will the time ever come
that an undertaking will be accepted for its moral value
rather than for its intrinsic value? Suppose Mr. Edson
should monopolize this phase of music in the public schools
and should be the only one through whose efforts these child-

ren are able to cultivate a musical taste why should there be
any objection? What is there criminal about Mr. Edson's
work that Mr. Moore of the public schools should attack him
in the public press? Must a musician who is endeavouring to

accomplish something valuable for his community be con-

stantly subjected to abuse and slander because someone else
wants to do the same thing he is doing? Why in the name
of all that is sensible can Mr. Moore not regard this plan
from the standpoint of the school children? It seems to us
they are the most important factor in this controversy. If

they receive the necessary concert by local artists and they
are satisfied and happy, why should there be any quarrel about
the person who makes them happy? Why must there be
always put at the door of the genuine reformer dishonest
motives and selfish ends. If the world should be guided by
such principles nothing decent could be accomplished and an
obstacle would be put in the way of those desiring to introduce
beneficial reforms.

* ... *

We do not know who influences Mr. Moore in his hostile
attitude toward Mr. Edson, neither do we care to know, but
we certainly suggest to these people that they cannot serve
the cause of music by venting their spite and their jealousy
on any fellow human being. If they are anxious to bring
resident artists before the school children why do they not
work hand in hand with Mr. Edson or anyone else who has
this cause at heart? Why do they not all join hands and
work harmoniously toward one common good? Of one thing
we are certain, if any efforts are made to bring great artists
before the children nothing good from a musical point of view
can be accomplished, for in the first place the small admission
prices demanded of children is not conformant with world-
wide fame; and secondly, the halo of heroworship for a great
name will absolutely destroy any possible advantage to be
derived from the musical part of the performance. Let the
school children attend the regular concerts of great artists
at reduced prices if they want to hear them, but for the sake
of all that is reasonable do not crowd the resident artist from
his rightful sphere and permit him to be sandbagged into
oblivion by the great artist.

To give an idea what has been accomplished in the Los
Angeles public schools last year we quote a few of the pro-
grams presented:
Popular Concerts Grade Schools—Series 1908-1909. Song

Recital by Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clifford Lott, Temple Auditor-
ium, November 2.5th, 1908. Organ— (a) Consolation (Men-
delssohn); (b) Largo (Handel). Songs: (a) Serenade (Schu-
bert); (bl Evening Star "Tannhauser" (Wagner): (c) The
Two Grenadiers (Schumann); (d) Slumber Song (DacDowell);
(e) A Maid Sings Light (MacDowell). Organ: Pilgrim's
Chorus "Tannhauser" (Wagner). Song: The Toreador Song
(Carmen) (Bizet). Songs: (a) The Little Irish Girl (Lehr);
(b) The Drum Major (Newton); (c) Off to Philadelphia (Old
Irish).

Entertainment Polytechnic High School Auditorium. Thurs-
day, November 12th, 1908. The Krauss String Quartet—Ar-
nold Krauss, first violin; Oscar Selling, second violin; Julius
Bierlich, viola; Ludwick Opid, cello. Program: Quartette
Op. 44, No. 3, Molto Allegro Vivace (Mendelssohn): (a) Trau-
merei (Schumann); (b) Canzonetta (Victor Herbert); (c)

Menuet (Boccherini) ; Death and the Maiden (Schubert); (a)

To a Wild Rose (MacDowell); (b) Menuet (Beethoven); (c)

Serenata (Moszkowski) ; (a) Au bord de la mer (Dunkler);
(b) Humoreske (Dvorak); (c) The Been (Francis Schubert).
Los Angeles High School—Song Recital, Presented by

Charles Farwell Edson, assisted by Mrs. JI. Hennion Robin-
son, pianist and accompaniste. Program: Love me or Not
(Secchi); Rest I've None by Night or Day (Mozart), from Don
Giovanni; The Lass With the Delicate Air (Arne); The Jester
(Bantock); To Russia (Homer); Sweet Eileen (Greene);
Rolling Down to Rio (German); Indifferent Marriner (BuU-
ard); Go Make Thy Garden (Lynes); On the Road to Manda-
lay (Irevannio); Song of the Sword-Tofana (Cough-Leighton).
Third Recital Grade Schools—Simpson Auditorium, Wednes-

day, January 20th, 1909, by Charles Farwell Edson, basso and
Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson, pianiste. "Rest I've None by Night
or Day," Don Giovanni (Mozart); "Drink to Me only with
Thine Eyes," Philostratus (Mozart); "Life and Death," Whit-
man (Neidlinger) ; "Lass with the Delicate Air" (Arne): "To
Russia," Joaquin Miller (Homer); "Nancy Lee," F. E.

Wheatherly, M. A. (Adams); "Believe Me, if AH These En-
dearing Young Charms" (Moore); "The Watch on the Rhine,"
Schneckenberger (Wilhelm); Consolation: "Spring Song"
(Mendelssohn); Piano, Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson; Scarf
Dance (Chaminade); "Go Make Thy Garden" (Lynes); "Three
Little Chestnuts" (Page); "Oh, That We Two Were Maying,"
Kingsley (Nevin); "Rolling Down to Rio," Kipling (Ger-

man); "Mother Mine," Kipling (Edson); "Molly," Tesche-
macher" (Lohr); "Armorer's Song," Harry B. Smith (De
Koven).
Fifth Popular Concert—Grade Schools—Simpson Auditorium.

Wednesday, March 24th, 1909. Blanche Ruby, soprano; W. F.

(Continued on Page 22.)
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
Beginning with the issue of October

2, 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view will be increaseti to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages... This will enable
the management to add several new
departments. The theatrical depart-
ment vvrill occupy two full pages, and
wrill contain straightforward, unbiased
and honest reviews of every theatri-
cal performance of merit in San Fran-
cisco. These critical opinions, which
will not be controlled by the business
office, will serve as a guide to our
readers in Oakland, Los Angeles,
Portland and Seattle, and all interior
cities of the Pacific Coast, in case
these cities should be visited by com-
panies first appearing in San Fran-
cisco.

Besides this reliable theatrical de-
partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review will contain a page of late
European news, and a page of the
most important musical news from
leading Eastern musical centers. The
Los Angeles, Oakland, Berkeley and
Alameda departments will be continu-
ed as usual, while more attention will
be paid next season to Portland and
Seattle. Additional features of the in-

creased edition vnW be announced
later.

In the 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyon applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00; one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue. We are desirous of securing as
many ANNUAL ADVERTISERS as
possible, and hence will, during the
course of a year, give such annual ad-
vertisers repeated use of the reading
columns or the front page. Those
who do not advertise at all will not
be entitled to advance notices for con-
certs, insertions of pictures, or other
advertising matter. They will only re-

ceive a notice after a concert.
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Skeele, organist. Euterpean Quartet, Normal Scliool Glee
Club; Mary Burnham Orcutt, accompanist. Program: (a)

Largo (Handel), (b) Melody in F (Rubinstein), Mr. Skeele;
Star of Love (Dudley Buck I. Euterpean Quartette; Spring
(G. Henschel). Miss Blanche Ruby; The Marseillaise—Words
and music Claude Rouget de Lisle, Mr. Dupuy and Euterpean
Quartette. 1st verse in French, 2nd verse in English; (a)

Evening Star. "Tannhauser" (Wagner), (b) Pilgrims' Chorus,
"Tannhauser" (Wagner), Mr. Skeele; (a) You and I (Liza
Lehmann), (b) May Morning (Denza), Miss Blanche Ruby;
The Old Kentucky Home (Foster), Euterpean Quartette; (a)

A June Day (C. Whitney Coombs), (b) A Little Dutch Lullaby
(Patty Stair), Normal School Glee Club; Overture—Tradella
(Plotow).
Sixth Recital—Grade School Series—Simpson Auditorium,

Wednesday, April 21st, 1909, Los Angeles Woman's Orchestra
Harley Hamilton, conductor. Program: Grand March from
"Aida" (Verdi); Finale from First Symphony (Beethoven);
Selections from "II Trovatore" (Verdi); (a) Opening of

Second Act (Anvil Chorus); (a) Prison Scene from Fourth
Act; Humoreske (Dvorak); Sextette from "Lucia" (Donizetti);

Overture to "William Tell" (Rossini).
* * *

Now the above will give an idea of what these concerts at

the public schools in Los Angeles represented. In the case
of the song recitals, the English words were printed in con-
nection with the program. Everything was sung in English,
thus getting the youthful audiences accustomed to hearing
their own language sung in concerts. On every program was
a biographical sketch of the composer whose works were
presented, thus giving the students regular lessons in musical
history. Eye witnesses tell us that the children were exceed-
ingly enthusiastic, very happy and very fond of the best in

music as was revealed by their judicious demands for encores
of certain things. Now Mr. Moore and those who influence

him want to change this exceedingly satisfactory plan, intro-

duce therein the foreign element of the visiting artist and
ruin an otherwise beneficiary educational course, because they
are afraid that a man who has planned all this might get a
little personal advantage from it. Surely human nature is a
small thing and needs clarifying pretty badly

The Municipal Band Plans.—The Supervisors of the City
and County of Los Angeles have voted the sum of $10,000
to be expended on a municipal band during the ensuing
season. The Mayor of Los Angeles has appointed a
commission for the purpose of presenting plans how
to spend this money. This commission consists of A.
M. Salyer, representing the Chamber of Commerce; E. A.
Geisler, representing the Merchants and Manufacturers Asso-
ciation; Charles F. Edson, representing the Gamut Club; F.

W. Blanchard, representing the Art Association; and Mr.
Edminsten, representing the Musicians' Protective Union. So
far the commission has decided to present a report suggesting
an expenditure of at least $15,000 for the present year which
would enable them to give two concerts a week during this
season. At the same time the commission will suggest that
next year $25,000 should be devoted to the cause and thus
give concerts throughout the year. Of course the pivot
around which the entire, contention revolves is the band
leader. One faction desires to see Mr. Hamilton or Mr.
Ohlmeier, both resident musicians in the saddle, while another
faction wants to get Leandro Campanari for the job. It is

possible that Mr. Hamilton, by reason of the dignity conferred
on him as leader of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, will

decline to lead a Municipal Band at the same time. Anyway
such acceptation might hamper his symphony plans. This
would leave the choice between Mr. Ohlmeier, a competent
local musician and Leandro Campanari, an interloper of the
most vicious type.

It is needless to prove that, if any man is appointed, a local
musician should receive the preference. We are not making
any suggestions, but simply express our opinion from the
standpoint of the policy of a California paper which stands up
for California musicians. Mr. Campanari has no right to this
position, because in the first place, he has never proved to be
an accomplished band leader; and in the second place, he has,
ever since his advent in Los Angeles, sneered at local
musicians, brazenly pronounced his superiority and done every-
thing possible to sow discord in local musical circles. He has
endeavoured to deprive deserving musicians of organizations
which they have built up in years. He has endeavoured to

belittle artists whose reputation has been established. He
has done everything possible to wrest positions from local
people who, by right of possession, were entitled to them. He
has tried to do this, even to the extent of trying to obtain the
symphony orchestra leadership under the plea that deserving

artists who locate in a city should receive the advantage of
progressive spirit. In our opinion, Mr. Campanari is not eflR-

cient enough nor great enough to be entitled to this privilege,
and if the citizens of Los Angeles cannot distinguish between
a foreign braggart and a meritorious fellow citizen they
deserve to reap the consequences of their gullibility.

(To Be Concluded Next Week.)
V*

MADAME MAYNE WINDSOR'S CONCERT TOUR.

Delightful Concert Soprano Has Been Booked By a Chicago

Bureau and Will Tour Eastern Cities Until the

End of This Year.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in receipt of a hand-
somely illustrated announcement containing press comments
and the repertoire of Madame Mayne Windsor, the brilliant

concert soprano of Los Angeles. Mme. Windsor left for Chi-
cago last Thursday, October 7th, in order to resume a con-
cert tour, under the direction of the Redpath Lyceum Bureau,
including about forty engagements. The tour will extend until

December 20th of this year. In this tour Mme. Windsor will

be associated with May Shumway Enderly, the eloquent and
versatile monologuiste, and both will appear upon the regular
Lyceum courses, as well as before leading Women's Clubs
and under regular theatrical managers, wherever such man-
agement may be convenient. Among more important musical
centers to be visited by Mme. Windsor will be Chicago, Kan-
sas City, Denver, Salt Lake City, Colorado Springs. Council
Bluffs and Marshalltown. In Chicago the two artists will

appear before the Press Club.
Mme. Windsor has selected a particularly choice program

to be presented on this tour. The repertoire will include
arias from "Lucia," "Rigoletto," "La Tosca," "La Boheme,"
"Magic Flute," a number of English, German. French and
Spanish songs, and as a novelty this efficient cantatrice will

present several of the Indian songs arranged by Troyer.
Mme. Windsor sings these songs in the Yuni language and
they have been received enthusiastically in Los Angeles and
other Southern California towns where Mme. Windsor had an
opportunity to present them. Previous to her departure from
Los Angeles Mme. Windsor gave a most successful afternoon
of song before the Crescent Bay Club of Ocean Park.
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Dr. Ludwig Wullner Nov. 23, 25 and 28
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THE PORTOLA FESTIVAL.

Notwitlistanding tlie fact that the historical reason

for this week's Portola Festival is the discovery of tlie

Bay of San Francisco in 177(), the actnal basis upon
which the celebration rests is the restoration of San
Francisco after virtually complete destruction in

the fire of April 18, 1900. Indeed, had it not

been for the fact of this wonderful recujieration after

one of the oreatest disasters the world has ever simmi,

(iaspar de I'ortola, the first (tovernor of California,

would never have been thought of and hardly any

resident of San Francisco could ever have told you
the year in which the Bay of San Francisco was dis-

covered. And so, we siipjiose, tiie excuse of the dis-

covery of this l?ay serves as well as any other to tell

the world at large that a rejuvenated, richer, more
ambitious and more optimistic San Francisco than

ever has taken her place among the world's great

metropolitan centers and is again ready to entertain

And in the same si)irit in which we accept the dis-

covery of the Bay of San Francisco as an excuse to
celebrate the city's apotheosis we may accept the
S]mnish national colors, in the decorations, the foreign
atmosphere in the nomenclature, and indeed all the
glitter of royalty and matters e(iually foreign to the
spirit of American national character and American
Statehood. While we might have preferred some-
thing more typical of the modern spirit of California
and the romantic symbolism that has ever graced this
(lolden State and its atmosphere of Sunsliine, Fruit
and Flowers, we may as \\ell bury individual o]>inion
beneath the ever insjiiring and almost marvelous evolu-
tion from chaos into order, from despair into lia])pi-

ness, from destitution into lu-osjierity, and while not
exactly enlightened as to (Jaspar de I'ortola's respon-
sibility in these wonderful changes, we will gladly
grasp the old gentleman's hand and exclaim witii

beaming countenance: "Well, old IVIlow, we are mighty
glad to see you. \\'e don't know why you have come
Iiere and A\hy we are so glad, but we are glad to see
you just the same, and bid you welcome."

And wi/h the same good natured acceptance of old
Caspar's introduction into the restoration of San Fran-
cisco, we welcome (^ueen \'irgilia. We do not exactly
know what Queen she rei>resents and, being told that
she rei)resents the (^ueen of Spain we are jiuzzhMl as
to the relation between the (^ueen of Sjiaiii and the
restoration of San Francisco, we take the I'ortola Coiii-

mitlee's word for it, and are as glad to welcome (^ueen
\'irgilia as we are to pronounce I'ortola with the ac-

cent on the last syllable, and would even pronounce
Alamed.-i in the same way if Chairman 1'. T. Clay of

the I'ortola Committee would ask it of us with that

engaging smile of his.

AVe care naught about the past. The present and
tlie future is our object. We realize the wcinderful re-

construction of this beautiful metro])olis. A\'(> are
liappy that it has lecuiierated from its temporary in-

disposition. \\'e rejoice in the uni(nie t'uture in store

for the Stale and city. We are happy that we live in

a community so ju-ogressive, so ambitious, so optimis-
tic, so proud and so artistic as this, and our joy is

given materialization by the pageants, the colors, the

electric lights, the fireworks, the ceremonies and every-

thing rei)resented in the carnival spirit. And if Gas-
par de I'ortola and the (^uen of Spain have nothing
to do with modern California enter[U'ise no one cares

a rap—at least we don't—do you'.'

w-^
DECLINE IN THEATRE AND CONCERT ATTENDANCE.

If the 'I'lieatrical .Managers' Association of San Fran-
cisco believes that the jiresent decline in attendance at

theatrical ])erformauces is only a temporary condition,

the gentlemen c(uistitutiiig that organization are sadly

mistaken. The public's gradual disinclination to ex-

pend large amounts of money to gratify the greed for

wealth among a few men who have virtually monopol-
ized the amusement market of the Ciiited States of

America has evolved from a series of circumstances
that opened the eyes of the people to the effect tluit they

have been im])osed ujion. The old saying that "you
can fool all of the people some of tlie time, some of

the people all of the time, but you can't fool all of

the people all of the time," has been strikingly verified
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in this gnuhial but ijei-inaneut disiiu-lination on the

part of the people to pay unreasonable admission prices

for performances whose merit is not in conforniance

with the glowing promises made bv ambitious jiross

agents and greedy managers.

We are thoroughly convinced that the American pub-

lic is gradually becoming enlightened in the siinie man-
ner as the European ])ublic has long ago become en-

lightened regarding the true intrinsic value of theatri-

cal and musical performances. A few years ago it was
not considered unreasonable on the part of a manager
to charge two dollars for a theatrical perfornuince on
the plea that it was produced in the so-called leading

theatre, that it came from the East, and tiiat it had
seen several hundred performances in New York or

Chicago. Today the attitude of the public is altogether

different. A production must be sensationally adver-

tised to crowd a hou.se, and even then this abnormal
entliusiasm would be found sadly lacking if a jiroduc-

tion iiisi)iring the same would make another bid for

supi)ort in the same community. Jlr. Savage, for in-

stance, very skillfully aroused the curiosity of the

American people in regard to the "Merry Widow" and
succeeded in gaining for it a spasmodic, abnormal and
unhealthy enthusiasm, which cannot under any pos-

sible stretch of the imagination be of any jirolonged

duration, because the very insistence with which it

was crammed down the throat of a palpitating, gasp-

ing multitude carried with it the inevitable nausea at-

tendant upon an overloaded stomach, be the same of

intellectual or physical character.

And this is the sort of theatrical diet with which the

American public has been fed of late—sensational suc-

cesses cleverly advertised by exaggerating press agents
and forced into popularity by reason of one or two ad-

vantageous features sufficiently clever to please the

masses. In this manner we find a musical comedy of

the Eddy Foy-Frank Daniels-De Wolf Hopiier-Jimmy
Powers type enjoy spasmodic prosperity until the i)ub-

lic, thoroughly satiated, has had enough of the swindle
and stays at home hugging its hard earned dollars.

Then we have that most disastrous of all evils—the
star system. An actor or actress who has gained popti-

lar favor through the exposition of a role particularly
suited to his or her capabilities is immediately picked
up, put upon a jtedestal and uuirked "Star."' Then a
I)laywright is commissioner to write a play bringing
out the best jtoints of the star's peculiar talents. Then
a company—mostly a cheap road company—is selected

to support the star, and pains are taken to engage peo-
ple inferior to the well advertised central figure so that
the latter 's favorable points may be enij)hasized and so
the public is asked to witness a play written to order,
presented by a man or woman with a limited ability

and supported by a cast as near the mediocre line as
possible. This u.sed to be the Xat (Joodwin—John
Drew—E. H. Sothern—Maxine Elliott—William Gil-

ette—Henry Miller—Margaret Anglin and others like

these—type of play. During the last two weeks we
Iiave had an example of such a play and star in the
P>illie P.urke engagement. Here is a young woman
who made a success as an ingenue in John Drew"s
company, and because of it she was jiicked up, a play
written ai-ound her, and what would have made a de-
lightful ingenue in a sjilendid company was ruined by
an insatiable desire to rake in the dollars by means
of the star system. But these written loorder and
".star" performances have also become largely a mailer
of inditterence to the public, and instances of united

sui)port in their inlcrcsts are Itecoming less and less

apparent.

And so we ha\(' shown how musical extravaganzas,
comic operas, written-to-order comedies and dramas
lia\e gradually been so tlioronghly over-produced that

even a popular actor or actress elevated to star.ship

can not arouse for them even a pa.ssing interest. And
now we come to the third point resi)onsible for this

declination of public interest in the high-priced theatre.

The vaudeville circuit, the moving jiicture shows and
similar entertainments have awakened in the public

mind the conviction tliat in order to be entertained it

is not necessary to pay two dollars a seat. It is pos-

sible nowadays to spend a pleasant evening at a place

of amusement for a jirice of admission ranging from
five cents to seventy-five cents. There is no use arguing
with the public on the variety in quality of these per-

formances. We know of very intelligent people wlio

consider a performance at the Orpheum far .superior

to most of the jierformances at the Van Xess Theatre.

And in most instances these jieople are right. At the

Orpheum they often may listen to comic opera, comedy,
burlesque, drama, concert and witness athletics dur-

ing one evening. At the Van Xess Theatre, while pay-
ing over twice as much money, they can only listen to

one kind of a performance. The consequence is that

at the Ori)heum packed houses are the rule, while at

the ^'an Xess Theatre ])itifully empty seats spread
desolation among the handful of people assembled.

Of course tlie theatrical managers will not continue
to stand idly by and let the public attend cheap
theatres while the leading theatres remain vacant.

There is only one way of meeting such competition,

and that is by bringing the i)rices down to the wishes
of the people and raising the character of the perfor-

mances by securing good plays, written for a complete
cast of efficient players, and thus meet the public de-

mand for evenly balanced performances of a certain

artistic merit. In order to achieve this result it will

become necessary to cut out the nuisance of extrava-

gant salaries for stars and engage competent people
at fair compensation, from the leading man down to

the "super." Xothing in the nature of freak perfor-

mances could attract anything like monster support
in Europe, and gradually America is settling down to

this same condition of demanding evenly balanced pro-

ductions of an un(iuestionably literary or musical
merit at a price of admission within the reach of

evervbodw

It must not be forgotten that the two dollars charged
for each seat is not all the expenditure connected with
a theatrical or musical entertainment. There is fre-

quently an after-theatre luncheon, which quite frequent-

ly brings a four-dollar entertainment up to eight or
ten dollars. A good many jieople consider the after-

theatre luncheon as a part of tlie evening's entertain-

ment, and would not dream of doing without one or
the other. X"ow, if eight or ten dollars is too much
money to spend on one evening, the people will cut out
one or the other. At present they cut out the Van
Xess Theatre and attend the Orpheum, Alcazar, Prin-

cess, \'alencia or Garrick, wli(»r(» they can listen to a
delightful i)erformance at less than two dollars. And
this will continue just so long as the Van Xess Theatre
jtresents disgracefully inefficient productions at top-

notch prices. Some day the management will wake up
and recognize the truth of these assertions, and we
hope by that time it will not be too late.
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THE EDITOR'S PRIVATE NOTEBOOK

A CHAT WITH MAUD FAY.

Distinguished San Francisco Diva Talks Interestingly and

Convincingly of Vocal Study and the Efficiency of Her

First Teacher IVIadame Anna von Meyerinck.

The ordinary interview, as it appears in tlie Sunday news-
papers, is usually the result of an at random selection among
the various actors or actresses appearing on the local stages
during the current week. Inasmuch as hardly at any time there
may be found among these people anyone sufficiently promi-
nent or sufficiently intelligent to justify devoting an entire
page to a chat which should contain valuable information, it

is but reasonable to conclude that these interviews are most-
ly a waste of space. I am certain that the average reader
very rarely takes the time to read an interview, and the truly

competent newspaper man despises it as he would the plague.
It has become as much of a nuisance as the comic picture

section, and is apparently only retained because the business
manager possesses the erroneous conviction that the readers
want such stuff. The fallacy of the daily newspaper inter-

view is easily apparent when an artist of real merit comes
to San Francisco, and when this artist may be interviewed
in such a manner as to divulge information not only inter-

esting to the average reader, but exceedingly instructive and
valuable to those students of art who look upon a great artist

as one who has conquered a world, and thereby has achieved
a victory which they themselves are eager to attain. In other
words, a great artist, victorious in his or her battles, has
many things to say that would eagerly be perused by thou-

sands of hungry souls. And so we find the condition among
the daily newspapers of San Francisco so deplorable that

when an artist who has achieved such brilliant triumphs as

Maud Fay, prima donna soprano of the Royal Opera in

Munich (and a San Franciscan), that the whole-page Sunday
interviews are devoted to the Valerie Bergeres of Orpheum
fame and the Billie Burkes of ingenue reputation. Neither
of these two are really worthy of an entire page in a big

daily newspaper, because neither of these two lias anything
valuable to tell the public.

It is true one or two daily newspapers gave Maud Fay cer-

tain space, giving information about her arrival, the length
of her visit, her success in Munich and additional personal
matters. At no time, however, did these reports contain in-

formation of that value to music students and to music lovers

which a successful artist like Miss Fay could divulge were
she permitted to tell them in print. We know positively that

Miss Fay says enough in a half hour's conversation to give

an intelligent writer enough material for two pages in a daily

paper. And so having noticed this deplorable lack of infor-

mation gathered by the reporters of the daily newspapers
from Miss Fay, we thought it but a duty to the readers of

this paper to discover personally whether Miss Fay had really

nothing to say or whether the reporters had not sufficient in-

telligence to differentiate between that which is valuable and
that which is less inclined to wet the reader's appetite for

news. And so we took the necessary steps to arrange an
appointment with Miss Fay, and as we supposed the diva
tells innumerable little things which are of inestimable value
to students and to music lovers, but which the reporters

evidently did not consider sufficiently important to introduce
in their articles.

Before the actual commencement of the interview I could

tell that Miss Fay really has become a great artist. In the

first place, she does not rise until the noon hour, and in the

second place, she has everyone around her paying that hom-
age which a King or Queen (be it of song or politics) usually

receives from everyone. I have known Miss Fay in her pre-

European days, and even then she had that regal carriage

and that superior mental attitude that divides the genius
from the commonplace, and so my anticipations prevented
either awe or surprise. If you should meet Miss Fay now,
after her big success, you will find her the same in her hand-
some, strikingly commanding personality and in her direct,

straight-from-the-shoulder views of conditions and people.

With a ringing and penetrating voice of musical modulation
she hammers her ideas into your mind with tack-hammer-like
force, and by splendid arguments she rivets them on the other
side so that you cannot fail to retain them and recognize their

value. I could listen to Miss Fay for days and weeks without

becoming weary, because she talks incessantly such a volume
of common sense, such a series of logical conclusions and
matter-of-fact conditions that merely listening to her con-
vinces one that she has not only studied, but that she has
devoted a great deal of her time to self-education, to the dis-
section of human nature, and above all, to the study of all

those things that combine to make art a noble and magni-
ficent intellectual power.

* * «

"The trouble with the young American student, and es-

pecially the young women," said Miss Fay, "is, that they are
too ambitious. They seem to think that all they have to do
is to go abroad for a year or two, take lessons from a promi-
nent teacher and then go on the stage or upon the concert
platform and earn thousands of dollars. There is no art in

existence that puts such strenuous demands upon the student
as the vocal art. And the most important feature of this art
is the correct placing of the voice. As a matter of fact, it

takes several years to bring the voice in that condition where
it is no effort to sing, where vocal declamation becomes as
easy as talking, and where all danger is passed as to sudden
loss of voice or frequent stubbornness of the vocal chords.
Indeed, unless the voice is properly placed no singer can ever
hope to become permanently successful. The placing of the
voice is an art in itself, and only few teachers have mastered
it. If the student really is serious regarding his or her artistic

triumphs it is necessary to undergo a long and strenuous
period of voice placing and of getting the vocal chords in that
condition which brings them under the command of the
singer's mind. .Any student who desires to study singing
upon the get-rich-quick plan can never accomplish much in

the world of art.
* * *

"I can not emphasize too strongly the fact that I could
never liave succeeded as quickly as I did had I not had the
proper foundation right here in San Francisco, before going
abroad. Had Mrs. von Meyerinck not trained me in a way
that was according to the principles of correct music study
I could never have continued where I stopped here, but would
have been compelled to devote a long time to learn many
things all over again. In Europe the teacher takes it for

granted that the student possesses higher intellectual powers
than he actually does. It the teacher tells the pupil a cer-

tain technical fact connected with singing he expects such
pupil to understand what he means and without giving the
reason why such a fact exists. Unless a vocal student is told

why such and such a thing is the case he can never fix it so
thoroughly in his mind as he can when a reason is given him
for every technical point. Many vocal students with splendid
material are ruined, because the teacher assumes that they
have more intelligence than they actually possess and that

they grasp a meaning far readier than they actually do. In

this manner teacher and student misunderstand each other

and the teacher is always blamed for the incapacity of the

student, when as a matter of fact quite often the lack of

application and absorption on the part of the student is re-

sponsible for his failure to imitate the teacher's illustration.

And so Mrs. von Meyerinck had prepared me in a manner
where I could readily grasp what was told me by Madame
Orgeni without asking unnecessary questions and without be-

ing injured by a system that demands merely following in-

structions and not asking reasons why.
* * *

"And with all my preparation, with all my years of study,

it still required three months of technical instruction before

Madame Orgeni would even think of permitting me to begin

repertoire study. When the placing of the voice is complete
then begins the battle of the study of repertoire, which in it-

self is a very long and hard struggle. Here, too, Madame von
Meyerinck had prepared me advantageously and saved me a

long period of unnecessary worry. As a rule when students

sing for European masters they select a florid operatic aria.

They could not commit a graver error. A truly great teacher

will immediately tell them to stop and will regard them in

disgust. What a serious musician in Europe demands is a

knowledge of classic songs, and here I came to Europe with

a repertoire of one hundred and twenty-two songs which, at

that time, proved of immense benefit to me, for I knew how
to sing them correctly, to the satisfaction of all the people 1

sang for, and which even now I use in my concert programs.

I not only knew how to sing those songs, but I had learned

them by heart, which always makes a deep impression upon
the musical scholar.

* * *

"The benefit of my tuition in San Francisco extended even

as far ahead as my stage career. In Europe you have no

opportunity to study ensemble singing. You are taught your

roles and your songs, but you never sing together with any-
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one else. The result is that in the event of a public perfor-

mance you are asked to meet an entirely new condition at a

time when you are already unstrung and when your nerves

are at high pitch. Still you are expected to sing in ensemble
in the same manner as you sing your solo. So that in the

event of operatic performances you never sing with orchestra

and chorus, and all the scenic and technical effects until the

evening of the performance. Here Mrs. von Meyerinck's ex-

cellent method of ensemble study proved of inestimable value

to me, and I could never be too grateful for having had that

experience. Furthermore, the study of harmony, which no

"But there is one particular point that can only be gained in

America, and which is impossible to achieve in Europe, and

that is thorough, conscientious, vigorous character training.

This cannot be done any better anywhere than in America. If

a young girl leaves her home in this country before having
undergone a satisfactory course of character training result-

ing from her freedom of action, her independence from con-

ventionalities, her association with men of her own age and
views, and the perfect ease in her deportment as long as she

adheres to proprieties—that is something which Europe can

never give her, and if, as 1 said before, a young girl leaves

her country before she has had the advantage of this charac-

ter training and comes within the influence of European con-

ventional life, she will be lost and will not be able to retain

her social and moral standing. Too many American girls go

abroad before they have learned how to take care of them-

selves, and although an American girl is forgiven for a great

many things because she is 'merely' an American, it becomes
necessary to convince the European mind that 'merely' an
American means a great deal, and although such an American
may take liberties and may shock conventionalities she can,

as I have reason to know, command the respect and esteem
of every European lady and gentleman, provided she has

learned how to deport and carry herself through a course of

stringent character training in her own country, before leav-

ing tor foreign shores. But that girl deserves to be pitied

that is permitted to go broadcast in a European musical cen-

ter without having learned to be mistress of her own actions."

THE ALBERT ROSENTHAL CONCERT.

THE SOUSA CONCERTS.

John Philip Sousa. the most widely known American musi-

cian, and the man who has written marches that have in-

spired the armies of every civilized country, will again be

with us on Thursday, Nov. 4. with his magnificent band of

fifty-five players. Eight concerts will be given at Dreamland
Rink, four being matinees and four evening concerts.

At the concert of Friday night, Nov, 5, a number from W.
.7. McCoy's "Hamadryads" will be given. Complete programs
of these concerts may be obtained at the box office, which
opens at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s, Monday, Nov. 1. at 9 a. m.

Popular prices will prevail, viz., 50 cents to $1.00, and chil-

dren half price at the matinees. Monday afternoon and
night, Nov. 8, special programs will be given at the Greek
Theatre of the University. In case of rain or cold weather
the concerts will be given in the Harmon Gymnasium. Seats

will be on sale at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s, both Oakland and
San Francisco, and at Tupper and Reed's, "The Sign of the

Bear," and 'The Co-Op Store" on the campus.

A very enjoyable and successful musicale was given on

Saturday night' by the pupils of Mrs. M. Venjohann Prugh.
assisted by Miss Lillian Nagel and Mr. Prugh, violinists,

and Miss Beth Van Haltren and Miss Nagel, vocalists. The
affair was held at the beautiful home of Mrs. Geo. Van Halt-

ren, 5,52 Merrimac street, which was tastefully decorated

for the occasion. Among those present were Mr. and Mr.

Geo. Van Haltren, Mr. and Mrs. Prugh. Mrs. Venjohann. Mrs.

Mark Everson, Mrs. Cougga. Miss Tilda Schalitz, Miss Alice

Schalitz, Miss Eleanor Brown. Miss Lillian Nagel, Miss May
Bolger, Miss Anita Couzza, Miss Genevieve Couzza, Miss
Alice Sanford, Miss Alice Morgan. Miss Beth Van Haltren.

Miss Dorothy Van Haltren, Miss Ruth Everson, Miss Marie
Pohl, Mildred Smith, Maxine Shell and Master Phillip Nagel.

Selections were rendered from Von Weber, Grieg, Schubert,

Schumann, Godard and Wagner.

Miss Delia Griswold created an excellent impression when
singing two contralto solos: "Dolly Shall Be Mine" (Harold
Fraser-Simson), and "Flower Song" from "Faust" (Gounod)
at a concert given during the session of the Convention of

the .ludges of the Juvenile Co\irt, the Probation Committees
and the Probation Officers of California at the California Club
Hall on October loth and 16th, Miss Griswold's pupils will

give their second recital on Wednesday afternoon, November
8d, at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s Hall.

Albert Rosenthal, the brilliant young San Francisco cello

virtuoso, who scored remarkable successes in Europe and the
East, has just appeared in Sacramento and made an excellent
impression, as will be seen from our Sacramento letter by
Mrs. Albert Elkus in this issue. Mr. Rosenthal's San Fran-
cisco concert will take place at Lyric Hall on Wednesday
evening, November 3d, under the direction of Ernst Horstman,
and it is to be hoped that our musical cult will be well

represented to do honor to this successful young San Fran-
ciscan.

Mr. Rosenthal studied with such masters as Anton Hek-
king, David Popper and Mr. Becker, the foremost pedagogue
of the cello in Europe, and his concert in Berlin was one of

the most atristic successes which have ever been witnessed
in Germany's fastidious metropolis. Owing to the success of

this concert. Mr. Rosenthal received flattering olters from
prominent New York managers, and he appeared in several
concert tours in this country until a month or two ago, when
he interrupted his travels to pay a visit to his parents in

this city.

Mr. Rosenthal has a host of admirers and friends in this

city who are anxious to hear him and everyone seriously
interested in music should make it a point to attend this

concert, not only because it is a meritorious event, but also
because a young artist living in this city and making such
splendid headway should be honored by his fellow citizens.

The program, which is an exceedingly interesting one, con-
sists of the following numbers:

L. Valentini—Sonate (17th Century); Bach—Air: Schu-
mann—Andante: Boccherini—Rondo; Dvorak—2d Movement
(violoncello-concerto); Piatti—Fantasie "Linda de Chamoun-
ix"; Tschaikowsky—Chant Triste; Davidoff—At the Foun-
tain; Popper—Hungarian Rhapsody.

It is promised that music lovers will enjoy a distinct treat

in the presentation of Amy Woodforde-Finden's "Pagoda of
Flowers," which is scheduled for production at Ye Liberty
Playhouse. Oakland. Tuesday evening. November 2, in con-
junction with an elaborate entertainment given for the
benefit of Fabiola Hospital. This tuneful composition which,
for want of a better name, may be termed a music-drama,
will on that occasion be given its first production in costume
and dramatic setting. It has been sung with great success in

concert in London and New York during the past two seasons.
The work is exceedingly interesting and. in some respects,

is said to remind one of Puccini's "Madame Butterfly." "The
Pagoda of Flowers" is being staged under the direction of

Miss Georgie Cope, an Oakland girl, who has but recently
returned from two year's study in Europe, and who will sing
the contralto role. Other soloists will be Mrs. Grace Davis
Northrup, Carl Anderson and Lowell Redfield. The choruses
will be sung by men from the Orpheus Club and a number of
Eurydice Club girls. Paul Steindorff will conduct. The cos-

tumes will be Burmese, for the scene is laid in Burmah, and
are said to be extremely beautiful. Seats for the benefit are
now on sale at Kohler & Chase and Sherman. Clay & Com-
pany music stores in Oakland.

THE ZECH ORCHESTRA CONCERT.

The second concert of the season 1909. to be given by
the Zech Orchestra at the Novelty Theatre next Tuesday
evening, promises to be one of the most delightful events of

the season. The young musicians have rehearsed diligently,

and there is no reason why the program should not be pre-

sented with that energy and that inusicianly temperament
which one has a right to expect of the Zech (Drchestra. Wil-
liam F. Zech, the director, is very conscientious and would
not permit any number to be presented unless it had been
behearsed sufficiently, and thus would be enjoyable to most
conscientious music lovers.

Manager Will L. Greenbaum announces that he has secured
the Novelty Theatre for many of his concerts this season,

the location being far more convenient than Christian Science
Hall, and the acoustics being better. There will be quite

a few musical affairs given at this house, and Mr. Greenbaum
is prepared to rent it for concerts, lectures, amateur per-

formances, etc.

John Morrisey, the well-known and well-liked resident man-
ager of the San Francisco Orpheum. returned from St. Louis
last Monday, where he spent a week devoted to business and
pleasure combined. Mr. Morrisey. as could hardly be other-

wise expected, enjoyed himself thoroughly, and was the

recipient of all those courtesies which his numerous friends

in all parts of the country are always eager to extend to him.
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THE MUSICAL OUTLOOK FOR LOS ANGELES. Y
Von Stein Academy's Ambitious Plans, J. P. Dupuy and His

Wortt, J. B. Poulin and His Choral Societies, Frederick
Stevenson's Latest Compositions, the Organists'

Association, And the Plans of Various Southern
California Musical Clubs.

BY ALFRED METZGER.

(Continued from last week's issue.)

In last Saturday's Pacific Coast Musical Review I spoke at

length of the big movements now in progress in the metrop-
olis of Southern California. I pointed out the organization

of a committee to further the plans of the big Music Fes-

tival to take place next spring. I referred to the orchestral

situation, the advantages to be derived by local artists, the

pleasure in view for the musical public from the engagement
of visiting artists by L. E. Behymer, the indefatigable im-

presario, the good work of the Gamut Club, the excellent

plans prepared for the public school children, and the plans

now under consideration for the permanent establishment of

a Municipal Band. Today we will conclude this review by
referring to plans by private institutions and individuals, thus
proving that in Los Angeles the inner home life and the

public life of music harmonize well and creat what is termed
a musical atmosphere. There can not be any doubt regard-

ing the fact that in Los Angeles this so called musical atmos-
phere is far more apparent than it is in San Francisco, and
it could be established in Northern California just as well,

if the musicians and the musical organizations would, like in

Los Angeles, work side by side instead of against one an-

other. But let us resume our discussion of Los Angeles
musical plans.

THE VON STEIN ACADEMY.—The management of the

Von Stein Academy of Music announces very ambitious and
artistic plans for the coming season. This institution will

give regular monthly faculty recitals at Gamut Club Audi-

torium. The first of these recitals will take place at Gamut
Club Auditorium on Thursday evening, October 28, and after

this, one recital will be given at the same place once a
month. The participants will be artist members of the

faculty only, and all pupils of the institutions will be admit-
ted tree of charge. Admission to outsiders will be twenty-
five and fifty cents, and school children will have a special

rate of ten cents, thus receiving the advantage of a musical
education.
There will also be given, under the auspices of the Von

Stein Academy of Music, two or three chamber music con-

certs by a very eflicient organization, consisting of Wenzel
Kopta, first violin: Julius Bierlich, second violin; Robert
Eckhardt, viola; Mrs. Elsa von Grofe Menasco, cello. These
concerts will be principally subscription events, and will be
conducted upon that highly artistic basis for which Wenzel
Kopta has long since been known to every serious musician
on the Pacific Coast. The Von Stein Academy of Music and
Los Angeles are very fortunate to have in their midst a

musician of such fine calibre as Wenzel Kopta.
There will also be given a violin and piano recital by Hein-

rich von Stein and Wenzel Kopta. some time during Novem-
ber. Mr. von Stein is an excellent pianist and ensemble
player. He possesses a refined musical temperament, is

quite a scholar in the matter of virtuoso performances, and
may be classed as a pianist in the same category that Wen-
zel Kopta belongs as a violinist. A concert by two such
eminent musicians should be attended by colleagues as well

as students, and Los Angeles can not demonstrate its title

to being considered a musical community more emphatically
than by making these concerts worth while giving.

During my sojourn in Los Angeles I attended one of the
weekly pupil recitals of the Von Stein Academy, and again
bore witness to the splendid training accorded the disciples

of this ideal school of music. The pupils played the various
compositions upon the appended program with a surety and
an intelligence that would have done honor to anyone who
had been especially prepared for them. I have never at-

tended a pupil recital in San Francisco that was superior
to this Von Stein recital, and I have attended quite a number
of musical affairs in this city (professional and amateur)
that were in certain points considerably inferior to the week-
ly musicales of the Von Stein Academy of Music in Los
Angeles. If you consider that fifty-two of these recitals are
given during the year without rehearsals and without the
pupils being aware that they will be called upon you may
be certain that here is something worth while accomplished.
The fact that none of the students know what they are called

upon to play, and whether they are asked to play or not was

evidenced on this occasion, when two pupils of two different
teachers played the same composition, as will be seen upon
the appended program;

Menuet (Xaver Scharwenka), Miss Rose Obenhaus;
Scherzo ( Wollenhaupt), Edward Wickern; Polonaise (Sei-
fert), Henry Wheeler; Impromptu G flat (Reinhold), Miss
Dora Brown; Prelude B flat (Chopin), Miss Nellie Brigham;
Prelude B flat (Chopin), Miss Blanche Skelton; Souvenir
(.Jadassohn), Victor Nemechek; Souvenir (Jadassohn), Miss
Loretta Payson; Reverie (Tschaikowsky), Raymond Schout-
en; Mazurka (Godard), Miss Mona Newkirk; Impromptu B
flat (Schubert), Polonaise A major (Chopin), Clarence
Bates; Ballade G minor (Chopin), Valse A major. Op. 17
I .Moszkowsky), Miss Clara Russakov. Ensemble numbers

—

Ballet-Scenen (Edwin Schulz), two pianos, four hands. Miss
Mona Newkirk and Clarence Bates; Symphony C major
(Schumann), two pianos, eight hands.

* * *

J. P. DUPUY'S ENTERPRISES.—Besides his large vocal
class, Mr. Dupuy is in charge of the vocal department of the
Y. M. C. A. and a Glee Club, which was organized a little

over a year ago, and which scored a brilliant success from
the time of its organization. The Glee Club numbers now
thirty-five members, and in conjunction with the Y. M. C. A.
Orchestra will give three concerts during the coming season.
The Orpheus Club, one of the best male choruses on the
Pacific Coast, will give three concerts this year. It has now
forty-five voices and its membership being limited to forty-

eight voices, the club will soon be inaccessible to applicants
unless they consent to he put upon a waiting list. Mr. Dupuy
is very careful regarding the material in his club, and even
now certain voices are constantly rejected because of their
inadequacy. The last concert of the Y. M. C. A. Glee Club,
of thirty-five voices, will have the assistance of the Trinity
Choir of thirty-five voices and thirty ladies from the Y. W.
C. A., making a total chorus of one hundred voices, under
the direction of J. P. Dupuy. The Euterpean Quartet, a male
quartet of superior artistic faculties, under Mr. Dupuy's di-

rection, will begin its twentieth season next December. This
quartet has had only one change in its personnel, and that

was twelve years ago. Having sung together for so many
years the members, as may naturally be expected, sing like

one individual.

J. B. POULIN'S CHORAL CLUBS.—The three big choral
societies under the direction of J. B. Poulin have begun their

regular rehearsals for the coming season with great enthus-
iasm, and a determination to advance still further on the
road to success. In number they exceed the membership of

all previous seasons, and there are considerably luore than
two hundred voices rehearsing under Mr. Poulin's leadership
at least once each week. The Ellis Club have already plan-

ned their four public performances with programs of unusual
worth and dignity. Some favorites of former seasons will be
repeated, such as "Frithiof" by Max Bruch. "The Lord of

Dunderberg" (Brewer), "St. John of Patmos" (DuBois). and
others. Of new works the club will perform quite a number,
among theiu "Nideros," by Protheroe, which is already being
rehearsed. At least two of the concerts will have the ac-

companiment of a full orchestra.
The Woman's Lyric Club, of one hundred voices, will per-

form the following cantatas: "The Fate of Princess Piyo" by
Henry K. Hadley, "A Ballad of Loraine" by Hammond, "The
Veranda" by Koechlin, as well as the usual quantity of

lighter works.
The Temple Baptist Choir, of seventy voices, will render,

in addition to the regular weekly chorus services, several

larger works for special occasions. Among these will be
"The Nativity" by Dr. H. J. Stewart for Christmas, "The Holy
City" by Gaul and Gounod's "Gallia," and an Easter cantata.

Mr. Poulin never anticipated a winter's work with so much
pleasure as he does this year, for he feels that with the

good results of previous seasons to their credit, the clubs

may safely count on the support of the general public, which
is ever ready to patronize and encourage any movement in

behalf of musical progress and art culture.
* # *

FREDERICK STEVENSON'S COMPOSITIONS—The Oliver

Ditson Company has compiled a series of circulars setting

forth Mr. Stevenson's most important works. There is one
particularly interesting announcement which groups a num-
ber of these works in paragraphs suited for particular sea-

sons. As many of our readers are interested in good church
music we will quote these for their especial benefit.

Festival and Thanksgiving—The Lord is King, Praise the

Lord, O Jerusalem, Behold Thou Shalt Call a Nation, Hear,

(Continued on Page 18.)
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METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE PROSPECTUS.

The Metropolitan Opera House of New York has issued its

prospectus for the season extending from November ITilh,

1909, to April 2d, 1910. According to this prospectus Giulio

Gatti-Casazza will be again the general manager, while An-

dreas Dipple once more assumes the position of administra-

tive manager. There have been engaged this year not less

than eighty-one soloists, among whom are 21 soprani, 16 alti,

19 tenorl, 14 baritoni and 11 bassi. There will be six con-

ductors, eight assistant conductors and two chorus masters.

There have also been engaged one technical director, three

stage managers and one assistant stage manager. There
will be two ballet masters, three premiere danseuses and
one premier danseur. The repertoire to be selected from
consists of seventy operas, and four ballets will be presented.

Stage setting and costumes will be particularly elaborate, no
expense having been spared to secure the best. The or-

chestra will contain over one hundred musicians. The
chorus will consist of 180 members. The corps de ballet will

consist of sixty dancers,
* *

The repertoire will be selected from the following standard

operas: Beethoven—"Fidelio"; Bellini—"La Somnarabula";
Bizet

—"Carmen": Boito—"Mefistofele"; Donizetti
—"Don

Pasquale," "L'Elisir d'Amore," "La Favorita," "Lucia di Lam-
mermoor"; Flotow—"Marta"; Gounod—"Faust," "Romeo et

Juliette"; Humperdinck—"Hansel und Gretel"; Leoncavallo—"Pagliacci"; Mascagni—"Cavalleria Rusticana"; Massenet—"Manon"; Meyerbeer—"Les Huguenots"; Mozart—"Don
Giovanni," "Le N'ozze di Figaro"; Ponchielli—"La Gioconda";

Puccini—"La Boheme," "Madama Butterfly." "La Tosca";

Rossini
—

"II Barbiere di Siviglia"; Smetana—"The Bartered

Bride" (Prodana Nevesta); Thomas—"Mignon"; Verdi

—

"Aida," "Un Ballo in Maschera," "Palstaff," "Rigoletto," "La
Traviata," "II Trovatore"; Wagner—"Der Fliegende Hol-

lander," "Lohengrin," "Tannhauser," "Tristan und Isolde,"

"Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg," "Das Rheingold," "Die

Walkure," "Siegfried," "Gotterdammerung," "Parsifal."

Among the novelties and revivals will be: Auber—"Fra
Diavolo" (revival); Blech—"Versiegelt" (new); Boieldieu

—

"La Dame Banche (revival); Bruneau—"L'Attaque du Moul-

in" (new); Converse—"The Pipe of Desire" (new); Delibes

—

"Lakme" (revival); Donizetti—"La Fille du Regiment" (re-

vival); Flotow—"Alessandro Stradella" (revival); Pranchetti—"Germania" (new); Goetzl—"Les Precieuses Ridicules"

(new); Goldmark—"The Cricket on the Hearth (new);

Gluck—"Orfeo" (revival); Humperdinck—"King's Children"

(new); Laparra—"La Habanera" (new); Lecocq—"La Fille

de Madame Angot" (revival): Lehar—"Amour des Tziganes"
(Gypsy Love) (new); Leroux—"Le Chemineau" (new);

Lortzing—"Czar und Zimmermann" (revival); Maillard

—

"Les Dragons de Villars" (revival); Massenet—"Werther"
(revival); Offenbach—"Les Contes d'Hoffmann" (revival);

Paer—"II Maestro di Cappela" (new); Rossini—"II Signor

Bruschino" (revival); Suppe—"La Belle Galathee" (revival);

Tschaikowsky—"Pique Dame" (new); Verdi—"Otello" (re-

vival); Weber—"Der Freischutz" (revival); Wolf-Ferrari

—

"Le Donne Curiose" (new).
* * *

The following ballets will be presented: Bayer—"Wiener
Walzer" (new), "Die Puppenfee"; Chopin-Glazounow—"Les
Sylphides" (new); Delibes

—"Coppelia," "Sylvia"; Divertisse-

ments, etc., etc.
* * *

The personnel of the company will be as follows: Soprani

—Frances Alda, Bella Alten, Anna Case (new). Vera Court-

enay (new), Emmy Destinn, Geraldine Farrar. Rita Fornia,

Olive Fremstad, Johanna Gadski, Alma Gluck (new), Isabelle

L'Huillier, Lucrette de Lievin (new), Lydia Lipkowska
(new), Berta Morena, Alice Nielsen (new), Lillian Nordica,

Jane Noria (new), Jane Osborn-Hannah (new), Bernice de
Pasquali, Lenora Sparkes, Rosina Van Dyck. Mezzo-Soprani
and Contralti—Mariska-Aldrich (new), Elizabeth Clark

(new), Marie Delna (new), Marianne Flahaut, Louise Homer,
Clara Koch-Boehm, Helen Mapleson, Marie Mattfield. Jeanne
Maubourg (new), Anna Meitschik (new), Matja von Niessen-

Stone, Lilla Snelling, Henrietta Wakefield, Florence Wick-
ham (new), Paula Woehning. Tenori—Georg Anthes, Angelo
Bada, Julius Bayer, Alessandro Bonci, Carl Burrian, Enrico

Caruso, Edmond Clement (new), Leo Devaux (new), Glenn
Hall (new), Hermann Jadlowker, Carl Jorn, Walther Koch,
Riccardo Martin, Wilhelm Otto (new), Georges Regis (neiv),

Albert Reiss, Umberto Sancarli (new), Leo Slezak

(new), Giuseppe Tecchi. Baritoni—Amato Pasquale,

Bernard Begue, Henry Dutilloy (new), John Forsell

(new), Dinh Gilly (new). Otto Goritz, Armando Le-

comte, Anton Ludwig (new), Edoardo Missiano, Adolf
Muhlraann, Vincenzo Reschiglian (new), Antonio Scotti,

Walther Soomer, Clarence Whitehill (new). Bassi—Paul
Ananian, Robert Blass, Georges Bourgeois (new), Adamo
Didur, Fernando Gianoli-Galletti (new), Antonio Pini-Corsi,

Marcel Reiner (new), Giulio Rossi, Andrea P. de Segurola
(new), Herbert Witherspoon, Conductors—Max Bendix
(new), Alfred Hertz, Gustav Mahler, Vittorio Podesti (new),
Egisto Tango (new), Arturo Toscanini Assistant Conductors
—Richard Hageman, Johannes P. Heidenreich (new), Ernst
Jokl (new), Hans Morgenstern, Jos. Pasternack (new), Fran-
esco Romei, Giulio Setti, Tulio Voghera. Chorus Masters

—

Giulio Setti, Hans Steiner. Technical Director—Edward
Siedle. Stage Managers—.\nton Schertel, Jules Speck. Kurt
Stern (new). Assistant Stage Manager—Norbert Zulkes
(new). Ballet Masters—Ottokar Bartik (new), Lodovico
Sarracco. Premiere Danseuses—Ivy Craske (new), Gina
Torriani, Anna Pavlowa, special star attraction (new).
Premiere Danseur—Michael Mordkine (new). Librarian

—

Lionel Mapleson. Chorus School—Leader, Hans Morgenstern.
* * *

From the above will be seen that quite a number of

American singers are included in the casts, and even among
the conductors the Americans has not been forgotten. The
repertory includes several comic operas, and it is gratifying

to see these splendid works revived. When we read these

itineraries for opera we cannot help thinking of the old Tivoli

Opera House, and wish that the management could see its

way clear to revive the days of San Francisco's annual opera
season.

-*v-

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, with ninety-eight musi-

cians and with Max Fiedler as conductor, announces twenty-

four concerts from October 9, 1909, until April 30. 1910, to-

gether with twenty-four public rehearsals. Among the im-

portant works to be performed will be the following. Those
marked with a star are novelties: Brandenburger Konzert,

No. 3, for strings (Bach); Comedy overture. The Pierrot of

the Minute* (Bantockl; Grosse Quartettfuge for strings

(Beethoven); Symphonies, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, 9 (Beethoven);
Scene d'Amour and scherzo. Fee Mab (Berlioz); Overture,

Rob Roy* (Berlioz); Symphony No, 7 (Bruckner); Symphony
No, 4 (Brahms); Tragic Overture (Brahms); Concerto for

violin and cello (Brahms); Epilogue to a Tragedy* (Boehe);
Impressions d'ltalie (Charpentier) ; Overture. Abenceragen
(Cherubini); Petite Suite* (Debussy); Paris* (Frederick

Delius); Appalachia (Frederick Delius); In a Summer Gar-

den (Frederic Delius); Brigg Fair (Frederick Delius);

Variations (Elgar); Suite, The Wand of Youth* (Elgar);

Symphony (Cesar Franck) ; Symphony, Rustic Wedding
(Goldmark); Suite, Au Moyen Age* (Glazounoff); Duo, La
Chant du Destin* (Glazounoff); Concerto, D major, for strings

(Handel); Symphony, E flat major (Haydn); In a Moorish
Cafe (Humperdinck); Symphony, Faust (Liszt); Symphonic
poem, Tasso (Liszt); Villanelle du Diable (LoefHer); Mort
du Tintagiles (Loeffler); Symphonies, E flat major, G minor,

C major (Mozart); Symphonic poem. The Cliffs* (Rachman-
inoff); Variations (Reger); Symphonic Prologue to a Trag-

edy, op. lOS* (Reger); Capriccio Espagnol (Rimsky-Korsa-
koff); Symphony, D major. No. 2 (Sibelius; Symphonic poem.
En Saga* (Sibelius); Suite, Swahnevit, op. 54* (Sibelius);

Symphonic poem. Night Ride and Sunrise, op. 55* (Sibelius);

The Swan of Tuonela* (Sibelius); Rondo Infinito* (Sinding);

Reverie* (Scriabine): Rouet d'Omphale (Saint-Saens) ; Danse
Macabre (Saint-Saens): Symphony, B flat major (Schumann);
Overture, Genoveva (Schumann); Overture. Manfred (Schu-

mann); Macbeth* (Strauss); Don Quixote (Strauss); Dance
from Salome* (Strauss); Sinfonia Domestica (Strauss);

Suite for wood-wind* (Strauss); Thus Spake Zarathustra

(Strauss), to be repeated by request; Symphony, Manfred
(Tschaikowsky) ; Serenade for strings, op. 48 (Tschaikows-

ky) ; Overture, Romeo and Juliet (Tschaikowsky) ; Symph-
onic poem, Francesca da Rimini (Tschaikowsky) ; Overture,

Faust (Wagner).

IF YOU WANT COMPLETE PROGRAMS AND AN-

NOUNCEMENTS OF ALL THE BIG MUSICAL EVENTS
SENT YOU BY MAIL ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO SEND
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO WILL. L. GREENBAUM.
101 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

W. J. McCoy's "Naiad's Idyl" from the "Hamadryads" ap-

pears on one of the Sousa programs.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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The Great

Bach Festival

Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Aieociate Member Five Dollara a Year,

Including Two Tickets for EUich Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee.

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intereAed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1 522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND
SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.

Elaborate

Holiday

Number!

gTt THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
^J REVIEW is now preparing a large and

^U handsomely illustrated New Year's Edition

which will be published on Saturday, December
25th, 1909. Besides containing a Retrospective

Review of San Francisco's Musical Life since

April 1 8, 1 906, the paper will contain special ar-

ticles about Los Angeles Musicians and California

Musical Clubs.

^TT THOSE who do not advertise regularly in

%\\ this paper will find the Holiday Number of

Til the "Pacific Coast Musical Review" an ideal

Advertising Medium as it will consist of an edition

of not less than Ten Thousand Copies.

^TT REGULAR advertisers in this paper who
\\\ have Annual Contracts are entitled to a

^IJ complimentary article containing 200 words

each; and if they pay for cuts at the rate of I 5c a

square inch such article may be illustrated with pic-

ture; the cut not to exceed 3x4 inches (two dollars).

Regular advertisers desiring to take advantage of

this complimentary vvrite-up and picture should send

in their requests and copy before December 1 st.

After that date no write-ups can be ac-

cepted.

SINGLE COPIES OF THE HOLIDAY
NUMBER WILL BE 25 CENTS.

Send copies away to friends and show them

what California is doing for Music. ' . ' . .

For Particulars Address:

PACIFIC COAST
MUSICAL REVEIW

Sherman Clay & Co. Building

Sutter and Kearny Sts. San Francisco
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RECITAL OF CARO ROMA'S COMPOSITIONS.

Distinguished California Cantatrice and Composer Presents

Varied Program Of Her Own Compositions, Assisted by

Efficient Artists, Before An Appreciative Audience.

BACH CHOIR PROGRESSES SPLENDIDLY.

'A select audience filled the larger part of Golden Gale ("oni-

mandery Hall last .Monday evening, when Caro Roma pre-

sented a program of her own compositions, assisted by a

number of competent artists from this city. The works ren-

dered on this occasion demonstrated that Madame Roma has
mastered the art of vocal composition to a nicety, and has

not only grasped the various emotional phases of which a duly

trained voice is capable, but has solved the problem of vocal

literature in a manner which inspires her to shun all at-

tempts at coarse popularity aiid restrict herself to the more
refined class of song compositions. And here, too, Madame
Roma does not fall in the error of too severe classicism, but

happily blends true musicianship with a light melodic vein

as pleasing to the ear as it is to the severe judge of correct

theory. The extent of the program attached hereto reveals

Madame Roma in a varied position. We have here instru-

mental works, ballad form, song cycle dimensions, dramatico-

musical reading and romantic songs.

Madame Roma's vocal ability is too well known in San Fran-

cisco to require any detailed mention thus late in the day.

Suffice it to say that she is endowed with the same faculties

that made her famous in the operatic world. Her voice still

reveals that volume and timbre which- thrilled her audiences
and her musical intelligence is as ever prevalent throughout
her interpretations. Madame Roma was assisted by Mrs.

Revalk. who is the possessor of a magnificent lyric soprano,

with somewhat of a dramatic timbre, and she phrases with

splendid taste and good artistic judgment. B. Liederman,
tenor, exhibited the mellow and delightful quality of his

beautiful tenor voice to excellent advantage, while Harald
Pracht came well up to his reputation as one of San Fran-

cisco's leading baritone soloists. Mrs. Margaret Weinmann
revealed herself as a pianiste of superior technical and ar-

tistic faculties, and Arthur Weiss and Fletcher Tilton did jus-

tice to the cello and organ parts. Mrs. D. E. F. Easton
proved to be a veiy effective reader. The complete program
was as follows: i

Organ-^Decoratibh' Day at Sea (from Sea, Songs), Mr. Til-

ton: Soprano-^ («) Legacies, (b) Good Night (new) froim

"Shadow.s," (c» ;;'Tia'you. Sweetheart, I miss (new), Mrs.

Williams: Baritone— (a) Thinking of Thee, (b) RecompenBe
(new), from "Shadows," Mr. Pracht: Soprano— (a) I Kiss the

Little Flower You Wore, (b) Oh I Sea (from Sea Songs), Mrs.

Revalk: Tenor— (al Love's Messenger, (b) Thy lips are like

twin roses, (cl The iJewSls, Mr. Liedermann: Cello—(a I Lul-

laby of the Waves (frotn Sea Songs), (b) Violets. Mr. Weiss:
Soprano— (a) The Prayer (monotone from "Wandering One"),

(bl Separation, (cl Forbidden, Caro Roma: Reading of Roma's
"Nell," assisted by Miss Weinmann, pianist, Mrs. D. E. F.

Easton: Tenor— (a) My one hour, (bl Faded Rose, (c) Golden
Chain. Mr. Liedermann: Cello— (a) Ligltthouse Lullaby (from

Se^a Songs), (b) Dreaming, Mr. Weiss; Soprano— (a) Your
tetider voice, (b) Resignation, (c) The Return (from "Wan-
d&lring One"), Mrs. Williams; Baritone— (a) Thou'rt like unto

a flower, (b) Sometimes, Mr. Pracht: Soprano— (a) The Let-

ter (from "Wandering One"), (b) Rejoice with me, Oh Sea
(from Sea Songs), Mrs. Revalk.
The same program presented by the same artists was given

at Ebell Auditorium in Oakland on Tuesday evening last.

Some time ago the papers were full with, the inforrnation

that Melba was forced to tour Australia because she needed
the money. We at that time refused to give credence to this re-

port, as it was known that Melba promised the people of

Australia that she would some time sing for them and on
her tour visit the more or less important towns of that con-

tinent. She has now fulfilled this promise, and we consider

it a noble work. Now a Melbourne paper publishes, under
date of September 20, this itemi "Madame Melba has regis-

tered her colors with the Victorian Racing Club and will

shortly have horses running on the Australian turf. Her col-

ors are olive green, mauve sash and white cap." Surely the

diva can not be very destitute when she can afford the ex-

pense of race horses.

Mrs. Marie Withrow gave a reception to Miss Billie Burke,
who is a former pupil of her's, at her residence, 2016 Pine
street last Thursday afternoon. There was a large number
of the friends and admirers of the clever young actress in

attendance, and all were pleased with the charming personal-

ity of the recepient of Mrs. Withrow's hospitality.

Rapidly Increasing Choral Organization Gains Steadily in

Membership From All Bay Cities, and Enthusiasm

Augments With Every Succeeding Rehearsal.

The Bach Choir, under the direction of Dr. .J. Fred Wolle,

iSi now well upon the road to its eventual triumph next

spring. All the members have taken a lively interest in the

rehearsals and are bringing constantly new singers who are

sufficiently interested in the cause of this grand music to

davote to its exposition all the energy, all the enthusiasm,

all the ability which they have at their command. The in-

crease of new members at every rehearsal is indeed gratify-

ing, and it is surprising how well San Francisco, Oakland
and Alameda singers are realizing the importance of their

co-operation, and if this influx from the various bay cities con-

tinues. Dr. Wolle will soon be able to call special rehearsals

in the respective cities around the bay. The nearer the date

of the great festival approaches the more mmbers will be

eager to partake of the victory. But it should be borne in

mind that the serious study of this wonderful music requires

time and energy, and should not be postponed until the last

mjnute. Those who really desire to become serious advocates

of Bach's immense works should become members now at

this time, when they can devote every minute of spare time
to- a thorough study of the compositions. If they enter too

late they might do more harm than good, and so we advise

everyone sufficiently musical to appreciate the importance and
grandeur of these events, to attend rehearsals now and be-

come thoroughly familiar with all their technical intricacies.

And here we desire to say a word about the soloists. Even
though the choir may have diligently and patiently studied

its part and at the time of public performance may be letter

perfect in ensemble as well as interpretative faculty, the

soloists may ruin the entire work by superficial and slip-shod

reading. There is no composition created that requires such
careful study and such strict adherence to real musical phras-

ing as these grand works of Johann Sebastian Bach. Indeed,

it requires brains to sing these works, and it requires the

exercise of all the intellectual machinery of these brains to

bring out the finer artistic shadings of the B Minor Mass
and the St. Matthews Passion. Unless strict attention is paid

to the emotional side of these solos, the music becomes tire-

some and much that would be enjoyable under proper con-

ditions becomes wearisome and ponderous. And so we sug-

gest that the soloists should be willing to attend as many
rehearsals as possible in order that they may thoroughly
familiarize themselv'es with the musicianly character of their

task and become en rapport with the choir, thus establishing

an ensemble of such nicety and precision that choir and
soloist become one huge instrument swayed by the magic
wand of the director's inspiration.

Those who attended the first Bach Festival at the Greek
Theatre last April did not receive as concise an impression
of] the real,.grandeur of this music, because like every first

attempt, there crept in little discrepancies that could not be
avoided. We are certainly not backward in predicting that

the second Bach Festival will be so much superior to the

firtt one that anyone who, by reason of lack of comprehen-
sic^n, might have departed with the notion that the music is

tirlesome, will change his mind to such extent that he will

become as enthusiastic about the magnificence of these works
as! he was indifferent before. It is impossible to give a de-

scription of the music that could be understood by the aver-

ag^ reader. It must be heard to be appreciated. The Pas-

siojn music is so intensely dramatic and so gigantic in its

architectural beauty that it can only appeal by means of oral

detnonstration. This passion music requires a double chorus,

a (iouble orchestra, a children's chorus and an organ. Dur-

ing the tremendous dramatic climaxes the combined forces

unite to give the periods their necessary fervor and no de-

scription can be adequate enough to be equal to the actual

effect of these vocal structures.

Rehearsals are being held every Monday evening in Berke-
ley, commencing at 7:30 o'clock in the First Christian Church,
corner Dana street and Bancroft way. Anyone knowing
singers sufficiently interested in musical culture to take ad-

vantage of study in these works will assist the cause of music
immensely by sending names and addresses to the secretary

of the Bach Choir. Anyone desiring to become an associate

member of the choir may do so by forwarding five dollars,

entitling him to two season tickets for the festival. All ap-

plications should be sent promptly to Miss Lillian D. Clark,

1522 Spruce street, Berkeley. Telephone Berkeley 3294.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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A STANDARD

Grand Piano Free
BALDWIN, EVERETT, KNABE, STEINWAY or WEBER

The Pacific Coast Musical Review will give a Grand Piano worth from Eight Hundred to One

Thousand Dollars to any Musical Club, Musical Conservatory, Music Teacher or Music Student who

will secure for it the largest number of subscribers (not less than five hundred) before May 1st, 1910.

If the contestant who secures the largest number of subscribers should nol exceed Five Hundred, he or she will be

entitled to an Upright Piano, of the above named make, of the value of not less than Five Hundred Dollars.

Subscriptions Will Be Credited in Votes as Follows:

Six Months' Subscription - - - -

One Year's Subscription - - - -

One and One-Half Years' Subscription

Two Years' Subscription - - - -

Two and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Three Years' Subscription ...
Three and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Four Years' Subscription ...
Four and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Five Years' Subscription ...

One Dollar 500 Votes
Two Dollars 1,500

Three '

2,000

Four '

3,000

Five ' 3,500

Six ' 4,500

Seven ' 5,000

Eight ' 6,000

Nine ' 6,500

Ten ' 8,000

The Highest Number of Votes Represents the Largest Number of Subscribers

RULES OF CONTEST
Auy musical persou iu California is eligible

to euter this Contest. The First ]'rize will be

awai-iled to the one securinj; the largest num-
ber of votes (which is equivalent to The largest

number of subscribers). Anyone not winning
the First Prize will receive a Merchandise Or-

der representiug 25 per cent, of the amuunr

Contest ends

forwarded to this paper. ALL SUBSCRIl'-
TIOXS MUST HE PAID IX ADVAXCE.
A Coupon that will be published in each

issue of the Pacific Coast ilusical Review is

equivalent to Five ^'otes. It is limited to one
' week after date.

Only Xew Subscriptions will be counted.

May 1, 1910.

NOMINATION COUPON
Good for 500 Votes

Contest Manager Pacific Coast Musical Review.

Sherman, Clay & Co. Building,

San Francisco.

r>ear Sir: I wish to register as a Candidate
in the Pacific Coast Musical Review's Grand
Piano Contest.

Xame

Address

.

Town

.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review's

GRAND PIANO CONTEST
5 - Good for Five Votes - 5

For

Town or ("itv

State.

Bring or send into office before October
23 or vote will not count.

f^oid ill Flat I'(ivl;u(ic—Do Xot Roll

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS CONTEST EDITOR

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Sherman Clay &
Co. Building, San Francisco
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LORING CLUB GIVES DELIGHTFUL CONCERT. DELIGHTFUL STUDIOS FOR TEACHERS.

Old Organization Charms Big Audience at Christian Science

Hall, and Wallace A. Sabin Sustains His Position

As a Virile Director.

Tuesday evening last having been a most strenuous even-
ing in the matter of musical attractions on both sides of the

bay, it was impossible for the Pacific Coast Musical Review
to be represented at the Loring Club concert. However, we
feel in duty bound to give our readers a report of the event,

and so we reprint the account published in the San Francisco
Chronicle last Wednesday:
That the Loring Club is a tried and trustworthy friend with

whom companionship never proves disappointing nor ever
lacking in interest, again was proven last evening at Chris-

tian Science Hall, where to a delighted audience, filling the

house to overflowing, the chorus organization gave the first

concert of a new series.

With a program replete with beautiful numbers and all pre-

sented with abundant spirit, splendid coloring and artistic

finish, the evening's entertainment seemed but one more of

the many testimonials to the merits of a club that now is

entering upon no less than its thirty-third season. And too,

the concert forcibly demonstrated the splendid musicianship
of the director, Wallace A. Sabin, whose unassailable taste

and ideal and never-lagging tempos keep a program as fresh

and interesting at the close as at the beginning.
"Break, Break!" by John Hyatt Brewer, and ''The Long

Day Closes," by Arthur Sullivan, were sung in memoriam to

the beloved director, W. C. Stadtfeld. Adamant would be a
heart that could have withstood the fervor, tenderness and
pathos with which the eloquent voices imbued these lovely

numbers. "Songs of the Sea." by C. Villiers Stanford, proved
a delightful work, full of clever ideas and abundant in color-

ing as well as in excellent musical construction.
Under Sabin's able direction the club gave it a splendid

rendition. Impressive was the opening song, "Drake's Drum,"
with its marked rhythms, and touching was the second part,

"Outward Bound," with its tender and flowing style, so ad-

mirably suited to the half sad thoughts that fill the heart
when the time for parting comes. Dramatic and gripping was
"Devon, O Devon, in Wind and Rain," and admirably descrip-

tive of a ship on a storm-tossed sea. But of all "Homeward
Bound" was the song that charmed the senses. With beau-
itful phanges of key and a subtlety of music that enhanced
the iQvely picture presented in the poetry itself, this number
easily was the gem of the entire work.

Joi\n Carrington sang the solos throughout the work in ex-

celleijt style and received vigorous applause as his reward.
Seldojn has he been heard to such good advantage. The Sec-

ond Hungarian Rhapsody of Liszt, and also the "Dance of the

Hours," from "La Gioconda," were rendered by the orchestra
under Bernat Jaulus. Several other numbers were included
in the excellent program.

%%

EURYDICE CLUB CONCERT.

Successful Oakland Women's Choral Organization Will Give

the First Concert of the New Season on the Evening

of October Twenty-Sixth.

The Eurydice Club of Oakland, under the direction of Mrs.
Grace Davis Northrup, is beginning the new season with
more enthusiasm and a larger active membership than at

any time in its history. This successful organization is pre-

paring a splendid program to be presented on Tuesday even-

ing, October 26th, at the Ebell Auditorium in Oakland. The
feature of the program will be a beautiful cantata by Mrs.
Beach, entitled "The Chambered Nautillus"—a very ambitious
and gratifying work. Miss Susan de Fremery, the violinist,

who, has but recently returned from New York, where she
has been studying for a number of years, is to be the soloist,

and will be accompanied by her sister. Miss Virginie de
Fremery.

This afternoon (October 16th) Mrs. Northrup is giving one
of her informal musical afternoons with her vocal pupils.

Only those studying with Mrs. Northrup are invited to these
recitals, as they are given solely for the purpose of enabling
the young ladies to gain experience in singing for others
before they appear in public. Among those who will partici-

pate in the rendition of the program are: Miss Ruth Thomp-
son, Miss Edith Benjamin, Miss Ethel Ostrander, Miss Edith
Pennington, Miss Agnes Thomsen, Miss Katherine Sullivan,

Miss Edith Hibberd, Miss Bessie Patton, Miss Esther Bow-
man, Miss Mabel Smith, Mrs. Frederick C. Lee, Miss Aida
Reeder and others.

A Prominent Real Estate Firm of San Francisco Has Leased
Two Floors of the Kohler & Chase Building and Rents

Out Studios For Teaching Purposes.

The following announcement sent out by Speck, Paschel &
Co. should be of great interest to all teachers, for it touches
a subject dear to the heart of every energetic San Francisco
musician:
We take pleasure in announcing to the musicians of San

Francisco that the two upper floors of the new ten-story,
"class A" KOHLER & CHASE BUILDING have been divided
into studios especially adapted to the use of musicians and
teachers of music, and the accommodation provided in this
building for the members of this profession will be superior
in point of convenience, equipment and desirability to any
heretofore offered in the city. The building, situated on the
northwest corner of O'Farrell street and Bagley place, at the
junction of Market and O'Farrell streets with Grant avenue,
is easily accessible from ail parts of the city. The building is

a "class A" structure, insuring safety and a low fire insurance
rate, is equipped with every modern convenience, presents a
handsome appearance architecturally, and is one of the most
prominent buildings in that section of the city. The studios
are large, sunny, and well-lighted, and are separated by ab-
solutely sound-proof partitions. The interior finish is of
hazelwood, the floors of maple, and each studio is provided
with music and clothes closet, wash basin supplied with hot
and cold water, electric clock (Observatory time) and tele-

phone connection with private exchange. 'There will be fur-

nished to the tenants, without charge, light, heat, janitor
service, elevator service, hot and cold water, an attendant
to receive messages and make appointments, and the name
of each tenant will be displayed in the Directory of the build-

ing. We call especial attention to the fact that there will be
on the second floor of the building a large Recital Hall, with
a seating capacity of four hundred and fifty persons, and spe-

cial arrangements will be made by the management with such
of the tenants of the building as may desire to make use of
this hall for recitals or other entertainments.
The studios will be ready for occupancy about December

1st, and the floor plans can be seen, and reservations be
now made, at our office.

SPECK, PASCHEL & CO.,
228 Montgomery Street, Mills Building.

%%
Mme. Jean Jomelli who will be the first vocalist to appear

in recital this season, will devote her entire season to con-

cert work. She has been secured for principal dramatic so-

prano at the great Maine Music Festivals, Geraldine Farrar
being the lyric soprano. After that she goes to Boston as
principal soloist with the Handel and Hadyn Society, the
eldest and most important choral organization in the country.
Then she comes direct here to open the season of the St.

Francis Musical Art Society's events and to give public re-

citals both in this city and Oakland in conjunction with Miss
Marie Nichols, the eminent violin virtuosa. Miss Nichols is

one of the few American women who have appeared with
the Berlin and London Philharmonic Orchestras. She is one
of the really fine violin players before the public, and the
combination of these two stars forms a tower of musical
strength. The accompanist at these concerts will be Miss
Magdalen Worden, the New York composer.

V*
On many programs of late the name Edwin Schneider has

appeared as a composer of charming songs. Mme. Jomelli

has one or two of his on her list of offerings. Mr. Schneider
will come to this city with George Hamlin, the tenor. With
Coenraad V. Bos with Dr. Wullner, Magdalen Worden with
Jomelli, Frank LaForge with Sembrich and Edwin Schneider
with Hamlin, we are to hear some great accompanists, as
well as soloists, this season.

Mme. Maud Powell has been engaged for the first concert
of the Theodore Thomas Orchestra this year, and later she is

to play two concerts with the New York Philharmonic under
Mahler. Mme. Powell Is to play three concerts in this city

under the Greenbaum management, and will most likely be
the principal instrumental soloist at his annual Easter fes-

tival concert.

Herman Perlet is to make his debut here as an or-

chestral conductor at the first of the St. Francis musical art

events. Mr. Perlet has often conducted light operas in this

city, but never a concert program. He is to play the classic

music for the terpsichorean interpretation of Miss Inez Dib-

bles, who is said to be in the Isidora Duncan and Lois Fuller

class.
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

Phones : Broadway 3923, Home 25721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

FACULTY
PIANO—Heinrich Von Stein, Henry Immerman, J. W,

Moore, Miss Juliet Von Stein, Herman Hilburg, Miss

Virginia Swearingen, Miss Nina L. Barber and Miss

E. E. Pritehert.

VIOLIN—Wenzel Kopta, Julius Bierlich, Ferdinand Von
Grofe.

VOICE—Hugo Kirehhofer, Robert Eckhardt.

CELLO—Mrs. Elsa Von Grofe-Menasco.

ORGAN—J. W. Moore.

HARMONY, THEORY and COMPOSITION—Miss Juliet

Von Stein.

Strongest Faculty Ever Organized in

Southern California

Dreamland Rink
4 Afternoons and 4 Nights

Commenc'g Thursday, Nov. 4th

Sousaius^Band
Over half a hundred splendid players, assi^ed by

Misses Frances and Grace Hoyt, vocal duettiils.

Miss Florence Hardeman, violinist, and Herbert L.

Clarke, cornetist, and ten in^rumental soloists, fl

Seats 50c, 75c and $1.00, at Sherman, Clay

& Co. Ready Monday, Nov. I . Address mail

orders to WILL L. GREENBAUM.

CREEK THEATRE, BerRelex
Monday Afternoon and Evening, Nor. 8th

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Wednesday Evening, November 1 0th.

Coming;—Mme. Jomelli (Manhattan Opera Company) in

conjunction with Marie NichoU, violiniste, and Magdalen
Worden, composer.

Musical Review Rules That Will be Enforced.

Every advertising bill must be paid on the first day
of each month. If not paid on or before the fifteenth
of each month advertisement w/ill be discontinued. If

not paid on or before the first day of the month follow-
ing account will be turned over to collector.

All subscriptions must be paid two weeks after date
of expiration notices mailed from this office. If not
paid paper will be promptly discontinued.
Only advertisers are entitled to insertion of advance

notices of concerts, pictures, studio removal notices,

etc. Bona fide news items are always solicited.

This paper will establish a list of California artists
and church choir singers. Anyone desirous of appear-
ing on this list, which will be forwarded to anyone like-

ly to engage artists, may send in his or her name. No
charge will be made for such entrance nor any com-
mission charged in case an engagement is secured. If

artist is not known to the editor by reputation he or she
must satisfy him as to required competency. No charge
is made for such examination.

Studios for Musicians
KOHLER & CHASE BUILDING

Rooms large and sunny, separated by sound-

proof partitions; especially adapted to the use of

musicians and teachers of music; ready for occu-

pancy December 1 , 1 909.

FOR PLANS AND RESERVATIONS. APPLY

SPECK, PASCHEL & CO., Agents
228 Montgomery St., Mills Building

Telephone Kearny 1642

Overland

Limited
CROSSES

High Sierra

Great Salt Lake
BY DAYLIGHT

Chicago in Three Days

Electric Lighted, Fast Flying, Cross-Country Train.

Luxuriously Equipped. Pullman, Drawing Room,
Stateroom, Vestibuled Sleeping Cars.

Careful and attentive dining service. Parlor

observation car with library and cafe. Ladies'

Reading Room, Gentlemen's Smoking Room.

Daily News Bulletins, Lateit Papers and Magazines.

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland
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NEW PUBLICATIONS FOR 1909.

Interesting and Complete List of Novelties Published and

Purchased by Leading German Publishing Houses.

[By the Alusical Courier's Leipsic Correspondent.]

(Continued from Last Week.)

The first concerted "work" in the list of Frau Kistner novel-

ties is a "Lebersmesse" for eight voice chorus, solo, children

chorus and orchestra, by Jan van Gilse, of Rotterdam. The
vorspiel is issued separately as a concert number. Then
comes Karl Bleyle's op. II, called "Mignon's Beisetzung," for

boy voices, mixed chorus and large orchestra. Hermann Hut-

ter (Munich) has an elegy, "Volkergebet," for male chorus

and orchestra, as have Hugo .lochimsen and Ernst Wendel.
.Josef Haas has a string trio. op. 22, male chorus a capella,

op. 17. .Jos. Schmid (Munich) has a sonata for cello and
piano. While the Kistner list for 1909 embraces many other

valuable works, the firm is enjoying the interest shown in

Draeseke. most of whose large works are published by them.

The Richard Metz Kleitz overture, played last year in the

Gewandhaus and in Berlin, maintains strong interest for the

coming season. As to Draeseke, performances are contem-
plated by Conductors Pfitzner, Mengelberg, Hutschenruyder,
Weingartner, Sauer (Bonn), and Pohlig, of Philadelphia.

Kistner is also interested in Michael Berr, whose third sym-
phony was prize winner this year at the Berlin Hochschule.

* * *

The German agency for the Russian house of Belaietf rests

with Fr. Kistner. in Leipsic. The Belaieff novelties include

Glazounow's eighth symphony, his dramatic overture, called

"Chant du Dessin," and Sabaniew's symphonic organ tran-

scriptions of the Glazounow piano prelude and fugue, op. 62.

The Scriabine third symphony, op. 43, called "The Divine

Poem," also his "Poem of Ecstasy," op. 54, and six piano

pieces, op. 56, 57, are included. Furthermore, there are Blum-
enfeld's symphony, op. 39, and piano suite, op. 40, B. Kala-

fati's piano quintet, op. 11; Maximilian Steinberg's string

quartet, op. 5; Liadow's music to the Maeterlinck play, "Sis-

ter Beatrice"; Rimsky-Korsakow's terzet, op. 53, for female
voices, chorus and orchestra, also his "Nymphs," a soprano
melody with orchestra; furthermore, J. Wihtol's "Lied" for

soprano, mixed chorus and orchestra, and a fantastic ballet

by Tscherepnine.

Hansen (Copenhagen) has an entirely complete branch in

Leipsic, also controlled by the Kistner personnel. An exam-
ination of the firm's new books show Sinding and Halvorsen
as leading composers, and both in Christiania. Georg Hoe-
berg has a grand opera, "Wedding in Katakomberne." The
Sinding works are the G minor piano sonata, op. 91, and three

pieces, op. 89, for violin and piano. In 1908 Hansen had pub-

lished the same composer's dozen songs and the ten piano
sketches, op. 82. In fact, most of Binding's works are pub-

lished by the Danish house. Halvorsen's new works are

three orchestral suites
—"Tordenskjold," "Gurre," and "Der

Konig," respectively op. 18, 17 and 19. Some seasons ago
Halvorsen set the Handel passacaglia for violin and viola.

Now Michael Press has re-treater Halvorsen's work for violin

and cello. Halvorsen, last year, wrote a violin concerto for

Kathleen Parlow, a fact then reported from this office. Emil
Sjogren's new works at Hansen's are a piano theme and
variations, op. 48, and an organ prelude and fugue, op. 49.

There is an organ passacaglia by P. Matthison-Hanson. Louis
Glass brings a second sonata, op. 29, for violin and piano.

Axel Heine's op. 9 is a melodic suite for piano trio. K. Stecn-

den's op. 5 is of two books of lyric pieces for violin and piano,

and Hilda Sehestad brings fantasie pieces for cello and piano.

Other piano compositions are Viggo Brodersen's five pieces,

op. 3; Alfred Tofft's three "Stimmungsbilder," op. 46; F. Hen-
riques' twenty easy pieces are his op. 30. Five composers
are represented by new songs, among which are Christoph
Barnekow's editing of old sacred songs with organ, these by
Joh. Christian and Ph. Em. Bach, and Job. A. P. Schulz. Orig-

inal songs include Per Lassen's from "Stamme Asra"; Otto
Mailing's group, called "Mirza Schaffy," op. 69; Jacob Fabri-

cius' three "Ernste Lieder" for medium voice; M. Schjelder-

up's two groups, comprising his op. 62 and op. 63.

* * *

The intention of the Russischer Music Verlag (Berlin) is to

establish a press largely for compositions of Russian compos-

'

ers. The business organization is that of a limited stock
company. The first actual work of music printing is being
conducted in Leipsic, through the firm's agent, Kistner.

Though a full list of their compositions in work is not avail-

able, it is known that there are a piano quintet by Katoire. a
piano sonata, op. 53, by Scriabine, and a piano sonata by

Goedicke. Some time may yet elapse before the new firm
comes into market.

* * *

D. Rahter has just issued a complete 300 page catalogue,
whose last sixty pages classify the works issued for the de-

cade 1900-1910. Just now appearing for orchestra is Bala-
kirew's Oriental fantasie. "Islamey," and W. Braunfels' sym-
phonic variations on a child song of the Old French. Wilhelm
Berger shows three ballads for baritone and orchestra, Sieges-
mund Hausegger a work called "Weihenacht," for mezzo
voice, solo violin and small orchestra. Theodor Podbertsky
brings male choruses in larger forms. There is an easy
quartet (house music) for piano and strings, by Fred Seitz.

The English organists, I^emare, Silver and Goss-Custard, have
set a half dozen Tschaikowsky pieces for their instrument.
W. H. Pommer (Cincinnati) has five salon pieces for violin

and piano, Hans Hermann six miniature piano solos for chil-

dren, Ed. Podini a piano suite, called "Kleines Dekameron,"
and Emil Kronke (Dresden) three books of modern piano
studies. Mr. Rahter has planned four composition concerts
for Leipsic in October, November and December. The first

will be of songs, given by Mme. Bohm van Endert (Dresden)
and Kase, of Leipsic; the second, of new Slavonian music,
played by Ignaz Priedraann, S. Bortkiewicz and tenor
Scheiness; the third, a concert and reception for Wolf Fer-
rari, on the occasion of his "Vita Nuova," being given in the
Gewandhaus, and the fourth will be a children's concert of
house music. The "Vita Nuova" will be given in Baltimore
in February, under Conductor Joseph Packer. Other concerts
under Rahter protection will be eight in October, given along
the Rhine by Willy Rehberg. who will also talk. The Hugo
Kaun symphonic poems, "Hiawatha" and "Minnehaha," will

be given in Berlin under Conductor Langs; the Kaun piano
quintet, op. 39, at a Kaun concert in Krefeld in November.
The same composer's piano concerto was played in Cologne
and Dortmund by Madame Saat-Weber, and at a Kaun con-
cert in Wildung in July, chamber music, songs and the sym-
phony were performed. The fine Schellings fantastic piano
suite of 1907 is in the Rahter catalogue, where it still shows
signs of life.

George Merseburger's (Carl Merseburger) principal publish-
ings of books and works for musical instruction, but he has
just taken over a number of compositions by Rudolph Swints-
cher. They were formerly published in commission by the
late Franz Jost. The works are a "Dithyramb" and a very
large cycle "In Italy," for baritone and piano; furthermore,
seven songs. The firm's new books include the fourth revised
edition of Emil Vogel's "Cremona," on Italian violin masters,
the book including a catalogue of the known Strads and their
owners. There is a new edition of F. L. Schubert's "Vorschule
zum Komponiren," now by Karl Kipke. A former book from
the Merseburger press was Albert Fuchs' "Taxe der Streichin-
struments," wherein the author tried to help fix values on all

old instruments. For years this house has been publishing
the so-called "orchestra studies." with evercises containing
difficulties analogous to those found in the accustomed orchest-
ral repertory. The books are for every orchestral instrument,
and each year finds several new volumes. Besides these the
autumn brings original solo works for harp alone, and for

harp and piano, by Edmimd Schuecker, of Boston.

The Julius Heinrich Zimmermann influence is primarily
known in Leipsic. Riga. St. Petersburg and in all Russia, as
a musical merchandise firm. The Leipsic house, under a son,
Eugene Zimmermann, carries probably the largest ready stock
of Instruments in the world. They have the Russian agency
for the Steinway and Blutbner pianos, which they market
successfully. Their publishing of good music began only a
few seasons ago. Their chief work for this year is the launch-
ing of S. Kasanlis' grand opera "Milranda" in St. Petersburg,
where the work will be given in the Imperial opera. Zimmer-
mann published late in 1908 Balakirew's second symphony.
For 1909 the firm is bringing the same composer's (ihopin
suite for orchestra, built on four Chopin piano pieces. The
work is designed for the Chopin birth centennial at Warsaw
in February, when a Chopin monument will be also unveiled.
Next in importance is Tor Aulin's "Meister Olaf" suite, op. 22,

for orchestra, also his third violin concerto first played at

Hamburg-Altona and to be played in Berlin by Marteau early
in the autumn. The prime interest among piano novelties
will rest with the nine pieces by Feruccio Busoni. They are
supposed to be for youthful musicians, but nobody believes
that the youth will be able to reach them without a step lad-

der. Liapounow has here a humoresque. op. 34, and six

divertisements, op. 35. for piano. Josef Hofmann has a
series of piano pieces dedicated to Godowsky. Among the
year's early output were a piano "Solitude" by Sapellnikoff,

and piano pieces by Constantin von Sternberg, of Philadelphia.
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W 1L Li 1A IVl r. ZitLK^rlf musical director

The Zech OrcheSra Rehearses Every Monday Evening

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

California Conservatory of Music
Now occupies its magnificent new building on

147 Presidio Avenue
Between Washington and Jackson Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

(Jackson-Suller St. car terminal in front of building)

Largest Institution West of Chicago

DIRECTORIUM :

HERMANN GENSS, President

DR. H. J. STEWART, GIULIO MINETTI, DR. ARTHUR WEISS,

DR. ERNEST HORSTMANN

The faculty further includes such artists as

:

HANS KONIG,
WALLACE A. SABIN,

G. JOLLAIN.
LOUIS NEWBAUER,
HENRY B. BAERMAN,
MRS. M. O'BRIEN,

MISS FLORENCE GUPPY, and others.

Departments for Beginners, Amateurs and Professionals

Pupils received at all limes.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE 'DOUILLET. "Dean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages of literary studies free of charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose Cal Iforn la

New Orpheum OPARREIL STREET
Between Stockton and Po

Safest and Most Masn,

Week Beginning This Sunday Afel

enl Theatre in .America.

oon—M.a.TINEE EVERY D.AY

ARTISTIC VAUDEVILLE
llUe. Bianci in her repertory of Classical and Novelty Danc-

ing; Hal Godfrey & Co.: Keno. Walsh and Melrose: "Gen-
eral" Edward La Vine: Howard and Howard; Martlnettie and
Sylvester; Ballerini's Canine Tumblers; New Orpheum Motion
Pictures. Last Week—Great Success, George Bloomquest &
Co.. in "Nerve."

Evening Price.: lOc, 25c. 50c and 75c. Box Seals $1.00

Matinee Prices: (Except Sundays and Holidays) lOc, 25c, 50c.

PHONE DOUGLAS 70

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDON
T£N O R

Tpflrhpr nf ^inninn in all its branches from the rudiments of tone (.

I BdOMBI Ul Ollltjlliy
,j,^ 1,;^^^^ j„„h and CompUlion of Publ,

ORATORIO—OPER.A—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

By Appointment Only
Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voice Culture for Singing and Speaking

Concert. Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

Joaquin S. Wanrell
BASSO

CANTANTE
VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING

Perfe(5l Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's. Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION, PIANO, HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABUSHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK

Classes in French. German. Musical History and Sight Reading in progress. Practice

lesions with specially coached accompanists may he arranged for—also by non-students

oflheschool. Studio. 818 Grove St.. near Fillmore. Tel. Park 1 969.
In Berkeley Tueiday. 2521 Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at Snell

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Organiit Fir^ Piejbyterian Church

Teacher of PIANO and ORGAN

Studio : 111 7 Paru St. Alameda, California

The Beringer
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.

Eftablished 1896

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),

Opera, Concert. Oratorio. Free advantages to students; Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send lor catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

FREID R. J. RAU
Pacific Coast Agent for

HAWKES & SON
London, England

High-Grade Band Instruments
Bargains in Second-Hand Instruments

170 PAGE ST., SAN FRANCISCO Phone Market 5513

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.Phone WEST 5972 E. S. BONELLl, Director

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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GABRILOWITSCH BECOMES BENEDICT. CHARLES DUTTON'S STUDIO EVENING.

Famous Pianist IWarries Daughter of America's Brainiest and

Most Popular Humorist, Herself an Artiste of

Superior Achievements.

(Thomas Nunan in the S. F. Examiner.)

The marriage of Ossip Gabrilowitsch, the famous Russian
pianist, exceedingly popular in San Francisco, and Miss Clara
Clemens, the daughter of Mark Twain, is not altogether a

surprise to the San Francisco people who keep in touch with

the music news of the world. Last winter Mr. Gabrilowitsch
was the guest of Mark Twain and his family for several weeks
at Redding. Conn., and it was there that the attachment be-

gan to grow. On December 20, 1908, Miss Clemens and Mr.
(jabrilowitsch were sleigh riding near the Clemens home,
driving a spirited Italian horse which Miss Clemens had
brought to this country some time before. They were going
along at a lively rate when Mr. Gabrilowitsch, who was driv-

ing, turned off the road and started down the steep incline

toward another road a short distance across the country. Miss
Clemens told her companion that she thought the way was
dangerous, but the Russian pianist said the snow was deep
enough and he seemed to have a great deal of confidence in

his own knowledge of sleigh riding.

Suddenly the sleigh hit a boulder beneath the snow, and
both were thrown out, as afterwards related by Miss Clemens
herself. Mr. Gabrilowitsch was hurled several yards ahead
of the sleigh, but he held to the reins and was dragged along
the ground as the horse bolted. He managed to get to his

feet and succeeded in stopping the frightened animal before
many rods had been run.

"He was very quick," said Miss Clemens, admiringly, in the

account she afterwards gave of the adventure. "I do not
know just how it was, but I fell beneath the sleigh as it cap-

sized and when the horse ran the sleigh was dragged over
me. Neither of us was seriously hurt, but we were more or

less bruised. Mr. Gabrilowitsch had his neck strained. As
soon as he stopped the horse he came back and picked me up.

I guess I was stunned a bit, for I couldn't get up myself.

Some persons passing on the road came to our assistance
and turned the sleigh upright again. We were able to drive

home after a few minutes."
When the Russian pianist became ill at New York last

spring after the American tour in which he played here, he
was attended in the New York hospital by Miss Clemens.
Now it may be hoped that the influence of the Yankee bride
will make Mr. Gabrilowitsch an American citizen. America
needs him. The pianist is exceedingly fond of this country,
and he likes the freedom of the llnited States in comparison
with the conditions that exist in Russia. This is true to such
an extent that he has preferred to live in Berlin than in his

native land. The daughter of Mark Twain is distinctly and
thoroughly an American, and she would rather live in this

country than anywhere else on earth. There seems to be
little doubt that Ossip Gabrilowitsch is coming to head the
great school of American pianists. There could not be a bet-

ter man for that work. Miss Clemens is a singer, with a
beautiful contralto voice, and she has won success on the
concert stage.

At the regular monthly Service of Song in the First Con-
gregational Church on Sunday evening, October 3d, the fol-

lowing program was delightfully presented under the direction
of Samuel D. Mayer, the efficient organist and choir director:

Organ Prelude; Choir. "The Lord's Prayer"; Anthem, "Sanc-
tus" (Gounod); Contralto Solo, "The Evening Prayer," Eli

(Costa); Duet, "The Widow and Elijah," Elijah (Mendels-
sohn); Offertory, "Hear, O My People" (Stevenson); sermon
by Rev. George C. Adams, D. D., topic, "The National Songs
of the Ancient Hebrews"; Duet, "Faint Not, Fear Not, God is

Near" (Smart); Organ Prelude (Gounod).

The following program was successfully rendered at an in-

formal academia in the Oakland Conservatory of Music on
Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 22: Piano Solo, Premiere Bal-

lade (Chopin), Prelude in C Minor (Rachmaninoff), Miss
Madge Caulfield; Ballads, Contralto, "My Dear Love," "Sun-
shine," "Evening Song" (Niedlinger), Miss C. Loewen; Arie,

Violin and Piano, Two Melodies (B. Tours), Mr. F. C. Rock-
ingham; Recitation, "Wolsey to His Secretary" (Shakespeare),
"Cats and Rats" (Jerome), Horace Hare; Ballads, Soprano,
"Because" I D'Hardelot), "Southern Song" (Ronald), Mrs.
George Carter; Piano Solo. "Rondo Brillante" (Clementi),
"Erl King" (Liszt-Schubert); Bass Ballads, "Come to Me"
(Denza), "A Dream" (Bartlett). Remarks on the importance
of a ready repertoire by the director.

(From the Berkeley Independent.)

The past week has been anything but musically stupid.
Sunday evening came Chas. Dutton's brilliant reception in

his new studio. Some two hundred guests enjoyed one of
Mr. Dutton's most successful salon evenings. Assisting him,
Mr. Dutton gave us Miss Dillon, Miss Boggs, Mr. Marchant,
Miss Wood, Miss Mesow and Signor de Grassi in a bewilder-
ing program. First, Mr. Dutton did one of his own composi-
tions, variations on a theme, most interesting, to be followed
by his characteristic reading of Heller's "Harp Etude." One
grows to associate this delightfully delicate bit with Mr. Dut-
ton, there seems no one who handles it as he does. Miss
Dillon and Miss Boggs both did harp solos. It is seldom one
hears this difficult instrument, seldom indeed played as it

was Sunday evening. Mr. Marchant, who came next on the
program, has gained much in study with Miss Withrow. His
beautiful baritone grows more flexible, his tone production
much purer, his voice under better control. One sometimes
feels that Mr. Marchant would be heard to better advantage
in less ambitious numbers than the Messenet "Vision Fugi-
tive." The Hills and Forest, from Franz, which Mr. March-
ant did later in the evening, is much better suited to his
voice.

Signor de Grassi was delightful, seemingly inspired and
played with even more effect than at his many brilliant con-
certs. Miss Helen Mesow, although suffering from a severe
cold, did admirable work. Her soprano is faultless, her tone
production of an unusual purity, and her technique easy and
adequate. Isn't it Fiona Macleod who speaks of "A Pleiads
of Pearls"? Nothing so admirably suggests Miss Mesow's
beautiful tones. Even so great an authority as Miss With-
row is quoted as saying "one of the purest voices I have
heard."
Miss Anna Miller Wood sang again the Rubinstein "Good

Night," Xavier Leroux's "Le Nil," and Hugo Wolf's "Mignon."
These three are perhaps the most acceptable of all Miss
Wood's many songs. Of the three the Nile song is the most
interesting, giving Miss Wood rare opportunities. Frederick
Maurer at the piano gave his soloists the intelligent support
we have grown to expect from him. Although Mr. Dutton
has generously given us many brilliant evenings, last Sunday
establishes a precedent even he will find difficutly in surpass-
ing.

SOUSA'S GREAT PROGRAMS.

The lack of symphony concerts in this city makes wel-
come the news that we are at least to hear some of the
novelties of modern composers by Sousa and his admirable
band. While one does not always get the coloring intended
by the composer, the renditions by this remarkable band are
certainly a splendid substitute and give one an excellent idea

of the works for a band that is capable of playing accompani-
ments to such works as the Mendelssohn violin concerto and
other standard works, for the violin soloist can certainly
make good effects even with orchestral compositions.
Here are just a few of the good things promised by Man-

ager Greenbaum at the Sousa concerts, which will be given
at Dreamland Rink commencing Thursday afternoon. Nov. 4,

and for which one can get a good seat for as low as fifty

cents: Overtures—"The Bartered Bride" (Smetana), "Frau
Luna" (Paul Lincke), "Le Roi d'Ys" (Lalo), and "Tutti en
Mascheri" (Pedretti). "Welsh Rhapsody" (Edward German),
"Rhapsodie Slavonia" (Friedman), Tone Poem, "Finlandia"
(Sibelius), "Rhapsodie Espagnole" (Chabrier). A work of
particular interest will be the Prelude to the Russian drama
"Crime and Punishment." by Rachmaninoff, who is to travel

as a pianist and conductor in this country during the coming
season.
Each of the eight programs contains interesting works, and

Mr. Sousa will introduce to us his new "Suite Bacchanalian."
which he gives the sub-title "People Who Live in Glass
Houses." The work contains four movement characterized
as follows: (a) The Champagne, (b) The Rhine-wines, (c)

The Whiskies, (d) The Cordials, which seem almost as ex-

pressive as the usual classic names, for the first movement
certainly would seem to indicate a jolly, bubbling tempo;
the second a "Lente" or "Andante"; the third a sort of

"Scherzo," and the last a dainty, brilliant and effective end-

ing. We shall also hear the latest Sousa march, "The Glory
of the Yankee Navy."

Instead of the usual vocal solo at each concert there will

be duets by Miss Frances Hoyt. soprano, and Miss Grace
Hoyt. mezzo-soprano. Complete programs will be ready a
week in advance.
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The Most Beautiful Piano

Store in America
Above is shown a photo eugraviug of our big new store. It is coueeded by the whole music world

to be the best, and the most perfectly appointed home of any house in the world. The picture shows

but a part of our main floor and a portion only of the great stock of more than flftr grand pianos—

a

stock five times larger than is carried by any otlier house on the Coast. Just at this time about five

hundred pianos of leading makes are shown : a display which is worth your time to see.

Twenty specially built rooms are occupied by our great stock, making the opportunity for compari

son better than is offered at any other store, while in price and finish every individual purse and taste

may be satisfied.

Our new talking machine department on tbe Sutter street side surpasses in point of location, airi-

ness, convenience, comfort, and especially in the magnitude of its stock, and the courteous service

offered, any similar department in the West. All the finest in Talking Machines, and all the latest

records all the time is the motto, and it's lived up to.

The Wiley B. Allen Co.
Wiley B. Allen Building, 135-153 Kearney and 217-225 Sutter Streets.

Oakland: 510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington.

Other Stores—Los Angeles. Sacramento, Sau Jose, San Diego. Stockton, Phoenix. Ariz.. Reno. Xev..

Portland. Ore.
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(Continued from Page 7.)

O My People, The Lord Hath Done Great Things, To Deu)ra

and Benedictus in F (Festival).

Advent—Benedicite (varied and full text), I Sought the

Lord, Listen, O Isles. Hear, O Lord, The Lord Shall Reign.

Christmas—The Angel Gabriel. Now When .Jesus Was Born,

The Merry Bells Now Ring (Carol), Te Deura and Benedictus

in F (Festival), The Lord Shall Reign.
Lent—Benedicite (varied and full text). Behold the Master.

Thou Art My Shield, Hear, O Lord, Follow Me, It is I, Far
From My Heavenly Home.

Easter—Easter Eve and Morn (cantata, 10 numbers), The
Lord is King, Praise the Lord, Very Early in the Morning,

The Lord Hath Done Great Things, I Sought the Lord, The
Lord Shall Reign, Te Deum and Benedictus in P (Festival!.

Ascension—The Lord is King, Praise the Lord, Behold, Thou
Shalt Call a Nation, Te Deum and Benedictus in F (Festival).

The Lord Shall Reign.
Whitsuntide—The Lord is King, Praise the Lord, Behold

Thou Shalt Call, Wherewithal Shall a Young Man.
Offertory and General—Let Your Light. While We Have

Time, Honor the Lord. The Lord Hath Done.
General—Te Deum and Benedictus (Service in F). Te Deum

(Quadruple) (Varied and full text). Hear. O My People. Be-

hold. The Master. I Sought the Lord. Listen. O Isles. Thou
Art My Shield, There is None Holy, Far From My Heavenly
Home, Behold, Thou Shalt Call a Nation, The Lord is King,

Praise the Lord, Hear, O Lord (Octavo). The Salutation of

the Dawn. The Ninety and Nine. The New Jerusalem. Incline

Your Ear. Wherewithal Shall a Young Man. Hear. O Lord
(duet).
As Mr. Stevenson is one of the foremost American com-

posers, and a critic of ideal faculties, we will reprint a

biographical sketch, also published by the Oliver Ditson Com-
pany, which should prove of interest to every genuine music

lover:
"Mr. Frederick Stevenson was born in Newark. Nottingham-

shire. England, and at seven years of age was in the famous
Paris Church Choir and Choir School under Dr. Dearie. While
still quite young he studied organ with Dr. Edward Thirtle of

Boston Parish Church, and. Itaer. with Mr. Samuel Reay, a

fine organist of the old school. During the whole of his col-

lege course of three years at St. John's. Hurstpierpoint, he

was a solo member of the fine choir. Two ritualistic choral

services each week day and three on Sunday, and the in-

variable noonday practice, gave exhaustive training in Epis-

copal music and churchly method. Fifteen years of active

professional work in London followed, during seven years of

which he was organist and choirmaster of Trinity Church,

Forest Hill, and eight years of the Blackheath Congregational

Church. Harmony with Dr. Macfarren, the Professor at Cam-
bridge, and Counterpoint with Dr. Bridge of Westminster Ab-

bey, led to assiduous composition, the most notable work
being 'Cyrus.' an oratorio of twenty-five numbers. Up to the

time of leaving London, in 1883. Mr. Stevenson was conductor

of three choral societies, those of Blackheath, Catford and
Belvedere, and professor of voice and theory in the Black-

heath Conservatory of Music. Being offered the important

post of Precentor of St. John's Cathedral, Denver, he accepted

and came out to that position in 1883. Seconded by the able

coadjutorship of Mr. Walter B. Hall. F. R. C. O.. now of Trin-

ity. Pittsburg, the services speedily attained the pre-eminence

unhesitatingly accorded them by Mr. Joseph Bennett in his

critical reports to the London Telegraph and Musical Times
on the standard of church music in America. The closing

words of Mr. Bennett's second notice well deserve quotation.

'The Denver Cathedral Choir as I heard it in (December)
1884. would easily hold its own with the cathedral choirs of

England.' Later Mr. Stevenson became organist and choir-

master of the new St. Mark's Church, director of the Denver
Conservatory of Music and conductor of the Concert Choir,

In February. 1894. he removed to Los Angeles. Cal.. where
he has been director of the Ellis and Treble Clef Clubs, or-

ganist and choirmaster of St. John's and Christ Church and.

concurrently, of the Jewish Temple, and where he now re-

sides, devoting himself chiefly to composition and to the in-

culcation of harmony and theory in general. Under a long

contract with the Oliver Ditson Company a list of over flrty

works in many varied forms has already resulted, and the

number is being steadily augmented. Mr. Stevenson is a

resident member and past President of the University Club,

and an enthusiastic golfer of the Country Club of his city."

L. E. BEHYMER'S ACTIVITY.—Through the energy of L.

E. Behymer the following clubs of Southern California cities

have engaged a number of artists: The Spinet Club in Red-

lands—Dr. Wullner. the Flonzaley Quartet and Tilly Koenen,

Mrs. Mary Le Grand Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lott, Ignaz

llaroldi. Miss Eleanor Wad worth and Mrs. Heartt Dreyfus,
tlio last five being resident artists; the Tuesday Musical Club
in Riverside engaged as visiting artists—Fritz Kreisler, Flon-
zaley Quartet, Madame Jomelli, Marie Nichols, and as resi-

dent artists. Miss Anna Miller Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Lott, Ignaz Haroldi, Georg Kruger and Miss June Terry; the
Amphion Club of San Diego engaged as soloists the following
California artists—Miss Anna Miller Wood. Ignaz Haroldi,
(Jeorge Kruger. Bruce Gordon Kingsley. and as visiting ar-

tists, Ellen Beach Yaw. Frieda Langendorff and Carrie Jacobs
Bond.

Hi * «

THE ORGANISTS' ASSOCIATION.—The Organists' Asso-
ciation of Southern California held its first meeting and dis-

cussion of the season at the Hollenbeck recently. The at-

tendance included President Ernest Douglas of St. Paul's Pro-

cathedral; T. E. Welde of St. Vincent's Church. Edw. Heyes
of the Church of Our Lady of Loretto. Morton F. Mason of

the Pasadena Presbyterian Church. A. J. Stamm of Holly-
wood. W. F. Skeele of the First Congregational. Archibald
Sessions of Christ's Episcopal. J. M. Spaulding of the Imman-
uel, Presbyterian. Frank H. Colby of St. Vibiana's Cathedral,
Ray Hastings of the First M. E. Church, H. L. Pierce of the

Boyle Heights Presbyterian, P. S. Hallett of All Saints. Pasa-
dena; Vernon Howell of St. Stephens. Hollywood; H. E.

Weaver. Waldo F. Chase of St. John's Episcopal, and Rev.
Charles Murphy of St. Athanasius Church and Trinity Chapel.
The Organists' Association of Southern California is the only
association of its kind on the Pacific Coast and is the largest

society west of New York City. With the Gamut Club and
the Dominant Club its forms one of the three organizations
giving distinction to Los Angeles throughout the musical
world.

Ha,rmony Olass
Dr. H. J. STEWART Begs to announce that he has organ-

ized a class for the study of elementary harmony. The first

meeting will be held on Friday Afternoon, October 29th.

For particulars address the studio. 1420 Franklin street. ^ Q

'Oello Ooncert
TO BE GIVEN BY

ALBERT ROSENTHAL
—AT—

Lyric Hall, 513 Larkin St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Wednesday Evening, November 3, 1909

at 8:15 o'Clock. Admission, $1.00

Tickets for sale at Sherman. Clay & Co.. Kohler & Chase. Benj.

Curtaz & Son. at the Manager's office. 147 Presidio Ave., and at

the box office at Lyric Hall.

Zech Orche^ra
Wm. F. ZECH, Director

Second Concert Season, 1909
NOVELTY THEATRE

O'Farrell and Steiner Sts.

Tuesday Evening, Oct. 26, at 8:15 o'Clock
TtcKets, 50 Cents

For sale at Wm. F. Zech. 1332 Geary St.. St. Francis Hotel News

Stand. Kohler & Chase, Sherman, Clay & Co., Christophe Music House.

2390 Mission St.. or any of the members.
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Have You Heard the New Victor

19

Arral
RECORDS?
"Bird Waltz"
" Praviata"
'BeKKHi' Student"
"El Bolero Grande"
Nightingale Song from

'Les Noces de Jeanette"

The Great Coloratura Soprano

llanrlrari ^nii Btuhm Iml^tmii
F. W. BLANCHARD. Pres. and Mgr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller
TENOR— TEACHER OF SINGING
CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO

Addies! L. E. Behym«. Manasf r

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal. Member of

Faculty o( the Conservatorv of Music of the University of Southern California

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Tobertnan Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz Mezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicaies

Tel. Home 51485. 719 Ottowa St. near lOth and Figueroa. Los Angeles, Cal.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss ££e!^
CONCERT- PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS-ORATORIO

Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Adolf Willhartitz ^^^"^^"^ ^^ ^'^"°

332 So. Broadway Los Angeles

ARNOLD KRAUSS --- ---«
Concert Master of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

tot W. ISTII ST.. LOS AXGEI.K.S I'lIONEIIOME •>>.->S-> :!

Harley Hamilton 8rht;:-wotltorcTet"^
VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR

320 Blanchard Hall Building. Los Angeles. Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton ^'""° '"^t^'^t"'-

Hannony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

JD Prxi,K« TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
. D. r OUlin THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 316-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. P. Dupuy TENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR
Dire,5lor Orpheus Male Club, Bnar Bnlh Choir, Trinily M. E. Church Choir

5. J- ail r^l^- V- jn'^-iY""' ^'P""-"^"' '"d Eulerpean Mai. Quarlcte
bludlo: 3 I 1 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^i^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.

L. E. BEHYMER
Western Manager

Musical Artists

Main Office: LOS ANGELES, California

Booking Musical Attractions from Denver West, California

and the Southwest on GUARANTEES and PERCENTAGE

REPRESENTS THIS SEASON:

Madame Marcella Sembrich
Madame Schumann-Heink
Madame Frieda Langendorff
Madame Jeanne Jomelli

Madame Teresa Carreno
Miss Marie Nichols

Miss Tilly Koenen
Ellen Beach Yaw

Madelen Worden
Dr. Ludwig Wuellner

George Hamlin, Tenor
Fritz Kreisler, Violinist

Pepita Arriola, Pianist

The Flonzaley Quartette and the
Damrosch Orchestra, with Isadora

Duncan, Dancer, and other
Well Known Artists.

SUPPLYING ALSO THE PACIFIC COAST ARTISTS:

Mackenzie Gordon
Antonio De Grassi
Anna Miller Wood

Dr. J. F. WOLLE in Organ Recitals

Univ. of California Glee Club
Georg Kruger, Pianist

IGNAZ Edouard Haroldi, Violinist

Mary Le Grand Reed, Soprano
Harry Lott, Baritone
Herr Arnold Krauss, Violinist

Helen Goff, Soprano
The Los Angeles Symphony Orches-

tra—77 Men.
The Woman's Symphony Orchestra—

63 Women.

Catering to the leading Music Clubs, Colleges,

Hotels, Women's Clubs, Private

Schools and Homes with

"THE BEST IN MUSIC"
And Playing Artists

Direct in the Leading Cities of the West

Especially Low Rates made to Music Clubs of California
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IN THE REALM OF THE THEATRE
Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING

•THE THIRD DEGREE" A GREAT PLAY.

Charles Klein's Remarkable Dramatic Effort Ably Played By

A Very Capable Company.

If "Tlie Third Degree" is going to liave tlie same effect on
other playwriters as Charles Klein's "The Lion and the

Mouse." the poor police are in for a most unhappy time, and
they will realize as never before the truth of that humorous
song in "The Pirates of Penzance" entitled, "A Policeman's

Lot is not a Happy One."

When "The Lion and the Mouse" appeared it struck just

the right psychological moment, and the force of its story

overcame the technically poor way of its telling and made it

a tremendous success. Since that time we have been

satiated with trust-busting and wealth-denouncing plays, so

much so that the success of Wilton Lackaye in "The Battle"

has been attributed by some to the fact that it takes the

side of the much berated capitalist and attempts to show
that the faults of our economic system are not entirely his.

So with "The Third Degree," and its powerful denunciation

of police methods, we may expect all kinds of stage attacks

on the unhappy guardians of the peace, and doubtless some
one will be moved at the right time to present the police

side of the question. A play like this is most encouraging to

those who hold the theory that the function of the stage is

something more than merely to entertain the tired business

man. and that the play which thoughtfully and forcefully por-

trays life is reasonably certain of success.

But to the play—The curtain rises on the rooms of Robert
Underwood, selling agent for tapestries and other works of

art; he is desperate for money and faces exposure for em-
bezzlement; enter his college friend, Howard Jeffries, Jr., son

of a wealthy and excessively proud father, but disinherited

for marrying a waiter girl; Jeffries, who is rather weak men-
tally, and at the time intoxicated, wants to borrow money
from Underwood. He goes off into a drunken sleep, while

his step-mother calls on Underwood, to whom she was once

engaged. He has written her that if she withdraws her

patronage it means ruin to him and he threatens to commit
suicide. She denounces his crooked dealings, refuses to help

him and leaves. He steps into the next room, a shot Is heard

and the curtain falls.

The curtain rises after a supposed lapse of ten hours, and
young Jeffries is being given "The Third Degree" by the

burly and brutal Police Captain Clinton; he is a nervous

wreck after the long strain and finally succumbs to the Cap-

tain's brutal strength and will power, and is hypnotized into

confessing to the murder.
Then comes the wife, the despised waiter girl, the only

one who believes him innocent, his selfish obstinate fool of a

father, convinced of his guilt, will not help him and the brave

girl makes the fight alone. This father, by the way, is the

only part of the play that seems untrue to life. It is incon-

ceivable that a father who is continually talking of the dis-

grace of the whole affair will do nothing to save himself, for

purely selfish reasons, from the still further disgrace of his

son's execution.
To do justice to this admirably built play would require a

detailed account of how the friendless girl storms the lawyer's

office, compels him to defend the boy, even commits perjury

to shield her husband's step-mother and to the end faces

calumny and possible loss of her husband after she has saved

his life. The play is compactly built, the story unfolds

naturally, the interest never flags and the tenser moments
are admirably relieved with delightful humor. Klein ob-

tained the idea for the play from an anecdote related by
Professor Hugo Munsterberg in his work on the credibility

of testimony entitled "On the Witness Stand," and Professor

Munsterberg says that the play might be actually a transcript

from life.

The performance given by the excellent company of play-

ers at the Van Ness confirms the Munsterberg opinion most
emphatically. The whole presentation, save where the im-

possible father appears, grips one with the feeling that this

isn't a play at all, but real life, that is being lived before

your eyes. The part of Annie Jeffries is most convincingly

played by Fernanda Eliscu, who lays bare before you the

quivering soul of the poor, humble waiter girl, devoted to

the weakling of a husband, willing even to give him up, even
trying to force him lo give her up if she stands in his way,
but brave as a lion when it comes to fighting to clear him.
The part is full of opportunity to overact, but she plays it

in just the right key.

The young husband is very well played by Ralph Ramsey,
who manages to make his drunken scene quite amusing, and
is most excellent when he is being toured into a confession by
the bullying of the brutal Captain Clinton. Alfred Moore
looks the part of the brute Captain and portrays the type
admirably.

Paul Everton plays the part of Richard Brewster, the emi-
nent lawyer whom the wife finally works into defending her
husband despite the threats of his rich client, the boy's fath-

er. He gives a good impression of a well-drawn character.
The one other female part besides the young wife is that of

old Jeffries' second wife, well played by Margaret Drew, who
wears some very swell gowns. "To conclude, it is a remark-
able play, exceedingly well played.

* * *

Another One of Shaw's Plays.

George Bernard Shaw, the irrespressible. has recently pub-
lished in book form his play, "The Admirable Bashville,"

which is a dramatization of one of his novels, "Cashel Byron's
Profession." It is preceded by one of Shaw's characteristic

prefaces, in which he explains w'hy he wrote it in blank verse.

He says that the British copyright law is such that any one
could have dramatized his novel and that he would have been
debarred from all right to do the dramatizing himself, and
as he learned that some one was about to do so he had to

hurry, and as he only had a week to write the play, he did

it in blank verse, whereas if he had to write it in prose it

would have taken a month. This gives him the chance to

elaborate on one of his pet theories—that blank verse is so

much easier to write than prose. He claims quite seriously

that he has often written much better blank verse than
Shakespeare,and he says in this preface that whenever
Shakespeare was in a hurry he used blank verse as a short

cut and wrote such stuff as "To Be or Not To Be," or "The
Seven Ages, ' but that when he had time he wrote such ex-

quisite prose as the first scones of "As You Like It" or Ham-
let's chaffing with Rosencrantz and Guildenstirn. When you
read "The Admirable Bashville" you find it is one of Shaw's
jokes. As he says in the preface, he has followed the best

models of the present-day stage, made virtue triumphant and
united the lovers; when you have finished this delicious bur-

lesque it does begin to shake your belief in the superior

ability required to write blank verse.

CHARLES FROHMAN ON FRENCH PLAYS.

In last week's issue reference was made to a magazine
article on "The German Invasion of the American Stage" in

which it is claimed that German plays are coming more and
more into favor with us. A very different version is held by
Charles Prohman in a very interesting article in last Satur-

day's San Francisco "Bulletin."

He says that the superior craftmanship of the French play-

wrights accounts for their popularity—to quote directly, "The
typical French domestic drama is facinating from the point

of view of workmanship. Its chief virtue is economy. The
influence of the concise, compactly built domestic drama of

France can be seen on all sides of America."

He points out that the rightly written American play will

always be more popular than the best French play, for the

reason that French plays are written for an older civilization,

and aim to reach the heart through the mind whereas in this

younger civilization we reach the mind through the heart. He
says further: "The wise American playwright is the one who
takes the dramatic material that is true to American life and
clothes it with as much of France's or Europe's excellence in

technique as will not rob that material of one iota of its

strength. Technical excellence of French playwriting com-

bined with the great emotional or optimistic strength in

American playwrighting would seem to be a perfect product."

The rest of the article is an amusing account of French

theatres and theatre customs."
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloist First Congregational Church, Oakland

Concert. Oratorio and Recital Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Studio:

1 333 Bay Vifw Place. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Sludio-. 65 MacDcnough BIdg. Tuesday and Friday

ROJMEO FRICK
BARYTONE

Vocal !n9tru(^on After Foremofl European Methods

30-31 Canning Block, 13th and Broadway. Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a 1468

Paul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William iSteinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1 528 Broderick St., San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Oratorio-Concert

Studio, 1548 Haight St. PhonePark4n7

Studio:

1380 Sutter Street San Francisco, Cal.

HERMAN PERLET
Voice Ctxlttxre and Piaii^o

Sludio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. Walter V^itham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRA.NO

Vocal Instruction. Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1304 Ellis Street

M^enceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts, Musicales, Ensemble and In^rudtion

Tel. Park 5329. STUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST.

DELIA C GRIS^rOLD
Contralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio. 845 Oak St.

FREDERICK MAURER, JR.
Accompanist

Teacher of Piano- Harmony-Coaching-Singers-Violinists
Mondays. I 32 1 SuMer St. San Francisco. Tel. Franklin 2 1 43
Home Sludio. 1 726 Le Roy Ave. Berkeley. Tel. Berkeley 539

FredericR Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles, Cal.

RICHARD FERBER
Composer and Teacher Piano and Harmony

1350 OTARRELL'ST. SAN FRANCISCO

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
(Pupil o( Mrs. Hugo Mansleldl)

Xeacher of Piano
Res. Studio: 1218 Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Cal.

•Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged— Vwlin and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi. Assiflanl

Sludio: 130 PRESIDIO AVE. SAN FRANCISCO

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
Beginning with the issue of October

2, 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re-

view has been increased to 24 pages,

which size will occasionally be aug-

mented to 32 pages. This enables the

management to add several new de-

partments. The threatrical depart-

ment occupies two full pages, and con-

tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical

performance of merit in San Francis-

co. These critical opinions, which are

not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the

Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-

portant musical news from leading

Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,

Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-

partments are continued as usual,

while more attention is being paid

this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising

pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a

vacancy occurs. Special advertising

rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-

tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00; one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per

issue.

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
Teacher of Singing

Tel. West 7279 2220 Webster St.. San Francisco

Miss Olive J. Tonks
Voice Culture

Studio: Room 35. GaSney Bide . 376 Suiter St., Wednes-
jays. Res.:265ParnassusAve. Tel. Park 4190. S. F.. CI.

Alfred Cogswell
studio: 1531 Suiter, San Francisco, on Tncsday
and Friday, and at 211Q Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday, Thursday and Saturday

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic Soprano

Voice Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 California St.—Phone West 6659

Mrs. THorotigman
Voice Culture—Dramatic Soprano

CONCERT—ORATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109. 915 Van Ness Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio. 1531 SUTTER ST.. Monday, and Thundav. At
Mill Valley. Keystone Building. Tuesday. Wedned.v Friday

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio. Maple Hall. 14th and Webster St... Oakland
Tuesday and Fnd.y Phone Oakland 3453

EDNA MURRAY
Concerts Recitals Lessons

Address:
. . . Ross. Marin County, Californi:

LOUIS CRFPAUX
(Member Paris Grand Opera)

Delbert Block. 943 Van Ness at OTarrell. Reception Hou
1 1 :30 to 1 2, and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday

Wednesday in Oakland, 1 1 54 Brush Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Pianist and Teacher Organist of First Presbyterian Church)
Studio: Rooms 22-23 Alliance Building. San Jose, California.

Musical Directory-

PIANO

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1321 Sutter St

.

San Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
i39 4th Avenue Telephone Pacific 214

MISS ELL.\ LAWRIE
1088 Fulton St., S. F. Phone West 7331

ARTHUR PICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

VOCAL
MRS. ALICE MASON BARNETT

1298 Haight Street Phone Park 5831

MRS. RICHARD REES
817 Grove Street Phone Park 5175

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Bd'vvay.,Oak. Phone Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR PICKENSCHER
I960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

VIOUN

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1813 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1834 Baker Street San Francisco

OLD VIOUNS and BOWS
GEO. HUNTINGTON

3366 Sacramento St. San Francisco, Cal

lave You Seen the New-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO.?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It contains Elegance. Durability and Moderate Price. BENJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Po^

San Francisco, Cal.
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THE ORPHEUM'S NEW ACTS.

Mile. Bianci, who comes to the Orpheum next
week with her company of terpsichorean artists,

is the leading exponent of the classic dance in

Europe. This is her first American tour and the
patrons of the Orpheum can rely on a rare treat.

Mile. Bianci has been associated as premiere
danseuse with nearly every great grand opera pro-
duction in Europe in several years. For her en-

gagement in this city she has designed four num-
bers which exhibit her grace, skill and versatility

to the greatest advantage. She has named them
"The Dresden China Dance." "Egyptian," "La
Danse En Volant" and "Satanella."

Hal Godfrey and his company will appear next
week at the Orpheum in the character skit, "A
Very Bad Boy," which was one of the greatest
successes ever presented at the Tivoli Music
Hall, London, where it created a perfect furore.
The clever little play was written by Mr. God-
frey, who is a dramatist of prominence and an
exceptionally clever character comedian.

Keno, Walsh and Melrose, famous comedy
gymnasts, who are included in next week's Or-
pheum bill, can always be depended upon to pro-
vide something distinctly novel. This season
they are appearing in what they term "The Re-
volting Arch."
"General" Edward La Vine, who will be at the

Orpheum next week with his unique comedy
juggling act, is styled "The Man Who Has Sol-
diered All His Life." The stage setting for his
act is a battlefield, and in his burlesque of a
soldier, preliminary to his juggling, he is ex-
cruciatingly funny.

%%
Mary Adele Case, the magnificent contrail o

singer whose success at her Portland concert was
tremendous and who intended departing at once
for the East and Europe has been induced to
postpone her journey in order to give her friends
and the music lovers of this vicinity an oppor-
tunity to judge of the great strides she has
made in her career. Two concerts have been
arranged at the Novelty Theatre, the dates be-
ing Friday evening, Nov. 19 and Sunday after-
noon, Nov. 2L F. M. Bigerstaff. a local pianist,
who is heard altogether too infrequently, will
be the accompanist for Miss Case.

vv
Dr. Wullner, the great lieder singer, is meet-

ing with as great success this season as he did
last. Every date is already taken from Oct. 15
to May 1,^ and Manager Hanson has been
obliged to refuse dozens of offers. Will Greenbaum con-
siders himself very fortunate in securing four Wullner con-
certs which will be given in this city and Oakland during the
week of Nov. 22. Coenraad V. Bos will, as usual, be the ac-
companist.
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By the way, we are to hear some great accompanists this
season in Coenraad Bos, Frank La Forge and Edwin Schneid-
er. The latter comes with George Hamlin, the tenor. His
songs are becoming very popular, and Mr. Schneider's name
is another of an American composer who is winning his
laurels.

THE SHUBERT REGIME IN LOS ANGELES.

Temple Auditorium, the largest and most up-to-date con-
crete building west of Chicago, used for theatrical purposes,
will house this season the Sam S. and Lee Shubert attrac-
tions. The policy of the house is that of "open house to all

first-class traveling attractions."
Most of the dramatic stars, including Julia Marlow, Maxine

Elliott, Nance O'Neil, Mary Mannering, Madame Nazimova,
Mme. Fiske, Lulu Glaser, Marguerite Clarke, Gertrude Elliott,

E. H. Sothern, .John Mason, James T. Powers, Eddy Foy, and
many others will appear at this theatre, presenting many of
the successful dramas and comedies of the past and present
seasons.
Two weeks will be devoted to most of these combinations,

and only the high grade successes will be booked. The man-
ager is L. E. Behymer, and his success with Mme. Bernhardt,
the Metropolitan Opera Company, Ben Greet and similar at-

tractions guarantees the carrying out of the policy of the

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
The March King, Who Will Appear at the Head of His

Famous Band at Dreamland Rink on Thursday, Nov. 4.

Shuberts, and a careful consideration of the desires of the
public and an attention to detail that will bring satisfactory

results.

Most of the big musical attractions will be played at this

house; a grand opera season is planned, and the Auditorium
is to become a center of art and music. The bookings have
been arranged so that several well known local events given
by the social world will be permitted to run in behalf of local

charities, and all of the Behymer musical stars, like Mme.
Sembrich, Mme. Schumann-Heink. Mme. Carreno, Mme. Jom-
elli. will find their home in this edifice.

The Shuberts have outlined forty weeks of plays which are
worth while, and will hold their house open to any new
American play by an American author to encourage a dram-
atic literature of our own.

The policy of the Auditorium management will be to serve

the local public in a polite manner, anticipating their wants,

a fairness and a squareness in all their deals, a business at-

titude towards producer as well as public, and to raise the
standard of the dramatic offerings in the southwest.

The Shuberts have added many theatres to their already
heavy holdings in the west, and are paying strict attention to

the week stands where it is possible by augmented patronage
to give elaborate scenic productions with the best stars sur-

rounded by specially engaged companies, presenting high
royalty which insures perfect satisfaction to the patron.
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Entire Fifth Floor of Sherman, Clay & Go's. San Francisco Store.

Devoted to Steinway Pianos

Sherman ay& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco
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Mme. Jean Jomelli (Manhattan Opera House Co.) .Week of Nov. 14
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Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday, Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spanish child Violinist) March
Maud Powell April
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FIGHTING FOR THE CAUSE,

Tlic social cMilnticjii of the world at larj-o fi-oiii a

cDiujiaratively uiK-ivilized conditiuii t(j a very high

l)hase of intellectual capacity arose fi-oin a series of

fireat causes. These causes originated partly in polit-

ical, coiniiiercial and religious problems and partly

they were the outcome of educational and artistic con-

ditions. Each (if these causes, however, no matter to

whar class they may belong, needed defenders, disci-

ples :uul leaders in order to guide them to that point

of destination wheie they arrested tlie attention of the

world and gradually forced themselves into the life-

blood of the liody jiolitic. Had it not been for the

'tighters in the cause" the social scale of community
life would today still remain upon a very crude foun-

dation. There are many who believe because our
economical and educational jiroblems have been
bi-ought to a much higliei- ]ilaiu' than was tlieir fate

centui-ies ago, that tighting for the cause has become
a sujiertliious a])iilicalion of energy, and that these

Jiroblems will gradually adjust themselves, maintain
Their high position and still further develop from their

own a<coi-d without any physical effort on the part
of those eager to .see evolution continue on this earth.

No greater mistake can be made than this assumji-

tion of geiiei-al satisfaction about the educational con-

dition of things, and in no other respect is the adage
that lack of pi-ogression meau.s retrogression more
strikingly applicable than in this instance. And
among all the great mo\ements, be they coiumei'cial,

(lolitical oi" moi-al. none of them is in sorer need of

Hghtei's for the cause than the art of music, which
seems to have ari'ived at an eminence whereupon noth-

ing but super-musrcians, with a knack of creating as

much noise as possible, seem to attract the concen-
trated attention of the world. But it is not our pur-
pose to iiiono]iolize these pages for a futile attempt to

prove that the so-called music of the future is a
musical degenei-acy of such a condition of unhealthy
ideas that the vei-y character of their construction and
mechanical airhitectui-e prevents them from attaining

an everlasting gri]) u]ion human imagination. We
can not agree that works like Salome and its kindred
coni]iositioiis i-epi-esent the essence of musical concep-
tion, not because they do not conform with musical
rhetoi-ic or harmonic and theoretical laws and regula-

tions, but just because they iire solely based upon me-
chanical and ai-ithmelical fundaments and lack the

vei-y assciilials <>( iniisical laws, namely, the elegance
of melody and il i' ]iiiiity of subject matter.

W'c consider only iluil nmsical composition of value
lo lliose susceptililc to the hypnotic spells of the

language of sound which lepresents only that which
is beanliriil—only that which is moi-ally jiure—only

that which appeals to higher ideals and to all the

good that is in manliood. We can not listen with
pleasure to c(Miimonplaces set to music, nor can we
adjust our .sense of hearing to ugly and coarse subjects

ti-eated with the tender melodies of sound. We do
not cai-e how intelligent, how skillful and how self-

conscious a com])(iser may be, he can not make an
ugly and vulgai- thought assume beauty, nor can he
clothe a conriionplace idea successfully in an ermine
of beaiitiful melody. These are such logical impos-
sibilities that we are surpi-ised that there exist in the

World of nnisic, men, supposed to be in authority, who
can call crimes against the pui-ity of the art the music
of tlic riitiire. 1 1 may lie true tliat fine feathei's make
fine birds. Inn no matter how beautiful the feathers

the humming bird will kill flies and thus become de-

structive and ra]iacious.. So the laws of harmony,
theoi-y and counterpoint which may be compared to

tlie feathers of a bird may be able to hide vulgar and
coar.se thmigbts, but they can never change them into

beatitiful ideals. And we are certain that Providence,
in its gi-eat wisdom, has never intended that the en-

ti-anciiig lie;nit.\- of the universal language should be
utilized to (lerpetuate coarse and vulgar ideas, and
conse(piently if I'rovidence did not intend to have one
of its most wonderful conceptions misapprojjriated, it

is safe to assume that such misappropriation will not
stand the test of time.

I>uf as long as there are composers who clothe their

vulgar thouglits in apjiai'ently musical habiliments,

as long as musicians and teachers look upon the art

inerelv as a means to earn monev and nothing else, as
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long as pupils study iinisic iH'caiise llicir iiei<;lil)i)i's

fhildi-en study it or liccaiisf lla^y want to be as jjical

as soiiieonc else, and licncc desire to enter the shrine

of the muses heeause of cuvy and jealousy, so lon}>

will it be necessai-y to have tifiiiters for the cause who

prove by (heir example (hat only (hose can really un

derstanil the mysterious beauties of the art of music

who recognize that it can only be executed and prac-

ticed aft(>r years of scir-sacritice, lailhrul service and

f^enuine, irresistible atfecdon lor i(. When we rcc

ommend younji' students (o attend concerts and listen

to the yenius of men and women blessed with a jjreat

gift of transmittins' musical ideas in a manner mos(

comprehensive even to (hose nnac(piainted with (ccli

nical regulations, we do so because we consider such

attendance a most imjiorlant ])hase of a musical edu-

cation. Any student who considers himself so far ad-

vanced in musical education that he or she imagines

it inijuissible to gain additicmal informaticm from a

great artist will never make a genuine musician. One

reallv gifted with genius ]ierlectly knows of his own

accord that it is imi>ossil.le to fathom all there is to

be learned in music during a lifetime, and that infor-

mation and knowledge may be gathered from the most

unexi)ec(ed sources and in the most unexpected ways,

for lessons may be learned from fine examples as well

as from incompetent executants.

And so we repeat that as long as the concert hall

is not always crowded, as long as teachers refrain

from urging their pujdls to attend concerts, as long

as great movements in behalf of musical progress are

sought (o l)e l)locked by jealous rivals, so long do we

need fighters for the ('ause. How many people read

these lines who possess that enthusiasm and that true

affection for the art as to devote years of their life

toward the fulfillment of a great ]iuri>ose in the in-

terests of music? riow many readers are within the

reach of our voice who can undei'stand us and who

are able to respond to our plea for concentrated action

in behalf of the ceration of a pure musical atmos

phere? Do you believe that the iirincijdes set fordi

in these columns are worthy of emulation? l>o you

believe that we are sincere and straightforward in our

attempts to fight for the cause? Are you convinced

that our pui'poses are unselfish and that we have clung

to this i)aper for years in order to sow the seed of

artistic ])urity among as many souls as we could

reach? If you believe this, and if you trust in our

integrity, are you then willing to assist )is in bringing

these ])rinciples to the attention of everyone who can

be reached through our combined inHueuce? If you

do, you can become a fighter for the cause.

I'pon another page you will find an announcement
setting forth various conditions under which you may
be able to earn a grand ]>iano or other prices, and at

the same time accomjilish the \ery thing necessary to

imi)rove mnsical conditions on the Pacific f'oast. It is

true yon will thereby increase the circulation of this

paper and at the same time increase its income. This

is the selfish way of looking at it. This paper shows
its love of fair play by giving the one who gains the

largest number of subscribers a grand piano, worth
from eight hundred to one thousand dollars, and gives

everyone, not winning the first jtrize, twenty-five per

cent, of any amount that may be turned into this office.

So, you see, we do not ask anyone to work for noth-

ing. ^\e consider everyone's services worth some re-

muneration, and therefore we are willing to pay any-

one who participates in Ibis contest the same amount

which we would be compelled to i)ay a solicitor for

secni-ing subscriptions foi' us. I'.ut we jii-efei" to dis-

tribute wlia(e\er money we can spend among the pro-

fession. Because of this jjreference we buy the grand
piano fi-om a local music house—that is, a California

music house—we give for these twenty-five per cent,

oi-ders (o buy anything from an uj)right jjiano or

\i(din to a talking machine or music lessons from any
luusic dealer or music teachei- who advei-tises in these

columns. So you see. we not only give the ])aper for

one year, but each one who secures a subscriber will

be aide to give twenty-flve per cent, of all nujney paid
into this office to California music dealers or members
of the musical |)rolession rei)resented in the advertis-

ing columns of this [(ajiei-. This is a ])lan of reciproc-

ity which we dearly cherish and which should aj^jieal

to anyone faii--minded enough to i-eali/.e its justice.

Hut, after all, this is only the commercial side of

this campaign. The moral asi)ect of this cause is an
entirely different one. San Francisco is sadly in need

of a conceit hall. A\'e also need a I'acific Coast ilusic

Teachers" Association. We must necessiii-ily perpet-

uate the idea oC ("aliforiiia Music Festi\als. And we
also need a ('onservat(u-y of Music affiliated with the

State iTiiversity. which will make it ]iossible to segre-

gate efficient musical educators from incompetent

teachers. Finally, it is necessary that our teachers,

musical institutions of merit and, above all, our own
local artists should be recognized throufihout the land.

These conditions can only then be secured if this pa])er

can be circulated anu)ng i^xi'vy musical home on this

coast. I'nless everybody intei-ested in music will be

able t(» read this paper there is no ])ossible chance to

attain for music that recognition and that respect

which it deserves. You, who have read this j)aper for

eight or more years understand what we mean. Have
you been foi'cibly imjiressed with the arguments made
in these columns? llave these arguments sometimes
set you to thinking? Have yon agreed with us in the

exi)osition of great jjrinciples and moral questions?

And if you have been so affected as to write us en-

thusiastic letters of approval, do you think that others

can be ecpmlly impressed with these arguments? And
if they can be affected as you have been affected, do
you tliink that the cause of music will be benefitted

if ten times as many people read the jiaper as are

doing so at this time? If you really think so, then it

is your duty as a good musician, as a faithful disciple

of a noble art, to become a fighter for the cause and
assist this ]ia])er in sjireading great musical principles

throughout the homesteads of the I'acific Coast.

MARY ADELE CASE'S CONCERT.

Mary Adele Case will give two concerts at the Novelty
Theatre, the dates being Friday evening, November tilth, and
Sunday afternoon. November 21st. Frederic Biggerstaff will

be the accompanist. Miss Case is preparing two splendid
programs, which will be shortly announced. Among the
worlis to be given is the rearly heard Grand Aria from
"Romeo and Juliet" by Vaccajone. one of the old Italian

masters. It is said to be a test piece for any contralto and
but few attempt it in public. Prices for the Adele Case con-

certs will be $1..50 and $1.00, and mail orders may now be
sent to Manager Will. L. Greenbaum at Sherman, Clay &
Co.'s. People who have heard Miss Case in private predict
a sensational success for her. as her voice possesses a cer-

tain rarely found quality which seems to reach the very
hearts of her auditors. Let everybody attend these concerts
and give encouragement to a Pacific Coast artist.

Subscribe for the IVIusical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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THE EDITOR'S PRIVATE NOTEBOOK

THE MUSIC OF THE PORTOLA FESTIVAL.

With a gigantic and bewildering flourish of the Queen's

scepter, the curtain was rung down over the most successful

and the most brilliant spectacle San Francisco has ever wit

nessed. Not too much credit and praise can be bestowed

upon the gentlemen of the Executive Committee, upon whose
shoulders rested the heavy responsibility to satisfy the great

anticipations aroused by the glowing newspaper accounts, and

still forever the wagging tongues of those pessimists who
are ever ready with tales of splendor seen somewhere else

surpassing any event in their native city, no matter how suc-

cessful. It is but well merited tribute to the energy, tenac-

ity and enthusiasm of the Portola Committee to freely admit

that the wildest expectations were surpassed and for once the

most pessimistic tongues failed to wag derisively. Surely I

am viewing the sentiment of everyone within reach of my
pen when I state positively that the Portola Festival was
"up to the brag." The gentlemen whose efforts were respon-

sible for this signal success are; P. T. Clay (Chairman Ex-

ecutive Committee). Milton H. Esberg (Vice-Chairman), Louis

Sloss (Treasurer). Homer Boushey (Secretary), Governor J.

N. Gillett. A. M. McCarthy. Edgar D. Peixotto. Jas. A. John-

ston, Dent H, Robert, Chas. De Young, Mayor E. R. Taylor.

John A. Hammersmith. Paul T. Carroll. \V. D. Fennimore. C.

W. Hornick. S. Fred Hogue. Robert A. Roos, James Rolph, Jr..

Vincent Whitney and J. H. Crothers.

There were so many features connected with this glorious

celebration that a musical journal can only refer to them
very briefly. The weather, which at the beginning was dis-

appointingly threatening, soon took pity on us all and through-

out the week there developed a series of those bright and
sunny days for which California has become famed through-

out the world. Never before was San Francisco attired in

such brilliant festal array as during this week, when gaily

colored banners fluttered merrily in the balmy breeze and
created a multicolored canopy above the crowded thorough-

fares. At night the city was ablaze with thousands upon
thousands of electric lights that changed the nights into days.

Multicolored globes adorned stately buildings and a monster
bell hung majestically over the intersection of Market, Third.

Kearny and Geary streets. Upon the ocean the blacK night

was pierced by illuminated warships of five foreign nations.

and upon Union Square entrancing pieces of fireworks were
burned every night. Surely the decorations and illuminations

will forever be remembered by those who witnessed them.
* * *

The various parades and pageants were also remarkable
for their thoroughness and originality. The entrance and re-

ception of Don Portola on Tuesday was truly impressive.

The military character of the procession proved inspiring,

and the sailors from the international fleets gave the parade
a dignified and formal character. The big Portola Parade,
with its vari-colored uniformed native sons and daughters,
its handsomely designed floats and its exceedingly luxurious

and unique Cuinese and Japanese section, was a spectacle

never to be forgotten. Thousands of dollars were represented
in the Oriental section that glittered with gold embroidery
and velvet and satin. The Masquerade Ball on Thursday
evening was a dazzling event, and the historical and electric

Carnival Parade and electrical floats on Saturday evening
was the climax of a feast of color and revelry. Add to all

this dazzling spectacle hundreds of thousands of people pack-
ing the streets to suffocation and you have a faint idea of

the immensity of San Francisco's Portola Festival.

But this paper has more to do with the musical feature of

the festival than with its spectacular atmosphere and here.

I am sorry to say. there was revealed an element of weak-
ness for which neither the Executive Committee nor the
general conditions could be held responsible. There were
above all the bands in the various parades. While it would
be unfair to expect a unanimity of excellence, it would be
but reasonable to suppose that a much more competent array
of musicians could be selected from the ranks of the Musi-
cians Union, i did not hear one band that could have passed
muster before an efficient jury of serious musicians. Not
one band was there that thrilled you with the vibrating force
of a martial spirit. There was no crashing of trumpets, no
flaring of brass which set your blood dancing in your veins.
Barring the Stars and Stripes Forever March, there was no

composition played that was in accord with the spirit of the

festival. Is it possible that the various leaders of these
bands could not afford to buy a few inspiring marches and
rehearse them adequately for this glorious occasion? It

seems to me the members of the Musicians Union should
consider it a matter of pride to appear before several hun-
dred thousand people to their best advantage. And I know
they can do better than they did last week. Surely there was
enough money spent for music to cause a little more en-

thusiasm and obliterate some of the ordinary commercial
spirit. The libraries of our local bands need replenishing
very badly.

The afternoon and evening concerts of fifty musicians, un-

der the leadership of Paul Steindorff, kept Union Square
crowded with a pleased multitude throughout the rendition of

the programs. Mr. Steindorff had a very strenuous time of

it and no doubt had a good sleep after it was all over. An
orchestra of fifty musicians under Fred. Eppstein's leader-

ship furnished the music tor the masquerade ball, and Mr.
Eppstein was the recipient of hearty congratulations by many
members of the committee for his dashing style and his ex-

cellent programs. Mr. Eppstein had particular reason to be
proud, as this was his debut as a genuine conductor, never
having wielded the magic baton before. On Saturday even-
ing eight bands gave concerts in central locations throughout
the business section of the city, and in several places danc-
ing was indulged in by masked people until early morning.

* * *

The most important musical feature of the festival was
Signor 0. S. Wanrell's Spanish Music Festival, and. strange
to say, notwithstanding the adequacy and efficiency of this

event, the press, so lavish in its employment of adjectives,

brushed it aside as if it failed to pay toll. I heard strange
tales about certain vultures that hovered over Mr. Wanrell's
head and were waiting to pounce upon him for the pound of

flesh usually demanded by the "grafter." We are not ready
to publish the results of our investigation at this time, but
should we do so certain personages high in journalistic cir-

cles would be branded as extortionists. However, we will

leave this disagreeable phase of the Spanish festival for a
future time and devote our space to the merit of the per-

formance only. The program included Spanish compositions
only and was therefore in thorough accord with the atmos-
phere of the festival. For two months Mr. Wanrell and his

singers worked hard to achieve brilliant results, and when the
evening's work was done not less a personage than the

Marquis Villalovar. Minister Plenipotentiary from Spain to

America, expressed his surprise and gratification to Mr. Wan-
rell and his brave singers for the excellence of their vocal

efforts, as well as their use of the Spanish language, which
he thought could not have been successfully accomplished in

eight months, much less in two months.
* * *

Thanks to various intrigues which it is not necessary to

show up at this time, Mr. Wanrell's Spanish Music Festival

was not a financial success, but its artistic pre-eminence re-

mains unchallenged. Particular praise is due to the following
singers, without whose assistance Mr. Wanrell could never
have accomplished his purpose: Tenors—Messrs. Mesmer,
Huber and Braun; Sopranos—Mrs. Napoleoni. Misses Arnold,

Smith, Lauckmann and Bradley; Altos—Mrs, Harper and Mrs.

Hardley; Basses—Messrs. Napoleoni. Whalin. Clending and
Woodrijff. The four basses and Mr. Mesmer, Mrs. Napoleoni
and Mrs. Harper were particularly energetic in their efforts

to make the event a signal success. This excellent idea to

introduce genuine Spanish folklore on the Pacific Coast is

worthy of the heartiest endorsement, and we hope that Mr.

Wanrell will not feel discouraged by this experience regard-

ing financial opposition, but will form a society which occa-

sionally will give an event typical of the beautiful character-

istics of Spanish national music. I certainly congratulate
Mr. Wanrell upon the originality of his plan, as well as the

excellence of its materialization.

Another brilliant musical feature of the festival was Miss
Estelle Carpenter's remarkable chorus of five thousand
school children. Miss Carpenter has every reason to feel

proud of her efforts, which resulted in five thousand youth-

ful voices singing with the precision and accuracy of one
huge instrument.

Miss Eula Howard has returned from a very successful trip

to the Northwest. She gave concerts in Seattle, Wash., and
Grants Pass, Ore. The success of the former was already
recorded in these columns, and the result of the latter will

be recorded in next week's paper.
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OAKLAND SECTION OF BACH CHOIR.

Increase of Singers From Oakland Make It Necessary To

Give Special Rehearsals For the Benefit of a Complete

Oakland Section.

There has been such interest shown by ambitious singers

from Oakland in the work of the Bach Choir that it has be-

come necessary to give special rehearsals for the benefit ot

all those who desire to participate in the great Bach Festival

next spring. The first Oakland rehearsal took place at Maple

Hall last Thursday evening, October 28th, under the personal

direction of Dr. J. Fred. Wolle. Rehearsals will henceforth

be given regularly in Oakland every Thursday evening, thus

giving every genuine lover of choral music residing in Oak-

land a splendid opportunity to study the wonderful music

of Johann Sebastian Bach as they ought to be studied.

Surely this influx of Oakland singers in the Bach Choir is

gratifying, for it proves that people across the bay fully real-

ize the immensity and grandeur of these Bach Festivals.

There really does not exist any movement exactly like this

in this country, and even in Europe we do not know of any

music festivals devoted exclusively to the works of Bach and

commanding exactly the same atmosphere and the same
gigantic dimensions as are noticeable in these events at the

Greek Theatre. It must be a source of great satisfaction to

Dr. Wolle to know that the singers of the towns across the

bay understand the magnitude of his plans and are willing

to work with him shoulder to shoulder toward the attain-

ment of a grand musical aim.

It is strange that there do not exist sufficient admirers of

great choral works in San Francisco to come forward and

demand special rehearsals in this city. Are the vocal stu-

dents here merely singing for fun, or do they undergo the

hardships of a musical education for the purpose of acquiring

knowledge? And if they desire to add to their musical in-

formation are they satisfied with a repertoire of songs and

arias or do they realize that the works of Bach must form

part of the entire repertoire of a well schooled singer? It

should never be forgotten that a music student can never learn

too much, and surely the opportunity to study ensemble sing-

ing under a master like Dr. Wolle, and with material like the

gigantic works of Bach, is altogether too rare to be over-

looked. And, mind you, it does not cost a cent. All Dr.

Wolle requires is diligent attendance at rehearsals.

Any vocal student who does not already belong to a choral

society should take advantage of this splendid opportunity

to add to his or her musical education. Music study is not

child's play. It means serious and constant work and unless

a student "looks upon music study in this light, he or she will

never amount to much. So, let it be hoped, that this splendid

example set by the singers of Oakland will be initiated by

the vocal students of San Francisco, and that Dr. Wolle will

be enabled to announce special rehearsals for the San Fran-

cisco section of the Bach Choir within the next few days.

THE BERINGER MUSICAL CLUB IN VALLEJO.

The Beringer .Musical Club, which achieved great success

at the concert given at Centuary Hall last month, gave a

piano and vocal recital at the Ascension Guild Hall, under the

auspices of St. Rose's Guild, in Vallejo last Saturday even-

ing, October 16. Mrs. H. J. Widenmann, also a member of

the Beringer Musical Club, and prominent in Vallejo society,

contributed to the program. She is the possessor of a rare

contralto voice and her selections were a charming addition

to the program, which in full was as follows:

Piano—"Impromptu," op. 142, No. 4, F minor (Schubert).

Miss Zdenka Buben; Vocal— (a) Fiore che Langue (Rotoli),

(b) "Isoiina" (Stigelli), Miss Irene De Martini; Piano—"La
Serenade (Schubert-Liszt), Melton Mowbray; Piano— (a)

Three Preludes (Chopin), (b) Intermezzo (Rich. Strauss).

Miss Alta Yocom; Vocal— (a) Grande Valse (Venzano), (b)

"My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice," from "Samson and Deliah
"

(Saint Saens), Miss Anita Morse; Piano—"Alceste," Airs de

Ballet (Gluck-St. Saens), Miss Sadie Bultman; Vocal—Creole

Lovers' Song (Dudley Buck), Mrs. H. .J. Widenmann; Piano

—

Arabesques on the theme of Joh. Strauss' Waltz, "On the

Beautiful Blue Danube" (Schulz-Evler), Miss Frances West-
ington; Vocal— (a) "Thursday" (MoUoy), (b) Armourer's

Song from "Robin Hood" (DeKoven), Harry Bultman; Piano—"Scherzo," op. 16, No. 3 (Bug. d'Albert), Miss* Estella Mc-
Neil; Vocal—Duet, "Calm as the Night" (Goetze), Miss Anita

Morse and Harry Bultman.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.

MAGDALEN WORDEN
Composer-Pianist, With Mme. Jomelli and Miss Nichols

Warren D. Allen, the efficient pianist and organist who left

recently for Europe, has arrived in Berlin, and has begun his

studies. While abroad he will write letters for the Pacific

Coast Musical Review regarding the doings of musical people

in the German raetroiiolis.

THE JOMELLI CONCERTS.

As the opening attraction of an important musical season

Manager Will. L. Greenbaura announces Mme. Jean Jomelli,

the Dutch soprano from Covent Garden and the Hammerstein
Manhattan Opera of New York. This artist is said to possess

a marvelously beautiful voice, which she uses like a true

artist, and the result is a concert that appeals to every lover

of song. Last season Mme. Jomelli filled more concert en-

gagements than any singer touring the country, with the ex-

ception of Dr. Ludwig WuUner. This year she has been en-

gaged for every available date from October 1st to June 1st,

the reason being simply that she gave so much pleasure and
satisfaction last season that no less than eight festival so-

cieties have re-engaged her for this year, besides which she
has been re-engaged by a number of the symphony orches-

tras. With Mme. Jomelli another great star will appear in

the person of Miss Marie Nichols, an American violiniste who
has won her laurels in France, England, Germany and Italy,

as well as in her native land. Miss Nichols will play some
rarely heard numbers, including a sonata by Franceur and
other works by old French and Italian masters, besides some
of the modern standard numbers. Miss Magdalen Worden,
who will be "at the piano," is a composer of considerable
repute.
Three concerts will be given at the Novelty Theatre, the

dates being Friday night, November 12, Sunday afternoon.
November 14th, and Tuesday night, November 16th. On
Wednesday afternoon, November ITth. at 3:15, a concert will

be given in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse, after which
the artists will leave on the Owl train for Los Angeles, where
Mme. Jomelli opens the season ot the Los Angeles Symphony
Society. Reports from Steers and Coman in the Northwest
are that Jomelli is really a great artist, and has more than
given satisfaction as substitute for Emma Eames, whose tour

was cancelled and who was replaced by Jomelli.
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AN EFFECTIVE CONCERT BAND.

Why Sousa's Band Can Interpret the Works of the Great

Masters With Satisfactory Results Not Unlike

An Orchestra.

Manv of the so-called "high-brows" shrug their shoulders

at the" idea of a military band playing selections composed

for the orchestra. While it is not claimed that the effect is

just the same, the modern band is so arranged that very

satisfactory performances of the works can be given and

without distorting the ideas of the composer. In Sousa's

Band there is almost the identical instrumentation of a

symphouv orchestra as far as the brass and reeds go. There

are four" French horns, the trombone and trumpet section.

and in the reeds there are the flutes, oboes, bassoons, etc.

The violins, however, are replaced by clarinets, and the other

strings bv saxophones, bass clarinets, and tubas. If one

wants to get an idea of what a band like this can accomplish

let them listen carefully to the accompaniments to the violin

solos, etc. It is not claimed that a band can take the place

of a symphony orchestra, but if you want to hear some very

important new works rendered in a manner that will give

you great pleasure and musical satisfaction, do not miss

hearing a Sousa concert.
* * *

On Monday morning, at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, the sale of

seats will open for the concerts to be given by Sousa and

his band at Dreamland Rink, commencing Thursday after-

noon, November 4th. Eight concerts will be given, and at

each an entirely different program will be presented. These
offerings are full of modern novelties and so interesting that

Manager Will Greenbaum has issued a program booklet con-

taining the entire list, with interesting annotations, and these

may be obtained in advance at the box office. Just to show
that interesting programs can be made with a splendid band
and a good library, we publish those of the opening day:

Thursday afternoon, November 4, at 3—Overture, "Le Roi

D'Ys (Lalo); Solo, "The Debutante" (Clarke); Suite, "Look-

ing Upward" ( Sousa i; Duet, "Come to Arcadie" (Edward
German), Misses Frances and Grace Hoyt; Fugue and Grand
March from "Damnation of Faust" (Berlioz); Staccato Etude
(Rubinstein); (a) Idyl ((Amina" (Paul Lincke). (b) March,
"The Fairest of the Fair" (Sousa); Violin Solo, "Zigeuner-

weisen" (Sarasate); Rhapsody, "Espagnole" (Chabrier).

Thursday night—Overture, "Spring" (Goldmark); Cornet

Solo, "Showers of Gold" (Clarke) Bacchanalian Suite, "People

Who Live in Glass Houses" (Sousa); Duet, "Barcarolle,"

Contes D'Hoft'manu (Offenbach), Misses Hoyt; Prelude to

(he Russian Drama "Crime and Punishment" ( Rachmaninoff' I ;

Allegro from Fourth Symphony (Tcshaikowsky ) ; Entr' Act
(Helmsberger), (b) March. "The Glory of the 'Yankee Navy"
(Sousa); Violin Solo, "Fantasie on Romeo and Juliette"

(Alard-Gounod) ; Rhapsodie "Slavonic" (Friedman).
On Friday night the entire program will be devoted to a

Wagner-Sousa program. Seats for the Sousa concerts are

')0c, 7oc and $1.00, and at matinees children will be given
seats for 25c and -^Oc. Two special programs will be given

in Berkeley at the Greek Theatre on Monday afternoon and
night. November 8th. Seats for these may be secured at

Sherman, Clay & Co.'s in San Francisco and Oakland, and at

the usual places in Berkeley. In case of rain the concerts
will be given in the Harmon Gymnasium.

Ashley Bennett Pettis, pianist, pupil of Charles P. Dutton.
assisted by James D. Maddrill. baritone, gave a concert in

Ukiah on Friday evening, October l.'ith, and rendered the
following program excellently;

Prelude and Fugue in C minor (Bach), Mr. Pettis; (ai

Where'er You Walk, "Semele" (Handel), (b) The Lark now
Leaves his Wat'ry Nest (Horatio Parker), (c) Sing Me a

Song of a Lad that is Gone (Sidney Homer), Mr. Maddrill;

Woodland Sketches (Mac Dowell)—To a Wild Rose, Will o'

the Wisp. At an Old Trysting Place, In .A.utumn, From an
Indian Lodge, To a Water Lily, From Uncle Remus. A De-
serted Farm. By the Meadow Brook, Told at Sunset, Mr.
Pettis; Arias from "St Paul" (Mendelssohn)— (a) Consume
them All, (b) But the Lord is Mindful of His Own, (c) O,
God Have Mercy, Mr. Maddrill; (a) Etude for Left Hand
Alone (Josef Hotmann), (b) Prelude (Rachmaninoff), Mr.
Pettis; (a) O Thou Sublime Sweet Evening Star "Tannhaus-
er" (Wagner), (b) Du Bist wie eine Blume (Schumann), (c)

Ectasy (Mrs. H. H. A. Beach), Mr. Maddrill; (a) Flight
(Mendelssohn), (b) Widmung (Schumann-Liszt), Mr. Pettis;

(a) Pilgrim's Song (Tschaikowsky ), (bl Israfel (Oliver
King). Mr. Maddrill; Toccata (Schumann), Mr. Pettis;

Scherzo. C sharp minor (Chopin), Mr. Pettis.

MISSES FRANCES AND GRACE HOYT

Who Sing Duets With Sousa's Band, Dreamland Rink, Com-

mencing Nov. 4th, and Greek Theatre, Berkeley.

Signor Antonio de Grassi has taken a house in San Fran-

cisco at 130 Presidio avenue, near Jackson, and will be ready

to receive pupils on the violin and in harmony and orchestra-

tion at the above address on November 1. Madame de

Grassi will also receive pupils on the violin. Since deciding

to remain in California, for some time, Signor de Grassi has

been making concert dates for the interior of the State, but

these are so planned as not to interfere with his teaching

days. Pupils who wish to eventually work up to the stan-

dard required by the Signor, can prepare with Madame de

Grassi. herself certificated by Prof. Sevcik to teach his

method that has so revolutionized violin study. In his letter

the great Maestro says that Madame de Grassi (then Miss
Winifred June Morgan) practised under him "with patience,

diligence, and excellent success," and he heartily recommends
her as a teacher of his own method. Signor de Grassi was
the first assistant. (0 Prof. Sevcik in Prague, after a two years

course under Joachim, in Berlin. Before this. Signor de

Grassi had taken his degree at Milan in violin, piano and
harmony. He also studied harmony privately at Leipsic un-

der Jadassohn.

THE SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST.

We are glad to announce that interest in the subscription

contest of the Pacific Coast Musical Review is increasing

every day. So far two big institutions have entered the con-

test, naruely. the Notre Dame Conservatory of Music in San
Jose and the Von Stein .Academy of Music in Los Angeles.

Evidently musical people outside of San Francisco are more
enthusiastic regarding the winning of a grand piano for the

privilege of assisting this paper to be introduced in every

home where music is practiced than San Francisco readers,

who really gain more benefits through this paper than anyone
else.

However, w'e are just as pleased to see our readers in in-

terior California cities in this grand piano contest than read-

ers residing in San Francisco. Adolf Gregory, director of the

Oakland Conservatory of Music, has also expressed his con-

viction that the three hundred pupils of his excellent institu-

tion will soon be heard from. No doubt as the time pro-

gresses San Francisco will also fall in line, but we hope that

by that time the others will not have rushed ahead beyond
reach.
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'WE QUARREL? ABSURD!" SAY PRIMA DONNAS.

And Mme. Gadski and Mme. Sembrich Embraces on Steamship

To Prove It.

(From the New York Herald.)

Mme. Marcella Sembrich and Mme. .Johanna Gadski ar-

rived here yesterday on the Kronprinzessin Cecilie, of the

North German Lloyd line. The latter comes to make a con-

cert tour before the season at the Metropolitan Opera begins.

Mme. Sembrich, who sang her farewell in opera at the Met-

ropolitan Opera House last season, is here for an extended

concert tour. With Mme. Gadski came her husband, Hans
Tauscher, her daughter Lottie, a miss of sixteen, and a pro-

tege, Miss Reita Faxon. Professor Wilhelm Stengel, her hus-

band, accompanied Mme. Sembrich.
Because they are to sing on the same night in Chicago,

October 10, and because Mme. Sembrich had engaged Mme.
Gadski's pianist, Frank La Forge, of Illinois, who also was a

passenger, a report was industriously circulated that the

opera singers were no longer friends.

"Why, the idea," exclaimed Mme. Gadski regarding the

first tale. "From what I can learn those dates conflict be-

cause of a fight between two managers in Chicago, and

neither of us knew about it or had anything to do with it,

did we?" And she put her arm around Mme, Sembrich
caressingly,

"No," replied the latter, "not the least little bit."

Mme. Gadski said that she did not blame Mr. La Forge for

going with Mme. Sembrich, because he would be engaged all

season instead of the four weeks she was to sing in concert.

In introducing Miss Faxon, Mme. Gadski said: "Miss Faxon
has been studying for four years with my old teacher and
now she comes home to get married. Don't you think she is

treating me badly?"
Which brought up the reported remarks of Mme. Olive

Fremstand that a woman could not be a great singer and a

mother al the same time.

ALBERT ROSENTHAL'S CONCERT.

The cello concert to be given by Albert Rosenthal at Lyric

Hall next Wednesday evening, November 3d, should be at-

tended for several reasons. In the first place, Mr. Rosenthal

is really an efficient artist, who has conquered for himself

an enviable reputation in the world of music, both at home
and abroad, and secondly, he is a native son of this city and
State, thus entitling him to the congratulations of his fellow

citizens. Surely if the music lovers thousands of miles away
from home wax enthusiastic over Mr. Rosenthal's genius his

own people should be eager to discover why this young artist

has aroused the approval of serious musicians.

The editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review has followed

the career of Mr. Rosenthal very carefully during the last

few years, and he has read with interest the various opinions

about his playing, published by European and American crit-

ics. These expressions of opinion were so sincere and were
written with such evident knowledge of the subject that we
do not hesitate to recommend to our readers to attend Mr.

Rosenthal's concert by all means and hear him play the cello

with that finesse and that artistic temperament which places

this splendid instrument in a unique class by itself. Mr.

Rosenthal will be assisted in his concert by Albert Elkus, the

skillful young California composer and pianist, and those who
have heard Mr. Elkus before will realize that he will be quite

an artistic feature of the already delightful program. The
compositions to be presented next Wednesday evening will

consist of : Sonate (17th Century), (L. Valentini) ; Air (Bach);
Andante (Schumann); Rondo (Boccherini) ; Second Move-
ment of the Violoncello Concerto (Dvorak) ; Fantasie "Linda
de Chamounix" (Piatti); Chant Triste (Tschaikowski) ; At
the Fountain (Davidoft); Hungarian Rhapsodie (Popper).
As will be seen, this is an unusually interesting program

for a cello concert, and anyone seriously interested in music
can not afford to miss it. Tickets are $1.00 each and are
now on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co., Kohler & Chase, and
Benj, Curtaz & Son.

w^
Will L. Greenbaum is in receipt of a letter from Godfrey

Turner, husband of Maud Powell, stating that he had just

returned from Fritz Kreisler's first New York concert, and
that he now more than ever considered Kreisler the greatest
violinist of them all. This is certainly a splendid tribute
from a man of Mr. Turner's authority. Fritz Kreisler will

appear here under Greenbaum's management on Dec. 12.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per 'Vear.

SINGING IN ENGLISH.

San Francisco, Oct. i:Uh, mofl.

To the Editor of Pacific Coast Musical Review:

Dear Sir: Allow me to say amen to your criticism of the
English speaking public, in insisting upon hearing opera in a
foreign tongue (as appearing on page five of your issue of (he
ninth inst.).

The stand you have taken is strictly in accord with my
view of that subject. As an humble worshipper at the shrine
of Apollo, I have been abused time and again for my lack
of musical taste in not being able to appreciate foreign songs.
Whenever I was compelled to listen to a lot of songs in a
foreign tongue, the only pleasure I derived was in the execu-
tion and tone production. As I could not understand a word
that was being sung, 1 had no interest in the performance
except a vocal exercise.

If it were not for the synopsis of the opera, as usually
printed on the program, I would attend very few oreras.
And going one step further, it seems that no concert artist

ever attempts a song recital without giving foreign son^s the
most attention and the major part of the program, just as
if there were no song compositions in the English language
worthy of their attention. Now I contend that there are
more truly meritorious songs in English (dramatic and other-
wise) than any artist will ever attempt to render.

In conclusion, I want to leave the suggestion that the gen-
eral public is so deceitful in these matters that preference
is given to the foreign article because of the insane idea
that by so doing thy are at once lifted to a class of exclusives.
Apropos to the above, I was asked to take part in a playlet

recently wherein a trio was to be rendered in Italian. I com-
mitted to memory a short sentence and made that do for
the entire song— (the soprano and tenor did likewise)—and
upon my word the audience gave the foreign song the most
applause.

Yours truly,

L. A. LARSEN.
V*

OPERA IN ENGLISH.

In answer to the article. "Opera in English" in The .Musical
Leader and Concert Goer of October 7, may I add a few words?
Until vocal music in England and America is based upon
English we can not have a national musical art in either
country. We do not go to Berlin to hear French, to Austria
to hear Italian, nor to Italy to hear German sung. But in

England and America we hear everything but English. It is

now the duty of our public to insist upon our vocal music
being in English, and the duty of all artists and teachers to
recognize and encourage the same on every occasion. L'ntil

the public understands what it hears, musical art can only
amuse, it cannot educate. In most of our concert programs
we hear only groups in foreign tongues, with a small (and
usually insignificant) group of native writers at the end, "to
lighten up" the program, as they tell us! When we sing
abroad we have to learn the language of the country in which
we sing and we should demand the same of singers coming
to this country, for the best English should not be too good
for us if we are to thoroughly enjoy and understand our
music. If the French, Germans or Italians can adapt a
Shakespearian or other standard work to a musical setting
(in translations) we English-speaking composers can certainly
do the same in English, for we have composers in England
and America who have proven themselves worthy of the name.
All we import is not of necessity better than our own! If a
just study of our own writers were insisted upon of the ar-

tists who come to this country (apart from any commercial
spirit) they could but find art here worthy of their attention.
I feel our public is weak in not demanding a better knowledge
of our native works. Those of us who write cannot be ag-
gressive in this matter. We must submit and wait. But the
time is at hand and vocal music to the best English must
soon be a necessity with us if our art is to prosper.—Eleanore
Everest Freer, in the Musical Leader and Concert Goer.w
How the business world outside San Francisco regarded the

spirit of the Portola Festival may be gathered from the fol-

lowing telegrams sent to Sherman, Clay & Co. of this city

by Steinway & Sons of New York:
New York, "Oct. 21, '09.

Sherman, Clay & Co., San Francisco. Calif.

Anent the celebration of the Portola Festival in commem-
oration of the rebuilding of your great and beautiful city.

We send you hearty greetings and best wishes for unprece-
dented prosperity of your city and state such as the country
has every reason to expect from the, sturdy and dauntless
citizens of San Elrancisco.

STEINWAY & SONS.
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The Great

Bach Festival

Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. ::::::
NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Festival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Chnstian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently interested in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND
SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.

Elaborate

Holiday

Number!

^ THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
^J REVIEW is now preparing a large and
^ handsomely illustrated New Year's Edition

which will be published on Saturday, December
25th, 1909. Besides containing a Retrospective

Review of San Francisco's Musical Life since

.April I 8, I 906, the paper will contain special ar-

ticles about Los Angeles Musicians and California

.Musical Clubs.

M
11
THOSE who do not advertise regularly in

^J this paper will find the Holiday Number of

^ the "Pacific Coast Musical Review " an ideal

.Advertising Medium as it will consist of an edition

of not less than Ten Thousand Copies.

M
II
REGUL.AR advertisers in this paper who

^J have Annual Contracts are entitled to a

-il complimentary article containing 200 words
each; and if they pay for cuts at the rate of 1 5c a

square inch such article may be illustrated with pic-

ture: the cut not to exceed 3x4 inches (two dollars).

Regular advertisers des.nng to take advantage of

this complimentary write-up and picture should send

in their requests and copy before December 1st.

After that date no write-ups can be ac-

cepted.

SINGLE COPIES OF THE HOLIDAY
NUMBER WILL BE 25 CENTS.

Send copies away to friends and show

what California is doing for Music. '
.

the

For Particulars Address:

PACIFIC COAST
MUSICAL REVEIW

Sherman Clay & Co. Building

Sutter and Kearny Sts. San Francisco
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MUSICAL NEWS ABROAD
The Komisclie Oper in Berlin will present a number of

novelties during this season. Among these new works are:

"Resurrection," a free adaptation of the Tolstoi novel of the

same name in a musical setting, by Frank Alfano, a young
Italian composer; "Das Veilchenfest" (The Feast of Violets),

by Brandt-Beys: "The Valley of Love," by Oscar Strauss,

who wrote the "Waltz Dream" (which proved even a greater

triumph in Europe than the over-advertised "Merry Widow")
and "Lord Piccolo," by Berenzi.

* * *

It seems that all comic opera composers who have made
recent successes will bring new works into the forthcoming
season. Lehar, who has shaken a dozen or so comic operas
from his sleeve during the last few years, will present "Das
Purstenkind" at the Operetten Theatre in Berlin. Leo Fall,

whose "Dollar Princess" proved a brilliant triumph, will

bring out a new work, "The Divorced Wife," at the Theatre
des Westens. All these comic operas mentioned her are of

a risque and very broad character, and according to the Cali-

fornia Club of San Francisco, would be unfit for production:

but in Berlin people's minds do not run in channels that

make risque productions subject to police interference. Th«
public there knows what they are about to hear. If thsir

sentiments are too refined to be put to the test they simply
refrain from attending these performances. If they feel as

if they wanted amusement of this kind they will go there

without the government interfering with their free will. And
mind you, Germany is not a free country, either.

* « *

The Frankfurt String Quartet will present a new work by
Ms,2 Reger, which will be his op. 109. The same composer
has also written a male chorus entitled "To Zeppelin." hereby
showing an admiration for the king of airships. While this

work may be rather flighty in its character, it should be as

air tight as some of Richard Strauss's works, but we trust

that the string quartet number will not put the Frankfurt
players as much up in the air as the Zeppelin invention does
its master. Anyway, Max Reger is one of the most fertile

composers in Germany today. His works are characteristic

and contain a certain element of originality unmarred by a

superhuman effort to make musicians work like woodchop-
pers, which latter desire seems to be the favorable pastime
of the modern German composer.

* * *

During the current season of the Berlin Philharmonic Or-

chestra, under the direction of Arthur Nickisch, Sir Edward
Elgar's "A flat symphony" will be performed. This would
inspire one with the conviction that the strained feeling be-

tween England and Germany has not reached the musical
circles. This is just as little likely as that the strained

feeling between Los .\ngeles and San Francisco, which is due
to political conspiracies, can affect the musicians of these two
great cities.

* * *

It is gratifying to hear that Madame Emma Calve will not
visit America during this season, and no doubt many a man-
ager who was "soaked" for $L500 guarantee by this ambi-
tious cantatrice will breathe easier when he hears this gratify-

ing news. The concert stage would not lose much if Calve
would decide to forsake it forever. She will remain at Nice
this year, where she is scheduled to create the role of Marie-
des-Angers in Gabriel Dupont's opera "La Glu." This work
is entitled a "lyric drama in four acts, with libretto by Henri
Cain." We trust that Madame Calve will not raise Cain witli,

the libretto, as she does not play the title role, which has
been allotted to Mile. Vix of the Opera Comique in Paris.

Madame Calve's role is that of a Mother, and she ought to

be pretty good in this role, for she has been mother to so
many proteges who never "proteged" that she should be used
to it by this time. Otherwise, her motherly virtues seem to

be few and far between.

On October liith was presented at the Opera Comique in

Paris for the first time Lalo's "Roy d'Ys." Grand opera is

being given at both the Opera Comique and at the Gaite-
Lyrique, the grand opera not having as yet opened its doors.

* * *

Willy Burmester, the famous German violinist, will tour the
United States in the season 1910-11. It is to be hoped that
this time this splendid virtuoso will visit the Pacific Coast.
At none of his former visits to this county were any attempts
made to book him here. The New York managers only
then book artists for the coast when they have exhausted
their drawing powers in the East, or after they have not
been financially successes, and thus in many instances the

Pacific Coast has made artists for New York. Nevertheless,
we are sneeringly referred to as the wild and wooly West
every time an artist does not draw as the New York manager
in his snug office expects him to draw.

» » »

Offenbach's "L,ove Tales of Hoffmann" was given tor five

hundred times at the Royal Opera in Berlin during the last

four years. Pagliacci received its 2.">0th performance recent-
ly. The Musical Courier correspondent comments on this fact
as follows: "It required thirty-eight years for such a popular
opera as Mignon, for instance, to reach the 250th perfor-
mance. It took even Weber's Freischutz seventy-five years
and Mozart's Don .Juan ninety-seven years to reach this figure
in Berlin at the Royal Opera." We wonder when this figure
will be reached in New York and San Francisco. No doubt
by that time people will fly to the theatre in airships.

* * *

Arthur Nikisch will conduct performances of "Don Juan"
and "Rienzl" at the Hamburg Opera on the 26th and 28th of
this month.—Musical Courier.

* * *

Mme. Arthur Nikisch has completed the text and partitur to
an operetta entitled "Meine Tante, Deine Tante," which will

be given its first performance on May 1, 1910. in the New
Operetta Theatre of Berlin. Nikisch will conduct the pre-

miere, which will be the occasion of his first appearance as
conductor in a Berlin theatre.—Musical Courier.

* * *

A novelty in quartet singing will be heard in Berlin this

season in the offerings of the newly formed Russian Vocstl
Quartet, an organization of Russian opera singers, who will

introduce the lieder and songs of the Siberian prisoners, as
collected by Professor Gartefeld, of St. Petersburg. The
quartet will be made up of excellent and well schooled voices
and to make their performances more dramatic they will be
dressed in the long gray cloaks worn by the banished offen-

ders, the men with gray caps and the women with white
cloths over the head. They will be accompanied by the Rus-
sian balalaika and some of the songs by the rattling of chains.
This is, indeed, a day of realism.—Musical Courier.

The Caruso concert at the Royal Albert Hall. London,
broke all records, both as to numbers present and to money
taken in. The great building contained l."),000 people, and
was sold out four days in advance. It is stated on the best
authority that 4.000 applicants had to be refused, representing
$10,000. So pleased is Signor Caruso with his tour that he
says openly he has never in his life been so happy as with
Mr. Quintan, and as long as Mr. Quintan cares to represent
him he will be pleased to call him his English impresario.

—

Musical Courier.
V%^

THE CLEMENS-GABRILOWITSCH WEDDING.

Clara Clemens, the contralto, and Ossip Gabrilowitsch, the
pianist, were married last Wednesday noon at the home of

Samuel L. Clemens (Mark Twain), the father of. the bride, in

Redding Conn. The beautiful Italian villa, with jts splendid
natural surroundings, made an ideal spot for a country wed-
ding, and the interior of the house, decorated profusely with
autumn leaves in all their splendor of color, added immeasur-
ably to the picturesqueness of the occasion. The ceremony,
performed by the Rev. Dr. Twitchell. of Hartford, Conn., was
a very simple one, there being no attendants except the
bride's sister, Jean. Miss Newcomb played the wedding
march on the piano. Mark Twain wore his famous Oxford cap
and gown over his proverbial suit of spotless white flannel.

About fifty guests were present at the wedding and the
breakfast that followed, among them being Richard Watson
Gilder, Mrs. Gilder and three daughters, Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Wright of Boston, Lillian Burbank, Marie Nichols, Mrs. John
B. Stanchfield, Mr. and Mrs. F'rank J. Sprague, Miss Foot,
Miss Comstock. Mary Lawton, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Gaill-

ard, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hapgood, Leonard Liebling, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Bigelow Paine and Ethel Newcomb, all of

New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Gabrilowitsch will go abroad on October 16,

and after a short tour in Italy will settle permanently in Ber-
lin. Mrs. Gabrilowitsch will not sume her successful activity
on the concert stage.—Musical Courief, Oct. 13, '09.

**
The Hofmann String Quartet will give three chamber

music concerts during the season at the Kohler & Chase.
Hall. The members of the quartet are: William Hofmann,
first violin; Walter Manchester, second violin; Rudolph Sei-

ger, viola; Albert W. Nielsen, cello. Inasmuch as every
member of the quartet is an excellent musician, artistic

treats may be expected.
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Grand Piano Free
BALDWIN, EVERETT, KNABE, STEINWAY or WEBER

The Pacific Coast Musical Review will give a Grand Piano worth from Eight Hundred to One
Thousand Dollars to any Musical Club, Musical Conservatory, Music Teacher or Music Student who
will secure for it the largest number of subscribers (not less than five hundred) before May 1st, 1910.
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awarded to the one securing the largest num-
ber of votes (which is equivalent to tJie largest

nnniber of subscribers). Anyone not winning
ilie First Prize will receive a Merchandise Or
dec representing '2~-> jier cent, of the amount

forwarded to this paper. ALL SUBSCEIP-
TIONS MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE.
A Coupon that will be published in each

issue of the Pacific, Coast Musical Review is

ecjuivalent to Five \'otes. It is limited to one
week after date.

Only New Subscriptions will be counted.

Contest ends May 1, 1910.

NOMINATION COUPON
Good for 500 Votes

Contest Manager I'acific Coast Musical Review,
Sherman, Clay & (^'o. Building,

San Francisco.
Dear Sir: I wish to register as a Candidate

in the I'acific Coast Musical Review's Grand
I'iano Contest.

Name

.\ddress

Town

The Pacific Coast Musical Review's

GRAND PIANO CONTEST
5 - Good for Five Votes - 5

For

Town or Ci(v

State

Bring or send into office before October
23 or vote will not count.

Scud ill Flat l'(irl,(i</c~l)<i Xot RoU.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS CONTEST EDITOR

Pacific Coast Musical Revie\v, Sherman Clay &
Co. Building, San Francisco
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MUSICAL NEWS FROM THE EAST
Fritz Kieisler sailfd from Rreiiien on Tuesday, October

12, and arrived in New York on Tuesday, October Iflth aboard

the steamer Kaiser Willielm der Grosse, accompanied by Mrs.

Kreisler and Haddon Squire, his pianist. Kreisler came di-

rect from his vacation, which he spent at Gastein, and opened
his tour with a recital in Carnegie Hall last Saturday after-

noon, October 23.

Reinald Werrenrath in his recital in Mendelssohn Hall, New
Yorli, on Tuesday afternoon, October 26, sang a group of

songs by Miss Harriet Ware, the young American composer,
who played the accompaniments for this group. Another
group in his program comprises five songs by Grieg, wliich

Mr. Werrenrath sang in the Norwegian language. He has
been singing the past week in the Maine State festivals and
after a short tour through tlie New England cities returned

to New York.

Rachmaninoff, tlie distinguished Russian composer-pianist.
arrived in this country on October 26 aboard the Kronprinz
Wilhelm. He left immediately for Boston, where he conducts
the Boston Symphony Orchestra on October 29 and 30. His
first New York appearances will be with the Boston Symph-
ony Orchestra on November 13 and in his own recital in

Carnegie Hall on November 20, at which time his new sonata,

op. 20, will be included in his program.

The American debut of Yolanda Mero has been pushed for-

ward several days to 'allow the famous Hungarian pianiste to

accept a number of orchestral concerts out of New York that

have been offered to her through the failure of another fa-

mous pianist to visit this country. These include appearances
in Chicago with the new Philharmonic Society and in St. Paul
with the St. Paul Symphony Orchestra. The positive date
for Yolanda Merc's American debut has been set for Wednes-
day evening, November 3, in Carnegie Hall, when she will

have the assistance of the Russian Symphony Orchestra,
Modest Altschuler, conductor.

Oscar Hammerstein's preliminary season of grand opera
at popular prices at the Manhattan has drawn to a close.

The last wek was signalized by the addition of another nov-

elty to the preliminary season's repertoire, making fifteen

operas in all. Special interest was attached to the announce-
ment of "The Bohemian Girl ' for Wednesday, as it was sung
in English—the first opera s\ing in the vernacular in the Man-
hattan Opera House.

Handel, Schumann, Schubert and Liszt were represented
on the program for George Hamlin's recital at Carnegie Hall,

New Y'ork, Sunday afternoon, October 17. But German Lieder
did not preponderate. There was an old Italian song of

Buonocini, a Shakespearian and Elizabethan group by Roger
Quilter, a "Hmyn to the Night," by Campbell-Eipton, and "The
Last Taschastas," by Carl Busch. A request number was Ed-
win Schneider's "Flower Rain," which proved so popular at

Mr. Hamlin's Carnegie Hall recital last season.

Friends of the Symphony Society of New York will be in-

terested in the completed list of novelties and lesser known
works for the season, which has now been prepared by Wal-
ter Damrosch. The list is as follows: "Pagan Poem," after

an eclogue of Virgil, for orchestra, piano and three trumpets
off the stage, by Charles Martin Loeffler; dramatic overture,
"Paolo and Francesca," Arne Oldberg; "Czar and Sultan." a
suite of musical pictures, op. 57, by Rimsky-Korsakoft;
scherzo, op. 45, Carl Goldmark; "Troisleme Suite," by Mosz-
kowsky; "Le Printemps," op. 34, by Alexander Glazounow.
A Debussy program will be given, Including a new "marche
eccossaise" and a suite "Au coin des enfants." Other novel-
ties will be a ballade by Liadow, written throughout in the
five-four time, first popularized by Tschaikowsky in his "Sym-
phonie Pathetique": ballet music to the pantomime "Les
petits riens," by Mozart, and a concerto by Rameau, arranged
by Felix Mottl. Elgar's symphony, which made such a re-

markable success last winter, will be repeated, as well as
symphonies by Fieethoven, Brahms, Dvorak, Haydn and Schu-
bert.

* * *

Gustav Mahler, who sailed for this country from Europe
on October 12, called a first rehearsal of the New York Phil-

harmonic Society soon after his arrived in New York, October
19th. One of the interesting changes to be noticed this sea-
son in the reorganization of the orchestra will be in the
wood-wind choir, where only two of last year's players re-

main. Most of the newcomers in this dei)arlment are either

of the P'rench or Belgian school, three Hute players, three
oboes and the same number of clarinets being I"''renchmen.

In the brass section there will be noticed this season but three
musicians formerly with the Philharmonic, while all the per-

formers on the tympani and percussion instruments are new
here. Theodore Spiering, who makes his debut in New York

, as concertnieister, was for many years a first violinist in the

Chicago Orchestra. Leo Schultz remains first 'cellist, but
there will be a new face at the stand with him, Horace Britt,

who was first '(cellist with Victor Herbert. Other newcomers
among the 'cello players are I. Herner, who as at the first

desk of the Manhattan Opera House orchestra last year;
Paul Morgan of New York and Alexander Heindl of Boston.

* # «

Miss Carolyn Beebe and Edouard Dethier will give their

second series of sonata recitals for piano and violin at the
Plaza Hotel, New York, on the afternoon of Monday, Novem-
ber 15, and Monday, November 22, at 3:30 o'clock, and Mon-
day evening, November 20, at 8:30 o'clock.

For the first time at his Sunday night concerts at the New
York Theatre Victor Herbert played Lortzing's much neglec-

ted "Festival Overture," Sunday evening, October 17th. It

led a program containing a well selected list of orchestral
numbers that met the ready approval of the clientele this

popular composer-conductor has acquired. By request Saint-

Saen's suite "Algerienne," with a solo for viola. "Reverie du
sole," was another orchestra feature of the first portion of
the program, together with Bach's "Air" for the strings,

Moszkowski's "Malaguena" and Stahlberg's "Al Mercedita."
In the part devoted to Mr. Herbert's own music several of his

isolated numbers, "Fleurette," "The Fairies' Revel," etc.,

found a place among the selections from his operas. The
principal soloist was John M. Spargur, violin, who played
D'Ambrosio's "Canzonetta," a Berceuse by Townsend, and a
composition of his own, "Souvenir."

Mme. Blanche Arral made her metropolitan bow at Carnegie
Hall Sunday afternoon, October 24th. Mme. Arral appeared
with the Volpe Symphony Orchestra, the program being as
follows: Overture, Anacreon (Cherubini). Volpe Symphony
Orchestra: Air d'Ophelie, Hamlet (Ambroise Thomas I, Mme.
Arral with orchestra; Le Rouet d'Omphale (Saint-Saens),

Volpe Symphony Orchestra: Vol che Sapete, Le Xozze de Fi-

garo (Mozart), Au Cour le Reine (Massenet), Mme. Arral with
orchestra: Second Suite, Peer Gynt (Grieg I, Volpe Symphony
Orchestra; Plus grande dans son obscurite. Queen of Sheba
(Gounod), Mme. Arral with orchestra; Mignon, (a) Overture,
(b) Romance, (c) Cantabile, (d) Gavotte, (e) Polacca (Am-
broise Thomas), Mme. Arral with orchestra.

* * *

Mme. .Tohanna Gadski will give her annual Carnegie Hall
recital Sunday afternoon, October 31st. Her accompanist in

New York will be Isidore Luckstone, who will likewise ap-

pear with the prima donna in Boston, November 3rd.

.lascha Bron, the young Russian violinist, makes his debut
at Mendelssohn Hall, New York, November 8. He will

then proceed to Philadelphia, where he plays on the 10th and
return to New Y'ork for the Rubinstein Club's concert at the
Waldorf-Astoria on Saturday evening, the 13th. On Sunday
evening, November 28, he plays at the Metropolitan Opera
House with Pepito Arriola, with whom he is also to be as-

sociated in a concert at Columbus, Ohio, on the Thursday
preceding. Early in December he will go West to fill engage-
ments, which include appearances In Chicago and Indianapolis.

Pepito Arriola, the eleven-year-old pianist who has been one
of the sensational attractions of the last London season, will

make his American debut Friday afternoon, November 12, at

Carnegie Hall.

Mme. Blanche Marchesi, who will be in America for a short
season this fall, will give her only New York recital at Men-
delssohn Hall, Thursday evening, November 18, after which
she makes a tour of about thirty-five concerts.

* * *

Mme. Nordica will give her only New York recital of the
season at Carnegie Hall, Thursday afternoon. November 11th.
immediately following her appearance in "Giaconda" at the
opening of the Boston opera season, November 8.

-*v-
Robert Lloyd, the director of the McNeill Club, recently

lectured at Elk's Hall on "The Correct l^se of the Voice in

Speech and Song." The lecturer explained and demonstrated
the proper methods of breathing, and the evening was both
instructive and pleasant.
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

Phones: Broadway 3923, Home 25721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

FACULTY
PIANO—Heinrich Von Stein. Henry Immerman. J. W.

Moore. Miss .luliet Von Stein. Herman Hilburg. Miss

Virginia Swearingen. Miss Nina L. Barber and Miss

E. E. Pritchert.

VIOLIN—Wenzel Kopta. .Julius Bierlicli. Ferdinand Von

Grote.

VOICE—Hugo Kirchliofer. Robert Ecldiardt.

CELLO—Mrs. Elsa Von Grofe-Menasco.

ORGAN—.1. W. Moore.

HARMONY, THEORY and COMPOSITION—Miss .Juliet

Von Stein.

Strongest Faculty Ever Organized in

Southern California

SousamsBand
Assisted by the Misses Frances and Grace

Hoyt, duettists. Miss Florence Hardeman,

violinist, and Mr. Herbert L. Clarke, cornetist

DREAMLAND RINK
8 Concerts — Afternoons and Evenings of Nov. 4, 5, 6, 7,

Friday Night Wagner-Sousa Program. Seals ready Nov. 1

.

at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, where a complete program may be

obtained. Prices $1.00, 73c, 50c. General admission 50c.

Greek Theater, Berkeley, Monday Aft. and Night, Nov. 8th.

Seats at usual places.

E X T R A
MME.
JEAN JOMELLI

PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO
Covent Garden, Hammerstein's. etc. in conjunction with

Miss Marie Nichols, Violin virtuosa

Miss Madalen Worden, Composer— Pianiste

Novelty Theater
Friday Eve, Nov. 12, Sunday Afternoon

Nov. 14, and Tues. Eve, Nov. 16.

Seats, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00. Ready November 9th.

Oakland—Ye Liberty, Wednesday Afternoon, Nov. 1 7th.

Coming—MARY ADELE CASE, Contralto

Musical Review Rules That Will be Enforced.

Every advertising bill must be paid on the first day
of each month. If not paid on or before the fifteenth

of each month advertisement will be discontinued. If

not paid on or before the first day of the month follow-

ing account will be turned over to collector.

All subscriptions must be paid two weeks after date

of expiration notices mailed from this office. If not

paid paper will be promptly discontinued.

Only advertisers are entitled to insertion of advance
notices of concerts, pictures, studio removal notices,

etc. Bona fide news items are always solicited.

This paper will establish a list of California artists

and church choir singers. Anyone desirous of appear-

ing on this list, which will be forwarded to anyone like-

ly to engage artists, may send in his or her name. No
charge will be made for such entrance nor any com-
mission charged in case an engagement is secured. If

artist is not known to the editor by reputation he or she

must satisfy him as to required competency

Studios for Musicians
KQHLER & CHASE BUILDING

Rooms large and sunny, separated by sound-

proof partitions; especially adapted to the use of

musicians and teachers of music ; ready for occu-

pancy December 1 , 1 909.

FOR PLANS .AND RESERVATIONS. APPLY

SPECK, PASCHEL & CO., Agents
228 Montgomery St., Mills Building

Telephone Kearny 1642

Overland

Limited .

CROSSES

High Sierra

Great Salt Lake
BY DAYLIGHT

Chicago in Three Days

Electric Lighted, Fast Flying, Cross-Country Train.

Luxuriously Equipped. Pullman. Drawing Room,
Stateroom. Vestibuled Sleeping Cars.

Careful and attentive dining service. Parlor

observation car with library and cafe, Ladies

Reading Room, Gentlemen's Smoking Room.

Daily News Bulletins, Latest Papers and Magazines.

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot

13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland
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NEW PUBLICATIONS FOR 1909.

Interesting and Complete List of Novelties Published and
Purchased by Leading German Publishing Houses.

[By the Musical Courier's Leipsic Correspondent.]

(Continued from Last Week.)

Otto Junne publishes two works for large orchestra, tlie

symphonic peora "Hero and Leander" by Paul Brtel (Berlin),

and a tone poem by the Altenburg conductor, Theodor Blunier,

whose "Carnivalscenes" was given in the Gewandhaus last

year. The Ertel poem was given in manuscript in Berlin by
the Bluthner Orchestra under Carl Pauzner, and it was strong-

ly approved. Solo songs here include Alex Schwartz's settings

of poems by Carmen Sylva, also songs by H. Erler and Jos.

Doebber. There are male choruses by Schwammel (Inns-

bruck) and P. Nowowiejski's "Mer ein Wortchen," which has
become a repertory piece of the Berliner Lehrergesangverein.
Liturgical music includes Emil Wagner's organ variations,

"Vom Himuiel hoch" and his "Vaterunser" motet for mixed
chorus. Further, ten organ pieces, op. 81, by Moritz Nogel
(Leipsic), Br. Dost's "Ps. CIII" for mixed chorus, and Joh.

Diebold's third book of modern organ masters. The Diebold
book contains forty-five compositions, of which the last eight

have obligatos of some stringed instruments. Other pieces

for organ are by Jos. Beringer (San Francisco), Th. A. Romer
(Magdeburg) and H. Daftner, of Dresden. Dalfner brings also

a piano trio, his opus 10.

Far the most important work now in the press of Gebruder
Hug & Co. is Fritz Volbach's B minor symphony, which was
strongly approved upon its manuscript rendition at the June
festival in Stuttgart. Fritz Steinbach will conduct the sym-
phony at a Gurzenich concert in Cologne. Next comes the

orchestral "Apostaten Marsch," with male chorus, the op. 2.

by Rudolph Siegel, og Munich. This work also created a

strong impression at the Stuttgart festival. The text is a

spiteful political poem written in 1844 by Gottfried Keller. The
orchestral score is not merely an accompainment, but an
independent work. The young composer pupil of Mrs. Reger.
Othmar Schoeck is represented by a sonata for violin and
piano, and no less than fifty-seven solo songs with piano.

This firm brought last year the same composer's three move-
ment orchestral serenade for strings, which was played as a

Prufung work by the Leipsic Conservatory student orchestra.

Hans Huber is in press with his sonata, op. 130, for cello and
piano, and Volkmar Andrae by his second piano trio, op. 14.

Andrae brings also fourteen songs, his op. 10 12 and 1.5.

Wilhelm Berger (Meiningen) has on a capella male chorus
ballade entitled "Pharaoh." It is of about the scope of the

Hegar ballades. Hug & Co. still maintain lively interest in

Volbach's "Am Siegfried Brunnen," a mood picture for male
chorus and orchestra, published in 1907.

* * w

Ernst Eulenberg's catalogue of miniature scores is enlarged
by those of Max Reger's second string quartet, op. 109; Jan
Sibelius' quartet, op. 56; the Richard Strauss piano quartet,

op. 13; the Brahms academic festival and the tragic overtures,

also Brahm's (orchestral) variations on the Haydn theme.
The house is bringing out the symphonic poem "Fruhling," by
Vincenz Reifner, of Teplitz, in Bohemia. Stephan Krehl's

piano trio, op. 32: Hans Sitt's three violin pieces, op. 102, and
a dozen songs by Bruno Hinze-Reinhold are among the new
works to appear. Large interest attaches to Felix Mottl's

instrumentation of a Bach secular cantata for soprano, basso
and orchestra, with choral finale. The cantata, "Mer han en
neue Oberkett," was in honor of the coming of a new owner of

the Klein Zschocher estates at the edge of Leipsic. The
work in Mottl's arrangement has fe-^w given by the Bachverein
of Heidelberg under Dr. Wolfrum. The male chorus litera-

ture is enlarged by Victor Keldorfer's setting o ffour famous
dance melodies by Josef Strauss (1827-1870), brother to

Johann Strauss. The Reger quartet, op. will be played here
in November by the Bohemians. The Reifner symphonic
poem was variously given in manuscript last season in Aus-
trian cities.

* * *

Max Brockhaus' catalogue never brings anything but operas

and incidental music to dramatic works. Siegried Wagner's
opera "Banadietrich" is now on the press, also Humperdinck's
opera of "Die Konigskinder." Humperdinck's first music on
the subject was only incidental to a fairy play, but last sea-

son the work was enlarged and performed as a full blooded

opera. The Brockhaus Press is still busied with Humper-
dinck's music to other plays, a part of which music was
issued last year. It includes music for actual use with "The
Merchant of Venice," "Tempest." "Winter's Tale," "As You
Like It," and now for Ibsen's "Fest auf Solhaug." .\mong

the numerous live operas in this catalogue is the Karl Weis
"Revisor," first played as comedy, but finely successful as
comic opera when issued so in 1901. It had translation and
performance in five languages.

« « *

C. F. \V. Siegel (R. Linneniann) is publishing a number of
large works by the late Erich Wolf Degner, who was at the
time of his death director of the Weimar Musik Schule. The
works are a symphony for orchestra and organ, a serenade
for eight wind instruments and strings, a legende entitled

"Maria und die Mutter," for contralto and baritone solo, mixed
chorus and orchestra; also a set of choral variations for violin

and organ. There are two previously unpublished humorous
skeches for double male chorus, by Felix Mendellsohn, printed
from manuscripts in the Royal Library at Berlin. Other
works for chorus are Othegraven's "Bauernaufstand," for

male chorus and orchestra; also works by C. Kuhnhold, E.

Erdelmann, Hermann Stephani, Stephan Krehl '(Leipsic Con-
servatory), Hans Grisch (Krell pupil, also in conservatory
faculty), Th. Podbertsky, Gerhard Schjelderup (twelve Nor-
wegian folk themes), Louis Victor Saar (Cincinnati), also F.

Nagler's male chorus operetta "Eye of the Law," and Josef
Fiber's one act singspiel "Die Liebspeis," for solo, mixed
quartet and piano or orchestra. Saar's string quartet, op.

39; his sonata for piano and violin, op. 44, and some three
voice women choruses were issued here some seasons ago.

New concerted music includes Em. Moor's violin suite, op.

73, newly set for orchestra. Saar's string quartet, op. 39;

his sonata for piano and violin, op. 44, and some three voice

women choruses were issued here some seasons ago. New-
concerted music includes Em. Moor's violin suite, op. 73,

newly set for orchestra. His fourth violin concerto, op. 72;

double concerto for cellos, op. 69; triple concerto, op. 70, for

piano, violin and cello, were issued last season. 'The 1909

crop further includes Moor's op. 73 and op. 74, a suite and a
sonata for piano and violin; Hans Grisch's octet for wind in-

struments and strings is available, also his eight minatures
for piano solo. Krehl's three piano pieces, op. 30, are in

work. New songs and duets are by R. von Mojsisovicz, A.

Sandberger, Grisch, Gerhard Stehmann and Van der Stucken.
Max Meyer-Olbersleben has three songs for high voice and
orchestra. Of these the "Totentanz" is said to be especially

strong. Last year Siegels issued Rich. Wagner's sketches
for "Meistersinger," "Tristan" and "Parsifal," and for two
or three seasons they have been publishing a series of strik-

ing engravings on Wagnerian characters and scenes. The
drawings are by Hugo L. Braune, of Munich. The house has
just brought out Dr. Arthur Prufer's devised and enlarged
edition of "Das Werk von Bayreuth." The matter was first

a set of lectures of 1899, but much material is now added.

It has to do with the Bayreuth staging of all the Wagner
festival performances in their turn. Dr. Prufer is a lecturer

at Leipsic University.

The Gebruder Reinecke publish now for the very first time
Ch. W. Gluck's solo cantata "I Lament! d'Araore" for soprano
violins, viola, cello and contrabass. The work is edited by
Joseph Liebeskind, of Leipsic, who owns this and many other

valuable manuscripts by Gluck and Dittersdorf. The prepon-

derance of works now in the Reinecke press are male chor-

uses, incltiding op. 25, op. 26, op. 27 and op. 28 by Georg
Henschel, the op. 44 by Arthur Seybold. a Carl Reinecke set-

ting of a Kerner poem, also Richard Fricke's three songs, op.

51, for mixed chorus, and his editing of a "Geistliches Wie-
genlied" from the "Seraphisch Lustgart" of 1635, here given

for two part chorus and organ. Then there are a children's

operetta, "Traumfriedel," op. 278, by Carl Reinecke; his cello

romanza (concertstuck) with orchestra, three books of

"Flower Songs" for piano, a barcarole for violin and piano,

his setting of the Beethoven G major violin rondo of 1792

for piano solo, fujthermore his piano solo setting of a Mozart
orchestral menuet, gavot and humoresque. The firm has a

little booklet called "Die Ulktrompete." It is a collection of

bona fide yarns of musicians.
* * *

The publishing by J. Schuberth & Co. has been principally

that of simplified and transcribed arrangements of the classic

and operatic literature. Within the last years they have had
success with the August Stradal solo piano transcriptions of

twelve Handel organ concertos and twelve concertos by Wilh.

Friedemann Bach, also other material by Buxtehude, Pachel-

bel, Frescobaldi and J. S. Bach. Their output for 1909 em-
braces Stradal's piano setting of Phil. Em. Bach's D. E flat

and F major symphonies, J. S. Bach's G major "Brandenburg"
concerto and an F major chaconne originally written for

organ by Henry Purcell. Other novelties are excerpts from
modern operettas and ballets by Ludwig R. Chmel and Georg
Miekle.
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WILLIAM F. ZECH, VIOLIN 1ST
Dl RECTOR

Tht Zech Orch<^ara Rchei

1332 Geary Street

i Every Monday Evening

Phone We.t 1603

California Conservatory of Music
Now occupies its magnificent new building on

147 Presidio Avenue
Between Washington and Jackson Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

(JacksoQ-Suuer Si. car terminal in from of building)

Largest Institution West of Chicago

DIRECTORILM

HERMANN GENSS, President

DR. H. J. STEWART, GIULIO MINETTI, DR. ARTHUR WEISS,

DR. ERNEST HORSTIMANN

The faculty further includes such artists as

:

H.ANS KONIG.
WALLACE A. SABIN.

G. JOLLAIN,
LOUIS NEWBAUER,
HENRY B. BAERMAN.
MRS. M. OBRIEN,
MISS FLORENCE GUPPY, and others.

Departments for Beginners, Amateurs and Professionals

Pupils received at all times.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE 'DOUILLET, Dean. SAX JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education— Advan-
tages of literary studies free of charge. Board and room at moderate pnces

Send foi Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San J ose Cal ifor n la

OFARREIL STREET
Between Stockton and PoNew Orpheum

Safesl and Most .Magn.ficenl Theaire in Amenca.

WeekBeginnragThisSunday.Afelrnoon—MATINEE E\ERY D.Af

ARTISTIC VAL7DEVILLE
Minnie Seliginan and Williaui Bramvvell in "The Dfums of

Doom"; The Hounding Gordons; Katchen Loisset; Bootblack
Quartette: Hal Godfrey and Co., in "The Liar": Keno, Walsh
and Melrose: "General" Edward La Vine: New Orpheum JIo-

tion Pictures. Last Week—Great Terpsichorean Triumph,
.Mile. Bianci in her Classical and Xovelty Dancing.

Evening Prices: 10c. 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Seals $1.00
Matinee Prices: (Except Sundays and Holidays) lOc. 25c. 50c.

PHONE DOUGL.AS 70

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE X^'EST 314

MACKENZIE GORDON
TENOR

TparhoP nf ^inninn In all i's tranches from the rudiments of lone fo

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

By Appoinlmenl Only
Telepho

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voice Culture for Singing and Spealdng

Concert. Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 367 I

BASSO
CANTANTE

VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING
Perfect Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

Joaquin S. Wanrell

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's, Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

\01CE PRODUCTION, PIANO, HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French, German. .Musical History and Sight Reading in progress. Practice

lessons with specially coached accompanists may be arranged for—also by non-students

oftbeschool. Studio, 818 Grove St , near rillmore. Tel. Park 1 069.
In Berkeley Tuesday. 2521 Resent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at Snell

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church, Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough BIdg., Oakland Home Studio. 1117 Pan

Telephoi

St. Ala

Alameda 1 3

The Beringer
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.

E^abHshed 1896

Under the direction of Pro(. and .VIme. JOSEPti BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education— Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method).

Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

FREID R. J. RAU
Pacific Coast Agent for

HAWKES & SON
London, England

High-CBrade Band Instruments
Bargains in Second-Hand Instruments

170 PAGE ST., SAN FRANCISCO Phone Market 5513

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
Phone WEST 5972 £. S. BONELLI, Director Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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MUSIC IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

(llai-uld Kurd iu the Piolietic Review.)

Speech, to be effective and agreeable, must be partially

sung. That is to say. if a speaker is to be heard and under-

stood, his utterance must be partly musical, and the more

numerous his audience the larger his auditorium, and the

greater the area over which his voice has to travel the more

musical must that utterance be. Cicero, no mean authority

on the subject, gives due recognition to the fact in his dictum:

Est in dicendo etiam quidam cantus obscurior" (there is

moreover in oratory a certain element of music)—a truth

which is attested by the experience of every successful public

speaker. Our language is often reproached as being harsh

and rugged. This reproach had been deserved if cast, not

upon the language, but upon those who misinterpret and

abuse it.

Certain it is that if justice were but done to the musical

element in our language it would not be found wanting in

full beauty and melody of sound.

Why is Italian pre-eminently the language of song? Chiefly.

no doubt, because of the superabundance of vowels which

characterizes it. Why is the speech of an Italian more
euphonious than that of an average speaking p^nglishman?

Partly for the same reason and partly, also, because his for-

mation of the vowels is fuller, more perfect and more sonor-

ous than ours. He directs the waves of sound to the front

of the mouth: we to the back part of the throat and against

the teeth, hence the fascinating tones of the one and the

guttural, harsh and unattractive sounds of the other.

The vowels are the music of speech, as the consonants are

the noises, and music will extend over, and be appreciable at,

far greater distances than mere noise. This fact is attested

by the intuitive utilization of this penetrant power of music

in the "nature-prompted" utterances of the street crier, whose

wish is to be heard as far and as effectively as possible.

"Take care of the consonants, the vowels will take care of

themselves." is an oft-repeated maxim. But in this, as in

many other maxims of an antithetic character, the truth is

sacrificed to the forced embodiment of a pointed antithesis.

The too common use of this false, pernicious rule of sup-

pressing or ignoring the vowel element in oral language is

the direct cause both of defective utterance and that absence

of charm without which speech were bereft of its power,

beauty and grace. I grant that articulation becomes propor-

tionately indistinct as the consonants are suppressed or im-

perfectly uttered. But why give pre-eminence to those ele-

ments which have no individual phonetic existence of their

own and practically ignore those upon whose formation is

wholly dependent the production of sound and consequent

audibility, as also the expression of the emotions?
Despise the vowels and you at once divest speech of beauty

as of expression. They are the flesh and blood of speech,

without which the consonants are but dry bones—void of

beauty as of life.

How important a part they play in oral language is at once

apparent when we remember that it is only through the

vowels that we can develop the voice in regard to Its purity,

sweetness and strength, equally in speech as in song: that

we can give expression to emotional feeling; that a speaker

makes'himself audible, and so in part intelligible; and that

they are the sole elements admitting of inflection and modula-

tion of voice.

Now we who speak English have contracted a habit which

in its influence has marred the natural beauty of our language

and shorn it of its own peculiar charm, namely, that of speak-

ing too much with the teeth compressed. We thus reduce to-

minimum the sonority of the vowels, impair the quality of

voice, reduce its power, and lessen its extent of reach-effects

which are the immediate result of our wholly disregarding I he

utility of the vowels.
The voice will find emission through the mouth or nasal

passages; the more purely It does this through the former the

more will it approximate to vowel tone, and in proportion will

be its purity, sweetness and strength.

Our endeavor, therefore, must be to introduce into our
speech as much music or vowel-tone as we can. This will

suggest the expediency of separating the teeth to form per-

fectly the vowels and of sustaining the voice upon them as

long as is consistent with their just and perfect utterance,

as also for the purposes of inflection. At the same time we
must avoid a prolongation of the vowels into a drawling and
sing-song expression, depriving speech of its charm, dignity

and grace.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.

THE BOSTON OPERA SEASON.

Boston. Oct. 16.—Final announcement of the season's plans

for Boston's first opera house has just been made. The reg-

ular season is to open on November 8th witli a performance
of "La Gioconda," which will make a draft on the forces of

the Metropolitan Opera House, with which the local institution

is allied.

Singing in both the new opera house and the Metropolitan

in New York are Lillian Nordica. who was long a stockholder

in the San Carlo Opera Company brought to this country by
Henry Russell, manager of the new Boston Opera House;
Lydia Lipokouska, Alice Nielsen, .Jane .\oria. Antonio Pini-

Corsi, Fernando Gianoli-Galletti and Enzo Leliva.

The season has been divided into two parts, the first con-

tinuing from November 8th to .January 1st. and the second
from February 7th to March 20th. There will be during the

whole season sixty regular subscription performances to be
given after the New Yoj-k fashion on Mondays, Wednesdays.
Fridays and on Saturday afternoons. Then there will be
Sunday evening concerts and popular priced opera on Satur-

day evenings, in which the members of the opera school will

have a chance to appear. The Boston, like all other well ap-

pointed opera houses, will have an opera school and rear its

own artists under glass in the back yard.

Mr. Russell, who has a reputation as a discoverer of good
singers, has been in Europe off and on for the last year search-

ing for talent for the new company. He has organized a
chorus of 12.5 voices, of which about forty-five are American
girls who have been studying the chorus parts of the various
operas for the last year. The foreign recruits were selected

by Giulio Setti. the chorus master at the Metropolitan Opera
House in New York. In pursuance of the plan to unite for-

eign and native talent in the administration of the opera house
Arnaldo Conti and Wallace Goodrich will divide the duties of

the first conductor. The costumes and scenery were made in

Italy, and the season will be in the main Italian in every par-

ticular, since no German operas are to be sung and there are

only live operas to be sung in French out of a repertoire of

twenty-seven. The principal singers besides those mentioned
before are Celestina Bonin Segna. who made a success at the

Metropolitan several years ago in spite of her limited oppor-
tunities; Fily Dereyne. who refused to come back to the

Metroplitan two seasons ago because she was not promised
the leading role; Emma Hoffman, Matilda Lewicka, Elena
Kirmes, Evelyn Parmell, Maria Claessens, Maria Gay, Bettin
Freeman, Elvira Livorini, Anna Mutschick and Anna Row-
skowski.
Among the men singers in the company are a number of

new artists from whom much is expected. Foremost among
these are Enzo Leliva. the Polish tenor who has made a
career in Italy; George Baklanoff. a Russian, and Guglielmo
Balestrino. a young Italian tenor.

The repertoire will consist chiefly of standard works. "An-
ton." by Galootti, a modern Italian composer, will be the
absolute novelty, while Pergolesi's "Serva Padrona" and
Paer's "Maestro Cappella" will be the two notable revivals

of old operas.—New York Sun.

\%

A song recital by the pupils of Romeo Frick was given at

the studio on Thursday evening. October 14th. The program
was as follows; "Knowest Thou the Land" (Beethoven), Miss
Alice Miller; Aria from "II Pagliacci" (Leoncavallo), Alwin
Spencer; Siebel's Song from "F'aust" (Gounod), Mrs. Chas.
DeWitt; "Slumber Boat" (Gaynor). Miss Marjorie Borkheim;
"A .Jolly Good Song" (Geibel), Geo. Allen; "O' Sole Mio"
(Capua). Miss Margaret Centini; "I Hid -My Love" (D'Harde-
lot). -Miss H. L. Chamberlain: "All Through the Xight" (Old
Welch). Fred A. Xassie; "Faith of Spring" (Schubert). Miss
Vina Wiley; "Sleep. Dear Heart" (Porter). Miss Dollie Leon-
ard; Aria from "Rigoietto" (Verdi). Carl Vinther; "My
Home" (Little), Miss Marion Peters: "Forbidden Music"
(Gastaldon), Geo. H. Hagy; "Without Thee" (D'Hardelot).
Harold McDonald; "Mignon" (D'Hardelot), Miss Mabel
Hatchwell; "Doris" (flute obligato) (Nevin), Miss Freda
Sauerman; "Still wie die Nacht" (Bohm), Paul Foothill;

"The Starling" from "Bird Songs" (Lehmann). Miss Martha
Smith; "Only You" (Tirindelli), Thos. Walker; Aria from
"II Trovatore" (Verdi). Miss Gertrude Brain; accompanists

—

Miss Mary Coffey and Miss Hazel Reek.

-w-
IF YOU WANT COMPLETE PROGRAMS AND AN-

NOUNCEMENTS OF ALL THE BIG MUSICAL EVENTS
SENT YOU BY MAIL ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO SEND
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO WILL. L. GREENBAUM,
101 POST STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.
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The Most Beautiful Piano

Store in America
Above is sliowu a pliuto eiijiniviug oT oui- big uew store. It i.s conceded by the whole music world

to be the best, and the most perfectly appointed home of any house in the world. The picture shows

but a part of our main floor and a portion only of the great stock of more than fifty grand pianos—

a

stock five times larger than is carried by any other house on the Coast. .Inst at this time about five

hundred pianos of leading makes are shown; a display which is worth your time to see.

TAveuty specially built rooms are occupied by our great stock, making the opportunity for compari-

son better than is offered at any (tther store, while in price and finish every individual i)urse and taste

may be satisfied.

Our new talking machine department on the Sutter street side surpasses in point of location, airi-

ness, convenience, comfort, and especially in the magnitude of its stock, and the courteous service

offered, any similar department in the West. All the finest in Talking JIachines. and all the latest

records all the time is the motto, and ifs lived up to.

The Wiley B. Allen Co.
Wiley B. Allen Building, 135-153 Kearney and 217-225 Sutter Streets.

Oakland: 510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington.

other Stores—Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San l>iego, Stockton, I'lioenix, Ariz., Reno, Nev.,

I'ortland, Ore.
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DEATH OF DUDLEY BUCK.

Famous and Prolific American Composer Dies Suddenly of

Heart Disease, Leaving a Vacancy in American

IVIusical Ranks.

(From the New York IVIusical Courier.)

Dudley Buck, the well known American composer of sacred

music, organist and choirmaster, died suddenly of heart dis-

ease last Wednesday, October 6, at the home of his son,

Dudley Buck, Jr., in West Orange, N. .1. The deceased was
seventy years old.

Born at Hartford, Conn., March 10, 1839, Dudley Buck came
from an old New England family. He entered Trinity College,

Hartford, and showing a preference for music, became organ-

ist of St. .John's Episcopal Church at the age of sixteen.

Previously, he had studied with a Hartford musician named
Babcock. At the age of eighteen Dudley Buck's parents took

him out of college and sent him to Europe, where he entered

the Leipsic Conservatory in 18.')8, and continued his musical

education under Hauptmann, Richter, Rietz, Moscheles, and
Plaidy. At Leipsic the young student met and associated with

Sir Arthur Sullivan, Carl Rosa, .John Francis Burnett, S. B.

Mills, Madeline Schiller and others. Later, Buck went to

Dresden, where he did organ work under Schneider. A year

in Paris wound up the period of training abroad.

In 1862 Dudley Buck returned to America and was at once

appointed organist of the North Congregational Church at

Hartford, where he remained until his parents died, in ISGit,

when he turned his path westward and settled in Chicago, as

as the organist of St. James' Protestant Episcopal Church.

The great fire in October, 1871, destroyed the Buck church

and his home. He went to Boston and accepted charge of the

organ in St. Paul's Church there, later assuming a similar

position at the Boston Music Hall. In 1875 Theodore Thomas
invited him to remove to New York as assistant conductor of

the Thomas orchestral concerts at Central Park Garden, prior

to which removal Mr. Buck accompanied his chief to Cincin-

nati as organist of the May festival of that year. Cincinnati

wanted Mr. Buck to take permanent charge of her new music
hall in 1878. but he previously had decided to accept a call

from Holy Trinity Church, Brooklyn, to become the organist

and musical director, and this was the beginning of his long

musical career in Brooklyn as organist and as director of the

Apollo Club of Brooklyn. He took charge of the music in

Plymouth Church in May, 1902, after a service of twenty-two
years at Holy Trinity. "He resigned from Holy Trinity be-

cause of limitations set upon his selection of the music," says

a report upon that happening. Since then he divided his time

between Europe and America, residing while abroad chiefly

in Dresden, a city of which he was especially fond.

The best known of the Buck compositions are his cantata.

"The Centennial Meditation of Columbia" (written for tlie

Centennial Exposition), his setting of Longfellow's "Golden

Legend" (which won a $1,000 prize offered by the Cincinnati

Musical Festival Association), "The Legend of Don Munio."

a dramatic cantata, a setting of the Forty-sixth Psalm for

solos, chorus and orchestra, symphonic overture to Scott's

"Marmion" (led by Theodore Thomas at a Brooklyn Philhar-

monic concert), "The Light of Asia" and "The Voyage of

Columbus," both choral works, also sonatas, marches, an im-

promptu, a rondo caprice, transcriptions, etc., for the organ,

and a comic opera, "Deseret."
Mr. Buck's earlier compositions were for the church, and it

is in this field that perhaps he is most widely known. The
"First Motet Collection" appeared in 1864, followed a few
years later by the "Second Motet Collection." Others of his

church works are a series of four short cantatas, "The Coining

of the King," "The Story of the Cross," "Christ the Victor"

and "The Triumph of David." In this class also belongs the

"Midnight Service for New Year's Eve." Much of his male
voice music was written for the Apollo Club, notably "Twi-
light," "The Nun of Nidaros," "King Olaf's Christmas,"
"Chorus of Spirits and Hours," "On the Sea" and "Paul Re-
vere's Ride," besides a long list of part songs. His songs
and ballads number upward of forty, and among them are

"Sunset," "When the Heart is Young," "The Tempest," "The
Silent World is Sleeping," "The Bedouin Love Song," "The
Creole Lover's Song," to name only a few. In many of Mr.
Buck's works he was his own librettist; in "Don Munio,"
"Columbus" (English and German), "Festival Hymn" and
"On the Sea," the words are original with the composer.
Dudley Buck's literary works include a "Dictionary of Mus-

ical Terms" and "Influence of the Organ in History."
He is survived by his wife, who was Miss Mary E. Van

Wagner, and to whom he was married in 1865 at Hartford;
two sons. Dr. Edward T. Buck, of Indianapolis, Ind., and

Dudley Buck. .)r., the singer, and one daughter, Mrs. Francis
Blossom, of Orange, l'. J. The funeral took place from Grace
('hurch. Orange, N. J.

In an editorial paragraph the Musical Courier adds the fol-

lowing; The late Dudley Buck, whose detailed obituary will

be found on another page of this issue, was an American com-
poser by virtue of his nativity here, but not through any dis-

tinctively national trait in his music, or any touch of individ-

uality that might have suggested his American birth and an-

cestry. This is not disparagement of Mr. Buck, for the same
thing may be said, and has been said by The ^Musical Courier,

about most of the composers who claim this land as their own
but have studied abroad and lay stress on the title of "Amer-
ican composer." Dudley Buck received his musical education
at Leipsic and lived in that city at a time when the students
at its Conservatories were apt to follow slavishly in the foot-

steps of the professors and regard the musical forms and
ideals then supreme as the final boundary of progress in tonal

art. Mendelssohn, Reinecke, David, Moscheles—those were
the musical influences strongest in Mr. Buck's student career
and they remained apparent in even his very latest composi-
tions. He made no attempt to strike out in the newer musical
forms or to employ the modern idioms, and he certainly ac-

complished nothing in the way of composition which has in it

any suggestion of Americanism, any sort of departure from
the set ideas, ideals and methods of the comfortable old mid-
dle period of German pedantry. The religious music of Dud-
ley Buck is a mixture of German counterpoint with English
hymnal modes due to his familiarity with the established
Episcopalian church service. Mr. Buck had contrapuntal gifts

of no mean order and possessed also the ability to create
dignified and pleasing melody, but as far as adding any works
of ethnological value to American musical literature was con-

cerned, he flight just as well have been born in his beloved
Dresden as to have been native to the State of Connecticut
or resident for decades in Brooklyn. Dudley Buck was in the
strictest critical sense, a German composer, and so is many
another of Columbia's musical sons who studied in the
Fatherland.

'Cello Concert
TO BE GIVEN BY

ALBERT ROSENTHAL
—AT^

Lyric Hall, 513 Larkin St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Wednesday Evening, November 3, 1909
at 8:15 o'Clock. Admission, $1.00

Tickets for sale at Sherman. Clay & Co., Kohler & Chase, Benj.

Curtaz & Son, at the Manager's office, 147 Presidio Ave., and at

the box office at Lyric Hall.

CIIART^ES DLTTOIV
Presents His Pupil

Mr. Ashley Pettis
IN A

PIANO RECITAL
At Mr. Dutton's Studio

2119 ALLSTOIV WAV
Above Shattucic Ave. (Old Commerci.l High Sctiool Bldg. 1

Tuesday Ev©., Nov. 9th, at 8:15 P. M.

ADMISSION FIFTY CENTS
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Have You Heard the New Victor

Arral
RFXORDS?
"Bird Waltz"
" Iraviata"
"Beggar Student"
"El Bolero Grande"
Nightingale Song from

'Les Noces de Jeanette"

-The Great Coloratura Soprano

F \^ BLANCHARD. Pr«. and Mgr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller
TENOR— TEACHER OF SINGING
CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO

Address L. E. Beh>-mer, Manaaer

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building. Los Angeles. Cal. Member of

Faculty of the Conservatorv' of Music of the University of Southern California

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz ?l!Ei Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales
Td. Home 51485. 719 Ottowa St. near lOth and Figueroa. Los Angeles, Cal.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss ^°°traito

CONCERT- PURPOSE PROGRA.M RECITALS^OR.ATORIO
Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles. Cal.

Adolf WillhartitZ Teacher of Piano

332 So. Broadway Los Angeles

ARXOLD KRAUSS ™- ---
Concert Master ol the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

i>4 1 W. l.STH ST.. LOS ANGEF.KS I'lIONKHOME -'.->«•->;;

rnavl^ir I-^o w«il4-.<-^'a« Conductor Los Angeles Symphonynariey namiltOn Orchestra-Wom^sOrch^tra
\10LIN INSTRUCTOR

320 Blanchard Hall Bu.lding. Los Angeles. Cal .

Charles E. Pemberton ^'°''° '"^tructor

^ „ ,
Harmony and Counterpoint

Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

JR Prkiilin TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
. L9, r OUlin THE ART OF SINGING

e J- ^^^o"!-,!-'!'?
'-'"'' '^'^'"P''= ^^P''=' Choir. Woman's Lyric Club

Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal

J. P. Dupuy I^^R: VOICE DIRECTOR
Dir^aor Orpheu, Male Uub. Boar Brilh Choir, TrilUly M. E. Church Choir

5. J- 3ri Di 1 TVP , ,
°*^ Departmenl and Eulerpean Male Qjartelle

Slud.o: 311 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles. Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building

ist

Los Angeles. Cal

L. E. BEHYMER
Western Manager

Musical Artists

Main Office: LOS ANGELES, California

Booking Musical Attractions from Denver West, California

and the Southwest on GUARANTEES and PERCENTAGE

Dr.

REPRESENTS THIS SEASON:

Madame Marcella Sembrich
Madame Schujmann-Heink
M.ADAME Frieda Langendorff
Madame Jeanne Jomelli

Madame Teresa Carreno
Miss Marie Nichols

Miss Tilly Koenen
Ellen Beach Yaw

Madelen Worden
Ludwig Wuellner
George Hamlin, Tenor

Fritz Kreisler, Violinist

Pepita Arriola, Pianist
The Flonzaley Quartette and the
Damrosch Orchestra, with Isadora

Duncan, Dancer, and other
Well Known Artists.

SUPPLYING ALSO THE PACIFIC COAST ARTISTS:

Mackenzie Gordon
Antonio De Grass:
Anna Miller Wood

Dr. J. F. WoLLE in Organ Recitals
Univ. of California Glee Club

Georg Kruger, Pianist
IGNAZ Edouard Haroldi, Violinist
Mary Le Grand Reed, Soprano
Harry Lott, Baritone
Herr Arnold Krauss, Violinist

Helen Goff, Soprano
The Los Angeles Symphony Orches-

tra—77 Men.
The Woman's Symphony Orchestra—

63 Women.

Catering to the leading Music Clubs, Colleges,

Hotels, Women's Clubs, Private

Schools and Homes with

"THE BEST IN MUSIC"
And Playing Artists

Direct in the Leading Cities of the West

Especially Low Rates made to Music Clubs of California
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IN THE REALM OF THE THEATRE
Edited bv JOSEPH M. GUMMING

"BECKY SHARP" ADMIRABLY PRESENTED.

The Alcazar Company Gives a Most Excellent Performance

—

The Thackeray Atmosphere Is Delightfully Real.

If you got to see "Becky Sharp" at the Alcaflar this week
your opinion of the play will necessarily depend on whether
you have ever read that most delightful novel of Thackeray's
"Vanity Fair."

If you have never enjoyed that masterpiece you will take

a great deal of pleasure in a finely costumed and highly in-

teresting play with a good many more characters than is

customary in modern plays. You will be entertained by sev-

eral episodes that seem to be brought in without sufficient

preparation, you will carry away the impression I hat Becky
was a cunning schemer, but that she was dreaming of a good
deal of sympathy after all, and your general impression will

be that the Alcazar people have added another success to

their numerous triumphs.
But if you know Thackeray's exquisite work of art your

pleasure will be immeasurably increased at the marvelous
way the playwright has condensed the rambling story and
caught the atmosphere of the heartless, selfish society which
Thackeray so wonderfully portrayed; you will enjoy the

episodes alluded to most keenly as you see .Joseph Sedley's

comic terror at the approach of the French army, and
Becky's humiliation of the haughty Lady Bareacres: forgot-

ten bits of the story will come back to you vividly as

when Becky tells of how .Joseph Sedley called her his

"Diddly-diddly darling," and when she speaks of "How to live

on nothing a year." You will renew your pity for poor old

Briggs, your amused contempt for selfish old Miss Crawly,

your loathing of the Marquis of Steyne, your impatience with

that shallow simpleton, Amelia Sedley, and your disgust with

the conceited dandy, George Osborne.
Miss Vaughan's task is too great for any actress in any

stock company. I am inclined to think that all of the stories

we have read of certain actors who have not played certain

characters till they have pondered over them, absorbed them
and lived them for months or even years, are press agents'

fiction, but Becky Sharp really is a character that requires

ever so much more thought than any stock actress could pos-

sibly have time tor. No one with the slightest imagination

could read "Vanity Fair" without forming his own mental
image of the tricky, scheming, grafting Becky, and it would
be impossible to expect Miss Vaughan to realize all our con-

ceptions—she is entirely too god-looking for my Becky Sharp,

and her voice is too sympathetic, but there is no law to com-
pel her to make her Becky the Becky of the book.

Granting her right to play it as she pleases, she makes
the character interesting always, and In her struggles to

escape the clutches of the old libertine, the Marquis of Steyne,

and her part of the great scene where her husband, Rawdon
Crawley, surprises the Marquis in her room, she rose to the

occasion nobly. This is the great scene that Thackeray,
when he finished it, exclaimed in self-admiration, "By God!
I am a genius."
My judgment is that the best work in presenting the char-

acters as Thackeray wrote them is done by Will Walling as

Rawdon Crowley: E. L. Bennison as the Marquis of Steyne,

and Adele Belgarde as Miss Crawley. Walling's farewell to

Becky on the even of Waterloo was a most excellent piece

of simple, unaffected pathos. Bennison's Marquis of Steyne,

both as to make-up and acting, couldn't have been better, and
Miss Belgarde is in her element in such characters as selfish

old Miss Crawley. The worst characterization was Charles

Do Clark as old Pitt Crawley. Perhaps the dramatist wrote
it for low comedy, but while Sir Pitt Crawley is a doddering
old fool and an ill-mannered boor, he ought to talk more like

a country squire than a modern Cockney.

ORPHEUM.

A simple announcement of the names of the artists in next

week's Orpheum program is sufficient to convince all conver-

sant with theatricals t'hat the entertainment to be presented

will reach the highest standard of vaudeville.

Miss Minnie Seligman and William Bramwell will appear
in Gerald ViUiers Stuart's powerful one-act play, "The Drums
of Doom," which created quite a sensation when originally

produced in London by Mrs. Beerbohm Tree and Lewis
Waller. It deals with a most fearful and thrilling event in

the lile of an American politician, to whom his wife gives a
great and abiding love in his darkest hour. Miss Seligman,,
who plays the wife, is afforded a splendid opportunity for

the display of that emotional ability which has caused her
to be recognized as one of the greatest actresses in this

country, while Mr. Bramwell, who represents .Judge Delaney,

a western lawyer, maintains his reputation as a sterling and
faithful exponent of leading characters. "The Drums of

Doom" is a play that grips the audiences from the very be-

ginning and maintains that grip till the very end. Anything
in the way of a description of its story is purposely avoided
in order not to dull that absorbing interest which it never
fails to excite. i

One of the cleverest and agile acrobatic acts in vaudeville

is the performance to be given by the Bounding Gordons. The
work of this trio is most gracefully executed and the young-
est is a "bounding wonder." With the aid of a flexible mat
he throws backward and forward somersaults alighting on
the shoulders of his companion in a pyramid position.

Katchen Loisset, a very recent Orpheum importation, will

appear for the first time in this city. Her offering will be a

very novel one. She begins with English and German songs,

after which she introduces her trained pigeons and a remark-
able mimic dog called "Honey," who she dresses to represent

different types of men. The effect is most laughable.

The Bootblack Quartette, consisting of Master Elliott,

Adam, Weber and Hayes, will indulge in an ensemble of

melody and fun. In characteristic street urchin garb they
divert with song, dance and witticism. Their voices are par-

ticularly good and biend harmoniously.
Next week will be the last of Hal Godfrey, who will be

seen in an entirely new comedy of New York life by Edmund
Day, entitled "The Liar." It will also be the final one of

Keno, Walsh and Melrose, "General" Edward La Vine and
of that delightful votary of terpsichore. Mile. Bianci, whose
repertoire of classic dances has scored a great artistic

triumph. A series of motion pictures of unusual interest will

be a fitting termination to a delightful performance.

ORGAN RECITAL.

Frank E. Wright, director of music, announces that the
official opening of the new pipe organ recently installed in the

College Avenue M. E. Church, Berkeley, was given on Thurs-
day evening, October 18th, at eight o'clock. Professional
talent was secured exclusively for this occasion, the organ
numbers being interspersed with several songs. The pro-

ceeds from the concert were devoted to the church's depart-

ment of music. The recital was given under the direction of

R. F. Tilton, who presided at the organ. The program fol-

lows: Organ, "March Pontifical" (Lemmens), R. F. Tilton:

Soprano, "Carissimo" (Arthur A. Penn), Edna Luke; Bass,

"The Lost Chord" (Sullivan), Frank W. Thompson: Organ.
"Gavotte in A flat" (Silas), R. F. Tilton; Contralto, (a)

"Requiem" (Homer), (b) "L'esclave" (Lalo), Ruth Weston:
Tenor, (a) "My own Hour" (Caro Roma), (b) "Faded Rose"
(Caro Roma), B. Liederman; Organ, "Theme and Variations"

(Motti), R. P. Tilton; Duet, "Parting" (Neidlinger), Misses
Luke and Weston: Bass, (Selected), Frank W. Thompson;
Organ, Postlude (Smart), R. F. Tilton. Mrs. W. J. Batchel-
der, accompanist.

BLANCHE ARRAL GREATEST SENSATION IN YEARS.

The following telegram was received by the Pacific Coast
Musical Review from New York last Monday:

Musical Review, San Francisco, Calif.

Blanche Arral debut Carnegie Hall tremendous ovation.

This new artist creates greatest sensation in years.
BASSETT.

w
ZECH ORCHESTRA CONCERT.

The second concert of the season 1909 of the Zech Orches-
tra took place at the Novelty Theatre last Tuesday evening,
and proved to be a brilliant success in every way. A detailed

account of this event will appear in next week's Issue.
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloist First Congregational Church. Oakland

Concert, Oratorio and Recital Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Studio;

I 333 Bay View Place. Berkeley, Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Studio: 65 MacDonough BIdg. Tuesday and Friday

ROMEO FRICIv
BARYTONE

Vocai lnstru<^on After Foremofl European Methods

30-31 Canning Block, t3th and Broadway. Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Heme a I 4b8

Paul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Broderick St.. San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera— Oratorio - Concert

Studio, 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 4117

HERMAN PERLET
Voice Culture ai^d Piano

Studio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. "Walter W^itliam
TEACHER OK SINGING

Studio;

1380 Sutter Street San Francisco, Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction, Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1 304 Ellis Street

M^enceslao Villalpando
Violot^cellist

Concerts, Musicaies, Ensemble and In^rudllon

Tel. Park 5329. -STUDIO; 746 CLAYTON ST

DELIA E. GRISMrOLD
Contralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio, 845 Oak St.

FR.EDERICK MAURER, JR.
Accomparkist

Teacher oi Piano- Harmony Coaching-Srngers-Violinifls
Mondays. I 32 1 Su ter St. San Francisco. Tel. Franklin 2 1 43
Home Studio. I 726 Le Roy Aye. Berkdey. Tel. Berkeley 539

FredericK Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles, Cal.

RICHARD FERBER
Composer and Teacher Piano and Harmony

I350OTARRELL ST SAN FRANCISCO
MISS EDNA MONTAGNE

iPupilofMrs. Hugo Mansfeldl)

Teacher of Piano
Res. Studio: 1218 Te'egraph Ave., Oakland, Cal.

Signor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged -\iol,n and Harmony Taught
Winifred June d- Grassi. Assistant

Studio: 130 PRESIDIO A\ F.. SAN FRANCISCO

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
Beginning with the issue of October

2, 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-
partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical
performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oaklanid, Los Angeles, Portlanii and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities
should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco,
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-
partments are continued as usual,
while rrore attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00: one-half inch, 50c,
and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TeacHer of Sin^in^

el. West 7279 2220 Webster St.. San Fra

Miss Olive J. Tonks
Voice Culture

1 35. Gaffney Bids , 376 Sutter St.. Wednes-
Ave. Tel. Park 4190. S. F.. C.l.

Alfred Cogswell
studio: 153

1 Sutter. S«n Franciico, on luesday
and Friday, aiid at 21lq Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday, Thunday and Saturday

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic iSoprano

' 9iZ^ ir o
Concert and Oratorio

2240 California St.—Phone West 665V

Mrs. Thoroug'man
Voice Culture—Dramatic Soprano

CO\CeRT—ORATORIO-OPEPA
Studio; Room 109. 915 Van Ne»s Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 1531 SUTTER ST., Monday, and Thursdays Al
M.ll Valley. Keystone Building, Tuesday, WedneS!? Friday

Mrs.

Tuesday and Frid,

Olive Reed Cushmaii
VOICE CULTURE

Maple Hall. 1 4th and Webler Sts OaU.nd
Oakland 3453

EDNA MURRAY
Pianiste

Concerts Recitals Lessons
Address:

. . . Ross. Marin County. Califor

LOUIS CREPAUX
( Memher Paris Grand Opera)

Delbert Block 943 Van Ness at OTarrell. Reception Hou
I l;30 to 12 and 3 .lo 4 except Wednesday and Saturday.

Wednesday in Oakland. I 1 54 Brush Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Pianist and Teacher Organist of ."^irst Presbyterian Church)
Studto; Rooms 22-23 Alliance Building. San Jose. California.

Musical Directory

PIANO

SIGISMONDU MARTJ.N'EZ
1321 Siitt 1- St. San Francisco, Cal.

KULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Telephone Pacific 214

MISS ELLA LAWRIE
Fulton St., S. F. Phone West 7331

ARTHUR FICKEXSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oali. 4206

VOCAL
MRS. ALICE MASOX BARNET'F

1298 Hai,ght Street Phone Park 5831

MRS. RICHARD REES
817 Grove Street Phone Park 5175

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Bd'way.,Oak. Phone Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKEXSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1813 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTELM
1834 Baker Street San Franci.scr

OLD VIOUNS and BOWS
GEO. HUNTINGTON

3366 Sacramento Pt. San Francisco, Cal.

-Have You Seen the New-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It contains Elegance, Durability and Moderate Price. BKXJ. CURTAZ cfe SON Kearny St. Near Po^

San Francisco. Cal.
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ALBERT ROSENTHAL IN SACRAMENTO.

Distinguished Young San Francisco Cellist Creates a Sensation

in the State Capitol and Will Appear in His Native

City on Wednesday Evening, November Third.

BY IVIRS. ALBERT ELKUS.

Sacramento, Cal., Oct, 111, \'.>m.

On Saturday afternoon. October !), the Saturday Club opened
its season with a cello recital by Albert Rosenthal. It seems
strange that San Francisco should hear of this San Franciscan
from outside criticism. Something must be wrong with the

musical atmosphere in your city, as I understand this artist

has been heard all over his native State, except in his native

city. His reputation comes, of course, from Kurope and the

East. A depth of temperament, combined with a remarkable
technic of his instrument, makes Rosenthal notable among
cellists. The program was enthusiastically received by the

club, which had looked forward to this concert. The Valen-

tine Sonata and the Dvorak Adagio were the program's gems.
The sonata shows all the unaffected naiviety of the dainty old

Italian style (Valentini was born but a few years before the

eighteenth century rolled operatic glory into Italy). It was
in strog contrast to the depths of the Bach air, where one
felt profundity in its architectural form, which contrasted

well with obviousness and cleverness of the sonata. The
Dvorak Adagio from the Concerto was a decided novelty and
made a sober and masterful impression. The Ciatti, David-

off, and Popper numbers showed the wide facility of the

artist in handling his instrument. The program in full was
as follows: L. Valentini—Sonata: Bach—Air; Schumann

—

Andante: Boccherini—Rondy; Dvorah—Second IVlovement

(violincello, concerto); Ciatti—Fantasie "Linda de Chamoun-
ix"; Tschaikowsky—Chant Toiste; Davidoff—At the Foun-
tain; Copper—Hungarian Rhapsody.

* * *

On October 14 Wilhelm Heinrich appeared at the second
recital of the club's season. This wonderful man is not a

stranger to our club, where not only the man's art but his

personality makes him always persona grata. The lecture

—

song recital consisted entirely of modern songs—or rather

contemporary songs, except the Lovelei of Liszt who, as

Heinrich Sazo, forsaw the modern song tenderness. Such a

program as this presents more of interest than esthetic en-

joyment. It is interesting to see the various tendencies of

the tiem and the possibilities of the future. No doubt many
of the songs on that program will disappear, some will sur-

vive—and some of us might be surprised which. Debussy
and Seger were made the two poles of the prograb and
the heavy calculating songs of the latter certainly contrasted

with the gauzy impressionistic lyrics of the former. It is

impossible sometimes to forget. the adding machine element
in Seger. Besides these giants, there were songs of Whelp-
ley, Cheney. Rogers, Pairchild and Chadwick. It is to be

hoped that this wonderful artist will be with us in California

soon again.

SAMUELS AND BERINGER IN SANTA ROSA.

Mr. Harry Samuels and Prof. .Joseph Beringer were the

principal executants of -the program given at the third annual
alumnae concert last Sunday afternoon at the Ursuline Col-

lege at Santa Rosa. Their program numbers were: Beethov-
en's "Kreutzer Sonate" for violin and piano; violin solo,

Ernest's Otello Fantasie, Minuet by Beethoven, Gavotte by
Gossec, and, as a novelty. Prof. Beringer's latest composition,

"Tes Yeux," recently arranged by the composer for violin and
piano. Prof. Beringer played a Romance "A lui" by Raff, and
Grieg's master composition tor piano, "Aus Holberg's Zeit."

ASHLEY PETTIS' RECITAL.

Ashley Pettis, a very talented pianist and pupil of Charles
M. Button of Berkeley, will give a piano recital at Mr. Dut-

ton's studio. 2119 Allston way, on Tuesday evening, November
9th. Everyone who has heard Mr. Pettis play regards him
as a genuine artist, and those who attend will no doubt enjoy
thoroughly the following program: (a) Bach—Prelude and
Fugue in C Minor, (b) Rachmaninoff—Prelude; (a) Schu-
mann—des Abends, (b) Schumann—Grillen, (c) Schumann

—

Auf Schwung, (d) .Josef Hofman (new)—Etude for the left

hand alone; (a) Mac Dowell—Wooland Sketches; (a) Pader-
ewski (new)—Love Song, (b) Schumann—Toccata; (a)

Schumann Liszt—Widmung, (b) Chopin—Scherzo—C sharp
minor.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.

MUSIC ACROSS THE BAY.

Caro Roma's Recital a Success—Testimonial Concert to Mr.

Solano—Commemoration of Dudley Buck's Death by

Choir of First Presbyterian Church, Alameda.

Oakland. October 24th, 1909.

The recent death of Dudley Buck, that prolific composer of

pleasant-sounding music, is to be commemorated by the
quartet of the Alameda First Presbyterian Church on their

regular first Sunday service in November. A festival Te
Deum and many other works will be given.

* ^ *

F'ritz Warnke, an Alameda boy, who plays the violin and
exhibits great talent in that direction, has lately composed
a military march which is said to be meritorious.

* * *

Mme. Caro Roma's recital of her own compositions at

Ebell Hall last Tuesday night attracted a large audience,
which received the former Californian with enthusiasm. Her
compositions show variety, and the melodic gift, and were
well given by Mrs, Revalk, soprano: Mrs. Llewellyn Williams,
soprano; Mrs. D. E. Raston. reader; Miss Weinman, pianist;

Mr. Liedermann, tenor; Mr. Pracht. baritone, and Mr. Weiss,
violincellist.

A testimonial concert to Mr. Solano, the well-known harp-
ist, and teacher of harp, piano and violoncello, is to be given
at Adelphian Hall, Alameda, on November 6th. Those assist-

ing on the program are Miss Mary Anderson, .soprano; Miss
Edith Stetson, contralto; Miss Mary Sherwood, violoncellist;

Stanleigh Ward MacLewee, tenor; R. H. Thomas, baritone;

Vincent Arrilaga, pianist; Samuel Adelstein, lutist; the Stew-
art Violin Quartet, and others.

* « *

A studio centrally located in Oakland, and containing a-

grand piano, is for rent to a teacher of piano or voice tor

two days in each week. Inquiry may be made of the writer

of this department.

One of the compositions for children by C. H. McCurrie of

Alameda was chosen to be sung by the 5,000 school children,

under the direction of Miss Estelle Carpenter, as a part of the
Portola celebration.

Sousa is to give two concerts at the Greek Theatre on the
afternoon and evening of November 8th.

* * *

Yesterday Carlo Gentile, pianist, gave the Half-Hour at the
Greek Theatre, presenting a conventional program of par-

ticularly well-known works to the great satisfaction of the

usual large audience.

In the number of Musical America for October 16th ap-

pears an eloquent article descriptive of the Bohemian Club
High Jinks of 1909. written by Arthur Farwell. and illustrated

with unusual and very interesting half-tones. Mr. Farwell's

poetic nature was deeply impressed by the surroundings in

the famous grove, and he declares the evening not an event
but an experience. The whole magazine is especially good
in this issue. The Society for the Promotion of American
Music, of which David Bispham is president, and in whose
behalf Mr. Farwell made his visit to this coast, speaks
through Musical America. .John C. Freund, a veteran writer

on music, is the editor.

Persons giving concerts on this side of the bay. and who
desire their announcements to appear, must have such an-

nouncements in the hands of the writer of this column not

later than the Saturday preceding the issue of the Review.
Such are the exigencies of a weekly paper, that this corre-

spondence must be mailed in Sunday night preceding the

Saturday of publication. If no notice is received, naturally,

no announcement can be made, although this column is main-
tained for no purpose save to give publicity to musical events
in Alameda county.

The Italian Opera Company suspended animation at the
Academy of Music. New York, during the week of Oct. 4, for

which much regret is felt. The organization was of excep-

tional merit and had it not been for the internal dissensions

there is no doubt that the enterprise would have been success-

ful. It is said that the company will be reorganized to be
taken on the road, while other rumors are to the effect that

Signor Jacchia, the best part of the organization, has been
engaged by Hammerstein.—Musical Leader and Concert Goer.
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MME. JOMELLI

The Dutch Prima Donna Soprano at Novelty Theatre, Friday Evening,

Sunday Afternoon, and the following Tuesday Evening.
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The Soundest Piano Investment
The STEINWAY will outlast two other pianos, each of which will

cost you nearly as much as a Steinway. No other piano can ap-
proach the Steinway in the satisfaction derived from its owner-
ship.

We can sell you other pianos—less expensive but thoroughly re-

liable. You will want a Steinway some day, however, and when
you do, we will take back the less expensive piano, allowing for it

the full purchase price paid us, anytime within three years from
date of original purchase.

IVIonthly payments on the Steinway or any of our pianos if

desired.

®l|p Utrtor-HtrtrDla
The VICTOR-VICTROLA is the perfect musical instrument

—

absolutely accurate, noiseless in its mechanism, beautiful in its

cabinet and without the cumbersome horn.

The VICTOR-VICTROLA produces the sweetest and most wonder-

ful tones ever heard—positively natural and easily regulated in

volume.

Two Styles, $200 and $125

Sherman^sy& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland

Sacramento. Fresno. San Jose, Stockton. Bakersfield, Santa Rosa.

Portland, Seattle. Spokane, Tacoma, Etc.
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MUSICAL CALENDAR 1909-10.

Sousa and his Band (Dreamland Rink) . .Nov. 4 and 7, aft. & eve.
Mme. Jean Jomelli (Manhattan Opera House Co.) .Week of Nov. 14
Mary Adele Case. Contralto Novelty Theatre. Nov. 19. 21
Dr. Ludwlg Wullner Nov. 23, 25 and 28
George Hamlin (American Tenor) Dec. 2, 5 and 7
Fritz Kreisler Dec. 12, 16 and 19
Lyric Quartette Pop Conce:-t Com. ia .January
Marcella Sembrich Week of Jan. 9
Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday, Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spanish child Violinist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

ABOUT TIME TO WAKE UP.

The San Francisco Center of the American ^Insic

Society has now been organized durino- a period of

several months. The membership has grown nntil it

has now reached a number in the jiroxiniity of the two
hundred mark. Applications are coming in every day.

and there i.s every reason to suppose that we have
before us an organization healthy in numbers, vigorous

in material, substantial in its purposes and worthy of

encouragement in its work. An excellent array of

officers has been wisely selected, an ideal executive

board has been chosen, and in this manner the admin-
istration of the affairs of this rapidly growing and
l)romising organization seems to be in most efficient

hands. And yet the meetings are but slinily attended,
interest in the affairs of this newly organized society

does not seem to extend over and above a desire lo

give three concerts a year, and even the officers do not

Xow, Gentleineii ! (Jentlenien ! This will never do.
This is not the way to give San Francisco a musical
club to be ])roud of. In this manner it will never be
possible to achieve the aim of the society to reach the
thousand mark within this year. Bestir yourselves and
see whether yon can not suinmon up sufficient energy
and aggressiveness to make good, to fulfill the tasks
that you have set yourself, to make the San Francisco
("enter of the American Music Society an organization
that accomplishes things—that will make the "people
"sit u]) and take notice." If this indifference in the mat-
ter of attendan(^e at meetings continues, tliis effort to

bring order out of chaos in the matter of musical socia-

bility in this city will be one of those futile attempts
witli which we ar(! so familiar in San Francisco. Surely
I he officers of the society are gentleman whose faculties

arc sufficiently alive to consider worth while taking
ample advantage of this brilliant opi>ortunity to or-

ganize the best elements in our musical cult and bring
them into close .social relation with one another.

There certainly is sufficient excuse at this time to

give this society an impetus that would, with one great
jumji, land it upon that stage of prominence where
it would attract universal attention. During this sea-

son San Francisco will be visited by an array of artists

whose standing in the world of music entitles tliem

to official recognition. Can the San Francisco Center
of the American Music Society afford to miss such an
o])]iortunity to do homage to genius, and for once in

the history of music in this city impress our visiting

artists with the conviction that we have prominent
musicians in this city sufficiently brilliant in artistic

and social faculties to serve as hosts to an array of

great men and women. How long will tlie musicians
of San Francisco sit in their Morris chairs at home
and watch the blue smoke of their dreams without
taking part in the evolutionary life of the community I

How long will it lake to make our musical leaders in

this city realize the fact that as such leaders they owe
our growing generation certain duties and certain

work! The time has come when experiments must
cease and actual facts and conditions must take their

place. Surely the officers and board of directors of

the San Francisco ('enter of the American Music So-

ciety are real men—men of mental strength and in-

tellectual power. Have they accepted these nomina-
tions and elections in a spirit of playfulness or have
tJiey accepted them as a sacred trust which they owe
to their fellow citizens and to tiieir colleagues?

It .seems to us there should be a general stir in the

official circles of the American Music Society. There
should be an extraordinary meeting called as soon as

jiossible. There should be an investigation begun
whether or not tiie members are willing to give an
official reception and luncheon to several of the great

artists who will visit us this season. There should be

matters discussed tending to supjiort the concerts of

tlu\se artists, and there slum Id be immediate steps

taken to formulate idans for the flrst monster orches-

tral and solo concert to be given under the auspices

of this society before the beginning of the New Year.

A\e do not desire to interfere with the plans of any
organization in this city and prefer to leave the method
of its administration to those entrusted with it, but we
can not sit by month after montli, week after week, day
after day, and .see valuable time slip by without some-
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thins iK'iiiK done to brins fit" orf-aiiizatioii once and

for all to llie attention ot flie people of San Fianeisco.

The writer is a member of this society. He has in-

duced a number of people to become members. And

with them he feels that the time has arrived when it

should be dertnitely settled whether (he society intends

to plav an active ri.le in our musical hislDry or whether

it prefers to die a natural death without havin- accom-

plished anvthinji. If the former, it is time to go to

work and iiestir ourselves; if the latter, the sooner we

know it the better it will be for us.

MR. HANSON'S COMPLIMENT TO THE FAR WEST.

I'pon another i)ane will be found a biji announce-

ment by Mr. .M. H. Hanson, the distinguished New
York impresario, who takes these means to bring be-

fore the musical people of the I'acitic ("oast the per-

sonnel of the artists whom he intends to present in the

far West. With a neat courtesy that makes a most

charming impression, :Mr. Hanson includes in this an

nouncemeut the names of the Pacitic Coast impresarios

whom he lias entrusted with his people. In this man-

ner .Mr. Hanson, through the medium of the I'acitic

Coast Musical lieview. bestows ui)ou the musical pub

lie of the I'acitic <"oast the compliment of regarding

it with the same dignity and seriousness with which

he regards the musical public of the lOast. The other

managers consider it suHicient to speak to the musical

public of the I'acitic ("oast through the medium of the

New York and ( 'hicago musical papers. Mr. Hanson

is the first New York impresario who has recognized

the musical imblic of the I'aciHc ("oast through its offi-

cial organ. Now we deem it only just to Mr. Hanson

to return his courtesy by showing him what the mus-

ical public of the I'acitic ("oast is able to do when it

is approached in the right way. The Pacific Coast

Musical Review is so much more eager to show to Mr.

Hanson the wisdom of his actions as the artists he

sends to us this year are worthy of the most e.xteusive

patronage. First of them is Dr. Ludwig Wullner and

his jincomiiarable accompanist, ("oenraad Hos, of

whom you will find particulars in other parts of this

issue, and with whose excellent faculties we will have

to treat everv week from this time on.
w

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE SINGER.

Long ago, in the days when the world was young.

King Solomon discovered that "as a man tliinketh in

his heart, so he is!" and that sentence is the founda-

tion, the sum and substance of the science of p.sychol-

ogy as it is known and practiced today. The ability

to"^"get under the skin" of a ])art, to be able to portray

adequately a character and intelligence wholly foreign

to one's own, to make an audience of strangers see

vividly and understand your conce])tion of what an-

other totally different individual meant when he

created such and such a character, an incident, a sit-

uation—that is what Dr. ^^'ullner means when he re-

fers to a rosinic /jxi/i-lioUxji/ as the ground work of his

wondrous interpretations.

"To be able to understand the motives, the feelings,

the emotions, of another human being is in itself a

gift that is given to the few. To be able to give that

understanding out, in other words, to expres.s it in-

telligently to an audience, that is art. You must be

able to put yourself into the same frame of mind, the

same train of thought as was the poet when he wrote
the words. Then when you have put yourself under
his skin, so to speak, you are able to understand the

words in their every import, you take upon yourself

the ihsychology of that poet; and you are, in a sense,

his (ttlier self when you give his work to the public.

You cannot fail to make live the si)irit of the words

when you have accomjilished this.

"To musicians more than to any other mortals is

given this curious dual psychology. The musician is

himself and he is also anotiier at the one and the same
nuunent. l>o not go away with the idea that the

singer lo.ses his own identity in what he sings. He
does not, for it is u|)on his own identity that he de-

])ends for the transmission of both the poet's and the

musician's thoughts.

"As a Doctor of Science, when 1 lectured at the Uni-

\ei-sity ))sycliology always attracted me immensely;

and in all of my work of the later years it is the

psychology of the i)art, whether it were a da.ssic

dramatic character, a folk song, or even a little nursery

nonsense rhyme, 1 always .seek to get into the mind
that pi-onijited its making, the spirit that moves it to

be what it is. For the moment, for the time being,

I am myself that charactei-; but it is through me that

it finds ex])ression."
V*

.Mr. Jose])h .M. ("nmniing, dramatic editor of the

Pacific ("oast .Musical Review, and Secretary of the

.Mechanics Institute, ap])eai-ed before the Board of Su-

pervisors last Tuesday to protest against an oi-dinance

that came uj) for consideration which was intended to

establish a censorship of jilays in San Francisco. In

other words, the theatre going public of San Francisco

was to be treated like a crowd of school children wlio

could not ditferentiale as to the moral atmosjihere of

their entertainment. Surely a more prejjosterous in-

fringement on j)ersonal liberty could hardly be pre-

sented, and we are glad that there was at least one

nuin in San Francisco sutticiently conscious of the cour-

age of his convictions to stand uj) in defense of inde-

pendence of action and freedom of personal views. The
public should be the sole judge of its attitude toward
the theatre and there are sufficient laws already taking

care of objectionable ])erformances. Surely we would
be in a most unenviable jxisition in this city if one

portion of the public were jiermitted to tell another

portion of the public which theatrical perforumnces it

should or should not attend. Mr. ('umming is entitled

to the thanks of the theatre-going public of San Fran-

cisco for preventing the legalization of a nuisance.
V*

"TOGETHER-WORK" OF WULLNER AND BOS.

One writer quaintly refers to the ctiarming "together
work" oif Dr. Wullner in song and his co-artist, C. V. Bos.

at the piano:
"Many of the numbers on Dr. Wullner's program are really

duets, duos for the voice and the piano, and the one per-

former has quite as much responsibility for the effect as the

other. It is not that the singer is supreme, the accompanist
a secondary matter; the giving of those little 'music-dramas'
demands as much artistry on the part of the pianist as on
that of the vocalist. While Dr. Wullner is supreme in his

interpretative work, in giving the soul of the song as its

writer knew and felt it. the interpretation of the singer is

heightened and enhanced by the marvelous 'together-work'

of the artist at the piano, C. V. Bos. He does for the music
what Dr. Wullner does for the song. He gives the heart, the
soul of it; and one forgets that there are two men on the
platform, one forgets that there are both a voice and a piano;
one hears, one knows but one, the two artists are marvelous-
ly blended into one work, one personality."

--*v-

Frederic Maurer, the well-known pianist and accompanist,
has opened a San Francisco studio at 1849 Pine street, where
he teaches every Monday afternoon.
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MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE'S RECITAL.

Authoritative Concert Soprano Delights a Very Large and

Discriminating Audience With Her Intellectual Interpre-

tation of a Classical Program.

BY ALFRED METZGER.

Maple Hall in Oakland was well patronized on Wednesday
evening. October 27th. when Miss Caroline Halsted Little

appeared in a song recital which proved one of the most
instructive and artistic musical events I have attended in this

vicinity. The main feature of Miss Little's vocal interpre-

tations consists of an intellectual grasp of the subject matter

at hand, and thus reveals the result of thorough study and
thorough knowledge of the technical as well as musicianly

'qualities of genuine vocal culture. Miss Little gives undis-

puted evidence of the fact that she has not only undergone

a thorough course of vocal training under the most efficient

tutors, but that she has cultivated an artistic taste of her

own which adds to the advantages of her instruction, the

inborn talent of the true singer.

Her voice consists of an evenly balanced firm and mellow
soprano, which slie uses with such discrimination as to attain

the finest sentiment contained in a composition. Her diction

is clear and precise, enabling the auditor to understand every
word, and thus she achieves that rare effect of intertwining

the music with the poetry, creating an ensemble effect of

words and music which represents the true inwardness of

the art of song. Her German pronunciation is exceptionally

satisfactory, and her phrasing evidences that she has solved

the problem of romanticism, so much apparent in composi-
tions of the Schumann. Schubert and Brahms type.

In this manner Miss Little's recital was not only enjoyable
from the purely musical point of view, but it was equally de-

lightful by reason of the intellectual power demonstrated
throughout its duration. It may be said without becoming
too enthusiastic that it was possible to be instructed by
listening to Miss Little, and that is more han I can say of the

majority of vocal recitals I am called upon to attend during
the course of a season. Miss Little was very effectively as-

sisted by Miss Louise Hilgard, accompaniste, and William
Leimert, cellist. The program was as follows;

(a) Schoene Fremde (Schumann), (b) Die Forelle (Schu-
bert), (c) Mondnacht (Schumann); (a) Mit Myrthen und
Rosen (Schumann), (b) Heiden Roselein (Schubert); (a)

Maedchenlied, (b) An eine Aeolsharfe (Brahms); Aria from
"Der Preischutz" (von Weber); (a) When Myra Sings (A. L.),

(b) The Minstrel (Hildach), cello obligato by Mr. Leimert;
(a) The Ingleside (Old), (b) Red, Red Rose, (c) .Jock o'Habtel-

deen (Scotch); (a) Veneziana (A. L.). (b) Chanson d'Amour
(Hollman). cello obligato by Mr. Leimert.

EULA HOWARD'S SUCCESS IN OREGON.

Delights Large Audiences With Her Equisite Chopin Playing

and Receives Unqualified Eudorsement in the Leading

Daily Papers.

Previous to her departure for California. Miss Howard gave
a piano recital in Grant's Pass. Oregon, which proved quite
an artistic and financial success. Here are several of the
press comments.
Rouge River Courier—Miss Howard is always the finished

musician. With a technic so brilliant that every note stands
out clear and distinct; she combines a quality of tone won-
derfully round and full. She has the soul of the true artist.

Her appreciation of the great masters was compelling, and
revealed in every note a rare individuality.

Pacific Outlook—It is perhaps the Chopin numbers that
Miss Howard shows to the best advantage, and she unfolds
the weird intricacies of harmony with a warmth and abandon
that reveals the poetic instinct. One would naturally -expect
the petit performer to possess a touch of the utmost delicacy,
but what is most surprising is that she also takes the heavy
octave passages and full chords with all the boldness and
strength of a masculine hand. To those who appreciate the
higher class of piano production, her interpretations are a
surprise and a delight.

The evening's program was most agreeably varied by three
vocal numbers from Miss Marjory Kinney, whose full con-
tralto was brought out to the best advantage in an aria from
"Samson and Delilah," by Saint-Saens. Miss Kinney also
shows the effect of careful training in the development of a
contralto of unusual range. Both young ladies had to res-
pond to enthusiastic encores, and both were the recipients of
many handsome floral offerings.

MISS ELLA R. ATKINSON
A Talented Pupil of Mrs. A. F. Bridge, Who Will Appear in

Concert at Golden Gate Commandery Hall Next

Monday Evening.

Samuel Adelstein is now teaching at the Associated Studios,
in Berkeley, where he instructs pupils in the mandolin, guitar
and lute every Wednesday. He is announced to play lute

solos this evening at a benefit concert to be given for M.
Solano, in Alameda, and he will also play at the concert of
the Harmonie Gesangverein. at Golden Gate Hall, of this city

tomorrow evening.
• * »

A very catchy Spanish Dance has been published by .J.

Lombardero, of this city, who has written both the words and
music. It is entitled "La Chula." and is endowed with that
peculiar charm that permeates all the typical music of sunny
Spain. It is very melodious, contains the characteristics of
the romantic school, and should form a favorite among those
who love to combine popular melodious effects with the more
approved phrases of true musical theory.

%%

PAOLO LA VILLA'S SUCCESS.

Paolo La Villa, who resided several years in San Francisco,
where he was quite successful as a vocal instructor, is now
associated with the management of the Johnson School of
Music, in Minneapolis. He is also organist of the Lawry Hill
Church, of that City. He has recently organized a choral
club for mixed voices, which is now studying such works as
"Orpheus," by Gluck; "Norma." by Bellini; "Stabet Mater."
by Pergolesi; "Rataplan," by La Villa and "The Legend of
Winona." by Sausone.

Mr. La Villa has recently published a number of new songs;
among these are: "Down by the Moonlit Shore," and "Dear
Life of Mine." Both songs are published either with or with-
out violin obligato. At a recent pupil recital of the Saint
Paul College of Music. Miss Erailie Barron, a pupil of Mr. La
Villa, sang her teacher's composition "Napolitaine." and
received salvos of applause by reason of her excellent voice
as well as her dash and spirit.

-%%^

Miss Edna Murray, a most talented and brilliant young
])ianiste, played with great success before the Mill Valley
Outdoor Art Club, on Thursday afternoon. October 28th. The
program included "Polonaise." in E major, (Liszt); "Taren-
telle Op. 27," (Moskowsky), and "Witche's Dance," (Mac-
Dowell). Miss Murray also played in Sausolito, on October
30th, and will play there again r>n Thanksgiving Eve.
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ZECH ORCHESTRA AROUSES ENTHUSIASM.

Second Concert of Season 1909 Proves Another
Artistic Triumph For This Splendid Organiza-

tion of Efficient and Ambitious

Instrumentalists.

BY ALFRED METZGER.
The Zech Orchestra, under the virile leader-

ship of William F. Zech, gave its second concert
of the season 1909 at the Novelty Theatre on
Tuesday evening, October 26th, in the presence
of a very large audience. This organization of
exceedingly competent players surpasses the
ordinary amateur orchestra in a great many re-

spects. It approaches the professional organiza-
tion in several points. Among these may be cited
its spontaneous attack, its unusually satisfactory
intonation and its harmonious unity in ensemble
work. The difficulties under which Mr. Zech la-

bors, when he is called upon to mould an organ-
ization of unprofessional players into acceptable
musical form, can only be appreciated by those
who have experience in this phase of musical cul-
ture. And even though Mr. Zech possessed all

the advantages of a skillful instructor and born
leader he could not altogether accomplish his
task if he had not under his baton an array of
intelligent young people, who are able to compre-
hend his explanations. We have then in this
Zech Orchestra an intelligent, highly gifted
musician on one side and a receptive, willing
and enthusiastic body of students . on the other
and such a combination can not fail to attain the
most satisfactory results.

It is no doubt due to this harmonious attitude
or relation between leader and players that there
is attained a certain dash and spirit generally
lacking in an organization of this character. Both
Mr. Zech, as well as the members of the orches-
tra, are therefore entitled to hearty congratula-
tions for their excellent efforts and the genuine
and well sustained applause that shook the raft-
ers of the Novelty Theatre on this memorable
occasion was but a natural consequence of a
noble duty well performed. Where there was
such general excellence of execution, it would be
folly to go into detailed description of the various
works performed, and we will simply content our-
selves with the decision that the second concert
of the present season maintained the Zech Or-
chestra in its enviable position of forming the
leading society of this nature in this vicinity.
Mrs. Grace Eleanor Dutcher sang her solos with
a fine soprano voice. Miss Olive Hyde played the
Wuerst Serenade with that abandonment into the
spirit of the composition and that adherence to

Director

clear technic which evidences true musicianship at th
and Miss Corinne Goldsmith played the accompaniments with
refined artistic judgment. The program was as follows:

Overture, "Pingals Cave" (Mendelssohn); (a) Standchen
(Richard Strauss), (b) Am Meer (Schubert), (c) Dort in den
Weiden (Brahms), Mrs. Grace Eleanore Dutcher; Suite, "Bal-
let Sylvia" (Delibes); Serenade for String Orchestra
(Wuerst), violin obligato. Miss Olive Hyde; Scotch Dances
(Langey); Kennst du das Land (Liszt), Mrs. Grace Eleanore
Dutcher; Kaiser March (Wagner).

DR. WULLNER RECITALS.

WILLIAM F. ZECH
of the Zech Orchestra, Which Gave a Successful Concert

e Novelty Theatre, on Tuesday Evening, October 26.

Miss Tilly Koenen, interrupting her Western tour just long
enough to get back to New York for a single day, gave a

special song recital at Mendelssohn Hall on Tuesday after-

noon, November 2nd. Manager M. H. Hanson, in response
to a large number of requests from those who were unable
to hear Miss Koenen on the day of her debut, cancelled a
concert at Omaha, and bringing Miss Koenen on the Twen-
tieth Century Limited from Chicago direct from her recital

at Orchestra Hall, will start her to resume her Western tour
immediately after this request recital.

V*
Dr. Ludwig WuUner will sing here three times, the dates

being Tuesday night, Nov. 23rd, Friday night, Nov. 26th and
Sunday afternoon, Nov. 28. As many of our music teachers
and students have expressed a desire to hear all the pro-
grams that this marvelous man will interpret, Mr. Green-
baum announces that he will now receive applications for
season tickets at the following rates: $2.00 seats, $4.50 for
the course; $1.50 seats, $:3.00 for the course, and $1.00 seats,
$2.25. Apply at the office, 101 Post street, corner of Kearney
in the Koenig Building, or by mail, care of Sherman. Clay &
Co.'s.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in receipt of a postal
card from Hugo Mansfeldt, written in Tunis, North Africa,
and inscribed: "Greetings from the Land of the Arabian
Nights, 24th day, Ramadan, 1327, Hugo Mansfeldt.

A delightful musicale took place at the residence of Charles
W. Fay,, on Grove street, in honor of Miss Maud Fay, previous
to her departure for New York, en route to Germany. Among
the musical people present were: Mr. and Mrs. Mackenzie
Gordon, Roy M. Pike, Dr. Harry Weil, Vail Bakewell and
Harald Pracht. A most interesting program was presented
among the features of which were a duet from "La Forza del

Destine," by Messrs. Pracht and Gordon. Miss Fay was also
heard at a musicale in her honor at the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. M. H. DeYoung, on which occasion Herbert von Mey-
erinck delighted the listeners with his excellent baritone
voice. Those who have heard Miss Fay are enthusiastic
about the brilliancy of her voice and her effective display of
temperament.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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CALIFORNIA CONSERVATORY ACTIVITY. EURYDICE CLUB AGAIN VICTORIOUS.

The California Conservatory of Music announces the en-

gagement of the distinguished violin virtuoso. Madame Eileen
O'Moore, for its violin department. Madame O'Moore studied
in Leipzig with Hans Sitt. and was awarded the Mendelssohn
scholarship of the Conservatorium. From there she went to

Brussels and became a pupil of the celebrated Ysaye, final-

ly finishing her studies with Sevcik in Prague. She began
her concert career in Leipzig, playing at the Gewandhaus
under N'ikisch with great success, and toured in Germany,
England, India and Australia. Ysaye gave her the follow-

ing testimonial: "I am happy to state that Madame O'Moore
is one of my best and most cherished pupils; she has studied
with me for a long time, and I have kept the best impression
and the greatest admiration for the talent of the artist as
well as for the character of the charming woman that she is.

Madame O'Moore has done wonders in solo work; she will

accomplish the most talented results in teaching and I shall

always be happy and proud to have been her teacher and
friend." Prof. Sevcik wrote about her: "Madame O'Moore
is a distinguished, highly gifted violinist, has a very extra-
ordinary mastery of technique and broad and beautiful tone,

and her playing is characterized by great 'temperament,'
warmth, feeling and dignity. She is therefore most warmly
recommended as a remarkable soloist, as well as fitted to
impart instruction on the violin according to the method of
the undersigned." Madame O'Moore will be presented by
the California Conservatory of Music at the third concert,
which will take place on Friday, November 12th, at the hall

of the Conservatory, 147 Presidio avenue.

This concert offers the following attractive program:
Schumann—Faschingsschwank in Wien, op. 26 for piano;
Hermann Genss—Songs for Tenor; Bendel—Wie beruhrt
midh wundersani; Gade—Lebe wohl, teures Gretchen; Beck-
er—Fruhlingszeit; Charles Bulotti—Concert for Violin by
Paganiui-Wilhemj, Madame O'Moore; Canon for two So-
pranos and Alto by Rossini, Misses Hazel and Myrtle Wood
and Miss Grace Brown; Spohr—Adagio from Concerto, No. 9,

and Sarasate—Zigeunerweisen, for violin, Madame O'Moore.

Splendid Women's Choral Society, Under the Efficient Leader-
ship of Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup, Gives the First

Concert of Its Seventh Season.

The Eurydice Club of Oakland (Mrs. Grace Davis North-
rup, director), gave the first concert of its seventh season at
Maple Hall. Tuesday evening, October 26th, in the presence
of a very large and enthusiastic audience. It really did not
require this latest brilliant effort on behalf of this "excellent
society to convince the musical public of the trans-bay cities
that the Eurydice Club is a most important factor in the
musical life across the bay. This undisputable fact has long
ago been established throughout a continuous array of artis-
tic triumphs during a period of seven successful seasons.
This latest musical victory simply added another laurel leaf
to the rapidly increasing wreath of successes achieved by this
exemplary organization under the sane guidance of Mrs.
Grace Davis Northrup.

The most impressive and most artistic feature of the varied
and well executed program was Mrs. H. II. Beach's cantata,
"The Chambered Nautillus, set to *'it- words of Oliver Wen-
del! Holmes' splendid poem of the same name. The stre"''*h
of the Eurydice Club lies in iib effective application of deli-

cate tone coloring, and at times it achieves remarkable re-

sults in the way of climactic finr.!e« ' i"he Chambered Nau-
tillus" gave the club particularly fine opportunities to display
its most prone jneed qua.ities, and both Mrs. Davis, as well
as her enthusiastic singers, took splendid advantage of these
opportunities. The works contains solos for soprano and con-
tralto, which were satisfactorily and artistically interpreted
by Mrs. William Ketcham and Miss Ruth Waterman, re-

spectively. The well known waltz, "By the Beautiful Blue
Danube," was so splendidly rendered that the audience would
not rest until an encore had been granted. Miss Mary Pas-
more, violinist; Miss Souzanne Pasmore, pianiste, and Miss
Mildred Turner, accompanist, added to the artistic atmos-
phere of the event.

CONCERT-DIRECTION M. H. HANSON. NEW YORK

... announces the first appearance on the Pacific Coast of ...

DR. LUDWIG WULLNER, the singer of German Lieder

with his accompanist, COENRAAD V. BOS

NOVEMBER—DECEMBER— 1 909

TILLY KOENEN, the Holland Contralto, with

her accompanist, BERNARD TABBERNAL

MARCH 1910

The Coast Management of ihese distinguished artists has been entrusted to the care of :

—

MR. WILLIAM L. GREENBAUM, San Francisco, Cal.

MR. L. E. BEHYMER, Los Angeles, Cal.

The MISSES STEERS & COMAN, Portland, Ore.
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BERINGER CLUB THRILLS AUDIENCE AT VALLEJO.

Talented Young Musicians Attract Throng of Eager Music

Lovers to Their Recital and Arouse Them to Prolonged

Enthusiasm.

[Prom the Vallejo Daily Times, Octoljer liltli.]

One of the most enjoyable musical programs given in this

city for a number of years was that rendered last Saturday
evening at Ascension Guild Hall, by the Beringer Musical

Club of San Francisco. A large audience of appreciative

musical people was present, and judging from the encores

given each number on the program the concert proved a

treat to all. The members of the musical club are all pupils

of Professor and Mrs. Beringer. and it is understood that

many of them are planning to complete their musical educa-

tion in Europe.
The young pianists. Misses Buben, .locom. Bultman, West-

ington, McNeil and Mr. Mowbray, played their classical

selections with considerable artistic taste and temperament,
and were forced to respond to encores. In vocal selections,

the singing of Miss Irene De Martini and Mr. Harry Bultman
are worthy of espec'al mention; also the solo, "My Heart at

Thy Sweet Voice," from "Samson and Deliah," by Miss Anila
Morse.
One of the enjoyable number's of the evening's program

was the vocal solo, "Creole Lover's Song," by Mrs. Henry .1.

Widenmann of this city. It is to be hopea that this excellent

musical organization may be induced to appear again in the

near future with another program of classical ^elections, as

such entertainments prove to be not only of an enjoyable
nature to musicians, but also of an educational value to

musical students.

-w-
The "Press Democrat" of Santa Rosa had the following to

say about the concert given recently at the Ursuline College
in the Sonoma city: "The music lovers of this city who
failed to attend the third annual alumni musical in the con-

cert hall of Ursuline Academy Sunday afternoon missed one
of the finest instrumental concerts ever given in this city.

The rendition of Beethoven's "Kreutzer Sonate" by Harry
Samuels on the violin, and Professor Joseph Beringer at the
piano, was simply elegant. Their unison, time and expres-
sion were marvelous, and those who heard them in this and
their several other selections were quite expressive in their

appreciation. Professors Samuels and Beringer also rendered
Othello Fantasie by Ernst, Beethoven's Minuet, Beringer's
'Tes Yeaux,' and Gossec's Gavotte. Prof. Beringer captivated
the audience with his piano solo work in rendering Raff's

Romance "A lieu' and Grieg's 'Aus Holberg's Zeit."
"

V*

THE FINAL SOUSA CONCERTS.

.John Philip Sousa and his splendid band will be heard for

the last time this season at Dreamland Rink this Saturday
afternoon and night and tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon and
night. The program for the Saturday night concert will in-

clude Mr. Sousa's beautiful suite descriptive of "The Last
Days of Pompeii," a new tone poem called "Finlandia" by
Sibelius, the rarely heard Liszt's "Fourteenth Hungarian
Rhapsody," and several other novelties. At the Sunday mat-
inee Wagner's glorious "Rienzi" overture, Sousa's charming
suite, "Looking Upward," and the splendid "Scenes Histor-
ical—Sheridan's Ride," will be the specially attractive works.
For the farewell concert on Sunday night Liszt's "Les Pre-
ludes," Edward German's "Welsh Rhapsody" and other in-

teresting works are promised, and by special request Mr.
Sousa will give his comic fantasy, "The Band Came Back,"
and repeat his new suite, "People Who Live in Glass Houses."
The sale of seats on Sunday will open at Dreamland Rink

at half past nine and phone orders will receive most careful
attention. On Monday afternoon at three and at eight Sousa
and his forces will occupy the Greek Theatre of the Univer
sity at Berkeley, under the auspices of the Faculty Commit-
tee. In case of inclement weather the concerts will be given
in the Harmon Gymnasium, which is quite easy of access
from the car lines. Two special programs have been pre-
pared for these events, including several works not played at
the other concerts. Tickets at the usual places across the
bay, as well as the box office at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s.

-w-
Emmy Destinn recently reappeared at the Royal Opera

House in Berlin, singing in "Carmen," and it was said that
her voice showed a loss of freshness, presumably to be attri-
buted to her engagements in this country. She later suc-
ceeded in bringing about the production of Smetana's
"Dalibor" at the Berlin opera.-—New York Sun.

MRS. FRANCES THOROUGHMAN
Who Made an Excellent Impression With Her Fine

Dramatic Soprano at the Greek Theatre Reecntly.

Mrs. Frances Thoroughman. a most efficient dramatic con-
cert soprano, who has recently established herself in San
Francisco, as a vocal instructor, gave the half hour of music
at the Greek Theatre, on Sunday afternoon, October 17th, in

the presence of about five thousand people. She charmed
everyone with her splendid voice and her brilliant declama-
tory ability. She is exceedingly musical, possesses fine ideas
regarding artistic interpretation, and seems to be endowed
with that rarest of all gifts—temperament. Fred Maurer was
the accompanist and naturally only added to the excellence of
the event.

Miss Ella R. Atkinson, soprano, pupil of Mrs. A. F. Bridge,
will give her initial recital at Golden Gate Commandery Hall.
Sutter street, Nov. 8th. Her assisting artists will be: Hother
Wismer, violin: Louis Newbauer, fiute, and Frederick Maurer,
Jr., accompanist. Miss Atkinson possesses a beautiful so-
prano voice of wide range and noticeable flexibility, which
her well-selected program will demonstrate. For two years
she has been a much sought after society singer for teas and
receptions, and has also become a well established church
singer. In entering upon a professional career one cannot
help but predict a brilliant career for the young singer.

Miss Edna Montague, pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt, will
give a recital at Century Hall, Tuesday evening, November
9th. The program will be as follows: Sonata B flat, (Beet-
hoven); "Forest Scenes," (Schumann): "Ballade," F major.
(Chopin): "Nocturne," (Chopin); "Fantasie," (Chopin);
"Cracovienne F'antastique," (Paderewski) ; Andante Finale
"Lucia de Lammerraoor," tor the left hand alone— (Donizetti-
Leschetitzkil ; Magic Fire Scene from Die Walkure," (Wag-
ner-Brassin I : Tarantelle "Venezia e Napoli" (Liszt).

MARY ADELE CASE CONCERT.

The greatest interest is being displayed in the concerts
to be given by Mary Adele Case, the contralto, at the
Novelty Theatre on Friday night, Nov. 19th, and Sunday
afternoon, Nov. 21st. Miss Case is being entertained exten-
sively by our musical set and making warm friends and
admirers on all sides. A contralto voice like Miss Case's is
indeed rare, and she will surprise many of the music lovers
when they hear what she can do with it. The complete pro-
gram will be published next week.
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The Great

Bach Festival

Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. ::::::
NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Festival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently mtere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1 522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND
SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.

Elaborate

Holiday

Number!

^-TTTHK PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL

J REVIEW is now preparing a large and
1

1

handsomely illustrated New Year's Edition

whicli will be published on Saturday, December
2.5th, 1909. Besides containing a Retrospective

Review of San Francisco's .Musical Life since

April 18, lfl06, the paper will contain special ar-

ticles about Los Angeles Musicians and Cali-

fornia Musical Clubs.

^TT THOSE who do not advertise regularly in

J this paper will find the Holiday Number of

J

I

the "Pacific Coast Musical Review" an ideal

Advertising Medium as it will consist of an edi-

tion of not less than Ten Thousand Copies.

^TT REGULAR advertisers in this paper who
have Annual Contracts are entitled to a

TJ complimentary article containing 200 words
each: and if they pay for cuts at the rate of 15c

a square inch such article may be illustrated

with picture; the cut not to exceed 3x4 inches

(two dollars). Regular advertisers desiring to

talie advantage of this complimentary write-up

and picture should send in their requests and
copy before December 1st. After that date no

write-ups can be accepted.

Single Copies of the

Holiday Number will

be 25 Cents
Send copies away to friends and show them
what California is doing for Music.

For Particulars Address

;

Sherman Clay & Co. Building

Sutter and Kearny Sts. San Francisco
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MUSICAL NEWS ABROAD

MUSIC IN BERLIN.

Twelve Hundred Concerts Are Announced For the Berlin

Season and More To Be Heard From.

BY WARREN D. ALLEN.

Berlin, October 6, l'.l01).

The concert season is well under way here now. and gives

promise of a very busy and interesting winter in musical cir-

cles. Only one thing is wanting to make the happiness of

an enthusiastic Berlin concert-goer complete, and that is the

ability to be in more than one place at the same time.

Already twelve hundred concerts are billed for the season,

which will average six to eight performances every evening,

to say nothing of the three grand opera companies that are

always busy. At the Royal Opera, Emmy Destinn is a lead-

ing light, until her departure for America. On October 22

Caruso will begin an engagement here, singing in Carmen,
La Boheme and Pagliacci.

At the Komische Oper last week I had the pleasure of

hearing Maria Labia in a splendid production of Tosca, and
on another evening D'Albert's opera "Tiefland," the music of

which is reminiscent, in many places, of Bizet, Wagner and
sometimes Grieg, but most interesting on account of its

dramatic vividness and color.

Dr. Ludwig WuUner and his no less gifted colleague,

Coenraad Bos, gave us the first treat of the season. The
Philharmonic was packed to the doors, and the program was
selected from Weber, Beethoven, Schubert, Wagner, Wolf,

Brahms. Rosa, Strauss, 'Sinding, et al. The modern songs
were particularly interesting, and the evening was a very
delightful one, which will soon be repeated in San Francisco,

I suppose. Don't miss hearing them.
On the following evening Marteau and Dohnanyi played

violin and piano sonatas from Brahms, Schumann and Cesar
Franck. Both artists are very popular here and deservedly
so, for their ensemble is well-night perfect.

Madame Carreno was to have played Monday last, but was
taken suddenly ill, leaving a clear coast for Rudolph Ganz in

his concert with the Philharmonic Orchestra. Many and flat-

tering have been the comments upon this artist's work
wherever he has played, and his work on that evening fully

entitles him to a place in the front rank of the world's key-

board magicians. In the Beethoven E fiat Concerto he
showed himself to be a scholar of admirable intellectual

poise; his reading of the Chopin E minor Concerto was very
satisfying, both from a tonal and technical standpoint, and
in the Liszt Hungarian Fastasia he revealed himself as a
technician of almost diabolical ingenuity.

1 speak more at length of Mr. Ganz, not only because of

the impression he made upon me, but because his playing
is one of the good things yet to be heard on the Pacific

Coast.
Tuesday I had the pleasure of hearing the Royal Capelle

under the direction of Dr. Strauss himself. It is almost
worth the trip across the ocean to hear Richard Strauss' in-

terpretation of the 5th Symphony of Beethoven. One who
has heard it on many previous occasions is astonished at

the new beauties revealed.
On the following evening it was my good fortune to hear

Tristan and Isolde at the Royal Opera. A most wonderful
production of the opera of operas was given, with Dr. Muck
at the baton. Frau Kurt, a newcomer, gave a most excellent
account of herself, and sang the Liebestod beautifully.
Come ye to Berlin, all that are music-hungry.

Arthur M. Abell, the Berlin correspondent of the New York
Musical Courrier, writes of Pepito Arriola, the wonderful
Spanish child pianist in the following enthusiastic vein:

Pepito Arriol is, by all odds, the most marvelous prodigy
of our times. Yesterday I heard this tiny twelve year old
Spaniard, whose hands are so small that he has to have a
specially constructed piano with narrower keys, play the
Tschaikowsky concerto, the Chopin A flat polonaise, Rubin-
stein's "Valse Caprice," and the Liszt E Hat concerto. It was
not the playing of a precocious child; it was the playing of a
great artist—it was really marvelous. I never heard any-
thing to compare with it for early development on the piano.
Every pianist knows what demands these pieces make on the
player. Technically it was all child's play to little Pepito.
What was far more astonishing than his virtuosity was his
insight into the compositions, his mental grasp and his well

sounded, artistic, soulful delivery. With what ease and sure-

ness he attacked that old war horse, the Liszt E flat concerto,

and how grandly he played the polonaise. So must the boy
Franz Liszt have played for Beethoven. Alberto .Jonas has
reason to be proud of having turned out a pupil like little

Pepito Arriola. If the child keeps on developing, who can
predict to what heights he will climb? His pianistic ability

and his musical talent are of the same astonishing order. No
lover of piano playing should neglect to hear this little marvel
on his forth-coming American tour.

Inasmuch as Pepito will be heard on the Pacific Coast dur-

ing the current season under the management of Will L.

Greenbaum, L. E. Behymer and the Misses Steers and Coman,
the above item proves of particular interest.

* * *

Dr. Ludwig Werllner gave the. initial concert of the Berlin
season on Wednesday evening, September 29, and created, as

usual frenzied enthusiasm.
* * *

Henri Marteau and Ernst von Dohnanyi gave their first

sonato evening at the Philharmonie in Berlin during the last

week in September. The program was: Sonata in A major
(Brahms); Sonata in A minor (Schumann); Sonata in A
major (Cesar Franck). The pitifully small attendance proved
that chamber music is not more popular in Berlin than it is

in San Francisco.
* * *

The most important events in Berlin during the week begin-

ning October 4th, were: Piano recitals by Teresa Carreno
and Rudolph Ganz, a symphony concert by the Royal Sym-
phony Orchestra under the direction of Richard Strauss, a
vocal concert by Tilly Koenen, the first symphony concert of

the new season by the Philarmonic Orchestra under the direc-

tion of Arthur Nickisch, and the first performance of Sme-
tana's opera "Dalimor." at the Royal Opera.

America is well represented in opera in Paris and has been
for several years. At present Clarence Whitehill is singing
Wagnerian roles at the Opera, and, of course, Mary Garden
has been heard on a number of occasions; indeed in the

Comedia there was a long article in regard to the usurpation
by foreign artists of the opera stage.

Still another bit of news anent recent creative activity of

Strauss is a composition for wind instruments, bearing the

title of "Feierlicher Einzug." It is intended for use on the
occasion of the annual investiture of the Knights of the Order
of St. John, a ceremonial celebrated with great pomp and
splendor in the Berlin residence of the German Emperor.
During the recent manoeuvers of the German army the work
was heard for the first time and is said to have made a deep
impression upon the composer's royal patron and the officers

of his staff.

One of the notable out of door musical performances in

Prance of the last month included the production of the
musical spectacle "Bacchus," for which Henri Cain wrote the
text and Camille Erlanger composed the music. Among the

singers to take part were Mmes. Litvinne and Chenal and M.
Muratore. There was a chorus of six hundred voices and as
many more figures in the pageantry, which showed episodes
in the life of the god of wine and the later incarnations of

the same divinities. There was an audience of 22,000 persons
to hear the music. The fete is of annual occurrence and cele-

brates the end of the vintage at Bordeaux.—New York Sun.
* * *

Mary Garden and Maurice Renaud in "Thais" have been
the principal success of the autumn season at the Opera in

Paris and have brought to this historic opera house larger

and more enthusiastic audiences than it has held in years.

The present popularity of Massenet opera is all but incompre-
hensible to those who remember the comparative neglect in

which it slumbered for so many years. Possibly the ability of

its present interpreters was responsible for the different place
it holds in public esteem. It was sung first in 1894 at the
Opera, with Sibyl Sanderson and .Jean Delmas in the two
leading roles. Then its success did not lead to its perfor-

mance in other countries. It was revived four years later at

the Opera, with Mile. Berthet and M. Delmas. but its great
popularity began three years ago with the appearance of
Maurice Renaud as the mystic. Artists from the Metropoli-
tan's forces are also appearing in the Paris opera houses.
Clarence Whitehill recently sang "Wolfram" at the Opera,
while Mme. Flahaut appeared as "Azucena in the production
of "II Trovatore" at the Gaiete Lyrique. Miss Courtenay has
been appearing at the Opera Comique in "Mireille," "Manon"
and "La Traviata."—New York Sun.
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A STANDARD

Grand Piano Free
BALDWIN, EVERETT, KNABE, STEINWAY or WEBER

The Pacific Coast Musical Review will give a Grand Piano worth from Eight Hundred to One

Thousand Dollars to any Musical Club, Musical Conservatory, Music Teacher or Music Student who

will secure for it the largest number of subscribers (not less than five hundred) before May 1st, 1910.

If the contestant who secures the largest number of subscribers should not exceed Five Hundred, he or she will be

entitled to an Upright Piano, of the above named make, of the value of not less than Five Hundred Dollars.

Subscriptions Will Be Credited

Six Months' Subscription - - - -

One Year's Subscription - - - -

One and One-Half Years' Subscription

Two Years' Subscription - - - -

Two and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Three Years' Subscription

Three and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Four Years' Subscription ...
Four and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Five Years' Subscription ...

in Votes as Follows

:

One Dollar 500

Two Dollars - 1,500

Three " 2,000

Four " 3,000

Five " 3,500

Six 4,500

Seven " 5,000

Eight " 6,000

Nine " 6,500

Ten 8,000

Votes

The Highest Number of Votes Represents the Largest Number of Subscribers

RULES OF CONTEST
Any musical pei'son in ("alifoi-nia is elijiible

to enter This Contest. The Fii-st I'l-ize will be

awarded To The one seeuring The largest uuni-

bei- of Votes (which is eijuivaleiiT to The largesT

number of subscribers i . Anyone noT winning
the FirsT I'rize will receive a Merchandise Or-

der represenTiug lTi [ler cent, of the amouiiT

forwarded to this paper. ALL SUBSCRIl'-
TIONS .Ml ST lUO I'AII) IN ADVANCE.
A ('onjK)!! ThaT will be published in each

i.ssue of The I'acific Coast Musical Review is

equivalent to Five \'otes. It is limited To one
week after date.

Only New Siibscrijil ions \\\\] be counted.

Contest ends May 1, 1910.

NOMINATION COUPON
Good for 500 Votes

ContesT Manager Pacitic (3oast Musical Review,
Sherman, Clay & Co. Building,

San Francisco.

Dear Sir: I wish To regisTer as a CandidaTe
in The Pacific CoasT Jlusical Review's Grand
Piano Contest.

Name

Address

Town

The Pacific Coast Musical Review's

GRAND PIANO CONTEST
5 - Good for Five Votes - 5

For

Town or CiTy

State

Send ill Flat I'(ick(i(/c—Do Xot Roll.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS CONTEST EDITOR

Pacific Coast Musical Revie\v, Sherman Clay &
Co. Building, San Francisco
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MUSICAL NEWS FROM THE EAST

The program for the last week of Mr. Hammerstein's sea-

son of opera at low prices at the New York Manhattan Opera
House was as follows: Monday, Oct. 25th, "Tosca," Mme.
Sylva, Messrs. Carasa and Beck. Tuesday and Friday, "The
Bohemian Girl." Wednesday, "Cavalleria Rusticana" and
Pagliacci" with Mme. Sylva in both operas, together with

Messrs. Carasa and Zerola. Saturday afternoon, "The Tales

of Hoffmann." Saturday night, "Pagliacci," the third act of

"Carmen," third act of "II Trovatore" and the coronation

scene from "Le Prophete," the program introducing all the

principal singers.
* * *

Although Rachmaninoff, the Russian composer-pianist, who
is to make his first appearance in New York with the Boston

Symphony Orchestra on Saturday afternoon, November 13,

has been compelled to delay his sailing so that his appear-

ance in Boston has been postponed, he will arrive in this

country in ample time to fulfil his engagement with the Bos-

ton Symphony. Under these unexpected conditions, however,

it is a question whether he will be able to conduct any of his

own works owing to lack of time for rehearsal, and he will

probably simply appear as piano soloist.

* • •

The advent of Mme. Louise Homer as a recital singer gives

added interest to a series of star song recitals to be given

before the opening of the opera season. Commencing with

Mme. Gadski on October 31, Schumann-Heink on November
6, Sembrich on November 9, and Nordica on November IG,

chief interest lies in the coming of Mme. Homer, who will

be heard in a program of her husband's compositions in the

Lyceum Theatre on Monday afternoon, November 1. Long
admired for her work as a member of the opera company, it

is not until now that New Yorkers have an opportunity of

comparing her with those already established in the recital

field.
* * *

Schumann-Heink is receiving as enthusiastic a welcome
everywhere on her present tournee as she did a year ago
when Germany acclaimed her. With her many European
triumphs still fresh in the minds of her fellow citizens they

seem determined to overshadow them with the attentions

showered upon her in every city she visits. In Detroit last

week she was given the freedom of the city by Mayor Breit-

mayer, and on Sunday last in Chicago both Mme. Nordica and
Mme. Gadski led the applause of a jammed house at her re-

appearance there. Columbus, Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Buffalo all turned out big audiences welcoming her. Schu-
mann-Heink will give only one recital in New York this sea-

son, in Carnegie Hall, on Saturday afternoon, November (1.

Many numbers in her program will be new to the public.

lit * *

Fritz Kreisler gave his second recital in Carnegie Hall, New
York, on Saturday afternoon, October 30. This was the last

recital he gave there, as following his appearance with the

New York Symphony Orchestra on November 14 and 16 he
vi'ill leave for the Pacific Coast, to be gone until the end of

.January. The following was the program for this concert:

Suite, E minor (Bach) ; Prelude and Gavotte, E major (Bach)

;

Andantino (Padre-Martini); Scherzo (Dittersdorf) ; Menuet
(Porpora); Sicilienne et Rigaindon (Francoeur); Variations
on a Gavotte (Tartini) ; Menuet (Debussy) ; Havanaise
(Saint-Saens) ; Caprice Viennois (Kreisler); Tambourin
Chinois (Kreisler); Twenty-fourth Caprice (Paganini); Airs
Russe (Wieniawski).

* w *

At Victor Herbert's concert at the New York Theatre Sun-
day evening, October 24. Horace Britt resumed his place
as first 'cellist of the orchestra. To celebrate his return he
was the principal soloist of that night, playing Gabriel-Marie's
"Serenade Badine" and Mr. Herbert's "Pensee Amoureuse."
Of the orchestral selections an entr'acte number from Gou-
nod's "Philemon et Baucis" aroused interest on account of the
promised revival of this musical gem at one of the New York
opera houses. This selection is one of a number from the
standard operas which Mr. Herbert intends offering during
the present season. Accompanying it on the programme was
Goldmark's overture to "Sakuntala," Massenet's suite "Esclar-
monde," Strauss's "Moto Perpetuo" and an excerpt form
Ivanow's "Caucasian Sketches," containing obligatos for viola

and English horn. The latter half of the programme was
made up as usual of Mr. Herbert's own compositions.

The recital wliich Mme. Gadski gave at Carnegie Hall. New
York, Sunday afternoon, October 31, was the prima donna's
only New York appearance outside of her regular jjerfor-

mances at the Metropolitan Opera House and the New
Theatre. Her recital programme consisted of Brahms and
Schubert songs for the first two groups and concluded with a
number of songs in English, among them MacDowell's "The
Swan Bent Low," Sidney Homer's "Children Songs" and Edwin
Schneider's "Unmindful of the Roses." Isidore Luckstone
assisted at the piano.

* * •

Pepito Arriola, the boy pianist who has been heralded in

Europe as the most wonderful example of musical development
of the century, comes to America by the steamship New
York, due November 6. His debut will be made in recital at
Carnegie Hall, November 12.

* * *

Mme. Marcella Sembrich will give her annual Carnegie Hall
recital Tuesday afternoon, November 9. The prima donna is

now on tour, her appearances this week including concerts in

Poughkeepsie, Bridgeport and Cincinnati, while her schedule
for the coming week includes St. Louis, Indianapolis and
Louisville. Mme. Sembrich's accompanist is Frank La Forge,
her other assisting artist being Francis Rogers, barytone.

* * *

Of rare interest will be one of the events planned by the
Symphony Society in New York for the celebration of Walter
Damrosch's twenty-fifth year as conductor. This will be an
exact reproduction of the first concert of the society which
Walter Damrosch ever conducted and which took place on
March 27, 1885, immediately after the death of his father,
Leopold Damrosch. The programme was as follows:
Franz Schubert, Symphony in C major; Camille Saint-Saens,

Barcarolle, (For small orchestra and harp); Carl Maria von
Weber, Concertstuck for pianoforte, (Miss Fannie Bloomfield)

;

Franz Liszt, Symphonic Poem, Die Hunnenschlact.
w

The Philharmonic Society of New York has issued its an-
naul prospectus. Gustav Mahler will conduct all the con-
certs. The first series of concerts will be:
Eight Thursday evenings and eight Friday afternoons, as

follows: Thursday evenings, November 4 and 25, December
16, January 6 and 20, 1910, February 3 and 17 and March 10;.
Friday afternoons, November 5 and 26, December 17, Jan-
uary 7 and 21, 1910, February 4 and 18 and March 11.

The second series of concerts, ^ entitled an "Historical
Cycle," will be six Wednesday evenings, as follows: Novem-
ber 10, December 8 and 29 and January 26, 1910, March 2

and March 30.

The third series will be a Beethoven cycle on the follow-
ing five Friday afternoons: November 19, December 31, Jan-
uary 14, 1910, March 4 and April 1.

The fourth series, which will include five Sunday after-

noons, follows: November 21, December 12, January 16, 1910,

February 13 and March 6.

The soloists for the season as announced in the prospectus
are: Teresa Carreno (first New York appearance this sea-

son), Ferruccio Busoni (his first New York appearance this

season), Fritz Kreisler, Maude Powell, Theodore Spiering,
Dr. Ludwig Wullner, Tilly Koenen, Corinne Rider-Kelsey,
Janet Spencer, Daniel Beddoe, Herbert Watrous and others
to be announced during the winter. The program for the
first pair of concerts, November 4 and 5, is appended:

Overture, The Consecration of the House (Beethoven);
Symphony, No. 3, Eroica (Beethoven); Symphonic poem,
Mazeppa ( Liszt 1; Till Eulenspiegel (Richard Strauss).
The program for the first concert in the historical series,

Wednesday evening, November 10, follows: Concerto Grosso,
B minor. No. 12 (Handel): Suite (overtures). No. XXX, 1

(Bach); Aria, Quanto Dolci (Handel), Madame Rider-Kelsey;
Rigaudon (Rameau); Aria, Madame Rider-Kelsey; Overture
to Iphigenie en Aulide (Gluck).
Here is the program for the first concert in the Beethoven

cycle, Friday afternoon, November 17: Overture, "Fidelio,"

Second Symphony, Leonore Overtures, Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

The first program for the fourth series, Sunday afternoon,
November 21, will be: Overture, Leonore, No. 3 (Beethoven);
Symphony, No. 3, Eroica (Beethoven); Prelude, Tristan and
Isolde (Wagner) ; Prelude, Die Meistersinger (Wagner).w
DON'T FORGET THAT BY SIMPLY DROPPING A POS-

TAL, WITH YOUR ADDRESS ON IT, TO WILL. L. GREEN-
BAUM'S OFFICE, 101 POST STREET, YOU CAN HAVE
PROGRAMS OF ALL THE BIG MUSICAL EVENTS MAILED
TO YOU WITHOUT ANY CHARGE.
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED!

: Broadway 391?. Home 25721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA. Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano. Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony. Composition, etc.. under personal

supervision of such well-know instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta. Alfredo Wyld-Viteri, Juliet

von Stein. Hugo Kirchhofer. Robert Eckhardt.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

...Cor. OFARRELL and STEINER

MME. JEANNE

JOMELLI
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

from the World's Leading Opera Houses and

Miss Marie Nichols
VIOLIN SOLOIST

in Three Exceptional Programs

MR. FRED MAURER, Jr. at the Piano

Friday Evening, Nov. 12

Sunday Afternoon, Nov. 14

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 16.

Seats, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00. Ready Tuesday at

Sherman Clay & Go's, where complete programs may be
obtained.

Oakland Concert Wednesday Afternoon, Nov. 17

at 3:15 ... YE LIBERTY PLAYHOUSE

BALDWIN PIANO USED

Coining Friday Eve, Nov. 19—Sunday Aft., Nov. 21

MARY ADELE CASE, Contralto

' San Francisco's Finest Recital Chamber
"

Kohler & Chase Hall
OPENS DECEMBER 10, 1909

Located on the Second Floor of the new Kohler

& Chase Building, OTarrell near Market Street

Seating Capacity 450

Fitted with ample Stage, Retiring Rooms and

Complete Heating and Ventilating Systems

Reservations now being made

For Afternoon and Evening Recitals. An

Attractive Rate of Rental has been made for the

Opening Season. Special Rates for Pupils'

Recitals :::::::
FITZPATRICK & NORWOOD

(LESSEES )

40 O'Farrell Street
Phone Kearny 5454

Office Hours : IM to 12 A. M.

Overland

Limited
CROSSES

High Sierra

Great Salt Lake
BY DAYLIGHT

Chicago in Three Days

Electric Lighted. Fast Flying, Cross-Country Train.

Luxuriously Equipped. Pullman, Drawing Room.
Stateroom. Vestibuled Sleeping Cars.

Careful and attentive dining service. Parlor

observation car with library and cafe. Ladies

Reading Room, Gentlemen's Smoking Room.

Daily News Bulletins, Latest Papers and Mageizines.

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot

13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland
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DR. LUDWIG WULLNER'S UNIQUE ART.

By Henry T. Finck in the New York Evening Post.

(Reprinted by Request.)

Dr. Liulwig WuUner, the sensation of the last musical sea-

son throughout the country, has made classical German songs
"catch on" like musical comedy "hits." He affected audiences
like a religious revivalist, like an orator at a fervent political

meeting. He got as much applause as Caruso, though he is

very far from having a Caruso voice. He came to give a
score of concerts and gave four score. He proved that con-
certs can be made to pay after all, and that, too, without the
slightest concession to those who like the vulgar and trivial

music. Luckily, he is coming again next season, and there
can be no doubt that his success will continue to grow here,

as it does in European countries. We are so fortunate as to

be able to offer our readers the following autobiogra])hic
sketch of his career, not before printed:

"As a matter of course I sang from my earliest childhood.

As a boy I had a high soprano voice of agreeable quality, and
often—especially when I was alone out in the open—I indulged
in the most extraordinary warblings and improvisations. When
my voice changed, I continued, I regret to say, in spite of all

protests, to sing; I forced my tones as long as I could, till

hoarseness set in, and thus I spoiled my voice for years. When
I was instructor at the University of Munster (1884-1887), I

sang a great deal privately and also at concerts, but of course
only to please myself and others, or to give vent to my feel-

ings. Then when I became a musician (1887-1889) I also

studied singing, but my instructor at that time did not suc-

ceed in teaching me over-much about tone emission, nor did
I yet enter what subsequently became my proper domain: the
German 'lied.'

"To that I began to devote myself during the time I was an
actor at Meiningen (1889-1895). At that time Fritz Steinbach
was conductor of the Meiningen Orchestra, and Brahms used
to go there frequently as friend and guest of the Duke of Mein-
ingen. Whenever that happened I was at once excused from
all theatrical rehearsals and performances and asked to appear
at the castle. I sang only songs at that period, and Brahms
took great pleasure in what I did, which made me feel proud
and happy. Brahms called my attention to many neglected
but precious Schubert songs, and now and then 1 was per-

mitted to sing some "lieder" of his own that was off the beaten
path and which no one else had ever sung for him. Above
all things, Brahms never wearied of having me sing the 'Ger-

man Folksongs' edited by him.
"Encouraged by all these experiences, I gave, early in Oc-

tober, 189.")—when I was still an actor at Meiningen—my first

song recitals in Berlin, and these made such an impression,
stirred up so much feeling for and against me, that I left

Meiningen a few months later and once more changed my
vocation by becoming a professional 'lieder' singer. I said

to myself: 'Of good German actors there are plenty, but in

the realm of song interpretation you have brought something
new which heretofore has not existed—at any rate, not in

the same degree. Here your strength will perhaps be more
needed than on the stage.'

''I may well say that the effect I created was a surprise to

myself; I had not suspected that so much that was new could
be done in this direction. It so happened that I had never
heard any of the older great 'lieder' singers, such as Julius
Stoekhausen, Eugen Guj'a; only Georg Henschel I had heard
once, as a boy; I therefore fancied that all these vocalists
rendered songs in my manner, or similarly. What is this

manner? Let me try to explain.
"I cannot regard the 'lied' from a merely musical point of

view; it means more to me than an aria, a purely vocal
piece. A 'lied' must always seem like the expression of a
profound, soulful, personal feeling (die Areusserung einer
tiefen seelischen Selbstbefreiungl. The hearer must get the
impression that the person who sings this or that song at

this special moment sings it not because he wants to do so
or wishes to please others, but because he 'must,' because he
cannot do otherwise, but must express himself, must give
vent to his feelings. That alone is to me true lyric art.

Thus the mood (often also the content) of every song be-
comes associated with some actual occurrence in the singer's
own life. In this way the 'lied' becomes an improvisation;
it is, as it were, born anew each time from within—that is

what I try to do. It is self-evident that in this procedure the
tonal musical form must not be in the least neglected—for
the form is here often the soul!

"This is the manner in which I have been endeavoring
these last thirteen or fourteen years to sing German lieder.
At the bginning, I admit, I not seldom broke the form, which
I realized later. But perhaps that also had to be as it was.

To this day some of my ojiponents lind my method of utter-

ance 'tlieatrical,' nay, even 'decadent'—I cannot judge that, of
course. At any rate, I had not in the first years gained such
control of vocal technique as I have now. I aimed only at
expression, regardless of lone, and thus there was some basis
to the report that I was 'a singer without a voice'—one who
'declaims and speaks' rather than sings. This label will

probably always cling to me more or less. But I must say
that I have subjected the tone, too, from year to year to a
more and more severe criticism, and have labored indus-
triously to acquire technical facility in tone emission. I

have endeavored to have and to develop whatever of tonal
quality was to be got out of my no longer young and often
abused throat; and while I know, of course, that in my case
tonal charm can never be the main thing, I nevertheless
hope, despite my age, to make some little progress in this
direction, above all in the art of saturating the consonants
with a musical quality without interfering in the least with
distinctness of enunciation. Mood, expression, inwardness

—

all those things come to me spontaneously; they are gifts for
which I can never be sufficiently grateful to fate; it is only
on the side of tone emission that I need to work, and my
endeavor is to make the tone quality, if not more beautiful,
at any rate more capable of variation and richer in color."
So far Dr. Wullner.
Edward MacDowell, in speaking of his fourth sonata,

wrote; "I have made use of all the suggestions of tone-
painting in my power—just as the bard would have rein-
forced his speech with gesture and facial expression." Dr.
Wullner, too, like the ancient bards who swayed the hearts
of the people, makes some use of gesture and facial expres-
sion, but never to excess. What impresses one most in look-
ing at him is an expression of absence—he is like one in a
trance, with eyes closed, his individuality merged in the story
of the song. He is the medium through whom the poet and
the composer speak to the audience.

SATURDAY CLUB PROSPECTUS—1909-10.

We arc in receipt of the prospectus for 1909-10 published
by the Saturday Club of Sacramento. It is a pamphlet of
which officers and members may well be proud, as it presents
an establishment of musical taste in a community which with-
out the Saturday Club would hardly lay claim to musical
importance. The officers at present presiding over the
destinies of this excellent organization are: Mrs. J. A.
Moynihan, President: Mrs. Louise Gavigan, First Vice-Presi-
dent; Mrs. T. Frankland, Second Vice-President; Mrs. Fran-
ces Moeller, Secretary; Miss Frances Connelly, Treasurer;
Executive Committee—Mrs. Egbert A. Brown, Miss Zuelettia
Geery, Mrs. Rosa Geiser, Mrs. J. William James, Miss Lillian
Nelson, Mrs. Eugene H. Pitts and Mrs. W. H. Porterfield

:

Mrs. Albert Elkus, Honorary President.
The total membership, beginning with season May 1, 1908.

was 1,081. Gain in membership during season 1908-09 was
22. The total membership of the season 1908-09 was 1,103.

There are fifteen artists' days and ten home days. The total

average attendance per meeting was 721. There were 8,240
separate communications forwarded by mail. The receipts
during the season 1908-09 were $7,285.38. The disbursements
are .$6,902.54, of which $3,791.00 were spent for artists. The
hall fund is now $1,298.25.

The programs announced for 1909-10 are: Oct. 9th, Cello
Recital. Alhert Rosenthal; Oct. 23d, Miscellaneous, Class A;
Nov. 6th, Miscellaneous, Class B; Nov. 20th, Miscellaneous,
Class C; Dec. 4th, Song Recital, Harry Clifford Lott; Dec.
18th, Boys' Day; Jan. 8th, Faust Legend in Music, Class D;
Jan. 22, Song Recital, Golden Gate Quartet—Frank Onslow,
Carl Anderson, John De P. Teller and Henry L. Perry; Feb.
5, American Composers, Class A, including a Melodrame,
"The Lady of Shalott" (Tennyson), by Albert I. Elkus, Miss
Alice Colman and Mr. Elkus; Feb. 19, Sir Michael Costa,
Frederich Wm. Kucken, Felician David, Ferdinand David.
Frederic Chopin, 1810-1910, Class B; Mar. 5, Folksongs of
Nations, Mme. Olga Burgtorf; Mar. 19, Student Members' Re-
cital; Apr. 2, Miscellaneous, Class C; Apr. 16, Schumann,
Class D.
The programs for the evening recitals during the season

1909-10 will be: Oct. 14, Song Recital, Wilhelm Heinrich;
Nov., Song Recital. Dr. Ludwig Wullner; Jan., Violin Recital,
Antonio De Grassi; Feb., Song Recital, Horatio Connell;
March, Song Recital, Tilly Koenen; April, Flonzaley Quartet.

Among the twelve private pupils which Sevcik is accept-
ing in Vienna this season is one of J. Bond Francisco's in

Los Angeles. This is certainly a compliment to this efficient

instructor on the violin.
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W ll_il_il AiVl f • iLILv^ri) musical director

The Zcch Orchestra Rehearsei Evcr>- Monday Evening

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

California Conservatory of Music
incorporated September. 1907

Now occupies its magnificent new building on

147 Presidio Avenue
Between Washington and Jadcson Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

(JacLson-Suner St. car terminal in front of buijding}

Largest Institution West of Chicago

DIRECTOR ;

HERMANN GENSS
General Manager: DR. ERNEST HORSTMANN

The faculty dudes such artists as

:

MADAME EILEEN O'MOORE
HANS KONIG,
WALLACE A. SABIN.
G. JOLLAIN,
LOUIS NEWBAUER,
HENRY B. BAERMAN,
MRS. M. O'BRIEN,

MISS SETA STEWART
MISS CH.ARLOT HOPPERSTEAD
MISS FLORENCE GUPPY, and others.

Departments for Beginners, Amateurs and Professionals

Pupils received at all times.

SEND FOR CAT.ALOGUE

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE TtOUILLET, "Dean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages of literary studies free o( charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose Cal Iforn la

N?m ©rphntrn
OTARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and Pom
Phone Douglas 70

Satesi and Most Magnificent Theatre in America.

Week Beginning This Sunday Afternoon—MATINEE EVERY DAY
ARTISTIC VAUDEVILLE

"Our Boys in Blue": Lulu :\IcConne!l and Grant Simp-
son; Tempest and Sunshine Trio; Bobby Paiidor and
Brother; Last Week—Minnie Seligman and William Bram-
well in "The Drums of Doom"; The Bounding Gordons;
Bootblaek Quartet; New Orpheum Motion Pictures. Last
Week—Charles the First, the Marvelous Xearly Human
Chimpanzee, who does everything but talk. Introduced
by Charles .ludge.

Evening Price*: lOc. 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Seats $1.00
Matinee Prices: (Except Sundays and Holidays) lOc, 25c, 50c.

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDONTENOR
TpflPhpP nf ^Innlnn 1" all in branches from the rudiments of tone fi

I CdLIICI Ul Olliyiliy ,h^ ^j^ea finish and Comp/e/ion of Publ.

OFIATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St. Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voice Culture for Singing and Speaking

Concert. Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

BASSO
CANTANTE

VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING
Perfetfl Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

Joaquin S. Wanrell

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's, Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION, PIANO, HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Qasses in French. German. Musical History and Sight Reading in progress. Practice
lessons with specially coached accompanists may be arranged for—also by non-students
oftheschool. Studio, 818 Grove St , near Fillmore. Tel. Park 1 069.
In Berkeley Tuesday. 2521 Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday .1 Snell
Seminary.

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director Fir

Suite: 52 Macdonough Bldg.. Oakland

Telephone /

t Presbyterian Church. Alameda

Home Studio, 1117 Paru St. Alameda

T\\a IKt^rmaixv CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
1 lie LICI IllgCI Established 1896

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete
Musical Education—Piano. Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),
Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing, Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

FREID R. J. RAU
Pacific Coast Agent for

HAWKES & SON
London, England

High-Gracie Band Instruments
Bargains in Second-Hand Instruments

170 PAGE ST., SAN FRANCISCO Phone Market 5513

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
C S. BONELLI, Director PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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RICHARD FERBER, COMPOSER.

As evidence that there are residing in our midst musicians

of national and international reputation may be cited

such men as Richard Ferber, who has lived here for more
than two years without the large majority of our musical

cult being aware of his importance. Mr. Ferber, previous to

his sojourn on the Pacific Coast, was organist of the St.

Patrick's Church in Eau Claire. Wis., but a too strenuous

abandonment to his duties resulted in paralizing one or two
fingers of his right hand, thus forcing him to abandon organ

playing and resume teaching of piano, harmony and com-
position.

But Mr. Ferber's importance as a musician is not so much
the result of his virtuosity or pedagogic supremacy as it is

his standing as a composer among leading authorities. He
studied in Stuttgart and Geneva, in which latter place he had
the privilege to be befriended by and play piano with Rubin-

stein. He also had the good fortune to study orchestration

with Berlioz. Theodor Presser, the well-known Philadelphia

publisher, has published most of Mr. Ferber's works, and
many of his compositions are known to pianists and vocalists.

His overture, Gloriana is frequently played by Damrosch with

his New York Symphony Orchestra. Here Is a list of Mr.

Ferber's best known compositions published during the last

few years:
Piano—Impromptu, A .lolly Sleigh Ride, Gipsy Queen,

Dance of the Sirens, Album Melodies, (Fifty instructive

Pieces), The Boston Templar, Hungarian Life, Little Lovers,

On the Rio Grande, Humming Birds, Lotus Flowers, (eight

romantic pieces), La Charmeause, Laughing Rillet, Rondo
Capriccioso.
Vocal—My Love's Dear Eyes, I Thought, Love Reaches Up

to Heaven, O Lullaby, My Baby, I Love You, Dear, Shepherd's

Lullaby, Two Lilies, We Said Good-Bye, Your Voice, My
Heart's Secret, Ave Maria.
Orchestra—Gloriana, Overture; From Childhood Days, Ov-

erture; Thou Lovely Maid, Overture; Pride of the West,
Overture; Boston Templar March, Elk's Carnival March, The
Dictator March, Li Hung Chang March.
Chorus with Solis and Organ—Missa Brevis, published by

1. Fisher Bros., New York.
Of his latest work, "New Songs Without Words," Theodor

Presser said in the Etude of January, 1908: This is posi-

tively the last month in which this unique volume may be

purchased at a nominal rate. There are very few works in

which we have had so much interest as in this one. Every
number of this volume is a creation, and we feel that in

many respects the author has surpassed Mendelssohn, al-

though the pieces are, in their nature, intended to be prep-

aratory to Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words. There have
been In the past a number of these printed in The Etude,

which have met with very great success, and no doubt the

volume itself will become standard. It is one of those vol-

umes of modern lyrics that the progressive teacher loves to

place in the hands of a pupil. No pupil can pass through
the study of a volume of this kind without its leaving its im-

press of taste and refinement on the player. This is the pur-

pose of all good music. We should be very glad to see a
very wide circulation of this volume.
Emil Liebling. the well known Chicago pianist, said of Mr.

Ferber's compositions: "I have seen quite a number of your
works. They evince fine creative talent and thorough musi-
cianship." Mr. Ferber received first prize in a composition
contest of Con. Krez's beautiful poem, "Au mein Vaterland"
(To My Fatherland). The judges were Theodor Thomas and
Hans Balatka.

MUSIC IN GOLDFIELD.

Mrs. Leonore Gordon Harrison gave a concert in Goldfleld

recently which proved quite a vocal triumph. One of the

papers had this to say of the event:
With the largest advance sale for the season, the Harrison

concert at the Lyric last evening promised to be the biggest
financial success In the history of this popular playhouse.

The continual downpour of rain, however, was responsible

for a small attendance, $100 worth of tickets having been
cancelled between 6 and S o'clock.

Mrs. Leonore Gordon Harrison, the soprano soloist, capti-

vated the audience. Her repertoire showed splendid selec-

tion, and the rendition of her every number was in keeping
with the high standard of excellence for which she is noted.
Mrs. Harrison was in good voice and sang easily. Goldfleld

is indeed fortunate in the possession of such a talented and
pleasing vocal star.

Mr. Earle R. Clemens, the "desert tenor." made his first

appearance before a Goldfleld audience. He was given a

royal ovation and won merited applause, responding with two
encores, and the audience calling for more. His voice is un-
usually strong and of exceptional brilliance in the high reg-
ister, and his interpretations are pleasing and forceful. Mr.
Milton C. Ish proved himself an artist with the violin, respond-
ing to generous encores. Miss Ethel Murphy, accompanist,
handled her part of the program with her usual dignity and
grace. In the rendition of "Inflammatus," from Rossini,
"Stabat Mater," Mrs. Harrison won a storm of applause, and
was well supported by a chorus, comprising Miss Ruby Eu-
band and Mrs. Milton C. Ish, sopranos; Miss Irene Raush,
Miss Pearl Raush, Miss .1. S. Post and Miss Mabel Harrison,
contraltos; E. R. Clemens, George N. Wills and Roy Stack-
pole, tenors; Milton C. Ish, R. H. Downer and Frank Harri-
son, bassos. The chorus sang. "Sweet and Low" as an en-
core. The entire program will be repeated tonight at the
Lyric, commencing at 8 o'clock, which will allow sufficient

time to visit other social functions this evening after the
concert is over. Many sa,y that this is the best concert ever
given in Goldfleld. The entire program was a hit.

TO ACQUIRE BIG ORGAN.

Conservatory of Music of the University of the Pacific In San
Jose To Have Larger Organ Than Any Conservatory

of Music West of Chicago.

The great and growing need of well-trained organists for

the churches of our country, and the confessedly inadequate
means for competent instruction justify the effort of the Con-
servatory of Music of the University of the Pacific in San
Jose to provide the facilities necessary to enable music stu-

dents to prepare themselves fully for the responsible work
to which a church or concert organist is called.

A contract between the University of the Pacific and a San
Francisco Music Co. has been closed for an order of a large
and exceptionally fine organ of three manuals and pedals with
all modern mechanical attachments and combinations, and
run by electricity, from an organ factory in Chicago, and
will be installed in the large and handsome auditorium of the
university about next May. This organ will be larger than
any one possessed by any Conservatory of Music west of

Chicago.
The plan of instruction will provide for a thorough tech-

nical training in all that pertains to a mastery of the organ
music for churches, solo concert work, the art of accompani-
ment and improvisation. The course of study will be also

especially arranged to give a knowledge of different denom-
inational church services and schools of organ music as rep-

resented by the best composers in each.
The organ students will have advantages in the other

musical branches of study, which the conservatory offers,

such as studies of harmony, counterpoint, composition, sol-

feggio, choir training, etc. Also in literary studies of the
college of liberal arts of the University of the Pacific if de-

sired.

The pupils of Miss Delia E. Griswold gave their second
recital at Sherman, Clay & Co. Assembly Hall last Wednes-
day afternoon. The following program was delightfully

presented: Bellenghi—Profumo Oriental, William Dodd
(Serenade)— 'Awake Beloved!" Mrs. Stanton; Old Irish

—

Kitty Tyrrell, Albert Mildenberg—The Violet. Mrs. Hilde-

brecht; Puccini ("La Boheme")—Waltz Song, Canton Sorren-
tino
—"Carmela," Miss Fitzgibbon; Brahms—"Saphische

Ode." Spanish Song (Selected)—Lullaby, Mrs. Alvarez;
Trios: Mozart—Lullaby, Eduardo Marzo—Starry Night. Miss
Fitzgibbon, Mrs. Stanton, Miss Griswold: Thomas (Aria
"Mignon"—Je suis Titania, Miss Fitzgibbon; Duets: Reinecke—"O Beautiful Violet," Rossini (Opera "Semiramide")—"AUe
piu calde immagini," Miss Fitzgibbon, Miss Griswold.

There is nothing that the French so dearly love as a sym-
posium to determine which is really their most popular singer

actor. A late one brought forth the fact that of thirty-two

lyric sopranos the most popular was Selma Kurz, who got
14,846 votes, as agains 8,979 for Lina Cavalieri. Mme. Calve,

who probably never suspected before that she was a dramatic
soprano, got 14,476, as against 14,933 for Lucienue Breval. M.
Muratore got 15,045 votes as the most popular tenor, against

a paltry 7.875 for a certain Italian named Caruso.—New York
Sun.

* * *

The publishing house of Arthur Furstner in Berlin is now
printing Richard Strauss' first music drama "Guntram" and
also Arthur Nevin's opera "Poia."
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The Most Beautiful Piano

Store in America
Above is shown a photo eugraviug of oui' big new store. It is conteded by the whole music world

to be the best, and the most perfectly appointed home of any house in the world. The picture shows

but a part of our main door and a portion only of the great stock of more than fifty grand pianos—

a

stock live times larger than is carried by any otlier house on the Coast. Just at this time about five

hundred pianos of leading makes are shown ; a disi)lay which is worth your time to see.

Twenty specially built rooms are occupied by our great stock, making the opportunity for compari-

son better than is offered at any other store, while in price and finish every individual purse and taste

may be satisfied.

Our new talking machine department on the Sutter street side surpasses in point of location, airi-

ness, convenience, comfort, and especially in the magnitude of its stock, and the courteous service

offered, any similar department in the West. All the finest in Talking Machines, and all the latest

records all the time is the motto, and it's lived up to.

The Wiley B. Allen Co.
Wiley B. Allen Building, 135-153 Kearney and 217-225 Sutter Streets.

Oakland: 510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington.

Other Stores—Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego, Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz., Reno, Nev.,

Portland, Ore.
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FERRIS HARTMAN PACKS THE HOUSES.

BY HEINRICH VON STEIN.
Los Angeles is loyal to her favorites, and since Ferris

Hartmna became a favorite tiirough his splendid comic opera
performances last season, it was to be expected that full

houses would greet him upon his return to this city, which
took place two weeks ago. He returned to us with a com-
pany strengthened in every respect, with a splendid reper-

toire and a better orchestra. Little wonder, then, that on
five nights during last week the sold-out sign adorned the

front of the box office, and just as your representative was
talking to Mr. Kavanagh, the energetic manager of the Hart-
man company, a messtjiger boy arrived with a telegram from
Santa Paula, which ordered five box seats reserved for the
following night. As to the performance itself, which on this

occasion was George Ade's "Sultan of Sulu," Ferris Hartman,
as well as his company, were at their very best. For the
following week, "The Blue Moon," has been selected as the
attraction. Mr. Hartman is much enthused over Los Angeles
and tells me that he is here to stay, that he intends to build

his own theatre (it is badly needed, by the way), that he does
not know how soon he will have the new theatre, but that he
will surely have it sooner or later.

To the Fitzgerald Music Company this city is indebted for

a week's engagement of Sousa and his band. Sousa, being
a national character, always draws well, and I doubt very
much if the phenomenal attendance during this last engage-
ment could have been possible without the magnificent
proganda made on behalf of this matchless musical organiza-
tion by Mr. J. T. Fitzgerald. This little instance once more
proves that musicians and musical organizations are entirely

mistaken if they look upon liberal advertising as something
undignified.

Mrs. Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss, contralto; Jay Plowe, flutist;

Mary L. O'Donoghue and Mrs. Horace Camdee, accompanists,
and Anne Kavanaugh, elocutionist, gave an Evening of

Music, Stories and Song at the Wilcox Auditorium, Los An-
geles, on Thursday evening, October 21. The event was a
most successful one and the following program delighted the
critical audience in attendance: Chanson D'Amour (Doppler);
Tales of Manhattan; (a) Far, Far Across the Desert, (b) If

in the Great Bazaars, (c) How Many a Caravan; Breezes
from the West; (a) Nocturne (Francois), (b) Serenade
Bodine (Gaboni-Marie) ; Italian Mosaics; (a) La Zingerella
(Paisilello), (b) L'Esclave (Lalo), (c) Dodo (Pyrenees Folk
Song), (d) Daisies (Manny); Echoes from Halstead Street.

The Dominant Club elected the following officers for the
ensuing year: President, Miss Mary L. O'Donoughue; vice-

president, Mrs. Ada Marsh Chick; secretary. Miss Beresford
Joy; financial secretary, Mrs. Maria Thresher Webb; treasur-
er. Miss Clara Boshyshell; social committee, Mrs. Edmund
Shank; membership committee. Miss Jennie Winston, chair-

man. Miss Margaret Goetz, Mrs. Harry Clifford Lott; program
committee, Mrs. W. H. Jamison, chairman, Mrs. Gertrude Par-
sons, Mrs. Bertha Vaughn.

An orchestra of sixty musicians under the direction of

Harley Hamilton rendered the following program during the
Taft banquet on Monday evening October 11th: Introduction,
"Polonaise Militaire" (Chopin) ; "Grand Festival March and
Hymn to Liberty," introducing national hymn (Hugo Kaun)

;

"Overture to Orpheus" (Offenbach); "Pecheur Napolitain et
Napolitaine" (Rubinstein); "Fantasie on Favorite Melodies"
(Grieg); "Introduction to Third Act of Lohengrin" (Wagner);
Waltz, "Wine, Woman and Song" (Strauss); "Scarf Dance"
(Chaminade) ; "Overture to Rienzi" (Wagner).

* * *

P. W. Blanchard, chairman of the decoration committee, and
L. E. Behymer, member of the reception committee, are too
well-known members of the Los Angeles musical cult who
figured prominently during President Taft's visit in Los
Angeles. Mr. Blanchard in particular was the recipient of

well merited praise for his artistic taste displayed in the
decorations of the streets as well as the banquet hall.

* * *

Mrs. Blanche Rogers Lott says in the Los Angeles Graphic
of October 16th: It is not often that a fine musician and
painter of acknowledged high rank are members of the same
family, and when these two endowments are found centered
in the same person, it is more than unusual, it is almost
unheard of. Los Angeles has a violinist who is also a painter.

When J. Bond Francisco decided to devote more time to the
brush than to the bow, the concert-going public suffered a dis-

tinct loss. However, Mr. Francisco is not devoting all his

time to painting, even though he has not appeared in concert
for some time, but he has set aside a certain period each
week for teaching, this year as in all past years. Two talent-

ed pupils of Mr. Francisco went to Europe last spring, Miss
Bessie Chapin, who is studying in Vienna, and Pasquale De
Nubila, who decided upon Berlin. Louis Angelotty, his pupil,

who went several years ago, has had excellent success and
has never returned.

The Ellis Club of Los Angeles, will give its first concert of

the season on Tuesday evening November 9th, at Simpson
Auditorium. Musical director J. B. Poulin has prepared a
particularly artistic program for this occasion. Mrs. Mary
Le Grand Reed, soprano, will be the artist.

* * *
Miss Ana Miller Wood has given several recitals in South-

ern California during the last few weeks. She met with well

merited success in every instance. Her tour is under the

direction of L. E. Behrmer.
* * *

The Los Angeles center of the American Music Society will

give its first concert of the season at Simpson Auditorium on
Thursday evening, December 2nd. Those who have consented
to participate in this concert are; The Woman's Lyric Club
(J. B. Poulin, director), Edwin House and Ernest Douglass,
organists; Mrs. Clara Henley Bussing, soprano; Miss Alice

Coleman, pianist; the Dominant Club Woman's Quartet, and
the Lott-Krauss trio.

Miss Blanche Ruby, soprano; Roland Paul, tenor; and Miss
Hariet Johnson pianist gave a most successful concert at

Ebell Auditorium on Friday evening, October loth. A large

audience was in attendance and the following program was
enthusiastically applauded: Piano (a) Rubinstein, Barcarolle
in A minor; (b) Moszkowski, Liebes Waltzer, Miss Harriet
Johnson. Verdi, Garden Scene (Rigoletto), Gilda, Miss
Blanche Ruby; Duke of Mantua, Mr. Roland Paul. Verdi, La
Donna e Mobile (Rigoletto), Mr. Paul; Piano (a) Chopin. Pre-

lude, (b) Chopin. Ballade in G minor. Miss Johnson; Thomas
Polonaise (Mignon), Miss Ruby. Leoncavallo, Canio's Scena
(Pagliaccil, Mr. Paul. Piano, Laidow, Valse Badinage (Music
Box); Godard, En Route, Miss Johnson; Gounod, Boudoir
Scene (Romeo and Juliet), Juliet, Miss Ruby; Romeo, Mr.
Paul.

Manager L. E. Behymer will open his Philharmonic course
at the Auditorium on Thursday, Nevember ISth. with Madame
Jean Jomelli. On Friday afternoon. November 19th, Madame
Jomelli will be the soloist with the Los Angeles symphony
orchestra.

* * *

Sousa Band gave twelve concerts at the Temple Auditorium
in Los Angeles during the week beginning Monday, October
25th.

« « «

Mrs. Harry Clifford Lott, pianiste, aroused much enthusiasm
with her excellent artistic performance at the first musical
evening of the Y. M. C. A. on Monday evening, October 25th.

Mrs. Lott was ably assisted by her husband, Harry Clifford

Lott, baritone and Ralph Giersberg, the brilliant young violin-

ist and pupil of Arnold Krauss, who has on former occasions
evoked well merited applause. The program was as follows:

Songs: "Annie Laurie" (Lady Douglass Scott), "The Message"
(Allitsen), "Mirage" (Liza Lehmann), "The King is Dead"
(Margaret R. Lang) ; violin, a Romance, b Berceuse, c Mazur-
ka (Mrs. H. H. Beach); pia two pieces. Fugitive (Clara
Schumann), Humoresque (Atalhie Riu kor Grondahl); songs
with violin obligato, "Surles Branches' (d'Hardelot), "Under
the Still White Stars" (Helen Hopekirk) ; songs, "The King
of Denmark's Ride" (Mary Carmichael), "Fan Fitzgerald"

(Alicia Needham).

The date for the first coutert of the Municipal Band under
the direction of Harley Hamilton, took place at Central Park
last Thursday. Nove- ber 4th. Concerts will take place twice

a week; on 'i'uesdr ys and Thursdays.
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" Traviata"
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Nightingale Song from
Les Noces de Jeanette"

The Great Coloratura Soprano
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Abraham Miller U^~
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BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz Mezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Tel. Home 51485. 719 Ottowa St. near lOth and Figueroa, Los Angeles. Cal.

ContraltoEstelle Heartt Dreyfuss
CONCERT- PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS-ORATORIO
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JR P^iilin TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
. D. I OUlin THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club. Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Ca

J. P. DupUy TENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR
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'ianistWilliam Edson Strobridge -
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Western Manager

Musical Artists
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Madame Marcella Sembrich
Madame Schumann-Heink
Madame Frieda Langendorff
Madame Jeanne Jomelli

Madame Teresa Carreno
Miss Marie Nichols

Miss Tilly Koenen
Ellen Beach Yaw

Madelen Worden
Dr. Ludwig Wuellner

George Hamlin, Tenor
Fritz Kreisler, Violinist

Pepita Arriola, Pianist
The Flonzaley Quartette and the
Damrosch Orchestra, with Isadora
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Mackenzie Gordon
Antonio De Grassi
Anna Miller Wood

Dr. J. F. WOLLE in Organ Recitals
Univ. of California Glee Club

Georg Kruger, Pianist
Ignaz Edouard Haroldi, Violinist
Mary Le Grand Reed, Soprano
Harry Lott, Baritone
Herr Arnold Krauss, Violinist

Helen Goff, Soprano
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IN THE REALM OF THE THEATRE
Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING

MAGAZINE ARTICLES ON THE STAGE.—"Current Lit-

erature" for Novemlier has an article on Channing Pollock's

"Sucli a Little Queen," which is now having a successful run
in New York. The author has cleverly twisted the "Prisoner
of Zenda" aiid "Graustark" idea around so that instead of the
usual Briton or American setting a kingdom by the ears he
exiles Anna, the young Queen of Herzegovinia. to a Harlem
Hat and a job in a New York business office. Her betrothed
husband, the King of Bosnia, is also exiled to New York and
a job in the same office. In the end the royal lovers are
united and restored to their kingdoms and the noble Amer-
ican lover takes his defeat like a man. The extensive por-

tions of the dialogue which are given in the article read
entertainingly. The article says of Elsie Ferguson, who plays
the queen. "Her voice has the charming irresistible note of
pathos and her enthusiastic admirers detect in her acting a
loveliness akin to that of Maude Adams."
Another article in the same number is on "Good and Bad

Effects of Mental Suggestion in the Theatre." The article
alludes to another article by a writer of the New Thought
School, who says that when the emotions are played on in

the theatre the mind is strongly susceptible to suggestion,
and while some people are at times brought even to sympath-
ize with stage criminals in their fight against detection and
justice, still he holds that the evil effects are negligible as
compared with the ready acceptance of moral suggestions in

the better class of plays. The opinion of a New York judge
is quoted to the effect that stage crime incites to real crime,
and also the emphatic dissent of David Belasco and Harrison
Grey Fiske from the judge.
An interesting article on Clyde Fitch deplores the fact that

Clyde Fitch did not take himself seriously, with the result
that his plays are not appreciated at their full value. Had
he set himself up on a pedestal and posed more as a great
dramatist, the writer asserts that his countrymen would have
a higher regard for his achievements.
"The Century" for November has an article by Brander

Matthews on "The Dramatist and the Theatre." He states
that the technique of every dramatist from the Greeks to the
present time has been governed very largely by the kind of
theatre for which he wrote. It is illustrated by many pic-
tures of theatres of different periods. The article, which is

as readable as everything by Brander Matthews, has much
that is in his book "The Development of the Drama."

"Everybody's" for November has an interesting article by
Hartley Davis on "The Business Side of the Theatre." When
one realizes the enormous size of the business, as he will
when he reads that Charles Frohman pays out $3,750,000 a
year in salaries, and has 10,000 people on his pay roll, and
that the Shuberts spend $150,000 a year to maintain their
general offices in New York, he is inclined to agree with the
writer of the article that while "Art for art's sake" may be
a very nice thing to talk about, it requires the ablest kind of
business management to handle the theatrical business of this
country.

"Colliers" for October 23 is a dramatic number, not as good
as some of the former dramatic numbers of this weekly.
There is an article on the New Theatre by its director,
Winthrop Ames, and an amusing article by Richard Harding
Davis on the difficulties of theatre-going in London. The
best thing in it is an article, "The Girl and the Stage—the
Truth Which Lies Behind the Footlights," by Charles Bel-
mont Davis. It is full of good advice to the girl who wants
to go on the stage, and has an interesting account of the
methods of one dramatic school which is doing good work.
The "Saturday Evening Post," of October 23rd and 3Uth,

has articles by Charles Burnham on "The Front of the
House." The first tells of his experiences as an employee
of Augustin Daly; the second \vhile with John Stetson.
Stetson, though an able, was an uneducated man, and some
of his stories about Stetson's malapropisms are very funny.

— %\

ORPHEUM.

eye can scarcely follow the various evolutions. The regula-

tion army manual of arms is also well executed and a pyra-

mid of seventeen men is formed in less than a minute and
the men are back in the ranks in the same space of time.

An artillery drill follows, which includes the simple manual
of that corps. At the sound of "taps" the bag is lowered
and the drill merges into the evening bivouac, with guards
in regular formations. Here begins the spectacular part.

A miniature battleship which has been seen signalling in a

realistic sea, approaches the fortifications and opens fire.

Immediately the camp is alive and the men in furious action

when the Red Cross nurse dashes to the succor of the
wounded. A daring feat in wall scaling is then successfully

accomplished, the men mounting the fortress tower with a

wall fourteen feet high in less than two minutes. As a
climax of the spetacle the colors are shot from the wall

and rescued by the nurse, who is then hoisted to safety by
the soldiers, clinging to the flag she has rescued.

Lulu McConnell and Grant Simpson will delight with a

bright little comedy called "A Stormy Hour," by Lester Loner-
gan. It was written as a vehicle for the full display of Miss
McConnell's ability, and enables her to excel in charming
comedy, songs and mimicry. The little play depicts the
domestic misunderstanding of a newly wed pair and a foolish

quarrel between them. It abounds in fun and introduces Mr.
Simpson in a congenial role as the young husband.
The Tempest and Sunshine Trio, consisting of Florence

Tempest, Little Sunshine and ,Iunie Ijames, will be a par-

ticularly attractive incident of the coming bill. This trio of

fascinating young beauties was a feature of Ziegfeld's first

revue, "The Follies of l!t07," and last year they were with
the original production of "Little Nemo" at tne New Amster-
dam Theatre, New York. Miss Tempest is a clever boy im-
personator on the order of Vesta Tilly and her "chappy"
delineations are always a decided hit.

These wonderful Russia-Roumanian gladiators, Bobby
Pandor and Brother, appropriately styled "The Modern
Hercules," will present a series of athletic poses on a special-

ly constructed cabinet, having for a background a black
cycloramic curtain. They conclude .their performance with
some clever gymnastic work, which illustrates their marvel-
ous staying power.
Next week will conclude the engagements here of Minnie

Seligman and William Bramwell in their highly successful

drama, 'The Drums of Doom." the Bounding Gordons and the

Bootblack Quartet. It will also positively be the last of the
marvelous chimpanzee, Charles the First, who does everything
but talk, and who has created one of the greatest sensations
ever known in vaudeville. A new series of motion pictures

will interestingly finish the performance.

EDDIE FOY IS FUNNY AS EVER.

The Popular Fun-Maker Delighting the Audiences at the
Valencia Theatre,

The Orpheum program for next week will have as its chief
attraction "Our Boys in Blue," a military spectacle which
introduces seventeen men and one woman. The latter ap-
pears as a Red Cross nurse, while the men represent Uncle
Sam's soldiers. The act opens with an infantry drill that
is wonderful in its precision and is done so rapidly that the

Eddie Foy is just Eddie Foy and that's about all there is

to it. He doesn't seem to be changed a bit from when I saw
him make his entrance from the dog-kennel in "Sinbad" at

the Grand Opera House somewhere about twenty years ago.

He has the same husky voice, the same .characteristic walk
and the same way of making little side remarks. He is just

as funny as ever and I laughed just as hard, but I must
confess to a disappointment in finding that he was just

exactly the same. With at least twenty years of this kind
of fooling one would like to think that by this time there
would have crept into his clowning something that, while not
detracting from the fun of it all, would yet have shown that

his genius had ripened into something better than the same
old tomfoolery, enjoyable as it is. But then it must be remem-
bered that maybe his audiences wouldn't let him change and
maybe he has just had to stick to the same old line.

He plays the part of .Joey Wheeze, late clown of Bunk Bros.

Circus, and with his trained bear he blows into a summer
resort in the Adirondacks, flat broke. The landlord has been
disappointed at the non-arrival of an actor who is to play
Hamlet at a lawn party, and .loey agrees to pose as the actor
and play Hamlet. Add any amount of girls, most of them
mighty good looking, who work hard enough on the stage,

(Continued on Page 22,

J
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloist First Congregationa] Church, Oakland

Concert, Oratorio and Recital Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
Ruidcncc Studio:

1 333 Bay View Place. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Studio: 65 MacDonough BIdg. Tuesday and Friday

ROMEO FRICK
BARYTONE

Vocal lostrucflion After Foremoift European Methods

30-3 1 Canning Block, 1 3lh and Broadway. Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a I 468

Paul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Studio:

1380 Sutter Street

Phone Franklin 2227

San Francisco, Cal.

Mrs. 'William SteinbacH

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Broderick St., San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
opera—Oratorio— Concert

Studio. 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 41 17

HERMAN PERLET
Voice Culture and Piano

Studio; 1451 Franklin Si. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. W^alter AVitham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
^ SOPRA.NO

Vocal Instruction. Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1 304 Ellis Street

M^enceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts. Musicales. Ensemble and In^rudlion

Tel. Park 5329. .STUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST.

DELIA E. GRISWOLD
Contralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio, 845 Oak St.

HA.RA.LD PRACHT
BARITONE

Soloist Grace Church and Temple Israael

CONCERT and ORATORIO
1 1 23 Devisadero Si. Phones

| ^^^ ^^8

FredericK Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles, Cal.

RICHARD FERBER
Composer and Teacher Piano and Harmony

1350 O'FARRFXL ST. SAN FRANCISCO

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
(Pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt)

Xeacher of Piano
Res. Sludio: 1218 Telegraph Ave.. Oakland, Cal.

Signor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged- Violin and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi, Assistant

udio: 1 30 PRESIDIO AVE. SAN FRANCISCO

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
Beginning with the issue of October

2, 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re
view has been increased to 24 pages
which size will occasionally be aug
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de
partments. The threatrical depart
ment occupies two full pages, and con
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrica
performance of merit in San Francis
CO. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies firs

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de

partment, the Pacific Coast Musica
Review contains a page of late Euro
pean news, and a page of the most im
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-

partments are continued as usual,

while more attention is being paid

this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a

vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00; one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TeacHer of Sin^in^

. West 7279 2220 Webster St.. San Francis

Miss Olive J. Tonks
Voice Culture

Studio: Room 35. Gaffney Bldg.. 376 Suiter St., Wednes-
days. Res.:265ParnassusAve. Tel. Park 4190. S. F. C.l.

Alfred Cogswell
studio: IS3I Sutler, S»n Francisco, on lucsday
and Friday, and at 2110 Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday, Thursday and Saturday

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dratmatic Soprano

;e Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 California St.—Phone West 665'i

Mrs. Thoroughman
Voice Culture—Dramatic Soprano

CONCERT—ORATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109. 91 5 Van Ness .Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGINC;

Studio. 1531 SUTTER ST., Mondays and Thursdays At
Mill Valley. Keystone Building. Tuesday. Wednesday, Friday

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio. Maple Hall. 14th and Webster Sts.. Oakland
Tue.sday and Friday Phone Oakland 3453

EDNA MURRAY
P^aniste

Concerts Recitals Lessons
ircss: . . . Ross. Marin County. Californi:

LOUIS CREPAUX
(Member Paris Grand Opera)

IJelbert Block. 943 Van Ness at OTarrell. Reception Hou
1 1 :30 to 12. and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday

Wednesday in Oakland, 1 I 54 Brush Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Pianist and Teacher Organist o( First Presbyterian Church)
Studio: Rooms 22-2 J Alliance Building. San Jose. California

Phone Brown 316

Musical Directory

PIANO

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
13l.'l Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Telephone Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

VOCAL

MRS. ALICE MASON BARNETT
129S Haight Street Phone Park 5831

MRS. RICHARD REES
817 Grove Street Phone Park 5175

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Bd'wav.,Oak. Phone Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 420H

GILBERT REEK
l.'io7 Fourth Avenue, Oakland.

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1813 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1834 Baker Street San Francisco

OLD VIOLINS and BOWS
GEO. HUNTINGTON

3366 Sacramento St. San Francisco, Cal.

-Have You Seen the New-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It contains Elegance, Durability and Moderate Price. BENJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Po^

San Francisco, Cal.
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(Continued from Page 20.)

but ever so much harder behind the scenes getting in and

out of the bewildering number of costumes, and you have

the play. One time they g4t out of the costumes all right,

but they don't get into very much of any other before they

come on. No. the boating chorus is just a "leetle" bit daring.

As for the music, there is. plenty of it and very well sung
too. The liveliest thing is "Down where the Watermelon
Grows," with a lot of the chorus cutely dressed as little girls,

with a foot-tapping lilt to it and with Eddie at his best.

The Hamlet burlesque is funny, but Eddie takes off his

clown make-up and appears in his natural face, and surprises

you with his really fine features. Altogether, if you like

good horse-play, lively music and all that sort of thing, you

will enjoy it immensely.
%\

THE JOMELLI CONCERTS.

Our music lovers will this week have the opportunity iif

hearing a singer who has appeared with phenomenal success

at more concerts during the past year in the East than any
visiting artist, with the single e.xception of Dr. Ludwig Wull-

ner. Furthermore, this artist has been re-engaged at over
twenty places where she sang last season. This artist is

Mme. Jeanne .lomelli, who has appeared with the leading

opera companies of Europe and New York and who is again

to tread the operatic boards next season. She is said to

possess a really beautiful voice, which she uses like a con-

summate artist.

As an additional temptation, Mr. Greenbaum offers in con-

junction with .lomelli, Miss Marie Nichols, an American
violiniste who has won her laurels with the great symphony
orchestra of Boston, Chicago, Paris, Dresden, Berlin, etc.

Miss Magdalen Worden, who accompanied these artists on
their tour, became very ill in Portland and was compelled
to abandon the trip, and our own reliable Frederick Maurer
has come to the rescue.

The first Jomelli concert will be given next Friday night,

Nov. 12th, at the Novelty Theatre, on O'Farrel and Steiner

streets, and the following program will be given: Sonata,

Op. 13 (first movement). Grieg), Miss Nichols and Mr.

Maurer; Grand Aria, "Thais" (Massenet), Mme. Jomelli:

Violin Solo, (a) Adagio (Beethoven), (b) Allegro assai (from
Concerto in E major), (Bach), Miss Nichols; (a) Nymphs and
Sylvains (Bemberg), (b) Indian Song (Makefield Cadman),
(c) Flower Rain (Edwin Schneider), Mme. Jomelli; (a)

Chant Russe (first time here), (Lalo), (b) Spanish Dance
(Sarasate), Miss Nichols; (a) Du bist Ruh (Schubert),

(b) L'Ete (Charainade), (c) Longing (Magdalen Worden),
Mme. Jomelli; Ave Maria (with violin obligato), (Bach-
Gounod).
The program for Sunday afternoon is even more interest-

ing, Mme. Jomelli's offerings being the Aria from "La Tos-
ca" and songs by Bemberg, Richard Strauss, Spross, Hugo
Wolf, Carl Loewe and "Le Nil" by Leroux, one of the new
French composers.

Miss Nichols will on this occasion play an old French
Sonata by Francoeur (1698-1787), which has never been
printed. Her master, De Brut of the Paris Conservatory,
copied it from a manuscript owned by a monk in a monastery
in Southern France. It is said to possess a rare charm of

beauty like some of the old works made known to us by
Fritz Kreisler.

BOOK REVIEWS.

EDWARD MACDOWELL, BY LAWRENCE GILMAN.
JOHN LANE COMPANY, NEW YORK, PUBLISHERS. Price
$1.50.—The first impression one experiences when reading
this most interesting biographical narrative is the easy, clear
and crisp style in which the author has enveloped his phrases.
He tells his facts with unerring accuracy and reveals a fa-

miliarity with his subject that impresses one with the convic-
tion that the book is not a eulogy, but a true and reliable ac-

count of the life of a most important personage in the mus-
ical annals of America, Mr. Gilman refrains from using florid

passages and superlative adjectives, and attains sympathy
for the object of his treatment by reason of his elegant use
of plain language. The book is divided in two parts, namely,
"The Man" and "The Music Maker." and contains valuable
information which every student of musical literature can
not afford to be without. Of especial interest to Californians
is that part of the book which refers to Mr. MacDowell's diffi-

culties in bringing order out of chaos in the musical depart-
ment of the Columbia University. We Californians are now
confronting a condition very much alike to the one Mr. Mac-
Dowell experienced, and it would be well for those interested

MARIE NICHOLS
Violin Virtuosa With Mme. Jomelli.

in the music department of the University of California to

read about the vissitudes of Mr. MacDowell.

HANDEL, BY R. A. STREATFEILD. JOHN LANE COM-
PANY, NEW YORK, PUBLISHERS. Price $2..50—Quite a
number of works have been published in this subject, but we
have not come across anyone that is so exhaustive and so

reliable as this work just from the press. It not only keeps
accurate tap on Handel's various periods of residential

changes and the immense obstacles which he had to over-

come, but the writer touches an entirely original vein in his

delineation of the great man's character and his influence

upon musical history of his own time as well as the future.

Particular pains have been taken by the author to delve into

the inner recesses of the master's musical phantasies and
rescue therefrom the gems of his personal advantages as

well as disadvantages and strike herewith the keynote of true

character delineation by means of dissection of musical con-

ceptions. Mr. Streatfeild has succeeded in thus giving an
allegorical word painting, asit were, that includes man and
musician in one huge canvass and presents him in a manner
that makes him lovable for his faults as well as his virtues.

NEW GROUP OF SONGS BY CARO ROMA, under sugges-
tive title of "Shadows." PUBLISHED BY M. WITMARK &
SONS. Mme. Roma on Pacific Coast.

—"Shadows" is the
mysteriously suggestive title of a group of five new songs by
Caro Roma, the accomplished author, composer and singer,

which have just been issued by M. Witmark & Sons, who
publish all Mme. Roma's numbers. The titles of the songs
are "Dreaming," "Ghosts," "Night," "Recompense" and
"Weaving." "Dreaming" relates the vision of a lost love.

"Ghosts" tells of the chamber of each heart where shattered

hopes sadly abide. "Night" is a premonition of approaching
death. "Recompen-se" is a sweet song of solace to one
afllicted. "Weaving" is an appeal to the fates to restore the

past to which cling so many happy memories. The words of

the songs are wedded to music, distinctive in its melody and
arrangement, and it is evident that considerable will be heard
of "Shadows" during the season.

Caro Roma is at present on the Pacific Coast, where she is

giving recitals of her own compositions to large audiences
and with considerable success.
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To the Musical Public of the Pacific Coast

The appearance of Dr. Ludwig Wullner is of more

than ordinary importance to the musician and music

student. This giant of the vocal art stands unique

among latter-day artists, having solved a problem

entirely new in the exposition of the art of song.

For this reason, we deem it necessary to attract the

attention of our readers to this artist in more than

ordinary fashion, lest in their absorption of every-

day duties they may forget that here is an artist

whom no one interested in the art can afford to

miss. We therefore desire to call the attention of

the readers of this paper to the concerts of Dr. Wull-

ner, which take place at the Novelty Theatre, San

Francisco, Tuesday and Friday Evenings, November

23d and 26th, and Sunday Afternoon, November

28th. Dr. Wullner will appear at Ye Liberty The-

atre, Oakland, on Wednesday Afternoon, Decem-

ber 1st.

ALFRED METZGER,
Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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The Soundest Piano Investment
The STEINWAY will outlast two other pianos, each of which will

cost you nearly as much as a Steinway. No other piano can ap-

proach the Steinway in the satisfaction derived from its owner-
ship.

We can sell you other pianos—less expensive but thoroughly re-

liable. You will want a Steinway some day, however, and when
you do, we will take back the less expensive piano, allowing for it

the full purchase price paid us, anytime within three years from
date of original purchase.

Monthly payments on the Steinway or any of our pianos if

desired.

®l|e Itrtor-lltrtrflla

The VICTOR-VICTROLA is the perfect musical instrument

—

absolutely accurate, noiseless in its mechanism, beautiful in its

cabinet and without the cumbersome horn.

The VICTOR-VICTROLA produces the sweetest and most wonder-

ful tones ever heard—positively natural and easily regulated in

volume.

Two Styles, $200 and $125

Sherman B^y& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PTANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento, Fresno. San Jose. Stockton. Bakersfield. Santa Rosa.

Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Etc.



DR. LUDWIG WULLNER
The Musico-Dramatic Interpreter of the Very Best Vocal Literature in a Unique and Impressive Style,

and His Equally Great Accompanist, C. V. Bos.
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MUSICAL, CALENDAR 1909-10.

Mme. Jean .Tomelli (Manhattan Opera House Co.) .Week of Nov. 14

Marv Adele Case. Contralto Novelty Theatre, Nov. 19, 21

Dr. Ludwig Wullner Nov. 23, 25 and 28

George Hamlin (American Tenor) Dec. 2, 5 and 7

Fritz Kreisler Dec- 12. 16 and 19

Lyric Quartette Pop Concert Com. la January
Marcella Sembrich Week of Jan. 9

Myrtle Elvin ( Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday, Feb. 13

Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spanish child Violinist) March
Maud Powell AP""!;

Flonzalev Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora, Duncan May

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WULLNER CONCERTS.

As will se speu bv our readers, we are making par-

ticular efforts to cause interest in the torthcoiuing

recitals on the I'acific Coast of Dr. Ludwig Wullner,

who rei)resents a jiarticular phase of the vocal ait that

should be carefully investigated by everyone who makes

a serious attempt to solve the various proltlems that

combine to make the art of singing a scieutitic as well

as an artistic factor. It is only too well known a fact

that there does not exist a phase of musical education

that is more misused and that is practiced by more in-

competent teachers than vocal education. There is no
possible way of educating the general public to the real-

ization of cliarlatanism excei)t by listening to artists

who understand how to impress their hearers with the

force of their ailislic faculties. Any intelligent hearer

can thus easily acciiimilate certain knowledge as to how
a thing should be done and as to what should be avoid

ed. An unintelligent hearer who can not differentiate

between that which is correct and that which is incor-

rect will never make a genuine musician nor an ellicient

vocalist. \\'e lia\(' ((iiiie to this cunclusion, because he

who can not comprehend by listening to an artist,

whetiier the i)erformance is based upon strictly artistic

principles or not, will never be able to comprehend a

teacher, no matter how plainly artistic principles may
be propounded to him.

^^'e, therefore, appeal to tlie intelligent portion of

this community to attend the concerts of J)r. AVullner.

We have not yet had the pleasure to listen to this giant

of the vocal art, but we have read intelligent treatises

on the character of his iierformance, and we have gath-

ered therefrom the information that he is i)articularly

careful to combine the musical setting of a composition

with the jioetry that represents its in.spiratiou. I'ast

experience has taught us that there iire so many artists

who s(^em to regard the words of a song so indifferently

that in most cases it is impossible to understand a sin-

gle syllable of the text. While Dr. Wullner, according

to the testimony of those able to judge, does not possess

exactly a voice of wonderful brilliancy or timbre, he is

nevertheless endowed witb sufiicient vocal material to

present the musical setting of a song in a most sati.s-

factory manner. In addition to his splendid musical

faculties, Dr. ^^'ullner is rejiorted to be an elocutionist

of the highest attainments. His dramatic temperament
has swayed huge audiences. His intensity of feeling

has swept multitudes to their feet. We have conversed

with several of the world's greatest singers, among
them .Madame (Jadski, who state that Dr. Wullner's

art was thrilling and worthy of the most enthusiastic

endorsement. In fact, there is something about Dr.

Wullner which no other artist can give, and this fact

alone should attract everyone interested in art culture

and art evolution to the recitals soon to be given in

this territory.

Every member of the musical cult who claims to be

worthy of his avocation cannot afford to stay away
from the.se concerts. Every one of us, no matter how
prominent our position in the world of music may be.

can always leain something we have not known befoi'e.

We can even learn something from artists far removed
from the zenith of the "stardom." How much more
may we learn from artists of such tremendous force

and majesty as Dr. ^\'ullner belongs to. Here is an
artist who has a message to deliver and who stands
pat upon that undisputable principle that while the

musical setting of a song is surely a most important
and indeed the most important feature of a vocal com-
jtosition, still there remains the poetic or dramatic
feature that should be given as much prominence in

study and execution as the musical feature. There is

no better way to inculcate the truth of this conviction

than by actual illustration and, to us, there does not
exist any excu.se for anyone active in the musical pro-

fession or the musical amateur circles to remain at

home when an artist like Wullner is among us. The
simple fact resolves itself into this; Either you are a
real musician and music lover, in which case your in-

stinct will compel you to hear a man of Wullner's force,

or you are an indift'erent musician and student, in

which case you will find some excuse to stay at home.
Inasmuch as artists like Wullner visit us very rarely

indeed, it is very easy to make arrangements to hear
him. If anyone considers his everyday duties, that

can easily be so arranged as not to contiict with a con-

cert attendance more important than adding to his

knowledge, he certainly has chosen a wrong vocation

when he selected music as his life work.
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THE UNRELIABILITY OF THE NEW YORK CRITICS.

On various occasions I have been endeavoring to prove to

my readers that the criticisms that appear in the New York
papers can not be depended upon. On the occasion of Adele
Verne's debut in New York we found that the men who wield

the critical pen on the various daily papers were so blinded

by prejudice as to print opinions that glittered with false-

hoods and decisive deviations from the artistic facts such
as the people of California found them during Miss Verne's
first visit to this coast. The most convincing way in which I

can demonstrate the correctness of my contention that New
York daily newspaper criticism is not to be depended upon, is

to quote opinions regarding artists whom we have heard on
the Pacific Coast, and of whose artistic qualities we possess
personal knowledge. By comparing the opinions of those who
sit in judgment in New York with the conclusions we our-

selves have drawn we are best enabled to watch the peculiar
revolutions of the minds of those whose megalomania has
taken such complete possession of their senses that they have
come to the conclusion that they represent the axis around
which the musical world revolves.

« » *

The trouble is that the majority of people upon whom fate

has bestowed the privilege of expressing their opinions in

print possess too extravagant a notion of their position in this

world. They cultivate an idea that they are blessed with
superior mental faculties, that their personal opinions are
preferable to any other, and that they must act solely upon
fixed principles of their own conception without paying any
attention whatever to the opinions of people of equal intel-

lectual capacity, but unfortunately not in a position to put
their views in writing. Inasmuch as fixed personal opinions
are as varied as the colors of a rainbow and largely dependant
upon the mood in which a person may be at the time of his
inspiration, we find among the critical opinions expressed in

the New York daily papers such a variety of contradicting
statements of incontrovertible artistic facts that it becomes a
mystery to us how four or five writers can possibly differ in

such vital questions. A good deal of this contradictory style
of criticism is cleared up when we are informed upon ex-

cellent authority that most of the critics review a concert
from the bar of the Grenoble Hotel, in the vicinity of Carnegie
Hall. Between drinks these gentlemen of the quill sometimes
drop in to hear a number on the program, and according to

the taste of the refreshment they have been imbibing before,
or to the extent of their spiritual condition, or according to
the impression made upon them by the one number they
heard, they base the character of their entire criticism. In
this manner much that is contradictory in the quotations from
the reviews on Madame Blanche Arral's concert, printed
here later on, may be easily explained.

I do not claim to be a patron of the Hotel Grenoble bar,
nor is it my ambition to ever write for a New York paper,
but there appear statements in one or two of those notices
that are absolutely opposed to actual facts as I see them.
For instance, the Times critic says that "It is not a voice
in the first freshness of youth, nor of beautiful quality, nor
is it one of many refinements of shading and emotional col-

oring." And also, "In music of a more sustained sort that
requires perfection of phrasing, a fine legato, an equable poise
of the subtler resources of vocalization, she is less at home,"
and still further on, "The disagreeable purist might also find

fault with her treatment of certain of the vowel sounds of
both French and Italian." These three assertions are delib-

erate falsehoods and I could prove them to be such to the
writer of the above article, I do not care whether a man
writes for a paper in New York or in Buxtehude. He is a
man. And such a man can not hear any more than I can
hear. I have had somewhat of a musical education, and 1

have studied to advantage and I say the man who wrote the
above lines either lied deliberately or does not possess the
rudimentary knowledge of voice culture.

If Madame Arral's voice is anything at all it is fresh and
youthful in quality. It is pliant and mellow. It is most as-
suredly one of many refinements of shading and emotional
coloring. And I do not need lo tend bar at the Grenoble
Hotel to know this much about singing. Madame Arral does
not require any perfection of phrasing, and her fine legato
and equable poise are so evident that only one who heard
her from the Hotel Grenoble bar could have missed them.
.\s to her enunciation of French and Italian, my readers will
remember that I called particular attention at the time she
sang here to her remarkable facility in that direction and I

defy anyone, whether he writes for a New York paper or
not, to prove the contrary.

The writer on the Tribune gives himself away right in the
beginning of the article when he states, "It is already obvious
that the campaign of education for which the people of New
York were enlisted nearly two months ago is not to be con-
fined to the opera houses. A change of standard is to be
wrought, and a revolution made of the elements which enter
into all the departments of singing. The public must learn
to forget what it has been in the habit of enjoying for a great
many years, or if it can not do that, at least to remember
with as little heartburning as possible, and accept inferior
offerings with gratitude." Here is the trouble in a nutshell.
The writer is evidently an old foggy who has been permitted
to peg along for years in the same old drudgery, is still em-
ploying the school master kind of criticism which Wagner
embodied so eloquently in his Beckmesser, and because he
is not held any more in that awe and veneration which his

flimsy position used to conquer for him, and now when the
public and the managers and the artists are becoming suffi-

ciently emancipated not to ask his advice about things, he
becomes squeamish and peevish, and says that everything
artistic is going to the demnition bow-wows. By the public
he means himself and any campaign of education which he
does not lead is not good for the public, meaning himself.
Here is the trouble. Madame Arrall no doubt failed to grease
itching palms and cow-tow to critics who have become so
imbued with the germ of megalomania that they have become
absolutely proof against merit in anyone who dares to do
things without consulting them. They are losing their old

friends of the Metropolitan Opera House who used to make
them presents and loans, which were not to be repaid, and
now because a campaign of education is being inaugurated,
which does not believe in bribery, they whine and squirm and
yell about "inferior offerings." Bah! Such rubbish is not
worth the paper it is printed on.

This same writer who finds fault with Madame Arral be-

cause of her facial and histrionic gestures went into estacies

over WuUner and Tilly Koenen for the same reason. I have
the criticisms here to prove this. What is the use paying
attention to such incompetent trivle. The balance of the
write-ups squarely contradict the above statements of the
"Times" writer in their essential points. As, for instance, says
the critic of the New York Press: "The ear detected im-

mediately a voice of much natural beauty, clear vibrant and
flexible. The audience felt the charm of her personality and
the sympathetic appeal of her voice. Her tones sounded
fresh, limpid and tenderly expressive." And finally, "Madame
Arral has a well equalized voice." .lust compare this, if you
please, with the "Times" critic's broad falsehood: "It is not

a voice in the first freshness of youth, nor beautiful quality,

nor is it one of many refinements of shading and emotional
coloring." We may not be in a position to write for a New
York paper, and have not become petrified in the service,

but we have warm blood in our veins. We are still able to see

some good in an artist. And yet people have written me long,

long letters—which I have answered—in which they tried to

defend these rinkled old hypocrites; because I refuse to quote
their egotistical opinions in a clean paper, read by young girls

and boys who desire to know the truth and be educated in

music afar from bribery and prima donna friendships, and
who, through the Musical Review, love, revere and venerate a
man and woman who has become great in this world. Yes.

We may be here in the wild and woolly West, but we have not
shattered our ideals, we have no vinegar on our tongues, and
we only apply the whip to hypocrites and impostors, be they
newspaper writers or artists.

w
IF YOU WANT COMPLETE PROGRAMS AND AN-

NOUNCEMENTS OF ALL THE BIG MUSICAL EVENTS
SENT YOU BY MAIL ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO SEND
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO WILL. L. GREENBAUM,
101 POST STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.
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second concert is likely to be given under the same manage-
ment, and if this is true those who have not heard Mrr
Rosenthal on the above occasion will not regret it if they
attend this second recital.

ALFRED METZGER.
%\

THE ALBERT ROSENTHAL CONCERT.—When it came to

the attention of the Pacific Coast Musical Review that it was
likely that Albert Rosenthal, the cellist, was paying a visit

to San Francisco without being heard in public, this paper
took immediate steps to assure his public appearance, with
the result that Dr. Ernest Horstman consented to manage him
in one concert. This event took place at Lyric Hall on
Wednesday evening, November 3rd, in the presence of an
audience that nearly crowded the auditorium. Mr. Rosenthal

• is not a stranger to the concert platform, having appeared in
"<. rlin and other European musical centers, as well as upon
a tour in America, and having earned the highest praises of

press and public. He therefore has a right to be considered
from the standpoint of an artist and does not need to resort

to the subterfuge of the young student just returned from
abroad. Taking this fact as a guide, I shall review this event
in the same manner as I would the appearance of any other
artist who visits us in the course of the regular concert sea-

son.

The program was not only an ambitious one, well worthy
the attention of a real artist, but it was one decidedly at

variance with the usual menu presented during a cello re-

cital. A program such as Mr. Rosenthal presented contained
necessarily arrangements originally composed for other in-

struments, because the literature of the cello is so restricted

that a program solely compiled from works written for this

particular instrument would necessarily be tedious, as well

as lacking in the character of novelty. In this manner I must
compliment Mr. Rosenthal for having stepped aside from the

beaten track and given a program that was as varied as it

was pleasing. The selections offered by Mr. Rosenthal were:
Sonate (17th Century). (L- Valentin!) ; Air (Bach); Andante
(Schumann); Rondo (Boccherini) ; 2d Movement from the
Violoncello Concerto (Dvorak); Fantasie "Linda de Chamoun-
ix" (Piatti); Chant Triste (Tschaikowsky) ; At the Fountain
(Davidoft); Hungarian Rhapsodie (Liszt-Popper).

* * *

It is immediately recognizable that Mr. Rosenthal possesses
complete mastery of the instrument he has chosen for his

medium of musical expression. His technic is exceedingly
clean, and at times astonishingly dexterous, and his tone is

mellow and does not contain the nasal undercurrent to any
disagreeable extent. It is not what one would consider a
large tone, but its quality is so pliable and graceful that it

possesses a charm of its own which is decidedly pleasing to

the refiined listener. Mr. Rosenthal's executive faculties cen-

ter upon the more emotional or delicate mode of interpreta-
tion, and he therefore secures his most effective impressions
by means of delicacy of bowing and gracefulness of phrasing.
This being Mr. Rosenthal's style or individuality of perfor-

mance, it is natural that there should be lacking in his play-
ing that breadth and virility observable in players of a more
dramatic frame of mind than Mr. Rosenthal. If such a thing
were admissable we might divide instrumentalists as well as
vocalists in two classes, namely, the lyric and the dramatic
types. The best manner in which I could express my mean-
ing would be to include Mr. Rosenthal among the lyric

category of players.

I do not wish to be understood as using this remark in any
deprecatory sense. Indeed there are many musicians and
musical conoisseurs outside the profession who prefer deli-

cacy of interpretation to virility of execution. So we know
that people who prefer De Pachman's piano style are not al-

ways pleased with the vigor of a Moriz Rosenthal. And yet
both these artists have a certain place in art, and the charac-
teristics of the playing of each of them has a fixed place in
musical executive art. And so Mr. Rosenthal's mode of ex-
pression must be regarded as decidedly artistic and musician-
ly. This paper certainly has no reason to regret its part of
having contributed toward the possibility of Mr. Rosenthal's
public appearance. There is a report to the effect that a

MISS ATKINSON'S CONCERT.—Miss Ella R. Atkinson
gave a vocal recital at (iolden Gate Commandery Hall last

Monday evening, November Sth. Notwithstanding the heavy
downpour of rain, the hall was packed to the doors and
standing room was quite the accepted condition. Miss Atkin-
son's program revealed the fact that she is a very ambitious
musician, who is willing to include every possible style of
composition in her repertoire, and the same program proved
that the course of study she underwent \\'ith Mrs. A. F. Bridge
certainly included all the various schools of vocal literature.

Not less than sixteen composers were represented and the
selections included opera (German, Italian and French),
French songs, English songs, German songs and American
songs. The complete program was: Dich Theure Halle
(Tannhauser), (Wagner); Air Du Rossignol (Les noces de
.Jeanette), with flute obligate (Victor Masse); (a) Magic of
the Spring, (b) A Little Maiden Loves a Boy (Clough Leigh-
ter), (c) Meine Liebe ist Grun (Brahms), (d) The Question
(Taylor); Le Bonheur est Chose legere, with violin obligate
(Saint-Saens) ; Bolero (Vespri Siciliani), (Verdi); Violin Solo
—Swedish Melodies and Dances, II op. 63 (Max Bruch)

; (a)

Voi lo Sapete (Cavalleria Rusticana), (Mascagni), (b) Preg-
hiera (La Tosca), (Puccini); Lo! Here the Gentle Lark, with
tlute obligato (Bishop); (a) The Nightingale has a Lyre of
Gold (Whelpley), (b) Daffodils a-Blowing (German), (c)

Come I'nto This Yellow Sands, by request of composer (La
Forge), (d) The Years at the Spring (Beach); .Je Veux Vivre
rans ce Reve (Romeo et Juliet), (Gounod).

» * «

Miss Atkinson possesses a clear, ringing voice with a
dramatic undercurrent, and sings with a freedom and aban-
don that reveals her enthusiasm in her work. She gives evi-

dence that she has made many sacrifices in the course of her
study to attain big results, and that she considers singing one
of her dearest achievements. She takes music very seriously
and for this reason becomes of use to the art, and is really
of more value to musical progress than artists of much more
experience who trot along the path of success merely looking
after the material rather than the spiritual benefits to be de-
rived from the successful practice of the art of music. The
big audience was very appreciative of Miss Atkinson's efforts

and applauded her to the echo, demanding quite frequently en-
cores. The floral tributes were as numerous as they were
handsome, and testified to the affection of the singer's many
friends. Miss Atkinson was most ably assisted by Louis
Newbauer, flutist ; Hother Wismer, violinist, and Fred
Maurer, accompanist. The reputation of these three well
known musicians is too thoroughly established to necessitate
at this time any particular recognition of their musicianship.

ASHLEY PETTIS' RECITAL.—Ashley Pettis, a very tal-

ented young pianist, pupil of Charles Dutton, gave a recital

at Mr. Dutton's studio, 2119 Allston way, Berkeley, last Tues-
day evening, November 9th. The handsomely appointed
studio was crowded to the doors with an audience that as-

sembled to hear some really fine piano playing, and these
expectations were certainly fulfilled in every detail. Mr.
Pettis had selected a very ambitious program for this occa-
sion, which gave him an opportunity to reveal his ability in

all its various phases. As far as I could ascertain. Mr. Pettis
predominates in the interpretation of the more romantic piano
literature, and his reading of the MacDowell "Woodland
Sketches" was indeed delightful. It is so easy to play these
delicate bits of musical lacework in a manner that gives
them an appearance of monotony that Mr. Pettis may well
feel proud of the fact that throughout his interpretation of
this splendid set of "tone-water-colors," interest never lacked.

« » *

Another splendid feature of Mr. Pettis' playing is a very
"liquid" tone which might, at times, assume just a shade
heavier character in order to attain certain vigorous dramatic
effects. This, of course, is only personal taste on the writer's
part and may not at all suit either the pianist or his teacher.
Mr. Pettis' technic is unusually brilliant and at times (es-

pecially in chromatic scales and octave work) really astonish-
ing. That Mr. Pettis is indeed very talented can not be
denied, and that he is exceedingly musical is evident from
his absorption in his work throughout his performance. It

was certainly one of the most satisfactory performances on
the piano I have had the good fortune to attend in this vicin-
ity.
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MISS EDNA MONFAGNh
Whose Piano Recital at Century Hall Last Tuesday Evening Was a

Triumph to Both Pupil and Teacher.

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE'S RECITAL.

The piano recital given by Miss Edna Montagne,
a pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt, at Century Hall
last Tuesday evening was a triumph tor both
pupil and teacher, for it is seldom that so much
which is artistic and beautiful attends one's first

recital. Century Hall was well filled with a
discriminating and an appreciative audience, for
whom the young pianist rendered a difficult and
most interesting program in a way which awak-
ened great enthusiasm.

.Miss Montague's technique was equal to the
master selections which she gave, and the charm
of her work lay in the fact that she used her
technique as a means of interpretation, and not
to astonish her audience with "technical feats."
In fact, the character of each varied number was
brought out, showing that Miss Montagne studies
her subject matter. Prom the limpid delicacy of
the "Solitary Flowers" of Schumann to the
Tarantelle-Venezia e Napoli of Liszt, she never
forgot to be musical, nor did she sacrifice phras-
ing for "effects. " One might expect a little more
originality and more warmth of tone, but Miss
.Montague no doubt will attain these qualities as
her art matures. The Forest Scenes of Schumann
were given with the poetry and exquisite beauty
which each one calls for—especially beautiful
were the "Solitary Flowers" and "The Prophet
Bird." The Fantasie in F minor by Chopin was
given with beauty of tone and fullness. The ar-
rangement for the left hand of the Sextette from
"Lucia di Lammermoor," by Leschetizski, Miss
Montagne played with as much ease as if she
had used her two hands, and the tonal beauty
was very marked in this selection, also the clos-
ing number, Tarantelle, Venezia e Napoli by
Liszt was splendidly given and was a fitting com-
position in its gorgeous color scheme to set forth
the possibilities and promise of this conscientious,
magnetic and intelligent student. One cannot
fail to feel the strange hand and the master art
of .Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt in Miss Montague's
success and work. The program in full is as
follows: Sonata op. 22 (Beethoven); Forest
Scenes (Schumann): Ballade F Major, Nocturne,
F Sharp Major, Fantasie F Minor (Chopin);
Cracovienne Fantastique (Paderewski), Magic
Fire Scene (Wagner-Brassin), Sextet From
"Lucia" (Donizetti)—arranged for the left hand
alone by Leschetitzky; Tarantelle—Venezia e Na-
poli (Liszt).

DAISY GOODMAN-SHERMAN.

THE SOUSA CONCERTS.—.lohn Philip Sousa met his

usual success in this San Francisco season of last week.
Of the series of concerts the one that illustrated Sousa ver-
satility on Friday evening, supplied as good a test as any.
It was advertised as having a program devoted to the com-
positions of Richard Wagner and John Philip Sousa. The
audience heard considerable Wagner music, but more of the
compositions of Sousa, so that the announcement could well
have been turned around. Sousa was characteristically
obliging. When the audience encored he came to the fore
with one of his marches, and as the encores came frequently
the number of marches played fairly well represented Sousa
as a march writer.
Throughout the season Sousa suites were in evidence of

the set program. They were varied in form and in treat-
ment, and altogether conveyed a somewhat new idea of
Sousa. I did not hear all the suites, but the one that was
played Friday evening, entitled "Three Quotations," was a
very good example. The opening movement was supposed to
show how "the King of France marched up the hill with
twenty thousand men." This was a march of considerable
dignity and was instrumentated with a great deal of skill.
The second movement marked a wide departure from the
"march king's" usual form of writing. .\s might have been
expected from the title

—"and I, too, was born in Arcadia"

—

this was of a pastoral sort. It is chiefly noteworthy for a
pleasing passage for saxophone, which for grace and well
rounded style would not have shamed that prince of overture
writers, Cherubini. In fact it was delicious. The third move-
ment was the "Nigger in the Woodpile," the scoring of which
alone would entitle Sousa to be considered a musical humor-
ist.

The years place their impress on all minds. With the
ripening of time gayety may not be lost, but a subtler mood
takes possession of the interpreter of imaginative works,
whether they are musical or manifesting art in any other
direction. This is preliminary to saying that Sousa is a
riper conductor of the great music of Richard Wagner than
he was a few years ago; and that, while the Sousa marches
are conducted with the old time lilt and spirit, the more
poetic works that find interpretation under the Sousa baton
are more enjoyable.

As heretofore. Sousa joys in the clean and certain execu-
tive ability of his instrumental performers. For an encore
he brings to the front six horns, each as flawless in tone as
can be conceived, in the sextette from "Lucia." When we
ask for more we get the quartette from "Rigoletto" with
horns. Then four piccolo players shrill the air with a deft
manipulation of their high pitched instruments. There is no
wonder that he rejoices in the band's accuracy and skill and
the splendid tones that they are able to produce—each and
all of his performers; but with this he is as great as ever in

ensemble. Sousa brought with him a first clarinet player,
whose execution and clean musicianship, entitle him to stand
before the footlights as a soloist of rare merit, but this was
unnecessary because his virtuosity made him a conspicuous
figure in all the concerted number, beginning with a perfor-
mance of a remarkably protractive and brilliant passage in
the closing movement of the "Tannhauser" overture.

With Sousa came the Misses Hoyt, soprano and contralto,
who do not rank very high as vocalists but, having pleasing
voices, and being confined to compositions within their scope,
they were far from displeasing. Characteristic of the kind-
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MARY ADELE CASE, CONTRALTO.

'I'he concert to be given by Mary Adele Case at

the Novelty Tlieatre next Friday evening should

be of interest to everyone who takes delight in

a genuine song recital. I have listened to Miss

Case sing and while I do not desire to publish

a criticism before the concert I may at least call

attention to the fact that those who may hesitate

to visit Miss Case's concert, because they are not

certain of the extent of her artistry, may safely

put all doubts aside and prepare themselves for

a truly musicianly entertainment. In the first

place Miss Case possesses a contralto voice of

remarkable warmth and sonority. Her compass
is very extensive and both her low as well as

high notes contain a most delightfully flexible

and pliant quality. It is a genuine contralto

voice that has had the advantage of thorough
training and that has been properly placed.

In her phrasing Miss Case uses considerable

intelligence and imbues the musical setting of her
songs with that exquisite tone coloring that rep-

resents the most effective feature of a serious

concert program. She studies a song with the

utmost care and sees to it that it is transmitted
to the audience in a manner pleasing to all the

tirer sensibilities. Her enunciation in English,

French and German is distinct and graceful,

which is indeed one of the earmarks of a genuine
vocal artiste. Her repertoire is varied and con-

tains a series of the best known masterpieces
of vocal literature of modern times, as well as

of the well-known classics of yesteryear. A
vocal student who summons up sufficient inter-

est in vocal study to attend Miss Case's concert
will have no reason to regret taking such a step,

for there is food for thought and material for

emulation in everything Miss Case does. More
particulars about Miss Case's concert will be
found in another part of this paper under Mr.
Greenbaum's announcements.

ALFRED METZGER.
V*

MARY ADELE CASE
Whose Concert at the Novelty Theatre Next Friday Evening Is of In

terest to Every Real Disciple of the Art of Song.

ness of Sousa was his treatment of Miss Florence Hardeman,
who appeared as the solo violinist. She was on the program

for one number, the prize song from "Die Meistersingers."

This number took so well that she played "Zapateado," which

is quite popular with amateur musicians of merit; then the

audience still desiring to hear her more, she played Moszkow-
ski's "Serenata," with harp accompaniment. Miss Hardeman
has a good tone, a good method of bowing and, with much
to learn, has yet accomplished considerable. Sousa allotted

to her more time than to any soloist, and the audience would
not say him nay.
The Wagner numbers that were played were the "Tann-

hauser" overture, the "Evening Star" song from "Tannhaus-

er," with obligato by .1. J. Pertetto, the prelude to "Tristan

and Isolde," the forest sounds from "Siegfried, the "prize

song" and the "Ride of the Valkyries." These were all well

done and the "Tristan" number was a triumph in its handling.

The season included concerts in San Francisco Thursday.

Friday, Saturday and Sunday. In these concerts music that

is unquestionably of the popular sort and that of the more
serious school was so judiciously intermixed that the general

effect pleased all sorts of auditors—after the usual Sousa
style. In addition to the San Francisco concerts Sousa also

appeared with his band in the Greek Theatre in Berkeley.

DAVID H. WALKER.

SEVERI AND ORMAY DELIGHT LARGE
AUDIENCE—At the opening of the Taber-Stan-

ford studio, which took place Saturday afternoon,

November 6th, Signor Guio Severi, the brilliant

violin virtuoso, gave a musical program of excep-

tion interest, with Gyula Ormay at the piano.

The following numbers were rendered with tech-

nical mastery and emotional charm: Mazurek
(De Kontsky), (a) Menue (Beethoven), (b) Bur-

lesque (Tirindelli) ; Sonata in F (Grieg); Medita-

tion from Thais (Massenet); Hungarian Rhap-
sodic (Hauser); Le Deluge (Saint-Saens) ; Zig-

eunerweisen (Sarasate).
In the Grieg Sonata in F, Mr. Severi showed his

exquisite skill and capacity to intelligently inter-

pret the works of the great masters. His mental
grasp is firm and his playing was rich with color

and depth of artistic understanding. Especial-

ly attractive was Hauser's Hungarian Rhapsodie and the

performer displayed his ability to impart the stirring passion

of the Hungarian heart. Sarasate's Gipsy Dances were
played with technical agility that was absolutely clean and
graceful, and the voice of the violin sang out with pulsating

tones that were weirdly appealing. In Saint-Saens' Le
Deluge, Mr. Severi drew from his instrument rich tones that

were cellolike in their mellowness and beauty. For an en-

core he gave "Le Cygne" by the same composer, and the

touching sweetness of the dying swan's song was so effec-

tive that it brought tears to the eyes of the audience. Mr.

Severi proved his ability to make his listeners feel not only

his art, but the poetical meaning of the compositions. Every
number was a vivid tone picture, and the laurel wreath that

was presented to him was most appropriate and deserved.

The virtuoso could not have been more fortunate in his

selection of an accompanist, for Mr. Ormay played with the

finest artistic judgment, and the deep affection that these two
artists feel for each other makes their souls one when they

perform together. The sympathy and unity of feeling be-

tween the players and the responsive audience was especially

noticeable.
Mr. Taber. the widely known photographer, has consoli-

dated his business with the Stanford Studio, and the new
firm received not only the good wishes of the public, but

several floral tributes.
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The Great

Bach Festival
Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction oF

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Yezu",

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert
Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. : : : : :

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND
SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.

...Cor. O'FARRELL and STEINER

MME. JEANNE

JOMELLI
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO, and

Miss Marie Nichols
Violin Virtuosa

This Sunday Afternoon (Nov. 14) at 2:30. Tuesday Evening
(Nov. 16) at 8:15. Box office Sherman, Clay & Co.

Sun. at Theatre. Seats $2.00, $1.50, $1 .00

Oakland Concert Wednesday Afternoon, Nov. 17

3:15 at Ye Liberty. Gen. ad. $ 1 . Box office at Theatre.

BALDWIN PIANO USED

TWO CONCERTS
-By-

MARY
ADELE CASE

CONTRALTO
—Assisted by

—

Frederick M. Biggerstaff, Pianist

Friday Night, November 19th

Sunday Aft., November 21st

Seats; $1.50 and $1.00. Ready Tuesday at Sherman,

Clay & Cos, where complete programs may be obtained.

STEINWAY PIANO USED

Dr. LUDWIG

WULLNER
Lieder Singer Extraordinary

—AND—

COENRAAD V. BOS, Pianist

Tuesday and Friday Nights, Nov. 23-26

Sunday Afternoon, November 28

Season Tickets, $4.50, $3.00, $2.25. Single, $2.00,

il.50, $1.00. Box Office opens Wednesday, Nov. 17.

WULLNER in Oakland
Wednesday Afternoon, December 1st.
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Berlin, Oct. 21, l'J09.

Just at present the German capital has a bad attack of

Carusoitis. The famous tenor is singing this week at the

Royal Opera in "Carmen," "La Boheme" and "I Pagliacci."

Owing to the fact that I omitted football from my college

course I was unable to get one of the coveted pasteboards.

On the day of the opening sale of tickets a determined and
hero-worshipping German mob faced the box office, and could

only be held in check by a squad of the Kaiser's "finest."

People were trampled on, and clothes were torn off in the

scuffle. Not only wore the performances soon "ausverkauft,"

but the speculators ever since have been reaping a rich har-

vest.

Meanwhile there are other attractions to keep us busy.

Last week I had the pleasure of hearing the entire "Nibel-

ungen Ring" cycle at the Royal Opera. Dr. Karl Muck con-

ducted at all four performances. The orchestra at this opera

house is well worth the price of admission, to say nothing of

the excellent work done on the stage, notably of Frau

Plaichlnger, Frau Kurt and Herr Gruning (Siegfried).

Labian, as Mime, is one of the greatest actors I have seen

on the operatic stage.

The Philharmonic Orchestra, under Arthur Nikisch, opened

its season on October 11th. Elgar's new symphony was the

feature of the program, and was well received. It is a work
of rare beauty, and a contribution to modern literature of

which England is justly proud. Johannes Messchaert was
the soloist, and sang two Haydn arias with admirable ar-

tistry. The next concert will be next Monday evening, with

Harold Bauer in the Schumann A Minor Concerto. Later

concerts will have as soloists Ferrucclo Busoni, Conrad
Ansorge, Ysaye and others.

The program of the second concert of the Royal Orchestra,

included Berlioz' Romeo and Juliet Fantasie, Wagner's Tann-

hauser Overture and Liszt's Faust Fantasie.

Josef Lhevinne appeared with the Bluthner Orchestra at

a concert given by the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde. His
selection was the Rubinstein Fantasie, a rather unhappy one,

but made interesting through the tremendous virtuosity of the

artist that San Francisco admired so much last spring. Mr.

Lhevinne will appear in recital on November 10, and without

the hindrance of an inferior orchestra will no doubt show
his finer qualities as a musician to better advantage. On the

same program appeared Mr. Walter Fischer, one of Berlin's

prominent organists, who played a noisy composition, which
ended with a long choral for full organ, four trumpets and
four trombones! Mr. Fischer is one of several German or-

ganists that I have heard here, whose performances in all

cases have been very dry and uninteresting, with the pos-

sible exception of Bernhard Irrgang of the St. Marien-Kirche.
* # *

Conrad Ansorge gave a Beethoven evening with the Bluth-

ner Orchestra. He is deservedly a great favorite here, and
created a most favorable impression in his rendition of the

Sonata op. III. In the G major and E flat Concertos, he
was hampered even more than Lhevinne by the poor en-

semble of the orchestra, and the inefficiency of the conduc-
tor. I sincerely wished that Paul Steindorff were there to

take the baton, and direct as he did last April for Gabril-

owitsch in the Chopin Concerto.
* * *

Recently the Philharmonic Choir, under its energetic di-

rector, Siegmund Ochs. opened its season with a splendid
rendition of Haydn's Creation. Orchestra, chorus and solo-

ists were deserving of highest commendation, and it is with
great anticipations that we look forward to the rendition of

Bach's B minor Mass by the same organization next month.

WARREN D. ALLEN.

Popular opera is appreciated in Paris even if it is not in

New York, and the performance at the Gaiete-Lyrique are to

be enjoyed at prices ranging fiom lU cents to $1.20. This
theatre has the right to use the costumes and scenery from
the two subventioned opera houses and some of their less

important artists who may not be occupied at the other
theatres. Then its managers are privileged to engage stars

at times, and they generally sing at cheaper rates for the

public that frequents this theatre. Novelties are given,

although as a rule the old repertoire is adhered to. "Le
Hrouvere" was recently sung there and the forthcoming
novelty will be "Quo Vadis," which shows sufficiently clearly

the extent of the field that this popular opera house covers.

Jean Perier, who will be remembered here as such a poetic

"Pelleas" that his departure made the success of the work
impossible, will sing the leading role in the production of the

Nougoues opera.—New York Sun.
* * *

The Paris correspondent of the Chicago Musical Leader and
Concert Goer sums up the season's itinerary of France's
Capital as follows:
A series of concerts to be heard in Paris this year will be

devoted to only British composers, given under the auspices
of a society of English people recently formed here to advance
British musical art.

At least one recital of American chamber music is

announced, and the Society of Ancient Instruments, whose
selections are so much enjoyed by real music lovers, offers a
group of programs that will give the connoisseur the same
pleasure they afforded last year.

M. Chevellard. director of the Lamoureux Orchestra, has
practically completed his outline of orchestral programs, and
has included a number of both the very old and very new
works that his enthusiastic public has never heard.
Then Edouard Colonne, the nestor of orchestral conductors,

commences his weekly concerts at the Chalelet on Sunday
afternoon, October 17. The Damnation of Faust will be
played and Madame Litvinne and M. Van Dyck will be the
soloists.

Sachieri, the brilliant young 'cellist and conductor who had
such success last year, will be heard with the orchestra every
two weeks.

It is well to speak here of both the Touche and Rouge con-

certs. These small orchestras under efficient conductors and
made up of excellent musicians—generally "premier prix"
graduates—play every evening and two afternoons a week
in small, sociable halls on opposite sides of the river. They
are already in full swing and their programs each year practi-

cally cover classic musical literature. Every musical student,
advanced or not, should be a constant attendant. No such
opportunities are elsewhere offered at such moderate prices,

they are to Paris what the "beer gardens" are to Berlin,

where the privilege of being allowed to smoke and regaling
the inner man over a friendly stein is granted. The Touche
concerts for this week, for instance, present orchestral works
from Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner, Berlioz, Lalo, Saint-

Saens, C. Franck, Weber etc., and chamber music compositions
by Beethoven, Chopin and Mozart. The Rouge concerts have
added to their repertoire such works as "Chasseur Maudit,"
the Beatitudes of Franck, several works by Vincent d'Indy,

three of Rimsky-Korsakoff's compositions, Debussy's noctur-
nes, Beethoven's symphonies with chorus and Wagner's
"Ring" music.

* * *

The Bach Society, of which altogether too little is heard,
will give, this season, three evening concerts (and three after-

noon public rehearsals) devoted to the greatest choral works
of the master.
On the other side of the Seine, in that district of Paris

known as St. Sulpice. the major choral works of Cesar Franck
will again be repeated.

Perhaps it is needless to add that all sorts of glowing
prospects are held out in the operatic line. Two new operas
by Dubussy are said to be completed, and will, if so, be pre-

sented at the Opera Comique this year. New works of Ravel
and other modern Frenchmen will be given this year, and the
rumor is current that Madame Wagner is interesting herself

in the further presentations of her late husband's works at

the Paris Opera. In this connection it is even whispered that
the privilege of applauding "Parsifal" will be given the same
public that hissed "Tannhauser" and drove Wagner from
France.

* * *

Emma Calve is going to Australia to make an attempt to

please the compatriots of Mme. Melba, who have come to her
support so generously during the last two years. She will go
there in March.
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A STANDARD

Grand Piano Free
BALDWIN, EVERETT, KNABE, STEINWAY or WEBER

The Pacific Coast Musical Review will give a Grand Piano worth from Eight Hundred to One
Thousand Dollars to any Musical Club, Musical Conservatory, Music Teacher or Music Student who
will secure for it the largest number of subscribers (not less than five hundred) before May 1st, 1910.

If the contestant who secures the largest number of subscribers should not exceed Five Hundred, he or she will be

entitled to an Upright Piano, of the above named make, of the value of not less than Five Hundred Dollars.

Subscriptions Will Be Credited in Votes as Follows:

Six Months' Subscription - - - -

One Year's Subscription - - - .

One and One-Half Years' Subscription

Two Years' Subscription - - - -

Two and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Three Years' Subscription . _ .

Three and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Four Years' Subscription ...
Four and One-Half Years' Subscription -

Five Years' Subscription

One Dollar 500

Two Dollars 1,500

Three '

2,000

Four '

3,000

Five '

3,500

Six '

4,500

Seven '

5,000

Eight '

6,000

Nine '

6,500

Ten '

8,000

Votes

The Highest Number of Votes Represents the Largest Number of Subscribers

RULES OF CONTEST
Any inu.sioal person iu California is eiiyible

to enter this Contest. The First Prize will be I

awai'ded to the one securing the largest num-
ber of votes (which is equivalent to tlie largest

number of subscribers). Anyone not winning
the First I'rize will receive a ilercliandise Or-
der representing 25 per cent, of the amount

Contest ends

forwarded to this paper. ALL SUBSCRIP-
TIONiS MUST BE TAIl) IN ADVANCE.
A Coupon that will be published iu each

issue of the Pacific Coast Musical Review is

eijuivalent to Five Votes. It is limited to one
week after date.

Only New Subscriptions will be counted.

May 1, 1910.

NOMINATION COUPON
Good for 500 Votes

<'ontest ilanager Pacific Coast Musical Review,
Sherman, Clay & Co. Building,

San Franci.sco.

Hear Sir: I wish to register as a Candidate
in the Pacific Coast Musical Review's Grand
Piano Contest.

Name

Address

.

Town

.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review's

GRAND PIANO CONTEST
5 - Good for Five Votes - 5

Foi

Town or City

State

l^rnd ill Flat Parkaf/c—Do Xot Roll

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS CONTEST EDITOR

Pacific Coast MusicaJ Review, Sherman Clay &
Co. Building. San Francisco
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New York, Oct. 30, 1909.

Dear Editor: Politics are booming in tliis city, likewise

concerts and musicales. but the latest thing in the election

line is the idea of having an artist appear to sing at a big

political rally. I have it that a certain artist of the first rank

was approached and proffered the chance either on a cash

basis or in return for future favors at the hands of the papers

which are controlled by the candidate. The idea may have

been all right from the politician's viewpoint, but it did not

appeal to the arist. Fancy the bills:

Madame Jeremiana Golightly

in her famous songs!

After which the noble candidate
Billy Trustbuster

Will tell how he threw down Tammany.
Everybody welcome!

* * »

The remnants of the Italian Opera Co. have been gathered

together and all kinds of rumors are afloat telling what they

will do and will not do. This was a foregone failure from its

inception, as there is no chance in these United States for

any amusement enterprise which appeals on either sectarian

or national grounds for support. Likewise the idea of an-

other opera company was not highly gratifying to the Little

Napoleon of 34th street and he promptly took steps to

squelch the newcomer by a season of "Educational Opera,"

which certainly cost him a few dollars; but it achieved his

purpose. At the first hint of trouble he stepped in and

"nabbed" the only artist who had made anything of an im-

pression, Zerola, and then the end was in sight. It was still

more in sight when "Venus" went to the helm and dashed

upon the rocks of verbosity.

Interviews in the dailies have been given out at the Met-

ropolitan about encouraging Americans and how the new bal-

let school was going to teach the young idea how to hot-foot

it over the boards; but, alas and alack, the following day the

newspapers reported that a big consignment of ballet dancers

from the land of Spaget, together with some chorus ladies,

had arrived—without baggage! The latter incident was ex-

plained by them saying that as they had come on an emi-

grant train the baggage had been left behind; but would

follow on after. As they gave a few concerts on the voyage

let us hope that they are now comfortably provided for. This

is not the kind of weather to run around with a smile and a

collar button.

Last Sunday afternoon Blanche Arral gave a concert at the

Carnegie Hall, and it was somewhat amusing to read the

"criticisms" in the papers. She was a coloratura soprano.

She was not. She was a dramatic soprano, pure and simple.

Not at all, says another, she is a lyric soprano and one even

went so far as to state that she was a contralto! Ye gods

and little fishes! As a matter of fact, she was almost all of

them rolled into one, and the program which she gave cer-

tainly gave her an opportunity to display her talents and
versatility, but following the usual New York custom, each
critic judged her by the number which he had heard sung.

Anyhow the public enjoyed the concert and was loth to let

her go after the finale, "The Polacca" from Mignon, which
brought them up standing.

Kreisler has had two successes here which was only to be

expected, and I am informed that he is to give several more.

I was unable to hear him and so missed a treat.

Tilly Koenen gave a song recital at Mendelssohn Hall on
the following day with splendid success. She had her audi-

ence with her from the first number, and it is a safe bet that

she will become popular wherever she sings on this side of

the briny. And it was under decidedly disadvantageous cir-

cumstances that she sung. Next door the "third floor back

was passing" and the constant pounding on the walls by the
workmen was decidedly aggravating to the audience and must
have put the singer out considerably. Hope you will like

her when she visits you as she has made a very good im-
pression here.

* * *

Musical papers are now springing up as the opera season
approaches, the latest being one "edited in Italian, French,
German and English." It is presumed to be in the interests
of tlie operatic artistes, thereby affording a certain coterie an
opportunity to get busy. I could not read the German text,

but if that is as bad as the French and English it must be
good reading from a humorous standpoint. Starting out with
the announcement that the "Great Artist and Singer" Anna
Held is "once more with us" (she has been for some little

time), it gives Mr. Carasa's modest account of himself in

three languages, and winds up with an announcement that
"There will be a mask and Civic Ball at the Palm Garden,
tickets 50 cents. Gent and lady."

* * *

Next week the boy with the knee pants arrives and we are
to be shown just why the piano was made. Far be it frorli

me to "knock," but if the little prodigy survives his first ap-

pearance in this city, then I will take my hat off to him. It

has been some time since "prodigees" in velveteen knickers
showed and the last attempt was such a hideous failure that
no one has had the courage to attempt it since. Danny
Mayer of London had the idea of bringing Mischa Elman over
dressed up with a white collar and all the accessories, but
was dissuaded by wiser counsel. I wonder what would have
been the result?

* * *

I see from a Missouri paragraph that all the wit of the
Universe rests not in this city as we have before supposed.
A non-advertiser having died the editor refused to publish his

death notice, urging in self defense that the man had been
asleep all his life and his passing away was of no public
interest! Not bad for Missouri, what?

THE PHILISTINE.
— %%

New York, Oct. 31, 1909.

Oscar Hammerstein announces the following programme
for the first week of the regular season at the Manhattan
Opera House, beginning Monday evening, November 8th:

Monday, first performance in America of Massenet's "Herodi-
ade," Miss Cavalieri, Mme. Gerville-Reache; Messrs. Dal-
mores.and Renaud. Wednesday, "La Traviata," Mme. Tetraz-
zini, John McCormack and Mr. Sammarco. Friday, "Aida."
Mines. Mazarin and D'Alvarez, Messrs. Zenatello and Sam-
marco. Saturday afternoon, "Thais," Mary Garden and Mr.
Renaud. Saturday evening, "Cavalleria Rusticana," with
Sylva and Dalmores, and "Pagliacci," with Cavalieri, Zena-
tello and Sammarco.

Mme. Sembrich, who has been singing in Cincinnati, Indi-

dianapolis, St. Louis and other Western cities with greater
triumphs than even the great Polish singer has ever known
before will be heard in her annual recital in Carnegie Hall
on Tuesday afternoon, November 9. Mme. Sembrich's pro-

gramme for this concert will again be a collection of the
gems of song literature and will be arranged in accordance
with her former custom of beginning with the works of the
classical composers of the eighteenth century and earlier. In

the first part there is a rarely heard aria, "Hallelujah" from
Handel's "Esther," in addition to numbers by Bach and Para-
dies. Schubert, Schumann and Brahms make up the group
of the classical German composers of Lieder, while the last

part, consisting of modern songs, will contain two very
charming new songs by Massenet and "Otworz Janku," a
Polish dance or masurek by Stanislas Niewiadamski a Polish
composer whose work has hitherto been unfamiliar here.

The composer is a pupil of Carl Mikuli and is now filling the
post of teacher of composition and pianoforte at the Conser-
vatory of Lemberg, which is the school in which Mme. Sem-
brich began her musical education.

* !lf *

Only 341 Americans are said to have attended the festival

performances at Bayreuth during the last summer, while the

Germans, to the number of 7,647, were largely in the mojority.

This may be due to the competition of the Munich festival,

although it has been said that the receipts there fell far below
what was expected. Americans are gradually learning that

the finest Wagerian performances are to be heard at the
Metropolitar Opera House. Vienna announces an annual
Wagner festival to be held for the first time next September.
All the o; eras, with the exception of "Parsifal" and Rienzi,"
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED'

Phones: Broadway 3923. Home 25721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN. President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc.. under personal

supervision of such well-know instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta. Alfredo Wyld-Vlteri, Juliet

von Stein. Hugo Kirchhofer. Robert Ecklnardt.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

California Conservatory of Music
Incorporaled September. I'XJj

Now occupies iu magnificenl new building on

147 Presidio Avenue
Between Washington and Jackson StreeU. San Francisco, Cal.

iJacltson-Sulter Si. car lenninal in fionl oi building)

Largest Institution West of Chicago

DIRECTOR
:

HERMANN GENSS
General Manager: DR. ERNEST HORSTMANN

The facully includes such artists as:

M.AD.AME EILEEN OWIOORE
HANS KONIG.
WALLACE A. SABIN.
G. JOLLAIN.
LOUIS NEWBAUER,
HENR'l' B. B.AERMAN.
MRS. .M. O'BRIEN.
MISS SET.A STEW.ART
MISS CHARLOT HOPPERSTEAD
MISS FLORENCE GUPPf. and others.

Departments for Beginners, Amateurs and Professionals

Pupils received at all times.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

"San Francisco's Finest Recital Chamber''

Kohler & Chase Hall
OPENS DECEMBER 10, 1909

Located on the Second Floor of the new Kohler

& Chase Building, O'Farrell near Market Street

Seating Capacity 450

Fitted with ample Stage, Retirmg Rooms and

Complete Heating and \ entilating Systems

Reservations now being made

For Afternoon and Evening Recitals. An
Attractive Rate of Rental has been made for the

Opening Season. Special Rates for Pupils'

Recitals :::::::
FITZPATRICK & NORWOOD

(LESSEES)

40 O'Farrell Street
Phone Kearny 5454

Office Hours: l-.iO to 12 .\. .M.

Overland

Limited
CROSSES

High Sierra

Great Salt Lake
BY DAYLIGHT

Chicago in Three Days

Electric Lighted, Fast Flying, Cross-Countr>- Train.

Luxuriously Equipped. Pullman, Drawing Room.
Stateroom. N'estibuled Sleeping Cars.

Careful and attentive dining service. Parlor

observation car \vith library and cafe. Ladies'

Reading Room. Gentlemen's Smoking Room.

Daily News Bulletins, Latest Papers and Magazines.

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland
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WILL L. GREENBAUM'S ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE WULLNER RECITALS.

So much has been said in this paper about Dr. Ludwig
Wullner, "lieder singer extraordinary." and his accompanist,
Coenraad V. Bos, that now that the time for his appearance
approaches it is difficult to say more. Never since the first

tour of Paderewski has an artist met with such enthusiastic
support as has this wonderful man and his equally remark-
able accompanist. Together these artists make a drama,
comedy or romance out of every song on their programs, and
it does not take one who understands German to appreciate
it either. Nothing like it has ever been known on the con-

cert platform in this country. These two men make the
songs seem to live and breathe. No student or teacher can
afford to miss these concerts. They may say they have
heard plenty of good pianists, or violinists, or quartettes,. or
singers, but they have heard nothing like Dr. Ludwig Wull-
ner.

Manager Greenbaum is paying the biggest fee for this at-

traction that has ever been given for work of this very high
class. Will he be supported in his efforts to bring the real

BIG things to us? The dates of the Wullner recitals are
Tuesday and Friday nights, Nov. 23 and 26, and Sunday
afternoon, Nov. 28. The prices will be $2.00, $1.50 and $1.00,

and season tickets will be sold at $4.50, $3.00 and $2.25. The
sale will open on Wednesday, Nov. 17, at Sherman, Clay &
Co.'s, and mail orders may now be sent to Mr. Greenbaum at
that address. The programs? Well, just wait till you see
them. They will be ready when the box office opens, and
even reading them will give one pleasure. Dr. Wullner will

also sing in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse on Wednesday
afternoon, Dec. 1.

THE JOMELLI CONCERTS.

This Sunday afternoon, at the Novelty Theatre, Mme.
Jomelli. the splendid prima donna soprano and her gifted

associate, Marie Nichols, violiniste, will give their second
concert. The box office at the theatre will be open after 10

a. m. and phone orders will receive most careful attention.
The program will be an exceptionally fine one. Mme. .Jomel-

li's offerings will be the Aria from "La Tosca" (Puccini),
"Chant de Bucchante" (Bemberg), "Heimliche Aufforderung"
(Richard Strauss), "The Wind" (Spross), "In dem Schatteu
raeiner Locken" (Hugo Wolff), "Chanson de Neige" (Cham-
inade), "Niemand hat's geseh'n" (Carl Loewe), and "Le Nil"
(with violin obligato), the work of one of the modern French
composers named Leroux.
Miss Nichols will play Wieniawski's "Faust Fantasia,"

"Gypsy Dance" (Nachez), "Romanze Andalusia" (Sarasate),
and with the able assistance of Fred. Maurer she will play a
"Sonata" by Francoeur, a work never before heard in this
city, and said to be a genuine, old masterpiece. The last

concert of the series will be given next Tuesday night, when
Jomelli will sing the Aria from "Louise" (Charpentier),
"Mainacht" (Brahms), "Si mes vers" Hahn, "Mausfallen-
spruchlein" (Hugo Wolff), and by request the charming
group on the opening program by Schubert, Bemberg and
Magdalen Worden.

Miss Nichols will play a group of old works by Handel,
Fiorello and Nardini, an "Allegro" by Sjogren, new to this
city, a "Slavonic Dance" by Dvorak, "Berceuse" by Cui and
the brilliant "Rondo des Lutins" by Bazzlnl. These artists
will appear in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse next Wednes-
day afternoon, Nov. 17th, at a quarter past three, presenting
Tuesday night's delightful program. Seats may be secured
at the box office of the Ye Liberty. The entire balcony will
be sold at $1.00.

THE MARY ADELE CASE CONCERTS.

The Musical Review prints with the greatest pleasure the
two splendid programs of song to be offered by Mary Adele
Case, the really phenomenal contralto, at the Novelty
Theatre, under the direction of Will. L. Greenbaum. This
paper has already expressed its opinion of Miss Case's voice
and artistry, and we predict that within a very few years
lier name will be known throughout the musical world, for
she possesses real genius. The accompanist at Miss Case's

concerts will be Mr. Frederic Biggerstaff, who is all too

seldom heard In public. Mr. Blggerstaft will play a solo at

each concert.
Here is the complete program for next Friday night, Nov.

19: "Der Tod und das Madchen (Schubert); Ich GroUe
Nicht (Schumann); Traum durch die Dammerung (Strauss);
Meine Liebe ist Gruen (Brahms); Grand Aria, "Ah! se tu

dormi," from Romeo and .luliet (Vaccaj); L'Heure de Pour-
pre" (Augusta Holmes); L'Esclave (Lalo); Aria, "Ah! Mon
Fils" (Meyerbeer); Piano Solo, "Fantasie," op. 49 (Chopin);
Three Hungarian Songs^— (a) A Faluban a Legarvabb en
Vagyok (Alone and Deserted), (Gyula), (b) O'er the Forest
Rain Clouds Lower" (Korbay), (c) List to Me Rose-Bud (Kor-
bay); Allah (Chadwick); Gae to Sleep (Fisher); O, That
we Two Were Maying (Nevin); Spring Song (Becker).
Certainly no finer offering has ever been presented to a San
Francisco audience.

Miss Case's second and last concert will be given Sunday
afternoon, Nov. 21, when the following list of songs will be
rendered: Aufenthalt (Schubert). Standchen (Schubert), Im
Herbst (Franz); Aria. "Le Prophete" (Meyerbeer); Nuages
(de Miarka), (Georges), L'Escalve (Lalo); Piano Solo, "Ca-
price Espagnole" (Moszkowskl) ; Aria, "O Rest in the Lord
(Mendelssohn); Three Shadows (Campbell Tipton). Gae to

Sleep (Fisher), Requiem (Homer), May Day (Walthem);
"Abide With Me" (Liddle).

The seats for these concerts will be ready Tuesday morn-
ing at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, and prices will be $1.00 and
$1.50. Will our music students turn out to welcome home one
of their number, who has "made good" abroad? We think
yes.

V*

WULLNER'S WONDERFUL PERSONALITY.

A loose-jointed figure of immense height (six feet and a
half at least), deep-chested, with long body, long arms, a
spring walk, and large, prehensile hands, he bends forward
to shake you by the hand, and then he throws his head back,
and you forget his height, his chest, everything; you are
conscious only of a head and features that once seen can
never be forgotten. Ludwig Wullner is surely one of the
most remarkable men in personal appearance ever seen on
any slage. His head is massive, leonine, almost Norse In its

poise, mould and profile. It is surmounted by a mass of
thick, tousled iron-gray hair, carelessly brushed off his fore-

head. His face Is one that Rodin would love to chisel in

cold marble. It is a wonderful face—a face of austere and
imposing gravity and beauty. The features are too pro-
nounced to belong to any type. Great high forehead, mas-
sive brow, deep-set eyes that smoulder with an Inward light,

high-bridged nostrils, and a jaw and chin that betray at

once high purpose and deep resolve. The mouth is large and
of extraordinary mobility; the features are deeply lined,

graved, as it were, with the marks of all emotions.

As you talk with him his head is turned in apparently
listening attitude. He hears, but even though he answers
you, his thoughts are elsewhere. There is that about his

. austere face and wistful eyes which convinces you that Lud-
wig Wullner has known sorrow, lives in a world apart, hears
and sees things that those around him may not know. He
is a veritable dreamer, this giant with the tired eyes. Tem-
peramentally, it is obvious, he is living under a continuous
strain. For him life is something so intensely vital that the
slightest outside influence has power to affect him. His
nervous system is clearly supersensitive. It could not be
otherwise, he being what he Is—a dreamer and a missionary
In the world of music. He Is of that world, yet he moves
in it a figure significant, solitary and apart. When to all

around there is only silence, he hears, it is obvious, self-

music sung by fairies.

He bends his head and strains his ear to catch the elfin

notes, and over his face there spreads a smile of such wistful
tenderness you feel you have no right to be there. But you
stifle your thoughts to slip away unnoticed, and you break
in upon his reverie and ask him plain every-day questions.
And he awakes from his dreaming, and answers you with
patience, with exquisite courtesy, and with the same rare
smile of aesthetic charm always lighting up his rugged
features.
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WILLIAM F. ZECH, musical director

The Zfch Orcheflra Rehearses Every Monday Evening

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

^-ttthe pacific coast musical
B REVIEW is now preparing a large and

^U handsomely illustrated New Year's Edition

which will be published on Saturday. December

25th, 1909. Besides containing a Retrospective

Review of San Francisco's Musical Life since

April 18, 1906, the paper will contain special ar-

ticles about Los Angeles Musicians and Cali-

fornia Musical Clubs.

^-rrTHOSE who do not advertise regularly in

I this paper will find the Holiday Number of

jj the "Pacific Coast Musical Review" an ideal

Advertising Medium as it will consist of an edi-

tion of not less than Ten Thousand Copies.

^-n REGULAR advertisers in this paper who
I have Annual Contracts are entitled to a

nl complimentary article containing 200 words

each; and if they pay for cuts at the rate of 15c

a square inch such article may be illustrated

with picture; the cut not to exceed 3x4 inches

(two dollars). Regular advertisers desiring to

take advantage of this complimentary write-up

and picture should send in their requests and
copy before December 1st. After that date no

write-ups can be accepted.

SINGLE COPIES OF THE HOLIDAY
NUMBER WILL BE 25 CENTS

Send copies away to friends and show tliem

what California is doing for Music.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE TiOUILLET, T>ean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages of literary studies free of charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose California

Nnu (irphntm
O'FARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and Po
Phone Douglas 70

Safest and Mosl MasnificenI Theatre in America.

Wtek Beitinning This Sunday Ademoon—MATINEE EVERY DAY
ARTISTIC VAUDEVILLE

Edwin Stevens, aided by Tina Marshall, in "A Busy
Morning"; Dehaven Sextette, with Sydney C. Gibson:
Howard's Musical Shetlands and Comedy Canines; Milt
Wood, "The Dancer With the Chair"; Lulu McConnell and
Grant Simi;son; Bobby Pandur and Brother; Tempest and
Sunshine Trio; New Orpheum Motion Pictures. Last
Week—Enthusiastic reception of the Military Spectacle.
"Our Boys in Blue."

Evening Prices: 10c, 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Seats $1.00
Matinee Pricec (Ejtcept Sundays and Holidays) lOc, 25c. 50c.

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 20 1 6 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine ancj California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDONTENOR
Tpjlohpr nf ^inninn in Jl if tianches trom the rudiments of tone f

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio; 2832 Jackson St.

By Appointment Only
Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN

Joaquin S. Wanrell

Voice Culture for Sinsinj and Spealcins

Concert. Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

BASSO
CANTANTE

VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING
PerfeiS Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's. Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION, PIANO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson. OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French, German. Musical History and Sight Reading in progress. Practice

lessons with specially coached accompanists may he arranged for—also by non-sludenls

of the school. Studio. 818 Grove St.. near Fillmort. Tel. Park 1 069.
In Berkeley Tuesday. 252 1 Regent St. Tel. BerW.y 3677. Thursday .t Snell

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church. Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough Bldg., Oakland Home Studio, I I I 7 Paru St. Alameda
Telephone Alameda 155

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
Established 1896

Under the direction of Prot. and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),

Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts. Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty ol distinguished Instructors.

Send tor catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister. San Francisco, Cal.

The Beringer

FREID R. J. RAU
Pacific Coast Agent for

HAWKES & SON
London, England

High-GracJe Band Instruments
Bargains in Second-Hand Instruments

170 PAGE ST., SAN FRANCISCO Phone Market 5513

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
Phone WEST 5972 E. S. BONCLLI, Director PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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TILLY KOENEN'S NEW YORK DEBUT.

Great Dutch Contralto Who Will Be Heard on the Pacific

Coast This Season Makes Excellent Impression.

Miss Koenen's singing of Scliubert's "Dem Unendliclien"

was very beautiful, full of warmth and fervor, and it showed
her rich voice admirably. She is the possessor of a lovely

contralto voice, with none of the disagreeable bellowing

quality which mars so many deep voices, and it is finely

trained, as was shown by her smooth execution of the difficult

florid "Furibondo spira il vento," by Handel, and this voice is

backed by real temperament, particularly of the dramatic
type. This made one especially regret her change of pro-

gramme in the first group of Schubert songs, where, "in

response to requests of some of her old friends," she sang
Brahms's "Sapphische Ode," instead of Schubert's "Gretchen
am Spinnrad," which she is reported to sing especially well.

The second Brahms song, "Wehe so willst du," suited her

style perfectly, and was enthusiastically applauded.
Richard Strauss's "Wasserrose" also evoked much applause.

Why? It is filled with vague, chaotic attempts at originality,

with an occasional reminiscence of the great Richard, the

only thing tangible in it. Even more distracting was Hugo
Wolfs "Die Ziegeunerin," which sounded as if it had been
written after the unfortunate composer's mind began to fail.

"Er ist's." also by Wolf, and ending with an effective high

burst of tone, which was well brought out by Miss Koenen,
ended the recital.—New York Evening Post, October 26.

Tilly Koenen, the Dutch contralto, won the hearts of her
listeners immediately when she niade her first appeal to a

New York audience yesterday afternoon in Mendelssohn Hall.

She not only won their hearts, but the tribute of profound
admiration, every bit of which she deserved in full measure.
Miss Koenen is not a mere singer; she is an interpreter of

great intelligence, insight and refinement. Her place as an
artist is in the front rank.

Miss Koenen has a good, full-throated voice, which she uses

with technical skill and artistic discretion, though she puts

more stress on the interpretative than the purely vocal side

of her art. The quality of her organ, big, wholesome, expres-

sive, if not freighted with sensuous beauty, appeals to the ear.

She avoids the reprehensible habit found among so many
contraltos of emitting cavernous tones in the low register.

She takes her deep tones lightly. The effect of several regis-

ters, as in the case of Schumann-Heink, is absent. Her voice

scale is well equalized. Her "mezza voce" is admirable. She
makes good use of "messa di voce" and appears to have her
breathing under absolute control. But, whatever Miss Koen-
en's accomplishments as a vocalist, they are subservient to

her art of interpretation.

Like Dr. Wuellner, her great precursor, Tilly Koenen makes
use of histrionic devices to emphasize the suggestion she con-

veys by word and music. But she, too, at least, as far as one
was permitted to observe yesterday, keeps within the bounds
of artistic good staste. Facial expression, bearing, poise of

head, pose of hands and arms are perfectly legitimate aids in

the interpretation of modern songs, provided they are restrict-

ed to the limits set by art and good taste. Miss Koenen evi-

dently has worked out with the utmost nicety every detail of

her interpretations, after the manner of Lili Lehmann.—New
York Press, October 26.

To Mendelssohn Hall yesterday afternoon for the first

American recital, Tilly Koenen, the Dutch contralto, came,
and sang—and conquered. At the end of her first song,
Klopstock's "To the Infinite," with Schubert's dignified set-

ting, it was evident that here was a singer who had not only
a voice of remarkable fulness and sweetness, but a command-
ing musical intelligence as well.

As the recital progressed this first impression was verified.

A group of songs by Schubert and Brahms was followed by
a number of Italian songs, and with them was included Han-
del's tempestuous aria, "Furibondo Spira il Vento," rendered
with true Handelian breadth. Two English and three Dutch
songs, all for children, were sung in such an inimitably way
that the singer seemed to assume the actual appearance of

the plump little Dutch tots about whom she sang. Songs by
Strauss and Hugo Wolf, rendered with adequate breadth and
effective variety of expression, brought to a fitting close a
thoroughly delightful recital.

Miss Koenen sings "with full-throated ease," and her voice
is rich and sympathetic. It is free from the objectionable
breaks so often apparent in low female voices. The upper
tones are particularly full and rich. While the lower part of

the voice is not as powerful as might be desired, the singer's

skillful and artistic use of all her powers makes this fact

scarcely apparent.—New York Evening Telegram, October 26.

[All the New York papers deplore the fact that during Miss
Koenen's recital, hammering at a building next door annoyed
the audience. No doubt this noise emanated from the critics

of the Sun and Tribune, who are always weilding the hammers
except when the proper grease is applied to the instruments

of torture.]

MUSICALE BY THE BERINGER CLUB.

Aside from the regular piano and vocal recitals given by
the Beringer Musical Club, the club has established "musi-

cales," which will be given every first and third Wednesday
of each month at the club hall of the Beringer Conservatory
of Music, 926 Pierce street. At the first of these musicales,

given last Wednesday evening, Nov. 3rd, eleven associate

members were accepted,
,
and judging from the enthusiasm

and spirit shown throughout the evening, the club will un-

doubtedly grow to large dimensions. The program offered

was headed by Prof. Beringer and Harry Samuels, who de-

lighted the hearers with Beethoven's "Andante con Varia-

zione" from the A major Sonate for piano and violin. Vocal
and piano were chosen from compositions of Sinding, Dvorak,
Ruthardt, Rachmaninoff, and were interpreted by the follow-

ing members of the club: Miss Alta Yocom, Mrs. Mae Og-
den. Miss Zdenka Buben, Miss Sadie Bultmann, Miss Anita
Morse, Miss B^stelle McNeil, Melton Mowbray, Harry Bult-

mann and Miss Frances Westington.

HERMANN GENSS IN SACRAMENTO.

Hermann Genss. the renowned pianist and composer, direc-

tor of the California Conservatory of Music in San Francisco,

created a sensational success in Sacramento, where he ap-

peared in a concert. Georg A. Anderson writes about him in

the Sacramento "Union" of October 28th: "Pianist reveals

thoroughly artistic mind to responsive and appreciative

audience. The program chosen by Mr. Genss was, with one
exception, made from familiar compositions and afforded the

pianist ample opportunity to demonstrate his pianism. The
opening number, 'Carnival Frolics' (op. 26), by Schumann,
was given complete. Mr. Genss' interpretation of this inter-

esting work revealed a thoroughly musical mind to whom
the Schuraannistic spirit was quite clear. Chopin's 'Ballade.'

op. 47. Nocturne op. l.'j, and 'Polonaise.' op. 53, constituted

the second group. In these numbers Mr. Genss displayed a
clear, translucent technique—a singing tone of rich, lucious

quality and an interpretation that never sunk to the level of

sentimental and mawkish affectation. A fantasie by Mr.

Genss, which included an ambitious and well-played composi-
tion, entitled 'Despair,' and a consolation rather in a Mendels-
sohnian style, constituted the next group. These were quite

interesting and reflected much credit to Mr. Genss as a com-
poser. The often heard 'Spinning Song' by Wagner-Liszt,
and the Tannhauser overture by the same writer, closed the

printed program with so much pompous power and spirit that

the pianist was compelled to respond to an encore, which he
most graciously did by playing the fourth Rhapsodie by
Liszt."

Blanche Arral, the French prima donna who made such a

favorable appearance at her Carnegie Hall concert Sunday
afternoon, will follow up her success with a second appear-

ance Thursday afternoon, November 4, this time with the as-

sistance of the Russian Symphony Orchestra. Mme. Arral

will sing another programme of operatic arias such as Sun-

day's audience gave unmistakable signs of enjoying, including

"L'Air du Page," "Huguenots," "Ah fors e lui," "Traviata,"

grand aria from "Les Dragons de Villars," Waltz Song from
"Romeo and .luliet," grand aria from "Mireille" and "Polacca"
from "Mignon."

Thursday evening in Carnegie Hall the first of the Philhar-

monic Society's four series of symphony concerts will take

place. On that occasion Gustav Mahler will take his position

at the conductor's stand as the first musical director of the

organization in its new form, that of a permanent symphony
orchestra. Friday afternoon at the same hall the programme
of Thursday will be repeated. Mr. Mahler expresses himself

as pleased with the result of the preliminary rehearsals and
is of the opinion that his initial season at the head of the re-

constructed orchestra will yield satisfactory artistic values.

In its entirety the program is as follows: Overture, "The
Consecration of the House" (Beethoven), Symphony No. 3,

"Eroica" (Beethoven), Symphonic Poem, "Mazeppa" (Liszt),

"Till Eulenspiegel" (R. Strauss).
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The Most Beautiful Piano

Store in America
Above is shown a photo engraving of our big new store. It is conceded by the whole music world

to be the best, and the most perfectly appointed home of any house in the world. The picture shows

but a part of our main floor and a portion only of the great stock of more than fifty grand pianos—

a

stock five times larger than is carried by any otlier house on the Coast. Just at this time about five

hundred pianos of leading makes are shown; a display which is worth your time to see.

Twenty specially built rooms are occupied by our great stock, making the opportunity for compari-

son better tlian is offered at any other store, while in price and finish every individual purse and taste

may be .satisfied.

Our new talking machine department on the Sutter street side surpasses in point of location, airi-

ness, convenience, comfort, and especially in the magnitude of its stock, and the courteous service

ottered, any similar department in tlie West. All the finest in Talking Machines, and all the latest

records all the time is the motto, and ifs lived up to.

The Wiley B. Allen Co.
Wiley B. Allen Building, 135-153 Kearney and 217-225 Sutter Streets.

Oakland: 510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington.

Other Store.s—Los Angeles. Sacramento. San .Jose. San Diego, Stockton. Phoenix, Ariz.. Reno, Xev.,

Portland. Ore.
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Oakland, Nov. 8.

Owing to her share in another program, the writer of this

column could not be present at the Liberty Theatre on last

Tuesday evening when, for Pabiola's benefit. Amy Woodforde
Finden's operetta, "The Pagoda of Flowers," was given. From
the critique in the columns of the Oakland Enquirer I copy
the following items regarding it:

"Mrs. Northiup, Miss Cope, Mr. Anderson and Mr. Redfleld

and those who assisted in the minor roles and in the chorus
should be congratulated upon a very smooth performance
even eliminating the usual allowance for a first-night perfor-

mance. Mr. Steindorff's experienced baton and Mrs. Red
field's sympathetic piano accompaniments, had much to do
with the success of the presentation.

"As for the work itself, there is much beauty in the vocal

score, which would be much enhanced if given with orchestral,

instead of mere piano, accompaniment. The action lacks

somewhat in variety, a fault commonly to be found with
works of such brief character. Miss Cope should be thanked
tor giving us the opportunity of hearing this work, which
should be given again with orchestral accompaniment in a

smaller auditorium, which it is much better suited, and
before an audience not quite so engrossed in its own personal
appearance, nor intent upon the appearance of certain of its

own kind in some vaudeville stunts which the regular amuse-
ment places provide in generous measure every week."
The audience, it appears, was made up chiefly of society

folk from San Francisco, and the Enquirer's critic declares

that though the operetta was capably sung by four well-

known professional singers, and directed by one of the best
opera conductors in America (Mr. Paul Steindorff), these
representatives of our best society took no interest in the

artistic work of the operetta, awaiting with some impatience
the appearance of their personal friends in the vaudeville

acts which followed.

The testimonial concert to Mr. Mario Solano, tendered by
some of his friends in the profession, at Adelphian Hall, Ala-

meda, last Saturday evening, was a genuine success, both as
to the program and its financial result. The executants were
Miss Mary Anderson, soprano: Miss Edith Stetson, contralto;

Miss Mary Sherwood, violoncellist; Miss Elizabeth Westgate,
accompanist: Mr. Stanleigh Ward Mac Lewee, tenor; Mr. P.

H. Thomas, barytone; Mr. Samuel Adelstein, lutist, and the
Stewart Violin Quartet.

The quartet of one of the Berkeley churches and one of the
Alameda churches as well gave a Dudley Buck memorial on
last Sunday evening.

Mr. Edwin Dunbar Crandall will present his pupil, Mrs.
Irene Le Noir Schulz, at his studio on Tuesday evening. Mrs.
Schulz has a very fine dramatic soprano voice of long range,
her lower tones possessing rich contralto quality. A review
of the recital will be given here next week.

Miss Mary Van Orden, the brilliant young pianist, and one
of the daughters of the Leander Van Ordens, will leave this

week for Boston. She has been accepted as a student by
Arthur Foote, and will study constantly with this distinguished
man tor a year. Miss Van Orden already "plays everything,"
as the saying is, and her year with Mr. Foote will be of the
greatest benefit to her.

« * «

Mrs. Carroll Nicholson is preparing a pupils recital to occur
early in December.

Mr. Emil Steinegger will teach piano in Oakland one day
each week during the coming year.

Tomorrow evening the cantata of "The Captive Maiden,"
the words and music by John Leechman, will have its first

public hearing, and will be reviewed here next week. The
soloists are Mrs. Orrin K. McMurray, Mrs. .J. S. Mills. Mr.
H. Pratt, Mr. Whitney Palache, Mr. T. P. Wilkes and Mr.
Craig S. Campbell. A chorus of twenty picked voices, all

under the direction of Mr. R. W. Lucy, organist of St. Mark's,
will complete the requirements. The performances is for the
benefit of the chancel fund of St. Mark's.

* * * .

Mine. .Jomelli, the soprano, is to sing at Ye Liberty on
Wednesday afternoon, the 17th. Her three San Francisco
concerts occur on the 12th, 14th and lOth at the Novelty
Theatre. It is sincerely to be hoped that Mr. Greenbaum's
efforts to present his artists in Oakland will be appreciated;
for unless such appreciation be extended, the concerts cannot
be given here.

For a considerable time Mr. Paul Steindorff has been con-
ducting a number of women singers in three-part choruses,
and the club has chosen the name. The Steindorff Ladies'
Trio. On last Saturday afternoon this club gave a musicale
at the home of Mrs. Frederick Stratton, herself a singer of

great charm. The program was enhanced by the artistic

playing of Miss Mary Sherwood, a young girl who has at-

tained remarkable skill upon the violoncello, having but re-

cently returned from a course with the famous Hekking in

London. This was the program: (a) The Nymphs of the
Wood (Delibes). (b) Come, My Love, to Me (Chaminade): A
Hongkong Romance (Henry Hadley), trio; Andante (Golter-

mann). Serenade (Victor Herbert), Miss Sherwood; Wan-
derer's Night Song (Dudley Buck), On Music's Wing (Mendels-
sohn), Dreams (Wagner), Nature's Resurrection (Woodman),
trio; Polonaise de Concert (Popper), Miss Sherwood; Sur la

Mer (D'Indy), trio.
* « *

Mr. Charles Dutton will present his talented piano pupil,

Mr. Ashley Pettis, in a recital tomorrow evening. My pres-

ence is promised at the performance of Mr. Leechman's can-
tata. I therefore cannot hear Mr. Pettis' very well arranged
program.

« * «

A studio centrally located in Oakland, and containing a
grand piano, is for rent for a few hours each week. Applica-
tion may be made to the writer of this department.

* * «

Mr. Horatio Cogswell is on the program for the concert
benefitting the Youths' Directory, given at the Novelty
Theatre tomorrow evening. He will sing "To One in Para-
dise," written especially for him by Mr. John Harraden
Pratt, and Cowen's "A Border Ballad."

* * *

Miss Mary Sherwood's violoncello playing at the testimonial
to Mr. Solano last Saturday evening delighted that old master
of the instrument exceedingly. "She is the real artist." said
Mr. Solano, in his appreciative foreign way. He also special-

ly enjoyed Mr. Adelstein's finished lute playing; all the
singers delighted him; and the playing of the violin quartet,
particularly of Rubinstein's Music of the Spheres, gave him
keen pleasure. And his younger colleagues were glad to
honor him.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.
-^v*-

Says Mrs. Blanche Rogers Lott in the Los Angeles Graphic;
Signor Lucchesi. who came to Los Angeles from Boston on
account of his health, is devoting himself to his opera, "Mar-
quis de Pompadour," besides busying himself with his classes.

Nothwithstanding the subject of his opera is French—he is

making it an English opera, and the libretto is being written
by Mrs. Florenz Richmond of San Francisco. Although
Italian by birth, Signor Lucchesi is very much Americanized,
and is desirous of assisting in the formation of an American
operatic repertoire. This work already has been taken up by
the directors of the New York Metropolitan Theatre, who
recognize the fact that Americans want to hear their operas
in their native tongue. They who have had the privilege of

hearing Signor Lucchesi's opera are enthusiastic over both
the music and the pretty story it evolves.

The Theatre de la Monnaie in Brussels, now includes two
Americans, Robert Moore and Harry Weldon, in its forces.

The American invasion of the foreign opera houses is no
longer merely feminine.

Mme. Cahier, the American contralto, has been re-engaged
for four years more at the Imperial Opera House in Vienna.
The three leading singers there are now Americans. Marie
Rappold, the American soprano who has been appearing in the
foreign cities, will sing there later as "guest."
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Have You Heard the New Victor
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RECORDS?
"Bird Waltz"
" I'raviata"
"Beggar Student"
"El Bolero Grande"
Nightingale Song from
Les Noces de Jeanette"

The Great Coloratura Soprano

llanrliarli l^all i>lu^to IntllituQ
F. W. BLANCHARD, Pres, and Mgr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller IMM^
TEACHER OF VOICE CULTURE AND SINGING

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz Mezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Tel. Homt 51485. 719 Ottowa St. near lOlh and Figueroa, Los Angeles, Cal.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss c»°fa"^t»

CONCERT- PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS-ORATORIO
Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Adolf WillhartitZ Teacher of Piano

332 So. Broadway Los Angeles

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

Concert Master of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

KRAUSS STRING QUARTETT
941 SV. I8Tir ST., JA>S. ANGKI>KS Phone :IIome a3IS^.->

Arnold Krauss

Harley Hamilton Conductor Los Angeles Symphony
Orchestra—Woman's Orchestra

VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR
320 Blanchard Hall Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

InstructorCharles E. Pemberton ^^i^i^

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

D P_,,l* TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
. D. r OUlin THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. P. Dupuy TENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR

Diredlor OrphfU! M.le Club. Bnar Brilh Choir. Trinity M. E. Church Choir
Y. M. C. A. Vocal Department and Euterpean Male Qjartelte

Studio: 3 1 1 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal

William Edson Strobridge ^i^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal

L. E. BEHYMER
Western Manager

Musical Artists

Main Office: LOS ANGELES, California

Booking Musical Attractions from Denver West, California

and the Southwest on GUARANTEES and PERCENTAGE

REPRESENTS THIS SEASON:

Madame Marcella Sembrich
Madame Schumann-Heink
Madame Frieda Langendorff
Madame Jeanne Jomelli

Madame Teresa Carreno
Miss Marie Nichols

Miss Tilly Koenen
Ellen Beach Yaw

Madelen Worden
Dr. Ludwig Wuellner

George Hamlin, Tenor
Fritz Kreisler, Violinist

Pepita Arriola, Pianist
The Flonzaley Quartette and the
Damrosch Orchestra, with Isadora

Duncan, Dancer, and other
Well Known Artists.

supplying also tme pacific coast artists:

Mackenzie Gordon
Antonio De Grassi
Anna Miller Wood

Dr. J. F. WOLLE in Organ Recitals
Univ. of California Glee Club

Georg Kruger, Pianist
IGNAZ Edouard Haroldi, Violinist

Mary Le Grand Reed, Soprano
Harry Lott, Baritone
Herr Arnold Krauss, Violinist

Helen Goff, Soprano
The Los Angeles Symphony Orches-

tra—77 Men.
The Woman's Symphony Orchestra—

63 Women.

Catering to the leading Music Clubs, Colleges,

Hotels, Women's Clubs, Private

Schools and Homes with

"THE BEST IN MUSIC"
And Playing Artists

Direct in the Leading Cities of the West

Especially Low Rates made to Music Clubs of California
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Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING

THE ALCAZAR'S NEW LEADING MAN.—The event of ira-

rortance at the Alcazar this week is the appearance of the

new leading man. .John Ince. Mr. Ince's appearance has been

made without any great flourish of trumpets or without any
wonderful rress-agent stories of enormous successes else-

where, which is a relief frorci the usual; let us hope that he

will make us wake up to the fact that we have drawn a real

prize in the theatrical lottery. Any leading man who comes
to the Alcazar is going to have a hard time of it after the

popularity of Bertram Lytell, and he will have to stand com-
parison with the handsome Bertram till his ability to flutter

the matinee hearts makes good for itself.

This week's play is not a fair test for him. It is a mighty
poor specimen of Clyde Pitch's work, this "Cowboy and the

Lady." It is often a subject of wonder the way Clyde Fitch

turned out plays after he became famous, but this play, which
he wrote for Nat Goodwin, looks very much to me as if it

were one that he had written before he had a reputation, and
that he dug down into his trunk for it when he received an

order for a new play.

The hero is a college-bred "dude" cowboy, in love with a

married lady, who has a blackguard of a husband. The hero

and the wife simultaneously discover each other in the room
with the corpse of the husband, who has been killed by a half-

breed for his gallantries with his sweetheart. Each suspects

the other, but the hero nobly avows his guilt. The last act is

the trial with the hero defending himself. Clyde Fitch cer-

tainly had his nerve with him to present such a trial scene

in an American court. It is a cross between that trial of

Mme. Steinheil now going on in France and the trial in

"Arrah-na-pogue." The best thing in it is when the hero

asks the widow on the witness stand If she loves him, and
being under oath, she has to tell the truth, and say yes.

That is a real Fitch touch.

But to return to Mr. Ince. He is not as handsome as Lytell,

but he is by no means bad looking, and he has a good broad-
shouldered look, and he carries himself in a hearty, manly
way that I believe is going to make a good impression. He
has a winning smile, that shows a row of good, white teeth,

an attractive voice and a look and a way of carrying his head
that reminds one very much of Henry Miller. In the dance-
hall scene he acts the clown altogether too much, but you
can't blame him for trying to make something out of this dis-

jointed, and in some places, tedious, play. Altogether, he
makes a very, very good impression, and when he gets the
real thing to do in love-making I am strongl yinclined to be-

real thing to do in love-making I am strongly inclined to be-

The rest of the company is as good as they always are.

Miss Vaughan's gown in one act was so swell that I invoked
feminine assistance to describe it. Here it is: a white satin

clinging gown, trimmed in gold and pearl passementerie, with
an apricot scarf, trimmed in swansdown, I pass on just what
that means, but it was simply great.

%%

LONDON NOTES.—The London correspondent of the New
York "Dramatic Mirror" writes as follows: "Four of the most
important plays of the present dramatic season are about to

be withdrawn. Sir Arthur Pinero's 'Mid-Channel' and the
adaptation of Madame X will cease at the St. .lames and the
Globe, respectively, next Friday evening. James Bernard's
Fugan's scholarly adaptation of Brieux's La Foi, False Gods.
to-wit, will be withdrawn from His Majesty's a few days later.

Important as these plays were, one cannot be surprised at

their brief runs. Mid-Channel, although written in Pinero's
best manner, is too brutally realistic, too lacking in human
sympathy, to enjoy a long life. Madame X, although, like

Mid-Channel, splendidly produced and magnificently acted, is

too uniformly sad and poignant—too wretched, in point of fact

—to please the general playgoer. False Gods was too much
of a theological treatise to suit the average public.

"I regret to add that withdrawal No. 4 is that of your fine

native-made drama. The Great Divide. This was acclaimed
rapturously by all the papers and by many playgoers. Sooth
to say, however, the extremely sad and deucedly obstinate
heroine did not suit English playgoing tastes. Henry Miller,

who has scored a tremendous personal histrionic success here,

presents The Servant in the House in place of The Great
Divide next Monday."

* * «

NEW THEATRE OPENS.—The opening exercises of the
New Theatre in New York took place last Saturday and Mon-
day, and according to the press dispatches, everything passed
off brilliantly. On Saturday afternoon, after an inspection of

the building, the guests, among whom were included a large
number of literary celebrities, capitalists, educators and other
prominent citizens, assembled in the auditorium, where the
builders turned over the keys of the building to the architects,

who in turn passed them over to .1. Pierpont Morgan as the
representative of the founders. The audience returned in the

evening to witness a full dress rehearsal of Shakespeare's
"Antony and Cleopatra," in which E. H. Sothern and .lulia

Marlowe played the title roles. On last Monday night the
New Theatre was opened to the public w-ith the Saturday
night production repeated, and according to the press there
was a tremendous demand for seats.

« * *

IVIISCELLANY.—Katherine Grey left New York last week
for San Francisco en route to Australia, where she will in-

augurate shortly after her arrival a starring tour under the
management of J. C. Williamson.—New York "Dramatic Mir-

ror."

Nance O'Neil returned to New York on the Teutonic last

Thursday after a four months' absence in Europe. Most of

Miss O'Neil's time abroad was spent in France and England.
She is in excellent health and ready for her new season in a

play which she has procured, but the name of which she
is not yet ready to make known.—New York "Dramatic Mir-

ror."

A writer in the New York "Sun" says that the first night

gatherings at plays in New York have ceased to be anything
more than a gathering of people to see the play just as on
any other night. He quotes a- theatrical manager, who ex-

.
plains this change in the first night from a social event to

one of no particular importance by, stating that it is due to

the frequent presenting of two or three plays of the same im-

portance on the same night.

In the same issue of the "Sun" another theatrical manager
is quoted as saying that all this talk about young women who
want to go on the stage, and who have such a hard time to

see the haughty manager, etc., etc., is all nonsense, and that

managers are constantly on the lookout for capable women.
He concludes as follows: "Ninety-nine out of a hundred
women who besiege the managers' offices for a chance to go
on the stage are what you might call sillies who really are

in nowise fitted for the stage, but merely imagine that they

are. Very many of them have looks, but they're manifestly
without their proper share of brains; they're wooden, flighty

or just plain inconsequential. A manager can't help seeing

just what they are and what they are capable of; but every
theatrical manager that I know gives a proper and infallibly

deferential hearing to all of them that have even an exterior

show of promise, solely for the reason that he doesn't want to

(Continued on Page 22.)
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloisl Firit Consresalional Church, Oakland

Concert, Oratorio arjj Recital Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Sludio:

I 333 Bay View Place, Berkeley, Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Sludio: 65 MacDonough BIdg. Tueiday and Friday

ROMEO FRICK
BARYTONE

Vocal Instrut^on After Foremcrft European Methods

30-31 Canning Block. 13th and Broadway, Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a 1468

FredericR Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles. Cal

RICHARD FERBER
Composer and Teacher Piano and Harmony

1350 O FARRELL ST. SAN FRANCISCO

MISS EDNA. MONTAGNE
(Pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldl)

XeacHer of Piano
Res. Sludio: 1218 Telegraph Ave.. Oakland, Cal.

Paul Steindorff

Studio. 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. "Walter "Witham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio:

1380 Sutter Street

Phone Franklin 2227

San Francisco, Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRA.NO

Vocal Instruction. Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1 304 Ellis Street

V^enceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts. Musicales, Ensemble and Inflrudlion

Tel. Park 5329. STUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST.

DELIA C GRIS'WOLD
Contralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Sludio, 845 Oak St.

HARALD PRACHT
BAR.ITONE.

Soloist Grace Church and Temple Israael

CONCERT and ORATORIO
1 123 Devisadeto St. Phones

;

^,"' "48
' West 207 I

Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged— Violin and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi. Assistant

Studio: 130 PRESIDIO AVE. SAN FRANCISCO

Mrs. William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Broderick St., San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Oratorio — Concert

Studio, 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 41 17

HERMAN PERLErT
Voice Culture ai\cl Piano

Studio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
Beginning witfi ihe Issue of October

2, 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-

partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-

tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical

performance of merit in San Francis-

co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-

portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-

partments are continued as usual,

while more attention is being paid

this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a

vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00; one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
Teacher of Singing

Tel. West 7279 2220 Webster St.. San Francisco

Miss Olive J. Tonks
Voice Culture

Studio: Room 35. Gaffney Bids.. 376 Sutter St.. Wednes-
days. Re».:265Parna5sus Ave. Tel. Park 4190. S. F.. C.I.

Alfred Cogswell
studio: 1531 Sutter, San Francisco, on 1 ociday
and Friday, and at 2119 Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday, Thursday and Saturday

Voi

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic iSoprax&o

"* '-M,''"" ,., . „ Concert and Oratorio
2240 California St.—Phone West 665'y

Mrs. Thoroug'hman
Voice Culture—Dramatic Sonrano

CONCERT—ORATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 1 09. 9

1 5 Van Ness Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

^"ifc ,'i"l SUTTER ST.. Monday, and Thursday..' At
Mill Valley. Keystone Building. Tuesday. Wednesday, Friday

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

1. Maple Hall. 14th and Webster St... Oakland
'"d Friday Phone Oakland 3453

EDNA MURRAY
Concerts Recitals Lessons

Address: . . . Ross, Marin County. Californii

LOUIS CRErPAUX
tMemher Paris Grand Opera)

Delbert Block, 943 Van Ness at O Farrell. Reception Hou.
I 1 :30 to I 2. and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday

Wednesday in Oakland. I 154 Brush Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Pianist and Teacher Organist of First Presbyterian Church)
Studio: Rooms 22-23 Alliance Building. San Jose. California.

Phone Brown 316

Musical Directory

PIANO

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1.321 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
2394th Avenue Telephone Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

MRS. ALICE MASON BARNETT
1298 Haight Street Phone Park 5831

MRS. RICHARD REES
817 Grove Street Phone Park 5175

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Bd'way.,Oak. Phone Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 420H

VIOLIN

HOTHER WISMER
2945 Fillmore St. Phone West 438

GILBERT REEK
1537 Fourth Avenue. Oakland.

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1813 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1834 Baker Street San Francisco

lave You Seen the NesA/-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO.?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It contains Elegance. Durability and Moderate Price. IJENJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Po^

San Francisco, Cal.
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overlook anything; lie doesn't want to take a chance on dis-

missing unseen and unheard the one hundredth girl who
really has something upon which to base her suspicion that

she ought to be on the stage."

GEORGE LASK IN TOWN.—George E. Lask is in town,

having come back to his home city as traveling manager for

Henry B. Hairis's company, now playing "The Traveling
Salesman" at the Van N'ess. All the morning papers last

Sunday had interviews with Eddie Foy, and all of them were
alike. I am sorry none of them thought of interviewing
George Lask. He has been to London and Paris since he left

here, and as he knows every angle of the theatrical business,

and knows everybody in it, he would have been much more
interesting than Eddie Foy. I had a talk with him in front

of the theatre one night, in which he was as interesting as he
always is, but it was interrupted so often by friends who
wanted to slap him on the back and shake hands that it was
too fragmentary to repeat any of it.

ORPHEUM.—That splendid actor, Edwin Stevens, will ap-

pear next week at the Orpheum in a comedietta entirely new
to us, entitled "A Busy Morning," which is said to be a capital

vehicle for the full display of his extraordinary ability and
versatility. Mr. Stevens will impersonate Reginald Da Capo,
a composer, and will be supported by that charming
comedienne, Tina Marshall, who will have the role of Bessie
Dale, his ward, This will be Mr. Stevens' first appearance
here since he took New York by storm as the star of the
Henry W. Savage production of "The Devil." The DeHaven
Sextette, with Sydney C. Gibson features in the dancing oper-

etta "The Understudy," will be a welcome incident of the
new program. Their stage setting is a pretty garden, in

which a fete is being held, and the six sprightly dancers and
Mr. Gibson frolic through the twenty minutes of the act with
great variety of songs and dances, the effect of which is en-

hanced by frequent changes of beautiful costumes.
Howard's Musical Ponies and Comedy Canines will be seen

in an act that is decidedly novel. Mr. Howard introduces four
magnificent Shetland ponies and a dozen prize winning dogs.

Their performance strongly appeals to both adults and chil-

dren, and is a striking instance of what can be accomplished
with the dumb creation by patience and kindness. Milt

Wood, "The Dancer with the Chair," is expected to be a dis-

tinct hit. Alone on the stage with a chair for a partner he
dances various old-fashioned, regulation, and many new steps

in a manner that never fails to excite enthusiasm. Mr. Wood
is the premier male dancer of vaudeville. Next week will be
the last of Lulu Mct'onnell and Grant Simpson, Bobby Pandur
and Brother, The Tempest and Sunshine Trio, and that stir-

ring military act, "Our Boys in Blue," which is nightly being
received with the most enthusiastic demonstrations of ap-

proval. A new series of motion pictures will terminate the
performance.

MANAGER HALL REFUSES "THIRD DEGREE."—The fol-

lowing extract from the Oakland Tribune shows that the

theatre-going public of Oakland begins to awake to the

imposition of the syndicate which finds it convenient to send
number three companies to the Pacific Coast at number one
admission prices;

Charles P. Hall, lessee of the Macdonough Theatre, who
has been ill at his rooms in the St. Mark's Hotel, is rapidly
recovering and will resume his duties in a few days. Mrs.
Hall, his wife, has been constantly at his side during his

illness.

Mr. Hall is anxious to be around again because he has a

large number of attractions coming to the Macdonough
Theatre this fall and winter. In fact, he has booked for

Oakland every leading attraction coming west.

It is announced that "The Third Degree" will not play in

Oakland and this fact is being advertised by the manager
of the company. The truth is that the Macdonough manage-
ment does not want "The Third Degree" because it is com-
posed of a third-rate company and is playing all the one-horse
towns in California. It has practically made a failure in San
Francisco, and will soon leave that city to play the small
towns. It was a frost in Chicago. The members of the
organization will be very lucky if they do not have to walk
back to New York.

CONCERT-DIRECTION M. H. HANSON, NEW YORK

... announces the first appearance on the Pacific Coast of ...

DR. LUDWIG WULLNER, the singer of German Lieder

with his accompanist, COENRAAD V. BOS

NOVEMBER—DECEMBER— 1 909

TILLY KOENEN, the Holland Contralto, with

her accompanist, BERNARD TABBERNAL

MARCH 19 10

The Coast Management of these distinguished artists has been entrusted to the cate of :

—

MR. WILLIAM L. GREENBAUM, San Francisco, Cal.

MR. L. E. BEHYMER, Los Angeles, Cal.

The MISSES STEERS & COMAN, Portland, Ore.
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The Soundest Piano Investment
The STEINWAY will outlast two other pianos, each of which will

cost you nearly as much-as a Steinway. No other piano can ap-

proach the Steinway in the satisfaction derived from its owner-
ship.

We can sell you other pianos—less expensive but thoroughly re-

liable. You will want a Steinway some day, however, and when
you do, we will take back the less expensive piano, allowing for it

the full purchase price paid us, anytime within three years from
date of original purchase.

Monthly payments on the Steinway or any of our pianos if

desired.

®l|p Utrtnr-lltrtrnla

The VICTOR-VICTROLA is the perfect musical instrument

—

absolutely accurate, noiseless in its mechanism, beautiful in its

cabinet and without the cumbersome horn.

The VICTOR-VICTROLA produces the sweetest and most wonder-

ful tones ever heard—positively natural and easily regulated in

volume.

Two Styles, $200 and $125

Sherman Way& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento. Fresno, San Jose. Stockton, Bakersfield. Santa Rosa.

Portland. Seattle. Spokane. Tacoma. Etc.
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MUSICAL CALENDAR 1909-10.

Marv Adele Case. Contralto Novelty Theatre. Nov. 19. 21
Dr. Ludwig WuUner Nov. 23. 25 and 2S
George Hamlin (American Tenor) Dec. 2. 5 and 7

Fritz Kreisler Dec. 12. 16 and 19
Lyric CJuartette Pop Concert Com. iu January
Marcella Sembrich Week of Jan. 9
Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday. Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Peplto .\rrlolo (the Spanish child Violinist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

CULTIVATING THE PUBLIC'S MUSICAL TASTE.

Thanks to tlie iiuiTed efforts of a miiiiber of proiui

ueiit iimsical people in Los Angeles, that foinnmuity
pt)ssesst»s now a ^lunitipal Band. snpi)orted bv the city

};overninent. and enabled to jrive that jionion of the

public which is nuable to pay for the privilege of hear-

iiift good music an o])portnnity to become familiar with
the better class of iiuisic, and thns cnltivate a higher

musical taste. We have always maintained that the

people at large are not vohintarily unmusical. There
exists iu every man or woman of normal mental eijuip-

inent a certain senliinent for the language of sound.
This sentiment as a rule lies dormant aucl will not be

awakened unless the individual is given an opportunity
to find out whether or not this jieculiar instinct is

sufficiently jiowerful to resjiond to outside iufiueuces.

Xo better illustration of the truth of our contention
may be cited than the fact that tlie masses responded
willingly to the charms of a Sousa March, the i^ues-

tionahle melodious lilt of a "coon song," and the cheap

swiug of the so called ptipular compositions. Xow,
anyone uncultivated in the beauties of tlie art of music
will naturally lean toward the simplest expositions of
the art. At' the same time the mere fact that anyone
possesses a distinct liking for music in any form shows
that thei-e is within him a natural inclination toward
musical expression. It is not, according to our way of
looking at things, tLe duty of the public to cultivate
this liking for music in such a manner as to differen-

tiate betwcH^u that which is good and that which is bad.
but we tlioroughly believe that it is the duty of the
jieople who know the dirt'ereiice to exercise their power
and inlluence toward making it possible for the people
who do not draw such distinction to find out for them-
selves what good mu.sic reallv consists of.

Hy this we do not mean to infer that the general
public should be educated iu music. This is an inipos

sibility. We simply desire to impress the reader with
the idea that the public must fii-st have an opportunity
to re|ieatedly ln-ar good music, and thus discover for

it.self its superiority over the bad music before it can
Ije expected to cnltivate a higher taste. That tliere is

already in existence an instinct anumg the nias.ses as
to the difference between good and bad music is amply
evidenced by ihe fact that the people soon tire of the
so-called popular songs. They ajiidaiid them for a
while. They whistle and play them for a while and
finally they throw them asitle to pick up another, which
shares the same fate, and so this fad goes along its

changeable path. (")n the other hand, when this same
portion of the public is made acf^uainted witli good
music and has become sufficiently familiar with it as
to recognize it when it is heard, no such thing as be-

coming tired of this music exists. \\'e need only cite

such compositions as the "liitermezzo" from "Caval-
leria Kusticaua," the "Lucia Sextet" or the "Rigoletto
Quartet" to prove the veracity of our statement. Xow
then, if the mas.ses are sufficiently endowed with
musical discriminaiion as to differentiate between the
chea]) compositions and the gootl works by becoming
soon tired of the former anil always being delighted

with the latter, we have here a natural condition

which is, to sa.v the least, favorable to the cultivation

of a higher musical taste.

Of cour.se the ])ublic will never enjoy music that

does not contain pleasing melody. Xo one, not eilu-

cated in music to a sufficient high degree to appreciate
technical ardiitectui-e. such as is achieved through the

study of theory, harmony and composition, can under
the widest stretch of iinagiuatiou like music without
melody. .\ud if anyone tells yon that they enjoy it

they ai-e either hypocrites who desire to be regarded
as something which they are not, or their imagination
is so vivid that they actually believe something that

does not exist, prtivided, however, that these i)eople

have not undergone a thorough technical course of

musical education. If one has studied music from
its severe technical aspect and has studied the art of

building and elaborating themes and musical ideas he
can take great tlelight in the mere architectural beauty
and technical development of a work, although it may
not ctiiitain excejitional melodic charm. But anyone
not thus thoroughly educated in tlie art of harmony
and composition can not enjoy a musical work without
melody. And we make this statement without any
resti'iction.

Having shown how and why musical taste among
the masses is inherent, we will proceed another step
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and show how it is ])ossil)le to create among these

masses a natnral taste lor fjood mnsic and a uatnral

ilislike tor had music, (iood mnsic mnst ))e heard re-

})eatedly hy tlie iniedncated person l)elore its melodic

beauties can have an opportunity to sink into the mind.

But the masses are not as a rule blessed with earthly

luxuries, nor have tliey at command sullicient monetary

resounes to expend financial enerjiy upon anythinjf

with which they are not familiar, simply because

someone tells tiieni that they ou^lit to do so. No one

likes to spend any money on anything unless they

actually are sufticiently interested to want it. A
workingman may give his diild a musical education,

but he does not do it because he thinks music will be

beneficial to such child; he only does it because he

wants his child to jHtssess the same advantages as the

child of his neighbor. And tliis, by the way, is the

reason why most children study music. The average

child does not jday Liszt Khaitsodies or Chopin Etudes

because it likes to play these woiks, but because it is

told that this is the only way in which to study music.

Nevertheless it must be conceded that a child should

have an opportunity to select its music after it has

become familiar with various kinds, and if it does not

select the classics, it should be permitted to play

simjjler works. And if such child is forced to play

the classics against its inclination it will never i)lay

them correctly, while it might play a few simple and

melodious works with a great deal of feeling and sen-

timent. And like the child, so the average member
of the public at large likes naturally enough good

music, but draws the line between the severe classics

and the easier form of musical expression.

Nothing complicated will ever appeal to jioiiular

taste. Melody is what the people want, and we can

not for the life of us see why the i)ublic can not be

musical without going into ecstacies over a dry tech-

nical work. The .Municii>al Hand scheme, now so suc-

cessful in IjOS Angeles, is one way to induce people to

cultivate a taste to listen to artists. In this way they

will become familiar with good music without having

to pay any money. Hy thus hearing good music fre-

cpiently they will draw com])arisons between this kind

of music and the so-called ])o]mlar music. We do not

hesitate to aftii-m that in the end they will select the

good music in jii-eference to the bad music. And hav-

ing become familiar with good music they will iu)t any
more be satisfied with the band interpretation, but will

gradually exjierience a desire to hear these works in-

terjireted by great artists and sym](hony orchestras.

They become gradually educated to a plane whereupon
rhey can discuss music in a comparatively intelligent

manner. And as soon as they become sufticiently in-

terested in music to discuss it, they involuntarily will

become sufficiently interested in the art to hear it in

its more perfected forms. There are many other ways
of cultivating the public's taste. Among these are the

talking machines, the player-pianos, and last, but by
no means least, the musical church services. But the

Municipal Band apjieals strongest to the masses, be-

cause it gives them an oi)portunity to cultivate a higher

taste without expeu.se.

By this we do not desire to be understood that we
believe in free concerts. That is to say, we are not in

favor of any musician who has ex])ended time, labor

and money upon a musical education, has traveled and
studied extensi\('ly and who has finally attained a

position of authority and artistic achievements, sliould

give his knowledge away without adequate remunera-

tion. ^Ve have no regard foi- a real artist who g(jes to

the (Jreek Theatre on a Sunday afternoon and sings

or plays for five thousiind ])eople without receiving

ade(piate remuneration. By thus acting he clieapens

his work, cheapens the art, and really does not accom-
plish anything, because his effort lacks .consistent

backing, ^^'e believe tliat the mas.ses who can not

afford to |iay foi' their musical entei'tainnient should

be given an o|)i)orlunity to culti\ate their taste, but

someone should ])ay the artists for their work. In the

case of the Municipal Band movement in Los Angeles,

it is the city government who puts up the money. In

tlie case of the I'ni\ersity of California and the Greek
Theatre, their should be someone who ought to pay
the artists who appear, or the wcjrk should be left in

the care of ])Upils who desire to gain exi)erieuce, but

under no condition should a jirofessional artist stoop

to throw away his talent, after years of tedious study
and liearta<-hes. \\'e do not believe iji the contention

that the achertisement of the event pays. If any ar-

tist who has sung at these free musicales at the Greek
Theatre can tell us of any financial benefit they have
derived directly from theii- appearance at the Greek
Theatre, we like to know it and then we ai-e perfectly

willing to confess our error and correct our statement
in these columns. But we can not cite a better proof

of the correctness of our assumption than l)y quoting
the experience of Adele \'erne. who played before five

thousand people, and soon afterwards at her concerts

in Berkeley and Oakland hardly fifty people were in

attendance. There was absolutely no advertising

value in this instance, and if Adele N'erne could not

receive advertising value from the (ireek Theatre no
one else can.

And so Los Angeles with its Municijial Band, under
the able le.idershij) of Harley Hamilton, who is also

director of the Los Angeles Symphony < >rchestra, will

certainly rapidly forge ahead as a musical community,
for the mas.ses of its population are presented with an
oi>portunity to cultivate a taste for the better class

of music. Now this movement was brought to a suc-

cessful conclusion by such men as L. E. Behymer,
Charles Farwell Edson, Ilarley Hamilton, Mr. Salyer,

Ed. (ieissler, James Slawsen and Mayor Alexander.
It was co-operation that did the work. That is the

great thing—CO-Ol'EKATI OX. If we had only seven

.such people in San Francisco who could be made to

work in unity toward one great purpose, there would
be no occasion to complain about the lack of an
adequate concert hall, of a permanent symphony or-

chestra, and of an opera house worthy of a city of

half a million inhabitants. Lo.s Angeles has a mag-
nificent edifice for an o])era house. It has a splendid
sympliony (U'chestra, and while it has not as yet a con-

cert hall Worthy of its importance, it still possesses
auditoriums far superior to anything San Francisco
can boast of. The reason for this is that it has people
who work together instead of fighting each other, that

these peojde have ideas which they discuss among each
other, and that these people, when they find that one
of their ideas is worth while, they i)ull together and
.see that it is executed and made useful. That is the

secret toward the attainment of a musical atmosphere.
Let once seven men like the ones mentioned here get

together and work shoulder to shoulder and stop
"knocking" in San Francisco and everyone will be
surprised to see how (piickly and how easily things
may be accomplished which are now impossible. The
public is perfectly willing to support a worthy cause,

biit someone must do the work, and evervone must
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work together for the oomnion good. No better illus-

tration can be quoted than the success of the recent

Portola Fe.stival, which was solely due to the co-

operation of several leading business men with execu-

tive faculty.

Whenever we find a movement of big musical im-

portance successful in Los Angeles we immediately

see the name of L. E. Hehymer right at the head of it.

Mr. Behymer. like you and ourselves, has possibly his

faults, but he possesses the grace of recognizing in

public print, and in his public expressions, the merit

L. E. BEHYMER
Impresario at Los Angeles and the Great Southwest.

of those who, like him, are willing to work for the

common good. We do not know, nor do we care to

know, what Jlr. Behymer may do privately. What
concerns us principally is what he does in public.

And here we desire to call your attention to tlie fact

that in mailing to this paper a program of the first

concert given by the Los Angeles Municipal Baud, Mr.
Behymer also mailed us the following letter: "We
have at last made good in one proposition in SoutJiern

California, after two years incessant labor on the part

of a dozen of the faithful, including Mr. Charley Ed-
son, Harley Hamilton, Mr. Salyer, Mr. Geisler of Bir-

kel's, Mayor Alexander, :Mr. James Slawsen and my-
self, and we have at last lauded a movement for a

municipal band, and the first council whose members

have had time to consider that music is of some con-
sequence and a drawing power for visitors, and have
taken up the matter and made an appropriation, has
brought about the result of this pi-ogram: Sacred
llarch, "The Beacon Light" ( Laurendeau ) ; "Pure as
Snow" (Lange); "First Heard Throbs" (Eilenberg)

;

Cornet Solo, Hosanna (Cranierl, Mr. Will E. Bates;
Scarf Dance from Calirhoe Ballet (Chaminade)

;

Parting March from Leuore Symphony ( Raff 1 ;

Mazurka. "la Gaviota" (Anietas) ; "Lo! My Shepherd
is Divine" (Haydn); Overture, "Die Frau Meisterin"
(Suppe) ; Valse Bleu (Margis). The appropriation
has been made and guaranteed. Mr. Hamilton has
secured most of the members of the Symphony Orches-
tra at a reasonable figure, and the Los Angeles Jluni-

cii)al Band has become a positive thing. The program,
as you will see, is of a high grade nature, and if you
could have seen the five thousand people present dur-
ing the afternoon and heard the applause of the best
numbers, you would understand that Los Angeles is be-

coming a musical city. No other town in America of
three hundred thousand inhabitants, that has grown so
fast that the taxpayers could not keep up with the ex
penditures, would have the nerve to make an added
demand for an ajipropriation to keep together a
municipal band, playing in the parks solely for the
education of our own public as well as the entei'tain

ment of our visitors."

Now, This is the way to talk. Mr. Behymer has no
personal interests financially or otherwise in this

.Municipal Band. Nevertheless, he went through every
town that owns a municipal l)aud in the East to study
this question for the benefit of his community. He
had to make the sacrifice of time and labor and missed
many an op])oi-tunity to look after his own business
interests duiing his ti'ij) East just to give his city the
benefit of his energy and exi)erieuce. This is the kind
of a man a community needs. Furthermore, in the
above letter Mr. Behymer gives credit to jteople whom
we know he has ]iersonal differences with. He does
not care about i)ersonal likes or dislikes in his public
character, but shows a broad spirit and liberal senti-

ment in giving credit to everyone, whether he has rea-

son to bear him resentment or not. We honor a man
like that and believe in giving him that recognition
which it is in our power to bestow. Mr. Behymer in

connection with the (Janiut Club and other elements
is now working toward the consummation of annual
Southern California Music Festivals, and if the .same
spirit prevails in this movement as that which pre-

vailed in the Municipal Band movement, there is

every evidence to sujipose that the Festival is as good
as accomplished. We gladly concede the value of such
an enthusiastic ally as Charles Farwell Edson and the
Gamut Club, but still we claim that these plans and
ideas would never have gi\en rise to the present spec-

ulations had not Mr. Behymer during the last few
years devoted his life to the musical cultivation of the
city of his adoption, and for this we desire to produce
his portrait in these editorial cohmms, overthrowing
thereby a [)recedent which we have never had iiny oc-

casion to reconsider.

Don't forget the Wullner Concert at the Novelty

Theatre next Tuesday evening.
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CRITICISM AS SHE IS "WROT" IN NEW YORK It

was uiy iutention lasl, week to finish the argument of the

stupidity of New Yorlc criticism at one sitting, but somehow
in proceeding along the lines of dissection I found that 1 was
compelled to consume more space than I could possibly afford

to use in one issue, and so my readers must have patience

with me again and permit me to conclude the relation of my
troubles in this issue. This proposition has really affected

my nerves and if I can not get it off my chest pretty soon I

am afraid it will affect my liver and this would be a calamity
which I could not afford to let loose on our California artists.

As my readers must well know, an artistic performance
should be viewed from two distinct points of view. One is

the technical aspect of a musical reading upon which no
difference of opinion can be possible, and the other is the

emotional or poetic phase of interpretation which may create

various impressions upon variously constituted people. When
we, therefore, find among several criticisms in important
newspapers decidedly opposed opinions in regard to fixed

technical facts we know that there is something wrong.

Critics may differ in matters of tempo, forte or piano singing,

deliberation or acceleration of phrasing and similar matters,

but there can not be two opinions about singing off pitch,

the character or timbre of a voice, the freshness or thread-

bareness of a vocal organ, the clean or "muddy" execution

of a colorature passage and similar technical factors. Never-

theless it will be seen from the following quotations there

does exist a difference of opinion among prominent New York
musical critics upon exactly such undisputabie technical

facts.

Says the critic of the Tribune about Madame Arral's sing-

ing: "The lady has a soprano voice w/hich is pleasing and of

fairly equable quality. It has had some training, too, and its

mistress gave evidence of the possession of stage routine

—

more evidence indeed than the best kind of an impression in

concert calls for. A bit of facial action is never amiss in a

song, whether dramatic or lyric and may seem almost essen-

tial in an operatic air; but gestures are disturbing in a con-

cert room." The critic of the New York Times said of the

same singer: "Madame Arral is evidently a singer of experi-

ence and routine, and her singing of these arias showed a

competent mastery of their most obvious demands. Her
voice is powerful and well under her command and she has

a certain amount of skill in the delivery of the florid passages

of the music. It is not a voice in the first freshness of youth,

nor of beautiful quality, nor is it one of many refinements of

shading and emotional coloring—refinements that can add
beauty and significance to fiorid singing when they are at

the disposal of a musically gifted singer. It has penetration

and carrying power and abundant sonority. Madame Arral's

experience enables her to make these things count to their

utmost."

The critic of the New Y''ork Press expressed himself as fol-

lows: "With the first tones she sang it became clear that

Madame Arral was an artist of experience, authority and re-

source. More than that, the ear detected immediately a

voice of much natural beauty, clear, vibrant and flexible. The
audience felt the charm of her personality and the sympath-
etic appeal of her voice. Her tones sounded fresh, limpid and
tenderly expressive. But these arial gyrations were not the

most impeccable features of her singing. Her trill, in fact,

was somewhat disappointing. Madame Arral has an unusual-

ly well equalized voice. Her lowest tones to be sure, are not

perfect. How could they be with so high a voice? But her

medium register is clear and resonant. It is her high tones,

however, up to E and above high C that stand out in bril-

liancy and power." The critic of the Evening Sun expressed
himself as follows: "The new coloraturist is a mature
singer who earned the applause that she received later on.

She sang many, many things, without tiring perceptibly, and
she sang with a voice handled like nothing In the world so

much as Wright's aeroplane. It soared, dipped and curvetted
under good control. It even did more and stood perfectly
still, suspended in mid-air on an occasional long note. As for
emotion, Mrs. Arral comprehended it, whether or not she may
feel it, and understanding she expresses it. It is a parlor
voice in its flexibility and tone range, yet not too small in
volume for the great hall." Charles Henry Melzer, of the
New York .\merican says: "Her voice has color and dram-
atic qualities. In the lower register it is warm and generous.
At the upper end il seems somewhat worn." And finally the
critic of the Evening World says: "Heralded as a colorature
soprano, she was essentially dramatic both in voice and man-
ner. Her runs and trills were effective, even though they
lacked something of clearness, and her high notes were taken
with a confidence that the result justified. Only the absence
of personal magnetism in her singing lempers the admiration
for her."

Now I guess this is enough to illustrate my point. The
critic of the Press speaks distinctly of the "charm of her
personality." while the critic of the Evening World empha-
sizes the "absence of personal magnetism." The critic of

the Tribune admires the "fairly equable quality," while the
critic of the New York Times, in a part of his criticism not
quoted above, deplores the fact that in "an equable poise of
the subtler resources of vocalization she is less at home,"
while the critic of the Press says she has "an unusually w^ell

equalized voice." Mr. Melzer of the American was pleased
to say that "her voice has dramatic qualities, in the lower
register it is warm and generous and at the upper end it

seems somewhat worn," while the critic of the New York
Press deplores the fact that the singer's "lowest notes, to be
sure, are not perfect, it is her high tones, however, that stand
out in brilliancy and power," and to this the same critic adds
naively, "Madame Arral has an unusually well equalized
voice." The critic of the Evening World says: "Heralded as
a colorature soprano, she was essentially dramatic," while the
critic of the Evening Sun thought she had a "parlor voice,"

and that she was a "coloraturist," and Melzer of the New
York American thought she had a voice of "color and dram-
atic qualities." The critic of the New York press states that
"her trill was somewhat disappointing," but the critic of the
Evening World thinks that "her trills were effective."

* * *

Now what are we to think of such criticism. These fellows

on the New York papers refuse to recognize our ability to

judge an artist for ourselves on this coast. When we like an
artist like we did Adele Verne and Blanche Arral they tell

US we were all wrong, but they tell it to us in such a way
that they do not agree among each other, that they differ in

the most vital technical points and by the very character of

their censure they prove definitely that they really do not
know what they are talking about. For instance, the critic

of the Press claims that Madame Arral was "an artist of ex-

perience, authority and resource," that her voice was of

"much natural beauty, clear, vibrant and flexible," that the
tones sounded "fresh, limpid and tenderly expressive," but
that her "trill was somewhat disappointing." In the name
of all that is reasonable how could her trill have been dis-

appointing when she is an artist like all that? In what was
the trill disappointing? How should it have sounded to

please the critic of the Press? These are pertinent ques-

tions that a critic of authority MUST answer. No capable
critic can make a deregatory remark without suggesting at

the same time a remedy. Any school child can go to work
and find fault, but to suggest improvement, that is the test

for a real critic.
* « *

The funniest of all these criticisms is the one by the critic

of the Evening Sun. Says he: "She sang with a voice han-
dled like nothing in the world so much as Wright's aero-

plane." This certainly is a unique way of handling the voice.

No doubt Madame Arral had a motor hidden beneath her
arms, or did she pedal her vocal aeroplane with her little

feet? The Sun critic affably admits that this vocal aeroplane
which he terms a "parlor voice," "soared, dipped and curvetted
under good control." We are glad to hear this, but somehow
the Sun critic's report makes us more "soar" than Madame
Arral's voice. Sometimes, according to the Sun critic's illum-

inating descriptive criticism, "it stood perfectly still sus-

pended in midair." What a beautiful effect Madame Arral
has acquired since we heard her last! When she sang here
and her voice "stood still" we couldn't hear her at all, and
still the Sun critic has discovered that this "parlor voice"

stood still "on an occasional long note." Surely the longer
we live the less we know! And to quote Kolb & Dill, "where
ignorance is a blessing it is foolish to be wise." To call

Madame Arral's dramatic colorature soprano a "parlor voice"
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is like calling a California redwood tree a parlor match. The

critic of the Evening World thinks he says something smart

when he dips his pencil into goose grease and scribbles:

"Only the absence of personal magnetism in her singing tem-

pers the admiration for her." There is no such thing as

personal magnetism in the act of singing. Personal mag-

netism is something entirely distinct and apart from singing.

A singer may have a great deal of persona! magnetism and

still be not a competent vocal artist. And on the hand hand, a

very magnetic or temperamental personality may not be

gifted with a real vocal genius. The act of singing is nothing

personal at all. It is simply a condition of spiritual rather

than personal characteristics. Madame Arral may or may
not have personal magnetism; but Madame Arral's singing

can not under any possible circumstance possess persona!

magnetism. But if I tried to tell these people who write their

criticisms in front of the Hotel Grenoble Bar how to criticize

an artist, I could use up every page in this paper and still

have lots to say.

THE FIRST JOMELLI CONCERT—On Friday evening.

November 12th. took place the ofhcial opening of the concert

season of 1!>09-10 with the debut of Madame Jeanne Jomelli

at the Novelty Theatre. The auspicious character of the

event was not emphasized by a large audience, although the

artist proved herself in every respect worthy of the homage
of the most fastidious lover of music. Here was again

demonstrated the lack of foresight on the part of the New
York manager. Thanks to the intelligent advertising cam-
paign now waged by M. H. Hansen, the aggressive and lib-

eral manager of Dr. Ludwig Wullner and Tilly Koenen, who
recognizes the musical public of the far West by appreciating

the advertising value of the Pacific Coast Musical Review, we
will be in a position to prove that proper and extensive an-

nouncements of artists by New York managers in a far

Western musical journal, in addition to the announcements
of local managers, will crowd the concert hall. While Man-
ager Greenbaum advertised Madame .lomelli extensively dur-

ing the time of her recitals and the time immediately pre-

ceding these recitals, the inadequate attendance proved one
of two things. Either the people were not interested in the

singr or the local advertising campaign, which extends vir-

tually through but one or two weeks, is not sufficient to

arouse the curiosity of the people in an artist.

We believe if Madame Jomelli's New York manager had
announced the artist a few weeks or months ahead in this

paper, and had used these columns copiously to acquaint the
people with the higli artistic character of his singer, apart
from the mere fact that she was a prima donna soprano of

the Manhattan Opera House, New York; if he had told us
the real character of the artist's voice, her refined declama-
tory powers and the deeper artistry that she exhibited, we are

certain that the attendance would have been much greater.

This paper began to talk of Dr. Wullner and his art nearly
a year ago, and it has kept up this campaign ever since.

Manager Hanson has repeatedly announced his artist in big
letters and supplied us with material that set forth in an
intelligent and comprehensive manner the details of the ar-

tistic faculties of that giant of vocal art. We have begun to

tell our readers about Tilly Koenen, the famous Dutch con-

tralto, several weeks ago, and will continue to do so until she
comes here. Manager Hansen, with the foresight of the real

impresario, is now announcing Tilly Koenen in this paper,
although she does not appear until March—four months
hence. Now, we will see whether our contention is correct
or not. Our people were no more acquainted a short time
ago with Dr. Wullner or Tilly Koenen than they were ac-

quainted with Madame Jomelli, and yet we venture to pre-

dict that both Dr. Wullner and Tilly Koenen will sing before
crowded houses. The proposition is simply this, that our
musical public must read about an artist week after week
and become thoroughly familiar with his or her merit, ere it

can arouse sufficient energy to visit a concert. We are per-

fectly willing to await the result of this advertising cam-
paign of Dr. Wullner and Tilly Koenen to prove the truth of

our conviction in this matter. It is all very well to say that
both Dr. Wullner and Tilly Koenen scored an immense
triumph in New York, and that consequently^ they will score
a triumph here, but it should not be forgotten that this fapt
would never have been thoroughly comprehended by our
musical public if the press, including this paper, had not con-
stantly reminded the people of this fact,

* * *

And so the negligence of her New York manager is re-

sponsible for Madame Jeanne Jomelli's failure to crowd the
houses in San Francisco. Here is an artist who should sing
before big audiences. She possesses a voice of remarkable
range and virile timbre. It is what might be called a high
dramatic soprano. The voice is warm and sonorous, es-

pecially lucious in the high register. It is well balanced,
correctly placed, used with artistic discretion, and while not
endowed with that mezzo quality of the Wagnerian dramatic
soprano, it is nevertheless a voice of a distinctly dramatic
character. It is a big voice. And being a voice of unusual
volume, it can only be gracefully handled by an artist of the
highest faculties. And such an artist Madame Jomelli surely
is. Her program was distinctly novel in many respects. She
gave us an aria from Massenet's "Thais," Bemberg's "Nymphs
and Sylvains," Cadman's "Indian Song," Schneider's "Flower
Rain," Chaminade's "L'Ete" and Worden's "Longing," nearly
all songs heard for the first time by a great artist in this

city, and being all songs not frequently seen upon a concert
program of the official season. The only two songs on the
first program with which we are very familiar were Schu-
bert's "Du hist die Ruh' " and Bach-Goudnod's "Ave Maria."

* * *

From this program it will be seen that Madame Jomelli
revealed decided, vocal versatility by presenting the lyric as
well as the dramatic school of vocal literature. That she was
thoroughly at home in both was demonstrated to the satis-

faction of all who are versed in these subjects. Only that
vocal artist can give complete satisfaction who can support
her voice with an intellectual background of artistic interpre-

tation. A vocal artist must impress an intelligent hearer
with the force of her ideas. And such an artist Madame
Jomelli surely is. In Miss Nichols the diva possesses an
assistant of superior musical faculties. In technic as well as
interpretative faculties the violinist exhibits tlie finesse of

a thoroughly cultivated player. A flexible, mellow tone,

backed by delicate sentiment, sums up the total of her musi-
cianship. She lacks perhaps what I might call for want of

a better expression a certain "masculinity" of tone, but that
after all it is not necessary as long as the artist interprets

the works with a certain artistic taste. Fred. Maurer, Jr., ac-

companied both the singer and the instrumentalist with that
artistic poise and sanity which combines to make him such
an ideal accompanist and such an apt observer of interpreta-

tive ethics.
ALFRED METZGER.

*v

RE-ORGANIZATION OF PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA—
On Tuesday evening, November yth, about thirty of the old

members of the Philharmonic Orchestra of San Francisco
assembled at the Moore building on O'Farrell street and pro-

ceeded to re-organize that exemplary body of musicians which
did such splendid work under the leadership of Fritz Scheel
a number of years ago. There are many people who contend
that during the last few years San Francisco has drifted away
from its old spirit and unity of purpose, that in latter days
organizations that used to flourish have disbanded and leave
the city in a rather unsettled musical condition. This may be
true to a certain extent, but it should not be forgotten that
while an orchestra here and a chamber music quartet there
may have temporarily ceased its activity, there are many
other movements in progress which were impossible years
ago. Take, for instance, the Bach Festivals and all the big
musical events at the Greek Theatre. The teacher's activity

has increased and our musical educational institutions have
considerably improved. And now the re-organization of the
Philharmonic Orchestra shows that in these circles there is

a tendency to return to the old state of affairs in addition
to the new movements now in progress.

The young men who are responsible for this splendid re-

organization could not have made a better choice than to se-

lect Paul Steindorff as their leader. Mr. Steindorff has had
thorough experience in the art of musical directing, possesses
a decidedly congenial nature, takes pride in an organization
that has entrusted him with its welfare, and is not one of
those musical autocrats who espouse a "rule or ruin policy."
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The young men who constitute the Philharmonic Orchestra

are engaged in business in this city, have cultivated music

as a matter of love and affection, and do not want to re-

hearse the finer works merely because of a desire to appear

in public, but because of a fixed purpose to gain pleasure

from playing together and studying these works by reason of

their beauty and their artistic merit. It is the educational

value that appeals to these young men rather than the

vanity to show themselves, and because of this seriousness

they are deserving of the hearty support of everyone gen-

uinely interested in the progress of musical culture. By
these remarks I do not desire to reflect upon other organiza-

tions of an amateur character. There is, for instance, the

Zech orchestra, consisting of young ladies and gentlemen,

anxious to study music and anxious to exhibit their efforts

before their friends, not because they desire to show off, but

simply because they want results from their studies and want
to see whether their time has been wasted or whether their

work counts for something. Thanks to the excellent train-

ing of Mr. Zech the artistic triumphs of this organization

testify to the usefulness of these studies. There is room for

a Zech Orchestra and a Philharmonic Orchestra in San
Francisco, and this paper will do its utmost to encourage
both.

* * *

Last Thursday evening a meeting was called by the tem-

porary secretary for the purpose of electing officers for the

ensuing year, but the result of this election could not be ob-

tained in time for publication in these columns. From pres-

ent appearances it is evident that the orchestra under Paul

Steindorff's splendid leadership will soon include sixty or

sixty-five members, who will endeavor to study the latest

compositions, as well as the well-known classics, and having
undertaken the cultivation of music upon a serious basis the

result of these studies will sooner or later become a matter
for public comment and public judgment.

THE BACH'S CHOIR WONDERFUL PROGRESS.—The
latest and most important news received from the Bach Choir

is the fact that a San Francisco section has been established,

which will begin rehearsals next Wednesday evening, Nov.

24th, at St. Paul's Episcopal Church, on California street, near

Fillmore. Now. if there is anyone residing in this city who
has time to devote to the study and cultivation of .lohann

Sebastian Bach's wonderful music, here is an opportunity that

can not, and should not, be missed. Let no one influence you
to consider this tremendous advantage in a belittling man-
ner! Whoever belittes this movement of the Bach Festival

or opposes it does so for personal reasons and not for reasons

of the public good. Dr. Wolle has devoted his life to the

exposition of this work. His heart and soul is in it. He
regards it with the fervor of a religious aspiration, and con-

sequently he inspires in all those whom he comes in contact

with, and who are in sympathy with him, an enthusiasm by
means of which the greatest artistic achievements are pos-

sible. Every rehearsal of each Bach Choir section is a les-

son. And a lesson that can not be learned anywhere else.

And this lesson in the correct interpretation of these im-

mense choral works presented in an intelligent manner by
one who is a master in its exposition, is given entirely free

to anyone willing to participate in it, and only requiring a

little expenditure of time and mental energy. Surely no one
who studies singing and desires actual practice in the art of

ensemble work can afford to stay away from such a golden
opportunity.

The material that has come into the Oakland section which
was organized a few weeks ago is eminently satisfactory.

There are excellent voices, whose possessors are thoroughly
in earnest regarding the responsibilities they have shouldered
by becoming members of the Bach Choir. While the mem-
bership is growing week after week, it seems that the tenor

and bass voices are not increasing in proportion to the so-

prano, alto and baritone voices. It is the usual story of the

men permitting themselves to be outclassed by the women
in regard to musical culture. But surely there must be some
male vocal students in Oakland and Berkeley who are willing

to take part in this magnificent festival and incidentally add
to their knowledge of a vocal repertoire of such magnitude as

the St. Mathews Passion Music and the B Minor Mass. If

they only could summon up sufficient interest to attend just

ONE rehearsal, we guarantee that they will never stay away
after that. There is a certain fascination about this music
and about the manner in which Dr. Wolle rehearses it that

cannot be resisted, and all we ask of those who see this

paper is just go to ONE rehearsal. The atmosphere pre-

valent at that rehearsal will do the rest.

Miss Lillian U. Clark, the energetic secretary of the Bach
Choir, is reporting gratifying progress in the associate mem-
bership list. There is a time limit set wherein it is possible
for people to become associate members by paying five dol-

lars and thus securing eight dollars' worth of seats for the
four concerts. Eventually all those people who do not at this
time take advantage of this opportunity will surely repent
it later on, when they simply will have to get those tickets
at the advanced price or run in danger of not getting any,
for as certain as we pen these words there will be thousands
of people turned away at the next Bach Festival, and it will

be such an improvement and such a wonderful artistic per-
formance that those who are not able to gain admittance will

regret it ever afterwards.

%%

AN UNINTENTIONAL OMISSION.—We desire to call at-

tention to the fact that in last week's report of the Albert
Rosenthal's concert there was omitted mention of Albert
Elkus' part in the concert. It is hardly necessary to point
out that this omission was unintentional, and was due mere-
ly to the fact that toward the end of time allowed for pre-

paring copy for this paper matters are rushed so fearfully

that omissions occur without attracting attention at the time.

This was one of these instances. Ordinarily it is the policy
of the paper to let bygones be bygones and explain these
matters personally to those who believe themselves injured.

In this manner the readers forget about it. But Mr. Elkus'
work was so satisfactory and he acquitted himself so credit-

ably that it would be an injustice to permit this matter to

remain as it is. We therefore desire to call attention to Mr.
Elkus' splendid ensemble playing, his fine control of the tech-

nical side of his duties, as well as his ready adjustment to

Mr. Rosenthal's individuality. He subdued his tone in a man-
ner that gave the cellist an opportunity to be heard at all

times and he followed the phrasing of the soloist with the
painstaking care of the true accompanist. It was an en-

semble performance of the finest character.

w
CHAMBER MUSIC AT CALIFORNIA CONSERVATORY—

The third of the series of chamber music concerts of the

California Conservatory of Music was given last Friday even-

ing in the Conservatory Hall, when Madame Eileen G'Moore,
a violinist of great ability, was presented as a member of the

faculty. Madame O'Moore comes to us bearing the highest

endorsement from such artists as Ysaye, Sevcik, and Walter
Damrosch. Her own artistic work, however, speaks for it-

self, and the conservatory is to be congratulated upon having
such a thorough artist on its staff. Madame O'Moore gave
three numbers of the program, beginning with the great con-

certo for violin by Paganini. From the first the audience was
held by her vital, dramatic phrasing, and a tone that was
always rich, clear and beautifully poised. The Adagio from
the Concerto No. 9, by Spohr, was full of sustained beauty,

and Sarasate's Zigeunerweissen was given with the full

glories of the Gypsy songs. Madame O'Moore's technique is

splendid, and her interpretation throughout is intelligent,

marked with balance and a fine sense of dramatic values.

* 4^ *

Mr. Genss' accompanying was faultless from a technical

point of view, but his evident dramatic individuality that

permeates all his work seemed unconsciously to infrinch upon
a more elastic and sympathetic background for the soloist;

at least, this is the opinion of one leaning toward a romantic
rather than a dramatic style of interpretation. Mr. Genss
opened the program with Schumann's "Faschingschwank in

Wien op. 2G," which he gave with great vitality and clearness,

essential in the interpretation of the big Schumann works,

but here also a more poetically inclined observer might pre-

fer a greater emphasis of the depths of romance and subtlety

which the composer of the carnival music understood so well

how to write, and which Mr. Genss does not seem to pene-

trate, not at least as one, like the writer, would like to have
it emphasized. But then opinions differ, and Mr. Genss'

dramatic reading of romantic passages may please a large

portion of the musical public.

Charles Bulotti sang very satisfactorily three German
songs, and responded to an encore with the Lament from
Pagliacci. If Mr. Bulotti could see his way clear to sing

with less restraint and more freedom he would add wonder-
fully to an otherwise pleasing voice of natural beauty and
sympathy. The canon by Rossini, as given by Misses Hazel

and Myrtle Wood and Miss Grace Brown, showed conscien-

tious effort.

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.
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During the third week of Oclol)er there were presented at

the Paris Operas "Faust." with Journet as Mephisto: "Thais,"
"Monna Vanna" and "Hamlet." with Mary Garden, who at-

tracts crowded houses at every performance, although the
critics seem to find a great deal of fault with her. During
the last week of October "Tannhauser" and "Rheingold" were
given. Among the principal Wagnerian singers are Van Dyck
and Journet.

* * *

The Colonne orchestra began its Sunday afternoon concerts
at the Chatalet in Paris on Sunday. October 17th. The pro-
gram consisted of the "Damnation of Faust." several of the
principal artists of the opera participating as soloists.
Edouard Colonne has announced his intention of retiring af-

ter forty years of incessant activity, and has selected as his
successor Gabriel Pierne. who has gained for himself a
prominent position among French orchestral conductors

* * *

Madame Emma Calve will give two concerts in Paris at
the Gaite Lyric, under the management of Albert Gutmann.
on November 23rd and 26th. These two events will form
the beginning of an extended tour through London. Berlin.
Vienna. Bucarest and other musical centers. Just to show
that the famous Carmen is still after the nimble dollar it is

announced that for a series of twenty concerts she is to
receive $20,000 dollars or possibly in English this might be
translated into "she is promised to receive $20,000."

* * *

Arthur Hartman is at present concertizing in Norway,
Sweden and Northern Europe. He expects to give fifty con-
certs in sixty, after which he will return to Paris to teach.

Marion Ivell, who is known to Pacific Coast music lovers
through her yssociation with W. H. Savage's English Grand
Opera Company, was engaged to sing with the Colonne
symphony orchestra on October 2oth and 26th.

* * *

The Carl Rosa Opera Company began a four weeks' en-
gagement at the Covent Garden. London, on October 18th.
The repertoire announced for this engagement w^as: "Lohen-
grin." "Faust." "Carmen." "Rigoletto." "Cavalleria Rusticana."
"Pagliacci," "Tannhauser" and "II Trovatore." All operas
are given in the English language, thank the Lord! But
among the orchestra may be found Frenchmen, Germans,
Hollanders. Italians. Russians. Flemish and one Turk. Sure-
ly if this is not an international orchestra nothing ever will
be.

Hubert Bath, a rising young composer, has just published
a new song cycle for soprano, mezzo, tenor and baritone
based upon the famous Ingolsby Legends. "The Jackdaw of
Rheims."

* * *

Richard Strauss' new opera "Elektra" was presented at the
Royal Opera in Berlin early in October for the first time
under the composer's own direction, it having formerly been
directed by Leo Blec^ The critics noted an improvement by
reason of the accelerated tempi taken by Strauss.

« • *

Hitherto we have always supposed that Col. Mapleson had
shaken the dust from this small world off his feet and was
managing harpists in the domain of St. Peter, but the follow-
ing paragraph from the Chicago Leader and Concert Goer
exposes our ignorance in a very rude manner, and we hardly
know how to forgive the correspondent : "The famous im-
presario. Col. Mapleson, is on the continent booking artists
for a tour in the United States and Canada, to take place
during the months of February and March. He has engaged
Madame Donalda. M. Seveilhac. Mme. Renee Chemel. the
violiniste. and Madame Auberlet. It is rumored that Colonel
Mapleson has found a marvelous tenor, a second Caruso, 'tis

said, but that is all that is known at present." So far there

IS evidently no boarder going with the rumor. But if Colonel
Mapleson on his American tour should visit Los Angeles we
would suggest to Ferris Hartman to play "Ship Ahoy" for
his benefit and give him something to worry about tor the
rest of his life.

* * *

Among the novelties to be presented by the Tonkunstler
Orchestra of Munich will be A Sketch for Cello and Orchestra
by Anton Orsic. Serenade in D op. 37 for orchestra by Hein-
rich G. Noren, and other works not new to Munich audiences
will include: "Das Trunkene Lied" (Oskar Fried) "Appal-
achia" (Friederich Delius), Petite Suite (Debussy),

The new^ symphony by Hugo Kaun will be played by the
symphony orchestras of Chicago, Dusseldorff, Bremen, Hagen
and Weimar during the present season,

"Bronislaw Huberman, the famous violinist, is engaged to
be married to Elsa Galafres, a popular actress of the Volks
Theatre in Vienna," says the Musical Courier. It is about
time Elsa changed her name.

Appearing only a few days apart the following violinists
will be heard in Berlin: Burmester. Ysaye, Von Vecsey (is
he still alive?—Ed.). Elman, Manen. Kubelik, Petchnikoff
Berber. Serato and Huberman. There are nearly enough
first fiddles for a symphony orchestra.

* * *

Says .Arthur Abell. Berlin correspondent of the Musical
Courier: "Willy Burmester will play at his first concert two
groups of novelties, including the old compositions for violin,
which he has discovered and arranged himself. He will also
be heard in the Bruch G minor concerto and in the Wienia-
wsky Faust Fantasie. Petchnikoff, in his concert on October
28 with the Philharmonic Orchestra, will play, among other
things, a new concerto by Elrich J. Wolff. Franz von Vec-
sey's program will include the Sibelius, the Vieuxtempts E
major and the Spohr eighth concertos. Arrigo Serato, the
Italian violinist, is to give a Bach program. He will play
the two concertos in E major and A minor with string or-
chestra, the sonata in E minor with figured bass for string
orchestra and organ, and further the adagio and fugue from
the G minor suite for violin alone, and the Chaconne. Ysaye
at his concert given with the Philharmonic Orchestra will
play for the first time in Berlin the Brahms concerto, which
he has recently added to his repertory."

Delma-Heide, Paris correspondent of the Musical Courier,
says: "Madame Rubinstein, the widow of the great com-
poser-pianist, has just died at Rome. Italy. Descendant of
a noble family, daughter of an officer of the Imperial Guard,
Mile. Vera Tschkuanoff married Antoine Rubinstein in 186S.
By this marriage there were three children, two sons who
pre-deceased their parents, and one daughter. Madame Schap-
ir. Since her husband's death Madame Rubinstein had lived
in Italy. She only returned to St. Petersburg four years ago
to be present at a presentation of "Nero" at the Marie
Theatre."

It is worth a musician's time to examine the Phonola artist
repertory as shown in the catalogue recently issued by the
Ludwig Hupfeld Company, in Leipsic. The most persistent
and industrious attendant upon concerts will confess that this
booklet offers opportunities for hearing master works that
might not be heard in concert within a lifetime. Before look-
ing into this compositional literature of the piano, it will be
observed that the world's representative virtuosi have come
to the Hupfeld rooms and played programs for exact repro-
duction on the Phonola, and on its more wonderful successor,
the Dea, which reproduces an interpretation all unattended by
an operator. These pianists have included Leopold Godow-
sky. Harold Bauer. Pugno, Busoni, Carreno, Emil Sauer, Er-
nesto Consolo, Dohnanyi, d'Albert, Myrtle Elvyn, Arthur
Friedheim, Gabrilowitsch, Gottfried Galston, Paula Hegner,
Josef Hofraann, the late Clotilde Kleeberg, Raoul Koczalski,
Lamond, Sofie Menter, Wanda Landowska, Max Pauer, Carl
Reinecke, the late Alfred Reisenauer, Ed. Risler. Wilhelm
Backhaus, Bertrand Roth, Saint-Saens. Sapelnikoff, Emerich
Stefaniai, Conrad Ans.orge. Josef Weiss, Michael Zadora,
Xaver Scharwenka, Arthur Schnabel. Alex. Scriabine. and a
number of distinguished composers, such as the late Eduard
Grieg, Max Bruch, Alfred Grunfeld. Gabriel Faure, Wilhelm
Kienzl, P, Mascagni, Gabriel Pierne, Ludwig Schytte, Felix
Weingartner and Joseph Wieniawski.

Don't forget the Wullner Concert at the Novelty Theatre

next Tuesday evening.
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New York. Nov. 6. 190!t.

Dear Editor: The cr.v is 'Still tliey come!" Last Sunday
afternoon Mine. Cadski gave her song recital to a very full

house, regarding the status of which the critics were some-

what at variance. They were equally so regarding the status

of the recital itself; but as the public seemed satisfied and
gave the artist full credit for what she did and appreciated

very heartily her willingness to respond to their exhorbitant

demands in the matter of encores, the two principals were
well satisfied. Some so-called criticism of the numbers of

the concert descended to banal personalities and should be

frowned upon by every true lover of music. Criticism in this

city is a wonderful thing!

Tilly Koenen gave a second recital at Mendelssohn Hall

and was heartily received. As a ballad singer she is about
the best that has been heard here this season, and is one of

the cleanest, neatest singers that have come ovr for a long

time. She will have a great success in this country if her

two receptions here count for anything. As the workmen
were held up for the time being at tlie building next door to

the hall, she was able to be heard to much better advantage
than at her first appearance.

Yolando Mero gave her piano recital, if it may be called

such, with the assistance, at least it was so announced, of

the Russian Symphony Society, but according to several of

the critics she would have been much better without them,
as the complaint was made that they drowned her out, and
they received very scant praise from the papers generally.

Perhaps, like grape nuts, "There's a reason." It seems ilke

there was only one orchestra in this city, but that's another
story. The artist had more or less success; mostly more ac-

cording to the public and less according to the critics, some
of them, but as it is the public who pays the piper, it seems
to the man up the tree as though she had all the best of it.

Blanche Arral's concert was changed to another date, the
16th. and now I am informed that Volpe has paid her to can-

cel the second so as to sing at her next appearance with his

orchestra at his first subscription concert. He must have
paid a prety good sum as all of her printing was out and
ready to go up. She will be a drawing card, as orders are
already in the office for seats for her next appearance.

Last Sunday evening I was informed that there was to be
a big concert at the Hearst rally, so decided to go. Having
two ladies and a side partner with me I had no idea that there
would be any trouble getting in the big Madison Square gar-

den, but before I was allowed to go through the lines there
were two double lines of police who stopped al! who had no
tickets, I had to be a reporter, musician, special envoy to the
speakers and finally district captain, but I finally got through.
There was a tremendous crowd there, who listened to the big
orchestra, there were one hundred and fifty of them, and then
to the singers, Mmes. Fornia and Fremstadt. Last week I

said that the opportunity had been offered to another artist.

who had declined with thanks, and I supposed the affair was
off, but other talent was secured and the big crowd enjoyed
itself. There was not much to the music, as there was too
much noise, and when the crowd found they could not hear,
they commenced to cheer the candidates with fervor. Taken
all around it was an unique affair.

Mme. Schumann Heink gave a concert this afternoon, I

should say a recital, at least she was to have given one. I

could not get there, but the indications yesterday were that
she would have a big house, and her reception would have
been equal to the house.

The opera singers are "arrive" and are busy telling how
glad they are to be here. After they have accumulated some

of ITncle Samuel's greenbacks they will flit hence and tell

how glad they are to get away. The big tenor with the

golden voice has just arrived, and there is no disguising the
fact that he has been living easily, as he has accumulated
fat. .Just plain fal. Probably after he has gone into train-

ing again it will disappear. The stormy petrel is leaving
France for this side and announces that she will become a

Catholic. Well, after all, who cares? That is something
that the general public, good old general, is not especially

interested in, and it had better be left to the conscience of

each individual just what they do with their souls, either

temperamental or otherwise.

I see by the papers that Herman Klein says that we are
benighted, simple folks who took not kindly to his preach-
ments in the matter of music. Also who cares? Because
Herman did not cut as wide a swath in the musical life of

New York as he thought he should is no reason to condemn
what he calls "America." New York is not "America." and
if you don't believe it go to Chicago and ask them if I am
not right. He said some very pertinent things and with
reason, but he should have stopped there and not condemned
us all because he was not appreciated. Perhaps if he had
paid the artists whom he induced to perform at his Sunday
"Pops," he might have got on better. The idea, while still

prevalent in New York to a large extent, that artists are only
appearing for the sake of "making a name for themselves," is

all right, but it pays no bills. Resin on your bow. Herman,
you are off the pitch!

THE PHILISTINE.

-^V-

Rachmaninoff sailed from Bremen on Tuesday last on the

steamer Kronprinzessin Cecilie, which is due in New York on
Tuesday. The famous Russian will open his tour at Smith
College, Northampton, on Wednesday, after which he will go
to Boston for rehearsals with the Boston Symphony Orches-
tra, playing his first concert with that organization in Phila-

delphia on Monday, the 8th. He will also play with them in

Baltimore on November 10 and on the 13th he will make his

first appearance in New York. In the week of November 15

he is to play with the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Hart-
ford. His first recital in Boston is on the 16th and he plays
with the Toronto Symphony on the 18th and on Saturday
afternoon, November 20, he will give his New York recital,

the programme of which is to include six of his famous pre-

ludes.
* ..- «

The first pair of Boston Symphony concerts to be given in

Carnegie Hall on Thursday evening, November 11, and Satur-

day afternoon, November 13, respectively. At the first con-

cert the soloist will be Charles Gilbert of the Manhattan
Opera Company. At the matinee concert Serge Rachman-
inoff, the famous Russian composer and pianist, will make his

first appearance as a soloist in New York. At each concert
Mr. Fiedler will present a novelty. On Thursday evening he
will play for the first time in New Y'ork Max Reger's Sym-
phonic Prologue to a Tragedy, opus 108. The other orches-

tral numbers will be Brahm's symphony in D major No. 2

and Richard Strauss's tone poem "Till Eulenspiegel's Merry
Pranks." On Saturday afternoon the novelty will be Green-
ville Bantock's overture "Pierrot of the Minute." which has
been played with great success in Boston. The other num-
bers on the programme will be Schumann's second symphony
in C major, Rachmaninoff's concerto No. 2 for pianoforte and
orchestra and Richard Strauss's tone poem "Don Juan."

* * *

It was the intention of Walter Damrosch to begin the sea-

son of Symphony Society of New York at the New Theatre,
but as that plan is not feasible owing to the elaborate prepa-

rations for the regular Monday night opening performance
there Mr. Damrosch has decided to give his first concert at

Carnegie Hall, as he has done for the last few years. It will

be on Sunday afternoon, November 7. The programme for

the first concert, besides the Elgar Symphony, played by Mr.
Damrosch last winter for the first time in this country, will

contain two compositions new to America. These are "A
Russian Song," Rimsky-Korsakoff, the basis for which is a
stirring folk song "The Towing Pole," of the general class of

folk songs know-n as working songs, sung by the laborers at

work, and the ballet music from the pantomime "Les petits

riens." The full programme for this concert, which will be
one of the most interesting Mr. Damrosch has ever given is

as follows: Symphony No. 1 (Elgar); Ballet Music from the
Pantomime "Les petits riens (Mozart) ; From Bohemia's For-

ests and Meadows (Smetana); Russian Song (Rimsky-Korsa-
koff).
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED!

Phones: Broadway 3923. Home 25721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

supervision ot such well-know instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Alfredo Wyld-Viteri, Juliet

von Stein, Hugo Kirchhofer, Robert Eckhardt.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

California Conservatory of Music
Incorporated September. 1907

Now occupies its magnificent new building on

147 Presidio Avenue
Between Washington and Jackson Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

(Jackson-Sutler St. car terminal in front of buildinj)

Largest Institution West of Chicago

DIRECTOR ;

HERMANN GENSS
General Manager: DR. ERNEST HORSTMANN

The faculty includes such artists as

:

MADAME EILEEN G'MOORE
HANS KONIG,
WALLACE A. SABIN,
G. JOLLAIN,
LOUIS NEWBAUER,
HENRY B. BAERMAN,
MRS. M. O'BRIEN,

MISS SETA STEWART
MISS CHARLOT HOPPERSTEAD
MISS ELIZABETH PRICE
MISS FLORENCE GUPPY. and others.

Departments for Beginners, Am?teurs and Professionals

Pupils received at all ti.Ties.

SEND FOR CATALOCb?

" San Francisco's Finest Recital Chamber "

Kohler & Chase Hall
OPENS DECEMBER 10, 1909

Located on the Second Floor of the new Kohler

& Chase Building, O'Farrell near Market Street

Seating Capacity 450

Fitted with ample Stage, Retiring Rooms and

Complete Heating and Ventilating Sysi.'^ms

Reservations now being made

For Afternoon and Evening Recitals. An
Attractive Rate of Rental has been made for the

Opening Season. Special Rates for Pupils'

Recitals :::::::
FITZPATRICK & NORWOOD

(LESSEES)

40 O'Farrell Street
Phone Kearny 5454

Office Hours: 9:30 to 12 A. M.

Sail Tropic Seas
include the

New York-New Orleans S. S. Line
in your ilinerery when planning your trip to

NEW YORK
Two sailings weekly between New Orleans and New
York. Costs you no more than (or an all rail trip

Elegant Accommodations, Suites of Private Bedroom.

Parlor and Bath; Staterooms, Library, Smoking

Room. Baths, Promenade Decks. Excellent Cuisine

RATES—By rail to New Orleans, Steamer thence to New York,

including meals and berth on steamer

First Cabin, $77.75, Round Trip, $144.40

Second Cabin, $67.75

Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot

Third and Townsend Sts. Depot
13 th and Franklin Sts., Oakland
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DR. WULLNER INTENSELY DRAMATIC.

His Elocution a Study—Facial Expression in Song—Fear,

Terror and Appealing Humor.

is attested by the clamor for Wullner dates throughout the
country, and the solid advance sales that greet each an-
nouncement of his appearance.

MISSES WESTGATE AND KNOWLAND GIVE HIAWATHA.
The habitual theatre-goer has found a new attraction to

laud, a new hero to worship, and the man of the moment is

Dr. Ludwig Wullner. His song recitals are really each num-
ber an intensely dramatic representation, and as a master of

moods, from grave to gay, from lively to severe. Dr. Wullner
has no peer on either the concert or dramatic stage today,

(iifted with the mobile mask that vividly portrays the feel-

ings within, Ludwig Wullner depicts to the eye as well as

to the ear all of the beauty, the mystery, the charm of the

poem and music of his selection. Like Genee among the

dancers, like Duse among actresses, Wullner stands alone

and supreme on the concert stage. He has a fine voice

—

albeit some critics have dubbed him "the voiceless singer"

—

flexible, pliant, resonant in his lighter numbers, and with an

awe-inspiring depth and force where the more intense pas-

sions are interpreted. Sympathetic qualities, too, are not

lacking.

But it is in the more dramatic of German lieder that Dr.

Wullner excels. One might almost say that he gives each

song in a tri-une manner; he sings it, he speaks it, he acts

it; and all the time the music seems but a beautiful frame
for the words to which we listen. Not that he gesticulates

to excess, trying for a pantomimic effect; nor is it that his

singing voice is compelled to depend upon the speaking voice

in order to produce the desired effect. It is the consummate
artistry of the man that grips and holds his audience; one

does not stop to ascertain just how it was that he did it, the

listeners are carried away out of themselves, and feel the

weird terror, the fear, the despair, the sorrow, or the joy and
hopefulness, the love and laughter of the song, just as the

singer wills.

For the actor, the playwright, the student of the drama. Dr.

Ludwig Wullner is at once a revelation and delight. A
revelation in that he shows us to what extent the human
voice and expression can play upon an audience; and a de-

light in that he can thrill an audience to an entire forgetting

of themselves.

Although Dr. Wullner was college professor for some four

years—his title is that of Doctor of Science—he confesses

that he never stepped on the lecture platform to address his

students without experiencing an attack of "stage fright";

and that it took all of his courage and self command to stand

there and deliver the lecture. What he has suffered from

stage fright he himself will never tell.

As leading man of that famous band of players, the Mein-

ingen Company, and he led them for eleven years of con-

spicuous success, he was constantly before the public, but

here too his Nemesis of stage fright still pursued him; and
although he throws himself into a part, makes the part and
lives in it for the time being, he is unable to overcome the

terror that invariably assails him on public appearance.

His American manager, M. H. Hanson, tells an amusing
story of the doctor's deslike to meet his public when he feels

that he is not in the mood to give them of his best. The
occasion was an evening appearance at Carnegie Hall last

season. At two o'clock in the afternoon Dr. Wullner in-

formed a representative of the management that he would
not sing that night. No reason was assigned for the refusal,

save that he could not. Panic-stricken, the representative

telephoned to Mr. Hanson. The manager informed the doc-

tor that it should be a point of honor for the singer not to

disappoint a public keyed up to a tremendous enthusiasm to

hear him; all of the evening papers were out announcing his

appearance and that the house had been sold out; in fact,

that not a seat was left, and even standing room was at a

premium. "Well, then get out extra editions of all those

papers stating that I shall not appear and send a copy to

everybody who has bought a ticket," ordered the singer, who
is delightfully unconscious of the tremendous machinery at-

tending the getting out of extra editions, and utterly ignorant
of expense. Mr. Hanson pretended to comply, and all fric-

tion being removed the singer was left in peace in his study,

and when the time came for him to appear he seemed to

have forgotten the refusal of the afternoon, and gave the

huge audience of his best and choicest that evening.
Dr. Wullner is by both nature and inclination the student,

For him only the things of the intellect and the imagination
exist. Of the countless details of business connected with
his tour he has not the faintest conception. All that con-

cerns him is his program, its selections, and his interpreta-

tion thereof. For him those things constitute life as he lives

it; and that his student-artistry is appreciated by his hearers

The Berkeley Courier, in a late issue, publishes the follow-
ing interesting account of a performance of the melodrama
of "Hiawatha," given on Tuesday evening, November 2nd, at
the Adelphian Hall, Alameda, under the auspices of the music
section of the Adelphian Club:
"Miss Elizabeth Westgate, pianist, and Miss Lucy Knowl-

and, reader, i^ave a liuly noble presentation of the melodrama
of 'Hiawatha' last Tuesday evening at Adelphian Hall, under
the auspices of the music section of the club, Mrs. C. A.
Bradford, curator. The pianoforte setting of Longfellow's
poem is by the late Mrs. Saidee Knowland Coe, and was that
gifted woman's final musical achievement. Mrs. Coe em-
ployed genuine Indian themes as motifs in her difficult and
remarkable work; and it. was played throughout with deep
sympathy and comprehension, and with fine touch and tech-
nique. Miss Westgate's days and evenings are so filled with
teaching and other musical duties, including composition, that
one wonders how she finds time to keep up such n fine tech-
nique. Miss Knowland, the sister of the composer, has a
beautiful, deep, musical speaking voice, of marvelous clear-
ness, and every word and syllable was distinctly heard by the
audience which filled every portion of the hall and gallery.
The reader was, naturally, in full sympathy with the work,
and made a splendid and moving picture of the 'Hiawatha'
poem.
"The Hon. J. R. Knowland, brother of the composer, gave

an outline of the scope of the melodrama, preparing the audi-
ence for its reception. The melodrama occupies about fifty

minutes, and the impressiveness of the final pages can
scarcely be imagined. Indeed, throughout its length the in-

terest never Rags, and holds the audience in thrall, as it were.
"Mrs. A. E. Nash, mezzo-soprano, and Mr. Stanley Ward

MacLewee, tenor, sang four songs harmonized from Indian
themes by Charles Wakefield Cadman. Mrs. Nash has an
artistic way of singing, and has a fine presence. Mr. Mac-
Lewee's voice is a beautiful one, and his singing gave the
greatest pleasure. He has that rare quality, a pure and love-
ly tenor, and much magnetism. Society turned out in full

force to hear the program, consistently Indian from first to
last."

ROSENTHAL AND ELKUS IN SACRAMENTO.

The Saturday Club opened the season October 9th with Mr.
Albert Rosenthal, cellist, and Mr. Albert Elkus, pianist. Both
are young men, in the early twenties, and both have taken
many degrees in Lodge of Artistic Music, and I do not know
quite which I enjoyed the most. The tragedy of the race is

voiced in its music, and the instrument that gives greatest
vent to it, next to the human voice, is the cello. What is'

there in that deep, vibration of the cello strings that calls so
clearly to most of us? And when the subtle appeal is

sounded by the hand of a master (if only a young one) it is

irresistible.

Mr. Rosenthal's tone is sure, smooth, vibrant and true. His
interpretations of the different writers will mature, for he
has the true musical instinct, aided by intelligent study, and
cannot stray far from the path. But, alack and alas! when
he used the mute, in the "Linda de Chamounix." number, a
street sweeper outside the hall chose that particular moment
to rasp past with his scraper! We ought to be impervious
to such things, but we're not! It only emphasizes the crying
necessity of a real music hall in our city.

It is seldom that a soloist of the fame and ability of Mr.
Albert Elkus can subordinate his solo liberties, and be a
decent accompanist. I was surprised and delighted with Mr.
Elkus in this respect. His accompaniments were a joy and
delight; never in evidence and always present. Reminded
me of a well dressed lady who strikes you as being beau-
tifully dressed though you can't describe a single article of
her attire. Mr. Elkus' touch was as light and dainty as
could be, and it seemed all the more remarkable when we
remember the power he can use when necessary. I did not
know he was an accompanist, but were he to devote himself
to that branch of his art, there are no roads that he could
not travel. His support of the soloist was excellent and all

that could be desired.

The president and di'ectors of the Saturday Club are put-
ting us under a deep debt of obligation in bringing to us
the best there is i"-! the way of artists, and if the opening
concert is a samjile -f what is coming, we shall have a fine

season.—The Sacramento Weekly and Alta California,
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WILLIAM F. ZECH, musical director

ch Orcheflra Rehearses Every Monday Evenins

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

^-n-THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
B REVIEW is now preparing a large and

^U handsomely illustrated New Year's Edition

which will be published on Saturday, December

25th. 1909. Besides containing a Retrospective

Review of San Francisco's Musical Life since

April 18, 1906, the paper will contain special ar-

ticles about Los Angeles Musicians and Cali-

fornia Musical Clubs.

^-rrTHOSE who do not advertise regularly in

I this paper will find the Holiday Number of

^2} the "Pacific Coast Musical Review" an ideal

Advertising Medium as it will consist of an edi-

tion of not less than Ten Thousand Copies.

^-rr REGUL.\R advertisers in this paper who
I have Annual Contracts are entitled to a

^l\ complimentary article containing 200 words

each; and if they pay for cuts at the rate of 15c

a square inch such article may be illustrated

with picture; the cut not to exceed 3x4 inches

(two dollars). Regular advertisers desiring to

take advantage of this complimentary write-up

and picture should send in their requests and

copy before December 1st. After that date no

write-ups can be accepted.

SINGLE COPIES OF THE HOLIDAY
NUMBER WILL BE 25 CENTS

Send copies away to friends and show them

what California is doing for Music.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE TiOUILLET. T>ean. SAN JOSE, CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages of literary studies dee of charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jos© Cal Iforn la

N^m ®rph^«m
O'fARREIL STREET
Between Stockton and Powell

Phone Douglas 70

SafMt and Most MagniliMiit Theatre in America.

Week Beginning This Sunday Afternoon—MATINEE EVERY DAY
ARTISTIC VAUDEVILLE

.John B. Hyraer and Company of Ten in "The Devil and
Tom Walker"; Ben Walch in Italian and Hebrew Charac-

ters: Vittoria and Giorgetta; Katchen Loisset and her

Mimic Dog "Honey"; Dehaven Sextet with Sydney C.

Gibson: Howard's Musical Shetlands and Comedy Canines:
Milt Wood; New Orpheum Motion Pictures. Last Week.
Edwin Stevens, aided by Tina Marshall, presenting "An
Evening With Dickens."

Evening Pricei: lOc. 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Se.ts $1.00

Matinee Prices: (Elicepl Sundays and Holidays) lOc, 25c, 50c.

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDON
TKN O R

om the rudiments of tone fi

highest 6nish and Complelion o/ Pukli

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
S«udio: 2832 Jackson St.

By Appointment Only
Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN

Joaquin S. Wanrell

Voice Culture for Singing and Speaking

Concert, Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

BASSO
CANTANTE

VOICE CULTUt^ AND OPERATIC TRAINING
Perfe<5l Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's. Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory o( Music

VOICE PRODUCTION, PIANO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABUSHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Qasses in French. German. Musical History and Sight Reading in progress. Prictice

lessons with ipecially coached accompanists may be »tianged for—also by non-student>

of the school. Studio, 818 Grove St., near rillmorc. Tel. Park 1069.
In Berkeley Tuesday. 2521 Regent St. Tel. BerlteUy 3677. Thursday at Sndl
Seminary.

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church, Alameda

Suite: 32 Macdonough BIdg., Oakland Home Studio, 1117 Paru St. Alameda

Telephone Alameda 155

The Beringer
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.

Eftablished 1896

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),

Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

FREID R. J. RAU
Pacific Coa»t Agent for

HAWKES & SON
London, England

High-Grade Band Instruments
Bargains in Second-Hand Instrument*

170 PAGE ST., SAN FRANCISCO Phone Market 5513

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

Phone WEST 5972 E. S. BONELLI, Director

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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WILL L. GREENBAUM^S ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE WULLNER PROGRAMS.

Never before in the history of music in this city have such
wonderful offerings of song been presented to our teachers,
students and music lovers as on the programs of Dr. Ludwig
Wullner. Each program is replete with works of the very
greatest importance, and who can afford to miss them? Just
think! Manager Greenbaum has offered season tickets for
as low as $2.25, and for that sura you can hear Wullner and
his equally great accompanist, Coenraad V. Bos, in no less
than SIXTY-ONE GREAT NUMBERS, not to mention the
probable encores. We take pleasure in printing in full the
three entire programs. Have you ever seen similar offerings?

Program Tuesday Night, Nov. 23.

Der Wanderer P. Schubert
Du liebst mich nicht F. Schubert
Der Doppelganger P. Schubert
Erlkonig F. Schubert
Die Taubenpost P. Schubert
Die Forelle F. Schubert
Alinde P. Schubert
Eifersucht and Stolz F. Schubert
Das Lied im Grunen P. Schubert
Der Musensohn F. Schubert
Auf dem Kirchhofe Job. Brahms
Verrat Job. Brahms
Fussreise Hugo Wolf
Der Gartner .• Hugo Wolf
Das Lied des Steinklopfers Richard Strauss
Cacilie Richard Strauss
Mit Myrthen und Rosen R. Schumann
Der Soldat R. Schumann
Waldesgesprach R. Schumann
Die beiden Grenadiers R. Schumann

Program for Friday Evening, Nov. 26.

Nachtstuck (Mayrhofer) F. Schubert
Der Kreuzzug (iLeitner) F. Schubert
Gruppe aus dem Tartarus (Schiller) F. Schubert
Prometheus (Goethe) P. Schubert
Liebesbotschaft (Rellstab) F. Schubert
Das Lied im Grunen (Reil), by request P. Schubert
Kein Haus, keine Heimat (Halm) Joh. Brahms
Minnelied (Holty) loh. Brahms
Auftrage (L'Egru), by request R. Schumann
Fruhlingsnacht (Eichendorff) R. Schumann
Anakreons Grab (Goethe) Hugo Wolf
Das Standchen (Eichendorff) Hugo Wolf
Der Freund tEichendorff) Hugo Wolf
Lied vom Winde (Morike) Hugo Wolf
Der Feuerreiter (Morike) Hugo Wolf
Drei Wanderer (Busse) H. Hermann
Ein Weib (Heine), by request .• Chr. Sinding
Sehnsucht (Liliencron) Richard Strauss
Heimliche Aufforderung (Mackay) Richard Strauss
Die beiden Grenadiere (Heine), by request R. Schumann

* * *

Program for Sunday Afternoon, Nov. 28.

An die Leyer (Nach Anakreon) F. Schubert
Die Krahe (W. Muller) P. Schubert
Die Post (W. Muller) P. Schubert
Die Stadt (Heine) p. Schubert
Der Atlas (Heine) p. Schubert

Drei Balladen:
Die Lauer (Mickiewicz) Lowe
Der getreue Eckart (Goethe) Lowe
Hochzeitslied (Goethe) ..Lowe

Auch kleine Dinge (Aus dem Ital.) Hugo Wolf
Ein Standchen euch zu bringen (Aus d. Ital) Hugo Wolf
Wenn du zu den Blumen gehst (Aus d. Span) Hugo Wolf
Auf dem grunen Balkon (Aus d. Span) Hugo Wolf
In einer grossen Stadt (Liliencron) Oskar Posa
Der Handkuss (Liliencron) Oskar Posa
Pierrette (G. Falke) Kurt Schindler
Ich hatt' einmal ein Schatzchen (G. Palke) Kurt Schindler

Morgan (Mackay) Richard Straus
Nachtgang (O. J. Bierbaum) Richard Strauss

Befreit (Dehmal) Richard Strauss
Fruhlingsfeier (Heine) Richard Strauss
Cacilie (Hart) Richard Strauss
The concerts will be given at the Novelty Theatre, corner

of O'Farrell and Steiner streets, the acoustics of which are
perfect, as was demonstrated at the Jomelli and Case con-

certs. The box ofTlce is now open at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s.

where you can get complete copies of the programs. Will the
place be big enough to liold the crowds?

WULLNER IN OAKLAND.

On account of changes in the plans of Wullner's tour his

concert in Oakland must be given a week earlier than orig-

inally planned. Next Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 24, is the
date for the event at Ye Liberty Playhouse, and the program
will be a repetition of the great one to be given at the open-
ing concert here. Seats are on sale at Ye Liberty Playhouse
box office, and the concert will commence at 3:15 to accom-
modate the many students and teachers in Berkeley and Ala-

meda. Don't forget—WULLNER IN OAKLAND NEXT
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 24, a little after

3 o'clock.

MARY ADELE CASE'S LAST CONCERT.

This Sunday afternoon, at the Novelty Theatre, Miss Mary
Adele Case, the magnificent contralto, will give her last con-

cert. Here is the splendid program that will be offered:

(a) Aufenthalt (Schubert), (b) Standchen (Schubert), (c) Im
Herbst iFranz); Aria, Ah! Mon Fils (Le Prophete). (Meyer-
beer); (a) Nuages (de Minrka) (Georges), (b) L'Esclave (by
request), (Lalo); Piano Solo, Caprice Espagnol (Moszkowski)

;

O! Rest in the Lord (Elijah), (Mendelssohn); (a) Three
Shadows (Campbell TiptonI, (b) Gae to Sleep (Fisher), (c)

Requiem (Homer), (d) May Day (Walthew); "Abide With
Me" (Liddle).
Seats will be on sale at the box office of the theatre after

10 a. m. Sunday, and the phone number is West 199. Miss
Case will certainly rapidly rise to a place of eminence in the
world of music, for such voices are like the proverbial visits

of the angels.

GEORGE HAMLIN, THE GREAT AMERICAN TENOR.

At last we are to hear George Hamlin, the American tenor,

who after popularizing the Richard Strauss songs in this

country, announced his intention of giving Strauss recitals in

Berlin. People thought him mad, but he went and with what
results the world of music knows. Never has a lieder singer
met with more success than this American achieved in Berlin.

Recitals by tenors are very infrequent, and outside of Mac-
kenzie Gordon's concert we have had absolutely none in this

city for many years, excepting perhaps a few of our talented
young pupils. Hamlin will give our music lovers a feast of
songs that they will not soon forget.

With Mr. Hamlin as accompanist will be Edwin Schneider,
the eminent composer-pianist, whose song, "Flower Rain,"
was greatly admired at the Jomelli concerts. Hamlin's dates
are Thursday, Dec. 2, Sunday afternoon, Dec. 5. and Tuesday
night, Dec. 7. On Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 8, the artist

will give a recital in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse.

FRITZ KREISLER CONCERTS.

Commencing Sunday afternoon, December 12, the great
master of the violin, Fritz Kreisler, will give a series of con-
certs in this city and one in Oakland. With this attraction
Manager Greenbaum will finish the year of 1909. Welcome
1910, with Mine. Senibricli, Schumann-Heink, Therese Carreno,
Myrtle Elvyn, Tilly Koenen, Pepito Arriola, the Flonzaley
Quartette and Walter Damrosch's Orchestra, not to forget our
own Lyric String Quartette and the great American violinist.

Mine. Maud Powell.

DON'T FORGET THAT BY SIMPLY DROPPING A POS-
TAL, WITH YOUR ADDRESS ON IT, TO WILL. L. GREEN-
BAUM'S OFFICE, 101 POST STREET, YOU CAN HAVE
PROGRAMS OF ALL THE BIG MUSICAL EVENTS MAILED
TO YOU WITHOUT ANY CHARGE.
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The Most Beautiful Piano

Store in America
Above is showu a pliutu ouiiraviujr of our big uew store. It is couceded by the whole music world

to be the best, and the most perfectly appointed home of any bouse in the world. The picture shows

but a part of our main floor and a portion only of the grejat stock of more than fifty grand pianos—

a

stock live times larger than is carried by any other house on the ("oast. Just at this time about five

hundred pianos of leading makes are shown ; a display which is worth your time to see.

Twenty specially built rooms are occupied by our great stock, making the opportunity for compari-

S(tn better than is offered at any other store, while in price and finish every individual purse and taste

may be .satisfied.

Our uew talking machine department on the Sutter street side surpas.ses in point of location, airi-

ne.ss, convenience, comfort, and especially in the magnitude of its stock, and the courteous service

offered, any similar department in the We.st. All the finest in Talking Machines, and all the latest

records all the time is the motto, and it's lived up to.

The Wiley B. Allen Co.
Wiley B. Allen Building, 135-153 Kearney and 217-225 Sutter Streets.

Oakland: 510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington.

Other Stores—Los Angeles, Sacramento, San -Jose, San I)iego, Stockton. Phoenix. Ariz., Reno. Nev..

Portland. Ore.
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. SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST.

Jack E. Hillnian, tlie young baritone who left for the Kast

a short time ago, is now residing in Brooklyn. He has met a

number of prominent musical people who have taken quite

an interest in him, and among these are David Bispham,
Frank La Forge and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Eddy. On Dec.

I'd Mr. Hillman is lo give a concert at Mendelssohn Hall,

New York, in conjunction with two other California artists,

namely, Mrs. Beatrice Priest Fine, soprano; ,June Reed, violin-

ist, and Miss Wolverton, accompanist. Mr. Hillnian attended

the following concerts recently: David Bispham, George
Hamlin, Fritz Kreisler, Blanche Arral, .Johanna Gadski and
Tilly Koenen. He also attended the popular opera season at

the Manhattan Opera House and claims that Margaret Sylva,

Madame D'Alvarez and Zerola were the stars. As we have
suspected for some time New York, like Europe, has acquired

the indifference regarding singing oft pitch, and Mr. Hillman
says, "there seems to be a tendency for all singers to deviate

from the pitch in concert work, Madame Gadski was the

exception. Her program contained twenty-two songs, and
she sang fifteen encores, including repetitions, and deserved
the ovation she received. Tilly Koenen has a glorious voice,

but is more of a mezzo than contralto." In making his ex-

ceptions, Mr, Hillman no doubt forgot about Madame Arral,

for if we remember rightly, this singing in pitch was one of

her principle virtues,

A newcomer in San Francisco is Madame Kaethe Pieczonka
Walker, a solo violoncellist of international experience. She
has appeared throughout Germany in concert, and had the

honor of playing before the Queen of England, Madame
Walker is a European by birth and education, has resided in

Tacoma of late, and expects to locate in California provided
opportunities are afforded her to appear in concert, Madame
Walker asked the editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review
for advice regarding the possibilities of success in concert
work, and he very frankly explained the conditions that make
it very discouraging for a newcomer, or even an old resident,

to make a living by means of concert work. The artist stated

that she had been told that San Francisco was particularly

a musical center and that it was easy to secure concert
engagements. All she had to do was to come, see and con-

quer. Madame Walker was somewhat disappointed when we
were compelled to deny the glory of our reputation, and when
we advised her to stay here and give lessons and thus be-

come acquainted she thought she would rather give concerts
than give lessons. Madame Walker expects to remain a
month in this city, and see whether the case is quite as

hopeless as we painted it, and if she finds conditions un-

favorable to concert performances, she will go to Los An-
geles for a while. We really would only be too happy if we
could give newcomers of a certain reputation more encour-
agement in the matter of concert appearances.

* * *

Frederic Stevenson, the distinguished composer, who re-

sides in Los Angeles, was kind enough to inform us that a
recent comment on his works appearing in the columns of

this paper has been directly responsible for the sale of a
large number of his compositions. We have investigated

as to those of our musicians who are able to recognize the

merit of Mr. Stevenson's choral works and found to our de-

light that one of them is none other than Mrs. Grace Davis
Northrup, the leader of the Eurydice Club of Oakland. We
always knew that Mrs. Northrup had a fine sense of dis-

crimination and the selection for her chorus of Mr. Steven-
son's "Viennese Serenade" simply proves that our assumption
of Mrs. Northrup's musicianship has been justified. It may
interest Mrs. Northrup to know that Harrison Wild of Chi-

cago has selected this very work for his first Mendelssohn
Club concert, and has pronounced the work "perfectly en-

trancing." A judgment from a man like Mr. Wild is both
authoritative and final.

The latest monthly musical service at the First Congrega-
tional Church, under the direction of Samuel D, Mayer, con-
sisted of a memorial to Dudley Buck, who died on October
6th last. The program included; Organ Prelude; Choir, "The
Lord's Prayer"; Te Deura, "Festival in E flat" (Buck);
Tenor Solo, "Fear Not, Ye O Israel"; Contralto Solo, "O
Savior of the World," and Bass Solo, ".Judge Me, O God"
(Buck); Offertory, "In the Night shall my Song be of Him"
(Buck); Choir, "Lead Kindly Light" (Buck); Organ Postlude;
Rev. George C. Adams had selected for his address on this

occasion as a topic, "Life and Work of Dudley Buck." The
soloists of the First Congregational Church Choir are: Mrs.
B. M. Stich, soprano; Mrs. Elsie Arden Brickell, contralto;
Charles L. Goetting, tenor, and Louis A. Larsen. bass.

Miss Adele Verne has recently given ten recitals in Mexico
with great success, and then started for a tour as far as
Yucatan. She played in Vera Cruz in one recital and was
Immediately engaged for two more, which she expects to give
upon her return from Havana, where she was at the end of

October. After her Vera Cruz recital Miss Verne went to

Xalapa, where she appeared in three concerts, and was
greeted with great enthusiasm, half of the town coming to

say farewell upon her departure, and many people giving
her presents. Governor Dehosa of Vera Cruz lives at Xalapa
and he was most interested in Miss Verne's recitals. He at-

tended each one and applauded with much vigor, so that all

the audience did likewise. At Miss Verne's last recital in

Xalapa there had been hung up a huge blackboard facing

the piano with these words written on it; "All people of

Xalapa are sorry to see you leave.—Farewell." The governor
also presented her with a very interesting old coin, dated
1814, of the State of Chiapas, from the time of the War of

Independence.
After the Xalapa recitals Miss Verne and her two managers,

Messrs La Haie and David, took the boat from Vera Cruz to

Merida Yucatan, and arrived there two days later (October
9th). Miss Verrfe gave four recitals there and had a bril-

liant success. The first two recitals were given in a sort

of club-room and the last two in the Theatre, which was
packed each time, seating not less than two thousand per-

sons. On October 2;jrd, Miss Verne left Merida and arrived

in Havana on October 2.5th. The young piano virtuosa ex-

pects to remain in Havana about three weeks.
* * «

Through some misunderstanding, the program of the violin

recital given by Mary Pasmore has been kept over until this

issue. The concert took place on Thursday evening, October
28th at Century Club Hall, and was artistically a success.

Miss Pasmore was assisted by her sister Mary, pianiste, and
the program consisted of the following selections; La Folia

—

Variations Serieuses (Corelli-Leonard) ; Chaconne (Bach);
Concerto in G Minor, op. 26 (Bruch»; (a) Berceuse (Faure),

(b) Scherzo Tarantelle (Wieniawski).
* * *

Miss Olive J. Tonks, contralto, announces that she is pre-

pared to fill engagements for musicales, club programs and
concerts. Miss Tonks has recently arrived in San Francisco
upon a visit to friends, and during her stay she was induced
to locate here. She is an excellent musician, having resided

for a number of years in New York and having been very
successful in concert work as well as teaching. She studied

repertoire with Madame Louise Finkel and Frank Damrosch.
She will receive pupils for voice culture, special attention

being given to breathing and diction. Her hours are Wednes-
days from two to five, at 376 Sutter street. Room 35.

Benj. J. Moore has resigned his position in the First Presby-
terian Church in San Jose to fill the position of organist at

the Berkeley Presbyterian Church. In his new environment
Mr. Moore will continue his organ recitals which he had
hitherto carried on with so much success in San Jose. Mr.

Moore is one of Hugo Mansfeldt's pupils and his time apart

from his services at the church is already well monopolized
by a large class of pupils, including fifty-eight students a

week.
* * *

Mrs. Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss, of Los Angeles, is beginning
to be very busy with the advance of the season. She gave
the Persian Garden in Pomona on November 18th. On
December 18th the brilliant contralto will sing in a new song
cycle by Shapleigh entitled "Romance of the Year" for the

Ebell Club, on which occasion this composition will be pre-

sented for the first time in America. On December 4th Mrs.

Dreyfuss will sing another one of Shapleigh's song cycles en-

titled "Raven," for the Dominant Club. On December .5th

this very popular eantatrice will appear at the Elks Memorial
in San Bernardino, and other engagements the dates of which
are about to be decided will be added to the above list.

Two of Mrs. Dreyfuss' pupils—Mrs. Nina Ward and .Miss

Alice Cone—gave a unique program of the history of song
writers in America and some of their characteristics. The
recital consisted of a reading and illustration. Miss Cone
read the paper while Mrs. Ward sang the songs. The fol-

lowing eight Los Angeles composers were represented upon
the program: Mr. Chase, Mr. Stevenson. Mr. Earle, Mrs.
Jamison, Miss Zerba, Miss Freebey, Miss Lockhart and Miss
Pikey. This recital was given on November 11th before the
Compton Club in Los Angeles, and is to be repeated for

several of the out-of-town clubs.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per 'Vear.
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MAUD FAY ENGAGED FOR METROPOLITAN.

California Prima Donna Has Signed a Contract to Begin at

the Close of Munich Engagement.

(From the San Francisco Chronicle of November 13th.)

Without even going through the formality of singing a note.

Miss iMaud Fay. San Francisco's famous singer, has been en-

gaged by the Metropolitan Opera Company of New York for

three years, beginning with the expiration of her contract

with the Court Theatre at Munich, in 1912.

News of the honor which has come to the California prima
donna was received in this city yesterday. The engagement
of Miss Fay was made by Antone Dipple, of the Metropolitan

Company, and the contract was signed by Miss Fay just pre-

vious to her departure from New York for Germany last

Tuesday.
Miss Fay's engagement was made entirely on the strength

of the reputation which she made at Munich, as she con-

tracted a severe cold on her trip from this city to New York,

and was not able to sing there. It had been planned that

Miss Fay was to open the New Theatre in New York last

week, but she was prevented from so doing because of her
cold.

Miss Fay's engagement by the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany comes to her at the age of 27. an honor with which
few prima donnas have been favored. She can boast the
additional hofior that Impresario Oscar Hammerstein was a

keen competitor for the possession of her voice for the Man-
hattan Opera Company, and the Court Theatre at Munich
offered her flattering inducements to renew her contract ther>'

in 1912.

^ougltg ®I)patrp
O'Farrell

and

Steiner Sts.

MARY ADELE CASE
CONTRALTO

Assisted by F. M. Biggerstaff, Pianist

This Sunday Aft.,Nov.21gt, at 2:30

Seats $ 1 .50 and $ 1 .00 at Sherman. Clay & Go's

Sunday after 10 a.m. at Theater. Phone West 199

Dr. LUDWIG

-^WULLNER
Song Interpreter

—AND—

COENRAAD V. BOS, Pianist

Next Tuesday and Friday Nights, Nov. 23-26

Sunday Afternoon, November 28

Seats $2.00, $1.50, $1.00

Season Tickets, $4.50, $3.00, $2.25

Now ready at Sherman. Clay & Go's, where the complete

programs are obtainable

WULLNER in Oakland
Next Wednesday Afternoon, Nov. 24

YE LIBERTY PLAYHOUSE

Coming: GEORGE HAMLIN—Tenor

The Great

Bach Festival

Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. : : : : :

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are mvited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1 522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND
SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.
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Oakland, Nov. 16.

Mr. .lohn Leechmau was fortunate that the first public per-

formance of bis biblical cantata, "The Captive Maiden," was
in such excellent care. Mr. Roscoe W. Lucy, organist of St.

Mark's, Berkeley, conducted the presentation, and played the
piano part in such a way as to bring out all the beauties it

possessed. As soloists there were Mrs. Orrin Kip McMurray,
Mrs. J. S. Mills, Mr. Howard E. Pratt, Mr. Whitney Palache,
Mr. T. P. Wickes and Mr. Craig C. Campbell; also sang a
chorus of sixteen others. Every word was distinctly heard
by the audience, not only of the solos, but of the choruses,
a matter for which praise should without doubt be given to

Mr. Lucy.
Wilkens Hali in Berkeley contained an audience of about

two hundred, I should judge, and the attention seemed excel-

lent. The cantata is in three parts, and the arrangement of

the program enabled persons, hearing it for the first time,
to follow perfectly the course of the narrative. As it turned
out. however, this was almost unnecessary, owing to the
clearness of the enunciation before mentioned. Mr. Leech-
man's treatment of the subject is at all times appropriate.
never descending to the trivial, but sustained throughout in

a dignified style. Some of the solos are capable of—and re-

ceived—dramatic execution; and in the choruses this was also

especially true. With a little pruning here and there—in-

evitable, so far as I know, after the first performance of any
extended piece of work—the value of the cantata will be en-

hanced.
* * *

A furnished studio centrally located in Oakland, and con-

taining a grand piano, is for rent for a few hours each week.
Application may be made to the writer of this department.

* * *

Mr. Percy A. R. Dow announces a series of Afternoons of

Song by his pupils, assisted by violin pupils of Mr. Alexander
Stewart, and by violoncello pupils of Mr. Arthur Weiss.
The recitals will occur at Maple Hall, Oakland, the first

on November 26th, the day after Thanksgiving. Mrs.
Josephine Caverly, contralto, and Mr. August J. Carson, tenor,

will sing, and Miss Sidney Miller and Miss Carrie Bright will

play violin solos. The second recital will take place the fol-

lowing week, and will be duly announced. The afternoons
are complimentary to the friends of the pupils.

Musical events of the Adelphian Club for the remainder of
this month are as follows: Tuesday, the 16th, a paper by
Mrs. C. H. Smith on Caro Roma, before the music history
section; Friday, the 19th and 26th, the choral section re-

hearsals.
* * *

Mr. E. D. Crandall presented his pupil, Mrs. Irene C. Noir
Schutz, at a studio recital last Wednesday evening. Mrs.
Schutz was assisted by Mr. Ernest McCandlish, tenor, and
Miss Fern Frost, accompanist, in the following program : A
Song of May (Hubert Bath), At Twilight (Nevin), Love's
Barcarolle (German), Dormivi (Scontrino), In the Great Un-
known (d'Hardelot), Mrs. Schutz; Song Cycle from the Prin-
cess (Whelpley), Mr. McCandlish; The Green is on the Grass
Again (Charles Willeby), My Dear Soul (Wilfred Sanderson),
If I Could Know (Elizabeth Westgate), O Mio Fernand (Doni-
zetti). Mrs. Schutz; Possession (Clough-Leister), Mr. Mc-
Candlish; May Morning (Charles Fonteyn Manney), Love
Song (Brahms), My Love is Green (Brahms), Mrs. Schutz.

Mrs. Schutz has a noble, dramatic soprano voice, big and
sombre in the lower register, and brilliant in the higher; she
possesses temperament, and that other good gift which
Marches! says is the greatest of all—the one indispensable
equipment—for a singer. Her work has been of late, ap-
parently, in gaining command of her voice all through, as
we say, and much has been accomplished. With so very
valuable an organ in possession, Mrs. Schutz should be
able to achieve almost anything she wills.

Mr. McCandlish sang extremely well, and Mr. Whelpley's

Princess Cycle shows great advance over his earlier setting
of verses from Maud. Particularly, O Swallow, Swallow Fly-
ing South, seemed on real wings; though, as to that, it

would appear impossible that Mr. Foote's setting of that
could be surpassed foi- the effect of swift flight it gives.

Miss Frost accompanied splendidly, giving always the right
support, and suiting herself to the mood of the singers.
•Mr. Crandall plans to present a number of his pupils soon

in selections from well-known operas, employing solos, duos,
trios, quartets and, I believe, the sextet from Lucia.

Miss Estelle Franklin Gray left last week for the East,
after spending several months here. This young violinist

played at the last Orpheus concert, and proved advancement
during her year in New York.

* * *

Teachers of music on this side would find themselves en-
joying—if musicians were ever as guilty as they are said to

be of so unworthy a trait—the fine studio building recently
erected in San Francisco by a firm of piano dealers. Teach-
ers of music are welcome in only one central building in

Oakland, and are themselves obliged to have done such
"deadening" of doors and walls as is necessary, and then to
pretend not to hear what sound manages to creep through.
A request for a room to be used as a music studio in any of
the fine, modern, steam-heated, electric-lighted bank buildings
is met by a firm but perhaps pitying refusal. One enjoys
teaching better than anything else one does, perhaps, but he
does not relish being looked upon as an outcast from pro-
fessional society when he, with his best air, makes a per-
fectly innocent request of the agent of a convenient office

building. A capitalist willing to erect a building, on even
one floor of which musicians might ply their not nefarioue
trade unmolested and unmolesting, would receive the thanks
and dollars of the profession.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.
**

Miss Edna Murray of Oakland played for the Forum Club
of this city on Wednesday. November 10th, with great success.

VON STEIN ACADEMY'S EXPANSION.

The daily papers of Los Angeles devoted considerable space
lately to the fact that the Von Stein Academy of Music has
acquired property recently, and has announced to erect a

three story building on the same. Work has already begun
on the site and there is every reason to believe that within
a few months' time the Von Stein Academy of Music of Los
Angeles will have the enviable distinction of possessing the
only large building devoted exclusively for conservatory pur-
poses, and especially built for such a purpose In the far

West. No doubt Mr. von Stein will take advantage of his
opportunity and reserve room for a recital hall of sufficient

seating capacity to house a large audience. Several hundred
thousand dollars will be expended upon the property and
building, and when complete this edifice will not only be a
ci'edit to the institution and its officers, but it will be a monu-
ment representative of the art of music of which not only
Southern California, but the entire Pacific Coast, may look
with pride. We sincerely congratulate Heinrich von Stein
upon his enterprise and wish him that success which such
tenacity and ambition deserve.

TO LOS ANGELES READERS.

Owing to the rapid succession of musical happenings of
great importance to the entire Pacific Coast, the Los Angeles
department was somewhat curtailed during the last two
weeks, but we have reserved all the news at hand and will
publish same in the next issue.

%%
Victor Herbert is not without rivals for the honors of com-

position in his own orchestra. It is on record that several of
its members have at various times written music that was
sufficiently meritorious for public performance, and while this
music has not always made its appeal successfully in the
strictly modern sense it has earned the generous indorsement
of so good a musician as Mr. Herbert. The latest work of
this nature is called an "Episodio Amoroso" and comes from
the pen of Henry Burck, one of the first violins of the orches-
tra and a musician of thorough capabilities. This will be
played for the first time at the Herbert concert to-night at
the New York Theatre.

Don't forget the Wullner Concert at the Novelty Theatre

next Tuesday evening.
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Have You Heard the New Victor

A I
RECORDS?

A VV*0 I
"^"'^ Waltz"

/^l I rtl "Iraviata"
* ** * *^* "Beggar Sfudent"

4..,..H.»»^.»»4.
"El Bolero Grande
Nightingale Song from

'Les Noces de Jeanette"

The Great Coloratura Soprano

llanrliar^ ?4aU §tuiJtn Iml^inn
F. W. BLANCHARD, Prw. and Msr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller UMi
TEACHER OF VOICE CULTURE AND SINGING

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building. Los Angeles. Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz Mezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Tel. Home 5M85 719 Ottowa St. near lOth and Figueroa. Los Angeles. Ca

ContraltoEstelle Heartt Dreyfuss
CONCERT- PURPOSE PROGRAM REC1TAL.S-ORATORIO

Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles. Cal.

Adolf Willhartitz I^^^*i^L^L_P!iB2

Room 626 Majestic Theatre Bldg. Lo. Angeles. Cal

VIOUN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

Concert Master of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

KRAUSS STRING QUARTETT
nil \V. ISTII S;t., I><)S ANGKI.KS l»hone:llome -itilST.-)

Arnold Krauss

Harley Hamilton
VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR

320 Blanchard Hall Building.

Conductor Los Angeles Symphon
Orchestra—Woman's Orchestra

Los .Angeles. Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton vioUn instructor

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

D D^.,1* TENOR—VOICE CULTUFIE and
. D. r OUlin THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club. Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. P. Dupuy TENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR

Direilor Orpheus Male Club. Bnar Brith Choir, Trimly M. E. Church Choir
Y. M. C. A- Vocal Department and Euterpean Male Qyartette

Studio: 311 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^i^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.

L. E. BEHYMER
Western Manager

Musical Artists

Main Office: LOS ANGELES, California

Booking Musical Attractions from Denver West, California

and the Southwest on GUARANTEES and PERCENTAGE

REPRESENTS THIS SEASON:

Madame Marcella Sembrich
Madame Schumann-Heink
Madame Frieda Langendorff
Madame Jeanne Jomelli

Madame Teresa Carreno
Miss Marie Nichols

Miss Tilly Koenen
Ellen Beach Yaw

Madelen Worden
Dr. Ludwig Wuellner

George Hamlin, Tenor
Fritz Kreisler, Violinist

Pepita Arriola, Pianist
The Flonzaley Quartette and the
Damrosch Orchestra, with Isadora

Duncan, Dancer, and other
Well Known Artists.

SUPPLYING ALSO THE PACIfIC COAST ARTISTS:

Mackenzie Gordon
Antonio De Grassi
Anna Miller Wood

Dr. J. F. WOLLE in Organ Recitals
Univ. of California Glee Club

Georg Kruger, Pianist
IGNAZ Edouard Haroldi, Violinist

Mary Le Grand Reed, Soprano
Harry Lott, Baritone
Herr Arnold Krauss, Violinist

Helen Goff, Soprano
The Los Angeles Symphony Orches-

tra—77 Men.
The Woman's Symphony Orchestra—

63 Women.

Catering to the leading Music Clubs, Colleges,

Hotels, Women's Clubs, Private

Schools and Homes with

"THE BEST IN MUSIC"
And Playing Artists

Direct in the Leading Cities of the West

Especially Low Rates made to Music Clubs of California
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Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING

"MR. HOPKINSON" AT THE VALENCIA—The last hilar-

ious comedy at the Valencia was "Going Some," so typically

American in its humor that no doubt an English audience

would vote it a bore, simply because it would be outside of

its experience. This "Mr. Hopkinson" is as typically English

in its humor as the other was American, but judging from
the roars of laughter, it tickles our humorous nature as much
as the native product—in fact, it is a play that makes you
seriously ciuestion the prevalent American belief that the

English have no sense of humor.
Hopkinson is what the English call a "bounder," he is a

"Clark," or a book-keeper, one of the lower middle "clahss."

who suddenly comes into a great fortune. Some of the no-

bility fasten on to him as a good thing to be exploited and

married off to a "nob" who needs the money, and they pro-

ceed to do him good and plenty. "Hoppy" isn't such a good

thing as he looks and the efforts to separate him from his

money are very funny.

It is all so very, very English, don't you know—no, that's

wrong, "don't you know" seems to have passed out of use

and when we imitate them now we'll have to say instead,

"Eh! What?" It is so English that one can't help contrast-

ing "Hoppy" with an American in the same circumstances.

"Hoppy" is hopelessly plebeian to the end, and when his af-

fianced "nob" or "nob-ess" runs away with some one else

just before the marriage it seems quite logical for him to

return to his old life and his shop-girl sweetheart. Imagine

any American with four hundred thousand dollars a year sud-

denly thrust on him and not rising to the opportunity. This

same kind of a story with an American instead of the hope-

less "Hoppy" would show him in the end able to hold his own
with any one.

A while ago at the Valencia Mr. George Fawcett, in his

curtain speech, said that San Francisco is a city that knows
good acting. It you think you are one of those who help to

make up this reputation you will miss a great opportunity if

you don't see this portrayal of the title role by Dallas Wel-

ford.

His whole make-up and attitude from his commonplace
head and insignificant features, to his plebeian turned-in feet,

his high-riding neck-band, his handkerchief sticking out of his

pocket, and his boutonniere and his slaughtering of the "h's"

give an effect that as a character impersonation is a work of

art, and the way he acts the part is about as delightful a

piece of comedy as you have ever seen. How in the world
can he get red in the face the way he does? He is sitting

by his fiancee when his former sweetheart comes on them
and instantly in terror he flushes red from his neck to the

roots of his hair.

The rest of the company is adequate, some of the gowns
are beautiful and Vl'elford is simply a wonder. Eh! What?

THE ORPHEUM'S NEW ATTRACTIONS.—The Orpheum
announces a splendid list of attractions for next week. John
B. HJ^uer and a company of ten people will present an in-

teresting novelty entitled "The Devil and Tom Walker," the

action of which takes place in the throne-room of his Satanic
Majesty in Hades, The Devil pays a visit to earth and Tom
Walker, an old darkey from Tennessee, who has just ar-

rived down the brimstone chute, is made viceroy during his

absence. Tom encounters several of his earthly associates

and proceeds to mete out what he considers to be adequate
punishment to them, the result of which is great diversion and
many funny situations. Mr. Hymer's support will include

that beautiful and talented young actress, Elsie Kent, Lucille

.lohnston, David Walters, George Davies, Fred W. Hixon and
other clever people.

Ben Welch, the character comedian who has won fame
through the artistic and realistic portrayal of the types he
presents, will be an important feature of the new bill. At the
opening of liis performance Mr. Welch introduces the rough
low caste, but extremely witty Hebrew, who inhabits the
lower side in New York, but is recognized in every locality,

and who, although wise in his opinion, is continually being
duped. Mr. Welch quickly changes from this role to the
Italian laborer of the familiar order. There is a distinct con-
trast between the two portrayals, but both are remarkable
for fidelity, humor and an occasional pathos.

Vittoria and Giorgetta, who are paying their first visit to

this country, will make their San Francisco debut. In Eu-
rope, particularly in Germany, they enjoy great popularity as
equilibrists. They not only dance on their hands, but adjust
boxing gloves to their feet, and while balancing on their
hands go through a pugilistic bout that is very ludicrous.
One of the artists harnesses himself to a carriage containing
four or five people, draws it around the stage, all the while
walking on his hands.
Katchen Loisset, an Orpheum importation, comes here for

the first time with a novel offering. She begins with Eng-
lish and German songs and subsequently introduces her
trained pigeons and a remarkable dog called "Honey," whom
she dresses to represent different types of men.
Next week will be the last of the DeHaven Sextette and

Sydney C. Gibson, Howard's Musical Shetlands and Comedy
Canines, Milt Wood, "The Dancer with the Chair," and Ed-
win Stevens. The latter will, with the assistance of Tina
Marshall, present his delightful entertainment "An Evening
with Dickens." The performance will terminate with a novel
series of motion pictures.

--W-
A NEW PLAY BY AUGUSTUS THOMAS—After the great

success of "The Witching Hour" Augustus Thomas has evi-

dently concluded to stick to the psychological. His new play,
"The Harvest Moon," travels along the same lines of thought,
suggestion and transference of will power as "The Witching
Hour." It is now being played in New York, and so far it

seems to be a success. This play, like "The Witching Hour,"
was originally written as a one-act piece, to be played at

the Lamb's Club.
« * *

THE CENSORSHIP BILL AMENDED—The Board of Su-
pervisors have passed to print an amended bill in relation to

objectionable performances. As originally proposed the bill

provided for the appointment of a board of five, whose busi-

ness would be to report to the Chief of Police, which should
be suppressed, whereupon the Chief was required to act. The
amended bill omits this board and provides that it shall be
unlawful to hold an indecent or obscene performance, and
leaves the enforcement of the law to the regular authorities
just the same as any other law.

THE OLD ORPHEUM TO RE-OPEN.—The Orpheum man-
agement announces that the former Orpheum on Ellis street,

which has been used for other purposes since the new build-

ing opened, will be re-opened as an up-town Orpheum with the
same attractions after they have been seen at the down-tow-n
house.

Don't forget the Wullner Concert at the Novelty

Theatre next Tuesday evening.
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloia FlTM Coogresatiooal Church. OatUnd

Concert. Oratorio anj Recital Program!

TEACHER OF SINGING
Readence Studio:

1 333 Bay View PUct. B«kdcy. Phone Beikdey 958

Oakland Snidio: 65 MacDono<i8h B!de. Tugday and Fnday

ROMEO FRICIv
B.AR^TONE

\'ocal lajtreaioo .Ailer Foremofi European Methods

JO-3 1 Canning Blcxi. 1 3th and Btoatlway. OaklantI

Phone Oak MS^ Phoce Hocce a I 468

Paul Steindorff

Studio. 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley. C-aJifomia

Mrs. "William Steinbach

\OICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Brodenck St.. San Francisco. Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Oratono-Conccn

Studio. 1546 Haight St. Phone Park 4 1 1

7

HERMAN PERLET
Voice Culttire ai\cl Piano

Studio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. "Walter "Witham
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

Smio: Plx>ne Franklin 2227

1380 Sutter Street San Francisco. Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction. Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1 304 Ellis Street

AVenceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts. .Musicales. Ensemble and In^ru<nion

Tel Pa.k 532Q. STUDIO 746 CLAPTON ST.

DELIA E,. GRISWOLD
Contralto

\01CE CLLTLRE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio. 845 Oak St.

Hi\KA.LD PRACHT
BA.R.IXONE

Soloia Grace Chv:rch and T«r.ple Ijraael

CONCERT and OR-\TORIO
I 1 23 DcNisadero St. Phone,

; ^;^, ^^48

FredericK Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los .Angeles. Cal.

RICHARD FERBER
Composer and Teacher -Piano and Harmony

1350 O F.ARRELL 5T S.AN FR.ANCISCO

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
' Pi:pJ « ,\I-. Oicar .MansteUl)

XeacHer of Piano
Res. Studio: 1216 Te!f;:aph .Ave.. Oakland. Cal.

•Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concert! .Artang«!-\-,o!in and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi, .Assi^ant

Snidio: 130 PRESIDIO A\E. SA.N FR.ANCISCO

Alfred Cogswell
Studio: 153 1 Sutter. San Franciico. on 1 wsday
and Friday, and at 211Q Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday. Thunday and Saturday

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic »$opraz\Q

\ Dice Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 CaLfomia St.— Phone N^'es l 665r

Mrs. Thoroughman
Voice Culture—Dramatic .Soprano

CONCERT—OR.ATORIO—OPER.A
Studio: Room IQP. 0I5 \'an Ness .Ate. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

Studio. 1531 SLTTER ST.. Mo.idavs and Thursday, Al
Mill \alley. Keystone Building. Tuesday. X^ednesday. Friday

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT. Mfs. OUve Rced Cushmau
Beginning with the issue of October

2, 1909. the Pacific Coast Musical Re-

view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-

mented to 32 pages. This enables the

management to add several new de-

partments. The threatrical depart-

ment occupies two full pages, and con-

tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical

performance of merit In San Francis-

co. These critical opinions, which are

not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland. Los Angeles. Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most Im-

portant musical news from leading

Eastern centers. The Los Angeles.
Oakland. Berkeley and Alameda de-

partments are continued as usual,

while more attention Is being paid

this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising

pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a

vacancy occurs. Special advertising

rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement In these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-

tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch. $1.00: one-half inch. 50c.

and "Musical Directory." 25 cents per
issue.

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TeacHer of £ii\g'in^

Tel. West 7ri 222« Webster St . San Francisco

Miss Olive J. Tonks
Voice Culture

Studio: Room 35. Giffnev Bldg . 376 Sutter St.. Wedues-
iays. Res.: 265 Parnassus Ave. Tel. Park 4190. S. F.. Cal

VOICE CULTURE
Studio. Maple Hall. 14lh and VTebfter Sts.. Oakland.

Tuesday and Friday Phone Oakland 3453

EDNA MURRAY
Piai\iste

Concerts Recitals Lessons
I
Address: . . . Rc^s. Marin County, California

LOUIS CREPAUX
Member Pa.ris Grand Opera)

Delbert Block. 943 Van Ness at O Farrell. Reception Hours
I 1:30 to 12. and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday.

V^ ednesday in Oakland. I I 54 Blush Street

BENJ. S MOORE
I Organist First Presbyterian Church. Berkeley*

In Berkeley Friday and Monday Ficlusiyely
Studio: 2257 Fulton St. - . Phone: Berkeley 4627

Musical Directory

I

PIANO

I

SIGISMO.NDO M.A.RTIXEZ
;

i:j2I Sutter St. San Francisco. Cal.

i EULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Telephone Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
; 1960 Summit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

VOCAL
MRS. ALICE MASOX BARNETT

1298 Haight Street Phone Park 5831

MRS. RICHARD REES
SIT Grove Street Phone Park 5175

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Bil'way.. Oak. Phone Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St.. Oakland. TeL Oak. 420K

VIOUN

HOTHER~wTsMER
2945 Fillmore St. Phone West 43S

I

GILBERT REEK
, 1537 Fourth Avenue. Oakland.

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1S13 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOUN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL .ADELSTEIX
1S34 Baker Street San Francisco

-Have You Seen the New-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO?
It Appeals Espec
It contains Elegan

ly to Teachers and Students t^t^"V^ t /^''T'^TI* T^ \ ^ £• o^^^v^
Durabilit>- and Moderate Price. i^r^>"i . *^ L XV 1 ^Aj cV ^^U-^

Kesimy St. Near Post

San Francisco. Cal.
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A NEW TENOR ARRIVED. THE MANSFELDT-DE GRASSI-VILLAPANDO.

Maurice Anger, the young Bohemian tenor, has arrived and

i.s located with Signor and Madame de Grassi at their home
al 130 Presidio avenue, in this city. Mr. Anger will begin

his work at once with the choir of the First Congregational

Church in Oakland. His criticisms from Europe are the best

one could receive, and the few who have heard him since his

arrival are convincing in their praise of the young artist.

The senior Mr. Anger, father of the singer, was director of

the National Opera in Prague for twenly-five years, and was

a warm friend of Dvorak, with whom he lived for a number
of his student years. Maurice Anger tells an interesting

story of one of Dvorak's early symphonies; It seems that

Dvorak was not satisfied with it, and wanted to burn it. Mr.

Anger Sr. took it, hid it, and refused to return it, until

Dvorak paid him a small sum that he owed him. Of course

by the time the money was forthcoming Dvorak had recov-

ered from his mood, and so the symphony was not burned,

to the credit of the appreciative fellow-student. Maurice

Anger spent much time in his childhood and early youth in

the home of Dvorak, and sings his songs in their original set-

ting, Bohemian Ceehish, as no one else has over done among
us. He also sings the charming Friml songs in Bohemian.
Being master of French, German, Italian and English be-

sides, his lepertoire is exceedingly interesting.

Richard Reek, a young violinist from Boston, where he

studied at the New England Conservatory and Chicago,

where he was a pupil of Bernard Listemann, has located in

Oakland, and begun giving lessons. He gives evidence of

being very successful in his new residence.
* * *

Adolf Wilhartitz, the genial and much esteemed musical

pedagogue of Los Angeles, has removed his studio to Room
626, Majestic Theatre Building on Broadway, near Ninth

street. The entrance is through the Hamburger Majestic

Theatre and easily accessible by means of the elevators.

MADAME JOMELLI'S LAST CONCERT.

There is no doubt that a great and radiant star has been

among us, and yet the small audience that greeted Madame
Jomelli last Tuesday evening at the Novelty Theatre proved

that San Francisco will not come forth and behold, but pre-

fer to bask along in the line of least resistance and the ac-

ceptance of the mediocre. It is a disgrace to the public at

large that an artist like .Jomelli should be greeted by such

a handful of people. The handful, however, were "live ones"

and gave the singer such an enthusiastic reception that the

eternal fires were soon kindled between stage and audience

and before long we forgot the "material iciness" of the un-

warmed and barny theatre in the radiancy and warmth of the

art and personality of Jomelli.

We are not forgetting Miss Nichols, the eminent violinist,

who shares the honors with the star. Miss Nichols plays

with the confidence and authority of a genuine musician and
with a most intellectual interpretation. Her tone, which is

vibrant, true and clear, she shades with fine discrimination

and elegance in her classics, and clothes it with something
human in the more romantic numbers. The undulation in

her phases, the majestic sweep and breadth betokens a real

artist. One might say that Miss Nichols' work is a fine

etching, while Jomelli's is a gorgeous painting in oils. Her
voice is rich and full of color, yet so crystal clear that it is

pure joy just to listen to each tone; added to this is the

largeness and breadth of her art, for she gives the drama in

each song she sings.

As one listens, the art is forgotten in the reality of the

picture and story. Her lighter things are full of fascinating

coquetry, tints and rhythms, and yet .Jomelli sang Wagner
with splendid line and form, giving an unmistakable archi-

tecture to her phrases and the building of her climaxes.. For
encores she sang our own "Annie Laurie." with dramatic sim-
plicity and electrified the house with Mrs. Beache's setting
of Browning's "The Year's at the Spring." When Jomelli
sings one believes the year will always be at the spring and
that after all, "All's right with the world." Frederick Maurer
is a master in the art of accompanying, ai^d we cannot under-
stand how we have kept him with us so long when he might
have had the large field.

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.

Don't forget the Wullner Concert at the Novelty Theatre

next Tuesday evening.

The Mansfeldt-I)e Grassi-Villalpando trio concerts will be
resumed in the new Kohler & Chase Hall some time during
December. There will be three concerts given. The first

one in December, as already stated, the second in January,
and the third in February. The composers to be represented
upon the programs will include among others: Brahms,
Sinding, Dvorak and Lamond. Besides trios that have never
been presented here before there will be other compositions
of equal importance and novelty. Regarding the personnel
of this excellent organization we need hardly say very much,
as our readers are already so familiar with these artists that

further comment upon their individual merit really becomes
mere repetition. .N'evertheless, it will not be amiss to em-
phasize the high regard among which these musicians are
held by our mut-ical public. Villalpando, it will be remem-
bered, was cellist with the Washington Symphony Orchestra
and also appeared in quite a number of concerts as a mem-
ber of the Chamber Music Quartet of that city, as well as
in the role of soloist. He really organized the Chamber
Music Quartet, known to us as the Lyric Quartet, which later

came under the management of Will L. Greenbaum and
proved such an undisputable success. Mr. Villalpando was
also a member of our most prominent chamber music quar-

tets in this city, and as soloist he has conquered for himself
a leading place among the artists of the Pacific Coast. He is

responsible for the organization of this new trio and surely

he could not have exhibited a better taste than to associate
himself with two such capable musicians as Mrs. Oscar Mans-
feldt and Antonio de Grassi.

Signor de Grassi is already well known by reason of his

refined artistic work as soloist. He is not only a favorite

pupil of the famous Sevcik. but he was that master's right

hand man in Prague, anxi during the great pedagogue's ab-

sence from his school, Signor de Grassi was entrusted with
the care of the pupils. He appeared in concerts throughout
Germany and in several events in England, and scored such
a brilliant triumph that constant offers are open to him for

return engagements at any time. Madame de Grassi. how-
ever, induced the young virtuoso to come to California and
see what musical life here is like, and the young artist has
become so charmed with the life here that he loathes to leave

and while Signor de Grassi hesitates the San Francisco public

benefits from his presence, as may be gathered from his con-

sent to participate in these trio recitals.

We have written already so much about Mrs. Mansfeldt
that it is difficult to say anything new. We do not fear any
contradiction when we state that this exemplary artist has
attained such an enviable position among the musical cult of

the Pacific Coast that she is regarded with that respect and
esteem, not only on the part of the music lovers but also on
the part of the most serious members of the profession, which
only a matured musician of the highest intelligence can ever
achieve. When you hear anyone speak of Mrs. Oscar Mans-
feldt you may be sure it is with the conviction that he refers

to a matured musician of well recognized authority and an
executant upon the pianforte of the highest artistic attain-

ments. It is Mrs. Mansfeldt's sincerity of interpretation,

thoroughness of execution and tenacity of purpose that has
wrung for her a lasting reputation from her artistic life. She
has appeared with our leading chamber music organizations

with great success, and in solo work she has never been
surpassed, and very rarely equaled by an artist of equal
opportunities. Surely three such musicians should give us
three elegant recitals, and no one should be so callous as to

remain at home when these trio recitals take place.

Mrs. William Steinbach will give a recital with some of her
vocal pupils at Golden Gate Commandery Hall, on Friday
evening, December 10th. The participants will be: Mrs.
Eugene S. Elkus, Mrs. K. Elliott, Miss Fritzi Lainer, Miss
Josephine May, Miss Babette Heller-Newman, Miss Gertrude
ProU and Mrs. Mabel Tourny White.

A newcomer in this city recently is Miss Josephine Barda,
a very talented harpiste, for some years a pupil of Madame
Caruso, and recently having studied with John Cheshire of

New York. Miss Barda expects to settle here.
* « *

Prof. Paolo La Villa who, since his departure from San
Francisco, has been very successful in Minneapolis and St.

Paul, is homesick after the California climate and the atmos-
phere of San Francisco. He is thinking seriously of return-

ing to this city, and no doubt his many friends will be glad

to shake him by the hand. He may possibly arrive here
before the holidays.
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ful tones ever heard—positively natural and easily regulated in

volume.
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SOCIETY VERSUS MUSIC.

Ill (lie Oakland Kntinirer of Xovciulicr C.lli. Alexaiidt'i-

SIcwait, the i-i-itif of the pa]ier, and a itroiiiineiit \ io-

liiiist and teaeher in the transhay rejiion. makes the

foHowinji' terse and aiiju'opriate i-eniai-ks:

The so-called "best society" of Oakland—which may be
generally defined as a certain coterie of people in the

community whose purses permit them to live in better

houses and to wear better clothes than the rest of their

townspeople—showed its decided preference for the "light

and frothy" in the entertainment for the Fabiola Benefit

at Ve Liberty Theatre Tuesday evening. The beautiful
music of Amy Finden's .Japanese operetta, "The Pagoda
of Flowers," capably sung though it was by a cast of four
of our leading professional singers, and directed by one
of the best opera directors in America, met with but scant
appreciation from these so-called representatives of our
best society, while a program of singing and dancing of
the cheap vaudeville kind, met with enthusiastic apprecia-
tion. True, the vaudeville acts were indeed very clever-
ly done, and the personality of the participants had much
to do with the success of this feature of the program.
Nevertheless, it would have seemed only fitting that the
efforts of those who went to such < rouble in giving the

charming operetta so creditably a production might have
met with more evident appreciation. The incident only
furnishes another example of the willingness of this same
so-called "best society" in our community to exploit the
talent of professional people for its own aggrandizement,
often under the guise of charity, or the cloak of some
women's clubs. Always ready to listen to local singers
and players when they give their services without re-

muneration, these same representatives of our "best so-
ciety" assume quite another attitude when they are called
upon to purchase tickets for a concert by these same
musicians, or are asked to give their financial support to
some musical organization which is striving for the crea-
tion of the better musical atmosphere in our city.

yiv. Stewarf.s jioints are well taken. Hnt there is

•nie feature which we desire to touch in this matter,
namely, that otir local artists are well aciinainted with
this altilude of society toward art, and notwilhstand-
\uji their experieiiee in this matter (hey swallow (he
hook and halt every time. Society would ne\er June
an o|i|iorliinity to siinh our local artists if onr local

artists make np their mind, j;rit their teeth and sniil)

onr local society. Surely there are many opportunities
to sinji' in jinhlic for adetpiate lenninertition without
beiiin coniitelled to sin>i for charity in the interests of
societ.\- and nnderno hnmilialion hy liorn simhs. If onr
mnsicians of standiiifi and tihility would once for till

eliminate onr "hest society" from their enfiajieinent
books, »;//('.« tlici/ (ire irrll jxii't for tlicir xcrriccx. they
would ne\-er run into daiiiier of heinj" treated dis
res|iecl fully hy a lot of ijjnoramnses. Hut as lonj; as
onr local artists cow-tow to society and believe they
henelit per.s(nially by kneeling at the feet of members
of the ••best society." so loii"- do they htive no reason
for eom]daint of a treatment which their sneerins;-

listeners' limited amount of ji;ray nititter and eoninion
deeeiicy is unable to consider as disrespectful.

A\'ifli a very few exceptions \\e do not consider the
members of the social .set the mental eipial of the most
liiinible mnsieiaii of a fivecent vaudeville orchestra.
Their mental calibre is absolutely devoid of ffenuine
artistic appreciation. Their object in life is nothinj>;

bnt wear fine clothes and live extravagantly on the
bounty of the orocer and butcher who is as hojjelessly
foolish in his awe for these useless peoi)le as the local
artist is in his attitude. Instead of eomplaininjt of
bad treatment, efforts should be made not to j^ive tliese

insijiniticant snobs an oi)portnnity to exhibit their vul-

Kiirity and only then will the remedy be lastiiif;'. We
have attended the concerts of "reat artists at the St.

Francis Hotel, where the so-called "best society" had
its full sway. We were di.s<;nsted with the behavior
of tliese people, who ttilked loudly dnrinjt the eoui-.se of
the concert and luid not even the decency to rejiard
the feeliiios of the other ]>eople present nor the feelings
of the artist in their dis<iustiii,i; conceit of their own
per.sonal importance. Such people are without man-
ners, withont breedino, without decency, without taste
and withont brains, and we only pay this attention to
them in order to show our artists how greatly they be-
mean themselves by eowtowinji; to sucli scum oi' hu-
manity. We are snrjirist-d and pained to find that
there are jireat artists who accept these enj;;i,uements
of the St. Francis Hotel iminajiement, which en};ajj;e-

ment is not better than if it were offered by the Em-
porium or any other dry goods house for commercial
rea.sons. The.se affairs are nothing more or less than
advertisements for the St. Fnincis Hotel, only that the
society people, who ;ire afraid to sit next to one not
in their set, take this advertisement as an excuse to be
exclusive, and pay for the St. Francis Hotel advertise-
ment. Nevertheless, the artist or mamiger helps to :id-
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\crtisL' the S(. l''iiuicis Il<it('l hy iu-c('](liiif; such eu-

j;;i}>eiiiiMit in the siiiiie iiiiiiiiicr as tlicy would lielp iiil-

xcrlisiuf;' Iho lOiiiporinni il' llial iiistiditioii wouhi ar-

raimc a series of concert Tor an "ai-t" socielv.

The only way in wliich to show these u[)s(arts of

society theii- ]i!-o])er place is to ignore Iheiii. I )o nol

pay any attention to them. Refuse to acl as Iheii'

scapeji'oats. Consider them lieneath yoiii' attention.

l!ut it you accejit charily engaj;ements free of charjie

liy society jteople, because you \\ant to come in close

proximity to their vuljiar disjilay of hreedlessness, then

for heaven's sake do jiol liother this pai)er with coui-

jilaints, lor you have made your own bed and you
must lie in it, or once for all jirevent this sort of tliinj;

hy remaininj; far without the confines of its contam-
inatinji iuHuence. Society and music are so far ajiart

from each other that we c(msi(k'r it heneath our difiiiity

to soil this edil(M-ial department with even a mention
of its name, hut we have demeaned oui-selves this once,

just to gi\e our local artists an op)(oi'tunity to once
lor all sto]( this humilatin<> attitude hetween an artist

and a society fob by refusinj;- to cow tow to their ar-

liti<-ial su]>eriority. Now our artists can stop this sort

of tliint; or they can continue it, just as they like, but
they must nol de|K'iid on any defense on the ]iart of this

paper from litis lime foi-\\ard.

THE N. Y. TRIBUNE CRITIC'S HALUCINATIONS—Al-

though I may risk the displeasure of some of my readers in

again referring to the ridiculousness of the opinions of cer-

tain New York critics, I can not but casually refer to the

Tribune writer's comical remarks about the Gadski concert.

After speaking of the crowded hall, the extraordinary en-

thusiasm, the numerous recalls and the undeniable delight of

the audience, Mr. Kriehball, or whatever his name may be,

committed himself in the following manner: "But sound es-

timates are not to be established in this way; there is too

much personal equation involved, and some of it is of a

character that it would be ungracious to discuss." Now can
any one of my readers tell me what this means? What is

personal equation? How can personal equation be of a char-

acter which it would be ungracious to discuss? What has
personal equation to do with singing? And if it has nothing
to do with singing, why should it be discussed at all, and
why would it be ungracious to discuss it? For the benefit

of getting at the bottom of this proposition I have looked
through all my dictionaries and I find the following ex-

planations of the word equation: "An equal division," "A
proposition asserting the quality of two quantities," and final-

ly "the interval in which apparent time differs from mean
time." Now for the life of me I can not possibly adapt any
of these three definitions to Mr. Krowball's criticism. What
Madame Gadski's personally equal division, or her personal
quality of two quantities or her personal interval between
apparent time or mean time has to do with her singing is

really a most puzzling subject for me to unravel. And I do
not wonder that Mr. Krybill's discussion of this personal
equation would indeed be ungracious. It may even be un-
graceful and possibly disgraceful.

* * *

And to go still further in this unique criticism we find:

"To strike a true balance it would be necessary to call atten-

tion to the fact that the enthusiasm grew as the value of the
entertainment declined, and reached its culmination when the
singer came forward, and instead of singing a song shouted

the call of Urunnhilde as it may be heard in Wagner's drama
'Die Walkure.' " This shows exactly the status of the New
York critic, who is so conceited that he does not give anyone
a right for judgment except his own dear self. If the en-
thusiasm increased it was physically impossible that the value
of the entertainment could have declined. It may have de-
clined for the spiteful critic, but it certainly did not decline
for the enthusiastic audience. And the latter, after all. is

the principal factor in this proposition, and Mr. Sourball
would not exist if this audience would decline to read his

musical hallucinations. Regarding Madame Gadski's "Cry of
the Valkyries," this work is never placed upon the program.
She usually sings it at the urgent request of hundreds, yea
thousands of people who like to hear it. And if it was good
enough for Richard Wagner to write into the score of the
"Walkure," it ought to be good enough for Mr. Kryball at the
end of a long concert program, and especially when it is de-

manded by an audience with such fervor as a Gadski audience
demands it, as a rule.

But on this day the Hotel Grenoble Bar must have served a
particularly lively brand of lemon sour. For, continues the
criticule of the Tribune: "But in a concert room the ex-

hibition is a sorry one for the taste of the performer, an in-

sult to the memory of Wagner and an outrage on the sensi-

bilities of intelligent music lovers." We trust that after this

the Tribune criticule felt better. He devoted seventy-
three classical compositions and after this array of elegant
three lines to the Gadski concert, and notwithstanding the
fact that the diva sang twenty songs, had repeated five of

these and sang six additional encores, a grand total of thirty-

musical declamation she gave as a sort of full measure and
a concession to the popular element in her large audience
this "Cry of the Valkyries" at the very close before leaving,

(his soured, petrified and pessimistic individual must devote
fifty of his seventy-three lines to this little work tacked on as
an amusing episode rather than as a part of the program.
Not a word about the rest of the songs, not a syllable about
the balance of the program except his personal equation puz-

zle. How can an individual like that talk about insulting the
intelligence of a music lover? Why, he insults the intelli-

gence of the reader to a far greater extent, and he really

obtains money under false pretenses from his editor, if he fills

his coluiuns with such nauseous diatribe. And such a man is

supposed to hold a responsible position on a daily newspaper
in New York! Thank the Lord I have the blessed privilege to

live near the Golden Gate!
V* •

FRITZ KREISLER.

For his last attraction of the year Manager Greenbaum
announces Fritz Kreisler, whom someone has rightly called

"The Master-Singer of the Violin." Kreisler is meeting with
greater success than ever this season in the East, and the

critics say his art has considerably broadened, and that he is

now unquestionably the most important violinist living. In

Germany he is hailed as the true successor of Joachim.
Kreisler will play at the Novelty Theater on Sunday after-

noon, Dec. 12, Thursday night, Dec. 16, and Sunday afternoon,

Dec. 18.

And the program! We all know what to expect when
Kreisler plays. But just a few of the good things will be
the Concerto in A minor by Viotti, Handel's D major Con-
certo, Tartini's "Davil's Trill," Bach's E minor suite, and also

the Bach Prelude and Gavotte in E major, with piano accom-
paniment, composed by Robert Schumann. Of course there
will be the charming group of very old works that Kreisler

always gives and some very modern numbers by Chaminade,
Debussy, Cottonet and Arbos. We are also to make the ac-

quaintance of Kreisler as a composer, for he will play two
works of his own composition, "Caprice Viennois" and "Tam-
bourin Chinois."

Seats will be $1.00, $1.,50 and $2.00, and complete programs
will be ready at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s when the sale of seats
opens on Wednesday, Dec. 8. Mail orders may now be sent

to Manager Will. L. Greenbaum. Kreisler will play in Oak-
land on Friday afternoon, Dec. 17, at Ye Liberty Playhouse.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in receipt of the fol-

lowing postal card from Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Mansfeldt. dated
in Tunis on October 24th: "We have just returned from a
trip to Carthage. Interesting ruins, of course, and very beau-
tiful landscape. A good part of it overlooking the lake. We
are going South in about a week. Kaorouau first, then where
the railroad stops by automobile into the Sahara. We want
lo see the date harvest in full swing. Greetings from Mr.
and Mrs. Mansfeldt."
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THE MARY ADELE CASE CONCERT—Miss Mary Adele

Case, a young Oregon singer who has studied for several

years in Paris with the leading vocal teacher of that city, who
is an American, made her San Francisco debut at the Novelty
Theatre on Friday evening. November llHh, in the presence

of a rather small audience, which made up in enthusiastic

applause what it lacked in numbers. Once more it became
demonstrated that the best kind of advertising can not at-

tract a large house in San Francisco when the individual

members of the musical public do not interest themselves in

an artist, no matter how much merit the same may possess.

After various experiences of this kind we must content our-

selves with the conviction that it requires a sensational ar-

tist and a sensational advertisement to arouse the curiosity

of our music lovers, and those who can not inspire such sen-

sational attention must content themselves with whatever at-

tendance can be attracted through the regular channels. As
far as we are concerned we shall depend entirely upon this

conclusion, attained through several years of experience, un-

til we are able to change our opinion in this matter. But
this conclusion does not by any means discourage us in our
attempt to attract the interest of the musical public in the
work and merit of local artists as long as we guide the
destinies of a musical paper on the Pacific Coast. We realize

that we have undertaken a far more difficult task than we at

first thought, but the very difficulty and obstinacy of the task
spurs us on to greater efforts.

* » *

Previous to the concert we took occasion to print a signed
statement to the effect that after listening to Miss Case at

a private residence we had come to the conclusion that the
young artist possessed a contralto voice of remarkable
warmth and sonority, that her compass was very extensive,
that both her low as well as high notes contained a most
delightful and flexible and pliant quality, and that the voice
was a genuine contralto, which had been properly placed. I

also stated that Miss Case used considerable intelligence and
imbued the musical setting of her songs with that exquisite
tone coloring that represents the most effective feature of a
serious concert program. These conclusions were drawn, as 1

stated before, at a private hearing, in a small room, and in

close proximity to the artist's voice, and in the presence of
a few friends. I never realized what difference there existed
between listening to an artist under these conditions and
hearing the same artist in a large concert hall far removed
from the listener. In Miss Case's instance I was compelled
to change my first impression in several respects, although
in certain points I was able to maintain my original opinion.
In giving the impression made upon me by Miss Case at her
first concert, I must, however, call the attention of my read-
ers to the fact that in judging an artist on an occasion of
this kind it is fair to take various conditions into considera-
tion. Among these may be counted the mood of an artist,
nervousness at a first appearance, probable sickness preced-
ing an event, lack of familiarity with the surroundings and
other conditions that may or may not have a decided influ-
ence upon the performer. I have heard very great artists
whose performance varied in excellence at different public
appearances, and I do not consider that writer on musical
subjects entitled to the name of critic if he or she was un-
willing to take these various conditions into consideration.
But after all, the general atmosphere of the surroundings,
as we might call these conditions, apply only in case of tem-
perament or emotional interpretation; they can not interfere
with the purely technical machinery of vocal demonstration,
and it is exactly in various phases of the technical equipment
wherein I was compelled to change my mind in regard to
Miss Case's artistic achievements.

* *

I can now after the concert still maintain that Miss Case
possesses a contralto voice of remarkable warmth and sonor-
ity, that her compass is very extensive, and that both her
low, as well as high notes, contain a most delightfully flexible

quality. I can still say. without stultifying myself, that her
voice is a genuine contralto. But I am compelled to with-
draw the statement that the singer has had the advantage
of a thorough training, and that the voice has been properly
placed. It is not my intention to discourage Miss Case, for
she possesses too many artistic advantages to commit such a
grave error, but I consider it my duty as a sincere chronicler
of musical events to give an artist the advantage of years
of experience in order that he or she may benefit by such
experience. Possibly Miss Case will feel aggrieved at this
criticism, and possibly she may feel gratified, but in either
way it becomes the duty of a musical journal upon which
the reader must depend for his accurate information to re-
view an event in an intelligent manner. And so 1 am com-
pelled to call attention to both the strong and weak features
of Miss Case's concert, no matter how unpleasant such a duty
may be,

* * *

We will do away with the weak points first and leave the
others to the end of this review. The careful student of
vocal culture will notice immediately that there exists a
variety of timbre in the three registers which are conceded
to form the range of every voice. This timbre or character
of the voice manifests itself in Miss Case's instance as fol-

lows: A well developed, sonorous and pliant timbre in the
low register, a threadbare timbre lacking the proper tone
color in the middle register, a penetrating rather thin and
soprano-like character in the high register. These three
varied characters of the voice must be equalized and polished
before Miss Case can appear as a genuine, thoroughly equipped
contralto. Then in utilizing these lucious low tones Miss
Case, in order to gain dramatic effects, forces them to a de-
gree where their flexibility and mellowness is marred, and
the same is true of the high notes which Miss Case strains
in dramatic moments in a manner that destroys the mellow
tone color, and forces the voice sometimes above and some-
times below the pitch. These discrepancies are purely tech-
nical, and do in no sense mean to infer that Miss Case will
not become an adequate vocal artist. On the contrary, once
she has overcome these technical defects we are certain that
she has every reason to look forward to a brilliant artistic
career.

Now, regarding Miss Case's temperamental character, there
is much favorable comment to be made. She is exceedingly
musical, and by reason of her natural artistic inclinations
she is trying to be original in her reading, and it is this dis-
tinctly favorable feature of Miss Case's musicianship that has
inspired one of the "critics" on the daily papers to make the
mistake of so many unmusical natures, namely, the mistake
to accuse an artist of lack of musicianship, because he does
something different from the way in which someone else has
done it. Because Miss Case varied in tempo or in phrasing
from others who have sung the same songs before, or be-
cause she did something different in interpretation from the
way the "critic" wanted it done is not sufl^cient reason to
accuse an artist of lack of musicianship. It is. on the con-
trary, a sign of artistic temperament if an artist endeavors to
do something different from someone else, even it the change
may not be approved by certain people. The imitator never
possesses musical temperament, it is the artist who strikes
out for himself and endeavors to walk along undiscovered
paths, that is entitled to the respect of his peers. And herein
Miss Case shows exactly her qualifications to the title of
musician, and even though her gropings in the dark and feel-
ing for something new may at first bea- e timidity of new-
ness, nevertheless they show that there is omething working
behind her forehead, and that consequently she stands above
the average drudge and parrot-like demonstrator. Music, it

must never be forgotten, is not a definite, geometrical science.
It is above all a language of the imagination, a birth of ideas
above the commonplace, and usually making an entirely dif-
ferent impression upon the listeners than they did upon the
composer at the time of their conception. And so the ex-
ecutor of an artistic idea may be impressed with one way of
their character, while the composer may have considered the
idea entirely different and the listeners may still have an-
other impression, and nevertheless the three impressions may
have a certain fixed musical value. To dispute this eternal
law of music as an imaginative art is simply displaying an
ignorance which a writer on musical subjects should not
cultivate.

We claim that Miss Case has as much right to her ideas
as anyone else has to their own. We may not agree with
her in certain instances, but this does not entitle us to rob
her of her independence of thought. Experience and age will
change Miss Case's ideas a great deal, but to interfere with
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the musical fertility of her mind at this stage of her career

would be to cripple her developing faculties, and this is one

of the gravest crimes committed by so-called "critics." If

Miss Case simply is careful enough to attend to her technical

weaknesses, and permits her artistic instinct free reign, we
are not at all afraid to predict a brilliant future for her.

* * *

Frederic Biggerstaff proved himself an accompanist of su-

perior faculties. He possesses the art of repression in a most
gratifying degree, and grasps the ideas of the soloist in a

manner that brings both artists in well balanced mental rela-

tion. In this way soloist and accompanist form one partner-

ship, instead of trying to work out their individual salvation.

As a soloist. Mr. Biggerstaff belongs to the "lyric" category

of pianists, by which I mean to say that he does not believe

in utilizing muscular force to the extent of marring the mel-

low tone quality of an exquisite instrument and especially

such an instrument as the new Steinway proved to be, which

he used on this occasion. Technically, Mr. Biggerstaff is very

conscientious and concise and plays with a clean and rippling

digital facility. The program of the tirst concert was as fol-

lows: (a) Der Tod und das Madchen (Schubert), (bl Ich

Grolle Nicht (Schumann), (c) Traum Durch die Dammerung
(Strauss), (d) Meine Liebe ist Gruen (Brahms); Grand Aria.

"Ah se tu dormi." from Romeo et Juliette (Vaccaj); (a)

L'Heure de Pourpe (Holmes), (b) L'Esclave (Lalo), (c) Ah!
Mon Fils (Le Prophete), (Meyerbeer); Piano Solo, Fantasie

Op. 41) (Chopin); Three Hungarian Melodies— (a) A Faluban

a Legarvabb (Alone and Deserted), (Gyula), (b) O'er the

Forest Rain Clouds Lower (Kerbay), (c) List to the Rosebud
(Kerbay); (a) Allah (Chadwick). (b) Gae to Sleep (Fisher),

(c) Oh Tliat We Two Were Maying (Nevin), (d) Spring Song
( Becker )

.

ALFRED METZGER.

MISS WESTON AND MISS PREVOST GIVE RECITAL.

During a visit to San .lose last Sunday the editor of the

Pacific Coast Musical Review attended a delightful violin re-

cital at the Notre Dame Conservatory of Music. This artistic

event was given in honor of St. Cecilia by Carrie Goebel Wes-
ton, violiniste, and Marian Prevost, pianiste. These two
names are very familiar to Musical Review readers, and their

musicianly efforts recorded here previously were duplicated

on this occasion.
As will be seen from the program appended to this article.

Miss Weston had selected a number of very difficult composi-

tions. Her facile rendition of every one of these revealed

serious study and artistic responsibility. The immense tech-

nical obstacles were overcome by this youthful prodigy in a

manner astounding to one who appreciates their exceedingly

intricate character, and that, with all these immense tech-

nical obstacles. Miss Weston did not only have time to de-

vote attention to the musical characteristics of the work, but

had studied all these big works by heart, proves beyond a

doubt that we have here to do with a young musician of ex-

traordinary mental faculties. Miss Weston is endowed with

a natural artistic temperament, which enables her to read her
works with spirit and enthusiasm. She attains the proper
accents and succeeds in making the classics interesting to

the layman as well as the musician. Surely her forthcoming
concert at the Victory Theatre in San Jose will prove quite

a triumph for her.

Miss Weston was assisted by Marian Prevost, a young
pianist of superior musicianly calibre. This young lady did

not only prove herself an accompanist of advanced ability,

who possesses the important gift of forming an artistic back-
ground to the soloist, but as an individual performer she dis-

played more than ordinary capability, and in both technical
and emotional phases of her performance she rose way above
other students of her experience. She reveals the power of

one much more endowed with physical strength than herself,

and gives ample evidence, like her fellow artist. Miss Weston,
that she had not only received adequate musical instruction,

but that she has been able to comprehend the principles pro-

pounded to her by conscientious and thoroughly versed teach-
ers. The program was as follows:

(a) G String (Bach), (b) Gavotte in D Major (Bach); Bal-
lade and Polonaise, Op. 38 ( Vieuxtemps)

; (a) Prelude (Rach-
maninoff), (b) March of the Dwarfs, Op. 54. No. 3 (Grieg).
Piano solo, Marian Prevost; Concerto, Op. 64 (Mendelssohn);
(a) Deutscher Tanz (Dittersdorf ), (b) Minuet in G (Beethov-
en), (c) Hungarian Dance, No. 5 (Brahms); Rliapsodie, No.
14 (Liszt), Piano solo. Marian Prevost; Concerto Militaire.

Op. 42 (Bassini); Motifs sur les themes de I'opera Faust, Op.
20 (Wieniawski).
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MISS FRANCES LEWIS. MEZZO SOPRANO.

During the last visit of the editor of tlie l^acitic Coast
Musical Review to Los Angeles he had the pleasure to listen

to Miss Frances Lewis, a most talented mezzo-soprano soloist,

through the courtesy of her teacher, Charles Farwell Edson.
Miss Lewis sang a series of excellent compositions and re-

stricted herself solely to the English language in the matter
of words. Her diction was excellent, having been particularly
taken care of, and her musical ideas in interpretation were
exceedingly interesting and at times even original.

Miss Lewis' voice is very mellow and flexible and possesses
the necessary dramatic timbre to give temperamental verisi-

militude to the idea of the compositions. She is thoroughly
musical and sings with utter abandon, thus proving her ar-

tistic instinct to be born rather than acquired. Her voice is

well placed and she uses it with the temperance of the in-

MISS FRANCES LEWIS

A Skillful Los Angeles Singer and Pupil of Charles Farwell

Edson.

telligent singer. She gives all evidence that she takes her

musical studies seriously, and that she understands to have
assumed a musical training for serious purposes.

In an excellent endition of a song cycle, entitled "On Jhelum
River," a Kashimiri Love Song by Amy Woodforde-Finden
for mezzo-soprano and bass. Miss Lewis proved in conjunc-

tion with her teacher, Charles Farwell Edson, that she has
acquired a gratifying knowledge of ensemble singing and a

careful adaptation to the proper blending of two extremely
situated voices. Both Mr. Edson and Miss Lewis sang a

series of very excellent vocal compositions, among which was
a particularly effective one by Mr. Edson himself, and it was
evident from the satisfactory rendition of these works that

there is sufficient English song literature written to give a

number of very refreshing and instructive programs. We
wish both Miss Lewis and Mr. Edson that success which their

sincerity, their artistic comprehension and their enthusiasm
entitles them to.
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Dr. Wullner an Ideal Exponent of Declamatory Vocal Art

Being a Truly Great Interpreter of Song, He Seems to Put his Whole Soul Into his Work and Trans-

mits his Remarkable Ideas With the Force of Inspirational Enthusiasm.

By ALFRED METZGER

liel'ore \\e inocet'd in dt'tail lo it'cuid liore diiv ini-

jiressioiis reccixt'd ;ir llie first Wullner couct'i't in the

Novelty Theatre last Tuesday evenin<j, we desire to

(|iiote a jiortiou I'rc^ui an artirle "On the .Musieai Hear-

in}!;" whieh is end)odied in S. Jaiiassolin's Manna! of

Ilarniouy. Here is the quotation : "Thus, in order to

follow a loiii; coniiiosilion <|uite without interrnidion.

it is an essential condition that wo should as far as

j)<>ssihle put away and exclude from our consciousness

all other impressions. No other mental effect re

(juires an e(inally iiifrh dejjree of vi<iilanl and unceas

in<; attention, such utter self-sinUinj; and selfforitetful

ness, so complete selfahaudonment to a detinite con

ce]ition within a yiven and sliictly limitetl time, as

that called for duriuf; the jierforniance of a musical
movement. For tlie ]ierformance itself can no more
be iiiterrnpted witliont destroying; its effect as a whole,

than can the listener rest fioiu listeninii, or cease tu

•live attention, without losinj; the total impression of

the work. A musical woi-k never confronts the hearer
all at once, in its totality; it unrolls itself before him.
and he must himself construct it out of the everi;lidinu

stream of atoms, and hind them lojtetUer by an effort

of memory, in order that the picture of the com]ioser"s

fancy, gradually assuminj; shape by dint of the listen

er's unremittinjr endeavor, may allcci him In turn."
* * «

Wliile Jlr. Jadassohn speaks here solely of instru-

mental music and considers that in the case of vocal
music "a wholly and nndi\ided musical im]>i-ession can
no lonj;er be counted on," we must differ fi-om Mr.
Jadassohn in this <-ontentiou in the instance of l»r.

Wullner, at least. It is exactly this concentration of
.self into the musical idea of the master which not only
jiermits the hearer to follow the work of the composer,
but brings the performer with such utter abandonment
into the task of transmitting great ideas that both
executant and listener become simultaneously ab
sorbed in the enjoyment of tiie musical idea. No one
who has heard I>r. Wullner can possibly contend that
such a thinj; as "a wholly and iudivided musical im
])ression" is absent from his concerts. I']ven tho.se who
do not uiKh'rstaud the language which he emidoys in

his inter])retations and \\iio do not follow the words
til)on the programs, receive a most striking impression
of the ideas embodied in tlie works presented. This
im]iression is jiarticularly strong in the "Erlking."
where the singer presents the three \-oices in entirely
different shades and meanings. The one insistant and
urgent, the other frightened and timid, and the third
calm and deliberate. Here alone a story unfolds itself.

"Hie Fiuelle" i The .Mountain Trout I, by Schubert, is

transmitted in a riiipliug. merry, teasing manner, and
when Dr. Wullner recites that part which tells of how
tlie little trout "shoots" or "darts" like an "arrow

"

along the brook, he assumed an accelerando which in

deed emphasized the "shooting" and the "arrow." Also
very effective was the cutting, scolding manner in
which he presented Sdiuberfs "Eifersucht und Stolz"
I Jealousy and Pride i. Not a little venom was here
apiiarent in the version. And .so the great artist pro-

ceeded to i.aini before the eyes of his large audien.e
word jiictures of striking colors and vivid liackground.
In delicate jihra.ses he pictured the romantic eiivircni

ment of the woods and Held in Schubert's "Soug of the
Field," and his dramatic temperament was ]iermilted
to e.scape in all its sweejiing glory in Hichard Strauss'
"Has Lied des Steiiddopfers"' ("The Song of the Hock
I!reaker"i. and Schumann's famous "Die lieideii

Crenadieie" (The Two (irenadiers i

.

In the former the great artist succeeded in sending
the chills flitting up aiul down one's vertebrae by con
centrating the intensity of passion in the phrase when
the poor breaker of rocks comjiares the afllnence of his
more fortunate fellowmen with his monotonous task
of breaking rocks for Iiis Fatherland. In order to com-
prehend this situation, it should be understood that
the (ierman government emjiloys labortM-s to break
rocks for the jiurpose of repairing the ](ublic highways
from time to time. l!y walking or driving along tjie

country roads the tourist will tiud occasionally a iiian

breaking large rocks into small pieces, which are after-
wards used to macadamize the roads. These small
(lieces of rocks are neatly jiut ujhiii an orderly jiile

and left along the roadside to be utilized by Other
laborers whose duty it is to rei)air any damages at
regular intervals. These rockbreakers stand in a
cramped position hammeriug away with a little ham-
mer from early morning until dark in monotonous
fashion, and at very little comiiensatiou. and this is

the man that Strauss immortalizes in his effective .song
and which song Dr. \\'ullner so graphically renders iii

his recitals.

Put Dr. Wnlluer's concentrated energy is mostly
aiiiiarent in the "Two (irenadiers," when to the setting
of France's national hymn the old soldier who has
heard of the imprisonment of his Enqieror Napoleon
begs of his comrade to prepare him for death in such
a manner that in case the Emperor should pass in re-

view he will be proi)erly ecpiipped for the occasion.
Here one almost felt as if one's feelings engendered in

the narrow breast would simply have to escape in one
bnig enthusiastic shout of patriotism and admiration,
not so much by reason of the subject matter as by rea-
son of the wonderful patriotic sentiment embodied in

the musical phra.ses of this com])osition. And this is

Dr. ^^"ullner's remarkable genius. He grips you with
a force that can not be resisted. Throughout his vocal
declamation yon sit entranced and allVcled, and not a
whisper is heard in the audience. Whether you tuuler-
stand the language or not, you follow intelligently a
con.sectitive narration, and you are to.ssed frcun on{>

emotional billow ujion another. So if vocal music ma\-
not in itself be able to retain your undi\ided attention
it has been shown thrmigh Dr. Wullner that the per-
former, if he be sufiiciently capable, can force you to
give your undivided alteution, and thus create in your
soul the same delight ami enjoyment fhat a genuine
musician may receixe from the performance of a inirely
instrumental composition. A\n\ just as Dr. \Vulliier
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succeeds ill :il I raci iiij: voiir c(iiiceii(ra(e<l al tent ion, so

does lie retain tiiis atiiiospliei-e tliiouf^lioiit tlie eveninj^'s

entertainnient h.v celiisinfi to add encores to tlie alerady

fixed inii-pose of llie ])ro<ii-aiii. To tlie writer tliis was

one of the most delijihtlul exjierienecs of liis career in

concert attendance. This abhorrent custom <d' encores

has ever heen a thorn in our flesh. It entirely mars

the musical atiiiosphere oF a iierformance. as it places

the smallness and meanness ot an audience so iiroiiii-

nentl.v helore the world; lor while to an artist of a

siiiail mental calibre this disi)lay of "hojif^ishness" may
be pleasini;, it nevertheless represents a constant loiij--

infj for more, without consideration for an artist's

jiliysical endurance durin<i a two hour's test of his

mental and jiliysica! resources. Not to say anythiiif;

about briniiiiifi foreit-n elements into a well arranged

series of musical ideas.
4: Id «

The entire performance of Dr. Wullner breathes the

consecrated atmosjihere of insitiration. The artist

[ilaces himself at the bej^inninji of his declamation

into an attitude of utter self abandonment. He as-

sumes, as it were, the spirit of the composition and

chaiifies himself into the vehicle for the master's trans-

mission of ideas. That the artist puts his entire soul

into his work can not be doubted by any careful ob-

server. Indeed, he is entirely submerjied in the com-

position. Kejiardinji' the chai-acter of Dr. Wulliier's

voice, it is indeed difficult to analyze. Sometimes it

sounds like a tenor. Then again it is very much akin

to a high baritone. And at other times it assumes the

|iroi)ortioiis of a basso cantante. It never seems to

lie the same, and seems to change its tone color like a

caiiieleon changes its outward api)earance. And pos-

sibly because there is no certain way of detluing Dr.

^Vullner's vocal (U-gan, it might be stated that lie does

not possess a definite voice for vocal inter|)retation,

and in conse(|uence of which he has been cursed witli

the synonym of the "Noiceless singer." Which exjires-

sion, although it may be a paradox, nevertheless ex-

jilains the character of his i)erforniance in a strikingly

realistic fashion. His voice is certainly most agree-

able, and never jars on one's nerves. In its very high-

est, as well as very lowest, positions it assumes at

times a most agreeable color. liut it is not a thorough-

ly placed, or perhaps we would better say a naturally,

emlowed organ, and only through the artist's wonder-
ful mental calibre is it possible to give this voice the

agreeable jdiancy which it exhibits. That, in spite of

this tremendous drawback, the hearer does not lose

one moment of musical enjoyment is ample exidence for

the genius of this singular exjKmeut of the art of

declamatory song, who holds you entranced in the

gri]) of his own nuisterly interpretation during the

jieriod of two hours. Of the exipiisite artistry of Mr.
Hos, the brilliant accomjiauist, we shall speak next

week.

awakened city. Signer de Grassi draws a beautiful tone from
his instrument—a tone wliicli combines facile technique with
the accent and emphasis which makes music eloquent.

The violin numbers last evening were "Concerto in E
minor" (Mendelssohn), in which the violin and piano blended
thoroughly; the well-known "Chaconne" (Bach) cleverly in-

terpreted, both of these numbers being resopnded to with en-

cores, and an interpolated number, the celebrated Bach "Aria
on the (! string," into which the player infused his own red
warm blood, playing with great emotional perception. "An-
dante Religioso" (D'Angelis) and Moskowski's "Guitarre," ar-

ranged by Saiasate, were two well-contrasted numbers which
were enthusiastically encored, the played graciously respond-
ing with the beautiful "Ave Maria" (Schubert-W.ilhelm). The
closing number was a brilliant tastasie on airs from Bizet's

"Carmen," arranged by Sarasate. This selection is an ex-

tremely effective piece, bristling with difficulties. Signor de
Grassi displayed great rhythmic energy, which is the main
thing in pieces of this description. His pizzicato and arco
passages were equally well done, his harmonies were roundly
and smoothly played—perfectly in tune—a great relief from
the piercing squeaks which we are so often called upon to

endure from well-intentioned but careless violinists. This
last number was a most fitting climax to a charming pro-

gram, which gives a chance for the writer to say that a
climax is not necessarily lond—a tremendous climax can be
produced by putting a sordine on the bridge and playing har-

monics on the muted strings. The player was forced to give
another number and gave a delicate and tender rendition of
the captivating "Humoreske" by Dvorak, sending the audience
home in the very best of humor. At the end of the program
a few close friends of Signor de Grassi again called him into

the audience-room and gracefully crowned him with a beau-
tiful wreath of laurel.

Madame de Grassi, known to many in the audience as Miss
Winifred .June Morgan, a charming violinist at Stanford, sang
a half dozen songs in a light mezzo-soprano, and charmed the
audience with her natural and unaffected style. The first set

of songs consisted of three extremely short bits of verse-
melody. "May Morning" (Manney), "Barbara's Lullaby" (De
Grassi) ,and "The Nightingale Has a Lyre of Gold" (Whelp-
ley), all of them receiving very graceful interpretation, the
singer responding to an enthusiastic encore with a delicate
rendition of Schubert's delicious "Who Is Sylvia?" These
were followed by three charming German lieder "Ich liebe

dich" (Grieg), "Nur wer die Schneucht Kennt" (Tschaikows-
ky), and "Widmung" (Schumann). These were so fascinat-

ingly sung that the singer was given an insistent recall, re-

sponding with the well-known "Dawn." The accompanist of

the evening was Fred Maurer, Jr., a musician whose work "at

the piano" is of exceptional merit, the accompaniments of
both violin and voice being played as accompaniments and
not as interpolated piano solos. A very artistic concert and
an extremely well-satisfied audience—what more could one
ask?

**

THE DE GRASSIS IN SAN JOSE.

Delight a Large Audience With Violin and Vocal Compositions

and Arouse the Music Lovers to Unusual Demonstrations

of Enthusiasm.

(Clarence llrmy in the San Jose Mercury of Nov. 19.)

A violin recital of more than ordinary interest was given
last evening at Unitarian Church Hall, and a large audience
of true musiclovers was delightfully entertained with an in-

teresting and well-arranged program. Signor Antonio de
Grassi is quite a stranger to San Jose audiences, but last

evening he made many friends, all of whom will look forward
eagerly to his next appearance in our at last musically-

IN THE MAGAZINES—The "Saturday Evening Post" of
November liOlh has another interesting article by Charles
Burnham of his experiences with different stars: it contains
some entertaining stories of Richard Mansfield, Joe Jefferson,
Sarah Bernhardt and a number of others. The same number
has an article by Frederick Thompson on "Stage Realism," in

which he tells how often the really real on the stage im-
presses the audience as being artificial, and how the make-
believe seems real. In the December "Munsey's" an article

by Brander Matthews on "What Acting Really Is" is right in

line with the Thompson article. He shows how acting is not
the art of appearing the same as in real life, but it is the art

of seeming to appear the same. In the dramatic review in

the same number, in speaking of the success of Mabel Talia-
ferro (now known professional as Nell) in a new play called
"Springtime," there is the following: "To Nell must be
ascribed a vote of thanks for puting an end to the curtain-
call horror. She absolutely refuses to step out of the stage
picture until after the very end, and then only with an extra
drop behind her to cut her off completely from association
with the story."

%%

Miss Aagot Julsrud, an advanced pupil of Paolo La Villa's.

was elected an active member of the 'Thursday Musical Clul>

of Minneapolis. This organization is a women's club of about
1900 members of all classes. Its aim being to cultivate and
elevate the standard of music and art. A new duet from La
Villa's opera, "The Duke of Ebro," will be sung at one of
the coming musicales of this club. The title of the duet is

"Within My Heart," and it is written for soprano and mezzo
soprano, with piano accompaniment.
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Oiue again the fact has b( rii drmonstrated that musical

atmosphere in Europe and musical atmosphere in Amer-
ica is pretty near the same thing. and that the

musical taste of the European public is superior to that

of the American public has again been exposed as a

fallacy. During the latter half of October Caruso appeared

as guest at the Royal Opera in Berlin, and the German people,

exactly like the American people, dug into the deepest re-

cesses of their pocketbooks, paid fancy prices and fought for

seats. Sensational attractions appeal to the public of Europe

exactly in the same manner as they do to the public of this

country, and artists of merit can not pack the houses on the

mere fact of their artistic faculties. This condition prevails

in every part of the world, and the so-called crowded houses
reported from European musical centers are either in halls

seating only from five to six hundred people at small prices

of admission or they are the result of complimentary tickets

judiciously distributed. The general public is the same all

the world over.

The Philharraonie Chorus of Berlin, under the direction of

Siegfried Ochs. commemorated the centennial of Haydn's
birthday by presenting "The Creation" some time during
October. The chorus consisted of four hundred voices and
proved to be the feature of the performance, especially im-
pressive were the various climactic episodes. The soloists

were Greta Forst, a colorature soprano of the Vienna Opera,
Felix Seinus, a Russian tenor, and Paul Knupfer, the basso
of the Berlin Opera.

A very large audience assembled at Bluthner Hall to hear
Conrad Ansorge in a Beethoven program. The features of

the evening consisted of the G major concerto, the E fiat

major concerto and the Sonata op. III. The pianist im-
pressed more by means of his temperamental faculties than
by his technical facility.

« * *

Regarding Augusta Cottlow's recent appearance, Arthur M.
Abell, the Musical Courier correspondent, says: "Augusta
Cottlow's Berlin debut, which occurred at the third symphony
concert of the Bluthner Orchestra, under the leadership of

Joseph Frischen of Hannover, was an unusually brilliant and
successful one. Contrary to custom, the distinguished young
American pianist chose for her entree in the German
metropolis a work that Is generally eschewed by pianists for
first appearances, namely, tlie Liszt A major concerto.
Nevertheless, Miss Cottlow's success was a most emphatic
one, and it certainly was well merited, for she displayed in

her interpretation of the work admirable pianistic, musical
and artistic qualities. The young artist has a wonderful
sense of rhythm, and yet she plays with a great deal of
freedom and with a very effective rubato. Her technic was
brilliant and finished to remarkable degree, and her tone
was full, round and singing. Her interpretation of the con-
certo revealed a superior order of musicianship and a fine

sense of balance and finesse. All in all, it was a superb
performance, and Miss Cottlow won for herself, according
to Berlin standards, a place in the very front of women
pianists."

* « «

On Saturday evening, October 2ord, took place the first con-
cert of a series of three chamber music recitals by the
Flonzaley Quartet In Berlin. Again the musical taste of the
German public coincides with that of the American public
in the matter of attendance at chamber music concerts.
Notwithstanding the fact that the Flonzaley Quartet is well
known throughout Germany as one of the finest chamber
music organizations extant, the rank and file of the concert-
going public was absent at this concert. So, you see, grad-
ually this talk about the wonderful musical atmosphere is

being thoroughly exposed as a snare and a delusion as far
as concert attendance is concerned. A chamber music quar-
tet, no matter how excellent it may be. has no more chance

to attract crowded houses in Berlin than it has in San Fran-
cisco, unless it is a sensation. The correspondent of the
Musical Leader and Concert Goer says of this quartet: "In
tonal balance and sonority they are unequalled by any one
of the many chamber music organizations heard in Berlin
during the course of the concert season. They play with
splendid spirit and breadth, and yet this 'grosszugigkeit' Is
never responsible for any neglect of fine detail work, nor In-
finite dynamic shadings. Another thing in which they excel
is the art of putting together interesting programs In such a
manner that both classic and modern literature are repre-
sented." (Here we desire to ask the correspondent of the
Musical Leader and Concert Goer whether she considers
modern musical literature not classical. If so, this would
indeed be a strange state of affairs.—Ed.) "The modern
work of their first program was Dohnanyi's string quartet,
a most interesting composition with a reflection of Brahms
and Schumann in the first movement; the second, a 'Presto
Acciacato' is most original, to which a Harlequin-like charac-
ter is given by the clumsy caperings of the 'cello."

On Thursday evening, October 21st, Willy Burmester gave
the first of his three violin recitals in Berlin, and as usual
scored a most brilliant success. The program included
Beethoven's C minor sonata, the Bruch G minor concerto, a
group of charming old novelties which the violinist himself
discovered and arranged, and Wieniawsky's Faust overture.

At the second pair of concerts of the Berlin Royal Or-
chestra, under Richard Strauss, the program included the
Tannhauser Overture, three movements from Berlioz'
"Romeo and Juliet" symphony, and Liszt's "Faust" symphony.

At its first concert of the season the Bohemian Quartet
played: String Quartet in E flat (Max Reger). "Florellen"
Quintet (Schubert), and the quartet was assisted by Arthur
Schnabel, pianist and Max Poike, double bass.

Richard Strauss Is now working on a new opera entitled
"Stella and the Star." It is expected to be finished for pro-
duction In 1912. It Is said to be lighter and airier in char-
acter as either "Salome" or "Elektra."

* * *

"Izeyl," the new opera by Eugen d'Albert, was given its

first performance at the Hamburg Stadt Theatre on Novem-
ber 6th. The success was not a sensational one. Edyth
Walker sang the title role.

* * *

Among the artists who appeared in London recently are:
Sammarco. Pachmann, Hambourg, Katharine Goodson, Liza
Lehmann. Clara Butt. PaderewskI and Ysaye. There are also
concerts given by the London Symphony Orchestra.

The three-act play "Beethoven," which was reviewed in

these columns last spring by A. L. Artigues. the Musical
Review's Paris correspondent, will be presented in London
during this month. The play deals with scenes froiu the life

of the great composer.
* * *

Gertrude Rennyson, formerly with the W. H. Savage Eng-
lish Grand Opera Company, who has recently made such a
distinct success In Germany and Belgium, is again scoring
triumphs at the Covent Garden, London, with the Carl Rosa
Opera Company.

« ^. «

A large and enthusiastic audience attended the first Sunday
evening concert given by the London Symphony Orchestra
at Covent Garden on October 24th. The program included
the Leonore Overture No. 3, the Rienzi Overture, some dances
from "Idomeneo," and the Pathetique Symphony.

* * •

Says the London correspondent of the Musical Courier:
"A resume of the fifteenth season of the promenade concerts
just ended shows that sixty-one concerts have been given,
while the record of attendance was remarkable, so that ar-

tistically and financially this has been the most successful
series. Mr. Wood has never been absent from the conduc-
tor's desk this season, and has made a point of conducting
the second part of the program himself. There have been
a large number of first performances. The Wagner Mondays
and the classical Fridays have attracted much interest, and
there was a performance of Smetana's complete "My Father-
land."

The Berlin correspondent of the Musical Leader and Con-
cert Goer Is authority for this item: "Felix Weingartner and
Eric Schmedes were the victims of an accident In the Vienna
Royal Opera last week, which, according to the latest reports,
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will have soridus ivsults for WeiiiKartner. During a rehear-

sal a wing fell, striking Weingarlner and Schraedes, and

working such liavoc that the former is at present in a sani-

tarium. His left leg, which was the injured member, was

examined wilh Roentgen rays and two fractures were found."
* * *

Pablo Casals, the famous Spanish cellist, appeared in a

concert in London about the middle of October and scored a

great success as usual.

From the Paris correspondence of the Musical Courier we

cull the following; "Lillie Birmingham, a well known con-

tralto singer of San Francisco, and her daughter. Alma liir-

mingham, a gifted pianist, have come to Paris to s])end the

winter."

Says the Leipsic correspondent of the Musical Courier;

"The first chamber music concert of the Gewandhaus season

was a program of Rameua, Bach and Mozart, played m the

beautiful little chamber music hall. A cembalo played by

Wanda Landowska of Paris bad a large part m the proceed-

ings. With the help of .lulius Klengel and flutist Maximilian

Schwedler. the program could include four Rameau "I'ieces

de Clavecin en Concert" for cembalo, flute and cello; the

Bach Italian concerto tor cembalo, the Bach B minor Sonata

for flute and cembalo, and the Mozart B major sonata tor

piano. The concert was delightful."

Katherine Ruth Heyman, the well-known pianiste, pass(Ml

through Berlin recently in company with Prince and Princess

Bariatinsky on her way to St. Petersburg. She expects to

give a series of concerts in the Russian capital and then

return to London, where she will play the Delius and D'liidy

concertos with the Beecham and Philharmonic Orchestras

respectively.
* * *

The Lamoureux Orchestra, under the excellent direction of

M Chevillard, gave an interesting program on Sunday after-

noon, October 24th, at the Salle Gaveau in Paris. The pro-

gram was- Overture, "A Midsummer Night's Dream" (Men-

delssohn), "Fervaal" (d'Indy), "Le Tzar Saltan" (Rimsky-

Korsakow), Extract from "Die Walkure" (Wagner), and Sec-

ond Symphony (Beethoven).

The Paris correspondent of the Musical Leader and Con-

cert Goer says; "Christina Nilsson, whose real name is

Sigird Arnoldson, returned after an absence of some years to

Stockholm, and gave two concerts there this month. Time

has touched very lightly the beauty of the famous diva, who

is as great a favorite as in former years, and the charm of

her voice and presence holds a hallowed spot in the memory
of those fortunate ones who heard her twenty years ago.

That the chaim still remains was evidenced by the enthus-

iastic welcome she received at these two concerts, when
flowers and bravos were showerd upon her in equal profusion.

The day following her appearances the king received the

artist at his palace and offered his congratulations and auto-

graph photograph of himself."
* * *

Mischa Elman, the famous violin virtuoso, was heard in

Paris at the Salle (Jabeau on October 13th. The program in-

cluded works of Lalo, Bach, Gluck, Wilhelmj, Dittersdorf,

Beethoven, Gossec, Wieniawsky, Schubert and Paganini.
* * *

There is a rumor in Paris to the effect that the entire

Metropolitan Opera House Company of New York will come

to France's capital during the spring of 1910.

WULLNER'S LAST CONCERT.

Don't miss Dr. Ludwig Wullner's last concert this Sunday
afternoon at the Novelty Theater. Once in a lifetime is an

opportunity offered to hear songs interpreted as Dr. Wullner

and Coenraad V. Bos can. It is a revelation to all who think

they know these song classics. One must hear them—it is

difticult to describe just what happens at a Wullner concert.

The program will be a stupendous one, consisting of over

twenty great songs by such masters as Schumann, Schubert,

Brahms, Strauss, and some by modern composers quite new
to us. The seats will be on sale at the Novelty box office

from 9 a. m. on, and Manager Greenbaum will personally

attend to 'phone orders on this auspicious occasion. Every
seat in the Novelty is a good one, for the acoustic properties

of the place have proved perfect, and with the new heating

arrangements it is the most comfortable concert hall we have
had since the disaster.

Whatever happens, DON'T MISS THE WULLNER CON-
CERT.

NEW YORK'S MUSICAL CALENDAR.

\ovi':miiI':i<.

mil—New ViirU S.viiiplioiiy OtcIu-.sI i a. afteniomi. New 'flii'a I r.-.

Mill-Mr. ami Mr.-*. Davi^l Mamies, sonata recital, i-veiiing.

Stiiyvcsant Theatre.
Kith— Isadora Dmiean and the New York Symphony Orchestra,

afteinoon, Metropolitan Opera House.
Ifilh—Mis.s ICvelvn C. I'hillips, song recital, evening. Mendels-

.sohn Hall.
Hith—New York .Symphony Orche.«tra. evening. Carnegie Hall.
ITth—Mnie. Yolamia Mcro, piano recital, afternoon, Mendels.sohii

Hall.
l.sUi—Russian Symphony Orchestra, evening. Carnegie Hall.
Hlth—New York I'hilharmonic Society, afternoon. Carnegie

Hall.
20th—RaclniianlnolT, tiiano recital, afternoon. Carnegie Hall.
21st—New York Pliilharmonlc Society, afternoon. Carnegie Hall.
21st—New York I'hilharinonic Society, afternoon. Cernegle Hall.
2:{d—Mnie. Yolanda Mero, piano recital, afternoon. Mondelssolin

Hall.
2;id—Knelsel Quartet, evening, Mendelssohn Hail.
34th—Miss Leontlne de Ahna, song recital, evening. Mendel-

ssohn Hall.
25th—New York I'hilharmonic Society, evening, Carnegie Hall.
26th—New York I'hilharmonic Society, afternoon, Carnegie

Hall.
26th—People's Symphony Orchestra, evening. Carnegie Hall.
27th—Young People's Symphony Orchestra, afternoon, Carnegie

Hall.
2Sth—New York Symphony Orchestra, afternoon. New Theatre.
29th—Miss Elizabeth King, song recitah afternoon. Mendelssohn

Hall.
29th—Mendelssohn Glee Club, evening. Mendelssohn Hall.
30th—William A. Becker, piano recital, afternoon. Mendelssohn

Hall.
:fOth—Mendelssohn Glee Club, evening, Mendelssohn Hall.
30th—New York Symphony Orchestra, evening, Carnegie Hall.

DISt'KMUBR.
1st—New York Oratorio Society, evening. Carnegie Hall.
2d—Kmlllo de Gogorza, song recital, afternoon, Mendelssohn

Hall.
2d—Russian Symphon.v Orchestra, evening, Carnegie Hall.
4th—Mme. Carreno. piano recital, afternoon, Carnegie Hall,
nth—Voipe Symphony Orchestra, afternoon. Carnegie Hall.
5th—New Y'ork Symphony Orchestra, afternoon. The New

Theatre.
Sth—New York rhilharmonic Society, evening, Carnegie Hall.
9th—Boston Symphony Orchestra, evning, Carnegie Hall.

-%*-

New York, November 18. 1909.

The second week of the season at the Manhattan Opera
House opened Monday evening with "Lucia," with Mme.
Tetrazzini in the title role and Messrs. McCormick and Sam-
marco as her associates. Last night Massenet's "Sapho" had

its first performance in New York. Mary Garden, Mr. Dal-

mores and Mr. Dufranne were the chief singers. The other

performances of the week are "la Traviata" on Friday night

and "Herodiade" Saturday afternoon. On Tuesday night

"La Fille de Mme. Angot" was given with a strong cast of

opera bouffe singers. On Saturday night "La Masocotte."
* * *

The opening of the season at the Metropolitan Opera House
was effected Monday night, when "La Gioconda" was the

opera, with Mines. Destinn and Homer, and Messrs. Caruso
and Amato in the east. Wednesday, "Otello," Mme. Alda
and Messrs. Slezak and Scotti. Thursday, "La Traviata,"

Mme. Lipkowska, Mr. Caruso and Mr. Amato. Friday,

"Madame Butterfly," Mme. Destinn. Mr. Martin and Mr.

Amato. Saturday afternoon, "Lohengrin," Mmes. Fremstad
and Homer, and Messrs. .lorn, Forsell, Hinckley and White-
hill. Saturday evening, "La Boheme," Mmes. Nielsen and
Alten, and Messrs. Bonci, Scotti, Didur and Pini-Corsi.

« * »

Mme. Sembrich gave a song recital at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music last night.

• • *

The operatic season at the New Theatre began on Tuesday
evening with a revival of Massenet's "Werther." with Miss
Farrar and Messrs. Clement, Gilly and Pini-Corsi. On
Wednesday at 2 o'clock "The Bartered Bride" was given with

the cast of last season at the Metropolitan Opera House.
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED I

Phones: Broadway ilU. Home 25/21

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departnipnts for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc.. under personal

supervision of such well-know instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Alfredo Wyld-Viteri, Juliet

von Stein, Hugo Kirchhofer. Robert Eckhardt.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

California Conservatory of Music
iDcorporated SepletDb«r, 1 907

Now occupies its magnificent new building on

147 Presidio Avenue
Between Washington and Jackson StreeU, San Francisco, Cal.

JacitsoD-Sulter St. car terminal in front ot building)

Largest Institution West of Chicago

DIRECTOR :

HERMANN GENSS
General Manager: DR. ERNEST HORSTMANN

The faculty includes such aitisis as

:

MADAME E1LEE.N! O'MGORE
HANS KONIG,
WALLACE A. SABIN,
G. JOLLAIN,
LOUIS NEWBAUER,
HENRY B. B.AERMAN,
MRS. M. O'BRIEN,

MISS SETA STEWART
MISS CHARLOT HOPPERSTEAD
MISS ELIZABETH PRICE
MISS FLORENCE GUPPY. and oihe

Departments for Beginners, Amateurs and Professionals

Pupils received at all times.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

"San Francisco's Finest Recital Chamber "

Kohler & Chase Hall
OPENS DECEMBER 10, 1909

Located on the Second Floor of the new Kohler

& Chase Building, OTarrell near Market Street

Seating Capacity 450

Fitted with ample Stage, Retiring Rooms and

Complete Heating and Ventilating Systems

Reservations now being made

For Afternoon and Evening Recitals. An
Attractive Rate of Rental has been made for the

Opening Season. Special Rates for Pupils'

Recitals :::::::
FITZPATRICK & NORWOOD

LESSEES

40 O'Farrell Street
Phone Kearny 5454

Office Hours: l-.iO to 12 .\. M.

Sail Tropic Seas

New York-New Orleans S. S. Line

^1

iQ your ilinerery when planning your tnp to

NEW YORK
sailings weekly between New Orleans and New

York. Costs you no more than for an all rail trip

Elegant Accommodations. Suites of Private Bedroom.
Parlor and Bath ; Staterooms, Library, Smoking
Room, Baths. Promenade Decks, Excellent Cuisine

RATE^—By rail to New Orleans. Steamer thence to New York,

including meals and berth on steamer

First Cabin, $77.75, Round Trip, $144.40

Second Cabin, $67.75

Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot
13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland
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Sergei Raohmaninofl'. the distinguished Russian pianist and
composer, will give his first piano recital at Carnegie Hall

next Saturday afternoon. His principal number will be his

sonata in U minor, opus 28. He will play also a group of his

preludes.

Yolanda Mero, the Hungarian pianist, gave a recital in

Mendelssohn Hall yesterday afternoon. Her program con-

tained works by Bach. Mendelssohn, Schubert, Chopin, Doh-
manyi, Rachmaninoff and Liszt.

« * *

The first concert of the Kneisel Quartet's eighteenth sea-

son in this city will take place at Mendelssohn Hall on Tues-

day evening, November 2:j. The program will be as follows:

Sgambati's quartet in C sharp minor, Saint-Saen's piano quar-

tet in E flat and Beethoven's C minor quartet, opus 18 No. 4.

* * *

The first sonata concert by Mr. and Mrs. David Mannes
look place at the Stuyvesant Theatre Sunday evening. The
sonatas played were the A major of Brahms, the V. minor of

Beethoven and the D major of Pierne.
* * *

The first subscription concert of the Russian Symphony
Society takes place at Carnegie Hall tonight. The program:
Overture, "Orestes" (Taniev); Variations for strings (Arens-

ky); Piano concerto, G major (Tschaikowsky), Yolando Mero;
Symphony No. 6, "Pathetic" (Tschaikowsky).

* * *

The first concert of the New York Symphony Orchestra at

the New Theatre took place Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock.

The soloist was the violinist, Fritz Kreisler. The program
was as follows; Symphony No. .5, in C minor (Beethoven);
Concerto for violin (Beethoven), Fritz Kreisler; Overture,
"Leonore" No. 2 (Beethoven).

This concert marked the opening of the New Theatre as a

concert hall, the first concert of the Sunday afternoon series

having been given in Carnegie Hall because of the work of

preparation which was in progress on that Sunday for Mon-
day's theatrical performance. The first concert of the Tues-
day evening series was given at Carnegie Hall on the even-
ing of November IG at 8: to. Kreisler was again the soloist,

repealing the Beethoven concerto.

The Philharmonic Society, under Oustav Mahler's direc-

tion, will give the first of the Beethoven programs in the

cycle which it has in contemplation on Friday afternoon,

November 19, in Carnegie Hall. The programme will include
the "Leonore" overture, Nos. 1, 2 and '.', and the overture to

"Fidelio," which was written some time after the "Leonores.
"

By placing these compositions all in one program, which has
not been done for some years past, Mr. Mahler believes the
opportunity afforded for direct comparison will bring out
more clearly the individual beauties of each work. It is an-
nounced further that the reading which the new Philharmonic
conductor will give to Beethoven will differ radically from the
interpretations of other great musical leaders. It is also an-
nounced that the wood winds have been doubled for this

concert, "a musical dejjarture never before introduced in this

country."
;l: ){! *

Emilio de Gogorza has returned to New York with an en-
tirely new repertory of musical novelties which he intends
singing here when he gives his first recital of the season in

Mendelssohn Hall on Thursday afternoon, December 2.

For the remaining weeks of the current year the Board of
Education has arranged a number of special lectures for
adults in the various boroughs in its regular free public lec-

ture courses. Among the lecturers will be Frederic Red-
dall, Mr. and Mrs. William B. Humphrey, Mr. and Mrs. Bar-
clay Dunham and G. Aldo Randegger. The feature of the free
music lectures for the coming week will be a large number
of national folk songs. The following are the lectures sched-
uled;

Tuesday, Nov. 16—"Die Meistersinger," illustrated by piano
selections, by Miss Pearl Cleveland Wilson, at Riverdale
Hall, Riverdale avenue and 260th street.

Wednesday—"Modern Instrumental Composers—Brahms,
Part I," illu.strated by musical selections, by Daniel Gregory
Mason, at the Young Men's Hebrew Association Hall, 92d
street and Lexington avenue. "Folk Songs of Russia," il-

lustrated by songs, by Lewis W. Armstrong, at Public School
37, ]4.'>th street, east of Willis avenue.

Friday—"German Songs," illustrated by songs, by Miss Eva
Emmet VVycoff, at Public School 90, 148th street, near Eighth

avenue. "American Composers," illustrated by songs. Miss
Evelyn Chapman, at the Young Men's Benevolent Association
Hall, No. 311 East Broadway.

« « *

Henry Hadley, the American composer, who is now the
conductor of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra, has had his
tone poem "Salome" produced recently at the musical fes-

tival, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Says '"I'he London Times":
"The other new work, a tone poem by an American com-

poser, Henry Hadley, was new only as far as Newcastle was
concerned, for it was given not long ago at a promenade con-
cert in London. It is founded on the same play as Strauss's
'Salome,' and is said to have been composed before that no-
torious work was brought out. It is, like many hundreds of
modern pieces, more remarkable for luscious scoring than for
melody, invention or beauty of any kind, apart from beauty of
coloring, such as is to be found in the dance section or in

the means by which the decapitation of .lohn the Baptist is

represented—means hardly less grotesque than those used
by Strauss. The work wa^ excellently played."

The Manuscript Society will give the first private concert
of its twenty-first year this evening at the National Arts
Club, Gramercy Park. Songs by William G. Reynolds, of Ta-
coma; Eleanor Everest Freer, of Chicago, and Dr. S. N. Pen-
field, of New York; piano pieces by Ernest R. Krueger, of St.

Louis, and a sonata for piano and violin by Henry M. Gilbert,
of New York, will be sung and played. 'The artists engaged
in the program are Florice Chase Haight, soprano; Elizabeth
Morrison, mezzo-soprano; Lisette Frederic, violinist; Charles
Darbyshire, barytone; Paul Tietjens, pianist, and the com-
posers. The usual refreshments will be served at the close
of the program, which will be in charge of F. X. Arens, presi-
dent.

Louis Arthur Russell, director of the Metropolitan Music
Schools, announces a series of recitals by the faculty and
senior students of the schools, to be given in Manhattan and
other cities during the coming winter. The first of the series
will be given in Hallet & Davis Hall, Newark, to be followed
by matinees and evening musicals in Wissner Hall. Aeolian
Hall, Manhattan, and Wallace Hall, Newark, N. .1. The pro-
grams will be made up in characteristic ways. "Composers'
nights," "musical eras," etc. The important features of the
concerts will be vocal, pianoforte and violin solos and en-
semble numbers; also the Ensemble Circle of pianoforte play-
ers, who will play a variety of classical music—two, three
and four pianos in unison and four pianos with four hands.
Particulars regarding these recitals may be obtained at the
Carnegie Hall office of the schools.

%%

Reports of Miss Fay's reception in New York on her ar-

rival there from this city last week also reached here yester-
day, and show the enthusiasm with which she is regarded in
musical circles in the Eastern metropolis. Miss Fay's visit

to the Metropolitan Opera House during a rehearsal of
"Lohengrin" was particularly described.

"Our Fay! Our Fay! Brava!" greeted the California
singer as she made her appearance behind the scenes, where
were many whom she had met in Europe and knew well.
All crowded about her. and there was quite a family reunion.
Afterward the Metropolitan singers gave her a dinner at one
of the big hotels.

On next Monday evening Miss Fay is to open the grand
opera season at Munich, on which occasion Emperor William
and many other distinguished persons will be present. Soon
after the Munich season is opened Antone Dipple will go
there from New York and will submit to the Court Theatre
directors a proposition for the appearance of Miss Fay at
Munich as well as at New York during the three years from
1912 to 1915.

As the New York season lasts for only three months. Dipple
will propose to sublet Miss Fay, to use a commercial rather
than an artistic term, to the Munich theatre for the seven
months of their season. It is thought that the Munich direc-
tors will very gladly accept such an arrangement.

It is understood that the Metropolitan's concert with Miss
Fay is very handsome in its financial terms. The California
singer will spend the time when she is not filling her two
engagements in her native city.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per year.
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WILLIAM F. ZECH, VIOLI N 1ST
Musical Director

The Zech Orcheflra R.?he»rs<^s Evtry Monday Evening

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

^-n-THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
I REVIEW is now preparing a large and

^ll handsomely illustrated New Year's Edition

which will be published on Saturday, December

2r)th, 1909. Besides containing a Retrospective

Review of San Francisco's Musical Life since

April 18, 1906, the paper will contain special ar-

ticles about Los Angeles Musicians and Cali-

fornia Musical Clubs.

^-ttTHOSE who do not advertise regularly in

this paper will find the Holiday Number of

^^1 the "Pacific Coast Musical Review" an ideal

Advertising Medium as it will consist of an edi-

tion of not less than Ten Thousand Copies.

^-TT REGULAR advertisers in this paper who
I have Annual Contracts are entitled to a

^j| complimentary article containing 200 words

each; and if they pay for cuts at the rate of l."ic

a square inch such article may be illustrated

with picture; the cut not to exceed 3x4 inches

(two dollars). Regular advertisers desiring to

take advantage of this complimentary write-up

and picture should send in their requests and

copy before December 1st. After that date no

write-ups can be accepted.

SINGLE COPIES OF THE HOLIDAY
NUMBER WILL BE 25 CENTS

Send copies away to friends and show them

what California is doing for Music.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE T>OU!LLET, T>ean. SAN JOSE, CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages of literary studies dee o( charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose California

N^m (irphntm

w,

Safest and Most

et Beginning This Sunda: A(te.

OPARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and Po
Phone Douglas 70

1 Thealre in America.

3—MATINEE EVERY DAY

ARTISTIC VAUDEVILLE
Wm. H. Thompson & Co., in "Pride of Regiment";

Quinlan & Mack: The Two Bobs (Adams and Alden):
Mabel McCane; Ben Welch; Vittoria & Giorgetta; Katchen
Loisset and her Dog "Honey"; New Orpheum Motion Pic-

tures. Last Week—John B. Hymer & Co., in "The Devil
and Tom Walker."

Evening Pricei: 10c, 25c. 50c and 75c. Box Seats $1.00
Matinee Pricec (Except Sundays and Holidays) lOc, 25c, 50c.

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDONTENOR
nches from the rudiments of toi— .,

finish and Completion of Public Singing

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Teacher of Singing Jhel'^L'"'"'''

Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

By Appointment Only
Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voice Culture for Singing and Speaking

Concert. Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

BASSO
CANTANTE

VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING
Perfedl Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

Joaquin S. Wanrell

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's. Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION. PIANO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
In French. G
vith specially

in. Musical History and Sight Reading in progress. Practice

,^.u..j ^.^uched accompanisls may f>e arranged for—also by """ -...J--..

Studio. 818 Grove St., nea
.. .jdenls

Tel. Park 1069.otlheschool. Studio. 818 Orove St., near nilmort. Id. Kark 1 0b9.
In BerLeley Tuesday. 2521 Regent St. Tel. BerLeley 3677. Thursday al Snell

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church. Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough BIdg., Oakland Home Studio, 1117 Paru St. Alameda

Telephone Alameda 155

The Beringer
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.

Eitablished 1896

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),

Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight leading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send lor catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

FREID R. J. RAU
Pacific Coast Agent for

HAWKES & SON
London, England

High-Grade Band Instruments
Bargains in Second-Hand Instruments

170 PAGE ST., SAN FRANCISCO Phone Market 5513

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
Phone WEST 5972 E. S. BONELLI, Director PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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HAMLIN, THE GREAT AMERICAN

TENOR.

For a number of years our American prima
donna lias been accei)ted throughout the world
of music. The art of Nordica, Eames, Farrar.
Mary Garden and others has been recognized by
the critics of both Europe and America. Several
of our baritones and bassos, such as David
Bispham. Allen Hinckley, Leon Rains and others
h,Tve won renown on two continents, but thus
far but one American tenor has succeeded in

gaining a firm position on the ladder of musical
fame abroad, and that is George Hamlin. What
is furthermore to this artist's credit, is that his

success abroad was not made in opera, but in the
far more difficult line of lieder singing. To make
a success in Berlin with "lieder" and particularly
with Strauss compositions, is no small thing, and
our own American George Hamlin did it with
ease.

Mr. Hamlin possesses in the first place a beau-
tiful tenor voice; secondly, it is well trained;
thirdly, he is a fine musician, and fourthly, as
Philip Hale expressed it in the Boston Herald a
few weeks ago, "He sings with brain and heart."
Here is what Hale wrote; "Mr. Hamlin's inter-
pretation was eloquent. He has brains and heart.
His versatility is marked; his tenderness is not
sentimentalism; his strength is truly virile."

Wherever Mr. Hamlin appears he gets the best
of notices, and after reading and hearing about
his splendid voice and excellent work for a num-
ber of years, San Francisco music lovers will be
g'ad to hear him, especially as recitals by tenors
are very rare. In fact, we think that this is the
first time that a world-renowned tenor has ap-
peared in recital in this city. With Mr. Hamlin
will appear Edwin Schneider, a young American
pianist and composer, whose name is appearing
on many programs now. His charming song,
"Flower Rain," was one of the special hits of the
.lomelli concerts.

Mr. Hamlin is announced for three recitals at
the Novelty Theatre, the dates being next Thurs-
day night, Dec. 2, Sunday afternoon, Dec. 5, and
Tuesday night, Dec. 7. His programs are of ex-
ceptional interest, and are indeed varied, for he
will sing works rarely, if ever, heard here before.
Here is the opening program, the special features
of which are the old German songs and Sir Arthur
Sullivan's exquisite setting of Tennyson's "Songs
of the Wren." Our music lovers know consider-
able about Sullivan, the writer of comic operas,
but his serious numbers are too seldom heard
here.

Die Linde im Thai, Lindenlaub (Old German);
O Sleep, The Trumpets Loud Clangor (Handel);
Im Abendroth (Schubert); Stille Thraenen, In's
Freie (Schumann); Es Blinkt der Thau (Rubin-
stein), Botschaft (Brahms), Im Kahne (Grieg), America's
Heimliche Aufforderung (Strauss); Morning
Hymn (Henschel); At the Window, Gone, Marriage Morning,
from Tennyson's "Songs of the Wrens" (Sullivan); The Cry-
ing of Water (Campbell-Tipton), Your Eyes, Flower Rain
(Edwin Schneider), The Lamp of Love (Salter).

For the Sunday concert the following program is promisee'
and it will certainly be interesting to hear Mrs. Beach's "The
Year's at the Spring" sung by a male voice.
Deh piu a nie non v'ascondete (Buonocia), Rendi'l sereno a!

eiglio, from "Sosanne" (Handel), Ein frohlich Gesang (Old
German); Der Musensohn, Dass sie bier gewesen, Der Wan-
derer an den Mond (Schubert), Provencalisches Lied (Schu
mann); O Komm im Traum, Jugendglueck (Liszt), Jaegerlied,
Er ist's (Hugo Wolf) ; Fair House of Joy, Weep You No More
(from Seven Elizabethean Lyrice), O Mistress Mine, Blow,
Blow, Thou V\inter Wind (from three Shakespeare Songs)'
(Roger Quitter); Hymn to the Night, written for and dedi-
cated to Mr. Hamlin (Campbell-Tipton), In Moonlight (Elgar)
Flower Rain (Schneider), The Year's at the Spring (Beach)!

For the final concert the following list of works has been
chosen.
Lachen und Weinen, Nacht und Traurae (Schubert), Meer-

fee, Auftraege (Schumann); Feinsliebchen (Volkslieder),

GEORGE HAMLIN
Greatest Concert Singer, at the Novelty Theatre, Commenc-

ing Thursday Night, December 2.

Main Maedel hat ein Rosenmund, Minnelied, O Lieliche
Wangen (Brahms); Zueignung, Morgen. Die Nacht, Caecilie
(Strauss); To Julia: Cycle, (a) The Bracelet, (b) The Maiden
Blush, (c) To Daisies, (d) The Night Piece, (e) Julia's Hair,
(f) Cherry-Ripe, from Robert Herrick (Roger Quitter); My
Ships that Went a-Sailing (Lohr), Across the Hills (Rummel),
Homeward (Campbell-Tipton), Black-Eyed Susan (Schneider),
The Call of Spring (Daniels).

Certainly these are three programs of gems, and both
English and American composers are given due recognition.
The prices for the Hamlin engagement will be $1.50 and $1.00,

and seats will be ready Monday morning at Sherman, Clay &
Co.'s. On Wednesday afternoon, December 8, Mr. Hamlin
will sing in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse, repeating the
opening program above. The concert will be given at 3:15
and seats may be secured at the Oakland theatre box office.

While it is true that the Hamlin concerts follow closely the
Wullner ones, they are of quite a different style, and no music
lover can afford to miss hearing at least one program by
America's greatest tenors, and one of the most artistic sing-
ers before the public.
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The Most Beautiful Piano

Store in America
Aliovu is sliowu ;i pliulo eugruving o! our big uew store. It is coutedcd by tlic wiiolu iiui.sif world

to be the best, aud the most perfectly appointed home of any bouse iu the world. The picture shows

but a part of our uuiin floor and a portion only of the great stock of more than fifty grand pianos—

a

stock five times larger than is carried by any other house on the (!oast. Just at this time about five

hundred pianos of leading makes are shown ; a display which is wortli your time to see.

Twenty si)ecially built rooms are occupied by our great stock, making the o[)i)ortunity for compari-

son better than is offered at any otiier store, while iu price and finish every individual i)urse and taste

may be satisfied.

Our new talking machine dejiartment on the Sutter street side .surpasses iu point of location, airi-

ness, convenience, comfort, and especially in the magnitude of its stock, and the courteous service

offered, any similar department iu the West. All the finest iu Talking Machines, and all the latest

records all the time is the motto, and it's lived up to.

The Wiley B. Allen Co.
Wiley B. Allen Building, 135-153 Kearney and 217-225 Sutter Streets.

Oakland: 510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington.

Otlier Stoi'es—Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego, Stockton, IMioenix, Ariz., Heno, Nev.,
Portland, Ore.
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JULIAN JOHNSON INTERVIEWS FERRIS HARTMAN

Julian Johnson, the bi-illiant dramatic and musical critic ol'

the Los Angeles Times i)ul)lished an extensive interview with
Ferris Hartman in that paper last Sunday, Oct. 31, which is

so interesting that we consider it worth while to publish it in
this department. Says Mr. Johnson:

Ferris Hartman is going to have a new theater. He says
so himself. Just where or exactly when, he does not say.
The other afternoon, in his little upstairs office at the Grand
Opera house, we were discussing ways and means—the entire-
ly independable way of public taste, and the sometimes lim-
ited means of managers to properly meet that taste.

"I believe in Los Angeles," said Hartman, "to the extent
that I believe Los Angeles believes, and will continue to be-
lieve, in me.

"But, as Joe Weber says, 'let me hurry to explanation it.'

I don't mean that I want them to believe so much in my per-
sonal endeavors, or the exact week-by-week production, as in
my determination to give the town a musical stock company,
and to maintain here a light-opera repertoire of the highest
standard. I am pretty sure I have a theater coming. 1 have
people interested. I am considering several good locations.
When I get a theater I can make productions more elaborate.

.
' can have more art put into costuming. I can get better re-

sults generally."
Mr. Hartman is a brave pioneer, and absolutely the only

unselfish man 1 ever knew to embark on musical-comedy seas.
Hartman is a fanatic, it you like—at any rate, a man obsessed
by one idea: to maintain his company, to hold it, to devote
everything but his living to that company, to keep it in shape
for the eventual big city that is now marching down the cor-
ridor of the future right in our direction.
"We have shortcomings," says he, "but are endeavoring to

form the nucleus of future greatness. The testimonial of pub-
lic appreciation that we have received so far this season is

the best indication of our advance in the quality of produc-
tions, and likewise our brightest hope for the future."
While in the East a year ago I visited a number of cities,

in some of which there were musical stock companies, or or-
ganizations alleged to be musical stock companies. I saw
none comparing with Hartman's, either in general efficiency
or usual smoothness of performance. Therefore I assert, and
without much fear of contradiction, that Hartman has the
best organization of its kind in the country today. Last year
Mr. Hartman was handicapped by a lack of pieces. This sea-
son he has overcome that handicap, and has the best reper-
toire open for stock purposes. All things really distinctive
and worth while are one-man enterprises. By that I mean
that they feel the characterizing, dominating influence of one
man, at least. Hartman's company is distinctive and origi-
nal. It is unique. It is Hartman.
Hartman is the nicest comedian I ever met. Most come-

dians, when they have attained the reputation and experience
of our subject usually retire turtle-like within themselves, and
of them their associates speak only evil. The average well-
known comedian, off-stage, is apt to be one of three things:
a distinctly superior being, a grouch, or a person of such ec-
centric conduct that he is open to the charge of perpetually
acting. The comedy star is indeed a star to his company,
twinkling afar, retiring to his summer home at the end of
the season, condescending to consult with his managers late
in the summer, and rowing with the resident property men,
electricians and orchestra leaders through the dreary winter.

Mr. Hartman, however, is a sort of father-confessor to his
organization. The Hartman company is a family affair, and
when I say that I'm not indicating Mrs. Josie Hart-Hartman,
nor brother-in-law Walter de Leon, nor cute little sister-in-
law Muggins Davies—but rather an organization knit closely
together by the bonds of kindly companionship. Some of
our ethical lecturers, you know, find the horror unspeakable,
morally concerned, to be a musical playhouse. Just for their
own edification, I wish that some of these had cognizance of
the Hartman system. If any over-bold mash-notes ever got
across those foot-lights it is because somebody forgot to
watch. Not that the actor-manager makes a round of stern
parental chaperonage each day—not at all! But it is under-
stood that all people who enter his company are, primarily,
ladies and gentlemen, attending to the business of acting in
a businesslike way, and not lingering in the glare of the fes-
tive spot because of some constant and profitable attendant
on the other side of the orchestra.
This is the sort of thing that makes the average musical

company an absolutely impossible herd when artistic repre-
sentations are attempted. You may get a corterie of bald-
heads when the ponies and the show-girls have "friends in
front," but you won't get good results on the stage. At least,
this is Hartman's theory, and it is a pretty sound one.

"I'm glad to .see thai the form of light musical entertain-
ment is changing from absurdity to realism," said he, after
we had discussed many other things for and against.

"It is now posible for a musical comedian to be a human
being, wear honest-to-life clothes and express some semblance
of sanity in his lines.

"You know the old recipe for comic opera was always the
same—a desert isle—a cannibal king, a doddering prime min-
ister, a stranded naval lieutenant, a cranky maiden aunt with
a parrot, natives galore in fez or fuzz, the timely crew of civ-
ilized sailors, and of course a 'beauchus creechure' whose
principal duty it was to warble and fall into the lieutenant's
arms at the critical, climactic moment.
"Now, isn't it a wonder that reality never suggested itself

as having humorous possibilities to those old-style comic-
opera makers?; Nowadays we build our musical pieces on a
street, in a store, in an office, at a summer resort—at any
rate, somewhere that's real, with a subject that is at least
possible and contemporaneous, and with action such as
human beings have occasionally been known to indulge in.

"Furthermore, reality is getting pretty close to art in some
cases. In 'The Girl from Kay's' Sam Bernard played 'Piggy'
Hoggenheimer, a character with a touch of something other
than mere burlesque humor about him. In Hlurope recently I

saw 'Der Rastelbinder,' in which the chief character is a
quaint, realistic old Jew—not only humorous, but pathetic

—

and there you have the ideal possibility, for humor and pathos
combined offer the mightiest possibilities to any actor of any
decsription.

MADAIVIE ARRAL'S NEW YORK DEBUT.

The New York Musical Courier Gives a Very Intelligent and
Reliable Report of the Distinguished Diva's

Metropolitan Appearance.

(From the Musical Courier.

I

When an artist appears before a New York audience for
the first time two things must be taken into consideration

—

first, a consciousness on his or her part of the fact that he
or she faces a discriminating public; second, the remem-
brance on the audience's part of the fact that it has been
listening to the world's greatest artists for years and, there-
fore, is somewhat prone to render a too hasty verdict and
not infrequently an unjust one. With this in view the writer
may consider the effort of Blanche Array, who made her
metropolitan debut last Sunday afternoon at Carnegie Hall.
She was welcomed by an audience of goodly proportions,
which manifested in no small manner its appreciation of this

lady's talent. Any one, therefore, who submits himself and
his art to an audience of connoisseurs and musicians must be
not only sure of himself, but sure of his art. So many of
even the best have displayed a nervousness and a lack of self

control when under such an ordeal that their efforts have
been seriously marred, and, in consequence, the result has
been disappointing to hearer as well as to performer. In this

respect Madame Arral proved herself an exception. Her
demeanor was imposing, not the slightest evidence of uncer-
tainty or nervousness could be discovered. Her equipoise
was perfect: her every utterance impressive and convincing.
She at once secured the sympathy and good will of her audi-
tors, and as she progressed in her program she carried them
with her completely, fully sustaining the reputation that had
preceded her. A woman of stately bearing, gracious in man-
ner and serious in purpose, Madame Arral created a most
favorable impression, and the high place she has attained
elsewhere cannot be denied her here. She is a decided ad-
dition to the ranks of high class vocalists, and will not fail

to delight and please all who hear her.

In her first number, "Air d'Ophelie" (Hamlet), Madame
Arral disclosed a voice of agreeable timbre which she used
with good taste and excellent judgment. It has been well
trained, and, therefore, is susceptible of considerable dexter-
ity and fluency. She is mistress of her art and emits a large
and sonorous tone which is noblest in the lower register;
thus, her broad cantilena is more satisfying than her colora-

tura, for, as with all great artists, she has limitations, and
they are more apparent when she essays the bel canto style.

She enunciates clearly and distinctly, a most agreeable but
altogether too uncommon accessory nowadays. She gave
every evidence of having been a deep student, like other well
equipped vocalists, and brings to bear upon all her work a
marvelous skill, employing every device of the singing art
to achieve the end.

Mozart's "Voi che Sapete" was rendered smoothly and
gracefully, but with Massenet's "An Cour La Reine" ("Man-
on") she put forth her best effort, and a splendid one it was.
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Mrs. Xellie Widman Blow, whose excellent contralto voice

was the subject of an item in this column a short time ago,

expects to give a vocal recital under a local management a

few weeks hence.

The Institute of Musical Art
FACULTY

Mrs. Richard Rees - Vocal Mr. William Hofman \ iolin

Mr. E. N. Knight - Vocal Mr. Gyula Ormay - Piano

Mr. Albert W. Nielson - Violoncello

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone, Park 5175
PUPILS RECEI\ ED B'l' .APPOINT.MENT

Studios for Musicians

Kohler & Chase Building

A few choice rooms, large and sunny, separated

by sound-proof partitions, now ready for inspection.

Teachers requirmg room by day or half day will

be accommodated.

For plans and information, apply

Speck, Paschel & Co., Agents
228 Montgomery St., Mills Building Telephone Kearney 16-12

Dr. LUDWIG

WULLNER
A.ND—

COENRAAD V. BOS, Pianist

LAST CONCERT
This Sunday Afternoon, Nov. 28, at the

NOVELTY THEATER
Seats $2 .00. $ 1 .50. $ 1 .00 General Admission $ 1 .CO

Box Office Sunday. 10 A. M. at Theater.

PHONE WEST 199

Chickering Piano Used

George Hamlin
THE AMERICAN TENOR

Edwin Schneider compter

Next Thursday Eve, Dec. 2, Sunday
Afternoon, Dec. 5, and Tues-

day Night, Dec. 7, at

NOVELTY THEATER
Seats $1.50 and $1.00 ready Monday at Sherman Clay Go's, where

the splendid programs mav be obtained.

Oakland Concert Wednesday, Dec. 8
YE LIBERTY PLAYHOUSE

Baldwm Piano Used. Coming: FRITZ KREISLER

The Great

Bach Festival
Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Uoder the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. : : : ; ;

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Festival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently interested in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND
SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.
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It takes all kinds of people to make a world. This well-

known platitude is particularly striking to those who follow

the course of a musical season. In order to gain publicity

and make talk a good many people are willing to think out

all kinds of schemes, no matter how visionary and impossible

their success may be. Such a scheme has been published in

several of the Los Angeles papers. The idea is this: An
.\merican violinist by the name of Ralph Wylie, a very good

name for the purpose, by the way, wants to give daily cham-
ber music concerts at the liberal admission fee of ten cents.

With the exception of William Edson Strobridge, the organiza-

tion of this chamber music quartet includes entire strangers

to the city of Los Angeles.
These events are to be called rehearsals, and in case of a

daily occurrence of the same, they can not be anything but

rehearsals. On the part of those in attendance they will

form a sort of lesson in chamber music and ensemble playing,

and as lessons they no doubt serve their good purpose. But

why it should be possible to gain instruction (for illustration

is the best kind of instruction) for ten cents, while any other

kind of instruction ranges from two dollars to five dollars a

lesson, is not quite clear to us. It would almost appear as

if the promoters of this scheme considered chamber music
less valuable than any other kind of music.

But we will suppose that this arrangement of nominal ad-

mission fees is made in order to give those unable to pay high

prices an opportunity to hear chamber music. The question

is: Do such people want to hear chamber music? We have
known of instances where in San Francisco the prices for

regular chamber music concerts have been reduced, for the

benefit of pupils, to twenty-five cents. This reduction did

not bring any new class of people into the chamber music
hall, but it simply gave those people perfectly willing to

pay seventy-five cents and a dollar an opportunity to save

some money. The general public is not interested, nor will

it ever be interested, in chamber music, as is evidenced by
reports from the Berlin season in another column, where even
the wonderful Flonzaley Quartet could not attract unusually

big audiences. It has long been recognized as an established

fact that the public does not care to listen to chamber music.

and we venture to predict that it never will care for this

highest class of music, because it simply does not appeal to

the musically uneducated mind. And it is absolutely impos-

sible to force anything down anyone's throat when they have
made up their mind that they do not care for it.

So the series of chamber music rehearsals given by Mr.
Wylie and his associates in Los Angeles will simply resolve

itself into a series of ensemble lessons at ten cents each
person which will last just so long as the members of the
enterprise are willing to rehearse the classics. If they be-

lieve that by permitting people to attend their rehearsals at

ten cents each they will arouse in them sufficient interest to

make them attend regular chamber music concerts in future

at higher prices they are mistaken, for the majority of peo-

ple attend chamber music concerts upon compulsion, and
only say they like them, because they want to appear as
people superior in musical intelligence than they really are.

Way down in their hearts they are bored with chamber music,
for they will never understand it unless they have studied
music from its theoretical and ethical point in such a man-
ner as to follow the architectural structure of a chamber
music quartet. It is the intellectual character of a chamber
music quartet rather than its musical character that forms
its distinguishing feature, and for this reason chamber music
recitals will never become a popular feature. Chamber music
will only be really successful as an intellectual feast for a
few splendid musicians in each other's private homes or for

a few select members of the musical public who are thorough-
ly versed in musical composition.

* * *

A complimentary concert was given in honor of Miss Helen
Tappe at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Birkel. The pro-

gram was a long and varied one and the singer, ably accom-

panied by Mrs. Lott, delighted all those in attendance at this

successful affair.
* * *

Archibald Sessions, the well-known and accomplished Los
Angeles organist, gave the seventy-seventh organ recital at

Clirist Church last week. Mr. Sessions and a number of his

friends seem to feel that this paper has been treating them
unjustly by pointing out the futility of free recitals. They_
say that there is a State law which prohibits entertainments'
of any kind to which admission is charged at churches, as
I he latter are exempt from taxation, and consequently can
not earn money through outside influences. The Auditorium,
say these people, is entirely to expensive to rent, while the
same is said of the Simpson Auditorium. Thus the paid or-

gan recitals are out of the question. Xow Mr. Sessions and
his friends claim that it being impossible, by reason of the
law, to give paid recitals in churches, and it being impossible
to use the big outside organs by reason of the prohibitive

rents charged, he is compelled to give recitals where a col-

lection is taken up and thus leave to those in attendance to

either make his recitals free ones or paid ones. Inasmuch
as most people are not so narrow or unreasonable to refuse

to put a coin in the plate, Mr. Sessions and his friends con-

tend that th^se concerts are really paid ones. So in justice

to all parties concerned, we are willing to print here the

other side of the question; but we still contend that free

recitals of any kind are undignified, and the organist of a
church has ample opportunity to make himself heard at both
the regular and special musical services

* * k

The first concert of the fourteenth season of the Ellis Club
.1. B. Poulin, director, took place at Simpson Auditorium on
Tuesday evening, November 9th. As usual, the auditorium
was crowded with interested and delighted auditors and the

club proved to be in excellent condition both as to voice and
ensemble work. The soloists were: Mrs. Mary Le Grande
Reed, soprano; Harry Clifford Lott, baritone; Walter F.

Skeele, organist. Mrs. Reed made an excellent impression
by reason of her pliant, penetrating soprano voice, and her
personal charm that she involuntarily infused in her work.
She sang Tschaikowsky's "Adieu Forest," Mrs. Beach's ".A-h.

Love, but a Day," La Forge's "Like the Rose Bud" and
Rogers' "Love has Wings." The most important feature

among the chorus works was Max Bruch's "Fritjof." Mr. Lott

singing the baritone part and Mrs. Reed interpreting the part

of Ingeborg. Both artists had ample opportunity to display

the advantages of their splendid vocal training and possess-

ing a natural organ, they made a most excellent impression
upon their hearers. The chorus, under Mr. Poulin's judicious

leadership, really had reason to be proud of its achievement.
Other choral numbers on the program were: "Gaily We
Ride," by W. Sturm, and Strauss' familiar "By the Beautiful

Blue Danube.'
* * *

Ellen Beach Yaw gave a concert at Simpson Auditorium
on Monday evening, November 8th, before an audience that

packed the big place from pit to gallery. This surely dem-
onstrates the immense popularity which this splendid artist

enjoys in Southern California, and we maintain that anyone
who can attract a monster audience in Southern California

and arouse the same to a certain pitch of enthusiasm must
possess certain artistic qualifications worthy of exposition.

Miss Yaw has improved considerably since her previous ap-

pearances, although the latter occurred but a year apart. She
has naturally acquired more poise and more maturity, and
with these splendid additions she has also brought her voice

to a position of increased volume. She has always been an
artist of exquisite colorature equipment, and she always has
used the latter in the most refined and musicianly manner.
It is a mystery to us that notwithstanding Miss Yaw's un-
questionable artistic superiority, she should not yet have at-

tained that distinction among the artists of the day which
her unquestionable artistic resources entitle her to, Alice
N'ielson, who is to appear at the Metropolitan this season, is

not by far the artist that Miss Yaw is, and nevertheless she
secures opportunities which seem to be denied to the better

artist. Somehow we can not but assume that Miss Yaw's
time will come and that, at the proper time and the proper
place, she will conquer for herself that position which is

hers by right of ability. The program presented by Miss Yaw
on the above occasion was: Mad Scene from Lucia (Doni-

zetti), "Who is Sylvia" (Schubert), Hark, Hark, the Lark
(Schubert), "Vergebliches Standchen" (Brahms), Miss Yaw;
Flute, Andante and Scherzo (Ganne), ,Iay Plowe; Ah, fors e

Lui (La Traviata), Cradle Song (Tschaikowsky), Swiss Echo
Song (Eckert), Miss Yaw; Flute, Melody (L'Tourneaux), Mr.
Plowe; "Le Bonheur est Chose Legere," with flute obligato
(Saint-Saens), Villanelle (del'Acqua), Miss Yaw.
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Have You Heard the New Victor
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Arral
RECORDS?
"Bird Waltz"
" Praviata"
"Beggar Student"
'El Bolero Grande"

•*••*"*•******* Nightingale Song from
"Les Noces de Jeanette"

The Great Coloratura Soprano

F. W. BLANCHARD. Pm. and Mgr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller UMi
TEACHER OF VOICE CULTURE AND SINGING

Srudio: 342-343 Blanchatd Hall Building, Los Angeles. Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz Mezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Tel. Home 51485. 719 Ollowa Si. near 10th and Figueroa. Los Angeles, Cal.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss ^»°fa^^'*°

CONCERT- PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS-ORATORIO
Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Adolf WillhartitZ Teacher of Piano

Room 626 Majestic Theatre Bldg. Los Angele., Cal

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

Concert Master of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

KRAUSS STRING QUARTETT
till W. ISTII ST.. I,(>S ANGKF.IC^! I'hone illome 2187."

Arnold Krauss

Harley Hamilton Conductor Los Angeles Symphony
Orchestra—Woman's Orchestra

VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR
320 Blanchard Hall Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

Violin InstructorCharles E. Pemberton
Harmony and Counterpoint

Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

D D^,,l* TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
• D. r OUlin THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. P. Dupuy TENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR

Dire<!lor Orpheu. Male Club, Bnar Brith Choir, Trinity M. E. Church Choir
Y. M. C. A. Vocal Department and Euterpean Male Quartette

Studio: 311 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^^^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.

L. E. BEHYMER
Western Manager

Musical Artists

Main Office: LOS ANGELES, California

Booking Musical Attractions from Denver West, California

and the Southwest on GUARANTEES and PERCENTAGE

REPRESENTS THIS SEASON:

Madame Marcella Sembrich
Madame Schumann-Heink
Madame Frieda Langendorff
Madame Jeanne Jomelli

Madame Teresa Carreno
Miss Marie Nichols

Miss Tilly Koenen
Ellen Beach Yaw

Madelen Worden
Dr. Ludwig Wuellner

George Hamlin, Tenor
Fritz Kreisler, Violinist

Pepita Arriola, Pianist

The Flonzaley Quartette and the
Damrosch Orchestra, with Isadora

Duncan, Dancer, and other
Well Known Artists.

SUPPLYING ALSO THE PACIFIC COAST ARTISTS:

Mackenzie Gordon
Antonio De Grassi
Anna Miller Wood

Dr. J. F. WoLLE in Organ Recitals

Univ. of California Glee Club
Georg Kruger, Pianist

IGNAZ Edouard Haroldi, Violinist

Mary Le Grand Reed, Soprano
Harry Lott, Baritone
Herr Arnold Krauss, Violinist

Helen Goff, Soprano
The Los Angeles Symphony Orches-

tra—77 Men.
The Woman's Symphony Orchestra—

63 Women.

Catering to the leading Music Clubs, Colleges,

Hotels, Women's Clubs, Private

Schools and Homes with

"THE BEST IN MUSIC"
And Playing Artists

Direct in the Leading Cities of the West

Especially Low Rates made to Music Clubs of California
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Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING

THE SOUL KISS—After seeing "The Soul Kiss," which
opened at the Garrick last Sunday night, one can't help ask-

ing the question, "Did such a show really run a year in New
York?" If it did, it must have been either because a lot of

risky stuff has been left out in this monumental piece of

stupidity that we saw last Sunday, or they must have had an
exceedingly clever lot of people who performed the miracle of

making something out of nothing, or else New York audiences
are the champion good things of the country. And to think

that the libretto is by Harry B. Smith, who, unless I greatly

err, was the librettist of "Robin Hood"—which reminds me
of Drydem's lines about the defeated king,

"F'allen, fallen, fallen, fallen,

Fallen from his high estate."

On the way home I stepped into a cigar store near the theatre

and listened for a tew minutes to about as disgusted a crowd
as you ever saw. As one of fhem put it, "We went and paid
good money to see it and by tomorrow night they'll be hand-
ing out passes to get anyone into the house."

Some years ago there used to be a building on the present
site of the Emporium, in which there used to be a number of

what were called "Dime Shows"; the attractions usually were
alleged freaks such as howling dervighes, three-legged human
beings, mermaids, sea serpents, etc. If you had a sense of

humor most of them were such gigantic fakes that after real-

izing how you had been played for a sucker you went out
laughing at the nerve of the showman. This show is in the
same class, only you get stung for a dollar and a half, and
have to sit there till eleven p. m. in the vain hope taht some-
thing will happen that will relieve the tediousness.

I felt that it was up to me to get there the first night, for

fear they would play the same game as the play that started
the censorship agitation-go the limit the first night, get

roasted in the press, and then cut it down to somewhere near
decency. If you will pardon so much reference to myself I

want to say that when I appeared before the Supervisors in

opposition to the bill for a censorship of the theatre and
when I claimed that we were under no danger of invasion
from nasty plays, one of the ladies present asked me in a
manner designed to crush me completely, "Have you seen
'The Soul Kiss' "? Who in the world ever gave the lady such
an idea—why, outside of one ten-second vulgar pose, it wasn't
racy enough to keep you awake.

To get back to the censorship idea. Maybe it would be a
good idea to have it after all. The government busies itself

a good deal now protecting us from all sorts of schemes to

separate us from our money, the slot machine has gone, the
race track has been legislated against, how would it do to

have a Board of Censors to protect us from losing good money
on "bum" shows?

Eastern reviewers have been extravagant in their praises
of Adeline Genee, the dancer in this play, and her art may
have helped the play to its big run, but her substitute. Mile.
Pertina, while she gives you the impression that she is work-
ing very hard to please you, has yet to learn what it is to be
graceful. There are a few witty lines to it, one pretty scene
of New York at night, one or two fairly good actors—oh,
what's the use of talking about it at all.

--w-

NEXT WEEK'S ORPHEUM ATTRACTIONS—The Orpheum
announces for next week a fine list of attractions. William
H. Thompson, who in his line of business is unequalled in
this country, will appear in a one-act play by F. D. Bond,
called "Pride of Regiment," which scored a tremendous hit
at the Haymarket Theatre, London, where it is now in the
fourteenth month of a prosperous run. Mr. Thompson has in

the role of an army veteran a character peculiarly suited to

his splendid ability, and one which has enabled him to gather
laurels. He is sure of a most cordial welcome, for he has
many histrionic triumphs to his credit here, the most notable
one perhaps being the Cardinal in "A Royal Family," which
is one of our most delightful stage memories. He will be
supported by those sterling artists. Miss Lauretta Allen and
Mr. Fred .J. Weber.

Dan Quinlan and Kellar Mack, two celebrated minstrel
stars, will entertain with a skit entitled "The Traveling
Dentist." Mr. Quinlan is said to be a great laughing hit in

the name part, while Mr. Mack, who is a gifted composer,
introduces several of his own musical numbers with pleasing
effect. The Two Bobs is the sobriquet selected to announce
Bob Adams and Bob Alden. two well known and popular writ-

ers of lyrics and jingling tunes. Mr. Adams, who in associa-

tion with Mr. Hough, has written many musical successes like

"The Time, The Place and The Girl." "A Stubborn Cinderel-

la," "A Winning Miss," "The Girl Question" and other La
Salle street triumphs in Chicago is one of the Bobs, while
the other, Mr. Alden, is responsible for the music of "Not
Because Your Hair is Curly" and other catchy tunes that the
whole country has whistled.

Mabel McCane, a small demure lass, who has attained con-

siderable prominenence in Eastern musical comedies, will

contribute to the new bill. She sings her own songs ex-

clusively, the arrangement for them having been made by
Frederick Peters. Next week will be the last of Ben Welch,
Vittoria and Giorgetta, Katchen Loisset, her pigeons and her
trained dog "Honey," and John B. Hymer and Co., in their

great comedy hit, "The Devil and 'Tom Walker." A new
series of motion pictures will wind up one of the best en-

tertainments in the history of vaudeville.

%%

DR. WULLNER, DRAMATIC SINGER—Not having seen
the editor of this paper since the Wullner concerts last night
(Tuesday) I do not know just how enthusiastic he is over
that remarkable performance, but I assume that, like every-

one else, he was swept off his feet, and is now trying to

come down to earth again in time to write his impressions
for this week's issue. No doubt his article will go into rap-

turous details of phrasing technique, etc.. which are of the
utmost interest to the musician, so this is to be a few words
on how he impressed me from the dramatic standpoint. If

Dr. Wullner were a Frenchman or an Italian he would de-

pend to some extent for his effects on the use of his hands
and on movements about the stage, but being German he
stands in one position with his hands in front of him and
depends on his mobile face and the exquisite control of his

tones to drive home his interpretations. That voice is sim-

ply wonderful, the way he uses it to express the horror of

the soldier who has shot his friend in "Der Soldat," the stir-

ring and martial ending of "Die Beiden Grenadiere," the
lover's entreaty in "Caecilie"—I might go on and say some-
thing about everyone of the twenty-four songs on the pro-

gram, each one of which left a clear-cut different from every
other one.

Having but a slight acquaintance with German, I can not
speak of his pronunciation, but I can testify to his beau-
tifully clear diction. Manager Greenbaum thoughtfully pro-

vided everyone with programs containing the songs in

parallel columns of German and English, so it was easy
enough to look ahead, get the sense of each song, glance
over the German enough to keep track of it, and then settle

back in sheer enjoyment of his wonderful work.
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Sopr.no Soloisi First Congifgabonal Church. Oakl«nd

Concert, Oratorio and Recital Prograrrts

TEACHER OF SINGING
Roidcnce Studio:

I 333 Bay View Place, Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Studio: 65 MacDonough Bldg^ Tueiday and Friday

ROMEO FRICIv
BARYTONE

\'oc«l inilrurton After Foremofl European Methods

30-31 Canning Block, 13lh and Broadway, Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a 1466

Paul Steindorff

Siudio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. "William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Broderick St., San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera ^—Oratorio — Concert

Studio, 1348 Haight St. Phone Park 41 17

HERMAN PERIvET
Voice Culture and Piano

Siudio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. "Walter W^itham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: Phone FranUin 2227

1380 Sutter Street San Francisco, Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction. Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1 304 Ellis Street

IVenceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts. Musicales, Ensemble and Inftruc^ion

Tel. Park 5329. .STUDIO: 746 CLA'iTON ST.

DELIA E. GRIS"WOLD
Contralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio, 845 Oak St.

HA.R.ALD PRACHT
BAR.ITONC

Soloist Grace Church and Temple Israael

CONCERT and ORATORIO
I 1 23 Devisadero St. Phones

;

^"'
5o7?

FredericK Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles, Cal.

RICHARD FERBER
Composer and Teacher-Piano and Harmony

1350 OTARRELL ST. SAN FRANCISCO

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
(Pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansleldl)

Teacher of Piano
Res. Studio: 1218 Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Cal.

Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged— \iolin and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi, Assiflant

Siudio: 130 PRESIDIO AVE. SAN FRANCISCO

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
Beginning with the issue of October

2, 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re
view has been increased to 24 pages
which size will occasionally be aug
mented to 32 pages. This enables the

management to add several new de
partments. The threatrical depart

ment occupies two full pages, and con
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical

performance of merit in San Francis

CO. These critical opinions, which are

not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the

Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.

Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-

pean news, and a page of the most im-

portant musical news from leading

Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,

Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-

partments are continued as usual,

while more attention is being paid

this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising

pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a

vacancy occurs. Special advertising

rates can only be secured by those

who keep their advertisement in these

columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-

tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00: one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per

issue.

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
XeacHer of S\t\^\T\^

Tel. West TZ?"* 2220 Webster St . San Francisco

Miss Olive J. Tonks
Voice Culture

Studio: Room 35. Gaffnev BIdg.. 376 Sutter St., Wednes-
lays. Res.: 265 Parnassus Ave. Tel. Park 4190. S. F.. Cal

Alfred Cogswell
Studio: 1531 Sutter, San Francisco, on 1 oasday
and Friday, and at 2I1Q Durant St.,
Berkeley, on .Monday, Thursday and Saturday

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Drao&atic Soprano

Voice Culture Concert and Orator
2240 California St.—Phone West 665V

Mrs. Thorougtiman
Voice Culture—Dramatic .Voprano

CONCERT—ORATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109. 91 5 Van Ness A.e. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

Siudio, 1531 SUTTER ST., Mondays and Thursdays. Al
Mill Valley, Keystone Building, Tuesday. Wednesday. Friday

Mrs, Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio. Maple Hall. 14th and Webfler St>.. Oakland.
Tuesday and Friday Phone Oakland 34'->

EDNA MURRAY
Pianiste

Concerts Recitals Lessons
.\ddress; . . . Ross. Marin Count>'. California

LOUIS CREPAUX
(Member Pads Grand Opera)

Delbert Block. 943 \'an Ness al OTarrell Reception Houi
1 1 :30 to 12. and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday.

Wednesday in Oakland. 1 I 54 Bnish Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Organist First Presbyterian Church. Berkeley I

In Berkeley Fnday and Monday Exclusively

Siudio 2257 Fuhon St, - - Phone: Berkeley 4627

Miss Josephine Barda \na\«l
Pupil of Mme. Camsi and John Cheshire of New V

Residence Studio. 1 35 22d Ave,. San Francisco

Telephone. Pacific 29S7

Horatio Cogswell Baritone
Voice Culture. Concerts. Recitals

Studios: 1 122 Bay St.. Alameda. Tel. Alameda 195
om 64 Macdonough Bids-. 1 4lh and Broadway. Oakland

Tuesday and Fnday Afternoons

Musical Directory

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1321 Sutter St. San FraTicisc, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Telephone Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKEXSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Bd'way.,Oak. Phone Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

HOTHER WTSMER
2945 Fillmore St. Phone West 438

GILBERT REEK
ITiST Fourth Avenue, Oakland.

MANDOUN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1834 Baker Street San Francisco

lave You Seen the Ne\A/-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO.?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students U"tr''V T /^TTT3 T^ A ^7 € C/^"V
It contains Elegance. Durability and Moderate Price. J> F.. > «< . V„ U X\ X JiS^Zj cV f^i.>a>

Kearny St. Near Po^
San Francisco, Cal.
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MUSIC IN SEATTLE.

iMusital Ilc'view Office, 'Jofi Empire Bldg., J. H. Howe, in cluuBc

The Pacific Coast Musical Review takes pleasure in an-

nouncing that it has appointed James Hamilton Howe as its

regular Seattle correspondent. In replying to a letter from
this office, in which the paper asked Mr. Howe to suggest
someone for the position, he wrote as follows: "For a time,

until 1 can secure the right one, I will attend some of the

larger concerts, and delegate someone else to those I am
unable to attend. Will send a letter relative to the musical
workings here and programs if you wish. Henry Hadley is

making good here. He is just the man for us at present.
"Yours sincerely,

"JAMES H. HOWE."
* * *

Until Mr. Howe's regular letter arrives we will add here

a few Seattle notes received up to this time from other
sources

:

The Howe Club has begun rehearsals of Verdi's 11 Trova-
tore, which it expects to present in the near future. From a
cVrcular letter we cull the following information regarding the
purpose of this organization:
The Howe Club of Seattle is an organization of singers,

limited to eighty members, under the direction of James Ham-
ilton Howe, Mus. B., associated in choral study for the fol-

lowing purposes:
1. To continue the musical uplift inaugurated by Prof. Howe

in Seattle three years ago, pioneering the way for the great

musical events of the past two years and those that are to

come.
2. To bring together regularly singers of ability who enjoy

the study of oratorio, opera and classics in general. The
chief aim being musical culture; the concert question will be
secondary in importance.

3. To give foreign artists a proper choral setting when they
come to our borders and co-operate with all musical enter-

prises presenting at reasonable rates the works of the masters
to the masses of any station in life desiring culture.

4. To give school children and blind persons free entrance
to occasional recitals, and aid charitable institutions by par-

ticipating in concerts in their behalf, whenever possible.

You are cordially invited to join the Howe Club if you are
in sympathy with its purposes, and have no other offlliations

(outside of church choirs) of like nature that would militate

against regular attendance and loyalty to this club. Only
those are desired who can and will attend rehearsals and con-
certs of the club throughout the entire season, which is lim-

ited to seven months, beginning October 4, 1909. Singers who
rush from one organization to another seriously hinder gen-
uine efforts in the direction of musical improvement, hence
are not desirable citizens in the musical kingdom.
The full membership of the Howe Club is now filled with

the exception of nine sopranos, eight contraltos, four bassos
and five tenors. The enclosed application blank is sent to you
because of your known ability, and we believe you will keep
your word of honor with the Howe Club should you favor it

with your membership. The requirements on the reverse
side of the application blank represent the cardinal points to
which are attributable the success of the Worcester, Mass.,
and Ohio Male Glee Clubs, also the great Salt Lake Taber-
nacle Choir, who enraptured throng after throng of people in

Seattle during the summer.
* * *

Hazen Maynard, a very faithful subscriber of the Pacific
Coast Musical Review in Olympia, Wash., sends us the fol-

lowing letter under date of October Slst:
"Although Seattle is the largest city of the great Northwest

and the center of all the more important musical events dur-
ing the season, nevertheless there is also a great deal going
on musically in the interior towns of Washington. I am sure
your paper is doing a great deal for the cause of music and
musicians, and that if you had an office in Seattle or a com-
petent representative, who would send regular news letters,

and at the same time introduce your paper, there would be a
still larger demand for the Musical Review than there is now.
There is much musical activity in Seattle needs exploitation
in a musical journal.

"I was particularly interested in your sketch of Mr. Hadley,
the present director of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra. The
first concert of the regular season took place last Sunday
evening, October 24th, and the first "Pop" concert will take
place next Sunday afternoon, November 7th. Everyone is

well pleased with Mr. Hadley, and last Sunday evening's con-
cert has prepared us for a season of musical feasts. The or-
chestra has been strengthened where it was weak, and its

number of musicians was considerably augmented.

"I endeavor to get subscribers for your paper by loaning
my copy to musical friends and acquaintances. Your paper
is entirely different from all other musical journals. I have
learned much from your articles, and recall several instances
when famous artists visited us before coming to California
that your report and comments coincided with impressions
made upon me at the time I heard these artists. I attend all

of the more important concerts which take place in the North-
west, and also patronize all local events of consequence."

OPENING OF LOS ANGELES SEASON.

By Heinrich Von Stein.

Los Angeles, Nov. 20, 1909.

Although a number uf concerts had already taken place at

different auditoriums in this city, the opening of the musical
season occurred on Thursday, November 18th, at Simpson
Auditorium, when Mr. Behymer presented Madame Jeanne
Jomelli to a fair-sized audience at that place. A more satis-

factory artiste than this wonderful vocalist it would be diffi-

cult to imagine; there is something round and natural about
her performance, which is not alone explained by her truly
magnificent vocal equipment. In a large measure Madame
Jeanne Jomelli holds our attention by her musical taste and
charming assertion of musical intelligence of high order. In
addition to this, this songstress has a most pleasing appear-
ance personally, so that altogether Madame Jeanne Jomelli
has everything that we may look for in a great performer.
The singer was assisted in a most interesting program by
Miss Marie Nichols, violinist. While it must be conceded
that Miss Nichols plays well, yet certain technical shortcom-
ings, as well as lack of individuality, robbed her performance
of that interest which attaches to greater performers. In

place of Miss Magdaline Worden. who was to have played
the accompaniments upon the piano, Mrs. Harry Clifford Lolt
filled this position admirably, if we take into consideration
that she was called to do this work probably upon very short
notice.

* * *

The Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, under the baton of
Harley Hamilton, gave their first concert of the present sea-
son on Friday of this week to a packed house at Temple Audi-
torium. The soloist was Madame Jeanne Jomelli. and it goes
without saying that her success was immense. The orchestra
too has never before been so large and so well proportioned,
and especially during the latter part of the program an en-
thusiasm took hold of this meritorious organization which has
never been quite so much in evidence before.

* * *

Wenzel Kopta, the eminent Bohemian violin virtuoso, will

be heard in concert at Simpson Auditorium on December 7th,

together with Alfredo Wyld-Viteri, pianist. The program for

this occasion is a ibost elaborate one, and the name of Kopta
upon the program is ample guarantee that this affair will be
one of the most artistic of the season. I need not say any-
thing about Mr. Kopta's artistic merit, because the readers of

this paper know him as one of the most inspiring performers
who have ever come to this coast. Mr. Wyld-Viteri. the
young Spanish pianist, who will share the program with Mr.
Kopta, is a newcomer to Los Angeles, and I do not hesitate
to state that we will hear a great deal about this pianist in

the near future, as he possesses both technic and poetry, and
any pianist possessing those qualities is sure to receive more
than passing notice.

At the Grand Opera House Ferris Hartman and his com-
pany of singers continue to draw packed houses. The bill

this week was the "Toreador." in which Mr. Hartman was
seen at his best, if it is at all just to say that Mr. Hartman
is not always at his best. From week to week it becomes
apparent that the management of this comic opera company
is improving its personnel and the same may be said of the
stage settings and costumes. "The Chinese Honey-Moon" is

announced for next week, and judging from past perfor-
mances, we may look forward to a most delightful presenta-
tion of this popular musical comedy.

* • *

The Dominent Club, which really forms the ladies' section
of the Gamut Club, entertained Madame Jomelli and her
violinist. Miss Nichols and Miss Ellen Beach Yaw, at two de-
lightful receptions during the last two weeks.

* * «

Georg Kruger, pianist, and Ignaz Haroldi, violinist, an-
nounce that they will give a sonata evening some time in the
near future. This should be quite an interesting event, as
both gentlemen are excellent musicians.
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The Soundest Piano Investment
The STEINWAY will outlast two other pianos, each of which will

cost you nearly as much as a Steinway. No other piano can ap-
proach the Steinway in the satisfaction derived from its owner-
ship.

We can sell you other pianos—less expensive but thoroughly re-
liable. You will want a Steinway some day, however, and when
you do, we will take back the less expensive piano, allowing for it

the full purchase price paid us, anytime within three years from
date of original purchase.

Monthly payments on the Steinway or any of our pianos if

desired.

©l|f Btrtnr-litrtrola

The VICTOR-VICTROLA is the perfect musical instrument-
absolutely accurate, noiseless in its mechanism, beautiful in its

cabinet and without the cumbersome horn.

The VICTOR-VICTROLA produces the sweetest and most wonder-
ful tones ever heard—positively natural and easily regulated in

volume.

Two Styles, $200 and $125

Sherman Bfiay ScGo.
STEINWAY .\ND OTHER PI.\N()S PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland

Sacramento. Fresno, San Jose, Stockton. Bakersfield. Santa Rosa,
Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Etc.
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MUSICAL CALENDAR 1909-10.

(5eorge Hamlin (American Tenor) Dec. 2. 5 and "

Fritz Kreisler Dec. 12. 16 and 19
Lyric Quartette Pop Concert Com. in Tanuary
Marcella Sembrich Week of .Tan. 9
Myrtle Elvin ( Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday. Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spanish child Violinist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

THE ADVANTAGE OF JUDICIOUS ADVERTISING.

\\'c iia\(' cjillcd i-('immt(m1 ;irtciiiii>ii m ilic fact iliai

tlie rcasdu for tlie failure <if (lisiiii<iiiislieil artists in

tlie matter of attractiiii; larj^e andieiues is an iu-

arle(|iiate and injudicions use of the advertising; lol-

iiiiins of rlie daily as well as niiisical j>ajiers. \\'c

know that there exist l^astern iiianajiers who think that

limited advertising: sjiace and the rejrnlation annonnre-
iiieiit of jirofirams and so forth are sntlicient to attract

])nl)lic attention. If the inihlic does not come, the

manaiiei-s claim it is not interested in that particular
artist. Now it .seems to us that the reall.v efticient.

and let us say talented, mauafjer is able to create an
interest in an artist. Of course we can not he ex-

pected to estalilish a school of manajiers where we
could teach them exactly what we mean hy interest int:

the ]iuhlic in an artist, or how to go about to interest

l»eo])le in efticient nnisicians.

\\"e do know that jieople were imt jienerally in-

terested in .symphony concerts and that they became
interested. Wo do not care a rap wliy and wherefore
they became interested. We only care for results, and
the fact that the peojile became interested in soine-

tliinji in which they were not interested before, proves
that the advertisiu<; was judicious. The general pub-
lic is certainly not interested in the compositions of

l?acli. Here too we do not care to (piote the thousands
of i-easons and explanati(uis presented by local musi-
cians why the IJach Festi\al w;is iiacked to the doors.

All we care about in this discussion is, that, as a mat-
ter of fact, the public became interested in something
in wliich it was not interested before. Again the
judiciousness of advertising has been demonstrated.

The general |niblic does not care about a concert as
a rule. It ceilaiiily is not interested in a singer of

classical songs. Nevertheless, the I>r. W'ullner con-
certs were crowded. And here again it does not make
any diti'erence why and wherefore the general jmblic
became interested. The fact is that tliey did become
interested in these concerts by reason of a judicious
advertising campaign. These examides sii(ii"cc for us
to prove that although the public may not be interested

in certain musical events, ttie.v can be made to interest

themselves by certain modes of advertising and intelli-

gent announcements that arouse their curiosity. It is

easy enough to come afterwards and give all kinds of

excu.ses ((•//;/ it was ]iossible to interest the peo])le, but
those are deserving who are able to feel the imblic
pulse and then write their advance notices in such a

manner and in such (plant ities as to a]>peal so strongly
to the reath'i- that he knows he can not miss an event
so well aiitioilliicil.

\\'liat can be dcinc with symplioii.) concerts, with
Itacli festivals and with I)r. \Vullner can be done with
any artist of elticiencv. The only difference is that

the less known the artist is, the longer a period is

necessary to attract public interest. This paper as
well as the daily pajiers sjioke almost a year about
the erticieiicv of Dr. A\'iillner. If the same had i)een

done for .Madame Jomelli. the .same result would have
obtained, for Madame -lomelli certainly proved to be
a brilliant artist. I!ut as long as managers can not
understand that it re(piires a period of at least a year
or six months of an educational advertising cam|iaigu
to bring the general public to the realization of the

importance of an artist now-a-days, so long will there

l>e small houses for artists who are announced in less

enthusiastic fashion than others.

lint it is not only necessar.\ to devote a certain

length (d' time f(U- the exploitation of a certain artist's

faculties. It is also necessary to couch the notices in

an intelligent and forceful manner, introducing some
thing new about an artist's work from the work of

other artists, and constantly jioint out the etticieucy

of the artist and wherein he or she surpasses in a
manner worthy of great patronage. In short, if

managers understood how to write their advance no-

tices in an interesting manner to the general public,

])ublish enough of them for a long perioil and do not
exhaust the public's interest by crowding too luan.v ar-

tists into one season, the entire (piestion of concert
attendance would be easily solved. IJiit in any event,

no artist should be announced as being able to accom-
](lish artistic feais I'XLICSS HI-: C.VX KIC.VLI.Y AC-
COMI'LISH THKM.
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ECHOES FROM THE WULLNER CONCERTS—Although
the Wullner concerts are now a thing of llie past, the readers

of the Hacihc Coast Musical Review who possessed the

necessary energy and genuine love for music to at-

tend these events will not think it amiss if I utilize

this department today for the purpose of penning cer-

tain commentatory remarks which a first hearing and a

hurried preparation for puhlicatiou made impossible.

Criticism is in fact such a responsible task that its execution

really demands far more thought and far more detailed de-

lineation than is accorded a writer who is obliged to compile

his statement in a short time. The quick succession of con-

certs and the necessity of furnishing information to the pub-

lic in time to be of use to the manager and artist hardly

give the writer sufficient time to collect his thoughts and

examine into the various phases of an artist's work with that

painstaking care which the occasion deiuands. And so a

criticism written immediately after hearing a great artist

often prevents the writer from expressing many ideas which

a more careful and more leisurely deliberation would neces-

sarily inspire. And so I feel that last week's review of the

Wullner concerts did not do that justice to the artist's re-

markable achievements which their merit entitled them to.

There was particularly one feature of the Wullner concerts

which escaped attention last week, and which is really one

of the most important characteristics of that wonderful ar-

tist's scholarly declamations. This feature is the exquisite

diction eiuployed by Dr. Wullner. Someone has said that

the great Lieder singer sacrificed the art of diction to the

art of song in his recitals. I can not agree with those critics.

Dr. Wullner does not sacrifice one particle of the art of song
in his reiuarkable adherence to pure pronunciation. On the

contrary it is evident to me that he actually enhances the

musical value of the song by reason of his clear and concise

enunciation. It must never be forgotten that the poem em-
ployed by a truly great composer exists long before the

music is composed. In Dr. Wullner's case the libretto of

the song, as it were, forms in the majority of instances a

famous literary classic, sometimes the work of a distinguished

poet and sometimes a part of a great volume of literary

gems. If, therefore, the composer has selected such a poem
as worthy of a foundation upon which to erect his musical

structure, it must be sufficiently important for the artist to

present it in a manner that leaves no doubt regarding its

pre-eminence. There is only one way of giving such literary

masterpiece its important place, and that way consists of

declaiming it in a manner comprehensive to every person
who thinks. And herein Dr. Wullner has struck a note that

raises him above the majority of concert singers, and in cer-

tain respects reserves for him an entirely unique position

upon the concert platform—a position which might easily be
termed a basis for individual expression. In this respect Dr.

Wullner stands alone in the arena of vocal art.
* * *

We have beard other singers who selected the art of

declamatory song as the vehicle of their musical expression.
But we have always in such cases been impressed with the
thought that the exponents of that art over-reached them-
selves by becoming excessively dramatic and thereby over-
stepping the legitimate lines of musical performance to a
degree that bordered on theatricalism. In this manner in-

tensely dramatic situations, while for the time being exer-
cising a sort of hypnotic spell upon the hearer, left a heavy
atmosphere and a rather unpleasant after-effect. The re-

fined sensibilities of the hearers are thus rudely shocked
and the conclusion of an especially dramatic declamation is

frequently greeted with a sigh of relief. Dr. Wullner's gen-
uine art manifests itself in his ability to cope with the most
intensely dramatic situations in a manner that emphasizes
their tragic character without creating any unpleasant feel-

ing in the mind of the hearer. Every line uttered by Dr.
Wullner is a source of unalloyed enjoyment, and no matter
how intensely gripping the subject of a song may be, he
secures the cruesomeness of the idea without making a pain-
ful impression. I understand that this is perhaps not as clear
an explanation of my meaning as many of my readers may
desire, but it is the best way in which I can express myself
without making my remarks too cumbersome.

And so as it is erroneous to assume that Dr. Wullner sac-

rifices his vocal art to his dramatic temperament exi)re8sed

in clear diction, it is equally erroneous to assume that he
does not secure every particle of musical sentiment froiu his

songs. ITnlike instrumental music, a vocal composition
gives the hearer an accurate idea as to the meaning of the

composer's musical embelishments. The words of a song un-

mistakably lead us to fathom the composer's intentions. And
so a singer certainly attains the perfect mission of his art,

if he clothes the musical phrases in the spirit of the words
to which they have been set. Surely no one who has care-

fully listened to Dr. Wullner has failed to comprehend the

musical idea simultaneously with the poetic idea of the song.

N'o artist, to our recollection, has succeeded so well to dis-

tinguish between joy and sorrow, between pathos and humor,
between descriptive and sentiiuental ideas and between
commonplace and dramatic situations as Dr. Wullner has so
forcefully demonstrated. And so I certainly must admit that
Dr. Wullner has in no sense sacrificed any musical senti-

ments to the fervor of his poetic instinct. To me his work
was as satisfactory from a purely musical point of view as
it was from the standpoint of a dramatic effort.

Having thus discussed at length Dr. Wullner's efficiency

as a delineator of poetic as well as musical ideas, we finally

come to the vehicle of his expression—his voice. In glanc-
ing over luy report of last week I find the following sen-

tence: "And possibly because there is no certain way of

defining Dr. Wullner's vocal organ, it might be stated that
he does not possess a definite voice for vocal interpretation,

and in consequence of which he has been cursed with the
sobriquet of the 'voiceless singer.' " This period might be
misleading to anyone who does not follow carefully the idea

put forth in the concluding remarks of that review. In order
to settle any misunderstanding that may have arisen from
a superficial perusal of this phrase, I desire to emphasize
the fact that I did not mean to say here that Dr. Wullner
does not possess any voice. This would be as grave an
error as to contend that he sacrifices any musical sentiment
by reason of his dramatic temperament. Dr. Wullner most
assuredly does possess an excellent voice. He, however, has
cultivated a certain quality by means of utilizing his "mas-
que" which robs the voice of much of its ringing—that is bell

like—character which it would possess, if he had cultivated
the mode of expression used by the Italian opera singer. It

is evident to the student of vocal art that Dr. Wullner is

willing to sacrifice a mellow, pliant and bell-like character
of the voice in order to attain a certain resonance and pene-
trative power which is essential in the art of real dramatic
vocal declamation. A smooth, pliant and ringing voice,

evenly polished such as is heard in opera, could never attain
the effect which Dr. Wullner attains in his exquisite delinea-

tion of intense einotion. Such a voice could never express
such sentiments as are contained in "Das Lied des Steink-
lopfer's." "Die Beiden Grenadiere," "Caecilie." "Der Doppel-
gaenger" and other songs of this calibre. The very effemin-
acy, if such a term can be permitted, of a mellow voice w-ould
prevent an intensely dramatic declamation. It is exactly the
"nasal" resonance of Dr. Wullner's voice which intensifies his

wonderful art, and without it there would be missing from
his recital that intensity of emotion which now holds his

audiences entranced during his entire presence upon the
stage.

Another remarkable feature of Dr. Wullner's art is his
splendid pronunciation of the German language. It is true
in endeavoring to make the consonants sound musical the
artist occasionally ennunciates a consonant rather harshly,
as, for instance, he pronounces "Kint" instead of "Kind" or
"isch" instead of "ich." But these, after all, are minor dis-

crepancies which, under the circumstances, can hardly be
found fault with. We have received one or two indignant let-

ters from readers who saw a criticism of Dr. Wullner's voice
in the Sunday Call, and who desire us to take the writer to

task for his presumption. Such articles speak for themselves.
They do not deceive intelligent people, and it is far better
to let them make their impression without paying any atten-
tion to the writer. It is also likely that our correspondents,
through the mask of their indignation, thought the article
much worse than it really was, and possibly may do an in-

justice to the writer by an exaggeration of the actual state-

ments. In any event, he who can not recognize in Dr. Wull-
ner an artist of the rarest type is not worth while arguing
with.

Possibly Dr. Wullner might find an accompanist as efficient

and as satisfactory as Mr. Bos after careful search and after
the expiration of a long period. It is, however, certain that
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he could not replace Mr. Bos at short notice, for his accom-
panist has grasped Dr. Wullner's peculiarities to such an ex-

tent that he seems to express the artistic ideas with the same
intensity and individuality upon the piano as Dr. Wullner
expresses them by means of his throat. And this perfect

ensemble work really contributes not a little toward the un-

alloyed pleasure of the listener. The art of accompaniment
is perfectly as important as the art of solo singing, and if de-

prived of his accompanist. Dr. Wullner would certainly

be "at sea." There is no doubt but that Mr. Bos is

a born accompanist. His musicianship is evidenced by
technical accuracy and musicianly phrasing, and his genius

as accompanist manifests itself in a total abandonment to

the individual ideas of Dr. Wullner. That under these cir-

cumstances of artistic subordination Mr. Bos nevertheless
makes the impress of his individuality in accompaniment
upon his musical hearers is sufficient proof of his genius as
accompanist. Indeed, as we have stated frequently, the art

of accompaniment stands by itself and is deserving of as

much attention as any other phase of musical expression.

It might even be said in conclusion that there are very few
truly great accompanists before the musical world today, and
to say that Mr. Bos is one of these is to give him far greater
honor than to insult him with comparisons.

* * *

I can not conclude the review of the Wullner concerts with-

out calling attention to the crowded houses which he at-

tracted. During the last year this paper has endeavored to

educate its readers to a certain point where they thoroughly
understood the reasons why this great artist has been hailed

as a new figure in the arena of vocal art. Beginning with
October 1st this paper has taken particular pains to insist

upon the necessity of attending the Wullner concerts. In

California nearly twenty thousand musical people have read
these articles. In San Francisco over ten thousand music
lovers have seen these accounts. Besides the regular read-

ers of the paper eight thousand people, selected from the
telephone directory, have received a sample copy of this

paper since October first. And for this reason we claim that
the Pacific Coast Musical Review has been largely responsible
for the financial success of Dr. Wullner. As a rule we do
not like to call attention to these things; but in the course
of this year we desire to prove to the satisfaction of our
subscribers and of our advertisers that this paper exercises
a distinct and effective infiuence upon concert attendance.
We have selected Dr. Wullner and Miss Tilly Koenen as the
two artists to prove our assertion. Neither of these two ar-

tists were known here before this paper took up their suc-

cess. Dr. Wullner labored under the disadvantage of being
constantly reported by the daily papers as being a "voiceless"
singer, and as San Francisco is distinctly a community that
places the quality of a voice above anything else, these ad-
vance notices about Dr. Wullner having no voice could in no
way help the great Lieder singer. We have strictly appealed
to the musical public on the ground of originality. The big-

gest circulation of this paper is right here in San Francisco.
In Oakland the circulation is about one-sixth as large as
here. The influence of this paper is shown by the fact that
in San Francisco the houses were crowded at the four con-
certs, while in Oakland even one house could not be filled.

If the daily papers had any great influence they would have
succeeded to crowd the one concert in Oakland, for it is a
well known fact that the San Francisco daily papers are
widely circulated across the bay. And if their articles had
any influence in San Francisco they must, as a matter of
logical argument, have had influence in Oakland. But they
did not have such influence. In the case of Tilly Koenen
this paper will mail sample copies to five thousand Oakland
homes, and the result of this campaign will be proven by the
attendance at the Koenen concert. If Tilly Koenen can
crowd the Liberty Theatre, or at least fill it comfortably, we
want to receive the credit from Manager Greenbaum] and
we announce this so far ahead of time, because we always
have such immense difficulty in getting even a grudging con-
cession of the advertising value of this paper as regards
musical events.

IS OAKLAND MUSICAL?—Complaints have come to this
office from residents of Oakland regarding the unsatisfactory
audience that greeted Dr. Wullner at his Oakland concert.
These complaints included the fact that a manager can not
expect to attract a large audience to a concert during a week-
day afternoon, unless such concert is advertised in a unique
and sensational manner. The Oakland musical people claim
that the concerts that take place are never advertised suffi-
ciently extensively in the local papers to attract wide atten-
tion. They say that except for a few reading notices and
one or two insertions in the daily papers, artistic events are

not made known across the bay. They claim that this is not
sufficient to arouse the interest of the trans-bay music lovers.
They suggest that if the manager would engage a small hall
like the Ebell Hall he could pack the same on an evening
and his expenses would be much less than in renting a big
theatre, consequently his profits would be just so much in-
creased. It is impossible for many people to come to a mat-
inee, and teachers and pupils should not any more be ex-
pected to give up their lessons for the sake "of attending a
musical matinee as a business man should be expected to
close his store in order to attend a theatrical matinee. We
consider the point well taken and publish the gist of these
complaints foi the consideration of Mr. Greenbaum. It is
merely a question of giving the Oakland public a fair chance,
and if they think that Ebell Hall can be crowded ai an even-
ing concert with adequate advertising, we think it much bet-
ter than only partially filling the Liberty Theatre at an
afternoon. The demand at the smaller hall may be
big enough to give two concerts, of which one might be a
matinee. It is the desire of this paper to see visiting artists
of extraordinary merit make financial successes as well as
our own artists, and if we find certain conditions that may
improve concert attendance we are willing to present these
discoveries to the local management for its consideration. If
the management desires to accept them, all very well. It
not, we feel we have done our duty.

SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST.

Percy A. R. Dow announces a series of afternoons of song
(Invitational only) by his pupils, assisted by violin pupils of
.Alexander Stewart and cello pupils of Arthur Weiss. Two
concerts will be given in Oakland and two in San Francisco.
The Oakland concerts will take place at Maple Hall on
November 26th and December llth, and the San Francisco
concerts will occur at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s Recital Hall on
December 3rd and December 17th. The participants at the
Oakland concerts will be: Mrs. Josephine Caverly, contralto;
August J. Carson, tenor, and Miss Carie M. Bright, and Miss
Sidney K. Miller, violinists, at the first, and Miss Grace Kid-
well, soprano; Walter Burckhalter, baritone, and Osborne
Wilson, cello, at the second concert. At the first concert in
San Francisco will participate: Mrs. Adelaide Turney, so-
prano; Leslie W. Rainey, bass; Miss Carrie M. Bright, violin,
and Miss Sidney K. .Miller, violin, and at the second concert,
Mrs. Josephine Caverly, contralto; August J. Carson, tenor,
and Osborne Wilson, cello. The accompanists will be on all
occasions Mrs. W. J. Cook and Miss Mary M. Bumstead. A
second series begins in February, 1910.

* * *

The following item from a Goldfield paper will be of in-
terest to the many friends of Mrs. Leonore G. Harrison: A
change has been made in the management of the Gem
Theatre, which will be of interest to the general public. Mrs.
Leonora Harrison, so well known in musical and society cir-
cles, has bought sufficient interest in the little playhouse to
give her the management, and hereafter a decided change will
be evident to the patrons of the house, both in the character
of the entertainments and in the appearance and general en-
vironments of the place. Today the theatre is closed and it
will be closed a part of tomorrow, to enable the carpenters
and decorators to make changes that have been decided upon.
The stage will be enlarged to permit of vaudeville and con-
certs, and the whole house will be renovated and re-decorated.
Mrs. Harrison is one of the most accomplished musicians on
the coast. She has been heard in concert in all the import-
ant cities of California and Nevada. Since her residence in
Goldfield she has sung for every charity and given liberally
of her talent for every good and worthy cause. She is a lady
of culture and belongs to the best social circles, and under her
management the Gem Theatre will have a distinctive tone of
refinement. The new house will be opened Friday night with
a concert.

The regular weekly recital at the Sherman, Clay & Co.
Recital Hall last Saturday afternoon included the following
program. Miss Helen Gray, soprano: Lullaby (Jocelyn), Es-
tey Pipe Organ; (al Still as the Night (Bohm), (bl Might
Lak' a Rose (Nevin), Miss Helen Gray, accompanied with
the Cecilian Player Piano; a few minutes with the Victrola

—

Hearts and Flowers, Victor Orchestra, Pagliacci Prologue
Emilio de Gogorza, Madame Butterfly (Finale Act I), Ger-
aldine Farrar and Enrico Caruso; Fruhlingsstimmen
(Strauss), Cecilian Player Piano; (a) Roses by Summer For-
saken (Newto)i), (b) Three Green Bonnets (d'Hardelot), Miss
Helen Gray, accompanied with the Cecilian Player Piano;
Tannhauser Overture (Wagner-Liszt), the Steinway-Mignon
as played by Josef Hofmann. This afternoon the soloist will
be Wallace Brownlow, the well-known baritone.
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Paris, November 7th, l!Hl!i.

Having spent a great deal of my vacation among the

Pyrenee Mountains and the Alps, I return to the metropolis

with renewed energy to again take up my tedious but delight-

ful task of study under ray masters, Guilmant, Labey, Decaux
and Victor d'Indy. My studies, as 1 have already mentioned

to you, consist of piano, organ, counterpoint and composition.

On several occasions I had the honor to preside at the organ

in the fashionable American Catholic Church "St, Joseph's."

It brought recollections of my native city, where for many
years I held the post of organist at Notre Dame des Victoires.

It will be soon two years and a half since 1 left San Francisin

and must confess that I long to be back again among you.

In your letter I received some time ago you asked me if pos-

sible to write you news about our San Franciscans abroad.

If I can I will— I say "can," because with my studies, it is

almost impossible. I manage to spare a few moments to at-

tend the grand concerts, of which I generally write you. If I

was free it would be my greatest joy to hunt through all the

corners of Paris for news for our own people and commun-
icate concerning them every week, but under the circum-

stances forgive me.

For the last five months I have been receiving the Musical

Review regularly. It makes me feel good to read the paper,

which I always enjoyed so at home. It seems to carry a per-

fume that is dear to me from that glorious State. I will en-

deavor to write you the beginning of every month. I read a

short time ago in a French musical paper your sentiments
expressed in the Musical Review some time ago. In three

lines it is: "Whether we leave Paris for twelve months or

twelve years we find .on returning, always the same numbers,
same selections on the concert programs." Great minds think

alike.

Our eminent artiste, Mary Garden, has just left the Grand
Opera, where she sang Hamlet, Monna Vanna, etc., to return

to America. She has accepted an engagement here tor next

April to create the role of Salome of Richard Strauss.

The .1. S. Bach Society will render at Salle Gaveau four

grand concerts, the first of which will be on November 26th.

and will be devoted to the Oratorio de Noel of Bach. The
other concerts are not. as yet, announced.

The Eighth Symphony of Gustav Mahler, a most extra-

ordinary composition, will be heard in November, 1910, under
the personal direction of the composer. It will require one
thousand musicians to interpret the symphony.

The well-known Italian pianist, Paolo Litta, is to give a
series of concerts in the near future. He has met with un-

limited success before the musical world in Berlin, Munich,
Brussels. London, Paris and Leipsic.

Francis Plante has been elected a member of the Superior
Council at the Conservatoire of Music, an honor given to one
of the greatest masters of the piano, and of artistic inter-

pretation. He will be heard in concert this winter.

Caruso has made a triumphal entry into Berlin. He is to

be heard at the Royal Opera House. The day before the open-
ing of the box office hundreds of people began to gather, by
midnight two thousand people being In line. The next morn-
ing, when the box office opened, pandemonium broke loose.
Women fainted, some were injured; men fought. It became
a regular panic. The orchestra seats of twenty-five marks
($6.2.';) were sold for 125 marks ($31.23), the standing places
in the fourth gallery brought forty-five marks ($11,25). And
that the police who usually arrest a poor fellow who dares to
sell a theatre ticket on the street should permit such a shame-
ful state of affairs and deprive the music lovers from pro-
curing a ticket at reasonable figures to the opera, is surely

deplorable. The scalpers are found in Kurojje just the same
as in America, only here they work in conjunction with the

government.
A. L. ARTIGUES.

George Schumann's oratorio "Ruth" was heard for the sec-

ond time this season in Berlin. The work has made a deep
impression upon the (ierman musical public, and it will be
presented in various cities throughout the Kmpire. This new
work will also be presented in America during the current
season.

Not less than five violinists appeared in Berlin during the
week of October 2!ith. These live were: Mischa Elman,
.lacques Kasner, Alexander Petschnikolf, and F'ranz von
Vecsey. Petschnikoff played two new violin concertos, one
by Gustav Ernest and one by Eric .1. Wolff, neither of which
made a lasting impression. The other prograius did not con-

tribute anything especially new to violin literature.
* * *

Emmy Destinn gave two farewell concerts in Berlin before
her departure for America. The first concert was entirely

sold out, necessitating a second concert. The audience was
very enthusiastic, but the artistic character of the event was
not in accord with the enthusiasm displayed. The admission
prices ranged from 75 cents to $5, quite an unusual scale of

prices for German concert-goers, but evidently it was the
American colony in Berlin that attended the Destinn con-
certs and consequently the lack of intelligence in spending
five dollars for a mediocre vocal recital could not be placed
to the credit of the German public. The total box office re-

ceipts of one concert were $3900.
• * *

While the musical week in Berlin was monopolized by four
violinists, the last two weeks in London presented not less

than six of the famous pianists. No wonder that America
has to be satisfied with the vocalists this season. During
the last two weeks there have been heard in London:
Busoni, Bauer, De Pachmann, Goodson, Hambourg and
Paderewski. The programs do not present any interesting
novelties, being confined to the well-known classics heard
nere quite frequently.

A BENEFIT MUSICALE.

Elaborate preparations are now under way for a benefit
musicale to be given in the interests of Mrs. Ida M. Graham,
whose blindness and financial need make this effort a most
laudable one. This benefit is to take place at the Hotel St.

Francis on Thursday evening, December 16th, and a number
of prominent artists of local as well as national reputation
have kindly promised their assistance in this event. Among
the artists who have generously promised their support are:
Mackenzie Gordon, tenor; Louis A. Larsen, baritone; Fred-
eric Maurer, Jr., pianist; Herman Heller, violinist; Georgiana
Strauss, contralto: Eula Howard, pianiste; Kaethe Pieczonka,
violoncellist; Mrs. Squire Varick Mooney and Mrs. Louis X.-

Gage, elocutionists. Tickets are one dollar each and are now
on sale at the news stand at the Hotel St. Francis and at
the store of the Eilers Music Company at 975 Market street.w

THE EILERS MUSIC COMPANY.

Upon page eight of this issue will be found a handsome
advertisement of the Eilers Alusic Co. This aggressive firm
has forged ahead rapidly during several .vears until it has
become one of the leading music houses of the far West. It

is the Pioneer House of the great northwest, with executive
offices in Portland, Ore,, and its recent acquisition of the
Chickering and Sohmer pianos in the Pacific Coast territory
has added much to its already influential standing. Next
January Myrtle Elvin, the distin.guished American pianist,
will make a Pacific Coast tour practically under the super-
vision of the Eilers Music Company. She is playing the
Kimball piano, manufactured by the big Kimball Company of
Chicago, and scored a triumph in New York recently with
this instrument. As will be seen from the advertisement,
the Eilers Music Co. was the recipient of nineteen medals at
the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, and in shopping for the
holidays it will be of advantage to visit this firm. Hy. Eilers.
president of the Eilers Music Co., spends some of his time
in Portland, and will go there next week on one of his regular
trips.

The University ot the Pacific. Prof. Pierre Douillet. dean,
has recently purchased a large Kimball Pipe Organ from the
Eilers Music Company and Prof. Douillet told the writer that
he considered that organ the best of any that had come to
his attention.
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NEW YORK'S MUSICAL CALENDAR.

DEfEMBER.
1st—Xew York Oratorio Society, evening. Carnegie Hall.
1st—Olive Mead Quartet, evening. Mendelssohn Hall.
2d—Isadora Doncaii. afternoon. Carnegie Hall.
'2d—Emilio de Gogorza. song recital, afternoon. Mendelssohn

Hall.
2d—Russian Symphony Orchestra, evening. Carnegie Hall.
3d—Davis S. Davis, song recital, afternoon. Mendelssohn Hall.
4th—Mme. Carreno. piano recital, afternoon. Carnegie Hall,
itth—Volpe Symphony Orchestra, afternoon. Carnegie Hall.
5th—New York Symphony Orchestra, afternoon. The New

Theatre.
7th—Adele. ilargulies Trio, evening. Mendelssohn Hall.
8th—New York Philharmonic Society, evening. Carnegie Hall.
9th—Boston Symphony Orchestra, evening. Carnegie Hall.
9th—Kdwin Grasse. violin recital, afternoon. Mendelssohn Hall.

11th—Boston Symphony Orchestra, afternoon. Carnegie Hall.
11th—Rubinstein Club, afternoon Waldorf-Astoria.
12th—Xew York Philharmonic Society, afternoon. Carnegie Hall.
12th—Mr. and Mrs. David Mannes, piano and violin sonata re-

cital.
14th—Kneisel Quartet. Stuyvesant Theatre, evening. Mendel-

ssohn Hall.
14th—Rubinstein Club, evening. Waldorf-Astoria.
15th—.loseph Malkin. cello recital, evening. Mendelssohn Hall.
16th—Xew York Philharmonic Society, evening. Carnegie Hall.
17lh—New York Philharmonic Society, afternoon. Carnegie Hall.
ISth—Young People's Symphonv Concerts, afternoon. Carnegie

Hall.
19th—New York Symphony Orchestra, afternoon. New Theatre.
19th—Mme. Nordica and Mme. Carreno. joint recital, afternoon.

Carnegie Hall.
23d—Musical Art Society, evening. Carnegie Hall.
25th—New York Philharmonic Society, afternoon, Carnegie

Hall.
2Sth—New York Oratorio Society, afternoon, Carnegie Hall.
29th—New York Philharmonic Society, evening, Carnegie Hall.
30th—New York Oratorio Society, evening, Carnegie Hall.
31sl—New York Piiilharmonic Societv. afternoon. Carnegie

Hall.
**

New "i'Drk. Nov. 14, "09,

Dear Editor: I read a most amusing suggestion in the
paper here the other day. The critic in commenting on the
appearance of an artist said that it was better to not make
any claims foi the artiste and let her come as a surprise
rather than by making a splurge with advertising and getting
the people to come to the hall only to be disappointed. Well,
as far as I cculd make out, no one was disappointed except
himself, as the applause was most hearty and spontaneous.
As a rule pianists do not raise a great amount of enthusiasm,
and in the present case it was well deserved. Suppose that
Wanamaker put a line in the paper, "I have some French
silk to sell," how much would he sell? He says, I have
some marvelous silk that is being sold: come a-running or
you will miss the bus," and he sells it. Same thing applies
to artistes; if you have a good artiste, why be afraid to say
so? If you have not, well, that's another story.

* * *

Mary Garden gives out an interview with the World and
says that she is glad she is not an American citizen and that
she would pay several dollars rather than be taken for one.
Mary seems to have a knock or else she has got the pip. She
is in love. That accounts for it without doubt, as all lovers
are more or less mad: mostly more. However, if she really
meant it, and if she refuses to return to this country, but
will go and sing in Australia and "Ruusssia," then we must
bid thee a long farewell. Better think it over, Mary, the
walking is rather bad:

* • *

See that there is an individual advertised as "Sergeikusse-
witzky, the great contrabass," coming over, I always thought
that "contra bass" meant an instrument. If you don't be-
lieve it. ask Johnston.

« * *

Item in the daily press: "Spalding entertains critics."
Yes, Albert gave quite a spread at Del's (always write it DeFs,
looks like you were used to dining there), and told the dys-
peptic, and otherwise, high brows who surrounded the groan-
ing hoard, how much he had been benefited by their intel-
ligent and helpful criticism I Honest Albert, I did not think
you had the nerve. When I saw those cerise spats that you

were sporting, along with the very fancy "weskit,"' I thought
that you must be a very gay lad. But I misjudged you. To
think that .\lbert should get up and hand out such a walloper
as "intelligent and helpful criticism."' I can see Albert lay-
ing out in a long chair on the deck of the Kaiser Wilhelm and
with the Kellner in close attendance recounting the story of
how he handed out a hot one to the folks who had been
lambasting him ever since his debut and got away with It.

If there was ever an artist who was personally and financial-
ly indifferent to what the New York critics wrote, it is Al-
bert Spalding. Bon voyage and good luck!

• * *

The New Theatre was opened with great eclat; high brows
sitting in the boxes and the creme de la creme of society
driving up with all kinds of bubble machines. The newspaper
people were carefully relegated to the upper balcony, least-
wise some of them were, where they could look down on the
"two inches of solid ivory"' and figure out if there were two
thoughts among a dozen rows. The show was a success from
certain points. 1 was not at one of them, so I took up the
papers the morning following to find out if I enjoyed it or not.
I have not found out yet. The acoustics were miserable, they
were not; the lighting was bad, it was not. the illumination
was too strong: the boxes must be moved and again they
must not be touched. This morning I find a notice in the
paper that Walter Damrosch has personally inspected the
acoustics and finds that they are the genuine blown-in-the-
bottle, warranted-not-to-run-down-at-the-heel kind, and that
puts an end to all argument, as Walter has the last say with
the powers that be here. To the man up a tree, it seemed
as though there were different parts of the house where you
heard differently, and it will probably turn out that after
letting the house "find itself" that the acoustics will be all

that is desired.
« * *

The various "'educational innovations" which were intro-
troduced at the Arral concert were evidently appreciated by
some, as the "spot lights and footlights" which so hurt the
feelings of the Evening Sun, were very much in evidence at
the Sembrich concert last Tuesday, though there was no great
stir made about it. Sembrich evidently realized that it makes
a much more cheerful atmosphere when it is possible to see
the face of the artiste than when the features are shrouded
in gloom. If she had followed another "innovation" and left

her flower garden off her head it would have been ""more
better" yet. It is always amusing to see a woman on the
stage dressed in the height of fashion and with a yard of
waving plumes on her head. No wonder that "strict pro-
priety" demands that the singer shall stand rigid. When an
artiste at a recent concert was delivering one of her high
ones off the roof, she so far forgot herself as to make a ges-
ture and the huge pinnacle gave such evidences of falling
that she clutched it with both hands.

• • •

Two prodigies, and at the opposite ends of their careers,
were presented at Carnegie Hall during the week. Mme,
Sembrich, who is making her farewell tour of America, after
bidding adieu to the opera, and Pepito .A.riola, the wonderful
infant from Spain, and at both concerts the women consti-

tuted the bulk of the audience. Once in a while you could
see an old gray haired man wedged in, but nearly all were
girls and women. Mme. Sembrich was greeted with a full

house, and if she has lost something in power from her voice
since the last time I heard her sing, all the old sweetness
and charm still remain. Her life has been one long study of
music, and she can retire now with the satisfaction of know-
ing that she leaves behind her a name engraved on the annals
of musical fame that will endure forever,

* * *

A sober faecd little chap gravely walked out on the stage
at Carnegie Hall and with the same sober mien climbed upon
his chair in front of a piano, whose legs were almost as large

as himself. He is uncanny. He looks at you with the same
preternaturally sage eyes that one encounters frequently in

parrots, and the joy and flush of youth seem never to have
been his. He is no master musician, but he is a '"wonder-
child"" who plays the piano with grace and authority. -No af-

fectation, no posing, but just plain business, and while one
may feel sorry to think what his life must have been, his

art compels your respect, nor are you inclined to take him
otherwise than as a musician.

* * *

I heard a good one yesterday. Klein is the guilty man.
.\n old darky entered the drug store and asked for diamond
dyes. "What color?" says the clerk. "I'm not particular,

boss," was the old man's reply, "my wife's got something
wrong with her liver and the doctor says she's got to diet."

THE PHILISTINE.
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A Triumph Unprecedented

The House of Eilers Wins 29 Separate Awards at A.-Y.-P.

Among Them 20 Highest Prizes and 8 Gold Medals

The most comprehensive exhibit of musical instru-
ments ever made at any national or international ex-
position was shown at Seattle by the House of Eilers.
This exhibit was universally considered the most com-
plete, and also the most valuable exhibit ever made.
This superb exhibit has been awarded no less than

twenty-nine separate awards. Twenty of them were the
highest or "grand prizes." eight were given "gold med-
als," and one a "silver medal."
This is an unprecedented recognition of merit, the

equal of which has nevei before been witnessed.
The great triumph scored by the Eilers firm comes

with tremendous force and significance to the piano-
buymg public, because of the fact that our instruments
were in competition not with the most widely-advertised
American makes, but also the best-known pianos in

Germany, France. Sweden. Japan—in fact, the entire
universe. In other words, it was a world-wide com-
petition, and in each and every class the highest grand

prizes were awarded the instruments exhibited by the House of Eilers.
It's an artistic triumph never before equaled, and proves most conclusively the statements made in the past: That

nowhere else in the TJnited States can be found under one roo so many of the world's highest-grade pianos and musical in-

struments as at Eilers Music Company.
The reader will appreciate that this is not merely a newspaper claim, but the unanimous decision of the International

Jury of Awards, one of the greatest bodies of musical
experts ever gathered together.
This great victory is naturally a source of keen

satisfaction to us, for it settles definitely and most
decisively the question of our supremacy and un-
disputed leadership in the Western piano world.
It proves that the world's best and highest-grade
pianos, musical instruments, etc.. are handled by the
House of Eilers.

Largest and

ForemostJ

Western

Dealers

Eilers

Building

975 Market

St., S. F.

("Forty Stores", in Every Important Pacific Coast City)
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THE GEORGE HAMLIN CONCERTS.

George Hamlin, the famous tenor, and the only one of that

voice who has ever given recitals in this city, will appear

this Sunday afternoon at 2:30 at the Novelty Theatre in the

following magnificent program:

r>eh piu a me non vascondete Buonociii
Rendi'l .sereno al ciglio—from "Sosarme" Handel
Uin frohlicli Gesang Old German

Der Musensohn Schubert
Dass sic hier gewe.sen Schubert
Der Wanderer an den Mond Schubert
Provencalisches Lied Schumann

O Komm' im Traum I^iszt

Jugendglueck Liszt
Jaegerlied Hugo Wolf
Er ists Hugo Wolf

Fair House of .Toy Roger Quilter
Weep You No More Roger Quilter

From Seven Elizabethan Lyrics.
O Mistress Mine Roger Quilter
Blow. Blow. Thou Winter Wind Roger Quilter

From Three Shakespeare Songs.

Hymn to the Night Campbell-Tipton
Written for and dedicated to Mr. Hamlin.

In Moonlight Elgar
Flower Rain Schneider
The Years al the Spring Beach

Next Tuesday night Mr. Hamlin will give his farewell con-

cert, offering a novelty in the way of a "Song Cycle" by
Roger Quilter. to words by Robert Herrick. entitled "To
Julia." and consisting of six exquisite numbers. A group of

four Brahms worlds, another of four by Richard Strauss, and
numbers by Schubert. Schumann. Rummel. Lohr. Campbell-
Tipton, Daniels and Edwin Schneider complete the really

great offering.

.\fter hearing an interpreter like Dr. Wullner one ap-

preciates more than ever the beautiful art of quite a different

kind, of a singer like George Hamlin. No one should miss
hearing this young artist, of whom .America has every reason
to feel proud. It is doubtful if there is another tenor singer
before the public capable of giving three such programs as
Hamlin has offered.

Next Wednesday afternoon Hamlin will sing in Oakland
at Ye Liberty Playhouse at 3:15.

**

FRITZ KREISLER, A MASTER-VIOLINIST.

No artist who has been announced by Manager Will I,.

Greenbaum will receive a warmer welcome than Fritz
Kreisler, who someone has dubbed "The Master-Singer of the
Violin." This artist is one of those who play with head and
heart as well as with hands and arms, and anyone who is

not affected by hearing Fritz Kreisler play certainly has no
soul for music. W'ho will ever forget the tenderness of his

"Humoresque" or the fiery brilliancy of his "Devil's Trill,"

or the beautiful simplicity of his Mozart and works by the
old Italian masters? .\nd then his Bach! It is only like

Harold Bauer's Bach on the piano. Here are the three great
programs that Kreisler will play for us, with the assistance
of Haddon Squire of London, who for a number of years has
traveled with this artist:

On Sunday afternoon, December 12—
la( Sonata D major Handel
(b) Prelude and Allegro Tugnani tl731-179S)

Concerto A minor , Viotti

(a I Grave Friedeman Bach ( 1710-1 TS4)
(b) Chanson, Louis XIII and Pavane Couperin (1630-lfit).'i)

10) .\llegretto Boccherini 11743-18(1.))
(d) Larghetto B flat major Weber
(ei Rondo G maior Mozart

(a) Canzonetta Dvorak
(b) Polonaise .\ major Wieniawski

* * *

On Thursday night, Dec, 16, we are to make the ac-

quaintance of "Amico Fritz" as a composer. Here is the
offering, and a great one it is!—
Suite Kminor Bach
(b) Prelude and Gavotte E major Bach

(Piano accompaniment b.v Robert Schumann.)

(a) Andanlino Martini (170(;-1784)
(b) Scherzo Dittersdorf (1739-17S9)
(c) Menuet Porpora (1686-1766)
(d) Sicilienne et Rigaudon Francoeur (1698-1787)
(e) Variations on a Gavotte by Corelli Tartinl (1692-1770)

(a) Menuet Debussy
(bt Ha vanaise Saint-Saens
(c) Caprice Viennois Kreisler
(d) Tambourin Chinois Kreisler

FRITZ KREISLER
"The Master Singer" of the Violin.

(el Twenty-fourth Caprice I'aganini

.\irs Kusses Wieniawski

For the farewell program on Sunday afternoon, Dec. 19,

we are promised

—

"Devils Trill" Tartini
Concerto No, 1. F sharp minor Vieuxlemps

<a) Melodie Gluck (17H-1787)
(b) La Precieuse Couperin (1630-1665)
(c) Two old Vienna Valscs (attiibuted to Joset Lanner)

(a) Chanson Meditation R. Cottonet
(b) Serenade Espagnole Chaminade
(c) Tango Arbos

Seats will be ready Wednesday morning at Sherman. Clay
& Co.'s. and prices will be $1,00, $1.50 and $2,00. On Friday
afternoon, Dec, 17, Kreisler will play the great program of
Thursday night for the music lovers across the bay at Ye
Liberty Playhouse, Oakland, Seats for this event are only
obtainable at the box office of Ye Liberty Playhouse,

-**-

The time is drawing near when attention should be at-

tracted toward the concerts of the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Vil-
lalpando Trio concerts, which will take place at Kohler &
Chase Hall this month. The personnel of this trio was an-

nounced at length in this paper two weeks ago, and there is

no necessity in adding anything at this time until the regular
program and date of concert is received. We desire, how-
ever, to remind our readers to keep an eye open for the
announcments, as these events will no doubt be among the
most important musical happenings of the season.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA GLEE CLUB.

The I'liiversity of California Glee Club, assisted by the

Mandolin Club, will give a concert under the auspices of the

California Club in their clubhouse. Clay street, near Van
Ness, this evening (Saturday, Dec. 41. The fact that the
Glee Club has for its director Wallace A. Sabin of this city

insures the public a high-class program both in its selections

and rendition. Besides the numbers by the two clubs, sev-

eral solos will be rendered during the evening, including
Luther B. Marchant '11, baritone; H. Warner Sherwood '1?.,

violin; Colman Schwartz '11. monologue and a trio composed
of H. W. Sherwood, violin; R. C. McGee, '12, cello and R. .1.

MacFadyen '10, piano.

voices have just been published by the Maxwell Company of
New York. Mr. Perlet is now finishing the second opera for
the Persse Mason Company, which is now presenting Mr.
Perlet's work throughout the coast with much success.

« * *

Mackenzie Gordon received a wire recently from a leading
New York manager offering him an engagement to sing the
tenor part in "A Persian Garden" with Liza Lehmann during
an Eastern concert tour. Mr. Gordon, however, has been too
busy lately, and has already made arrangements for a series
of appearances in California, which compelled him to decline
the offer. One of the first concerts to be given by Mr. Gor-
don will be in Maryville tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon, and
Mrs. Cecilia Decker Cox, one of the foremost contralto solo-

University of California Glee Club.

MISS RUBY STUART SINGS IN BERKELEY.

Miss Ruby Stuart, a young student of Alyce Gales, sang in

Berkeley last week at a reception at St. Mark's Church.

AVhile it was evident that Miss Stuart was very nervous, the

strength and reliability of Miss Gates' technic enabled the

young student to sing the "Caro nome" from Rigoletto with

a finish and maturity which comes only from the genuine

art training of the operatic stage.

Miss Stuart responded with several encores, which were all

beautiful and finished, showing the "art chiseling" of the

teacher behind. There was not a great deal of natural tem-

perament in the work, but we believe the art which Miss
Stuart is studying will necessarily creat more color and
warmth in time. She also sang in Italian, the Italian National

Hymn, which had a swing and rhythm quite different from
the hackneyed way in which these songs are usually sung
by those of other nations.

Miss Alva Haight was the accompanist for Miss Stuart, and
won for herself the right to take her place among those fore-

most in the profession.

Herman Perlet is at present very busy composing several

new works for Eastern publishing houses. Among these are

three Etudes entitled "The Three Graces," and arpeggio study
entitled "The Rippling Rivulet," to be published by M. Wit-
mark & Sons. Three new songs and two rios for ladies'

ists of the Pacific Coast, will assist Mr. Gordon. With two
such artists the people of Marysville will receive a treat that

they are not able to enjoy frequently.
* * *

The readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review will ho
doubt remember with great pleasure the work of Georgiana
Strauss, the well-known contralto who proved to be one of

the most brilliant stars of the engagement of the Interna-

tional Grand Opera Company, which appeared at the Princess
Theatre several months ago. Miss Strauss is at present vis-

iting friends here and recuperating from quite a siege of

sickness, which culminated a short time ago in an operation
for appendicitis. Miss Strauss expects to remain for some
time until her health is completely restored. A number of

her friends are eager to have her appear in concert, and it is

likely that she may be induced to appear in public before
leaving this city. The Pacific Coast Musical Review will be
glad to give any musical club, church choir director or man-
ager Information regarding Miss Strauss' address, as well as
guarantee in every respect her fitness as an artist of the very
best standing. This paper is acting entirely upon its own
initiative in this manner, simply impelled by its principle of
calling attention to really meritorious artists who reside here
either permanently or temporarily.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED!

Phones : Broadway 39B, Home 25721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc.. under personal

supervision of suih well-know instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Alfredo Wyld-Viteri, Juliet

von Stein, Hugo Kirchhofer, Robert Eckhardt.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

Sail Tropic Seas
include the

New York-New Orleans S. S. Line
, your itinerery when planning your trip to

NEW YORK
wo sailings weekly between New Orleans and New

York. Costs you no more than for an all rail trip

nt Accommodations. Suites of Private Eedroom,
Parlor and Bath; Staterooms, Library. Smoking
Room. Baths, Promenade Decks, Excellent Cuisine

^:

m'z

RATES—By rail to New Orleans, Steamer thence to New York,

including meals and berth on steamer

First Cabin, $77.75, Round Trip, $144,40

SecoL*^ Cabin, $67.75

Write or se^ Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot
13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland

WILLIAM F. ZECH, i:^sT.l%...ro.
The Ztch Orcheara Rthf.rses Every Monday Evening

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

The Institute of Musical Art
FACULTY

Mrs. Richard Rees - Vocal Mr. William Hofman Violin

Mr. E. N. Knight - Vocal Mr. Gyula Ormay - Piano
Mr. Albert W. Nielson - Violoncello

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone, Park 5175
PUPIU RECEIVED B1 .APPOINTMENT

Studios for Musicians

Kohler & Chase Building

A few choice rooms, large and surny, separated

by sound-proof partitions, now ready for inspection.

Teachers requiring room by day or half day will

be accommodated.

For pkns and information, apply

Speck, Paschel & Co., Agents
228 Montgomery St., Mills Building Telephone Kearney 1642

NOVELTY THEATRE
O'Farrell Street, cor. Steiner

George Hamlin
THE GREAT TENOR

This Sunday Afternoon at 2:30 and
Tuesday Night at 8:10

^^ Seats $ 1 .50 and $ 1 .00 al Sherman Clay & Go's

Sunday at Theatre

HAMLIN IN OAKLAND
Wednesday Afternoon i:l5 YE LIBERTY

aldwin Piano Used

Fritz Kreisler
"The Master-Singer of the Violin"

Sunday .\fternoon, December 12th,

Thursday Evening, December 15th

and Sunday Afternoon, Dec. 19th

Seats $2.00. $1.50, $1.00 at Sherman Clay

& Co's. Ready next Wednesday.

KREISLER IN OAKLAND
Friday Afternoon, December 17th, at YE LIBERTY

Steinway Piano Used Coming: SEMBRICH
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IN THE REALM OF THE MUSIC TRADE

One of the policies of the Pacific Coast Musical

Review in which it differs with other newspapers

is its decided impartiality in the matter of treat-

ing ALJj its advertisers. Whether those support-

ing this journal by advertisements are managers,

artists, teachers, music schools or business men,

they are each and every one of them entitled to

the" benefit they may derive from being mentioned

in the reading columns of this paper. During the

past eight years of our aggressive fight for the

supremacy of a musical journal, circulated and

supported principally on the Pacific Coast, we
have endeavored by means of frank, impartial

and fearless expression of opinions to conquer

for ourselves the confidence of the musical pub-

lic—professional and amateur alike. We believe

from a persusal of numerous letters received by

us quite often, and some of which we will gladly

publish in the holiday number, that we have

really been victorious in our campaign and have,

by means of open-lieartedness and impartiality,

which we tried to make consistent, gained the

confidence of our readers.

Having thus gained the trust of the musical

public we do not think anyone would consider us

presumptions or vain if we, under these condi-

tions, regarded a mention in the reading columns
of this paper as particularly valuable, because

everyone knows that such reading columns can

not be bought for advertising purposes, and that

anyone mentioned here must be worthy of such

mention, for if we did not think him worthy we
would not publish anything about him and no
money in the world could buy such space in this

paper is his purposes were unworthy. But. unlike

daily and other papers, we regard the business

man's advertisement of just as much benetit to us

as the advertisement of an artist, and we con-

sider such business man just as much entitled

to our reading columns, if he deserves mention,

as the artist is entitled to such space. And for

this reason our readers will find from time to time

a large portion of a regular issue devoted to the

interests of the music trade in so far as they

apply to the members of the profession or those

elements of the musical public who patronize a

music store.

The holiday season is now approaching and
many people will take advantage of the same for

the purpose of exhibiting their regard for friends

and relatives in the form of making useful pres-

ents, which should not be regarded so much from
the standpoint of their intrinsic value as they
should be considered a token of sincerity and af-

fection. Among the greatest annoyances of an
approaching holiday season is the embarrassment
at times experienced in the selection of presents.

It is often almost impossible to make up your
mind in this direction until the last minute, when
everything has to be done in a hurry and when,
consequently, selections are made that prove after-

wards inadequate. This paper, having in mind
its duty toward the music houses as well as to-

ward its readers, desires at this time to remind
everyone that while difficulties may be experi-

enced in selecting presents for anyone else, there
can not be any difficulties in the selection of
presents for musical people. Surely, if you have
among your friends music pupils or musically in-

clined people, it is easy to give them great delight
by giving them something that is not only useful,

but also instructive to them. And a genuine music student
will be more grateful to you for presenting him with some-
thing that is of use to him in his chosen vocation than if you
gave him something which had only temporary value.

Glance through the advertisments of the various music
houses which will appear in this issue and the following is-

sues between now and December 25th. Possibly you may find

an adequate present. If a piano or player piano is too ex-

pensive for your financial resources, you must not forget that

Perspective View of the Main and Mezzanine Floor of Sherman;

there are many things less expensive to serve as presents.
There are talking machines, talking machine records, books
on music, ojusic albums, music rolls, violins and other mus-
ical instruments, and a good many more things which the
clerks will be glad to show you if you will only set aside a
day to shop around the music stores. There are thousands
of people to whom music is a hobby, and you can not make
your friends a better present than give them something that
will assist them to cultivate that hobby. And if by chance
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CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE 'DOUILLET, 'Dean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-

tages of literary studies (tee of charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send (or Catalogue.

S Company's Elegant Oakland Headquarters.

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 20 I 6 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDON
XEN O R

Taonhor nf Qinninn In all its branches from the rudiments of tone fonnation to
I tSdtimi Ul Olliyiliy

,1,, hiahe« finish and ComplclioT, of Public Singini

Of^TORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

By Appointment Only
Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voice Culture for Singing and Speaking

Concert, Oratorio and Opera Reperloire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

BASSO
CANTANTE

VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING
Per(ea Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

Joaquin S. Wanrell

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's, Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory o( Music

VOICE PRODUCTION. PIANO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twellth St. Cor. Jackson. OAICLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French. German, Musical History and Siahl Reading in progress. Practice

lessons with specially coached accompanists may be arranged for—also by non-students

of the school. Studio. 818 Grove St , near Fillmore. Tel. Park 1 069.
In Berkeley Tuesday. 2521 Regent Si. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at Snell

Seminary.

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musie.l Director First Presbyterian Church. Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough Bldg., Oakland Home Studio. 1117 Paru St. Alameda

Telephone Alameda 153

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
Established 1896

Under the direction of I^rol.and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education— Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),

Opera, Concert. Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures.

Concerts. Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

The Mill Valley Orchestra gave its first individual concert

at the headquarters of the Outdor Art Club in Mill Valley last

evening (Friday, November 26th). The Pacific Coast Musical

Review hereby acknowledges a very neat invitation to the

affair, but is sorry not to be able to be represented as the

rush of the season keeps the staff pretty busy in San Fran-

cisco just now.

Louis H. Eaton began his organ recitals at Trinity Church

on Tuesday evening, November 9th. He is also to present

Elgar's well-known cantate, "Light of Life," with the choir

and soloists of the church.

The Beringer

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
WEST 5972

Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.
E. S. BONELLI, Director

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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you will include in your present a subscription to the Pacific

Coast Musical Review you will have added something that

does not cost you much, and still will afford a great deal of

pleasure to a music student during an entire year.

ALFRED METZGER.

In the following columns we desire to present to you a little

news about the various leading music establishments in San
Francisco, where you may safely go to buy a present and
receive your money's worth.

THE BALDWIN COMPANY—On November 1st, 1909, this

excellent organization opened its elegant new headquarters

at 310 Sutter street, a picture of which may be found upon
the front page of this issue. It is a four-story building, ex-

clusively occupied by this firm and furnished in a manner
conformant with the finest and most modern appurtenances.

The Baldwin Company is a very unique organization. It

possesses four immense factories which turn out more than
twenty-five thousand pianos and organs every year. Its ex-

ecutive offices are in Cincinnati, but its general offices are

distributed from coast to coast, each covering just sufficient

territory to assure prompt service and strict personal atten-

tion by the various managers.
As this paper reaches most of the dealers on the Pacific

Coast it will be interesting to them to know that the Baldwin
Company's policy is to demonstrate results, and for this rea-

son is willing to co-operate with its agents to that end. And
as they have emphasized in some of their letters; "We at this

end are prepared to demonstrate that we can extend you sub-

stantial aid in the development of a profitable business if

—

you at your end will afford us the opportunity."

The Baldwin Company's California office has been consid-

erably extended of late with new branch stores in Sacramento.
Oakland and San .lose. E. C. Wood, the resident manager,
has left no opportunity open to miss bringing the dignity and
reliability of his firm to the attention of the public. He is

assisted in the San Francisco establishment by a staff of com-
petent people who have served many years of apprenticeship

in the very branches of the trade which they now occupy as

experts. Mr. Coutourier is one of the latest additions to the

excellent staff. Perhaps we can not give a better idea of the

Baldwin Company's standing as a business organization than

to quote the following remarks uttered by Ernest A. Weier, in

charge of the publicity department in Cincinnati, during an
interview with a prominent Eastern trade journal:
Tlie highest compllinoiit tliat can be paid any concern,

wliether ind'.istrial or commercial, is the steadily increasing
demand for its goods. Splendid as the development ot our
manufacturins? plant Is, it hardly keeps pace with the growth
of the commercial branch of the house, which, of course, is the
true indicator of public demand. Baldwin instruments of
every grade, from the highest artistic grand to the modest
uprig-ht for the frugal home, are sought after in all parts of
the country. Our endeavor to give our patrons the very best
that can be obtained, at the most reasonable price, is appre-
ciated everywhere.

"Possibly you remember from your almo mater days an old
Latin proverb: "Non quis, sed quid.' 'Not the man, but the
deed!' That is one of the maxims of the firm. The world at

large is interested in the merits of the instruments built.

While we recognize the splendid generalship of our leading
men, still these leading men are the first to affirm that the
wonderful success of the house must be credited to its unique
organization, as a whole. Not in this country and not in the
world is there anotlier industrial and commercial institution
organized on such original lines as D. H. Baldwin & Co. and
the Baldwin Piano Co. This thorough organization brings with
it tremendous advantages, not only for the house, but naturally
also for its patrons."

SHERMAN, CLAY & COMPANY—Regarding the firm of

Sherman, Clay & Company it is not necessary at this time

to add anything to what we have already published on vari-

ous occasions. Those people who have already dealt with

this firm know from experience its painstaking efforts to give

satisfaction. Lately the personal staff of the San Francisco

house has been strengthened by transferring Fred R. Sher-

man, hitherto manager of the splendid Oakland house, to the

position of manager of the retail piano department in this

city. Mr. Sherman has built up the Oakland store to a re-

markable extent, indeed, to a position where it may well be
regarded as the equal ot any music house in California out-

side of San Francisco, Its main floor, which is reproduced
in this issue, is one of the handsomest stores in this country,

and its fixtures and illumination can not be surpassed any-

where. With Mr. Sherman was transferred from Oakland
Mr. Lang, a salesman of splendid faculties, who has mas-
tered the peculiarities ot his profession with brilliant results,

and with that thoroughness which makes his services as val-

uable to the patron as to the house.
Mr. Richmond, who only a short time ago has come from

the East, where he occupied a responsible position with a

prominent house, has been selected for the management of

the Oakland store, and he has now an opportunity to reveal
those advantages which have given him an enviable reputa-
tion before coming to the far West, Sherman, Clay & Co.
is this year especially prepared for the holiday trade, and the
handsomely and tastefully decorated show windows attract

large crowds who are ever on the alert for something original

and attractive. In selecting your presents be sure and don't
overlook the firm of Sherman, Clay & Company.

* * *

THE WILEY B. ALLEN COMPANY—We have already
described in these columns the magnificence of the new Wiley
B. Allen Company establishment on Kearny street. During
the last few weeks the readers of this paper had cause to

admire the elegant portrait of the interior of the main floor

of this establishment which the firm proudly called in its ad-

vertisement "The Most Beautiful Piano Store in America."
But as you will see from the advertisement in this issue this

firm does not monopolize its trade to pianos. It also has in

stock a large variety of player pianos of the best known
makes. Those of our readers who possess sufficient means
to acquire a player piano should not forget to include in their

shopping trips a visit to the Wiley B. Allen establishment.
A demonstration on these players will reveal many new ideas
of which people are not aware.
The Wiley B. Allen Company represents one of the most

respected and dignified business houses in America and the

manner of their display corresponds with this reputation.

Only recently the company strengthened its personnel by
transferring Mr. Merrill, who hitherto managed the Los
Angeles store in an excellent manner, to the San Francisco
house, and the firm surely has had no reason to regret this

step. As we desire to devote some space to the music trade
in the holiday number we will continue this talk in that
edition.

* * *

KOHLER & CHASE—I'ntil Kohler & Chase move into their

magnificent ten-story building on O'Farrell. near Market
street, there remains little to be said at this time. All our
readers are aware of the fact that this firm is one of the

oldest, in fact, the oldest music house on the Pacific Coast,

and has held its position as an important and influential or-

ganization during the last fifty years or more. It will soon
occupy one of the most magnificent business blocks in the

country and will by that time have organized a most effi-

cient staff of department heads. At present it is possible to

state that among the recent men of capacity engaged by
Kohler & Chase is Mr. Ragland, the new manager of the

piano department. He has had years of experience in the

business, both with Eastern as well as Western houses of

eminence in the trade, and the proof of his efficiency may be
sought in the fact that he has never been without a responsi-

ble position. It is safe to assert >'iat Kohler & Chase have
chosen well. Another department head who has been selected

for the firm is Mr. Briggs, who also may point with pride to

a successful career.

At present Kohler & Chase does not make any especial an-

nouncements, except that, although still in its temporary
quarters at this writing, the firm has on hand a complete
stock of pianos, players and all other goods that combine to

form a complete music house equipment. Seekers for holiday

presents may here find some excellent suggestions. The
back page of this paper has been devoted this week to an
announcemnt of the new Kohler & Chase Hall, which will

soon be ready for occupancy. Arrangements have been made
to give a series of concerts during the opening week, for

which leading resident artists have been engaged. All those

teachers and concert artists who are in need of a comfortable

hall just suited to their purposes will not make any mistake

to ask for reservations from Messrs. Fitzpatrick & Norwood,
the lessees. There will also be found in this issue an an-

nouncement by Speck. Paschel & Company that there are

still a few choice studios to be had in the new building. As
over half of these studios have already been taken, it will

be wise to make the necessary arrangements as soon as pos-

sible before all the space has been disposed of.

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON—The front page of the last issue

contained a portrait of the main floor of the four-story piano
warerooms of Benj. Curtaz & Son, at 113 to 117 Kearny
street. A detailed review of this new establishment ap-

peared in a former issue, and it need only be added here that

this old established and reliable firm is forging ahead with all

the rest of the music houses ot this city. Its brilliantly

lighted and elegantly dressed show windows are the admira-

tion of all passers-by and the tasteful color scheme that en-

hances their appearance is admired by those conversant with

the art of display. A glance in these windows will in itself

be a splendid suggestion for holiday ideas, and during your
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THE

Piano Center
OF SAN FRANCISCO

Our jji-eat new stove, l."?."!-!."):} Keaniy and iMT-li^o Suttei- street,

may consistently l)e called The I'iano Cenler of San Francisco,

or, for that matter, of the Pacific Coast; not only because of its

central location, but because this store lias become the objective

point of the most critical ])ian() buyers of the \\'est.

The business of The \A'iley P.. Allen Co. has been built and de-

N'floited ujiou the belief that the buyinj: public a]i]ireciates honest

\alnes, meritorious jiianos, and a frank. struij;h1 forward method
of piano selling that permits of no misrei)reseiitation. no dece]i-

tive prize schemes or j-uessinj; contests, the object of which is to

exploit cheap and low jirade pianos at e.xorbitant prices.

(Mir business consists wholly of selling; pianos and talkiii}; ma-
chines ai jirices which re])resent their actual values and that are

more reasonable, when (|iiality is considered, than can be found

clusively. Therefore, each and every buyer knows that he has

clusively. Therefore, each and evry buyer knows that he has

boujihl at the lowest possible fijiiire.

The jd-otection and the satisfaction of each individual customer
is the underlying iirinciple of our business and the foundation of

the remarkable jjrowth and success of our House. Our interest

does not cease when the sale is made. We consider the transac-

tion closed only when we know that the piano has proved its

worth in the hands of the buyer.

Courtesy and consideration toward all visitors is one of the

characteristics of every employe of our House, and every effort

for the furtherance of the buyer's interest is freely given.

Itrietly, the jwlicy of our House is outlined above. Our stock

of pianos, iilayer-jiianos and talkinji machines is the largest, the

most carefully selected, on the Coast. Therefore, as a prospec-

tive purchaser, it is to your interest to call before a final selection

of your i)iaiio is made. Our easy payment idan will greatly

please you.

AT/V.^^^ A3/y^ /\/0^
Victor Talking MacHines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,

Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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shopping trips do not forget to pass Benj. Curtaz & Sons,
look in tlie sliow windows and it is possible that you will not
keep on passing.

In the annouiuement of Benj. Curtaz & Son in this issue
you will find attention paid to Musical Literature. Anyone
studying is interested in any book that contains as its sub-
ject something connected with music. A novel you may read
and after reading put aside, perhaps never to look at again;
but a book on a musical subject is a source of valuable infor-
mation that the recepient will retain and simply can not afford
to throw away or neglect. Such a present is a permanent
present and can be added to every year until the student has
accumulated a handsome and useful library.

Sherman, Clay & Co. are giving some very interesting re-

citals at their Recital Hall on the eighth floor of their mag-
nificent building at the corner of Sutter and Kearny streets
every Saturday afternoon. The programs consist of a series
of excellent compositions interpreted by a soloist who is paid
for his or her services, and by Frank L. Graniss, who presides
at the Cecilian player piano, and the Bstey pipe organ. We
are in receipt of the following two programs: November
13th, Mrs. H. T. Bailey, soprano. Program—Sonata op. 42,
No. 1, Pastorale (Guilman), The Estey Pipe Organ; (a) A
Madrigal (Harris), (b) Love is a Bubble (Alliston), Mrs. H.
T. Baily, accompanied with the Cecilian Player Piano; a few
minutes with the Victrola; Minuet op. 14, No. 1 ( Paderewski),
Cecilian Player Piano; (a) A May Morning (Denza), (b) Love
Me and the World is Mine (Ball), Mrs. H. T. Bailey, accom-
panied with the Cecilian Player Piano; Scherzo B fiat minor
(Chopin), Steinway-Mignon, as played by Famie Bloomfield
Zeissler.

November 20th: Miss Marie Bertraud, contralto. Dream-
ing, Serenade (Dailey), Estey Pipe Organ; (a) Ich Grolle
Nicht (Schumann), (b) Little One a-Crying (Speaks), Miss
Bertaud, accompanied with the Cecilian Player Piano; a few
minutes with the Victrola; Air de Ballet, op. 30, No. 1 (Cham-
inade), Cecilian Player Piano; (a) Der Asra (Rubinstein), (b)
Cantique de Noel (Adam), Miss Bertaud, accompanied with
the Estey Pipe Organ; Arabesque. "The Beautiful Blue Dan-
ube" (Sculz-Bvler), Steinway-Welte-Mignon, as played by
Josef Lhevinne.

* * *

The choir of the First Congregational Church, Oakland,
gave its annual. Thanksgiving Oratorio Service last Sunday
evening, November 21st, at 7;30 o'clock, upon which occasion
Mendelssohn's "A Hymn of Praise," was sung. Maurice An-
ger, a tenor who has lately come to California from Prague,
Bohemia, sang the tenor solo part, while the other solo parts
were sung by the regular choir soloists. The full strength of
the chorus choir, to the number of 70 voices, were heard in
the great choruses of the oratorio. As a special offertory
number, Henry L. Perry, the bass soloist of the choir, sang
one of the celebrated bible songs of Dvorak. Miss Virginie
de Fremery played special organ numbers, and the music was
under the direction of Alexander Stewart, the choirmaster of
the church.

-^w-

THANKSGIVING CONCERT

Given by the Conservatory of Music of the University of the

Pacific in San Jose.

A decidedly artistic success was the common verdict of
those who attended the Thanksgiving concert of the Con-
servatory of Music of the University of the Pacific on Tues-
day, Nov. 23, under the direction of Dean Pierre Douillet of
the conservatory. The program was well chosen and equally
well arranged. The evening opened with the rendition of
Mendelssohn's "He watching over Israel" from the oratorio
"Elijah," by a chorus of 60 voices, and accompanied bv an
orchestra. This was followed by Mendelssohn's piano con-
certo in G minor, played most artistically by Miss Beatrice
Ferguson, a member of the '10 conservatory class. It was
indeed a delight to hear the concerto full of interweaving
melodies played by this young pianist in so masterly a style,
with the support of the orchestra, making in all a very har-
monious presentation of this great work. No less could be
said of the Weber concerto in F minor, played by Mrs. Ida
Sedgwick-Pogson, who rendered this number in a very bril-
liant and pleasing manner. She, too, was aided by the or-
chestra. The second chorus was a very dainty little poem
set to music by Abt and known as "The Violet's Fate "

It
was sung unaccompanied, and this means the young voices
of the singers had the better opportunity of bringing out the
sweetness and melody of this selection and added variety to
the program. A very brilliant presentation of Rossini's "In-

MISS TEXAS GUINAN
The Comic Opera Prima Donna and Niece of Senator Bailey.

of Texas, Who Will Make Her First Appearance in San
Francisco in "The Gay Musician," at the Valencia

Theatre, Sunday Afternoon.

flammatus" from Stabat Mater, by Mrs. Nitalia Douillet, so-

prano, chorus and orchestra, closed an unusually pleasant
evening for all who took the opportunity of attending this
concert at the University of the Pacific.

Although it is against the policy of this paper to review any
concert that takes place at the St. Francis Hotel, under the
auspices of the so-called Art Society, by reason of the fact
that it is inaugurated for purposes opposed to all musical
ethics and patronized mostly by people ready to insult capa-
ble resident artists by reason of an imaginary social superior-
ity, we will this time record here the fact that Herman Per-
let conducted an orchestra of thirty musicians at the Jomelli
concerts that took place at that hotel. This orchestra played
several compositions, as well as played the music to the
dancing of Inez Diblee. On this occasion Mr. Perlet pre-
sented for the first time in this city Henry Hadley's new
tone pictures—"Fascination" and "Capriccio" for strings.
Among Mr. Perlet's compositions presented on this occasion
were: "Valse Lento" from the Ballet Suite "Im Wald";
Caprice Pizzicato, and a number written especially for .Miss
Diblee, "L'Homage au Sabre." a tone picture which she in-

terpreted in dance. The rest of the orchestral numbers
played on this occasion were: Overture. Rosamunde (Schub-
ert); Spring (Griegl; Samson et Delilah (Saint-SaensI

;

Spanish Dances. Mr. Perlet received numerous compliments
for his excellent conducting, as well as his splendid original
works.

Six of the more advanced pupils of Samuel Adelstein have
organized a Mandolin Sextet and are rehearsing weekly at
their teacher's studio, the very best compositions written for
the mandolin by leading Italian composers. After the holi-
days this sextet will appear at various private musicales as
well as give a concert of its own. The personnel of this
organization consists of: Mrs. H. H. Sherwood, Mrs. E.
Forbes, Mrs. R. M. Griffith. Miss Lois Bolton, Miss Emma
Noonan and Samuel Adelstein.
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Musical Literature & Books

On All Subjects

A Most Acceptable Gift

for Music Lovers

Music Rolls and Bags at

prices to suit every one

<

Benj. Curtaz & Son
113-117 Kearny Street San Francisco

MAIL ORDERS FILLED WITH DISPATCH

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose California.

N^m (irphrum
OTARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and Povkell

Phone Douglas 70

Safest and Most MagnificeDI Theatre in America.

Week Beginning This Sunday Ahemoon—MATINEE EVER"!' D.A'l

A BIG tiE-W SHO\«r
Eva Taylor & Co. in the laughable hit. "Mrs. Jones Smith

Carey": Florence Bindley in the Musical Monologue. ".\n
Afternoon at Home": Stella H. Morrisini and her leaping
Siberian Wolf Hounds: Four Floods: The Two Bobs
(Adams and .\ldenl: Quinlan & Mack: Mabel McCane:
New Orpheum Motion Pictures. Last Week—Wm. H.
Thompson and Co. presenting first time here. Sir Henry
Irving's masterpiece. "Waterloo."

Erening Prices: lOc. 25c. 50c »nd 75c. Boi Se.U $1.00
Matinee Price.: (Except Sund.yi and Holidsys) 10c. 25c. 50c.

Valencia Street
near Fourteenth
Phone Market 17Valencia Theatre

This Saturday .Ahernoon and Evening. Last Times of Charles Chen

"The Bachelor"
Starting Sunday Matinee, Dec. 5th. Regular Matinee Saturday

For Two Weelii John P. Slocum's Presentation of the Brilliant New '^

Comic Opera Triumph

The Gay Musician
By Julian Edwards, »-ilh M»s T iCuit nd a Select .All Star Cast of Pr<

Splendid Chorus— Beautiful Show Girls— Magnificent Costumes—Augmented Orche^
Night Prices: 50c to $1.50; Saturday Matinee, 25c to $1.00.

Scab at the Theatre and Emporium.
Next: "The Man from Home,"

The Great

Bach Festival

i_ Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert
Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. : : : : :

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Chnstian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir, Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1 522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294,

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPUCATIONS
FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKUND AND
SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.
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Miss Margaret (ioetz of Los Angeles is one of tlie few
musical educators in the far West wlio keeps careful record

of historical dates connected with the life of the old masters
and uses them for purposes of commemoration in a very
unique manner. Friday, November lyth of this year, was
the eighty-first anniversary of Franz Schubert's death. And
Miss Goetz grasped this opportunity to give a program con-

taining a group of Schubert's best songs. The participants
on the program were: Miss Margaret Goetz, contralto; Reg-
inald Deming, pianist, and Miss Orcutt, accompanist. The
complete program included the following numbers: Piano:
Praeludium op. 10, Scottish Tone Poem, Shadow Dance (Mac-
Uowell); Songs: "Morning Hymn" (Henschell, "I Dreamed
of a Princess" (Hadley), "The Nightingale" (Stephens), "Ma
Voisine" (Thomas), "flute Nacht," "Sung ITpon the Waters,"
"Litany," "Erl King" (Schubert); Piano: "The Wind" (Al-

kan); folk songs: "Shepherd Song" (Norwegian), "The Song
of the River God" (Swedish), "Coolin" (Old Irish), "My
Brown Boy" (Hungarian), Spanish Song.

The readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review are
thoroughly familiar with the efficiency and artistic standing
of Miss Margaret Goetz. As one of the principal charms of

Miss Goetz's occasional recitals is a certain historical char-
acter and a certain atmosphere of intelligence engendered
by appropriate remarks made by Miss Goetz, it is not un-
likely that on this occasion of Schubert's eighty-first death
anniversary Miss Goetz possibly accompanied the presenta-
tion of these songs with a few appropriate remarks. That
the artistic character of the program was beyond cavil can
not be denied by anyone familiar with Miss Goetz's exquisite
musicianship.

The Los Angeles Center of the American Music Society
gave its first concert of the season on December 2d. The
editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review has arranged his
plans in such a manner that he could be present to attend
this concert, and a review of the same will appear in the
next issue of this paper.

* * *

John Mulieri, a former violin pupil of Arnold Krauss of

Los Angeles, has been accepted by Sevcik. Two violin stu-

dents from Los Angeles have thus been added to the great
pedagogue's limited private class.

* * *

A most interesting concert was given in Pasadena on
Monday evening, November 15th. The participants were:
Arnold Krauss, violinist: Roland Paul, tenor, and Edward
R. Stiner. pianist. The program consisted of: Songs:
Chants, Hebraic, Gregorian; Aria from Carmen (Bizet);
Piano: Romanza (Schumann); Songs: Morning Hymn
(Henschel), L'Heure Exquise (Hahn), Die Allmacfit (Schub-
ert), Slumber Song (words by Mrs. Baruch, musjt by Henry
Schoenfeldl; Piano: Nocturne (Chopin), "The p^-y of Rachel
(Mary Turner Salter), "Heinweh" (Hugo Wolff.

* * *

Two newcomers in Los Angeles musical circles, namely, the
Messrs. Koopman, one of whom plays the violin and the
other the cello, made a very excellent impression at a joint
recital which took place at Gamut Auditorium on Thursday
evening, November 1 tth. Both are excellent musicians, hav-
ing served for several years as members of the London Sym-
phony Orchestra.

* * *

Mrs. Blanche Rogers Lott acted as accompanist to Mme.
.lomelli and Miss Nichols during their Southern California
tour and earned considerable praise for her musicianly work.

* * »

In the music department of the Los Angeles Graphic of
November 20th we find the following: "Such a recital as
one frequently hears in private homes in the larger cities,

London, New York and the like, was given by Miss Helen
Tappe, sopr-Aiio, at the residence of Mrs. George J. Birkel,

Tuesday evening. Professional in every sense of the word.
yet in an atmosphere of artistic surroundings, this recital of

a gifted young Los Angeles girl was a huge success. Miss
Tappe is a 'home product,' having been a diligent pupil of
.Madam ,Jenny Kempton for several years, and her work sur-

passed that of many a new arrival from foreign shores. Her
l)rogram consisted of Italian. French, German and English
songs, beginning with "The Loreley" (Liszt), and closing
with a group of splendid songs in English. Miss Tappe's
voice is a clear, true soprano of pleasing quality, and she
possesses a decided talent and discernment in interpretation.
.As a capable pianist she accompanied several of her songs
with fine effect."

* * *

A most interesting program was given before the Compton
Women's Club in Los Angeles on Friday, November 19th, by
Miss Alice L. Cone and Mrs. Nina H. Ward, two pupils of
Mrs. Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus. The program consisted ex-
clusively of the works of Los Angeles composers. Preceding
the musical program. Miss Cone read a paper on "American
Song Writers, their Works and Characteristics," which in-

cluded in the short period of twenty minutes a comprehensive
record of the history of American song writers, concluding
with a reference to the Los Angeles composers represented
on the program. The paper gave interesting little sketches
of the famous composers' personality, characteristics, and
how they began writing songs. The program proved to be
so interesting that it will be repeated for several out-of-town
clubs. Through the entire program there was revealed a
certain thematic idea which presents to the student a de-
liberate intention and purpose in even their earliest efforts
in program making which in time influences for the great
good all their work, making it something instructive as well
as entertaining. The program was:

America:! Seng Writers, their Works and Characteristics,
Miss Alice L. Cone; program of Los Angeles Composers, Mrs.
Nina Holloway Ward, contralto—"After the Sunshine. Rain"
(Henry Edmund Earle), "Mammie's Lullaby" (Abbie Norton
.lamison), "Robin" (Frederick Stevenson), "O Bind My Hands
with Links of Iron" (Waldo F. Chase), "The Bluebird" (Laura
Zerbe), "When Love is Done," dedicated to Frederick Steven-
son (Kathleen Lockhart); "One Little Weed" (Frieda
Peyche); "Despair," dedicated to Mrs. Dreyfus (Grace Free-
bey).

Abraham Miller, the well-known and capable tenor of
Southern California, sang at a recital in Riverside on October
29th, and gave a very interesting program before the Ebell
Club at Pomona on November 19th. At the latter event Wil-
liam Edson Strobridge, the efficient Los Angeles accompanist,
presided at the piano.

AT THE GREEK THEATRE.

Sunny skies and perfect autumn weather encouraged one of
the largest audiences of the season to come to the Greek
Theatre on the afternoon of November 14 to listen to a con-
cert given by Miss Ida von Weick and Charles E. Lloyd, with
Mrs. Willard Batchelder at the piano. The large audience
was more than repaid for its coming to hear these newcom-
ers, for both of the singers were in splendid voice, giving a
song recital of classical merit that was received with ap-
preciation and attentiveness. For one thing, a Greek Theatre
audience knows how to listen, and its taste is uncommonly
well disciplined, particularly for an American audience.

Mr. Lloyd is baritone soloist at St. Paul's Episcopal Church
iu Oakland. His voice has a fine resonant quality, par-
ticularly good in ballad singing. Miss von Weick has studied
with Willard Batchelder and is one of his best pupils. She
is soloist of the Church of the Advent, the high Episcopal
church of San Francisco. Her voice is a contralto of wide
range, verging into the mezzo.

Mrs. Batchelder's accompanying is distinguished for its

sympathetic harmony with the mood and manner of the
singer. A genuinely good accompanist is rare, but Mrs.
Batchelder is one of them. Among the numbers on the pro-
gram were the following:
Bedouin Love Song (Pinsuiti), Hear Me, Ye Winds and

Waves (Handel), Mr. Lloyd; Aria from Samson and Delilah
(Saint-Saensi, Serenata (Tosti), Berceuse (Jocelyn) (Godard),
Miss von Weick; The Song of the Bow (Florence Allyard),
Mr. Lloyd.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per year.
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"El Bolero Grande"
Nightingale Song from
Les Noces de Jeanette"

The Great Coloratura Soprano
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Charles E. Pemberton ^'°"° '°''*^"'=*°^
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Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

D D^,,l:^ TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
. D. r OUlin THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

Arnold Krauss

Harley Hamilton

J. P. Dupuy i^NOR -VOICE DIRECTOR

Dirtcftoc Orphcu. Male Club, Bnar Brilh Choir, Trinity M. E. Church Choir
Y. M. C. A. Vocal Department and Eulerpean Male Quartette
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L. E. BEHYMER
Western Manager

Musical Artists
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and the Southwest on GUARANTEES and PERCENTAGE
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Madame Marcella Sembrich
Madame Schumann-Heink
Madame Frieda Langendorff
Madame Jeanne Jomelli

Madame Teresa Carreno
Miss Marie Nichols

Miss Tilly Koenen
Ellen Beach Yaw

Madelen Worden
Dr. Ludwig Wuellner

George Hamlin, Tenor
Fritz Kreisler, Violinist

Pepita Arriola, Pianist

The Flonzaley Quartette and the
Damrosch Orchestra, with Isadora

Duncan, Dancer, and other
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SUPPLYING,ALSO THE PACIFIC COAST ARTISTS:

Mackenzie Gordon
Antonio De Grassi
Anna Miller Wood

Dr. J. F. WOLLE in Organ Recitals

Univ. of California Glee Club
Georg Kruger, Pianist

Ignaz Edouard Haroldi, Violinist

Mary Le Grand Reed, Soprano
Harry Lott, Baritone
Herr Arnold Krauss, Violinist

Helen Goff, Soprano
The Los Angeles Symphony Orches-

tra—77 Men.
The Woman's Symphony Orchestra—

63 Women.

Catering to the leading Music Clubs, Colleges,

Hotels, Women's Clubs, Private

Schools and Homes with

"THE BEST IN MUSIC"
And Playing Artists

Direct in the Leading Cities of the West

Especially Low Rates made to Music Clubs of California
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Oakland, November 23. 1909.

An audience of small numbers heard Mme. Jomelli at the
Liberty Theatre last Wednesday. It is curious, perhaps, that
Charles the First creates an unqualified sensation at the same
time in the same neighborhood. The training of the ap-

parently intelligent simian can scarcely have been longer or
more wisely directed than that of a famous soprano, so it

is not his art alone which compels large audiences!
Mme. Jomelli ranks high, and her voice is yet in its fresh

maturity. Also, the few who heard the program had real

delight in it for every reason.
Miss Nichols, the violinist, is musicianly and finished, and

Mr, Maurer gave fine support at the piano.
* * *

Saint-Saens opera, Sanson et Delila, is to be given in con-
cert form under Paul Steindorff's direction early in Decem-
ber. Mr. Steindorff has recently organized a choral society,

already numbering 175 real singers. The intensely dramatic
part of Delila will be prepared by Mrs. Carroll Nicholson,
wisely chosen from among the singers hereabout. Arnold
von der Aue, a German tenor, but lately arrived in California,

will be given opportunity to prove himself. Lowell Redtield

will be the barytone, and Mr. Hrubanix, a basso of robust

voice living in Alameda,, is engaged. An orchestra of fifty

will accompany, and the event will occur in Dreamland Rink.
* « *

Mrs. Carroll Nicholson will present Miss Ruth Waterman,
contralto, in a recital on Tuesday evening at Ebell Hall. The
program will be announced here next week.

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup sang a program of six songs
at a luncheon given by Mrs. Henry .J. Wilson at the St.

Francis last week.
M * *

The Berkeley Piano Club meets alternate Wednesday morn-
ings at its studio in Bancroft way. Last week English com-
posers were considered.

Miss Ida von Weick, soprano, and Mr. Charles E. Lloyd,
barytone, gave the Halt-Hour at the Greek Theatre last Sun-
day.

The University of California Glee Club is planning a con-

cert for December.

Miss Florence Le Roy, soprano. Frederick Biggerstaff.

pianist, and Walter Manchester, violinist, gave a concert be-

fore the Hillside Club in Berkeley last Monday evening.
IF * *

Mr. Uda Waldrop, of this city, is still enjoying the advan-
tages of the Mathilde Verne School of Pianoforte Playing in

London.
The students of the school issue a little monthly magazine

containing notes of the work being done, and half-tones of

different talented pupils. A very good photograph of Mr.-
Waldrop adorns one page of the August issue, and one of the
managej's of the school writes of him in a most complimen-
tary way. I quote the paragraph concerning him, which will

interest his friends:
"For example, there is the student who entered the school

in February, and was very much depressed about his playing;
he had been studying for months at one of our best known
colleges and was thoroughly disheartened at the poor result.

Well, it was not long before, at one of the orchestral prac-
tices, his wonderful improvement was noticed by every one
present. And then in the Herkomer Competition, did he not,

to our intense surprise and delight, take the prize from under
the very noses, so to speak, of some of the best students?
Ah, my dears! What was the reason? Is it that he is more
talented than the others? 1 don't think so. Some of you are
very talented. No. It was the determination and the work
combined with the natural talent.

"ALICE BREDT."

The First Presbyterian Church in Alameda has prepared
the following music for Thanksgiving Sunday: Tanfore (Len-
mens). organ; Te Deum in B flat (Marston). quartet; Song
of Praise (Goublier), tenor; Cantate Dornino (Arthur Dun-
ham), quartet; The King of Love (Gounod), contralto; Re-
memberest Now Thy Creator (Bach), tenor, by request;
Calm as the Night (Gotze), soprano and barytone; finale
from Sonata (Mendelssohn), organ.

* * «

The First Presbyterian Church in Alameda prepared the
following music for Thanksgiving Sunday: Tanfore (Len-
gave its annual Thanksgiving Oratorio Service last Sun-
day evening, November 21st, at 7:30 o'clock, upon which oc-
casion Mendelssohn's Hymn of Praise was sung. Maurice
Anger, a tenor who has lately come to California from
Prague, Bohemia, sang the tenor solo part, while the
other parts were taken by the regular soloists. The full

strength of the choir, to the number of eighty voices, was
heard in the choruses of the oratorio. As offertory, Henry
L. Perry sang one of the Bible songs of Dvorak. The music
was under the direction of Alexander Stewart.

* * *

Miss Jessie Murray, soprano. Miss Gertrude Postel. violin-
ist, and Miss Florence Fernhoft, accompanist, will give an
"afternoon" tomorrow at Fairlawn, in Fruitvale.

* * *

Miss Vera Campbell, one of Mrs. Cushman's talented
pupils, gave a recital at her teacher's home studio last
Wednesday afternoon. Miss Campbell has a high, clear, gay
soprano voice, and sang with much taste the following pro-
gram, assisted by Miss Sidney Miller, violinist, Mrs. Cote,
pianist, and Mrs. Vere Hunter, accompanist: Swiss Song
(Carl Evkert) ; Chanson Provencale (E. Dell Acqua); Violin,
Legende ( Wieniawski), Miss Miller, .Mrs. Hunter, accompan-
ist; (a) Du bist wie eine Blume (Rubinstein), (b) Deserted
(MacDowell). (c) Stolen Wings (Willeby); Piano— (a) To
a Wild Rose, (b) At an Old Trysting Place, (c) From an
Indian Lodge (MacDowell). Mrs. Cote; Robert quie j'aime
(Meyerbeer); violin— (a) Salute d'Amour (Elgar), (b) Ober-
tass (Wieniawski). Miss Miller; Spring (Waltz Song), (Leon
Stern).

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.
V*

Announcements are out for an invitational trio recital to
be given by the Oakland trio class of Mary and Dorothy
Pasmore at the Pasmore Studio in San Francisco this after-

noon, November 27th. The program will be as follows:
Noveletten (Gade); Piano, first and last movements, -Mignon
Harmon; Second and third movements: Piano, Jessie Har-
mon; Violin, Zoe Blodgett; 'Cello, Miss Dorothy Pasmore;
Slavonic Dance (Dvorak): Piano, Gladys Vernon; Violin. Zoe
Boldgett; 'Cello. Miss Dorothy Pasmore; Trio in E fiat. No. 5

(Beethoven); First movement: Piano. Lina Whipple: Violin,
Miss Mary Pasmore; 'Cello. Miss Dorothy Pasmore; Trio in

A Minor, No. 2 (Mendelssohn); First and second movements:
Piano, Phyllida Ashley; Violin, Miss Mary Pasmore; 'Cello,

Miss Dorothy Pasmore; Piano, pupils of Mrs. Blanche Ashley;
Violin, pupils of Mr. Samuel Savannah.

-V*-
The pupils of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fickenscher gave a re-

cital at the Associated Studios in Berkeley on Tuesday even-
ing, November 16th, which proved quite a success. The par-
ticipants were: Dorothy Paul, Muriel Barnes. Beatrice Cum-
mings and Mrs. Lillian Palmer Willis. The program con-
sisted of the following compositions: (a) Watchman's Song
(Grieg), (hi Elfin Dance (Grieg). Miss Paul; (a) Fair as Any
Flower (Schumann), (b) Early Green (Schumann), (cl Omio
Fernando (Donizetti). Miss Barnes; (a) To a \\'ild Rose
(MacDowell). (b) Will-o'-the-Wisp (MacDowell), (c) Water
Lily (MacDowell), (d) Autumn (MacDowell). Miss Cum-
mings; (a) My Mother Bids me Bind my Hair (Haydn), (b)

Who is Sylvia (Schubert), (c) Aria from Der Freischuetz
(Weber), Mrs. Willis; Duets from Lakme .(Delibes), Miss
Barnes and Mrs, Willis.— %%
On Saturday evening, October 27th, took place the second

concert of the season of the Philharmonic Orchestra under
the direction of Arthur Nikisch, The program included
Beethoven's Symphony No. 7, a new composition entitled
"Overture to a Comedy by Shakespeare," by Paul Steinpflug
and the Schumann piano concerto. Harold Bauer was the
soloist and scored quite an artistic triumph. The new work
by SteinpHug did not make a vei'y deep impression.

* « *

Ysaye gave a concert principally devoted to the old classics
in London on the evening of October 27th. He made a de-
cided impression from an artistic point of view.
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FredericR Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles, Cal.

RICHARD FE.RBE.R
Composer and Teacher -Piano and Harmony

1350 OTARRELL ST. SAN FRANCISCO

MISS EDNA. MONTAGNE
(PupU of Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldl)

Xeacher of Piano
Res. Studio: 1218 Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Cal.

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloisl Firsl Congresational Church, Oakland

Concert Oratorio and Recital Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Studio;

1 333 Bay Vifw Place, BerWty, Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Sludio: 65 MacDonough Bide. Tuesday and Friday

ROMEO frick:
BARYTONE

Vocal Inslrurftion Aher Foremoit European Methods

30-31 Canning Block, 13th and Broadway, Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a 1466

Paul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. W^illiam Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO; 1528 Broderick St., San Francisco, Cal. ALFR E D COGSWELL

Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged— Violin and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi, AssiflanI

Studio: 1 30 PRESIDIO AVE. SAN FRANCISCO

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
Teacher of Sin^in^

Tel. West 7279 2220 Webster St., San Francisco

Miss Olive J. Tonks
Voice Culture

Studio-. Room 35. Gagney Bldg , 376 Suiter St., Wednes-
days. Res.: 265 Parnassus Ave. Tel. Park 4190. S. F.. CI.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Oratorio - Concert

Studio. 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 4117

HERMAN PERLET
Voice Culture and Piano

Studio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. "Walter Witham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Sludio:

1380 Sutter Street

Studio: 1531 Sutter. San Francisco, on Tuesday
and Friday, and at 2119 Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday, Thursday and Saturday

Musical Directory

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic .Soprano

! Voice Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 California St.— Phone West 665V

Mrs. THorou^hman
Voice Culture—Dramatic Soprano

CONCERT—ORATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109. 915 Van Ness Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

Sludio, 1531 SUTTER ST.. Mondays and Thursdays. At
Mill Valley, Keystone Building. Tuesday, Wednesday. Friday

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio, Maple Hall. 1 4lh and Websler Sis. . Oakland.
Tuesday and Friday Phone Oakland 3453

Phone Franklin 2227

San Francisco, Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction. Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1304 Ellis Street

^Venceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts, Musicales, Ensemble and In^rudlion

Tel. Park 5329. STUDIO: 746 CLA'lTON ST.

DELIA E. GRIS-WOLD
Coi\tralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio. 845 Oak St.

HAR.ALD PRACHT
BARITONE

Soloist Grace Church and Temple Israael

CONCERT and ORATORIO
1 1 23 Devisadero St. Phones

j

^"' ^^48

EDNA MURRAY
Pianiste

Concerts Recitals Lessons
Address: . . . Ross, Murin County, Californi;

LOUIS CRErPAUX
(Member Paris Grand Opera)

Delbert Bloek. 943 Van Ness al OTarrell. Reception Houi
1 1 :30 to 1 2. and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday.

Wednesday in Oakland. 1 I 54 Bmsh Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Organist First Presbyterian Church. Berkeley)

In Berkeley Friday and Monday Exclusively

Studio : 2257 Fulton St. - - Phone; Berkeley 4627

Miss Josephine Barda L°d°in"sfrt?or

Pupil of Mme. Carusi and John Cheshire of New York

Residence Studio. 1 35 22d Ave.. San Fi

Telephone. Pacific 2987

Horatio Cogswell Baritone
Voice Culture. Concerts. Recitals

Studios: 1 122 Bay St . Alameda. Tel. Alameda 195
om 64 Macdonough Bldg-. 14th and Broadway. Oakland

Tuesday and Friday Afu

PIANO

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1321 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Telephone Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Bd'wav.,Oak. Phone Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

HOTHER WISMER
S945 Fillmore St. Phone West 438

GILBERT REEK
l."i37 Fourth Avenue. Oakland.

MANDOUN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1834 Baker Street San Francisco

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
Beginning with the issue of October

2. 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-

partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical

performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-

partments are continued as usual,

while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00; one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.

Have You Seen the Nev^/-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO.?
it Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It contains Elegance. Durability and Moderate Price. BEXJ. CURTAZ cfe SON Kearny St. Near Po^

San Francisco, Cal.
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IN THE REALM OF THE THEATRE.

CLYDE FITCH AT THE VALENCIA—Whoever in the

Schubert management is responsible for the shows we arc

getting at the Valencia certainly deserves a hearty vote of

thanks for what he is sending us in the way of comedies.

After the laughable "Mr. Hopkinson" we are this week en-

joying the delightful comedy. "The Bachelor," one of the

latest of the lamented Clyde Fitch's long list of plays. It is

a little late to attempt any eulogy of that gifted playwright
now, but after seeing such an enjoyable piece of work and
ai)preciating''Jie masterly way in which the story is told, one
can not help sighing over his untimely passing away.
This little play, with but seven characters, real characters

every one of them, does not contain much more material than
a twenty-minute vaudeville sketch, but the author has most
skillfully spun the story out in a way that keeps up the

interest every moment of the time.

Briefly, the story is this: A man, in love with a woman,
but doesn't know it, is told his attentions have compromised
her; he, being honorable, proposes; she, in love with him,
accepts, but when she learns he was prompted to proposing
denies her love and rejects him; he then realizes he really

loves her and all ends happily. ITnder Fitch's magic touch
the man is George Goodale, a prosperous, middle-aged bachel-

or, a general all-around good fellow; the girl's brother. Billy

Rendell, who puts it up lo Goodale that he has compromised
his sister is a splendidly drawn character of a foolish, head-
strong boy. who is utterly unable to understand his sister's

indignation when she learns he has told Goodale she loves

him. When it comes to the woman in the case, here is

where Mr. Fitch, unusually expert in delineating the whims
and foibles of young womanhood, is far away from the real

thing. Maybe I am prejudiced because he makes the girl,

Millicent Rendell. a San Franciscan, who has come with her
mother and brother to New York after losing everything in

the big fire, and who has changed her name for no other
reason that I could find out except that it was disgraceful for

a daughter of one of the best known men in the West to

earn her own living. I have too good an opinion of the
people who went broke after the fire to think that any of

them would be ashamed to work for a living. This typewrit-

ist that Fitch has drawn who has become indispensable to

her employer I venture to say. after some experience, is one
that would last about one day with any hardheaded business
man. No man is looking for the lovey-dovey, sweetey. cling-

ing vine around him in business hours if he wants to get
anything done. Clyde Fitch surely could have found his type
in some of the keen minded, alert yet womanly young women
of whom there are any number in office work today rather
than in the type that he portrays here.

But after you forget the above, and the rapid movement
of the play does not give you much time for reflection, you
are in for a most delightful evening. The other characters
are the faithful friend of Goodale. a life-like, gum-chewing
office boy. the girl's mother and a Swede servant girl, who is

tickled to death to think that Millicent has caught a beau.
All of the parts are most admirably taken except the ser-

vant. Charles Cherrj'. the originator of the role of Goodale,
plays the same part here, and Ruth Maycliffe plays Millicent.

JOSEPH M. GUMMING.

HIGH CLASS BILL AT ORPHEUM.—The Orpheum an-

nouncement for next week is w'orthy of the closest perusal,

for it proclaims an entertainment that reaches the very high-

est standard of vaudeville, and is rich in novelty and variety.

Miss Eva Taylor, who last distinguished herself in this city

in the Frohman farce "Chums." will appear in the very
amusing comedietta. "Mrs. Jones Smith Carey." which has
proved one of the greatest successes of her career. She will

be assisted by those sterling artists, Laurence Grattan, Earl
Ford and Blanche Craig.

Florence Bindley, the gifted and versatile comedienne, will

introduce her musical monologue, "An Afternoon at Home."
in which she appears as a society leader who, disappointed
in the arrival of a number of stage celebrities to entertain
her guests, personates them herself. She also gives several
songs and dances and a Xylophone solo, and winds up with
an imitation of a French vocalist accompanying herself on
the piano. Miss Stella Morrisini, a statuesque English beau-
ty, and one of the best animal trainers in Europe, will intro-

duce her wonderful leaping Siberian wolf hounds, and several
pretty little trained Shetland ponies, and the Four Floods,
announced as acrobatic merrymakers, will indulge in an en-
tertainment of great skill and originality.
One of the most interesting features of next week's pro-

gram will be the first presentation in this city of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's one-act drama. "Waterloo," by William H.
Thompson, who has purchased the right to produce this play

in America from Lady Irving, and will be seen in Irving's role

of Corporal William Brewster, a doddering itO-year-old sur-

vivor of the famous '8!l Scots guards, who won a medal for

bravery at Waterloo. His support will include Miss Evange-
line Irving, a younger sister of the well-known dramatic star.

Isabel Irving. Next week will positively be Mr. Thompson's
last. It will also conclude the engagements of the Two Bobs,
Quinlan and Mack and Mabel McCane. A recently imported
series of Ori)heum motion pictures will be the hnalc to a
thoroughly enjoyable performance.

%\
MUSICAL COMEDY AT THE VALENCIA — Charles

Cherry and the original company from the Maxine Elliot

Theatre, New York, will make their last appearances in Clyde
Fitch's delightful comedy. "The Bachelor." at the Valencia
Theatre this Saturday afternoon and evening, and at a spe-

cial matinee Sunday. Julian Edwards' famous comic opera.
"The Gay Musician," will begin a run limited to two weeks.
"The Gay Musician,' which comes under the personal direc-

tion of John P. Slocum. is now in its second season and ran
last year for one hundred nights at Wallack's Theatre. New
York, to capacity audiences. It has also been presented in

the principal cities of the country at the leading theatres,

and everywhere it has met with lavish praise from both public
and press. One of the principal charms of "The Gay Musi-
cian" is that it is of a neat and most refined order, vulgarity
finding no place in its presentation. In Boston. Philadelphia,
Baltimore. Washington. Pittsburg. St. Louis and other large
cities "The Gay Musician " has proved the hit of the season,
and its present tour embraces what is known as "city time,"
for engagements of one or more weeks.

Mr. Slocum. whose name has been so closely identified with
the leading musical successes of the past ten years, has en-

gaged a powerful singing company and chorus, and surrounded
them with a most lavish scenic environment and gorgeous
costuming. The cast is a notable one in every respect, in-

cluding names of singers very prominent in New York. Spe-
cial attention has been paid to the selection of the show girls,

chorus and dancers, the very best in the theatrical field hav-
ing been secured. Among the principals are Texas Guinan.
the comic opera prima donna, a niece of Senator Bailey of

Texas; Harry Benham, the barytone, for a long time with
Henry W. Savage's companies; Roger Gray, a favorite Broad-
way comedian and dancer; Margaret Crawford, who is well
known as a character actress and singer; Leo H. White,
formerly of the Gaiety Theatre. London; W. Flave Ryan, con-
nected with many notable successes in New York; Freda
Klingel. the ingenue, and many others as prominent on the
stage. .Max Winne. the musical director, is also well known
as a composer of merit. The company numbers seventy-five
people and two special baggage cars are required for the
elaborate production and effects. The show girls, who are
said to be stunners, are headed by Mazie Follette, who has
the record of being the most popular girl on Broadway. Her-
man Heller's splendid orchestra will be augmented for "The
Gay Musician." and the coming engagement bids fair to be
one of the big musical events in the amusement history of

the city. The usual matinee will be given on Saturday.
"The Man from Home," the comedy that has had a record-

breaking run in both New York and Chicago, will follow "The
Gay Musician" at the Valencia Theatre.

w
SHERMAN, CLAY & COMPANY BUY OUT THE BIG

POMMER HOUSE.

Large and Wealthy San Francisco Firm Acquire New
Strength by Annexing the A. J. Pommer Co. of

Sacramento, the Biggest and Wealthiest Firm
of Central California.

The most important news lately given out by a music
house reached this paper just before going to press.
The news, which is important enough to display in this

manner, consists of the information that the distin-

guished firm of Sherman, Clay & Co. of San Francisco
has bought out the A. J. Pommer Co. of Sacramento,
all arrangements having been concluded this week.
The San Francisco house has leased the Pommer Build-
ing in Sacramento and will consolidate its own Sacra-
mento Branch with its newly acquired property. The
Pommer Company has been in existence during the last

thirty years, and A. J. Pommer, the head of the firm,

retires after several years of successful work, a wealthy
man. In thus annexing the leading and oldest house
of Central California, Sherman, Clay & Co. have made
a strategic move, the wisdom of which is acknowledged
by the entire music trade.
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OAKLAND'S MUSICAL OPPORTUNITY.

The recent ])lieiioiiienal sm-cess of tlie ooiisolidatioii

iiioveuient in the ti-:msl)iiy cities, witli Oakhnul as the

pivot, and flie sulisecpient speculations as to tlie advisa-

bility of addinf> lierlcelev and Alameda to the other
eijrht smaller towns in tliis annexation, and create in

tliis maiiiiei' a (ireater Oakland, brings the latter city

into distinct jd-omiiience as one of the metro])olitan
centers of the far West. It now depends upon the
citizens of Oakland whether they are satisfied to jier-

niit their city to become metropolitan in size of popuhi-
tion or political expenditures only, or whether they
realize that a oeiiuiiie metrojiolis must also liecoinc

metr(i|i()lit:m in spirit and activity, if it is expected
to he entitled to such distinction. There are many
cities in the world which have assumed metropolitaii
dimension in matters of figures, hut which in matters
of s]iirit and culture are still in the stage of the village.

There are. of course, various phases of culture and edu-
cational factors necessary to acquire to genuine metro-
jiolitan si)irit. We, however, being ]>rincipally inter-

ested ill the culture of music will restrict our argu-
ments in this case to the ojiitortunities now ju-eseiited

to the musical portion of Oakland's population in the
inatfer of fostering musical improvements and exjian-

sious on a par with the geographical and numerical
growth of their citv.

The I'acific Coast Musical Review has during the
last two years maintained a special Oakland ottice.

The editor has sjteiit two days of each week in Oak-
land. This ])a])er has devoted considerable space everv
week to Oakland musical activities. This paper has
ajipointed a special representative to record weekly all

important Oakland musical events, so that we can not
be accused by the musical jirofession and the musical
]mhlic of the transbay cities of having underestiniated
their standing as a musical center. I>ut the ipieslioii

now presents itself, has the musical profession and
the musical public recognized the efforts of this paper
in their behalf? Have they really understood the
necessity of making use of these opportunities afforded
by this paper to bring Oakland and the other trans-
bay cititAS in-ominently before the musical world of the
West and ICast? Have the meml)ers of the profession
taken advantage of thi.s op])ortunity to utilize the
columns of this paper for the exjiloitation of their
efforts? And if they have done so, have they suc-

ceeded ill doing it in a manner worthy of the city that
is destined to take very soon a still more iiiijiortant

jiart ill the political and social life of tlie Pacific
Coast?

The activities—that is musical acti\ities—of a city

are judged by the outside reader from the advertising
depart iiieiit of the musical journal that circulates in

the jiarticular territory. We are not speaking at all

at this time from any commercial jioint of view. W'a
are merely trying to state facts. And by trying to
recite facts we take the same argument to prove the
attitude t)f outsiders toward the local conditions in

respect to music, as we would use the position of out-
side ](eople in regard to o comiuuiiity's commercial
aspect by referring them to the ad\ertising eolumiis
of a uewsi)aper. Indeed, the advertising colunnis of
a newspaper represent the commercial history and
standing of a community. And so the musical pre-
tensions of a community center in the ad\(M-tisiiig de-

Itartment of that musical journal which circulates in

its midst and which records its activities. If the
musicians and the musical managers do not utilize

these advertising colunins, well knowing that the paper
enjoys a large circulation, they either have not the
money to jiay for advertisements, or they are to nar-
row minded or proud to ])os(' as peo|)le eager to at-

tract the attention of the imblic, or they have nothing
to advertise. In either of these three cases the evi-

dence shows a lack of musical energy aud a dirth of
musical activitv.

Now let us see how Oakland has been rejiresented
in the advertising columns of this paper which cir-

culates freely in the big city across the bay. There
is above all Adolf Oregory, director of tlie Oakland
Con.servatory of Music, who has been during the last

U\() years a most lil)eral advertiser in these columns.
We could not tell whether Jlr. (iregory received direct
or indirect benefit through this advertisement, we only
know that he has ke|it it up persistently and loyally,
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and his school, whii-h now iucludes over lliree hiiii-

dreii students, is one of tlie larficst and most etticient

eonsei-vatories in tlie tar ^^est. Komeo Frielc is an-

other rejjnlar and taitlitnl advertiser in tliis i)ai)er,

wliose studio is located in Oalcland. He lias one of Ihe

largest vocal classes across the bay. .Miss JOdna .Mon-

tagne, pianist, is one of the recent adverti.sers in tliis

])ai>er, who has considered it worth >\liile to he known
as a musical educator. She is a (lujiii of Mrs. Oscar

Mansfehlt, and possihly has inherited her good Judg-

ment in matters of judicious publicity from her teach-

er. Mrs. Olive Ueed Cushman, one of the leading

vocal teachers of Oakland, has been advertising in the

columns of this pa])er since its change to a weekly

jniblication. She is one of the most successful and
cai)al(ie educators in California. Mr. and Mrs. Aithur
P^ickenscher are two especially well-known names to

the readers of the advertising department of this paper

among the t)akland teachers. They are both excellent

artists, as well as comi)etent instructors, and Mr.

Fickenscher is well known as a composer of su]ierior

faculties, iliss Caroline Ilalsted Little has recently

joined the Oakland colony of advertisers in this paper,

and her standing as artist as well as teacher cannot

be assailed by one familiar with musical etticiency.

Gilbert Reek, a newcomer in Oakland from Boston,

may now be found in the advertising department. He
is a pupil of the distinguished Leriiard Listemann, and
a graduate fi'om the New I^igland Conservatory of

Boston. In ]5erkeley, Alfred Cogswell is one of the

faithful advertisers, and as pedagogue as well as artist

he stands at the head of our etticient corps of musical
educators. In Berkeley, as well as Oakland, Mis.

(Jrace Davis Xorthrnp occupies a leading position, and
as soloist as well as insti'uctor and leader of choral

societies, as well as ideal church sojirano, ilrs. Nortli-

ruj) is known throughout the country. I'aul Stein-

dortf, admittedly one of the foremost light opera ct)u-

ductors in the country and recently elected leader of

the re-organized I'hilharnionic Orchestra of San Fi'an-

cisco, and also leader of the San Francisco Choral
Society, the Treble Clef Club and the Ebell Club of

Oakland, is one of the Berkeley colony represented in

the advertising department of this paper. Miss l^li/.a-

beth Westgate, a resident of Alameda, who also has a

studio in Oakland, is rei)resented in the advertising

department of this paper. Miss XA'estgate is one of

the leading critics, as well as pianists and musical
l)edagogues, and her standing is certainly of the very
highest. Miss \'\'estgate is also the trans-bay repre-

sentative of the Pacific Coast .Musical Review. Hor-
atio Cogs\\ell, also a resident of .Vlameda, who has a
studio in Oakland, has again joined the advertising
colony of this pajter after a brief intermission. Mr.
Cogswell is an excellent vocal teacher, and as concert
s(doist is known through the nuijor portion of Califor-

nia, where he has appeared with succe.ss in numerous
recitals.

From this enumeration it will be seen that Oakland,
Berkeley and Alameda are represented by thirteen
teachers in the advertising columns of this jiaper. Of
these, eight are from Oakland, three are from Berkeley
and two from Alameda. From Los Angeles this paper
has sixteen adverti.sers, twice as many as from Oak-
land, and from San F'rancisco there are represented
forty-five advertisei's, or over five times as mnny as
from Oakland. Now Oakland is to consolidate all

ti-ans-bay cities. It will then have a population of
nearly four hundred thousand. The question ari.ses,

will its musical activitv then increase in the same

ratio as its |M)|)ulation. Sui'cly there is an excellent

oi)[)oi'lunity for the music teachers and the musical
public of O.ikhind to forge ahead in musical culture in

ti-ue metropolitan fashion. This paper will do its

share. It has established a iiermanent otlice in the

Sherman, Clay & Co. building at the corner of Four-

teenth and Clay streets. Wcvo the editor will be every

Tuesday and Satui'day afternoon, beginning with

Decenibei- lltli, and h('i<' subscrijit ions and advertise-

ments will be accejited. All music teachers and artists

of Oakland can make ;i])pointments with the editor

personally if they so like and any notices that may be

necessary to forward dii-ect to the i)ai»ei- will here be

accejited. .Miss Elizabeth Westgate, the Oakland,
Bei-keley and .\lameda representative of this ]iaper,

has now a studio in Oakland at .")l! .Macl)onongh
Building, where anyone can see her personally regard-

ing attendance at trans-bay concerts. \\'iss ^\estgate

is the sole authorized rejiresentative of this jiajier who
can review musical events that take jilace in Oakland,
Berkeley or .Alameda. Ilei' telephone inimher is ,Vla-

nieda 1.j5, and anyone desiring programs published in

the paper can communicate with Miss \Vestgate at

1117 Paru street, Alameda. If any of the Oakland
musical cult desires to communicate with the editor

of the i)a]ier they can find him every Tuesday and
Saturday afternoon at the Oakland office in the Sher-

man, ('lav \ Co. building.

With its ])re.sent aspirations the ti-ans-bay territory

should have an entire page of advertisements in this

|iaper headed esjiecially "The (Jreater Oakland De-

l)artnient." This jiajiei- should be en.Mliled to jirint two
]iages of trans-bay news every week. The oi)portunity

for the Oakland musician has arrived. The (piestion

is, will he be energetic and and)itious enougli to take

advantage of it? ^^'e hojie that he will do so.

AIVIERICAN MUSIC SOCIETY CONCERT.

The history of the .\merican Music Society for the past six

months is a record of phenomenal growth. The manner in

which the country has talien hold of the movement from east

to west leaves no room or doubt of the timeliness and vitality

of the idea. .America has always been a music-loving nation.

Every year it is proving itself more and more a music-making
nation. The time has proved itself ripe for the awakening of

a national attention to the musical art which is growing up
within the borders of our own land. The rate of growth of

musical composition itself, and of the national application to

the cultivation of it. are such that if they continue as at pres-

ent—and there Is every indication that this growth will in-

crease—.America will in a few years take the lead among the
nations in its active recognition of creative musical art and
its national cultivation, as one of the highest forms of human
endeavor.

Three concerts will be given by the Los Angeles center this

season; the first of these occurred Thursday evening. Dec.
2nd. at Simpson's .Auditorium. On this occasion the largest
aggregation of Los .\ngeles musicians was brought together
for the specific purpose of exploiting .American compositions,
and the event embodied the recognition of the .American
Music Society by the outside public. The program was as
follows:

Organ Sonata (Dudley Buck). Mr. Ernest Douglas: Chorus
by the I.,yric Club, .1. B. Poulin. director; (a) Sayonara (Japa-
nese equivalent for "Till We Meet .Again"). (Homer Bart-

lett), (b) Beat Upon Mine (Ethelbert Nevin). (c) Song of the
Sword (Tolana), (H. Clough Leighton I. Mr. Edwin House;
(a) The Rose, (b) The Moth (Mrs. .Abbie Lee Jamison).
Dominant Club Quartette: Celtic Sonata I .MacDowell ). Miss
.Alice Coleman: Songs: Serenade (VV. H. Heidlingerl. Seed
Song (Huntington Woodman), Love's Springtide (W. C. Ham-
mond), Mrs. Bertha Vaughan; Piano Trio (.Arthur Foote):
Piano, Mrs. Harry Clifford Lott : Violin, Mr. .Arnold Krauss;
Cello, Mr. Ludwig Opid; two numbers by the Lyric Club:
Mr. J. B. Poulin, director.
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Among the great artists that appear before the musical

world during the course of a season there are so very few

who really are entitled to the distinction of supremacy, over

their peers that it would be impossible to arrange a really

satisfactory musical calendar without including therein a

number of artists who have appeared before us repeatedly

and whose achievements have become familiar objects in our

musical annals. These distinguished acquaintances have be-

come very dear to all of us and we would not be satisfied if

they did not pay us regular visits. Among the famous artists

already known to us whom w^e will have the pleasure to hear

this season are: Fritz Kreisler, Madame Schumann-Heink
and Teresa Carreno, each of whom represents the essence of

musical interpretation in that respective phase of musical art

which each has sought to emulate. But in order to be effec-

tively educational, progressive and enlightening a musical

season must introduce to us more than merely the old ac-

quaintances among the musical family in the Hall of Fame.

In order to cultivate broad opinions and a liberal musical

taste we must listen to new ideas and new modes of ex-

pression by new comers upon the field of musical exploration

and in this matter of welcoming new material the present

season seems to be especially prolific.

The very opening of the season was distinguished by the

advent of an artist new to us. namely, Mme. Jean Jomelli.

This exquisite vocaliste was followed by Dr. Ludwig WuUner,
and he in turn by George Hamlin, The early part of next

year will bring us Tilly Koenen, • Pepito Arriola and the

Flonzaley Quartet. Surely six new artistic attractions of

magnitude in the world of music is most gratifying, and no
one really interested in the art will fail to study the advan-

tages of these artists, provided they have been exploited in

a manner sufficiently extensive and sufticiently comprehensive
to arouse the interest and the curiosity of the public. Ex-

travagant eulogy does not affect the serious disciple of music,

nor does it fool the public any more. Frigid enumeration of

interesting program nuiubers does not in itself create sufficient

enthusiasm to make concert attendance obligatory. Compara-
tively few people study music with sufficient intelligence to

cause them to regard programs as an irresistible incentive in

the matter of concert attendance. To the average reader of

daily papers a program does not mean any more than the

hieroglyphics engraved upon an ancient statue. And yet we
find enumeration of programs quite a favorite and exclusive

mode of advertisement among a great many musical pro-

moters.

There are so many ways of introducing a new artist to

the public that it often arouses in us quite a feeling of as-

tonishment to perceive how few musical managers are able

to take effective advantage of their numerous opportunities.

For instance, the managers of Mme. .lomelli utterly failed to

interest the public of California in this exquisite artiste, and
yet this paper is confident that crowded houses would have
been Mme. Jomelli's reward had this paper been permitted to

wage a six months' campaign in her behalf. As soon as we
read in the Eastern papers of Dr. WuUner's triumphs we com-
municated with Manager Hanson, or rather he communicated
with us, and received his sanction to begin a campaign in

Dr, Wullner's behalf. At that time not one of our readers
knew anything about Dr. Wullner, except possibly one or two
people who may have heard that someone by that name
scored an unexpected triumph. And if he had come then
without first being preceded by intelligent exploitation of his

characteristics he could surely have been compelled to sing
before a number of small audiences before his art could have
been appreciated. In such an event there would have been
no time to describe his unique advantages and the quality of

his voice and thus the latter especially not being understood

would have caused severe disappointment. But during the

last six months this paper conducted an exhaustive educa-
tional campaign in behalf of Dr, Wullner. We described his

art in such a mai?' ^r that every member of the musical cult

knew before the awist arrived here exactly what his artistic

faculties consisted of. Indeed, hardly any artist ever appear-
ing on the Pacific Coast was so well understood before his

arrival, and this is largely due to Manager M, H, Hanson,
whose advertising material was especially intelligent and ex-

haustive.
* * *

Notwithstanding the very effective campaign waged by this

paper in behalf of Dr. Wullner. there still seems to be a doubt
in the mind of a number of people regarding the exact di-

mensions of the influence which the same exercised. For this

reason we have again made an arrangement with Manager
Hanson to exploit another artist who has made a triumphant
entry in the musical arena of America this season and who
at the present time is not well known on this coast. No
Pacific Coast daily paper has so far mentioned the name of

this artist with anything like enthusiastic endorsement and
no reader of this paper could tell us off-hand wherein the

wonderful artistic qualities of this new star on the artistic

firmament may be found. I refer to Tilly Koenen. the mag-
nificent Dutch contralto, who has made such a stir in the

New York musical circles at her American debut a few weeks
ago. I want my readers to understand the situation thorough-

ly before this paper begins its educational campaign in behalf

of this singer, so that (not like in the case of Dr, Wullner)
there will be any readers left who doubt the effect of this

campaign next March when Tilly Koenen will appear on the

Pacific Coast,

At the time of this writing the name of Tilly Koenen does

not mean much to the music lovers of the far West, except

that she is one of many singers who have made their debut

before a New York audience, I have written to personal

friends, who are natives of San Francisco, who are very

musical and who know the severe demands of a California

audience upon a singer, to attend the opening of Mme,
Koenen, I have written to the husband of a famous prima
donna to attend the Koenen concert and give me his honest

opinion, I have asked these people to describe to lue the

virtues as well as faults of the great contralto's vocal accom-
plishments and relate to me the details of either. Every one
of those 1 have addressed was unequivocally enthusiastic

about this new artist and a careful study of the information

thus gathered will give me an opportunity to make my read-

ers as familiar with Tilly Koenen and her art as they became
with Dr. Wullner and his art through this paper previous to

his trip to this coast. And if at the time of Mme. Koenen's
advent in this city not every vocal student and teacher will

be anxious to hear this wonderful woman I shall have lost

complete faith in the value of an intelligent, straightforward

and exhaustive campaign of publicity.

This campaign in behalf of Tilly Koenen will be especially

difficult as the engagement of Mme. Schumann-Heink pre-

cedes the Koenen concerts only two or three weeks. Now the

matchless contralto is so popular here that she will create a

veritable musical sensation. It is therefore necessary for

any sincere musician and every friend of this paper to see to

it that in the excitement over the Schumann-Heink concerts

Tilly Koenen is not forgotten. If we can make both the

Schumann-Heink and Koenen engagements equally big finan-

cial successes we shall have accomplished something which
no one at the present moment believes possible. And to ac-

complish the apparently impossible in musical culture on the

Pacific Coast is one of the dearest hobbies of this paper. We
have had our victories and we have had our defeats. Our
victories have encouraged us when we felt downhearted. Our
defeats have strengthened our determination and served as

an alloy for threatening vanity. We expect a victory in the

campaign for Tilly Koenen. But in the event of unexpected

defeat we shall have no excuses to offer except to state that

we have met once more with defeat. But we go into this

campaign with the fixed determination of winning.

Among the recent visitors in music trade circles was E. M.

Moore of the Sterling Piano Co. During his visit Mr. Moore
was entertained by Mr, Eilers, and participated in a reception

to C. Bos, Dr, Wullner's accompanist, at the Family Club, at

which Hy Eilers was the guest.
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Berlin, Nov. 14, 1909.

It seems lately as if a large coterie of the world's greatest

violinists had agreed to give Berlin a festival of great violin

playing during October and November. Among those who
have already appeared are .Fan Kubelik, Mischa Elman and

Michael Priss, who appeared with the Bluthner Orchestra.
« « *

Petschnikoff played two new concertos with the Philhar-

monic Orchestra, and with the same organization have been

heard Bronislaw Huberman. who gave a beantiful rendition

of the Brahms concerto at the last Nikisch concert, and the

prodigiously talented Franz von Vecsey, who received an

ovation that was really remarkable in its hero-worshipping

enthusiasm.
Great things may be expected of this modest, unassuming

youngster, who is not only phenomenal in his technical equip-

ment, but who shows a surprising maturity and poise thar

never permits him to "play to the gallery."

Ysaye will be heard on November 22nd.
* * *

The pianists have not been idle.

This week brought three great recitals on as many consecu-

tive evenings, from Godowsky, Lhevinne and Friedman.

The interest naturally aroused in hearing Godowsky and

Lhevinne play on successive evenings was made still livelier

by the fact that they both concluded their programs with the

Islamey Fantasie by Balakirew, and it was still more fun to

see how the critics dodged the delicate problem, some even

leaving before the last number, so that they would not be

called upon for odious comparisons.

Godowsky played with all the assurance, and even non-

chalance, of an artist with many previous Berlin triumphs to

his credit. His finest work was done in his own arrange-

ments from Lully, Rameau and Corelli, and in such numbers

as the Liszt Gnomenreigen; but in his Waldstein Sonata.

Schumann, Kreisleriana and Balakirew he was too often

tempted, and did, exceed the speed limit, sometimes forcing

us in our admiration for his wonderful fingers, to forget the

beauties of the composition.
Lhevinne has not played here for eight years, and in spite

of his great triumphs elsewhere, the Berliners have been very

slow in according him recognition. Hence it was that the

large audience present was decidedly American.

The evening was one of the greatest successes of the sea-

son, and the attendance and enthusiasm will no doubt be even

doubled on December 3rd when he plays again.

His conception of the Brahms Sonata seemed even broader

and deeper than when he played it in San Francisco, and for

clarity and beauty of tone his Chopin and Mozart numbers
never were better played.

The Balakirew Fantasie he raised from a mere exhibition

of digital gymnastics to a wonderful work throbbing with

Oriental life and color. The four tremendous encores com-

pleted a great program, and made us wonder if there were
any limit to nis endurance.

ignaz Friedman, a new name to me, proved to be a wonder-

ful master. There seems to be nothing impossible for him.

He tossed off the Paganini-Brahms variations and Godowsky's
"simplifications" of the Henselt "If I were a Bird" and of

Weber's "Invitation to the Dance" as if they were mere
bagatelles.

With all his wonderful technic, there is much beauty in his

playing, and as he is still young, will no doubt be heard from
more in the future.

Conrad Ansorge gave a Beethoven evening with the

Bluthner Orchestra, playing the Concerto in E Hat and G
major, and the Sonata op. III.

Michael von Zadora played an interesting program from

Bach, Buxtehude, Beethoven, llubinstein and Liszt.

Ernest Dohnanyi played very musically an interesting pro-

gram in the Singakademie, from Chopin, Brahms, Schubert
and Schumann (Carneval).

Edward Risler gave a popular Chopin evening in the Phil-

harmonie.

Emil Sauer received a tremendous ovation at the Elite Kon-
zert. His Chopin Sonata was one of the best interpretations
I have heard, his concluding numbers were played with the
same Liszt rire and abandon that we have always admired
so much in Hugo Mansfeldt and all the members of that fa-

mous class at Weimar.

Harold Bauer played the Schumann Concerto at one of the
Nikisch concerts. Orchestra, conductor and soloist were at

their best, which is saying a great deal.

WARREN D. ALLEN.
-%%-

AN EXCELLENT PUPILS' RECITAL.
The students of the Von Stein Academy of Music gave an

Evening of Music at the Gamut Club Auditorium of Los An-
geles on Friday evening, November 26th, which proved in

every respect a credit to the faculty as well as to the par-

ticipating students. The program was as follows:

Overture, "Magic Flute" (8 hands, two pianos), (W. A.
Mozart; Piano 1. Messrs. Clarence Bates and Henry Wheel-
er; Piano 2. Misses Clara Russakov and Mona Newkirk;
Marche Burlesque (R. B. Eilenberg), Miss Elanora Gress;
Etude, G major (Moszkowski), Miss Nellie Brigham; Valse
Etude, Op. o6 (E. Liebling), Miss Loretta Payson; Impromp-
tu, A flat major (F. Schubert), Mr. Victor Nemechek; Fan-
tasia, D minor ( VV. A. Mozart), Mr. Henry Wheeler; Moment
Musical (X. Scharwenka), Miss Blanche Skelton; Reverie
(Tschaikowsky), Mr. Raymond Schouten; Impromptu, B flat

major (F\ Schubert), Mr. Clarence Bates; Sonata, E major,
Op. 14 (Beethoven), Allegro. Allegretto, Allegro moderate,
Miss Mona Newkirk; (a) Ballade, G minor (F. Chopin), (b)

Valse Caprice, "Man lebt nur einmal" (Strauss-Tausig), Miss
Clara Russakov; Marche Heroique (arranged 8 hands, two
pianos), (Saint-Saens), Piano 1. Misses Nellie Brigham and
Dora Brown, Piano 2. Miss Blanche Skelton and Mr. Henry
Wheeler.

-w-
GEORGE HAMLIN A CONSUMMATE ARTIST.—The say-

ing that good tenors are rare and fine ones a curiosity is a
saying true and apropos.
George Hamlin substantiates the praise of the critics and

lives up to the notices which heralded his coming.
After hearing him it is easy to understand how an American

could go to Berlin singing "Strauss" and German lieder, and
meet with great and easy success, proving to our brethren
abroad that art is a universal thing after all.

To sit under the spell of George Hamlin's voice, or perhaps
to be more just, his art, is like resting beside still waters or
basking under blue skies. His songs become canvasses on
which we feast our eyes. His art is permeated with the uni-

versal fitness of things. While he can be dramatic when the

line calls tor such rendering, he never offends, but he does
convince, impress and above all, he rests his audience.
The poise and ease of his singing can come only from

a perfect technic and a voice that is properly placed. Es-

pecially free, pliant and flexible are his upper notes where
most tenors "pinch"—even Caruso is not free from this fault.

George Hamlin sings "without a throat" and there is much
in every note. His voice, we are constrained to say. is the

product of a perfect art. This is not saying he has not a

naturally beautiful instrument, but there is in the native

beauty of the voice a quality which comes only from the

uniting of head with heart.

He is a poetic singer, too intellectual ever to be sentimen-
tal, lacking perhaps a certain glow and humor in his gayer
things. His is not a magnetic personality—it is his art which
speaks to the heart.

The programs for these concerts are veritable gems. It is

worth the price of the concert just to hear Henschel's
"Morning Hymn" or the "Lamp of Love" by Salter, not to

sneak of those three exquisite poems from Sullivan's setting

of Tennyson's "Songs of the Wrens."
Mr. Edwin Schneider's compositions on Thursday night's

urogram, "Your Eyes" and "Flower Rain" place the composer
among our most successful song makers.

Mr. Schneider, we believe, would be a greater success as a
soloist than as an accompanist, as his fire and pronounced
individuality sometimes overbalance his accompanying.

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.
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Opt-rii u< the Mrtropnlltnn niiil ihe >'en Tlipntrr.

Monday—"Lohengrin" (second time), with Fi-emstad. .Torn.

Homer and Goiitz.
Tuesday—The New Theatre, night. "Czar und Zimmermann"

(first time), with Alien. .Jorn and Forsell.
Wednesday—"II Trovatore" (second time), with Gadski.

Slezal<. Meitschili and Gilly.
Wednesday—The New Theatre, afternoon. "Werther" (third

time), with Noria. Clement and Gilly.
Thursday—"La Boheme" (second time), with Bonci. Amato.

Alda and Alien.
Fridav—"Alda" (first time), with Caruso, Amato, Gadski and

Homer.
Saturday—Matinee. "Otello" (third time), with Slezak. Alda

and Scotti; night. "Tannhauser" (first lime), witii Gadski. Bur-
rian, Fremstad, Whitehill and Blass.

At the ^Iniihattnii.

Monday—"Sapho" (third time), with Garden. Dalmores. Du-
franne and d'Alvarez.
Tuesday—Opera comique. "Les Dragons de Villars" (second

time), with Dalmores. Devries. Damhrine and Duchene.
Wednesday—"La Fille du Regiment" (second time), with

Tetrazzini, (ililbert and McCormack, preceded by "I Pagliacci,"
with Zerola. Sammarco and Trentini.
Friday—"Herodiade" (fourth time), with Cavalieri, Renaud,

Daimores and d'Ah'arez.
Saturday—Matinee. "Le Jongleur de Notre Dame" (first time),

with Garden. Renaud. Dufranne and Lucas; night, opera
comique. 'The Chimes of Normandy" (first time), with I^e-
lormes, Nulba. (^rabbe, Dambrine and Blondel.

foiieepts.
Today—The Nevv- Theatre, afternoon. New York Symphony

Orchestra. Walter Damrosch. conductor, with Rachmaninoff,
pianist. Night. Metropolitan Opei'a House Sunday Night Con-
cert, with Orchestra and Soloists. Manhattan Opera House,
Sunday Night Concert, with Orchestra and Soloists.
Monday—Mendelssohn Hall, afternoon, song recital by Eliza-

beth King.
Tuesday—Mendelssohn Hall, afternoon, piano recital by Wil-

liam Becker. Night, Carnegie Hall, New York Symphony Or-
chestra.
Wednesda.v—Carnegie Hall, night. Oratorio Society in

Beethoven's Mass. Mendelssohn Hall, night. Olive Mead Quar-
tet.
Thursday—Carnegie Hall, night, Russian Symphony Orches-

tra.
Friday—Mendelssohn Hall, afternoon, song recital by David

S. Davis.
Saturday—Carnegie Hall, afternoon, piano recital by Teresa

Carreno. W
November 29, 1909.

Dear Editor:

"A man must serve his time to every trade,
Save censure; critics are already made."

Which observation is called forth by the amount of space you
are devoting to Ihe New York critics. You evidently take
them much more seriously than we do here; more seriously
even than they do themselves. Has not the idea reached
you out there that it is impossible for a man to write long
for the papers here without becoming a cynic? How can it

be helped? He is such a poor, over-worked individual, hav-
ing to be at so many places at once, don't you know, and it is

such a bore to hear the same things over and over again,
especially when there is nothing new to write about. When
you start to praise anyone or anything the amount of praise
must necessarily be doled out sparingly, as there are only so
many adjectives in the language and besides to be a critic

you must look for the faults, the public will always find the
good, but in the pleasure of the moment they might overlook
the bad points. Therefore the critics, otherwise known as
the "buts." They serve a good purpose, however, like fleas

on the tail of the dog; they keep him from getting lazy, and
it is even so with the profession. Give an artist unstinted
praise and he becomes an impossible quantity; call his at-

tention to the things that you don't like and he will be con-
tinually striving for the elimination of the bad points. Al-
ways trying to improve—provided you give him an idea in
what he is lacking—making the next effort with more vim
and ambition to do better. Therein lies the real virtue of

the critic. But after all, who cares? The man who writes
and the party who is written about. The rest of the world
form their own opinions and say of the critic, "He is right"
or "He is a fool," which brings me down to the next par;

Heard Marguerite Sylva and Tetrazzini in "I Pagliacci" and
"La Fille du Regiment" respectively, and after deciding what
I thought of the two performances, they were both the same
evening. I looked over the daily papers and found another old
saw gone wrong. I always believed the saying, "In the mul-
titude of counsel there is wisdom." I have changed my mind
and now have added to it, "Or chaos I" There were so many
different views regarding the merits of the two performances
and the artistes, that I put them completely out of my mind
and am going to give you the record as I saw it; and I saw
it all! That's more than probably any other scribe can state.
The Pagliacci was the curtain raiser, and Zerola, Sammarco
and Sylva were it. This is the first time 1 have heard Zerola
and ti-om the various press reports I had read of him was
inclined to believe that he was a young and untried singer.
Instead. 1 found him a very finished and capable performer,
who sang with splendid verve and was heartily applauded by
the large house which was present. He is a "comer" and
no novice. It would not surprise any one if he becomes a
permanent fixture here, as he has "made good." Sammarco
was as usual in form and gave a finished performance, he
and Sylva singing in French and the others in Italian. Sylva
played her part much better than she sang, though for the
soprano there is not much calling for any display of vocal
agility outside the duo. Mme. Sylva acquitted herself very
creditably, though it seemed to me that she has a rather
harsh voice, whicli grows shrill in the higher register. Only
hearing her once it is not fair to judge by the one appear-
ance. Her comedy was excellent and she made the most
of her opportunities in this respect.

ba Fille du Regiment, which followed, was sung in Italian,

except when Gilibert forgot himself and spouted French. He
was splendid and easily the favorite of the audience. When
Mme. Tetrazzini appeared in the saucy costume of the Vivan-
diere there was a ripple of merriment around the house. Her
embonpoint does not lend itself readily to the short skirt and
the style of the costume, though she altered it somewhat to

suit her, and a more roly-poly, mischievous, sprightly Marie
has not been seen in New York. With all the drawbacks ot

the costume, etc., she made the most of the part and while
one misses the French style and piquancy which French ar-

tists seem to give, the piece was most enjoyable. McCor-
mick had as much idea of the role of Tonio as he has of

heaven. His singing was excellent, however, and he received

many hearty applaudisements from the public. It seemed to

me that the audience were either very ignorant or else ex-

tremely rude, as at the close approach of the finals of the

piece there was a steady stream of people who occupied the

aisles and not only prevented the people from hearing but
from seeing as well. If Hamiuerstein would make it a rule

to allow no one to leave during the performance or enter

either he would confer a great favor on a suffering public.
* * »

That show of ignorance and boorishness is always exhibited

by those who are supposed to know better; the boxholders
and the best dressed people in the audience seem to think

they have a special right to come and go when they please,

i-egardless of the discomfort of those around them. When
Tetrazzini, who had interpreted a waltz song from Mireille,

which could have been very well done without, was singing,

there was a steady stream of people coming up the aisle. It

was shameful; an insult to the artiste and those who were in

their seats as well.
* * *

Just why the conductor should have been brought out with

the singers, who received a very hearty recall, one might say

too hearty from some parts of the house, is inconceivable;

especially after massacreing the music as he had been doing.

It looks exti-emely mal a pros for a conductor, blushing and
acting the giddy goat, to come flouncing down the stage with

a sprightly Tetrazzini on one side and a very big and bluff

Gilibert in the other. Looked like the Sergeant had caught
him stealing and was taking him very much against his will

to the goal. What does a conductor want on the stage, any-

how ?
* « «

Blanche Marchesi struck a vei-y bad night for her concert,

and it has been indefinitely postponed.
* * *

Thursday night Carreno was the soloist at the Philhar-

monic Society concert and was received with her usual
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amount of applause. Mme. Carreuo seems to grow more
lovable and more pleasing as she grows older and her play-

ing has not yet lost all the vim and fire which has always
been hers.

THE PHILISTINE.

FRITZ KREISLER'S GREAT CONCERTS.

This Sunday afternoon. Dec. 12. that consummate artist and
real genius. Fritz Kreisler, will again entrance us with the

magic sounds of his violin. What artist has reached deeper
into our hearts than this master-player? Everybody is glad

that Greenbaum has brought Kreisler back to us. Here is an
artist who appeals to all. He plays the most difficult works
with an ease simply astounding and he imbues the simplest

works with an interest almost human. Verily—Fritz Kreisler

is a genius.

On the first program we are to hear Viotti's beautiful old

Ooncerto" in A minor. Handel's "Sonata" in D major, "Pre-

lude and Allegro" by Pugnani and other old classics by
Friedman Bach, Couperin. Boccherini, Weber and Mozart.

For those who like the brilliant display pieces there will be

a Wieniawski polonaise and again we are to hear a Dvorak
number as only a Kreisler can play it.

On Thursday night, Dec. 16, a Bach "Suite" and a Bach
"Prelude and Gavotte" originally written for violin alone, but

to which Schumann wrote a piano accompaniment, will please

the lovers of that master composer. Old works by Padre
Martini, Dittersdorff, Porpora, Tartini and Francoeur will be

given and ihe very modern writers will be represented by

Claud Debussy with a "Menuet" Saint-Saens with his en-

trancing "Havanaise," and Kreisler himself, whose two works,
"Tambourin Chinois" and "Caprice Viennois" have had the

nicest things said of them by eminent critics. Paganini's

"Caprice No. 24" and Wieniawski's "Airs Russes" will please

those to whom technical difficulties appeal, or rather pyro-

technical displays for even the simplest works have their

technical hardships.
For his farewell program on Sunday. Dec. 19, the artist has

selected Tartini's "Devil's Trill," and Vieuxtemp's "Concerto"

in F sharp minor for his "pieces de resistance" and by spe-

cial request he will repeat the two old Viennese waltzes by

Lanner with which he fascinated his audiences two years ago.

Works by Gluck, Couperin, Cottonet, Chaminade and Arbos
will be included in this offering. One party has offered to

wager a good dinner with Manager Greenbaum that Kreisler

will not be allowed to escape at any concert without playing

Dvorak's "Humoresque." Seats for all the concerts are on sale

at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, where complete programs may be

obtained.
Ne.xt Friday afternoon, Dec. 17. our trans-bay friends will

have the opportunity of hearing Kreisler in the great pro-

gram of Thursday night at Ye Liberty Playhouse. Oakland,

where seats are now on sale. The concert will commence
at 3:20 as an accommodation to teachers and pupils.

UNITE ART WITH CHARITY.
We copy from the Examiner of last Sunday the following

item regarding the forthcoming benefit concert at the St.

Francis Hotel and desire to remind our readers that this is

not only a most worthy cause, but it is equally as much an

event of the highest artistic character and the admission

prices are far below the quality of the performance. Says

Mr. Nunan in the Examiner;
"The Christmas season will offer no better opportunity for

aid of the worthy poor than that afforded by the benefit to be

given at the St. Francis Hotel on Thursday evening, Decem-
ber 16th, for the purpose of raising funds to assist Mrs. Ida

M. Graham, a blind widow and her nine young children. Mrs.

Graham is entirely unable to aid herself in any way. The
youngest of her children is two years old and the oldest is

eighteen.
"That assistance is genuinely deserved in this case is guar-

anteed by Treasurer Theodore Hardee of the Eilers Music
Company, who, with his associates, is heading the relief

movement and carrying on the benefit plans. Many promi-

nent musicians and society people who know of the circum-

stances have volunteered to help make the benefit a big

Christmas success, and already donations for the blind widow
and her children are beginning to arrive at the Eilers store,

975 Market street.

".Mr. Hardee reports that several prominent society ladies

have offered to act as patronesses and he expects that the

list will be made up within the next few days. The musi-

cians have volunteered the talent for the entertainment to

be given at the St. Francis on Thursday evening of next week.

and an exceedingly interesting program has been arranged.
The artists who will assist are Mackenzie Gordon, the famous
California tenor; Louis -Mbert Larsen, baritone; Miss Geor-
giana Strauss, the American contralto who was here with the
International Opera Company last season; Frederick .Maurer.
.Jr., piano accompanist; Miss Eula Howard, solo pianist; Her-
man Heller, violinist; Miss Kaethe Piezzonka. 'cellist, and
Mrs. Squire Varick Mooney and Mrs. Louise L. Gage, elocu-
tionists. All who want to assist in promoting this beautiful
benefit work of the Christmas time should communicate with
Mr. Hardee immediately, and from him any desired partic-

ulars in regard to the blind Mrs. Graham and her big family
of hel|)less children may be obtained."

V*

DR. WULLNER'S FAREWELL CONCERT.

What a wonderful repertoire Dr. Ludwig WuUner must
have! Here he has consented to return to us from the
Southland and give us one more concert before he continues
his tour Eastward, and announces a program of twenty-three
songs, only one of which has appeared on his previous pro-
grams, and many of which have never before been heard in

this city. This great feast of song will be given this coming
Monday night, December 13, at the Novelty Theatre, and no
student oi- teacher of singing and no music lover can afford

to miss it. The seats are now on sale at Sherman, Clay &
Co.'s. Here is the wonderful offering:

(a) Der Wanderer (only repetition) Schubert
(b) Wer sich der Einsamkeit ergibt Schubert
(cj Wer nie sein Brod mit Traenen ass Schubert
(d) Der Leiermann Schubert
Der Page Schumann
(b) Fruhlingsfahrt Schumann
(c) Der Sandmann Schumann
(d) Freisinn Schumann
(e) Ein Jungling liebt ein Madchen Schumann
(f) Ich Grolle .Nicht Schumann
(a) Der Musikant Hugo Wolf
(b) Auf ein altes Bild Hugo Wolf
tc) Auf einer Wanderung Strauss
(d) Liebesgluck Strauss
(o) Der Arbeitsmann Strauss
(f) Aus dem Nachtliede Zarathustras Arnold Mendelssohn
Sagt mir, O schonste Schaferin; Die Sonne scheint nicht
mehr; Sonntag; Feinsliebchen du sollst; Schwesterlein;
Ich weiss mir'n Maidlein; Ach Moder. ich well en Ding han.

Folk-songs arranged by .lohannes Brahms.
The .Xovelty will hardly be big enough to hold the audience.

Nnu ®rph^um
O'FARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and Po
Phone Douglas 70

Safesl and Mosl Magnificcnl Thealre in America.

W«t Bteinning This Sunday Allernoon—MATINEE EVERY DAY
THE FLOWER OF VAUDEVILLE

Donald Bowles and his Company in "Guilty?" by Victor

H. Smalley; The Klein Family; Harry Fox and Millership
Sisters: Carl Nobel; Florence Bindley; Stella H. Morrisini

and her wonderful leaping Siberian Wolf Hounds; Four
Floods; New Orpheum Motion Pictures. Last Week of

Eva Taylor and Company presenting first time Lawrence
Grattan's picturesque fantasy "Dreamona."

Evening Pricei: lOc, 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Se.U $1.00

Matinee Price*: (Elxcepl Sundays and Holidays) lOc. 25c. 50c.

McAllister
Near MARKET

Coil of $150,000.00

GRAND OPENING SUNDAY, DEC. 12

FOR ONE WEEK—Matinees Thursday. Saturday

John Cort Presents a Mammoth New Production in His Revival ol

THE GREATEST OF COMEDY OPERAS

RING DODO
With Eleanor Ke.l. Witliam Friend. Zoe Barnett and a Capahle Casl and Chorus

Prices-25c to $1.50 POP. MATINEE THURSDAY
Next: 45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY
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New York. Nov. 22, '09.

Dear Editor: Your recent condemnation of "free shows"
could well be 'reproduced here: 'William C. Carl will give

the second of his series of free organ recitals in the First

Presbyterian Church. Fifth a\enue and Twelfth street, to-

morrow evening, assisted by John Young, tenor."—The
World. This gentleman has spent money and time in seek-

ing pupils for his school ; he has worked hard to bring him-
self to the point where he can appear as a soloist on the
organ: he spends money for advertising and the rent for the
halls; he has recently been very much in the public eye for

certain triumphs abroad and yet—he must needs give a "free"
organ recital. John Young, tenor, evidently also shares the
erroneous idea that "free" performances will "get him some-
thing." They do. They get him disliked and the artist who
gives his services gratis is just lowering his earning capac-
ity that much more each time. How long does it take for

any artist to become known as a "free" performer? And
what can they earn after that? There are certain musical
clubs who shall be nameless who have made it a point of

securing artists for their club meetings for nothing, alleging
that they would have a public appearance. Drivel. A private
affair is of no use to any artist, except as it goes to fill his
"money bags." and the sooner the artists who are giving their
services gratis get the idea through their head the better it

is for the profession. Reams have been written on the same
subject, and to the same effect, but we will continue to fight

the evil as long as we have a leg to stand on and an organ
of publicity. Since the days of Confucius, who says, "Noth-
ing good is cheap and nothing cheap is good," there have been
workmen who have given their services free, and what has
It benefitted them?

"Mr. Cleofonte Campanini. who has been engaged as gen-
eral musical director of the company, has sent the following
cablegram to Mr. Andreas Dippel:

" 'Many thanks for your cable relative to my Chicago en-
gagement. Am really delighted to return to the United
States, where I achieved the most gratifying and memorable
successes of my career, and I hope that my collaboration
with a director of your recognized ability and standing will

bring about results of the very highest order.' "—The World.
Now maybe he sent this telegram and then again perhaps

not so fast. It may have been diplomatically inspired by
the management to remove the disagreeable impression that
the scurrilious criticism of the .\merican public and every-
thing American came in for at the hands of Campanini after
his return to Italy, at least that is the impression gathered
from a perusal of certain Italian papers: the American pub-
lic occasionally gets tired of being humbugged and manifests
its displeasure in no uucertain manner. It is about time that
the foreign element who come here and make more money
than they ever made in their lives before, and spend less.

learned that it is not good business to sneer at the "dollar
land" which pays them so well. Mary Garden sneers at the
land where she has lived, which paid for her education and
which has steadily supported her with loyality. She raves
because the customs demand a few dollars for the wardrobe
which she purchased abroad and announces her intention to

return to Europe. All Mary Garden ever made from her
singing at the Paris Opera Houses would not pay for one
of the dresses about which she made such a fuss. Any
singer who has to depend on the fees she receives as an
artist at an opera house in Europe will never wear diamonds.
At a recent law suit it developed that the Australian so-

prano, Frances Alda was receixing about forty dollars a week
for singing leading roles. If they don't like the country, get
out!

* * *

Rachmaninoff gave a piano recital devoted entirely to his
own compositions at Carnegie Hall Saturday and it was
deadly dull. Having in mind that he was playing to the
exclusive high brows only he gave a series of such involved

and technical pieces that I tor one was all at sea. and as
there were many more like me, I voted it dull. With one
exception, and that was worth the waiting. I do not know
the name of the selection, but it was elfin like in its dainty
sprightliness, like the dance of fairies in the moonlight. I

could have listened to that all afternoon with pleasure. As
an artist he is a master musician.

* * *

Thursday night the Russian Symphony Society gave the
first of their series of subscription concerts and were de-
cidedly disappointing. Modest Altschuler was evidently
laboring under severe disadvantages owing to a number of
new men who were playing with him and the result was
that he had to drag them by herculean effort after him all
through the evening. It was distressing to see the inability
of the men to respond to the demands he made upon them.
The performance was ragged, and no fault rests with the
conductor. Jliss Mero was the soloist. She played a very
long selection, interspersed with lagging accompaniment of
the orchestra, who seemingly failed to warm up to the work.
Her reception was most gratifying to her. as the public re-
fer "more." It is a mooted question whether the public ap-
plauds because it is pubbling over with enthusiasm or whether
plaus because it is bubbling over with enthusiasm or whether
it acts on the principal of the man who thought he might
get something better next time. It is safe to assume that
the former was 'the case, and after repeated urging Miss
Mero gave an encore which met with popular favor. Her
personality is very pleasing: she is good looking at the
piano, and handles herself like she knew what was expected
of her, but as a master musician I could form no judgment,
as her selections were more of a popular order, but I shall
be glad to hear her again.

There has been much criticism in the papers about the
songs which were sung by Gilbert at the Boston Orchestra
concert. They were not "serious" enough. There is one
tning that the critics never take into consideration. Besides
themselves, who do not pay, there is a public which does pay
(at least it is supposed to), and that public to be made to
"come again" must be pleased. The fact that Gilbert was
most heartily applauded was proof sufficient that the public
approved of his selections, even though one of them was a
French version of "My wife's gone to the country." Variety,
variety! That is what makes a concert or anything else en-
joyable. The little dash of champagne which Gilbert in-

jected into the cloying which Reger's and Strauss' music
gives, was decidedly acceptable and made them all the more
enjoyable by contrast. I think, however, that at an orches-
tral concert the piano might well have been omitted.

* « *

Last season we were treated to the sight of a battle be-
tween Garden and Cavalieri, and now it is Gadski and Frem-
stadt who are on the warpath. With the usual superdignified
policy that the .Metropolitan adopts, there was little enough
said about the matter, except the announcement that Frem-
stadt was to sing the role of Elsa and then the "fight was on."
Mme. Gadski evidently felt aggrieved that one of her favorite
roles was to be given to the rival singer and made things
hum. However, as Mme. Fremstadt developed a very severe
and convenient cold, which the papers refer to as "stubborn,"
Gadski appeared and sang the role, to the surprise of many,
who had seen no announcement that there had been any
changes made. The role lost nothing by her interpretation
of it.

* * *

The plaint that concerts are becoming here very much the
same as in London, namely free affairs, is not ungrounded,
as everyone who has any interest in music, or who has a
friend who has a cousin who works in a music shop, con-
siders that he is entitled to ask for free seats. And the
worst of it is that they get them. There is such a plethora
of music that the managements of the different artists have
been so desirous of having their artists heard that they have
given away their seats broadcast. P''ree, free. free. Every-
thing is free, but the air. That you have to pay for, and
if you don't believe it, ask Tammany. The public has been
educated down to the fact that it is not necessary to pay
for anything, as the simple request that seats are desired
brings forth the desired pasteboards. I wonder how many
of your readers know that fully eighty per cent of the big
houses both here and in London are "paper"? An artist

gives a concert at Carnegie Hall as a send-off, costing from
eight hundred to fifteen hundred dollars, and then having
found it don't pay, goes down to Mendelssohn Hall at one-
fhird of the price. The truth is that the hall is too large
and too expensive for concerts, except those subscription
affairs, and there is not another hall in the city fit to use.
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All of this preceeds the annouiicenient of the Volpe Symphony
Orchestra, that, "Owing to the expense entailed in the en-

gagement of Blanche Arral the free list is entirely sus-

pended." This is as it should be, and I for one will be glad

to lend a helping hand to Mr. Volpe to assist him to the

successful and financial returns that he should have. He
or any one else who takes such a stand does much for the

betterment of all concerned.
* * «

When the first rehearsal of Donizett's "The Daughter of

the Regiment," in the Manhattan, was called, an unexpected
ditliculty was met. It was discovered that no fewer than
three different editions of the opera exist. Some soloists had
studied one version, some the second, others the third, with
consequent confusion. The stage manager and prompter are

trying to reach a satisfactory solution of the problem.—The
American.

It may interest the writer of the above to know that there

is but one correct version of the above, and that is the
French standard copy as performed at the Opera Comique;
it is essentially a French production, and the ignorance dis-

played above is about equal to the lack of the sense of the

eternal fitness of things which has existed for many years
here. An essentially and noteworthy French production is

to be sung in Italian. The reason there are so many dif-

ferent "versions" is that as the piece has no colorature parts

and is very un-ltalian, there have been parts cut out and
others substituted to give certain singers opportunities a

chance to display some special speciality in the shape of

coloratura. The standard version calls for the possession of

a Marie with a voice well developed in the "middle" register

and there have not been many Dugazons since her time.

A coloratura soprano with a high voice has no chance to

shine, and as many of the Italians, in fact it may be taken
more broadly and stated that all the Italian professors of

singing, give more attention to developing the voice in the

high register than in the even development of all the regis;

ters, or, as it is well contended, that a voice has only one
register, and the consequence has been that French piece

has been altered to meet the conditions of the Italian singers.

THE PHILISTINE.

New York, November 21, 1909.

The program for the coming week at the Manhattan Opera
House is as follows: Tomorrow night, "Pagliacci," followed

by "La Fille du Regiment," in which Mme. Tetrazzini will

make her first appearance here as Marie. Tuesday night,

"La Mascotte." Wednesday, "Herodiade," with Miss Caval-

ieri. Miss Gerville-Reache, Mr. Dalmores and Mr. Renaud in

the leading roles. Thursday, special performance of "Car-

men." Friday, "Tosca"; debut of Carmen Mellis. Saturda,y

afternoon, "Sapho." Saturday evening (first time), "Le
Dragon de Villars."

The announcements for the ensuing week at the Metropol-

itan Opera House are these: Tomorrow, "Tosca," with Gerald-

ine Farrar as the heroine for the first time here; Wednesday,
"Cavalleria Rusticana" and "Pagliacci": Thursday, at 12:4."i,

"Parsifal": Thursday evening, "II Trovatore": Friday night,

"Otello," with Slezak as the Moor; Saturday afternoon, "Tris-

tan und Isolde."

The opera performances at the New Theatre in the com-
ing week will be "II Barbiere di Siviglia" on Thursday after-

noon and "Werther" on Friday evening.

The first concert of the Kneisel Quartet will take place at

Mendelssohn Hall on Tuesday evening. The program: Sgam-
bati's quartet in C sharp minor, Saint-Saen's piano quartet

in B flat and Beethoven's C minor quartet, opus 18, No. 4.

Mme. Olga SamarofC will be the pianist.

Miss Leontine de Ahna will give a song recital at Mendel-
ssohn's Hall on Wednesday at 8:30 p. m.

Soloists at the Oratorio Society's performance of the

Beethoven Solemn Mass on Wednesday evening, December 1,

at Carnegie Hall, will include the following distinguished
singers: Miss Laura Coombs, soprano; Miss Tilly Koenen,
the Dutch contralto, one of the season's important newcom-
ers; Mr. Gervase Elwes, the English tenor, who made a favor-

able impression at last year's Oratorio Society concerts, and
Mr. Herbert Witherspoon, bass, of the Metropolitan Opera
Company. Dr. Frank Damrosch will conduct.

The Symphony Concerts for Young People commence their

twelfth season next Saturday afternoon at Carnegie Hall at

2:;!l) o'clock. The general scheme of the concerts will illus-

trate the symphonic development of the different races and
next Saturday's concert will offer examples of classic Ger
man. The program: Allegro, from concerto in F, for double
wind choir and strings (Handel); Suite in B minor for flute

and strings (Bach); Theme and variations from Symphony
"La Reine" (Haydn); Minuet from symphony No. 3 in E flat

(Mozart); Symphony No. 5 in C minor (Beethoven).
* • *

Charles Gilibert of the Manhattan Opera Company will be
the soloist at the first popular concert in the Philharmonic
Society's series, which will be given this afternoon in Car-
•negie Hall, Gustav Mahler conducting. The popular barytone
will sing an aria from Bizet's "La .Jolie de Bergh," the
"L'Egende de la Sauge" from "The .Juggler of Notre Dame"
and a Handel aria from the opera "Xerxes." In all of these
numbers Mr. Gilibert will have orchestral accompaniments.
The portion of the program devoted exclusively to the or-

chestra will include "Die Meistersinger" prelude, the funeral
march from "Die Gotter^ammerung" and the "Eroica" sym-
phony.

* * *

Teresa Carreno, one of the first of living pianoforte play-

ers, will play the Weber "Concertstuck" at the two concerts
which the Philharmonic will give next Thursday evening and
Friday at Carnegie Hall. This will be the first appearance
of the distinguished pianiste in New York this season. At
these two concerts Gustav Mahler will direct the Brahms D
major symphony No. 3 and Dukas's "L'Apprenti Sorcier." In

compliance with many requests the Bach suite played at the
first historical concert will be played again at these last men-
tioned concerts.

* * *

The first concert of the Olive Mead Quartet will take place
at Mendelssohn Hall December 1.

¥ »

Lillian Nordica and Teresa Carreno will give a joint recital

at Carnegie Hall on Sunday afternoon, December 19.
* ..- *

Mme. Blanche Arral will make her second New York ap-

pearance on the afternoon of December a at Carnegie Hall
with the Volpe Symphony Orchestra. This appearance wili

mark the first of the series of subscription concerts which
Mr. Volpe's excellent organization will give this season.

* * *

The soloist at the next concert of the New York Symphony
Orchestra will be Myrtle Elvyn, an American pianist. Maur-
ice Ravel's "Rhapsodie Espagnole" will be in the program.

* * *

Beethoven's Solemn Mass will be performed by the Ora-
torio Society at Carnegie Hall on Wednesday evening, De-
cember 1, with distinguished soloists.

Yolando Mero is to give another piano recital on Tuesday
afternoon at Mendelssohn Hall.

* * *

On November 2d the Queen's Hall Choral Society gave its

first concert of the season, presenting five interesting choral
works. Two of these were by modern English composers,
namely, "The Quest of Rapunzel," by G. H. Clutsam and
"The Wedding of Shon Maclean," by Hubert Bath. Both
works scored more than passing successes. The program
also contained a work by Henry Purcell entitled "Bonduca."
The Queen's Hall Orchestra, under the direction of Franco
Leoni, and a chorus of 200 voices, assisted by five soloists,

namely, Naggie Teyte, Ailce Akermann, Edith Clegg, Walter
Hyde and Thorpe Bates, presented the program.

The Flonzaley Quartet appeared in London on November
23rd.

Hugo Goerlitz, the well-known impresario, won a lawsuit
against Kubelik in the Supreme Court of New Zealand for

breach of contract on September 14th. The palintiff asked
for 3000 pounds damages, but was awarded by the jury only
12o0 pounds.

* • *

The month of October was replete with orchestral con-
certs, among which were the most prominent: The London
Symphony Orchestra (Hans Richter, conductor). The New
Symphony Orchestra (Landon Ronald, conductor), and the
Queen's Hall Orchestra (Henry J. Wood, conductor). The
soloists engaged for the London Symphony Orchestra during
the present season are: Katherine Goodson, Paderewski, Er-
nest Schelling and Ernest Lochbrunner. The Queen's Hall
Orchestra has engaged as soloists: Jacques Thibaud, Clara
Butt, Moriz Rosenthal, Raoul Pugno, George Henschel, Marie
Hall, Emil Sauer, Elena Gerhardt and Hugo Becker.
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED!

Phones: Broadway 392.?. Home 23721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

supervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Alfredo W/yld-Viteri, Juliet

von Stein, Hugo Kirchhofer, Robert Eckhardt.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

Sail Tropic Seas
include the

New York-New Orleans S. S. Line
in your itinerery when planning your trip to

NEW YORK

n-

(lIEIega

Two sailings weekly between New Orleans and New
York. Costs you no more than for an all rail trip

nt Accommodations, Suites of Private Bedroom.
Parlor and Bath ; Staterooms. Library, Smoking
Room, Baths, Promenade Decks, Excellent Cuisine

RATES—By rail to New Orleans, Steamer thence to New York.

including meals and berth on steamer

First Cabin, $77.75, Round Trip, $144.40

Second Cabin, $67.75

Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot
13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland

The Great

Bach Festival

Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. : : : : :

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in Cahfornia,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND
SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.
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THE AMERICAN MUSIC SOCIETY.

Official Bulletin Issued by the Society Records a Phenomenal

Growth, Not Less Than Six New Centers Having Been

Established Since the Close of Last Season.

(From the Bulletin of the American Music Society, Nov. 1.)

The history of the American Music Society for the past six

months is a record of phenomenal growth. The manner in

which the country has taken hold of the movement, from
East to West, leaves no room for doubt of the timeliness and
vitality of the idea. America has always been a music-loving
nation. Every year it is proving itself more and more a

music-making nation. The time has proved itself ripe for

the awakening of a national attention to the musical art

which is growing up within the borders of our own land.

The rate of growth of musical composition itself, and of the

national application to the cultivation of it. all such that if

they continue as at present—and there is every indication

that this growth will increase—America will in a few years
take the lead among nations in its active recognition of

creative musical art and its national cultivation, as one of

the highest forms of human endeavor.
Since last spring, six new centers of the society have been

organized, in all cases with boards composed of the strongest
musical elements in their respective cities. The following is

the list, with the date of organization of each center: Los
Angeles, Cal.. April 13; Lawrence, Kansas, May 19; Seattle,

Washington, June 14; San Francisco, Cal., June 30; Wichita,
Kansas. July 27; Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 10.

These, with the centers in New York, Boston, Detroit, St.

Louis, Colorado Springs, Salt Lake City, Rochester and San
Diego, make now fourteen centers.

Beyond this, through the influence of the society, an
"American Music Society Day" was celebrated at the Alaska-
Yukon-Pacitic Exposition at Seattle, on which day all the

music heard at the exposition was by American composers,
and included orchestral and choral works of large dimensions.
This is a showing of which the society may justly be proud.

For an artistic movement based on the national productive
power to have traversed and taken root throughout the conn-
try, from coast to coast virtually within the space of a year,

is not only the sign of a great achievement—it is a sign of

the artistic awakening of the United States such as has been
afforded by no phenomenon in the past. This country has
long been awake to the artistic productivity of the rest of

the world. This movement marks in a signal manner its

awakening to the consciousness of its own artistic creative
power.

In geographical extent the society is now as large as the
United States, with the exception of Alaska, which can prob-
ably wait awhile. The few very large cities still remaining,
which are withotit centers, will probably not be without them
long.

The real need of the movement, and the task before the
society in the next few months is to make secure the strength
of the centers now launched, by the accomplishment of good
work iu each—and to knit them together in a close and re-

sponsive relationship in the national organization.
The work accomplished in the New York Center last sea-

son—culminating in the Carnegie Hall orchestral concert

—

was an inspiration to the coiintry. Now that the society has
attained to the giving of orchestral concerts of works by
Americans, its influence upon the growth of American musical
art will be vastly increased. It is expected that orchestral
concerts will be given by the following centers of the society
during this coming season: New York, Boston. Los Angeles.
San Francisco, Seattle, Minneapolis and Rochester. Such an
achievement, even if these centers give but one such concert
each, will give such an impulse to creative musical art in

America as it has never before received.
Centers which cannot give orchestral concerts, either on

their own responsibility, or by co-operating with existing
symphony orchestras, should make chamber music and choral
music their goal. AVhere this still exceeds the local resource,
the aim should be to search out and produce the very best
and most distinguished works in the smaller vocal and in-

strumental forms.
A definite plan of campaign for new members should be

adopted by each center, and what is more important, put in

practice. The sending out of announcements and literature
of the society to carefully selected lists has proved produc-
tive of good results in New York and elsewhere. The good
public presentation of music is, however, more effective than
anything else. An effort should always be made to bring to

concerts or recitals persons most likely to become interested.
Let each center which may not already have done so, make

at once a definite plan for the season. Such a plan should

not be over-ambitious; the chief thing is that it shall be
definite and well understood by the officers and other mem-
bers of the center. The plan should cover the entire season.
The work during the season should be wholly executive, the
straightforward carrying out of the plan agreed upon. To
drift, or to re-plan during the course of a season is fatal to

the efficiency of a center for that season, and weakening in

its effect upon the next.

The national foundations of the society have been laid to

an extent and with a rapidity almost beyond hope. Now let

everyone fall to. and help in building on these foundations a
structure of which the nation may be proud.

LOS ANGELES—Through the initiative and indomitable
energy of Eugene .\owland. a large center of the American
Music Society was formed in Los Angeles, April 13, 1909,

which promises to be one of the largest in the organization.
It is already second in size to the New York center.

In the days before the existence of the national organiza-
tion, a center of the society was formed in Los Angeles, as an
outgrowth of the original Boston society. Despite the good
work done by those who were interested, the time was not
ripe, nor the conditions, for a sufficiently strong growth.
There was no national organization back of it to give a
stimulus to the movement, nor had the interest of the larger
musical organizations, orchestral and choral, yet been awak-
ened. The removal from the city of several of the leading
spirits of this tentative Los Angeles society—and who have
since done good work for the cause in other fields—brought
its existence to an end.
Last spring, at the time of the New York concert, Eugene

Nowland, then of the Nowland-Hunter Trio of Los Angeles,
was desirous of enlisting the interest of Los Angeles musi-
cians and persons of artistic sympathies in the new national
organization, and was made a representative of the society
for the purpose of doing so. In a very short space of time
Mr. Nowland accomplished a vast amount of work, making
many addresses, writing articles for the papers, and inter-

viewing many persons individually. He spoke, in his ad-

dresses, to more than ten thousand people, including three
thousand pupils of the Polytechnic High School, the Y. W. C.

A., Societie Francaise. Women's Symphony Orchestra. Lyric
Club, Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, Ellis Club, and other
organizations. It was undoubtedly the best publicity work
yet accomplished in the formation of any center.

All this work was in progress when a great impetus was
given to it by the visit of David Bispham, president of the
New York center, to Los Angeles, and the speeches which
he and otherir made concerning American music at the
Gamut Club dinner, at which Mr. Bispham was the guest of

honor.
At the organization meeting which followed, the following

oflicers were elected: President, Eugene Nowland; vice-presi-

dent, Harley Hamilton; second vice-president, L. E. Behymer;
secretary. Miss Laura Zerbe; treasurer, G. M. Derby; board
of musical directors—Harley Hamilton, chairman, Eugene
Nowland, Frank N. Colby, Harry Clifford Lott. Miss Margaret
Goetz. Waldo F. Chase. C. E. Pemberton and J. B. Poulin.
The executive board consists of L. E. Behymer. chairman.
Eugene Nowland, Charles Farwell Edson, Shelly H. Tolhurst.
G. M. Derby and Harry Clifford Lott.

An orchestral concert is planned for the first season, ap-
proximating in some degree the program given in New York.

SAN FRANCISCO—During his trip to Seattle for the
American Music Society. Eugene Nowland conferred with
musicians in San Francisco who were projecting the organiza-
tion of a center in that city. In San Francisco Mr. Nowland
did similar work to that which he accomplished in Los An-
geles, addressing a number of local organizations.
Walter Anthony of the "Call" did excellent work in awak-

ening interest, by writing in that paper one of the best ar-

ticles on the society which has come from the hand of any
press man. The "Chronicle" also took up the cause strongly,

as well as Alfred Metzger of the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view.

•' Wm. J. McCoy, who has recently been giving so much at-

tention to the elevation of the standards of musical instruc-

tion in the public schools, labored with devotion for the es-

tablishment of the San Francisco center. Dr. Louis Lisser.

H. J. Stewart, Wallace Sabin and other prominent musicians
of the city became interested in the movement.
The organization of the center took place on June 30, 1909,

the foUoW'ing officers being elected: President, Wm. J. Mc-
Coy; vice-president. J. B. Levison; secretary, Miss Rita
Slater; treasurer, M. J. DeP. Teller; librarian. E. M. Hecht.
The executive committee consists of H. J. Stewart. John
Galen Howard. Jos. D. Redding, Dr. Louis Lisser and Fred-
erick Zech. The Board of Musical Directors will be an-
nounced later.
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VIOLIN 1ST
Musical DirectorWILLIAM F. ZECH,

The Zech Orcheilra Rehearses Every Monday Evenins

1332 Geary Street PhoHe We»t 1603

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

The Institute of Musical Art Mackenzie cordon

FACULTY
Mrs. Richard Rees - Vocal Mr. William Hofman Violin

Mr. E. N. Knight - Vocal Mr. Gyula Ormay - Piano

Mr. Albert W. Nielson - Violoncello

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone, Park 5175

PUPILS RECEIVED BY APPOINTMENT

CONSERVATORY OF MUSiC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE 'DOUILLET, 'Dean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Mu
tagei o( Hterary studies (tee of charge. Board and r

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

al Education—Advan-
m at moderate prices

San Jose Cal Iforn la

Appropriate Gifts
for Musical People

Music Rolls and Bags

Musical Literature
Tie following are a few of the many

titles we carry in stock.:

Lessons is Musical History byi Fillmore

Life of Beethoven by SchindUr

Life of Schumann by Von Wasielwski

Descriptive Analysis of Piano Works
'Perry

A History of Opera by Elson

The Art of Singing
by 'Velrazzini and Caruso

The Etudes of Life by Winn

Benj. Curtaz & Son
113-117 Kearny Street San Francisco

Teacher of Singing

TENOR
In all its branches from the rudiments of tone fi

ihe hishefl finish and Compleiioit of Putii

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio : 2832 Jackson St. Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voice Culture for Singins and Speakinj

Concert. Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 367!

BASSO
CANTANTE

VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING
Perfefl Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

Joaquin S. Wanrell

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's, Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION, PIANO, HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
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UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French. German, Musical History and Sight Reading in progress. Practice

lesfons with specially coached accompanists may be arranged for—also by non-students
oflheschool. Studio. 818 Grove St., near rillmorc. Tel. Park 1 069.
In Berteley Tuesday. 2521 Regent Si. Tel. BerLeley 3677. Thursday at Snell

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Organ

Piano, Organ, Theory
,nd Musical Director First Presbyterian Church. Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough Bldg., Oakland Home Studio, 1117 Paru St. Alameda
Telephone Alameda 155

T\\a IKt^rmtrar CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
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Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete
Musical Education—Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),
Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

Watch for

Holiday Edition
Ready for Mailing

December 25, 1909

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
Phone WEST 5972 E.. S. BONELLI, Director Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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CONSERVATORY TUITION.

Anna Olson, Editor of August Number of The Music Student,

Official Organ of the Oakland Conservatory of Music,

Writes Interestingly on This Important Subject.

(From The Music Student of August, 1909.)

Dear Fellow Students: Some of us, perhaps, do not fully

appreciate the many advantages enjoyed by all who study in

a school of this kind. The numerous advantages of a Con-

servatory musical training, over that to be obtained from the

individual private teacher, are manifest. I mean, of course,

a properly constituted Conservatory, and am not referring to

the many schemes which exist throughout this country, using

that title for a system, which has for its main object the

sale of cheaply constructed instruments at exorbitant profits,

or the trafficing in useless diplomas.

As you all of you know, in our school you are only charged

for your tuition, and it is easy for us all to know, by com-

parison with the work done in other conservatories in Eu-

rope and the East of our country, that the methods of the

Oakland Conservatory are thorough, and modeled on the

syllabi of such well-reputed conservatories as the Royal Aca-

demy, and Royal College of Music of London, England, and

the conservatories of Paris, Brussels, Berlin. Leipsic, Milan

and Naples.
There is no charge made for our examinations, or for our

certificates or diplomas. We all participate in this, to our

advantage.
We have one of the largest musical libraries in the United

States, embracing, as it does, besides full scores of many of

the masterpieces of the great composers, all of the most im-

portant works published treating of the historic, scientific,

technical and emotional in music. This cost (and I am
speaking now from my own positive knowedge, as conserva-

tory librarian) in the vicinity of $10,000. This splendid li-

brary is free, for reference, to all our students.

Then, again, all students are admitted free to all lectures,

musicales and academmias, which form a most enjoyable

feature of the conservatory course, and are of great benefit

to all participating.

All pupils studying any practical subject are also admitted,

at a very nominal sum, to all classes, such as quartet, en-

semble and theory classes, in all departments, and free to

the conservatory choir and orchestra. All printed music re-

quired in our studies is furnished us at cost.

Then, again, every student, regardless of grade or depart-

ment studied in, has an equal chance in the annual distribu-

tion of $4000 worth of free scholarships, which are awarded

for regularity, punctuality and most progress made in the

grade studied.

Now, I think from what I have said, that all can see the

enormous advantages such privileges give the conservatory

students over those who are studying from individual teach-

ers, who have none of these advantages at their disposal;

not' to mention the conservatory musical paper, The Music

Student, which is published every month, and which all the

students receive without payment of subscription, containing

matters of interest and instruction for all.

ANNA OLSON, Editor.

A NEW IDEA IN STAGE DIRECTION—Jerome K. Jerome's

modern morality play, "The Passing of the Third Floor Back,"

which ran for some time in London, is having a very suc-

cessful season in New York with Forbes Robertson in the

leading character. The scene is laid in an English boarding-

house, in which all the inmates are making themselves and

each other unhappy by allowing free rein to their meanest

and most despicable traits.

A passer-by of very gentle nature comes to live in the

boarding house. In a series of dialogues with one each of the

others he appeals to their better natures, and induces them
to live up to them, with the result that all is peace and har-

mony, where before it was strife and bitterness. The follow-

ing is from the "Forum":
"Students of the difficult art of stage-direction will be in-

terested by a device that is employed in the presentation of

this piece. It is necessary, for reason of reality, that in each

of the dialogues the Passer-by and his interlocutor should be

seated at their ease. It is also necessary, for reasons of ef-

festiveness in presentation, that the faces of both parties to

the conversation should be kept clearly visible to the audi-

ence. In actual life the two people would most naturally sit

before a fire; but if a fireplace should be set in either the

right or the left wall of the stage and two actors should be

seated in front of it, the face of one of them would be ob-

scured from the audience. The producer, therefore, adopted

the expedient of imagining a fire-place in the fourth wall of

the room—the wall that is supposed to stretch across the

stage at the line of the footlights. A red-glow from the cen-

tral lamps of the string of footlights was cast up over a brass

railing such as usually bounds a hearth; and behind this, far

forward in the direct centre of the stage, two chairs were
drawn up for the use of the actors. The right wall showed a
window opening on the street, the rear wall a door opening
on an entrance hall, and the left wall a door opening on a

room adjacent; and in none of these could the fireplace have
been logically set. The unusual device of stage direction

therefore, contributed to the verisimilitude of the set as well

as to the convenience of the action. The experiment was
successful for the purposes of the present piece; it did not

seem to disrupt the attention of the audience; and the ques-

tion, therefore, is suggested whether it might not, in many
other plays, be advantageous to make imaginary use of the
invisible fourth wall."

Robert Forberg has the late Arno Hilf's cadenzas to the
Paganini and Beethoven violin concertos. Hilf wrote a ca-

denza to the Brahms concerto, but as the owner of the con-

certo, Simrock, Berlin, has already a dozen cadenzas for the
Brahms, Hilf's was not accepted. Among piano material
brought by Forberg, interest naturally follows the announce-
ment of piano pieces, which are the op. 6 and 7, by Sophie
Menter. Richard Burmeister and Fr. Gernsheimer come with
piano fantasies; there is a piano scherzo by Louis Ree
(Vienna) and Eugen d'Albert continues the editing of concert
material, the present pieces by Chopin. There are five songs
by Sinding, also songs by Max Schillings, d'Albert, Kienzl and
Arnold Mendelssohn. Franz Mikorey is represented by "Geb-
et," for strings, harp, female or mixed chorus. There are
many choruses here by Jos. B. Forster (Vienna), Othegraven,
Jos. Piber, Th. Podbertsky, Jos. Suk, Jos. Berr, Rud Heyne,
Carl Hirsch, Carl Kobath (Stiermark), G. Naumann, Jos.

Renner, and a new liturgical edition of two Rheinberger
masses for four voice chorus. Furthermore, August Nolck
has a student concerto for cello. Rich, Seitz (Dessau) ten

small concert pieces for violin, and Von Sponsor (Leipsic),

two sonatines for violin and piano. Robert Forberg has the

Leipsic agency for Jorgenson in Moscow, but announcement
of the new Russian compositions is not yet received.

« « «

C. F. Kahnt publishes now the sixth symphony, op. 36, by
Prince Heinrich XXIV of Reuss, a symphony by Felix Woy-
rsch, and the first symphony by Kamillo Horn, of Vienna.
There is a Kamillo Horn Society in Vienna, and it is partly

through their sponsorship that the presses are this year
working overtime on the Horn compositions. Besides the

symphony, there are a violin fantaisie, a piano sonata, seven
piano "Night Pictures," two melodramas with piano, seven-

large male, female and mixed choruses with orchestra, with

piano and a capella, also a couple of dozen solo songs with
piano. Georg. Amft is collecting old master works of the

organ; Bruno Rothig, of Leipsic, has a collection of funeral

songs entitled "Feierklange." Josef Weiss has here eight

piano pieces, op. 59. The firm is just coming to market with

the English translation of Breithaupt's work on "Piano Tech-

nic," the last volume of Goley Eberhardt's "Violin School" is

issued this season; Richard Hofmann has elementary violin

studies; Carl Pieper two books of studies on the Chopin
studies. Georg Capellen has a book on "Harmonie und
Melodienlehre." Schiederraair writes on "Bayreuther Fest-

spiele"; Dr. Martin Seydl, of Leipsic University, has a book
on "Grundfragen der Stimmkunde," and the various C. F.

Kahnt contributions have got together the third book of dis-

cussions on modern composers, the present volume having

to do with eighteen of them.
« « •

For two or three years Friedrich Hofmeister (Carl W.
Gunther) has pursued the reviving interest in the lute and
guitar and the firm's 1908 and 1909 publications follow those

branches. Chief here are "Hannes Ruchs" ten soldier songs,

which have been sung in manuscript for seasons, also a dozen

new songs by the same composer. There were fifteen songs

by Ruch issued here in 1908. Ruch is the pen nam of Hans
Richard Winhoppel, a vocal instructor at Cologne Conserva-

tory. Heinrich Albert, of Munich, has six modern songs with

guitar, and there are seven songs with guitar by Kathe Hyan.
Among important late publications are two books by Walter
Kornhas and a dozen songs by Robert Kothe, of Munich, who
is one of the busiest of modern singers with lute. The house

issues numberless other volumes of songs to lute or guitar,

and sends out separate catalogues of violin, cello, mandolin,

lute-guitar and cabaret songs. Two years ago Proprietor

Gunther began issuing a lilliput series of German classics.

The tiny books are in very large sale owing to their neat

binding and typography and their adaptability as gift volumes
for holiday trade.
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THE

Piano Center
OF SAN FRANCISCO

Oiir fii-cat uew stoi-e, \'.iT)-l'):i Keuriiy and 217122.") Sultei- street,

iiia,\ ((insistently be railed The I'iano CcTitei- of San Franeiseo,

(I1-, tdi- that niaftei-, of the racific <'(iasl ; n()t only because of its

ccnlral location, bnl bccansc this store has hccoiiie the objective

point of the most critical |)iano buyers of the ^^'est.

The business of The Wiley P.. Allen Co. has been built and de-

veloped upon the belief Ihat the buyinji; j)ublic appreciates honest

values, meritorious pianos, and a frank, straightforward method
of piano selling' that jiermits of no misrepresentation, no decep-

tive jirize sdiemes or jiuessing contests, the object of which is lo

exploit cheap and low-grade pianos at exorbitant prices.

Our business cmisists wholly of selling ])ianos and talking ma-

chines at ))i'ices which rejiresent their actual values and that are

more reasonable, when (piality is considered, than can be found
cliisively. Therefore, each and every buyer knows that he has

clnsively. Therefore, each and evry buyer knows that he has

bought at the lowest jiossible figure.

The i)rotection and the satisfaction of each individual customer
is the underlying ])iMncii»le of oui- busiiu'ss and the foundation of

the i-emarkalile growth and success of our House. Our interest

does not cease when the sale is made. We consider the transac-

tion closed only wlieu we know that the piano has |)ro\ed its

worth in the hands of the buyer.

Courtesy and consideration toward all visitors is one of the

characteristics of every employe of our House, and every effort

for the furtherance of the buyer's interest is freely given.

Urietly, the ]>olicy of our House is outlined above. Our stock

of pianos, player-jiianos and talking machines is the largest, the

most carefully selected, on the Coast. Therefore, as a prosjiec-

tive purchaser, it is to your interest to call before a final selection

of your piano is made. Our easy jiayment plan will greatly

j)lease you.

ixnsfy^^^ A>£y\/\fOS
Victor Talking MacHines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland-510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,

Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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Oakland, November 30.

I could wish for two pages of the Review in which to write
of the unique and completely marvelous art of Dr. WuUner.
This cannot be my privilege, for the editor-in-chief has al-

ready written his critique of the first San Francisco program,
which was the same as the one given in Oakland. I may,
however, say this: Wullner is a very great genius, there
being absolutely no barrier between what he wishes to con-
vey and what he does convey, to the waiting ear and soul.

One is not even conscious of any art, so perfectly is every
least effort concealed in the portrayal. From the first four
phrases of Der Wanderer, in whose delivery we heard tones
of organ-like nobility, so that we knew that "voiceless singer"
was neither a clever phrase, nor yet true of Dr. Wullner

—

from these first phrases to the last of Richard Strauss's great
love song Caecilie, repeated at the close of the program, we
were in the singer's hands, and .knowing for the time what
he knew. And that same Caecilie, sung with the most im-
passioned purity, exalted, ecstatic can never so reach our
hearts again until Dr. Wullner himself returns to give it to us.

* * «

The rehearsals in Oakland of the Bach Choir will hereafter
be held at the Welsh Presbyterian Church, Harrison and Thir-
teenth street.^. Tenors in particular will be welcomed in the
Oakland chorus, and, indeed, more of all men's voices are
required in all the sections. The soprano and alto choirs
of Berkeley are now filled.

This is the program which the accotnplished contralto. Miss
Ruth Waterman of Oakland will sing, when her instructor,
Mrs. Carroll Nicholson, presents her at Ebell Hall next Tues-
day evening, December 7th:

(a) La Charmante Marguerite (Old French), (A. L.); (b)
I heard the Gull (Old Norwegian), (Sinding); (c) O Cessate
(Old Italian, 17th Century), (Scarlotti); (d) Nymphs and
—Shepherds (Old English), (Purcell); Violin, Signor de
Grassi; (a) Wohin? (Schubert), (b) Morgen Hymne (Hen-
schell, (c( Stranipelchen (Hildach), (d) Du, der Herrlichste
von Allen (Schumann); Violin, Signor de Grassi; (al Song of
Spring (von Fielitz), (b) If I could know (Elizabeth West-
gate), (c) The Spirit Song (Haydn), (d) April Song (New-
ton), (e) Cradle Song, (Gate Varmah).
Miss Susan Waterman will be the accompanist.

* * *

From the Adelphian Club bulletin I glean these musical
items:
At the union meeting on December 4, Mrs. C. C. Hughes

and Mr. Carl Anderson will sing, and Miss Winnifred Mastick
will be the accompanist. On alternate Tuesdays the music-
history section will meet, Wagner being the topic. In Christ-
mas week only the regular Friday morning meeting of the
choral section will be held.

The Alameda Unitarian Club will give a Ladies' Night on
Wednesday, the 1st of December, when Hermann Schussler
will give an illustrated lecture on the water supply of San
Francisco. Under the direction of John de P. Teller, a sextet
by Theodore Grouvy, not yet heard here, will be played by
E. M. Hecht, flute; Raymond Gott, first violin; J. W. Kutz,
second violin; C. .J. Montgomery, viola; Osborn Wilson, vio-

loncello, and Dr. G. Taubles, contrabass. The work is

Grouvy's eighty-second opus. The Andante Cantabile from
the quartet, opus 11, of Tschaikowsky, will close the program.

* * *

Under the auspices of the Chaminade Club of Providence.
Rhode Island, Arthur Foote gave a recital of his compositions
on November 11. The composer and pianist was assisted by
Mrs. Frances Wood, who was for many years the soprano
in Mr. Foote's quartet at the First Church in Boston, and
whom he pronounced "incomparable" as a church soprano,
and by Miss Anna Miller Wood. Four duets for soprano and

contralto will interest singers here, for one seeks far for beau-
tiful songs for two voices. These of Mr. Foote's are Summer
Night, It is the Voice of Spring, A Song from the Persian,
and I Fly Like a Bird.

Mr. Foote has begun his Thursday afternoon Vesper ser-
vices, giving a half-hour organ recital, and an anthem by his
quartet at each service.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.

MUSIC IN SEATTLE

Seattle, Wash., Nov. 23, 1909.

Mr. Metzger, the esteemed editor of Pacific Coast Musical
Review, has asked me to find some one to act as a reviewer
of the musical work done in Seattle from time to time. Until
I find some one, I have promised to record the musical pro-
gram as it appears to my vision. I trust that the reader will

pardon slight retrospection. Three years ago when I landed
upon these shores, with the exception of Ladies' Musical Club,
Schubert, German and Sweedish societies, music was at a
low ebb. I organized the Seattle Choral Symphony Society,
which held sway for three years. Several other choral so-

cieties were organized, which culminated in the grand pro-
duction of the Messiah during the Christian Endeavor Con-
vention. The Seattle Symphony Society, fanned into being
by the work of the Choral Symphony, has gone on with suc-
cess, and the wealthy people are royally putting up for its

support. Henry Hadley is making good in his work and we
all like him, which means a good deal here. He is positive,

enthusiastic and has the true spirit. We have made him an
honorary member of the Clef Club, and will assist him in

boosting for the concerts, both symphony and Sunday popular
concerts.

Hamlin of Chicago was the soloist for the last symphony
concert. The Ladies' Musical Club brings to Seattle the best
soloists to be had in both continents. Kreisler will be the
soloist for the next symphony. We have several good or-

ganists. Dr. Palmer, who used to be at St. Dominies in San
Francisco has the finest organ in the Cathedral; Dr. Chase
presides over the Presbyterian Church organ, the second best
here. Then there are Messrs. Fairborn, Butler, Dunkley.
Misses Longer, Widmen and several others I do not at pres-

ent recall, and excellent services are the result.

Among the prominent organizations are the following:
Seattle Symphony Society, Ladies' Musical Club, Schubert
Club (ladies voices), Ralston Club (male). Howe Club
(mixed). University Chorus (mixed). University Orchestra.
American Music Society Chorus, Swedish Music Society, Nor-
wegian Society, ladies and male quartets galore.

Herr Roun has a Philharmonic Orchestra. Kontner di-

rects the Y. M. C. A. Orchestra and male chorus. There are
numerous well organized choruses, from ten to fifty voices.

The Schubert Club has invited some gentlemen to assist

in producing Sullivan's Patience.

The Columbia College of Music is giving some excellent

chamber concerts.

The last concert of the symphony was on Friday evening.

Having an engagement I could not attend. It was finely ren-

dered, I hear.
JAS. HAMILTON HOWE.

V*

LAST HOWE CLUB PROGRAM.

Beethoven—Sonate in D for pianoforte and violin—I. Al-

legro con brio; II. Tema con Variationi; III. Rondo. Vocal

—

Howe—A Day in the Woods (with violin obligato. Piano-

forte— (a) Rubinstein—Melody in F; (b) Delibes—Valse

Lente; (c) Howe—Autumn; (d) Jensen-Uiemann—Murmur-
ing Zephyrs. Vocal—Howe— (a) Give to the Winds Thy
Fears; (b) Ave Maria; (c) Her Picture; (d) My Love is

Far Away. Rode—Air Vari for violin.

Henry T. Finck is out with a book, "Success in Music and
how it is Won," which reads very much like the tipster who
advertises, "Send ten dollars and get a sure winner." Mr.

Finck tells teachers how to get pupils (and what is more
difficult, keep them), where to locate and how to make music
"pay." Oh, that mine enemy would write a bookl
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GEORGE HAMLIN'S SECOND CONCERT.—An audience
entirely too small to do justice to the merits of such an
excellent artist as tleorge Hamlin, assembled in the Xovelt.v

Theatre Sunday afternoon. December 5. This was the second
San Francisco recital of Mr. Hamlin. It made a definite and
individual impression upon the writer, quite apart from any
other that he can recall. To those not fond .of music for

its own sake, the program held few extrinsic attractions.

The composers represents were Schubert, Schumann, Beethov-
en, Handel. Brahms. Liszt, Reinhold, Hermann, Roger Quilter,

Campbell-Tipton, Elgar, Schneider and a few others. The
names indicate that the songs were of the German school,

well considered as to form, emotional, more or less types of

the picturesque and several of thom charming to one whose
music is more than ear deep. The man who interpreted

these is peculiarly adapted to the mission that he undertook.
His voice was in excellent trim and all the moods, but not
an exaggerated form, were ready at his call. With all this

the house was largely vacant. Here and there were men
and women who have achieved something in music and
whose names are widely known.. All over the house there
was sufficient susceptibility to the charms exerted by the
noted tenor to manifest itself in hearty applause: more than
that, in the intent and thoughtful listening, without interrup-
tion, or audible disturbance, from the beginning of a long
program to the end.
This is the age of specializing. Every vocalist and every

instrumentalist has a limit, possibly technical, but certainly
artistic, beyond which he or she cannot successfuU.v go. To
me Mr. Hamlin is a specialist. His specialty is the artistic

rendering of the purely melodious, cast into symmetrical form
and underlying this is an intensely emotional nature which
is kept und^r control with resolution befitting the true artist.

When his- voice is not forced in the upper register it is im-
mensely pleasing; when it was forced it is less so. His
lower range is melodious throughout. His volume is entirely
satisfactory. This may seem a cold enumeration of certain
natural endowments, but natural endowments of a technical
sort alone do not make a musician. Without technique, of
course, nothing satisfactory can be accomplished. The fore-

going simply says that Mr. Hamlin is strongly equipped for

the task that he essays, from the purely physical side.

When this is said enthusiasm for the temperamental side,

and admiration for a true artistic estimate of compositions
of the classic order, and conscientious exercise of powers not
in the way to "split the ears of the groundlings," in the pres-
entation of such compositions, need not be much limited when
applied to George Hamlin. He is the flower of his school
and that is a school of compositions most dear to the hearts
of true lovers of music all o\ er the world. He is a shining
exemplar of fidelity to the best standards. It need not be
said to musicians that they who have won the names of being
classical composers are the most intensely fervid in their
moods of all who have ever written music. Consequently it

is hardly necessary to say, for the understanding of the
musical cult, that Hamlin is fervid. Schubert and Schumann!
The names invariably conjure up dreams of the romantic
side of life, for they were classicists and also romancists of
the most admirable type. I have never heard a better inter-

preter of the songs of these authors than Hamlin is. I have
never heard a singer whose grasp of the psychological, whose
catholicity in his compass of moods was more comprehensive.
It has been said that a certain point was "a poet for poets."
Hamlin is a singer for singers of the best cult. Those who
know most about the art will appreciate him the most. Those
who listened for pleasure of the senses will sit and realize
what an artist can (eel and interpret on that side.

Almost without exception the songs that were given as en-
cores were in consonance with the general character of the
prepared programe. The only departure from this was the
"Brindisi" from "Cavalleria." While this brought out rounds
of applause and demands for repetition, I am glad to say

that the other encores in which there was no mere theatrical-
isni were just as warmly entertained. At the close of the
performance the audience demanded more and Mr. Hamlin
generously sang two additional songs.

Success came to Edwin Schneider when his own composi-
tions, which appear at the end of the program, were sung.
Both of these are clever, but not pretentious. The stated pro
gram was as follows:

1. Deh piu a me non v'ascondete (Buonocin). Where'er You
Walk (Handel I, Ein frohlich Gesang (Old German): 2. Der
Musensohn. Dass sie hier gewesen (Schubert). Der Kuss
(Beethoven), Provencalisches Lied (Schumann); 3. O Komm'
im Traum. Jugenglueck (Liszt). Verschwiegene Liebe. Der
Musikant (Hugo Wolf). Dort in dem Waiden (Brahms): 4.

.Nocturne (Reinhold Herman), Weep You .No More, O -Mistress
-Mine. Blow, Blow, Thou Winter Wind (Roger Quilter): 5.

Hymn to the Night (Campbell-Tipton), written for and dedi-
cated to Mr. Hamlin: In Jloonlight (Elgar), I'm Not Myself
At All (Glover), Flower Rain (requested). Bird Raptures (Ed-
win Schneider).

DAVID H. WALKER.

FOR A HAPPY NEW YEAR—MME. SEMBRICH.

Mme. Marcella Sembrich is now- having a triumphant suc-
cess on her positively farewell tour of America. Last season
Sembrich bid adieu to the operatic stage and now she is

taking her leave of the concert stage. .\nd it is not because
she is getting too old either, tor Sembrich has just passed her
fifty-first birthday. She and Schumann-Heink are about the
same age, and both made their debuts at the same time. Both
were very, very poor girls and both are now rich women.
Mme. Sembrich has invested her large fortune most wisely
and says she wants to retire and enjoy it before people say:
"Poor old Sembrich. She used to be great." Not blessed
with the same wonderful physique that the great contralto
has, Sembrich feels that after thirty years of public appear-
ances she is entitled to retire and rest on her honors, and
thus make way for the younger singers.
Sembrich will appear in this city on Sunday afternoon, Jan.

;)th, and Mr. Greenbaum announces that mail orders are al-

ready coming in from as far south as Fresno, and from as
far north as Chico. Sembrich's concerts will undoubtedly test

the capacity of any house Greenbaum might secure. Our old
friend, Frank LaForge. is the accompanist, and a special feat-

ure at these concerts are duets from Mozart operas sung by
Sembrich and Francis Rogers, the eminent baritone.

Fritz Kreisler
VIOLINIST

HADDEN SQUIRE, Accompanist

This Sunday Aft. Dec. 12 at 2:30
Thursday Night, Dec. 16 and Sunday

Aft.. Dec. 19

Seats $2.00, $1.50, $1.00. Gen. Adm. $1.00

Box Offic-- at S).erman Clay & Go's, On Sunday
al Thealcr

KREISLER IN OAKLAND
Next FRIDAY at YE LIBERTY

Steinway Piano Used

DR.

Wullner s

FAREWELL
Monday Night, December 13

ENTIRELY NEW PROGRAM
Seats $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 al Sherman Clay & Go's.

CliicLerinj Piano Used
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setting, described by one of the newspaper writers as pos-
sessing a distinct Bralnns flavor, and which was warmly re-

ceived by an audience about six hundred strong. Mrs. Baruch
impressed everybody as being serious in her work, and as one
who is going to succeed in making popular a new view of
music as an art.

HEINRICH VON STEIX.
%\

Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 4, 1909.

Two singers, both remarkable and yet directly opposed in

their methods, appeared at the Simpson Auditorium this week.
The first of the two, Mr. George Hamlin, came on Tuesday
evening to face a fairly good audience, which extended to the
artist a very hearty welcome in spite of the fact that many
people were annoyed by not being able to get a program
from the ushers. Mr. Hamlin's voice has all the polish and
velvet-like quality which the advance notices claimed for him
and even if his voice is not as large as that of some others,
less pleasing artists, his tones carry a penetrating quality,

a mellowness, which allow him to be heard in the most re-

mote corners of the large auditorium. In rendering the lon^;j

and taxing program the singer never once showed the least

signs of effort, his intonation remaining perfect to the last

note, and altogether we will remember Mr. Hamlin as one
who is to be classed among the foremost concert singers of

the present day. In Mr. Edwin Schneider, Mr. Hamlin has
an accompanist whose services are simply invaluable. This
pianist is a musical artist from tip to toe, and I do not be-

little Mr. Hamlin's success by stating that without Mr.
Schneider's subtle, yet energetic, guiding at the piano the
singer's performance might have been minus a good deal of

the temperamental flashes which added so much to the even-
ing's enjoyment. The two songs from Mr. Schneider's own
pen were among the most warmly received numbers of the
evening, and deservedly so. Of course the audience de-

manded their repetition.
* * ^

Dr. Ludwig WuUner on Friday evening attracted the largest

house so far seen at Simpson Auditorium this season. In try-

ing to describe this wonderful artist one is quite at a loss

where to begin, for the very reason that Dr. WuUner is so
entirely different from any other singer now before the public,

and because his style may be justly termed unique. I have
never before heard, except from Dr. WuUner himself, such
an interpretation of Schubert's Erlking. In the same com-
poser's Taubenpost the artist brought out all the tenderness
and poetry which are a distinct characteristic of Schubert's.
Yet all this was accomplished in that simple, unassuming
style which makes Schubert's compositions such a treacher-
ous battlefield for performers. It I were to go through Dr.

Wullner's program number after number, no description that
I could give would do justice to the impression that he
created with his audience. The Strauss songs, of course, re-

ceived an indescribably broad interpretation at Dr. Wullner's
hands, and, in my opinion, there Dr. Wullner was at his best.

To do what this phenomenal artist does, requires naturally
an accompanist like Mr. Coenraad V. Bos, a pianist about
whom the performer does not have to worry. When a great
dramatic climax was desired by the singer, Mr. Bos piled up
a ponderous background, which emphasized the vocalist's in-

tentions. Accordingly the pianist fitted himself into gentler
moods and at all times there was noticeable a most intimate
understanding between the two. It is seldom that a pianist
of Mr. Bos's calibre devotes himself almost exclusively to the
art of accompaniment. I state this because it is not general-

ly known here that Mr. Bos is regarded in Berlin as an
eminent solo pianist.

* * *

Another musical event which is entitled to notice, and
which received considerable mention after it had occurred,
was the lecture given by Mrs. Bertha Hirsch Baruch, entitled
"The Ministry of Music." This lecture is copyrighted and
represents the speaker's ideal of music and attempts to ex-

plain, as I understand it, the effect of music upon human
emotions. Mrs. Baruch was assisted by the well-known
dramatic soprano, Madame Vaughn and Mr. William Edson
Strobridge, pianist, both of whom shared most liberal ap-
plause with the lecturer of the evening. Mrs. Baruch has
written words for a slumber-song to which Henry Schoenfeld,
a Los Angeles composer, has written an appropriate musical

If at the lime of commenting on ten-cent chamber music
recitals we had known that the Los Angeles Herald would
think the matter important enough to devote to it .394 lines
(two columns! of advertisement tor the Pacific Coast Musical
Review, which at the rate of fifty cents a line amounts to

$197, we would have devoted more space to the exploitation
of Mr. Wylie. And inasmuch as we are too proud to accept
free advertising from anyone we will reciprocate in the next
issue by devoting the "Editor's Private Notebook" to the dis-

sertation of the Los Angeles Herald's generous attention.
The entire difference of opinion seems to consist in our valua-
tion of Ralph Wylie's chamber music concerts. We thought
they were worth more than ten cents, but Mr. Wylie became
indignant and in two columns of an infuriated literary com-
bat, he tries to punch the editor of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review into a measure of consciousness, wherein he should
understand that Mr. Wylie's concerts are only worth ten
cents and no more. In the next issue we will try to admit
that Mr. Wylie is correct.

» * *

The success of Ferris Hartman and his excellent opera
company in Los Angeles is simply phenomenal. The Grand
Opera House is crowded most of the time. Last Monday
evening I attended a performance of "The Love Tales of Hoff-
man," and although Fritzi Scheff was playing at the Mason
Opera House to a crowded house and a municipal election
was about to take place, and the Orpheus Club has a crowded
house at Simpson Auditorium, the Grand Opera House was
crowded from pit to gallery. The performance was an ex-

cellent one and met in every respect the severe demands of
the composer. Of course the orchestral part of the perfor-
mance had necessarily to be condensed into a rather in-

adequate number of musicians, but these unwelcome restric-

tions are the results of unsatisfactory musical conditions
rather than any desire on the part of the management to

curtail the completeness of the production. .J. A. Raynes,
Mr. Hartman's musical director, has reason to be proud of

his efforts to present the musical side of the Offenbach opera
in such an effective and impressive manner. I had associated
Mr. Raymer so intimately with the Kolb & Dill sort of mus-
ical nusfits that I really did not expect him to do justice to

the magnificent musical color scheme of "The Love Tales of

Hoffman." And inasmuch as in ray mind I had done Mr.
Raynes an injustice I am equally ready to admit that I was
pleasantly surprised to see him come out of this musical
ordeal with flying colors.

« * «

Of course the entire opera revolves around Hoffman him-
self, who on this occasion was most excellently presented by
Oscar Walch. The possessor of a rich, warm tenor voice, of

yielding character and a certain agressiveness and enthusiasm
in deportment, this valuable member of the Hartman Com-
pany essayed the exceedingly difficult and trying role with
most effective musical and histrionic adaptability. Mr. Walch
succeeded in attaining every particle of beauty from this re-

sponsible part and his remarkable tenacity can only be ap-

preciated when it is known that he gave ten performances in

one week without giving any sign of weariness. Next to

Hoffman the roles of Olympia, Giulietta and Antonia is most
important. Miss .losephine Islieb. the prima donna of the
Hartman Company, appeared in this triple role. Although
having studied her part but one week. Miss Islieb readily
grasped her splendid opportunities and scored an artistic

triumph from the first performance. Her voice is a high
soprano of somewhat strident timbre, but true as to pitch

and used with considerable musical intelligence. She is a
very clever actress and in these days of scarcity among comic
opera prima donnas Miss Islieb is indeed a most useful mem-
ber of a company.

After the characters of Hoffman and the triple role above
referred to, come in order of their entrance, Niclausse. Spalan-
zani. Coppelius, Dappertutto, Dr. Miracle and Franz. Elivia

Rand in the role of Niclausse. Hoffman's staunch friend,

combined beauty of personal appearance with grace of his-

trionic accomplishements. Her vocal powers are most pleasing
and her musical understanding is most refreshing. .loseph

Fogarty played the double role of Spalanzani and Dr. Miracle.
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In the former he had not much opportunity to exhibit his

talent, but in the latter he gave a masterpiece of histrionic

art endowing the ghostlike Dr. Miracle with all the fervor of

his supernatural tenor. He surpassed by far the weak efforts

made in this direction by Charles Swickard in the San Fran-

cisco production of this work. Walter Catlett as Coppelius

exhibited one of his most brilliant achievements. He had
studied the part with care and intelligence, and he infused

a certain character into the role which alternately exhibited

pathos and humor. It was surprising to me to see Mr. Cat-

lett's excellent work ignored in the daily papers and can only

be ascribed to the fact that the writers came too late for his

scene. But very likely Mr. Catlett is above these weaknesses
and is satisfied to know that he has done his duty as one of

the foremost members of an excellent company.
* • *

George Poultney sang the famous aria of Dappertutto in

the third act in splendid voice, receiving hearty applause for

his musical rendition. In the role of Crespel, father to An-

tonia, in the fourth act, Mr. Poultney had little opportunity

to display any talent. Walter de Leon gave an excellent

character delineation of Franz, and his song was one of the

cleverest bits of stagecraft I have witnessed in this respect.

Carmen Phillips I'ecited the line of the Spirit of Poetry in a

distinct and musical manner. She looked and acted the part

most satisfactorily. Anna Little sang the mother's voice very

pleasingly and proved to be a handsome and youthful spirit.

Ferris Hartman and C. V. Kavanaugh, the manager, are

entitled to the gratitude of the music lovers of Los Angeles

for giving them such brilliant opportunities to hear works
of the excellence of "The Love Tales of Hoffman" in a man-
ner so completely and artistically satisfactory.

ALFRED METZGER.

Next week's production at the Grand Opera House by the

Hartman Company will be "The Belle of New York."

Ferris Hartman is confined to his home by sickness. He
had to undergo a painful, but not dangerous, operation, and
is now convalescing. His numerous friends are all eager to

show him kindness, but he is satisfied to take a rest from his

many duties, even though such rest may be painful. He
found that in order to alleviate his suffering he was compelled

to remove the base of his operations from the opera house
to his handsome and comfortable bungalow.

V*
THE LORING CLUB—SECOND CONCERT OF THE

THIRTY-THIRD SEASON—The first concert of the present

season of the Loring Club, in October last, was so brilliant

a success that one would have deemed it to be a difficult

matter for the committee of management to follow this suc-

cess with a program of equally high standard, not only in the

worth of the music itself but in its attractiveness to the

audience.
The program, however, which is now announced for the

second concert, which takes place on Tuesday evening, Dec.

14th, at Christian Science Hall, while about as widely differ-

ent from the former programs as could well be, yet promises
to the music lover an enjoyment no less than the first.

The majority of the numbers on the program are entirely

new to a San Francisco audience, prominent among these

compositions being Schubert's "The Night is Cloudless and
Serene" for chorus of men's voices with tenor solo. This
composition is a setting of very beautiful words by Seidl and
is the composer's Opus 134. The important tenor solo in

this has been assigned to Mr. .1. F. Veaco.
A group of four Hungarian songs will be a novelty, and

as these four are thoroughly representative of the national

music of Piungary, with the fascinating melody peculiar to it.

the group will undoubtedly prove one of the features of the

concert.
The choral ballad, "Lochinvar," is a setting of Sir Walter

Scott's stirring words by one of our rising American com-
posers, William G. Hammond, while Sir Alexander Macken-
zie's "A Franklyn's Dogge Leaped over a Stile," the words
of which are from the "Kngoldsby Legends," is an exceedingly
clever exaiuple of true humor in music.

As this concert is in the beginning of the Christmas sea-

son, there are included in the program three old Christmas
carols with the traditional music, one, "Lo, how a rose e'er

blooming," being a German carol dating from the 13th cen-

tury, the other two being the old English carols, "The First

Xoel" and the celebrated "Wassail Song."
The program will conclude with the club's own arrange-

ment of Adolph Adam's "Cantique de Noel" (O, Holy Night),

for soprano solo and chorus of men's voices. The soprano

soloist will be Mrs. (!race Davis Northrup, who in addition

to sustaining the solo part in the "Cantique de Noel," will be
heard in a group of songs.
One feature of this concert will be the first public perfor-

mance of a recent composition of the talented and popular
pianist of the club, Mr. Frederick Maurer, which he has en-

titled "A Romance" for violin with pianos, and which will be
played by his life-long friend, Mr. Hother Wismer. solo violin-

ist, and the composer himself at the piano. This composition
is an important contribution to the repertoire of the solo

violinist, and is very modern in style. .Mr. Wismer and Mr.
Maurer, in addition, will be heard in an "Adagio" by Max
Bruch, which the composer has named "In Memoriam," and
which is said to have been written in memory of his friend.

Clara Schumann. This composition will be heard for the
first time in San Francisco on this occasion.

The Loring Club has been working carefully and energet-

ically for this concert under the direction of its conductor,
Mr. Wallace A. Sabin, wlro will direct the concert on the

14th inst.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in receipt of an an-

nouncement of the marriage of Charles Mallory Dutton and
Miss Alyce .Johngeline Boggs, which will take place at St.

Mark's Episcopal Church, Berkeley, on Wednesday evening,

December 22d.
* « «

Miss Edna Montague of Oakland played for the Forum Club
of this city on Wednesday, November 10th, scoring quite an
artistic triumph. Last Monday, December 6th, Miss Montagne
appeared before the Channing Auxiliary of San Francisco and
duplicated her former success. Miss Montagne is a brilliant

pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt and possesses the necessary
qualifications to be recognized as an efficient pianiste and
teacher. Her artistic success testifies to her satisfactory

training.
« * «

The pupils of Mrs. A. F. Bridge gave their semi-monthly
musicale at their teacher's studio, 2220 Webster street, last

Tuesday, December Gth. The participants were: Mrs. Thomas
Crothers, Mrs. Harry Hunt, Miss Grace Breen, Miss Ella At-

kinson, Miss Genevieve Fischer, Miss Pauline Weill, Miss
Jennie Bell, Miss Florence Galland, Miss Marguerite Law.

* * *

The pupils of Mrs. William Steinbach gave a vocal recital

at Goden Gate Commandery Hall yesterday evening, Decem-
ber 10th. The participants were: Mrs. Eugene E. Elkus, Mrs.

Carolyn R. Elliott, Miss Fritzi Lainer, Miss Josephine May,
Miss Babette Heller Newman, Miss Gertrude Proll, Mrs. Ma-
bel Tourney White and Oscar Frank. A detailed review will

appear in the next issue.
« * *

The Orpheus Club of Los Angeles, J. P. Dupuy, director,

gave the first concert of its fifth season at Simpson Audi-

torium of that city last Monday evening. December 6th. A
complete report of the event will appear next week.

* * *

Mrs. Estelle Heartt Dreyfus, contralto, Wenzel Kopta, vio-

linist, and Mrs. Hennion Robinson, accompanist, gave a pub-

lic school concert at Simpson Auditorium, Los Angeles,

Thursday afternoon, December 2nd. The event is worthy of-

more space than we have at our disposal at this time, where-

fore we will refer to this matter again next Saturday.

Hugo Mansfeldt has returned from Europe, where he spent

several months for recuperation. He has now resumed his

classes and is already as busy as he was previous to his trip

and to the sickness that preceded his departure.
* * *

A most excellent musical institution has been organized

recently and it bears the dignified title of "The Institute of

Musical Art." The faculty consists of .Mrs. Richard Rees and
E. N. Knight (vocal), William Hofmann (violin), Gyula Or-

may (piano), .\lbert W. .Xielson (cello). This excellent new
music school is located at 817 Grove street. If the efficiency

of the faculty is any criterion for the efficiency of a conserva-

tory of music, this new school is certainly worth of the

heartiest recommendation. We shall give further particulars

regarding this school in the holiday number of the Jlusical

Review.

Walter Hoff Seeley, formerly manager of the Valencia, an-

nounces the engagement of the famous Scotch singing

comedian, Harry Lauder, who will appear with a company
of over forty people at Dreamland Rink on January 10th.

Anyone interested in genuine humor will await this auspi-

cious occasion with more than ordinary impatience.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
Beginning with the issue of October

2, 1909, the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-

partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforwarcJ, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical
performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco,
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-
partments are continued as usual,
while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00; one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.

-Have You Seen the New-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO.?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It contains Elegance, Durability and Moderate Price. BEXJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Po^

San Francisco, Cal.
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Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING
"THE GAY MUSICIAN" AT THE VALENCIA.—The pro-

gram at the Valencia Theatre this week is "The Gay IMusi-

ciai;." a comic opera in two acts by .Julian Edwards, author
of numerous successes, with book by Edward Siedle and
lyrics by Charles Campbell. Whatever success "The Gay
Musician" has attained must be attributed to the pretty
music of Edwards and not to the plotlessness of the book, nor
in any large degree to the words of the songs.
The author of the book used a little of the plot of "The

Lottery of Love." that fine comedy in which the divorced
husband of one wife with a terror of a mother gets his first

wife for a mother-in-law by her marriage to his second wife's

father; but he didn't use so very much of it that you could
notice any more of a plot than is usually found in comic
operas.

It took a little while before the audience found out who
the comedian was. At the entrance of W. H. Pringle as
Captain George Fish, the old sea dog, in a make-up that re-

minded one of Dick Deadeye in Pinafore, it loked as if he
was it, but he faded away when Roger Gray came to the front
in the song, "A P,ad, Bad Man," in which he sprang some
pretty aged ones, but his delightfully droll manner made them
go anyway. He is a fine eccentric dancer and I notice the
program credits him for arranging all the dances, which is

much to his credit.

Harry Benham, tenor, is a pleasing singer. Margaret
Crawford, after a lot of good German comedy as a language-
butcher, surprises in a finely sung duet, and Lottie Kendall
does extremely well in her song, "Not as Simple as I Look."
Miss Texas Guinan, featured and very much spoken of as
prominent socially in Texas, is a disappointment. I do not
know how long it is since she deserted society for the stage,

but she has not yet learned how to warm up to the audience.
Her voice is sweet, but not very strong. Freda Klengel
danced so attractively the first night that the audience tried

its best to stop the show till it was satisfied. There are lots

of pretty girls and some very swell costumes.

%%

ORPHEUM.—Good wine needs no bush, nor do the Or-

plieum attractions for next week require any advance eulogy.
They are all artists whose merit has been acknowledged by
both press and the public and whose united efforts must re-

sult in one of the best vaudeville programs of the season.
Donald Bowles, a well-graced actor of great ability and

popularity, who is favorably remembered as one of the bright-

est lights of the James N'eill Company, will head the new bill

in the one-act romantic drama "Guilty?" which was written
for him by Victor H. Smalley, a St. Paul newspaper man and
the author of "Nerve," in which George Bloomquest recently
made such a great hit. Mr. Bowles will be supported by Nieta
Quinn, Ronald Bradbury, Stanford S. Gould and Samuel Berg.
The Klein Family, seven in number, will be seen in a novel

cycling act, full of humor and dexterity. For several years
this troupe of cyclists has been touring Europe with tremen-
dous success, and for two years they were among the chief
attractions at the Berlin Music Hall and the Circus Schu-
mann. Their performance differs widely from any other
cycling troupe and their feats of daring are interspersed with
touches of genuine humor.
Harry P^ox and the Millership Sisters will appear in a di-

verting assortment of song, dance and chatter which they call

"Artistic Nonsense." Mr. Fox is a remarkably clever light
comedian, whose services are in great demand by New York
managers, while his handsome young colleagues are attrac-
tive foils for his comedy. Their dancing is in itself a revela-
tion and the entire performance from first to last is thorough-
ly enjoyable.

Carl Nobel, "The Scandinavian Ventriloquist," will be a

uni(|iie feature of the new bill. We have had English, Irish,

Scotch, American and African ventriloquists, but a Scan-
dinavian one will be indeed a novelty. Nobel's ideas are en-

tirely new and he introduces several remarkable mechanical
dummies. For several years past he has been appearing in

Paris, London and the English provinces.
Next week will be the last of Florence Bindley, Stella H.

Morrisini and the Four Floods. It will also conclude the en-

gagement of that delightful comedienne, Eva Taylor and her
company, who will say farewell in the picturesque fantasy,
"Dreaniona." written especially for her by Lawrence Grattan.
A novel series of motion pictures as usual will terminate the
performance.

w
OPENING OF SAVOY THEATRE.—This week sees the

completion of another first-class theatre in the down-town sec-

tion of San Francisco, marking another step in the re-estab-

lishment of the theatrical conditions as they existed before
the Are. The Savoy Theatre, on McAllister street, a few
steps from Market, will open its doors this Sunday night,

December 12. and the attraction will be John Cort's mammoth
new production of his revival of the Pixley-Luders comedy
opera, "King Dodo."
The Savoy is under the direction of the Northwestern

Theatrical Association, of which John Cort is general man-
ager. It was built for George A. Storey and the entire plant
represents an investment of something like 1250,000. Fred
W. Busey, an experienced theatrical man, is the resident
manager for Mr. Cort. The seating capacity of the theatre
is about 1600 and there are twelve boxes, which will accom-
modate six persons each. A portion of the orchestra space
will be devoted to divans, each seating two persons. The
stage is 40 by 7.5 feet and is splendidly equipped. The build-

ing is Class A in every particular and the exacting conditions
imposed by the fire laws have been more than met.

In the inaugural attraction, "King Dodo," will be found
many San Francisco favorites. The prima donna is Eleanor
Kent, who, as Mabel Love, is well known here, as she was
born and raised in this city. Since leaving here she has made
a name for herself, both in the east and abroad and in grand
as well as light opera. She sings the role of Piola. Little

Zoe Barnett, who was long a favorite at the Princess, is play-

ing Annette and sings the popular number, "The Tale of a
Bumble Bee." Laura Millard, who plays Queen Lili. was a
great favorite at the Tivoli in its palmiest days, and William
H. West, also with the Tivoli company at that time, is Dr.

Fizz. William Friend plays the delightful old king, Osborn
Clemson sings the tenor role of Pedro, Louise .Mink is the
Angela and Charles J. Udell plays Mudge. The chorus is

said to be one of the best-voiced, best dressed, best drilled

and most attractive to be found in comic opera. There is a
lot of bright music in King Dodo. The solos are all above
the ordinary in point of merit, while the choruses have a ring

that make them take with the audience. As a comedy, there
is not a dull moment in the performance. It stars when the
King turns back time thirty years in order to reduce his age,

though in the meantime he keeps looking for the elixir of

eternal youth which Dr. Fizz, the court physician, claims to

have found. The suspicious monarch tries the prescription

on Mudge, the court historian, who for the moment becomes
as active as a youth of 20, but then the explosion comes, the
prescription proves a failure and Dodo sets out under the
guidance of Piola, a young soldier of fortune, to find a spring
of eternal youth. He finds it in Spoopjuland. but finds also

Queen Lili and more trouble, which is finally straightened
out to the complete satisfaction of players and audience.
King Dodo will run but one week, with matinees Thursday

and Saturday, and will be followed with "Forty-five Minutes
from Broadway."
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MUSICAL, CALENDAR 1909-10.

Fritz Kreisler Dec. 12. 16 and 19
Lyric Quartette Pop Concert Com. in January
.Marcella Sembrich Week of Jan. 9

.Myrtle Elvin (Planiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madaine Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday, Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito .Arriolo (the Spanish child Violinist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

SAN FRANCISCO'S MUSICAL TASTE.

Kiii-iiii; the last t'ij;lir years The racitii- Coasi Musical

Review lias ('inle;iv()re(1 to ileiiii>iisrr.ite tliat Sail Fran-
cisco ;uh1 all oilier cities on ilie I'acific »'o;isr are liecoiii-

iiii; more aiu": more musical, ^^'e felt in dntv hound to

assisi in the musical projjress of tliis Territory by rea-

son of the fact tliat we expect to make onr living here

and as a citizen of this comnninity and State we feel in

honor hound to do our utmost in the niibnildinji' and
lielteniient of the artisTic standards ]ire\alent in This

district. A\'e have never had any respect for any em-
jiloye who, while drawiii-^ his salary from his linn, has
in a snrreiititious manner slandered and injured hisein-

]doyers and by the same token we have never been able
to ivs]iect any man or woman who, while a citizen of a

certain commniiity and as such ciTizen receivini;- The

prott'clion ol such comimniity. endeavored To injure its

artistic or social sTandiiii:: by condemnini; iT unjiisTly in

a jimi-iial circulaTed amon<>' ouTside coiiiiimniTies who

will Thus be able to speak derogatively about a city,

ir an employe does not like the character of the men
who pay him his salary he cau escape tlieir iuHueuce
by resifiniujLC his position. If a musician. Teacher or
musical nianajrer does not like the character of the
community wherein he lives and makes his livinjj. he
cau easily adjust The ditfereiice by niovinjr To anoTlier

Town. STate or countr\- where his sensitive nerves do
not become ottended. l?uT as long as an employe ac-

cepTs his salary and as long as a citizen aceepTs The
proTecTiou of a ((nnmunity he is morally acTing Tlie i)ari

of a Traitor if he (Mideavors To injure The repuTation of
his tiiiii Ol- his ciiy respectively.

liy these remarks we do not mean to iufer that no
jierson should be jiermiTTed to express himself freely

regarding his opinions. We thoroughly believe in the

freedom of speech, but we do not believe in the indis

criminate distribution of false statements regarding
the reputation of a person or a comniunity. In other
words, we do not believe in slander. These remarks
are The outcome of a letter from San Francisco which
appeared in The Musical Courier of New York under
daTe of December IsT. wherein iT is claimed Thai There

is iiianifesTed here "a lack of iuTerest in all affairs re-

ipiiriug a .sense of retinement and culTure in arT and
science," That "niaiiy of the better classes lefT The city

after The tire and only a few of this parTicular class

have so far reTurned," and Anally ThaT "compared wiTli

some of the eastern ciTies, Sau Francisco is several

years behind." Hefore going iuTo any details we desire

to once more emphasize The facT ThaT concerT atTeiid-

ance is noT by any means The only criTerion by which
To judge the musical taste of a community, for there

may l)e a great many reasons for the failure of an artist

to attract an audience besides the lack of musical tasTe

on The jiarl of The concert goers. Lack of good man-
agement, lack of tinaiicial resources, indirterence in-

spired by lack of sufficient information regarding The

arTisT's iiieriTs, personal dislike for The arTisT or a dozen
more eiiually imjxd-TaiiT reasons which in no sense

prove The lack of retinemeuT or culTure in a commnniTy.
We Take our jiidgnieuT regarding a coiiiniuniTy's mus
ical standard by the eagerness on the jiart of the ]ieo

jile to study nnisic. by the activity in local amateur
societies, such as orchestras, choral societies, musical
clubs, eTc. A city wherein TweuTy thousand young
]ieople sTudv iiiusjc and wherein nearly five thousand
men and women jiarticipaTe in The exi)loiTaTion of

music by means of clioial socieTies and orcliesTras is

ilecide(lly musical, whether concerTs are well aTteiide(l

or not. and anyone who makes a stateiiieuT to the con

trary is eitlier intlueiiced by someone or has a ]ieisoiial

grudge bv reason of a lack of success.

We do not desire to give the writer of the above let-

ter to the ilusical Courier any more advertisement than
necessary. His aTTiTiide Toward This communiTy does
noT enTiTle him To be regarded seriously by this paper.

Hut we may state here that he is the manager of a local

conservatory and that he has ambitions to become a

musical manager. The fact that he libels this city in

a paper of world-wide circulation ju-oves that he pos-

.sesses neither T;ic1 nor good judgment, and ThaT for This

rea.son he is unfit To be eiTlier a manager of a con.serva-

tory or a manager of musical atTractions. It re(|uires

a man of fact and displomacy to be successful in these

Things, and ( iie of the greatest ott'enses against diploiu

acy is ;i Too free Tongue and a Too easily aroused Tem
per. Because This pajier has had to fight against a
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j||-eal iiiaii.v ohstacles before it iii-oved a iiayiiij; invest

iiieiit was IK) reason wliy we slionld have abnsed lliis

eonnnunity. Because a conservatory of nnisic is ex-

l)eeted to prorc its etlicieney befoi-e tlie jinblie will give

it united support, is no reason wliy a manager should

abuse this eity as a eoniniunity lacking in culture and
refinement. IJecause a man is eager to manage artists

and is not immedialely successrui is no reason why he

should deny this community any mnsicai taste. Those
business men, artists and managei-s who succeed in

sj)ite of obstacles are the ones who command the re-

spect of a community, and they are the really success-

ful peoi)le who will never scold or become angry be-

cause they do not succeed as quickly as they imagine

the\' should.

It will be found that whenever an artist has merit he

will gain the su]tport of tliis comnuniity, and if he does

not there is most ass>iredly a i-eason for his lack of

success, ami that reason will never be a lack of musical

taste among our concert goers. If a teacher or resi-

dent artist is etJicient he will be successful, and if be

ever loses the jiatronage of the public or fails to gain

it, it will certainly be his fault, and it can never be

ascribed to lack of apitreciafion on the part of the peo-«

pie. Jlen are as a rule responsible for tlieii- own de-

feats in Ibis world, and the fact that they always seek

to put the blame ui)on the i)\iblic is sutlicient evidence

for Their own weakness and for their unfitness to be

come prominent in the world of music. The man who
successfully overcomes adversities without asking the

sujjport of anyone ]iossesses the necessary strength to

win \ictories. The display of spleen in the letter to the

.Musical Courier only shows that the writer has been

disappointed in some things and endeavoi-s to retaliate

by calling this community unmusical, unrefined and un-

cultured. He does not possess sufficient intelligence

to com]irehend that the citizens of San Francisco will

resent his insult and ]mt him into that corner of ob-

scurity where his lack of tact and his lack of informa-

tion eventually will drive him. The edifoi- of the

^Musical Courier very justly reprimanded the wi-iter by

reminding him that the crowded houses which Dr.

WuUner drew in this city did not prove a lack of mus
ical apjireciation. w

IVIUSIC VERSUS PERSONALITIES AND HATRED.

The San Francisco .Musical Club did not cover itself

with glory last Friday morning when it became I'e-

sponsible for the ])iiblication of an article in the San
Francisco Call, which hinted at a determination on

the ])art of the l)oard of directors to e.\terminate those

associate members from its ranks who were adherents

of the Jewish faith, .\side from the fact that music
and religion form such a stiong bond of symi)athy that

there really can be as little distinction between the

kind of religion one believes in as there can be a dis-

tinction between the class or school of music one fol-

lows. Religion is religion and music is music, and as

such they possess mutual virtues that can not be se]i-

arated. -Vnyone who is irreligious can not be really

musical, and anyone who is unmusical can not lie

thoroughly religious. In the same manner anyone who
dislikes or hates another because of his religious con

victions equally dislikes or hates anyone because of

his musical convictions, and in either case he or she

becomes a slumhling block in fhe ])rogress of art and
culture. Narrowiiiindedness and the exi)osition of

hatred towai-d a Icllow man is not a weakness found

in genuine musical natures. It is a |).sycliological fact

that a man's chai-acler may be discovered in his musical
e.\|iressions and a musical club that disi)lays lack of
charily and a cultivation of i-ace hatred is not in any
.sense a mnsicai club, for it does not nntlerstand the

pi-inci|)les of art and art culture.

The active members of such a club who consent to

such |(rocedui-e can 7iot be genuinely musical, foi- they
do not understand that really musical effort is the out-
come (»f di\ine inspiration, and thei-e can not be any
divine inspiration \\liei-e there exists a feeling of
hatred toward a fellow man, no matter under what pre-

tenses such hatred is nourished. The ai-t of music
should unite all its adhei-ents with one solid bond of

affection and fi-iendship, and there should be no room
for jeahjusies and hatreds. That these weaknesses
exist among members of the jtrofession only goes to
show how little the same have as yet compi-ehended
their noble mission and how far away they still remain
from the shrine (»f true art and the altar of pure
musicianshiii.

-%%

TILLY KOENEN'S FINE POWER OF INTERPRETATION.

"Like Dr. Wullner, Her Great Precursor. Tilly Koenen Makes
Use of Histrionic Devices to Emphasize the Suggestion

She Conveys by Word and Music."

(I'^rom tlie New Yorlt Press of October 26th.)

[Kditorial Note—The name of Koeneu is pronounced Coon-
en, it being a genuine Holland or Dutch name.]

Tilly Koenen, the Dutch contralto, won the hearts of her
listeners immediately when she made her first appeal to a
New York audience in Mendelssohn Hall. She not only won
their hearts, but the tribute of profound admiration, every bit

of wliich she deserved in full measure. Miss Koenen is not
a mere singer; she is an interpreter of great intelligence, in-

sight and refinement. Her place as an artist is in the front
rank.

Miss Koenen has a good full-throated voice, which she uses
with technical skill and artistic discretion, though she puts
more stress on the interpretative than the purely vocal side
of her art. The quality of her organ, big. wholesome, ex-

pressive, appeals to the ear. She avoids tlie reprehensible
habit found among so many contraltos of emitting cavernous
tones in the low register. She takes her deep tones lightly.

Her vocal scale is well equalized. Her "mezza voce" is ad-
mirable. She makes good use of "messa di voce" and appears
to have her breathing under absolute control. But, whatever
Miss Koenen's accomplishments as a vocalist, they are sub-
servient to her art of interpretation.

Like Dr. Wullner, her great precursor. Tilly Koenen makes
use of histrionic devices to emphasize the suggestion she con-
veys by word and nuisic. But she, too. at least as far as one
was permitted to observe yesterday, keeps witliin the bounds
of artistic good taste. Facial expression, bearing, poise of
head, pose of hands and arms are perfectly legitimate aids

in the interpretation of modern songs, provided they are re-

stricted to the limits set by art and good taste. Miss Koenen
evidently has worked out with the utmost nicety every detail

of her interpretations, after the manner of Lili Lehmann.

Spontaneity, ingenuousness, are with her not the result of

momentary inspiration, but of careful study and elaborate
preparation. Introspection, reflection and close application
have not chilled Miss Koenen's feelings, however. No one
could sing Brahms' "Sapphische Ode" as she sang it; no one
could put the amount of fire into Handel's "Furibondo spira

il vento" which she put into it. or express such exquisite ten-

derness of feeling in Strauss' "Wiegenlied" and such jubilant

exultation in Wolf's "Er ist's" without having imagination and
temperament.

Contrary to the conventional custom of opening a recital

with musical antiquities. Miss Koenen sang first a group of

two Schubert and two Brahms songs, comprising the .former

composer's "Dem Unendlichen" and "Die Kraehe" and
Brahms' "Sapphische Ode" and "Wehe, so willst Du." The
second group, mingling old and new, offered Paisiello's quaint
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"Chi vuol la Zingarella"; Bassani's "Ah se tu dorm"; Tosti's

"Ridonami la Calnia," and Handel's "Furibondo spira il ven-

to."

By this time Miss Koenen had revealed herself master ot

botli German and Italian diction. Now she sang in English,

and so delightfully that the crowd could hardly contain its

enthusiasm until it was time to applaud. As compositions

Landon Ronald's "Sunbeams" and Mallinson's "Baby" are

negligible, but Miss Koenen put so much interpretative

charm into the words that the effect was irresistible. "Sun-

beams" had to be repeated.

There was even more fascination in her singing of three

Dutch nursery rhymes, by Catherina van Rennes, in which the

Holland language added a flavor indescribable. It is almost
impossible to tell how Miss Koenen sang these ditties:

"Kijk! Zoo'n lustig spannetje," so roguisly; "Poppengedoe."
with mock importance: "Een Ransje," with infectious merri-

ment. Undoubtedly Miss Koenen will sing these songs
again. Then you must go to hear her.

That was not all by any means, for after Miss Koenen had
given Brahms' "Vergebliches Staendchen" as an encore, she
proved herself the most accomplished interpreter of Strauss
and Wolf we have yet heard among women. Her Strauss
numbers included "Die Wasserrose." Of Wolf she gave the

extremely difficult "Die Ziegeunerin," besides the song al

ready mentioned.

The San Francisco fall, in an effort to enliven a rather dull

season for the dissemination of live news, has given more
than necessary attention to a very stupid and very laughable
action on the part of the board of directors of the San Fran-
cisco Musical Club, which at a moment of unexcusable somnol-
ence permitted one or two ot its easily excited members to

make the club a medium for their personal revenge. That
there exist in this enlightened age any people who dislike,

persecute or hate anyone because of his or her religious con-
victions is, of course, out of the question. If you find that
members ot a musical club, members of the "smart" set or
members of any other club object to admission of Jewish peo-

ple, such objection is never the result of religious differences,

for in nearly every instance those people who raise such ob-

jections are, as a rule, not only indifferent to religion them-
selves, but do not possess sufficient intelligence to thoroughly
understand the principles underlying religion. They are. as a

rule, narrow minds, who are not fit for anything else but
raise disturbances and create dissention.

These objections to the admission of members of the Jew-
ish faith into any club are always engendered by personal
dislikes against certain Jewish people, who have become, tor

some reason, objectionable to prominent members of these
clubs. That Jewish people arouse more resentment by rea-

son of their personal attitude toward others than any other
race, is rather very complimentary to their standing in the
world. No one resents the action of another unless it is worth
while to resent it, and if such action is worth while to resent
it must be able to injure a vital spot. Now, no man, woman
or child exhibits any fighting spirit unless the same has been
aroused by someone, and so if anyone comijlains of injuries

sustained by Jewish people the same must have been de-

served, for no one, no matter of what religious faith he may
be. makes himself willingly objectionable. It is. however, a
most remarkable fact that a member of the Jewish faith seems
to arouse hostilities in the most insignificant matters in nar-
row, unenlightened natures, and here is a phase of psychology
worth while for the wise ones to unravel.

The articles of the Call really proved to be of as much in-

jury as the action of the board of directors of the San Fran-
cisco Musical Club, for their very extravagance of treatment
surrounded them with a spirit of ridicule and presented the

Jewish residents and the Rabbis in a most sensitive light,

while as a matter of fad, no one of the Jewish faith cared
a continental what the board of directors of the club think
about Jewish people, except as they would arouse the pity ot
all intelligent people by reason of an inexcusably narrow mind
not at all fitted for ai\ executive head of any organization
much less a musical institution. The San Francisco Musical
Club was given altogether too much importance by these ar-

ticles, the dissention in the club was really caused by these
articles, and the members of the club, under judicious advice
by competent judges, would have been able to get rid of ob-
jectionable officers, as the evidence proved that the majority
of the members resented this arbitrary action, which was
taken without the knowledge of the membership of the club.
If anything is needed to increase any feeling against ad-
herents of the Jewish faith among those who may secretly
carry animosity, newspaper notoriety emphasizing the exist-

ence of such animosity in others will help the bad cause con-
siderably. The Jewish members of the San Francisco Mus-
ical Club could have coped with the situation, for they could
have secured the assistance of nearly all fair-minded members
and ousted the board ot directors with dispatch. Of course,
the notoriety given the matter prevented any such action.

Another injustice arising from this uncalled for sensational
publicity was the placing ot all responsibility upon Miss Helen
Colburn Heath's shoulders. The board of directors, seeing a
storm brewing, tried to extricate itself at the expense of Miss
Heath, and the Call reporters, having Miss Heath's picture
handy, fell in readily with this suggestion. They had an ex-

cellent story, and they wanted to make the best of it while
it lasted. This is newspaper craft. 1 have no fault to find

with the Call or its reporters for making capital from this

unfortunate situation, but 1 merely desire to point out that

the publication of the matter did more harm than the original

mis-step of the board of directors. Miss Heath has since re-

signed from the club, so have all self-respecting members, and
no doubt within a short time the San Francisco Musical Club
will either have to be re-organized on more liberal plans or
will have to go out of existence. I desire to call the atten-

tion of my readers to a letter from Mrs. Albert Elkus of the
Saturday Club of Sacramento, regarding this subject, which
appears upon another page in this issue. This letter shows
how a successful musical club should be conducted.

* * *

We would not have paid so much attention to this matter
if it had not been noticed throughout this State, showing, by
the way, the big circulation ot the Call and the interest the

subject aroused. As an advertisement for the Call it was an
excellent story, and as an exhibition of tolly on the part of

the board of directors of the San Francisco Musical Club, it

was certainly a success, but as a matter of serious importance,
worthy of the indignation of ladies and gentlemen, it can
hardly be classed. When it is realized how little there would
be of musical culture in any community without the Jewish
and German element, there seems to be a quaint streak of

humor in the suggestion that a musical club should object to

the admission of eiher Jewish or German people. If the

board of directors of the San Francisco Musical Club had
their way, artists who visit San Francisco might possibly ask
everyone who attends their concerts what religious faith he
or she professed before permitting them to listen to the pro-

gram.
\%

The Choral Club ot Stockton, Percy A. R. Dow, director,

gave the first concert ot its fifth season at the Central M. E.

Church on Tuesday evening, November 30th. On this occa-

sion the club presented C. Hubert H. Parry's "Pied Piper of

Hamlin" for the first time on this coast. The cantata is writ-

ten for tenor and bass solos and chorus, the soloists on this

occasion being A. E. McMillan, tenor, and Wilfrid Glen, bass.

The following musical program preceded the presentation ot

the cantata: "Awake the Dawn is Near." Chorale from Die
-Meistersinger (Wagner); "Charm Me Asleep." Madrigal in

Six Parts (Leslie): "The Brook" (MacDowell); "Du hist wie
eine Blume" (Cantor), "Border Ballad" (Cowen), "If I Could
Know" (Westgate), Mr. Glenn; "Dragon Flies" (Bargiel), "In

the Time ot Roses," Women's Voices (Reichardt); "The Om-
nipotence" (Schubert-Spicker), Mr. McMillan and Chorus.

The fifth WuUner concert took place at the Novelty Theatre
under the direction of Will L. Greenbaum in the presence of

another crowded house. There is nothing to be added to what
has already been said in this paper about Dr. WuUner's won-
derful declamatory art, except that San Francisco audiences,
like the audiences throughout the civilized world, recognizes
genius when it is presented to them in the right way.
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FRITZ KREISLER'S MUSICI ANSHIP—P'ritz Kreisler has

become such a familiar lifiiire to San Francisco music lovers

that it is indeed \ery difticiilt to publish a critical review of

his playing which does not contain any ideas not already dis-

cussed on previous occasions. We have heard Mr. Kreisler

various times and at every instance he ])roved to be a ma-
tured virtuoso, who combined intellectual advantages with

nuisicianly traits, and he had already mastered the art of

violin playing to a degree which hardly permitted any addi-

tional improvements In style or technical equipment. Mr.

Kreisler therefore appeals to us this season exactly for the

same reasons that he appealed to us on previous occasions,

and we can not add any more than pronounce him a musician

of supreme command of his instrument, a virtuoso who has

cultivated a most inspiring sense of rhythm, an artist who
combines with his intellectual powers a deeply emotional

mode of interpretation, and because of these reasons appeals

to our most sensitive natures in a manner that puts him
among the foremost masters of violin interpretation of the

present day. To find fault and criticise adversedly an artist

of such undisputed authority is only to exhibit a nature sub-

ject to moods and narrow in its artistic comprehension.
* * *

We therefore admit cheerfully that at this time, as on pre-

vious occasions, Mr. Kreisler appeals to us as a master of

his instrument. He was a great violin virtuoso last time we
heard him, and he is a great violin virtuoso now during his

latest visit to this city. The only fault we can find with Mr.

Kreisler this year is that we can not add anything to that

which we said about him during his last visit, by which we
mean to say that he has not added anything to his program
that would reveal new traits in his musical character. Now,
some of our readers no doubt will ask us what we expected

to be able to add to our former reviews this year when the

artist was already endowed with the necessary artistic facul-

ties that combine to make the genuine artist. We hasten to

explain that whenever an artist has reached that zenith of his

genius which prevents any further expansion in the matter of

individual improvement, it becomes necessary for him, in

order to retain our undivided interest, to expand in the mat-

ter of his program arrangement. In this part of an artist's

duty toward his public Mr. Kreisler has not sought any im-

provement. He remained in the same atmosphere in the

matter of his programmatical achievements as he cultivated

during every one of his previous visits. During the concert

last Sunday afternoon, for instance, he played four or five

compositions almost in succession which necessitated the use

of the mute. In other words, he selected Ave works of the

same character. The greater part of his program consisted

of works written during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies. We have no fault to hnd with the character of these

works. They most assuredly belong to the most exquisite

class of musical literature. But we do find fault with Mr.

Kreisler's indifference toward changing his programs suffi-

ciently to add more works to his repertoire that have not al-

ready appeared on his programs, or that Mr. Kreisler does
not include in his concerts violin conipositon of a character

new to us by composers of more recent fame. When we
glance ocer the programs of concerts by virtuosos in Euro-

pean capitals we find a number of works that seem to have
created a most favorable impression. When a virtuoso like

Mr. Kreisler comes to us out here in the far West, where we
have such little opportunity to hear the latest works and where
we have had so much opportunity to hear all the old composi-

tions, we believe it to be due to us, as a matter of educational

value, that artists who visit us as often as Kreisler does
change the character of their programs and add to the old

literature at least one group of more important recent works.

If any of our music lovers or our critics on the daily papers
were impressed with the fact that Kreisler did not thrill them
as much as he did before, this impression is to be ascribed

to his failure to change the character of his program. When-
ever an artist api)ears before an audience repeatedly and
presents the same class of works he loses the effect of his

personality and becomes somewhat tiring. If at any time Mr.
Kreisler loses his attractive powers with the public it will

never be on account of his artistry, but it will be on account
of his failure to improve his repertoire to an extent so as to

rob it of its continued monotony. The Friday ])rograni

commenced with two Bach compositions. It continued with
five works of the seventeenth and eighteenth century, and it

closed with VVieniawsky's altogether too well known "Air
Russes." Outside of Kreisler's own compositions, there was
nothing on the program, except a menuet by Debussy and
"Havannaise" by Saint-Saens, which was new to us. On Sun-
day Kreisler played the Devil's Trill, the Vieuxtemps concerto,
three old works of the seventeenth and eighteenth century,
and a group of indifferent bits by Cottonet, Chaminade and
Arbos. Again the program is not a new one. At none of his

concerts did Mr. Kreisler give any new composition of an
important and voluminous nature. He merely gave us vir-

tually the same works which we have heard him play on pre-

vious occasions. And in this matter of program arrangements
we find the only point worthy of adverse criticism, because as
an artist Mr. Kreisler commands our utmost respect and our
continued admiration. No student of the violin should miss
any of the Kreisler concerts, for they represent the acme of

the violin player's art. and the essence of interpretative
authority and inspirational temperament.

ALFRED METZGER.
%\

MRS. STEINBACH'S PUPIL RECITAL—The pupils of Mrs.
Win. Steinbach gave a vocal recital at Golden Gate Com-
mandery Hall on Friday evening, December lOth, The audi-

torium was crowded to the doors, many auditors standing up
during the entire performance. .\s is usual at a pupil recital,

there were students who had not yet partaken of a very ex-

tensive vocal education, and who therefore could not be ex-

pected to grasp all the intricacies of the art, and there were
those who had benefited by a thorough course of vocal train-

ing and therefore gave considerable evidence of their ac-

hievements. Another factor which always must be consid-

ered in a review of a pupil recital is the fact that for a brief

period after walking upon the stage a student is, as a rule.

quite nervous, and in the case of a vocal student this nervous-
ness manifests itself in a contraction of the throat, which
causes quite a pinched tonal production until the nervousness
has come under the control of the singer. With these ideas
in mind we shall proceed to a report of this excellent affair.

That Mrs. Steinbach belongs among our most prominent
and successful vocal teachers must be conceded by all who
are informed of local musical conditions. For a number of

years she has presented occasionally several students who
manifested a thorough training and complete knowledge of

the art of singing. Of course there are always students that

find difficulty in following the advice of a teacher, and others
who readily absorb the principles inculcated by a capable in-

structor. A pupil recital is really not so striking an example
of a teacher's competency, not because such a recital in itself

is ill advised, but because the most efficient and the most
talented students often do themselves injustice by a streak
of stage fright. There is, however, no doubt about the tact

that Mrs. Steinbach's recitals are among those that present
a larger percentage of truly gifted and well trained singers
than the average event of this nature.

Mrs. Steinbach's program, which will be quoted in full at

the end of this review, presented eight vocalists on this last

occasion. Miss Josephine May and Miss Fritzi Lainer were
representative of that phase of vocal study which may be
termed as a foundation. Both young ladies gave evidence of a
splendid material—a voice of pliant and tiexible soprano char-

acter, which they have been taught to use with artistic dis-

cretion and temperamental fervor. Mrs. Carolyn R. Elliot

gave evidence of having further progressed in her vocal edu-

cation, and her splendid voice was used discretely in a group
of romantic compositions which aroused the applause of the

hearers. Misses Babette Heller Newman and Gertrude Proll

exhibited much skill in their interpretation of two duets by
Mozart, which required advanced artistry and an acute sense
of rhythm. Both young ladies were heard afterward in solos

and demonstrated that they had studied with much benefit to

themselves and with much credit to their teacher. They pos-

sess splendid voices of a ringing character, and sing with
judgment and enthusiasm.

Miss Mabel Tourney White earned well merited approval
by reason of her artistic esprit. She comprehended the
iiuisico-dramatic value of Schubert's "Die AUmacht" and in-
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vested it with that intensity which its character demands.

Mrs. Eugene S. Elkus revealed herself as one of the most

efficient and one of the most musical artists ever appearing

in an event of this nature in this citj'. The possessor of a

sonorous, vibrant mezzo-soprano of a warm alto quality, she

utilizes her splendid organ with artistic judgment and the

deliberation of the earnest musician. Her enunciation is

clear and concise, and she interprets musical Ideas with

graceful phrasing. It is indeed gratifying to listen to an ar-

tist of Mrs. Elkus' intelligence. Oscar Frank, who combines

a flexible and pleasing baritone voice with a thorough com-

prehension of the value of artistic reading, concluded the pro-

gram, and was the recipient of well merited applause.

There were floral tributes galore, and the big audience gave

undisputed evidences of its pleasure throughout the program.

Mrs. Steinbach has every reason to feel gratified with the

success of her pupils and those in attendance had no cause to

regret their decision to attend this delightful affair. The com-
plete program was as follows:

(a) 'Tis dpring-time (Rohm), (b) Elegie (Massenet), (cl

With newer strings my mandoline (t^ounod). Miss .Josephine-

May; (a I Spanish Song (Dessauer), (bl Im Mai (Fesca). (ci

Birthday Song (Sachsl. Miss Fritzi Lainer; (a» Thy beamins
eye (MacDowell), (bl I-ike a Rosebud iLa Forge), (c) Im
Herbst (Franz). Jlrs. Carolyn R. Elliott: Duets— (a) From
Cosi fan tutte (Mozart), (bl From Nozze di Figaro ( Mozart i.

Miss Babette Heller Newman and Miss Gertrude Proll: Om
nipotence (Schubert), .Mrs. Mabel Tourny-White: (a) The
Song My Mother Taught Me (Dvorak), (b) Der Wanderer
(Schubert), Jirs. Eugene S. Elkus: Aria and Recit—From
"Der Waffenschmied" (I.ortzing), Miss Babette Heller New-
man: Aria—.Je dis. que rien ne m'epouvante (Carmen).
(Bizet I. Aliss Gertrude Proll: (a) Er ist gekommeu (Franz I.

(bl Ich suche mit Muehen iSelingI, (cl May Morning i Man-
neyl, Mrs. Mable Tourny-White; la) Liebestreu (Brahms),
(b) Heimweh (Wolf). Mrs. Eugene S. Elkus: (a) Du rothe
Ros' (Sommerl, (b) Ich liebe Dich (Grieg), (ci I Love You
Truly (Jacobs-Bond). Mr. Oscar S. Frank.

%*

The musicale given b3' Signer and Madame de Grassi on
Tuesday evening for Miss Alice Boggs and Charles Dutton.
so soon to be married, was an affair to be remembered for its

wonderful program. Signor de Grassi played the Mendelssohn
Concerto, and the Tirindelli Hungarian Airs, with Fred
Maurer, Jr.. at the piano. Eugene Blanchard gave a brilliant

Prelude and Fugue and the Liszt "Benediction." so seldom
played. Maurice Anger, the tenor, recently arrived from
Bohemia, sang a number of Dvorak songs in their original

setting, Bohemian or Cecliish, as well as some beautiful FrimI
songs, also in Bohemian: and Madame de Grassi sang some
Schumann, accompanied by Mr. .Maurer. Parts of "La Bo-
heme," in Italian, were given by Mr. .\nger and Madame de
Grassi. with piano and violin accompaniment.

V*

Saturday afternoon (December 11th), Percy .\. R. Dow. .\lex-

ander Stewart and .Arthur Weiss will give the second of
their series of afternoons of song, assisted by violin and
cello pupils, at Maple Hall, Oakland. The participants on this

occasion will be Miss Grace Kidwell. soprano: Walter Burck-
halter, baritone and Osborne Wilson, cello. The second
event of this series in San Francisco will take place at

Sherman, Clay & Co. Hall next Friday afternoon, and the
participants will be: Mrs. Josephine Caverly. contralto; .Au-

gust J. Carson, tenor, and Osborne Wilson, cello. The ac-
companists on both occasions will be Mrs. W. J. Cook and
Miss Mary M. Bumstead. Both events will be invitational
only. The second series of these recitals will begin in

February.

The second pipe organ in the entire State of Nevada has
just been completed by the Filers Music Co., for the beautiful
F'irst Congregational Church at Reno. Rev. Mr. Mears. pastor.
The first pipe organ in the State was sold about two years

ago to the Catholic Cathedral there. Both the instruments
are of latest Kimball tubular pneumatic construction, and are
of quite pretentious proportions. The Eilers house has now
installed over 100 pipe organs of the Kimball make.

V*

Louisa Tetrazzini believes that if a woman has no other
responsibilities, the suffragette movement is a noble one in
which to enter. No one, she adds, has ever achieved great-
ness who did several things simultaneously. The inference
she draws is that, being a singer, she has no time for fatuily
or suffrage.

ELIZABETH DREW
Whose Cliaracterization of "Mary" in George Cohan's IVlusical

Comedy. "Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway." Will Delight

Audiences at the Savoy Theatre This Coming Week.

The firm .\rthur P. Schmidt is primarily at home in Boston,
nevertheless, much engraving is done in Leipsic, where is

also maintained a commodious branch house and separate
personnel. The novelties especially connected with European
trade are principally for piano, though Julius Klengel. of

Leipsic Conservatory, has set for cello and piano five of the
MacDowell "Woodland Sketches." Mrs. Beach is represented
by her piano quintet, op. 67. and .Arthur Foote by a trio, and
a large suite for string orchestra. .Among piano composers
represented in the 1909 product. Rudolph Ganz has chief at-

tention with a dance caprice, without opus number, and three
piano pieces, his op. 10, a march grotesque, a fileuse pensive,
and a melody in G. Jos. Weiss has three pieces, op. ,")3. and
a menuet antique, op. .")4. L. Pabst has his op. 48 for piano
solo; Walter Niemann (Leipsic I three pieces, op. 7: Viktor
Staub (Paris), an arabesque, op. 1.5: Mario Tarenghi (Milan),
op. 4.5. for four hands: Rudolph Friml (New York, three con-
cert pieces, op. .5.=i, and two pieces, op. 56; Max Benning
(Berlin) has a dozen two voice fughettes and fugues, op. 22;

Jos. Haas, three fantaisie pictures, op. 9. The house brings
out voluminous teaching and house music, among which a
berceuse and gavot. op. ?.:'. by Emil Kronke. of Dresden.
-Albert Renaud. organist at St. Germain-en-Laye. Paris, brings
four organ pieces, op, 123.
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HANDELS' "THE MESSIAH."

The choir ol the First Congregational Chnroh, Oakland.
.\lexander Stewart, director, will give its annual Christmas-

tide presentation of Handels' "The Messiah," next Sunday
evening. December 19th. For a number of years the Christ-

mas presentation of Handels' famous work by this choir has
been the only one in either Oakland or San Francisco at

which the entire oratorio, as given every year at this time
throughout the East, has been sung.

This year the solo parts will be sung by Mrs. Grace North-

rup. soprano; Mrs. Carroll Nicholson, contralto; Frank Ons-

low, tenor (soloist of the First Unitarian Church, San Fran-

cisco, and first tenor of the Golden Gate Male Qaurtette); and
H. tJ. Mustard, baritone, the latter a singer of wide experi-

ence from the East, who has already awakened much interest

by his singing during the short time he has filled the solo

position in this choir.

The chorus will comprise upwards of eighty voices. Miss
Virginie de Freniery will be at the organ, and will play several

special organ numbers, and Charles H. Blank, violinist, will

play a Largo by Gluck as an offertory selection. Because of

the length of the oratorio the service will commence at 7 in-

stead of at 7:30 o'clock, the doors of the church being opened
at 6: SO p. m. This choir will also give special Christmas
musical numbers at the morning service as follows: Organ
Prelude, Christmas Offertory (I^emmens); Sing, O Heavens,
chorus (Tours); Glory to God, quartette and chorus (Pergo-

lesi 1 ; The Birthday of a King, baritone solo and quartette

(Ueidlinger) ; Alma Virgo, soprano solo and chorus (Hum-
mel); Organ Postlude, Fugue in G Minor (Bach).

THE FLONZALEY QUARTET.

The coming of the Flonzaley Quartet is an event that has

cast so many shadows before that some might reasonably

have been a iittle skeptical when going to hear their first con-

cert, in Bechstein Hall yesterday afternoon. But for once in

a way the anticipation was not spoilt by the realization, for

these players, who have formed one combination since 1903,

are magnificent in all that goes to make for good in the per-

formance of chamber music. Their tone is at once of very

great volume—it was very remarkable in Leclair's work—of

lovely quality, and of a most peculiar uniformity, so that it

were difficult to realize precisely where one instrument ceased

and the other began in scale passages in which more than one
player took part. Their program, too, was as interesting as

the two that remain to be essayed; it included Schubert's

immortal posthumous Quartet in D minor, Mozart's in D, and
a very quaint and charming "Sonata a tre" for violins and
violoncello by Leclair. These were played with an irresist-

ible impulse, a fine virility, refinement, and a highly-polished

technique, and with a oneness of tone, tune and spirit—of en-

semble, that is—which could not conceivably be surpassed.

The first appearance was a very decided success, so that it is -

eminently satisfactory to note that further opportunities are

to be provided for hearing Messieurs Betti, Pochon, Ara, and
d'Archambeau on Friday afternoon and Tuesday evening next.

—The London Telegraph.

SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST.

A classical concert was given by the University of California

Orchestral Society, assisted by Miss May Fitz Gerald, pianist,

and the Treble Clef Choral Society, was given at Hearst Hall,

Berkeley, on Wednesday evening, December 1st, under the

direction of Paul Steindorff, with unqualified artistic success.

Tills organization has gained a great deal of prominence of

late and is being supported by a number of infiuential patrons

and patronesses associated with the University of California.

Paul Steindorfl is proving himself a most efficient director

and gives thorough satisfaction by reason of his splendid
musicianship and his ambitious energy to make a musicianly
and useful organization of the orchestral society. The pro-

gram was as follows: Overture; Marriage of Figaro (Mozart);
Sonata Appassionata (Beethoven), Miss May FitzGerald

:

Symphony No. 6 (Haydn); Andante Cantabile, quartette for

Strings, Opus 11 (Tschaikowsky), Franklin Carter, William
McKinney, A. F. De Villiers, .James de Fremry, ,Ir. ; Entr'

Acte, No. 3, from Rosaniunde (Schubert); (a) Ave Maria
(Marchetti), (b) Lullaby (Chadwick), Treble Clef; War
March of the Priests, from Athalia (Mendelssohn).

At a recent program given at the Emporium concert, Paul
Steindorff introduced a new compostion by the well-known

American composer, Richard Ferber, who resides in this city,

entitled "Waltzes—In Sunny California," which proved to be
the first performance of this work in manuscript. The work
elicited great applause, and was ijraised by the director, as
well as everyone conversant with the value of musical com-
positions.

* * *

Frederick Maurer, the well known pianist and accompanist,
has opened a San Francisco studio at 1849 Pine street, and
teaches there every Monday.

The .Junior Euterpe Club presented the cantata, "The Little

Gypsie," at Euterpe Hall in Golden Gate avenue on Friday
evening, December 3rd, with much success, under the direction
of Lloyd Gilpin. The cast of characters included Elizabeth
Davis, I^ottie Edwards, Mollie Freize, Genevieve Newman, Eu-
gene Hale and Frank Newman. The cantata was preceded
by a musical program, which was rendered by Miss Genevieve
Newman, Mi,^s Isabel Frerichs, Miss Elizabeth Davis, and Miss
Pauline Marron.

The Cecilia Choral Club, under the direction of Percy A. R.
Dow, gave a most delightful rendition of Max Bruch's dram-
atic cantata, "The Cross of Fire," at the M. E. Auditorium,
corner of California and Broderick streets, on Tuesday even-
ing, December 7th. The soloists were: Mrs. Millie Flynn
Gish. soprano; James E. Ziegler. baritone, and Walter Burck-
halter. baritone. This constituted the first concert of the
fourth season, and was evidence for the excellent progress
made by this big choral society. Through some misunder-
standing this paper was not represented on this occasion,
otherwise a more detailed report of the event would appear
in these columns.

The Oratorio "Lazarus." by .Julian Edwards, was presented
for the first time on the Pacific Coast by the Oratorio Societv
of San Rafael, under the direction of Herman Perlet. last

Sunday evening at the First Presbyterian Church. San Rafael.
The editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review attended this
event by reason of its musical importance, and a detailed re-

view will appear in next week's issue.

* • »

The San P'rancisco Choral Society, under the direction of
Paul Steindorff. will present Saint-Saens' famous oratorio,

"Samson and Delilah," after four months of careful prepara-
tion, on .January 20th. This auspicious event will take place
at Dreamland Rink with the assistance of a symphony orches-
tra of fifty competent musicians. The soloists will be Mrs
Carroll Nicholson. Leopold van der \ue. Lowell Redfield.

More particulars will apjiear in next week's ' issue of the
Musical Review.

Sherman, Clay & Co. installed a new Estey Pipe Organ
at the Hotel Del Monte recently. The official opening of this

magnificent instrument took place on Saturday. November
26th. and Dr. H. .J. Stewart presided on this occasion. The
same firm installed another Estey Pipe Organ at the mansion
of Mrs. M. S. Koshland, Washington street. Both instruments
are supplied with the wonderful automatic attachment.

* * *

The Loring Club gave the second concert of the present
season at Christian Science Hall last Tuesday evening. A de-

tailed review will appear next week.

BLANCHE ARRAL'S CAREER BEGAN AT FIFTEEN.

Alme. Blanche Arral, the French prima donna, made her
debut in the Opera Comique in Paris at the age of fifteen. The
French government recognized her merit quickly, and by the
time she was a matured artist she was placed in charge of

an operatic company which numbered about .500 persons, in-

cluding singers, musicians, stage directors, ballet, etc. This
company was sent by the government to Hanoy. in China, a
miniature reproduction of Paris and a colony established by
the French government in the interest of its own citizens in

the Chinese Empire. Three days after the close of the season
a typhoon wiped out the city. Subsequently Mme. Arral has
sung in every country in the world, excepting Africa and
South America.
She has had many vicissitudes in her wanderings from con-

tinent to continent. When she made her debut in San Fran-
cisco she did so with her face covered with a mask of lotions

and salves, applied to allay the burns acquired in an accident
while nursing her husband who had been shot. An assassin
had endeavored to rob him of certain valuable papers.
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Xew York, Dec. .'), 1909.

Dear Editor: "I am in a position wliere it is demanded of

me to speal{ tlie trutli" runs the lieading of a great newspaper,

and if that same motto were followed by the scribes we might

have different reports from the temples of art that exist in this

burg. Which remark is called forth by the glowing descrip-

tions which followed the appearance of Loie Fuller and the

Muses at the Metropolitan Opera House on Tuesday last.

That the lighting effects were wonderful, that the "niise en
scene" was a delight to the eye can not be gainsaid, and the

appreciation with which they both were received was well

merited, but I can not stomach indecency either on or off the

sta.ge, and the exhibition which was given there by the

"muses," to me, was indecent. Dancing? Terpsicore must
have writhed in her gravel That posturings of women so

scantily clothed as these were, their nudity accentuated by the

filmy gauze which attired them, constitutes art or dancing
I for one refuse to believe and I am quite sure that were the

same exhibition to be given any place but at the Metropolitan

Opera House the police would have stopped it quickly. It is

a safe prediction that the contemplated tour of this country
will never be given.

New York is suffering from a plethora of opera just at pres-

ent, according to the daily press, and we are solemnly warned
of the danger of overdoing it. It seems not to have pene-

trated the "two inches of solid ivory" that there is a popula-

tion of almost six million people to draw from here for sup-

port for amusements, and that there is a floating population,

of almost half a million continually passing through the city

which would not be content if they did not get at least one
night at the opera. Opera has been held up to ridicule so

long that the average man thinks it is something calling for

a special education, and that he can not understand it. Yet
when he hears the melodies from the operas sung or whistled
he is not slow to grasp the fact that they are pleasing to the

ear and without knowing that they are from operas,

Tuesday afternoon William Becker gave a piano recital in

Mendelssohn Hall, and was a decided success. Unfortunately
Mr, Becker is an American and his concert did not receive the
attention that some others have received here who have ex-

hibited less art and more name and also Mr. Becker wears his

hair somewhat shorter than is considered "de rigeur" by the
cognescenti, but he was a success just the same and those
who heard him will be glad to hear him again. The extremely
favorable reception that he received would amply justify him'
in appearing in a larger hall, as Mendelssohn is too small for

anything but the most intimate affairs. Unfortunately there
is no hall worthy of the name between that and Carnegie
which is too big for anything but an orchestral concert, for

which it was manifestly intended.
« V «

The Russian Symphony Orchestra gave their second con-
cert on Thursday evening and were well received. In tact,

their appearance and their playing, brass barred, was a huge
improvement on their first concert of the season. Mr. Alt-

schuler is handicapped, like every other non-endowed orches
tra, with the lack of rehearsals and the continued services of
the same men. His genius, however, is sufficient to make up
for many drawbacks, and the performance was highly deserv-
ing of the applause which he received. It was a Tschaikowsky
program from start to finish, even the arias sung by Mme.
.\ldrich, whose gracious presence and stately figure, were a
delight to the eye, sang the aria of Pique Dame in Russian
and the aria of Joan d'Arc in French (the papers erroneously
reported it as being sung in English, as it was so advertised:
doubtless few of them heard it at all). She was most heartily
encored and the public demanded more, but she very grac-
iously declined to repeat.

« « «

Mme. Carreno (don't forget the tilde) has shown that she

has lost nothing of her popularity by her two appearances
here when she was greeted by tumultuous applause. She
seems to grow in value with every appearance

Oscar Hammerstein seems to be long on trouble and short
on money. At least that is what the reports are. Y'et to be
confirmed. .Marguerite Sylva says she won't sing "second" to
anybody, and announces that she has just made up her mind
to quit and return to Europe. That is because she was cast
to sing "second" to ilary Garden in Griselidid. Well, well

—

but you know they say—anyhow she is painted tor war and
the rumor is current that she will go to the Metropolitan. I

hardly think it is probable, as they have more artists (?)

there now than they can use. and as far as Europe is con-
cerned, well, salaries are not such a luuch there as to cause
any one to take the remark seriously. As far as the only
Oscar's finances are concerned, he says that he is two mil-

lion, count 'era, two million, to the good, and who should
know better than Oscar. I guess that he is not worrying
about that part of it just now.

* * *

Friday afternoon Pepito Arriola. the wonder-child, gave a
concert at Carnegie Hall, in which he was to have been as-

sisted by Bron, another prodigy, but the latter refused to

appear as his name was not first on the program, so the
pianist went it alone, and as far as I could see had nothing
to complain of. He is a wonder and no mistake. That he is

a child in years no one who has seen him closely can deny,
and he looks much larger and aged on the scene than on the
street, where 1 first met him. A little, delicate lad, who
played with a thorough knowledge of what he was there for

and to the repeated demands of the audience gave several
encores. The crowd, as is usual, thronged down to the front

of the house as he finished and emphatically demanded more.
They got it. and finally, in clear desperation, he shut the lid

with a bang and refused to be dragged forth any more. He
impresses me with an uncanny effect, like an aged parrot who
discourses learnedly with a "wooden face," but he certainly

can make the piano talk.

Friday night Blanche Marchesi, "the distinguished inter-

preter of song" (vide advt,), gave a song recital at Mendels-
sohn. Recalling the motto at the head of this effusion I can-
not tell a lie, it was atrocious. In twenty years I do not re-

call having heard such an exaiuple of how not to sing as was
exhibited by this lady. That the mother of this performer
was a great teacher has been known the world over, and she
states that her mother advised her "never to sing on the
stage." There was and always will be a reason. How any
one could give such a performance in public and pose as an
artist is beyond me: at least it was until I read the remarks
anent the concert in the papers the next morning and then
I understood. The amazing contradictions in the two papers
which 1 happened to strike are so marked that I have in-

cluded them here:

"At Mendelssohn- Hall last night Mme. Blanche Marchesi
gave a concert of songs ranging from Mozart to Liza Leh-
mann. The concert must have come as a surprise to the

musical people of New York, being all but unannounced, and
consequently there was a very small audience to hear her.

A pity, a very great pity, for such a lesson in the art of sing-

ing as Mme. Marchesi gave is to be received only once in a
very, very long time, .\ lesson in the art of singing in its

largest sense. Those who heard her on her earlier visits did

not expect anything in the way of sheer beauty of tone, but
even in the familiar air from Mozart's 'Re pastore,' it was
amazing to note how the perfection of her style lent beaut.v

to her voice. After that it was truthfulness of interpretation

which took hold of her auditors and held them spellbound, so
that even the wonderful art of \ocalization which she em-
ployed was overlooked. Her art concealed art. Her inter-,

pretation of Bach's delightful humor in 'Patron, das luacht der
Wind.' seemed marvelous, and was marvelous; but there was
the same perfection in her singing of the old folksong, 'I'll

Give You the Keys of Heaven,' and even more in 'The Lass
with the Delicate Air,' which she interpolated. It is really

deplorable that such singing as Mme. Marchesi's should have
been heard by so few people,"—New Y'ork Tribune,

"Mme. Blanche Marchesi. who bears a name doubly hon-

orable and honored in the realm of vocal art, gave a concert
last evening in Mendelssohn Hall that had twice been post-

poned. Her listeners were few, but Mme. Marchesi's singing

is hardly for the general public: it is for a public that can
appreciate the things she can do, and is equally willing to

forego the things she cannot do. Chief among the latter is

tlie production of a beautiful tone. Mme. Marchesi's voice is
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not merely unbeautiful, it is for the most part positively ugly,
with a certain streak of commonness in some of its tones.
Nevertheless, she is in many respects a consummate artist.

What she can do in the way of interpretation, in character-
izing, and expressing the mood, the spirit of a song is often
most admirable. There is likewise much that is admirable in

her vocal art. in her phrasing, the management of the breath,
and even in the scales and the trill. Her enunciation is not
always equally good. Some of her English songs last even-
ing were not easily intelligible. Those in other languages
were more so. and. indeed, there could scarcely have been a
finer example of clear and rapid diction than in the air from
Bach's 'Phoebus and Pan.' Here was. too, the very embodi-
ment of the mocking, mirthful humor of the piece, exquisitely
presented—in everything but vocal beauty and charm, and
that, to be sure, is a good deal.

"There was a great variety of styles represented in her pro-

gram, from the sonorous dignity of the air with violin obll-

gato from Moijart's '11 Re Pastore,' the tragedy of that from
Purcell's 'Dido and Aeneas' through all the gamut of the Ger-
man Lieder iind the English and French songs. Mozart's air

was one of the least impressive things she did; for her purity
of voice, evenness and beauty of tone are essential. Nor was
there the dramatic color and potency that depend on tone in

Purcell's air. There may be well grounded doubt as to Mme.
Marchesi's conception of the delightful old English song, 'The
Keys of Heaven.' though it was in its way charmingly pre-

sented. But such matters as the air from Bach's 'Phoebus
'and Pan,' Loewe's 'Niemand hat's gesehen,' full of a con-
tagious mischievious humor, or in the wonderful picture set

forth in the Norwegian song, 'Soft Footed Snow,' absolutely
passionless, expressionless, blank, were something to rouse
the admiration of those who could appreciate what was given,

and for the moment, divest themselves of a desire for what
Mme. Marchcsi could not give."—New York Times.
The other papers ignored this concert.

The article which appeared in the Tribune is an absolute
and deliberate lie. The man who wrote it laughed at the
utter impossibility of the singer to do any sort of justice to

the music which she sang and commented audibly on the
farce but, so 1 am informed, the personal equation counts for

much here with certain people and the tullsome praise in the
article is proof sufflcient. Is it any matter for wonder that
the papers here have become discredited by the entire pop-
ulace? Can anything be more diametrically opposite than
the divergence of opinion as expressed by the two here noted?
"Even in the familiar air from Mozart's 'Re pastore' it was
amazing to note how the perfection of her style lent beauty
to her voice."—Tribune.

"Mozart's air was one of the least impressive things she
did; for here purity of voice, evenness and beauty of tone are
essential."—Times.

Read these articles and ponder, ye who would have your
eyes opened! But it is a painful subject, and let me draw the
veil.

The Volpe Symphony Orchestra gave their first concert of

the season at the Carnegie Hall this afternoon to a rousing
house filled to the door, and the warmth of the reception
must have gladdened the heart of the conductor and his sub-
scribers. That the soloist had something to do with the big
house was evident, as it was the second appearance of

Blanche Arral in this city, and she came in for a big share
of the applause. It was a very popular program submitted,
and I confess that I enthused over the results of the long and
arduous work that Volpe has had with his young men. The
numbers went with a swing and vigor that is often sadly lack-

ing in several other organizations, while the readiness and
sincerity of the musicians showed the effect of the careful
training thev had received. This organization is unique in

the fact that it is to the genius and the indefatigable industry
of one man that it exists. With a very limited subscription
and an annual deficit that there are no backers to make up.
Arnold Volpe has year after year steadily mounted the ladder
of excellence until at the present time he has no reason to

fear comparison with any of the older organizations of this
city. It was a splendid concert from start to finish and the
prolonged and hearty applause that greeted the men after
each number was proof sufficient that their work was ap-
preciated. The program was as follows: Suite—D Major
(Bach); Aria—"Divinites du Styx" (Alceste). (Gluck);
Symphony No. 4 (Beethoven); Overture, "Oberon" (Weber);
Aria from "Der Freischutz" (Weber); A Roman Carnival
(Berlioz).

Mme. Arral, who was not happy in the numbers which she
sang, not being suited to her style, scored a distinct success

just the same, as the public not having as yet identified her
with any limitations, was willing to believe that she could
sing anything, and she justified their expectations. The
classic and difficult aria from Alceste was magnificently sung
and was as well received as the more brilliant and showy
music which she sang at her first concert here, where she
revelled in coloratura arias, while she received quite a furore
of applause after the great aria from the Freyschutz or Robin
des Bois. as the French call it. Recalled again and again by
the audience, she refused to give an encore, but contented
herself with gathering up the armfuls of flowers she had re-

ceived, this cime not over the footlights.
* * *

The papers have been devoting considerable space to
(javilieri and her part in the opera of Carmen on Thursday
night. The general opinion (journalistic) is that she was too
staid for the fiery Carmen. It was with regret that I was
unable to be present, an4 can only give the general resume.
"She was no vampire," says the Sun. That may do for all,

but the American, which gave a better idea of the real Car-
men than any other of the papers. When any artiste essays
a role that some one else has played there are always the
remembrances of that artiste sticking to the garrets of the
old fogies and they can see no good in the new comer.
Cavilieri's idea of Carmen is well worthy of strong commen-
dation from every clean minded person in this city. I say
this advisedly. Not only has her performance been extreme-
ly clean and clear-cut. but it has lacked that vile, disgusting
and unwomanly commonness which made the character an
eyesore last winter at the Metropolitan. The coarse, low
type as portrayed there was sufflcient to spoil the opera foi-

ever. Carmen is not a street wanton, and while Cavilieri may
have erred on the side of too much repression, she was erring
on the right side. To any one who has lived among the
Spanish and other Latin races, and in those parts of the
globe where the cigarette girl is very much in evidence, the
character of Carmen, as it is portrayed on the stage, is gen-
erally disgusting. Therefore, all credit to Mme. Cavilieri

that she has brought back to the heroine of Prosper Merrime
the clean acting which alone should be tolerated on any
stage. If her voice was a little light for the role, we can
support that, if it goes with clean acting.

* * *

Very frequently we are regaled by sensational cables in

the papers from some until then unheard of "critics" of
Europe, regarding the impressive debut made by some
-American. As a rule the singer and the town are never
heard of again, for the simple reason that neither are of
very much importance. The latest of this kind is a wire
from "Dunkerque" (where there is a small casino for play,

dance hall, etc., etc.). stating that "Miss Bessie Bowie, of

the well-known San Franciscan family, had made a triumph-
ant debut" at the above place. This cable to the American
comes by way of Paris, and to many people the name will

mean nothing. I happen to remember it as a small sea coast
town on the border of France, a short distance from Calais.

It seems yet not to have entered the minds of Americans
that every town that can support a hall of the most unpre
tentious type, is visitetl by companies who give opera, and
truly comic opera, and operettas indifferently. It is these
companies which will put on any artiste, for at least one
night, at a price, and which enable so many ambitious stu-

dents who have the means to cable home that they have
"arrive." There is no credit to Miss Bowie or to her town
to have her making a debut at such a place. Any place in

Europe that is not visited and where "opera" is not given,

would rank with the towns here which can not support a

ten. twenty and thirty show. Europe and opera! Ah. far

past ures look green

!

As I wrote you previously, the New Theatre acoustics are
all right and there was "Much ado about nothing," which was
carried on by the papers for want of something better to

write about. 1 doubt very much if the "two inches of ivory"
which was occupying most of the boxes would know just what
"acoustics" meant if it was asked very suddenly. The truth

of the matter, and where the first fault began to be found, and
which was promptly rectified, was that the orchestra was so

hidden and smothered in by the stage that no one could he;ir

anything at all, but as soon as they were moved out a bit

and the volume of tone had a chance to expand, then the

"acoustics" began to improve. Wonderful what imagination
will do!

THE PHILISTINE.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

INCORPORATED!

Phones: Broadway ,WH. Home 2i72\

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc.. under personal

supervision of suili well-known instrvntors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Alfredo Wyid-Viteri, Juliet

von Stein. Hugo Kirchhofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

New Orleans-New York S. S. Line

THE LINE THAT CONNECTS WITH THE

Sunset Route
at New Orleans, and which you may include in your
rail ticket at no more cost than for an all-rail route

to New York.

Two sailings weekly between N'ew Orleans and
New York.

Elegant accommodations. Suites of Private Bed-
room. Parlor and Bath; Staterooms. Library. Smok-
ing Room. Baths. Promenade Decks, Excellent

Cuisine.

Make our handsome new office, Broadway and
27th streets. New York, your headquarters when
East. Our attendants will be glad to assist you in

any way possible. Have your mail addressed in

care of the office and you will receive same im-

mediately on call.

RATES—By rail to New Orleans, steamer thence
to New York, including meals and berth on steamer:

First Cabin, $77.75; Round Trip $144.40
Second Cabin, $65.75

Second Class Rail and Steerage, $61.45

W rile or see .Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot

Broadw^ay and Thirteenth Sts., Oakland

The Great

Bach Festival

Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred Wolle,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. ; : : : :

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Festival

are talcing place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1 522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND

SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.
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FOLLY of the SAN FRANCISCO
MUSICAL CLUB

Mr«. Albert Elkus, Honorary President of the Saturday

Club of Sacramento tells a few facts

Sacramento, Dec. 12. 19i)»,

Dr. WuUiier sang to probably the largest audience in the

West, almost 1200, 1100 of whom represented associate mem-
bers or their substitutes, our tickets being transferable, and
the feast spread is not permitted to be untasted owing to a

member's absence.
The "top heavy" part of our club (as the associate mem-

bership was referred to by iMiss Heath in the Call article) has

been our staff, and without it we could not have heard the

world's great ones. Also its "humbler poets" who have come
to us from the Eastern shore of our own America, each with

their own beautiful message. The musical club of your city

could have received that message had there been the right

mission, any spirit in their work. The big artists could have

been heard by them in special programs. Such wonderful

cycles as the Schubert Wintercise in its entirety, twenty-

three songs, I believe, must remain unheard by the lover and
student, on account of the box office. So many of the

Beethoven Sonatas, both the violin and piano ones, and many
others, will never come into their own, because the program
must be arranged from both the art and financial side. The
newer works must be given by the elect to be assured a hear-

ing. Recently we listened to Wilhelm Heinrich in an even-

ing of modern song, devoted to the composers, Debussy,

Whepley, Mrs. Rogers, Max Reger, Weingartner and others.

This would never have been permitted had there been a per-

centage side to the transaction. The "top heavy" side fur-

nishes the home talent with an audience and gives the artist

a welcome and appreciation such as is never forgotten. It

has enabled our club to live up to its unwritten motto, "that

the laborer is worthy of his hire." It might be of interest to

your community to know how many of the coast musicians

have met with this appreciation at the hands of this club.

Here are a list. I apologize in advance to any whom I may
inadvertently have omitted.

Misses Berglund, Williams, Jordan, Usher, Pasmore, George,

Doane, von Manderscheid, Fairweather, Ewing, Freeman, Joai;

Baldwin, Rollins, Marshall, Holladay, Anna Miller Wood;
Mesdames Nicholson, Mansfeldt, Birmingham, Elliott, Batch-

elder, Blanchard, Priest-Fine, Hughes, Scott, Neale, Lott,

Schneider, Moore, Fannie Francisca, Decker-Cox„ Nunan, Fie-

kenscher, Cushman, Hunkins, Heilbron; Messrs, Mansfeldt,

Solomon, Theo. Mansfeldt, Newell, Minetti, Savannah, Kow-
alski, Weiss, Samuels. Von der Mehden, Trainor, Wertsch, Wil-

liams, Young. Lewis, McCoy, Kopta, Ormay, E. ,1. Stark,

Demetrius, Lada, Dabney Carr, Harry Lott, Schneider, Maurer,

Wismer, Wm. Zech, Baumgartner. von Helms, .losephs, Hein-

sen, Villalpando, O'SuUivan, Steindorff, Elkus, Stewart, Ver-

dier, Koenig, Heft, Kingsley, Eaton, Fickenscher, Albert Ros-

enthal, Heilbron, Allen, Moore, Chamberlain,
A long list is it not'.' And dating only from 1901, when the

club started on its policy of larger membership and artist

days. I quote from the president's address, p\iblished by the

Musical Courier of April 10th, 1904, the closing meeting of

the third year of that policy.

"This afternoon's recital brings the eleventh season of the

Saturday Club to an end. It is incumbent upon each member
to do her utmost toward increasing the present membership,
which is larger than ever before. It is to this we are in-

debted for the brilliant evening with Schumann-Heink and

other great artists. We have had ten artist days besides, the

McCoy lectures. These, with our home days, have given us

thirty-three meetings, as compared with twelve of other

years. As dues have never been increased this shows the

value of large associate membership."
The writer speaks after an active membership of seventeen

years in this club and of sixteen years of work on the board.

This Sister Club is the art and material result of the Satur-

day Club's effort to live up to its "raison d'etre," the stimula-

tion of music in Sacramento. Now for the ethical and al-

truistic side. The club, now numbering over 1150 members,
was founded by some noble women in '93. It then num-
bered forty active and ten associate. Meetings were held

in the homes, and, of course, associate members were mainly

chosen for their capacity in possessing a home suitable for

these meetings. A spirit of exclusiveness prevailed for a

while. For about three or four years tickets were non-trans-
ferable. By this time the associate membership had been ex-
tended and meetings were held at a hall. This produced a

more American spirit, which was intermixed by making the
admission tickets transferable. Occasionally there would be
some one on the board, a "I am holier than thou" individual,
who would wish to withhold membership from an applicant
for personal reasons. One application in particular almost
disrupted the board, when arbitration tactics were employed,
and it was decided that the president and two former presi-

dents were to seek the advice of their respective husbands

—

a physician, a banker and a business man. The opinions
brought in separately were unanimous that our object was
music, not character, and the former would undoubtedly assist

the latter. Again, sisters, would it not have been kinder and
wiser to have outgrown your hall and taken a larger one, as
the club I have been citing has, than to have discriminated
against the ears of your ,Iewish sisters, while accepting or
standing ready to accept the benefit of the more talented
ones of their faith. If I know anything of the history of
your club, I feel that Miss Heath is mistaken in saying that
the club was Gentile in its foundation. It was the outcome
of the Chaminade Club which I know did not consist entirely
of "gentiles" (I may be in error about the former part of this
statement, not the latter). I am so glad the word gentile was
used, not the word Christian. The former has many mean-
ings non-.lewish among them. The latter means "exhibiting
the spirit of the teachings of Christ."

I am certain the directors already regret their action in

causing pain to their sisters. To the many friends Miss
Heath made at her two appearances here it is a cause of

regret that she was the medium chosen to deliver so unhappy
a message. Too happy a season for unkindness. All over
the world Israel is now celebrating the victory of the Macab-
beans. which took place about 150 years B. C. and preserved
.Judaism, from which sprang Christianity, and all over the
world preparations are progressing to celebrate the birthday
of the Gentle One. the "Man of Sorrows and acquainted with
Grief." Once more, directors of the San Francisco Musical
Club, you have made a mistake, but sometimes mistakes make
for progress.

It was the "top heavy" part of the Saturday Club which
brought to California that pensive genius. Edward MacDowell,
and the coast is indebted to it for that. More top-heaviness
would bring ether composers to us, and Rachmaninoff, Cham-
inade, Liza Lehmann and Busoni would not need to return

-to their liomes without seeing this great State. The object

of all music clubs should be educational and should breathe
inspiration from Him who said. "Suffer little children to come
unto ine."

MRS. ALBERT ELKUS.

THE SHU BERTS' ALL-STAR TOUR—With a company con-
taining as iirint'ipals Lew Fields, Frank Daniels, Sam Ber-

nard, Eddie Foy, .lames T. Powers. Andrew Mack, William
Norris, Louise Gunning, Lulu Glaser, Blanche Ring, and Mai-
guerite Clark, and with a chorus including Flora Parker, Elsa
Ryan, Hattie Lorraine, Harriet Standon, Daisy Duraont, Edith
Decker, Florence Martin, Clara Palmer, Winnie O'Connor,
Gertrude Darrel and others of equal standing, the Shuberts
have made known their intention of undertaking a spring tour
all the way to the coast, playing in all the principal cities eu
route in which the firm controls houses, in order, so the an-

nouncement reads, that theatre-goers throughout the country
may observe "a supreme and indisputable demonstration of

Shubert supremacy in the world of theatrical producing" and
to "stamp out the last vestige of any time-worn superstition

that the amusements of this country are, or can be. in the

hands of one group of men."

The medium in which the all-star group of Shubert players

will appear will be one of the comic opera classics, which will

serve for the first part of the entertainment. The second por-

tion will consist of a series of scenes in which each player

will be seen in an episode from the play with which he or she
is most intimately identified. The first appearance will be

made at one of the Shuberts' N'ew York houses, probably the

Broadway Theatre, after which dates will be played in Bos-

ton, Philadelphia, Washington and Baltimore, and the other

principal cities on the way to the coast. For such an all-star

attraction regulation all-star prices, with ?5 the figure for the

best seats, will prevail,—New York Dramatic Mirror.

The big pipe organ for the St. .John's Presbyterian Church
of Berkeley has just arrived and is being set up by the Filers

Music Company.
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WILLIAM F. ZECH, musical director

Tht Zfch Orchestra Rehearses Every Monday Evenine

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 20 I 6 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

The Institute of Musical Art Mackenzie cordon

FACULTY
Mrs. Richard Rees - Vocal Mr. William Hofman Violin

Mr. E. N. Knight - Vocal Mr. Gyula Ormay - Piano

Mr. Albert W. Nielson - Violoncello

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone, Park 5175

PUPILS RECEIVED BY APPOINTMENT

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE "DOUILLET. T>ean. SAN JOSE, CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages of literary studies free of charge.

Send for Catalogue.

Board and room at moderate prices

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jos© California.

Appropriate Gifts
for Musical People

Music Rolls and Bags

Musical Literature
The following are a few of the many

titles we carry in stocl^:

Lessons is Musical History hy Fillmore

Life of Beethoven by Schindler

Life of Schumann hy Von IVasielws^i

Descriptive Analysis of Piano Works
•Perry

A History of Opera by Elson

The Art of Singing
by ^etrazzini and Caruso

The Etudes of Life by Winn

Benj. Curtaz & Son
113-117 Kearny Street San Francisco

Teacher of Singing

TENOR
In all its branches from the rudiments of lone fonnation to

the highefl finish and Completion of Public Singing

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

By Appointment Only
Telephone: West 457

JOSEPH GREVEN
Voicff Culture for Singing and Speaking

Concert, Oratorio anrj Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 EtJdy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

Joaquin S. Wanrell
BASSO

CANTANTE
VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING

Perfefl Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's, Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION, PIANO, HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French, German, Musical History and Sight Reading in progress. Practice
lessons with specially coached accompanists may be arranged for—also by non-students
oftheschool. Studio, 818 Grove St , near nilmort. Tel. Park 1 069,
In Berkeley Tuesday, 252 I Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at Snell
Seminary.

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church, Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough Bldg.. Oakland Home Studio, 1117 Paru St. Alameda
Telephone Alameda 155

Tlitx RAfiffifTAf CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
1 lie LICl 111^CI Established 1896

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete
Musical Education—Piano. Theory, and Composition: Voice (Italian Method),
Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students; Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

Watch for

Holiday Edition
Ready for Mailing

December 25, 1909

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
Phone WEST 5972 C S. BONELIvI, DirectOT Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.
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MUSIC IN SEATTLE

Seattle, Wash., Dec. 1st, 1909.

Today was a banner day for Seattle in music, for Fritz

Kreisler was here in the plenitude of his powers, being well

accompanied by our symphony orchestra, now grown to sixty

players. The program was as follows: Overture, "Sakuntala"
(Goldmark); Concerto for Violin, Opus 61 (Beethoven); I.

Allegro me .ion troppo. 11. Larghetto, III. Rondo, Fritz Kreis-

ler; Symphony in D major (B and H No. 2). (Haydn); 1.

Adagio—Allegro, II. Andante, 111. Menuetto-Allegro, IV. Al-

legro Spiritoso; Violin Soli— (a) "Humoresque" (Dvorak), (b)

"Air Russe" (Wieniawski), Fritz Kreisler; Symphonic Poem—"Les Preludes" (Liszt).

Mr. Hadley conducted with his usual exact beat and vigor,

which is just the kind of treatment a new orchestra needs.

The program, however, was too long. The overture, although

very beautiful, and marked an epoch upon its first presenta-

tion, is too long for a program, including both concerts and
symphony, and a lot more besides. The themes are interest-

ing and episodes frequent. The wood wind did some great

work. We have an excellent wood and first violin section.

Six or eight more violins, two violas and two cellos are needed
to give fullness and richness.
- Fritz was in his usual good form. What a tone! and what
finish and conception of the work. It has been many years

since I have heard this concerto. So much has been written

about Kreisler that it would be superfluous for me to add to

what has been said. He is equally good in the severe concerto

or in the lighter "Humoresque" and "Air Russe," and, of

course, he was encored in the extreme. The wood wind put

in some very fine touches in accompaniments. Come again

and often, Fritz. It was good to hear from old "Papa
Haydn." Staid champion of the old clear cut style; such deli-

cate tripping of the strings and fanfares of the trumpets.

He was fond of the flute and string quartet writing, but not

very strenuous with the horns. Good on drum effects. In

"The Preludes" we listen to a totally different master. Sounds
wierd, unconventional, with winding themes and dreamy "de-

lights of happiness," tempest and confusion followed by

"sweet calm," and ending with the trumpets calling to arms.

Mr. Hadley is getting hold of our people and the audience

showed its appreciation by its size and enthusiasm. The so-

ciety will spend about $50,000 upon these concerts this year,

which sounds well for the young city of the northwest. A
finance committee of our best financiers, a board of trustees

of thirty or more, eleven boxes are taken, and there are

some two hundred and fifty subscribers. In my text letter I

will speak of the membership of the orchestra.
* * *

Mr. Hinlin gives a recital, presenting his advanced pupils.

I will give a few recital programs from time to time, to show
what our teachers are doing here and how we compare with

San Francisco and other California cities.

Duet, "1 Feel Thy Angel Spirit" (Graben-Hoffman), Miss
Lynch, Mr. Graham; (a) "Caro Mio Ben" (Massenet), (b)

Aria from "II Re de Lahore" (Massenet), Mr. Graham; "Sing
On" (Denza), Miss Maizie Martz; (a) "Rose in the Bud"
(Dorothy Foster), (b) "Songs My Mother Taught Me" (Anton
Dvorak), Miss Beatrice Archambeau; (a) "Come Over the

Sea .Beloved" (Percy Elliot), (b) "As Through the Streets"

("La Boheme"), (Puccini), Miss Alice Lynch; Song Cycle

for Soprano and Baritone—"On Jhelum River" (Amy Finden),
Miss Lynch and Mr. Graham; (a) Duet, "Jhelum Boat Song,"
(b) Soprano solo, "Ashoo at Her Lattice," (c) Baritone solo.

"Only a Rose," (d) Duet, "Kingfisher Blue"; Aria from "Mad-
ame Butterfly" (Puccini), Miss Marguerite Fry.

Hinlin studied in Italy and fitted himself for opera, but for

several reasons decided to limit his appearances to the con-

cert and church. His teaching is having a telling effect.
* * *

Dr. Ludwig Wullner and Coenraad V. Bos will be here the

17th, and expectation runs high.

Mme. Freda Langendorff was here last Monday evening.
A fine program and beautifully rendered.

* * *

Our Columbia College of Music has done much for Seattle,

but like the proverbial conservatory gets little credit tor it.

More about that later. Here is a type of their concerts, and
played by artists of the first water. What more do you want?
The recital was given by Mr. Louis Dimond, pianist, and Mr.

Max Donner, violinist, with the assistance of Mr. Brooks
Parker, flutist. The following is the program:
Sonta for violin and piano, G minor (Tartini), Mr. and Mrs.

Donner; Flute solo, "Fantasia Hongrois" (Dopplcr), Mr.
Brooks Parker; Violin solo, "Symphonique Variations" ( Boell-

man-Donnerl. Mr. Donner; Piano solo— (a) "Ballade." A flat

'Chopin), (b) Sextette, "Lucia" (Leschetizky ), by request,

for left hand alone. Mr. Dimond; Sonate for violin and piano.

Opus 10.J, A minor (Schumann), Mr. and Mrs. Donner.
In my next I will treat of our Sunday Popular Concerts.

Seattle. December 8th, 1909.

Last Sunday afternoon the Seattle Symphony Orchestra
gave one of its popular concerts. The soloist on this occasion
was Madame Mary Louise Clary, one of the best known and
most efficient contralto soloists of the Northwest. She is the

possessor of a big, warm voice of much penetration and vol-

ume, and her interpretation reveals the thorough artist.

Madame Clary's musicianship is thorough in every respect,

for she has not only devoted time and study to the exposition

of the vocal art, but has mastered with equal facility the

intricacies of piano, organ and cello playing. The complete
program on this occasion was as followfs: Military March
(Franz Schubert); Overture. Poet and Peasant (Suppe);
Aria from orchestral suite in D (Bach); Selection from
Madame Butterfly (Puccini); "ErI King" (Franz Schubert),
orchestration by Henry Hadley, Mme. Mary Louise Clark;

.

Three Dances from Shakespeare's Henry VIII (German);
Ballet Music Malaquena from "Boabdil" (Moskowski).

The march was interpreted with a great deal of martial

spirit, delicately phrased especially in the wood wind pas-

sages. In response to an encore Mendelssohn's ever popular

"Spring Song" was rendered. A stirring reading of the fa-

miliar "Poet and Peasant Overture" was given, and it is not

unlikely that the majority of the members of the orchestra

could play this work by heart, owing to the frequency of its

presentation. As an encore. Moszowsky's Serenade in F was
played with much success. The Bach Aria could have been
presented with more breadth and deliberation, which was
somewhat marred by a too hasty reading on the part of the

first violins. The selection from Madame Butterfly was so

graphically interpreted that it affected us as if the human
reincarnation of this fluttering creature was flapping its multi-

colored wings in the concert hall with the abandon of

carefree people such as the same composer so happily de-

lineates in "La Boheme." We were under the spell of the

gracefully undulating themes and well extended periods, the

startlingly abrupt changes, twisting motives and almost bar-

barian cadences.

Henry Hadley revealed his musicianship in his orchestral

arrangement of Schubert's "Erl King." bringing out the mas-
sive themes with unctuous emphasis and forming a most de-

lightful background to the vocal painting presented by the

soloist. There was a general demand for encores throughout
the concert and Madame Clary received her well learned

share. She gave an encore with harp accompaniment, but

owing to lack of opportunity in tuning the instrument this

number lost something of its effect. Miss Nordhoff. the harp-

ist, is establishing a splendid reputation for herself, and it

is to be hoped that she will soon be asked to play a solo at

one of these concerts. German's Henry VIII Dances and
Moszkowski's Boabdil Ballet music closed the program, amid
an enthusiastic applause that approached the nature of an

ovation.
* Sf *

Last Monday evening. December 6th. the Seattle Clef Club

gave its monthly dinner at the Sorrento Hotel and elected

the following officers to serve during the ensuing term: Ed-

mund J. Myer. president; Dr. F. A. Palmer, vice-president;

F. F. Beale. secretary; David Scheetz Craig, treasurer; Ger-

ard Tonning. Franz Boyd Wells and Karl Schwerdtfeger. ex-

ecutive committee. The following musicians were accepted

as members: A. F. Venino. pianist; Claude Madden, violin-

ist; Thomas Ryan, vocalist; Henry T. Hanlin, vocalist; Max
Donner, violinist; J. S. von Hiller. teacher, and W. G. Rey-

nolds of Tacoma, organist and composer. Five associate

members, prominent in business circles in Seattle, were
elected. After the dinner the club adjourned to the music

room and listened to Gerard Tonning playing his third noc-

turne and his impromptu. Claude JIadden played his own
Barcarolle and Berceuse Russe. accompanied by Mr. Tonning.

Arthur Willis, accompanied by Dr. Bonner, sang "My Hope is

in the Everlasting." Max Donner. with Louis Dimond. played

his own sonata for violin and piano, op. 40. The next dinner

will be held at the Sorrento January 8th.

JAS. HAMILTON HOWE.
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THE

Piano Center
OF SAN FRANCISCO

(•ill- jiical new slorc. i:!.' l.")."'. Kcariiv and lilT-lil'") Suiter sirci't,

iiia.v consisteiilly be ealle<l Tlie I'iaiKi ('eiUer ol' San Franeiseo,

or, lor tliat ma Her, of llie I'acitie Coast; not only becanse of its

central location, bnt because tliis store has become the objecti\e

]ioint of the most ci-itical piano bn.vei-s of the \\'est.

The bnsiness of Tiie Wiley I>. Allen Co. has been bnilt and de-

veloped upon the belief that the Imyin^' public apju-eciates honest

values, meritorious pianos, and a frank, straightforward uietliod

of piano selling' that ]iermits of no misrei)resentation, no dece])-

tive |irize schemes or guessing contests, the object of which is to

exploit cheaj) and low-grade jiianos at exorbitant prices.

Our business consists wholly of selling ]>ianos and talking ma-
chines at prices which represent their actual values and that are

more reasonable, ^^hen quality is considered, than can be found
elsewhere in the ^^'est. We sell on the one-price system ex-

clusively. Therefore, each and every buyei- knows that lie has

bought at the lowest possible figure.

The ]irotection and the satisfaction of each indi\ idual <iislomer

is the underlying princi]ile of our business and the foundation of

the remarkable growth and snci'ess of our House. Our interest

does not cease when the sale is uuide. We consider the transac-

tion closed only when we know that the piauo has proved its

worth in the hand.s of the buyer.
< 'ourte.sy and consideration toward all visitors is one of the

characteristics of every employe of our House, and e\'ery effort

I'or the furtherance of the buyer's interest is freely given.

Hrietiy, the jiolicy of our House is outlined above. Our stock

of ])ianos, player-])iauos and talking machines is the largest, the

most carefully select(Ml, on the Coast. Therefore, as a jjrospec-

tive purchaser, it is to your interest to call before a final selection

of your piano is made. Our easy payment plan will greatly
jilease you.

Ar/v>^^^: f^iy^rs/o^
Victor TalKing MacHines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,
Stockton, Phoenix, .\riz.: Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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Oakland, December 12, I'M'.).

Ever since Mr. Greenbauni began making ventures in con-
certs on this side of the bay—and grateful have we been for

his consideration of us—it has been necessary for teachers to

omit the lessons of an afternoon in order to take advantage
of offerings 30 prepared. Teachers over here are just as busy
as their San Francisco colleagues, and cannot postpone an
afternoon's lessons to another time, because there is no other
time I Every day has its full complement of duties. It has
therefore been a rather expensive matter for us to hear the
great people whom Mr. Oreenbaum has sent to us. Most of
these need the setting a theatre affords; a small hall would
not furnish the proper relative positions of audience and ar-

tist, and the more robust of the players and singers would
find themselves at great disadvantage thereby. No theatre
can be secured for evening concerts, it is said. The Orpheus
Club must have some special arrangement with the Liberty
managers, for the concerts of that club are always held in the
evening and in the Liberty Theatre.

If teachers feel that they cannot lose a number of lessons
each week— to speak only in passing of the bad effect of ir-

regular lessons upon pupils—the teachers cannot set the ex-

ample of afternoon concert-going, and students will therefore
very likely stay away from those same concerts.
What is needed in Oakland is a building containing many

well-equipped studios for musicians, and a large, well-ap-

pointed hall for concerts. But Oakland has had this impera-
tive need for a good many years.

The recital given last Tuesday evening at Ebell Hall by
Miss Ruth Waterman, contralto, was well attended and very
successful from an artistic view. The singer was at her best,

and gave evidence not only of the fine work of her instruc-

tor. Mrs. Carroll Nicholson, but of her own cleverness and
musicianship, as might have been expected. The program
has been given twice in the Review, and will be remembered.
Her group of German songs was particularly well received,

and she was called back to the stage after it.

Though Miss Waterman's voice is of the sombre quality of

the genuine contralto, it yet was heard to advantage in songs
of all sorts. In the Nymphs and Fauns she sang with ex-

treme lightness and delicacy, and while it is true that she is

not at her most grateful task when singing works of that

character, at least gayety in interpretation is well within her
power. She has proven herself, at any rate, an able and ac-

complished singer. Miss Susan Waterman accompanied de-

lightfully.

Signor de Grass! was received with high enthusiasm, and
he played like the assured artist he is. The audience recalled
him more than once. When his fame has gone around the
world—as some day it bids fair to do—we shall be glad we
have heard him in this year of our Lord. Frederick Maurer
accompanied with admirable skill. I believe he always plays
for the violinist. Indeed, one thinks of these two together as
one thinks )f Damon and Pythias, or a cup and saucer, or
treble and bass!

Kreisler is to play a concert next Friday at Ve Liberty.
He is one of the artists for whom we put aside our work, and
pretend that lessons are better omitted than given.

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup is to be the soloist of the
Loring Club concert tomorrow night. Mrs. Northrup will

sing the solo part in the arrangement of Noel (Adam), which
the club will sing, and will also present two groups of songs.
A violin composition of Fredrick Maurer will be played by
Bother Wismer at this same concert.

Tomorrow evening the Orpheus Club, Edwin Dunbar Cran-
dall, director, will give its Christmas concert.

Mrs. .losephine .\ylwin will present her piano pupil. Miss

Hazel Webb, in a well-arranged program tomorrow evening
at Unity Hall, Berkeley. The pianist will be assisted by Mrs.
Carolyn Crew Rasor in two songs by Richard Strauss and the
new song, "Possession," by Clough-Leighter. Mrs. Rasor has
been much in demand for concert work since her return from
the South.

Last Thui-sday evening the ("ecilia Choral Club, Percy A.

R. Dow, director, gave its (Miristmas concert under the aus-

pices of t^nity Club, at the Oakland Unitarium Church. The
one hundred and thirty voices gave Max Bruch's cantata.

"The Cross of Fire," and the soloists were Mrs. Nellie Flynn
Gish, .James T. Teigler and Walter Bruckhalter. The concert
was a successful one.

« « *

Mr. Dow announces a concert of his vocal pupils, assisted

by violin and cello pupils of Arthur Weiss, for December 17th.

Mrs. .Josephine Caverly, contralto; Mr. .August Carson, tenor,

and Mr. Osborne Wilson, violoncellist, will give the program.
The place is Maple Hall, and the admitance is by invitation.

Mr, Alexander Stewart is organizing, in connection with his

violin school, a class in harmony, to be directed by Edward
F. Schneider. The class is open to all music students, and it

is likely many will avail themselves of the opportunity. The
lesson hour of a piano student is all too short for the piano
lesson itself, although certain hints of harmony must always
be entertained. A class like this, the cost of tuition in which
is not high, should appeal to all students of piano, and, I

should be sure, of voice as well.

ELIZABETH WESTG.ATE.

NOVELTY THEATER
O'FARRELL AND STEINER

Fritz Kreisler
VIOLINIST

This Sunday Afternoon Dec. 1

9

Seats, $2.00, $ 1 .50. $ 1 .00 General Admission $ 1 .00

Box Office Sunday at Theatre Phone 'West 199

COMING MME. SEMBRICH

Nnit (irphntm
O'FARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and Po
Phone Douglas 70

Salfsl and Most Majnlficfnt Theatre in Am,:nca.

Week Beginnine This Sunday .Aflernoon—MATINEE EVERY DAY

ORPHEUM ROAD SHO>V
Diteaion MARTIN BECK

La Titcomb. "The Singer on Horseback"; Ida O'Day in

".\ Bit of Old Chelsea"; "A Night in a .Monkey .Music

Hall," presented by Maud Rochez; Melville and Higgins;
Hyman .Meyer; Fay, two Coleys and Fay; Carl Nobel;
Orpheum Motion Pictures; Harry Fox and Millership Sis-

ters.

Evening Pricei: 10c, 25c. 50c and 75c. Box Seats $1.00

Matinee Prices: (Elxcept Sundays and Holidays) 10c, 25c. 50c.

SEATS ON SALE TWO WEEKS IN ADVANCE

"

ISiP^
McAllister
Near MARKET
PHONE M.ARKET 130

This Saturday Afternoon and Evemns Las) Times of " KING DODO " 1

Beginninir Sunday Eyenins. December IQ - One Week Only—Matinees. Thurs. and Sal..

COHAN and HARRIS Pre«-nl Geo. Cohan's Greatest of all Musical Triumphs

45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY
A whirlwind of music, fun, songs and girls. 50 People in the Cafl.

The Play that Impresses all America.

Niehls and Saturday Matinee—25c to $1 .50. Thursday Matinee— 50c and 75c.

Seats on Sale at the Theatre and Emporium

Next: EZRA KENDALL in "The Vinegar Buyer."
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Even a ^m^ttixitt, Baby Grand
is not too much for Christinas stockings if

supphed by Eilers Music Company, the
New Method Piano Store

Sp^CG;—not much more than
required for an upright.

X riCGl—not much more than
that of an high-grade upright.

See a superb new style in
select mahogany, $838
An exquisite Louis XV Art
Design, $1,025
Cash or Easy Payments

Eilers Bldg., 975 Market St., S. F.

557 12th St., Oakland
and in ever>' other important Pacific Coast City
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MUSICAL IMPORTANCE OF LOS ANGELES—Julian .John-

son, the niusiiiil editor of the Los Angeles Times, says sev-

eral most ijerlinent tilings in his interstiug column of last

Sunday's paper. We take the liberty of quoting part of Mr,
Johnson's remarks:
No greatei' testimonial to the increased importance of Los

Angeles as a Southwestern musical center can be shown than
the truly mighty figures of the new season's symphony pat-
ronage, the favor accorded Dr. Wullner, the responsive audi-
ence which welcomed Hamlin and the virtual capacity house
when one of our musical clubs has an evening, Los Angeles
is forging ahead in music at a pace proportionate with her
advance in other lines. Her audiences are becoming more
keenly cultured; they are critical; they demand, and when they
receive they appreciate. Formerly we hailed stars and great
names alone. Today, while the great name naturally "draws"
better than the unknown, we are beginning to patronize art
for itself alone. We are beginning to l<now what is good.
Our people are not getting all their musical infoimation from
the billboards and advance adverti.sement.'i.

Mr. Johnson iu the above remarks tells nothing but the

absolute tacts. Los Angeles, in many respects is superior to

San Francisco in its genuine love for music. We do not meai\

to say that the citizens of Los Angeles individually are more
musically cultured or are more eager to take advantage of

musical education, but we certainly are of the opinion that

local organi/alions, local artists and local events find readier

patronage on the part of the public than they do in San Fran-
cisco, As Mr, Johnson points out in another part of his ar-

ticle, this spontaneous support of musical enterprises is due
to co-operation on the part of the musicians as well as the

public, and if we could get in San Francisco a few people who
would be willing to lead a movement toward co-operation of

forces, the city could exercise an immense influence in mat-
ters musical in this country,

* * *

Another proof of Los Angeles' gradual advance in musical
importance may be gathered from an article in the Los An-
geles Herald of last Sunday, which reads:
There seems to be no reasonable doubt that at last symphony

concerts have come into their own in Los Angeles, the second
of this season, which was given Friday in Temple Auditorium,
calling forth an audience which filled the big house and occu-
pied almost every seat from orchestra to top balcony. Second
in importance to the glad surprise of the big audience was the
entusiastlc endorsement given George Hamlin, and his wonder-
ful artistry, Mr. Hamlin, whose voice is best suited for recital
work, labored under the disadvantage of trying to fill Temple
Auditorium, and in his strenuous efforts to make good differed
with the orchestra several times as to key, but his hearers
forgave this and demanded hi.s appearance again and again,
until he acknowledged his thanks with two encores.
The big number of the orchestra program was Beethoven's

Third Symphony, of interest chielly on account of its presenta-
tion by Mr. Hamlin and this orchestra. The beautiful second
movement was exquisitely given. The Overture to the "Ruins
of Athens" (Beethoven), and the Bacchanale from Saint-Saens'
Samson and Delilah completed the instrumental number. Ar-
nold Krauss. violinist, is announced as soloist for the next
symphony. January 7th, for which the following numbers have
been arranged; First Symphony in G minor (Tschaikowsky )

;

Tone Poem, "Finlandia" (Sibelius); Concert for Violin (Tschaik-
owsky); Suite—"Edviisses Caucassiennes" (Ippolitow-Ovanow),

It will be observed from the above quotations from the Los
Angeles Times and Herald that in Los Angeles big houses
were in attendance at the Hamlin concerts, the Wullner con-

certs and the symphony concert which took place during a

period of two weeks. And yet we hear some people say that

it was a mistake to bring two artists like Wullner and Hamlin
so close together, when San Francisco did not have a sym-
phony concert to support and Los Angeles had these two
artists just as close together. The answer is simply that the

San Francisco people must be made better acquainted with

the artists before they arrive here. In Los Angeles Mr.
Behyraer announces all his artists in his literature of the

Philharmonip Course, thus giving his people an opportunity

to know every artist who comes there long ahead of time.

If Eastern managers would announce their artists throughout
the year in this paper the result would be altogether different

and we are going to prove it with two or three artists this

season.
ALFRED METZGER.

The Woman's Lyric Club opened its sixth season Friday
night before an audience of invited friends in Simpson Audi-
torium, giving as usual a well rendered and excellent program,
Harry Cirard, soloist of the evening, presented two groups of
baritone soloso, the first being Wallace's "Freebooter ballads"
and the second three old songs, "Still a sthe Night" (Bohm),
"Love the Peddler" ((ierman), and by request, Tosti's "Good-
Bye," Mr, Girard's numbers were enthusiastically received
and he responded also to an encore.
The clnb numbers were well rendered, especially "The Fate

of Prince Kiyo" by Hadley, in which the leading roles were
happily presented by Miss Helen Axe Brown and Miss Maude
Hazel Baker, members of the club. After Mrs. W. H. Jami-
son's tender little "Awakening" was sung by the club the
coni|)oser was called for and received the applauded congrat-
ulations of both her sister club members and the audience.
Other ensemble numbers were "Carmena" (Wilson), "By
Babylon's Wave" (Gounod), "A Southern Lullaby" (Wheeler),
and "In Fair Seville" (PierUe).—Los Angeles Herald.

• • •

The Gamut Club is preparing the surprise of the year for
friends and the Los Angeles public generally, in the presenta-
tion of an original musical comedy, which is to be given the
evenings of January ,t, 6, 7 and 8 in the club theatre. Said
comedy, which was written by Gamuters, is to be performed,
sung and danced by members of the brotherhood, and has for
its basis the municipal band commission and the newly elected
city officials, who will have been duly seated by the first of
the year. The cast is "all-star professional," and there will be
seventy-five persons on the stage. Harry Girard is stage man-
ager, and Henry Schoenfeld, a musician of international re-

nown, will conduct the orchestra of fifty pieces, which has a
prominent part in the comedy. With Ludwig Wullner as spe-
cial guest. Gamut Club members enjoyed the monthly lunch-
eon and smoker Wednesday evening in the club rooms on
Hope street. The club honored itself by making Dr. Wullner
an honorary member, and in token of the new relationship
presented him with I he club emblem, a stein.—Los Angeles
Herald.

Charles Farwell Edson, president of the Gamut Club, has
been appointed a member of the public school music commit-
tee. National Federation of Music Clubs. Other members of

the committee are Mrs. Frances Clark, supervisor of music,
Milwaukee, Wis,; Mrs. W. H. Loomis, Grand Rapids, Mich,;
Prof. Charles Farnsworth, Teachers' College. Department of
Music, Columbia University, New York; Miss Adelaid Carman,
School for the Blind, Indianapolis, Ind.—Los Angeles Herald.

During the editor's last visit to Los Angeles he had the
good fortune to attend the first concert of the fifth season of
the Orpheus Club at Simpson Auditorium on Monday evening,
December 6th. The Auditorium was crowded from pit to gal-

lery and the enthusiasm of the listeners was continuous and
genuine. Under the direction of Joseph P. Dupuy. the club
really rendered a most artistic program in a manner revealing
much adaptation to musicianly reading of meritorious choral
works. I have heard very few male choruses that sing with
that delightful precision, that uniformity of pitch, that spon-
taneity of attack, and above all that purity of enunciation
which the Orpheus Club of Los Angeles reveals at its con-

certs. Both the club and its director have the satisfaction to

claim that tbey contribute a great deal toward the advance-
ment of musical culture in their community, for here Dr.

Wullner was particularly understood, as such men as Mr,
Dupuy and such choruses as the Orpheus Club had paid great
attention to the purity of enunciation and the gracefulness
of phrasing long before Dr, Wullner came to them with his

declamatory art. It was indeed a pleasure for me to listen

to the Orpheus Club,
The soloist on this occasion was Mrs, Stanley Ross Fisher,

who possesses a delightfully clear soprano voice. In timbre as
well as in graceful pliancy, Mrs. Fisher's voice is indeed re-

markable. She studied with much advantage and gives evi-

dence of thorough musicianship by reason of an intelligent

reading of any composition she choses for interpretation. The
other soloist was Will Garroway. a pianist, who played Mac-
Dowell's Concert Etude with ready digital facility and rather
tiipid emotional conception. The program, the rendition of

which proved a great credit to the club as well as to Mr.
Dupuy, its director, was as follows;

Part I,—Ave Maria (N. Von Wilm), the Club; (a) Cavatine
et air, from the Opera O'Edipe a Colone, 1787 (Sacchini), (b)

Trahison (Chaminade), Mrs, Stanley Ross Fisher; The Tear
(Witt), the Club; Concert Etude, op, 36 (McDowell), Mr, Will

Garroway; The Devastating Storm (Paul Bliss), the Club.

Part II.—Annie Laurie (Dudley Buck), the Club; The Image
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of the Rose (Reichardt), Mr. Leroy Jepson and the Club:

Wistfulness (J. Lewis Browne), the Club; (a) I'm Wearin'
Awa Jean (Foote). (bl Laddie (ITeidlinger), (c) After (Elgar),

Mrs. Stanley Ross Fisher; Winter Song (Bullard), incidental

solo by Mr.'chas. W. Hatch, the Club.

The officers and active members of the Orpheus Club are:

Mr. L. J. Selby, president; Mr. O. F. Tallman, vice-president;

Mr. Elmer F. Marsh, secretary; Mr. A. .1. Stinton, treasurer;

Mr. H. Everett Charlton, librarian. Active Members: First

Tenor—O. F. Tallman. Dr. G. G. Miller, Leroy Jepson, Wni.
Bradley Scheer, Franklin Power, Richard P. Ronan, Will T.

.Jibbott, H. Everett Charlton, Harry S. Bell, Walter E. Lord.

Second Tenor—E. P. F^merson, Robert H. .-Vrbury, A. J. Stin-

ton, Richard W. Case, Roy Charlton, \Vm. B. Stringfellow, J.

L. Brown, L. J. Selby, James P, Myers, Ed. M. Elliott. First

Bass—Charles W. Hatch, H. F. Stevens. Emerson Knight, Bert
Steck, Charles F. Stetson. Norman B. Seabrook, Orville C.

Howland, F. L. Berkholz, H E. Rice, Leo P. Bergin. Second
Bass— H. C. Cronkhite, C. P. Lougwell, Roy J. Dodge, Clyde
McCoy, S. B. Cooke, Frank D. Dunwell, Dudley T. Chandler.
Elmer F. Marsh, George R. Duncan, Verner .A. Campbell. E. A.

Collins,

A most instinctive and intelligent program was given by
Mrs, Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss before the public school children

of Los Angeles at Simpson -Auditorium on Thursday afternoon,
December 2d. The program had as its title "Nature Stories
Told in Melody," and included as subjects songs on Birds,

Blossoms, Seasons and the Elements. Its purpose was to

serve as an elementary program which was to prepare the
children to listen to heavier works in the future. Among the
Bird songs Mrs. Dreyfuss included; Hark, Hark, the Lark
(Schubert), The Swan (Grieg), The Blue Bird (Zerbe), The
Cuckoo (Peycke). Among the Blossom songs were: Daisies
(Manney), The Lost Roses (Speaks), Smiles (Peycke). The
Seasons included: Grieg's .Autumnal Gale, and the Elements
were represented by The Wind (Spross), Snowflake (Cowen)
and April Rain (Speaks). Mrs. Dreyfuss, in a few simple and
intelligible remarks, explained to the children in a few words
the theme of the songs, personalities of the composers and
the significance of the compositions. It was certainly a most
valuable educational event. Mrs. Dreyfuss was assisted by
Wenzel Kopta, the famous Bohemian violinist, whom the chil-

dien gave a most impressive ovation, calling him back again
and again. He played Elegie (Nesvera) and Cascade (Kont-
ski). The Zephyr (Hubay). and Mountain Echoes (Kopta).
Mrs. Hennion Robinson was the accompaniste.

Mrs. Dreyfuss sang the above program of nature songs be-

fore the San Bernardino Woman's Club with much success and
on December 21st the well-known contralto will sing a Christ-

mas program at a reception to be given by Mrs. Homes at the
Ebell Club Hall in Los Angeles.

Harley Hamilton has not only succeeded to bring the Los
Angeles Symphony Orchestra up to a plane where it repre-
sents one of the leading organizations in the far West, but
he is rapidly succeeding in making something musically im-
portant out of the Los Angeles Municipal Band. The pro-

grams are all exceedingly artistic and no trash is permitted
to be played. In this manner the public of Los Angeles does
not hear anything but good music, and is in a position to

appreciate the best works. It is perhaps owing to this suc-

cess of the Municipal Band that the symphony concerts are
better attended this season than they ever were before, and
Mr. Hamilton, as well as L. E. Behymer, are entitled to the
proper credit. A. M.

V*

A New Record by

The Treble Clef Club, under the direction of Paul Stein-
dorff, gave a concert at Lyric Hall on Tuesday evening, Nov.
30th, which proved to be as brilliant a success as the previous
events of this organization reported in this paper on several
occasions. Mr. Steindorff is certainly bringing this club to a
standard of efficiency which is decidedly praiseworthy, and we
hope to be able to record many luore successes of this rapidly
advancing chorus of efficient singers. The program was as
follows: "Song of the Reapers," from "Prometheus" (Fr.

Liszt) ( Treble Clef Club; Mezzo-Soprano Solo—".My Heart at

Thy Sweet Voice" (from "Samson and Delilah"), Mrs. Byron
McDonald; "Summer Night" (H. Hofmann), Treble Clef Club;
Baritone Solo—"Hydrias the Cretan" (J. W. Elliott), C. A.
Larson; (a) "Oh: Tell It Her" (William Rees), (b) "Oh!
Pretty Red-lipp'd Daisy (J. B. Wekerlin), (c) "Rose Waltz"
(M. Peuschel), Treble Clef Club; Violincello Solo, Miss Marie
Sherwood; 'The Snow" (Edward Elgar), violin accompani-
ment by Miss M. E. Dolan and Miss Katherine Lowinsky,
Treble Clef Club.

Blanche Arral
The Great Coloratura Soprana

"Polonaise" from Jerusalem
(I Lombard!), Verdi

"The most brilliant record ever turned

out of the factory."

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

llanrliarJi l^aU ^tit^tn Imlbiug
F. W. BLANCHARD. Pres. and Msr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller IMM
TEACHER OF VOICE CULTURE AND SINGING

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal,

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio ; 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal,

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz Mezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales
Tel. Home 51485 719 Ottowa St. near lOth and Figueroa, Los Angeles, Cal.

ContraltoEstelle Heartt Dreyfuss
CONCERT- PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS—ORATORIO

Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Adolf WillhartitZ Teacher of Piano

Room 626 M.jeflic Theatre BIdg. Los Angelw. Cal

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

Concert Master o( the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

KRAUSS STRING QUARTETT
!)I1 W. 18TII ST., I.os ANtiEI.KS Phone :lIome 3I.srri

¥ ¥ j_ .-1 1 fj.-L-!ll Conductor Los Angeles Symphonynariey namillOn orchestra—woman's orchestra

UCTOR
Los Angeles, Cal.

Arnold Krauss

VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR
320 Blanchard Hall Building.

Charles E. Pemberton ^'°"° '°^*^'=*°'-

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles. Cal.

!• TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
lin THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. B. Poulin

J. P. Dupuy TENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR

Diredlor Orpheui Male Club, Bnar Brith Choir, Trinity M. E. Church Choir
Y. M. C, A. Vocal Department and Euterpean Male Qjartctte

Studio: 311 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^i^^*
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.
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Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING
FRITZI SCHEFF IN "THE PRIMA DONNA"—A long time

ago somebody got up the idea of making folks contented with
their lot in life by instilling into their minds the idea that

nature only provides so much of the good things for each
one of us, and if you are especially favored in one way you get

the worst of it in some other: a very comforting belief for

everyone who is inclined to rebel at fate, but every once in a

while we begin to question the belief when some one comes
along who seems to have altogether more than his share. I

should have said "her" share in alluding to Fritzi Scheff. pos-

sessor of her share of good looks, a bewitching personality

and—a voice.

That voice—how glad I am that I am not a musical critic,

lest it should be my lot to go into critical details when all I

wanted to do was to listen to its glorious limpid, liquid, silver,

bird-like sweetness and to sit enraptured with the sheer beauty
of it.

"The Prima Donna," with book by Henry Blossom and music
by Victor Herbert, is creditable to both authors, the story is

interestingly told and the music is bright and tuneful. .-Vll of

the principals suffer, of course, by comparison with Fritzi

Scheff. but the choruses are fine. The opening chorus, with

solo, "Only a Flower in the Garden of Love," is well done and
the jolly, rollicking, roystering chorus of soldiers and girls in

the cafe is of Victor Herbert's best.

To those who remember back ten or fifteen years the ap-

pearance of Tillie Salinger and Phil Branson will be of in-

terst. To me it was a little sad to see Tillie Salinger, for

seven or eight years prima donna at the Tivoli. and looking

just as fresh as ever, appear in a minor part without even a

line to sing; at one point where Phil Branson enters I tried

to start applause for him just to let him know that we re-

membered old favorites, but hardly any one joined me, and

the attempt fell fiat. I thought we remembered the old ones

better.

The comedian, .John E. Hazzard, is rich as Herr Gundel-

finger, the German band master. He has a delicious accent

and he does not overdo the part; his songs, or rather conver-

sations set to music, had the house roaring, and his comedy
over looking up a time table is wildly funny.

Whoever is responsible for the scene, where practically the

entire company forms the audience in the cafe, is entitled to

the highest praise tor the way the crowd is rehearsed. It must

have been a most arduous task to take such a large crowd

for such a long scene and teach it so that everyone seems to

fit in the right place, and to have one crowd quarreling, an-

other dancing, some drinking, couples loveniaking, etc.. etc.,

all of them working out a complete and harmonious represen-

tation of a jolly crowd of revelers. I must quarrel with the

adorable Fritzi over her taste in the first act, but in the second

act I surrender to her dream of a gown—blue and gray bro-

caded silk cut decollete, with a gray lace coat trimmed with

silver. Altogether, it is a fine show.
-V*-

THE SAVOY THEATRE'S AUSPICIOUS OPENING—The
opening of the Savoy Theatre, the past week, was under

peculiarly auspicious circumstances. There is no legitimate

reason why .lohn Cort shall not meet with much success, if

the standard of subsequent performances equals that of the

opening season. "King Dodo" was the opera for the week.

Tt is as good as any of the ciirrent operas to make a favorable

impression, because the book abounds with witticisms, and

the music includes enough catchy melodies, which are scored

cleverly also for the orchestra, to make up a combination

which is very attractive. In its initial week the Northwestern
Theatrical Association may be said to have played in good

luck, so far as externals are concerned, all along the line.

The adornments of the theatre, and the accommodations pro-

vided for the comfort of attendants, were both calculated to

put everybody in good humor. The theatrical management
put on the stage enough of glitter, color and abundance of

chorus, etc., to indicate an earnest endeavor to please. That
is, the chorus was costumed prettily; the principals were
competent to do the work set apart for them; and the con-

ducting proceeded with a snap, vim and precision that re-

sulted in crispness and gave to the lines a melodious setting.

The stage management is also fully up to the requirements,
and the marches and other evolutions of the chorus would
have done credit to a military organization.
"King Dodo" has been sung here often enough for the

regular comic opera goers to be reasonably familiar with, bu*.

that is nothing to take the edge from the enjoyment. On the
contrary, the public likes melodies which it has heard before,

better than it does those that are entirely new to its hearing.
The opera has not become hackneyed in San Francisco by any
means, by too much repetition. Considering all things, it was
just the opera to start with. The audience offered its ap
plause at frequent intervals and manifested pleasure through-
out the three acts.

The cast contained people who had local reputation pre-

viously. Zoe Barnett is well known and she was received
like an old friend by the comic opera audience. She sang
well, danced well, acted well. Helena Kent, who is a good
looker, also scored successfully in the favor of those present.

She has a voice that is of very good quality and this she uses
with good taste. Louise Mink also made a hit. Her vocal

training may not be excessive, but in songs adapted to her
natural compass she is very acceptable, and, indeed, pleasing.

William Friend made an amusing "King Dodo," on a par with
any of his predecessors, with the possible exception of Ferris
Hartman. William Herman West was "Dr. Fizz," the court
physician; and Charles Udell was the court historian and
prime minister. Frederick C. Jones took the part of Sancho.
Osborn Clemson developed a reliable voice. In fact, the solo-

ists and the chorus together made up a very acceptable en-

semble. The audiences of the week were good, and the ap-

plause was well earned.
DAVID H. WALKER.

ORPHEUM ROAD SHOW OPENS THIS SUNDAY MAT-
INEE—The Orpheum Road Show will begin its annual engage-
ment in this city this Sunday matinee. It is. as usual, under
the direction of Air. Martin Beck, general manager of the

Orpheum Circuit, who has completely eclipsed his efforts of

previous years and provided an entertainment that attains

the most exalted standard of vaudeville and abounds in nov-

elty, merit and variety. The headline honors are shared by
La Titcomb, "The Singer on Horseback," and Miss Ida O'Day.
La Titcomb is an American girl who went to Europe and

created quite a furore with an original idea of her own.
Her wondrous beauty won for her the title of "La Belle

Aniericaine" in Paris, where the jeunesse d'ore fairly raved
over her. She presents a most fascinating and picturesque
appearance in an all-white tight-fitting cut a la directoire cos-

tume, mounted on a magnificent Arabian steed of snowy
whiteness. Her act. which is in five sections, includes sing-

ing, serpentine dancing and high school riding with artistic

lighting effects.

"A Bit of Old Chelsea." which Mr. Beck has secured for

vaudeville by arrangement with Harrison Grey Fiske. who
controls its American rights, is conceded to be one of the
most artistic plays that the stage has given us. It is indeed
a literary gem, the authoress of which is Mrs. Oscar Ber-

ringer. It was originally produced in this country by Mrs.
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Sopr.no SoJoist Firil G>ngtr(!adonal Church. Oatland

Concert. Oratorio and Recital Programi

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Stuclio;

I 333 Bay View Place, Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Snidio: 65 MacDonouah BIdg. Tuesday and Friday

ROMEO FRICK
BARYTONE

Vocal Inimjcaion Aher Foremo* European Methods

30-31 Canning Block. 13th and Broadway. Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a 1468

Paul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STU.ART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. "William SteinbacK

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Brodtrick St., San Francisco. Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Ora torio—Con cert

Studio. 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 41 17

HERMAN PERLET
Voice Culture and Piano

Studio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. "Walter "WitHam
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

Studio: Phone Franklin 2227

1380 Sutter Street San Francisco, Cal.

Miss Helen Coiburn Heath
SOPRA.NO

Vocal Instruction. Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1304 Ellis Street

Wenceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts, Musicales. Ensemble and Instruction

Tel. Park 5329. 5TUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST.

DELIA E. GRISWOLD
Contralto

\01CE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio. 845 Oak St.

Mme. Julie Pracht
Teacher of Languages

1 1 23 Deyisadero St. Phone West 207

1

FredericK Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles, Cal.

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
'Pupil of .\In Oscar Mansfeldl)

XeacKer of Piano
Res. Studio: 1218 Telegraph Ave.. Oakland, Cal.

Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged— \iolin and Harmony Taughl
V^inilred June de Grassi. Assislanl

Sludio: 130 PRESIDIO A\ E . S F Phone \tesl 9357

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

Musical Directory

PIANO
SlGlSMO.NDo M.'\RTINEZ

1321 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Telephone Pacific 2 1 4

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

RICH.ARD FERBER
1350 OTarrell St. San Francisco

VOCAL

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TeacKer of Singing

Tel. West T27'» 2220 \\ ebster St . San Francisco

Frederick Maurer. Jr., Accompanist

Teacher of Piano and Haraiony. Coaching -Singers-Violinists

San Francisco Sludio. Mondays. 1849 Pine Stteet. Telephone
^A est 9049 Home Snidio. I 726 Le Roy Avenue. Berkeley,

Telephone Berkeley 5 30,

LOUIS CREPAUX
Member Paris Grand Opera)

Delhert Block. 943 \an Ness al OTarrell. Reception Houi
I I :30 to 12. and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday,

Wednesday in Oakland. 1 1 34 Brush Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Organist First Presbyterian Church. Berkeley

In Berkeley Friday and Monday Exclusively

2257 Fulton St - - Phone: Berkeley 4627

Miss Josephine Barda and

PupU of Mme, Carusi and John Cheshire of N
Residence Studio. I 35 22d A-e . Sa

Telephone, Pacific 2987

Horabo Cogswell Bantone
Voice Culture. ConcerB. Recitals

Studios: I 122 Bay St . .Alameda. Tel. Alameda 195

Room 64 Macdonough Btdg . 14th and Broadway. Oakland
Tuesday and Fnday Aft.

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Bd'way..Oak. Phone Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

MISS JENNIE H. DREW
Room 1008. Kohler & Chase Bldg. San Francisco

HOTHER WISMER
294.5 Fillmore St. Phone West 438

ALFRED COGSWELL
Studio: 1531 Sutter, San Francisco, on 1 acniay
and Friday, and at 211Q Durant St.,
Berkeley, on .Monday. Thursday and Saturday

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic Soprano

\oice Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 Calfcm.a St —Phone West 665,

Mrs. Thorovighman
Voice Culture—Dramatic Soprano

CONCERT—OR.ATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109. 91 5 V^an Ness .Ave. Tel. FranUin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

Studio. 1580 SUTTER ST,. Mondays and Thutsdayi, Al
MUl \'alley. Keystone Building. Tuesday. Wednesday. Fnda)

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio. Maple Hall. 14th and \lebsler Sts.. Oakland,

Tuesday and Friday Phone Oakland 3453

EDNA MURRAY
Pianiste

Concerts Recitals Lessons

.\ddress: . . . Ross. Marin Count>-. California

GILBERT REEK
1537 Fourth Avenue, Oakland.

MANDOUN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIX
1834 Baker Street San Francisco

Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Re
view has been increased to 24 pages
which size will occasionally be aug
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de
partments. The threatrical depart
ment occupies two full pages, and con
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrica
performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-

partments are continued as usual,

while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00: one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.

lave You Seen the New-

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON PIANO.?
It Appeals Especially to TeacKers and Students
It contains Elegance. Durability' and Moderate Price. J^,ENJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Posl

San Francisco. Cal.
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Fiske and resulted in one of her greatest triumphs. For its

IJerformance in vaudeville the cast has been selected with the
nicest judgment, and Miss O'Day has been secured for Mrs.
Fiske's roll of "Saucers." This gifted young artiste first at-

tracted favorable attention as a banjo virtuoso, but of recent
years she has been prominently and successfully identified
with Mr. Frohman's companies. She is equally equipped for

this part, and is fortunate in her support, which includes
Burke Clarkj, Wallace Widdecombe. Robert Kipper and Leb-
bius Sweet.

iVfonkeys seem to claim the lion's share of the public atten-
tion, both here and abroad this year, and of the many unique
attractions of this kind, the most pretentious and astounding
is the one brought from Europe by the Orpheum Circuit
called "A Night in a Monkey Music Hall," presented by Miss
Maud Rochez. These marvelous Simians give an entire vau-
deville show from beginning to end, even including the or-

chestra, card boys and other accessories of a first-class stage
performance, without a single person on the stage to direct
them. In this act it is hard to pick the headliner, but the
leader of the orchestra comes in for a good share of the ap-

plause and attention.

Melville and Higgins, genuinely funny and original comed-
ians, come with the Orpheum Road Show. They entitle their
contribution, ",Just a Little Fun," and it is just what its name
implies. Of the few really funny women on the stage. Miss
Mae Melville is certainly one of the most laugh-provoking,
while Robert Higgins' style of humor is apparently spontan-
eous and certainly very telling. The two excel in a travesty
of the ordinary old-time song and dance team and furnish
a lively quarter of an hour of wit, mirth and lively song.
Hyman Meyer, "The Man at the Piano." is a protege of Mr.

Beck, and appears e.\clusively in .America under his direction.

His great success a year ago in this city is well remembered,
and will assure him a cordial reception. Mr. Meyer presents
one of the most novel, entertaining and artistic acts in vaude-
ville, giving what may be appropriately termed a musical
monologue. Aside from his really funny comedy, he is an
accomplished pianist, who makes his instrument discourse
anything from rag-time to grand opera.

Fay, two Coleys and Fay, will keep the fun of the road
show going with an original black-face act, called "The Min-
strels." The four represent the members of an Uncle Tom's
Cabin troupe that has been stranded in a small town. They
find a way out of their difficulty by presenting a vaudeville
stunt composed of comedy, song and dancing.
The only hold-overs will be Carl Nobel and Harry Fox and

the Millership Sisters, who have already firmly established
themselves in popular favor and will be warmly welcomed
for another week. A new series of motion pictures partic-

ularly appropriate to the holiday season will close the perfor-

mance.

MUSICAL COMEDY AT THE SAVOY—The last perfor-

mance of that comic opera delight, "King Dodo," by John
Corf's capital company, will take place at his new and cosy
Savoy Theatre, on McAllister street, near Market, this Satur-
day afternoon and evening, and on Sunday night. "Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway," George M. Cohan's famous musical
production, will begin an engagement limited to one week.
"Plain Mary" needs no introduction to San Francisco theatre-
goers. She is a favorite everywhere, presenting a human in-

terest that has always appealed. In the hands of Elizabeth
Drew this plain, loyal-hearted domestic has been pronounced
wonderfully pathetic and convincing. "Kid Burns," with his

wonderfully expressive slang phrases, is another character
that has and always shall make an immense hit. Charley
Brown as the "Kid" has been received with open arms all

over the country, and has been credited by competent critics

to be the only worthy successor to George M. Cohan's best
star. With the exception of Charley Brown and Miss Drew
the original company comes to the Savoy. Besides dramatic,
pathetic and f^ne stage effects, this production has some of the
best song hits of the decade, and "Mary is a Grand Old Name,"
"So Long, Mary," and "Forty-five Minutes from Broadway"
are but three that have been taken home by the popular
fancy. The story of the piece is an amusing recital of the
doings of New York suburbanites, with a plot that develops
interestingly, and "Forty-five Minutes from Broadway" is

easily (Cohan's best effort in the line of playwriting. The cast
includes such favorites as Charley Brown, Elizabeth Drew
N'inon Ristori, Louise Gardner, .Joseph Kauffman, Susan Chis-
nell. May Newman, .lames H. Manning, James A. Davett.
Harry Gwinette and others. New Rochelle, which is just
three-quarters of an hour from Broadway, is a typical small
town, where visitors notice standing around the railroad sta-

tion the local yokel, straw in mouth, waiting to see the trains
pass and discussing the political situation of ten years ago.
George M. Cohan has drawn his characters with great Irueness
to life, and has cleverly interwoven comedy, drama, burlesque,
melodrama and musical comedy in his interesting story of

suburban existence. A bargain matinee will be given on
Thursday, with the usual performance on Saturday, Christmas,
afternoon. That delightfull.y droll comedian, Ezra Kendall.
will follow "Forty-live Minutes from Broadway" at the Savoy
Theatre, in his bucolic comedy, "The Vinegar Buyer."—*v-

THE CENSORSHIP AGAIN—The committee from the
British Parliament on investigation of the censorship of plays
has brought in a report on the subject that seeks to settle the
matter by a compromise that settles nothing. At present
in Great Britain no play can be produced until the Censor has
passed it; the committee's report recommends that an author
or manager have a choice of two methods, to present the play
to the Censor, taking a chance that he rejects it, which action

is final, or that he pass it, which protects it from further in-

terference; the other way opfen is to go ahead and take a

chance on being prosecuted in case there is anything objec-
tionable. The report will go to the next Parliament, which
will probably discuss the subject a whole lot and then do
nothing.

w
THAIS LAWTON AT THE NEW THEATRE—Thais Law-

ton, former leading lady of the Alcazar, made her first appear-
ance at the New Theatre in New York last month in the
character of Madge Thomas, the young workingwoman in

"Strife," a play by John Galsworthy, on the subject of Labor
and Capital. Commenting on her appearance, the New York
"Dramatic Mirror" has the following: "Albeit at times prone
to become a bit melodramatic, a temptation hard for a player
to resist when set in a scene as melodramaitcally planned as
that in the mill yards. Miss Lawton was strikingly effective

and true. Tuned to a lower and more contained key hers
would have been the best acting of the evening among the
wo)nen of the company." Miss Lawton is evidently doing as
good work as she did at the Alcazar.

V*

KREISLER'S LAST CONCERT.

The last concert of that consummate artist and true genius,

Fritz Kreisler. will be given this Sunday afternoon at the
Novelty Theatre, when the following program will be played:
Devil's Trill (Tartini, 1692-17701; Concerto No. 1. F sharp
minor ( Vieuxtemps) ; (al Melodie iGluck, 1714-1787). (b) La
Precieuse tCouperin, 1630-1665), (cl Two Old Vienna Valses
(attributed to Joseph Lanner) ; (a) Chanson Meditation (R.

Cottonet), (b) Serenade Espagnol (Chaminade), (c) Tango
(Arbos).
Seats may be secured at the theatre after 9:30 Sunday, and

the 'phone number is West 199. With this concert. Manager
Will Greenbaura brings to an end a very successful year.

Since last January he has presented here: Katharine Good-
son. David Bispham. Mischa Elman, the Russian Symphony
Orchestra, Josef Lhevinne, Ossip Gabrilowitsch, the Lyric
String Quartet, Steindorff's Orchestra. Mrae. Jomelli, George
Hamlin. Dr. Wullner and Fritz Kreisler. and a few others we
might have overlooked. Certainly as great a list as any city

in this country can show, and for the coming year—w'ell, just

wait until you see the announcements soon to be made.

LOYAL TO CALIFORNIA.

California should be proud of Jack London, one of its native
sons, who has brought fame to his State, linlike many other
writers. Jack London is loyal to his native State, and instead
of going to New York or London when he has become famous,
he prefers California as a home to any other part of the world
—and few people have seen more of the world than Jack
London. He has recently returned from a two years' cruise

in the "Snark," during which time he visited many almost un-

visited islands in the South Seas. He has written a wonder-
fully vivid and interesting account of this cruise, which will

appear during the coming year in The Pacific Monthly, pub-
lished at Portland, Oregon. His first story appears in the

December, 1909, issue. Each story is distinct in itself, yet

each one treats of some incident of his cruise.

Cut this notice out and send it with $1.00 to The Pacific

Monthly, and you will receive this beautifully illustrated maga-
zine until September, 1910, and the December number, just

issued, containing Jack London's first story, will be sent to

you free. .Address The Pacific Monthly, Portland, Oregon.
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HOLIDAV NUMBER

TILLY KOENEN
The Famous Holland Contralto Whose Sensational Voice and

Art Have Entranced Two Continents.



PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW'.

The Reason Why
You Should Buy
Your Piano from Us

Beiiiff tlie liirj;est piii-cliiisers oT I'iaiios in llie West, we

are much sought after by manufacturers anxious to market

their wares. This enables us to pick the best nuikes at

closest pi'ices. Therefore, no matter whether you wish to

invest .f^oO, |3(»(l, .f:}")!!, .|4(Kt, |4a(l or even more in a I'iano.

we can offer you more real value for tlie amount invested

than you can possibly obtain elsewhere.

Resides, when yon finally want a Steinway ( which is in

evitable), we will take back the less e.\pensi\e Tiano, allow-

ing for it the full purchase price j)aid us, any time within

three years from date of original purchase.

Think over these advantages olfered you by no other

dealer. Call on us and let's talk it over.

Any I'iano carried by us (even Steinways) on easy pay

meats is desired.

Sherman Way& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland

Sacramento, Fresno. San Jose. Stockton. Bakersfield. Santa Rosa.

Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma. Etc.



PUBLIC LlBRARt

MME. MARCELLA SEMBRICH
The Eminent Prima Donna Soprano, Whom Manager Will L. Greenbaum Will Present at the Garrick Theatre,

Sunday Afternoons, January 9th and 16th, and Thursday Night, January 13th



GINO SEVERI

The Brilliant Young Violinist Who Has Spent Three Successive Years in San Francisco Ending With Christmas Day.



BLANCHE ARRAL
The Matchless Operatic Soprano, Who Scored a Decided Triumph in New Yorl< This Season



NOTRE DAME CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, SAN JOSE

MRS. RICHARD REES
The Delightful San Francisco Lyric

Soprano and Head of Vocal Dept.

of the Institute of Musical Art.

F. W. BLANCHARD
Who Gave Los Angeles a Studio and Fine

Arts Building of V^hich the City

May Well Be Proud

ABRAHAM MILLER

The Successful Los Angeles Tenor,

Who is in Great Demand in

Southern California



PROF. JOSEPH BERINGER MADAME JOSEPH BERINGER



MRS. OSCAR MANSFELDT
The Distinguished San Francisco Pianiste

HARLEY HAMILTON
The Energetic Leader of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

HUGO MANSFELDT
The Famous San Francisco Pedagogue

DR. J. FRED WOLLE
The Successful Founder of the Bach Festival in America
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BLANCHARD HALL BUILDING, LOS ANGELES
Exterior on Broadway, the Handsome Auditorium and Four of the Cozy Studios
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PAUL STEINDORFF

The Noted San Francisco Orchestral and Choral Leader, Who is Responsible

For Increased Musical Activity in Northern California.

MRS. ESTELLE HEARTT DREYFUS
The Successful Southern California

Contralto.

E. N. KNIGHT
(Bass)

WM. HOFMANN
(Violinist)

GYULA ORMAY
(Pianist)

A. W. NIELSEN
(•Cellist)

Four Members of the Institute of Musical Art in San Francisco.



HERMAN PERLET
The Well K.icwn Orchestral and Choral Leader, Who Pre-

sented Julian Edwards' "Lazarus" in San Rafael.

TERESA CARRENO
The Famous Piano Virtuosa. Who Will Appear

Next Month.

FRANK LA FORGE
The Ideal Accompanist of Mme.

Sembrich.

MR. AND MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
Two of Our Most Successful Western Artists and Teachers.
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THE ELEGANT KOHLER & CHASE BUILDING

A Ten-Story Music Trade Palace Containing Piano Parlors, Talking Machine Rooms, Player Dc

stration Halls, Concert Auditorium and Two Stories of Well Equipped Teachers' Studios.
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San Francisco Office

Sherman, Clay & Co. Building, Kearny and Sutter Sts., Mezzanine
Floor, Kearny-St. Side. Telephone, Kearny 4000.

Oakland, Berkeley, and Alameda Office

Sherman. Clay & Co., 14th and Clay Sts., Oakland.
Miss Elizabeth Westgate In Charge

Los Angeles Office
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SATURDAY. DECEMBER 25, 190B

The PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW is for sale at the

sheet-music departments of all leading music stores.

Entered as second-class mail matter at the San Francisco Postofflce.

SUBSCRIPTIONS—Annually In advance. Including postage:
United States 12.00
Foreign Countries 3.00

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Ofllce Hours from 3 to 5 o'clock every afternoon except Tuesdays

and Saturdays. In case of unforeseen absence of editor during oUlce
hours, leave note on desk making appointment. Always leave name
and address or telephone number.

ADVERTISING RATES;
Annual Contract

One Time Per Week.
Front Page $30.00 .

Inside Pages 20.00 $15.00
One-Half Page 12.00 8.00

One-Quarter Page 8.00 .^.00

One Inch (on Page 15) 2.00 1.50

One Inch (on Page 21) 1.50 1.00

One-Half Inch (on Page 21) 75 .50

Musical Directory 50 .25

Lyric Quartette Pop Concert Com. in January
Marcella Sembrich Week of Jan. 9

Myrtle Elvln (Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday, Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito .\rriolo (the Spanish child Pianist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

HOLIDAY REFLECTIONS,

IIi:XI',\'in{ rlie Iiolidiiy scasdii :iriiv(>.s.

and in tlie,se days of i-eiiiui-kable

pi-oijress, the seasons seem to cliaiiiic

with marvelons rapidity, our minds
involuntarily assume a pensive atti-

tude, and the (luestion ])resents itsell'

to our inner consciousness as to

whether or not we have made the besl

of our opportunities. Inasmuch as the idea of ("lirist-

mas embodies in itself a jiarticular symbol for mutual
brotherhood it is but natural that simultan(>ously with

the recurriiifi advent of Yuletide we are reminded of

the animosities thai jiermeate a certain jiortion of the

musical iirufession and dwell upon these in the nature

of a holiday sermon. We do not claim that these an
nual sermons are able to change characters. We do
not contend that by endeavoring to ajipeal to the bet-

ter nature of musicians we succeed in softening tiie

rigor of the contemiit which some feel for others; but

we thoroughlv belie\e that bv consistentlv trving to

demonslrale year b.\ year that il is of far greater ad-

\antage lo the individual to better his own condition

and to improve his own sphere of activity than to

waste a considerable jieriod of valuable time in the en-

deavor to injure a fellowman we will accomplish some
good,

^A'e are fully aware that ([uite a large part of the

musical profession consists of inefficient instructors

who do not possess the necessary ability to inij)art ac-

curate knowledge to the eager student. We are fully

aware of tlie fact that a good many people who give

concerts in this city (h» not jiossess the necessary

(lualiticalions for public a])pearance. We realize the

fact that young boys and girls are often kejit Irom
making a success in their vocation by irresponsible

teachers, to whom money is more important than prin-

ciple. Hut we desire to eiii]>Iiasize the fact that the

Pacific Coast is not the only territory wherein these

drones of the jtrofession are ](ermitted to do havoc.

We liiid the same condition throughout the civilized

\\(H-ld, In lOastern musical centers, as well as in the

leading capitals of Eurojie, tlie prospective student runs
in danger of being swallowed by the grasping charlatan,

and the most pitiful aspect of tihs case is that there

does not seem to present itself an adeipiate remedy for

the protection of the defenseless student and parent.

The (|Ucsiioii then arises whether it is wise to sjieak

ih'i-ogatively of teachers, thinking that in this manner
students and parents will be ])nt on their guard. No
one will deny the fact that the most important pha.se

in the matter of musical education is the fostering of

a niiitual contidence between teacher and student. Un-
less the stiuhMit possesses alisolute contidence in the

ability of his teacher he will never lie able to absorb

sutticient knowledge to become a useful musician. If

a student has thus cultivated a thorough contidence

in the ability of his teacher and this confidence is

shocked by another teacher, who belittles the work of

the first instructor, such student will become confused

or will stubbornly persist in his tirst trust. It has

been our e.xperience that in the majority of case.s the

confi(h'nce of a student in his teacher is suiireme", and
we doubt whether anyone is able to convince a student

of the inetlicieiicy of his teacher by sarcasm, slander or

condemnation, liy endeavoring to criticise adversedly

a teacher in the presence of his pupil only resentment

against the informant will be inspired in the pupil, and
no advantage can be gained even though such adverse

criticism should be just. However, unfavorable opin-

ions against colleagues expressed by musicians in the

presence of young people only spread these opinions

among the listeners and sow discord upon young soil

which should really be kept free from dis,sentioii. If

teachers and artists could control their feelings sufti-

ciently to either speak well of their colleagues or keep

silent the public would cultivate a far greater res])ect

for the profession than is possible under a policy of

mutual villiticali(Ui,

It is this display of distrust, combined with a nat-

ural inclination to discourage reforms, which has kept

San Francisco back from that jirogress in musical cul-

ture which its importance naturally justifies, AA'hen-

ever the idea of a ,series of symphony concerts arises

a number of people stand u() and oppose such move-

ment simply because they believe the plan impossible.

When a musical enter])rise ]iroves successful, notwith-

standing morbid predictions, there appear immediately
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;i uiuulici- of iKM)])le who iMideiivoi- (o discrctlK it in liie

eves of tlie people, anil do nol rest until they have

destroyed its nseliilness. When a neweonier in this

coniniunity su<'(eeds to establish for himself a res])onsi

hie ])osition, where he earns the respeet of tlie people,

there come npon the scene a nnnd)er of vultures, who
seeic to rob the successful concpieror of the trophies

which he has earned by the sweat of his brow. If a

ninsi<ai itajter desires to be straifj;htforward, frank,

honest and fearless, there arise immediately a number
of contrary minded people who seek to accuse the in-

stifiators of this project of unworthy motives. That

under tiiese conditions it is ditlicult to find anyone

wiliin,ii to make sacrifices for the cause of music, when
such sacritices are repaid with the sneers of the un-

worthy, is but natural to assume. On the other hand
it also is evident that these very obstacles strengthen

the determination of those who have made up their

mind to ((tntribute their share toward the musical ad-

vancement ol the far West.

This is a ;i(iod time to remind everyone that Los

Angeles, Seattle and Portland are aliead of San Fran-

cisco musically, inasmuch as they possess a symphony
orchestra and an ade(|uate concert hall. We sincerely

ho|)e that befoi-e another holiday season arrives the

(pieslion of a permanent symphony orchesti-a for San
Francisco will have been definitely settled, and that a

concert hall worthy of a city of half a million in-

habitants will have been built in this community. This

])aper will endea\-or to concentrate all its energy upon

these two important matters iK'fore it will take up any

other of its campaigns in behalf of musical culture on

the Pacific ("oast. And we further suggest that if

every member of the profession would, for the time

being, stop worrying al)oul the success of his ccdieagues

and ctmcentrate his energy, wasted upon trying to in-

jure others, ujion a vigorous attempt to secure a sym-

]ihony or<'heslra and a concert hall for this city, far.

more will U" acconi|)lished for the good of music. The
future of this coast is a most brilliant one, every city in

the far \Nesl is bound to beuertt by the ensuing years

of commercial exjiansion. Los Angeles in the South,

San Francisco in the center, Portland and Seattle in

the North, will ecpially benefit by this prosperity. And
while each of these (iueens of the Pacific will be able

to carve out her own destiny, they nevertheless are

dependent upon one another. Whatever individual

citizens may find to <|uarrel between these cities, there

is no cause for jealousies and animosities between tlie

musical elements of these cities, and so let us resolve

at Ihis time that all of us will work together for the

musical uidift of the I'acitic Coast and for a better

nnderslauding among the members of the profession.

Having this thought in mind we extend to ouv readers

the sincerest coni])liments of the season, and trust that

whatevci' asjiirations they may entertain may be real-

iy.ed by lliem through legitimate and colleagnal means.
—;^ VI

MUSICAL ATIVIOSPHERE OF THE PACIFIC COAST.

One of the most favorite entertainments of foreigners

who come among us to live and of our own citizen.s who
have traveled a little abroad is to sneer at our musical

condition and to brag about the achievements of Eu-

ro])e and New Vork. Inasmuch as this sentiment to

hold nji alien elements as an example to imitate is a

natural human weakness we have no fault to find witli

anyone thus atllicted. Put we would like to suggest to

these people to keep themselves a little more informed

I'egarding the etiorts made on this coast, and I'egarding

the slow but sure progress made in the ac(iuiremeiit of

musical taste and musical culture in the far West. The
Xew York Musical Conriei-, beyond doubt the most im-

portant musical journal published in the world, said

in its issue of l)ecend)er 8th in connection with the

(juotation of the Wu liner criticisms: "The I'acitic

metro]iolis has long been known to both artist and
manager as a most discriminating city, thus wlienever

San Francisco bestows its coveted seal of apiiroval, it

means much indeed, to the winner. That Dr. Wullner
has been accorded an ovation in that city is manifestly

evident." In addition to this testimony from the

Musical Courier, .Maud Fay told the editor of the

Pacific ("oast .Musical Re\iew dni-ing her recent \isit

in San Francisco that every ai-tist she has met abi-oad,

who expects to visit America, is particularly afraid of

the judgment of San Francisco, for it means a great

deal of money when touched favorably, and absolute

financial disaster when it is unfavorable. \\'liat is

true of San Francisco is true of every musical center

on this coast. \\'e are slow to recognize merit, but

we surely lind out in time, and then no artist wlio is

entitled to jiatronage need fear the lack of sm|>1)im-1.

There are several thousand music teachers in every

large city of tliis coast. There are thousands of music
students in every one of these cities. There are num-
erous musical clubs, choi-al societies, amateur orches-

tras and music schools (lonrishing on the Pacific Slope.

The daily [lapers de\i)te jiages to the dissemination of

musical news. Ojiera is a particularly favorite entertain-

ment, and the various cafes and restaurants employ
efficient ordiestras which pre.sent excellent programs
and which assist not a little toward the cultivation of

a musical taste. The (Jreek Theatre in P.erkeley is the

scene of monster P.ach l'Vsti\als, under the direction

of I>r. J. Fred \\'olle. A movement is on foot in San
Francisco to establish a ])ernuinent symphony orches-

tra. Los Angeles is the pi-oud possessor of a .sym|)hony

orchestra, under the direction of Harley Hamilton,
which attracts tw() thousand ])eo](le to each event. Los
Angeles also has a municipal band, and so has San
Francisco. Seattle and Portland have their symiihony
orchestras, and to tlie.se cities has been added Taconia,

which just has announced the organization of a sym-
phony orchestra. And in the face of these absolutely

undeniable facts there are still some people who in

tlieir ignorance sneer at the musical taste of the Pacific

Coast.'

During the cour.se of a musical season from eight to

ten great artists of international fame visit this coast.

Indeed, we hear exactly the same artists that are heard

in Perliu. Paris, London and Xew York. If we miss

one or two one season we surely will hear them sooner
or later. I'^veu some of the bigger orchestras visit us

occasionally. >\'e have heard the Metropolitan Ojiera

House Company, under Grau and Conried regimes.

We have had the Lanibardi Company with its excellent,

indifferent and ])assable artists, just as accident would
have it. \\'e ha\'e had the Kiieisel (juartet several

times, and, indeed, we have heard every musical or-

ganization or individual that has made a stir at home
and abroad, and natur;illy we have benefitted by our ex-

periences. To contend that under these circumstances

we have remained musically ignorant is simply absurd,

and those who make such statements aie really un-

W(u-thv of consi<leration.

There is one phase of our public musical life thai
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needs adjustiiienr. and tliat pliase is bettei- atteudauce

at lertain iniicerts of fainoiis artists. We only need

ti) supjiorr ten nmsical attractions during a season, and
we do not donlit tliai every coniert would he well at-

tended if tlie publie were made thoroughly actniainted

with the ibaracter of the artists who eonie to us in a

manner th.U will tix their jiersonality (artistic and
otherwise I tirmly in our memory. The superficial man-
ner of advertising artists which is in vogue on this

coast, and which emanates from au ill-advised econ-

omical policy of the managers, will never result in at-

tracting tho.se audiences which would be attracted if

things were done upon the metropolitan basis practiced

in New York. A little one or two-inch advertisement,

together with stereotyped reading notices is not suffi-

cient to arou.se the curiosity of the public. And that

manager who realizes this fact and employs its substi-

tute will as surely as fate some day make a fortune on
this coast. We do not need an increase of advertising

patronage from managers. We can very well get along

with what we have, but we claim most positively, and
most emphatically, that artists do not receive half the

support on this coast which they could receive if the

publicity department in their behalf were conducted
ujion more liberal i)lans in the daily as well as in the

weekly papers. If any artist has reason to complain
becau.se of lack of patronage he will find upon careful

investigation that the people were not made sufficiently

acquainted with his advantages. And at the clo.se of

this season we will prove that the most successful ar-

tists have been those who were lil>erally advertised or

those who have established themselves by repeated

visits to this coast, which in a way is also advertise-

ment. ^^'e possess artistic discrimination. ^^'e pos-

.sess a desire to listen to great artists. We only expect

to hear ten great artists diiring a season. And we
would attend iu a body at every concert, but we do
not want anyone to ask us to hunt through the columns
of a paper with a microscope to find a few lines about
an artist. We want our musical news displayed so

that we see it without hunting for it. And if the

managers in New York will .see to it that we receive

our musical news in the same manner as the Eastern
public recei\es it. the result will be amazing.

THE MUSICAL REVIEWS PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN.

The Pacitic Coast Musical Review has made up its

mind to see to it that the musical world outside of tlie

Pacitic Coast will understand us thoroughly and realize

that the falsehoods published by unsuccessful people

regarding the musical taste of this territory are not
reliable news. A\'e desire further to educate the Euro-
pean music lover to the fact that the Pacific Coast is

not as wild and wooly a place as may be imagined.

In order to facilitate this campaign, the editor of the

Pacitic Coast Musical Review has accepted an oft'er to

act as Pacitic Coast correspondent for L>ie Musik of

Berlin, Ceriuany. one of the largest, if not the largest,

and most influential musical journal iu the Empire.
We shall write to Die Musik tive or six letters each
season, which will contain material setting forth the

remarkable musical activities in San Francisco. Los
Angeles. Portland and Seattle, and the surrounding
territory. We shall base our letters entirely upon the

educational work that is being done in the.se cities, pay
particular attention to the more iim^)ortaut local con-

certs of a professional nature, and shall keep careful

record of the concerts of visiting artists. In the de-

lineation (if the iinisiial character of our coast we shall

take music study and local musical activity as a cri-

terion for mtisical taste, and the attendance at concerts
will only form a secondary consideration in the matter
of musical culture and musical education. Any resi-

dent artist who has reason to have his efforts men-
tioned in a Berlin pajier will confer a favor by calling

our attention to his work, and when the same is suffi-

ciently meritorious we shall be jdea.sed to record it.

There will be no favorites and our j)ersonal likes or dis-

likes shall have no inrtuence upon the.se letters. iMery-
one will be treated fairly if he is worthy of mention in

such a prominent i>ai>er.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is thoroughly in

accord with the firms of Fitzpairick & Norwood and
\Vithey & Tuttle. who have opened offices for the pur-
pose of exploiting Pacific <'oast artists, as well as or
ganize concert tours in the larger interior towns of the

coast. One of the jirincipal policies of this paper has
ever been an effort to secure a working field for the

resident artists, and such a field is now being opened
by the two firms above referred to. The firm of Fitz

patrick & Norwood has opened offices iu the new
Kohler & (/base Building, :it) O'Farrell street, and the

firm of \A'ithey & Ttittle has established headquarters
at il.'i Sutter street. The latter will be associaleil

with leadinii Eastern Lyceum Btireaus, and will bring
artists from the East and Europe here as part of their

courses. The fcu-mer will no doubt anuouuce their

plans ere long, but we are in a position to state that

among the plans of this firm is the re-organization of

the San Francisco Symphony Society, with Frederick
Zecli as leader. The jilans are not sufficiently pro-

gressed to begin concerts this season, but the chances
are that the beginning of nest .sea.sou will see the San
Francisco Symphony Society iu the saddle and Fred-
erick Zech in possession of the baton. Will L. (Jreen-

baum assured the editor of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review that he is pleased to see someone take hold of

the rt'sident artists, as his time was too much occupied
to add anv more work to his aliT'adv well rilled duties.

The editor of the Pacific Coast .Musical Review is in

possession of a ]irivate letter from New York that ar-

rangements had been made by the Schuberts to book
the Maidiattan Opera Company as far West as San
Francisco, in which case they will appear at the Valen-

cia Theatre early in spring. This will be the first time
that San Francisco has had au opportunity to hear
metrojiolitan (qiera in the real sense of the word, and
we predict a tremendous success for the season. W't>

ha\e not as yet been able to verify the report contained

in the letter, but as the writer is reliable and so situated

as to kiu)w what he is talking about, we are willing to

take his word for it until confirmation or denial is re-

ceived from Oscar llammerstein. If the company
comes here it will i-ome intact, as this is one of Haiu-

merstein"s greatest prides, and so we will have another

chaiH-e to hear Tetrazzini feu- five dollar "per" instead

of two didlars. Besides this announcement, the pro-

l>osed visit of the Lambardi Company with the Number
Two artists and the worn out repertoire at the \'an

Ness is of IU) particular musical interest. When (irau

first came to the Pacific Coast with the Metropolitan

Opera Company, the editor of this pajier had first iu-

forinatiiui from New York, which he published in the

Bulletin at the time. No one believed the report at

that time, aiul .Jerry Dillon, now press agent of the

Orpbeum. but at that time press agent of the (Jrand

Ojiera Hottse. denied the reliability of the information
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and was williiifi lo \\a<;cr dial (lie wrilcr had been mis
inl'orau'd. Two weeks afterward tiie daily i)ai)ers con-

tained dispalclies lliat Mr. (Jraii was goiii};' to l)ring his

artists to the coast. So havinj; had experience in the

7-eliabilit,v ot ])rivute information we will make this

tii-st ainioniicenient even thonsh we may he in danf;(M-

of jiavinji (he reliahilily denied fi-om the pailies inter-

ested niitil olliciai announcenieiits are I'orlhcomin^.

Anyway, we do nol like to lose such a tine chance to

have a scoop.

Durin" Ihe conrse of next vear we desire to increase

the j'ai-ilic ('oasl MMsi<-al l{e\ie\v lo lliirly two puf^es.

We ha\(' now eslahlished ollices in Oakland, Los An-
jieles, Sacr'anK'nto and Seattle, and will inci'ea.se these
dnrinjj the year with otlices in San .lose and Portland.
\\\' have api)ointed ref^nlar corres|iondents in New
^oI•k, P.ei-lin, Paris, and will add (hereto London in

(he coiii'se of the year. I( is onr (inn in(eii(ion to make
(he Paci(i<' Coast .Mnsical Keview one of the most inter-

estinji' and most impoi-tant mnsical joiirniils ]iuhlished

anywhere, and in order to acliie\e this and)itious aim
we ask the co-o|)erat ion of excry teacher and music
lover on this coast.

TILLY KOENEN ANJDEAL LIEDER SINGER
"There is a Marvelously Beautiful Voice at the Disposal of the Singer — the Real Contralto so Often Lauded

to the Skies and so Rarely Heard—in Command of the Brains of a Good Musician."

(I^^ric De Laiiiater in tlie Cliicasi) Tribune of (Jitolicr :;(). ll)(i;(.)

.Many lieder sinjicrs have come to our lake front and
met snccesstnlly (he (est of onr concert pnlilic. Several

opera stars Inive come into a tlatterinji herila^e of aji

planse in tiiis city. .Vlso are there known here snndi-y

ballad mongers, whose name sjjells profit, and no small

amount of a]»itreciation. Hut yesterday's newcomer
fixed for herself a novel niche in (he affections of hei'

discriminating audience by condiining the \aiious ele

ments into an organic whole, delightful (o chronicle.

Her name is Miss Tilly Ivoenen.

\\'itli the first oH'ering of her program, .Miss Koenen
comitelled the belief that she is ])re-eminen(ly a lieder

singer. There was much to substantiate this belief.

She certainly is a most authoritative exponent of that

gentle art. \\'e ha\e had sudicient \ariety in the ex

ploitation of that style to allix a chai'acteristic name
to almost any outbni'st of the (Jerman language. ^^'e

have had enough solemnity in the process to satisfy a

Quaker in a Sunday mood.
Hut Miss Koenen's lieder singing is something differ-

ent. She has a sa\ing sense of humor. Not that there

is any suggestion of levity about her exposition of

Schuliert's "Kem I'uendlichen" for example; she is a

conscientious artiste. In violent contrast to the dem-
onstrations of certain of the worthy band are her quiet,

self-saciificing methods of projecting points, not a whit
less ])owerful than those of oui- best tragedians. And,
gladsome memory, there is a marvelously beautiful

voice at the disposal of the singer.

The voice is the real contralto so often lauded to the

skies and so rarely heard. In compass it is compre-
hensive, comprising as it does tlie range of many a de-

serving mezzo and many more hoi)eful altos. There
is no suggestion of i-egisteis, breaks, "wolf notes" and
the rest of the list of undesirable mechanisms. It

would be an elaboration of the truth to say that there

are no dirt'erences to be noted between the extremes of

this unusual range. There, ai-e, but they have almost
disa])peared under the magic touch of the singer who
understands and conti-ols the mechanics of hei' art.

That the mechanics of singing weir no ]iii/,/,le to Miss
Koenen was |iro\-ed by the perfect control of the lowest

tones at all times. That New York man who declared
that no contralto can produce a smooth tone in the

vocal depths shoiihl attend Miss Koenen's recitals. She
does it not once, but many limes. Just as striking is

her mastery of the extremes of altitude. The same un-

blemished tone is Iiers throughout the compass.
Of this tone nothing but superlatives can be said.

It is rich in color, it is broad and solid, it is a mag-

niticeiit fabric built ujion a foundation of [lerfect breath
control. The vibrant fortissinios contain no hint of

effort and strain, the pianissimos that melt away to

the \anisliing point ai-e as solid and (rue as they iii-e

(i'ans])areii(. The \i)ice, in slioit, is one of those mir-
acles (lia( are (he subs(an(i' of (liings hoped for; for

om-e (he snbslance is i-eal snbsiance—not shadow.
Hence it is no wondeT- that the record of success c;in

be marked U|i against the first ajipearance of the con-
tralto from the Netherlands. Foi- in command of this

battery of excellencies is the brains of a good musician.
Miss Koenen ])roved so much by the group of German
songs. One can sing tliese filings with brains and little

voice, but not with voice and few bi-ains.

Schubert's "I Me Kraehe" ('•The Haven" I and Hralims"
"Sapjihic Ode" «ere most imjiressive. The entire quar-
(et in lieder was excellenl. Hut the comjilete revela-

tion came with the angular insjiirations of one Haendel.
This selection, named "Furibondo spira il vento"'

(translated roughly, "Like unto a furious storm"') was
an amazing ]iiece of virtuosity. In considering it we
can only describe; analysis is a dangerous (piicksand
of s])eculati(in.

We have heard many ccdoratura singers in brave de-

fiance of the same Haendel, and tiiere have been several
whose sti-nggles have prevailed. Hut Miss Koenen's
audience had a demonstration of ade(juate technique in

successful combat. Those long continued runs and
zig-zag cadenza-like flourishes, that so interested the
man of many oratorios and more operas, were taken at
a nerve-trying speed. There was no saving of tone, no
husbandry ol breath to the gasping jioint; one had the
feeling all the time that Miss Koenen was more than
sufficient to the task.

She was. JOvery one of fhe indi\idual notes of these
long meter ])hrases was set forth as cleanly as its neigh-
boi'. I'.ach one started with his own little pat on the
head. The trying jiassages were like a string of pearls,
excejif for the |ieculiar tone color of the contralto voice.

They were brilliant, but with a brilliance of sonority
refined to the point of mellowness. Tlu're was no
spre.-iding of fhe intervals, no flexibility of pitch, that
is to say. The entire aria was a splendid tribute to

the school of singing so <mt of fa\'or because it discour-
ages laziness. Miss Koenen olfeied thire Hutch chil-

dren's songs that jiroM'd her \irtuosiry still more em-
l)hatically. They were no technical test, but they were
a test of versatility. Her last group of Strauss and
Wolf songs was more than successful, the Cradle Song
of the former being an excjuisite bit.
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and dignified figure in the musical life of the far West, as

well as in the musical life of the world. When he gave con-

certs in Europe the signed criticisms which he has preserved,

and which are written by men of authority, pronounced him
an ideal pianist. When he retired and became a teacher he
was equally admired for his thoroughness, and if the adage
that success breeds success means anything surely it is re-

lealed in its strongest feature on the part of Hugo Mansfeldi.

His is in a position which can not be filled if it ever becomes
vacant, for there is no substitution tor individuality and there

is not a successor to a fixed school. The musical profession
has as much reason to be proud of Mr. Mansfeldt as the pupils

he has reared have reason to feel proud of their association.

We have had occasion to know Mr. Mansfeldt intimately, and
we are proud of his friendship. Like anyone who is human.
Mr. .Mansfeldt ma.v have his faults, but to us his value to

music in the far West is too great to worry about anything
else, and while it is the ordinary way of doing things to pay
tribute to a man's greatness after he is dead, we desire to

take occasion to pay our respects to .Mr. Mansfeldt while he
is enjoying the vigor of his useful life. We therefore desire
to extend to -Mr. .Mansfeldt our hearty wishes, and sincereh
hope that this splendid figure in the musical life of the
Pacific Coast will be preserved to us for a long time.

%\
MANSFELDT, MRS. OSCAR—.Mrs. Mansfeldt may well be

proud of her reputation as an artist and teacher on this coas'.

The mention of her name in itself represents a guarantee for

efficiency and scholarship. She is a most striking example
of the fact that in order to become an authoritative musician
and artist it is not necessary to partake of a European edu-
cation. She has received her musical education exclusively
in San Francisco, and she is one of the uiost exemplary dis-

ciples of Hugo Hansfeldt and his school of clean and concise
technic That Mrs. Mansfeldt is a born artist is manifested
by the fact that she has acquired an individual artistic char-
acter in her playing which no doubt is the result of her re-

ligious attendance at all concerts of importance, no matter
what phase of the musical art they may represent. This
eagerness to hear what every artist has to say, be he pianist,
vocalist, cellist or any other branch of interpretative art,

combines to made Mrs. Mansfeldt an ideal teacher. And in-

asmuch as her teacher was as competent as any that may
be found in Europe, and as she has heard every artist of
eminence that is heard in Europe, she is just as competent
and in some respects more so than anyone who has partaken
of a European musical education. And if Mrs. Mansfeldt
would go abroad now. we doubt very much if she could learn
any more than she knows now, except perhaps the fact that
she has been wise to stay at home. Mrs. .Mansfeldt has ap-
peared, and still appears, at important musical functions as
soloist as well as ensemble player, and among the most de-
lightful feasts experienced by our music lovers are those
wherein Mrs. Mansfeldt presented some of the famous piano
trios, quartets and quintets, in conjunction with our leading
chamber music organizations. Her exemplary student re-

citals speak louder than mere words of her efficiency as a
musical educator.

-w-
MADAME M. TROMBONI—.\mong the teachers of singing

•ho have attained by devotion to the purpose and proper
ft.lifications a prominent place, Madame il. Trr-i^bon: i::

Jtarving of special mention.
"gorn in Stettin, also .Madame Gadski's birthplace, whose
titii er, Madame Schroeder-Schalupka. gave to Madamn
nio\ tjoni the first tuition. The family fortunes transferred
if shetjerlin. where she graduated from the Conservatory of
Hon. Bid Dramatic .\rts. Her appearance on the stage fol-
droppeohere in parts of "soubrette" in comic opera and
him for ization of popular types, she soon became the idol
demands rlin public—an enviable achievement in itself, in
is to be a.^ severe criticism of that metropolis! To those
with the is, the name of Emmy Busse is linked with pleas-
early. Duijons as to her artistic triumphs,
an acrostic changes to America, where after a first success-
the Geisha, der Director Amberg, she returned the followin.s
then goes tcig in Milwaukee and other German-American
seems to the engagement ended in Chicago, and she would
of her honorab the home country but for the opportunity of
his body, but whrancisco with a German troupe, remaining
alive, and on aw
upon her, she is sni's vocal studio has many prominent
happily: As thinfehe benefit of a thorough and altogether
The whole affair is t,

wise Mme. Pilar ilor v^
everyone there to visiiRS, ANNA—If the efficiency and suc-
I call it immense. ir were merely to be gauged by the

GEORGE WALKER
The Eminent Berlin Basso Profundo. Who Will Locate in San

Francisco Next Month.

number of successful pupils such teacher brings out, Mrs.
Von Meyerinck must be regarded as one of the most success-
ful instructors in this country. We know at least twenty
pupils of Mrs. von Meyerinck"s who are now professionally
active in this State, and were it not unwise for reasons of
delicacy on account of the very fact if their being professional
artists, we would gladly give Mrs. von Meyerinck the satis-
faction of feasting her eyes upon the result of her training.
But we realize that a great many of these pupils are now
teachers themselves, and while the majority would not
object to be classed as pupils of Jtadame von Meyerinck, still

the sobriquet of "pupil" applied to a professional artist does
not appeal favorably to the layman. We may. however, state
that many of our San Francisco singers—and among them
most excellent vocalists—have at some time or other sat at
the feet of Madame von Meyerinck. During the recent visit

of Miss Maud Fay. who now enjoys the distinction of being
prima donna soprano at the Royal Opera in Munich, and who
has recently signed a three year contract with the manage-
ment of the Metropolitan Opera House following her engage-
ment in Munich, we have taken particular pains to find out
whether or not Madame von Meyerinck's instruction had as-

sisted Miss Fay in her career. She assured us positively and
emphatically that her training with Madame von Meyerinck
had done her an immense lot of good, and that in some in-

stances she could not have accomplished as much as she did
without JIadame von Meyerinck's educational foundation, un-
less she had subjected herself to years of wasteful study
abroad, .\nyone who knows Maud Fay well, also knows that
she just as well would deny Madame von Meyerinck's effi-

ciency if such denial were necessitated by the facts as she
would give credit when such credit is deserved. Maud Fay
is afraid of no one. and she tells truths with startling em-
phasis, and her word is good enough for us. and the reader
can safely depend upon our guarantee that what Maud Fay
says can be accepted as gospel.
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ARNOLD VOLPE
The Famous New York Orchestral Leader and Composer.

WANRELL, JOAQUIN S.—That Mr. Wanrell belongs
among the best known of our vocal artists is recognized by
every one familiar with the grand operatic history of San
'^rancisco. For a series of seasons he was among the favor-

i' 'S at the Tivoli Opera House, and his splendid basso can-

t:inte voice jiroved to be among the most delightful features
of those days. Since he ceased to be active upon the grand
operatic stage, which activity brought him to nearly every
capital in the civilized world, he has devoted himself ex-

clusively to the concert and pedagogic field. His success in

grand opera has followed him here, and his splendid studio
on Van Ness avenue is a most striking evidence of his suc-

cess. Among his more successful pupils whom he has intro-

duced to the musical world is Miss Fay Carranza, who has
scored a series of well-merited triumphs upon the vaudeville
stage during the last year or two. She also has appeared
with success in concerts in San Francisco, and a number of

interior California cities. He teaches the pure Italian school
.\:id pays particular attention to tone placing.

ZECH, Wm. F.—During the course of a series of 'years Mr.
Zech has been recognized as one of the leading violinists and
teachers in California. He graduated from his music studies
in Europe and since his return he has succeeded in conquer-
ing for himself a most enviable reputation among musicians
and the public in general. He was concert master of sev-

eral important symphony seasons. He is the leader of the
well-known Zech Quartet, and has brought the Zech Orches-
tra, a portrait of which appears upon another page, to a most
gratifying standard of efficiency. His classes in violin study
are large and consist of students who give evidence of the
fact that they have been conscientiously and ably trained.

The Zech Orchestra will give its first concert of the season
1910 within a few weeks and a most ambitious and musicianly
program is now being rehearsed for that occasion.

NORTHRUP, MRS. GRACE DAVIS—Mrs. Northrup may
readily be regarded as one of the most efficient and one of

the most industrious artists and teachers in California. Her
vocal class consists of a very large number of students who
are delighted with the valuable information they receive.

.\s soloist, Mrs. Northrup is in great demand, because of her
splendid voice and because of her musicianly intelligence,

which she reveals at every public appearance. Furthermore,
Mrs. Northrup is the director of the Eurydice Club of Oak-
land, a chorus of fifty women's voices, which has forged
ahead until it has become one of the most important choral
societies on this coast. These facts combine to make Mrs.
Northrup one of the leading spirits in music in this territory.

STEINDORFF, PAUL—There are few musicians residing
here who possess that energy, that enthusiasm and that
disregard for physical effort which is displayed by Paul
Steindorff in his endeavor to spread the gospel of good music
among the masses. While director of the Tivoli Opera House
Orchestra, as leader of the Golden (iate Park Hand, and as
leader of the Emporium Orchestra, Mr. Steindorff never lost

an opportunity to arrange his program in a manner so that
the thousands who heard and saw him direct benefited by the
liigh character of the nmsic he presented. In this manner
.VI r. Steindorff contributed a large share toward the present
discrimination in musical affairs, which is displayed in t>-;.s

community by the public at large. Today Mr. Steindonl is

director of the Philharmonic Orchestra of San Francisiu,
Director of the San F'rancisco Choral Society, the Treble Clef
Club, the Ebell Club of Oakland, the leader of the University
of California Orchestral Society, and last, but not least, he
has organized an orchestra of professional players known
under the name of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,
which appeared last season with much success with
(iabrilowitsch, and which will give a number of concerts
this season. In future issues we will speak at length of the
forthcoming oratorio festival of the San Francisco Choral
Society and Symphony Orchestra, which will take place next
month, and on which occasion Saint-Saens famous oratorio,
Samson and Delilah, will be presented. Mr. Steindorff has
also a large class of piano and vocal students, his pupil. Miss
Anne Tasker, just having scored quite a triumph in comic
opera in the East, to which we will refer at length next week.

STEINBACH, MRS. WILLIAM—The periodical pupil re-

citals of Mrs. Steinbach belong among the most successful
events of this nature that are witnessed in San Francisco
during the course of a season. These events demonstrate th'

fact that Mrs. Steinbach is a vocal instructor of a>. -oriiu

five faculties, and one who is very conscientious and :. ic^r*

in every respect. It is decidedly gratifying to a community
to possess vocal teachers of Mrs. Steinbach's unquestionable
efficiency, for the activity of such teachers contributes not a

little toward the eventual growth of musical culture in the

West.
* * *

MUSTARD, H. D.—This brilliant young baritone soloist has
joined the musical colony of San Francisco during the 1e.^i

year or two and has gradually conquered for himself li.i!

deserving place which his remarkable talent entitles him Id.

He has recently been added to the splendid forces of the

First Congregational Church choir of Oakland, and created
quite an impression during the recent performance of "The
Messiah," given under the able direction of Alexander Stew-
art. Mr. Mustard possesses a large, pliant baritone voice of

astonishing range and delightful timbre, which he uses wit!i

the discrimination of the genuine artist. We have no hesi-

tancy to predict that Mr. Mustard will form one of the most
important factors in concert and church music of this ter-

ritory during this season.
* » *

PERLET, HERMAN—With quiet determination Mr. Perlet

has. during the last two years of his activity in California,

forced himself into a very prominent position among the

musical leaders of this territory. Coming here with a repu-

tation already well established throughout the country as one
of the foremost light opera directors, Mr. Perlet quickly sur-

rounded himself with a host of admirers who could not fail

to appreciate his merit. Besides establishing a large class

of vocal pupils, which testifies to Mr. Perlet's efllciency as

a teacher, he has been selected as the director of several

choral societies, among which the San Rafael Oratorio So-

ciety forms a most important factor. This latter society pre-

sented .Julian Edward's excellent oratorio "Lazarus" at San
Rafael on Sunday evening, December 12th, with great sueres*-

for the first time in the West, and the performance sp'>k<

as well for Mr. Perlet as director as it did for the societ'

as a most capable choral organization.

Owing to the failure of many advertisers to forward i

formation regarding their activity to this paper before Decer'

ber 1st, we are compelled to publish the rest of these endor^

ments in the second edition of this Holiday Number, whif

will appear next Saturday, January 1st. All teacher?

artists not mentioned in this Edition will be revie,/ved

next number. . .-.I!

Subscribe for the Musical Review.

— lis the fire

lares liim
»2.00 ^, Tribune b.>

4t on him to
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WINTER TRAVEL A COMFORT AND DELIGHT VIA THE SUNSET ROUTE FROM SAN

FRANCISCO TO NEW ORLEANS.

The Southern Pacific Company's "Palaces on Wheels" Glide Smccthly Over the "Road of a Thou-

sand Wonders." Including a 100-Mile Ride Along the Ocean Shores of the Pacific, Through

Southern California Orange Groves— Rice. Cotton and Sugar Fields of Texas and

Louisiana, and Many Other Scenic Beauties.
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THE GREAT BACH FESTIVAL.

Rehearsals for the Second California Bach Festivals to Take
Place at the Greek Theatre, Are Now Under Way.

Preparations for the fortlicoming Bach Festival in May
are rapidly increasing in volume and excellence. Nearly
three hundred vocalists are rehearsing in Berkeley, Oakland
and San Francisco every week, and Dr. Wolle is gratified

with the splendid progress made. The nearer the time for

the second California Bach Festival approaches, the more
enthusiastic are the friends of this excellent movement, and
the interest manifested by the general public is already so
great that no doubt exists regarding the crowded house that
will greet the opening of the great event. The accompanying

event, and even as far South as Los Angeles a number of
the most prominent musicians have declared their intention
of listening to the magnificent works of Bach under the ideal
guidance of Dr. .]. Fred Wolle, and In the classic surround-
ings of the Greek Temple of Art. That California is able
to present these Bach works under such splendid auspices
is a source of gi'eat pride to the musical fraternity of the
State, and patriotism alone, besides a love for music, should
inspire everyone to see to it that these events are made
permanent and successful in every respect.

Special attention is being paid this year to the soloists,

and Dr. Wolle will select the very best artists he can find

for this occasion. Last year's event has taught the lesson
that the soloist must devote much time and labor upon the
correct interpretation of their parts, and no effort will be

THE FIRST CALIFORNIA

Showing the Monster Audience That Assembled to do Honor to Dr. J. Fred Welle and

picture is a reproduction of the audience and choir of the
first California Bach Festi\al, which took place at the Greek
Theatre last year, and every indication points toward another
triumph of even greater importance.
The musical significance and the rare uniqueness of this

event can not be too much appreciated. It is not merely
the fact that the wonderful music of Bach receives here the
only adequate presentation in the United States, but to this

must be added the remarkable adaptability of the Greek
Amphitheatre for musical festivals of this character. A
careful investigation has revealed the fact that all California
is becoming interested in this forthcoming event. Musical
clubs and music teachers of the interior towns are already
discussing means to form special jiarties to attend this unique

spared this year to obtain the most ideal results. The vari-

ous sections of the choir are beginning to realize the beauty
of the St. Mathew's Passion music and throw themselves into

the work with inspring abandon. With a leader of such
unquestioned enthusiasm and musicianship as Dr. Wolle. and
with choir members and soloists of such loyalty and love

for music as they will be represented in the forthcoming
festival, the ensemble effect will indeed be delightful, and
if, in addition to the magnificent musical display with a
chorus of five hundred adults, a children's chorus of five

hundred and an orchestra of over sixty, you add a monster
audience like the one represented in the accompanying por-

trait, you will have a faint idea of the actual magnificence
of this unique and historical spectacle.
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THE EXTRA KRE+SLER CONCERT SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

So many people could not secure admission to the Fritz

Kreisler concert last Sunday afternoon, and those who were

fortunate enough to hear the wonderful performance were so

enthusiastic about it that Manager Will Greenbaum went

back of the stage after the third number and offered the great

artist an enormous fee to return tor a farewell concert this

Sunday afternoon, Dec. 26. Up till that time there had been

no thought of an extra program, for both artist and manager

had planned a little vacation over the Christmas holiday. It

was not even known that the theatre was available.

At any rate we are to have the concert and Kreisler prom-

ises a stunning program, containing entirely different num-

bers from his previous offerings. Among the good things

so Manager Greenbaum has decided to open a regular mail

order sale, as is the custom in the East. This will give the

music lovers of the neighboring counties an equal chance
with those of the city in securing good seats. For these con-

certs the Garrick Theatre has been secured, and the prices

will be just the same as at the artist's New York and Boston
recitals, viz.. $2.50 down to $1.00. Mail your orders as soon
as possible to Will L. Greenbaum, care of Sherman, Clay &
Co.. corner Sutter and Kearny streets, San Francisco, en-

closing check, money order or currency, and the orders will

be selected in order of their receipt. The same applies to

the Oakland concert. The dates for the San Francisco con-

certs are Sunday afternoons, January 9 and 16, and Thursday
night. January 13. In Oakland, at Ye Liberty, on Tuesday
afternoon, January IS.

H FESTIVAL IN MAY, 1909

;Matchless Choir on the Occasion of the Initiatory Bach Festival in Western America.

promised are one of the important Bach works, the Bruch
"Concerto" in G minor and some Dvorak's "Slavonic Dances."
and he promises as an extra number that composer's "Humor-
esque." Seats will be on sale at the theatre box office on
Sunday after 9:30 a. m. The phone number is West 199.

It will be only rarely in one's lifetime that a violinist like
Kreisler will be heard; so you who love the violin, and you
who are students of the "king of instruments," cannot afford
to miss this event.

-w-
THE SEMBRICH CONCERTS.

The orders for the Sembrich concerts are already coming
in from as far South as Fresno and as far North as Chico;

Sembrich is one of the greatest artists the world has ever
known. Unlike most operatic singers, she is equally at home
in the more difficult art of lieder singing, and as an interpreter
of Schumann, Schubert, Grieg, Wolf, Strauss, etc.. Sembrich
has no superior, while as an interpreter of the works of
Mozart she has never had a peer. A gifted violinist and tal-

ented pianist, Mme. Sembrich represents the ideal in the
musical art. The assisting artists will be Francis Rogers,
an American baritone of high repute, who will sing some
beautiful Mozart duets with the star, and Fr.^.nk LaForge, the
splendid pianist and accompanist, so well known to us from
the Gadski concerts.
The programs will be ready after Monday at Sherman, Clay

& Co.'s.
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ARNOLD VOLPE AND HIS ORCHESTRA. MANAGERIAL OFFICES OF WITHEY & TUTTLE.

Mr. -Arnold D. Volpe, who has been before the American
public as a violinist and composer, and who makes his public

appearance as conductor at the head of his own organization,
was born in 1S6!I in Kovna, Russia, where at an early age
he gave strong evidence of musical talent.

-After a thorough elementary musical training at the con-
servatory of Warsaw he went to St. Petersburg, where he
at once attracted the attention of Anton Rubinstein, then
the director of the Imperial Conservatory, under whose spe-

cial guidance he perfected himself in his art, studying under
Professor Leopold Auer, and graduating with the highest
honors in 1891.

Having a natural inclination towards composition, Mr.
Volpe soon demonstrated his talent and. after his return from
a short concert tour, he took up at Rubinstein's suggestion, a
course of composition, devoting ail his time to the study of

harmony and counterpoint at the same conservatory, under
Professor Nicolas Solowiew, and in 1897 obtaining his di-

ploma as a composer.
Mr. Volpe came to this country in 1898, and has since de-

voted himself to violin instruction and ensemble playing, as
well as to composition.

In 1902 Mr. Volpe was instrumental in organizing the
Volpe Symphony Orchestra of New York, an organization
now comprising over 90 members, which now is considered
one of the .Ixtures of the New York musical world.

G. JOLLAIN.

Among the California artists now abroad for study and ob-

servation is G. JoUain, whose portrait appears upon another
page in this issue. Mr. .loUain is a violinist of the finest

calibre, and in several concerts he gave in Brussels last sea-

son he demonstrated that he is able to make a most favor-

able impression upon a critical audience. His style is de-

scribed as that of a virtuoso, and his association with the

great masters at the Brussel Conservatory have added a

great deal toward his artistic development. San Francisco
being now in a stage of rapid artistic developednient, it is

in a position to make artists like Mr. Jollain particularly

welcome, and while this sincere musician expects to remain
abroad at least another year in order to perfect himself in his

profession, it is to be hoped that he will return in time to

benefit from the growth of musical interest that will develop
simultaneously with the prosperity of the State and city.

**

TWO DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS,

Two musicians of superior artistic faculties will join the

San Francisco musical colony after the first of the year.

These newcomers will be Ignaz E. Haroldi and Georg P.

Walcker. Mr. Haroldi is a violinist of brilliant temperament
and a most dashing style, who has solved the intricacies of

technic and phrasing, and who has during the last year made
a number of exceedingly successful concert tours in South-
em California. Mr. Haroldi also appeared with much suc-

cess as soloist of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra. He
comes from Berlin, where he also appeared in concert, scor-

ing quite an artistic triumph. Mr. Haroldi will open a priv-

ate studio here, where he will make a specialty of training

young students who desire to study an artist's repertoire. He
also may be connected with one of the leading music schools.

Mr. Walcker is also from Berlin, where he appeared with
much success in concert. He possesses a remarkable basso
profundo voice, and his interpretation is particularly strik-

ing, because of his intelligent phrasing, clear interpretation
and forceful declamatory style. Mr. Walcker will beyond
doubt create a very deep impression here, and his services
will be in great demand. He is an artist of the rarest type.

There is always room in any city for efficient and serious
musicians, and for this reason the San Francisco musical
fraternity will welcome these two artists with open arms.

SECOND HOLIDAY EDITION.

Owing to the fact that considerable material has come to

hand after the forms of this Holiday Number were already
closed, we are compelled, in justice to the friends of this

paper, to publish a second edition of this Holiday Number.
The same will consist of twenty-four pages, and will appear
as the regular number next week.

A New Firm of Managers for San Francisco in the Sphere of

the Impresario, to Include Both Musical and Lyceum
Attractions.

Withey & Tuttle, whose advertisement appears on another
page of this issue, is the latest announcement in the manager
ial field of San P'rancisco. Mr. F. N. Withey. whose name
appears first in the firm, spent a number of years as a Lyceum
manager in Chicago and Kansas City with the "Redpath" and
"Central" people, and has been for the past two years north-
ern manager for L. E. Behymer. the well-known impresario
of Los Angeles, having his office at the Manx Hotel, this city.

Mr. Withey, being thoroughly experienced in lyceum and
musical management, does not enter the field as a novice, and
those knowing him best predict that the venture will there-
fore be a success from the start.

Mrs. E. S. Tuttle, the other member of the firm, has been
well and favorably known in and around San Francisco from
childhood, but during recent years has probably been best
known as one of the most prominent and energetic workers
in the various Women's Clubs in San Francisco and Mill Val-

ley, where she has a summer home. Her experience and for-

mer associations with all forms of educational and benevolent
work eminently fit her for the lyceum and literary end of the
work, so, that all indications are, that the two will make a
strong combination in the field of their endeavor.

In establishing their headquarters in this city the new firm
developed a somewhat new and original idea, which gives
promise of becoming very popular with people interested along
their line. Besides a reception room and office for the tran-
saction of the routine business, they have also fitted up in a

very elaborate manner a studio for musical recitals and lit-

erary events which, when it is desired to be used for that
purpose, can be made to seat about one hundred people. The
intention is not only to use it for their own events of a semi-
private nature for which a theatre will not be required, but to
rent same to clubs, musical societies, private individuals, etc.,

who want something in the way of a high-class and artistic

place in which to hold receptions, recitals, card parties or any
social events for which they do not care to use private homes.
This studio is certainly fitted up in a manner as artistic and
expensive as the most fastidious could desire, and we predict
that this room will become a popular place for people who
desire to rent for such purposes. Our best wishes go with
the new enterprise.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per year.

D, MUSTARD
The Brilliant Young Baritone Who is Making a Big Reputation

For Himself.
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MISS MARY CARRICK, PIANISTE.

Among the important musical events of the season will be
a concert by Miss .Mary Carrick. This brilliant young pian-

iste has appeared now frequently before the public, not only
in her native city, but also in England and Germany, and on
every occasion critics and public were lavish in their ex-

pression of enthusiastic approval. That an artiste like Miss
Carrick is not oftener heard in concert than once a year does
not reflect creditably upon the managers and public of this

territory. Young artists of vigor and musicianly sentiments
are altogether too rare to be permitted to rest for any length
of time. There are several musical clubs in this State who
would make no mistake in placing Miss Carrick regularly
upon their itinerary, and now that we have local managers
who look out for the interests of local artists there should be
no difficulty in securing a number of concerts a season for

artists like Miss Carrick. We take pleasure in reprinting
here three criticisms which appeared in local papers after
Miss Carrick's last concert in San Francisco.

I listened very carefully to lli.«s Carrick all the time she was
playing and I never detected the slightest deviation from clean
technics. Kipplins chromatic scales ai;d runs glided from her
linger tips with brook-like smoothness, vigorous staccato
chords dropped with astonishing conciseness trom her tirn.
wrists. Delicate pianissinio phrases caressed the ear with
delightful velvet quality and powerful lortissimos thundered
forth without degenerating into pounding. -\t times, and es-
pecially so in the Beethoven sonata. Miss Carrick attained a
lemarkable singing tone quality taht brought out the pathetic
tone picture of the work with effective emphasis. Surely Miss
Carrick possesses that spark known as genius, and if her in-
lellectual development keeps pace with her technical progress,
thei-e Is no reason why she should not occupy some day a
prominent position among the worlds great pianists—Musical

Miss Carrick's program embri
tion. and the young pianist exec
skill and cleverness. The "Gr
which Miss Carrick claims to ha

ced a rare and difficult selec-
uted the various numbers with
osses Konzert Solo." E minor
vc played first in this country

lost difficult Liszt composition. She played it with a
keen perception of her subject, to which she had given much
concentration. The varied movements in this number and her
technical handling showed a knowledge uncommon to Liszl
admirers.—Exaininer.

In a program that would have tried the oldest virtuoso, this
remarkable young artist, whose playing stirred European
musical centimes, aroused a critical audience to a storm of ap-
proval. A very brilliant future at her chosen work was free-
ly predicted for her.—Wasp. •

True music lovers gathered in the Colonial ballroom of the
St. Francis on Thursday evening for the piano recital of Miss
Mary Carrick. In the Liszt selection Miss Carrick displayed
rare ability in subduing the bass in difficult passages, and
charmed a sophisticated audience. The familiar Etude de
Concert, by Poldini. was highly appreciated as an encore, after
the heavy program of the evening.—Town Talk.

**

L. E. BEHYMER AND THE MUSICAL CLUBS.

Upon special request by the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
L. E. Behymer has forwarded to this paper the following

record of his work in connection with the musical clubs of

Southern California. .\ careful scrutiny of this record

speaks for itself, and no comment on our part is necessary.

If the musical clubs of San Francisco and neighboring cities

would take an equal interest in music, we would have reason
to be regarded as one of the foremost musical communities
in the world. But here is Mr. Behymer's account:
"The clubs are coming along very nicely, and I have some-

thing like twenty engagements for Schumann-Heink from
Denver west, thirty-one recitals for Mine. Langendorff in the

State of California, .\rizona and New .Mexico: fifteen en-

gagements for Fritz Kreisler. and have had the pleasure of

giving Mme. Sembrich the best tour she has ever had in this

section of the country. The clubs are probably most inter-

esting to you. because you would like to know some of the
work that is being done by them. In San Diego the Amphion
Club have tor their Philharmonic Course. Mme. Jomelli and
Marie Nichols. George Hamlin, Fritz Kreisler, Mme. Schu-
mann-Heink, and Mme. Carreno; for their extra recital, Mme.
Marcella Sembrich. For closed recitals. Miss -Anna Miller

Wood, Ignaz Haroldi, Georg Kruger, Frieda Langendorff and
several others.

".\t Riverside, Mme. Langendorff, Mme. Jomelli and Jliss

Nichols, Herr Haroldi, the Flonzaley Quartette are some of

the artists used by the Tuesday Music Club. At Redlands
the Spinet Club have taken Dr. Ludwig Wullner, Fritz

Kreisler and the Flonzaley Quartette, using Mme. Langen-
dorff as one of their closed concert artists. In Santa Bar-
bara the course includes Mme. Schumann-Heink. Mme, Lan-
gendorff, Ignaz Haroldi and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lott, .At

Clareraont College. Mme. .Jomelli and Marie Nichols, Mme.
Frieda Langendorff, George Hamlin and the Flonzaley Quar-
tete have been selected. At Fresno, George Hamlin, Mme,

f ~l

M

ADOLF GREGORY
Director of Oakland Conservatory of Music.

Langendorff and the Flonzaley Quartette are the artists for

the Saturday Music Club.
"The Sacramento Club, the greatest of all in the State, is

taking Tillie Koenen, Dr. Ludwig Wullner, Flonzaley Quar-
tette, Pepito .Arriola, Mr. and Jlrs. Harry Lott and a number
of other artists. Stockton is to hear Mme. Schumann-Heink.
Mme. Langendorff. and Ellen Beach Yaw. San Jose takes
the same artists, with an additional big concert by Mine.
Sembrich. Uoswell, N, M., comes in as one of the lions in the
Behymer territory: the .Apollo Club of that little town of 8,00t)

inhabitants has secured the services of Mme. Marcella Sem-
brich, Mme, Carreno, George Hamlin, Mme. Langendorff.
David Bispham, and Fritz Kreisler. Phoenix. .Ariz., will en-

joy .\Ime. Schumann-Heink. Mme. Langendorff, the Haroldi-
Goff Company and Ellen Beach Y'avv. The same group of

artists, with the exception of Mme, Schumann-Heink, go to

Bisbee. .Ariz.. Douglas. X\\z. and Prescott. and added to this

group is Fritz Kreisler, all going into Globe, You see the
southwest is becoming musical, and we are branching out,

I'p in Chico, Cal., Mme, Schumann-Heink and Mme. Langen-
dorff will sing, while in Santa Rosa. Monterey, Santa Cruz
and San Luis Obispo we find such artists as Mme. Langen-
dor^, Ellen Peach Yaw and Co., the Haroldi-Goff combina-
tion, and George Kruger in courses of three to four events,

"Little by little the local clubs and schools are partaking of

better material, and are getting to demand something that is

not only entertaining, but educational as well, Mr, Dupuy
has just stepped into the office and he says that the Orpheus
Club is going to give two more concerts this year, introduc-
ing some of the best local artists and possibly one foreign
one. The Los .Angeles center of the American Music Society
also has two more events to give, so you see we are all busy
down here. L. E. BEHYMER."

N^m ©rph^um
Safest and Most Magnificent Thi

OTARREtU STREET
Between Stockton and Powell

Phone Douglas 70

aire in America.

Week Beginning This Sunday .AhelBoon—MATINEE EVERY DAI'

EXTRAORDINARY SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT OF

ALICE LLOYD
England's Prettiest, Daintiest and Most Fascinating Comedienne. The Famous interna-

tional Favorite. First Appear-nce Here of THE McNAUGHTONS, celebrated

English Eccentrics inlroducins their much talked of Comedy Boxing Match. Those
Eccentric Downs THE BROTHERS PERMANE, Nightingales Making Love. In

conjunctioD with the Great

ORPHEUM ROAD SHO^V
Erening Pricei: 10c, 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Se.ti $1.00

Matinee Price*: (Except Sundays and Holidays) lOc. 25c, 50c

SEATS ON SALE TWO WEEKS IN ADVANCE
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REPRESENTATIVE MUSIC TEACHERS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Nothing has given us more pleasure and delight since pub-
lishing this paper than the publication of the following lines

of appreciation of the music teachers of Los Angeles, who
have contributed their endorsement in the shape of advertise-
ments to this paper. Not until the musical profession of Los
Angeles had given this paper its support, through subscrip-

tions and advertisements, could we claim that this was a
Pacific Coast musical journal. It is therefore more than mere
recognition of well-earned praise that impels us to publish
the following endorsements. It is a sincere appreciation and
a hearty sympathy with our splendid musicians in Southern
California who make our heavy task to sustain a musical
journal on this coast a light one by their generous recognition.

DREYFUS, MRS. ESTELLE HEARTT—The concrete effi-

ciency of any musician is not so much evidenced by the fact

of what is being done as by the fact of how a thing is done.
It is true certain technical faculties are essential to exhibit

true musicianship, but unless these technical faculties are

backed by individuality and intellectuality they are of no use
to music at large. Whenever you see the term of "purpose"
program you will remember that Mrs. Dreyfus is the one
singer in California who has given these programs more than
local reputation. This splendid contralto soloist, who possess-

es a voice of delightful timbre, never appears in a concert
unless there is a purpose in back of her work. She arranges
her programs in a manner to suggest a definite idea, thereby
making them interesting, and at the same time setting herself

a task of no mean dimensions. To find sufficient subjects to

prepare programs throughout a year is indeed difficult, but

Mrs. Dreyfus takes so much pleasure in her work that the

greater difficulty to compile her "purpose" programs, the

greater the delight she takes in interpreting them.

DUPUY, J. P.—Among the busiest musicians in Southern
California Mr. Dupuy stands in the front rank. He is the

director of the Orpheus Male Club, the B'nei Brith Choir,

Trinity M. E. Church Choir. Y. M. C. A. vocal department
and the Euterpean Male Quartet. In addition to all these

duties, Mr. Dupuy teaches a very large class of efficient voca!

pupils. Being a tenor of superior faculties, Mr. Dupuy is

called upon to appear in a large number of concerts, and
vi'heu it is known that he performs all his numerous dutie,';

with the utmost conscientiousness and adherence to artistic

principles, it may well be assumed that Mr. Dupuy has not

much time to spare during the year. He is an enthusiast in

his work, and one of his greatest delights is to be able to

tell his friends of the success he achieves with his various

favorite organizations. That he has reason to be proud of

his achievement is cheerfully admitted by every musician in

Los Angeles.
* * *

EDSON, CHARLES FARWELL—Mr. Edson is by all means
one of the best known and one of the most influential mem-
bers of the Southern California musical cult. As president of

the Gamut Club he has wielded a great power over the gradual
musical development of the Southland, and his public school

concerts attracted the attention of the musical world last sea-

son. Mr. Edson is a basso of profound enthusiasm, who not

only pays attention to the musical cliaracter of his recital, but

who is equally attentive to the phase of enunciation. He is

a great enthusiast in regard to singing in English, and does
not hesitate to speak his mind regarding the necessity of

using English texts in song recitals. He is also a firm cham-
pion of the California artist, and, like the Pacific Coast Mus-
ical Review, he firmly believes in the efficiency of our resident

musicians. He has done a great deal toward the recognition

of resident artists in Southern California. As a teacher he is

very successful, bringing out competent students from time

to time at private musicales in his charming studio. He is a

most valuable figure in Los Angeles musical circles.
* * «

GOETZ, MISS MARGARET—Miss Goetz is one of the most
intelligent vocalists and teachers whom it has been our good
fortune to meet. Her historical song recitals are known
throughout this country, and in program-arranging she is cer-

tainly an expert. Miss Goetz gives occasional home musicales,

which are among the most cherished events of those who
are fortunate enough to receive invitations, and on these oc-

casions she presents her pupils, who give -jvidence of having

partaken of a thorough vocal training. A musician of Miss
Goetz's sincerity is indeed a most gratifying adornment to the
musical colony of any community.

* *

HAMILTON, HARLEY—Mr. Hamilton is no stranger to the
readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review. As the con-
ductor of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, the Woman's
Orchestra, the Los Angeles Municipal Band, and as the ex-
ponent of all the best in music, Mr. Hamilton must be re-

garded as a powerful figure in the musical annals of the far
West. There being no symphony orchestra in San Francisco
at present, Mr. Hamilton is really a very prominent figure in

California musical circles, and his energetic work in behalf
of music in Southern California earns him a tablet of gold
upon the musical history of this State. In addition to his
public duties, Mr. Hamilton teaches the violin, and his large
class of pupils has every reason to testify to his efficiency
as an instructor.

* ^. •

KRAUSS, ARNOLD—Mr. Krauss may well be regarded as
one of the leading violinists of the Pacific Coast. He is the
concert master of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, the
leader of the Krauss String Quartet, and a violin soloist of
much temperament and a superior technical skill. He has
been active in Los Angeles musical circles for quite a number
of years, and his reputation has spread far outside of the
borders of Southern California. He has earned the admira-
tion and respect of his fellow citizens, and consequently oc-

cupies a place in the front rank of California musiciandom.
As a teacher, he is exceptionally successful, and having heard
some of his pupils we are in a position to state that he is a
most competent instructor, who obtains the very best results
from his students.

MILLER, ABRAHAM—Mr. Miller has made especially good
as an oratorio and concert singer. Indeed, he proved so
successful that he can hardly fill all the engagements offered
him during a year. His class is already a very large one.
and it grows steadily from week to week. Mr. Miller pos-
sesses a clear, ringing, tenor voice, with sufficient vigor and
penetration to be fitted particularly for bigger works. Al-

though so far his concert activity has been restricted to

Southern California only, it is reasonable to suppose that his

reputation will soon earn him a hearing in and about San
Francisco.

PEMBERTON, CHARLES E.—Mr. Pemberton belongs to

the most prominent instructors on the violin in the South-
west. He is a member of the faculty of the University of
Southern California, and as a composer he has conquered for

himself an estimable reputation. We are now in possession
of a chamber music quartet, which we asked Mr. Pemberton
to give to us so that we may have it performed during the
present season in San Francisco. We shall make efforts to

insure such performance, and it is very likely that one of the
chamber music quartets will be pleased to give it a hearing.
Mr. Pemberton is also the secretary of the Gamut Club, and
is contributing a great deal toward the general growth of

musical culture in the metropolis of the great Southwest.
* * *

POULIN, J. B.—As the director of the Ellis Club, the
Temple Baptist Choir and the Woman's Lyric Club, Mr.
Poulin is representative of the most influential element in

musical activities in Los Angeles. He possesses many like-

able personal qualities which have made him a favorite in the
city of his adoption, and as a choral director he stands sec-

ond to none in the country. He is a most sympathetic musi-
cian, and harbors high ideals which he endeavors to emulate
by means of his choral societies with more than ordinary
success. He possesses a tenor voice of much charm, and
his favorite hobby is the obtaining of a clear and concise
enunciation from his choruses, as well as from his pupils.

Mr. Poulin may well be counted as among the most suc-

cessful musicians on the coast.

STROBRIDGE, WILLIAM EDSON—When anyone should
tell you that there is no modesty in a musician he certainly

has never met Mr. Strobridge of Los Angeles. We have
known of few musicians who devote so much time and work
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to the attainment of constantly higher aims tlian Mr. Stro-

bridge does. He never seems to be satisfied with himself,

'

but is ever eager to improve and perfect his work. Of such
material successful artists are made. II r. Strobridge is a

pianist of much sincerity of purpose, and one who through his

work reveals the fact that he has studied to advantage. As
accompanist he possesses the faculty to subordinate himself

to the soloist, and as a man he represents the very best

type of citizenship. Men like Mr. Strobridge have con-

tributed to bringing the members of the musical cult of Los
Angeles upon that basis where they have become famous
for their kind regard for one another, and for their desire

to accomplish something worth while in behalf of the city

rather than for the benefit of individual aggrandizement.
Musicians like Mr. Strobridge are of great value to a com-
munity, and we do not hesitate to give him this voluntary
tribute.

* * *

WILHARTITZ, ADOLF—If ever anyone was justly entitled

to the sobriquet. "Nature's nobleman." Adolf Wilhartitz of Los
Angeles surely is entitled to wear it. A man of a cheerful
disposition, always having a good word for his colleagues, the

There are about three hundred studios in the building,
and these are divided into music studios and art studios.
Each studio has hot and cold water, electric lights, steam
heat and telephone. Janitor service is included in the rent.
The building also contains a permanent public art gallery
for the exhibition of works of art. Only paintings of merit
are here permitted for exhibition purposes. Here the many
artists of the building, as well as other prominent California
painters, exhibit their works from time to time. Thus the
public has an opportunity of examining the pictures under
the most advantageous conditions. The lighting is of the
very best, it having been arranged under the supervision of
a committee of artists.

The Blanchard Hall building is under the management of
F. W. Blanchard, upon whose suggestion the owners con-
structed the building for its present purpose, has been promi-
nent in Los Angeles managerial and musical circles for a
number of years. He is an energetic and whole-souled gen-
tleman, who has the best interests of music and the fine arts
at heart, and who, therefore, is of much value to the metrop-
olis of the great Southwest in its onward march toward the
higher aims of culture and refinement.

THE FAMOUS GAMUT CLUB AT LOS ANGELES

Prominent Musicians Enjoying a Well-Earned Rest From Strenuous Duties—President Edson in

the Center.

possessor of a kind heart and a generous nature, he occupies
a unique position among the musical fraternity of California.

If there were more musicians of Mr. Wilhartitz's character,
music would be a far more esteemed profession than it is now.
That a gentleman of such great personal advantages must of

necessity be a fine musician, is a law of nature that can not
be escaped. Mr. Wilhartitz is an ideal teacher, by reason of

his great patience, his love for children, his ability to inspire
confidence and affection, and his unbounded love for the art

because of its own sake. Musicians like Mr. Wilhartitz are
very rare, and the community who has the privilege to house
them is very fortunate.

MISS MIRIAM HALL IN HONOLULU.

THE BLANCHARD HALL OF LOS ANGELES.

The Blanchard Hall building of Los Angeles, of which we
publish a series of views upon another page in this issue, is

built upon the plan of a fine arts building. It contains a
hall with a seating capacity of eight hundred, where a num-
ber of leading musical events take place throughout the
year. Besides this large concert hall the building contains
three smaller halls, one seating five hundred, one two hun-
dred and fifty, and one, one hundred and fifty people. There
is also a banquet hall with a seating capacity of from 2.50

to oOO. The five halls are being used throughout the year.

Miss Jliriam Hall, a young violiniste well known in San
Francisco, recently appeared in Honolulu in a concert, and
the Commercial Advertiser of that city, dated December 3d,
spoke of the event as follows:

"By far the greatest musical treat of the season was heard
last night at the benefit concert for the organ fund of St.

Andrew's. Miss Jliriam Hall was the star of the evening.
Her violin playing ranks with the best ever heard in Hono-
lulu. Miss Hall is one of those, rarely met with, who excel
in more than one line. In addition to being a fine violinist,
she is also one of the three leading women tennis players of
the United States. She is also a good swimmer, skater and
horsewoman. Perhaps it is this unusual versatility which
gives her violin playing a deeper note, a greater power, than is

ordinarily observed in women who play the violin. The first

number on the program was a trio by Gade, the famous
Norwegian composer. It is unquestionably one of the gems
in trios, and its rendition on this occasion was a delight. Miss
Hall's violin solos were, all of them, not only played in a
masterly manner, but showed remarkably good judgment in

their selection, none of them having a tiresome moment, and
each one seeming better and more delightful than the last."
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IN THE REALM OF THE THEATRE
Edited by JOSEPH M. GUMMING

"THE MAN FROM HOME" AT THE VALENCIA—"The
Man From Home," Daniel Vnorhies Pike, attorney-at-law, Ko-
komo, Indiana, is a direct descendant of Mark Twain's Con-
necticut Yankee, who raised Cain in King Arthur's court, the
shrewd-witted, self-reliant American type, who goes up against
time-honored traditions and customs, and by Yankee pluck
and wit gets away with them. Come to think of it. though,
Mark Twain's Yankee gets killed, whereas Daniel Voorhies
Pike not only does up the haughty nobility, but saves the

girl's fortune for her. and the girl for himself.

This play is by Harry T>eon Wilson and Booth Tarkington,
himself of Indiana, and let me remark in passing that we
Californians are rapidly losing our reputation for being the
champion blowers of the country to the Indiana fellows who
have a fine system for boosting their fellow citizens. This
play is part of it.

The play was first produced in Chicago, where it met with
instant and overwhelming success; then it was taken on to

New York, where there was plenty of predictions of failure

as it was thought that cosmopolitan New York would not be

interested in having the eagle scream nor in seeing the wooly
Westerner twist the British lion's tail, but they did, even
into a second year's run.

The play itself was published in book form some time ago,

and after reading it I thought I wasn't going to like the play.

It is a very nice belief to have, that chivalry, honesty and
kindliness are matters of location so long as the amount of

these virtues increases the further west you go—what para-

gons they must be at some of those resorts on the ocean
boulevard—and the general all around superiority of the Ko-
komo lawyer is a little tiresome. And the Earl of Hawcastle,
with his modest demand for a settlement of only one hundred
and fifty thousand pounds strikes me as a piker. Of course

my knowledge of market quotations on earls is drawn entirely

from the Sunday papers, and as Harry Leon Wilson lives in

France he may have the real inside "dope" on what American
girls are paying for them now.

It is a common experience when you have read a play to be
disappointed because some of the characters are portrayed

differently from what you have conceived them—somehow, I

don't know why, I had thought of Daniel Voorhies Pike as a

quick-spoken, high-voiced sort of a "smarty-Aleck." and maybe
that is why I didn't like the play when reading it.

But Henry Hall, who plays the part, had not been on the

stage more than a few minutes before he captured one com-
pletely, and thenceforth there was a most enjoyable evening.

Instead of the idea in mind, Hal! plays him just as he should
be, a soft-spoken, slow-drawling, good-natured, lovable fellow,

a man who knows just what he wants, how he is going to get

it. and who can't be jarred out of his way by anybody or any-

thing—a human, real person, a true picture of one Western
type, "a fellow of infinite wit," with a ready flow of homely,
but striking, illustrations to drive home his remarks, and not

at all the impossible character I had thoughtlessly imagined
out of the book.

The other parts are adequately played. .lohn Martin is poig-

nant in his portrayal of one who has suffered unjustly. Vaugh-
an Trevor is excellent as the Hon. Almeric St. Aubyn, the

fortune hunter, and Mary Elizabeth Forbes carries off the

leading female part about as well as such a thankless role will

let her. But Lawyer Pike is the whole thing, and as he
holds the stage most of the time it is a thoroughly enjoyable
play, and its big Eastern success is no mystery to me now.

w
THIS WEEK AT THE ALCAZAR—"Pierre of the Plains"

is a play of the Canadian Northwest, made up by Edgar
Selwyn from Gilbert Parker's delightful series of stories en-

titled "Pierre and His People." It is a long time since I read
those tales of Pierre, the half-breed gambler, and maybe I

have forgotten, but I cannot recall anything about Pierre, the
half-breed, daring to love a white girl. Of course the play
had hardly started when anyone could see that there was going
to be a love scene between Pierre and the girl, but it never
occurred to )ne that the ending would leave the white girl in

the half-breed's arms. I had it figured out that Pierre, big-

hearted Pierre, would show his real bigness by renunciation

of his hopeless love, and had Mr. Selwyn written it that way
it would not, of course, had the always-welcome happy ending,
but it would have been infinitely better drama.
Aside from the jar of the ending the playwright has con-

veyed the Parker atmosphere quite well. He has given us
the keen and crafty Pierre, the light-hearted gambler, always
concealing his real nature, the Pierre that is very much like

that other lovable gambler of Bret Harte's, ,Jack Hamlin, and
has added a blood thrilling good old-fashioned man-to-man
fight for life that is as good as any old Central Theatre melo-
drama.

The Alcazar Corai)any, after its usual fashion, takes hold of
the half-and-half kind of play and produces, as it invariably
does, something well worth going to see. .John Ince does a
fine thing with the character of Pierre, and gets out of him
all his vivacity, his fearlessness and resourceful ingenuity,
and shows you down into his real nature: it must be con-
fessed that Mr. Ince does not handle the dialect well, he for-

gets it too often, but then it was his first night.

Speaking of dialect, the work of E. L. Bennison is a treat.

When I saw on the program that he was Peter Galbraith I

thought of course that here was to be another case of murder-
ing the Scotch dialect, and if you come of Scottish parents
you can understand me when I say that I hate to see a Scotch
character on the stage unless the actor can get somewhere
near the real thing, which happens very seldom. But Benni-
son's Scotch is simply fine—of the good mouth-filling kind

—

I wonder where he got it? It is not what you call typical

Scotch, but I have known quite a few Scotchmen with just
that same accent. Resides his fine Scotch, he gives a mas-
terly picture of hard-headed old Peter Galbraith that is as
fine in its way as his portrayal of the Marquis of Steyne in

"Becky Sharp." Miss Vaughan is quite effective as .len Gal-

braith. Walling in the hea-y role of .lap Durkin is at home.
Charles Dow Clark is good as Matt Brady, and—oh! well, they
are all good as ever.

The scene painter deserves especial praise. There have
been many fine things done at the Alcazar, but never do I

recall a more beautiful effect than the third act, a mountain
scene with the softest imaginable effect of distant mountains
and clouds.

w
NEXT WEEK'S ATTRACTIONS AT THE ORPHEUM.—

Miss Alice Lloyd, the famous English singing comedienne,
whose success in New York for the past three years has sur-

passed that of any other European artiste ever imported, has
been captured by Martin Beck for the Orpheum Circuit, and
her appearance here next Sunday matinee will be one of the
most important events of the theatrical sason. Miss Lloyd
first sang in New York three years ago, and without the ex-

travagant heralding of most imported artists, she scored a
tremendous hii and became an immediate sensation. Klaw
and Erlanger were anxious to star her this season in a spe-

cial production, but she preferred to continue in vaudeville
until she had visited San Francisco, of which she has heard
so much from her fellow artists, and which she looks forward
to with the greatest pleasure. The McNaughtons. who come
here for the Hrst lime next week, are considered the funniest
and most original English comedians that the Orpheum Cir-

cuit has ever imported. They are immense favorites in

London and the other chief cities of the British Isles, and
their efforts have not been confined to the music halls, as

they have also been featured in many of the most important
Drury Lane Christmas pantomimes. The offering they will

present has been widely copied without success, as their

quaint and eccentric style is a characteristic of their own
which baffles imitators, and the eccentric boxing match which
they introduce is one of the most amusing things ever seen
in a theatre. Those funny eccentric clowns, the Brothers
Permane, will appear in the coming bill at the Orpheum. One
of the chief hits of their peformance is an imitation of two
nightingales making love. Next week will be the last of the
Orpheum Road Show, and supplemented as it will be by Alice
Lloyd, the McNaughtons, and the Brothers Permane. it will

prove one of the greatest bills ever known in \audeville. It

certainly will be too good to miss.
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Sherman, Clay & Co. Recital Hall, With Stage Set For the Regular Weekly Recitals, Showing Steinway

Grand, Estey Pipe Organ, Cecilian Player Piano, Welte Cabinet Player and Victor Victrola.
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The Pacific Coast Musical Review hereby presents to its

readers the leading music schools of California, which have
used the columns of this paper for the purpose of presenting
their institutions to the musical public of the Pacific Coast.
Whatever is said in the subsequent articles is based upon
actual facts, and does not consist of any matter intended as
advertisement. This paper has thoroughly examined the
merit of these institutions, the editor having personally as-

sured himself of their efficiency and we give herewith our
endorsement as a recognition of the support given this paper
by these schools, as well as giving our readers information
which they ought to know.

BERINGER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC—After all the
best manner in which to judge the efficiency of any teacher
or music school is b.v the results obtained in the end. And
these results manifest themselves principally in the work of

the pupils as revealed at occasional recitals. The well
known Beringer Musical Club is one of the results achieved
by the Beringer Conservatory of Music, and the founders
of this institution have every reason to be extremely proud
of their efforts as manifested by this club. We have had
repeated occasion to call attention to the recitals given by
this organization, and it is not necessary at this time to
reiterate our praise. Suffice it to say that any music school
that is able to present such students as those comprising
the Beringer Musical Club may well be recommended by the
most conscientious people. Professor Beringer. director of
the conservatory, and head of the piano department, is a
graduate of the famous Leipsic Conservatory, having a di-

ploma as professor, and Madame Beringer is a pupil of the
distinguished vocal pedagogue. Madame Cappiani. Both are
well equipped for the position of educators. Professor
Beringer is also a composer of brilliant resources, his works
being published by one of the foremost publishing houses in

Leipsic. Germany.
• * *

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC—This prosperous
institution, which has grown up with the city of Oakland and
become recognized throughout the whole Pacific Coast as a
most reliable school of musical instruction, was founded by
.\dolf Gregory, the present director, some ten years ago. Dur-
ing that time more than 2000 pupils have studied within its

doors, its roll of pupils increasing as each year passes, com
ing from every point of the Pacific Coast of North and South
-America, Hawaii. Canada and the East of Asia. Each new
season sees some addition in some department of the con-
servatory. The large reference library of musical classics
and work of theory, the free scholarships and other advan-
tages making it a school where the study of music becomes
not merely a pleasure, but an untold benefit during the life

of the student. The present director. Adolf Gregory, is abb
assisted in the successful work of the conservatory by his
wife, a lady of charming attainments and eminent musical
ability.

* «- *

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART—Although this school
is as yet young as an institution, having been organized
about a month or six weeks ago. the members of the faculty
have long been known as being among the most representa-
tive of our musical educators and musicians. Mrs. Richard
Rees. the head of the vocal department, is constantly appear-
ing at numerous concerts, and whenever she has an oppor-
tunity by reason of her exceedingly flexible and penetrating
voice, as well as her finished interpretation and delightful
enunciation. She is as competent an instructor as she is a
performer, and therefore represents a most capable instructor
at a music school. Mrs. Rees teaches what is known as the
Marchesi method, and is having splendid success with her
pupils. She was in charge of the vocal department at the
recent Chatauqua Session in Pacific Grove, and gained for
herself a most gratifying recognition for efficiency and
authoritative reliability.

E. N. Knight, the associate member of the vocal depart-
ment, is well known to San Franciscans by reason of his
brilliant career at the old Tivoli, where his splendid bass
voice proved cne of the most delightful features of those well
remembered artistic performances. He is a thorough scholar
and adept in the vocal art. and the fame he achieved in San
Francisco was spread during his successful engagement with

grand operatic organizations in .New York, and principally
with W. H. Savage's splendid forces. He has spent twenty-
five unusually successful years in opera, and consequently
represents particular efficiency as tutor in operatic reper-
toire and operatic singing.

William Hofmann, the head of the violin department, is an
artist of unusual calibre and a routine musician of marked
ability. He was concert master of the Metropolitan Opera
House Orchestra. New York, under the regime of Walter
Damrosch. and later concert master of the Damrosch Sym-
phony Orchestra. Since his successful career in San Fran-
cisco during the last five or six years he has been leader of
various orchestras, now being in charge of the Fairmount
Hotel orchestra and the Palace Hotel orchestra, and among
his principal successes have been his artistic performances
as leader of the Hofmann String Quartet, which gave an e.x-

cellent series of chamber music recitals at Lyric Hall last
season. The Hofmann String Quartet (with a change of per-
sonnel! is still in existence and expects to give recitals this
season.
Gyula Ormay. the head of the piano department, may well

be regarded as one of the most gifted pianists on the Pacific
Coast. He is an ensemble player par excellence, and as
soloist as well as accompanist he possesses a finesse rarely
heard among resident musicians. He has acted as accom-
panist to a number of great artists who visit this city, and
Kreisler's present engagement recalls the fact that Gyula
Ormay was his accompanist during a former series of con-
certs in San Francisco. He is one of the most valuable in-

structors a music school is able to secure in the far West.
Albert W. Nielsen, who presides over the destinies of the

'cello departemnt. is a most efficient musician and a mem-
ber of the Hofman String Quartet. He is among the later
additions to San Francisco art circles. He understands
thoroughly the intricacies of the instrument he has chosen
as his medium of expression, and will have no difficulty to

impart a proper knowledge in the art of cello playing.

NOTRE DAME CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, SAN JOSE—
The readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review are so
well acquainted with this institution, by reason of the fre-

quent allusions to its efficiency, that it becomes rather diffi-

cult at this time to add anything to what has already been
said. We can only reiterate that the good Sisters in charge
of the conservatory are earnestly and conscientiously en-
deavoring to impart musical knowledge to their students
in a manner that is of the utmost advantage. Strict atten-
tion is here being paid to purely artistic efficiency. .\n ele-

ment of seriousness and enthusiasm permeates the entire
atmosphere at this ideal school, and it is certain that any
child who has the good fortune to be musically educated
under these conditions will absorb musical sentiments in a
manner that will become a part of her life. We have at-

tended a series of concerts at this splendid institution, and
every time we are surprised and delighted with the spirit of

sincerity that prevails here. Sister Cecile Marie, the head of

the conservatory, and her excellent associates, are indeed ab-

sorbed in their work to train not only good musicians, but
good women, and for both these facts they are deserving of
the respect and esteem of the public. A record of a recent
concert of Carrie Goebel Weston will be found upon another
page in this issue, and also a photogravure of the Conserva-
tory Building.

* * *

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC—This ex-

cellent music school, which, under the direction of Prof.

E. S. Bonelli. has now passed the twenty-fifth mile stone of

its exceedingly successful career, regards among its principal

achievements the fact of being equipped in a manner to grad-

uate competent and successful teachers. Inasmuch as every
effort is being made to emphasize the pedagogic side, music
pupils graduating from this institution are invariably com-
petent teachers who are especially fitted to impart the prim-
ary education in music study. Professor Bonelli has spent
years of his life toward the solution of the problem of edu-
cating efficient instructors, and having made this problem
the effort of his life, he has prepared his school with a sys-

tem most adapted toward the achievement of the most bril-

liant results in this direction. In other words, Professor
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Bonelli wants his pupils to bo equipped in sucli a manner
that after the graduation they will be able to earn a live-

lihood. And as it is a noted fact that concert work is

rarely a source of sufiicient income for a musician, it re-

mains for a student to adopt the career of teacher or orches-

tral musician. And like the business college of the higher

standard, the San Francisco Conservatory of Music looks out

for its students after their years of study, when they have
been thrown upon the world for their struggle for a living.

The remarkable growth of this institution of late has neces-

sitated a change of headquarters and Professor Bonelli an-

nounces his decision to remove to larger and more dignified

quarters in the down-town district.

STEWART VIOLIN SCHOOL—We can not give a better

idea of the value of the Stewart Violin School of Oakland
which, during the last year, has made rapid strides toward
success, and which already has earned an important position

among the prominent music schools of California, than to pub-

lish here a few facts regarding its management. Alexander
Stewart, the director of the school, is a most efficient violinist

and teacher, who has benefited from both European and Amer-
ican masters. He stands very high among the musicians of

California and occupies an influential place by reason of his

association with the critical fraternity of which he is a most
successful instructor.

There has recently been added a harmony class to this

school, which is in charge of Edward F. Schneider, the well-

known composer, pianist and teacher. Mr. Schneider has

gained fame through his excellent Midsummer Play of the

Bohemian Club, and also as a most valuable member of the

faculty of Mills College. His lectures, as well as his lessons,

will no doubt prove of incalculable benefit to the students.

It is the desire of those in charge of this harmony class to

prepare the pupils so that they will be able to meet the re-

quirements for entrance examinations at the University of

California, inasmuch as music has been placed upon the

credit schedale with three units. Every department of this

school is under the supervision of the most efficient instruc-

tors, and Mr. Stewart is entitled to the hearty' endorsement
of everyone really interested in the cause of good music.

* # *

THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF THE PACIFIC, SAN JOSE, CAL.—The University of the

Pacific in San .lose, Cal.. is the oldest college on the Pacific

Coast, and it was the first large institution of learning on the

coast that recognized music as a part of education and
adopted it in its curriculum by establishing a conservatory ot

music in its fullest meaning and equipment. It is also the

only conservatory of music on the whole coast that is not

depending upon its income but shares the endowment with

the whole university. That fact in itself allows the conserva-

tory to employ the best instructors and to offer the best

courses in music. Music students who desire to perfect them
selves in literary studies may take advantage of them free of

charge. The courses in music comprise: Complete theory of

music and composition, history of music, pipe organ, piano,

violin, violoncello and voice culture. The Dean of the con-

servatory, Pierre Oouillet, is a musician and a pianist of in-

ternational reputation. The high aims of the institution and
thoroughness of its instruction, as well as its rapid growth,

places this conservatory of music on a plane similar to that

of the New England Conservatory of Music of Boston.

The University of the Pacific has recently purchased a

Kimball piiie organ, the specifications of which are as follows:

Twenty-six full speaking stops. There are seven stops in the

great organ, nine in the swell organ, six in the choir organ,

and four in the pedal organ. The compass of the manuals is

61 notes, and the compass of the pedals is 30 notes. Every
manual register runs through 61 pipes, and every pedal regis-

ter through :30 pipes. The bellows will be operated by an elec-

tric motor and blower. There will be ten couplers from great

to pedal, swell to pedal, choir to pedal, etc., etc. The ad-

justable combinations will effect great and pedal organs,

swell and pedal, and choir and pedal, to be operated by pis-

tons placed under their respective keyboards. There will be

a fine system of adjustable pedal combination and pedal

movements. The accessories will be swell tremolo, choir

tremolo, wind indicator, vox humana tremolo, etc. The com-
position of the stops are made with the greatest possible care,

and with a view to affording the most superb effect in an

organ of this size and character. The touch of this organ

will be as light as that of a piano, and the repetition quicker.

This organ is being specially constructed by the W. W. Kim-
ball Company of Chicago, the largest organ manufacturers in

the world. The case will be in oak in simple, yet excellent

taste. According to plans, the installation should be com-

THE VON STEIN ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

pleted by .July 1, 11)10, and it will be an instrument of which
the university may well be proud. It is to occupy the rear

of stage in the university chapel and music hall, which is the

most imposing and spacious auditorium in San Jose and vicin-

ity. The instrument was purchased from the Eilers Music Co.

VON STEIN ACADEMY OF MUSIC—Among the genuine
music schools in America the Von Stein Academy in Los An-
geles occupies a worthy place. We have written already so

much about this exemplary institution that we believe it to be
fair to publish here the opinion of others beside ourselves re-

garding the excellence of this school. We can hardly select

a more advantageous endorsement than the one by George
F. Graham, the musical editor of the Los Angeles Examiner,
which appeared in an edition of that paper dated October
30th. 1903, and which read as follows: "Some months ago I

had occasion to write in these columns about ambitious plans

proposed by the Von Stein Academy of Music, plans which
at the time seemed bold. Mr. von Stein promised us a great

musical college for this city, an institution which should rival

the best and largest in this country, and hardly had the

skeptics had time to raise the cry of 'impossible here," when
this strenuous pianist-pedagogue was already beginning upon
his task of expansion. Mr. von Stein began a campaign of

advertising, which taught the public to appreciate the energy
behind this plan for a more musical Los Angeles, and as was
to be expected, the public responded most generously, and
today, hardly four months since the announcement was made
in these columns, a news item states that Mr. von Stein

has purchased a piece ot property at Seventeenth and Georgia
streets for a consideration of $20,000, and that a handsome
brick structure is to be erected there for exclusive use of the

new and grciter Von Stein Academy of Music.
"Mr. von Stein has not appealed to any organization for

subscription of any kind or to share with him the risk of so

big an investment. The new college building will be a three-

story brick affair, equipped in first-class style, and will out-

shine anything of its kind west of the Mississippi.

"Already architects are at work with the plans for the

building, which is to be completed in six months, and which
will be sufficiently large to take care of about 2000 students
of music.
"The Von Stein Academy was built up from Mr. von Stein's

private piano class, and that class grew so that assistants had
to be employed who prepared students for Mr. von Stein;

these classes growing larger all the time were organized into

a regular academic system, and finally public demand neces-

sitated the addition of departments for other instruments, and
then Mr. von Stein applied for a charter and the school was
incorporated in 1907 as a musical college. Next to Mr. von
Stein in artistic Importance on the faculty of the college is

Wenzel Kopta, the eminent Bohemian violin virtuoso:

Alfred Wyld-Viteri, a brilliant Spanish piano virtuoso, and
Miss Juliet von Stein, who has probably a larger class of

piano students than any one man or woman in this city.
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Introdudtory Announcement
OF

Withey & Tuttle
INCOKHORAl'KI)

MANAGERS OF

Lyceum and Musical Talent

jE DESIRE to hereby announce our entrance into the

Lyceum and Musical field of San Francisco and adja-

cent territory and to say that we will be able to

furnish, either for public or private appearance, the

Higher Class of Professional Musical Arties (both

vocal and in^rumental), Ledturers, Readers, Literary People and

all other talent pertaining to the Musical, Lyceum or Chautauqua

field. We shall be glad to hear from clubs, musical and literary

societies, associations, churches, lodges or individuals who may
desire the services of such talent. While mo^ of our talent will

be foreign or "Ea^ern" we shall also be pleased to receive appli-

cations for all high grade "Coa^" talent who desire to secure

engagements through our medium. We shall be glad to see all

of our old friends among the musical arti^s and ledturers, and

to make the acquaintance of new ones. Our offices, music and

ledture ^udio are at 315 Sutter Street, Third Floor, San Francisco.

Studio seating 100 people for rent for afternoon or evening affairs.

WITHEY & TUTTLE,
Lyceum and Concert Managers.
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THE REPRESENTATIVE MUSIC HOUSES OF CALIFORNIA

In this department we desire to present to our readers the
representative music houses of California whicli are using
this paper .is a means to malte Isnown their superiority.

While it is hardly necessary for us to give our own opinion i-e-

garding the standing and influence of these houses, we are
proud to be able to show our readers that tliis paper is being
used by the foremost music dealers of the Pacific Coast as
an advertising medium, and this selection from the midst of

the business men is surely a splendid tribute to the value
and appreciation of this paper.

WILEY B. ALLEN COMPANY—There is a paragraph in

in the advertisement of the Wiley B. Allen Company upon
another page in this paper which is worthy of reproduction
here. It reads: "The protection and the satisfaction of
each individual customer is the underlying principle of our
business and the foundation of the remarkable growth and
success oi our house. Our interest does not cease when the
sale is made. We consider the transaction closed only when
we know that the piano has proved its worth in the hands of

the buyer." There is a certain finality about this paragraph
which is decidedly confidence inspiring. And no doubt those
who have had reason to deal with this house have had ex-

perience regarding the fact that the firm means what it says
in its advertisement. This paper is proud of such advertise-

ments and it is equally proud of having the support of houses
like the Wiley B. Allen Company, for we are not working al-

together for financial success, we are working principally for

the moral success of the musical fraternity and advertise-

ments like these help us to bring the musical atmosphere
of the far West upon a more sane basis. There really re-

mains nothing to be added to this recognition of the Wiley
B. Allen Company, of which firm Frank Anrys is the worthy
general manager, than to ask our readers to read the ad-

vertisement of this house and think it over carefully.

• * *

BALDWIN COMPANY—The accompanying illustration of

one of the Baldwin Piano Company's factories gives an idea of

the magnitude of this organization. And when we state that

the policy of conducting this magnificent plant is well in ac-

cord with the physical magnificence of its outward appear-

ance our readers will have an idea of the character of this

house. We (juote here a fragment of a description of the

Baldwin plant, which appeared in one of the leading trade

papers recently: "The Baldwin plant is a very complete one.

The spacing of the buildings and the relative departments so

placed as to ensure the best and speediest results, indicates

a co-ordination which tends to the completest class of work.
The foundation of it all is the fact that the Baldwin Company
manufactures its own lumber in its own mills, thus furnish-

ing tliem with the material at first cost, which is important,

but also enables them to grade from their stock exactly the

class and grade of lumber best fitted to their purpose. The
Baldwin Company has carried on its affairs in such a dignified

manner, with an entire absence of agitation, that even mem-
bers of the trade do not full grasp the importance of this

great establishment. Viewed as distributors, the Baldwin
Company occupies a very strong position among its com-
peers. With its spacious and handsome stores and numerous
agencies working in co-operation, it disposes of not less than
fourteen thousand pianos per annum. In the cities of Chi-

cago and San Francisco the Baldwin Company has recently
opened veritable palaces of music. It is to such splendid
exhibition places that much of the new importance of the
piano can be attributed. It is no longer a garret trade, nor
do buyers go up side streets to factories to make a selection

of an instrument. To-day, clothed in splendid apparel, so to

speak, the modern piano is offered under circumstances which
give prestige to its existence, and as the end should always
justify the means, it is proven by experience that no housing
can be too good tor the modern piano, and among the chief to

do this may be named the Baldwin Company of Cincinnati,

Chicago, San Francisco and a hundred other places."

A news item appeared recently in the Eastern trade press
that Mrs. Wm. H. Taft had purchased a handsome white
enameled parlor grand Baldwin piano, and the same had been
installed in the Blue Room of the White House. Another
trade journal commenting on this fact stated that the item
was published without the knowledge of the Baldwin Com-

pany and that Iho Baldwin Company, with ils scrupulous con-
servative policy, purposely overlooked the fact of the im-
mense advertising value to be derived from the purchase of
a Baldwin piano by the President of the United States, out
of a sense of personal delicacy on the part of the officials of
the company,

* * *

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON—A glance at the advertisement of
Benj. Curtaz & Son in this issue shows an announcement of
particularly interesting inusi.cal literature, A music student,
in order to be particularly efficient, must keep constantly in-

formed of musical subjects of every character. Unless a
student is really earnest and sincere in his or her endeavor
to fathom the depths of musical culture, there is no chance
for a complete artistic equipment, and among the many
features that reveal such sincerity and earnestness is a de-
sire for information regarding the composers and the works
which a student is asked to interpret. Only a broad educa-
tion is likely to create an artist, and for this reason every
student should see to it that musical literature in all its

phases should form a very important part of his or her
education. Benj. Curtaz & Sons are also the agents for the
Everett, the Curtaz and other pianos which are among the
favorite instruiuents of several of our leading teachers.
Teresa Carreno plays the Everett piano upon her concert
tours.

IX * *

EILERS MUSIC COMPANY—Although the advertising
contract between the Eilers .Music Company and the Pacific

Coast Musical Review is such as to skip the Holiday Num-
ber in its "every-other-week" character, we would consider
it unjust to omit this little courtesy in behalf of this firm,

just because this issue does not contain its regular announce-
ment. And so we desire to call attention to the fact that in

its two interesting announcements thus far made in this

paper the Eilers Music Company has set forth the gratifying
facts that at the recent A. Y. P. Exposition it was the proud
recipient of not less than twenty-nine prizes, of which twenty
were first prizes and eight of equal importance. In the last

issue the Eilers Music Company called attention to the
splendid Chlckering piano which is now being sold by this

firm here as well as throughout the Northwest. Several
years ago there arose the general opinion that because the

Eilers firm used a great deal of newspaper space to exploit

their less expensive grade of pianos the character of the firm

was restricted to an atmosphere of "cheapness" which, as

a matter of fact, was not the case, as may be verified by
anyone living in Portland or any other city of the great
Northwest, where the Eilers Music House has enjoyed a most
enviable reputation long before its successful entry in San
Francisco or California trade circles. Hy. Eilers, the presi-

dent of the company, soon realized that after he had shown
the public that it is not necessary to pay too much money
for an instrument and thus enable people of less means to

acquire a good piano, he had to show that the firm was also

able to furnish the highest grade piano as well. Since the

acquirement of the Chickering, Sohmer and other pianos Mr.
Eilers took splendid advantage of this opportunity, and al-

though the Kimball piano had previously played a prominent
role and still plays a prominent role in the advertising policy

of this firm, the addition of the other two pianos have finally

settled the fact in the mind of the people that the Eilers

Music Company is in every sense a firm standing upon an
equal basis with any high class and high-prized piano firm.

• * •

KOHLER & CHASE—In the front part of this' edition will

be found a full-page photogravure of the new ten-story

Kohler & Chase Building. The beginning of the year 1910

will be the signal for the opening of this magnificent music
trade palace, which may safely be regarded as one of the

handsomest and best equipped edifices devoted to the gen-

eral musical mrchandise business in the world. We have at

this time no detailed description of the plans laid out by

Kohler & Chase in regard to the various departments set

aside for particular floors, but we do know that the ninth and
tenth floors have been set aside for studios and that most of

these have already been rented. The second floors has been

reserved for an elegant concert hall, with a seating capacity
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Are you paying to hear or to see? Do you pay for

the privilege of hstening to the music of the masters,

sung by the divinely gifted or are you paying to see

the ancient wrecks which hang belated on the concert

tree? Is it a name which appeals to you or the art of

the singer?

WATCH FOR THE NEW
ARRAL RECORDS
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of more than four hundrpd and fifty, and the accoustio char

acter of which is beyond criticism. The general offices of

tlie firm will be upon the main floor, which will be hand-

somely and luxuriously finished. This main floor will not be

devoted to piano salesrooms, but will be set aside entirely

for the offices, thus giving the main floor the appearance of

a massive banlc. Mr. Chase's private offices and a room for

directors' meetings will be on the mezzanine floor. Elaborate

preparations have been made for the official inauguration of

the building, and Mr. Weems has been delegated to arrange

a series of concerts to take place during the first weelt of

the opening of the house. We have at this time not sufficient

space at command to describe this magnificent structure in

detail, but will do so in one of the next issues of this paper

after securing the information from the firm.

SHERMAN, CLAY & COMPANY—There is a well-known

adage which says; "Tell me with whom you go and I tell

you who you are." We may add a parody upon this adage

to the effect: "Show me how you advertise and I tell yoii

how you stand." As this issue is intended to present to the

outside world the character of our musical institutions, teach

ers and music houses, we can not do better than refer the

readers to their mode of advertising. Sherman, Clay & Com

l)any have been advertising in the columns of this paper
ever since the editor's connection with the same. In every
issue there appeared an advertisement that was remarkable
for its dignity and its evident sentiment of reliability. A
house that has established its reputation upon the firm rock
of square dealing occupies a most enviable position in a
community and those connected with the firm of Sherman,
Clay & Company may well be proud of their associations.

In splendid accord with the character of these advertise-

ments is the high class window display that graces the big

business house at the corner of Kearny and Sutter streets.

Everything is being done to keep up the spirit of dignity

and class. A few weeks ago Sherman, Clay & Co. inaug
urated a series of Player and Talking Machine recitals in

their cosy hall on the top of the building, which are well at-

tended. The programs published occasionally in these col-

umns show the artistic character of these events. Compe-
tent soloists selected from our resident artists are engaged
for these recitals, and are pa;d for their services. In every
way this firm combines a sentiment of artistic appreciation
with a sentiment of legitimate business capacity in its deal-

ings with the public, and the heads of the house have every
reason to feel gratified with the impression made upon the
people by such exemplary and dignified policies.

^'K'...^

t^- 7^:j
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THE BALDWIN PIANO FACTORY IN CINCINNATI.

Witnessed a most enjoyable performance of I.es Dragons

rie Villars at the Manhattan Saturday night. The clear-cut

diction and the ability to hear what was going on would have

redeemed a poor performance, and this was far from being

poor. Must confess that I am an admirer of the French meth-

od of insisting on the actors and singers singing and speak-

ing, so that they can be heard by the audience. To me more

than half the beauty is lost when I cannot distinguish if the

singer is using Italian or Choctaw, as is so often the case.

The tenor, though very, very young, had a very pleasant

voice, and was most pleasing in his sincere acting. Mme
Duchene, who was announced to sing Rose, was absent, but

her role was taken by Mme. Villa, who left much to bo de-

sired from an histronic and a vocal standpoint, but the

Georgette and Bellamy were splendidly done, and the audi

ence was most appreciative. It is to be hoped that Mr. Hani-

merstein will keep this opera in the repertoire, as it will be a

success as soon as the public realizes the beauties of the

music. The piece was handsomely staged and the ensembles

were magnificently done. It may be counted as one of the

successes of the season, and rightly so.

See that Miss Hattie Clapper Morris says that she can make
any one sing either with or without brains. Well, that is

pretty strong. Reminds me of the baseball player who went

to the doctor to have an injured finger dressed after the

game; "Can I play the cornet when this gets well. Doctor?"

"Sure," replied the doctor. "Well, that's funny, I never could

before."

T^ast week Hammerstein in his heart to heart talk with the

audience at the Philadelphia theatre alluded to the singers

and the singerines at the Metropolitan Opera House as "A

lot of antedeluvian old stiffs," and to give him the retort

courteous, Gatti has engaged Elvira de Hidalgo (whew!) and

announces "A prima donna at eighteen." Well between the

two extremes it should be possible to strike a "happy me-

dium " Might strike Paladino, but they say she is not happy

these days with all the scoffers around her. Do you gel

that? If you do you are up-to-date. It had whiskers when

Methusaleh was young.

See by the press that "The Pittsburg newsboy who has just

been engaged by the Vienna Imperial Opera at a salary of

$24 000 per year to sing tenor roles, is exciting all the uuis-

ical world."" This is about the general run of hot-air stones

that "creep" into the press. The Herald reduces it to twelve

thousand, and when the frothe is oft, and we get down to

"cases "
it will probably be that it should read marks 1 he

weird tales that are sent to this credulous country about the

magnificent salaries that are paid abroad form more exciting

reading than the Forty Nights. But, then if the news is not

exciting, the papers won't print it, so what is the poor press

agent to do?

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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NOVELTY THEATER
O'FARRELL AND STEINER

Fritz Kreisler's
FAREWELL

This Sun. Aft. Dec. 26, at 2:30

Entirely New Programme

Seats, $2.00, $1.50, and $1.00 Box office Sunday at

theater 9:30 a. m. Steinway Piano used.

Mail Orders Now Received

Mme. Sembrich
Concerts Sunday Afternoons Jan. 9th and 16th, and

Thursday Evening, Jan. 13th

at GARRICK THEATER
Prices: $2.50. $2.00. $1.50. $1.00. Box seats. $3.00. Enclose check

or money order to Will L. Grecnbaum, Sherman, Clay & Co. s, Kearny

and Sutter streets. First attention to out-of-town orders.

OAKLAND CONCERT, Tuesday Aft. Jan. 18, at Ye
Liberty. Coming: Carreno. Baldwin Piano used.

Ignaz Edward Haroldi
Late From Berlin, Germany

CONCERT VIOLINIST

Joachim School of Viohn Playing

Will Receive Students to be Qualified as

Teachers and Artists

George Walker
of BERLIN GERMANY

BASSO PROFUNDO

These ArtiSls will locate in San Francisco after January

I, 1910, and will then be ready to

accept pupils.

L. E. BEHYMER
Western Manager
Musical Artists

Main Office: Los Angeles, Cal.

344-345 BLANCHARD BUILDING

Booking Musical Attractions from Denver West, California

and tfie Soutfiwest, on GUARANTEES
and PERCENTAGES.

Representing on tfie Pacific Coast and the Southwest:

Loudon Charlton of New York

The Henry Wolfsohn Co. of New York

M. H. Hanson and R. H. Johnson

Charles Ellis of Boston and others.

Booking this Season:

Madame Marcella Sembrich

Madame Schumann-Heink

Miss Tilly Koenen

The Flonzaley Quartette

The Damrosch Orchestra

Georg Kruger, Pianist

Ignaz Haroldi, Violinist

Harry Lott, Baritone

Madame Teresa Carreno

Madame Frieda Langendorff

Fritz Kreisler, VioliniSl

Pepito Arriola, Piani^

Maude Powell, Violini^

Mary Le Grand Reed, Soprano

Helen Goff, Soprano

Antonio De Grassi, Vioiini^

And Other Well Known Arties.

The Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra—77 Men

The Women's Symphony Orche^ra—63 Women

Catering to the Leading Music Clubs, Colleges,

Hotels, Women's Clubs, Private

Schools, and Homes With

"THE BEST IN MUSIC"
And Playing Artists

Direct in the Leading Cities of the West.

Especially Low Rates Made to Music Clubs of California
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PALOMA AND KARLA SCHRAMM.

[Editorial Note—We are indebted to Father Dominic of St.

Benedict's Abbey in Mount Angel, Ore., for the following re-

view by Maurice Rosenfeld in the Chicago Examiner of
December 1st, 1909.]

Improvisation is one of the branches of musical art little

practiced by virtuosi these days, and it was therefore a
novelty to witness a performance of impromptu piano playing
from a given theme. Palonia Schramm is not only a player
gifted with technical powers which will soon place her in the
front rank of this city's pianistes, but she is a very musical
young person, and the proof of her attainments in this direc-

tion were offered last evening at Music Hall, when she im-
provised from a theme by Edna Darch, drawn from a num-
ber collected from the audience. In this elaborate selection
Miss Schramm displayed quick harmonic perceptions, ingen-
ious invention and an aptitude for pianistic effects in com-
positions. Her development of the short theme was extreme-
ly clever and very entertaining. It is an art which Mozart
and Beethoven practiced in their day, and as late as Liszt
and Thalberg this was a regular number at musical concerts.
W. C. E. Seeboeck, who was one of the most talented pianists
this city has ever housed, also possessed this faculty to a
remarkable degree, and as he was a composer of distinction
he could treat his themes contrapuntally, so that fingal forms
were often employed in this kind of playing by him.
Paloma Schramm and her talented younger sister began

their joint recital with a movement (allegro) from the C major
concerto by .J. S. Bach, which was given a clear and musical
reading by both pianistes; then followed a comprehensive
group, including the Brahms theme and variations, op. 21, No.
1, and pieces by Scarlotti, Schumann-Liszt, Hans von Bulow
and Chopin. Of these I heard the Brahms variations. They
were interpreted with breadth and power, and showed that
Miss Paloma Schramm had made great improvement in her
art. Later she gave a lyric performance of the Siegmund
love song from Wagner's opera, "Die Walkuere," arranged by
Tausig.

Karla Schramm, like her sister, is also a very prepossessing
young girl, with an abundance of musical enthusiasm, and
already has acquired a technical proficiency which makes her
playing of such numbers as the Schumann intermezzo and
the Weber rondo brilliant, pleasing and praiseworthy. Her
group of solo numbers also contained selections from the
works of Chopin, Mendelssohn, Brahms, and a cradle song
by Regina Watson. The recital ended with the E flat polon-

aise, op. 22, by Chopin, played by Paloma Schramm. Society
turned out in full force to this recital and Music Hall pre-

sented a festive appearance.

CALIFORNIA MUSICALLY PRE-EMINENT, SAYS TENOR
RUSSO.

"Of the seventeen and a half years I have spent on the

operatic stages of Europe, South and North America, I have
found the California cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles
to be the best musical communities, both financially and ar-

tistically," says Domenico Russo, the Manhattan Opera Com-
pany tenor. "In this opinion there will be many artists to

agree. Tetrazzini is one. The East won't recognize the mer-
it of the West in those matters. I don't know why they
should be antagonistic.

"It was in California that Tetrazzini acquired her fame,
although it reached its climax in London.

"The feeling is prevalent here that artists coming frotn

the Pacific Coast are hemale or shemale cow persons.

"As to the matter of making money. Eames. Gorgoza.
Melba and such singers who are liked have amassed greater
sums than they have elsewhere. The West is very particular

about its artists, however. They must not belie the name.
There are many singers popular here whom the more severe
Pacific Coast people refuse to countenance. They are es-

pecially averse to shouters. To them the verb to sing can-

not be construed to mean yell, scream or declaim.

"It was there that Mascagni saved himself after the dis-

astrous tour of this country a few years ago. He cleared
$100,000 there over all expenses.

"There are some great musical personalities there. For
instance, there is Dr. Leahey. the moving spirit of the Tivoli

Opera House, in San Francisco. To provide good opera for

the people he sent his manager. Mr. Krelling, to Europe to

choose from its wealth of singers.

"Mr. Behymer, of Los Angeles, is an ornament to that city.

He might be termed the Oscar Hammerstein of the Coast.

"The Los Angels Symphony Orchestra is, I believe, unsur-
passable. Its director is Mr. Hamilton. Its continuity is

guaranteed by society people.

"Is there a greater musical club than the Gamut (Mub, of
Los Angeles, whose auditorium seats 4.200 people?

"The day is approaching when instead of going to Euro))e
for pleasure and recreation they will journey westward to
(California."

MUSIC IN SEATTLE

In enumerating the prominent organists of this city in the
last letter I unintentionally dmitted the name of A. H. Fischer,
who gave the following recital at Saint Paul's Church last

Sunday: Festive March in D (Henry Smart), "God My Father"
from "The Seven Last Words of Christ" (Th. Dunois), Mr.
Turner: (a) Salut D'Amour (Elgar). (b) Folk-Song (Nicodel;
.Andante in D (E. Silas); Duet, "Calm as the Night" (Goetze).
•Miss Thompson and jMr. Turner: Meditation in E Minor (Fili-

po Capocoi): "O Lord Thou Hast Searched Me Out" (W. W.
Gilchrist), Miss Thompson; Pilgrim's Chorus from "Tann-
hauser" (Wagner). Mr. Fischer, the organist, was assisted

on this occasion by Miss Vera Thompson, soprano, and A. M.
Turner, baritone.

This evening, December Sth, Karl Schwerdtfeger is giving a
pupil recital in the Unitarian Church, when the following pro-

gram will be presented: Duet—"When the Wind Blows in

From the Sea (Henry Smart), Miss Ethel Hochstrawser, Mr.
Henry Knoft; (a) "If Thy Blue Eyes" ( C. Bohm). (b) "The
Dew Upon the Lily" (Edward German). Miss Bessie Hassett;
(a) "Armourers Song" (.1. Nevin). (b) "Turnkey's Song" (De
Koven), Mr. Henry Morgan; "Waiting" (Millard), Miss .lessie

,Jobst; Duet—"Estudiant'na" (Lacorae), Mr. C. Knust, Mr. H.

Knoff; (a) "Good Night My Child" (Franz Abtl, (b) "When
the Roses Bloom" (Reichardt). Miss Hazel Folsom; Prologue—"Pagliacci" (Leoncavallo), Mr. Harry Knoff; (a) "My
Bairnie" (Kate Vannahl. (b) "The River and the Sea" (Noel

.lohnson). Miss Mary Houlahan. Miss Barbara Berger, accom-
panist: (al "Serenade" ( Schubert l. (hi "Drinking Song"
(Mascagni I. Mr. C. Knust; (al "The Spring Has Come"
(Maud V. White), (b) "At Nightfall" (Metcalf), Miss Hazel
Nesbit; (a) "Rose Lyric" (Sigmund LansbergI, (b) "Thine
Only" (C. Bohm), Miss Maud White; "My Heart at Thy
Sweet Voice (Saint-Saens), Miss Helen Low; Duet—"I Feel

Thy Angel Spirit" (Graben Hoffman), Miss Jessie Jobst, Mr.
Harry Knoff, Miss Suzie Sauze, accompanist.

Mr. Schwerdtfeger is well remembered in San Francisco,

where he located several years ago, after touring the country
in opera. He is very successful in Seattle, and has estab-

lished for himself an enviable reputation.

• • •

The Seattle Center of the American Music Society an-

nounces a memorial concert in honor of Dudley Buck, which
is to be given on Monday evening, December 13th, at the

Methodist Protestant Church. The Trinity and St. Mark
Church choirs will participate in a body, and A. E. Willis, a

tenor who recently arrived in Seattle, will sing several solos.

Messrs. Fairbourne and Beale of Seattle and Mr. Reynolds
of Tacoma will contribute organ solos.

The violin and piano pupils of Almeda Frances Mann will

give a public practice recital at their teacher's studio in the

Holyoke Block on Saturday evening. December 11th. The
participants are: Helen Murphy. .Julia Fisher, Frank Critchett,

Winifred Coe, Irene Fisher, Clyde Meredith, Jessie Cameron
and Juanita Fisher.

* * *

Boyd Wells, who has appeared in concerts in South Africa,

together with Mile. Antonia Dolores, arrived here recently.

The next important musical attraction announced here by
the regular management is Dr. Ludwig WuUner.

JAMES HAMILTON HOWE.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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This rargc Orsaiilzaltpn or Voim; Musi'

claiiS Docs « iTdltal>le Hoi-k

Tho Volixi .Symphony Orch«<:lra at /the , ,

nponing cotltfit of its sixth F-^aBon rcJ^Pr-
\j

day afleriwdn n( Vitno^M Hall aJvoVcd
^

a proriCieatiy that surprif-'jc} t-or-iu of (.hoi.j

!<c(tii3lntcil *itli its, turwjr' prafeu'os.

Arn6)d Volfie, a Russian musician, ob-

(9ii-.<jri fiiifRcient backing, hix yL-irs ugo

to oi-ftaniso a .small orchostra of yoimg
rnOTi,- mainly ttudriits, which was to bo

a tniining schwl lor orefu-str-al pUyprs.

It has incrfea'uU in size and accoinplish-

rr'tr:tis until at yujtyrdjy's concert Mr.

J'tjlpii. and tho. •j.ghl.y, or nlnti:y mon
lire. ; his control djtcloi-)>l pr<:'ois-,on and
jin;'iiitnity oi' cttack ami uxpt-rtne.is of

D-ciition. In thv . Boiticw "Cai'naval

Konuin." whioh s-ndoJ i\w programme.
Ihi> .•.•jvcrsl.' choiru <. dopt-rd t. «! to g.iiii

t-oni'.-thlr.j vory r.ijir hrilhuncj, while
^

in \S-l.'or'« "6bcW)n" overture thDi-c ^'iia j '^

an el'jrlr\L'5s end <.'l-jst.icity that i',.fioclofi

v_^,c.it.-clit on lh«;' l...'i.lini()Uv of tho organiza-
1 V

y.tion. kr

/ 'fet hnit-iiw IS its Plain poatcssion thus
y

L_^ '.far. but th.,T", '3 ft good foundation of |/
/ (mtifcular fcU'trig loro to buUd upon, and I*

: tb<!t<5 r'jalcus. players may j-ot. hive
| /

J
revealrtd to Ihcni tho Inrgor aspect') of

|

'

/ rnuf.;ciBn.ship. iV.o poite and balance

/ .that aTO r.eedcfl 'or poal intdrprc^ition.

/ Mr. Volpo ha."! mado a good be,ginning.

,/ On yehiei day's' l^sl Lcaidoa tho two
^~^ plocos nientionod nerd a Bach suite in

/ D mo ior oud Peethovcn's fourth sym-
phony.

Mrao. Blnr.ohe Arral. the soloist, sang.

"Divinit(?sdu .Styx" from Gl(lok'8"Alcr!St«."

?.ud sho acgioved iiove'ty by .singing in

Kronch tho aria frort "Der Frelsohuot/,."

known lje.9t by tt;« German words of its

oporiing phrase. "Lois«. loise." Mms.
'—4 Arral's voice and styie aro thoroughly

/ French. and thit i.s tn say that hi^r notos
/ uro clear and soinowhat edged-nnd that

licr toncfj arc hot rich or eoiisuoufily
Ijo.iutifiil. }1<:'T phrasing of tho Wobyr
nria wai- intelligent and hor enunciation
of the tps-t was simply delightful in ita

clarity and disUnctiiosn.
, Thij audience,

which was Isrge. made extravagant
demonstrafions of its pleasure.
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VOLPE ORCHESTRA HEARD

TJi« fipet regular ffubBcrlption concert

Chls season by th« 'Volpe Symp;hoiiy Or-,

ch©!»tra was given yeEleTida.y afternoon

In. Camegte Hall, wlien a goodly number

of followerB paid fietr respects to the
orgajTJlzation and Its leader.
Measured by the echlevements of the

nepresepta-llve symphony sortettes now
before tli« public, tiie Volpe orchestra
(Joea not elitne wiith undJnnni^d lustre,

but earnest endeavxjr .and unflag'ging:

spirit are quaJ.ltle* It always has had
Qjid sttll retaln-s.

T««'t«rda3''s proffrTa.mme oontaflned the
Fourth Beethoven w'^jTrrphony, Badh's
suite in D major, Weber's overture to

"Oberon" and "A Roman Carnival" by
Berlioz. Also there were two arias for'

Ber"-o4z. Al«o, there were two AHas for
soprano—Dlvlnltes du Styx." from
"Aiceste," end another from "Der Frel-

Bcheutz"—sung by Mme. Blanche Arral.
The cinger, who appeared ilK*re several
weekg apo for the flrfit time In *hls olty.

displayed a .Hervjceable voice and showed
the results of commendable training and
much experience in ipU'bllc work. She
w«8 weM treated bv the auiilience, -which
showed a -Mlc* appreciation for the or-
cheistna and Arnold Volpe, its director.

l\

®be iB\jijmin% ^nn

\
MO.XDAy. D):ci;iIBEH-8. 1909.

NEW YORK. MOND.VY, DEC,

At Ca.rnegie Hall ycptcrday afternoon
th--^ Volpe Symphony Orchestra gave Its

fli-i; .concert this season. .Mr. Volpe's
eritiusiasiip yoimg musicians are showing
substantial progress. Their programme
was ambitious. Including Bach's D major
SI. lie. Beethoven's

, Fourth Symphony.
Wrbpr'.d Oberon" overture, and Berll

7 1
'Carnaval Roniain'' overture, and their \

/
j

playing was creditahl». particularly In the

J
Berlioz number. The jfololst was Mme

/J Pianchc- Arral. who was applauded warm.
y- ly for he.- singiiiR of ihe "Divlnlifs du
/ ;sty\'' f-oni ".Mcr-j-tc." and

I miliar liccca from
-Xgatho'f

Freischutz.'"

\-^

>
,. No gray hairs lend thoir dignity to i

:>'-

. ninety mon in Arnold Volpe's symphotv
'

• .orchestra, which opened its sixth B'eci.3oi\

'\ yesterday afternoon at Camogio HUl.
' but there aro abibitionand musical tast •<

\.%mong tho j'outhful looking pla.yois.

'when the second Russian leiider in No-,»

' York gathered together his eameet youn >

men those few years ago. the big audi-
torium, which Philharmonic and Boston

\ orchestras have made almost Bacred to

'their veteran skill, seemed a long step

ahe.ad. Yesterdr.y they drew an audi-

ence of good size in spft-i

I
of the neraby riv-alry of an 6\<ii^

baud and there was much entl^usiasm Co.-

, Leader Volpe. the orchestra and tin'

1 soloist. Vilanche Arral, the French so-

prano. Tho Volpe orchestra played Bach's
suite in D, Beethoven's fourth symphony

,

the "Oboron" overture of Weber and
Berlioz's "Roman Carnival." Blanche
Arral upset tradition by singing an ari;i

from Weber's "Freischiitz" in French ai^d'

she was also heard in an air from Gluok's
"Alceste." There were flowers and many
recalls for the singer. t

Volpe symphony Society Heard.'

Mme. Blanche Arral, a French lyric

soprano, was the soloist at the concert of

he Volpe Symphony Society in Carnegie

Hall yesterday afternoon. Her singing

of. the Gliick aria, "Divinities du 'Styx,"

and Agatha's air from Weber's "Der

Freischiitz" showed good, training and
greatly pleased the audience. She i;eceived

not only applnuse. but a lot of flowers,

nnil finally si'.c brought cut Mr. iVolpe
til her to the stage.

Bach's 1) major suite. Beethoven's
fonrtli sympliony. Welier's "Oberon"

crture and Berlioz's "Roman Carnival"
-were well played by tl'c orchestra under

Volpe's direction. The strings of the
organization are particularly good and in

the "Oberon" overture did some effective

and brilliant work. There was henrly
applause from an audiehce that filled the

tall.

"Z e- w c v^vy^
^tr ^Itnotb S3oIt>e ift'Cin fhebfa™'!

!IJJonn, unb baju tin e(I)tct SUIufilet, ba§

&fiT)etfen bie iibtrrafd^enbett gbttfii^tte,

bit fcin Otd^ftet feit bem le^ten ^al^xt

roicbct gemot^ ^t. ©iffe Otretittgung

U\i(if[ fnft bu:(3tfro«g aii^ ganj iUniBen-

Ccutcn, unb biefe ^iitotS entroWeIn txnt

Segeiftening, cinen ffitnft unb letrotifen

eirte fo gutc 2)t§jiplitt,; bag ii)tc £eiftun=

gen einen fc^r guten Sinbtuii ^Mt>ottufen,

ubem .'pert Solpt at? Ilirigent fe^t 6c=

fnetfen^mett^e ijfii^rgfeitEn in'^ 2r«ffcn

fuf)ren fann.

[ ®a Ijbttcn tpit gcftenr g. S. eiuc gonj

reijOoKe iffltebetgak eon S'etlioj' gerot|

nic^t Ieicf)tet Oudettutt „3li>mtf()^ct Siaxnt=

hal". ®a^ MUgemeintolotit mat in glucf=

Mitx aBeife getroffen, unb We Orti|ef'5t=

farben crHangEn in c^atQ!teriftif(^r

Sc^rfe. (Si fofl niii^t gsleugntt rterben,

bafe mani^e^ feinet bttaillirt unb uHrtuot:

feV benfbat geluefen mare, dber biefet

SJotmutf tanti bag etfreuIi(f)E Sitb ni^l

r{)fbli(f) : ttiiben. So j. 'S. 6<ittc bag

'©d)Iagjcug <ine fetnere Se^anbtung bctp

tragcn, unb bie roitffamen QtaHatpnoten

bcr'Slc(i)blafct im 5eftrt>t)t£)muS I)abtn mit

fiifou pitantcr unb^if^tb«f(^rotngtEt ge>

prt. ffiagegen irirthn mandjc- Cpifoben

rcijboll, unb btr ©c^tufe mit bem leuc^en»

n ^lanj ber Srompeten unb ^ofauncn

acftte' ben beffen Ginbtud.

Se^r gelobt -routbe un3 bon unferem

S3ertretct bie "Jlu^geftaltung ber „SSict=

ten" bon Bect^oPcn unb namenttid^ ber

SSaci^'fc^in ©^©ut
,

Suite, ^rl. 'Hual

mar bie ©oliftin. ^ie fartfr"
'iw «ln> rt

5l)idten mit i^ren 'betelt^ miebct^olt ge-

miirbigtcn SJorjiigen unb ben nid^ 3U

leu'gnenbcn 5J?(inge(ii, unlet benen iph

^auptfaiijlic^ bie I)(iufig f(^mante»bt 3n»
tonation unb bnS menig S^atafteriftifdje

bet ®i(tion redjncn. ©onft mitlte bie

©ame mit it)tcn nod) imtner fC^oncn

Stimmilttttein unb ber fotgfdttig errooges

nen I)t)nanuf redjt gefSHig, unb fie murbe
burd) ftnrtcn SSeifaS auSgejeic^net. 3>a3

^uhiitum gcutirte bie Ocd)c[lErbovtragt

feljr unb^^faltetc bie gan^e S3iwnftial»

tung lunltuni) regen Sifer im ^Ipplaubif

ten. H.
i^ V



WILLIAM F ZECH ^olinist
TV 11-il-il.rVlVl 1. ^^l-i\^Il, Musical Director

The Zech Orcheflra Rche.rses Evtry Monday Eveninj

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 20 I 6 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

The Institute of Musical Art Mackenzie cordon
FACULTY

Mrs. Richard Rees - Vocal Mr. William Hofman Violin

Mr. E. N. Knight - Vocal Mr. Gyula Ormay - Piano

Mr. Albert W. Nielson - Violoncello

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone, Park 5175
PUPILS RECEIVED BY APPOINTMENT

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE T>OUILLET, "Dean. SAN JOSE, CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages o( literary studies free of charge. Boaid and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose Cal Iforn la

Appropriate Gifts
for Musical People

Music Rolls and Bags

Musical Literature
The following are a feu) of the many

titles we carry in stock:

Lessons in Musical Hiflory . h\) Fillmore

Lite of Beethoven . ... by SchindUr

Lite ot Schumann hy Von Wasielwski

Descriptive Analysis of Piano Works . Perry

A History ot Opera . ... by Elson

The Art ot Singing by 'Celrazzini & Caruso

The Etudes ot Lite . . . . hy Winn

Mendelssohn Songs Without Words . .

Chopin's Works

And hundreds ot other titles to seiefl trom.

Call and see for yourself.

Benj. Curtaz & Son
113-117 Kearny Street San Francisco

X E.N O R
TPflrhpP nf ^inninn In all lu branches from thr rudimt

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
of Public Sintint

Studio; 2832 Jackson St.

By Appointment Only
Telephone: West 457

Joaquin S. Wanrell

JOSEPH GREVEN
Volet Cullurt for Slngini, and Sptakina

Concert, Oratorio and Opera Repertoire

Complete Preparation for the Operatic Stage

824 Eddy St., near Van Ness. Telephone Franklin 3671

BASSO
CANTANTE

VOICE CULTURE AND OPERATIC TRAINING
Perfedl Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's. Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION. PIANO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-203 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson. OAKLAND
Phone Park 1050 Ho; Phone S 1069

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Clas-srs in French. German, Musical History and Sight Reading in progrea. Practice

lessens with specially coached accompanists mav be arranged for—also by non-students

of the school. Studio. 818 Grove St , near Fillmore. In Berkeley. 1 ucs-

day. 2521 RegentSt Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at Snell Seminary.

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church, Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough Bldg., Oakland Home Studio, 1117 Paru St. Alameda

Telephone Alameda 155

Tlitt RofmrTAf CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
1 lie Del IllgCl Eitabhshed 16%
Under the direction ot Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano. Theory, and Composition: Voice (Italian Method).

Opera, Concert. Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts. Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister. San Francisco. Cal.

HUGO MANSFELDT
Has Resumed Teaching

Residence, 2090 Fell Street, cor. Shrader

Take Ellis-OTarrell or Haight St. car and get off at Shrader

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
E. S. BONELLI, Director PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.Phone WEST 5972

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.



PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.

MUSIC IN THE FAR NORTHWEST.

Spokane Symphony Orchestra, Karl Riedelsberger conduct-

ing gave its public performance before a large and encourag-

ing representative audience in the Spokane theatre the after-

noon of November 28. presenting Mrs. Arthur H. Brush, so-

prano, and Hans Dressel. 'cello, as soloists, with George

Greenwood, pianist, as accompanist. Mozart's Symphony in

C major was the feature number and Riedelsberger led his

men with sureness. grace and precision through the four parts,

and the reading was a genuine surprise to the audience, giv-

ing proof that the nucleus of an excellent organization has

been assembled.

.Mr. Dressel and Mrs. Brush took the place of Olivia Dahl,

soprano, who was unable to appear. They are both musicians

whom it is always a pleasure to hear, and both were at their

best. Mrs. Brush sang the aria from Costa's "Eli" and the

Gounod-Bach ".\ve Maria," the latter to an accompaniment

beautifully played by Mr. Greenwood, Mr. Thurston, violinist

and concert master, and Mr. Dressel, 'cellist. Mr. Dressel

played a romance by MacDowell and a polonaise by de

Munck.
The orchestra program opened with Elgar's military march.

"Pomp and Circumstances." while for the second number the

Beethoven overture to Goethe's "Egmont" was given with

good effect. Bull's "Saeterjentens Sondag." arranged by

Svendsen for strings, followed the big number, and then came
Dvorak's Slavonic dance Xo. 6, which was played with vim,

the aurience remaining to greet the conductor.

The orchestra is composed of the following musicians, resi-

dents of Spokane: First violins—A. C. Thurston, concert-

master; M. Rachman, Bernhard Walther, LeRoy Gesner, Miss

Gusty Loeffler, Miss L. Delander. Second violins—Henry W.
Ruggles, Grover E. Palck. C. P. Graham. Herbert Allwood.

Thomas Quirk, A. G. Reemer, Miss Laura Snelling. Violas

—

Kary Meyer. D. C. Krueger, Charles Hone, Gerhard Ruegers.

Celli—Hans Dressel, F. C. Hartwig. .Julius Blinn. M. C. Wier.

Basses—Paul Frick, George Hart, R. Turner, Frank Foster.

Flutes—Charles Brand, .^ime Kanaert. Obeo—G. H. Czerny.

Bassoons—August Rickert, Glen Anderson. Clarinets—Hans
Meyer, Henry Mracek. Horns— Millard Taylor, M. R. Arant,

r'red L, Bedell. Trumpets—E. W. Taylor, ,Ioseph Rausch.

Trombones—Enrico Tassetti, George Meyer, Carl W. Jones.

Tuba—Sol Driscoll. Tympani—Charles Whitehead. Small

drum—W. P. .Jackman. Bass drum—W. P. Jackman. Charles

Brand is librarian.

Carlos Walter Huntington, president of the Philharmonic
Symphony Society, delivered an address following the con-

cert. He reviewed the history of the city, called attention

to its rapid growth and then pointed out the need of some
such tangible evidence of culture as an organization like a

symphony orchestra could provide. He praised warmly the

attitude of the musicians composing the orchestra, dwelling

upon the fact that Ihey had been willing to work without

recompense so that the concert might be possible. He also

praised the ability, unflagging zeal and the broad spirit of

Riedelsberger.

Mr. Huntington said it would depend altogether upon sup-

port of the public whether the orchestra was made a perma-
nent feature, adding that is the city is now widely known for

the industrial opportunities it presented, he believed it is

equally important that it should be known for the possession
of those things that stand for growth along intellectual lines.

He also told what other cities are doing and added that when
the orchestra is permanently established her there was no
reason why it should not make a tour of the Pacific and
Southern States.

Prominent business and professional men and society folk

of Spokane have become interested in the movement, and it

is expected that a guarantee fund will be placed at ths dis-

posal of the association to make the organization a permanent
one.

The Philharmonic Society and the Symphony Orchestra
have merged their interests, but to a certain extent they re-

tain their identities. Francis Walker continues as president
of the singing society, and Bert Hilborn is president of the
orchestra association. The Philharmonic Society has selected
Sunday afternoon, December 26, as the date for the presenta-
tion of "The Messiah." The oratorio will be given in the
Spokane theatre with the Symphony Orchestra, Riedelsberger
conducting.

AUGUST WOLF.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.

^'""""Blanche Arral
The Great Coloratura Soprana

"Polonaise" from Jerusalem

(I Lombardi), Verdi

"The most brilliant record ever turned

out of the factory."

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

llanrliari i4aU Btxxhxn Imlbtug
F. W. BLANCH.'XRD. Pres, and Mgr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller IMm
TEACHER OF VOICE CULTUR E AND SINGING

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz 5!!!E1
Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Tel. Home 51485. 719 Oltowa St. near lOth and Figueroa, Los Angeles, Cal.

ContraltoEstelle Heartt Dreyfus
CONCERT- PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS-ORATORIO

Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Adolf Willhartitz ^"""^^'^ °^ P'""°

Room 626 Majeflic Theatre BIdg. Los Angele«, Cal

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

Concert Master of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

KRAUSS STRING QUARTETT
nil W. IXTII ST.. LOS ANGELKS l>hone:Home 218T5

Conductor Los Angeles Symphony
Orchestra—Woman's Orchestra

VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR
320 Blanchard Hall Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton ^'°''° '°^^^*°'^

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and

THE ART OF SINGING
Director: Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club

Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

Arnold Krauss

Harley Hamilton

J. B. Poulin

J. P. Dupuy TENOR^ -VOICE DIRECTOR

Direaoi Orpheu. Male Club. Bnar Brilh Choir. Trinity M. E. Church Choir

Y. M. C. A. Vocal Deparunent and Euterpean Male Quartette

Studio: 311 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^i^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.
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A Class in Harmony

THE STEWART VIOLIN SCHOOL Alexander
Stewart, Director, announces the organization of a
class in the Sludy of Harmony under the direction
of Mr. EDWARD FABER SCHNEIDER, the com-
poser, pianist and teacher. The course is planned
to cover the ground required hy the University of
California in its entrance requirements in this sub-
iert. TUITION FOR TERM OF 20 LESSONS.
COMMENCINC THURSDAY. JAN. IMh. 1910.

Payable in three monthly installments of $.S each.
Students of voice, piano, violin, or any instrument
can take the harmony course in addition to private
instructions in their special subjec^t.

Address either Edward Jordan, Secretary of the
class, or Alexander Stewart. Maple Hall Building,

14th and Webster Sts.. Oakland, Tel. Oakland 4159.

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Sotoiat First Congrrgational Church. Oakland

Concert, Oratorio and Recital Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Studio:

1 333 Bay View Place. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Studio; 63 MacDonough BIda. Tuesday and Friday

ROMEO FRICK
BARYTONE

Vocal lnstni<^ion After Foremofl European Methods

30-3 I Canning Block, 1 3tK and Broadway. Oakland

Phoi Oak 6454 Phone Ho. 1468

Petul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. "William iSteinbacli

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Broderick St., San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
BaritoKie

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Oratorio— Concert

Studio, 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 4 1 1

7

I

OBLIA £. GRISAVOLD
Contralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio, 845 Oak St.

Mme. Julie Pracht
Teacher of Languages

1 123 Devisadero St. phone West 2071

FredericR Sitevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles, Cal.

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
(Pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mans(eldl)

XeacHer of Piaiio
Res. Studio: 1218 Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Ca

Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged— Violin and Harmony Taught
WinKred June de Grassi. Assistant

Studio: 130 PRESIDIO AVE.. S. F. Phone West 9357

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TeacHer of Sinking

Tel. West 7279 2220 Webster St.. San Francisco

Frederick Maurer. Jr., Accompanist

. v..^..^. ... . .....v. and Harmony. CoachinS'-Singers-- Violi......

San Francisco Sludlo. Mondays. 1849 P.ne Street. Telephone
West 9049. Home Studio. I 726 Le Roy Avenue. Berkeley,

Telephone Berkeley 539.

ALFRED COGSWELL
studio: 1531 Sutler, San Francisco, on 1 wsday
nd Friday, and at 211Q Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday, Thursday and Saturday

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic iSopraiio

1 St.— Phol We

Mrs. Tliorougfhtnan
Voice Culture—Dramatic iSoprai^o

CONCERT—ORATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109, 915 Van Ness Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio, 1580 SUTTER ST.. Mondays and Thursdays. Al
Mill Valley. Keystone Buildinj. Tuesday. Wednesday. Friday

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio, Maple Hall, I 4lh and Webfler Sts.. Oakland.
Tuesday and Friday Phone Oakland 3453

EDNA MURRAY
HERMAN PERLET

Voice Culture and Piano

Studio: 1431 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. "Walter "Witliam
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: Phone Franklin 2227

1380 Sutter Street San Francisco, C^l.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction, Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1 304 Ellis Street

MTenceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts, Musicales, Ensemble and In«ru<aion
[

Tel. Park 5329. STUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST. I

Concerts

Address: . . .

Pianiste
Recitals Lessons

Ross, Marin County, Califor

LOUIS CREPAUX
(Member Paris Grand Opera)

Delbert Block, 943 Van NeM at OTarrell. Reception Houi
I 1 :30 to 12. and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday.

Wednesday in Oakland. 1 I 54 Brush Street

I

BENJ. S MOORE
' (Oraanisi First Presbyterian Church. Berkeley)

In Berkeley Friday and Monday t xclusively

Studio: 2257 Fulton St. - - Phone: Berkeley 4627

Miss Josephine Barda and''inl?ruc?or

Pupil ol Mme. Carusi and John Cheshire of New York

Residence Studio. I 35 22d Ave., Sa
Telephone, Pacific 2987

Horatio Cogswell Baritone

Voice Culture, Concerls. Recirah
Studios: I 122 Bay St.. Alameda. Tel Alameda 195

om 64 Macdonough Bids., 14lh and Broadway, Oakland
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Mtisical Directors'

PIANO
SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ

1321 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
2?>9 4th Avenue Tel. Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
HlfiO Siinimit St.. Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
KifiO O'FarroI St. San Francisco

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
liflL'l P.roadway. Oak. Tel. Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
llitiO Summit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

MISS JENNIE H. DREW
Room 100S. Kohler & Chase Bldg.. S. F.

HOTHER WISMER
14.') Fillmore St. Phone West 438

GILBERT REEK
I.">37 Fourth Avenue Oakland

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR
SAMUEL ADELSTEIN

1.S34 Baker Street San Francisco

Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increaseid to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mentetd to 32 pages. This enables the
management to atdd several new de-
partments. The threatrlcal depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical

performance of merit in San Francis-
co, These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-

partments are continued as usual,

while more attention is being paid

this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a

vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00: one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.
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PACMFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.

The Reason Why
You Should Buy
Your Piano from Us

I'.eiiiji llie liUijest puirliiisers ol' Pianos in tlie West, we

are nnuli souylit after by inanut'aeturers anxious to market

their wares. This enables ns to pick the best makes at

closest prices. Tlierel'ore, no matter whether you wisli to

invest fL*5(), .f;{(M), 1:55(1, |4(l(». 1450 or even more in a I'iano.

we can otter you more real value for the amount invested

than you can possibly obtain elsewhere.

IJesides, wlien you finally want a Steiuway (which is in-

evitable!, we will take back the less expensive Piano, allow-

in,n for it the lull jnirchase price paid us, any time within

three years Iroiii date of oi-i^inal purchase.

Think o\er these advantajies ottered you by no other

dealer. Call on us and let's talk it over.

.\ny Piano carried by us (even Steinwaysi on easy pay

ments is desired.

Sherman Mlay& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland

Sacramento, Fresno, San Jose, Stockton, Bakersfield. Santa Rosa.

Portland, Seattle, Spokane. Tacoma, Etc.



PUBLIC LIBRARY

[' A CI F I G COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.

-*-^,^? JPAOIFICpCOAST '

1lliu«icali8)^ieu)'
0^A,1 FRANC1.SCO..UAM ' Los .iV-jJiHiJIoRTLAND. Seattle

HE GREAT

ALFRED METZGER EDITOR

DAVID H. WALKER -

JOSEPH M. GUMMING
AsslstBut EdKn
Dranintle Eilltn

San Francisco Office

Sherman, Clay & Co. Building, Kearny and Sutter Sts., Mezzanine
Floor, Kearny-St. Side. Telephone, Kearny 4000.

Oakland, Berkeley, and Alameda Office

Sherman. Clay & Co.. 14th and Clay Sts., Oakland.
Miss Elizabeth Westgate in Charge

1419 S. Grand Ave.
Los Angeles Office

Helnrlch von Stein In Charge

SATURDAY, JANUARY 1. 1910

The PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW Is for sale at the

sheet-music departments of all leading music stores.

Entered as second-class mail matter at the San Francisco PostofBce.

SUBSCRIPTIONS—Annually In advance, Including postage:
United States $2.00
Foreign Countries 3.00

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Offlce Hours from 3 to 5 o'clock every afternoon except Tuesdays

and Saturdays. In case of unforeseen absence of editor during offlce
hours, leave note on desk making appointment. Always leave name
and address or telephone number.

ADVERTISING RATES:
/

One Time
Front Page J30.00
Inside Pages 20.00 J15.00
One-Half Page 12.00 8.00
One-Quarter Page 8.00 .'i.OO

One Inch (on Page 15) 2.00 1.50
One Inch (on Page 21) 1.50 1.00
One-Half Inch (on Page 21) 7.1 .50

Musical Directory 50 .25

MUSICAL CALENDAR.
Marcella Sembrich Week of Jan. 9
Lyric Quartette Pop Conce:-t Com. in January
San Francisco Choral Society Dreamland, January 20
Georgiiina Strau.'JS, Contralto ,Tanuary 27
Maiisfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio, Jan. 24, Feb. 17 & Mar. 17
Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madaine Schumann-Helnk Com. Sunday, Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spani.sh child Pianist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS.

The bef;iniiin<> of a New Year is, as a rule, the si<;nal

t'oi- tlie al)an(lonineii1 of iindesii-able habits ami for the

fesiiiii])(ion of jn-actices more wortliy of a real man or

woman. There are certain jieojih^ wlio bra"' aboiil tlieir

.i^ood resolutions simply from force of baliit and with
a weakness nnworthy of snch resolutions fail to obey
the urginij voice of conscience. There are also ])eople

stubborn in their acquired vices and irregular mode of

living Avho laugh at all good intentions and continue
to rush along the doomed jtath of failure. But there
are also |)eo]ile who profif by sad e.\]ieriences and who
look upon the passing of an old year and uimiu the
ajiproach of a new one as a most excellent op]»ortunity
to si lengthen any weak sjjots in their character and
life, and by a lirm deterniination to be more worthy in

the eyes of their f(iUownieii fhey grit their teeth, clench

(heir fists and liirii over a new leaf in the book of life.

Of lliis stutf genuine men and women are made, and of
such stuff we would like to .see all members of the pro-
fession. When we consider httw easy it is to unfold
the ensign of music and let i( wave jiroiidly and vic-

toriously over this magniticent Slate, and when we con-
sider how little effort is made among members of the
profession, as well as among pupils, to inarcli triumph-
antly under the folds of this banner, we can not but
rellect that the custom of ))l(>(lging good res(dutions on
New Year's day is not a very fortunate in-actice among
musicians and music lovers.

The one great, big factor necessary to carry any
movement in favor of musical jn-ogress and culture to

a decisive termination of successful endeavor is CO-
Ol'IOKATION. This factor we want our readers to im-

l)ress thoroughly njion their minds. Instead of fight-

ing one another, stand shoulder to shoulder and work
for a coniiiion cause. Instead of raiigling about your
colleague's short comings, try to better your own work
and try to walk along the })ath of duty, concentrating
your energies iiiion your own im](ro\emeiit and better-

ment. InsUad of trying to injure successful movtv
ments in behalf of music, assist every enterjirise that
exhibits merit, and instead of looking on inactive while
others are lighting for the good cause, take a hand and
lighten the burden of others by your own strong ef

forts. Above all, let us not forget that San Francisco
lu^eds two i)ig musical moniimenls before it can stand
before the world as one of the music centers of great
iiilluence. These two niomimeiits are: A I'ermauent
Symidiony Orchestra and a Concert Hall.

.\ committee has just Ikhmi selected to make prepara-
tions for a A^'ol•k^s Pair to be given in this city in the
year I'.H") in commenioration of the o])ening of the
Panama Canal. It is but fair that on this occasion,

music should he especially well represented, ^^'e are
very glad to state here that Mr. Joseph M. Cumming,
the dramatic editor of this paper, and also Secretary
of the Mechanics Institute, is a member of this coin-

niittee, and he will be one of those who will not fail

to give music a fair chance in the arrangement of the

jilaiis. This coniniittee also contains I'hili]) T. Clay
and Andrew McCarthy of Sherman, Clay & Co., and
Hy Eiler.s of the Eilers Music Company. These three

gentlemen Avill also see to it that music is given a tit

place among the various enteriirises connected with the

Fair. It is to be hojied that by the time the visitors

from domestic and foreign cities arrive on the I'acitic

Coast to honor the ^^'olld's Fair with their presence,

San Francisco will have solved the ju-oblem of su])i)ort-

ing a Permanent Symphony Orchestra and a luagnifl-

cent Concert Hall. This end may easily be achieved
if every one of our musicians and music lovers unite
their forces and work together in liariiuuiy toward the

achievement of a victory that \\ill reflect in glory upon
e\erv()iie who has had any share in it. Let us there-

fore resolve on this, the first day of the year 1!)10, that

everyone of us will contribute his or her share toward
the musical apotheosis of the C^ity by the Golden (iate,

and toward a better understanding, and more united
action on the part of all those elements that comprise
our body musical, ^\'ith these thoughts we desire to

extend our readers our heartiest wishes, and may they
enter this New Era with every possible deterniination

to work together for the uiilifting and ninsical progress
of their coniniunitv.
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THE SEMBRICH CONCERTS.

Bcinj>' convinced lliat tlie nHisicjil jnililic ol' llie Kay
Cities does not tliofon^lily oonipreliend tlie signiticance

of tlie i'ortlicoiiiinf; concei-ts to Ite jjiven by Madame
]Marcella Send)i-ich at llie Garriclv Tlieatre in San Fran
cisco, coniniencin};- on Monday e\eninf;', Jannary !l(li,

we desire to call attention to a few I'eainres <it lliis

en<j;a}ienient tliat nii^ltt escape llie attention of (hose

who do not ponder serionsly enonitli n[)on the hi<iher

])liases of the art of music. The annonncement that

preceded ?iladame Sendirich's toni- to the effect that

this was to be her farewell to the ])nblie as an artist

<]id not siiiiiify that those connected with this engage-

ment realized the decline of this great artist's wonder
ful ])Owers, and thus took occasion to ask for Madame
Sembricli a charitable attendance at her final appear-

ances before a jinblic who was willing to fall at her

feet while she reigned supreme, and now should be in

duty bound to attend the ceremonies attendant u]ion

the decline of a once great artiste, ^^'e desire with

every ounce of ])rotest at our command to deny that

there is evident in Madame Send)rich's career any such

term as decline. She is today at the very zenith of

her powers, and those Avho si)eak to the contrary are

either ignorant of this great artist's wonderful gift or

they utter with ]iarrot-like insistence the rennirks of

jealous contem]ii)raries.

AVe consider Madame Send)rich one of the most re-

nmrkable figures in the history of music. Nearly every

singer of eminence whom we have known has remained
in the jinblic eye until feebleness and age had prevented

a thorough exposition of their talents. Only a few

years ago we have had the sad s])ectacle of witnessing

JIadame Patti's ])itiable attempts at trying to sing as

she did in her first prime. It was to, those who had
lie.ird so much about the great I'atti a terrible dis-

illusionment, and it shattered among the young gen-

eration an idol or ideal that had stood pure and un-

defiled upon the niche of fame. And now conies the

only legitinuite successor that Patti has had, and in the

very vigor of her life, in the very prime of her artistic

triumph she announces the fact that she has given the

best that is in her to the peojde who hailed her as a

(^uccn, that she has sacrificed to these ]»eople years of

home life and tranquility in order to delight them with

the blessings of her art, and that now when she has

done her duty by the public, and when the time may not

be far when tier wonderful i)owers may begin to be

dimmed with the mist of time, she retires, not because

.she considers herself weak, but because she is strong

—

a true heroine woi-thy of the noble cau.se which she has

selected and worthy of the world of music which will

ever cherish her as one of liei- Immortals.

It does not i-e(|nire any courage to retire from the

concert stage at a time when vigor is in abeyance and
when success has fied. It is easy to renounce an artis-

tic career, when the public in pitiful regret remains at

home after years of exultation ; but it is heroic to aban-

don the nectar of artistic success at the very zenith of

its jK)wer and relin(|uish a reign of art at the very apex
of its prosjierity. Madame Sembricli is doing the hit

tei-. And we consider her extremely gracious to tell

the public of her decision and give her admirers an
opportunity to languish in the charms of her voice once

more before she withdraws to the sacred jjrivacy of

her happy home. 'J'his remarkable ;irtist stands tint

like a brilliant star ujion the lii-maiiient of music of

the last two decades. (Queens of song like her are

indeed rai'c in musical history. I'^'W are indeed able

to heai' such ;irtists during the jirime of their career.

\\'e lunc sulticienl confidence in .\Iarcella Sembi'icii's in-

tegrity to supjiose that she would not ])erniit these an-

nouncements to be made unless she had made uji her
mind to stand by them. And so Ave desire to a]>])eal to

every music teacher, to every artist, to every pupil, to

eveiy music lover that it Is their sacred duty to the
cause of music to lie pi'esent at these concerts of

Madame .Marcella Sembricli and jiay due homage to a

reigning (^ueen of Song who has done her duty nobly,

and who in the zenith of her power bids farewell to a
cai'eer of which the most illustrious monarchs of the

earth might well be proud. Anyone who fails to pay
homage to an artist of such consummate skill has failed

to fathom the very essence of musicianship and de-

serves to be condemned to eternal indifference toward
all the "lories of everlasting fame.

The Pacific Coast Musical Keview is receiving num
ei-ous congratulations njion its Holiday Number, and
we feel indeed \ery pleased that our readers a])preciaT('

our elforts. We are trying very hard to give the Pa-

cific Coast a journal devoted to music of which every-

one will be ])roud, and the occasional endorsement of

leading musicians spurs us on to still greater elforts

We also are receiving a number of compliments upon
the splendid tyjiographical apjiearance of this holiday

number, and we desire to state, as a matter of justice

that the same is due to the splendid ett'oi-ts of The Mar-

shall Press. This paper has now been printed for over

two years by The Marshall Press, and in this time

we have had every reason to be gratified with this as-

sociation. We feel that a great deal of the success of

the paper is owing to its typographical ajipearance, and
we take this opjxirtunity to express onr gratification

to Mv. Mai-shall for his splendid co-operation in making
this iiaiier the success it has become.

ELABORATE ORATORIO FESTIVAL.

The San Francisco Choral Society, Under the Direction of Paul

Steindorff, Will Give Saint-Saens' "Samson and Delilah."

The most elaborate and most important local event of the
New Year will be the presentation of Saint-Saens' magnificent
oratorio, "Samson and Delilah" by the San Francisco Oratorio
Society of one hundred and seventy-five voices, a symphony
orchestra of lifty picked musicians and several efficient solo-

ists, under the direction of Paul Steindorff. This auspicious
event will take place at Dreamland Rink on Thursday even-
ing. January 20th, and its musical importance is so evident
that no one who desires to keep in close touch with muscial
progress in this community can afford to be absent on this

occasion. Every one who participates in this event has co-

operated in its eventual success, and no effort has been
shunned to make this one of the most illustrious occasions
in the musical history of this city. The oratorio itself is very
famous, and arias from it have been heard here by nearly
every great artist. It has never been presented here to our
knowledge, and it certainly will be given with a magnitude
rarely witnessed here. It is a long, long time since oratorio

has been heard in San Francisco, and inasmuch as this phase
of musical interpretation is a most important factor, there

should be sufficient encouragement bestowed upon this initial

event to make future oratorio festivals a possibility. Every
music lover owes it to his or her city to encourage the perma-
nent season of the big oratorios, and since there is no sym-
phony season, this will for the present at least form an
excellent substitute.

The concerts of Madame Sembrich will take place at the

Garrick Theatre on January 9th, 13th and 16th. They should

be red-letter days upon the diary of every teacher, artist and
student. They signify that a remarkable power in the world
of music has reached its culmination and may forever be hid-

den from the admiring gazes of the people.
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MISS GEORGIANA STRAUSS' CONCERT.

Miss Georgiana Strauss, the brilliant young
prima donna contralto of the International Opera
Company, will give a concert at the St. Francis

Hotel on Thursday evening, January 27th. Those
who have had the pleasure to hear Miss Strauss

need no particular urging to attend this event, as

they have already gained so much genuine delight

from Miss Strauss' exquisite voice and artistic

interpretation that it will be an enjoyment to

again hear this consummate artiste. Those who
hp.ve not heard Miss Strauss and who delight in

listening to a flexible, resonant voice of exquisite

timbre, handled with adequate discrimination.

can not do better than keep the date in mind and
spend a delightful evening.

MYRTLE ELVIN, PIANISTE— IN FEBRUARY.

This season seems to be especially barren of

pianistlc recitals so far as visiting artists are

concerned. So far but three pianists are an-

nunced. It is true Miss Elvin was here last sea-

son, and those who heard her were extremely de-

lighted with her finesse; but through some unfor-

tunate circumstances the affair was not managed
properly and our music lovers had no opportun-
ity to comprehend Miss Elvin's artistic importance
and hence failed to attend the concert. This
omission can now be remedied, as Miss Elvin has
entered upon an extended concert tour through
the United States under adequate management,
and the authoritative criticisms which she re-

ceives in all the important musical centers justify

us to recommend her to the readers of this paper.

We shall in the course of the next few weeks
reproduce some of these opinions in these columns
and the reader may then judge for himself regard-
ing the importance of this successful artist.

\%

MISS TILLY KOENEN

This artist was born on the island of .Java,
'^^^

where her father, a Dutch general of cavalry, was
governor of the province. Her mother also is a soldier's

child, being the daughter of of a well-known fighting general.
Van Thielen. Shortly after the return of the family to Hol-

land, General Koenen, with honors and orders showered upon
him, died, as he could not stand an inactive life.

Up to her fifteenth year, Tilly Koenen studied the piano,
when her mother influenced her to take up the study of voice
at the Amsterdam Conservatory, and soon her extraordinary
voice was recognized by Cornelie Van Zanlen, now one of

the best-known vocal teachers in Berlin. Mnie. Van Zanten
devoted her entire time to the development of Tilly Koenen's
voice and inspired her pupil with such faith that Miss Koenen
allowed herself to be absolutely guided by this great teacher,
who is still her guide, philosopher and friend, Mme. Van
Zanten prudently insisted upon the study of all modern
languages, which enables her distinguished pupil today to do
that intelligent work of hers not only in German, or her moth-
er tongue, Dutch, but to do equal justice to songs written in

other languages.
Since her first appearance in public some seven years ago,

Tilly Koenen has had a most brilliant and fascinating career.
It has been her good luck to score, immediately upon her
first hearing, great triumphs and great recognition in all the
centers of musical life, and probably her charming and simple
manners have helped her in a great measure to become the
darling alike of royalty and the concert-going public.

Miss Koenen is in high favor at the Dutch court, and one
of her most cherished memories is the moment when Queen
Wilhelmina of Holland decorated her in the presence of the
full court and many invited guests with the premier order of
the kingdom, the house order of Oranje for Art and Science,
She is especially proud of this decoration, as she is the first

woman who has ever been thus honored in the history of
the order—far more proud of it than of the glorious diamonds,
rubies and pearls presented her by the Emperor of Austria,
the Emperor and Empress of Germany and the Archduchess
of Maria Josefa of Austria, and other admirers of her great
and wonderful art. The Emperor of Germany in particular,
always singles her out for special honor, and when she was
presented to His Majesty for the first time, on hearing that
she was born in Java, he exclaimed: "No wonder you have

MYRTLE ELVIN

Distinguished American Pianiste Who Will Appear Here

in February.

such a wonderful voice, as you come from the home of the
Indian nightingales."

.\nother crowned head who had made her a special favorite
and showered presents and personal invitation on her was
the Queen of Naples, sister of the Empress of Austria, whose
guesi she was very often in Paris.

MANSFELDT-DE GRASSI-VILLALPANDO TRIO.

The first dates for genuine chamber music recitals by our
well known local artists have finally been decided upon. The
Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Vlllalpando Trio will give a series of

three chamber music recitals at Kohler & Chase Hall on
Monday evening, January 24th; Thursday evening, February
17 and Thursday evening, March 17th, The trio consists of

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt, pianist; Signor Antonio de Grassi,

violinist, and Wenceslao Villalpando, cellist. The efficiency

of these artists is so well established that the mere an-

nouncement of their public appearance should be of intense
interest to all music lovers. The programs, which will contain
some of the most important compositions of the masters, will

be announced presently. The price of admission will be with-

in the reach of all, and inasmuch as the hearing of such works
forms a most important part of one's musical education, the

attendance should be very generous.

A piano recital of more than usual interest is the one to

be given shortly by Blanche Lillian Kaplan, the twelve-year-

old daughter of Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Bernard M. Kaplan. Her
recital is to be given soon at the Van Ness Theatre, and is

being awaited with keen anticipation by the followers of

Euterpe. The young pianist has many friends, and they are
all warmly enthusiastic over her progress. She is said to

have wonderful control over her instrument. Her playing is

a revelation to all who hear her, it being particularly free

from the faults which mar the performance of most juvenile

pianists. Dr. and Mrs. Kaplan's intention is to educate their

daughter for the concert stage. She will continue her studies

with her present teacher, S. G. Fleishman, and will then go
abroad to put the finishing touches to her preparation.
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ORATORIO "LAZARUS" RECEIVES FIRST PRESENTA-
TION—The Oratorio Society of San Rafael gave tlie initial

presentation ot Julian Edwards' oratorio "Lazarus" at the

First Presbyterian Church, San Rafael, under the direction of

Herman Perlet on Sunday evening, December l^th. The
church was crowded to the doors with an eager and expectant
audience, who had already enjoyed the singing of the society

on previous occasions and was ready to again revel in a mus-
ical feast. Mr. Perlet deserves great credit for having se-

lected a work that is not only worthy of presentation by
reason of its artistic character, but which, because of its

novelty, deserved a hearing on this coast. Mr. Perlet. being
a personal friend of Julian Edwards, the composer, and con-

ducting from an autographed copy especially marked and in-

scribed for him, naturally did not permit any opportunity to

pass without giving the work as complete and as impressive
a reading as it was possible under the circumstances.

The San Rafael Oratorio Society is a choral organization of

mixed voices, which was formerly under the direction of \V.

C. Stadtfeldt and which, after the death of its esteemed
leader, entrusted itself to the tender mercies of Herman Per-

let. That the society did not commit an error of judgment in

its selection was amply demonstrated on this last occasion.

It is not a sinecure to rehearse a large number of mixed
voices, mostly untrained, in a maner which results in an en-

joyable musical performance. And yet Mr. Perlet accom-
plished such a feat. The members of the society sang splen-

didly together and succeeded in singing the occasional
climaxes with a vim and vigor that revealed a genuine en-

thusiasm and a true musical instinct. Both director and
chorus are well worthy ot hearty commendation.

The work itself is of the grandeur and dignity usually at-

tendant upon oratorio works. It is very big in scope and is

built upon themes of great majesty and religious fervor. .Al-

though at times somewhat ponderous in construction and ar-

chitectural development, it resembles more a cantata form
than a severe treatment of the oratorio style, and while it

closely follows along the conventional path of sacred music,
it occasionally delves very delightfully into melody of rather

a secular character. At times it becomes somewhat operatic

in treatment or form, which, by the way, does not at all mar
its rather charming harmonic dress. It is a work that should
be heard ottener, and we trust Mr. Perlet may soon have an
opportunity to present the work in San Francisco.

Owing to some delay the writer was unable to arrive in time
to hear the soloists, and hence we regret to be compelled to

omit any detailed account of their work. As all the singers

who had the responsibility to sing the solos were experienced
in their work, it is safe to assume that this part of the ora-

torio was given with the same satisfactory and successful

results as the ensemble numbers. The soloists were: Mrs.
Charles H. Farrell. soprano; Miss Grace Moorhead, alto;

Egerton Smith, tenor; Charles G. Buck, baritone; Edwin Lee,

bass. Miss Phoebe F. Mackenzie played the organ with fine

musical discrimination, and Mrs. George S. Graham played
the piano part very creditably. The performance was not only

a credit to those who gave it, but it was a most favorable

reflection upon the people ot San Rafael, who crowded the

church, and by their interest proved their love for music.

THE GRAHAM BENEFIT MUSICALE—One of the most
successful musical events ever given in this city, both from
a financial as well as artistic point of view, was the benefit

musicale given in the interests of Mrs. Ida M. Graham at the

Colonial Ball Room of the St. Francis Hotel on Thursday
evening, December IGth. The affair was under the manage-
ment of Mr. Hardee of the Eilers Music Company, and every-

one connected with the event has reason to be gratified with

the results achieved. A very large audience was in attend-

ance and the program included several of San Francisco's

best known and most efficient artists.
* * «

Louis A. Larsen opened the program by singing Schumann's
"The Two Grenadiers" with a vibrant, flexible voice, and he
endowed it with that dramatic intensity which endears this

work to so many people. Mr. Larsen sang the song in English
and his enunciation was delightful. Miss Eula Howard played
"Liebestraum," by Liszt and the Fledermauss VValtzer, by
Strauss-Schutt, with that fluency ot technic and vigor of at-

tack associated with a well defined sense of rhythm which
has caused Miss Howard to be so favorably known as one nf

our most efficient and most meritorious artists. Mackenzie
Gordon sang Barthelemy's Triste Ritorno (at least this is

what the program said it was) with that intensity of emotional

THE SPACIOUS STUDIO

Of Signer J. S. Wanrell on Van Ness Avenue.

coloring and that brilliancy of vocal color which has made this

exquisite artist famous throughout this coast. Herman Heller
ne\er appeared to better advantage than on this occasion,
when he permitted his brilliant talent to revel in Vieuxtemps
Second Concerto (second movement). His tone was large and
pliant, his technic was clean, and dexterous, and his phras-
ing was musicianly in every way.

* * •

The second part of the program began with a dramatic
sketch entitled "The Other Woman," and presented very skill-

fully by Mrs. Louise L. Gage and Mrs. Squire Varick Mooney.
Miss Georgiana Strauss sang "Dost Thou Know That Sweet
Land," from Mignon (Thomas I, and "Flower Song" from
Faust t Gounod). Miss Strauss was in especially happy mood
and her voice sounded exquisitely. It is one ot those velvety
and yet firm voices that touch the ear caressingly and that

appeal to everyone who is fond ot singing. It is a natural
voice, and Miss Strauss uses it with a great deal ot intelli-

gence, bringing into it every fibre of her musical being, and
demonstrating that she is certainly fitted for a vocal career.

The audience manifested its pleasure by prolonged and en-

thusiastic applause. The program concluded with two cello

solos. "Andante" by Molique and "Tarantelle" by Lindner,
played very creditably by Mme. Kaethe Pieczonka. Mr. Har-
dee, the Eilers Music Company, and the participants have
every reason to feel gratified with their efforts to assist a most
worthy cause.

THE LORING CLUB CONCERT—The second concert of the

present season was given by the Loring Club at Christian
Science Hall on Tuesday evening, December 14th, under the

direction of Wallace A. Sabin. One of the most delightful

musical treats is to listen to a male chorus conducted by a

musician ot ability and vigorous musical temperament. We
do not like to listen to a male chorus which is constantly kept
subdued and not permitted to sing out with enthusiasm and
fervor. For this reason we admire Mr. Sabin's style of di-

recting a male chorus, as he not only secures from it the more
repressed emotional characteristics, but is also anxious to

occasionally bring out the voices with dramatic force. There
is a certain vim and brilliancy to the Loring Club which ap-
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peals to everyone interested in tliis class of music, and this

success is due to Mr. Sabin. who. by reason of untiring energy
and discriminating musicianship, sways the minds of his ad
miring disciples. The choral work was indeed gratifying.

Especially effective and inspiring was the "Cantique de Noel"
by Adams.

* * *

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrnp was the soloist on this occasion
and she had every reason to feel proud of her success. She
sang with more enthusiasm and abandon than we have heard
her on previous occasions. Her voice has not lost any of its

timbre and penetrative quality, and she has improved in her
dramatic declamation to a considerable extent. Her enuncia-
tion is clear and easily comprehended, and she invests the
ideas of the composer with that punctilious adherence to

musical coloring that impresses a listener most favorably.
Mrs. Northrup was applauded to the echo and deserved every
bit of homage paid her on this occasion.

• * •

A most interesting part of the program was the first public
performance of Fredrick Maurer Jr.'s composition for violin

and piano entitled "A Romance." This work revealed the fact

that Mr. Maurer possesses considerable creative faculty and
worthy harmonic ideas. This composition is indeed stronger
in its pianistc aspect than in its violinistic sphere, for while
the piano part is constriicted with a great deal of care in the
matter of harmonic combinations, the violin part seems to be
written almost exclusively for one string. It is true there
occur one or two places where a cadenza, with clever double
stop effects, is introduced, but this makes the impression of

being rather a bravura effect than a part of the continuity of

the work. It seems to us if Mr. Maurer could see his way
clear to surround the violin part with a fuller score, that is to

say by treating the theme a little more "chordial," better re-

sults might be obtained. At present the long drawn out
periods for the one string create an impression of monotony
which is entirely absent in the treatment of the piano score
and which should easily be remedied. As the work stands
now, it is more a Fantasie than a Romance, and considered as
such it is not subject to the criticism that it might be if it

were regarded as a "Romance." That there is considerable
merit in the work can not be doubted, and we do not desire
to be understood as finding fault with a new work of a very
efficient musician, but we pen here our ideas merely as a sug-
gestion which can be accepted or rejected by the composer
as he may consider it worthy or unworthy. Hother Wismer
interpreted the work with a great deal of musicianly instinct,

and that finer artistic reading with which he endows all his
work. The audience enjoyed this composition so much that
an encore was demanded, but we think it would be wiser in

future to play only a part of the work over instead of re-

peating the entire composition. This is not said with any
intention of depreciation of the work, but merely for the sake
of curtailing time on the program.

The program included the following numbers: "The Night is

Cloudless and Serene" (Schubert); the tenor part of this work
was sung very effectively and musicianly by .J. F. Veacco. A
group of Hungarian songs; a choral ballad "Lochinvar" (Sir
Alexander Mackenzie!; "Lo. How a Rose e'er Blooming" (a

German Carol of the 13th Century); The First Noel and Was-
sail Song (two old English Carols); Cantique de Noel (Adolph
Adam). Hother Wismer and Frederick Maurer, Jr., played
Max Bruch's exequisite Adagio with great success.

THE TRIUMPHANT SCHUMANN-HEINK TOUR.

It is hardly necessary at this time to urge the readers of

the Pacific Coast Musical Review to attend the forthcoming
concerts of this wonderful prima donna contralto. Her voice,

her art and her irresistible personality are so familiar to

evryone who loves music that it would be a positive waste
of time to devote any space or argument to the same. We
therefore shall, during the next few weeks, content ourselves
by publishing a series of facts regarding this remarkable
artist, which are tended to remind the readers of the forth-

coming events, so that she receives that ovation and that
homage which only a California audience is able to give.
Madame Schumann-Heink began her season this time some-

what earlier than usual, namely on September 23rd. This
early start was necessitated by the constantly increased de-
mands for dates which surely speaks well for the popularity
of this brilliant diva. But in order to prevent any unforeseen
accidents it has been decided by the management to limit
Madame Schumann-Heink's appearances to four during a
week, with an occasional resting spell of a few days. At first

Madame Schumann-Heink, with the enthusiasm of a genius.

struggled against this restriction of her vigorous activity, but
after a series of thirty-two concerts she began to realize that
this rule had its advantages and she settled herself contently
in the new order of things.
On December 10th, Madame Schumann-Heink interrupted

her tour to spend a few days at home and resumed her re-
citals on December 19th at the Metropolitan Opera House,
New York, and followed it after the Christmas holiday on the
28th at Worcester. Tomorrow, .January 2d, Madame Schu-
mann-Heink will give her second recital in Chicago, and from
here she begins her trip to the Pacific Coast. From Chicago
the great diva will go to Madison. Wis., .Jan. 3, St. Paul,
Minn, (with orchestra), .Ian. 4. Omaha. Neb., .Jan. 6, Lincoln,
Neb.. .Jan. 7. Greeley. Col., .Ian. 10. Denver, Col.. .Jan. 11. From
Denver Madame Schumann-Heink will go to Los Angeles, and
under the management of L. E. Behymer she will give two
concerts in Los Angels, one in San Diego, Sacramento, Fresno,
Albuquerque, El Paso. Redlands, Riverside, Santa Barbara,
Stockton, Palo Alto and Pacific Grove. Then the diva will
sing in two concerts in San Francisco, and one in Oakland.
There will also be a concert at the St. Francis Hotel. From
San Francisco the great cantatrice will go to Portland, Seat-
tle, Taconia, Vancouver, Victoria, Spokane, Everett, Salt Lake,
Ogden, Pullman and Bellingham, which latter concert will
take place on March 17th.
Prom there Madame Schumann-Heink will go to Winnepeg,

Brandon, St. Paul and Minneapolis. All dates for April are
entirely disposed of and no more can be accepted at present.
A number of engagements have been accepted for May and
June, and July is devoted entirely to rest. In August Madame
Schumann-Heink has accepted a number of engagements at
the Chatauqua. and for September another month of rest has
been decreed. In October the new season begins and con-
tracts for the same have already been signed. Nexc week
we will continue this chat about the great diva.

THE SEMBRICH CONCERTS.

Mme. Marcella Sembrich, Queen of the lyric stage, and
one of the few operatic artists who sing the great "lieder"
in a masterful way, will be the first attraction of Manager
Greenbaum for 1910. There are three great prima donne,
who are equally at home on the operatic and concert stage
and each is an artist of quite differemt caliber, Sembrich be-
ing a true lyric soprano. The other two a dramatic soprano
and a dramaitc contralto. With Sembrich we are to hear
Francis Rogers, an American baritone of whom the best
things are said, and Frank La Forge, a splendid pianist, mag-
nificent accompanist and genial composer, and one of the
most popular musicians who visit this city.

The concerts will be given at the Garrick Theatre on Sun-
day afternoon, January 9, Thursday night, January 13, and
Sunday afternoon, January 16, and from present indications
the Garrick will remind one of a gala night at the old Grand
Opera House, when the Gran company was there. Orders for
seats and boxes are coming on from all over the country, as
well as from the musical and society folk of the city.

Here are the first two Sembrich programs, and they cer-

tainly leave nothing to be desired. Operatic works, songs by
German, French, English and American composers, both
classic and modern, are well represented. Of special interest
will be the Mozart duets on the opening offering.

Sunday Afternoon, January 9th.

Fantasie Impromptu - - Chopin
Mr. Frank La Forge.

Aria from Ernani, "Ernani Invelami" Verdi
Mme. Sembrich.

Eri tu (The Mask Ball) Verdi
Mr. Francis Rogers.

(a) Die Forelle Schubert
(b) Der Nussbaum Schumann
(c) Fruhlingsnacht Schumann
(d) The Lass with the Delicate Air Dr. Arne

Mme. Sembrich.

(a) Der Liebe Holdesgluck (Magic Flute) Mozart
(bl La ci darrem la Mano (Don Giovanni) Mozart

Mme. Sembrich and Mr. Rogers.
(al Nocturne, F sharp major Chopin
(b) Study in Octaves Boothe

Mr. Frank La Forge.
(a) Pastorale Bizet

(b) Love Has Wings J. Rogers
( c ) Retreat La Forge
(d) There Sits a Bird Arthur Foote

Mme. Sembrich.
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(a) Du bist wie eine Blume Rubinstein

(b) Clown's Serenade Isidor Luckstonc
(c) Border Ballad (Walter Scott) Cowen

Mr. Francis Rogers.

Valse, "Voce di Primavera" J. Strauss
Mme. Senibrich.

Thursday Evening, January 13th.

Ballade in A flat. Op. 47 Chopin
Mr. Frank La Forge.

Aria from "La Traviata"—"Ah, fors e lui" Verdi
Mme. Senibrich.

Aria from "Herodiade"—"Vision Fugitive" Massenet
Mr. Francis Rogers.

(a) Lusinghe piu care Handel
(b) My Lovely Celia Munroe
{cl Fingo per mio Diletto Anon

Mme. Sembrich.

(a) Gretchen am Spinnrade Schubert
(bt Auftraege Schumann
(c) Wie Melodien Brahms
(d) Niemand hat's gesehen Loewe

Mme. Sembrich.

(a) Impromptu in F sharp major Chopin
(b) Etude in G flat Chopin

Mr. Frank La Forge.

(a) Les Cloches Debussy
(b) But Lately in the Dance Arensky
(c) Ein Traum Grieg

(d) An Open Secret R. H. Woodman
Mme. Sembrich.

(a) Der Wanderer - Schubert
(b) When the Roses Bloom Reichardt
(c) To .\nthea Hatton

Mr. Francis Rogers.

.Jewel Song from "Faust" Gounod
Mme. Sembrich.

The farewell concert on Sunday afternoon, .January 16, will

be a request program, but numbers on the previous program
will not be given, as Manager Greenbaum promised three

entirely different programs and intends to keep his word.

The prices for Senibrich concerts are exactly the same as in

New York and Boston, and range from $2.50 down to |1.00.

and box seats are $3.00.

The art of Sembrich needs no recommendation from this or

any other paper. For years it has been conceded that Sem-
brich is a perfect example of everything a singer should be.

On Tuesday afternoon. January IS, Sembrich will, for the

first time, sing in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse. This
will be a great satisfaction to the music lovers of the other

side of the bay, who are now getting the opportunity of

hearing all the great stars that the enterprising Greenbaum
brings.

%\
THE GREENBAUM "POP" CONCERTS.

MISS CARRIE GOEBEL WESTON'S DEBUT.

Manager Will Greenbaum, the originator of Sunday en-

semble music concerts in this city, announces that his sixth

season of such performances will open Sunday afternoon,

January 30th, at Kohler & Chase Hall. The quartette for

this season (and Mr. Greenbaum hopes to make it his per-

manent feature of these events) will be composed of four of

our best young women professionals. Misses Mary Pasniore

and Sally Ehrman, violins; Miss Viola Furth, viola, and Miss
Dorothy Pasmore, violoncello. .

These concerts are given for educational purposes, and the

element of financial gain does not enter into the calculations

of Mr. Greenbaum, and, in fact, would be impossible at the

very low rate offered for these courses. For the sum of $1.00

one can secure a reserved seat for the entire course of four

concerts, which is as low as in the big music study centers

of Europe. A few seats are $2.00 for the series. Applica-

toins for the season tickets may be made at Mr. Greenbaum's
office, 101 Post street, or at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s.

WITHEY & TUTTLE
Incorporated

MANAGERS OF

Lyceum and Musical Talent

Talented Young Violinist Pleases Appreciative Audience at

the Victory Theatre, San Jose, and Everyone Listens With
Pleasure to an Excellently Rendered Program.

(From the San Jose Mercury of Friday, December 10)

To attempt a separate criticism of each number is un-
necessary, as all were performed with equal skill, but if any
seemed to embody a larger measure of feeling than others,
appealing to the finer emotions of the auditor, it was perhaps
Mendelssohn'.s Concerto, Op. 64 (Allegro molto appassinata).
In this number Miss Weston seemed to quite lose herself in
the performance, forgetting there was an audience and she
the object upon which all eyes were focused. Under these
circumstances it was not strange she entered into the spirit
of the composition, touching its depths and bringing to the
surface those exquisite tonal balances for which the great
German was noted. It was not so much the precision of her
technic that made her performance noteworthy, for there is

little dash in the composition, but rather her delicate phras-
ing and soulful interpretation of the author's inspiration.
Later in the program, however, Miss Weston demonstrated

her complete mastery of action, as for example in Bazzini's
Concerto Militaire, a descriptive composition full of martial
spirit, picturing the march to battle and the triumphal re-

turn of the conqueror from the scene of conflict. Here her
technic was little short of extraordinary for one so immature
in j'ears, the most intricate passages being played with a
finish and skill that one expects only in the seasoned genius.
But the honors of the evening were not all Miss Weston's.

There was Miss Marian Prevost. for example, whose piano
performances were warmly appreciated. The high standard
of excellence which she sets herself imparts great beauty and
finish to her playing, which is full of sentiment. The charm
lies in her singing tone and delicacy of touch, to which, how-
ever, her skill is not restricted, for she demonstrated a splen-
did contrast, by a force of execution which showed her
thoroughly at home in the virtuoso atmosphere as well. She
is an accompanist that cannot be surpassed, being one with
the soloist, and her sympathy was especially marked when
she played with her fellow student and friend, with whom she
studied for years at the Notre Dame Conservatory.
On the whole, the concert gave entire satisfaction. It

demonstrated the possibilities of talent in the hands of capable
instructors, and if Miss Weston and Miss Prevost, with their

extraordinary abilities, are heard from one day beyond the
confines of San Jose, it will be due wholly to the devotion
and skill of the Sisters of Notre Dame (Conservatory, and
particularly to Sister Cecile Marie, who has so conscientious-

ly and perseveringly developed the talents of these girls.

Following is the program: Ballade and Polonaise, Op. 38

(Vieuxtemps) ; (a) Aria on the G string (Bach), (b) Hun-
garian Dance, No. 5 (Brahms), Carrie Goebel-Weston; (a)

Trauni Durch die "Dammerung" (Strauss), (b) Ouvre tes

Yeaux Bleues (Massanet), Mrs. Robert G. Reynolds; Concerto,

Op. 64 (Allegro molto appassionato), (Mendelssohn), Carrie
Goebel-Weston; (a) Rhapsodic, No. 14 (Liszt), (b) Prelude,

Op. 3, No. 2, in C sharp minor (Rachmaninoff), Marian Pre-

vost; Concerto Militaire, Op. 42 (Bazzini)— (a) Going to Bat-

tle, (b) Prayer on the Battle Field, (c) Triumphal Return;
(a) Minuet in G (Beethoven), (b) Deutscher Tanz (Ditters-

dorf) (the wooden shoe dance of the German peasantry) (c)

"Jeanne," Op. 5 (Carrie Goebel-Weston), Carrie Goebel-Wes-
ton; (a) lui Herbst (Franz), (b) Vergebliches Standchen
(Brahms), Mrs. Robert G. Reynolds; Motifs, sur les Themes
de rOpera. Faust Op. 20 ( Wieniawski), Carrie Goebel-Weston.

The Cecilia t^horal Club, Percy .\. R. Dow. director, gave

its twentieth concert in Oakland on Tuesday evening, Novem-
ber 9th, at the First Unitarian Auditorium, under the auspices

of the Unity Club. On this occasion was presented Max
Bruch's excellent cantata, "The Cross of Fire," which received

a previous presentation in San Francisco two evenings be-

fore. The soloists were Mrs. Millie Flynn Gish, soprano;

.lames E. Ziegler, baritone, and Walter Burckhalter, baritone.

The event proved to me. as usual, an unqualified success.

315 Sutter Street San Francisco

The farewell concerts of Sembrich do not mean to imply

a decline of artistic power. They mean a renunciation for

the sake of the peace of mind of a great Queen of Song, and
for the prevention of disappointment on the part of the public

in years to come. Let us all be present to do homage to an

artist of such nobility of soul and art.
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Madame Schumann-Meink
=^^^^ CONTRALTO ^^=^=

Madame Schumann-Heink will be

under the direcflion of the follow-

ing Pacific Coast Representatives

of the Wolfsohn Bureau

Oregon and Washington

Misses Steers and Coman, Portland

San Francisco and Oakland

Will L. Greenbaum

Southern California, New Mexico, Arizona

L. E. Behymer, Los Angeles

Pacific Coa^l: Tour from January 15th
to March 17th, 1910
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REPRESENTATIVE MUSIC TEACHERS OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

During several weeks previous to the iniblication of tlic

Holiday Number we have published a notice to the effect that
we would gladly accept information regarding the work of the
advertisers in this paper and give them space in this number.
We also set forth in this notice that anyone desiring a picture
to accompany such article could do so withoul expense if he
furnished us with the half-tone. We announced that such
information should reach us before December 1st. We not
only published such notice continuously since October first,

but mailed a copy of the notice with every bill on November
1st and December 1st. From eighty notices thus mailed we
received about ten replies, showing that our advertisers would
not take the trouble to write us a few lines about their work.
In this way we were compelled to write all these notices our-
selves, and for this reason we could not get them ready in

fime for the first edition of this 1-Ioliday Number. We publish
herewith our voluntary tributes to the advertisers' efficiency
and hasten to explain that the following names were not
omitted from last number because we consider them less im-
portant, but because we simply were unable to get the copy
ready by reason of the failure of the subjects of these sketches
to send us copy before December 1st. We are arranging
these notices in alphabetical order to prevent any accusation
of favoritism.

ADELSTEIN, SAMUEL—There is hardly a musician resid-

ing in San Francisco who is better known at home and
abroad than Mr. Adelstein. His artistic work has made him
distinguished wherever mandolin music is cherished, and his

playing reveals such intense emotional character that by
listening attentively his mandolin and lute performances are
so typical that they resemble the sustained tone produced by
a violin or cello. Mr. Adelstein's mandolin recitals are
among the genuine musical events of this city and while, as
a rule, we are not pleasantly affected by mandolin music, we
must confess to having cultivated a fondness for mandolin
playing such as it is revealed by Samuel Adelstein and his

Mandolin Orchestra. Only in such an atmosphere can there
be real music produced by the instrument, and we can well
imagine why Anton Seidl pronounced the mandolin, lute and
guitar as musical instruments under such artistic auspices.
Mr. Adelstein is really the only representative and successful
mandolin soloist and teacher whom we have met since re-

siding in this city.
* * *

BARDA, MISS JOSEPHINE—Miss Barda is one of the most
gifted harpists on this coast. She is a pupil of Madame
Carusi, whose musicianship is only too well known in Cali-

fornia, and .John Cheshire, a leading harpist of New York.
Miss Barda is a very versatile musician, who gains a great
deal of experience by diligent concert attendance. She is a
most conscientious artist, and both as soloist and teacher
she is entitled to the utmost confidence of her pupils.

BATCHELDER, WILLARD J.—.Judging from the results

obtained in bringing out successful pupils Mr. Batchelder be-

longs among the very best of these teachers. Nearly every
one of his pupils occupies a prominent church position and
everyone appars in concert. Only recntly Mr. Perry,
the well known basso, returning from London, stated
that he was unable to learn any more than Mr. Batchelder
had already taught him, and having studied under the famous
Santley this acknowledgment is of especial value. Harald
Pracht is another one of Mr. Batchelder's pupils who testify

to his efficiency as a vocal teacher. The Batchelder Club
is an organization of male voices that have in the past de-

lighted a great many music lovers, and during the opening
week of the Kohler & Chase Hall, Mr. Batchelder will give
a professional pupil recital that promises to be one of the
most delightful musical events of the season.

* * *

BRIDGE, MRS. A. F.—Mrs. Bridge belongs among the most
successful vocal teachers in this city. She has brought out
a number of very efficient vocalists, among whom Miss Atkin-
son may be regarded as one of the best. Mrs. Bridge enjoys
a most enviable reputation, and her pupils are never tiring

to sing her praises. The success of this experienced and

skillful instructor speaks more forcibly than words for her
decided fitness as a teacher of singing.

CREPAUX, LOUIS—Mr. Crepaux is one of those superior
musicians whom one involuntarily addresses as Master. By
exjierience as well as practice he has solved all the intricacies
of vocal culture, and has fathomed the mysteries of voice
placing in a manner that makes him one of the most sought-
for vocal teachers on the Pacific Coast. He was formerly a
member of the Paris Orand Opera, has gained distinction
from the Academy of Music in Paris, and has published books
on vocal culture that have earned the praise of the severest
critics. He is the teacher of Mabel Riegelman. who is now
singing at the Municipal Theatre in Stettin with brilliant

success, and to him is due the excellent foundation which
Miss Riegelman received previous to her departure for Eu-
rope. He understands his art through and through, and any-
one who desires to secure thorough knowledge of the art of

singing will never go amiss by entrusting himself to the care
of Louis Crepaux.

CUSHMAN. MRS. OLIVE REED—Among the most success-
ful and most prominent teachers in Oakland is Mrs. Olive
Reed Cushman. who for a number of years has enjoyed a flat-

tering reputation as instructor as well as singer. Her occa-
sional pupil recitals are musical events of the very highest
type, and the success of her pupils is sufficient evidence of
Mrs. Cushnian's competency. She is a very conscientious
and ambitio\;s musician, who has set herself artistic ideals
which she is eager to emulate.

^ DE GRASSI, ANTONIO—Signor de Grassi belongs to the
violin virtuosi who, after successful activity in Europe, have
elected to seek California as a home. This young artist was
the associate teacher of the famous Sevcik in Prague, and
has appeared at very successful concerts at home and abroad.
The Pacific Coast Musical Review has repeatedly referred to

Signor de Grassi's remarkable virtuosity and his reputation
is here too well established to require any lengthy comment
at this time. He has opened a studio at 130 Presidio avenue,
and the class of his pupils is growing rapidly, and his suc-

cess is inevitable. Signor de Grassi is assisted by his talented
young wife, Winifred June de Grassi, who is a capable
violoniste and vocaliste. The monthly musicales which these
two artists are giving are much sought by every music lover

who is fortunate enough to receive an invitation.

* * *

DREW, MISS JENNIE—Miss Drew is a very enthusiastic
and a very conscientious teacher. Her piano students in

San Jose and San Francisco display all that knowledge which
an efficient teacher is atle to impart. In her occasional studio
recitals Miss Drew demonstrates her skill, and her pupils

never fail to do her credit. Miss Drew is also a most suc-

cessful disciple of Hugo Mansfeldt.

FERBER, RICHARD—Mr. Ferber has resided in this part of

the State during the last two years. He is well known as

a composer throughout this country, and his works are being
published by the foremost publishing houses. Mr. Ferber is

a serious musician, who has fathomed the science of har-

mony, theory and composition in its innermost depths, and
as piano pedagogue he is thoroughly at home. Besides his

compositions, which are played everywhere and which are
highly recommended by eminent men in the profession. Mr.
Ferber is a splendid piano teacher, who has been successful

ever since his locating in this territory.
• • •

GRISWOLD, MISS DELIA E.—Miss Delia E. Griswold is a
contralto soloist of high achievements who has appeared with
much success at several public functions during the season.

She is a serious musician, who takes great pains in securing
the very best results, and has gained the plaudits of all those
who heard her. She is a very successful teacher, having
established a class of vocal pupils which occasionally delights

its many friends with the splendid results of its teacher's

pedagogical faculties.
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THE

Piano Center
OF SAN FRANCISCO

Our great new store, l."?."jir)3 Kearny and lil7-i!2o Sutter street,

may consistently be called The I'iano Center of San Francisco,

or, for that matter, of the Pacific Coast; not only because of its

central location, but because this store has become the objective

point of the uu)st critical jiiano buyei-s of tlie West.

The business of The \\'ih'y P.. Allen ("o. has been built and de-

veldjted upon the belief that the buying public ajipreciates honest
values, lueritorious pianos, and a frank, straightforward method
of ])iano .selling that permits of no misrepresentation, no decep-

tive ])ri7.e scliemes or guessing contests, the object of which is to

exploit cheap and low-grade pianos at exorbitant prices.

Our business consists wholly of selling pianos and talking ma-
chines at prices which re])resenr their actual values and that are
more reasonable, when (juality is considered, than can be found
elsewhere in the West. ^Ve sell cm the one-price system ex-

clusively. Therefore, each ajid every buyer knows that he has
boiight at the lowest possible figure.

The protection and the satisfaction of each indiv idiial customer
is the underlying princijile of our busim^ss and the fouu(hition of

the remarkable growth and success of our House. Our interest

does not cease when the sale is made. \\'e consider the transac-

tion closed only when we know that the piaim has proved its

worth in the hands of the buyer.

Courte.sy and consideration toward all visitors is one of the

characteristics of every employe of our House, and every etiort

for the furtherance of the buyer's interest is freely given.

BrieHy, .the policy of our House is outlined above. Our stock
of jiianos. idayer-jiianos and talking machines is the largest, the
most carefully selected, on the ("oast. Thei'efore. as a prospec-
tive purchaser, it is to your interest to call before a tinal selection

of your piano is made. Our easy payment plan will greatly
please yoti.

^/>/^\^^ A>/y^/VO«
Victor TalRing MacHines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,
Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.: Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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HEATH, MISS HELEN C—Among the artists of the Pacific

Coast. Miss Heath must be classed as one of the foremost.
She possesses a delightful soprano voice, and her inborn
musical talents are often enjoyed by hundreds of delighted
listeners. Miss Heath is in great demand by musical clubs
and at musical functions of a more serious nature. Her own
concerts belong among the most successful events of this

nature given in this vicinity, both from an artistic and finan-

cial standpoint. Besides her popularity as a soprano soloist

at secular, as well as church affairs. Miss Heath is a most
successful singinf, teacher, who enjoys the loyalty and con-
fidence of a large class of students, who benefit greatly by
reason of her scholarly tuition.

* * *

HOVVARD, MISS EULA—There are very few of our younger
artists who are so well entitled to extravagant praise as Miss
Howard is. We have the utmost respect and admiration for

that artist who by sheer industry and application to continued
study and research propels himself to a position of prominence
in the community where he or she may be active. Miss
Howard has conquered for herself a leading place among our
artists by sheer force of industry and determination, backed
by natural talent. Although being an artist of deeper emo-
tional characteristics, she possesses masculine vigor in her
pianistic interpretations, and she has made a reputation as a

delightful Chopin interpreter. Her occasional concerts be-

long among the most artistic events in this community, and
during her frequent visits in interior California and Oregon
cities she returns inevitably with fresh laurels. During the
recent A. Y. P. Exposition in Seattle. Miss Howard appeared
at tile big Auditorium Building and scored a brilliant success.
She is equally efficient as a teacher, and her large class of
pupils testifies to lier ability to teach others that which she
knows herself. She is one of the most successful pupils of

Hugo Mansfeldt. who has taken particular enjoyment in im-
p::r;i;ig pianistic knowledge to this young prodigy.

LITTLE, MISS CAROLINE HALSTEAD—Anyone who
hears Miss Little sing, and who understands s_oraething about
music, is immediately impressed by the authority of her
artistic efforts. Possessing a voice of splendid timbre and
enunciation of the most delightful purity, she certainly ranks
among the foremost artists on this coast. That an artist of
such decided faculties must of necessity be a very efficient

instructor is but a logical conclusion, and so we do not liesi-

tate to regard Miss Ijittle as among the very best of our in-

structors and artists.
* * #

MARTINEZ SIGISMONDO—As pianist as well as teacher.

Mr. Martinez enjoys the respect of every musician. He is

thorough, skillful and severe in his work, and belongs to that
school of artists who do not consider anything well done un-

less it is done with the tlioroughness of the scholar. Mr. Mar-
tinez is an excellent accompanist, and his work is familiar to

everyone acquainted with the musical activities of San Fran-
cisco. He is one of the best known musicians of the city.

* * #

MAURER, FREDERICK, JR.—It is almost unnecessary to

tell here about Mr. Maurer's accomplishments. He is beyond
doubt one of the best known musicians in California. When-
ever the question of an accompanist arises, the name of

Frederick Maurer is immediately upon everyone's tongue.
His remarkable genius is equal to that of the best accompan-
ists that visit this city, and his delicacy of touch and certainty

of musicianly reading is a delight to all those artists who
have the good fortune to sing or play to his accompaniments
Mr. Maurer has beyond doubt solved the great problem of

the art of accompaniment, and in this he has achieved a
victory that is won but by very few artists. He is one of

those musicians of whom this community has every reason
to feel proud.

* * *

MONTAGNE, MISS EDNA—Among our younger pianists

and teachers Miss .Montagne occupies a prominent position.

She is a deligtitful artist, whose technical skill and emotional
temperament combine to make her a useful member of a
concert program. She is conscientious and serious, and her
teacher. Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt. has inculcated in her all those
artistic virtues for which she herself has become so well
known. Miss Montagne has appeared at a number of concerts
during the season, and one of her most recent successes was
at a recital which she gave at Richmond on December 20th.

Miss Montagne has a studio in Oakland, and has recently
begun a class in Richmond, which has grown to large propor-
tions. She is one of the most successful teachers and artists

of the younger set.

EULA HOWARD
The Successful Young Pianiste.

MOORE, BENJ. S.—Mr. Moore is organist of the First Pres-
byterian Church in Berkeley, and also is teaching piano with
more than ordinary success. He is a pupil of Hugo Mans-
feldt, and his playing testifies to the fact that he has spent
his time to advantage under the excellent tutilage of his
eminent teaclier. Mr. Moore is an ambitious young musi-
cian, whose talents and determination combine to assist him
in making artistic conquests.

MURRAY, MISS EDNA—Miss Murray is another member
of the younger set of our artists who lias forged ahead rapidly
in both her concert work and her teacliing. She is a pupil of
Samuel Bollinger, well remembered as one of the most con-
scientious teachers we have ever had. and now active at the
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music. Miss Murray gives evi-

dence of having greatly benefitted under Mr. Bollinger's tui

tion and having imbibed all those artistic qualities for which
her teacher has become so much admired. She has appeared
at various concerts lately and has made a most favorable
impression. \Ve have heard Miss Murray play recently and
can testify to the fact that both from a technical, as well as
musical, standpoint slie meets the demands of the most fas-

tidious connoisseur. She is a vigorous player, who has solved
the artistic problems of a composition.

ORBISON, MRS. OLIVE—Mrs. Orbison has now been re-

siding in San Francisco for something over two years. In
this time she has won the esteem of a large class of pupils
and quite a number of music lovers who have had the pleas-
ure to listen to her delightful soprano voice at a number of
musicales. She possesses a dramatic soprano of splendid
timbre, and she uses it with an artistic discrimination that
is as delightful as it is praiseworthy. Mrs. Orbison is con-
tributing largely toward educating efficient vocalists in this

city.

PRACHT, MADAME JULIE—Those who desire to obtain a
thorough knowledge of the languages may be pleased to hear
that Madame Pracht is teaching enunciation with the par-
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Some Thoughts on

Piano Buying
When you l)iiy a I'iaiio, yon buy if I'or pi-ac

licisllv a lilVlinic. Von slionhl Ininji lo it's soloc

lion a lan'riii discii'tion.

^^^' want evei-y readi'i- of tlic Miisital Keview
to iciiow that tlipi-e is a new nietliod of I'iano

iiiei-cliandisinji in California, and tliat the new
way is so fai- an iniiii<)>einenl oxci- llie old tliat

it cannot h('l|i hut interest every peison iinisi(all\-

inciiiu'd.

To lieitiii witir, it's woith while to know that

the biggest I'iano store in San Francisco today is

that of Kilers Music ('oinjiany in the lOilers .Music

Utiilding at '.tTo Market Street, situated between
Hale's and the lOnijioriuni. The tloor space here

devoted to the sale of I'ianos is lar>ier than that

jiiven by any other I'acitic ("oast eslablishiiient.

Here are displayed more I'ianos of sjiecial con-

struction, rare desijiiis, and uni(|ue styles than can
be found in any other store in the City.

The aj^encies controlled by this house embrace
more well known lines twice over than are offered

by any other San Francisco store. Here may be

fotind the oldest as well as the most noteworthy
makes of I'ianos that are manufactured in

America today.

The old time method of I'iano sellinji, which un-

fortunately continues in many houses today, was
simply '•charfiinj; what the tratlic will bear." The
method of the future to be sticcessful must be
along lines that will popularize the Piano and
make it, not a luxury, but a necessity in every
home.

\Ve believe that when the piic(> of a yood Piano
is tixed at the |ioint where e\'ery homt> can att'ord

it, the volume of the Piano business will be in-

creased immeasurably. Our work in forty stores

uiion the Pacific Coast has been to jiopularize the

Piano; to make a good deitendable I'iano an es-

sential part of every hou.sehold. To accomi)lisli

this it has been our constant aim to combine
(pialify with economy.

We control the agency of forty makes of Pianos
fiom the lowest jiriced instruments that are good

and de|iiMidable lo llie most exjieiisive of specially

conslrucled (iramls and I'prights in rare art de

signs.

In the few years that we ha\e ojierated in the

<"alifornia field, the greatest of American I'iano

Manufacturers—such Houses as the famous Chick-

erings ol' lioston (the oldest in America l, the Soli-

mers, Hazeltons and Deckers of New York, Hallet

cV: Davis of I'.oston, Kimball and Hobart M. Cable
of Chicago, the Leslers of I'hiladeli.hia, the Welles
of Freiburg, with their sui)erb \\'elle-.Mignon, and
the Aulopiano Company of New York, all have en-

gaged us as their sole representatives. A large

number of other manufacturers standing higliest

in the American Piano trade, have made over-

tures to us to rejiresent them u])on the Coast.

In short, we have had practically our choice of

the most desirable agencies.

In making our selection, every effort has been
\\v,\dt' to choose such niake.s of Pianos as would
appeal to the most critical musical taste, and at

the same time commeiul themselves for the ut-

most durability. The large number of teachers,

musicians and studios now using our I'ianos is

the best ]iroof of how wisely we have chosen.

Second only in importance to the (luality of

the Piano yon buy is the |)rice you are asked to

](ay for it. Puying for forty stores and supjdy-

ing many dealers throughout the Coast States,

it is reasonable to assume that we are able to

purcha.se from manufacturers at prices that

other dealers cannot secure. Shipping in tre-

mendous (inantities by the most up-to-date meth-
ods, we save largely in transportation charges

and in every de](artment of handling.

It is the ]irinciple of large volume and small
jtrofits api>lied to the sale of Piano.s that has
Jiiade it possible for us to sell one-lialf the Pianos
sold upon the I'acitic Coast 'and to save a hand-
some sum to every buyer.

If you contemplate the pnrcha.se of a I'iano,

we want to show yon the magniticeut line that

we control. If we cannot show you more, and
much more for the investment yon intend to

make, we are undeserving of your patroimge.

975 MarRet Street, San Francisco
557 12tl\ Street, OaKland, Cal.

Stores at KureKa, San Jose
StocKtoi\t SacraxneK\to
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ticular idea in view to employ tlie language for singing pur-
poses. She is an excellent linguist and her son, Harald
Pracht. is one of our foremost baritone soloists. He is a
pupil of Willard Batchelder's. and is gradually forging ahead
with astonishing velocity in the arena of vocal art on the
Pacific Coast.

REEK, GILBERT—Although but recently arrived in Oak-
land from Boston, where he was a student at the New Eng-
land Conservatory, and of the well known violinist, Bernard
Listemann of Chicago, Mr. Reek has opened a class of violin
students which is gradually growing, and which promises
to make him well known in his new field of activity.

* * *

STEVENSON, FREDERICK—While Mr. Stevenson resides
in Los Angeles we place him in this department as he really
belongs to California by reason of his wide fame as a com-
poser and thus can not be counted among the musicians of
any city. He is a musician of whom California may well be
proud, for his severe conscientiousness manifests itself in all

his work. As a vocal teacher he has solved the most im-
portant problems, as a composer he produces the most seri-

ous works, and as a critic he publishes the most effctive
opinions. He is a sound thinker and an energetic educator.
and his residence in this State adds much to the general
musical atmosphere.

« * #

THOROUGHMAN, MRS. FRANCES—Among the more re-

cent soloists and teachers wlio have located in San Francisco
is Mrs. Frances Thoroughman, who has opened a studio for
the study of concert, operatic and oratorio singing. That she
has been immediately successful is proof of the fact that she
possesses the necessary qualification as a teacher, and her
pupils testify to her efficiency in no small degree at the
various recitals which Mrs. Thoroughman gives at her studio.
This etTicient instructor and soloist has appeared on various
occasions in public and has made an excellent impression by
reason of her splendid dramatic soprano and her musicianly
interpretations.

VILLALPANDO, WENCESLAO—Mr. Villalapando may
easily be regarded as among the foremost cellists in San
Francisco today. He is a musician of remarkable skill and
places art above all the material benefits. He was previous
to his advent in San Francisco a member of a famous string
quartet in Washington, D. C, and played first cello in the
Washington Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Reg-
inald de Koven. He has been associated with all our leading
chamber music organization, and is now a member of the dis-

tinguished Mansfeldt-de Grassi-Villalpando trio which will give
a series of chamber music recitals at Kohler & Chase Hall
this month. He is a brilliant soloist and a most efficient

teacher, and is really an ornament to our profession.

WESTGATE, MISS ELIZABETH—In the front rank of
musical pedagogues in the trans-bay cities may be found
Miss Elizabeth Westgate. Miss Westgate has lived and
worked almost exclusively in Alameda, and the proof of her
efficiency may be gathered from the fact that her name is not
only familiar throughout the territory wherein she is im-
mediately active, but throughout the country, by reason of
her musical as well as literary efforts. She teaches piano,
organ and theory in a manner that commands the best that
is in a pupil, and the intelligent manner in which her students
render their work speaks volumes for Miss Westgate's effi-

ciency. She is also organist of the First Presbyterian Church
of Alameda, and as such she frequently arranges musical
programs which are noted foj their seriousness of character
as well as for the sincere and musicianly manner in which
they are presented. Recently Miss Westgate has added a
studio in the MacDonough Building to her work, and she has
found that she did not make any mistake in this policy of
expansion. Ever since the Pacific Coast Musical Review
changed to a weekly. Miss Westgate has acted as its trans-
bay representative, and as such she has given the utmost
satisfaction, her critical faculties, as well as the originality
of her style, forming a most valuable department of this

paper. We desire to express at this time our appreciation
of Miss Westgate's excellent services.

* * *

WISMER, HOTHER—For a number of years Mr. Wismer
has figured among our leading violinists. At his frequent
concert appearances he has demonstrated that he is a deep
student of his art and that he comprehends the inner meaning
of a classical composition. His technic is brilliant, and his
musicianship most serious. He has recently appeared as
soloist at the Tat't banquet and scored quite a success. His

HORATIO COGSWELL
The Well Known Baritone and Vocal Teacher.

concerts are eagerly expected events by a large portion of

our music lovers, and at the recent concert of the I^oring

Club he interpreted a violin composition by Frederick
Maurer .Jr., with much spirit and musicianly taste.

» » *

WITH AM, MRS. WALTER—Mrs. Witham has recently re-

turned to San Francisco after a number of years of absence
in Europe and Eastern musical centers, part of which had
been devoted to study and part to keen observation in the
matters of musical culture and education. Mrs. Witham has
opened a very handsome studio, which has become the ob-

jective point of a large class of delighted students and which
serves as a haven of culture to a number of eager aspirants
for vocal honors.

**

Herold Bassett, who has just returned from a tour of Aus-
tralia with Mme. Blanche Arral, shows a clipping from the
Sydney Bulletin: "Last Sunday when Mme. Arral and her
manager were visiting the Zoo they stopped for a moment in

front of a cage containing some of tlie larger monkeys. Feel-

ing some one plucking at his sleeve, Mr. Bassett turned and
was confronted by a black paw belonging to a gigantic
baboon. Then, having attracted his attention, man's poor
relation offered his 'mitt' in greeting. For a moment he was
regarded with a 'you have the advantage of me' stare, and
then he was remembered with a glad remembersomeness,
and the man and creature shook long and silently. 'Bars all

around us and not a drop to drink.' sighed the pair in fare-

well unison. This baboon, along with several other animals,
had come to Australia on the same ship as Mme. Arral's party
and had become great friends wth all aboard."

V*

Remember that it is your duty as a good musician to honor
those who have become great in their work. Sembrlch ap-

pears here in three concerts, after which she may never be
heard again. You have thus the rare opportunity to hear one
of the world's greatest colorature sopranos of all times at the

very zenith of her power. Can you, as a conscientious musi-

cian, stay away?
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED)

Phones : Broadway i<)2i. Home 2i721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

supervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

New Orleans-New York S. S. Line

THE LINE THAT CONNECTS WITH THE

Sunset Route
at New Orleans, and which you may include in your
rail ticket at no more cost than for an all-rail route

to New York.

Two sailings weekly between New Orleans and
New York.

Elegant accommodations. Suites of Private Bed-
room. Parlor and Bath; Staterooms, Library. Smok-
ing Room, Baths, Promenade Decks, Excellent
Cuisine.

Make our handsome new office, Broadway and
27th streets, New York, your headquarters when
East. Our attendants will be glad to assist you in

any way possible. Have your mail addressed in

care of the office and you will receive same im-
mediately on call.

RATES—By rail to New Orleans, steamer thence
to New York, Including meals and berth on steamer:

First Cabin, $77.75; Round Trip $144.40
Second Cabin, $65.75

Second Class Rail and Steerage, $61.45
Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot

Broadway and Thirteenth Sts., Oakland

The Great

Bach Festival
Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under (he Direction of

Dr. J. Fred WoUe,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. : : : : :

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Chnstian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, m Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently estabhshing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1 522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND

SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.
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New York. Dec. 20. l!»0!i.

Dear Mr. Editor: Won't somebody please invent a muzzle
for the chatterin.? magpies who go to the theatres, concerts
and operas and make an otherwise enjoyable entertainment
unbearable by reason of their inane remarks? Is there no
balm in Oilead? The other evening I went to the Manhattan
to hear Faust and in front of me was a very young and
callow youth with two buds, one on either side. When Vicar-
ina, who played Siebel, came on the stage, one of them
leaned over and remarked for the benefit of both her friends
and those in the immediate vicinity, "What a large nose
she's got; I don't like her as well as X," "Did you hear X in

that part?" etc., etc. ad. fin. This was kept up all during the
performance until those in the immediate neighborhood were
disgusted. A running comment was continued on the per-

sonal appearance of each artist, their life, dress and customs,
together with what they read in the papers, what so-and-so
said and what they thought and did. When tlieir tongues
were silent for a moment their jaws were busy with a wad
of gum. 'Tis a mad world, my masters!

* * *

Henry Fischer, whose virile writings on the American have
been read with dismay by some and pleasure by others, will

send the following out tomorrow:

American Millionaires Trying to Kill American Genius.

A pretty spectacle this: The dozen or more American mil-

lionaires, headed by two alienists, trying to kill American
genius. The genius is Oscar Hammerstein of course and his

enemies are the gentlemen backing ths Tammany Hall of

Music, known to the public as the Metropolitan Opera House.
The Tammany Hall of Music hasn't had an original idea since
Grau, or to give the devil its due. since Heinrich Conried
launched Parsifal, and during the present season it is given
over entirely and exclusively to clumsy and stupid imitation
of the idea conceived by Hammerstein, Hammerstein ac-

knowledges that he made a mistake in supposing that New
York cared for opera comique, but he had no sooner men-
tioned this form of entertainment, when the Tammany Hall
of Music announced its adoption. Hammerstein shelved his

opera comique, but the Tammany Hall of Music will keep
it up until the dog days—its millionaires paying the bills.

For years Hammerstein has attracted vast audiences to his

Sunday concerts by the engagement of special artists, the
therefore high priced Messrs. Dippel and Gatti Gasazza. leg-

pullers-in-ordinary to the American million coterie, discovered
on the last Sunday in November 1909, that none but artists

outside the ranks of the Tammany Hall of Music can be ex-

pected to draw a corporal's guard to the Opera House Sunday
nights. Mr. Hammerstein had no sooner thought of erecting
an opera house in Brooklyn when the said leg-pullers-in-ord-

inary hired a Brooklyn theatre for many years in advance
for the sake of reducing Hammerstein's possible financial

success. The same thing happened with variations to suit

the locality in Philadelphia. Chicago, Baltimore, Washington
and other places. The high priced Messrs. Dippel and Gatti

Gasazza evidently do nothing and think of nothing but at-

tempts to down Hammerstein, who will no more down than
the late lamented Banco's ghost. Of course that Messrs.
Dippel and Gatti Gazazza never had and never will have an
original thought, is their concern. If I had the legs to pull

which are at their disposal, perhaps I would lay down as they
do and let Oscar Hammerstein do the hustling, but what
about the American millionaires professing to "promote Art
for Art's sake," sitting by idly when their agents produce
nothing, think nothing, and dream nothing, but throwing
rocks into the path of the rival manager who does produce,
does think and does plan. Last season Hammerstein was
alone to acquaint the American loving public with the latest

successes of grand opera. He has done and will do the same
during the present season, yet the agents of those art loving

millionaires are allowed to interfere with the financial end
of his undertakings in every possible way. True Ibis attitude

l)roves Messrs. Dippel and Gatti Gazazza mighty small pota-

toes, which may be a blessing in the long run, but it hardly
justifies Messrs. Vanderbilt, Morgan, Clews, etc., to pose as
promoters of art.

If the president of the New York Central railroad engages
a traffic manager, does he expect him to employ all his time,
or any of his time, trying to imitate and thwart the methods
of some freight carrying steamship line? The Tammany Hall
of Music is not "in it" with the Manhattan Opera house man-
ager as a producer of successes, it has no novelties save such
borrowed from Boredom, yet Messrs. Vanderbilt. Morgan.
Clews, etc.. seem to take particular comfort in the knowledge
that occasionally it reduces Mr. Hammerstein's receipts by
a couple hundred dollars—which noble achievement for the
promotion of art costs Messrs. Vanderbilt. Morgan. Clews,
etc.. thousands or ten thousands. What is this policy leading
to? Principally empty benches in the Metropolitan and in

the New Theatre. When Caruso sings, you can buy an or-

chestra stall, marked five dollars, for a dollar or seventy-five

cents on the sidewalk and even then the house is but half

full. The New Theatre, owned by the same millionaires, is

no more fit to produce grand opera in than my bathroom, yet

to hurt Hammerstein, Werther and similar sleep and pro-

fanity-provoking grand operas are given there to a handful
of invited guests week after week, which is a very small
business for "Art promoting" gentlemen like Messrs. Vander-
bilt. Morgan, Clews, etc.. to be in, is it not? Of course
Messrs. Vanderbilt, Morgan, Clews, etc., hate to be told that

their artistic leg is pulled for no purpose at all, but the sooner
they wake up to the fact that every cent of their money goes
to fight Hammerstein instead of being to "promote art," the

better.

Max Heinrich devotes considerable space in the Musical
America about the foolish remarks of the teacher who could

make students (?) sing either with or without brain. Why
use a steam hammer to kill a fly?

It is sometimes a query where they dig them up. Is it after

all true that it is a case of pay your money and take your
choice? Several nights since there appeared at the New
Theatre, in a secondary role, it is true, an artiste named
Maubourg, who essayed the role of Mile. Lange, with more or

less success, which depends on the way you look at it. Far
be it from me to wield a hammer unnecessarily, but when
artists of the first rank are overlooked and such as Mau-
bour.g put on. then it is time to rise and rend the atmosphere.

Last summer this artist was singing in a suburban theatre of

Brussels, and was such a decided handicap in any role she

essayed in Russia, owing to her gaucherie, that the hardest

work she did was to draw her pay. As she was playing

second to Alda. to whom the critics have never tired of hand-

ing out a roast, she escaped easily, but it seems sometimes
as if the charges made against the management by the

American are not groundless.
* * *

Some time since I wrote you that the opera comique season

was bound to be a failure, and the results have proved that

I was correct in my judgment. Mr. Hammerstein found out

very quickly that the public did not take kindly to the idea,

and like the master player that he is. promptly shifted the in-

cubus over to the Schuberts, who have taken them out on a

barnstorming tour through Canada. The Metropolitan has

not yet discovered the fact that it requires nicer. I use the

word in its true meaning, actors and singers for the portrayal

of opera comique and operettas than it does for grand opera.

By dint of much paper, and their large subscription, they

have managed to fill the house, but as a drawing proposition

it has been a failure.
* * *

Nordica and Careno gave a joint rcital at the Carnegie

Hall yesterday afternoon with success. Mme. Careno re-

ceived an ovation when she appeared, and the same was ex-

tended to Mme. Nordica. Mme. Nordica also gave a recital

with Pepito Ariola in Brooklyn recently with some success.

Once Nordica alone would draw a full house, but the old order

changeth and giveth place to the new. Here more than else-

where. There seems to be an insatiable craving for some-

thing "new" and any kind of a freak can get a house where
true art may languish. To a certain extent the managements
are to blame, as they have essayed everything from skirt

dancing to dancing without skirts to try and stimulate the

jaded taste of the musical public.

THE PHILISTINE.
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VIOLINIST
Musical DirectorWILLIAM F. ZECH,

Tht Ztch Orchfflra Rchf.rsts Evcrr)' Monday EvMims

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt
Has Removed to 20 1 6 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE N'^'EST 314

The Institute of Musical Art Mackenzie cordon

FACULTY
Mrs. Richard Rees - Vocal Mr. William Hofman Violin

Mr. E. N. Knight - Vocal Mr. Gyula Ormay - Piano

Mr. Albert W. Nielsen - Violoncello

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone, Park 5175

PUPILS RECEI\'ED B1' .APPOINTMENT

Notre Dame o nservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose Cal Ifor n la

Appropriate Gifts
for Musical People

Music Rolls and Bags

Musical Literature
The following are a few of the many

titles we carry in siocl^:

Lessons in Musical Hi^ory . b\f Fillmore

Life of Beethoven . ... by Schindler

Life of Schumann . by Von IVasielwsf^i

Descriptive Analysis of Piano Works . Perry

A Hi^ory of Opera . ... by EUon

The Art of Singing by ^etrazzini & Caruso

The Eludes of Life . ... by Winn

Mendelssohn Songs Without Words . .

Chopin's Works

And hundreds of other titles to sele<5l from.

Call and see for yourself.

Benj. Curtaz & Son
113-117 Kearny Street San Francisco

TE.N O R
TattAKoP nf Qinninn Id all us branch^ from the rudimeou of tone fomiatioD to
ItJdl/liei Ul Olliyiny ,hs high,^ tmsh ^d Compta/on o/ PuWic 5in«/ng

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St. Telephone: W«t 457

By Appoinlmenl Only

ADOLF GREGORY
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's. Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

\-01CE PRODUCTION. PIANO. HARMON1' AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson. OAKLAND
Phone Park 1050 Home Phone S 1069

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABUSHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French. German. Musical Histor>' and Sight Reading in progress. Practice

lessons with specially coached accompanists may be arranged for—also by non-students

of the school. Studio. 818 Grove St., near nilmore. In Berkeley. 1 ues-

day. 2321 RegentSt. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at Snell Seminary.

MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organisi and Musical Direclor First Presbyterian Church. Al«neda

Suite: 52 Macdonough Bldg.. Oakland Home Studio. 1117 Paru St. Alameda

Telephone Alameda 155

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
Eitablished 18%

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano, Theory, and Composition; \oice (Italian Method).

Opera. Concert. Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Elnsemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send tor catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister. San Francisco. Cal.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC of the

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PIERRE 'DOUILLET. 'Dean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages of literary studies free of charge. Board and room at moderate prices.

Send for Catalogue.

The Beringer

HUGO MANSFELDT
Has Resumed Teaching

Residence, 2090 Fell Street, cor. Shrader

Tate Ellis-O'Faneil ot Haight Si car and gel off at Shrader

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
Phone WEST 5972 E. S. BONELLI, Director PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those tJesiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.

824 Eddy Street
Van Ness Ave. and FranklirjSt. Affiliated

Telephone Pacific 3671

Home S 3671 and S 1993

The California Opera and Golden Gate Dramatic School
Director, Joseph Greven Manager. Prof. H. L. Cramer .\sst. Manaffer. Prof. Wm. Bence

Complete preparation for Professional Singing, .\cting and Dancing from Vaudeville to Comedy, Drama and Opera
Positions secured to proficient students by the School's down town Booking .\gency. Send for Circulars.
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HARRY LAUDER AT DREAMLAND RINK—It is seldom
that an artist of world-wide repulatioii visits this country
without beina seen outside of New York, but Harry Lauder,
Scotland's idol and undoubtedly the world's greatest comed-
ian, is the exception, and nine weeks were played last season
without an appearance save in the Metropolis. This year he
was brought back by William Morris. Inc., with the prospect
of playing only in New York, with the exception of only a
single week at the Morris houses in Boston and Chicago.
Later a hurried tour of the principal cities from Toronto to
the Pacific Coast was decided upon, and four weeks set aside,
of which time San Francisco has been fortunate enough to

secure one, commencing Monday night, ,Ianuary 10, with per-
formances every afternoon and evening thereafter, including
Saturday, January 1.5. As no theatre could be found in the
city commodious enough to accommodate the thousands from
San Francisco and the interior who want to see and hear this
Scotch celebrity. Dreamland Rink, on Steiner street, near
Sutter, has been secured and will be temporarily transformed
into a comfortable auditorium.
Lauder has created an even greater furore on this side of

the water than in his native land. He is something more
than a fad. for a fad is a matter of the moment, and when
one has once seen Harry Lauder he is forever an admirer of
the genial little Scotchman who is today the highest salaried
artist on the stage. Better than that, he is the cleverest
and his singing is a thing of delight. There is a rollicking
go and dash to his work that is a real treat and in the sincer-
ity of his humor lies his chiefest charm. He is not a salaried
artist earning his pay. He sings as though he meant every
gesture, and he does, for the songs are Lauder-set music and
So vivid is the impression that he creates that long after
Lauder has gone the lilt of his music rings through the brain
and one can see in imagination the quaint figure of the little

Scotchman, the roguish twinkle of his eye and hear again
the infectious laugh that is infectious because it comes from
the heart and not from the lips alone.

Mr. Lauder heads a company of American and European
artists, each of whom is ordinarily a star, including Julian
Eltinge, who is without a peer in his line, and a special or-

chestra is carried, which is under the baton of Mr. Lauder's
personal director, Mr. Charles Frank.
On account of the immense size of Dreamland, the scale

of prices has been arranged to fit all purses, ranging from fifty

cents to two dollars for reserved seats, and the sale will open
Monday morning at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, Sutter and
Kearny streets.

THE ALASKAN AT THE SAVOY THEATRE—Ezra Ken-
dall and his clever company of players will make their last

appearance at the Savoy Theatre in "The Vinegar Buyer" this

Saturday afternoon and evening, and commencing with a spe-
cial matinee Sunday, with the usual matinees on Thursday
and Saturday, the new "Alaskan," fresh from the triumph of

a five month's run in Chicago, will begin an engagement lim-

ited to one weeK. This is one of the remodeled enterprises
which has been found to take in the things which theatre-
goers seek—good fun in abundance, music which ranges from
the romantic to the lively, and smart stage management.

Since "The Alaskan" was presented in San Francisco it

has passed into the hands of Richard F. Carroll and Gus
Weinburg, eminent comic opera comedians, who were com-
missioned to freshen the book, swell the comedy parts and
give the show more "speed." They had to reckon with a
musical score which is ornamented with several really fine

numbers, all of which were saved, and they wrote several
new specialties which went a long ways to giving "The Alas-
kan" a flying start in Chicago. Chief of these is "Snowball-
ing," a feature that has caused unlimited comment. To snow-
ball with the Eskimo girls came to be a privilege, and a rare
one, in Chicago. The snowballs are of light yarn. and. al-

though they can be thrown over fifteen rows of seats, they
cannot even dislodge a man's eyeglasses. The combats be-
came so strenuous during the Chicago run that it took the
combined efforts of the Chicago and New York Baseball
League to drive the Eskimo girls to cover for the first time.
The number has never failed of half a dozen encores.

Richard Carroll, well remembered as a brilliant comedian
here during the palmy days of Fischer's Theatre, plays a
theatrical manager with a troupe on his hands, and Mr. Wein-
burg portrays a German naturalist in charge of a wealthy
niece, on an exploration tour of Alaska. The other essential
characters are assumed by Detmar Poppen, who plays "Totem
Pole Pete"; John R. Phillips, the hero of the story; Atwater,
Jessie Stoner, the heroine who has "grub-staked" the pals,
Atwater and Totem; "Kuko," an Eskimo girl, destined to sur-

''"""°""
Blanche Arral

The Great Coloratura Soprana

"Polonaise" from Jerusalem

(I Lombardi), Verdi

"The most brilliant record ever turned

out of the factory."

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

llanrliarb i^all ^tu^tn luilbtng
F. W. BLANCHARD, Pr<:.. and Mgr.

Contains 200 Studioa Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller IMM
TEACHER OF VOICE CULTURE AND SINGING

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz Mezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Tel. Homf 51485. 719 Ottowa St. near lOlh and Figueroa. Los Angeles, Cal.

ContraltoEstelle Heartt Dreyfus
CONCERT—PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS-ORATORIO

Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Adolf WillhartitZ Teacher of Piano

Room 626 Majeflic Theatre BIdg. Los Angele«. Cal

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

Concert Master of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

KRAUSS STRING QUARTETT
Oil W. IS'l'II ST.. LOS ANGKLKS Phonetllome 2187.->

Harley Hamilton
VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR

320 Blanchard Hall Building.

Arnold Krauss

Conductor Los Angeles Symphony
Orchestra—Woman's Orchestra

Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton vioHn instructor

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

D D^,,l* TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
. D. r OUlin THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club. Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. P. Dupuy TENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR

Dirtdlot OrpWui M.lt Club. Bnar Brilh Choir, Trinity M. E. Church Choir
Y. M. C. A. Vocal Department and Euterpcan Male Quartette

Studio: 311 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^i^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.
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SEATS FOR THE

Madame

Sembrich
Concerts

On Sale Monday at 9 a. m.
Sherman Clay & Go's Kearny and Sutter

Concerts on Sunday Afternoons, Jan. 9th and 16th

and Thursday Night, Jan. 13th

Garrick Theater

Prices $2.50, $2.00. $1.50, $1.00 Box Seats $3.00

Mail orders must be accompanied by check
or current funds payable to Will L. Greenbaum

BALDWIN PIANOS

SEMBRICH IN OAKLAND
Tuesday Aft. Jan. 18th at "Ve Liberty"

Coming CARRENO—Pianist Extraordinary

San Francisco Choral

Society

PAUL STEINDORFF, Director

OFFERS

Saint-Saens' Masterpiece

SAMSON and DELILAH
On Thursday Evening

January 20th, 1910

AT

Dreamland Rink

PROMINENT SOLOISTS—CHORUS OF 175

VOICES—SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF 50
ARTISTS.

render to the wiles of the theatrical manager and played by
Etta Lockhart, and John Rose, who impersonates a polar
bear. "The Alaskan" was written by Joseph Blethen. a Seat-
tle newspaper man. and Harry Girard. who composed the
music. The first act shows the collapse of an overworked
claim and the departure of the broken-hearted prospectors;
the second act shows their rejuvenation and the completion
of the love story. The piece has ample color in its scenery,
its costuming of furs and its other glimpses of the frozen
.North show a remarkable sledge team of five Alaskan dogs,
walrus hide canoes and other interesting things. While this
flavor gives "The Alaskan" distinction, there is a genuine
bid for favor from those whose ears are ticklish and whoso
feet can go tap-tap-tap in the interpolated songs, written by
.Mr. Carroll ,and Mr. Weinburg.
"The Wolf," Eugene Walter's remarkably strong play of

life in the Canadian wilderness, will follow "The .\laskan" at
the Savoy Theatre.

-w-
ARTHUR CUNNINGHAM ENGAGED IN NEW YORK—

.\rthur Cunningham has been engaged by the Shuberts for
one of the leading roles in the new comedy with music, "One
of the Boys," by Rida Johnson Voung. in which Lulu Glaser
is to star. Cunningham's last appearance in New York pre-
vious to this engagement was with Fritzi Scheff.

The board of directors of Sherman, Clay & Co. and Mr.
Wm. D. McCann were the guests of L. S. Sherman at the
Palace Hotel opening banquet on Wednesday evening Dec
1.".th.

Nm®rphntm
O'FARREIL STREET
Between Stockton and Powell
Phone Douglas 70

Safest and Mosl MagDificent Theatre in Amefica.

Week Beginnins This Sunday Ahemoon—MATINEE EVERY DAY
Mosl Positively Last Week of

-\lice Lloyd. England's Daintiest and Most Fascinating
Comedienne; The .McXaughtons; The Brothers Permane;

In Conjunction With A GREAT NEW SHOW
Frankiyn Underwood and Frances Slosson, in "Debb's
Dilemma." Basque Grand Opera Quartette, Belle Davis
and her Crackerjacks; Fox and Fo.xie's Circus. New Or-
pheum -Motion Pictures. Return for next week only—The
Klein Family.

Evening Pricei: lOc, 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Seals $1.00
Matinee Pricec (Except Sundays and Holidays) lOc. 25c, 50c.

^- " ^^^^£ THCM 1 rtC ^^ pwnMF MARk'FT Mn

This Sa.utday .Aflernoon and Evening- Lasl Times of EZRA. KENDA.LI^
in "TKe Vinegar Buyer"

Starting Sunday Matinee, January' 2—Otfier Matinees Thursday and Saturday

Wm. P. Cullen offers for One Week OnlyTHE AL AS KAN
THE TOTEM POLE COMIC OPER.A with Richard F. Canoll.

Gus Weinburg and a Big Company of Comedians— Revised— Retuned

—

Reconstructed—Girls full of Songs—Songs full of Girls.

Prices-25c to $1.50. Thursday Matinee—25. 50c and 75c.

Seats al the Theatre and Emporium Next "THE "WOLF"

Dreamland Rink
STEINER STREET
Near Sutter Street

Starting Monday Night, Jan. 10, and Every Afternoon and Evening

Including Saturday, January I 5

WM MORRIS, PresenU

HARRY LAUDER
Scotland's Idol— England's Pet—The Man Who Made King Edward Laugh

And His ALL STAR COMPANY. Including Julian Eltinge

Direct From Their Sensational Success.

Reserved Seats from 50c to $2.00. on Sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s

Commencing Monday, January 3
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ALICE LLOYD'S TRIUMPH AT THE ORPHEUM—The iin

mense success achieved by I lie ilainty liltle siiigiiiK <'uiii-

edienne, Alice Lloyd, at the (Jrpheum, is almost without
parallel in the history of this city's vaudeville, and the an-
nouncement that her engagement cannot be prolonged beyond
next week will be received with general regret. The program
for the coming week, while retaining IWiss Lloyd for its chief
feature, will nevertheless contain a number of novel acts
that are sure to reach across the footlights. Those sterling
and popular dramatic artists, Franklyn Underwood and
Frances Slosson, will present the diverting comedietta
•Dobbs' Dilemma"; the Basque Grand Opera Quartette French
vocalists, who dress in Alpine costume and render with
splendid effect numbers from "II Trovatore," "JVIartha," "Frou
Frou D'Amour," and other favorite operas; Belle Davis, who
was the first to introduce the catchy ditty, "He Certainly Was
Good To Me," and her colored pickanninies, and Fox and
Foxie's Circus, which introduces, beside Fox, a capital com-
edian trained dogs, cats and Foxie, the smallest horse in the
world, will be the new acts that are sure to hit the popular
taste. The marvelous Klein Family, Germany comedy
cyclists, whose engagement was interrupted by the Orpheum
Road Show, will return for next week only, which will be the
last of those funny clowns; the Permane Brothers and also
the famous English eccentrics. The McNaughtons. The mo-
tion pictures, which will conclude the performance, will bo
well worth while.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in receipt of an invita-
tion from Kohler & Chase to be present at the opening of
the new Kohler & Chase Building and Recital Hall, at O'Far-
rell street, near Grant avenue and Market street, on Satur-
day afternoon, January 1st, from two until half past five
o'clock. There will be an orchestra under the direction of
Sir Henry Heyman, and refreshments will be served to the
guests. This paper is also in receipt of three invitations to
various musical events to take place in the new recital hall
during the week commencing Monday evening, .January 3rd,
and ending Saturday evening, January 8th. The three invi-
tations which we hereby acknowledge are for the following
events: A Piano Recital to be given by Herman Genss, as-
sisted by Miss Grace Brown, contralto, on Monday evening,
January 3rd; a Recital to be given by Madame Eileen O'Moore.
violinist and Mrs. Nellie Widmann-Blow, mezzo soprano, on
Wednesday evening, January iith, and a Recital to be given
by the Minetti String Quartet on Thursday evening, January
6th. We are informed by Mr. Willard Batchelder that on
Saturday evening, January 8th, his advanced pupils will give
a professional song recital. This will indeed be a very aus-
picious opening tor this charming concert hall, which prom-
ises fairly to become one of the most popular concert audi-
toriums in San Francisco. A detailed description of this new
hall and the Kohler & Chase Building will appear in next
weeks' issue.

A short time ago F, W. Stephenson, Secretary of Sherman,
Clay & Co., celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of his as-
sociation with the firm and the board of directors of that
prominent music house officially acknowledged this event by
arranging a luncheon for the beneficiary. On this occasion
Mr. Stephenson was presented with a silver loving cup.
adequately inscribed, and L. S. Sherman, I-'resident of Sher-
man, Clay & Co., made the following remarks:
"The occasion of this gathering at luncheon today is to

commemorate, in a way, an important event in the life of Mr.
Stephenson, and it is also important in the business life of
Sherman, Clay & Company. This event, we are pleased to
recognize at this itme, is Mr. Stephenson's twenty-fifth anni-
versary with our house. These quarter century milestones in
our work-a-day world are not of such frequent occurrence as
to permit them to pass unnoticed. Mr. Stephenson, in behalf
of the board of directors of Sherman, Clay & Company, I now
present to you this loving cup as a symbol or emblem of the
kindly feeling we entertain for you, and of our sincere ap-
preciation of your many years of faithful service with us. It

is greatly to your credit that you have risen in the service of
our house from the lowest rung of the ladder to the respected
position of secretary of our corporation. During these years
of your faithful service, our house has enjoyed its greatest
prosperity. We know that you have served us to the best of
your ability, and you have also shared in our joys and adversi-
ties with a loyalty that disclosed your earnestness of purpose.
If material compensation for our efforts in this life were
based upon honesty alone, I believe that no person living
would have a larger income than yourself."

JESSIE STONER
Leading LaJy With "The Alaskan," Coming to the Savoy

Theatre Sunday Afternoon.

The San Francisco Center of the American Music Society
will give its initial concert at the First Congregational Church,
corner Post and Mason streets, on Friday evning, January
7th. A most interesting program has been prepared for the
occasion. The soloists will be Mrs. M. E. Blanchard, con-
tralto: Lowell Redfleld. baritone: Signor Antonio de Grassi,
violinist, and Eugene Blanchard, pianist. Besides these solo-

ists there will participate the Golden Gate Quartet. Among
the most important features of the program will be the pres-
entation in this city for the first time of Chadwick's Piano
Quintet, which will be performed by Hans Konig, violin;

Charles Heinsen, viola: Arthur Weiss, cello, and Arthur
Fickenscher. piano. The members of the San Francisco Cen-
ter of the A.merican Music Society will receive their an-
nounceiuents and tickets by mail. No one but members are
admitted to these concerts. The object of this society is to
introduce the works of American composers.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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A Class in Harmony

THE STEWART VIOLIN SCHOOL. Alexander
Stew-art, Director, announces the organization of a

class in the studv of Harmony under the direction
of Mr. ED\V.\RD F.\BER SCHNEIDER, the com-
poser, pianist and teacher. The course is planned
to cover the ground required by the University of
California in its entrance requirements in this sub-
ject. TUITION FOR TERM OF 20 LESSONS.
CO.M.MENCINC THURSDAY. J.\N. 13th. 1910.

Payable in three monthly installments of S5 each.
Students of voice, piano, violin, or any instrument
can take the harmony course in addition to private
.nslructions in their special subject.

Address either Edward Jordan. Secretarv- of the
class, or Alexander Stewart. .Maple Hall Building.

1th and Webster Sts.. Oakland. Tel. 0:;kland 4I.S9

Mrs, Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloist pint CongTCgational Chuich. Oakland

Concert, Oralorh and Recital Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
R«id<>ncc Studio:

1 333 Bay \'i5w Place. B«keky. Phone Berteley 958

Oakland Studio: 65 .MacDonouah Bldg. Tuesday and Fnday

ROMEO FRICIv
BARYTONE

Vocal In»tru<ftioD After ForemoA European Methods

30-31 Cnning Block, 13lh and Broadway. Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a 1468

Paul Steindorff

Studio. 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Broderick St., San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. MUSTARD
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Oratorio— Concert

Studio. 1548 Haight St. Phone Paik 41 17

HERMAN PERLET
Voice Culture and Piano

Sludio: 1 45 1 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. "Walter AVitham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: Phone Franklin 2227

1380 Sutter Street San Francisco, Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction. Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1 304 Ellis Street

AVenceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts. Musicales. Ensemble and Inflrutflion

Tel. Park 5329. STUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST.

DELIA. E. GRIS-WOLD
Contralto

\01CE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio, 845 Oak St.

Mme. Julie Pracht
Teacher of Languages

1 123 Devisadero St. Phone West 2071

FredericR Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles. C«l.

Mr. Willard Bachelder
VOCAL STUDIO

Kohler & Chase Building San Francisco

Musical Directory

PIANO
SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ

ISl'l Sutter St. San Fraiuisco. Cal.

EULA HOWARD
23!i 4th Avenue Tel. Pacific 1'14

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
(Pup.lof.\Ir= Oscar MansfeldO

XeacHer of Piano
Res. Studio: 1218 Telegraph .Ave., Oakland. Cal.

Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged— \ iolin and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi, Assiitant

Sludio: 1 30 PRESIDIO AVE., S. F. Phone West 9357

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1360 Summit St.. Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
1350 O'Farrel St. San Francisco

VOCAL

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
XeacHer of ,Sing'ii\^

Tel. West 7279 2220 Webster St . San Francis

Frederick Maurer. Jr., Accompanist

Teacher of Piano and Harmony. Coaching-SinBers-ViolinisIs

San Francisco Sludio, Mondays. 1849 Pine Streel. Telephone
\Vesl 9049. Home Swdio. 1 726 Le Roy .Avenue. Berkeley.

Telephone Berkeley 539.

Alfred Cogswell
studio: 1531 Sutler, San Frinclico, on 1 wtday
and Friday, and at 2119 Durant St.,
Berkeley, on Monday, Thursday and Saturday

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic Sopraz&o

ce Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 CaMomia Sr—Phone U'est 665y

Mrs. Tl\oroug(liinan
Voice Cvilttire—Dramatic iVoprano

CONCERT—OR.ATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109. 91 5 Van Ness .Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

Sludio, 1580 SUTTER ST.. Monday, and Thuisdavs. f
Mill N'alley, Keystone Buildinj. Tuesday. 'Wednesday, Frida

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

EDNA MURRAY
Pianiste

Concert.s Recitals Lessons
Iress: . . . Ross. Marin County. Califor

LOUIS CRErPAUX
(Member PaHs Grand Opera)

Delbert Bloct. 943 Van Ness at O Farrell. Reception Ho
1 1 :30 to 12. and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday

Wednesday in Oakland. 1 I 54 Brush Slreel

BENJ. S MOORE
1 Organist First Presbylerian Church, Berkeley)

In Berkeley Friday and Monday Exclusively

Studio: 2257 Fulton St. - - Phone: Berkeley 4627

Miss Josephine Barda
PupU ol Mme. Carusi and John Cheshir.

Solo Harpiste
and Instructor

o( Nev%- 'I'ork

Studio, 135 22d Ave.. San Francisco
Telephone. Pacific 2987

Horatio Cogswell Baritone

Voice Culture, Concerts, Recitals

Studios: 1 122 Bav St., Alameda, Tel. Alameda 195
om 64 Macdonough Bldg,, I4lh and Broadway, Oakland

Tuesday and Friday Aft.

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
'

3621 Firoachvay. Oak. Tel. Piedmont i:!!iO

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
li'tiO Summit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

MISS JENNIE H. DREW
Room IHOS. Kohler & Chase Bldg.. S. F.

HOTHER WISMER
2'.U.J Fillmore St. Phone Wes\ -438

GILBERT REEK
l.'^n, Fonrrh ANvny Oakland

MANDOUN, LUTE and GUITAR
SAMUEL ADELSTEIN

1834 Baker Street San Francisoo

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-
partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical
performance of merit in San Francis-
co, These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oatcland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities
should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-
partments are continued as usual,
while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1,00; one-half inch, 50c,
and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.
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THE week:. imT

The first edition of the Holiday Number being to a great

extend devoted to pictorial and biographical articles, a num-
ber of musical evnts worthy of mention had to be kept over
until this second edition. Therefore, while these events may
not be strictly new. they were of too interesting a character
to be omitted altogether, and so we take pleasure in reporting
here all those affairs which did not appear in the last issue.

KREISLER'S SECOND CONCERT—The Thursday night

program. December 16, of Fritz Kreisler. violinist, did not
differ in essentials from others previously given by this noted
artist and skilled performer. .Judged by its effect on the

audience it was a success. Measured from a critical stand-

point, it was a complete exposition of all the requirements
that go to make up a perfect technique. In no regard was
there an appeal for anything except musicianly understand-
ins: on the part of the listeners. Probably no heart throbbed
any faster who listened attentively to Kreisler. but admira-
tion continually grew at prolonged evidences of great skill

and clean-cut playing of the selections that Kreisler got

out for his program. The most characteristic playing of any
one number, characteristic being used in a way to denote
individually, was the Gavotte in E major, by Bach, to which
the accompaniment was written by Schumann. The program
included two numbers by Kreisler, which did not suffer by
comparison with some other compositions on the program.
While there was not much that had not been heard in San
Francisco at previous appearances by Kreisler, there was
sufficient variety to make the entertainment interesting to

all students of violin music. The set program was as follows:

1. (a) Suite E minor. Prelude. Adagio, Allemande. Gigue
(Bach), (b) Prelude and Gavotte E major (Bach), accompani-
ment bv R. Schumann. 2. (al Andantino (Padre Martini.

1706-1784). (bl Scherzo (Dittersdorf. 1739-1799), (c) Menuet
(Porpora, 1686-1766), (d) Sicilienne et Rigandon ( Francoeur,
1698-1787), (e) Variations on a Gavotte by Corelli (Tartini,

1692-1770). 3. (a) Menuet (Debussy), (b) Havanaise (Saint-

Saens). (c) Caprice Viennois (Kreisler). (d) Tambourin
Chinois (Kreisler). (el Twenty-fourth Caprice (Paganini).

4. Airs Rus.ses ( Wieniawskil.
DAVID H. WALKER.

w —
KREISLER'S THIRD CONCERT A FEAST—Fritz Kreisler

has come and gone, but the rare charm of his genius will

linger and live behind him. perhaps throughout the lifetime of

some of us. for he has given refreshment to weary spirits and
food to hungry souls. It is difficult to speak of his art as

apart from the man Kreisler—they are indeed inseparable.

There is this difference, however, there is no intrusion of

personality to mar the purity of this art—Kreisler is his art.

but the art is not Kreisler. Seldom does one hear an artist

in whom there is nothing wanting. In Kreisler there is noth-

ing to be added, nor anything to be eliminated: he feeds.

satisfies, and makes one more sane and wholesome, imparting

fresh faith in the goodness of things.

Permeating and predominating his entire art is the wonder-
fully human note. It is always there, in sustained tone or

flowing melody—the note of sympathy and comfort. If art

is great in proportion as it emtjodies the natural, then Kreis-

ler is peerless. We recall no artist who possesses such
relaxation of technic. Truly, as he himself has said, technic

and expression cannot be separated—they are one. Kreisler

accomplishes feats that leave one breathless, but never for

effect does he use these. He is always sincere. The cadenza
becomes an inherent part of the composition not for display,

but rather as indispensible to the whole.

The classics from 1630 to 1770 form an important part of

the Kreisler programs. Couperin. Gluck and Tartini have
appeared each time. These classics the master clothes with

unsurpassable beauty: there is the stateliness of simple line.

but a certain naive charm is ever peeping out. Kreisler is

very subtle, too. with his tints and shades. Shall we ever

forget the scintillating beauties and the witchery of the

HARRY LAUDER
The Famous Scotc)i Comedian and Singer Who Will Head His

All-Star Company at Dreamland Week After Next.

Devil's Trill? The grandeur of the Vieuxtemps concerto only
enhanced the beautiful Gluck melody which followed, and
each number, down to Chaminade's fascinating Serenade Es-
pagnol. was a setting for the master's genius. Two of the
most unusual numbers were the old Vienna Valses. and
Kreisler gave to them all their native glory. The first one
fascinated with its languor and melting curves, and the ir-

resistible rhythms in the second set one's heels tapping in

spite of himself. Kreisler's tonel One becomes steeped in

it as in a flood of color. Depth or breadth will not describe
it. It sings, surpassing even the voice, and its quality is sure-

ly the crushed essence of the human heart. Those fortunate
ones who attended this last concert Sunday afternoon met a
fine spirit, giving freely of itself, laying bare its emotion for

our enjoyment—let us hope for our betterment .

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.
**

KREISLER'S FOURTH AND LAST CONCERT—Although
the extra concert by Fritz Kreisler took place a day after

Christmas there was a large attendance and the music lovers

demonstrated the fact that they had not become surfeited

with the master violinist's brilliant art. The program on this

occasion was more modern in cliaracter and revealed the vir-

tuoso in a bravura role rather than in the usually romantic
atmosphere that surrounds his programs. He was in excellent

form and from the magnificent strains of the Bruch concerto
to the ever popular notes of the Dvorak Humoresque. Kreis-

ler sang upon his instrument with the freedom and abandon
of a genius. There is not much to be added to what has
already been said, except that the concluding concert was as
artistically and as technically gratifying as everyone of the
preceding events.

To miss the concerts of Madame Sembrich means to neglect

a solemn duty imposed upon everyone enlisted in the cause of

true music. Respect, homage and affection is due every great

man or woman, and those who refuse to bestow these well de-

served tokens of esteem are not worthy of the cause which
they have selected to espouse.
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MISS MABEL FISCHER
Prima Donna Soprano of the Basque Grand Opera Quartet at the Orpheum.
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The Reason Why
You Should Buy
Your Piano from Us

Beiiij; the largi-st i)iii(liiisei-s of Pianos in llie ^^esr, we

are imu-li sought alter by iiianufactiirers anxious to market

their wares. This enables us to pick the best makes at

closest jirices. Therefore, no matter whether you wish to

Invest |25(l. .f:!(l(», |:ir)(l, |4()(t, |450 or even more in a Piano,

we can otter you more real value lor the amount invested

than you can possibly obtain elsewhere.

Besides, when you tinally want a Steinway (which is in-

evitable), we will take back the less expensive I'iano, allow-

ing for it the full purchase price paid us, any time within

three years from date of original purchase.

Think o\er tiiese adviintages otfered you by no other

dealer. Cull on us and let's talk it over.

Any Piano carried by us (even Steinways) on easy pay-

ments is desired.

Sherman Way& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland

Sacramento, Fresno, San Jose, Stockton. Bakersfield, Santa Rosa.

Portland. Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma. Etc.
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The PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW is for sale at the

sheet-music departments of all leading music stores.

Entered as second-class mail matter at the San Francisco Postofflce.

SUBSCRIPTIONS—Annually In advance. Including postage:
United States »2.00
Foreign Countries 3.00

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Office Hours from 3 to 5 o'clock every afternoon except Tuesdays

and Saturdays. In case of unforeseen absence of 'Editor during office
hours, leave note on desk making appointment. Always leave name
and address or telephone number.

ADVERTISING RATES:

One Tin
Front Page $30.00
Inside Pages 20.00
One-Halt Page 12.00
One-Quarter Page 8.00
One Inch (on Page 15) 2.00
One Inch (on Page 21) 1.50
One-Half Inch (on Page 21) 75
Musical Directory 50

J15.00
8.00
5.00

MUSICAL CALENDAR.
Marcella .^emlirich Tanuary 9. 13 and Ifi

Lyric Quartette Pop Concert Com. in January
San Francisco Choral Societ.v Dreamland. .lanuary 20
Geopgiana Strauss. Contralto lanuary 27
Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio. .Jan. 24, Feb. 17 & Mar. 17
Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday. Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spanish child Pianist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

THE PROBLEM OF ADVERTISING.

There scons In lie siicli a \ai-ict\ of oitiiiioiis i-e<rar(l-

iii^' the a(lvi>aliilit\ nl a icaclici- nr artist to utilize tlie

coliiiniis of a imisical journal lor ]mr]ioscs of advertise

iiieiit that it liccoines iiei-essarv from time to time io

set forth in as (•(Hii])relieiisive a manner as possihle the

real sijinificance and })iiri)ose of such advertisements.
While we I'tillv realize that we never shall be able to

eonviiice every member of the nuisieal jirofession of ottr

wa.v of lookinf; at this jiroblem, we feel that these eilu-

cational talks on the subject of advertisinjj will open
the eves of many yoniii; memlicrs of the iirofession \\lio

lia\e listened to their own disadvantaj;e to the council

of those whose bifjotry does not permit theni to look at

thinjits in a liberal spirit. And if in these occasional
excursions into the field of tlie exploitation of judicious
advertising campaigns we succeed in putting but one

Before we delve into the more complicated aspect of
legitimate advertising we desire to juit the ipiestion as
to whether or not the inenibers of the musical iirofes-

sion, the students and the music lovers deem it to be
an advantage to the art to have a class journal that
ju-esents the musical news, musical criticism and local

musical activity in a clear, interesting and intelligent
manner. And in pa.ssing it may be noted that such a
journal serves at tlie same time as a weapon of defense
to the profession when daily pajiers, through the follv

of shallow minded re]»orters. take pains to repre.seut
the musical iirofession in a ridiculous and laughter-
|irovoking manner, such as was recently indulged in

by a member of the ("all stall', who seems to consider
the musical ])rofession as especially good material for
joking. Of course no one objects to good-natured fun,

but to present teachers of good reputation, who are
frying to gain the respect of their pupils, in a manner
so as to encourage ridicule may cause the reader a tit

of laughter lor the moment, fiut it may also lose the
teacher the respect of his pupil forever.

\Ve are well aware of the fact that neither the San
Francisco ("all nor the rejiorter intended to injure the
musical profession l)y making fun of the jiresident of
a well known conservatory and the teachers, with
whom he had a difference of opiniim. Xevertiieless,

the musician is already so much a luiit for bad jokes
and the victim of ill placed luinior that it needs very
littl(> nowadays to make of him a caricature, Sujipose
the pr<'ss of San Francisco would begin a persistent

campaign of ridicule among the teachers of the public
schools. How long do you fluid'; wotild it last until

every public school pupil would take advantage of such
ridicule and treat his teacher with disrespect",' The
American youth is already given a great deal of license

in the matter of his attitu(le toward his elders, and if

the newspapers, through some misconceived ideas of

fun. assist in this license it will not take very long until

the music student will lose his respect for his teacher.
The average reader and newspaper man does not look
tt]>on this matter in a serious light, and possibly con-
siders these remarks as somewhat over-]iessimistic, but
we have had jiersonal ex]ierience in these matters and
knoAV how easy it is to begin a campaign of ridicule

that once started will take the most unexiiecied turns.

It is difficult enough to maintain the dignity of the

Jirofession among the pul)lic at large without in teller

eiice on the part of the newsjiaiiers, and the musical
profession sutfers enough through misplaced ridicule

without being iiersecuted by the [press in addition.

Now. if the ]irofession and the music lovers believe

that an official organ is necessary in the attainment of

musical culture then they must also consider that it is

necessary to maintain such a journal by judicious

tlnancial suitjiort. This is now the ninth year of the
existence of this jiajier in ("alifornia. It is ea.sy for

teachers to gauge the benefit to be derived from a mus
ical journal by coin]>aring the conditions as tlu>y exist

today in the teaching circles with the conditions as
they existed ten years ago before this paper made its

appearance. AA'e desire especially to call the attention
of our advertisers to their own activity. Let every ad-

vertiser in this jiaper compare his income of ten years
ago before a musical journal was established with his

income of todav and see for himself whether or not
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Ilici-c is ;i (lisliiirl sii;n (if iiMprux cmiimiI . l.cl Will I..

( irci'iiliaiiiii look ii|i till' records of icii ycai-s ajio in (lie

iiiadcr ol loiiccrl atliMHlaiicc of ureal arlisis and see

wlietliei- since- the inihlicalioii ol' a ninsical journal (here

has iiol lieen shown a (h'cided increase in llie ann\ia]

i-eceiiils ol' concerls.

iii-alilical ion il the nieinhei-s of the prol'essioii, liv IJH'ir

uenei-ons al lilnch', wonid li;;hlen our hniden, Itnl on the

other Iniiid, we will not hear Iheni any malice if they
expect US to li"]it their haltles sinj-led lianded.

It is Inic we ha\'e no syni|ilioiiy concei-ls as yel ; liul

this is no! so nunli the lanit ol' a ninsical jonrnal as il

is the lanlt of ^icneral conditions which have not as ye*

jii-oduced tlie rifjht man lo take the troid)le to huineli

a project of this nature. I'.esides, we have not yet

sncceeded in secni-inij tlu^ necessary endowment Tor the

erection ol' an adeqnate concert hall. .Vs lonji' as San
Fi-ancisco does not ]K)ssess a concert hall—a hcnne for

music— it is ai)sohite I'olly to talk ahoni symplnniy con-

certs. hecau.se without a home tliere can iiexcr lie any

stability in affairs of this nature. Still this jiaper will

e\entnally he instrumental in securing lor San Fran-

cisco hotli a concert hall and a permanent symjiliony

orchestra. lint wi' will nevei- edihn-ially enconraue

any enterpi-ise of a symiihonic nature unless it includes

])ositive iiuaranlecs that with il i;iies the liuildinji of a

concert hall and an effort to sec-ure a |iermanent

symiilnmy orchestia.

Xow tlien, if our reaih^rs ha\c appreciated our elforts

to li'ive the I'acitic Coast a musical journal that works

toward acconi]ilishiiij' hi;: thinjts. if our readers a])pre-

ciate our sacritice in licttinj: out annual editions like

the recent holiday inimher. if our readers (h-sii-e us to

iTurease Ihk' \(ilume and inl'ornnition dejiartments until

it reaciu's the s;iuie iirojiortion as any other musical

journal in the world, then they must liclievc in adver

tisinj;-, for without the same no such a journal is pos

sihie. We have devoted nearly nine years of our life

to the establishment of a musical journal such as we
deem it adecpiate Utv the interests of this coast. About

fifteen thousand dollars have been sunk in this ])aper

before il became a l>ayinsi institution. Weeks and

nu)nths of worries and wakeful ni>ihts supidemnted the

financial loss, and after devofinji- eijilit years of a life-

time to s)ich an enterprise without a whimiH-r, without

a comidaint ami without askiuji for charity, we claim

to have a rijiht to apjiroach the ninsical itrofession u])on

the subject of contriliutinj; its financial aid toward en-

lariiinj; this |ia|>er to a size ade(|\nite of the musical

importance of this territory.

It is true that the suliscriittion list of this jiaper has

f;rown ccuisiderably of late. I'.ut yon must remember

that every time the subscription list jumps up one

tliousand, we hiive to print one thousand extra papers

every week or fifty-two thousand i)apers every year.

After the first three or four thousand papers the

.Musical Review costs al)out four cents a copy to jirint..

Tiu^ annual suliscription is two d(dlars, or less than

foul' cents a copy. From this it will be seen bow
ne<'essary the advertisinjj deiiartment becomes. We are

now emi)loyin<i- a campaign by which il is ])ossible to

Itriufi the I'acitic Coast .Musical Review into every home
in California duiing the course of a year, and we will

conliiiue this campaign until \\e have secured leu

thousand subscribers in this Stale. We would like to

have tlie assistance of the musical profession through

the means of advertisements in (uder to accomplish

this, Init we will aicomplish it as certain as we brouglit

the pa]>er to its jire.sent position of ]>restige and in-

Ihience and po])ularity during a time of far greater

obstacles than we expect to encounter during the years

lo come. It would cause us a certain amount of

ir you scan the jiages of the recent holiday number
yon will find that Ihei-e are i-ejiresented at least one
hundred ad\ertisers. II is gratifying to u.s tliat so
many serious meml)ei's (d' the ju-ofession i-ealize the
necessity of a musical journal, l-'or the fact thai one
hundred advertisers use this pajier as a medium
jM-oves thai this fidlowing alone re|)iesents at least

one thousand readei-s. If ynu add tlierelo the peo[)le

who read the pai)ers while bu.\ing music at the various
sheet music departments, those who read it at the
I'liblic and Mechanics Institute libraries, those who
see it exhibiled at music studios and physicians'
olhces, those who buy it by single copies and those
who .see it in the home of friends, you h.ive hei-e a

circle of IhousaiKls of readers throughout Calif(nnia
who do not subscribe foi- the papei', but who still read
il, and al the same time read the advertisements. And
here we do not include at all the thousands of people
who ])ay for il e\('ry year. It is therefore not too

much for us to claim that as an advertising medium
I'm- mnsi<ians and music houses this paper stands
alone (Ui the I'acitic ( 'oast.

I'.ut the ad\erliser does not only receive the actual
space which his contract calls for. We also give him
the use of our reading columns. We give him tlie

sjiaoe for pictures. We give him the use of tlie front

]>age. And in this utilization of the reading columns
we ti-eat the artist, the teacher and the music dealer
all alike. W'e review the concerts of deserving artists

irrespective of tlieir advertisements. The only resti-ic-

tion \>e make is that in the event of a jjublic perfor

mance, where admission is charged, we will not j)ublisli

an advance notice unless there api)ears at the sanie

time an advertisement or the advei-tisemeut of some
one connected with the affair. ^N'e do not make this

i-estrictiou because of mercenary reasons, but jiurely

because of a protection to our advertisers who would
not have any adxantages over non-advertisers, if we
]iermitted everyone to use this paper as an advertising

medium free c>f charge.

.V week or so ago the editor of the Pacific Coast
-Musical Review was called to the telephone by a lady

who would not give her name, but who stated she was
a subscriber of this jiaper. Slie asked whether we con-

sidered a certain conservatory here as a good institu-

tion to send pupils to. We answered her that we did.

Thereupon she replied that she thought we did not

consider such institution woi-fhy of consideration, as

we omitted it from our article on "The Music Schools

ol' Calift)rnia." ^^'e assured the lady that these ar-

ticles Avere "Christmas Presents" to our advertisers,

and that the music school in question, not being an

ad\ertiser, was not entitled to any present. Anyway,
this goes to show what an effect this journal has on

the general jjublic when the mere omission of a name
of a schoid almost cau.sed someone to withdraw cer-

tain pupils from it. Xow then, if such omission is

noticed it goes to show that tlie paper is read very

carefully, and that those who do advertise receive

benefit from their advertisements.

Regarding the wi-ong idea jnevalent among one or

two teachers that advertising is undignified, we desire

to ask them whether it is undignified on the part of
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artists like Sembrirli, Sclminauii Heiiik, i>r. AA'iilIuer

and Tilly Koenen to advertise, and if it is not undi^

iiitied for these artists it cei-tainly can not l)e nndij;

iiified for anyone teacliinj; Jiere. Hai-dly any pliysi-

(ian of rejinte fails to advertise in a medical jonrnal.

If yon do nor lielieve it. ask for a rejiutable medical
jonrnal and tind ont for yourself. And there is no
profession more jealous of its ethics than the medical

jirofession. Tlie physicians understand that it is

necessary for the eventnal heiiefit to their profession

to support a medical jonrnal. The mnsical profession

slionid ]ouii iijjo have discovered the necessity of a

mnsical journal. Xo\\-. while every weekly or daily

paiKM- has an oiiporliinity to secure advertisen.ients

from all sources a musical jonrnal must dejieiul uj-on

:i;iisical advertisements only. Xow, if it were too un-

dii;iiitied for a teacher to ad\'ertise. a musical journal
vinild liaxt" to lie almost entirely without advertise-

ments, and as such a state of atlairs is im]K)ssii)le, it

follows that those teachers who do not lielieve in ad
\ertisinj; really do not lielieve in musical journalisin.

an,^ yet most of rhem are more eager to benefit through
.1 musical jomiial than all those who do advertise.

The trouble is that teachers, like physicians, draw
distinctions between advertisements riiat cost some-
iiiim; and between advertisements that cost nothiny,.

The latter are sui>]iosed to be dijiiiitied, the former are
voted as beinji undijiiiitieil. This pa]ier has been ap-

]iroached by nearly every teacher who does not be!ie\e

in advertising to insert pictures of pupils, ad'.ance

notices of concerts, reviews of concerts, recital pro-

grams, etc. All of this is virtually an advertiseinent.

.\nd yet you will find these very people throw up their

hands when this jiaper should ask them to insert a

rejrihir professional card in its coltimns to enable it

to give them the recognition which they so much de-

sire. If we were satisHed that the I'acific ("oast Mus-
iial TJeview, as it now stands, were a satisfactc.ry

medinm which represented the musical interests of

the far NA'est in a manner adeijuate to their importance,
we would not need to ask c<i-operatiou on the part of

the jtrofession. The jiaper brings u.s a very handsome
income just now. But we believe that this paiier

slioull be at least thirty-two pages in volume and
shordd contain educational articles of vast importance.
A\'e wotild like to have a staff of reporters who wotild

rejiort every event of merit on this coast, and we want
to jiay those stall' writers a salary commensurate witli

thi'ir Work. ^Vhile we consider this papei* satisi'ai'fory

for jiresent conditions, we d<i not consider it s.irisfac

tory for the days to come, and we want to edit a thirty-

two jiage mi-sical journal by October 1st. I'.tlO. or by
the lime of the tenth anniversary of the foundation of

this journal. For this we need the co ojieration of the

misi'-al (irofc'isioii. Insertion of a'ivertisemei.ts is

one way. 'I'lieie is another way. wIimIi wc will discuss

at another ti;iie.

David S. Davis, formerly cantor of the Temple Sherith
Israel, has abandoned the field of sacred music and has ap-
peared recently in a song recital at Mendelssohn Hall, Xew
York, with gratifying success. He is now devoting his time
e.xclusively to concert and oratorio work.

w
At the time of her previous visit.s to San Francisco, Mme.

Sembrich experienced unexpected reverses at every time. At
first her husband was sick, then there occurred a death in the
family, and finally there was the earthquake. Now that Sar.

Francisco had contributed three times to the Diva's discorr;-

fiture, it is to be hoped that the fourth time the "hoodoo"
will be eliminated and Madame Sembrich will appear before
us in all the glory of her brilliant artistry.

INAUGURATION OF KOHLER & CHASE BUILDING

Magnificent Music Trade Palace is Officially Dedicated

Amidst the Strains of Cheerful Melodies and the

Congratulations of Delighted Throngs.

Several thousand people responded to the invitations
mailed by Kohler & Chase previous to the official inauguration
of their magnificent edifice devoted to the general music busi-
ness, and also containing two stories of music studios and a
very cosy and handsomely decorated concert hall. It was a
brilliant idea to chose the first day of the New Year as the
date for the opening of one of the most magnificent structures
devoted to the music trade in the world. This is an epoch
that will not only stand prominently upon the annals of the
old firm of Kohler fc Chase, but it will equally be remembered
as the starting point of many members of the profession who
either by re.ison of their activity in the studios or by reason
of the participation in the inaugural ceremonies extending
throughout the first week will have cause to remember this day
with iileasure. We believe our readers to be sufficiently in-
terested in this new monument erected in honor of music by
a most enterprising firm to guide them through this palace
from the ground floor to the tenth story.

• » k

The moment you enter the main floor you become impressed
with the dignity and grandeur of the architectural beauty that
has here been applied with a lavish hand. The general as-
pect of this main floor, which contains principally the execu-
tive offices, is more like that of the foyer of a grand opera
house than anything else. Gigantic marble pillars are dis-
tributed in military precision and the sombre darkness of
these columns and panels is contrasted richly by the pure
whiteenss of the marble floor and the ivory ceiling. The crowns
of the columns and the friezes of the ceiling are covered with
heavy gold leaf, giving this lobby a general appearance of
elegance and luxury not unlike the interior of a great man-
sion, and this elegance is enhanced by heavy rugs, the beauty
and workmanship of which suggests the luxuiy of Oriental
magnitude. In one of the show windows is exhibited a Weber
concert grand piano, heavily covered with gold leaf, and
valued at $10,000. It is a fit work of art in this exceedingly
handsome and luxuriously appointed edifice.

* « *

In the rear of this impressive entrance is situated the ele-

gant sheet music department, presided over by Luke Flynn.
so well known to the profession in this city. Here a large
stock of the most popular, as well as classic, musical litera-

ture has been amassed, and the brilliant illumination of this

department, which changes semi-darkness into the brightest
light of day. adds not a little to the fairy-like aspect of the
general ensemble. Beautiful mahogany fixtures punctuate the
luxury of the gold and marble. I^arge bronze candelabra
hang heavily from the high ceiling and give the entire effect

a most impressive polish. A spacious, white marble stair-

case leads to the mezzanine floor, provided with a ballustrate
of pretty design. Here are located the offices of Quincey A.

Chase, president of the firm: George Q. Chase, vice-president
and K. H. Blake, secretary. Mr. George Chase's office is so
situated that he can overlook the entire main floor, thus keep-
ing an eye upon everything that is going on. and like the cap-

tain on a ship, ready to remedy any unintentional omission
of courtesy due to visitors.

Two spacious elevators flit up and down this busy building

and the first stop is at the recital hall, which will form one
of the leading features in the musical history of the present
and future. This hall is exceedingly tastefully decorated,
seats nearly five hundred people, contains a stage exactly

suited to recital work, and has set apart space for a $20,000

pipe and echo organ, now being built especially by the Aeolian
Company for this purpose. It will be installed as soon as

completed. The accoustics of this hall are very satisfactory,

and the excellent orchestra, directed by Sir Henry Heyman
on the occasion of the opening, was heartily applauded by a

delighted multitude that listened attentively to the excellent

program. Sir Henry Heyman is entitled to hearty congratula-

tions for the selections he played, as well as for the manner
in which they were interpreted. This hall has already been
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rented by several leading arlists, and it is under the super-
vision of Me.ssrs. Fitzi)atrick and Norwood, who have recently
entered the impresario field, and who have their offices in
!he ciRhth floor of the building.

The third Moor has been set aside for the exclusive use of
srand and art grand pianos. It is tastefully and luxuriously
draped and carpeted, the work having been done by Mr. Mc-
Cann of E. N. Walter & Co., who also draped the various
executive offices and other piano parlors. This floor is solely
reserved for \\'eber pianos of the most expensive kind. Three
front parlors are supplied with three specimens of the hand-
somest designs of art pianos, and the draperies here have
been so arranged as to match these art specimens and give a
correct idea of the proper atmosphere wherein an art piano
should be placed. W. B. Ragland is the general manager of
the piano department, and he certainly has here an excellent
opportunity to reveal his ability.

* « «

The fourth floor is devoted to all self-playing instruments
such as pianolas, aeolion organs, orchestrelles and vocalions
of the latest designs and inventions. This department is es-

pecially interesting to music lovers, inasmuch as it presents
an era of musical invention that stands unique in the history
of music. The great masterpieces can here be reproduced
with wonderful effect, and the most skeptical will here stand
agape at the marvelous progress made in the field of musical
mechanics. This department is under the able supervision
of F. A. Briggs, who will leave no effort unemployed that
will keep the visitor interested for a long time.

The fifth floor contains one of the most interesting depart-
ments of the entire building, namely, the Columbia gramo-
phones and the small inslriiment department. The former
is divided into small demonstration rooms, which are well

suited for the purpose. The latter contains old violins, vari-

ous kinds of band instruments and here, too, sound proof
demonstration parlors will enable the visitor to try the in-

struments at leisure. The small instrument department is

under the supervision of C. A. Neale, who for a number of

yeai's has been associated with Kohler & Chase, and who is

very favorably known among our professional musicians. Mr.
.\eale is himself a very competent flutist and thus exception-
ally fitted for his position.

.* *

The sixth floor contains the famous WuUitzer-Pian-Orches-
tra, an instrument that reproduces the effect of a brass band
of hundred and fifty pieces. Many a time by walking along
Market or Stockton street we involuntarily turned our head
to look for the brass band that seemed to suddenly break
upon our ears. Unless you know what you hear it is almost
impossible to tell the difl'erence between this wonderful in-

vention and a real brass band. The effect is indeed sur-

prising. This instrument is worth $10,000, and it is really

not too expensive considering its wonderful effects. The
major part of the seventh floor is reserved for the well-

known Kohler & Chase pianos, which have lately been sup-

plied with the adjustable touch which has proved such a

favorite attachment for teachers and students. It may be
regarded as a sign of good luck that the first piano sold in

the new Kohler & Chase Building was a Kohler & Chase
piano. Other pianos exhibited on this floor are Andrew
Kohler. Kohler & Campbell and Fischer Pianos. On the

eighth floor are exhibited Hofmann, Rudolph and Warde
pianos. The three front offices of the eighth floor are occu-

pied by Fitzpatrick & Norwood, the publicity department of

Kohler & Chase, and here also will be situated the executive
offices of the Pacific Coast Musical Review about .January

1.5th. The offices of the .Musical Review will be located in

the center of the front and will be handsomely furnished.

Detailed announcements will appear later.

The ninth and tenth floor contain music studios. There
are about thirty of these studios and only eight are vacant
at this writing. Possibly at the time this paper reaches its

readers there will already be a waiting list. The prices are

very reasonable and the studios are well lighted, well heated
and contain each a clock regulated by electricity. These
studios will be in great demand by all prominent teachers.

The rooms are all sound proof, so that no one will be dis-

turbed.

During the opening week the following concerts were
given: Monday evening a piano recital by Herman Genss,

assisted by Miss Grace Brown, contralto; on Tuesday even-

ing a pianola recital with Alfred von der Aue, tenor, and C. A. .

FRANK LA FORGE
The Ideal Accompanist of Madame Sembrich Who Will Give

a Chopin Recital Next Week.

Neale, flutist; Wednesday evening, Mme. Eileen O'Moore,
violiniste, Madame Nellie Widman Blow, mezzo sopano, and
Miss Mildred Turner, pianiste: Thursday evening, the Minetti
String Quartet; Friday afternoon and evening. The Wullitzer-
Pian Orchestra, and Saturday evening. Miss Edna Luke, so-

prano. Miss Ruth Weston, contralto. Vail Bakewell, tenor.
Harald Pracht, baritone, Wilfred Glen, bass, assisted by the
piano quartet. Miss Regina Plagemann, Mrs. Theodor .Jen-

kins, Mrs. AVilliam Hildebrandt and Mrs. Willard Batchelder.
This concert is under the direction of Willard Batchelder.

Handsome Poral tributes and other tokens of esteem were
exhibited upon the main floor of the building during the open-
ing days. These tributes were presented to Kohler & Chase
by leading members of the music trade throughout America,
and by several of their San Francisco competitors. These
thoughts certainly revealed the fact that the firm of Kohler
& Chase stands as firmly imbedded in the estimation of its

contemporaries as it is engraved upon the mind of the public

for its enterprise and aggressiveness. May the huge electric

sign upon the top of the building signal in brilliant letters

the success of this deserving firm beyond the borders of this

State into the remotest corners of the far West, as well as
the distant chores of the oppulant East I

%%

The concerts of Madame Sembrich will take place at the

Garrick Theatre on January 9th, 13th and 16th. They should

be red-letter days upon the diary of every teacher, artist and
student. They signify that a remarkable power in the world
of music has reached its culmination and may forever be hid-

den from the admiring gazes of the people.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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Paris. Dec. 7, 1!H)'.».

The Grand Opera House of the French capital opened its

doors last night in gala attire to receive King Manuel of

Portugal. For the occasion the "old time favorite" opera
(Faust) was presented. It was the King's desire to hear a

French opera, so the conductor. Messager, concluded to

choose the old "stand by. ' After the performance the King
asked the conductor to be presented to the artists, and warmly
congratulated them on their success.

« * «

"Le Courier Musical" has just published an article concern-
ing an Aerial symphony. August Bungert is the composer,
and will direct his worlv on Dec. 8 at Coblentz. The rendition
will require forty-five minutes, and consists of the following
motives: The departure, preparations, ascension, voyage, over
hills, plains and cities, approach of tempest, the symphony
of the storm, descent during storm, second departure, storm
rising again, the dirigible bursts. Xo doubt this masterpiece
will be a big drawing card, as it is the first symphony of its

kind. What next!

The Grand Opera offers this week Rheingold of Wagner
and it is to be hoped it will by far surpass (Jotterdammerung
of last year. Messager predicts a brilliant performance. The
cast will include: Note and Delmas with national reputations.

Miles. Campredon and Charbonnel, .Mmes. Yvonne Gall, Laute-
Brun, M. M. Gresse, Yournst and Van Dyck.

Recently the "Societe Philharmonique" offered a delightful

program, the star number of the evening being the Sonata in

E flat by Beethoven, for piano and violin, rendered by Ysaye
and Pugno. It is needless to say they are great favorites
here and created a wonderful impression in their rendition
of the Sonata. The Hasselmans, Touche and Rouge concerts
are now in full swing. The Rouge concerts average about
2.^0 concerts a year. Sunday evenings are devoted to lyric

works. Selections from Faust, Carmen, Boheme, Toska,
Lohengrin, Valkyrie, Samson and Delila will be heard during
the month.

* * *

On the i;ith of Nov.. 173U. Rameau's "Dardanus" was pre-
sented for the first time by the Royal Academy of Music with
much success. Vincent d'Indy undertook the task of reviving
this lyric tragedy, which was performed last week at the
"Schola Cantorum" of Paris. There are some very musical
passages, especially in the second act, but in general we find

the music overcharged with work. The work was enthusias-
tically received.

Maestro Decaux, ranking among the best organists of
France, and holding the position of organist at the Sacre
Coeur of Montmatre. Paris, was applauded at the "Salon
d' Antoinne" for his pretty compositions entitled "Clairs de
luni." His compositions are always looked forward to with
great interest and may be classed among the modern literature
of music.

* * *

B. Silva, ihe great pianist, will be heard again in concert
this winter, assisted by V. d'Indy. The programs will consist
of selections from Bach. Rust. Haydn, Mozart. Weber. Schub-
ert and Albenis.

* * *

The concert of the Conservatoire of Mi:sic was worthy of
admiration. The program opened with the well known sym-
phony of Franck, a great musical poem—Sadko, Caprice es-

pagnol. Concerto for piano by Rimsky-Korsakoff. first symph-
ony by Borodine. The chorus rendered with precision: Sanc-
tus. Benedict us, by Palestrina ( Messe du Pape Mascel). Mes-
sager directed chorus and orchestra with his usual musical
ability, captivating the audience.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES.

San Francisco Choral

Society

PAUL STEINDORFF, Director

OFFERS

Saint-Saens' Masterpiece

SAMSON and DELILAH
On Thursday Evening

January 20th, 1910

.AT

Dreamland Rink

PROMINENT SOLOISTS-CHORUS OF 175

VOICES—SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF 50

ARTISTS.

When you think of purchasing

Sheet Music

THINK OF

Benj. Curtaz
& Son

Sheet Music
Speciali^s

Intelligent and courteous service

is the rock on which we have
built our successful business.

Eve
113-11'

irett and other Pia
1 Kearny Street San Frai

nos
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SEMBRICH CONCERTS. GREAT PRESENTATION OF "SAMSON AND DELILAH.

The first of the Sembrich concerts will be given this Siin-

ilay afternoon, January 9, at the Garrick Theatre, and no

student or teacher of singing can afford to miss hearing this

ideal artist. For many years Sembrich has been looked up

to by many great singers, and for years to come she will be

an idol; we all worship Sembrich and her wonderful art.

At this first concert the singer will show her skill in many
phases of the art. for there will be operatic arias, modern and

classic, songs by Schubert. Schumann. Dr. Arne. Bizet, ,\rlhur

Foote and Frank La Forge, and, of course, she will sing the

brilliant vocal waltz. "Voce di Primavera." composed for her

by Johann Strauss, the "Waltz King." With Mr. Rodgers, the

baritone, the "diva" will sing duets from Mozart's "Magic

Flute" and "Don Giovanni."

.Mr. Rogers, the baritone, will sing a Verdi "aria" and a

group of soni;s, and our old friend, Frank La Forge, will play

some Chopin numbers in the splendid style we all remember
from the Gadski concerts.

On Thursday night Mme. Sembrich will sing an even more

varied program, including the ".Jewel Song" from "Faust,"

the aria, "Ah fors e lui" from "La Traviata," and songs by

Handel, Munroe, Schubert, Giieg, Brahms. Arensky, Debussy,

etc.

The farewell program will be given Sunday afternoon,

.January 16. and so many requests have been received that

.Manager Gr>?enbaum has wired the artist to consider making

the last program a recital, with about twenty numbers all

sung by Mme. Sembrich. This will be decided on when the

artist arrives, and will be announced at the Sunday concert

if found a feasible plan. Sembrich is one of the few operatic

stars capable of giving an entire recital.

The box office on Sunday will be open at the Garrick

Theatre after il a. m. and phone orders will be carefully

attended to.

%%

SEMBRICH IN OAKLAND.

Sembrich's Oakland concert will be given at Ye Liberty

Playhouse on Tuesday afternoon. January 18th. and on this

occasion she will repeat the splendid Thursday night program

of San Francisco. Mr. Greenbaum has selected this offering

for two reasons—firstly, because so many trans-bay residents

find it convenient to come over on Sunday afternoons rather

than at night, and secondly, because it contains fourteen

numbers by the star.

It is probable that a duet by Mr. Rogers and Mme. Sem-

brich will be given as an additional number.

For this event the sale will open at Ye Liberty box office

on next Thursday morning, and mail orders will receive care-

ful attention it accompanied by check or money order.

Books of the words will be distributed at each concert of

Sembrich.

For the first of the Lyric Chamber Music Concerts to be

given Sundav afternoon, January 30th, at the Kohler & Chase

Hall, a well known local singer will be heard in a group

of classics. The complete program and name of soloist will

be published next week.
At the second concert, February 27th, the Edgar Stillman

Kelly "Quintette," for piano and string, will be played for

the first time in this city, with that splendid artist, F. M.

Biggerstaff, at the piano.

The Lyric Quartette will have the honor of appearing at

one of the Carreno concerts, as that great pianiste has ex-

pressed a desire to play the Schumann "Quintette" in this

city.
**

The Christmas Number of the Dramatic Review is a most

interesting publication, and contains the portraits of a num-

ber of well known stage favorites. The front page carries

a very neat design in gray and sepia, and is ornamented with

a handsome portrait of Kvelyn Vaughn, enclosed with a frame

of a pretty wood effect. The paper contains forty-two pages

of excellent reading matter appertaining to the theatrical

profession, and Mr. Farrell. the brillant editor, is entitled to

hearty congratulations for his ambitious paper.
» »

The inauguration of Dr. Martin A. Meyer, the new Rabbi

at Temple Emanu El. wil take place on Saturday morning,

.lanuary loth. Cantor E. J. Stark has prepared special mus-

ical services for this occasion. There will be an augmented

choir and orchestra, and Miss Georgiana Strauss, the dis-

tinguished contralto soloist, will sing one of the principal

solos.

A Chorus of One Hundred and Seventy-Five Voices, a Sym-
phony Orchestra of Fifty Artists and Several Prominent

Soloists Under the Direction of Paul Steindorff Are

Ready for Big Event.

By far the most important local event of the present sea-
son since its auspicious opening last October is the grand
oratorio festival performance now in preparation by the San
Francisco Choral Society, under the able direction of Paul
Steindorff. We desire to call particular attention to the fact
that this monster event should be attended by everyone who
has the musical interests of this city at heart. The readers
are well aware that many a time they have wasted two dol-

lars on a disgraceful musical comedy performance, and they
also know, judging from the scores of letters received at this

office, that they will never again be fooled in this manner.
Now here is an opportunity to enjoy yourselves in a far
greater degree, and at the same time assist the cause of
music in a more than ordinary way for less money. .Most

of the readers of this paper have never heard this oratorio
before, and therefore it becomes their duty to add this mas-
terpiece to the array of compositions which they have heard.

Paul Steindorff. the San Francisco Choral Society of 17.i

voices, and a symphony orchestra of forty artists, have de-

voted tedious hours to the rehearsing of this excellent work
in order that it may receive an adequate presentation. The
soloists selected for this occasion have been chosen with
every care, so that the various arias will receive a most
adequate interpretation. Mrs. Nicholson of Oakland, the

contralto soloist, is an experienced concert singer, who has
achieved a series of artistic triumphs wherever she has sung,

and she will sing the part of Delilah with that musicianly
abandon which characterizes all her work. .Arnold von der
.-Vue. a tenor of splendid artistic faculties who has recently

joined the musical cult of San Francisco, will sing the part

of Samson, and since he has sung this role before with bril-

liant success theie is no reason to doubt the excellent mus-
ical reading which this difficult part will receive.

Paul Steindorff is so well known for his proficiency in such
works that we need not emphasize the fact to any great

extent, that he will direct this monster performance with all

that vim and spirit with which we are all so familiar. This

paper has no hesitancy to predict that the ensuing presenta-

tion of Saint-Saens' wonderful oratorio "Samson and Delilah"

will form one of the greatest artistic victories achieved by

local artists, and that this success will give an immense im-

petus to the exploitation of oratorio music in California.

Mrs. Lilie Birmingham has returned from Europe and has

resumed her teaching. While abroad Mrs. Birmingham visited

the principal music centers of Germany and Holland, and
spent considerable time in London, and especially in Paris,

where she benefited from study with the famous Bouhy. Mrs.

Birmingham appeared in concert in Paris with gratifying

success and took particular care to study all the forms of

vocal art in their innermost details. She was highly com-

plimented while abroad, and met many of the distinguished

masters. With Mrs. Birmingham returned her daughter.

Miss Alma, who also took advantage of her opportunity and

observed as much as she could. Being a pupil of Mrs. Oscar

Mansfeldt. Miss Birmingham had no need of taking any les-

sons while abroad, and indeed, became convinced that she

could not have done any better had she taken lessons in Eu-

rope. Mrs. Birmingham's studio is now at 2260 Vallejo

street, and her telephone number is West 8062.

The Publicity Department of the Oakland branch of Sher-

man. Clay & Co. has issued two very handsome booklets

tastefully illustrated and containing valuable information re-

garding that modern music store. One of these booklets

contains an embossed cover in white, gold and gray, with

a cameo head, and the illustrations on the inside give an

excellent idea of the beauty of the establishment, as well as

the completeness of the stock on hand. Both booklets con-

tain the same matenal. they only differ in their outward

appearance. The reading matter is very interesting, and is

the work of Karl Fuhrman, in whose charge is the publicity

work for the Oakland store.
• • *

.\ new addition to the Trinity Church Choir is Charles E.

Lloyd. Jr., an excellent bass singer and a pupil of Willard

Batchelder's. He has made an excellent impression with his

splendid voice and interpretation.
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Madame Schumann-Heink
=^^=^ CONTRALTO =5^!=
Pacific Coa^ Tour From January 15th

to March 17th, 1910

Madame Schumann-Heink will be

under the diredtion of the follow-

ing Pacific Coast Representatives

of the Wolfsohn Bureau

Oregon and Washington

Misses Steers and Coman, Portland

Southern California, New Mexico, Arizona

L. E. Behymer, Los Angeles

San Francisco and Oakland

Will L. Greenbaum
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New York, Dec. 27, 1909.

Dear Mr. Editor: Up to our knees in fleecy snow with all

the glad tidings of the holidays. All the world and his
brother have been out with sleds, sleighs, skates (iron), and
the consequence has been that the show houses and the
concerts as well Imve been very lightly attended by the pay-
ing public. 1 see by the press that the .Jongeleur de Notre
Dame has been given in New Orleans with more success
from an artistic standpoint than from that of a popular view.
It has seemed the same here to me. The interpolation of
Mary Garden into a play that was written entirely for a
male cast (there is no female character portrayed), and the
amount of persona! advertising that was done for her gave
a certain vogue to the play, but taken from a popular side
it has not been so well received, and 1, for one, doubt that
it will ever sustain the test of time. There is such a de-
mand for novelty here that any old thing will go for a while
until the demand is made for a new jou-jou.

* * «

The week has been very bare of affairs of any moment,
so that I have taken in the lighter operettas. The Chocolate
Soldier, which Fred Whitney put on some time since, is the
best of the lot, and though the tunefulness of it is open to

dispute, it goes with a swing and a verve that has jumped
it into popular favor, and bids fair to run all winter.

The following is such a good hit at a certain critic, who
shall be nameless, that I have sent it on in full. The party
in question is well known as a "nag" and nearly drove his

wife, at least one of them, craz.v by carrying his methods
into the home. Apropos, do critics have homes?

THE F.VJIOllS CHITIC—.VXD THE MOR.\l, THEIIEOK.
Once upon a Time there was a Man who possessed .\11 of the

Virtues, Ijut was a False Alarm at Success. He was Well Edu-
cated. IntelliKent, Industriou.^ and Fatally Honest, but he some-
how always let the Swift Simoleon get by him without Grab-
bin tf it.

In .short, lie appeared to be a Shininsr Mai^k for Bad Luck to
tut, and. having I'oceived the Frozen Fist from Life at every
turn, at la.st sat down and deplored his B''ate with many Teai-s.
"Why do ,vou Weep?" inquired a Compassionate Good Samai'-

itan, who chanced to pass that Wa.v.
*'Alas," replied the Unfortunate Man, "I weep because I can-

not make a Living. My clothes are mostly in the Possession
of my Uncle, and those that I stll retain h.ave Fringe around
the bottom, .ind a Green Shine from overwear on the top. It
has been so long since I heard Anything Rattle in my Pocket
that the .linifle of Two Coins against each would frighten me
so that I would bolt and run awa.v.

"I have fished for Invitations to Dinner until my Old Friends
take the Other Side of the Street when they see me coming, and
I have now reached the Abysmal Depths, when a Draw One in
the Dark and a couple of Rubl>er Tires looks good to me about
.Meal Time.
"As you know. I was not Born to this. My Pai-ents were

Rich, but Honef.t, and until my Lamented Father Guessed
wrong on the Stock Market ! had a Small but Well Merited
reputation as a Spender along the Great White Way. I also
had the Ben'^fit of a Colle.ge Education, but while I am loaded
down to the Water Line with a Superior Brand of Culture, I

do not seem to have Collared any Infoimation that enatiles
me to Butt into the Race for the Coin.
"At the University I was a Headliner in Higher Mathematics,

but when I tried to make change in a Department Store I was
not Swift Enougii to hold down the Job. and wliile I am pos-
.sessed of much erudite Knowledge of Ancient Geological F'or-
mations, I tlnd that it has not fitted me to properl.v Sand the
Sugar in a Corner Grocery.

"I lia\'e iik'^wise ascertained that an Unlettered Man with a
Roll can get more money out of the bank in a minute on
Chirography that looks like Chicken Tracks than I could with
a Copperplate Signature in a thousand years.

"I have also tried the Professions, but nothing was coming
my Way, for I found that when I wrote a book that all the
Putilishers were banded together to Suppress Genius, and when
I attempted to give the True Interpretation of Hamlet the
Public would not stand for it. and handed me so many Roasts
that I was Glad to escape with my Life.
"Even Society has turned against me, and when I go to call

on some of the Fair ones whose Path Ways I used to Strew
with American Beauties I find the Not At Home Sign hanging
on their doors, .\11 of this has Greatly Grouched me. and I

am Hcricuisly corj l.-niplal ing K<iUL,'h on Kats for mine, for what
is the use in J,iving when you have Nothing to Live on?"

"Ice the Suicide Thing." replied the Good Samaritan, "for 1

opine that a man shows wisdotn in staying where he is Ac-
uuainted and Acclimated. Nor is there any Hurry about D.ving.
for when you are Dead you will be Dead a Very Long Time."

•I cannot Dispute your .lust Observation." returned the Un-
r.irtunate Man, "and while I feel that Heaven is my Home, I am
in no Rush to get there, and I am Perfectly Willing to put off
the Hurry Trip indefinitely if you will Initiate me into the
Lodge of Made Gods, who have Three Square Meals a day and
a Real Bed to sleep on, and Glad Rags to wear.

"There are Two ways" observed the Good Samaritan, with
great Sagacity, "of Cinching Fame and Fortune. One is to do
the Trick yourself. The other is to Knock the other Fellow's
Play and to Point out the Mistakes lie made, and where he
Fell Down."
"You appear to have made -i Dent in the First Proposition

and not to have been able to Pull off anything for Yourself.
So it is now Evident that as you cant Win the Game off of your
own Bat that Providenc desi.gi.s you to be an Oracle and a
Critic.

"If you wil: Observe you wil! see that all of the Standard
\\'orkE on How to Get Rich ore written by Impecunious Indi-
viduals who are on the Bum: that the Leading Literary Re-
viewers are \uthors whofec Own books never got within Tele-
phoning distance of the Six Best Sellers; that the only Ones
who know exactly how a Play should be Acted are Amateurs
who would Fall Over their own Feet if they tried to walk
across the Stage, and that every Office boy knows how a Busi-
ness should he run better than the Millionaire who built it up."

"t apprehend," replied the Unfortunate Man. "that there is
much in what you say, for although I have never been able to
do .\nything so that anv one was Fool enough to pay me for
doing it, yet when I look at Anyone Else I always think how
much Bettei' I could do his Job than he is doing it."

"That's the Goods," said the Good Samaritan: "also get wise
to the fact chat while your Fellow Creatures like you if you
Pat them on the back, they Respect you if you Knock them
Down, so as you cannot be a Success yourself hand out the
Tarragon Vinegar and Tabasco Critique to the Successful, and
thus you shall Prosper."
Thereupon the Unfortunate Man went forth and became the

(Jrand Kxalted Ruler of the Amalgamated Union of Knockers.
When the World Touted a Trust Magnate as being a Wonder,
he wrote a Magazine Speel to show that the Napoleon of
Finance was nothing but a Pikei-. and that he might have
made a Hundred times as many millions if he had only known
how to Play his Cards.
Whenever the Public began making a Big Noise about a New

Book, he jumped on it with fJoth Feet and showed how it was
^'anting in -Style. Puerile in Plot, and could appeal to No one
except those afflicted with Housemaids' Taste.
When a play got the Glad Hand he threw a Fit over the De-

cadence of the Theatre and the Desecration of Art. and showed
what the proper Conception of the Subject should have been,
and when an Opera Singer with a Glorious Voice appeared, the
most that he would do was to Concede that the Voice might
he good, but that the Singer Lacked in Technique and was
sliy on Coloratura.
He also lambasted those Housekeepers whose Entres Tvere

Cold and their Ices Hot, and refused to accept Dinner Invita-
tions to places where the Wines were not of the Proper Tem-
perature, and where the Cook did not Impart a French Accent
to the Dishes.

It was not long before the Unfortunate Man managed to
Raise a Great Howl from some of the Victims that tie was
Ilammering. and this attracted attention to him. and because
he appeared to know how everything Should be done people
failed to Notice that he had done Nothing himself.

"Let us Invite him to Dinner, " said the Women, "for we
opine that it will be an Honoi- to have one at our Table who
is such a Connoisseur, and who lias doubtless Lived at the best
Itestaurants Here and Abroad," and so anxious were they to
get him that he was thereafter enabled to live upon the Repu-
tation of being a Bon Vivant.

"Ha," said the Financiers, "let us get some Tips from this
Wizard of the Street, tor it is true that we have Made Mis-
takes in the past as he Justly points out.

"

"What a Wonder. " cried the Rabble, who are Mostly Sheep,
"for it is evident that this man is the Real Thing and that he is

the only Fearless Critic, for he exposes the Faults of All. But
what a" Pity it is that we have no Millionaire, or Author, or
.Actor, who understands Finance, or Writing, or Acting as well
as he does, for he perceives where they have all Failed in their
own Line of Efforts."

Thus the Unfortunate Man backed Misfortune off the Board
and became Rich and Piospeious.

llili- teaeheM thai it takes n W ixe Mnu li>

KituI cun CrllieiNe Ills >iethi>(l.s.

DOROTHY DIX.
« * «

The opera companies are busy now extending their opera-

tions to all the other outside cities of prominence, and the

tours will go a long way to interest the people generally in

the better class of music. The financial results may be very

meager, but, who cares?
THE PHILISTINE.

The farewell concerts of Sembrich do not mean to imply

a decline of artistic power. They mean a renunciation for

the sake of the peace of mind of a great Queen of Song, and
for the prevention of disappointment on the part of the public

in years to come. Let us all be present to do homage to an

artist of such nobility of soul and art.
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED!

Phones: Broadway illi. Home 23721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Deiiaitnipnts for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., uiiiler personal

supervision of sucli well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

New Orleans-New York S. S. Line

THE LINE THAT CONNECTS WITH THE

Sunset Route
at New Orleans, and which you nia.v include in your
rail ticket at no more cost than for an all-rail route
to New York.

Two sailings weekly between New Orleans and
New York.

Elegant accommodations. Suites of Private Bed-
room, Parlor and Bath; Staterooms, Library, Smok-
ing Room, Baths, Promenade Decks, Excellent
Cuisine.

Make our handsome new office. Broadway and
27th streets. New York, your headquarters when
East. Our attendants will be glad to assist you in

any way possible. Have your mail addressed in

care of the office and you will receive same im-
mediately on call.

R.\TES—By rail to New Orleans, steamer thence
to New York, including meals and berth on steamer:

First Cabin, $77.75; Round Trip $144.40
Second Cabin, $65.75

Second Class Rail and Steerage, $61.45
Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot

Broadway and Thirteenth Sts., Oakland

The Great

Bach Festival
Spring, 1910

St. Matthew's Passion and

B Minor Mass

Under the Direction of

Dr. J. Fred WoUe,
Founder of the Bach Festival in America

An Orchestra of Sixty Musicians

A Chorus of Two Hundred and Fifty

A Children's Choir of Five Hundred

Eight Soloists of the Highest Standing

Associate Member Five Dollars a Year,

Including Two Tickets for Each Concert

Active Members No Dues and No Init-

iation Fee. ; : : : :

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the great Bach Fe^ival

are taking place every Monday evening

at Christian Church, Corner Dana Street

and Bancroft Way, in Berkeley, and any-

one sufficiently intere^ed in the works of

Johann Sebastian Bach to study the same

thoroughly and participate in an Annual

Festival, given in his honor, and for the

purpose of permanently establishing the

worth of his great Music in California,

are invited to become members of the

Bach Choir. Address Miss Lillian D.

Clark, Secretary of the Bach Choir,

1 522 Spruce Street. Berkeley, Cal.

Phone Berkeley 3294.

IF THERE ARE SUFFICIENT APPLICATIONS

FOR MEMBERSHIP FROM OAKLAND AND

SAN FRANCISCO, REHEARSALS WILL BE

HELD IN BOTH CITIES EVERY WEEK.
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RECORD AUDIENCES AT THE ORPHEUM.

Tlie OrplK^iim continues to break all theatrical records in

this city, in the way of attendance, for at every performance
be it afternoon or evening the theatre is packed to the doors.
The management is wise in its generation, for it realizes

that this phenomenal patronage is due to the extraordinary
novelty, merit and diversity of its entertainments, and in

order to maintain this great prosperity announces for next
week a program which will introduce several of the most
recent and most famous European and American vaudeville
triumphs, which are sure to appeal successfully to the amuse-
ment public.

.^rturo Bernard!, styled in Italy "The Great Bemardi," who
will make his first appearance in this city, is the most famous
protean actor in Europe. He was imported as the summer
feature of Hammerstein's popular New York Roof Garden,
and he has been secured for the Orpheum Circuit before re-

turning abroad. He plays all the characters in two comedies,
the first called "The Escapade of Geralamo" and the last, a
skit entitled "The Surprise." In between he makes up as
Wagner. Verdi. Meyerbeer. Sousa and other renowned com-
posers, and from the orchestra directs the music in the style

and manner of these maestros. His impersonations are sim-
ply perfect. In his plays he changes his characters so rapid-

ly and completely that the spectator is loth to believe that
one man plays so many parts, nevertheless, he convinces them
in his finale, that such is the case. Every time he accepts
a curtail call he appears in an entirely different garb.

The Great Willy Pantzer troupe is sure of a cordial recep-
tion. Willy Pantzer is the most ingenious of all the acro-

pantomimic artists, and can always be relied upon to furnish
something new and extraordinary, while the juvenile members
of his troupe follow his example enthusiastically.

Miss Una Clayton and her players, including Francis
Morey. will appear in a one-act sketch of human interest
called "His Local Color." of which Miss Clayton is the author-
ess. She plays the character of an East Side New York waif
"Tina," who is a pickpocket. The little play is on new lines

and the comedy of it is relieved by touches of true pathos.

Miss Clayton is particularly happy in her impersonation and
is fortunate in having the support of two such sterling ar-

tists as Francis Morey and Mona D. Ryan.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Voelker will introduce their artistic

and skillful musical interlude, "Twilight in the Studio." Mr.
Voelker, who is a magnificent violinist, is to be congratulated
on having such an excellent pianist as his beautiful wife for

his accompanist. Their stage setting is most exquisite, and
a chief incident of their act is a unique feature styled "A Mus-
ical Evolution." illustrating the three stages of life in the
growth of a musician. Mr. Voelker uses for his solos an
Italian violin by Bergenzi, dated 1738. also a Guadguini of

the year 1755. and a Tourte bow, formerly a favorite with
Sarasate. The New York Musical Courier called "Twilight
in the Studio" an ambitious musical gem transplanted into

vaudeville.
~w-

HARRY LAUDER AT DREAIVILAND RINK.

The announcement that Harry Lauder, the celebrated
Scotch comedian and entertainer, will apear for six nights and
five matinees in this city at Dreamland Rink, starting next
Monday evening. .January 10th. has created more interest than
any other amusement event since the fire and since Monday
morning, when the seats were first placed on sale at Sherman.
Clay & Co.'s. there has been an unbroken line of admirers of

the wonderful litle Scotchman, who were anxious to secure
choice locations for one or more of his entertainments. His
entire tour across the continent has been a series of ovations
and it was a lucky thing for San Francisco that as commod-
ious an auditorium as Dreamland could be obtained. Mail
orders have been pouring in from all parts of the State, ap-

plications having even been received from Reno.
Mr. Lauder, alone, holds his audiences for over an hour and

for the rest of the entertainment William Morris, Inc.. under
whose direction the tour is conducted, brings .Julian Etlinge,

who stands alone in his line of work, in his latest feminine
characterizations, "The Nell Brinkley Girl," "The Bathing
Girl," 'Eily Riley" and his latest sensational dance, "The Cob-
ra." Cyrano, the famous juggler, who has never appeared in

this city, will perform some startling feats. Mile. Berthe. a

distinguished Hungarian violinist, will be heard in classical

and popular selections, and the Marimba Band, composed of

native Guatemalan musicians, will discourse their quaint and
charming music. The Harry Lauder Orchestra of fourteen
pieces, under the leadership of Mr. Lauder's personal direc-

tor, Charles Frank, will accompany the Scotch singer in his

songs, some of which are "Tobermory," "Stop Yer Ticklin',"

"Fou th' Noo," "Saftest o' the Family," "Wedding o' Sandy
McXab," "Queen Among the Heather," "I've Loved Her Ever
Since She Was a Baby." "Over the Bounding Sea," "I Love
a Lassie," "She's Ma Daisy," "He Was Very Kind Tae Me,"
"When I Get Back Again to Bonnie Scotland." and "A Sprig
o' White Heather."

-V*-
STUDIES IN MODERN OPERA.

Miss Margaret Kemble has returned from Europe, where
she went for the purpose of gaining information regarding
the modern operas. She spent considerable time in Berlin,
where she was a welcome visitor at the home of -Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Stillmann Kelly, and where she witnessed the gratify-
ing success which this young American composer enjoys
abroad. In Paris Miss Kemble met the famous composer,
Vincent d'Indy, the distinguished French musician, Paul
Dukas. composer of "Ariane et Barbe Bleu," and Vidal. one
of the conductors of the grand opera with whom she studied.
Paul Dukas is also known as a symphony composer, his
works having been presented with much success in London
and Brussels.

Miss Kemble attended the Bayreuth Wagner festival plays
and, as she was the guest of friends of the Wagner family,
she had an opportunity to appreciate these wonderful per-
formances from every point of view. In London Miss Kemble
attended the first performance of Debussy's "Pelleas and
Jlelisande," and in New York she witnessed several important
concerts and operatic performances. Here Miss Kemble met
Lawrence Gilman and Mr. Loomis; the former is a well
known writer for Harper's Weekly, and the latter is well
known for his Indian music. Miss Kemble was away nearly
nine months, and during this time has accumulated consid-
erable knowledge.
She will relate her experiences in the matter of research

in the arena of modern operatic literature in a recital to be
given at the Hotel St. Francis next Monday afternoon. This
will be the first of a series of four events entitled "Interpre-
tatixe Studies in Modern Opera." and the first subject will be
Richard Strauss' "Elektra." This will be followed on Mon-
day, February 7th, with Paul Dukas' "Ariane et Barbe
Bleue," on Monday, March 7th, with Richard Strauss' "Sal-
ome," and on Monday, April 4th, with Frederick Converse's
"The Pipe of Desire," recently performed at the Metropolitan
Opera House, New York.

---« -»

LA FORGE TO GIVE CHOPIN RECITAL.

.\l the urgent request of a large number of his most
ardent admirers. Frank La Forge has consented to give

a Chopin Recital during his stay in San Francisco as
the accompanist of Madame Marcella Sembrich. Mr.
La Forge has been so successful here as accompanist
that those who admire his piano playing have long
wished they could hear him in a piano recital of his

own. Unfortunately on previous occasions it was im-

possible for him to devote any time to a recital of his

own. as his time was always very limited while in this

city. Thanks to Madame Sembrich's affection for

California, her stay in this State has been arranged
in such a manner as to give the great Diva ample op-

portunity to revel in its beauties. In this manner ten
days have been allotted to San Francisco.
And so Mr. La Forge also benefits through the Diva's

liking for San Francisco, and is able to set aside an
evening or afternoon when he will be able to demon-
strate that in many respects he is as splendid a soloist

as an accompanist. We consider it exceedingly w-ise

on .Mr. La Forges' part to select a program of Chopin
compositions for this occasion. The oftener we hear
Mr. La Forge play the more do we become convinced
that his genre is the emotional and poetical side of

pianistic art. and as the works of Chopin are partic-

ularly fitted to awaken every possible sense of artistic

delicacy we may look forward to Mr. La Forge's Chopin
recital as one of the keenest enjoyments of this sea-

son. .\nd furthermore, this particular year being some-
what bare on pianistic enjoyments, Mr. La Forge's re-

cital represents somewhat an oasis in a rather desolate
landscape. The exact date and other detailed informa-
tion regarding this recital will be found in the daily

papers in a day or two.
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WILLIAM F. ZECH, ^J°sT.l%..cro.
The Zech Orcheflra Reheirsts Every Monday Evenine

1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

The Institute of Musical Art
FACULTY

Mrs. Richard Rees - Vocal Mr. William Hofmar. Violin

Mr. E. N. Knight - Vocal Mr. Gyula Ormay - Piano

Mr. Albert W. Nielson - Violoncello

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone, Park 5175

PUPILS RECEIVED BY APPOINTMENT

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San Jose : : : California

Margaret Kemble !rffi:::;'S;e'a
''"

Sludios: 1711 Broderick, San Francisco Mondays and Thursdays, West 6764
Home Sludio: 1613 Bonila Ave.. Berkeley Berkeley 3335

WITHEY & TUTTLE
Incorporated

MANAGERS OF

Lyceum and Musical Talent
3 1 5 Sutter Street San Francisco

Garrick Theater
This Sunday Afternoon, January 9, at 2:30

Thurs. Eve. Jan. 13 and Sun. Aft. Jan. 19

S E IVl B R I C H
Assisted by Francis Rogers, Baritone

t and Frank La Forge, Pianist

f Seats $2.S0. S2M. Sl.iiO. Sl.OO Box Office Sund. 9:30 at Theater

Oakland Concert, Tuesday Afternoon, Jan. 18

« Ye Liberty Playhouse
Baldwin Piano Used

<

I Dreamland Rink :

i Steiner St. at Sutter *—
6 Nights—5 Matinees Only Starting Mon. Eve. Jan. 10

J Wm. Morris. Inc. Presents the World Famous t
Scotch Comedian and Entertainer »

: Harry Lauder :

With a Company of Celebrated Associate Plavers
JULIAN ELTINGE and Special LAUDER ORCHESTR,\

Night Prices: 59c. 7.V-. Sl.OO. $1.50. S2.00

Seats at Sherman. Clay & Cos Si

tinee 2.Sc. .SOc. 7.=ic,

ad Kearny Sts.

**~*-*^* -*-»

, $1.00 f

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt
Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDONTENOR
TpjlfihPP nf ^inninn in all its branches from the rudiments of tone fonnation toICdOliei Ul Oinging

.^e hishe* fin,.h and Comp/e/,„n o/ Public Singint

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson Si. Telephone: West 457

By Appoinlmenl Only

Adolf Gregory
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's, Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory o( Music

V OICE PRODUCTION. PIANO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Phone Park 1050 Home Phone S 1069

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French. German. Musical History and Sifihl Reading in progress. Practice
lessons with specially coached accompanists mav be arranged foi also by non-students
of the school. Studio. 818 Grove St . ne«r rillfnore. In Berkeley. T ues-
day. 2521 RegentSt. Tel. Berkeley 3677, Thursday .1 Snell Seminary.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church. Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough BIdg.. Oakland Home Studio, 1117 Paru St. Alameda
Telephone Alameda 155

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
Established 18%

Under the direction o( Prot. and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete
Musical Education— Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),

Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister. San Francisco. Cal.

Conservatory of Music
of the University of the Pacific

PIERRE 'DOUILLET, Dean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages of literary studies free of charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Hugo Mansfeldt
Has Resumed Teaching

Residence, 2090 Fell Street Corner Shrader

Take FJlis-O Farrell or Haight St. car and gel ofl at Shrader

The Beringer

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
Phone WEST 5972 C S. BONELLI, Director Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.

824 Eddy Street
Bet. Van Ness Ave. and Franklin St Affiliated

Telephone Pacific 3671

Home S .(671 and S ItW

The California Opera and Golden Gate Dramatic School
Manager. Prof. H. L. C Asst. Manager. Prof. Wm. Bence

Complete preparation for Profe
Positions secured to profici

nal Singing. Acting and Dancing from Vaudeville to Comedy. Drama and Opera
students by the School's down town Booking Agency. Send for Circulars.
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The iiuisiral situation in liOs Angeles is now at its lieight.

Musical comedy apparently paved the way to something bet-

ter. The advent of Fritzie Scheff and the Ferris Hartmann
C^ompany acted as an impetus, both organizations playing to

excellent business. The two symphony concerts, one on
Nov. 19th and the other Dec. 10th, introducing first Mme,
Jeanne .Jomelli as soloist, and later George Hamlin, opened
the most auspicious symphony year yet enjoyed by this mus-
ical organization. The season ticket sales this year ran more
than $2,000 ahead of any previous year, while the single seat
sales for each event have increased proportionately.
The great Philharmonic Course has become one of the big

factors in the musical world of Los Angeles and Southern
California. The series introduces this year Mme. .Jeanne
.Jomelli and Marie Nichols, George Hamlin, Mme. Marcella
Sembrich, Fritz Kreisler, Mme. Schumann-Heink, and Mme.
Carreno. and practically the entire auditorium has already
been sold to season ticket holders.

In addition to these artists. Manager Behymer is exploiting
Dr. Ludwig Wullner. Mme. Frieda Langendorff, Myrtle Elvyn,
Maud Powell, Tillie Koenen, the Damrosch Orchestra, the
Flonzaley Quartette, and a music festival of great proportions
in April. Dr. Wullner's recent appearance in Los Angeles
tested the capacity of Simpson's Auditorium, and Madame
Sembrich enjoyed two sold out houses, with standing room
at a premium, and over one hundred seats on the stage. In-

dications for a similar success for both Fritz Kreisler and
Mme. Schumann-Heink are strong.

* * *

The grand operas with the interpretative recitals on the pipe
has delivered lectures in the Auditorium on the subject of
the grand operas with the interpretaive recitals on the pipe
organ. Of the local events a recital by Wenzel Kopta, the
violinist, drew a creditable audience, and a recital by Mr.
.Jules Koopman. violinist, of London, England, and his brother.
Maurice Koopman, served to introduce two musicians to the
Los Angeles pubic.

* * *

Mme. Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus, assisted by Wenzel Kopta,
and Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson, gave to the school children
a clever series of musical numbers, constituting a program
devoted to nature songs with explanatory talks on composers
and compositions by the artist.

For the holidays several of the churches are putting on
special features in oratorio and cantata numbers. The Gamut
Club will give a Christmas Jinks on Thursday night. Dec.
2od, in honor of Mme. Marcella Sembrich and her company,
Fritz Kreisler and wife, and the Ferris Hartmann Company.
It is to be one of those artistic affairs done in the stilly night
to commence at 10:30. and the hospitality of the Gamuters is

the answer.

The sister club, the Dominant, composed of the lady musi-
cians of Los Angeles, announce their jinks at the Ebell Club
House, Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 21st, with Mme. Marcella
Sembrich, Francis Rogers, and Frank LaForge as guests of
honor. The ladies will introduce a Christmas musical pro
gram, dignified by the presence of the entire surplus choir
of St. Paul's.

* * *

The first Kreisler recital takes place at Simpson's Auditor-
ium Dec. .30th; Mme. Sembrich sings on the afternoon of Dec.
24th for the school teachers of Southern California, 2800
names having been registered already, and at least 3300 ac-
ceptances will be received. The concert is to take place at
the Auditorium.

During January the musical season in Los Angeles is to be
a busy one. The second Kreisler recital takes place Tuesday,
Jan. 4th. On Monday. Jan. 3rd, the Berkeley Glee Club en-
tertains; on Jan. 7th the third symphony concert, Arnold

A Now Record by

Blanche Arral
The C.reat Coloratura .Soprana

"Polonaise" from Jerusalem
(I Lombard!), Verdi

"The most brilliant record ever turned

out of the factory."

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORD.S

F. W. BLANCHARD. Pm. and Mgr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller IMM
TEACHER OF VOICE CULTURE AND SINGING

Studio: 342-343 Blanchsrd Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street • Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz !yi!£5i
Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Tel. Home 51485. 719 Ottowa St. near 10th and Figueroa, Los Angeles. Cal.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfus ^°°traito

CONCEJtT—PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS—ORATORIO
Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Adolf Willhartitz I^^sii^L-HL_Pi^
Room 626 Majeflic Theatre BIdg. Lot Angele«, Cal

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

Concert Master of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

KRAUSS STRING QUARTETT
941 W. 18TH ST., LOS ANGELKS Phone:IIome 318rs

Harley Hamilton
VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR

320 Blanchard Hall Building.

Arnold Krauss

Conductor Los Angeles Symphony
Orchestra—Woman's Orchestra

Los Angeles. Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton viOin instructor

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Buildmg Los Angeles, Cal.

TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and

THE ART OF SINGING
Director: Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club

Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. B. Poulin

J. P. Dupuy TENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR

Direflor Orpheui M.le Club. Bnar Brith Choir, Trinity M. E. Church Choir
Y. M. C. A. Vocal Dcpartmcnl and Eulerpcan Male Quartette

Studio: 3 1 I Blanchard Building. Los Angeles. Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^^^^
Room 333 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cat.
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THE

Piano Center
OF SAN FRANCISCO

Our {treat new stoi-e, l.'.oloS Kearny and 217-2L'5 Sntter street,

may consistently be oalled Tlie I'iano ("enlei- ot San Fi-ani-iseo,

or, I'or tliat matter, of tlie Pacific <"oast; not only because of its

ccnti-al location, Imt l)ecMnse this store lias become the objective

point of tlie most critical piano linyers of tlie \\'est.

The business of The >\'iley P.. Allen ("o. has been built and de-

veloped upon the belief tliat the buying public appreciates honest
values, meritorious jiianos. and a frank, straightforward method
of piano selling that permits of no misrepresentation, no decep-

tive prize scliemes or guessing contests, the object of wliich is to

exploit cheap and low-grade jiiaiios at exorbitant prices.

Our business consists wholly of selling pianos and talking ma-
chines at prices which i-ejiresent their actual values and that are

more reasonable, \\hen (juality is considered, than can be found
elsewhere in the \Vest. We sell on the one-price system ex-

clu.sively. Therefore, each and every buyer knows that he has
bought at the lowest possible figure.

The ]irotectioii and the satisfaction of each individual ciislonicr

is the underlying princi|ile of our business and the I'oundation of

the remarkable growth and success of our House. Our interest

does not cease when the .sale is made. We cmisider the transac-

tion closed only when we know that the iiiaiio has iiro\ed its

worth in the hands of the buyer.

Courtesy and consideration toward all visitors is one of the

characteristics of every eni]doye of our House, and every effort

for the furtherance of the buyer's interest is freely given.

P.rietly, the policy of our House is outlined above. Our stock
of pianos, player-jiianos and talking machines is the largest, the
most carefully selected, on the Coast. Therefore, as a jirospec-

tive purchaser, it is to your interest to call before a final selection

of your piano is made. Our easy payment plan will greatly
plea.se you.

Ar/v>\^^ y=v>i/vo^
Victor Talking MacHines

Wiley B. Alien Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,
Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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Krauss. violinist, as so.loist. Mr. Georg Kiuger, pianist, has
an appearance on Mondaj', .Ian. 10; Mnie. Langendorff sings
at Simpson's on Tuesday, the 11th, and Mary LeGrand Reed
has her first public recital on Friday, the 14th. Tuesday, the
18th, is devoted to Ignaz Haroldi, the violinist, and Mnie.
Sembrich sings a farewell recital on Thursday, the 20th.

n * *

The I'Jllis Club, one of the best known of Southern Califor-

nia's male choruses, will be heard on Tuesday, the 2.')th, and
Mme. Schumann-Heink sings her first concert on the night of

the 27th, with a matinee following on the 29th.
* * *

Tuesday, Feb. 1st. Mary LeGrand Reed, Georg Kruger and
Ignaz Haroldi will unite in a trio program, closing their series
of four recitals, Mme. Carreno coming Tuesday, the 8th.

* * *

In addition to these recital concerts, the municipal band
plays three times weekly, and several smaller musical organ-
izations are heard at the churches, Y. M. C. A. and public
halls. The great musical interest now coming on is that for

a musical festival to be given in lios Angeles the latter part
of April. Committees have been formed, departments ar-

ranged, organization completed, and plans discussed until

everything is in readiness to place before the public the
programs in their entirety. Musicians are taking great in-

terest in this work, as it wll place Los Angeles on a par with
the music fe.^tival cities of the East, and will show. the public
at large that Southern California has something to offer be-

sides climate and oranges.
* * *

A movement is already under way for a big music hall in

a building to be constructed, which will combine the studio,

concert hall and auditorium built for such purposes on the
lines of Carnegie Hall in New York. The Southern Califor-

nia people do not do things by halves; it takes a long time to

get started, but when once under way everybody boosts and
the goal is won.

* * *

Director Dupuy, of the Orpheus Club, a male organization of

some eighty voices, taken from the younger element, is doing
the best work they have ever done, and their first concert,

given on the ."ith of December, was most successful. Two
more concerts will be given with local artists before the sea-

son closes. The first concert by the Los Angeles Center of

American Music Society was a tremendous success; two more
concerts- will be given, and already plans are being made for

a local composers' night thatw ill be a wonder when the
names of the composers and their works are published.

MUSIC IN SEATTLE

Seattle, Dec. 21. UIOS).

On the evening of Dec. 13th the Seattle Center of the

American Music Society gave a concert in memoriam of

Dudley Buck, before a large audience. It is certainly a

splendid idea to recognize our composers, living or dead. If

we do not appreciate our own composers how can we expect

our European brethren to appreciate them? The program
was as follows, excepting Mr. Beale, who was detained at

another function, and was well rendered. The "Festival Te
Deum" was greeted as an old friend.

Organ Prelude: Sunshine and Shadow, Mr. F. F. Beale; Sing
AUeluja Forth, Trinity Episcopal Church Choir, .1. Edmonde
Butler, choirnian and organist, incidental solos by Miss
Brooks, Mr. Rees and Mr. Richards; Ladies' Quartette. In

Thy Dreams, arrangements by Mary Carr Moore (Chapter
G. P. E. O. Quartette—Mesdames Bartell. Moore. Doheny and
Kesslerl ; Organ Solo, (al Evening, (b) Triumphal March,
Mr. Edwin Fairbourn; Tenor Solo, (a) The Silent World is

Sleeping, (b) The Tempest (dramatic poem), Mr. Arthur E.

Willis, Miss Ethel Meyer at the piano; Women's chorus, (a)

Birds Gaily Singing (from "Don Munio"), (b) Soft, Soft

Winds, Seattle Center A. M. S. Chorus, Edwin Fairbourn, di-

rector; Festival Te Deum, St. Mark's Choir, Mr. Fairbourn,
director and organist, incidental solos by Mrs. Lazarus. Mrs.
Kessler. Mr. Begley, Mr. Boardman; Organ Solo. Overture to

Christmas Cantata. "Coming of the King," Mr. Walter Guern-
sey Reynolds, of Tacoma; Ensemble Chorus, God is My
Refuge (from 46th Psalm I. Trinity and St. Marks Chorus. Mr.
Gerard Tonning, director.

The officers of the society are: President. Mrs. Mary Carr
Moore; First Vice-President. Mr. Sidney Brown; Second Vice-

President. Mrs. Frank D. Black; Corresponding Secretary.
iMrs. Charlotte Zu Tavern Gillen; Recording Secretary, Mrs.
A. Bartell; Treasurer, Mr. Alexander Myers; Executive
^oard/*—Miss Lucy K. Cole, chairman. Mrs. Louis C. Beck.
Mrs. Wm. Leroy Baird, Mrs. Emma Shaw .lohnson, Mr. Ralph
Ramaker, Mr. A. A. Shell; Music Board—Mr. Gerard Tonning.
chairman. Mr. Frederick Fleming Beale, Mr. Edmund .1.

Myer. Mrs. Guy L. Camden. Mr. Edwin Fairbourn.
* * •

In my last letter I spoke of the work of the Columbia Col-

lege of Music in higher walks. This time I publish a recital

program by the younger disciples:

Piano—Coronation March (Meyerbeer), Cleo Patterson
(4); Piano—Tarentelle (Pieczonka), Lucy Whitman (.0);

Violin—Romance (Heitsch). Irwin Suther (1); Piano

—

Kamennoi Ostrow (Rubinstein). Mabel Widener (8); Voice

—

Annie Laurie (Lady .lane Scott). Collin Palmerston (7);

Piano—The Flatterer (Chaminade). Edith Clancy (.'.); Vio-

lin—Concerto. A Minor (Accolay). Glade Fisher (3); Piano

—

Fifth Nocturne (Leybach), Ellen Turner (2); Voice— (a) Der
Ring (Schumann), (b) Er der Herrlichste von alien (Schu-
mann), Myrtle Doty (7); Piano—La Traviata (Dorn). Arville

Belstad (8); Trio— (a) Songe d'amour apres le bal (Czibulka).

(b) Serenade (Herbert). Theodore Turner, violin (1). Garri-

son Turner, cello (6), Ellen Turner, piano (2); Piano—To
Spring (Gounod), Esther Barrie (4); Violin—Solo in D Major
(Leonard). Wayland .1. Cornish (1); Piano—Reveil des Prin-

temps (Friml). Eugenia McNaghten (."i); Violin—Scene de
Ballet (De Beriot). Margarith Castberg (1); Piano— (a) Pier-

ette (Chaminade). (b) Pas des .4mphores (Chaminade). Hazel
Goldsmith (8); Piano—.An .Matin (Godardl. Elizabeth Flynn
(S). The numbers indicate the instructor: 1. Mr. Cahn; 2,

Mr. Dimond: 3. Mr. Donner; 4. Mrs. Drumm; o, Mr. Krinke;

6. Mon. Lagourgue; 7. Mme. Towers; 8. Mr. Tunberg
* * *

On Sunday afternoon we were favored with a Wagner con-

cert It was a record attendance for a Sunday afternoon.

When I started Sunday afternoon and evening concerts,

some three years ago. the clergy went for me hammer and
tongs. Some one has to break the ice. It was broken, and
the breaker received an "upper cut." The program:

Part I.—Rienzi—Overture; Die Goetterdaemmerung—Rhine
Maidens' Song; Die Goetterdaemmerung—Funeral March

—

Siegfried's Death. Part II.—Lohengrin—Prelude; Die Meis-

tersinger—Prize Song; Violin Solo—Max Donner; Tannhauser
—Overture.
The program was unevenly played. Rienzi having rather a

poor start, the wood being out of tune, quite unusual for

our pets. The orchestra rose to the occasion later on. and
the end was in a blaze of glory. The horn calls were shaky in

number two. Only well tried German or French players

should attempt the first horn parts of Wagner. Our first

horn shook like an aspen leaf when all eyes and ears were
focussed (accent the last syllable) upon him. We should not

expect so much of him. If you, my dear reader, knew how
members of a large orchestra chafe and curse under their

breaths when a soloist spoils a beautiful phrase, you would

then be able to imagine how a director feels when several

pages are distorted on account of nervousness and timidity.

The strings relieved our strain. In number three Director

Hadley succeeded in condensing the score to the conditions

in an eeffctive manner. The brass were much better and the

solos stood out in fine shape. When given with all the stage

setting necessary in "Gotterdammerung," the Impression is

the most sublime I have ever experienced.

The players had given number four so frequently here that

it almost plays itself. One thing I will take exception to is

the rendition of the Wagner turn. It is nearly always played

too fast. Plenty of time should be given, and with a well

rounded curve. Seidl used to give it correctly. The "Prize

Song" was given so well that Donner was obliged to repeat it.

Hadley gave us the old war-horse "Overture to Tannhauser,"

in the usually accepted tempos, thus closing a very difficult

program with a splendid climax.
* * *

Tonight in the University .Auditorium the University

Chorus, assisted by well known local soloists, will give a

performance of Handel's oratorio, "The Messiah," under the

direction of Frederic Fleming Beale. The soloists will be

Miss Suzanne McArdle, soprano; Mrs. A. R. Scott, contralto;

Mr. Milligan. tenor, and Mr. Henry Hanlin. bass. The Uni-

versity Chorus numbers l.'iO voices.

.lAMES HAMILTON HOWE.
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A Class in Harmony
|—

-

"
I

THE STEWART VIOLIN SCHOOL, Alexander
Stewart. Director, announces the orgfanization of a

class in the Sludy of Harmony under the direction

of Mr. EDWARD FABER SCHNEIDER, the com-
poser, piani^ and teacher. The course is planned
to cover the ground required by the University of

California in its entrance requirements in this sub-
jert. TUITION FOR TERM OF 20 LESSONS.

|COMMENCINC THURSDAY. JAN. Uth. 1910.
1

Payable in three monthly installments of $5 each. '

Students of voice, piano, violin, or any instrument
can take the harmony course in addition to private

;

instructions in their special subjedt.
j

Address either Edward Jordan. Secretary of the
class^ or Alexander Stewart, Maple Hall Building.

14th and Webster Sts, Oakland. Tei. Oakland 4m

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprino Soloist First CongreBational Church, Oakland

Concert, Oralorio and Recilal Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Studio:

I 333 Bay View Place. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Studio: 65 MacDonough Bldg, Tuesday and Friday

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction, Concert Work
Phone West 4890 1304 Ellis Stteet

ROiviEO frick:
BARYTONE

Vocal lnitni<^on After Foremoil European Methods

30-31 Canning Block, 13th and Broadway, Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a 1468

Paul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Broderick St.. San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. Mustard
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Oratorio—Concert

Studio, 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 4117

Herman Perlet
Voice Culture ai^d Piano

Studio; 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. Walter Witham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Sludio: Phone Kearny 5454

904 Kohler & Chase Bldg. San Francisco, Cal.

Joaquin S. Wanrell ca'Se
VOICE CULTURE and OPERATIC TRAINING

Perfect Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars Telephone Franklin 3432

'^Venceslao Villalpando
VioloK\cellist

Concerts, Musicales, Ensemble and In^rudion

Tel. Park 5329. STUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST.

DELIA £:. GRISMTOLD
Contralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio, 845 Oak St.

Mme. Julie Pracht
Teacher of Languages

1123 Devisadero Si. phone West 207

1

FredericR Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles. Cal.

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
'Pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansleldl)
Teacher of Piano

Res. Sludio: 1218 Telegraph Ave.. Oakland, Ca

iSignor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged— Violin and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi, Assistant

Studio: 130 PRESIDIO AVE.. S. F. Phone West 9357

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
Teacher of Sinking

Tel. West 7279 2220 Webster St . San Fra

Frederick Maurer, Jr., Accompanist

Teacher of Piano and Harmony. Coaching-Singers- Violinists

San Francisco Sludio. Mondays, 1849 Pine Street. Telephone
Wesl 9049. Home Sludio. 1 726 Le Roy Avenue, Berkeley.

Telephone Berkeley 539.

Voic

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic .Soprano

:e Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 California Si.— Phone Wesl 665V

Mrs. THorougHman
Voice Culture—Dramatic .Soprano

CONCERT—OR.ATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109. 915 Van Ness Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio. 1580 SUTTER ST . Mondays and Thursdays. Al
Mill Valley. Keystone Building. Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio, Maple Hall, 14th and Webster Sit.. Oakland.
Tuesday and Friday Phone Oakland 3453

LOUIS CRE.PAUX
I Member Paris Grand Opera)

Delbert Block. 943 Van Ness al O'Farrell. Reception Ho
I 1 :30 to 1 2. and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday

WedneKlay in Oakland. 1 1 54 Brush Street

BENJ. S MOORE
(Organist First Presbylenan Church. Berkeley)

In Berkeley Friday and Monday Exclusively

2257 Fulton St. - - Phone: Berkeley 4627

Horatio Cogswell Baritone

Voice Culture, Concerts, Recitals

Studios: 1 122 Bay St., Alameda. Tel. Alameda 195
om 64 Macdonough Bldg.. 14th and Broadway. Oakia

Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Mr. Willard BacHelder
VOCAL STUDIO

Kohler & Chase Building San F:

JosepH Keefer
Expert Violin Maker and Repairer

'iGS Golden Gate .Avenue. Room 32, Cor.

Van Ness, S. F.

Musical Directory

PIANO
SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ

1126 O'Fari-ell St. San Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
!3;i 4th Avenue Tel. Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
UMiO Summit St., Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
I'^^O O'Farrel St. San Francisco

MISS JENNIE H. DREW
Room IOCS. Kohler & Chase Bldg.. S. F.

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
o(;21 riroadway, Oak. Tel. Piedmont I:i90

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
I Summit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak, 4201)

VIOLIN

HOTHER WISMER
Fillmore St. Phone West 4:!.S

GILBERT REEK
Fourth Avenue Oakland

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
Baker Street San Francisco

MISS JOSEPHINE BARDA
22d A\e.. S. F. Phone Pacific 2flS7

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-
partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical
performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities
should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-
partments are continued as usual,
while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00; one-half inch, 50c,
and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Piano Compositions. I.,udwig von Beetlioven. Vol. I. Oliver
Ditson Co. The Musicians' Library.
This volume contains five sonatas, as follows: Op. 2, No. 3

(C major); Op. 1?> (C minor); Op. 26 (A flat major); Op. 27.

No. 2 (C sharp minor); Op. ?>1, No. ." (E flat major), and the
seven Bagatelles. The reason for the new volume is that
these works are edited and anotated by Eugen d'Albert,

surely a foremost Beethoven exponent. The notes are not too

copious, and are in excellent taste. More in the way of sug-

gestion than of downright instruction.
* * *

Larger Piano Compositions of Edoard Grieg. Oliver Dit-

son Co. The Musicians' Library.
The Humoresques. the E minor sonata, the Opus 19, the Bal-

lade in G minor. From Holberg's Time, and the concerto (A
minor), are the works reprinted in the volume. A brief and
illuminating biography of the beloved master, by Bertha
Fiering Tai)per is given as a preface, and phrasings and pedal-

lings are carefully wrought out. To Grieg lovers—and the

world abounds with these—the book will be very welcome. A
truly lovable portrait adorns the first page.

* * *

Gems of German Song. Oliver Ditson Company.
This is a collection of well-known church songs, not one

great one, but several good ones, being included. It will ap-

peal to the average soprano or tenor in the average choir,

and with great force to the usual congregation.

Gems of German Song. Oliver Dtison Company.
Almost unreserved commendation may be given to this col-

lection. The composers represented include Beethoven (the

Adelaide), Brahms, Franz, Von Fielitz (O, Irmingarde. froni

the Eliland cycle i, Lassen, Rubinstein, Schubert (9 well-

known songs), Schumann, Richard Strauss (the Serenade),
and Tschaikowsky (Nur wer die Sehnsucht Kennt). All sing-

ers of German songs will be glad of this book (the price of

which is $1.00) to supplement their collection. The printing

and style are excellent.
« * *

Coloratura Album for Soprano. Edited by Marzo. Oliver
Ditson Co.
This contains many arias from the Italian operatic reper-

toire, most of them (it is curious to observe) written before

the middle of the last century, or immediately after that dat".

The latest is an aria (.Je Marche sur Tons Les Cheuins) from
Massenet's Manon, composed in 1884. Which brings one to

wonder whether the coloratura soprano voice is going out of

date, or whether public taste no longer approves of mere
vocal display. At any rate, the collection is as good a one
as can be made; and to those singers whose vocal agility

is less than they could wish, the songs will prove very
valuable in many ways. The charming Infelise Sconsolata
from the Magic Flute, and the dainty Qual Farfalletta of

Handel (1730) have places in this volume.
* « #

Old-Time Song Hits. Oliver Ditson Co.

Amongst the list are The Cottage by the Sea, Darling Nel-

lie Gray, Do They Miss Me at Home?, Driven from Home, The
Gypsey's Warning, Must We Then Meet as Strangers? and
Climbing Vp the Golden Stair. They are all unreservedly
sentimental and direct; the sense of the melodies do not aim
to fit the sense of the words in the very least, but only to be
pretty in the simplest fashion; the accompaniments merely
accompany, having absolutely no character of their own—save
only one song. Softly O'er the Rippling Water, which really

possesses the rudiments (the rudiments only) of a piano part
of some slight distinction. And yet it cannot be denied that

these little tunes, which sound so futile to the ear attuned
to modernity, which also hear Bach in Hugo Wolff, have a

certain touching power. The melody of the Gypsey's Warn-
ing (prophesying tragedy) is no more tragic than the melody

of Softly O'er the Rippling Waters; they could be exchanged
one for the other without any re-adjustment. They are the
songs our mothers loved, and there may be a slight inherited
tendency towards them on our part, for that reason!

# * *

The Essentials of Pianoforte Playing. Clayton .Johns.
Oliver Ditson Co.
This book is a "sie]) in the right direction," in that Mr.

.Johns sets the student to the task of doing his own thinking,
rather than of deluging him with useful information. The
divisions are as follows: Intervals, The Scale, Triads and
Arpeggios, The Wrist, Definitons (a clever chapter), .Musical
Form, How to Practice, Phrasing, Dynamics, Fingering, The
Pedal (very clear), and Practical Illustrations as to Form.
All teachers threaten, but at some time they will be driven,
to put the results of their experience into printed form. Mr.
.Johns has done this very thing, and the little work is valuable.

Some Practical Things in Piano Playing. Arthur Foote.
Arthur P. Schmidt.
This famous man, in a' pamphlet just off the press, has dis-

cussed with absolute clearness some indispensable things.
There is not a teacher nor a student who will not find in-

spiration and help in this work. Mr. Foote has the gift of

conciseness in writing, and he convinces at once—if indeed
you have not always been of his opinion I Suggestions are
given for scale practice, for example, which will be of im-
mense assistance to the eager student. His directness for

octave playing, given in a very few words, are really enter-

taining reading, so swiftly said and so deftly—and much of the
blame for poor octave playing given to an unresponsive
thumb. Students do not like to believe the noble thumb can
be held responsible! "My little finger is so weak" is their

usual plaint. On every page Mr. Foote's ripe experience,
condensed, clarified, appears. It is a perfectly invaluable
work, and every teacher should possess it: if for nothing
else, for the few pages of exercises, capable of extensions,
variations and many accents—one formula answering for

several exercises. Its price is 50 cents. Its value not to be
estimated.

« V *

Three compositions by S. Martinez will be reviewed at a
later date.

* * *

The Christ Child, a Cantata arranged by Frank E. Wright
from the works of famous composers, was given Sunday even-

ing, the 26th, at the College .-Vvenue M. E. Church. Berkeley,
under Mr. Wright's direction. The works from which selec-

tions were made, and by whose use the connected story was
told, were the famous oratorios, and several modern com-
positions were utilized. A quartet comprising Mrs. Xaramore.
Mrs. Fitch, Mr. Reed and Mr. Rix. with Miss Givin at the

newly installed organ, and a chorus of twenty-six voices, gave
the program.

Mine. Sofia Neustadt is engaged to give, on January 12th,

a recital of old French Songs for the Forum Club of San
Francisco. Beginning with .January 17th this gifted woman
will give for Ebell a series of four lectures on the history

and development of vocal music, illustrated by songs. The
first lecture covers the period from the beginning to 1.500.

Two weeks later the second lecture will deal with dates 1.500

to 1700. The two February lectures will take up the periods

from 1700 to 1900 and modern music. The illustrations will

be from the most prominent composers since 1180. Ebell has

opened a subscription list for non-members. The lectures

wilt begin at 3:30.
ELIZABETH WESTG.\TE.

N^ut (irph^um
O'FARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and Powell

Phone Douglas 70

Satesl and Mosl Maanitictnl Theatre in Amenca.

W«k Beeinning This Sunday Afternoon—MATINEE EVERY DA^'

Most Positively Last Week o(

Arturo Bernardi. "The Great Italian Protean Artist":

Willy Pantzer Troupe; Una Clayton & Co.; Mr. and Mrs,

Voelker; Basque Grand Opera Quartette; Belle Davis and

her Crackerjacks: Fox and Foxies Circus; New Orpheum
Motion Pictures. First time here of H. Gittus Lonsdale's

comedietta. "Things Are Seldom What They Seem," pre-

sented by Franklyn l^nderwood and Frances Slosson.

Evening Price.: lOc, 25c, 50c and 75c. Box Seats $1.00

Matinee Pricet: (Elxcept Sundays and Holidays) lOc, 25c, 50c.
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The Exquisite Accompanist and Piano Soloist Who Will Give

a Chopin Recital at the St. Francis Hotel Next
Wednesday at 3 p. m.
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The Reason Why
You Should Buy
Your Piano from Us

Being the lai-i;est ])ui-(liiisers of ri;uii)s in the West, we
are imich S()u<>iit after by luamifactiirers anxious to market
tlieir wares. This enables us to yiek the best makes at

closest prices. Tlierefore, no matter whether you wi.sb to

invest |250, |;{()(), |35(), .f4()(), $450 or even more in a Piano,

we can otter you more real value for the amount iiivestefl

than you can possibly obtain elsewhere.

Besides, when you finally want a Steinway (which is in

evitable), we will take back the less expensive Piano, allow-

ing for it the full purcha.se price paid us, any time within
three years from date of original purclia.se.

Think over these advantages olfered you by no other
dealer. Call on us and let's talk it over.

Any IMano carried by us (even Steinways) on easy pay-
ments is desired.

Sherman Way& Go.
STEINWAY .iVND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland

Sacramento, Fresno, San Jose, Stockton, Bakersfield, Santa Rosa,
Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Etc.
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Dramntlf Edltnr

San Francisco Office

Sherman, Clay & Co. Buildinj^, Kearny and Sutter Sts., Mezzanine
Floor. Kearny-St. Side. Teleptione, Kearny 4000.

Oakland. Berkeley, and Alameda Office

Slierman, Clay & Co., 14th and Clay Sts., Oakland.
Miss Elizabeth Westgate in Charge
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The PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW is for sale at the
sheet-music departments of all leading music stores.

Entered as second-class mall matter at the San Francisco Postofllce.

SUBSCRIPTIONS—Annually In advance, Including postage:
United States J2.00
Foreign Countries 3.00

liVlPORTANT NOTICE
Office Hours from 3 to 5 o'clock every afternoon except Tuesdays

and Saturdays. In case of unforeseen absence of editor during office
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and address or telephone number.
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MUSICAL CALENDAR.
Marcella Sembrich January 9, 1 ;! and Ifi

Lyric Quartette Pop Concert Com. In January
San Francisco Choral Society Dreamland, ,Ianuary 20
(leorgiana Strauss. Contralto lanuary 27
Mansfeldt-De Gras.'si-Villalpando Trio. .Ian, 24. Feb, 17 & Mar. 17
Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday, Feb. 1.3

Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
I'Pliito Arriolo (the Spani.sh child Pianist) March
Maud Povi'ell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

For the firsf time in the history of iinisic in San
Francisco tlid (he iniinici])al };(>vornni('iit tak(» official

cofinizaucc cl llic iniisi<-al iiilcrcsls of liic coiiiiiiniiilv.

.Mayor V. II. .McCarlhy, in liis very able anil very lucid

address to the new I'.oard of Siii)ervisors last Satnrday,
Faniiary StIi, said, aiMoii"- other \ery interestinfc thin<i;s:

Patterning after many great cities where the experi-

ment has been tried with eminent success, I intend to

work for the early establishment of a municipal band,
which shall dispense music in the public parks at regular
intervals, and give the people in all sections of the city

genuine musical treats during all seasons of the year.
For the very little money that this will cost the return
in genuine and beneficial pleasure to the people is a ten-

fold reward. The band will prove an inspiration and an
education, and a universal boon to our men, women and
children in this pleasure-loving city.

This is indeed very "ood news to all those interested
in (lie weUiiie of iiiiisic as an educational ai-l. Of
cour.se there is already the (Jolden Gate Park Hand,

but this orjianizalion does not in any sen,se signify a
genuine niuiiicij)al band, althougli supported by tlie

city. What Mr. McCarthy refers to is a large band,
nnder efficient leadershi]), which will be employed
every day in the year, and which will shift its location
during the week in a manner to reach every part of

the city. Such a band will be of immense benefit to

musical [irogress, and the elevation of musical taste,

inasiiiuch :is it will give the workiiigmen and women
an oi)j)ortuiiity to hear good music without the neces-

sity of exi)enditui'e of money needed for the everyday
needs. It is this opportunity to hear good music at

the ]iublic jiarks that has contributed so largely in the
cultivatiou of a higher musical taste in lOnrope, and
.Mr. .McCarthy's jilaii, if carried out, will add greatly
to the establishment of a geiinine musical atmosphere
ill this community. II is to be hoped that when the

selection of an efficient leader is dne, Mr. Mct-arlhy
will use that sanu! judgment and inde()endent spirit

which he lias manifested in the .selection of his ap-

pointees so far. An inefficient leader in a position of

this nature will do more harm than good, while an
efficient leader \\ill be a blessing to the musical in-

terests of this city. The racific ('oast Musical Review
is not a |(olitical organ, and it has no interest what-
e\-er ](olilically as a journal. Hut we can luit conclude
this comment wilhout observing that as far as our
musical interests are concerned they have always been
better subserved under the regime of union labor
municipal g(nernmeiit than under any other adminis-
tration. \\c understand, of course, that there are
many weak spots in the byhiws of a nnniber of union
labor organizations which need revision or elimination,
but we can not but approve of the .sentiments set forth

in Mayor .Mc( 'artliyV able address, and are especially
gralitied to find music so well and ably taken care of.

A\'e (h^sire to express, in the name of the musical fra-

ternity, our hearty (hanks to .Mayor .McCarthy for his
lhou"iilfulness.

.\nolher (heatre has been added to the down-town
moiniments. The Columbia Theatre oi)ened its doors
last Monday evening in the ])resence of a, crowded
house. The building is a cre<]it to lliis city and reflects

very favorably upon the iiianagement that made such
an eiiter]irise possible. This paper has its grievance
against the management of the Colnmbia Theatre, be-

cause of its niggardly |)olicy, that ins])ires to gi-eedily

take all coiirlesies wilhin its reach and reject with dis-

dain any demands for a return of sncli courtesies.

Wni tills iia])er is just in every way, and when a man-
agement exhibits such enterpri.se and grit as is mani-
fested in the establishment of the Colnmbia Theatre,
we are willing to coiitribtite our share of ])raise and
coiigratiila I ions to the many bestowed on such an oc

casion. My this glad ackiiowledgemeni of (he Colum
bia Theatre's resurrect ion we do not intend (o change
onr attitude toward (he management. W'e still main-
tain that the beauty of a (liea(re does not necessarily

improve the rpiality of (he performances, and when we
find that the management continues to assist in bring-

ing out number ninety-nine companies at top-notch
jjrices, we shall occasionally express onr loathing over
these sharp practices. The engagemeni of the Lam-
bardi Opera Comjiaiiy is a case in point, and we shall

return to this subject at the proper time. Otherwise,
we desire to extend to the uiaiiagemeiit of the Columbia
Theatre our heartiest wishes, and wish them every jios-

sible success in their brilliant undertaking, which we
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li()|ie will 111

San Francis

iiidiicU'd lor llic hcncfit ni tju' ]K'opk' of

We Ileal- witli j>Teat pleasure that IMiili]) T. Clay,

vice-pi-esident of Sheriiiaii, Clay & <'<)., lias been se-

lected as a iiieniber of the executive foniiiiitlee of thirty

which will jiuide the destinies of the f()rthconiin.u

world's fair to he held in this eity in lillo. Mr. <"lay

is one of the most enerj;etic and anihitioiis young husi

ness men in this State. In his cajiacity as chairman

of the I'orlola ( "omniil tec he has done inestimable ser

\ ice, and it is no donbl dne to this able cunsninmation

of his duties that he has been honored with this second

and more important distinction. It is of {^I'eat im-

portance to the musical cult of this city tliat a member
of a bif? music firm has been f^iveii i-epreseiitation, and
inasmuch as in the course of the ensuing; campaifin

for the success of the world's fair, the interests of

niusic will demand a friendly ])ower in the councils,

it is consoling to know that such interests are in the

hands of so able and broad-minded a man as Philip

T. ('lav.

---< ^-^ -< ^----^•-*< - *-*-**

SEMBRICH CONCERT A FEAST OF INTELLECTUAL SURPRISES

Famous Diva Astounds Everyone With the Freshness of Her Voice, the Intelligence of Her Interpretations

and the Vivacity of Her Deportment. La Forge and Rogers Share the Honors.

By ALFRED METZGER
--^--i

Until last Sunday I had associated with the concert of u

coloratura soprano all the banalities of vocal agility with its

various pyrotechnic excursions without the solid, firm and

healthy background of artistic intellectuality. It is true

Madame Sembrich had .ippeared in this city on previous

occasions, but 1 had never observed the quintessence of her

supreme artistry to such an extent as I did last Sunday after-

noon, when the Diva appeared to be in the happiest mood I

ever heard her in. To tell the truth. I attended this concert

with a great many misgivings. In the past Madame Sembrich

seemed to exhibit on the occasion of her initiatory concert

a certain nervous timidity that usually prevented her from

doing herself justice. And on this present occasion I feared

lest similar conditions might intervene to make this concert

a flawless artistic performance.

It is a matter of record now that anyone who. like myself,

may have had a misgiving in this direction, soon experienced

a glad relief when discovering that there was no reason for

such fear. I'he very first notes of the Ernani aria convinced

the listener that the world's foremost colorature soprano was
still in the very zenith of her artistic glory, and still reigned

as that Queen of Song which has brought the musical world

to her feet. There are a few wonderful voices in this world

that appeal to the masses in no small degree. There are

colorature sopranos singing before the public who are re-

warded with deafening applause. But there are very few

singers indeed who, in addition to the wonderful gifts of

nature exhibit that most important of all interpretative facul-

ties, which is embodied in the word "Brains." Such a union

of vocal beauty and intellectual capacity is indeed very, very

rare in these days of superficial and spasmodic hysterics

of a sound-mad public, and it is a sense of deep gratitude

toward a genuinely great singer that forces us to place our

homage at the feet of Marcella Sembrich.

We find in the perusal of the common or garden variety

of criticism a mild insinuation at the interval of time that

may have elapsed from the beginning of Madame Sembrich's

career until the present day of the culmination of her artistic

power. Only small minds can dwell upon the earthly limita-

tions of prescribed laws of nature in the presence of the

perennial youth of art. The art of song never grows old.

The genuine singer never permits herself to grow old in pub-

lic. And so we find that Madame Sembrich is young in her

art, because she would not appear before us, unless she real-

ized that her artistic faculties were capable to exercise their

respective functions with that accuracy and spontaneity of

action which every sensitive ear has a right to expect. And
so we unhesitatingly affirm that Madame Sembrich appeared
to us not only in full possession of her brilliant faculties, but

in many respects superior in the revelation of her vocal

achievements to previous appearances In this city.

• • •

To listen attentively to Madame Sembrich is a vocal lesson

which can not be estimated at its true value. The ease of her

breathing, the pure attack of her tones, the limpid, rippling

clarity of her runs and staccato passages, the grace and un-

dulation of her delightful trill, and above all, the intellectual-

ity with which she imbues colorature singing which so many
utter with the mechanical monotony of a machine combine
to create in Sembrich the very essence of genuine vocal art.

If in the presence of such sublimity anyone can find time to

make hair-splitting references to vocal quality, he does not
deserve the privilege of listening to singing of such magnitude
as that of Sembrich. But the Diva's vocal art is not restricted

to the dissemination of operatic arias. She included in her
program a number of songs which she interpretated with
delightful emotionalism. Especially enjoyable in this direc-

tion was her reading of Der Nussbaum and Fruhlingslied. She
seemed to utterly submerge herself into the spirit of these
songs, and her whole soul seemed to be suffused with the
sentiment thrust into the poetic sentences by the composer.
Such is true art. And while there may be singers who dur-

ing a brief period of an operatic career may elicit salvos of

frenzied applause by shallow people who can not comprehend
the inner depths of sublime music, there are but very few
sovereigns of song born into this world who amalgamate with

the blessings of vocal powers the divine spark of compelling
intellectuality that fans the embers of involuntary enthus-

iasm into the everlasting flames of admiration and respect.

And thus when listening to an artist of Sembrich's sublimity

we can not but stand with bowed head in silent acknowledge-
ment of the presence of a genius.

TTnlike my esteemed colleagues on the daily papers. I can
not commit the injustice to the other participants upon the

program to pass over their efforts with lazy indifference.

Indeed, considered from every aspect, this concert was one of

the most enjoyable and most thoroughly musicianly events
it has been my good fortune to attend. Frank La Forge was
at his very best on this occasion. Aided by an exceptionally

responsive Baldwin piano, he played a tew Chopin composi-
tions with that delicacy of attack and that coaxing persua-

tion that seems to wheedle sentiment from the cold key-

board. This ability, after all. is the very essence of Chopin
playing. The pounder has no business to chose a Chopin
selection as his vehicle of expression. Mr. La Forge pos-

sesses this delicate toucii in a much greater degree than
anyone I have heard since De Pachman. and the idea of a

Chopin recital on the part of Mr. La Forge is to me an
especially happy one, for it will give us all an opportunity

to hear this exquisite composer of piano works under most
favorable conditions. As an accompanist we consider Mr. La
Forge without a peer. And we make this statement without

reserve, for he adds to the splendid advantages of an artist

the additional faculty of playing without his notes. In this

manner he possesses the freedom of thought that permits
him to follow the soloist with singular accuracy and to infuse

his accompaniments with the spirit of the singer, and thus
adapt it to the individuality as well as the musical character

of the artist. This utter abandonment into the spirit of the

soloist without the necessarily distracting submergence into
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the printed music is a trait of Mr. La Forge's wliich so tar no

otlier accompanist lias revealed to us here in the West.

And now I come to the surprise of the concert. We have

become so used to listening during a program to assisting ar-

tists of indifferent calibre that the advent of a Gogorza in com
pany of an Eames or the adxent of a Rogers in company of

Madame Sembrich must be regarded as the exceptions to the

general rules. While we noticed Mr. Rogers' agreeable and

pleasing baritone, which rang with warmth and resonance,

and while we also noticed an occasional deviation from the

pitch, we heartily agreed with the enthusiastic audience in

regard to the exceptional merit of this conscientious singer,

who supported his excellent organ with a temperament and

a musicianly sincerity that could not but gladden the heart

of every real lover of song. Mr. Rogers employed the art of

declamatory song in a most delightful fashion. An accent

here and a" little inflexion there put a decided meaning into

the phrases that met with the spontaneous response of the

hearers. Mr. Rogers furthermore employed a most effective

mode of enunciation, making it possible for the hearer to

understand every word and thus enjoy the double pleasure

of hearing the poetry as well as the musical setting of a lyric

composition. Mr. Rogers, by reason of his delightful enun-

ciation, demonstrated in no small degree, the adequacy of

the English language in conjunction with the art of song, and
anyone who is opposed to singing in English should not fail

to listen to Mr. Ro.gers and thereby learn the lesson of apply-

ing English in such a manner that it becomes pleasing to the

ear. I personally enjoyed Mr. Rogers immensely and judg-

ing from the enthusiastic reception accorded him the decision

of the audience agreed with mine. It was therefore quite

a surprise to me to find in the daily papers a rather spiteful

show of indifference toward both Mr. Rogers and Mr. La
Forge, which in the face of the frank and liberal recognition

showered upon these two artists on the part of the audience,

showed very unfavorably in contrast. Either the writers place

themselves with unpardonable arrogance above the judgment
of our musical public or they refuse to grant a deserving
artist that share of recognition which justice should compel
every writer to bestow upon a well performed artistic ser-

vice.

It must have done the heart of Madame Sembrich good to

witness the immense ovation accorded her by our public when
she entered upon the stage of the Garrick Theatre last Sun-
day afternoon. Enthusiastic applause, stamping of feet, wav-
ing of handkerchiefs and the eloquent expression of happy
smiles continued during a period of several minutes and pre-

vented the Diva from beginning her program. It was am-
ple evidence that the public of San Francisco has a very ten-

der spot in its heart for the greatest colorature soprano of

her time, and that with the generosity and liberality of heart
which is so characteristic of our people, they are ever ready
to lay their tribute at the feet of genius. And so we trust

that all those who read these lines will be in attendance at

the Garrick Theatre when Madame Sembrich will appear in

her farewell recital concert, which possibly may be her real

farewell to San Francisco,

THE SEMBRICH CONCERT.

The last of the Sembrich concerts in San Francisco will be
given this Sunday afternoon at the Garrick Theatre, and by
general request it will be a recital program, the artist giving
the entire program with the able assistance of Frank La
F'orge. Seats will be on sale at the theatre after 9:30 a. m.
Here is the wonderful program, such as only a Sembrich can
give:

I'AUT I—CI-ASSICAI. AlltS.

(a) Meln 8iaubi;?es Herze Bach
(b) Quel Ruscelletto Paradies
(c) Oh. Sleepl why dost thou leave me? Handel
td) "Halleluiah" (from "Esther") Handel

P\RT II—CLASSICAL GEllMAN SONGS.
(a) Trock'ne Bliimen Schubert
(b) 10 iters no iit und Stolz Schubert
(c) Stille Thraenen Schumann
(d) Roeslein. Roeslein Schumann
(el Die Malnacht Brahms
(t) Sonntag Brahms
(S) Per Schmied Brahms

PART Iir.

(e) L'Aine des Oiseaux Massene*
(b) L'Evontail Massenet
(0) Allerseelen Strauss
(d) The Sheep Herder Frank La Forge

iVIADAME MARCELLA SEMBRICH

The World's Foremost Colorature Soprano Enjoying Her

Summer Vacation on the Alps in Switzerland.

(el An eineii Boten I''rank La Forsc
(fl Moja I'ieszcotta (My Darling) Paderewski

Here is certainly a great list of songs, and what student or

lover of music can resist the temptation to hear them?

-w-

SEMBRICH IN OAKLAND,

>-----

On Tuesday afternoon at 3:L5 Mnie. Sembrich, as-

sisted by Francis Rogers, baritone and Frank La Forge,

pianist, will give a concert at Ye Liberty Playhouse.

Oakland, repeating the great program of Thursday night

in this city. This is the one with the arias for "La
Traviata" and "Faust" on it, besides which the diva

sings twelve important lieder by French, Russian, Ger-

man, English, Scandinavian and American composers.

Seats are to be obtained at Ye Liberty Theatre box

oflRce in Oakland.

.Jack E. Hillman, the well known San Francisco baritone,

participated in a recital given under the auspices of the Pas-

tor's Aid Society of the Fourth Avenue Presbyterian Church
of New York at the Astor Hotel on the evening of December
2d, Upon the same program were .June Reed, violinist, and
Beatrice Fine, soprano. Helen Wolverton was the piano solo-

ist, and I^ewis Coleman Hall was the accompanist. The pro-

gram contained Mr. Hillman's picture, and he appeared twice

during the evening. He sang: "Lungi Dal Caro Bene" (Sec-

chi). When the Roses Bloom (Reichardt), Wher'er You Walk
(Handel), Till I Wake (Fogel), Retreat and How Much I Love
You (La Forge I. The affair was a complete success and Mr.

Hillman was the recipient of much applause and a great many
compliments. The issue of Musical America dated Deecmber
11th had quite an endorseemnt of Mr. Hillman's work.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per "Vear.
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SCHUMANN-HEINK'S WONDERFUL DRAWING POWER. SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST.

The Great Diva's Name Alone Seems to be the Signal for the

Public to Crowd the Box Offices and Wrest the Tickets

From the Managers by Force if Necessary.

The forthcoming concerts to be given by Madame Schu-
mann-Heink on the Pacific Coast will recall the tremendous
crowd that sought admission to her concerts here two years
ago. Her first appearance was announced at the American
Theatre for a Sunday afternoon, and at that time Market
street was not yet built up and the street car service was
extremely dissatisfactory. Nevertheless, the house was sold
out and people had to be turned away. After waiting for

quite a while Manager Greenbaum was compelled to announce
that owing to washouts the train on which Madame Schu-
mann-Heink was due to arrive had been delayed and it was
necessary to postpone the concert until evening. He also

stated that anyone desiring to have their money refunded
could do so; but notwithstanding the disappointment not one
asked to have any money refunded. This is so much more
remarkable as that section of the city was at that time so
desolate at night that it required particular courage, especial-

ly on the part of ladies, to brave its desolation, and if you
add thereto the fact that it was difficult to get adequate
car service, you have an idea how much people wanted to

hear Schumann-Heink.
The next concert was given at Dreamland Rink, which

seats over three thousand people. On that afternoon it

happened to rain in torrents, and as difficulties were experi-

enced in placing enough chairs to accommodate the monster
audience that had bought tickets in advance, everyone was
compelled to wait in the pouring rain for nearly an hour
before the gates could be opened. And even after the gates
were open there was such a throng that entrance was had
only very slowly, and all this time people had to pack the

street in a pouring rain. But rain or no rain, everyone
waited patiently, some in carriages, hundreds on foot—they
all waited, and they certainly were rewarded for their pa-

tience, for the Diva was at her very best. At the Greek
Theatre, over five thousand people attended the Schumann-
Heink concert, and at Ye Liberty Theatre, Oakland, standing
room was in demand. This tremendous drawing power of

Schumann-Heink's has as yet not abated. A friend of this

paper's writes from New York regarding the Schumann-
Heink concerts: "In calling up the box office on several oc-

casions and asking: 'What is the Schumann-Heink ,' 'I

haven't got a single seat left in the house' has been the in-

terruption before I could say 'program' or 'opening time' or

what not."

New records for attendance and receipts have been estab-

lished by Schumann-Heink this year at St. John, New Bruns-
wick, Montreal, Toronto, Cleveland, Chicago, Cincinnati, Kan-
sas City, Bloomington, 111; Toledo, O.; Ann Arbor, Mich; Wil-

lesbarre. Pa.; Rochester, N. Y.; Duluth, Minn.; Minneapolis,
in all of which cities extra rows of chairs had to be placed
in the foyer, the orchestra, the organ loft and on the stage,

and everything was sold two days before the concert. Or-

chestra Hall in Chicago was completely sold out. and for the

second concert, although prices were raised for the first time
for the entire lower floor to two dollars,, not one ticket was
to be had on the day of the concert. So far Madame Schu-
mann-Heink's business this year has been exactly 68 per cent,

larger than her last season in America. Next week we shall

refer to Madame Schumann-Heink's artistic advantages.

The violinists of San Francisco will be glad to hear that
an excelent violin maker has just located here. His name is

.Joseph Keefer, and he has resided for quite a period in

Vancouver, where he made quite a name for himself. He is

an expert in his business, and makes a specialty of repairing.
In a letter of recommendation, Algides Neve, a distingushed
violin virtuoso, says of Mr. Keefer: "While I was here (in

Vancouver) Mr. Keefer put all my violins in order for me,
making them in as fine condition as I believe it possible. Al-

though my Stradivarius has been in good hands in Europe, I

was never so well satisfied with it as I am now. Mr. Keefer
restored it perfectly, leaving the instrument freer and more
even in tone than I can remember it being before. His aim
is to restode an instrument to its original conditon and put it

in perfect playing order, and no instrument could suffer by
being in his hands. And above all, he has an intimate
knowledge of the construction of the instruments of the old
Italian masters. By actual experience I can say that his work
is at least as fine as that of the Hills of London." Mr. Keefer's
address may be found on Page 17 of this issue.

Miss Elizabeth Tyler, mezzo soprano, Miss Mabel L. Fris-

bie, soprano, Miss Nellie H. Carpenter, soprano, and Robert
R. Scarborough, baritone, pupils of Miss Eleanor Connell, as-

sisted by Mnie. Aurora Thompson, organist; Francis Hamlin,
violinist; Malin Langstroth, cellist, and Miss Nellie H. Car-
penter, accompanist, gave a recital at Sherman, Clay & C;o.

Recital Hall, San Francisco, on Tuesday afternoon, November
:!Uth. The program was excellently rendered and included
the following works, among which were especially delightful,

by reason of their novelty in this city, the compositions of
Reinhold Herman, the teacher of Miss Connell:

Part One—Duet, "La Ci Darem" (MozartI, Miss Frisbie,
Mr. Scarborough; (a) "Memories," Op. 7, No. ?,, (b) "Du Bist
Fern," Op. 25, No. 1, (c) "Waldeszauber," Op. HI, No. 1 (Rein-
hold Herman), Miss Tyler; (a) "Zum Abschied," Op. 45, No.
1, (b) "Ein Herbsttag," Op. 46, No. 1, (c) "Sehnsucht," Op.
7, No. o (Reinhold L. Herman). Mr. Scarborough; (a) "Im
Herbst," (b) "Warum," (c) "Der Haendler" (Reinhold Her-
man), Miss Frisbie; Trio—Piano, Cello, Violin (Smetana),
Miss Carpenter, Messrs. Hamlin and Langstroth. Part Two

—

(a) "Salutation Angelique" (Gounod), with organ and cello

accompaniment, (b) "Traume," with organ (Wagner), Miss
Tyler; (a) "Im Kahne," (b) "The Princess" (Grieg), Nellie
H. Carpenter; Song, "Good Bye," by request (Tosti), Mr. Scar-
borough; (a) "L'Heure Exquise" (Hahn), (b) "A Line

Fiancee" (Ferrari), (c) "Repentir," with organ, piano, cello,

violin accompaniment (Gounod), Miss Frisbie.
* * »

Albert Spalding has just opened his European season in a
brilliantly successful concert organized at Havre. November
14th, by the Association Musicale de Paris. For his re-ap-

pearance in France Mr. Spalding chose a purely classical

program, which commenced with the Bach Sonata and in-

cluded works by Saint-Saens, Schumann and Brahms. Mr.
Spalding's success with his audience was as remarkable as
genuine—a magnificent artistic triumph. He was acclaimed
and recalled again and again, and obliged to repeat the Bach
Aria, which he gave as an encore. After the concert the
Mayor of Havre gave a reception in honor of Mr. Spalding,
where the notabilities of the town were invited to meet him.

A delightful New Year's program was given by Miss Jos-
ephine Barda, the brilliant young harpiste, at Hotel Nor-
mandie. The program was as follows: Pensee Poetique
(Lebono); Spring Song (Alendelssohn) ; "I Dreamt I Dwelt"
(Balfe); La Coquette (Cheshire); "Believe Me" (Moore);
"The Last Rose of Summer" (Flotow). Miss Barda was the
recipient of many hearty compliments for her delightful play-

ing.

FRANK LA FORGE IN CHOPIN RECITAL.

Of all the pianists who visit this city none are more
popular with the audiences than Frank La Forge, and
none more deservedly so. We all know his ability as

piano soloist, accompanist and composer, and the name
La Forge has been seen on the programs of such artists

as Nordica, Gadski. Jomelli. Hamlin, etc., with fre-

quency. He is unquestionably one of the most talented

musicians this country has yet produced, and his name
will be long remembered just as our own MacDowell's
and others who have written works that the people
really care for. Mr. La Forge has made a special study

of Chopin, and there are few artists living who inter-

pret the works of the Polish tone-poet with the depth
of feeling and insight that he does. At the request of

many admirers. Mr. La Forge has consented to give an
afternoon with Chopin, and Manager Greenbaum an-

nounces that it will be next Wednesday afternoon, Jan-

uary 19th, at three o'clock sharp in the Colonial Ball-

room of the St. Francis Hotel. The tickets will be but

$1.00, and can be secured at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, the

Baldwin Piano Company and at the newsstand of the

St. Francis Hotel.

Here is the exceptionally interesting program: Fan-
tasie Impromptu: Preludes—A major, D major, C minor:
Ballade—A flat major; Impromptu—F sharp major:
Nocturnes—C Minor; Etudes—G flat major (Butterfly),

A flat major (from supplement), and the Black Key
Etude; Valse—C sharp minor; March Funebre; Noc-
turne—D flat major; Scherzo—C sharp major.
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Compositions of Frank La Forge
: . . i

: Published by G. Schirmer, New York
\

t Songs with Piano Accompaniment

I Am See. (By the Sea.)

An einem Boten. (To a Messenger.)

t Come unto these Yellow Sands. High voice $0.60

I The Coyote. High voice, Am. Low voice, Em. .60

t I Love But Thee! Medium voice .50

\ Like the Rosebud. High voice, F. Low voice. E Flat .40

Three Poems by Gabriele Wrede

:

1. Erwartung. (Expectancy.) High voice, G Flat.

Low voice, D .50

2. Fruehlingseinzug. (May's Coming.) High voice,

G. Low voice, D .75

3. In der Abendstille. (In Evening Stillness.) High
voice, Bm. Low voice, F Sharp m. .50

Schlupfwinkel. (Retreat.) Medium voice 3 Keys .40

Der Schmetterling. (The Butterfly.) High voice, C
Low voice, A .60

The Sheepherder.

Take, O Take those Lips Away. High voice, E Flat.

Low voice, D Flat .40

To One Afar. High voice, F. Low voice, D .60

To a Violet. (The Message.) High voice, G Flat. Low
voice, D .40

Verborgene Wunden. (Hidden Wounds.) High voice,

Fm. Low voice, E Flat m. .50

Wie lieb ich dich hab'! (How Much I Love You.) High
voice, E. Low voice, D Flat .50

Wiedererwachen. (Reawakening.) High voice, Fm.
Low voice. Dm. .40

Piano Solo, Gavotte .50

For Sale at Sheet Music Departments
of all Music Houses
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PERENNIAL POPULARITY OF THE ORPHEUM—Last

Monday evening I purposely attended the performance at the

Orpheura in order to see for myself whether or not the many
powerful counter attractions would have any effect upon the

attendance. I also went there Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings to look in and see whether there was any sign of

decline. On Monday evening there was the opening of the

Columbia Theatre, the opening performance of Olga Nether-

sole at the Van Ness Theatre, the opening performance of

Harry Lauder at Dreamland Ring, and the opening perfor-

mance of St. Elmo at the Alcazar. Notwithstanding the fact

that all the above theatres, with the exception of the Van
Xess Theatre, wore crowded to the doors, the Orpheum wa'.

Ness Theatre, were crowded to the doors, the Orpheum was
so packed that people were standing up and myself among
them. If the Orpheura feels the presence of Harry Lauder in

this city it certainly is not evident to the eye, and so tar as I

could see the auditorium and galleries were as much occupied

as usual.

And this big attendance is really justified, for the Orpheum
has this week one of the very best performances of its sue

cessful career. Particularly interesting to musicians is the

sketch of Mr. and Mrs. P^rederick Voelker, entitled "Twilight

in a Studio." which gives both artists an excellent opportunity

to excel in violin and piano compositions. They are splen-

did artists and their act is as refined as it is enjoyable. One
of the most marvelous and skillful performances I have ever

witnessed is that of Arturo Bernardi. who gives a sketch

wherein he represents five different characters. He changes

his costumes with a rapidity that is almost unbelievable

and even when at the conclusion of his act he permits the

auditors to "see how it is done," it is almost impossible to

follow his quick changes. Another most interesting and in-

structive part of this act is an imitation of various famous
composers and musical directors leading an orchestra. The
changes here are also executed with lightning rapidity and

prove to be speaking likenesses of the famous men portrayed

in this manner. Mr. Bernardi is certainly a genius in his

line, and it will pay anyone of the readers of this paper to

witness his wonderful skill.

Another art that inspires one with the stupendousness of

its miracle-like dexterity is the entirely new performances

of the Willy Pantzer troupe. It would seem that at this late

day nothing new can be done in the field of the athletic acts.

But you soon will change your mind in this direction if you

watch Willy Pantzer and his assistants in their astounding

acrobatic act. It is something entirely novel and especially

wonderful is the work of the two little Pantzers, whose bones

seem to be moulded of steel, and whose muscles seem to be

flexible one minute and rigid the next. These three acts alone

are worth far more than the price of admission, and will not

only occupy and concentrate your attention, but they will

rivet your interest in a manner that you hardly believe pos-

sible. These three acts will be repeated next week.

ALFRED METZGER.

MANSFELDT-DE GRASSI-VILLAPANDO TRIO CONCERTS.

The first of a series of three chamber music concerts to be

given by the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio will take

place at Kohler & Chase Hall on Monday evening, January

24th. The program will include the Saint Trio. op. 62. which

will be presented for the first time in this city. We desire

lo call attention to the fact that this is not the popular work
which has been heard so often, but an entirely new com-

position of even greater artistic value than the one so well

known. Another work new to our music lovers to be pre-

sented on this occasion will be the Sinding Trio. These ex-

quisite musical events are endorsed and supported by the

following prominent music patrons and patronesses:

Patronesses—Mrs. Frank Lampson Brown. Mrs. .1, .J. Brice,

Mrs. George Caswell, Mrs. C. W. Clarke, \Vm. H. Crock-

er, Mrs. Clinton Day, Mrs. Tirey L. Ford, Mrs. Wm. Gerstle,

Mrs, Mark Gerstle, Mrs. James Monroe Goewy, Mrs. Ralph

Harrison, Mrs. Wickham Havens, Mrs. Emma Shaffer How-
ard, Mrs. Huntington, Mrs. Clarence Martin Mann, Mrs.

Eleanor Martin. Mrs. Wm. H. Mills, Mrs. Oscar Maurer, Mrs.

F'rank Howard Payne, Mrs, Florence Porter Pfingst, Mrs.

Mezes Philips-Wynne, Mrs. Frederick Stratton, Mrs. Wm. T.

Sesnon, Mrs. Henry Clay Taft, Mrs. James Ellis Tucker, Mrs.

Phoebe Hearst.
Patrons—Mr. Beylard, Dr, Arnold Genthe, Mr. Richard

Hotaling, Mr, Richard Tobin, Mr. Raphael Weill.

%%
Blanche Lillian Kaplan, a very talented young pianiste and

pupil of S. G. Fleishman, will give a piano recital at the Van
Ness Theatre on Sunday afternoon, January 23d, The young

BLANCHE LILLIAN KAPLAN
The Youthful Pianiste Who Will Appear in Recital at the Van

Ness Theatre, Sunday Afternoon, January 23d.

musician has made remarkable progress in the study of her
art and her natural talent justify her friends to expect a

most interesting reading of the following program:
Sonata, Op. 14, No. 2—Con Variazione (Beethoven); (al

Fantasie, C major (Haydn), (b) Gavotte from G Minor Suite

(Bach), (c) Impromptu. No. 4, Op. 90 (Schubert); Waldscen-
en (Poorest Scenes) Op. 82 (Schumann); (a) Caprice No. 1,

Op 16 (Mendelssohn), (b) Fantaisie Impromptu, Op. 66

(Chopin); (a) La Lisonjera, Op. oO (Chaminade), (b) Waltz
(Fischhof).

Emil Steinegger, the well known and successful pianist and
teacher, has been compelled to open a studio at Room 64,

MacDonough Building, Oakland, in order to accommodate his

large class in the trans-bay cities. Mr. Steinegger is a very
capable instructor, having studied piano with the famous
Leschetitzky and Dr. Karl Nauratil and theory with Robert
Fuchs of Vienna. Mr. Steinegger will be in Oakland every
Wednesday and during the rest of the week he will preside
at his studio at 924 Grove street. San Francisco.

GEORGIANA STRAUSS' CONCERT.

One of the most enjoyable events of the musical sea-

son will be the concert to be given by Miss Georgiaua
Strauss in the Colonial Room of the St. Francis Hotel

on Friday evening. January 21st. A most artistic pro-

gram exactly suited to the musical advantages of this

brilliant artist has been selected, and everyone fond of

a beautiful voice handled with skill and artistic discre-

tion will have every reason to be delighted with this

event.

^-» --^•»• <
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Madame Schumann-Heink
' CONTRALTO !

Pacific Coa^ Tour From January 15th

to March 17th, 1910

Madame Schumann-Heink will be

under the direciliion of the follow-

ing Pacific Coast Representatives

of the Wolfsohn Bureau

Oregon and Washington

Misses Steers and Coman, Portland

Southern California, New Mexico, Arizona

L. E. Behymer, Los Angeles

San Francisco and Oakland

Will L. Greenbaum
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Berlin. Deteraber 17th, UI09.

The idea! Who said that chamber music was not popular

in Berlin? Somebody that must have been sadly misinformed
on the subject, for such certainly is not the case, and I hasten
to make a vigorous refutation of that misstatement.

The Bohemian String Quartet, by many considered the

finest here, has given three programs in Beethoven Hall, with

the assistance of the peerless pianist and ensemble player.

Arthur Schnabel. On every occasion the house was complete-

ly sold out. Their popularity is well deserved—such wonder-
ful fire and enthusiasm as is shown in their playing, and
withal such artistic and conscientious attention to every de-

tail, make their work memorable.
« * «

Henri Marteau is very active in the line of chamber music.

His two sonata evenings with Dohnanyi were very success-

ful, comfortably filling the great Philharmonic Hall, the full

capacity of which is over two thousand.
* « *

The Marteau-Becher Quartet is giving a series of three

quartet evenings to crowded houses in the Singakadamie.
* * »

In .January Marteau, Becher and Dohnanyi will give two
programs of trios in the Philharmonie.

* « *

Only last evening the Klingler Quartet gave a Beethoven
program to a sold-out house in the Singakademie.

During the season the following other chamber music or-

ganizations are appearing with most attractive programs:
The Dessau Quartet, the Halir Quartet, the Wademar-Meyer
Quartet, the Gulzow Quartet, the Hollandische Trio, the Phil-

harmonic Trio, the Russian Trio, the Hekking Trio, the Schu-
mann-Halir-Decheri Trio, the Berlin Kammerspiel Trio, and
several others that I don't think of just now.

So if they all don't get crowded houses every time I wouldn't

say that the reason was because chamber music was un-

popular here, but more likely the reason would be the same
as given bjr the small boy who refused "one more piece of

cake" at the Sunday-school picnic, where he had been gorging
himself on sweets all day, he said, with a wistful look at the

proffered confection: "I might be able to chew some more,
but I couldn't smaller."

Nothing has given me more pleasure this season than the

wonderful performance of Bach's B minor Mass by the Phil-

harmonic Choir. The director. Siegfried Ochs. has accom-
plished great things; his control of his chorus, and the won-
derful dynamic elfects that he obtained, speak volumes for

his efficiency as a conductor. His reading of the great mass
kept very closely to traditional standards—one could feel

almost as if he were listening to the March of Fate in the

inexorable rythm of those mighty choruses.

The voicing of the fugal sections of the work were per-

fectly done, the soloists were excellent, the orchestra ditto,

of course, and such an atmosphere of artistic and religious

veneration pervaded the atmosphere at the performance that

we Americans feel that it alone compensated for the trip

across the water. The same chorus will render a German
Mass by Taubmann in January.

George Schumann will conduct a big performance of the
Bach Christmas Oratorio next week.

« * *

On January 3rd we look forward to a performance of Verdi's

Requiem by the Gesellschaft der Musik-Freunde. directed by
Oskar Fried.

Ferruccio Busoni. the Colussus, played the Beethoven E flat

concerto at the last Nikisch Concert.
The heroic element that we looked for in Busoni was lack-

ing, but his beautiful tone, and pearly runs, showed him to
be I he great artist that he is.

The heroics were very much in evidence, however, at his
piano recital last week.
The program was Bach-Busoni. Beethoven-Busoni. Mozart-

Busoni. Paganini-Busoni, Liszt-Busoni, and Busoni.
The only number on the program that suited him sufficient-

ly to need no revision was Beethoven's Sonata op. III.

His great organ-like tone in the Bach Chromatic Fantasia,
and his electrifying rendition of Liszt's Polonaise in E and
transcription of Mendelssohn's Wedding March, with many
effective Busoni cadenzas thrown in for good measure, aroused
the great audience to a frenzy of enthusiasm. His arrange-
ments of some Bach Chorales and the Beethoven Ecossaises
are wonderfully original and beautiful—and how he did play
them!

His success was tremendous, and no doubt his great per-
sonality will make a profound impression in America.

* * *

We are to hear Rudolph Ganz in recital next month. He
will play the Schumann F sharp minor sonata among other
attractive features of his program.

Da Motta. the Portuguese pianist, gave a splendid pro-
gram with the Philharmonic Orchestra, playing with wonder-
ful fire and abandon, and at the same time with due con-
sideration for the highest artistic ideals. He played Chopin's
second Concerto, Liszt's Totentanz and Hungarian Fantasia,
and Cesar Franck's Variations Symphoniques.

* « «

N'ikisch will conduct the ninth symphony tomorrow at an
extra concert. Max Paur will play Beethoven's C minor piano
Concerto.

Rachmaninoff's new symphony was well received at its first

hearing. Not many composers can write a symphony that
will hold my interested attention for an hour and ten minutes
—but he has done so.

Max Reger is fast becoming very famous here. His sym-
phonic poem was played under Nikisch recently, and as soon
as he turns out a new string quartet there is some rivalry

to see who will be the first to play it.

( Pardon me. I forgot that chamber music was unpopular in

Berlin)— (but it isn't!.

WARREN D. ALLEN.

[Editorial Not(—Our Berlin correspondent seems to dis-

agree with us about our opinion regarding chamber music in

Berlin. No matter how many concerts are given or how
many people attend, such fact never proves that the general
public is interested, nor that the tickets are paid for.]

Emil Steinegger
Begs to announce that he will teach all day Wednesday in

Oakland at Room 64, MacDonough Building.

Telephone Merritt 2845.

San Francisco Studio 924 Grove St., above Fillmore

N^ui ®rpli^um
O'FARRELL STREET
Between Stockton and Powell

Phone Douglas 70

Safest and Most Masnificent Theatre in Amenca.

Week Beginning This Sunday Afternoon—MATINEE EVERY DAY
Most Positively Last Week of

Eight Geisha Girls. Dainty Native Japanese Dancers;
Jean Clermont's "Burleske" Circus; Rown. Harris and
Brown; The Doherty Sisters; Una Clayton & Co.; Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Voelker; New Orpheum Motion Pictures.

Last Week. Immense Hits, Willy Pantzer Company and
Arturo Bernard!.

Evening Price«: 10c, 25c. 50c and 75c. Box Se.ti $1.00

Matinee Pricei: (Elxcept Sundays and Holidays) lOc, 25c. 50c.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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Perfection inPianoCaseDesign as well as

perfectionoftone

'izedinrJK

'

If Ifs a Kimball
no better inve^l:ment of piano

money is possible

HE KIMBALL is represented in every

principal city of the civilized world.
And invariably the mo^ responsible

dealers in each city represent the Kimball.

Our houses along the Pacific Coa^ everywhere sell the Kimball
pianos. Our organization and our unique policy enables us to sell

Kimball pianos in the we^ at e^ablished fadtory prices.

Pianos $235 to $1800
Reed Organs $45 to $285

Pipe Organs $1200 to $28,000Bigge^, Busied, BeSl:

Stores Everywhere
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MADAME FRIEDA LANGENDORFF.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review s^ladly publislies the fol-

lowing coraniunication:
If we were to pin our faith musically on the idols of the

past or present, we would undoubtedly miss many of the

beautiful voices of the present day. The prima donnas of

recent years are rapidly passing and the managers of the

Manhattan and Meropolitan Opera Houses are always search-

ing for available material to talce their places. This applies

to the recital stage as well as to the grand opera, and when
a new voice is heard in the east it behooves the middle and
far west to become interested.

Each season the subscribers of the best in music and drama
are looking forward to and expecting new material: for this

year Mme. Frieda I^angendorff, of the Berlin and Vienna
hrand Opera Houses, and our own Metropolitan in New York,

is the vocalist to be introduced to most of this discerning

territory, this being her second visit to a few of the western
cities. Mme. Langendorff will be heard in recitals this sea-

son throughout the west.

Mme. Langendorff is an adept at program-building, and so

arranges her numbers that they 'contain works of art, not

tiring one with an evening of closely related works, but creat

ing a pleasing variety. It is in this way that the greatest

number of people is reached and pleased, thereby satisfying

the student, the teacher and the true lover of good music.

< >**«*«- --^»-

MISS MARGARET GOETZ' SPLENDID ACTIVITY.

Miss Margaret Goetz of Los Angeles has been especially

busy this season. During November she has appeared in a

number of recitals and her program before the Teachers' In-

stitute was a brilliant success. Miss Goetz appeared in con-

cert on December 23rd, a day before Sembrich's wonderful
triumph, which aroused the city, and yet sang before a large

audience. The program on this occasion was arranged to

show the typical folk song of many countries, expressing the

life and temperament of the various peoples, and from these

folk songs the direct influence upon the classic song and the

Lied.
The fact that translations of Folk songs too often take the

life blood out of the poem caused Miss Goetz to sing many of

them in the original tongue, as she used them before her

cosmopolitan audiences in New York. But in order to make
the songs comprehensible to the audience Miss Goetz. in a

few explanatory remarks, set forth the meaning of the poem,
whenever she employed a foreign language. The audience
consisted almost entirely of teachers and their friends.

Miss Goetz entertained Frank La Forge and Mr. Rogers of

the Sembrich company, and many other visiting artists of

late. Madame Sembrich took a special interest in Miss
Goetz' pupil, Mercedes Ciesielska, a young Polish girl, who
seems to possess great artistic faculties.

x%
Owing to the splendid reception accorded Mme. Sembrich,

and the fact that one more date could be secured for South-

ern California, she has consented to sing a farewell recital

with her company, including Mr. Francis Rogers and Mr. La
Forge, on Thursday evening, January 20th, at Simpson's
Auditorium. xAn entire change of program will be given, and
Mme. Sembrich promises a few of the old fashioned songs
that reach the heart, in addition to the regular program
usually arranged from her recitals. Mr. La Forge will add
his quota to the enjoyment of tlie occasion, and Mr. Rogers
has promised new and enjoyable numbers. To those who
have supported the Great Philharmonic Course this season,

special rates will be given and special reservations made.

PERMANENT ORCHESTRAL SOCIETY FOR OAKLAND.

The Stewart Orchestral Club, Alexander Stewart, director,

at the recent meeting effected an organization that will insure

a permanent orchestral club to Oakland. Every effort is now
being made with that end in view, and if the orchestra re-

ceives the encouragement from the music-loving people of that

side of the bay, that was given the first year's concerts, the

work can be continued from year to year with increased pro-

ficiency. The active membership is large and the individual

ability of a high order. The weekly reharsals are well at-

tended and the earnest and serious attention given this im-

portant feature of the work is placing the orchestra on a very
high plane of artistic merit.

Fitzpatrick & Norwood
j

Managers

Kohler & Chase Hall
San Fr

Announce the Exclusive Management

...of the...

Pasmore Trio

Tour begins Feb. 1 st 1910

FOR DATES AND TERMS
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-- *-*-** *-»-*-** ^*-»^*-» * *-*-*-<
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Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt
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1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

The Institute of Musical Art
FACULTY

""

Mrs. Richard Rees - Vocal Mr. William Hofmar. Violin

Mr. E. N. Knight - Vocal Mr. Gyula Ormay - Piano

Mr. Albert W. Nielson - Violoncello

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone, Park 5175

PUPILS RECEIVED BY APPOINTMENT

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

San J ose Cal Iforn la

Margaret Kemble L"'Kr5*pei"'""
Sludios: 1711 Broderick, San Francisco Mondays and Thursdays, West 6764

Home Sludio: 1613 Bonita Ave.. Berkeley Berkeley 3335

WITHEY & TUTTLE
Incorporated

MANAGERS OF

Lyceum and Musical Talent
I 5 Sutter Street San Francisco<-

Mme. t

Sembrichi
at the Garrick Theater

This Sunday Afternoon Jan. 16 at 2:30 J

Seats $2.50 to $1.00 at Box Office at 9.30 a. m.

Oakland, Tuesday Afternoon, Jan. 18 at 3:15 f

at Ye Liberty Playhouse
^

Same Prices A Great Program J

EXTRA ! !

!

I

Frank La Forge
|

Chop
Pianist

in R<:»r"li"Cll Wednesday Afternoonm fVCl..Hdl January 19 at 3:00 s

Hotel St. Francis Ballroom

sharp

ckets $1.00 ;it Sherman Clay & Co's Baldwin Piano Used

Sunday Jan. 30—First "Lyric Pop Concert"-^^ ^« ^^ ^-1

Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDON
TENOR

Taonhan nf Cinninn In all its btinches (rom the rudimenls of tone fomution to

I eacner oi oingmg ,h, highen (.ni.h .nd compunon »/ puj/.c sintmg

ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St. Telephone: West 457

By Appointment Only

Adolf Gregory
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's. Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION. PIANO. HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND

Phone Park 1050 Home Phone S 1069

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Cla; n French, German. Musical History a

^ith ipecially coached accompanists ma
of the school. Studio. 818 Grove St.,

day. 2521 RegentSt. Tel. Berllel.y 3677

nd Sight Reading in progresa. F

y be arranged for— also by non-sl

lear Fillmore. In Berkeley.

Thursday at Snell Seminary.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church. Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough BIdg., Oakland Home Studio, 1117 Paru St. Alameda

Telephone Alameda 155

The Beringer
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.

Eilablished 1896.

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano. Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),

Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors.

Send for catalogue. 926 Pierce street, near McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

Conservatory of Music
of the University of the Pacific

PIERRE VOUILLET. 'Dean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-

tages of literary studies free of charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

Hugo Mansfeldt
Has Resumed Teaching

Residence, 2090 Fell Street Corner Shrader

Tate Ellis-O'Farrell or Haight St. car and get off at Shrader

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
C S. BONCLLI, Director Cor. PIERCE and CALIFORNIA STS.

This institution graduates more competent and successful teachers than any other institution of its kind on the Pacific

Coast. Special course for those desiring to enter the professional field. FACULTY OF EFFICIENT INSTRUCTORS.

824 Eddy Street
Bet. Van Nes.s Ave. and Franklin St. Affiliated

Telephone Pacific 3671

Home S 3671 and S 1993

The California Opera and Golden Gate Dramatic School
Manager. Prof. H. L. Crame Prof. Wm. Ben

Complete preparation for Professional Singing, Acting and Dancing from Vaudeville to Comedy. Drama and Opera
Positions secured to proficient students by the School's down town Booking Agency. Send for Circulars.
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LATEST LA FORGE COMPOSITIONS. A New Record by

Frank La Forge, whose lyrics, as sung by Mrae. .lohanna
Gadski, Mme. Marcella Sembrich and other great artists, have
brought praise to the young American composer and pianist
from the most exacting critics, has made a notable advance in

eight new songs which have been published by G. Schirmer.
Mr. La Forge, in two of these songs, "The Sheepherder"

and "The Coyote," has shown his originality by breaking
away from the "love interest" to which the average lyric is

firmly moored, and interpreting the wild, free spirit of the
inspiring uplands of the Rocky Mountain region. "The Sheep-
herder," which was written for and dedicated to Mme. Sem-
brich, and which has been sung by her with great success
during her present tour, has for its text a poem by Arthur
Chapman, whose Western verse has attracted attention. The
poem was suggested by a scene on the lonely Wyoming sheep
range at close of day, and Mr. La Forge's music is at once
beautifully and faithfully descriptive. No sincerer compli-
ment could be paid to the composer than the hearty appre-
ciation of the song demonstrated by audiences in Western
cities. There is a deeply reverent note in this song which
will make it as effective in church as in the concert hall.

In "The Coyote," with text by the same author, Mr. La
Forge is fully as descriptive. He has provided a haunting
note of wildness and freedom in his musical setting, and in

its entirety "The Coyote" has the weird effect of a Remington
painting of a lonely camp on the vast plains at night, with
the red eyes of prairie prowlers glaring through the darkness.
The thrill of the closing notes seems to spell a new sensation
for the most jaded concert-goer.
From such primal things, which demand breadth and pow-

er, both in imagination and composition, Mr. La Forge has
swept easily to songs that are light and graceful in theme
and texture. His "To a Violet" is a love lyric of tender sen-
timent, and demands much vocal technique, especially in high
pianissimo. There are a few dramatic touches in this lyric,

which form an effective contrast.
"Take. Oh Take Those Lips Away" breathes all the ardor

of the Shakespearian text, and has a most effective ending
for a contralto voice. "To One Afar" is a melodious setting
to a charming poem written by the composer's mother, Gracia
La Forge. Contrasting sharply in tone is the deeply tragic
"Am See," in which the somberness of the text by Emil Robert
has been dramatically illustrated by Mr. La Forge.
One of the greatest successes scored by Mr. La Forge is

the song "An Einen Boten" ("To a Messenger"), which has
been sung by Mme. Sembrich in many of the cities visited on
her present tour, and which W. J. Henderson, the dis-

tinguished critic of the New York Sun, pronounced "the best
new song heard in New York in many a day." The archness
of Mme. Sembrich's ending of this song has delighted thou-
sands of music lovers.

In all his work Mr. La Forge has maintained the highest
musical standards. His flowing melodies and his accompani-
ments, which are at once original and scholarly, make
his work a delight to the trained musician. His latest songs
indicate a marked advance, and it is more than likely that
Mr. La Forge's great achievements as a pianist, both in solo
work and in accompanying such artists as Mme. Gadski and
Mme. Sembrich, will be eclipsed by his work as a composer.

SCHUMANN-HEINK.

The first concert of the Schumann-Heink series will

be given on Sunday afternoon. February 13th. Orders
are already coming in from all parts of the country, and
the indications are that all records will be broken.
Greenbaum says that the programs will be simply colos-

sal, and at her opening concert she will sing five great
arias, besides several groups of songs.

THE CARRENO CONCERTS.

Manager Greenbaum announces that he has secured the
splendid Garrick Theatre for the Carreno concerts. The
great pianist will give two quite unusual programs in this

city, including several works by her favorite pupil, Edward
MacDowell. At the last of the Carreno concerts the great
artist will play the beautiful Schumann "Quintette" with
the Lyric String Quartette. Full Carreno programs will be
announced next week.

Blanche Arral
The Great Coloratura Soprana

"Polonaise" from Jerusalem
(I Lombardi), Verdi

"The most brilliant record ever turned

out of the factory."

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

F. W. BLANCHARD. Pr«. and Mjr.

Contains 200 Studioi Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller IMM
TEACHER OF VOICE CULTURE AND SINGING

Studio: 342-343 Blanchatd Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz !!!l!Hi
Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Tel. Home 51485. 719 Ottowa St. near 10th and Figueroa. Los Angeles, Cal.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfus ^°°*"'^'°

CONCERT—PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS—ORATORIO
Studio: Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles. Cal.

Adolf Willhartitz I^^Hh£L^L_Pi^
Room 626 Majeflic Theatre BIdg. Los Angelo«, Cal

VIOUN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

Concert Master of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

KRAUSS STRING QUARTETT
f)41 AV. 18TH ST., LOS ANGELES Phone :IIome 2187.5

Harley Hamilton
VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR

320 Blanchard Hall Building.

Arnold Krauss

Conductor Los Angeles Symphony
Orchestra—Woman's Orchestra

Los Angeles, Ca

Charles E. Pemberton vioiin instructor

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles. Cal.

TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and
THE ART OF SINGING

Director: Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. B. Poulin

J. P. Dupuy "^ENOR—VOICE DIRECTOR

Dire«op Orpheui IVWe Club, Bnar Brilh Choir, Trinity M. E. Church Choii
Y. M. C. A. Voc«l DeparlmeDt and Euterpean Male Quartelte

Studio: 3 I I Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^^^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.
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THE

Piano Center
OF SAN FRANCISCO

< hir f;reat uew store, Ki.l-lSS Kearuv ami :il7-ll2.j Siittev street,

may nmsistently be called Tlie Piano ("enter of San Frauei.sco,

or. tor that matter, of tlie Pacific Coast; not only because of its

central location. Imt liecause this store has become the objective

point of the most critical jtiano buyers of tlie West.

The business of The A\'ilcy P. Allen Co. has been built and de-

veloped upon the belief that tlie buying public appreciates honest
values, meritorious pianos, and a frank, straightforward method
of piano selling that permits of no misreju-e.sentation, no decep-
tive ]irize schemes or gue.ssing contests, the object of which is to

exjiloit cheap and low-grade pianos at exorbitant prices.

Our business consists wholly of selling pianos and talking ma-
chines at prices which represent their actual values and that are
moi-e reasonable, when quality is considered, than can be found
elsewhere in the AVe.st. We sell on the one-price system ex-

clusively. Therefore, each and every buyer knows that he has
bought at the lowest possible figure.

The protection and the satisfaction of each individual customer
is tlie underlying jirinciple of our business and the foundation of

the remarkable growth and success of our House. Our interest

does not cease when the sale is made. We consider the transac-
tion closed only when we know that the piano has ju-oved its

worth in the hands of the buyer.

Courtesy and consideration toward all visitors is one of the
characteristics of every employe of our House, and every effort

for the furtherance of the buyer's interest is freely given.

Briefly, the policy of our House is outliued above. Our stock
of pianos, player-jiiauos and talking machines is the largest, the
most carefully selected, on the Coast. Therefore, as a prospec-
tive purchaser, it is to your interest to call before a final selection
of your piano is made. Our easy payment jilan will greatly
please you.

AT/V/^^^ /=V>1/V^O^
Victor Talking Machines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland-510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento. San Jose, San Diego,
Stockton. Phoenix. Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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HARRY LAUDER, THE SCOTCH "COMIC."—Ever since I

saw Harry Laudor last night I can't lielp talking with a burr-r

and find it hard to resist the temptation to write this in "guid
braid Scots, " but as two of the morning papers have inflicted

on the public a dialect account of the wild uproarious success
of the little Scotchman, I will spare you; 1 am one degree
removed from being a native Scot, anyway.

Like everyone else, I find myself wondering what there is

about this bandy-legged little Scotchman that gives him the

power to hold an audience in the hollow of his hand, to have
them roaring one moment with the fun of "Tobermory" and
the next moment completely stilled as he sings a verse of

"Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep," and sings it in a fine bari-

tone, too: that can take the character of the simple, yet

shrewd, foolish boy, "The Safest o' the Family," and make you
feel the underlying sadness of the poor fool while you are
laughing at the fun of it all. And like everyone else, instead

of confessing that T don't know what it is, I can only say that

it is—er—that indefinable something that makes—er, etc.

The funniest thing about him are his indescribably funny
little bandy legs, every time he walks around the stage be-

tween verses you simply howl, and if any one asked you why
you couldn't for the life of you tell. And then his wink and
his way of slapping his boot with his whip as he boasts of

his talk wi' the general, they set you going to. In that

monologue about the general he showed what a really re-

markable control he has of his face, as he was imitating the

very English general, just by a change of expression he looked

as if he had stuck a monocle in his eye. In that same mono-
logue his exclamation of disgust at kissing another girl in-

stead of his Daisy was about the most expressive thing I

ever heard.
The finest work he did on Monday night was as the foolish

boy in "The Saftest o' the Family"; it was a treat to watch
the different expressions of his face. But the Scotch are

noted for being too cautious ever to give unqualified approval

of anything, so being unable to resist my blood, I will have
to admit that he spins some of his stories out too long.

There is one great thing Harry Lauder has done for Scotch-

men—he has given them some new songs. Much as we love

the beautiful Scotch ballads it is a standing joke among us
Scotch-Americans that they never have any new Scotch songs.

All the Scotchmen who come over here seem perfectly con-

tent to stick to the songs of Robert Burns. The lilt of the

Lauder songs is so irresistible that doubtless dear old Bobby
Burns will have to yield some of his popularity to the catch-

ing melodies of Harry Lauder.
JOSEPH M. GUMMING.

V*
THE GREAT ORATORIO FESTIVAL.

Everyone seriously interested in music residing in the bay
cities is looking forward with more than ordinary interest to

the performance of the oratorio, Samson and Delilah, by the

famous French composer. Saint-Saens, which will be pre-

sented by the San Francisco Choral Society, under the effi-

cient leadership of Paul Steindorit, at Dreamland Rink next

Thursday evening. Everj-thing humanly possible has been
done to give this work a presentation worthy of its musical

value and to give all those who attend this event an oppor-

tunity to hear this work at the very best advantage. There
is another reason why this event should be given with every

attention to detail, and this is that this initial event will

demonstrate whether or not San Francisco is in favor of a

regular annual series of oratorio festivals or whether the

musical public is content to go along the even tenor of its

way in its u^ual indifferent manner.
In consideration of these reasons, the San Francisco Choral

Society and Paul Steindorff have left nothing undone to make
a most favorable impression on this occasion. The chorus

of one hundred and seventy-five mixed voices, the orchestra

of fifty expert artists, the splendid array of soloists and the

experience of the conductor have combined to make the event

a memorable one, and if one may judge from the recent re-

hearsals it is safe to predict a brilliant artistic success. The
part of Delilah has been entrusted to the excellent care of

Mrs. Carroll Nicholson of Oakland, and Samson will be sung
by Leopold von der Aue of San Francisco. Both are artists

of experience, having appeared in concert and oratorio work
with much success, and they have summoned up all their ar-

tistic energy to give these parts an intelligent and musicianly

reading. Of the utmost importance to the musical cult of the

bay cities is the engagement of a prominent basso profoundo
in the person of Georg Walcker, who will sing the bass parts

of the oratorio. Mr. Walcker has appeared with great suc-

cess before Berlin audiences for a number of years in con-

certs as well as oratorios, and his brilliant voice of splendid

compass and delightful limbro has addf^d not a little to the

admiration he has inspired among his listeners. Mr. Walcker
is a very intelligent singer, combining dramatic temperament
with beauty of voice, and it is certain that if he takes as
great pains to please the San Francisco audiences as he has
taken pains to please his European audiences, his triumph in

this city will be instantaneous. No one really interested in

musical culture on the Pacific Coast can afford to miss this

opportunity to listen to a great oratorio conscientiously pre-

sented.

MIDWINTER NUMBER OF THE LOS ANGELES TIMES.

The Midwinter Number of the Los .Angeles Times (200

pages) is out. It is an exceptionally comprehensive exploita-

tion of the life, progress and resources of the Southwest, with
the city of Los Angeles as the point d'appui. One entire sec-

tion of 32 pages is devoted to "The Big Things Los Angeles is

Doing," including the acquisition of a municipal harbor, the

beginning of an unheard-of aqueduct 240 miles long, estimated
to cost $23,000,000, to bring water from the Sierras, and the
building of 3000 miles of good roads through the county at a

cost of $3,500,000. One of the interesting sections is a beau-
tifully-illustrated part telling of the methods and successes
of orange and lemon growers. Another is given up to home-
seekers and the great areas of fertile lands now open in

Southern California. There are pages illuminated by the
"beauty types" of the Southland. There are over 400 different

photographic half-tone pictures in the number, and many col-

ored plates, with maps, charts showing products, mining pic-

tures and ranch scenes. The impressions uttered by Presi-

dent Taft, after his recent visit, are given, and Gen. Harrison
Gray Otis contributes an article entitled, "Los Angeles, the
Ardent Hebe of the Sensuous South."

^--<

Mme. Frieda

j
Langendorff

Mezzo Soprano

En Tour Season
1909 1910

Management; R. E. Johnston

St. James BIdg., New York

Special California, Arizona and
New Mexico Tour

December 22 to February 2. 28 Dates

Management L. E. Behymer
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A Class in Harmony Miss Helen Colburn Heath Musical Directory

•IH1-: S'I'KWART VIOI.IX SCHOOI., Alex- p,,^^^ y^,^^, 4990

SOPRANO
1 Instruction, Concert Work

I 304 Ellis Street
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(.1 (lie eiiiss. or VI.KX \MIKR STE^VART,
^iHple Hull IlidK.. mil ""<l Webster StM.,

Onkliinil. 'I'el. Onklnnil 4I.-!>.

Vl^enceslao Villalpando
ViolOKicellist

Concerts, Musicales, Ensemble and Inilrudion

Td. Park 5329. STUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST.

DELIA. E. GRISAVOLD
Contralto

VOICE CULTURE
Phone Park 1614 Res. Studio, 845 Oak St.

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloist First Congregational Church, Oakland

Concert, Oratorio and Recital Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
Residence Studio:

1 333 Bay View Place, Berkeley, Phone Berkeley 958

Oakland Studio: 65 MacDonough Bldg, Tuesday and Friday

Mine. Jvilie Pracht
Teacher of Languages

1 123 Devisadeio St. Phone West 207 I

FredericK Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles, Cal.

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
(Pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansleldl)

Xeacher of Piano
Res. Studio: 1218 Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Cal.

ROMEO FRICK
BARYTONE

Vocal lnitrui5lion After Foremofl European Methods

30-31 Canning Block, I3lh and Broadway, Oakland

Phone Oak 6454 Phone Home a I 468

Paul Steindorff

Studio. 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Broderick St.. San Francisco, Cal.

•Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerts Arranged— Violin and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi. Assiflanl

Studio: 130 PRESIDIO AVE.. S, F. Phone West 9357

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairnnont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
Teacher of Sin^in^

Tel. West 7279 2220 Webster St . San Fra

Frederick Maurer, Jr., Accompanist

Teacher of Piano and Harmony. Coaching'-Singers-ViolinisU

San Francisco Studio, Mondays, 1849 Pine Street, Telephone

West 9049. Home Studio, I 726 Le Roy Avenue, Berkeley,

Telephone Berkeley 539.

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic .Voprano

Voice Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 California St.— Phone West 6659

Mrs. Tlioroughman
Voice Culture—Dramatic Soprano

CONCERT—ORATORIO—OPERA
Studio; Room 109. 915 Van Ness Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

H. D. Mustard
Baritone

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Oratorio— Concert

Studio, 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 4 1 1

7

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio. 1580 SUTTER ST., Mondays and Thursdays. /
Mill Valley, Keystone Building, Tuesday. Wednesday, Fnda;

Herman Perlet
Voice Culture and Piai\o

Studio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio. Maple Hall, I 4th and Webfler Sts., Oakland,
Tuesday and Friday Phone Oakland 3453

LOUIS CRErPAUX
(Member Paris Grand Opera)

Delbert Block. 943 Van Ness at OTarrell. Reception Houi
I I :30 to 12, and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Saturday.

Wednesday in Oakland. I I 54 Brush Street

Mrs. Walter W^itham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: Phone Kearny 5454

904 Kohler & Chase Bids. San Francisco, Cal.

Joaquin S. Wanrell cfSe
VOICE CULTURE and OPERATIC TRAINING

Perfect Tone Placing Italian School
[

Studio -799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sts.

Take Eddy or Turk Si. Cars Telephone Franklin'3432
I

BENJ. S MOORE
(Organist First Presbyterian Church, Berkeley)

In Berkeley Friday and Monday Exclusively

Studio: 2257 Fulton St. - - Phone: Berkeley 4627

Horatio Cogswell Baritone

Voice Culture, Concerts. Recitals

Studios: I 122 Bay St., Alameda. Tel. Alameda 195
om 64 Macdonough Bldg.. I4lh and Broadway. Oakland

Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Mr. W^illard Bachelder
VOCAL STUDIO

Kohler & Chase Building San Fi

JosepK Keefer
Expert Violin Maker and Repairer

j6S Ciolileii Gate Avenue, Rtjom ',','2, Cor.

Van Ness, S. F.

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1I2(J 0'K:ii-icll .SI. San Fntniiscii, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Tel. Facilic

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
ineo Summit St., Oakland. Tel Oak. 420(>

RICHARD FERBER
i:5.")0 O'Farrel St. San Fi-anciseo

MISS JENNIE H. DREW
Room loos. Kohler & Chase Bldg.. S. V.

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
?,e,2] r.niadwa.v. Oak. Tel. Piedmont 13!)0

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1%0 Suniinil St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 420G

2045
HOTHER WISMER

Fillmore St. Phone West 438

PROF. T.
Kills St.

HERZOG
San Fiancisc

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
Baker Street San Francisi-o

MISS JOSEPHINE BARDA
:2d Ave., S. F. Phone Pacific 'I't^l

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-

partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical

performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-

partments are continued as usual,
while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a

vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00: one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per

issue.
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MISS KEMBLE'S ILLUSTRATIVE STUDY IN MODERN
OPERA—The recital given last Monday afternoon at Hotel St.

Francis by Miss Margaret Kemble proved an artistic success

and of educational value to those earnest seekers for the deep
truths to be found in modem opera as well as in the opera
of the past.

Miss Kemble opened her series of lectures in this field of

art with "Elecktra," the great music drama of Richard
Strauss, the production of which in Dresden last January
was an international event, as Strauss productions invariably

are.

By means of careful explanation of the themes, and a read-

ing of the lines from the opera, ably assisted by her student
Miss Laura Anderson, at the piano. Miss Kemble lead her
audience into a comprehensive understanding of this stupen-
dous work..

Strauss opera, even to the initiated, conjures up a sort of

musical labyrinth in which one's mentality wanders hope-
lessly through a maze of sounds, with no clue to the path of

understanding. Even the immortal Schumann-Heink, who
sang the role of queen in Elecktra, has vowed there is not a

note of music in the part.

However, Miss Kemble proved that great beauties are con-

cealed and wells of philosophical truth lie buried, and in

her interpretative analysis she has furnished the magic key
to unlock these treasures. There is little excuse now for

students to say they do not understand Strauss; they may
not like him—that is a different matter.

It is true ae deals more with disonance than concord, per-

haps, but he deals with life and character which require such
treatment. One critic has said, in speaking of Elecktra, that

it is "one hour and forty minutes of ghastliness and terror:

the hellish realism of the orchestra, the maniacal shrieks of

the singers, mark Strauss a genius and a wizard tor all

time."
Yet there are exquisite pianissimos. and when we do have

harmony how transcendently beautiful and above our fond-

est dreams is this concord! For instance, the themes which
deal with Klythaemnestra, the queen, the dead King Aga-
memnon and Aegisthus are built on dissonance—the dead
past, murders, death: the themes of Elecktra, Chrysathemis,
and Orestes, the children—the future, youth and life—are

built on harmony, light and strength.

In this philosophical handling of the return of Orestes,

signifying hope—the new—Strauss proves himself a greater
dramatist than Hotmannshal, who ends his Elecktra in dark-

ness and ghastly tragedy.
Indeed, the Nietehian philosophy so permeates the Strauss

compositions that its mention here is superfluous.

In the reading of her lines Miss Kemble showed that she
has gathered a technique which wil enable her to cope with
these masterpieces. Through the medium of her student.

Miss Anderson, who played the various passages from the
opera, with such a fine sense of dramatic values, Miss Kem-
ble has given a thorough analysis of the opera.
The next opera to be given for analysis is Maeterlinck's

"Ariane and Barbe Bleue," set to music by Paul Dukes, to

be given February 7th. Get the students who long to go
abroad for "atmosphere" to realize that there is an oppor-
tunity at hand.

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.
-^W-

THE FIRST LYRIC "POP" CONCERT.

The first of the lyric popular chamber music concerts will

be given Sunday afternoon, January 30th, at Kohler & Chase
Hall. On this occasion the new organization, composed of
four of our best young women professionals, will play a

Mozart Quartette, a posthumous quartette by Schubert, and
a Beethoven number. The soloist will be that admirable
artist, Mrs. B. M. Stich, a soprano with a voice of exceptional
beauty, which she uses intelligently. She will sing songs by
Brahms and Franz, with Miss Lydia Reinstein at the piano.
Season tickets are now on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.s
and the prices are but $1.00 and $2.00 for the entire course
of four splendid programs, to be given at intervals of about
one month.

The Golden Gate Quartet will give a concert at Vacaville
on January :Ust, and for the Saturday Club of Sacramento on
January 22d. The program prepared for both these occasions
is a strictly classical one.

VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPOKATEDi

Phones: Broadway 392.!. Home jWlll

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc.. under personal

supervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per year.

New Orleans-New York S. S. Line

THE LINE THAT CONNECTS WITH THE

Sunset Route
at New Orleans, and which you may include in your
rail ticket at no more cost than for an all-rail route

to New York.

Two sailings weekly between New Orleans and
New York.

Elegant accommodations. Suites of Private Bed-
room, Parlor and Bath; Staterooms, Library. Smok-
ing Room, Baths, Promenade Decks, Excellent
Cuisine.

Make our handsome new office. Broadway and
27th streets. New York, your headquarters when
East. Our attendants will be glad to assist you in

any way possible. Have your mail addressed in

care of the office and you will receive same im-

mediately on call.

R.\TES—By rail to New Orleans, steamer thence
to New York, including meals and berth on steamer:

First Cabin, $77.75; Round Trip $144.40
Second Cabin, $65.75

Second Class Rail and Steerage, $61.45
Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot

Broadway and Thirteenth Sts., Oakland
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The Distinguished Piano Virtuosa. Who Will Give Her First San Francisco Recital at

the Garrick Theatre on Thursday Evening, February 3d.
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The Reason Why
You Should Buy
Your Piano from Us

Being tlie hii'gest i)ni'(liasers of JMauos in the West, we

are much souglit alter by nianiiliU'tiirer.s anxious to market

tlieir wares. Tliis enables ns to pick tlie best makes at

closest prices. Therelore, no matter whether you wish to

invest .f25(», |3<»(l, |:}5(), |4(10, |450 or even more in a I'iano,

Me can offer yon more real value for the amount invested

llian you can jiossibly obtain elsewhere.

Besides, when you tinally want a Steinway (which is in

evitablei, we will take back the less expensive Piano, allow-

ing for it the full purchase price paid us, any time within

three j-ears Ironi date of original purchase.

Think over these advantages offered you by no other

dealer. Call on us and let's talk it over.

Any Piano carried liy us (even Steinways) on easy pay-

ments is desired. •

Sherman W\^y& Go.
STEINWAY .\ND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento. Fresno, S;in Jose, Stockton, Bakersfield, Santa Rosa.

Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Etc.
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MUSICAL CALENDAR.
I.yric Quartette "Pop" Concert January 30
Mansfeldt-ne Grassi-Villalpando Trio. .Ian. 24. Feb. 17 & Mar. 17
Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) February
Teresa Carreno First Week of February
Madame Schumann-Heink Com. Sunday, Feb. 13
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Pepito Arriolo (the Spanish child Pianist) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

BARNSTORMING OPERA SEASONS.

I'.orT two years u^o the Pacific (.'oast

Musical Review inanoiirated a cam-

l>aigu of criticism against the man-
ageinent of the Van Ness Theatre bv
reason of the fact that it charged
liigli firices for productions that were
not sufficiently meritorious to de-

mand the admission fees charged for

them, ^^'e ropealodly i)ointed out the fact that the

management considered itself immune from public

o]>inion and thought because it put itself forward as

the possessor of the leading theatre of the city, so

called, it could force the public to spend its money
whether it wanted to do so or not. The concensus of

opinion in the managerial office of the Van Ness
Theatre was that the theatre going public simply had
to come to the "leading" theatre no matter what prices

were charged nor what productions were presented.

This paper repeatedly pointed out the fact that the

|iiiblic did not Jiarc to do anything, and if it preferred
to stay away from a theatre, whether the same be a
leading theatre or not, it could very well do so, inas-

much as theatre going is but a habit which may as
easily be abandoned as it may be aciiuired.

For a long time the jiress agent and the management
of the ^'an Ness Theatre regarded the campaign waged
by this paper against the exhorbitant prices of admis-
sion with a grin of amusement. They did not consider
this ])aiper sutticiciitly read to be of any injury to them
and their schemes, and jierhaps lo this day they do not
believe that this paper could injure their tlieatre, and
in their blindness the management today continues its

policy iiotwitlislanding the fact that week after week
it is becoming more and more evident that the public
is gradually withdrawing its ])atronage from the "lead-

ing" theatre of the city. Before going any further let

us see why ^^•e maintain that the I'acittc Coast .Musical

Review exercises a certain inlluence over the attend-

ance at the Ynn Ness Theatre. Every one who is a

habitual theatre goer has a certain number of friends.

There exist a number of people who ask certain friends

regarding the character of a theatrical jiroduction be-

fore attending a certain ])erf()rmance. If they possess

confidence in their friends' opinions they are usually

guided by them, and many people thus investigate first

before attending a theatrical ju-oductiou. Indeed, we
are firmly convinced that the intluence exercised by
ri-icnds u]ion one another in the matter of theatrical

|ii(((luctions is far more iniport;iiit and ett'ective than
newspaper criticism as we have it today.

Now, the opinion of a jiaper may be made just as

valuable as the opinion of a friend, provide(l such

oi)iiiion has been weighed in the balance and not found

wanting. liut where the ojiiiiion of an indixidual

reaches only a limited number of jieople, the opinion of

a paper like the Pacific Coast Musical Review reaches

over three thousand homes in San -Francisco, or over

fifteen thousand people. During nine years of stren-

uous labor we have tried by impartial and straight-

forward criticism to give our readers the advantage
of ])ossessing a friend at the various musical and
di-amatic performances upon wiio.se judgment they may
depend. It lias taken a long time and much expenditure

of money to convince the ])ublic that in this pajper they

had a friend u])on whom they may absolutely depend.

Our o])inioii has always been absolutely honest. We
may be mistaken in our judgment. ^Ve may at times

difl'er with the majority in our conclusions. But we
absolutely and uiidisputably express our opinion ac-

cording to the dictates of our conscience without being

inlluenced by either the business office or feelings of

friendshi]) or enmity. We believe that our readers

Inue become coiiviiiced of our sincerity in these mat-

ters, and hence our opinion \\ilh the readers of this

])aper carries as much weight as a personal friend who
is asked his views of the character of a performance

by someone who desires to let his attendance depend
upon such opinion.

Now there are instances where even the opinion of a

good friend and a trustworthy paper falls upon barren

soil, and among these instances may be regarded a

theatrical or musical performance that has become a

sensational event by reason of judicious advertising.

"The ^Slerry Widow" was a case in point (we say in

tentionally was. becau.se we doubt very much whether

a second visit will prove a financial success!. We
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chcei-fully admit that our opiiositiou to this seusational

prodiiotion did not influence the readers of this jjaper

to save their two dolhirs; but we do maintain tlial the

readers of this paper who attended the jierformance

discovei-ed tiiat we were correct in our contention that

the pi'oduction was not sufficiently meritorious to de

mand a price of two dollars a seat, and we make this

statement alter the perusal of a numijer of letters re-

ceived at this office commending our staud. While we
grant that in the sensational production our efforts to

convince the people that they are not treated fairly by

the management of tlie Van Ness Theatre has had no

effect, we also maintain that at times, when produc-

tions of less importance visit that theatre, our cam-

paign has had a distinctly noticeable effect, and we
are ready to prove this contention.

The management of the Van Ness Theatre, thanks

to an energy worthy of a better cause, have succeeded

in finishing the building of tlie new Columbia Theatre.

There was an opening night a short time ago and the

theatre was crowded. After this the place has been

virtually vacant and so has the Van Ness Theatre dur-

ing the production of the Olga Nethersole company.

We have had friends represented during the entire

week at both theatres, and are faithfully informed re-

garding this matter. That this indiffernce toward the

management of the Van Ness and Columbia Theatres

is not due to a lack of interest toward theati-es in gen-

eral may be gathered from the fact that tlie Orpheum
was packed all that week, that the Harry Lauder per-

formances were crowded twice a day, that the Sembrich

concerts were packed, that the Alcazar Theatre at-

tracted larger audiences than ever, and that the Col-

onial Theatre played to excellent business. Only and

alone the ^^^n Ness and Columbia Theatres played vir-

tually to empty seats. And we maintain that this fact

will continue to exist as long as this paper and its

friends can convince all those people that they come
in contact with that the management of these theatres

give indifferent and incompetent productions at in-

flated prices. Two years ago very few people spoke

about the high prices at the Van Ness Theatre, but

today nearly every theatre-goer is aware of the fact,

with the exception of a few friends of tJie manage-
ment, who get passes and who therefore are very

vociferous in their defense.

And now the Van Ness and Columbia Theatre man-
agement are beginning to touch that class of our citi-

zens who are supporting this paper directly, and who
therefore are entitled to its assistance whenever any-

one desires to impose upon them. The management of

the Columbia Theatre announces tJie engagement of

the Lambardi Company. At this time of our develop-

ment and our progress in musical culture the engage-

ment of a company like that of Lambardi is an insult.

If, like in the days of the old Tivoli Opera House, we
were still in our infancy regarding the knowledge of

the old operatic classics, so to speak, no fault could

be found with this forthcoming season. But now we
have passed our infancy in these matters. We can not

under the widest stretch of the imagination be accused
of ignorance when it comes to the understanding of

the old Italian operas. During a period of twenty-five

or thirty years there has been hammered into our heads
the old, worn-out, thread-bare melodies of the Kalian
school with a ]>ersistency and incompetency that is

absolutely appalling. It is true we have yelled

"Bravo" with the rest of the crowd, because we knew

how important such an education was to our commun-
ity and thai sooner or lafer our people must become
acquainted with the familiar operatic works, if they

desired lo appreciate our famous concert artists. And
so we ha\e year after year expressed our enthusiasm
over one or two artists of just such mediocrity as the

Lambardi company consists of, because we wanted to

see our readers become so familiar with these works
that they could distinguish the chaff from the wheat
when the proi)er time arrived. And this time having
now arrived, we are ready to protest against further

abuse of our credulity.

We have certainly become thoroughly disgusted and
impatient with the eteriuil repetition of the Lucias,

Rigolettos, Traviatas, Fausts, Bohemes, Cavallerias,

Pagliaccis, etc., with the same mediocre casts, with the

same thread-bare scenery, with the same barnstorming
stage management, with the same incompleteness of

orchestras, with the same shouting indifference to deli-

cacv' of interpretation, with the same happy-go-lucky,

careless, slipshod and disgracefully incompetent and
indiffernt presentation as has been noted by this Lam-
bardi company which plays one-night stands through-

out the I'nited States and comes here to a metropolis

and wants to show^ us how ojtera is to be played. We
maintain that San Francisco has outgrown the Lam-
bardi company. We are ready to witness better oper-

atic productions, ^^'e are beyond that state of our
musical education where one or two good singers dis-

gi-acefully supported can assist us in tlie acquiring of

our musical knowledge. San Franci.sco has been re-

garded as a backwoods place in the East and Europe,
chiefly because of its fondness for these barn-storming
oj)era comjjanies which can not succeed in a real

metropolis, but seem to coin money in this place. As
soon as we insist that our grand opera seasons must
be of a metropolitan character in accordance with the

character of our city, just so soon will our reputation

increavSe as a musical community in the East and in

Europe. And so we advise our readers to ponder over

the fact as to whether they like to save their two dol-

lars for artists like Scluunann-Heink and the eventual

engagement of either the Metropolian Opera House
or Manhattan Opera House Company of New York, or

whether they want to throw good money after bad in

constantly encouraging these annual visitations of

"two-by-four" operatic nomades, which are good enough
for small towns where grand opera is an unknown
quantity, but which are an insult to an intelligent

metropolitan community which is entitled to the very

best in grand opera, or which is willing to go without
a musical feast unless it needs the same for purposes
of ])i'inntive educalion like the establishment of a

symphony orchestra would be. We need metropolitan
opera, we need a permanent symphony, we need a
Concert Hall, and our advice is for everyone of us to

concentrate our energies toward these big achievements
and refuse to waste any more money or time on any
enterprise that is a reminder of our mining camp days.

Of course this paper does not mean to be unfair

enough to ask any of its readers to stay away from any
l)erformance which they would like to attend. We do
not want to think that our friends should feel obliged

on our account to forego a pleasure which, were it not

for our stand, they would like to indulge in. But we
are presenting this nuitter to our readers fairly and
squarely. We give our view of this matter. If we
have succeeded in our endeavor to prove to our read-
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ers that it is better for this coiiiinunit.v if we encour-

aged after this only the very best in nmsic and tlie

drama and disconraged everything tliat is nnworthy
of onr dignity as a metropolitan center, then we know
tliat onr readers will refuse to support an engagement
like that of the Lambardi company, because of their

conviction that such decision A\ill be for the best of

their interests as well as those of the community
wherein they live. And in order that there may be no
mistake as to our stand in this matter we desire to

repeat that this paper has now and always has had
a personal grievance against the management of the

V-an Ness Theatre and the Columbia Theatre because

it discriminated against it in the matter of the exten-

sion of courtesies. We maintain that the official or-

gan of the pi'ofessional musicians and the music teach

ers and students is deserving of as much recognition

as any other weekly publication in San Francisco, and
in our insisting upon this privilege we are striving as

much to uphold Uie dignity of the musical public as we
do to uphold our own dignity. But this grievance

against the insulting attitude of the management of the

so-called ''leading" theatre of this city, has no influence

upon our judgment. AVe would not opi)ose and con-

demn any performance at that theatre unless there

were sufficient grounds for such opposition and con-

demnation, lint we want our readers to understand
our position clearly, as we do not like to sail under
false colors. Now we admit we have a grievance

against the management of the Columbia Theatre; but
Ave insist that our attitude against the engagement of

the Lambardi Ojiera Company has no relation with

nor influence upon our i)ersonal grievance. It is a mat-
ter entirely apart from it and relates purely and simply
to the musical dignity of San Francisco as a metropolis

of the United States.

MADAME SCHUMANN-HEINK IS IN SPLENDID VOICE.

While we are discussing this question of barn-

storming opera seasons we will distribute two thousand
sample copies of this paper every week. We will select

the names and addresses necessary for this distribution

from the telephone book and the t)lue liouk, but we
would be grateful to all our readers if they sent us
names and addresses of friends who attend opera, so

that we mav reach everybody.

MANSFELDT-DE GRASSI-VILLALPANDO TRIO.

The first of the series of chamber music concerts to be
given by the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio at Kohler
& Chase Hall will take place next Monday evening, and all

indications point to a crowded house as well as an artistic

event of unusual merit. It is needless at this time to call

attention to the reputation of the three leading figures in

these concerts, as we have in the past exploited their talents
to such an extent that it is not necessary at this late day
to again dwell upon the individual artistic advantages of the
artists comprising this excellent trio. We desire at this time
only to call the attention of our readers to the fact that the
concert next Monday evening represents one of the educa-
tional musical events of the season. The program has been
selected with care and deliberate judgment, so as to fit the
designation of "chamber music" in every sense of the word.
The Kohler & Chase Hall is singularly well adapted to give
this class of musical entertainment a particularly advan-
tageous surrounding, and anyone who regards the study of
music as an educational factor rather than a source of mere
enjoyment will have no reason to regret attending this series
of three concerts by three of the best known and best
equipped musicians of the Pacific Coast.w

Wonderful Contralto Entrances Her Audiences With the

Supreme Beauty of Her Voice and the Exquisite

Artistry of Her Interpretations.

Madame Schumann-Heink has never been in better voice,
has never sung so exquisitely, so artistically, so refined and
with such absolute authority as she is doing during her pres-
ent concert tour. The demands upon her are greater, the
public expects more of her and she is happy that her ever-
recurring days of rest enable her to remain fresh and in
good spirits, so as to be completely satisfying in every re-

spect. Madame Schumann-Heink belongs to those artists
who have never been sensationally advertised, but whose
merit alone earned for them a name that has become a house-
hold word with every one seriously interested in musical cul-
ture. People who hardly ever are seen at a concert may be
observed to sit with wrapt attention during a song recital
by this wonderful disciple of vocal art. It is only necessary
to tell anyone that Schumann-Heink is going to sing and no
further eulogy is demanded by the public. And such artists
who by sheer force of their individuality and personal powers
of attraction have endeared themselves to the people will
never have reason to complain of lack of attendance, for
they owe their triumphs to the affection of the people and
consequently do not need extravagant press notices to herald
their fame.
Madame Schumann-Heink has had no diamond necklaces

stolen, as she never wore any, and does not believe in un-
necessary display. There have been no scandals connected
with her name, no jealousies between her and other artists
have been permitted to creep into the press, no ill behavior
toward her audiences has ever been noted. She does not
revel in unnecessary eccentricities. She does not wear cos-
tumes of screaming colors. She does not engage private
cars for advertising purposes. But she always presents her-
self as a high priestess of the noble art of singing without
any of the coarses embellishments that make so many artists
of the day the laughing stock of the world. There is no
question regarding the fact that with her first appearance
in America Madame Schumann-Heink's success was a sensa-
tional one. Unlike many others, however, she did not take
advantage of such sensation to make capital of it, but wisely
set to work to carefully establish a strong fortress with her
art, and from here conquered the musical world by sheer
force of her splendid personality and remarkable artistic

faculties. She has given eleven brilliantly successful seasons
in America which proved from year to year her growing in-

tellectuality and her steady advance in the affections of the
people. It has never been necessary for Madame Schumann-
Heink to resort to undignified advertising methods to pro-
mote her career as she has ever but needed to do the best
she knew how from season to season and that was sufficient

for the satisfaction of the public.

SUCCESS OF DR. STEWART'S CANTATA.

Dr. H. J. Stewart's Christmas cantata, "Nativity," was
presented by the Paulist Choristers in Chicago under the di-

rection of William J. Finn on the evening of December 13th.

The Paulist Choristers consist of one liundred and twenty-
five men and boys, and the work was so well given that it

created an extraordinary impression upon all who heard it.

The Chicago papers spoke in the highest terms of this work
and praised the composer as well as those who interpreted
it. This same work was also given by the Ellis Club of Los
Angeles under the direction of J. B. Poulin during its Decem-
ber concert, and created an equally favorable impression.
Dr. Stewart wrote this work not less than twenty-five years
ago, and not until now did he have the satisfaction to note
its success with press and public. This is another demon-
stration of the fact that a meritorious composer must either
wait until after his death for the recognition of his merit or
he must live a long life to gather the fruits of his fertile

musical brain.
%%

Mr. Wood, general manager of the Pacific Coast stores of
the Baldwin Piano Company, was a member of a special party
which accompanied Madame Marcella Sembrich to Los An-
geles, where she gave an extra concert before leaving Cali-
fornia.

The Music Teachers' Association of California (Incorpor-
ated) has elected the following list of officers for 1910:
President, Louis Felix Raynaud; vice-president, Theo. D.
Herzog; secretary, Loydd Gilpin; treasurer, Mrs. P. O. Peter-
son; directors—Mrs. M. Tromboni, Mrs. Ellen Whiteside and
Mme. Ellen Roeckel-Davis. The society is to be congratulated
upon their discretion in placing Mrs. M. Tromboni upon their

board. Her worth in the musical field here, and well known
enthusiasm, makes her a valuable member.
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AMERICAN MUSIC SOCIETY CONCERT—The San P'ran-

Cisco Center of the American Music Society gave its initial

concert at the First Congregational Church on Friday even-

ing, January 7th. If there exists any jealously between Oak-
land and San Francisco it certainly was not apparent on this

occasion, when not less than ten participants on the pro-

gram were residents of Oakland and only three lived in San
Francisco, if we consider that this event was given by the

San Francisco Center of the American Music Society it is cer-

tainly evident that musically, at least, there exists no pre-

judices between San Francisco and the trans-bay cities. Be-

fore going any further in this matter we desire to call atten-

tion to the tact that we have been informed that the par-

ticipants in this event were not paid for their services. As
this paper is utterly and irrevocably pledged to condemn any
policy that permits professional artists to appear in public

without remuneration we desire to announce at this time that

this paper considers any money paid in the treasury of the
San Francisco Center of the American Music Society as a
fund to pay artists assisting in a program. In future we shall

ignore any event of this society if we find that artists are
expected to volunteer their services. We consider the object
of this society not only the promulgation of American com-
positions, but also the firm intention of encouraging payment
for artistic services rendered. If this society will make it a
rule to beg for services and intends to do the charity act, not-

withstanding the fact that it expects its members to maintain
it, then it can not depend upon the support of this journal.

Our policy in this respect is absolutely and irrevocably fixed

and we can not be swerved from it.

It is possible that certain officers of the society may be
eager to make an orchestral concert a possibility. We also

are heartily in favor of an orchestral concert, but we are not
sufficiently enthusiastic about such an event as to prevent
other artists from receiving their just financial remuneration
for the time and labor they devote to this cause. If the
finances of the society prevent an immediate orchestral con-

cert, then we should do like it is done in Los Angeles and
Seattle and other centers, where the treasury does not per-

mit orchestral concerts. But this paper considers a soloist

just as much entitled to payment as an orchestral musician,
and we can not see why any money paid with the under-
standing of defraying expenses for concerts should be horded
for one purpose and should be withheld from anyone who
justly is entitled to it. If the American Music Society is or-

ganized for the purpose of encouraging the compositions of
American composers, it is also organized for the purpose of

encouraging those who interpret the compositions of American
composers, and the soloist who sings the songs and plays in-

strumental solos is as much of an interpreter as the orchestral
musician who assists in interpretating these works. We be-

came a member of this society with this understanding, and
if we were mistaken we can only say that we are sorry that
we ever became an innocent victitn of a misguided policy.

We trust that in future no local artist will be asked to donate
his or her services in these events, even though such remun-
eration for services rendered will prevent an orchestral con-
cert this season.

This being the first event of the nature we can only say
that the large audience that was in attendance enjoyed the
program exceedingly. The Chadwick Quintette was played
with much musical understanding and proved one of the most
successful works on the program. The Arthur Foote Sonata
was played with a great deal of temperament and virtuosity
by Signor de Grassi, who made as much of it as was possible.
Lowell Redfield was in splendid voice, Eugene Blanchard
played with that authority that usually characterizes his work,
and Mrs. M. E. Blanchard sang four rather monotonous songs
with as intelligent an interpretation as was possible under
the circumstances. The Golden Gate Quartet sang three part
songs very pleasingly. But we can not criticise this program

THE LYRIC QUARTETTE
Which Will Begin a Series of Three "Pop" Concerts at Kohler

& Chase Hall, Sunday Afternoon, January 30th.

with that painstaking care that such an event demands, as
the participants were not paid for their services. It would be
adding insult to injury in such an event to review the concert
from a serious musical point of view. The program was as
follows:
George W. Chadwick—Quintette for strings and piano.

Violin, Mr. Hans Koenig and Mr. M. R. Fleischmann; Viola.

Mr. Charles Heinsen; 'Cello, Mr. Arthur Weiss: Piano, Mr.
.\rthur Fickenscher. Arthur Foote— (a I Persian Song from
"Rubaiyat," (b) Benjamin Whelpley—Prom Tennyson's
"Maud," (c) Ethelbert Nevin—Deep in a Rose's Glowing
Heart, (d) Frederick Field Buuard—Sword of Ferrara, Mr.
Lowell Redfield. Edward A. McDowell— (al From an Indian
Lodge, (b) From Uncle Remus, (c) Will o' the Wisp, (di

To a Wild Rose, (e) In Auumn, Mr. Eugene Blanchard. Mrs.
H. H. A. Beach— (e) Ah! Love But a Day, (b) Mar-
garet Lang—A Garden of Roses, (c) Arthur Farwell—Strow
Poppy Buds, (d) Ch. M. Loeffler—Cloche de Selee, violin oh-

ligato, Mr. Heinsen, Mrs. M. E. Blanchard. Arthur Foote

—

Romanze for violin, Signor Antonio de Grassi. Part Songs

—

(a) F. Flaxington Harker—"I Love Thee! I Love Thee!" (bl

G. B. Neirn—"Fairest is She." (c) S. Archer Gilson—"The
Elfman." The Golden Gate Quartette—Mr. Frank Onslow,
first tenor; Mr. Carl .4nderson, second tenor;
Teller, baritone; Mr. Henry L. Perry, bass.

Mr. Wallace A. Sabin and Mr. Fred Maurer.

w

Mr. John de P.

Accompanists

—

Miss Laura Wilkie, a very talented pupil of Miss Mabel
Mansfeldt, gave a delightful piano recital on Thursday even-
ing, December 30th, which revealed her pianistic facility as
well as the excellent training she has received from her
teacher. The program was as follows: (a) Impromptu, A
Hat (Schubert), (b) L' Orage, (cl La Fileuse (Burgmueller),
(d) Valse Mignonne (Liebling); (al Two Mazurkas (Chopin),
(b) Idylle (Elkus), (c) Papillons (Grieg), (d) Etude (Heller);
(a) Mazurka. B minor (Chopin), (b) Romanza from Tann-
hauser (Wagner-Liszt), (c) Sexette from Lucia, for the left

hand only (Leschetitzky), (d) Fruehlingsrauschen (Sindingl.
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SEMBRICH STILL REIGNS AS THE QUEEN OF SONG—

The Garrick Theatre hasl Sunday afternoon, crowded as it

was from stage to foyer, proved itself inaderiuate to hold the
devoted subjects of this Queen of Song, the Sembrich the
golden throated.
Those who were fortunate enough to secure a niche, even

if it were in the orchestra pit, drank in the perennial youth
and perfection of the art of this wonderful artist woman.
Every golden note was treasured and reverently laid away
in the heart, for we knew Sembrich was going away perhaps
never to sing for us again.

Sembrich's art is rivalled only by her generosity. She
stood for over two hours graciously flinging precious jewels
to an insatiable audience.

In addition to the long and exacting program of seventeen
songs, embracing everything from Bach to Paderewski, the
Diva gave five encores, among them the big aria from
Traviata.

It is the purity of Sembrich's art which so entrances, and
nowhere does this beauty manifest itself more than in her
singing of classical airs. She stands, as she so beautifully
expresses it. as "a prophetess of the old school which will

yet again be the new school," that school which trains the
throat to be as unconscious as a birds, and production of
tone as free.

Sembrich is at home with Schubert, Schumann and Brahms
and sang these songs with dignity and breadth, gently draw-
ing from them all they hold of pathos and romance. She is

too great an artist to shout and declaim when a song should
be sung, and the impeded tone lent itself as well to these as
to the florid beauties of Traviata.

Personally, we love Sembrich best in her aerial flights; a
voice like hers is made for the upper airs and the rarified

atmosphere which symbolizes her perfect art.

The artist took great delight in singing the compositions
of Frank La Forge, her acoomijanist, passing on the applause
to the delightfully modest composer at the piano. The color
and strength in these songs mark La Forge a composer not
only of modern, but future fame.
As an accompanist he excells all whom we have heard, his

accompanying blends so with every phase of the singing that
it becomes what the blue sky is to the trees—unconscious,
but never forgotten.
Sembrich could not have done a more tender nor touching

thing than when, in response to a last encore, she sat down
at the piano and exquisitely played her own accompaniment
to Chopin's song, "The Maiden's Wish." Only then did an
importunate audience consent to go home.
There is in Sembrich's art a something which suggests the

light seen in old i)ictures of the great masters—is it not the
spiritual message, the religion of things, which all great art
embodies?

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.

WITHEY & TUTTLE'S LYCEUM BUREAU.

Withey & Tuttle, the enterprising firm of musical managers,
who have recently entered the managerial field of San Fran-
cisco, opened their new headquarters with a very artistic

reception a few days ago. which will be reported in these
columns next week. This exceedingly artistic studio has
been exquisitely appointed and is presented to the public, es-

pecially to the literary inclined, of this vicinity for musical
and lecture purposes. In this manner anyone who desires to
escape the usual club, church or private home atmosphere,
which as a rule surrounds affairs of this nature, can do so
by securing these delightfully equipped rooms at very reas-
onable rental for afternoon or evening affairs. It has been
suggested that an organization be formed as a nucleus for
securing the best talent in the field of Lecturers and Literary
Interpreters of the Drama and Opera. All interested in the
establishment of such a society may communicate with
Withey & Tuttle, whose offices are upon the third floor of
the building at 31.5 Sutter street.

Miss Alyce Gates, the operatic and dramatic interpreter,
whose faithful work as an exponent of true song in our midst
is well known, has been seriously ill, confined to her home in

Berkeley for the past six weeks. She is able to be in her
studio again in San Francisco, and is receiving the congrat-
ulations of her many friends and students upon her recovery.

+•« ««-»**

Teresa

Carreno

Piani^

Two Concerts Only
Thursday Eve., Feb. 3, at 8:15

Sunday Aft., Feb. 6, at 2:30

Garrick Theater

Seats $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 Ready January 29

At Sherman Clay & Go's

Carreno in Oakland
Friday Aft., Feb. 4, at Ye Liberty

Everett Piano Used

Lyric Sunday
"Pop" Concerts

Season Tickets (4 Concerts) $1 and $2
Ready Monday at Sherman Clay & Co's

Subscribe for the Musical Reviews. $2.00 per year.

Fir^ Concert
Sunday Afternoon, January 30

Kohler & Chase Hall

The Lyric String Quartette and
Mrs. B. M. Stich, Soprano

Coming Mme. Schumann Heink
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[U^IC ACROSS THE BAY >rpll

MUSIC IN THE NORTHWEST

Oakland, January 17, liilO.

The piano recital at which Mr. Santiago Arrilaga presented

his pupil, Miss Martha Dukes, was attended by a large audi-

ence. The affair was "patronized" by fourteen women of

musical prominence. Miss Dukes was tree from nervousness,

and gave a pleasant program with much taste. The baritone

solos by Mr. Robert H. Thomas were finely given. Mr.

Thomas is being heard at many events this season.
* • •

On Saturday evening, the eighth, Mr. Willard Batchelder

of Berkeley presented five of his vocal pupils at the new
Kohler & Chase Hall in San Francisco. The program was
most enjoyable. A piano quartet assisted.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hill (Carolyn Crew) will make their

home in Los Angeles after their honeymoon spent in the

Eastern States. It is certain that the southern city will find

Mrs. Hill a distinguished member of the musical cult there.

Her soprano voice has been greatly liked hereabouts.
* * *

The choral section of the Adelphian Club has reorganized as

a singing club for men and women, and will hereafter meet
on Tuesday evenings to rehearse under Mr. Walter Bartlett's

direction. The music history section of this club is preparing

to give a moining to the consideration of Debussy. Miss

Lucy Knowlaud will play piano solos on that occasion, oc-

curring in February.

Mr. Edward B. Jordan has opened a bureau for the registra-

tion of artists—singers, players, readers—and will place such
engagements whenever called upon. The matter is to be

carried on in a business-like, dignified way, and artists will

be glad to place their names. The bureau is at Maple Hall,

and is in connection with the Stewart Violin School, which
is so successfully entering upon its winter term.

for good music by promoting local concerts, and acting as

primary object of which is to encourage and foster the taste

for good musical by promoting local concerts, and acting as

a common point of communication for anyone desirous of

entertaining in a musical way. The furnishing of music for

funerals, lodge entertainments and banquets will be one of

the duties of the exchange. Music will be arranged, trans-

posed, etc. A circulating library of band music and orches-

tral music (so expensive to buy) is also a valuable portion

of the equipment.
* • *

Many of the patronesses for the series of three chamber
music concerts by Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt. Signor de Grassi

and Mr. Viliapando are from this side. The series will be
given in the new Kohler & Chase Hall in San Francisco, and
subscriptions may be placed with Madame de Grassi at 130

Presidio avenue.
In February these artists will be heard in concert at the

Liberty: Mme. Schumann-Heink, Myrtle Elvyn, Tilly Koenen,
and the Flonzaley Quartet. Maud Powell will also play in

Oakland, which is as good a piece of news as any I have
heard.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.

The popularity of the Arral records is evident from a book-

let just to hand entitled: "Grand Opera Edison Amberol
Records." There are tour records represented in this list by
Blanche Arral, the great colorature soprano. These four

records are: The Polonaise from Mignon, the Michaela Aria
from Carmen, an aria from The Pearl of Brazil and the Jewel
Song from Faust. These records are made by the National
Phonograph Company of Orange, N. J.

Filers Piano House, Boise, has removed from the old Eilers

buildings to magnificent new quarters and now have one of

the finest music stores between Chicago and the coast.

Spokane, Wash., January 6th, 1910.

Praiseworthy in every way was the rendition of "The Mes-
siah" by the Spokane Philharmonic Symphony Society in the
Spokane Theatre the afternoon of December 26th. The audi-

ence, one of the largest of the season, was cordial in its atti-

tude and became demonstrative when the climax was reached
in the second part of the oratorio. Professor Karl Riedels-

berger directed the orchestra of 45 pieces and the chorus of

80, the soloists being Mrs. Arthur Brush, soprano; Mrs. Day-
ton H. Stewart, alto; Ernest M. Brown, tenor, and Dr. Francis
Walker, basso, the latter, perhaps, showing the highest ap-

preciation of the text by his admirable reading. His singing
was especially impressive in the rendition of the Trumpet
aria, with obligato by E. W. Taylor. Mrs. Brush has the high
lyric voice so well adapted to the soprano arias of the oratorio.

She sang with tenderness the "Come Unto Me," and that
other great air that is associated with so many famous so-

pranos, "I Know That My Redeemer Liveth." Mrs. Stewart,
whose alto possesses the genuine 'cello quality, sang "He
Was Despised" in a satisfactory manner. The words of the
text express the tragedy of the redemption, and they were
appropriately voiced by Mrs. Stewart. Mr. Brown lacked
confidence at the beginning, but he gained composure quick-
ly and demonstrated that in him the Philharmonic Society
possesses a most satisfactory tenor. His voice is distinctly

pleasing and his phrasing and diction admirable.

The orchestra showed fine progress since its debut, a
month ago, and there was observable a closer sympathy of

the various parts, and the tone produced by the choir of

strings was fuller, sweeter and more uniform than that
achieved at the opening concert. This improvement in the
strings was particularly noticeable in the "pastoral symph-
ony," and in the string accompaniments throughout the sec-

ond part. The orchestra was composed of the following play-

ers:

First violins—Al. Thurston, concertmaster; Michael Rach-
man, Bernard Walther, LeRoy Gesner and Lillian Delander.
Violas—Carl Meyer, D. B. Kruger. Gerhard Ruegers and Cahs.
A. R. Stone. Basses—Paul Frick, George Hart and Frank
Foster. Oboes—W. V. Skinner and J. H. Czerny. Bassoons
—August Rickert and Glen Anderson. Trumpets—E. W. Tay-
lor and Joseph Rausch. Tympani—Charles Whitehead. Sec-

ond Violins—Grover Falk, C. P. Graham, A. G. Reemer. Laura
Snelling, Nels Gertler, Herbert Allwood and Victor Charbul-
ack. Celli—Hans Dressel, F. C. Hartwig. Julius Blinn and
M. C. Wier. Flutes—Charles Brand and Aime Kaneart.
Clarinets—Hans Meyer and Henry Myracek. Horns—Fred
Bedell, M. R. Arant, Frank T. Miles and Millard Taylor.
Trombones—Enrico Tassetti and Carl W. Jones. Bass Drum
•—W. P. Jackman. Organist—Frank T. Miles.

Sopranos—Mrs. Robert Weir, Miss L. M. Robinson. Mrs. J.

S. Vallance, Mrs. A. H. Brush. Miss Sadie Mullin, Miss Carrie
Klingensmith, Mrs. M. W. Smith. Miss Alice Fahey, Mrs.
Robert Fairley, Miss H. M. Robinson, Mrs. Robert Bell. Mrs.
S. S. Oppenheimer, Mrs. R. C. Brassington, Miss Agnes
Libak, Miss Elsa Gussman, Mrs. E E. Peterson. Miss Ferris

Gehrke, Mrs. John Flanagan, Miss Pauline Kratzer. Miss
Grace Theobold, Mrs. H. P. Marshall, Mrs. Peter McGregor,
Mrs. W. W. Belden, Miss Edith Jones, Miss Gladys Bazeau,
Miss Lucy Posey, Mrs. A. W. Posey. Miss Nellie Odegard,
Miss Maud Ayres, Miss Alma Marshall, Miss A. Leindecker,
Mrs. E. C. Atwater and Mrs. T. L. Lammars.

Altos—Mrs. L. M. Campbell, Miss G. Mutch, Miss Donna
Meade, Mrs. L. Kerr, Mrs. F. R. Murray, Mrs. S. Stewart.
Miss Doris Hunter, Mrs. G. A. Brown, Miss Alice DriscoU,
Miss Grace Searles, Miss Beulah Wilson, Mrs. Dayton Stew-
art, Mrs. James W. Evans, Mrs. Alice A. Ham, Miss Maude
Hines. Mrs. Maude Webber, Miss Zay Partridge, Mrs. Cyril

Ward, Mrs. W. Adderley, Mrs. M. M. Byers. Mrs. L. J. Hunt,
Miss Olivia Dahl and Miss L. M. Crowell.

Tenors—E. M. Brown, George Booth, George W. Walker,
Geo. B. Dresher, W. D. Osborne. D. L. Bowers, Earl Haskins.
A. R. Smith, A. Mogridge, G. E. Brown, J. W. Cope, Joseph
Kenwood, A. E. Chandler, Fred Prescott and George Libey Jr.

Bass—Francis Walker. J. S. Vallance. David Kater, C. W.
Brassington, E. D. Partridge, Charles Van Lieu, T. G. Riemen-
schneider, F. J. Bazeau, Theodore L. Chandler, Ota Freels, S.

F. Hartley, George Greenwood and T. L. Lammars.
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THE CARRENO CONCERTS.

Piano recitals will bo rare occurences during the present
musical season and it is therefore with great interest that the
forthcoming concerts by that marvelous artist, splendid mus-
ician and beautiful woman, Mme. Teresa Carreno are anxious-
ly awaited. This woman is a living refutation of the idea that

no artistic good can have its birth or origin in America. Car-
reno is distinctly an American product in birth, training and
development. Although born in South America she was
raised in this country for her father through political matters
was forced to leave Venezuela when Teresa was a mere child.

.At the age of nine she made her first appearance in New
York at the Academy of Music and achieved an enormous
success. At the age of twelve she was recognized as a great
artist by the leading art centers of Europe.
Between her European and .\merican tours she always

studied with that then great teacher. L. M. Gottschalk. For
many years she has been recognized as one of the world's

really great pianists and one of the greatest woman pianists

the world has ever known. Her playing possesses a virility and
dash that gained for her the sobriquet "the lioness of the

piano" and while the title is an apt one, there is no one who
plays Chopin in his gentlest moods more soulfully and beauti-

fully than Carreno. This season Mme. Carreno is the bus-

iest pianist on tour and Manager Greenbaum has been able
to secure her for only two concerts in this city and one in

Oakland.
The concerts will be given at the Garrick Theater and the

dates are Thursday night, February 3d. and Sunday afternoon.
February 6th. The Carreno programs are usually interesting

and unhackneyed. At the first concert the artist will play
the Chopin "Sonata" Op. 58 that has not been played here in

some years, Edward MacDowell's Sonata "Keltio" that the

great composer himself played so beautifully for us (and by
the way MacDowell was Carreno's favorite pupil) Beethoven's
"Rondo" in G major. Schumann's "Vogel als Prophet," the
Schubert-Liszt "Erlkonig" and three Liszt works. At the

Sunday afternoon concert we are promised Bach's "Chromatic
Fantasie and Fugue" Beethoven's "Sonata" Op 109, three
Chopin numbers, a group of three by MacDowell and the
great Schumann "Quintette" for piano and strings in which
she will have the assistance of the Lyric Quartette. This
will be the first time in many years that a visiting star will

play an ensemble work and as this work of Schumann's is of

exceptional beauty this performance will really be a novelty.

Seats for the Carreno concerts will be ready next Saturday
at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, where complete programs are to be
obtained.
On Friday afternoon, February 4th, Mme. Carreno will play

in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse, presenting an entirely
different program from that at her San Francisco concerts.
Beethoven's "Appassionata" Sonata, Schumann's "Etudes
Symphoniques" and groups by Liszt and Chopin will be in-

cluded. For this concert seats will be ready at Ye Liberty
box oflice on Monday .January 30. No pianist or piano student
can afford to miss hearing Teresa Carreno, for in her work
they can see and hear the best in the art of pianoforte play-

ing.

THE LYRIC SUNDAY "POP" CONCERTS.

Manager Will L. Greenbaum's thii'd series of Sunday Popu-
lar Concerts will commence on Sunday afternoon, January
30th, in the new Kohler & Chase Hall. These concerts are de-

serving of the patronage of every music lover and student
in this vicinity. In the first place there is no more important
form of musical composition than the string quartette, the
foundation of the orchestra and a combination of instruments
for which the greatest masters have written some of their

best works for if Beethoven, Mozart and Schubert for in-

stance had composed nothing but their chamber music their

names would have lived forever. In the second place these
concerts enable Mr. Greenbaum to give opportunities to our
resident artists. Of course, he cannot engage every one of
them but he has certainly given a great many of them the
opportunity of public appearances at these events and what
is more he always pays them very fairly for their services.

Since the inception of these concerts Mrs. Oscar Manfeldt,
Clement, Miss Amy Seller, Eugene Blanchard, Gyula Ormay.
pianists, and Miss Cecelia Decker Cox and Lawrence Strauss,
vocalists, have received engagements. Then again the prices
for season tickets are so low that even were every seat in

the Hall subscribed for there could be no profit for Mr. Green-
baum as for $1.00 and $2.00 you can secure seats for the entire
course of four events, .fust think! 2.5 cents to hear a splen-

did progi-am played by excellent artists.

This season the Lyric Quartette will be composed of four
prominent young women professionals. Miss Mary Pasmore
and Miss Sallie Ehrman violinists. Miss Viola Furth viola and
Miss Dorothy Pasmore violoncello. This quartette will enjoy
the distinction of being the only one in the west whose mem-
bers devote their entire time to this class of music. The
season tickets will be ready Monday at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s,

corner of Sutter and Kearny streets. ,\t the first concert the
following program will be given:

Quartette—No. !,"> B flat major Mozart

Songs:

(a) Der Gang zum Liebchen Brahms
(b) Liebestreu Brahms
(c) Gute Nacht Franz
(d) Im Herbst Franz

Mrs. B. M. Stich
(Miss Lydia Reinstein, Accompanist)

"Quartette" ( posthumous ) Schubert
"Presto" from Quartette, Op. 18 Beethoven

Mrs. Stich is a soprano who is said to possess a voice of

exceptional beauty, which she uses like a true artist. For the
single concert seats will be ready Thursday and the prices
are 50 cents and $1.00. The Sunday "Pop" will be given at

intervals of about one month, and at the second one, Sunday,
February 27th. F. M. Biggerstaff will play the piano part in the
first rendition in this city of Edgar Stillman Kelly's "Quin-
tette" for piano and strings.

-*v-

THE ENDORSEMENT OF A MASTER.

Fritz Kreisler Compliments Highly a Graduate of the Notre

Dame Conservatory in San Jose For Exceptional Talent.

( From the San Jose Daily Mercury.

)

Another graduate of Notre Dame Conservatory of Music is

coming to the fore, and is attracting not only public attention,

but the favorable consideration of world-famed musical critics.

The latest applicant for musical honors is Miss Geraldine
O'Connell, concerning whom the San Francisco Call last

Thursday morning made the following flattering comment:
"Miss Geraldine O'Connell, the daughter of Daniel O'Con-

nell, the well-known clubman and poet, played before Fritz

Kriesler, the violinist, yesterday afternoon at the St. Francis,
and after the young woman had given evidence of her skill

with the bow, the famous concertist pronounced her work-
manship marvelous.
"The test was of a private nature, only a few friends of

Miss O'Connell being present. Miss O'Connell graduated last

year from the Notre Dame Conservatory, San Jose. She is

ambitious to take up the study of the violin for concert pur-

poses, hence the opinion of Kreisler was sought.
" 'Miss O'Connell has great talent,' Kreisler said after

listening to a number of pieces.
" 'Her emotional force is tremendous, and I think if she

works hard for a few years she will be a recognized artiste.

I was particularly struck with her rendition of Ernst's
"Elegie."

" 'Of course, where there are 100 who have talent, not ten
are willing to work to successful accomplishment. There is

no necessity to go to Europe for the finishing touches of art.

America has so much money that the great artists are forced

to come here. They may be heard here just as well as in

Europe.
" 'I think that a pupil can learn as much here as in any

IJart of the world. * * * *

" 'Were it possible. I myself would stay here for two
months, for I love the spirit of your people, your mountains
and streams and the good hunting they afford.'

"

In forwarding the foregoing extract to the Sisters of Notre
Dame, A. R. Denike writes as follows:

"I am enclosing in this a clipping from the San Francisco
Call of the date of December 30 (Thursday's issue), which
may be of interest to you. When I add, too, the fact that

the critic is one of the highest authority, I am saying some-
thing that is positively beyond question. Kreisler is without
a rival as an artistic violinist, and possesses none of the
duplications found in the usual man in similar position. He
is the greatest poet that ever drew a musical sound from a
violin—and I am proud to be able to write you that, having
known this girl, and the environment attendant upon her
early training, I can heartily endorse all he says of her.

"This testimonial of the highest order ought to be a laurel

leaf in the many that right belong to you. It is typical of

your constancy, and I believe that the prandial will show you
have lost none of your work along artistic refinement."
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VON STEIN
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THE PASMORE TRIO'S EASTERN TRIUMPHS.

Fitzpatrick & Norwood, managers Kohler & Chase Hall, an-

nounne the exclusive management of the Pasmore Trio, and
will send them on an extensive tour, commencing February
1st. The Pasmore Trio are now in the East filling a number
of engagements, and are meeting with great success. The
Chicago dailies gave much space to these talented artists.

Excerpts from the Chicago criticisms follow:

Felix Browski, in the Chicago Record-Herald of December
24th, says:

"The members of the trio have studied the art of chamber
music playing to good and effective purpose. Their ensemble
Is excellent indeed, not only in the mere playing of the notes at
the same time and by all together, but also in the more subtb?
unity that results from one central thought dominating the
whole."
W. L. Hubbard, in the Chicago Tribune of December 24th,

says:
"The young women do work which entitles them to the re-

spect and warm commendation of all who hear. They play
with that thorough understanding and complete sympathy
which come only with constant practice and study together, and
their performance appeals particularly through the refinement
and delicacy that distinguish much of it. It is, in fact, along
the fine and the soft that their most artistic results are as yet
obtained. To purify their fuller volumes of tone and clarify
their technic in climaxes should claim their especial attention,
and this being accomplished, a place high among the trio or-
ganizations of the country should be open to them. The pianist.
Miss Suzanne, has a delightfully clear, clean technic, and in

such efforts as are demanded in the third and eleventh of the
Tschaikowsky Variations it shows to exceptional advantage.
She and Miss Mary, the violinist, impressed last evening as the
ablest of the trio. The impression made by the young women's
playing was, however, most favorable and their coming was
welcome."
Glenn Dillard Gunn, in the Chicago Inter-Ocean, December

25th, says:
"In the Tschaikowsky work the pianist, who surely had the

most grateful opportunity owing to the inequality of the com-
position, impressed most by her fine technical attainments and
her discriniin.T ting sense of touch and dynamic values. The
violinist, too, is mistress of a tone of sympathetic quality and
possesses a good technical command of her instrument. The
cellist is hampered only by a lack of strength. The reading of

the grateful composition was marked by its sympathy and its

enthusiasm." ^ „
Karleton Hackett, in the Chicago Evening Post, December

24th, says:
"These young women are from San Francisco and they play

delightfully. Miss Dorothy, the cellist, has a lovely tone and
draws song from her Instrument. Miss Suzanne, the pianist,

plavs excellf-ntlv with a musical touch and clear technic. Then-
playing of the third and fourth variations was charming, with
feeling for the meaning and an ensemble that brought out its

beauty The finale they took with lots of dash and wherever
they did not feel that they had to force their tone, their playing
was musicianly and delightful."
Chicago Examiner, of December 25th, says:

"The Pasmore Trio, consisting of three very prepossessing
young women from California, assisted the club with two num-
bers. These ladles enter into their work with a certain en-
thusiasm and with a musical taste which make their playing
Interesting, and particularly pleasing was their rendition of the

variations. They pleased the audience."

THISWEEKATTHE ORPHEUM—Tlie Orpheum is crowd-

ing them in again with a bill that has the usual variety of

good things. Jean Clermont's "Burleske" Circus, though not

the head-liner according to the bills, is to my mind the most

attractive of the new things. The circus comes into town

with Clermont (I suppose it is Clermont) made up to look

like Baruum, there is a toy elephant, a toy horse with a dus-

ter for a tail, which he takes out to dust things oft, the

three rings are little wooden rings as big as a large doughnut,

and there is a lot of other good nonsense.
The cunning little ponies and the dancing dogs are nothing

exceptional as far as training goes, but he has a dog which

plays "The Last Rose of Summer" on a melodeon-looking

affair, which looked too wonderful to be true. Then there

is another dog who actually howls in different tones, if "tone"

is the proper term for such sounds. But the most surprising

and the most laughable part of this number is the crowing

of the two trained roosters. That big rooster is a born

comedian, at least you would think so if you saw the comical

way he droops his head every time he crows.

The Eight Geisha Girls are seven pretty little Yum-Yums
and one white girl in very attractive Japanese costumes, who
play some kind of Japanese musical instrument that looks

like a cross between a guitar and a banjo. They dance and
sing also, and in the very pretty Japanese setting the number
is quite pleasing.

Brown, Harris and Brown, two men and a woman, are one
of those combinations that get off a whirlwind of nonsense
which leaves you wondering how in the world they ever thought

of all the stuff they give you. The comedian of the trio is

very funny. The other number of the four new ones is The
Doherty Sisters. They are awful. Women don't take kindly
to this rapid-fire business, and this team is out of its element
entirely until it does a whirlwind dance at the end which is

very pretty. If they confined themselves to this kind of

dancing they would be all right.

The hold-over numbers are the crack-a-jack acrobatic num-
ber of the Willy Pantzer Company, the niarvelously quick
lightning change act of Artruro Bernardi, the fine musical
number of Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Voelker and a sketch which
is not up to the rest of the program.

JOSEPH M. GUMMING.

Tlie program at the Orpheum next week will more
than fullill the expectations of its patrons. Vilmos
Westony, the celebrated Hungarian pianist, who will be heard
for the first time in this city, will prove a rare musical treat.

In appearance he suggests Rosenthal, but in his performance
he reminds one greatly of Paderewski, His engagement on
the Orpheum Circuit is regarded as one of the most important
in the annals of vaudeville, Westony's repertoire is exten-
sive, but for his season liere he has selected some of his most
spectacular features, including an imitation on the piano of

a complete orchestra and a marvelous melody of French,
German, English and American anthems, which he plays
simultaneously and which the European critics pronounce the
greatest illustration of modern pianistic technique.
The return of Claude and Fannie Usher in their slang

classic, "Pagan's Decision," is sure to be enthusiastically
welcomed. The tremendous hit scored by them on their last

visit here is a delightful memory, and the pleasure of their
reappearance will be heightened by the fact that they still

include in their cast our old friend Spareribs.
The Four Readings, sensational hand to hand acrobats,

whose equilibristic feats, somersaults and flying leaps from
one to another are highly sensational, will be a special feature
of the coming bill.

Cook and Stevens, two colored comedians, warranted not
to wash out, will create lots of fun. One successfully and
realistically impersonates a Chinaman, while the other is very
amusing as a rough colored man, who tries to secure his
laundry after having lost his "checkee."
Next week will be the last of Jean Clermont's "Burleske"

Circus, Brown, Harris and Brown, the Sisters Doherty, and
of that picturesque and charming novelty, "The Eight Geisha
Girls," The Orpheum Motion Pictures, which will conclude
the performance, will be interesting and original.w
The following program was given at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s

Recital Hall last Saturday, January 15th, with Miss Olive
Hyde as violin soloist and Frank L. Grannis at the Cecilian:
Fruhlingslied (Jlendelssohn), Welte Piano Player as played
by Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler; Romanze from second concerto,
op. 22 (Wieniawsky), Miss Hyde, accompanied with the
Cecilian Player Piano; a few minutes with the Victrola

—

"Stop Your Tickling," Harry Lauder and Flower Song from
Carmen, Enrico Caruso: Barcarolle from the Love Tales of
Hoffman, Geraldine Farrar and Antonio Scotti: Wanda
(Bohm), Cecilian Player Piano; (a) Adoration, (b) Kuiawiak,
2d Mazurka (Wieniawsky), Miss Hyde, accompanied by the
Cecilian Player Piano; Konzert Etude—Am Seegestade (Sme-
tana), Welle Piano Player, as played by Teresa Carreno. The
next recital -r'HI take place this afternoon with Mrs. Frances
Thoroughman, dramatic soprano, as soloist, and Mr. Graniss
at the Cecilian.

* * *

Frank Anrys, general manager of the Wiley B. Allen Co.,

represented the firm at the Aviation Meet in Los Angeles last

week.

Emil Steinegger
;s to announce that he will teach all day Wednesday

Oakland at Room 64, MacDonough Building.

Telephone Merritt 2845.

San Francisco Studio 924 Grove St., above Fillmore

"Wallace A. Sabin
Organist Temple Kmanu Kl, First Church of Christian Science,
Director Ijoring Club. In San Francisco on Wednesdays at 1617
California Street. Tel. Franklin SSt.'i. On Saturday afternoons
at Christian Science Hall. Tel West 6645. In Berkeley on
Mondays and Thursdays at 2S20 Prince St. Tel. Berkeley 4774.
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"THE BEST IN MUSIC"
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ItaleH Maile to Music Clulis of C'liliforiiiii

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt

Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TELEPHONE WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDON
T CN O R

TAaf^hoP rtf ^inninn In ail ils branches from the rudiments of tor
I edCner OI Omgilig
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ORATORIO—OPERA—CONCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St. Telephone: West 457

By AppointmenI Only

Adolf Gregory
Organist and Choir Director St. Mary's. Oakland

Director Oakland Conservatory of Music

VOICE PRODUCTION, PIANO, HARMONY AND COMPOSITION.

203-205 Twelfth St. Cor. Jackson, OAKLAND
Phone Park 1050 Home Phone S 1069

Von Meyerinck School of Music
ESTABLISHED 1895

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANNA VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French, German, Musical Hislory and Sight Reading in progress. Practice

lessons with specially coached accompanists may be arranged for also by non-students

of the school. Studio. 818 Grove St,, near Fillmore, in Berkeley, lues-
day, 2521 RegentSl Tel. Berkel.y 3677. Thursday at Sneil Seminary.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Piano, Organ, Theory

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church. Alameda

Suite: 52 Macdonough Bldg.. Oakland Home Studio, 1117 Paru St. Alameda

Telephone Alameda 155

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
Eflablished 1896,

Under the direction of Prof, and Mme. JOSEPH BERINGER. Complete

Musical Education—Piano, Theory, and Composition; Voice (Italian Method),

Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advantages to students: Harmony Lectures,

Concerts, Ensemble playing. Sight reading. Faculty of distinguished Instructors,

Send tor catalogue. 926 Pierce street, neat McAllister, San Francisco, Cal.

Conservatory of Music
of the University of the Pacific

PIERRE TtOUILLET. 'Dean. SAN JOSE. CAL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Education—Advan-
tages of literary studies free of charge. Board and room at moderate prices

Send for Catalogue.

The Beringer

N^m (irph^um
nOTARRELL STREET

Bet. Stockton and Powell

Phone Douglas 70

Safest and Most Magnificent Theatre in America.
: Beginning This Sunday Aflernoon—MATINEE EVERY DAY

Most Positively Last Week of

.» \Vos(»ii5, the Cvlcliriited IIiiiiKnriau IMiiiioforte
fiion: Clllllilf mill Ftiiiiiie Vxlier in "FaKllll'N Dp-
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IniinenMe Hit, '•The Eight Gei.shu CirlN."

Evening I'riees: 10c, 2r.c, ."iOc, 75f. Hox St at», $1.00.

Maliiifi- I'rii-es (Except Silnilays anil IIii

•2r,i; .->(><.

Phone Douglas 70.

iday.s), 10c,

824 Eddy Street
Bet. Van Ness Ave. and Frankl Affiliated

Telephone Pacific 3671

Home S 3571 and S 1993

The California Opera and Golden Gate Dramatic School
Manager, Prof. H. L. Crame Asst. Manager. Prof. Wm. Be

I for Professional Singing, Acting and Dancing from Vaudeville to Comedy. Drama i

I to proficient students by the School's down town Booking Agency. Send for Circ
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l.OS AXGELES MUSICAL CALENDAR. J

Audltorhiin

—

Auditoi'iuin—
ditoi'ium—

Tuesday evening, January 4.th. Simpson
'•'arewell. Fritx Kreisler Recital.

Tuesday evening, January lltli. Simpson
Recital of Mme. Frieda Langendorff.

Friday afternoon. January 14tli, Temple
i.,os Angeles Symphony Orchestra Concert: Arnold
Kraiiss, soloist.

Thursday evening, January 20th. Simpson Auditorium

—

Farewell Recital of Mme. Marcella Sembrich.
Tuesday evening. January 2r)th. Simpson Auditorium

—

Second Ellis Club Concert.
Tliursday evening, January 27th, Simpson Auditorium

—

First Schumann-Heink Recital.
Saturday afternoon. January 29th. Simpson Auditorium

—

Farewell Recital of Mme. Schumann-Heink.
Tuesda.v eevning. February 8th, Simpson Auditorium

—

Uecital of Mme. Teresa Carreno; sixth artist on
i'hilhai'monic Couise.

Tliuisday afternoon. February 10th, Special School Chil-
dren's matinee at Simpson Auditorium—Local ar-
tists participating.

Friday afternoon, February 11th—Fourth Concert of the
I.,os Angeles Symphony Orchestra.

.Saturday afternoon, February 12th—Farewell matinee of
Alme. Teresa Carreno at Simpson Auditorium.

Thursday evening, February 17th, Simpson Auditorium

—

Uebut Concert of Ralph Ginsbourg, boy violinist.

Mme. Frieda Langendorlf proved quite an attraction at

Simpson Auditorium on Tuesday evening, January lltli, in

spite of coming here at a time wtien nearly everybody is

tliinking of dirigible balloons, aeroplanes and otlier elevating
subjects. I was unable to attend this recital personally, but
one of my assistants reports that the singer was received
with considerable acclaim by a most attentive audience. Mrs.
Robinson, a local accompanist, presided at the piano and
lived up to her splendid reputation by aiding Mme. Langen-
dorff with exceptionally careful and sympathetic accompani-
ment.

On Friday. January 14th, the Los Angeles Symphony Or-
chestra, under Harley Hamilton, gave a concert devoted ex-
clusively to Russian composers. The concertmaster, Arnold
Krauss. appeared as soloist, and easily divided honors with
the orchestra, which is hardly at its best in playing com-
positions, requiring abundant tone-color and great fluency.
It has been remarked that Mr. Hamilton has a tendency to-

wards dragging tempi, and while the orchestra at all times
produced good effects, yet this tendency to drag occasionally
brought the performance dangerously near to the point of
monotony. Great improvement is noticeable this season in
the strings, while much needs to be done to better the brass
instruments, which are hardly precise enough to ensemble
and much less so in tone quality.
Our symphony orchestra is at present basking in the

sunshine of popular favor—the invariably large attendance
seems to point in that direction—and there is no doubt that
conductor as well as business manager of this organization
are entitled to all the credit so far bestowed upon them, but
the time is at hand now, where no more excuses should,
and can be made for the incompetency of certain members
in the wind-instruments, which begins to show up more clear-
ly as the strings advance in quality. There are better
brass players in this city and the same can be said of wood-
wind players, and personal acquaintances with the guiding
spirits of an orchestra should not any longer stand in the
way to improvement, nor should a few dollars more or less
be taken into consideration if better musicians are available.

« • «

For the 19th, 20th and 21st of this month the Gamut Club
will monopolize the boards of its cozy auditorium with a
musical travesty on local conditions, composed by members
of the club and performed by same. An orchestra has been
organized for this occasion, which will be directed by Henry

Blanche Arral
The C;reat Coloratura .Soprana

"Polonaise" from Jerusalem
(I Lombardi), Verdi

"The most brilliant record ever turned

out of the factory."

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

F. W. BLANCHARD, Pr«. and Mgr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Abraham Miller IMm
TEACHER OF VOICE CULTURE AND SINGING

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles. Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 23919

Margaret Goetz Mezzo Contralto

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Tfl. Home 51485. 719 Ottowa St. near 1 0th and Figueroa, Los Angeles, Cal.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfus ^»°fa"^t»

CONCERT— PURPOSE PROGRAM RECITALS—OR.ATORIO
Studio: BUnchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Adolf Willhartitz I^^sh£L_2l_Pi^
Room 626 M.jeflic Theatre Bldg. Los Angele.. Cal

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

Concert Master ol the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

KRAUSS STRING QUARTETT
941 ^V. ISi'II ST.. LOS ANGELKS Phone :lIome ai8T.5

Conductor Los Angeles Symphony
Orchestra—Woman's Orchestra

VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR

Arnold Krauss

Harley Hamilton
320 Blanchard Hall Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton vioUn instructor

Harmony and Counterpoint
Studio: 306-307 Blanchard Hall Buildmg Los Angeles. Cal.

TENOR—VOICE CULTURE and

THE ART OF SINGING
Director: Ellis Club. Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club

Studio: 318-319 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles Cal.

J. B. Poulin

J. P. Dupuy •'•^NOR- -VOICE DIRECTOR

Direaor Orphcui Male Club, Bnar Brilh Choir. Trinity M. E. Church Choir
Y. M. C. A. Vocal Department and Euterpean Male Quartette

Studio: 311 Blanchard Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^i^^
Room 335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.
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The Piano Center
of San Francisco

Our jiroat new store, l.'io-loo Kenriiy ami 1'17-1'L'."> Sutter sireet.
lua.v cousisteutly he called Tlie Piauo Ceuter of San Fniuciseo,
or, for tluit nuitter, of tlie Tacitic Coast; not only because of its

central location, but because tiiis store has become tlie objective
]ioiut of the most critical piauo buyers of the A\'est.

The business of The Wiley 15. Allen Co. has been built and de-
veloiied u])ou the belief that the buyiiiii public apjireciates honest
values, meritorious pianos, and a frauU. straiglill'orward method
of ])iano selliug that permits of no misrepresentatiou, no decep-
tive prize schemes or guessiuo- contests, the object of which is to
exploit cheap and low-grade i)ianos at exorbitant prices.

Our business consists wholly of selling pianos and talking ma-
chines at i)rices which represent their actual values and that are
more reascmable, when quality is considered, than can be found
elsewhere in the \Vest. We sell on tlie one price system ex-
clusively. Therefore, each and every buyer knows that he has
bought at the lowest possible figure.

The protection and the satisfaction of each individual customer
is the underlying principle of our business and tlie foundation of
the remarkable growth and success of our House. Our interest
does not cease when the sale is made. We consider the traiisac
tion chtsed only when we know that the jiiaiio has ju-oved its

worth in the hands of the buyer.

Courtesy and consideration toward all visitors is one of the
characteristics of every employe of our House, and every etlort
for the furtherance of the buyer's interest i.s freely given.

liriefly. the policy of our House is outlined above. Our stock
of pianos, player jiianos and talking machines is the largest, the
most carefully selected, on the Coast. Therefore, as a prospec-
tive purchaser, it is to your interest to call before a final selection
of your piano is made. Our easy payment plan will greatlv
please you.

AT/V.^^^ ia/>^/VO>^
Victor Talking Machines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,
Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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Schoenfeld. As far as 1 have been able to learn—the re-

hearsals are carried on with a great deal of secrecy—the
performance is intended to bring out the humorous side of

local musical as well as political conditions, consequently a
number of prominent men will undoubtedly have occasion
to see themselves as others see them.
Although Mr. Edson is no longer president of the club, Mr.

Blanchard apparently having done more attentive campaign-
ing, our former, exceedingly popular and able president, is

still at the helm of the ship called "Angel-town," thus giving
every promise that the performance will be worth while to

see and hear. The old officers, those who have made the
Gamut Club, are out of the running for the present; may the

new officers prove to be just as sincere and popular as the
retired ones!

HEINRICH VON STEIN.

The Gamut Club united its annual meeting with its month-
ly meeting Wednesday evening, January 5th, at Gamut Club
Hall, and in addition to the regular routine elected its new
board of directors and officers for the year 1910. Over one
hundred and fifty of the representative musicians, artists

and writers of the city and patrons of the arts, were present.

The club dinner preceded the work. Toasts were given and
plans for the new year discussed. The officers elected are

F. W. Blanchard, president; L. E. Behymer, vice-president;

George M. Derby, secretary; Henry P. Flint and Joseph F.

Dupuy, directors.

The retiring president, Charles Farwell Edson, who has
filled the chair for two terms, was for the first time during
the period as office holder, renderd speechless by the tributes

tendered him by his brothers and their expressions of good
will and appreciation. He was the recipient of a valuable
signet ring, set with diamonds and rubies, and a handsome
fountain pen encrusted with gold and appropriately engraved.
At the close of the evening program the newly elected

directors organized and prepared their committees for an ag-

gressive campaign to secure an additional one hundred mem-
bers, and give to the club a prosperous season, while the club
members held an enthusiastic rehearsal of their coming
musical travesty on the local political situation, which bids

fair to be the comedy musical event of the season. The club
has let the bars down on this program, and the public are
evincing the greatest interest in the event, which will rival

the celebrated Bohemian Club jinks.

Madame Frieda Langendorff, the distinguished German con-
tralto, is filling thirty concert engagements under the man-
agement of L. E. Behymer in the territory including Califor-

nia, Arizona and New Mexico. According to all reports,

Madame Langendorff is more successful this season than
she was last year and everywhere her remarkable improve-
ment is commented upon. She sang for the Fresno Musical
Club on December 3Uth, at Bakersfield on December 31st, in

Los Angeles on January 2d, in Pasadena on January 3d, for

the Tuesday Musical Club in Riverside on January 4th, at

Ventura on January 5th, at Pomona on January 6th, for the
Spinet Club in Redlands on January 7th, at Claremont Col-

lege on January Sth, for the Ebell Club in Los Angeles on
January 10th, on the season of Behymer's Great Philharmonic
Course in Los Angeles on January 11th, in Santa Barbara on
January 12th, in Santa Cruz on January 13th, in Santa Ana on
January 20th, and she will sing in Bisbee, Arizona, on Jan-
uary 23d, in Globe on January 24th, in Prescott on January
25th, in Phoenix on January 26th, in Tucson on January 27th,

and then East by the way of Albuquerque and Roswell, N. M.

Fritz Kreisler played to a crowded house in Los Angeles
on Thursday evening, December 30th, in Simpson Auditorium,
under the direction of L. E. Behymer. Over a hundred chairs
were placed upon the stage, all of which proves the su-

periority of Los Angeles as a musical center.

For aviation week the First Municipal Band was pressed
into service simply to show what can be done with a $150,000
guarantee for airships and $10,000 for a Municipal Band. The
latter looks like a mere bagatelle, but the two go hand in

hand, as it shows an interest in up-to-date promotion, and
next year there is a chance of securing an increased appro-
priation.

-^*v-

A correspondent from Los Angeles informs us that several
members of the Dominant Club did not take kindly to the
item in this paper a week or two ago which accused that
organization of giving a "jinks." The writer who forwarded
that item happened to be a member of the Gamut Club, where

"jinks" have become such an ordinary occurrence that the
actual meaning of the term is forgotten under the spell of
its contagious jollification. We therefore desire to announce
that the Dominant Club, which consists of a number of very
cultured ladies, do not regard the term of "jinks" with the
same equanimity of temper as the members of the Gamut
Club, who are gentlemen, at least we hope so, and conse-
quently we can not blame the ladies for denying the accuracy
of the report. As a matter of fact, the Dominant Club, of
which Miss Mary O'Donoughue is the distinguished president,
gave a Christmas reception in honor of Madame Sembrich
which was attended by all the leading elements of the musical
colony. The St. Paul's Vested Choir rendered several selec-

tions. The tables on which refreshments were served were
surmounted by lavishly decorated Christmas trees. The
ladies assisting Madame Sembrich in receiving were Miss
Mary O'Donoughue, Mrs. Catherine Kimball Forest, Miss
Blanche Ruby, Miss Louise Nixon Hill, Miss Beresford Joy
and others. It was a gala affair and reflected great credit
upon the officers of the Dominant Club and their members.

The (Jamut Club of Los Angeles gave a reception in honor
of the Ferris Hartman Opera Company on Wednesday even-
ing, January 12th, for the purpose of discussing the advisa-
bility of giving Los Angeles permanent English opera sea-

sons. It was a jolly party and Allen Hancock and Charles
Farwell Edson as Sires fulfilled their responsible tasks with
great credit to themselves and their fellow members. The
entire Hartman company was present, and Eleanor Kent,
with other prominent theatrical people, dropped in in an off-

hand sort of way. The new board of directors of the Gamut
Club presented a dignified and official-looking background to

the general atmosphere of merriment. Songs, orchestral
numbers and speeches contributed toward a consummation of

three hours filled with gayety. On this occasion every one
present pledged himself to support a permanent English opera
season in Los Angeles, and whenever the Gamut Club puts
the word of finality to anything it undertakes there is usual-
ly no question regarding the eventual result. The Hartman
company at the Grand Opera House is meeting with wonder-
ful success, in a measure resembling Hartman's triumphs in >

San Francisco during twenty-five years of continuous public
service] The recent production of "The Love Tales of Hof-
mann" was an artistic as well as financial success, and the
Toymaker, with Charles Farwell Edson as the Monk, was
another record breaker. Mr. Edson is a basso of exceptional-
ly sincere and musicianly qualities, and the Hartman com-
pany has no reason to regret having added him to its splendid
forces.

V* •

As a fitting climax to the first month of the year comes
Mnie. Schumonn-Heink and her associate artists for two pro-

grams, Thursday evening, January 27th, and Saturday mat-
inee, January 29th. Schumann-Heink songs appeal to the best
in man and woman, and the innumerable admirers and
friends of this great artist in Los Angeles will again be per-

mitted to lose themselves in the musical charms of this great
and gifted woman.

w
A CREDITABLE PUBLICATION.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in receipt of the

December number of the Notre Dame Quarterly, and we
desire to extend to the editors of this exceedingly creditable

publication our hearty congratulation upon the continued suc-

cess of this very skillful journal. Every issue shows marked
improvement over the other and when one thinks that the
acme of efficiency had been reached there always presents
itself a new feature that one did not look for on previous
occasions. It is one of the few college papers that deals with
subjects of broader and more liberal character than are

usually discussed in a college paper, and even those not
graduates or pupils of the Notre Dame Convent will find

exceedingly instructive and entertaining reading in the Notre
Dame Quarterly.

-^w-

Miss Wynn Coman of the firm of Steers & Coman of Port-

land whose energy and enterprise has given the Northwest an
opportunity to hear all the great artists is on a visit to San
Francisco in the interests of her office. Both Miss Coman
and Miss Steers enjoy the respect and admiration of the peo-

ple of the great Northwest and every artist who visits their

territory speaks in the highest terras of the ability and suc-

cess of these aggressive impresarios.
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A Class in Harmony Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOPRANO

Vocal Instruction, Concert Work
Phone W«t 4890 1304 Ellis Street
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloist First Congregational Church. Oakland

Concert, Oratorio and Recila! Programs

TEACHER OF SINGING
R«id<^nc<^ Studio:

1 333 Bay Vitw Place, Berteley, Phone Bfikeley 958

Oakland Studio: 65 MacDonough BIdg. Tu«day and Friday

ROMEO FRICIv
BARYTONE

Vocal Instnjc^ion After Foremoit European Methods

30-31 Canning Block, 13th and Broadway, Oakland

Phone Gall 6454 Phone Home a 1468

'W^enceslao Villalpando
Violoncellist

Concerts, Musicales, Ensemble and In^rudtion

Tel. Park 5329. STUDIO: 746 CLAYTON ST.

j

DE.LIA. E. GRISAVOLD
' Contralto
' VOICE CULTURE

Paul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William iSteinbacli

VOICE CULTURE

STUDIO: 1528 Broderick Si., San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. Mustard
Baritoiie

Voice Culture in All its Branches
Opera—Or.lorio-Concerl

Studio, 1548 Haight St. Phone Park 4 I I 7

Herman Perlet
Voice Culture and Piano

Studio: 1451 Franklin St. Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. AValter V^itham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Sludio; Phone Kearny 5454

904 Kohler & Chase Bldg. San Francisco, Cal.

Joaquin S. Wanrell
^a^nu'L

VOICE CULTURE and OPERATIC TRAINING

Perfect Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van Ness Ave., between Turk and Eddy Sis.

Take Eddy or Turk St. Cars Telephone Franklin;3432

Park 1614 Res. Studio, 845 Oak St.

Mme. Julie Pracht
Teacher of Languages

1 123 Devisadero St. phone West 2071

FredericR Stevenson
Harmony and Composition

Voice
417 Blanchard Hall Los Angeles, Cal

MISS £DNA. MONTAGNE
(Pupil of Mrs. Oscar MansleldO
XeacKer of Piano

Res. Sludio: 1218 Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Ca

iSignor Antonio de Grassi
Violinist

Concerls Arranged-Violin and Harmony Taught
Winifred June de Grassi. AssiSlanl

Studio: 130 PRESIDIO AVE.. S. F. Phone West 9357

William Hofmann
Musical Director Fairmont Hotel

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TeacHer of iSingingf

Tel. West 7279 2220 Webster St., San Fra

Frederick Maurer, Jr., Accompanist

Teacher of Piano and Harmony. Coaching- -Singers- -Violini

San Francisco Sludio, Mondays. 1849 Pine Street. Telephone
Wesl 9049. Home Sludio. 1 726 Le Roy Avenue, Berkeley.
Telephone Berkeley 539.

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
Dramatic Soprano

:« Culture Concert and Oratorio
2240 California St.—Phone West 665V

Mrs. Tl\orou£^h\tnan
Voice Culture—Dramatic iSoprano

CONCERT—ORATORIO—OPERA
Studio: Room 109, 91 5 Van Ness Ave. Tel. Franklin 5254

MRS. M. TROMBONI
TEACHER OF SINGING

' Sludio, 1580 SUTTER ST.. Mondays and Thursdays. Al
Mill Valley, Keystone Building. Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

Studio, Maple Hall. 1 4lh and WeUler Sts., Oakland.
Tuesday and Friday Phone Oakland 3453

LOUIS CREPAUX
(Member Paris Grand Opera)

Delbett Block. 943 Van Ness al OTarrell. Reception Hon
I I :30 lo 12, and 3 to 4 except Wednesday and Salurday

Wednesday in Oakland. I I 54 Brush Sireel

BENJ. S MOORE
(Organist First Presbylerian Church, Berkeley)

In Berkeley Friday and Monday Exclusively
Sludio: 2257 Fuhon St. - - Phone: Berkeley 4627

Horatio Cogswell Baritone
Voice Culture, Concerls. Recitals

Studios: 1 122 Bay St.. Alameda, Tel. Alameda 195
Room 64 Macdonough Bldg.. 1 4lh and Broadway, Oakland

Tuesday and Friday Afti

Mr. Willard Bachelder
VOCAL STUDIO

Kohler & Chase Building San Francisco

JosepK Keefer
Expert Violin Maker and Repairer

568 Golden Gate Ave. Cor. Van Ness
Room 32 San Francisco

Chester Herold
Tenor

Soloist of First Church of Christ Scientists
SAN JOSE, CAL,

Musical Directory

PIANO
SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ

1 1L'() O'Farrell St. San Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
2,'50 4th Avenue Tel. Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
mtiO Summit St., Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
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IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-
partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical
performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities
should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda de-
partments are continued as usual,
while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch. $1.00; one-half inch, 50c,

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.
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TILLY KOENEN SCORES AT DEBUT. MABEL RIEGELMANN'S TRIUMPHS.

Tilly Koenen set herself a colossal task of exiiressional
variety in the program of her Mendelssohn Hall debut on
Monday. October 2."). This task proved none too great for

her powers, which are of a very unusual nature. Her ap-

pearance, before she sings a note, is impressive, and one
feels confident thai her art will have in it the ring and
reality of truth. From time to time there appear artists who
appeal, not by the possession of this or that quality, but
throuph the possession of a universal range of appeal. If

she is not yet one of these. Miss Koenen comes near to being
capable of classification on such a high plane. She is full

of the joy of life, and this leads her, perhaps, to the choice of

songs inclining to the joyous; but one feels that her nature
is large and deep—that she could touch the deeps of life

as well as the heights. She is so full of life, so alive at

every point, and touches so surely such a wide range of

human emotions, and is, withal, so great an artist, that one
is inclined to yield himself unquestionably to her power.
While one might point out the absence of perfection here

or there, detailed criticism seems impertinent in the face of

so frank, joyous and sufficient an art as hers. Each song
that she sings she fills with a fuUnes of life, a warmth of

feeling, a sympathy of thought, that carries it straight to the

heart and soul of the listener. She gets inside of the par-

ticular character of each of her songs, and is a mistress of

psychological magic. In short, she has an intense dramatic
instinct of the modern order, expressive and subtle. Her
tone is in itself of great beauty, expressive and flexible in

a high degree. It is less appealing in its highest register

than in its medium and lower, in which range it is, as con-

trolled by Miss Koenen, an instrument for the expression of

an infinity of moods and shades. She is mistress of the

caressing quality of tone, of the expression of the sense of

bliss, as in Strauss' "Wiegenlied," which was one of her most
remarkable interpretations.

She possesses in a high degree the sense of rhythm, a

quality too freipiently denied to women musicians. It was a

combination of rhythm and interpretative charm that won an
enthusiastic repetition of the "Poppengedoe." Of style she

is also a mistress, losing no opportunity to give each phase

of expression its full weight. To these many remarkable
qualities may be added an excellent knowledge of the differ-

ent languages in which she sings. She seems to catch the

genius of each tongue, not only in its spirit, but in point of

diction as well. In her interpretation of the Handel aria

she impersonated the thunders in a way that would have

delighted the thunder god himself. She filled the cup of

Handel's coloratura to overflowing with emotion, and accom-

plished the singing of a florid aria in such a way as to hold

one by its passion, and not by its vocal display. In the

usual interpretation of such works it is the naivete of their

programraaticism which usually claims the attention. Not so

with Miss Koenen; all that is subordinated to emotional

value.
Interpretation of the most distinguished and poetic subt-

lety she gave to "Die Wasserrose" of Strauss. The extremes

of difficulty, both as to vocalization and interpretation in

"Die Zigeunerin," by Hugo Wolf, she met with masterful

ease. The rapturous "Er ist's" at the end she repeated in

response to che great applause which greeted her, and gave

other encores during the program, among them the "Verge-

bliches Standchen" of Brahms. It is entirely probable that

comparisons of Tilly Koenen and Dr. Wullner will be made,

and there is, in truth, something akin in the remarkable in-

terpretative power which both possess. Miss Koenen appeals

less to the tragic emotions than Dr. Wullner, and will prob-

ably be regarded as making a considerably less deep human
appeal, but her art is one of the most moving and delightful

that has been presented to the New York public since Dr.

Wullner's appearance on the scene. Bernard Tabbernal sup-

ported her in the accompaniments with splendid art.

—
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Brilliant 'Young Caiifornian's European Success Becomes
Greater With Every Additional Season of Her

Operatic Engagements.

Signer de Grassi has been engaged by the Saturday Club

of Sacramento to play the Glazanow Concerto and the Fifth

Beethoven Sonata at "the Clune Opera House, Sacramento, on

Tuesday, Feoruary l.'ith. The balance of the program Signor

de Grassi will select later, but these two have been par-

ticularly requested. The Glazanow Concerto had never been

played on the coast until Siguor de Grassi introduced it at his

concert in the St. Francis Hotel. He expects to give another

concert in February with Fred. Maurer at the piano. Signor

and Madame de Grassi will give a program for the Ebell

Club in Oakland on Tuesday, .January 2.^th. Fred. Maurer

will preside at the piano.

Mabel Riegelman has entered another year of her success-
ful engagement at the .Municipal Theatre in Stettin, and that
her artistic triumphs are more and more appreciated may be
gathered from the following extracts which appeared in the
local press. Regarding a performance of Fidelio the critic

said: "Miss Riegelman as Marzelline had a new role, and
we can only say that she acquitted herself from a vocal point
of view in the most excellent manner. Her voice is splendid-
ly suited to serious artistic soubrette parts, and we shall be
exceedingly glad it she would henceforth devote herself to this
branch a little more earnestly."
Of a performance of "Orpheus and Eurydice" the same

critic said: "As much as we were pleased to greet a new
opera soubrette of merit, we can not regard Miss Blum as
adequate for the role of Cupid. In figure, as well as voice.
Miss Riegelmann would have been far better suited to this

part."

Another writer speaks of Miss Riegelmann's interpretation
of the part of Marzeline in Fidelio as follows: "Her work
was most excellent, particularly by reason of her sincerity
and her absolute musical assurance. The high register re-

veals the greatest brilliancy and thoroughly satisfactory
penetrating powers."
And so we could quote several more enthusiastic endorse-

ments of Miss Riegelmann's art. It is gratifying to add that
such an artist has received her fundamental training in San
Francisco from such a master as Louis Crepaux.

%\

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is creditably informed
that the concert given under the direction of Willard Batch-
elder at Kohler & Chase Hall on Saturday evening, January
8th, was the most successful event of the week's festivities.

The participants were all in splendid trim and proved a credit

to themselves as well as to Mr. Batchelder. The program was
as follows:

Part I.—Piano Quartette—Novelette (Hoffman), Piano
Club; Duet—Parting (Neidlinger), Miss Luke, Miss Weston;
Baritone Sole—Eri Tu ( Verdi 1, Mr. Pracht : Soprano Solo

—

Carissima (Penn), Miss Luke: Bass Solo—Oh, Ruddier Than
a Cherry (Handel), Mr. Glenn; Contralto Solo— (a) The Splen-

dor Falls on Castle Walls, (b) Tars, Idle Tears (Whelply),
Miss Weston; Tenor Solo—Celese Aida (Verdi), Mr. Bake-
well. Part II.—Baritone Solo— (a) Elegie (Massenet), (b)

King Charles (Maud Valerie White), Mr. Pracht; Soprano
Solo— (a) Flower of All (Jletcalf), (b) Good-day Marie (Old

French), Miss Luke; Bass Solo—The Wanderer (Schubert).

Mr, Glenn; Contralto Solo—(a) 'Twas in the Merry Month of

May, (b) Where e'er Thy Tears are Falling, (c) All N'ight

Long. I'm Dreaming, (d) Spring Night (Schumann), Miss
Weston; Tenor Solo— (a) Springtime of Love (Whelply), (b)

Liebesfeier ( Weingartner), Mr. Bakewell; Duet—Passage
Birds' Farewell (Hildach), Mr, Bakewell. Jlr. Pracht; Piano
Quartette—Tannhauser Marsh (Wagner).

V*

The following dramatic and musical entertainment was
given in honor of Sister Mary Bernadine, Sister Superior of

Notre Dame Convent. San .lose, recently:

Les Boucherons et la Fauvette (The Woodchoppers and the

Linnet) iGodard); Piano Solo, Linda Zink '10. .\ Mystery
Play, "The Women of ,Jerusalem"; Characters—Veronica. Ida

Fletcher; .ludith, later wife of .Joseph of .\rimathea, Edith

Watson; Rachael, later widow of Naim, Margaret Chatom;
Ruth, sister of Mathew the Publican, Dorothy Bryan; Ada,

Bertha Wolf; Esther, Agnes Moynihan; Rebecca, Beatrice

Mesmer; .A.nna, prophetess, mistress of consecrated maidens.

Edith Watson; Mary Salome, Frances Govan; Martha, Mary
Smith; Mary Magdalen, Emily Battle; Dorcas and Arsal,

maids, Irene Smith and Ruth Devany; Mary, mother of James
and John, Ferol Johnson; .4ngels, Vivian Marten, Madge
Schalk, and Alice Griflin. Vocal Selection, The Holy City

—

.\ve Camarillo, Madge Schalk, Irene Smith, Dorothy Bryan.

Ruth Devany, Hilda Herbert, Vivian Graaff; Valse Styrienne

Op. 27 (H. Wallenhaupt), Piano Solo, Viola La Porte '10;

Etude Op. 25, No. 7 (Chopin), Piano Solo, Veronica Bonetti

'10; Chanson d'.\mour (Meyer-Helmund), Violin Solo, Car-

melita Westlake '10, accompanist, Linda Zink '10; Prelude

Op. 28, No. 15 (Chopin), Piano Solo, Emily Battle; Etude
Japonaise Op. 27, No. 2 (Poldini), Piano Solo, Margaret
Chatom '10; Etude Op. 10, No. 12 (Chopin), Piano Solo,

Rosaria .\vendano; Address. Edith Watson.
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The Reason Why
You Should Buy
Your Piano from Us

IJeiiig tlie largest inircliasers of Pianos iu the West, we

are nmcli sought alter bv iiiauufacturers anxious to market

their wares. This enables us to pick the best makes at

closest prices. Therefore, no matter whether you wish to

invest |2.50, |300, ijf'.m), .|4(»0, |450 or even more in a Piano,

we can otter you more real value for the amount invested

than you can possibly obtain elsewhere.

Besides, when you finally want a Steiuway (which is in-

evitable), we will take back the less expensive Piano, allow-

ing for it the full purchase price paid us, any time within

three years from date of t)riginal purchase.

Think over these advantages ottered you by no other

dealer, ('all on us and lefs talk it over.

Any Piano carried by us (eveu Steinways) on easy pay-

ments is desired.

Sherman Way& Co
STEINVVAY AND OTHER rIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento, Fresno, San Jose, Stockton, Bakersfield, Santa Rosa,

Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Etc.
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MIISIC.4L, CAI.E.XDAR
Lyric Quartette "Pop' Connerts Jan. 30, Feb. 27
Teresa Cirreno Feb. 3 and r.

JIadame Schumann-Heink Feb. 13. 17 and 20
Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio Feb. 17, Mar. 17
Myrtle Blvin (Pianiste) February
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

THE PERMANENT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA PROBLEM.

ONSIDEHAI'.Ll': time lia.s lately been de
voted li.v tlie ("aliforiiia rroniotioii ("oni-

mittee s()lviii}i the ju-olilein of iiiaiijiui-atino'

lor San Fi'aiici,><(o a ])ei'nianent syinpliony

oreliestni. Nearly every one who ever had
directed .symphonies in this city was
called before tliat body for advice. Mau-
ajjcr (!reenl)aHm was asked to add his

o]iinion lo Ihat of the otiiers. \iu\ now we are in-

rorined that Mana,!;ei- Hehymer of Los Angeles has also

been asked to present his case before that body of men
eager to see San Friincisco upon the same level witli

other metropolitan mnsic centrs. Tlie San Francisco
("hronicle pnlilislied at \arions intei'vals whole cohiinns
about the wondeifnl jiidgiess made by the California
Promotion Committee in the matter of iiermanent sym-
]>hony concerts for this (ity, and those who read these
articles Ihonght surely the ju-oject was already a posi
five success. Members of the Promotion (^oiuinittee

told their friends that it was decided to subscribe

seventy-live thousand dollars toward the establishment
of a ]iermanent orchestra, and that they were in favor
of Arthur Xickisch as a director, and so we could quote
innumerable re[)orts that have reached this office for the

jinrpose of inducing us to give this matter space in

these columns.

We have also been asked by not less than three

symjihony leaders of local reputation to endorse a
series of three or four concerts. We have been in-

formed that a certain j)art of the Musicians' Protective

Union had organized a "("inderella Club"' upon the

basis of the New York organization of "Das Aschen-
broedel," which decided to work toward the establish-

ment of a permanent orchestra. All these matters
have reached this office and we have always stood our
ground of not putting the editorial endorsement of this

paper behind any plan that was infeasible and likely to

meet with failure. We know the business men of San
Francisco, as represented in the Promotion Committee,
sufficiently well to realize that the majority do not look

favorably ui)on the expenditure of large sums of money
just for the sake of encouraging artistic tendencies and
without any assurance that the investment of these

sums will eventually ])rove a profitable enterprise. The
business men of San Francisco believe in the improve-
ment of this city both commercially and artistically,

but like sensible people they desire to see any plans in

behalf of such improvement ba.sed upon practical and
profitable -siuggestions. This paper is very vigorously

ojtposed to any policy that prescribes support, whether
il be artistic or financial without, at the same time, sug-

gesting a reward for such supi)ort. And the Pacific

Coast .Musical Review would never come before the

Promotion (j'ommlttee with any suggestion of establish-

ing a permanent symphony orchestra unless it could
convince the members of that committee that such a
])lan was associated with financial gain to everyone
who could be induced to put money into it.

We are opposed to a professional musician giving

his services without asking remuneration. We are

opi)o.sed to any policy that tlemands of anyone to give

his time, labor, money or influence unless he can be

assured thtit such efTorts are bringing their reward.
If anything is to be done in behalf of people who them-
selves are not sufficiently bles.sed with the world's goods
to allow themselves their musical entertainment, then

someone should be found who possesses sufficient means
to .secure for those not able to gratify their desire to

hear good music the services of competent musicians.

P.iit under no circumstances do we believe in the musi-

cian, who to a great extent never jiossesses great earth-

ly wealth, should carry this burden of charitable mus
ical education alone upon his shoulders. And by the

same token we do not believe in asking the business

men of San Francisco to give away their money year
after year without receiving therefor the usual inter-

est customary in such cases. In fact, we are only in

favor of such a iilan for the establishment of a perma
nent symphony orchestra which would, like any other

business enterprise, yield an income at a certain period.

And unless such a plan is proposed, we will not en
dorse it, nor will we believe in its practicability. The
editor of this ])aper has not been asked for his advice

by the Promotion Committee, but he has read in the

daily papers an adverti.sement that invites anyone who
reads to suggest ideas to that committer, and acting

upon the invitation of this advertisement we pen these

lines.
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^^'e (loclaiv ])()si(i\ely llial cvciv plan so lai- \nv-

seiiH'd as outlined in the liefiinninii oT lliis coniniciM is

absolutely impracticable. In tlie first place it is not

ba.sed upon any princi|)le of business sagacity. And
secondly, it does not coiilain any element ol' staliility

nor fixed piiuciple. On llie coiiliary, if contains e.\acf-

ly Ihal element wiiicli has made syiiipliony concei-ls in

several ICastern cities unnecessary financial lailui'es.

We refer to tlie apparent preference for foreign conduc-

tors of world-wide fame. The "prima donna conduc-

tor" is the worst enemy of a permanent symphony or

chestra. In the first ]tlace he is loo <ireat a luxury, and
in the second jilace he is not sulhciently jirolitic to

answer to the demands of \aiiety. It is impossible

to secure a star conductor under from lifteen to twenty

thousand dollars a season. In addition to these ob-

jections it should be borne in mind that it is the sym
I)hony works jilayed by a complete orchestra tlial

should l>e the most important feature of these concerts,

and not the coiiductcu-, who is but one person wlio susi-

fjests how these Avoiks should be interpreted, ^^'e are,

therefore, utterly ojiposed to a "lu-ima donna condiu'-

tor" and in favor of a capable routine musician \vho

understands the works of the masters s\il1iciently to

ii'ixe tlu'iii a scholarly reading; without bein.n obli;^('d to

attract the concentrated attention of tlie public upon
his personality.

^\'e also are unwilling to su|)port any movement in

behalf of permanent symphony orchestra unless it goes

hand in hand with an adecpiate home wherein to give

the sym|)!iony concerts. We are sick and tired of de-

jM-nding njion the good graces of a theatre manager,
who with reluctance will rent a theatre for an after-

noon in order to give a .symphony concert, ^^'e are

weary of being ol)liged to go to a theatre one day, to

a barn yard the next day and to a refrigerator the

following day for our musical entertainment. I'uless

the rromotion Committee can see its way clear to com-

bine with its movement for a permanent orchestra a

plan whereby it is possible to build a home for symph
ony <-oncerts nothing in the shape of permanent sym|)h-

ony concerts will ever materialize. Much more im-

portant than the fame of a conductor is an ade(piate

concert hall, comfortably heated, ^\•ell apidied in the

matter of accoustics, supplied with adecptate boxes and
loges, so that the ladies may wear handsome dresses

without fear of soiling them, and, in fact, an auditor

iiiin that is a credit to a metro]iolitan city and an
honor to the art of music.

\\'e have capitalists residing in San Francisco who
own i)roperty in very advantageously sittiated locations.

Among these caiiitalists are some artistically inclined.

It seems to us these ca]>italists, whose i>ro|ierty has

l)een lying idle for years since, and even before, the

eartlujuake, coidd be induced to make easy conces-

sions for the acquiring of their ])roj)erties and building

thereuj)on a Tetnple of Music or Pine Arts with a big

concert hall, that could be utilized for grand ojjera if

necessary and two smaller halls. In this Temple of

Fine Arts could also be built studios and ottices for

|)rofessional peojjle, musicians and artists and, if in a

desirable locality, stores, dealing in art goods or mus-
ical instruments, could be added. A stock coniiiany

could be f>rganized and this company could secure the

•services of an able manager, who would not only look

after the building, but also after the halls and the

managemnt of the symphony orchestra. .\l a conser-

vative estimate such a building, with its attending

emoluments, would bring in at least (en thousand dol-

lars a month, and this estimate is based upon tlie in-

come of similar buildings in other iiarts of this coun-
try. The editor of the Pacific ("oast .Musical Keview
presents this business-like i)lan for consideration, and
he is willing to gi\e further information to the com
mittee |iro\ided the same is really desirous of giving

San Francisco a permanent symphony orchestra, and if

not, a means will be found to secure the necessary stip-

port some other way. IJtit we reiterate our jjosition,

namely, that we will not support any plan toward the

inauguration of a permanent symphony orchestra un-

less it goes hand in hand with the erection of an
ade(iuate coiu-ert hall.

LA FORGE AS CHOPIN INTERPRETER

By ALFRED METZGER

AKINd into consideration the weakness of human
nature, which causes lack of application in re-

'gard to the versatility of certain artists who
have achieved exceptional triumphs in one par-

ticular phase of the art. I consider it a matter
of great courage on the part of Frank La Forge
to confront this well-known prejudice on the
|)art of the public and present himself as a solo-

ist, while his reputation as an ideal accompanist
has been so firmly imbedded in the mind of the

people that a good portion of them never thought of Mr. La
Forge as a soloist. A musical public thus laboring under
tixed habits forms a most unpropitious audience for a young
artist who desires to demonstrate that he is able to stand
upon his own feet, as well as to make an impression in com-
pany with a world-famous soloist. The musical public may
be divided into two intelligent classes. One of these classes
is sufficiently liberal to listen without prejudice to an artist

who desires to present himself in one or two varied phases of
interpretative art. And the other class is not sufficiently lib-

eral to associate an artist with a certain phase of musical in-

terpretation after having fostered a fixed opinion regarding
one particular pre-eminence in artistic endeavor. We have
seen such instances in Madame Calve's Carmen, De Pachman'^
Chopin interpretations, Anton Seidl's Wagner interpretations
and other instances not necessary to enumerate at this time.
In everyone of these cases the public has so firmly associated
the artist with one particular phase of music that it could not
think of them in any other character.

It is, of course, but natural to assume that an artist who
is capable of creating a lasting impression in one phase of
the art should, as a matter of logical conclusion, be also able
to emulate other musical endeavors and make an impression
upon all those people who are sufficiently liberal to give an
artist an opportunity to establish himself upon his own in-

itiative. Before going into the details of Mr. La Forge's suc-

cess as a Chopin interpreter, I desire to assert that although
being enabled during the last fifteen years to publish my
opinions, and also having heard and conversed with all the
leading artists of the day, still I am not presumptious enough
to arrogate to myself the privilege of being the only one
whose opinions are worth printing. If I therefore desire to

go on record as thoroughly believing in Mr. La Forge as a
Chopin interpreter, I do not form such opinion solely from
my own conclusions, but am somewhat influenced by the
judgment of such eminent musicians as Leschetitzky, Godows-
ky and W. L. Hubbard, the critic of the Chicago Tribune, who
have advised Mr, La Forge to enter the field of the soloist,

the first two as his teachers and the latter as his friend.

These three distinguished members of the artistic world were
responsible for Mr. La Forge's decision. In the subsequent
review I shall give my reasons why I regard Mr. La Forge's
step as an exceedingly wise one. Of course, I am aware that
there exist here differences of opinion regarding Mr. La
Forge's efficiency. One of these is published by the critic of

the Chronicle. But is it not fair to suggest to the reader to

chose between Leschetitzky, Godowsky and W. L. Hubbard,
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all of whom have made their mark in the world, and between
the critic of the Chronicle, who makes puerile assertions with-

out suggesting improvements, and who has not made any suc-

cess in anything, be it interpretative art or musical criticism?
But still we are fair minded enough to let this difference of

opinion stand for what it is worth, as everyone has a right to

express an opinion, no matter how absurd the same may be in

the eyes of men of intelligence and culture like the three
quoted above, and when I say that 1 feel encouraged in my
conclusion by such eminent support. I surely can not be re-

garded as unfair to anyone else who choses to take the op-

posite side.

The principle objection that seems to be advanced in the
case of Mr. La Forge as a soloist turns upon the one pivot

of vigor of attack. I have heard several of our resident
musicians contend that Mr. La Forge should assert himself
in a more vigorous manner if he wanted to please them.
Now this may be all very well for those who prefer to play
certain compositions more forcefully than others do. But the
question arises, should that portion of the musical public who
prefers a vigorous attack be permitted to prescribe to the
other portion of the musical public who prefers a more deli-

cate and tender interpretation as to which soloist is actually
the more competent? There will always be a decided differ-

ence of opinion regarding either vigorous or delicate style ol

pianistic interpretation. Indeed, I doubt very much whether
it is possible for any pianist to ever please the entire musical
public in this respect. But while I, as a rule, prefer the
more spirited style of interpretation. I believe, taking De
Pachman as a model, in the delicate and poetic style of in-

terpretation in so far as it applies to the compositions of

Chopin, I have read the life of Chopin very carefully and
noted most particularly those phases of it that apply to his

own interpretation of his works. I have even studied the
works of contemporary musicians of the great poet of the
piano and noted the impressions they received from the mas-
ter's playing, and in every instance I have found that he pre-

eminently favored the more delicate style of reading. His
entire personality, his mode of life, his taste, and indeed, his

entire temperament pointed i.n the poetic or delicate phase
of interpretative art, all of which may be discovered in his

works. Anyone who sees in the Chopin works opportunities
for vigorous attack, bordering on pounding, simply desires to

apply is own taste to that of Chopin's works, but does not
prove the correctness of his own views and the fallibility of

the views of all those who are of a different frame of mind.

I have here the criticism of the Chronicle before me, not
because I consider it of particular importance, but because
it is the only unkind review I have seen of the La Forge
recital. The critic ver>' impudently and brazenly suggest-s

that Mr. La Forge played a certain composition very badly,
and that the writer was surprised he put it upon his pro-

gram. This is really one of the most disgusting displays ol

critical ignorance that has come to my attention. In the
first place, this phrase does not give any information. Ir

does not state why Mr. La Forge played the work badly. 1:

does not suggest any method of improvement. It merely
seems to be the effusion of one ill of temper who himself
plays the piano and because someone else does not play it

in the same manner is ready to condemn without reasoning
and without showing whether the opinion is worth the paper
it is printed on. Such criticism is really a disgrace to the
journalistic profession, for it shows that personal prejudices
control the judgment of the writer. We have had occasion
before to call attention to this prejudice in the case of the
Chronicle's critic's ridiculous references to the Hugo Mansfeldt
concerts. But as long as the San Francisco Chronicle is un-
willing to pay decent remuneration for competent musical
criticism just so long will its readers be insulted with the
opinions of amateur writers, whose judgment is absolutely
unreliable.

But let us see why Mr. La Forge is a Chopin interpreter
of more than ordinary artistic faculties. In the first place,
his entire personality suggests a poetic spirit singularly sui'-

able to the interpretation of the master's compositions.
Furthermore, as it required inspirational talent to compose
these works, so does it require inspirational talent to inter-
pret them. Composer and interpreter must be absolutely one
as regards the understanding of these works if an adequate
impression is expected to be made. Now Mr. La Forge
proves his inspirational talent by following the soloist in a
manner that proves his absolute understanding of a song.
He really is as absorbed in the rendition of a vocal composi-
tion as the singer himself, and he follmvs with the same
flexibility of tone-coloring as the soloist. In other words, he
grasps the poetic beauty of a song with singular faithfulness

to detail. Now, according to my way of looking at things.
nearly all, if not all. Chopin compositions are songs without
words. It would be exceedingly easy to set every Chopin
composition of a certain character around a poetic idea. And
so it is but naturally to conclude that a musician must be
singularly gifted to understand the poetical possibilities of the
Chopin works. Unless these works are sung upon the piano,
they lose every vestige of their character,

Mr. La Forge most assuredly sang the compositions upon
the piano, and sang them with a grace and a delicacy of shad-
ing that inspired the unrestrained enthusiasm of all those
musicians whose soul responds to poetic beauty. It is as
impossible to change a character that is naturally of a savage
disposition and that delights in causing heartaches as it is

to change the musical spirit imbedded in a soul devoid of
the finer artistic sensibilities. I do not claim that anyone
who does not appreciate the poetic beauty of La Forge's
Chopin playing does not know anything about music, but I

certainly claim that his sentimental or emotional nature is

rather built upon a basis which does not respond to the poetic
delicacy of a genuine musical water colorist. It is unneces-
sary to go into the detail of every work played on this occa-
sion. I merely desire to state that Mr, La Forge has re-

vealed himself as an ideal interpreter of the Chopin works
who, with the necessary preparation, which under the cir-

cumstances was impossible, will some day be hailed as the
legitimate successor to the immortal De Pachman. This
forecast may be fulfilled sooner than my readers Imagine.
On the occasion of Mr. La Forge's Chopin recital the

Colonial Ball Room of the St. Francis Hotel was crowded,
and the audience was exceedingly enthusiastic. The com-
petent critics of San Francisco, as well as the auditors, were
unanimous in their praise, and it is to be hoped that Mr.
La Forge will continue to assert his right to the position of

soloist, which he eventually will fill to the honor of his

teachers and of his numerous admirers. The program was
as follows: Fantasie-Impromptu: Preludes—A major, D flat

major, C minor: Ballade—A flat major: Impromptu—F sharp
major: Nocturne—C minor: Etudes—C; flat major (Butter-
fly), A flat major (from Supplement), G flat major (Black Key
Study); Valse—C sharp minor; Nocturne—F sharp major;
Marche Funebre; Nocturne—D flat major; Scherzo—C sharp
major.

**

PASMORE TRIO TO TOUR THE WEST.

Beginning February 7th, the well known Pasmore Trio will

begin an extensive Western tour under the direction of Fitz-

patrick & Norwood, managers of Kohler & Chase Hall. The
concert territory will extend from San Diego, on the south,
to Edmonton. Alberta, N. W. T.. on the north. A number of

dates have already been booked and many others are now
being arranged. "The first portion of the tour will take these
talented artists into eastern California and Nevada. Recitals
will be given in Woodland. Placerville. Auburn. Grass Valley.
Nevada City. Reno. Carson City. Tonopah and Goldfield. From
the Southern Nevada district the trio will go to Los Angeles
for two concerts, give a recital under the patronage of Clare-
mont College, visit other Southern California cities and con-
certize from thence northward again.

w
RETURN OF DR. WULLNER.

Dr. Ludwig Wullner is coming back to California. That
giant of song; that master interpreter who won the admira-
tion of thousands with his wonderful art last November will

be with us again in May. Fitzpatrick & Norwood will direct

the western tour of the distinguished artist, and they are now
arranging for a series of recitals in this territory. C. V. Bos
will accompany Dr. Wullner as before. The programs will

contain numbers never before heard here, the rendition of
which have won added laurels for Dr. Wullner during his

most recent eastern appearances.
V*

The Stewart Orchestral Club. Alexander Stewart, director,

announces a concert to be given Tuesday evening, March 1st,

at Maple Hall, Oakland. This concert will be the first of the
second year's series. The concerts promise to be very suc-

cessful, judging from the interest that has been shown since
the announcement that the club would continue. The pro-

gram is of a particularly interesting character. Among other
well known compositions, there will be a group of ballet

music by several different composers presented as a suite.

SiiliMoribe for the MISICAI, REVIEW, »2.00 per year
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LA FORGE EXCELLS AS A SO LI ST.—Rejoice, instrumeii

talists! Piano music is again entlironed and La Forge and
Chopin are tlie mystics responsible.

Is there any branch of music which so breathes the quint-

essence of art refinement as piano music? This refinement

is accentuated when the poet La Forge interprets the poetry

of Chopin.
Expectation for this concert ran high; perhaps there were

misgivings, too, as to whether La Forge's Chopin would be

strong; poetic we were sure it would be; the treat in store

surpassed all anticipation.

From first to last Chopin was played with dramatic
strength, nobility and breadth, without in the least sacrific-

ing any of the lacy delicacy or subtle mazy harmonies. New
notes appeared to the ear in the old familiar things—surprises

that gave the keenest pleasure. This was accomplished by

a new reading; a dilTerent inflection, and a more sympathetic

use of the pedal.

La Forge has the dramatic instinct which makes one feel

;

the strength of sorrow, resignation, folded wings longing for

flight—a glint of humor only to end in tears; these are the

emotions that become realities when he plays Chopin.

La Forge is surely a living example to every student seek-

ing an unfailing principle of technic; every tone is so re-

laxed, so unimpeded by stiff muscles, that the idea becomes
embodied ere it leaves the brain.

Each note has its jeweled setting, its individual beauty so

necessary in Chopin. Then those rhythms, poising on the

keen edge of delight, leading up to a glorious climax or re

ceding in one of those never-to-be-forgotten rallentandos!

It is impossible to go into each number of this familiar and
comprehensive program, which consisted of the great Fan-

tasie-Impromptu, three Preludes, A flat Ballade, the Impromp-
tu in C sharp major, so reminiscent of De Pachman, two Noc-

turnes, one waltz, March Funebre and that most wonderful

Scherzo in C sharp major.
Perhaps the most enduring in our memory will be the

Butterfly Etude (that fairy study in pastels) the C minor
Nocturne and the above mentioned Scherzo. The noble hymn-
like melodies in these last two numbers La Forge made to

breathe immortality.
Adverse criticism, if there be any, would weigh lightly

against so much that is fine and good in La Forge's concep-

tion and rendition of this program. He is a singer of songs
with a fine strong pulse throughout his work.
De Pachman has a rival who is without mannerisms—sane

and modest—great art is very modest.

DAISY GOOD.MAN SHERMAN.

BLANCHE LILIAN KAPLAN A YOUNG ARTIST.—The lit-

tle twelve-year-old daughter of Rabbi B. M. Kaplan rendered

a program last Sunday afternoon at her recital at the Van
N'ess Theatre which would put many older pianists to shame
and would tax not a little the powers of some of our recog-

nized artists. She is not a child-wonder, doing "stunts," but

a very intelligent, sane little artist, who has applied her

natural powers assiduously under the best instruction.

Mr. S. G. Fleishman, Miss Kaplan's teacher, has demon-
strated great things with his pupil and deserves to share the

honors of her successful debut.
I failed to note a single amateurish feature of this child's

concert; her tone was unusually clear and round, lacking the

depth and color, perhaps, that which the years will kindly

give when "it is time"; phrases well rounded and artistically

built climaxes, together with superb technic and a faultless

use of the pedal—these virtues many a professional artist of

riper years lacks in some degree.

The Beethoven Sonate, Op. 14, No. 2, was splendidly played,

and the Haydn Fantasie in C major charmed with its happi-

ness and wealth of sunbeams. The Bach Gavotte and the

Schubert Impromptu were each gems. Schumann's Forest

Scenes were well played, not showing, however, the imagina-

tive quality one would expect from the little pianiste. "The
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TERESA CARRENO
The Distinguished Piano Vlrtuosa Who Will Appear at the

Garrick Theatre Next Thursday Evening.

Prophet Bird" was the best of this group. In both the Men-
delssohn Caprice (No. 1) and the Chopin "Fantasie-Impromp-
tu." the child showed the maturity of an artist. She closed
the taxing program with La Gisonjera of Chaminade, and a
waltz by Fischhok. Besides these numbers three encores
were interpolated.
The numbers of this program were most happily selected.

Lyric beauties come most naturally to fingers so fairy-like

and caressing.
In spite of inclement weather, the theatre was well filled.

Where there is so much promise surely there will be fruit

in the years to come, and we will watch this little artist's

career with more than ordinary interest.

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.

STUDIO OPENING.—Something of interest to local talent

in the musical and literary field is the establishment of the
studio and office of the new managers. Withey & Tuttle on
Sutter street. .ludging from the successful opening of this

studio, which took place on Wednesday evening, .lanuary 19th,

a great need has been met for musicians, artists, etc., in San
Francisco. The attractive rooms were well filled with art

lovers of the various branches. A general feeling pervaded
that a center had been formed and a step taken toward the
afliliation of all that is best in art, be it dramatic, musical or
literary.

F. M. Withey, of the above firm, is a New York man, whose
principle interests are centered in the East, the office here
being in the hands of Mrs. Tuttle. who has ability and en-

thusiasm enough to carry this new enterprise on to a success,

provided the publi* co-operate.

The management will undertake anything of local nature,

concerts, recitals, lectures, etc., provided there is merit of

(Continued on Page 10)
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WESNER'S RETURN TO THE ALCAZAR.—Last Monday
night was so cold and rainy that I hated to leave my nice
warm fire even for the pleasure of welcoming back A.

Burt Wesner for what all lovers of fine acting hope is to be
a permanent place with the Alcazar players. But the theatre
was just comfortably heated and I was very glad to be there
and furnish a share of the applause which brought a clever
little speech from the returned wanderer. He said in effect

that going on the road was the finest kind of treatment—it

cured him in short order and now he wanted to stay at the
Alcazar just as long as the management and the public would
let him.
Wesner is one of those actors who never seems to be

miscast. I can not remember in the very many times I have
seen him that he ever seemed to be a misfit and he has
played all kinds and conditions of men—such as the tricky
shyster in "Resurrection." the vain and vacillating N'ero in

"The Sign of the Cross," Louis XI in "If I were King." done
marvelously well, a poor white trash in "Clarice"—those are
a few that come to mind, besides a lot of others all portrayed
with the highest degree of artistic skill. Long may this most
e.xcellent actor remain with us.

The play of the week is "All On Account of Eliza," a lively

farce of Leo Ditrichstein's that gives good opportunity for a
lot of character impersonation. The scene is laid in a small
town and the plot revolves around the jealousy that the old
Tabbies of the town have for the young and pretty school
teacher, Eliza Carter. Grace Travers and Bessie Barriscale
heroically hide their good looks to play the parts of village
characters, the former the prim, sharp-tongued, gossiping
postmistress and the latter a hare-lipped prude. Adele Bel-
garde, of course, is the robustious termagant of the slander-
ous trio, who vainly try to oust the popular teacher, and they
create a whole lot of good fun in trying.

The rest of the characters are the usual village types, all

of whom are well played as usual by the members of the
company, and the first night went with a snap and a dash
that is so necessary for lively farce.

Miss Vaughan's part calls for some singing, in which she
showed that she has a pleasing voice, but which she was a
little afraid of letting out. After her singing the ever-ap-
plauding Alcazar audience just would not let the play go on,
and for a while it was a race with Miss Vaughan and John
Ince trying to get on with the play, and the audience deter-
mined to have an encore. The audience won. Will the time
ever come when an Alcazar audience will get over thai
obnoxious habit of hindering the play's progress with so mucli
applause?

JOSEPH M. GUMMING.
w

STEGER RETURNS TO OHPHEUM.—The Orphum an-

nouncement for next week is iiartlcularly interesting and
augurs much good entertainment. Julius Steger, whose suc-
cess in "The Fifth Commandment" is an important event in

the history of .American vaudeville, will reappear and present
a new musical dramatic playlet entitled "The Way to the
Heart." It is from a German source and has been adapted
by Ruth Comfort Mitchell. Eastern critics pronounce it a
worthy and fitting successor to "The Fifth Commandment."
A most elaborate scenic production has been prepared for it.

and Mr. Steger will have the support of an excellent company,
which includes Maud Rarl, Beatrice North, John Romano,
.\lfred Hollingsworth and Fred G. Hearn. The interpolated
music is by Paul Lincke, the author of "Castles in the Air."

Gus Edwards' "Kountry Kids" will appear in a quaint rural

musical comedy in one act, called "Miss Rose's Birthday."
This operetta by the author of "School Days" and "The Blonde
Typewriters," is performed by a dozen talented youngsters,
who sing and dance cleverly. .411 the musical numbers in it

were written expressly by Mr. Edwards. Among them are
"I'm a Two-Horse Fellow in a One-Horse Town," "See-Saw"
and "Almanac." August Prato's Simian Cirque will be also
included in the coming attractions. It is a very successful
European novelty that has been imported expressly for the
Orpheum Circuit. It consists of four monkeys who act as
jockeys, do high school riding and somersaults mounted on
four immense dogs, who are disguised as ponies.
Arthur Whitelaw. known in theatrical circles as "The Irish

American," will indulge in a monologue which fairly bristles
with Hiberian humor. He sings a number of original songs
and his rapid-fire of original wit is exceptionally good. Next
week will be the last of Claud and Fannie Usher in their im-
mensely successful slang classic "Pagan's Decision," and also
the Four Readings, Cook and Stevens and the celebrated
Hungarian Pianoforte Phenomenon, Vilraos Westony, who is

proving a great musical sensation.

•<•»
Fir^ Lyric "Pop" Concert

This Sunday Afternoon Jan. 30th at 2:30

Kohler & Chase Hall t

oloist—Mrs. B. M. Stich—Soprano
Seats 50c and $1.00

Mme. Teresa

Carreno
THE ONLY GREAT :

Pianist
THIS SEASON :

Garrick Theater I

Next Thursday Eve. Feb. 3, and \

Sunday Aft., Feb. 6 |

Seats $L00, $1.50, $2.00 at Sherman Clay & Go's

Carreno in Oakland
Next Friday Aft., Feb. 4, Ye Liberty

SPECIAL PROGRAM

Everett Piano Used

Mail Orders for

Schumann -Heink
Now Received

Concerts Sunday Afternoons, Feb. 13 and 20

and Thursday Eve. Feb. 17

Prices $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 Box Seats $3.00

Oakland Concert Friday Aft. Feb. 18
Address all orders to

Ye Liberty Playhouse, Oakland

Coming: Maud Powell, Violinist
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Madame Schumann-Meink
CONTRALTO

Pacific Coa^ Tour From January 15th

to March 17th, 1910

Madame Schumann-Heink will be

under the direcftion of the follow-

ing Pacific Coast Representatives

of the Wolfsohn Bureau

Oregon and Washington

Misses Steers and Coman, Portland

Southern California, New Mexico, Arizona

L. E. Behymer, Los Angeles

San Francisco and Oakland

Will L. Greenbaum

Schumann-Heink in San Francisco at the Garrick Tlieatre, Sunday

Afternoon, February 13th, Thursday Evening, February 17th and at

Dreamland Rink, Sunday Afternoon, February 20th.

Schumann-Heink in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse

Friday Afternoon, February 18th
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(Continued from Page 6)

high quality. The object is to give expression to the best, of

whatever character, in the most artistic setting possible. The
major purpose is to bring lecturers and literary interpreters

of the drama and opera to San Francisco and present them

to the public in a personal and beneficial way.

The studio is artistic in its Japanese character, furnishing

a delightful setting for the expression and demonstration of

the beautiful.

Surely a great and wonderful man was imported to initiate

the work of this bureau. Mr. B. R. Baumgardt, a lecturer of

surpassing ability, gave a most interesting discourse on the

Romance of Human Development." The audience was held

spellbound under his charm and power. Possessed with a

voice, which is rich and vibrating, this magnetic speaker car-

ried his listeners through the great epochs of development,

from the Egyptians, through the Greeks, Moors and Venetians,

down to the present time.

These facts, bearing so upon what we are today, were pre-

sented with such ardor and clothed in such romance, that

dates lost their academic hue, and the commonplace took on

an air of mystery and vital import.

Mr. Baumgardt touched upon science, philosophy, literature,

mathematics, medicine, electricity and astronomy, keeping his

audience longest among the stars, where some of us are still

watching for Halley's comet.

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN'.

"SAMSON AND DELILAH" A BRILLIANT TRIUMPH.—
The tirst concert of the San Francisco Choral Society, which

was given in the Dreamland Pavilion, Thursday evening,

.January 20th, conducted by Paul Steindorff, made a record

for an opening, in attendance and in all-around musical in-

terst. The work that was selected for the opening was
Saint-Saens' oratorio 'Samson and Delilah." That work has

intrinsic interest because of charming melodies that are well

distributed among the principals, choruses that are dramatic

and well scored and a book that is not long enough to be-

come tedious when in the hands of good performers, and

that runs the story up to its natural climactic period without

anachronisms or dull spots.

There was great interest in this first concert of the choral-

ists. Ample preparations had been made to secure a good
performance. The rehearsals were many and thorough, and

the chorus had been brought up to a string pitch of readiness

and certainty, and the orchestra that was provided was com-

posed of good instrumentalists, who played with much of

sympathy, under the judicious Steindorff baton.

With this satisfactory substructure the soloists had a good

basis for making their work tell. This they accomplished

without exception. At the outset the role of 'Samson,"

which was taken by Mr. Arnold von der Aue. demanding
dramatic force, as naturally might be expected, lured the

soloist into forcing his volume beyond its natural power, but

this defect was remedied as soon as Mr. von der Aue meas-

ured the acoustic properties of the big auditorium more ac-

curately. Thenceforth he was satisfactory, and indeed ad-

mirable. The array of soloists included Mr. von der Aue,

Mrs. Carroll Nicholson, Mr. Lowell Redfleld, Mr. George
Walcker and Arthur Messmer.
Seldom does any composition place such a large proportion

of the work upon one singer, as was assigned by the composer
of "Samson and Delilah" to the contralto role. The work is

practically continuous for Delilah" during three-fourths of

the time required for the total performance. Not long was
required for the audience to discover that Mrs. Nicholson had
rare and fine qualifications, Her voice is smooth and may be

fairly described by the hackneyed and often misapplied term
of velvety." Her singing method is artistic. Her compre
hension of the melodies and recitatives was intelligent. Her
moods were sufficient to warm her auditors to enthusiasm,

and solely upon the basis of the merits that she conscientious-

ly and unstintedly revealed. She neither spared her vocal or-

gan nor exaggerated the uses of it. In other words, she sang
in an extremely artistic and elegant manner, and the char-

acter of the words and the music that fits the words closely

and appropriately was translated with entirely satisfactory

results.

Mr. George Walcker made good on the reputation that he

had previously established elsewhere. He has a voice that

is excellent in its evenness, and its fine singing quality. His
attack of the dramatic music was vigorous and well calculated.

Mr. Lowell Redfield also sustanied well the requirements of

the occasion. In the lovers' duet, Mr. von der Aue and Mrs.

Nicholson sang very effectively. There is lovely music in

this part of the work. Mr. Messmer's role did not impose on

him arduous duties, but he made a very excellent impression
with what he had to do.

The chorus was large and made up of real voices in large
part. The volume was strong and convincing. The balance
between the orchestra and the chorus was worth going a long
distance to perceive. In that alone was contained a rich
promise for future entertainments by this large and well con-
stituted organization when responsive to the mandates of
Mr. Steindorff. The next performance in public will be given
in May, when Mendelssohn's "Walpurgis Night" will be sung.

DAVID H. WALKER.

The following Mendelssohn program was given at the
Berkeley High School last week by three of Mrs. von Meyer-
inck's Chinese pupils: Trio from Elijah, "Lift Thine Eyes,"
Mrs. Chang, Mrs. Choo See Lowe and Miss Lee; Duets— (a)

I Would That My Love, (b) Maybelle and the Flowers, Mrs.
Chang and Mrs. Lowe; Duet— (a) Oh Wert Thou in the
Cauld Blast, (b) Greeting, Mrs. Lowe and Miss Lee; Trio
from Midsummer Night's Dream, "Over Hill and Over Dale."

AK riSTlf V VliOKVII.I.B
Safest and Most Magnificent Theatre in America

Week Beginning This Sunday Afternoon
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MUSIC IN LOS ANGELES

On Thursday evening, January 20th. Madame MarceUa
Sembrich gave her fourth and last concert in Los Angeles

this season. Simpson Auditorium was nearly crowded on

this occasion, and Los Angeles has set itself a new record

for concert attendance. I do not know of any artist who has

visited Los Angeles previous to the recent engagement of

Madame Sembrich who could have turned away people at

three concerts and then almost sell out again at the last and

fourth concert. But Los Angeles has really accomplished

this, and it would not surprise me a bit it such enthusiasm
would i-epeat itself more frequently from now on. There is

not much to be added to Madame Sembrich's exquisite art

at this time, for this paper has exhausted its adjectives on

previous events. But we desire to call attention to the fact

that Los Angeles is really beginning to assume metropolitan

dimensions in its encouragement of visiting artists, as well

as its support of its symphony orchestra, and its astonishing

commercial advancement. Manager L. E. Behymer should

receive a great deal of credit for this gradual incline of

musical taste, as he has been sitting at his desk and worry-

ing when Los Angeles did not see the importance of encour-

aging great artists. Francis Rogers was in excellent voice

and earned hearty applause for his finished phrasing. Frank
La Forge was at his best and everyone who reads these lines

knows what that means.
* * «

Since Wednesday morning there has been a line of people

at the Bartlett Music Store buying tickets for the Schumann-
Heink concerts, which will take place at Simpson Auditorium
Thursday evening, January 27th. and on Saturday afternoon.

January 29th. If all preliminary signs do not mislead, it is

very likely that the concerts of Schumann-Heink will be

packed to the doors and an extra concert will be necessary

at the large Temple Auditorium. That is. if Madame Schu-

mann-Heink has sufficient time to again visit Los Angeles

before her trip to Oregon. That Schumann-Heink is the most
popular of our concert artists can not be denied by anyone
who knows that thousands of people attend her concerts in

this State who are never seen at any musical event. The
program to be given in Los Angeles at the first Schumann-
Heink concert, which will also be given in San Francisco on
Sunday afternoon, February 13th, will be as follows:

Recit and Aria "Vitellia" from the opera "Titus" (W. A.

Mozart); (a) Aria from the opera "Samson and Delilah"

(Saint-Saens), (b) Waltraute Scene from the opera "Gotter-

dammerung" (R. Wagner), (c) "Ah, mon fils" from the opera

"Le Prophet" (G. Meyerbeer); (a) Die Allmacht (Franz

Schubert), (b) Das Erkennen (Carl Loewe), (c) Mutter an

der Wiege, (dl Traum Durch dis Dammerung, (e) Allerseelen

(Richard Strauss), (f) Liebesfeier (Felix Weingartner) ;
(a)

The Rosary (Ethelbert Nevin), (b) Oh, Let the Night Speak
to Me. (c) Danza (C. W. Chadwick). (d) His Lullaby (C. J.

Bond), (e) Love in a Cottage (Rudolph Ganz); Recit and
Aria, Prison scene from the Prophet (G. Meyerbeer).

# * «

Los Angeles manifests its wonderful musical growth in

more ways than one. And among these may be mentioned
particularly the unprecedented triumph of Ferris Hartman
and his excellent company of skillful associates. Just at

present this exceedingly capable organization is presenting

Pixley and Luders' forest fantasy "Woodland," in a manner
that surpasses any presentation of this remarkable musical

play I have ever seen at the Columbia Theatre before the

earthquake. There is nothing small about Ferris Hartman
when he once makes up his mind to give a production the

way it should be given, and now having his own company
and being his own boss he goes at it with a vim that is de-

cidedly exhilarating. And so in order to give Los Angeles
a really adequate presentation of "Woodland," Mr. Hartman
sent to New York and acquired the original costumes from
H. W. Savage. Now. if it is known that Mr. Savage is very
fond of "Woodland," and that he rarely, if ever, parts com-
pany with his pets, and he can easily afford to keep these

works without starving to death, it is remarkable to find that

Ferris Hartman has been able to secure the rights of "Wood-
land" when every other stock company in America failed to

do so. I should not be surprised a bit if I heard now that

Hartman secured the rights to the Prince of Pilsen, another
pet of Savage's which has so far not been permitted to grace
the repertoire of a stock company. But since Ferris Hart-

man now has the only competent comic opera stock cinnijany

in America it may be that Mr. Savage will find it an act of

grace and courtesy to permit him to play this exceedingly
clever comic opera, which even "The Merry Widow" can not

surpass in vim and melody.
* * *

It is gratifying to record that Mr, Hartman's efforts in be-

half of Los .4ngeles are being rewarded. Every performance
has been sold out so far and extra chairs are being put in all

the time. People have been turned away every day. and a

long line may be seen at the box office from morning until

night. The production is surely worthy of this splendid pat-

ronage. Mr. Hartman himself is at his very best and in-

fuses a certain element of humor in the Blue Jay that was
lacking when I heard this production on a previous occasion.

Walter Catlett seems to have been especially created for the

part of Gen. Rooster or vice versa. This role fits the clever

second comedian like a glove, and as Mr. Hartman. with his

well known liberality toward his associates permits Mr. Cat-

lett full license, you can imagine that the role is full of comic
surprises every evening. Walter De Leon and "Muggins"
Davis have several opportunities to exhibit their graceful

terpsychorean art and this they accomplish much to the de-

light of the enthusiastic audiences. They also score heavily
with their songs.

* • •

Among the surprises I experienced ou this occasion grere

the most remarkable \ocal improvements of Myrtle Dingwall
and Annie Little. Both young singers really possess flexible

voices of much charm, and they use them with sufficient un-

derstanding to elicit prolonged applause from their audiences.
Mr. Hartman is certainly a connoiseur in selecting prospec-
tive talent, and although it may at times take quite a while
before his expectations are becoming realized, finally he gets

there just the same. Quite a unique and artistic bit of char-

acter work is Mrs. Polly Parrott, as impersonated by Alethea
Luce. The most ambitious amateur vocalist could not make
a more hilarious impression than Miss Luce does when she
liberates her "noise" and tries her best to make the vocal
chords of a parrot assume the flexibility of the throat of a
nightingale. Miss Luce certainly was a scream in this par-

ticular scene. During the second week the cast will be
strengthened with the addition of Josie Hart and Carmen
Phillips. "The Wizard of the Nile" will follow the splendid
run of "Woodland." J. A. Raynes, the musical director, de-

serves much credit for the vivacious manner and intelligent

interpretation with which he trains both chorus and orches-
tra. Scenery and costumes were simply exquisite.

.\LFRED METZGER.

Emil Steinegger
Begs to announce that he will teach all day Wednesday in

Oakland at Room 64, MacDonough Building.

Telephone Merritt 2845.

San Francisco Studio 924 Grove St., above Fillmore

Wallatce A. Sabin
iJrg-anist Temple Emaiiii Kl. First Church of Christian Science.
] )irector Loring Club. In San Francisco on Wednesdays at 1617
California Street. Tel. Franklin 5345. On Saturdav afternoons
at Christian Science Hall. Tel West 6645. In Berkeley on
Moiulavs and Thursdays at 2S20 Prince St. Tel. Berkeley 4774.
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MANSFELDT-DE GRASSI-VILLALPANDO TRIO—The first

of a series of three chamber music concerts was given by
the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio at Kohler & Chase
Hall on Monday evening. January 24th. The audience in at-

tendance was representative of San Francisco's very best
musical element, and in point of numbers proved larger than
is usually the case at events of a more severe classical na-
ture. The program was one of the most interesting and one
of the most serious selections of modern chamber music that
has ever been presented in this city. Indeed, from every
point of view the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio has
established itself in the estimation of everyone who cherishes
high ideals in the matter of general musical culture.

The first number on the program consisted of Saint-Saens'
E minor Trio, which on this occasion received its first ren
dition in San Francisco. This work is divided into the fol-

lowing movements: Allegro non troppo: Allegretto; Andante
con moto; Grazioso; Poco Allegretto and Allegro. It is really
almost impossible to review a work of this kind in detail from
a first hearing, and I would not in .justice to the composer
attempt to do so at this time. Suffice it to say that Saint-
Saens has once more given evidence of the fact that he is

perhaps the most prolific, the most versatile and the most
successful composer of modern days. He certainly grasps
in this work the pure beauty of chamber music with that
readiness of classical application which the old masters un-
poser's work, richly scored and represents the more vigorous
poser's work, richly scored and represnts the more vigorous
school of composition rather than the lyrical type that was
so much in favor in early works of this nature. The trio

contains several exceedingly beautiful passages for every in-

strument, thus giving the players an opportunity to revel in

solos, and every member of the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villal-

pando Trio was sufficiently well equipped in musicianly spirit,

as well as technical facility, to do complete justice to this
very worthy composition, both from the point of view of en-
semble and solo work.
The other trio played on this occasion was by Sinding and

written in the key of D major. The movements were: Alleg-
ro, Andante and Confuoco. This also is a new work to us and
one of more than passing artistic value. In its vigorous,
rhythmic character it is not unlike, at times, the style of
Puccini, and is particularly pleasing by reason of its melodic
character. The Andante movement is especially sombre, and
at times even grandiose and broadens out occasionally to a
period of exceeding melodic beauty. The third movement, as
its title implies, is of a brilliant character, scintillating with
runs and arpeggios and studded with a series of technical

(Continued on Page 16.)
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THE TERESA CARRENO CONCERTS.

Mine. Teresa Carreno, the only one of the world's great
pianists to visit us this season, will give her first concert
next Thursday night, February 3d, at the Garrick Theatre,
which is being entirely redecorated and renovated. The pro-

gram for this occasion will be a most interesting one and will

include Edward MacDowell's beautiful "Celtic Sonata," which
has not been played here since the gifted young composer
visited us some nine years ago. The rarely played Chopin
"Sonata." Op. .iS, Beethoven's G major "Rondo," Liszt's ar-

rangement of Schubert's "Erl King," and a group of Liszt

works, including the "Sonetto del Petrarca," "Irrlichter" and
"Polonaise" in E major will complete the great offering.

The second and last concert will be given Sunday afternoon.
Februarp 6th, and the program will consist of Bach's "Chrom-
atic Fantasie and Fugue," Beethoven's "Sonata," Op. lO'J, a

group of Chopin numbers, a group of MacDowell works, and
the beautiful "Quintette" for strings and piano, in which the

great star will have the assistance of the Lyric String Quar-
tet. Such varied and novel programs have not been offered

here in many a day. Seats are now ready at Sherman, Clay
& Co.'s, corner of Sutter and Kearny, prices being $1.00, $l.''>iJ

and $2.00.

On Friday afternoon, February 4th, Mme. Carreno will play
in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse at 3:15, presenting a pro-

gram entirely different from those given in this city.

Beethoven's "Appassionata Sonata" and Schumann's "Etudes
Symphoniques" will be the special features. Seats for this

may be secured after Monday at Ye Liberty box office.

THE FIRST SUNDAY "POP" CONCERT.

This Sunday afternoon, January 30th, at Kohler & Chase
Hall, O'Farrell street, above Grant avenue, the first of Will

Greenbaum's Sunday "Pop" concerts will be given, the per-

formers being the Lyric String Quartet, composed of Misses
Mary and Dorothy Pasmore, Sallie Ehrman and Viola Furth.

and Mrs. B. M. Stitch, soprano, with Miss Lydia Reinstein.

accompanist. The program is a very beautiful and interest-

ing one, and is as follows:

Quartette No. 15, B major (Mozart) ; Songs—Der Gang zum
Liebchen, Liebestreu (Brahms); Gute Nacht, Im Herbst
(Franz); Quartette Op. Posthumous, C minor (Schubert);
Presto from Quartette, Op. 13, No. 3 (Beethoven).

Seats will be on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s until Sat-

urday night and on Sunday the box office will be at the

Kohler & Chase Building. Season tickets for the entire

course are $1.00 and $2.00, and prices for single concerts are

50c and $1.00. The next concert will be on Sunday, February
27th, and on that occasion Edgar Stilman Kelly's "Quintette"

will be played for the first time in this city, with Mr. Fred-

eric M. Biggerstaff at the piano.
w—

THE SCHUMANN-HEINK CONCERTS.

Mail orders will now be accepted for the concerts of that

wonderful artist, Mme. Schumann-Heink. The concerts will

be given at the Garrick Theatre on Sunday afternoon, Feb-

ruary 13th, and Thursday night, February 17th, and a special

farewell program will be arranged for Sunday afternoon.

February 20th. As usual, the Schumann-Heink programs will

be remarkable, and at the opening concert she will sing five

great operatic scenes or arias as follows: "Recitative and
Aria" from the opera "Titus," by Mozart; "Aria" from "Sam-
son and Delilah" (Saint-Saens) ; "Waltraute Scene" from
"Gotterdamerung" (Wagner); "Ah. Mon Fils!" and also the

great "Prison Scene" from Meyerbeer's "Le Prophet." Be-

sides this, there will be groups of songs by Schubert, Loewe,
Richard Strauss, and a novelty by Felix Weingartner, be-

sides a group by American composers such as Chadwick,
Nevin, Carrie Jacobs, Bond and Rudolph Ganz. On Thursday
night another great program will be given, including groups
by Schubert, Brahms and Richard Strauss, and some novelties

by Max Reger, Richard Sahla and L. Stein, never before

given in this city.

Seats for the Schumann-Heink engagement will be $2.50,

$2.00, $1.50 and $1.00, and box seats $3.00. All mail orders
should be addressed to Will. L. Greenbaum at Sherman, Clay
& Co.'s, where the box office to the public opens Wednesday,
February 9th. Mail orders will be filled in order of their re-

ceipt and must be accompanied by check or money order.

Special attention to out-of-town orders. On Friday afternoon,

February 18th, Schumann-Heink will sing at Ye Liberty Play-

house. Oakland, repeating the stunning program of the open-

ing concert in San Francisco. For this event mail orders
should be addressed to Ye Liberty Playhouse, Oakland.
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The Piano Center
of San Francisco

Our great new store, I.Si'-lSS Kcurn.y aiid 1217-225 Suttei- street,

may consistently be called Tlie I'iauo Cenler of San Francisco,
or. for that matter, of tlie Pacific Coast; not only because of its

central location, but because this store has become the objective
point of the most critical i)iano buyers of the West.

The business of The Wiley 15. .Vllen Co. has been built and de-

velojted ui)on the. belief that the buying- (lublic ap|)re(iates honest
values, meritorious pianos, and a frank, straightlVu-ward method
of piano selling that permits of no misrepresentation, no decep-
tive ])rize schemes or guessing contests, the object of which is to

cxjiloit cheap and low-grade pianos at e.xorbitant prices.

Our business consists wholly (if selling [lianos and talking nia-

chine.s at prices which rejiresent their actual values and that are
more reasoimble, «heii quality is considei'od, than can be found
elsewhere in the AVest. We sell on the one-jirice system ex-

clusively. Therefore, each and every buyer knows that he has
bought at the lowest possible figure.

The protection and the satisfaction of each individual customer
is the underlying iirincipic of our business and the foundation of

the remarkable growth and success of our House. Our interest

does not cease when the sale is made. We consider the transac-
tion closed only when we know that the i)iano has proved its

worth in the hands of the buyer.

Courtesy and consideration toward all visitors is one of the
characteristics of every employe of our House, and every elt'ort

for the furtherance of the buyer's interest is freely given.

Hriefly, the jiolicy of our House is outlined above. Our slock
of ]iianos, jilayei' pianos and talking machines is the largest, the
most carefully selected, on the (Joasl. Therefore, as a prospec-
tive purchaser, it is to your interest to call before a final selection
of your piano is made. Our easy payment plan will greatly
please you.

AT/Vy^^^ A>/>1/Vc>s^
Victor Talking Machines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,
Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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difficulties that must have cost considerable patience to gov-

ern with that ease which was apparent on this occasion.

This work is of rather a fickle character and does not come
as close to the works of the old masters of chamber music
as the Saint-Saens. Somehow there is here an element of

breeziness and even superficiality not exactly in accord with
the more severe school of chamber music composition. But
after all Sinding is one of the most commanding figures of

modern musical literature, and his work so exceedingly well

played by the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio proved not

only an instructive, but a most enjoyable musical composition.

As a sort of an alloy to the two modern works there was
introduced as an intermediary number, Bach's old reliable

Chaconne. Only a student of the violin really appreciates
the terrifice technical demands which this work makes upon
the player. And if it is added that these well-thought out and
purposely-made intricate technical accrobatics must be played
with an absolute ease in order to secure therefrom as much
musical value as possible, the reader will have an idea how
difficult a task a soloist creates for himself when he choses
this work as a bravura declamation. I have had in the past

little opportunity to judge Signor de Grassi's virtuosity. In-

deed, nearly at every occasion I have listened to him he
labored under more or less evident disadvantages. But on

Trio acquitted themselves with great credit to the profession,
and those who listened to their praiseworthy interpretation
will surely see to it that the remaining concerts will be at-

tended by everyone interested in the exposition of real class-

ical music. The next concert will take place in February,
and will include the Dvorak trio "Dumky" and the Smetana
G minor trio. The soloist will be Maurice Anger, a young
tenor who arrived here recently, who will sing four Bohemian
songs. Everyone who has the musical welfare of this city at
heart should show his appreciation of this trio by attending
himself, as well as bring several friends. No one will regret
attending these events.

w
A REMARKABLE CONTRALTO VOICE.

Every now and then gratifying information reaches America
that one of her native daughters has endeared herself to the
affections of the German people. Quite often the information
thus received is exaggerated, but now and then it is based
upon actual facts. One of these reliable bits of information
has now reached this country in regard to Alice Sovereign of

Rockford, Ills., who is the possessor of a truly phenomenal
contralto, that extends over a range of not less than three
octaves. Besides this wonderful vocal organ. Miss Sovereign

. has been recognized as a remarkably beautiful young woman,
whose personal charms add much to her artistic accomplish-

ALICE SOVEREIGN

The Beautiful Young American Prima Donna Contralto, Whose Beauty and Art Delights

European Audiences.

this occasion he seemed to be himself and no doubt the gen-

eral atmosphere of the surroundings, the pure musical en-

vironment and the inspirational beauty of the chamber music
compositions combined to bring out all the efficiency of this

exceedingly skillful musician. He mastered all the technical

obstacles of the work with astonishing ease and fluency. He
Imbued the dryest contrapuntal passages with a most grace-

ful turn of sentiment. He secured a very broad and majestic

tone in those parts of the work that demand a dignified and
soulful majesty of breadth, and he revealed all those artistic

perquisities that justify the application of the title artist.

Signor de Grassi deserves the highest endorsement for his

scholarly reading of the Bach Chaconne.
The three members of the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando

ments. Especially noteworthy is the sonorous depth of her

voice, which exhibits a pliancy and a resonance exceedingly

rare in the world of music.
During a concert tour in Denmark the Copenhagen papers

stated that there was no other voice like Miss Sovereign's on

that side of the Atlantic. She appeared as Erda at the Opera

in Frankfurt-on-the-Maine, with enviable success, and she

also met with gratifying triumphs in Nurnberg and Berlin.

She possesses an abundance of genuine artistic temperament,

and thanks to her rapidly growing reputation she has received

not less than twenty offers for operatic appearances during

the next season. Everyone of authority who has heard her

in Germany predicts a most brilliant future for this fortunate

and exceedingly gifted young American beauty.
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A Class in Harmony
THE STEWART VIOLI.V SCHOOL, Alex-

aiKler Stewart, Director, aunnuueex the
nrKUliixation of n elaxs in the study of
llarmonv under the direetinu nf Mr. ED-
« ARD FABER SCHNEIDER, the eoni-
l»o!*er, pinniHt and teaclier. The eourse is

planned to cover the ground required liy

the I niversitj of Cnlifurnin in its en-
trance ro<|uirenieiits in this Hui>ject.
Tl ITIOX FOR TERM OF ::0 LESSOXS,
Jtl.'.OO, COMMENCIXt; THl RSD VV, JAX.
I.'tth. into. Payahle in three monthly in-
ntallnients of $.~ each. Students of voice.
I>iani>, violin, or any instriinient can tnl^e
the linrniony course in addition to private
Instructions in their special subject.
Address either Edward Jordan, Secretary

of the class, or ALEXAXDKR STI-,«ART,
Maple Hall Rid;;., 14th and W elister Sts.,
Oakland. Tel. Oakland 41.'!).

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup

Concert, Oratorio and Recital Proeral
TEACHER OF SlXfJIXO

Residence Studio:
l.'CW Bay A'iew Place, Berkeley. Ph
Berkeley !).~s. Oakland Studio: li.' Mil
donouKh illda^. Tursda> a ml Friday

Romeo FricK
II \UII<I\F.

Vocal Instrucliiia After I orcniosi
European Melliiids

30-31 CAXXIXt; BI.OCIv. irtTII VXD
BROADWAY, OAKI,\XD

Phone Oalv. 6454 Phone Home A 146*

Paul Steindorff

Studio. 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William iSteinbacli

VOICE CULTURE
Sil IJIO:

l.-;j.s llroderick Street, San Francis.'o. « al.

H. D. Mustard
BAR I TOM-;

VOICE Cll,TlI»E IX AI.I, ITS URAXCHEJ
Opera—Oratorif>—Concert

Studio, 1.-I4.S HaiKht St. Phone Park 4i;

Herman Perlet
VOICE CILTIRE AXD PIAXO

STIDIO 1451 FRA\'KL,i\' STREET
Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. "Walter W^itham
TEACHER OF SIXGIXti

Studio:
14 Kohler & Chaxe Bldiu;., San Fruncisi

Plif'ne Kearny 54.'

4

Joaquin «S. "Wanrell
llasso (antaiile

\Dice Culture and Operatic Traininj;

Perfect Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—7»9 Van Xess Ave., hef. Turk
and Eddy Sts. Take Eddy or Turk SI.
Cars. Telephone Franlilin 3432.

FredericK Steven son
Harmony and Composition—Voice

417 lllaiichnrd Hall I,os Vnueles. Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOI'RAXO

Vocal lustrnction. Concert Work
Phone West 4s!l0 1:!II4 l':ilis Street

Chester Herold
TE.XOR

Soloist of First Church of Christ Scientists
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Musical Directory

Wenceslao Villalpando
vioi.oxcEi.i.is r

oacerts. ^lusicalcs. Enscnihle. Instructiul

rcl. Park .-i.'.::!!. Studio: T4li ( la> ton St.

DELIA. £. GRISAVOLD
( OXTRAI.TO

VOICE CII.TI RE
one Park l(il4 Res. Studio, S4.-| Oak St.

Mme. Julie PracHt
TEACHER OF I.AXtJl AtJES

lias Dctisadero St. I'lioae West 20T1

MISS £DNA MONTAGNE
(Pupil of Mis. 0.scar .Mansfel.it 1

teachi;r of piaxo
PS. studio: 12IS Telegraph Ave., Oakland

Sig'nor Antonio cle Grassi
VIOI.IXIST

Concerts Arranged. Violin and Harmonv
Taught. "«"inifred .Tune de r.rassi, Asst.

>iludio: 130 PRESIDIO \AE., S. F.
Plione \Vest '.i:;,".:

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TE\< iii;r of si\(;ix<i

Tel. West 7::7!> -^T^i) W elisler St., S. F.

Frederick Maurer, Jr., ^•'•«""pa I

Teacher of Piano and Harmony. Coach
ing. Singers. Violinists. San Francisco
Studio. Mondays. 1849 Pine Street, Tel.
West 9049. Home Studio. 1726 Le Roy
Ave.. Berkeley. Tel. Berkeley S39.

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
ni{A>IATIC SOIMiWO

ce < iilliire Coiicerl and Oratorio
i:4ll California St. Phoii.- W.st r.n.'.S

Mrs. THoroughman
^oicc Culture Dramatic Soprano

Concert—Oratorio—Opera
ludio: Room 10!>, ill.' Van \ess \veui

Telephone Franklin .=i2.".4

Mrs. M. Tromboni
TFVtllF.R OF SIN<;i\(;

Studio, 1580 SUTTER ST.. Monday, and Thursday,. Al
Mill N'alicy, KgysloDf Building. Tu^day. Wfdncday, Friday

LOUIS CREPAUX
iMember Paris Grand Uperal

Delhert RIock, !)43 Van Xess at O'Farrell.
Reception Hours. 11:30 to 12, and 3 to 4,

except Wednesday and Saturday. Wednes-
day in Oakland, 1154 Brush Street,

BENJ. S MOORE
I Organist First Presbylman Church. Berkeley)

III llerkeley Friday and Monday !
clusively. Studio: T2" Fulton St. IMlii
llerkeley 4I>;;7.

Horatio Cogswell haritoxe
Voice CuKiire. Concerts, Recitals. Studios-
11:1 Bay St.. .\!ameda. Tel, Alameda 19.=..

Kr.Miii .14 >hic.i.>-i..ugh Bl.lg.. 14th & Bdwv.,
iiaklan.1. TiK-s.lav and Fridav at teinnoii'^

VOCAI. STl DIO

JosepK Keefer

SIGISIVIONDO MARTINEZ
1126 O'Farrell St. San Francisco. Cal,

EULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Tel, Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Stinimit St,. Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
13.50 O'Farrel St, San Francisco

MISS JENNIE H. DREW
Room lOOS, Kohler & Chase Bldg., S. F.

VOCAL
MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE

3621 Broadway. Oak, T el. Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St.. Oakland, Tel, Oak. 4206

MADAME CARRINGTON LEWYS
Kohler & Chase Bldg, Tel. Kearny 5454

HOTHER WISMER
2045 Fillmore St. Phone West 438

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
lSi:i Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOLIN, LUTE and GUITAR
SAMUEL ADELSTEIN

1S34 Baker Street San Francisco

HARP
MISS JOSEPHINE BARDA

135 22d Ave.. S. F. Phone Pacific 2987

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

studio, :>iaple Hall, 14tli and Webster
Sis., Oakland. Tuesday and Friday. Tel.
Oakland :{4o:{.

Mr. >Villard Bachelder

Carl EdAvin Anderson
TENOR

St. Luke's Episcopal Church, San Fran-|
Cisco—Temple E-Manuel, San Francisco'

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-
partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical
performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,
will serve as a guide to our readers in
Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities
should be visited by companies first
appearing in San Francisco.

Besides this reliable theatrical de-
partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland. Berkeley and Alameda de-
partments are continued as usual,
while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch, $1.00: one-half inch, 50c,
and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.
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MUSIC IN SEATTLE

Seattle, Wash., January 11). I'.ilO.

A very interesting conrert was given by the Columbia Col-

lege of Music at the close of last year. It is very rarely that

one hears classic solos from clarionet or popular ones from
the oboe. The one by Brahms was very enjoyable and in-

teresting from the classic point of view. The program was:
Senate for violin and piano (F. W. Rust), Mr. and Mrs.

Donner; Oboe solo—Faust Fantasie (transcription by E.

Sabon), Mr. Masino; piano soli— (a) Impromptu, A flat

(Chopin), (b) Berceuse (Chopin), (c) Scherzino (Hadley),
(d) Rhapsodle No. 6 (request), (Liszt), Mr. Dimond; violin

soli— (a) Romance in F (Beethoven), (b) Dance of the Gnats
(Donner), Mr. Donner; Sonate for clarinet and piano. Op
120 (Brahms), Mon. Lagourgue and Mr. Dimond.

* * *

An interesting fortnightly series of four musical lectures

has been programed for February and March, the first to

take place at the residence of Mrs. Thomas Burke, Wednes-
day, February 2d, at 10:30 a. m., the subject to be "A Group
of German Poets and Their Interpreters in Music." Musical
sketches will be read by Mrs. Tytler and illustrated by Mr.
Bentley Nicholson. The others, matinees, have been dated
as follows: Februaiy 16, at the residence of Mrs. Frederick
Bausman. subject, "The Neo-French School in Poetry and
Song;" March 2, at the residence of Mrs. Eliza Ferry Leary,
subject, "Some American Composers of To-day."
The subject on March 16th will be "Master Songs From the

Literature of Various Countries." It is not yet determined
where this fourth matinee will be held.

* * *

The third sacred song concert and organ recital will be
given in the First Baptist Church at Broadway and Columbia
street, at 3:30 this afternoon, by Mr. Thomas Ryan and J.

Hamilton Howe. The program is as follows:

Offertory in C (Thayer), J. Hamilton Howe; (a) "Ave
Maria" (Gounod), (b) "The Lord Be Merciful" (Bartlett),

Miss Clare Kelly; Reading, "The Marks of Time," Mrs. Adel-

ine Ayvord (with organ accom]janiment by Mr. Howe); "Im-

provisation" (J. Hamilton Howe), J. Hamilton Howe; (a)

"The Good Shephard" (Barri), (b) Entreat Me Not to Leave
Thee (Gounod), Miss Pauline Turner; (a) Adagio (Ries), (b)

"Elegie" (Franconier), Harry J. Aronson, violinist; "Lead
Kindly Light" (Dr. D. Protheroe), Thomas Ryan, basso can-

tante; Postlude in G (Whitney), J. Hamilton Howe. Mrs.

H. M. Hug was the accompanist.

Mme. Edith Moxom Gray and Mad. Clary were the features

of the Ralston Glee Club concert held In the Boylston Av-
enue I'nitarian Church Wednesday evening. The program
in full follows:

"On the Sea" (Buck), The Ralston Glee Club; "Ah Q'uel

Giorna" (Rossini), Mme. Mary Louise Clary; "Timbuctoo"
(Geible), The Ralston Glee Club; (a) "Des Abends," (b>

"Aufschwung," (c) "Wanim" (Schumann);. Mme. Edith
Moxom Gray; "The Nun of Nidaros" (Protheroe), The Ralston
Glee Club; "Crossing the Bar" (Parks), The Ralston Glee

Club; (a) "In the Moonlight," (b) "Autumn" (Eugene Haile),

Mme. Mary Louise Clark; "The Wedding of Shon MacLean"
(Patterson), The Ralston Glee Club; (a) "Prelude in C," (b)

"Scherzo in B minor" (Chopin), Mme. Edith Moxom Gray;
"Ye Banks and Braes o' Bonny Doon" (Vogrich), The Ralston
Glee Club.
This club is filling the roll that the Loring Club has filled

for so many years in San Francisco.
* * *

Here is one of the programs of the Ladies' Musical Club,

which has done such grand work here for many years:

A Story of Victory Over Self, told in Winter Songs of Franz
Schubert: I.—The rejected one tells his story as he departs

in the storm, likening his hopes to the last leaf on the tree,

which he names for his love; (a) "Good Night," (b) "Frozen
Tears," (c) "Last Hope," Mr. .John Milligan. II.—He com-
pares his own state of mind to a stormy morning, and re-

proaches his lost love by likening her to a frozen river; (a)

"Stormy Morning," (b) "Frozen River," Mrs. B. A. Robb.
III.—He becomes desperate with thoughts of hallucination,

self pity and suicide; (a) "Illusion," (b) "Solitude," (c) "Will

o' the Wisp," Mr. Frederick Graham. IV.—In calmer mood

he dreams of spring and old familiar objects; (a) "Spring
Dreams," (b) "Linden Tree," Mrs. Romayne .lansen. V.—
Realizing his selfishness, he sees and resigns himself to a
better way; "The Guide Post," Mrs. Robb, Mrs. .Jansen, Mr.
Milligan. Mr. Graham. VI.—He perceives an object lesson;
"Organ Grinder," Mrs. Robb. VII.

—"Victory and Freedom,"
"Courage," Mrs. I{ybb, Mrs. .Jansen,^ Mr. Milligan, Mr. Graham.

Quartets arranged from Schubert's songs of the same name
by Mary Carr Moore. Accompanist, Miss Ethel Myer.

JAS. HAMILTON HOWE.

ANN TASKER'S EASTERN TRIUMPHS.

Ann Tasker, who is so well known to the theatre-going
public of this vicinity, and who owes her training to Paul
Steindorff, is still conquerin'; for herself renewed victories

in the East. Among the latest criticism received about her
at this office is the following one:
"To come across a lovely young girl with great charm, de-

cided comedy talent, a capital of cleverness in dancing, flirt-

ing and beguiling is a rare delight in musical comedy, and
when these gifts are topped off by a fine soprano voice, well
trained and delicious in quality, there is joy enough for an
evening anyhow, no matter what the whole has to suffer from
a book writer. Ann Tasker blossoms upon the unresponsive
clods of "The Air King" like a snow flower. She is youthful,

bright and pretty to begin with, and her voice is surprisingly
lovely, and she uses it delightfully. Mr. Hubbell has not been
ungenerous in making beautiful songs for this welcome bright-

ener of the prosaic path of musical comedy, and Miss Tasker's
successes in the several dances, songs and comedy scenes be-

longing to the role of "Polly Hart," are worth applauding
with the splendid pictures, wonderful mechanical triumph.';

and the blaze of handsome girls dressed with elegance and
chic."

This criticism appears in a Chicago paper, in which city

"The Air King" was presented at the Colonial Theatre on
November 28th last. The critic, by the name of Amy Leslie,

is a severe writer, who calls the book of Harry 13. Smith
"wretched." It is therefore a most gratifying proposition to

.Miss Tasker to receive such praise at such particular hands.

New Orleans-New York S. S. Line

THE LINE THAT CONNECTS WITH THE

Sunset Route
at New Orleans, and which you may include in your
rail ticket at no more cost than for an all-rail route
to New York.

Two sailings weekly between New Orleans and
New York.

Elegant accommodations. Suites of Private Bed-
room, Parlor and Bath; Staterooms, Library, Smok-
ing Room, Baths, Promenade Decks, Excellent
Cuisine.

Make our handsome new office. Broadway and
27tli streets. New York, your headquarters when
East. Our attendants will be glad to assist you in

any way possible. Have your mail addressed in

care of the office and you will receive same im-

mediately on call.

RATES—By rail to New Orleans, steamer thence
to New York, including meals and berth on steamer:

First Cabin, $77.75; Round Trip $144.40
Second Cabin, $65.75

Second Class Rail and Steerage, $61.45
Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot

Broadway and Thirteenth Sts., Oakland
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Schumann-Heink is Coming

WE cannot find sufficient words to express to our readers the immense

benefit to be derived from attending the forthcoming Schumann-

Heink concerts. The possessor of a wonderful contralto voice, ot

tremendous range and charm, the savant of delightful mtelectual capacity,

this remarkable genius occupies a most enviable position in the world of music

today. To miss hearing her is to criminally neglect a brilliant opportunity to

delve deeply into the mysterious beauties of vocal art and thus make life brighter

and happier, it is therefore our sincere hope that every concert of Schumann-

Heink will be completely sold out in order that we may stand before the

musical world as genuine subjects of a Queen of Song. Therefore do not

forget to remember the following dates: Sunday afternoon, February 1 3th and

Thursday evening, February 17th, at the Garrick Theatre, and Sunday after-

noon, February 20th, at Dreamland Rink. On Friday afternoon, February

! 8th at Ye Liberty Theatre, Oakland.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Pacific Coa^ Musical Review.
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The Steinway
is after all

the lea^ expensive piano

It will outlast two other pianos, each of which

will cost nearly as much as a Steinway. No other

piano can approach it in quality and the satisfaction

derived from its ownership.

Used pianos taken in exchange as part payment. Monthly

payments can be arranged if desired.

Sherman Way& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRAPES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento. Fresno. San Jose. Stockton, Bakersfield, Santa Rosa,

Portland, Seattle. Spokane. Tacoma, Etc.
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Teresa Carreno Feb. 3 and 6
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Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio Feb. 17. Mar. 17
Lyric Quartet "Pop" Concert Feb. 27
Myrtle Elvin (Pianiste) March 8 and 12
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Maud Powell April
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

THE SCHUMANN-HEINK CONCERTS.

I'RIXG the last eiglit or uiue vear.s of it.'*

slow but sure growth, the Pacific ("oast

Musical Review has fretiuently endeav-
ored to propound the significance of

various musical jirolilenis that coiiihine to

create a more solid and a more dignified

attirude on the part of the jtrofession, the

amateurs and the laymen toward the at-

tainment of a more definite atmosphere of artistic

culture. One of these problems discussed in these

columns, and which now and then we shall he com-
pelled to take up as necessity demands, is t]ie dignified

attitude of members of the profession toward one an-

other in order to gain the res])ect of the public, and
the other, which we desire to deal with at this time,

is tlie absolute necessity of the recognition of musical
standards by which to judge artistic efficiency. In-

deed, we do not hesitate to assert positively that the
entire safety and iterinauence of musical education de-

pends mostly upon these two problems, namely, re-

spect toward the teacher and admiration for the great
artist. And if at any time either one should be as-
sailed with any danger of causing doubt in the mind
of the people, the entire scheme of musical culture and
musical education will collap.se like a house of cards
fanned bv a breeze.

Today we will content ourselves by dealing prin-
cipally with the necessity of inspiring "in the minds of
the people a deep and lasting admiration for all that
is great in art. The art and science of music can not
have any bitterer enemies than the arrogant fault
finders who, by reason of some unfortunate accident,
are enabled to wield a journalistic pen and are per-
mitted to spread their ignorant ideas before a puzzled
people. ^A'e do not desire to deny anyone the privilege
of expressing an opinion regarding the efficiency of an
artist. Every man, woman or child should, according
to our view of things, be permitted to express them
selves freely and fearle.ssly regarding their ideas of
things artistic. Ikit we certainly claim without re-

striction that no person .should be permitted to pub-
lish in a widely circulated journal any opinion either
favorable or unfavorable to a ])erformer unless reasons
are given for such o]iiiiion, faults and virtues are
pointed out distinctly, and in the event of unfavorable
criticism suggestions are presented which aid the per-
former iu his desire to improve in case the writer gives
evidence of his intellectual powers. I)aily newspapers
commit an inexcusable crime toward tlie public by
permitting irresponsible and superficially educated
critics to soil their columns witli banal and idiotic

oi)inious that do not intelligently jtoint out artistic

virtues or vices and suggest improvements as a guid-
ing star \'uv the performer, who has no defense against
shnuh-r.

The musital world, if it desires to exist, must have
certain standards by which to judge efficiency of ar
tistic ende;ivor. It is as nece.ssary for a critic to in-

telligently point out the virtues of a great artist as it

is to point out the vices of an inferior ])erformer, and
the reader must gain instruction by the enumeration
of artistic virtues just as much as he should add to his

knowledge by the intelligent exjiosition of faulty ar-

tistic works. And unless a writer iu a daily paper
jiossesses this t;ilent he has absolutely uo right to be
employed as a critic. All this is preliminary to onr
desire to call to the attention of our readers a par-

ticularly great artist who is about to visit us within a
week or two. We refer to the incomparable prima
donna contralto, iladame Ernestine Schumann-Heink,
who occupies perhaps the most unicjue position in the

world of music. Here indeed is an example worthy of

emulation, an artist of whose exceedingly well de-

velojied intellectual powers every student of the vocal
art is able to learn a lesson. And we devote this edi-

torial space to the advent of Schumann-Heink so early
before her San Francisco visit, because we want every
reader of this paper to make u]i his or her mind to be
sure and attend the Schumann-Heink concerts, inas-

much as they represent a certain ty]ie of musical in-

struction which can not be obtained from any other
vocal artist before the musical world todav.

The true signiflcaiue of the art of song is but
thoroughly <(niiiirelieiided by very few |)eo]de. Indeed
it is very ditticiilt to explain the intricacies of the art

by mere words. The only manner by which to infuse

the sijinificance of "enuine vocal art into the minds of
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the iiitcHijient lislciicr is \>\ ilhislraliuii oi-, in dllic:-

words, by listeuiiifi lo jji-cal arlisls. A li'iic innsit i;iii,

and one i-eiill.v wdi-tliy ol' solvinf; llif inner ])rohlc:iis

of the art, slionid not restrict hinisell' to one iiarliciihir

liliase of nmsical interpretation. An instrumentalist

shoulil iie;ir vocalists and a vocalist sh(Miid listen to

instriinienlalists. (»iily in tliis manner nia\' a liroa<l

musical eili;cati(iii lie ;i,cl\ie\eil. and only in this in;in

ner m:i\- llu^ mind he en(h>wed willi (he necessary

pliancy to ^ain In-eadt'i and lil)erality of spirit. ]C\('!-y

<>reat artist wlio aiijtears is aide to teacli a jjreat lesson,

and that student who does not williiifily take ad\aii

taj^e of the o)(]ioi-tunity to study this ^reat lesson will

never nndve a ij;enuine musician, and in this statement

we do not desire to make any restrictions. Miidanie

Schuniann-Heink represents a truly j^reat artist of the

])urest type, and we can not urge our I'eadei-s too stren-

uously to be sure and listen, to this wonderful sinjici'.

who is now at the very y,enith of liei' remarkable bril-

liancy, and learn a lesson of musical interjti-etation

and inspiration which, accordinf" to the law of artistic

individuality, no other jfreat artist can demonstrate in

exactlv the same manner as she does.

We have heard Schumann-IIeink sinji often enonjili

to know of what tremendous henetit her \isit to this

city will he to every student of music, be he an in-

strumentalist Ol- a vocalist. The human \oice is the

most ])ei-l'ect vehicle of emotional expression that ,i

wise creator has seen lit to bless humanity with. Sinii-

in}>', if it is jierformed accordinj; to the severest rules

of the art, is one of the most elevatin<; exi)eriences in

this world. We have fireat artists who possess won-
derful vocjil organs, hut who lack the necessary tech-

nical facility, ^^'e have f>reat ai-tists who jjos.sess both

technical facility and voice without the intensity of

dramatic lem|(('rament. We have fi'reat artists who
possess the intensity of diamatic tem])erament with-

out the purity and pliancy of he voice. All of these

are necessary to the jjeneral scheme of artistic mis-

sionary work, lint we h:ive very, very few <;reat ar

tists who cond)ine the beauty of the voice with the

intensity of dramatic temperament in such a degree

as Schumami-Heiidc jiosses.ses it, and for this reason

the \'isit of such ai-tists are so rare and so difficult to

secure that whenevei' they happen the entire comniuu
ity should turn out and pay lioniage to a genuine
(^ueen of Song, whose scepter should rule without

hindrance forever.

San Francisco has ever shown itself apjtreciative of

the powers of genius. And we therefore nniy say that

we Imve full confidence in the musical culture and
taste of San Francisco to do honor to Scluimanu-

Heink when she visits this city. No eulogies are too

great, no adjectives are too extravagant to describe

here the greatness of this remarkable a])Ostle of art,

and so we will leave all the detailed accounts of her

genius until after the first concert. Kut we exi)ect of

the musical ])ublic of San Francisco such a storming
of the box office that it will represent a new i-ecord

in concert attendance in a city which has long been

famed for its affection toward all that is truly great

in music.

IVIany complaints are being made ttirougtiout ttie country by
theatre and concert managers about business tinis year. One
wtiose popularity has not only held its own, but has shewn
an immense increase, is IVladame Schumann-Heini<, who is

enjoying the most wonderful successes everywhere, and who
is singing to nothing but capacity houses. The S. R. O. sign

is worl<ing overtime with her.

THE FIRST SUNDAY "POP" CONCERT—The Lyric

Quartet, under tlie direction of Will. L. Greenbaum, gave the
first of a series of three Sunday "Pop" concerts at Kohler &
Chase Hall last Sunday afternoon in the presence of a large

and delighted audience. San Francisco has had an oppor-

tunity to listen to quite a number of chamber music concerts.

The organizations giving these concerts consisted principally

of older artists and possibly of musicians having experienced
more routine than the members of the Lyric Quartet, but we
have never heard an organization of resident musicians pre-

senting the more severe chamber music works who exhibited

a finer spontaneity of ensemble effect and a better balanced
unity of phrasing than was noted at this recent concert. It

would perhaps be luijust to contend that the Lyric Quartet
contained more efHcient chamber music players, but it is not

beyond the confines of actual fact to maintain that, the four

members of the Lyric Quartet are more in harmony with
one another than the four members of the chamer music
quartets of local origin, whose work we have watched during
the last ten years.
And there is a very good reason for this state of affairs.

.\s a rule, a chamber music quartet is organized with four
professional musicians who are compelled to earn their live-

lihood in a cafe or a restaurant, and consequently their time
is so well occupied that regular and tedious rehearsals are
•out of the question. Furthermore, the class of music played
at most cafes, restaurants or theatres is not likely to strength-

en any refinement of interpretation. Musicians thus ham-
pered by being forced to play music which they must despise
become so saturated with the indifference engendered by
routine work that the finer phases of classic music does not
lend itself easily to their otherwise musically vulgar environ-

ment. Furthermore, we have frequently noticed that a quar-

tet of professional musicians contained either one or two solo-

ists who are so accustomed to play with the assurance of a
soloist that it is absolutely impossible for them to subordinate
themselves to the elimination of individual pre-eminence and
adapt themselves to the equality of united efforts.

In this manner there is apparent in a chamber music quar-

tet, no matter how efficient its integral members may be, a
certain lack of balance and conflicting regularity of spon-
taneous efforts that is decidedly detrimental to the ensemble
effect of the organization. And in this particular respect the
I^yric Quartet is superior to nearly every professional cham-
ber music quartet we have heard in this city. Although
musicians of rather youthful age and a brief experience in

the world's musical activities, the members of this organiza-
tion have solely and exclusively concentrated their energies
toward the study of the chamber music works. They have
learned to comprehend the necessity of eliminating all per-

sonal display and subordinating the same to the effect of
ensemble playing. In this manner the Lyric Quartet has
carefully trained itself to play like one individual—with the
same volume of tone, with the same character of phrasing
and with the same comprehension of the inner meaning of

the composition. Consequently we reach the conclusion that
four musicians playing with the understanding of one indi-

vidual will naturally effect the same performance as one in-

dividual would. We thus obtain the most essential feature of

chamber music recital, namely, the rendition of a work writ-

ten for four instruments in a manner to represent in effect

the work of one instrument. And herein the Lyric Quartet,
as we have stated before, has given us more satisfaction than
any other chamber music quartet we have heard in San
Francisco by resident musicians.

In making this statement we do not mean to contend that
musicians who have attempted to give chamber music re-

citals are less competent than the members of the Lyric
Quartet. We desire to maintain that they have not been
favored with the conditions that made it possible for the
four members of the Lyric Quartet to play like one individual.
Tlie program could not have been chosen with greater care.
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The Mozart Quartet, No. 15, in B major, the Schubert Post-

humous C minor Quartet, and the presto movement from the

Beelhoven, op, 18, No, :!, combined to malie one of the most
enjoyable affairs it has been our pleasure to witness. These
works are so well known to the musicians, who read this

parer that it would be superfluous to describe them at this

lime. Suffice it to sa.v, that the Lyric Quartet played them
with that tuoroiigh comprehension of their refined artistic

value and applied to them the flexibility of graceful phrasing
that is necessary for an intelligent reading of such works.
The members of the Lyric Quartet are: Miss Mary Pasmore,
violin; Miss Sallie Khrman, violin; Miss Viola Furth, viola,

and Miss Dorothy Pasmore, violoncello. It would be unjust
to give anyone of these musicians preference over the other.

They acquitted themselves equally creditably of their difficult

tasks, and they are entitled to the congratulations of all

those who enjoyed their work. Manager Greenbaum has no
reason to feel dissatisfied with the opening of his chamber
music season.
The soloist of this occasion was Mrs. B. M. Stich, who sang

two Brahms songs: "Der Gang zum Liebchen" and "Liebes-
treu," and two Franz songs. "Gute Nacht" and "Im Herbst."
Serious students of the art of song realize that the German
Lied requires as intelligent an interpretation of the words
as it does of the music, and unless a vocalist realizes this

fact to a sufficient degree so as to act upon this rule, there
is no hope for his or her musical salvation. It was gratifying
to note in Mrs. Stich's work this decided trait of giving a
most intellectual idea of the poetry as well as the music of

the songs she rendered. The singer's voice, while not exactly
a pure dramatic soprano, still possesses certain qualities that
might justify one to class it as such, and one of the reasons
is an occasional strident tone quality, which should not be
mistaken for a defect in the voice, but purely and simply for

a characteristic of a dramatic soprano. It is a healthy voice,

that lends itself very easily to the exposition of the German
Lied, and which, with the skill exhibited by Mrs, Stich, is

capable of exceedingly artistic revelations. We have heard
Mrs. Stich a number of years ago, and can not fail to note
that some time since we heard her she has undergone a
course of coaching which certainly has been responsible for

a wonderful improvement in her work. Whoever it was that
coached her, is a musician of no mean ability.

The second concert will take place at Kohler & Chase Hall
on Sunday afternoon, February 27th, F. M. Biggerstaff and
the quartet will play Edgar Stillman Kelly's Quintet for

piano and strings. Mr. Kelly is an American composer who
has made a big name for himself in Germany. We have now
in San Francisco a center of the American Music Society,
which is organized for the purpose of encouraging American
composers. The attendance of members of this society at

the next "Pop" concert will show whether or not they are
sincere in their proclamations of intentions regarding Amer-
ican composers. We shall return to this subject later. Miss
Lydia Reinstein accompanied the songs of Mrs. Stich and
proved herself an exceedingly refined and musicianly player.

ALFRED METZGER.

TERESA CARRENO'S LAST CONCERT.

The last Carreno concert will be given this Sunday after-

noon, February 6th, at the Garrick Theatre, Carreno has
for many years been ranked among the first pianists of the
world, and she has certainly deserved this recognition.
Everything that a pianist should know and every quality
one should possess are exemplified in the playing of this
"Valkyrie of the Piano." No student can afllord to miss hear-
ing her, and no teacher but who will be the gainer by attend-
ing a Carreno concert.
The program for this event is a most interesting and im-

portant one. Bach's tremendous "Chromatic Fantasie and
Fugue" will be the opening number. This will be followed by
the too seldom heard Beethoven "Sonata," Op. 109. A group
of Chopin works will include the "Nocturne," Op. 13, "Fan-
tasie Polonaise," Op 61, and "Waltz," Op 42. Then the artist
will play a group by her favorite pupil, the lamented genius,
Edward MacDowell, consisting of his "Barcarolle," Op. 33,

"Witches Dance" and "Etude de Concert."
Then will come the unusual feature of the program. Mme,

Carreno, with the assistance of our own talented quartet of
Native Daughters, the Lyric String Quartet, will play
Schumann's Quintette, Op 44, In this work we hear the great
romanticist at his very best. He is one of the few composers
who knew how to blend the pianoforte part with the strings,
and the themes in the work are of surpassing loveliness.
The piano part is as effective as that of a Concerto, and the

strings have their full quota of beauty to interpret. ' It should
be a notable performance. Furthermore, it will be a red
letter day 'in the lives of the four young ladies to whom
Manager Will. Greenbaum has given this opportunity. Seats
will be on sale at the theatre after 9:30 a. m., and phone
orders will receive careful attention. General admission will

bo $1,111).

THE SCHUMANN-HEINK CONCERTS.

The sale of seats for the Schumann-Heink concerts w/ill

open next Wednesday morning, February 9th, at Sherman,
Clay & Co.'.j. Mail orders, accompanied by check or money
order, will receive most cireful attention. Address such or-

ders to Will. L. Greenbaum, care of Sherman, Clay & Co,,

Sutter and Kearny street, San Francisco, Cal.

The concerts will be qiven at the Garrick Theatre, which
has been beautifully redecorated and a heating plant in-

stalled, on Sunday afternoon, February 13th, Thursday night,
February 17th. and Sunday afternoon, February 20th. In

case the demand warrants it. the final concert will be changed
to Dreamland Rink, as the theatre will most likely be too
small to accommodate the throngs that will want to hear the
world',3 most popular song-bird. Complete programs may be
secured at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s store.

On Friday afternoon, February 18th, the artist sings in

Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse, and for this event seats
must be ordered at that theatre, where the sale of seats will

open Monday. February 14th. To miss hearing Schumann-
Heink is to mi.ss one of the great opportunities of a lifetime.

THE PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA,

Of more than the usual amount of interest to the musical
world of this city is the reorganization of the "Philharmonic
Society" of San Francisco. This is the oldest institution of
its kind in this city, having started thirty years ago under the
name of the "Orchestral Union" with Mr, Wm. Toepke as di-

rector, and a few years later changing the name to the pres-
ent one, under the direction of Mr. Herman Brandt, until 1S94,
when the society secured the services of Fritz Scheel at the
conclusion of the Midwinter Fair. On Mr. Scheel's departure
from the city, Mr. J. H. Rosewald assumed the direction of
the society until his death.
The want of a capable musical director alone kept this well

known society from playing. We are pleased to announce
that the securing of the services of Mr. Paul Steindorff in-

duced some of the long-time members to reorganize this so-

ciety, and the same is now permanently launched, and will
hold rehearsals every Thursday evening at Kohler & Chase's
Hall in the magnificent new building on O'Farrell street. Al
a meeting held .lanuary 13th last, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing term: President, Melville S. Toplitz,
vice-president, Marshall B. Wallach; treasurer, Dr, M, W. Fred-
erick; secretary, ,Iesse M. Kutz; librarian, Irving M, Wilson;
musical director, Paul Steindorff.
The society invites teachers to send promising pupils to

the meeting place on any Thursday, where they will be wel-
comed, and if possible given a place in the orchestra. Future
announcement will be made of the concerts.

DISTINGUISHED SUPERNUMERIES.

Wm. Rapp, Schumann-Heink's energetic and hustling man-
ager-husband, tells the following amusing story: "Thirty min-
utes from Boston I stepped into the box office of one of the
concert halls in order to inquire about the evening's business.
The young man gave me the information I sought and then
asked about conditions on the road, and finally he blurted out:
'<Vhat talent do you carry with you besides Madame Schu-
inanu-Heink?' 'None at all,' I replied, 'except Mrs. Hoffmaim,
who constitutes an entire orchestra all by herself at the piano.'
'Well, well,' continued the young man, 'that's what an old
gentleman claimed yesterday; but look here, on this program
there are other assistants. What do these fellows have to do
—Wagner, Tannhauser, Schubert and those others?'"

Miss Frieda Wansner, a pupil of W, J. McCoy, gave the
following ambitious program at a studio recital on Saturday
afternoon, January 22d, in a most artistic manner: Harmon-
ious Blacksmith (Handel); Sonata in A major, op. 2, No. 2

(Beethoven); Nocturne in B major, op. 32, No, 1, Etude (!

flat, op. 10 (Chopin); Die Lorelei (Seeling); Shadow Dance
(MacDowell); Cappriccio (Grieg); March D flat (Hollaen-
den) Moto Perpetuo (von Weber). Two songs were charm-
ingly rendered by Miss Muriel Williams.
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Paris, .January 7, llilii.

It is witli difficulty at the present season to keep in tout h

with all the concerts going on in the busy metropolis, one

is confronted at times with two attractive programs the same
day. On December 2Cth came two interesting concerts,

Colonne at the Chatelet and Lamoureux at Salle Gaveau.

The program of the latter consisted of: The aria of Suzanne,

Noces de Figaro, Romance of Marguerite, Damnation of

Faust, sung by Mile. Marcelle Demougeot. The artiste

showed to advantage the suppleness of her remarkable voice,

a voice of rare beauty as well as quality. Under the baton

of M. Chevillard the orchestra rendered the variations

Symphoniques (C. Frank), in a niasterly manner. For the

first time at Lamoureux's we heard "La Sicilienne" from Pel-

leas (Debussy)—it was presented with a true modern artistic

spirit by M. Faure. These few fragments orchestrated coun-

ter-balanced the great "Zarathustra" (Richard Strauss). It

had been long since it was heard in Paris and was enthusias

tically received. It is a symphonic poem representing Nature

and Humanity. This was followed by Mozart's Symphony in

D (1786). concluding with the prelude of Tristan (Wagner).
The program at Colonne's included such names as Delnias and
Breval from the Grand Opera, Diemer, Casella from the Con-

servatoire of Music, Vincent d'Indy from the "Schola Can-

torium." Selections from Mendelssohn, Wagner, Bach and
Beethoven were rendered with the assistance of these artists

with a large orchestra. Hasselmans concert proved to be a

and a large orchestra.
Hasselmans concert proved to be a great success. The

public had a good opportunity to compare two sym-
phones written in France fifty years part. I refer to

the third symphony of Saint-Saens and the Symphonie
Fantastique of Berlioz. The latter composition Is remarkable
for its orchestral science, and the power of its dramatic sen-

timent, while the former symphony is a solid axis around
which all the details are attacked with marvelous skill, a style

entirely different from Berlioz. Our master Al. Guilmant
presided at the organ and displayed his remarkable talent in

two of Bach's fugues. Among the other numbers on the pro-

gram were: Romance ni G (Beethoven), Rondo capricioso

(Saint-Saens), Chant d'amour (Walkyrie), Chant de la Forge
(Siegfried), concluding with Marche Hongroise of Recoszy.

* * *

On January 8th and 10th the Societe Nationale de Musique
will give an interesting program. Trio (for piano, violin,

cello), (A. de Castillon); two lyric numbers (C. Debussy);
Poeme des Montagnes (Vincent d'Indy); four melodies (Chas.

Bordes); Eritance (Albeniz); Suite Basque (for flute and
string quartet), (C. Bordes). It will be the 36.')th concert giv-

en by the association.
* . *

The second concert of the .J. S. Bach Society took place
at Salle Gaveau. The program was exclusively J. S. Bach.
To give as much as possible a concert of that epoch the
orchestra was carefully reduced to suit the compositions of

the great master. Among the numbers was the well known
Concerto for flute. Hautbois. Viole d'amour, Viole de gamba,
which made a charming effect of the ancient sonorous qual-

ity of the orchestra.

The recital given by Edouard Risler was devoted to Liszt
and was the occasion of the eminent artist's new success.
He received an ovation after the variations on a theme of

Bach, Sonata dedicated to Schumann. He terminated his

recital with Etude D flat and Polonaise in E major.
^t * *

The first concert of the British Concerts Society will be
given at Salle Erard January 14th. Sonata for piano (B.

Dale); Melodies of Elgar, Quilter, Somerwell (Ronald and
Batti); Sonata for piano and viola (Y. Bown). The next
concert will be February 7th. The program will consist of:

Trio (A. Bax); Melodies (O'Neill and C. Scott); Quartet (B.

(iardiner) : piano con.ipositions (Scott, Corder and Read);
Quintet (V. Williams).

* * *

At Salle Gaveau December 24th the Christmas oratorio of

Bach was rendered by a large orchestra and chorus under
the direction of Vincent d'Indy. II was followed by Bach's
Cantata (Wer weiss wie nahe mir mein Ende), first rendition

in Paris. In fact, it was an entire Bach concert. The pro-

gram included Concerto (piano, violin, flute), Selections from
Mass in B. Last, bul not least. Toccata and Fugue for organ
in (" major, rendered bv Al. Guilmant.

A. L. ARTIGUES.
-%\-

MYRTLE ELVIN'S AMERICAN TRIUMPH.

Distinguished American Pianiste Receives the Unqualified

Endorsement of Leading Critics and Authoritative

Musicians.

America no longer demands all its music from foreign
shores. We can boast of many great artists ourselves before
the public today. Such names as Eames, Garden, Farrar.
Maud Powell are household words, and Myrtle Elvin can be
added to the list of American artists to obtain a world-wide
reputation. There are few artists who have made such
strides in the musical world as this young virtuoso, who
will be heard here in concert.
So great was her success last season during her western

tour the requests have been many to bring her back to the
coast, and the success of the tour is assured even at this

early date. Miss Elvin will come to the coast after spending
the early part of the season in the east, where she will

appear as soloist with such well known organizations as the
New York Symphony, the Philadelphia, the Pittsburg, Cin-

cinnatti, St. Louis, Minneapolis Symphony Orchestras, and
the Thomas Orchestra in Chicago. Miss Elvin recently ap-

peared as soloist with Mr. Walter Damrosch's New York
Symphony Orchestra in Chicago, and Mr. Damrosch engaged
her to open her season with the orchestra in New York, and
is most enthusiastic in his praises of her work, and declared
Miss Elvin was one of the greatest pianists before the public
today. In staid old Boston last season The Musician styled

Miss Elvin "Our American girl already a great artist."

Though this beautiful American girl had been recognized and
appreciated abroad, it is here in her own land that she is

most proud of her triumphs. Miss Elvin is a brilliant exam-
ple of the American artist who has won her laurels on her
merits, with exceptional technical attainments, sound musi-
cianship, and abundant temperament she has as steadily,

though very rapidly, climbed to heights in the musical world
that might be envied by those of ripe and varied experience.
The two following criticisms from the Chicago papers by two
of the most able musical critics we have will give a fair idea
of the estimate put on Miss Elvin's art by those who know
the world's great artists: "The Beethoven Concerto was
read with admirable understanding and wth fine technical
clarity, the Chopin Nocturne gave a glimpse of what there
was of sentiment and poetic feeling in the player. The
Chopin Polonaise was done in a fashion truly brilliant and
splendid, and the Strauss transcription was a piece of virtuoso

work which only the ablest artists of the present day could
duplicate. Then came the Tschaikowski Concerto—the most
beautifully serious composition in the whole range of piano
and orchestra literature. Miss Elvin, Mr. Stock and his men
of the orchestra went at their work with a will, and the
result was a performance of uncommon brilliancy and
beauty."—W. H. Hubbard in the Chicago Tribune.
"Then came the Tschaikowski Concerto—in this strong and

impressive composition with trying tasks in both octave and
finger technique Miss Elvin was equal to the emergencies at

all times, and the fiery temperament and finished equipment
swept over the difficulties in amazing fashion. The Theodore
Thomas Orchestra was in fine mettle, and the players joined
the audience in applauding the soloist—which was praise
indeed."—Chas. E. Dixon in the Chicago Daily News.

V*

Madame Schumann-Helnk's accompanist is Mrs. Katherine
Hoffman, an American product pure and simple. She is a

resident of St. Paul, Minn., and hza partaken of a musical
education in Chicago. She saw Europe for the first time while
en tour with Madame Schumann-Heink last year and is now
in her third season with the diva. Madame Schumann-Heink
believes that she has no superior as an accompanist. Mrs.
Hoffmann restrict,^ herself entirely to accompaniments.
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Who plays the EVERETT piano exclusively on her concert tours, says:

"Tlie Everett piiiiin is a distinct acliieveineiit in |iiaiio ((iiisti-nction, an original instrmneut

wliicli is a re\eiafi<in in arnnstics.

A jiiani) wiiicli w itli its ideal ]irineij)le, and the tlioniiht and e.\(ini><ite care exercised in its

construction, makes it a tit companion for the artist. It has rich, sympathetic tone of lieautifnl

qnality and wonderfnl carrying capacity, which places no limitations to poetic temperament.

"It is a distinct triumph for its makers."

Benj. Curtaz & Son
SOLE AGENTS

113-117 Kearny Street, San Francisco

ORPHEUM.—The Orpheum management next week will

certainly commend itself to admirers of the highest stand-

ard of vaudeville. Seldoms' Venus." which will be the

headline attraction, has proven a veritable sensation in

Europe and this country and is certainly the most remark-
able exhibition of "living marble" in the world. It is the

central figure of a series of groups, reproducing the greatest

works in plastic art, of which such masterpieces as "Samson
Bound," "Reaching the Winning Post" and "The Fountain"
form a conspicuous part. The Five Mowatts will introduce
a club juggling act which is remarkable for its precision,

dexterity and rapidity. It is most aptly described as light-

ning club manipulation, for the quintet pass the Indian clubs
with marvelous speed. Nothing of its kind to surpass the
performance of the Mowatts has ever been given in vaude-
ville. Kate Watson, Gus Cohen and their company, which
includes three other comedians, will present a one-act pas-

toral called "The Hoosier Girl." In this sketch Miss Wat-
son introduces a new character type which promises to be
as popular as the "Sis Hopkins" of Rose Melville, while
Gus Cohen as "Heiney" from Germany furnished a funny
contrasting role. The action takes place in Indiana and is

brisk, interesting and humorous.
Madame Panita, the celebrated European flute virtuoso,

will be a delightful feature of the new program. She is

gifted with a splendid technique and produces with ease
from her instrument a soft and beautiful tone. Panitas'
repertoire is extensive and varied. It includes a concerto
composed by the famous flutist. Tolou, and an andante from
a concerto composed by Mozart in 178S, a difficult number
by Tellmertz, the suite by Godard, the sixth Concerto and
the Valse Caprice by Demerssemann. Next week will be
the last of Gus Edwards' "Kountry Kids," .\rthur Whitelaw
and Prato's Simian Cirque. It will also conclude the en-
gagement of that splendid artist, Julius Steger, whose tre-

mendous success in "The Way to the Heart" is greater, if

possible, than that achieved by him in "The Fifth Com-
mandment." .\ novel series of motion pictures will ter-
minate the performance.

V*

about as much of the play (if "play" is the word) as does the

play itself. Vou remember that other riotous nonsense
"Fiddle-Dee-Dee" with which Kolb and Dill first captured
the town—well, "Higgledy Piggledy" is just about as sensi-

ble. I had considerable amusement listening to a couple be-

hind me who were trying to make it all out.

But no matter what the play is, Kolb and Dill are just as
funny as they always are. The little fellow's childish delight

in himself, the big fellow's disgust at him, the sudden kick in

the stomach and all the other familiar Kolbandillisms seem
just as fimny as ever.

Whoever is responsible for the costuming of the chorus
deserves a good deal of praise. Everything is fresh and at-

tractive, and there is a military drill in which the girls are

positively stunning in very pretty costumes of white and
blue.

The second part of the program is a burlesque on "The
Music Master." with the little fellow as the landlady and
the big fellow as Herr Barewig. The burlesque is pretty well

carried out, and there are a number of pretty bright lines in

it. Kolb might imitate Warfield a little better, but he is

mighty fininy and the burlesque makes a good winder to a

most enjoyable evening for anyone who likes a good hearty
laugh over a lot of entertaining nonsense.

JOSEPH M. GUMMING.

Die Probe, a musical club consisting of pupils of Mrs. von
Meyerinck, has resumed its regular meetings on the first and
third Saturday forenoons of each month.

Dr. Saxton Pope of Watsonville has just purchased one of

the Virginals exhibited at Filers Music Co. There is de-

stined to be a marked revival among music lovers of these
quaint and dainty instruments, which are now being manu-
factured by Messrs. Chickering of Boston in a special de-

partment of their factory.

KOLB AND DILL.—Our German friends Kolb and Dill are
still with us. This week they are giving a double bill; the
first number is "Higgledy Piggledy." That name tells you

A new feature of Madame Schumann-Heink's programs
since last she visited California is her adoption of a group of

demand at least a portion of the program in their mother
demand at least a portio not the program in their mother
tongue. How warmly these eongs are received is demon-
strated each evening by the great enthusiasm of the public.
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SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST.

John Levison, Aileen Frank, Madeline Frank, Carolyn Furlli

and George Manheim, pupils of .Joan Baldwin, gave a most in

teresting piano recital at California Club Hall on Saturday
morning, January 22d. The teacher, as well as the pupils,
have every reason to feel gratified with the success of the
event.

The Musicians' Club of San Francisco has elected the fol-

lowing officers for the ensuing year: President, Dr. II. .1.

Stewart; secretary and treasurer, Johannes C. Raith; direc-
tors. H. B. .Pasmore and Joseph Beringer.

* * ^t

William J. McCoy announces a series of illustrated lectures
dealing with the history and development of the orchestral
instruments and their literature. There will be twelve lec-

tures in the course, the first one of which will take place at

Sherman, Clay & Co. Recital Hall on Wednesday afternoon.
February 9th, at three o'clock. Well known musicians, who
are experts upon the respective instruments, have been en-
gaged for this series. Among the soloists will be performers
upon the violin, viola, 'cello, double bass, flute, oboe, English
horn, clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, trumpet, cornet horn,
trombone, tuba, pianoforte and organ. Excerpts from the
works of standard composers will be given illustrating the
mission of the various instruments in opera, symphony, quar-
tette and solo, thus cultivating a direct acquaintanceship with
their tone quality, powers and duties. Complete works for

each instrument with piano accompaniment will be given,
among which may be noted: Violin Sonata by Beethoven.
'Cello Sonata by Strauss. Concerto for Horn by Mozart. Con-
certo for Oboe by Bach. Sonata for Flute by Handel, Fantasie
Stuecke for Clarinet by Schumann and others. Tickets for

the complete course of twelve lectures are eight dollars and
may be obtained at all the music stores or at Mr. McCoy's
studio, 376 Sutter street.

The Cecilian Player recital given Saturday. January 2!)tl!

at Sherman. Clay & Co., Recital Hall, with Mrs. Frances
Thoroughman. dramatic soprano and Frank L, Graniiss as
usual at the player piano, was as follows: Germany—from
Foreign Parts— (Moszkowsky) : (al Summer (Chaminadel.
(b) At Parting (Rogers), Mrs. Thoroughman; a few minutes
with the Victrola: "Caro Mio Ben," as sung by Emilio de
Gogorza, "Sweet Longings" for violin and flute, as played by
Rattay and Lyons, and "Farwell Oh Earth," from Aida, as
sung by Gadski and Caruso; Blue Danube Waltz—Arabesques
on Themes by Schultz-Evler (Strauss), Cecilian Player Piano:
Four Indian Love Lyrics ( Woodforde-Finden), Mrs. Thorough-
man; Impromptu op. 142, B major (Schubert), Welte Piano
Player, as played by Paderewski,

* * *

Frank La P'orge informed the editor of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review that he has heard Albert Cohn of Oakland
play since he began his studies with Leschetitzky in Vienna,
and noted remarkable progress in that young pianist's work.
Leschetitzy spoke in the highest terms to Mr. La Forge about
this Oakland pianist, and assured him that the young musi-
cian possessed unusual talent. Both Mr. La Forge and
Leschetitzky expect a brilliant future for the ambitious young
aspirant for pianistic honors.

« * *

Herman Perlet, the distinguished orchestral leader and
teacher, whose exceedingly clever Christmas Jinks made such
an impression at the Bohemian Club, received recntly a let-

ter from Gustav Becker, the famous New- York piano peda-
gogue and lecturer, which contained the following interesting
lines: "I must begin to get the program ready for the New
York State xMusic Teachers Convention next June, and al-

ready I am deluged wtih circulars, letters and offers in person
to let them sing, play and lecture, I wish you were here to

help me in it. How I would like to have you direct the (Ora-

torio and orchestral concert they want to have." The above
remarks demonstrate that Mr. Perlet is regarded as one of

the most efficient orchestral and choral directors in America,
and it is surprising to us that his presence in San Francesco
has not been more utilized by those who are sadly in need
of the services of an efficient and authoritative orchestral
and choral leader. We need musicians like Mr. Perlet very
badly on this coast, and every effort should be made to make
their stay as pleasant and as lucrative as their reputation
justifies. We sincerely hope that Mr. Perlet, who has now-
resided sufficiently long In our midst to be one of us, will be
even more prominently associated with public affairs in the
future than he has in the past year.

«»*» -

Mme. Teresa

Carreno

Pianist
Last Concert this Sunday Afterjioon

Garrick Theater

Seats $1.00, $1..S0, $2.00 Gen'I Admission $1.00

Box Offi.ce Sunday at 10 a. m.

EVERETT PIANO USED

Phone West 1194 t

Mme.
Schumann

Heink
Sunday Afternoon, February 1

3

Thursday Evening, February 1

7

Sunday Afternoon, February 20

Seats ready next Wednesday at 9 a. m.
at Sherman Clay & Co's

Prices $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00

Box Seats $3.00

Mail orders must be accompanied by check or

money order payable to Will L. Greenbaum.

Schumann-Heink in Oakland
Friday Aft., Feb. 18, Ye Liberty

Box office opens Monday, Feb. 14

Steinway Piano Used

Coining: Maud PoweU, Violinist Extraordinary
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Madame Schumann-Hcink
CONTRALTO

Pacific Coa^ Tour From January 15th

to March 17th, 1910

Madame Schumann-Heink will be

under the direc?l:ion of the follow-

ing Pacific Coast Representatives

of the Wolfsohn Bureau

Oregon and Washington

Misses Steers and Coman, Portland

Southern California, New Mexico, Arizona

L. E. Behymer, Los Angeles

San Francisco and Oakland

Will L. Greenbaum

Schumann-Heink in San Francisco at the Garrick Theatre, Sunday

Afternoon, February 13th, Thursday Evening, February 17th and at

Dreamland Rink, Sunday Afternoon, February 20th.

Schumann-Heink in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse

Friday Afternoon, February 18th
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MUSIC IN SACRAMENTO

Sacramento, January 21st.

The Saturday Club ushered IfllO in with a most interestins
program on "The Faust Legend in Music." Mrs. Purnel'.
who prepared a most capable analysis of the legend and the
many composers who have been inspired by it, surprised
many by showing the number of settings it had received.
The program contained: Faust Legend and Analysis, Mrs.
George Purnell; I'iano Quartet—Faust Overture (Ludwig
Spohr). Mrs. J. F. Ryan, Miss Edna Farley, Miss Margaret
Harney, Miss Hazel Pritchard; Song—Margaret at the Spin-
ning Wheel (Franz Schubert), Mrs. ,J. William James; Organ
—Faust Overture (Robert Schumann), Mrs. George Cum-
mings: Piano Quartet—Faust Overture (Richard Wagner i.

Miss Edith McDonough, Miss Edna Farley, Mrs. L. W. Ripley.
Mrs. Rose Geiser; Gounod's Faust: Kermesse (Gounod-Saint
Saens), Mrs. Horace Brown; Song—Dio possente (Even
Bravest Hearts May Swell), Mr. Robert Lloyd; Song—Tho
Calf of Gold. Mr. .Alexander Cameron; Piano—Faust Waltz
(Gounod-Liszt), Miss Irma Filcher; Song—Flower Song, Mrs.
Lucien Caen; Song—Jewel Song, Mrs. Lillian Palmer Willis;

Soldier's Chorus—Prison Scene, Mrs. Willis, Messrs. Lloyd
and Longbotham.

* * *

The Golden Gate Quartet furnish the program for to

morrow's meeting. This quartet includes Frank Onslow, first

tenor; Carl Anderson, second tenor; John de P. Teller, bari

tone; Henry G. Perry, basso, and will give: Song of the Sea
(C. Harford Lloyd), Quartet; Evensong (Blumenthal), Mr.
Onslow; A Spring Madrigal (Wallace A. Sabin), words by S.

Homer Henley, Quartet; Die Vatergruft (Liszt), Polly Willis
(Dr. Arms), Mr. Perry; Of A' the Airts the Wind Can Blaw
(Shore), This Pleasant Month of Male (Beale), Old English,
Quartet; The Passage Birds' Farewell (Hildach), Messrs. An-
derson and Perry; Dreamland (Storch), Quartet; Spirito

Gentil (La Favorita), (Donjzetti), Murmuring Breezes (Jen-

sen), Mr. Anderson; By Celia's Arbor (Horsley), Quartet;
Benediction of the Alps (Beldamus), Quartet.

On Wednesday night, January 26th, at the Clunie, Horatio
Connell, who comes highly recommended, the English press
according him es])ecially flattering notices, will give the fol-

lowing program: Group I—The Ready Swain is Gathering
Now (Seasons), (Haydn), 17,12-1809; Der Kuss, In Questa
Tomba Oscura (Beethoven), 1770-1827; Lascia Amor (Han-
del) 1685-1759. Group II—An Die Thuere Will Ich Schleich-

en, Ich Grolle Nicht (Schumann), 1810-1856; Auf Deta
Schiffe, Die Mainacht, Roeslein Dreie (Brahms), 1833-1897.

Group III—Aria: Eugene Onigen (Tschaikowsky) ; Erlkoenig.
Tom, the Rhymer (Loewe), 1 796-1 S()9; I Went Far and Cold.
Of Troubles Know I None (H. Farjeon). Group V.—Cucul
ain's Enchantment, Raindrops (M. Mayer); Helen. Thy
Beauty is To Me (Bertram Shapleigh); The North Has My
Heart (Howard Fischer). His accompanist will be Albert I.

Elkus. This is also a Saturday Club recital.

The meeting following this will be devoted to American
composers. This will hereafter be a yearly feature
of this club. De Grassi, the violinist, will follow,

and then Tilly Koenen. In the meantime, however, Mr.
Behymer of Los Angeles is showing faith in the musical
public of our city by bringing Schumann-Heink. She will

sing the wonderful program appended at the Congregational
Church on February 7th;

Recit and Aria, Titus (Mozart); Aria. Samson and Delilah
(Saint-Saens) ; Waldtraute from Gotterdauimerung (Wagner);
Ah! raon Fils (Prophet), (Meyerbeer); Allmacht (Schubert);
Fruhlingsfahrt (Schumann); Von Ewiger Liebe (Brahms);
Allerseelen (Strauss); Liebeseier (Weingartner) ; Weigenlied
(L. Stein); Rosary (Nevinl; Oh, let Night Speak to Me,
Danza (Chadwick); His Lullaby (Carrie Jacobs Bond); Love
In a Cottage (Rudolph Ganz).

Caro Roma has been visiting friends here, and has made
more friends through her talent both for song and composi-
tion.

* * *

Karl Grienauer and wife have located in Sacramento. He
is pleasantly remembered for his solo work with the orchestra
of the late Fritz Scheel. At the last concert of the McNeil

(;iub, Robert Lloyd direc'tor, Mr. Grienauer created a sensa-
tional success through his broad scholarly rendition of two
groups of soli for cello. The good news comes that he has
formed a string quartet, which will give two concerts during
the spring of the year. The members of this quartet will be
—First violin, Mr. Hundhammer; second violin, Mr. Kresh-
over; viola, Mr. Adler; cello, Mr. Grienauer.

MRS. ALBERT ELKUS.
--*v-

It would be an interesting chapter to cover the town,3
Madame Schumann-Heinl< has visited during her stay in

America. In many she has sung every year. In many she
has appeared several time,-; during one season. In many did
she appear where the coming of a great artist is a .lensational
event. And in many has she sung where no other great artist
ever penetrated. What an amount of pioneering she has
done! What enthusiasm she has aroused where art was un-
known! What artistic .leeds she has sown where no one
dared to venture before her! What fires she has kindled
wherever there was eagerness and longing for her cherished
art! With it all she has had but one thought, and that was
to repay a debt of gratitude toward America.

N^m (irph^um I
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: Fitzpatrick& Norwood

:

Managers

Kohler & Chase Hall

San Francisco

ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF

ir. ICuiiutQ WuUner

and his Accompanist

C. V. BOS

CALIFORNIA TOLR BEGINS IN MAY

TOUR OF THE

Pasmore Trio

Western Tour Begins

February 7 th

For Time and Terms, Address

Fitzpatrick & Norwood
Kohler & Chase Hall San Francisco

VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATEDj

Phones: Broadway J9B. Home i5721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA. Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

supervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH. OAKLAND.

Compositions of H. Huntington Woodman, the eminent or-
ganist and composer of Brooklyn. >.'. Y.. were sung at the
evening service of the First Congregational Church, Oakland,
Sunday evening. January 30th. under the direction of the
choirmaster. Alexander Stewart. This was the first of a series
of services at which the choir will sing compositions of six
eminent composers of church music, the others to follow be-
ing George W. Chadwick of Boston. Wallace A. Sabin of San
Francisco. Dr. H. J. Stewart of San Francisco. Frederick
Stevenson of Los Angeles and Horatio Parker of Yale Uni-
versity.

The musical selections for the first sen-ice was as follows:
R. Huntington Woodman, born in Brooklyn. 1S61. Since 1880
organist and choirmaster First Presbyterian Church. Brook-
lyn: pupil of his father. J. C. Woodman. Dudley Buck and
Caesar Franck: 1S94-97 music editor N. Y. Evangelist; since
1889 head of organ department Metropolitan College of Or-
ganists of X. Y.—Prelude. "Epithalamium" (organ). The Lord
is My Rock (chorus). Fear Thou Not (quartet). Out of the
Deep (contralto). A Song in the Night (chorus, soprano, bari-
tone). Cantilene—G minor (organ I. The selections were ren-
dered by the chorus choir of sixty voices and the following
soloists: Mrs. Grace Davis-Xorthrup, soprano; Mrs. Carroll
Nicholson, contralto; Mr. Howard E. Pratt, tenor; Mr. H. D.
Mustard, baritone; Miss Virginie de Fremry, organist.

The best move Madame Schumann-Heink ever made was
to go into comic opera. The next best was to get out of it

ss quickly as possible. It attracted toward her the great mass
of the people whether musical or not musical, and she has
retained their affection ever since. It was a tremendous feat
of diplomatic advertising.

To return to America in a small measure her obligations.
Madame Schumann-Heink has placed upon her programs songs
by American composers, with the hope that her adoption of
them might prove of advantage to the composers—her new
compatriots.
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MUSIC IN LOS ANGELES

VON STEIN ACADEMY RECITAL.

The pupils of the Von Stein Academy of Music gave an

evening of music at the Gamut Club Auditorium on Tuesday
evening, .January 11th, which was attended by an audience

that crowded the auditorium. Nearly a thousand auditors

were in attendance. Everyone who attended the event was
lavish in his expressions of satisfaction, and although the

Von Stein Academy has been responsible for a great many
record breakers in the way of student recitals, this one sur'^-

ly eclipsed them all. As usual, there was a distribution of

prizes, the first two of which wer won by Clarence Bates

and Mona Newkirk, amounting to one hundred dollars each.

The second prize of one hundred dollars was won by Miss

Nellie Brigham, and the third prize of fifty-five dollars was
.bestowed upon Miss Leanore dress. The Los Angeles Exam-
iner devoted nearly half a page to this event, and illustrated

it wilh a number of portraits. The event was characterized

by friends of the institution as the most triumphant success

ever given by the same. Each student was compelled to play

encores, and the concert extended over a period of two hours

without a single person leaving before the end of the program.

The complete program was as follows; Drolleries (N. von

Wilmi, Miss Selraa Siegelman; Simplette (Eilenberg), Miss

Eleanore Gress; Chaconne (Roubier), Miss Elsa Seidel; Over-

ture, two pianos, four hands (Nurnberg), Miss Nellie Brig-

ham and Lorelta Payson; Impromptu. F (Rene Becker), Miss

Estella Van Deusen; La Bouderie (Friml), Mr. Edward Wic-

kern: Scherzo iTheo. KuUak), Miss Nellie West; Rondo, D
major (Mozart), Miss Loretta Payson; Polish Dance (X.

Scharwenka), Miss Loretta Payson; Ballet-Scenen. Op. 30L'

N'o. 1 (Edwin Schulzl, Miss Mona Newkirk and Mr. Clarence

Bates; Novelettes, F (R. Schumann), Mr. Raymond Schouten;

Valse A flat (Karganoff), Miss Nellie Brigham; Rondo Capric-

cioso (Mendelssohn), ilr. Clarence Bates; Sonata, A minor
(Fr. Schubert), Miss Mona Newkirk; Scherzo, A flat major
(Chopin), Rhapsodie No. 12 (Liszt), Miss Clara Russakov.

MISS GOETZ' SCHUBERT ANNIVERSARY CONCERT.

Miss Margaret Goetz, the well-known contralto soloist and

teacher residing in Los Angeles, gave a Schubert anniver-

sary concert at the First Unitarian Church of that city on

Sunday afternoon, .January 30th. Miss Goetz has bestowed

upon this annual commemoration of the great master com-

poser a good many years of her especial attention, and the

longer Miss Goetz studies Schubert the more intense be-

comes her appreciation of his works and her devotion to

this annual tribute, for it represents always the perfection

of a union of poetry with music. Stockhausen, Gura, Hensch-

el. Wullner and Bispham have all been his standard bearers.'

and although all great singers pay homage to Schubert, none

have given so many exclusive Schubert recitals as Miss Goetz

has done during the last twenty years. Her repertoire covers

several hundred Schubert songs.

This year nearly all the songs were sung in English. Be-

sides vocal compositions the program included chamber
music, which was worthily represented by the immortal P.

minor Quartet. A chorus sang Schiller's great Ode to

.Joy, which seemed to have inspired Schubert to almost as

transcendant melody as Beethoven gave us in the ninth sym-

phony. This anniversary program of Schubert compositions

assume the shape of a dedication, as no one was admitted

during numbers, and this dedication to the great composer
was worthy as revrence could make it. Last year the

Schubert anniversary program attracted more music lovers

than the Hotel Pepper could accommodate, and this year all

signs pointed to "standing room only" when the concert be-

gan, as a great many musicians, students and music lovers

were constantly asking for admissions. The participants

were

:

Miss Margaret Goetz, contralto; Mrs. William J. Kirk-

patrick, soprano; Mr. Abraham Miller, tenor. The Krauss
String Quartet—Arnold Krauss, first violin; Oskar Selling,

second violin; .Julius Bierlich, viola; Ludwig Opid, cello;

Miss Laura Gre.gg, accompanist; Frank H. Colby, organist;

and Young People's Chorus.
The program consisted of: Posthumous Quartet—^11

Minor, the Krauss Quartet; The Miller's Flowers, Mine (from

Song Cycle by Wilhelm Mueller), The Young Nun (Craiger),

Mrs. Kirkpatrick; Trio—"Who is Sylvia?" (Shakespeare),
Young People's Chorus; Faith in Spring (Uhland), "Hark!
Hark! the Lark" (Shakespeare). Serenade (Rellstab), Mr.
Miller; Aufenthalt (My Abode), (Rellstab), Fisher Boy's Song
(Baron Schlechta), Ivitany (.Ml Souls), (.Jacobi), Miss Goetz;
Ave Maria. March Militaire, the Krauss Quartet; The Raven
(from Winterreise Cycle by Wilhelm Mueller), "Thou Art My
Peace," "Ijaughing and Weeping" (Rueckert), Mrs. Kirk-

patrick; Duet—"The I^ay of the Lark" (Werner), Mrs. Kirk-

patrick and Miss Goetz; Courage (Winterreise), To Music
(Schober), "Sung XTpon the Waters" (Von Stollberg), Miss
Goetz; Hymn to .Joy (Schiller), Young People's Chorus.
On Sunday afternoon, February 27th, an American compos-

ers' song program will be given, with a talk on the American
music as far back as the (Colonial period.

SCHUMANN-HEINK ENRAPTURES LOS ANGELES.

[Julian .Johnson in the Los Angeles Times, January 2.^>th]

Omnipotent Schumann-Heink sang again in Simpson Audi-
torium last night. More than 1900 people were crowded into

the dim old building, without doubt the largest audience it

has held since Bryan lectured upon its rostrum two years
ago. Many more nooks and corners for extra chairs were
found last night than have been utilized at any concert in

several seasons. All regular seats had been sold three days
ago. The breadth and scope of Schuraann-Heink's artistry

exceeds that of any living singer. In the folk-song she is

pre-eminent ; in the ballad she is perfection—but she is also

the greatest living dramatic contralto. Her repertoire is in

four languages; she sings with apparently equal ease Ger-
man, Italian, French and English.

As an all-comprehending interpreter, there is no contralto
so mighty as Schumann-Heink, nor has there been within
the memory of this generation. Indeed, it is doubtful if

there has ever been a singer of such vast interpretative

range among the contralti of any period. No wonder that

Richard Strauss selected her for his Clytemnestra part,

which, to the best of the writer's recollection, she was chosen
to create at the not-long-past premiere of "Elektra." Her
great power of voice and personality, her commanding appear-
ance and her histrionic authority must have lent incompara-
ble force and vividness to the study which she brought into

life.

Her voice is still a majestic, well-nigh perfect organ. She
followed the declamatory Waltraute scene from "Gotterdam-
mreung" with the "Ah, Mon Fils." from "Le Prophete." Here,
in the sugary phrases of Meyerbeer, who wrote to display

voice first, last, and all the time, Schumann-Heink's tone
was absolutely of 'cello-like quality and fluency, the phrases
smooth and round, her breath-power in climaxes a marvel,
and her interpretative enthusiasm genuinely inspiring. She
gave a superb interpretation of Schubert's exalted "Die All-

macht," and followed it with equally fine, though entirely

different interpretations of Carl Loewe's "Das Erkennen,"
and "Mutter an der Wiege," Richard Strauss's "Traum durch
die Dammerung" and "AUerseelen," and Felix Weingartner's
"Liedesfeier."

ARNOLD VON DER AUE—Tenor
<llt V'I'IMtIO—< HI Kfll—CONCIIRT—OFKHA

. . ('<iiifliiii» in tiiissii-nl Simiks iiikI <>|>i-riiUo Kf|iprtoire . .

.\(lclre.s.s:

KOIILBR * CH.VSK lil.DG. S.V.V FR.VMISrO, fAI,.

Emil Steinegger
Begs to announce that he will teach all day Wednesday in

Oakland at Room 64, MacDonough Building.

Telephone Merritt 2845.

San Francisco Studio 924 Grove St., above Fillmore

^Vallace A. Sabin
Org-anist Temple ICniaini i:l. First Cbin-ch of Christian .^cleiife.

Director Lorlng L'Uil>. In tfan r'lanci.soo on Wednesda.vs at KilV
California Street. Tel. Franlvlin 534',. On Saturday afternoons
at Christian Science Hall. Tel West 6645. In Berkeley on
Mondays and Thursdays at 2820 Prince St. Tel. Berkeley 4774.

Hermann Genss
'I'l: V<'III<:it <»!•' I'lWO, Sl\<il\«i \M) IIMOIOV^, «ill in-<-«'i><

sIikU'IiIs n< his lesiilcmt- nmi sdi.lii.:

:::tr:: < (,\^ sthioiot
Itotnt-vii \\ol>s«iT iiiKt Uut'iiauiiu Sts. Tols. U i-.sl <!(!rs: S :t01'.-
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Oakland, February 1. 1910.

The Carreno concert on Friday at the Liberty Playhouse
will have occurred before these lines are read. The program
is the conventional one of Beethoven, Chopin, Schumann and
Liszt, but Carreno is by no means a conventional player. A
review of the concert—which, fortunately for the purposes
of review in this department, differs in its program from any
of those played in San Francisco—will be noticed in detail

here next week.

WILLIAM F. ZECH, V^^^^l,^
The Zi-oli Ori'ht-strn Kelie

1332 Geary Street

EtTOR
Kvery Mouday Kveuiug

Phone West 1603

The Institute of Musical Art
FACULTY

Mrs. KicUnrd Rees - Vocal
Mr. K. .>-. KiiiKlit - - Vooal

Mr. Albert «'. Xiel

^Ir. M llliam Hofr
Jlr. Gyiila Orniay

- - Violiiueell

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone Park 5175

PiipilN Received by Amiointnieut

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt
Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TBLEPHO.XE WKST 314

The choir of the First Congregational Church of Oakland,
Alexander Stewart, director, announces that it will give six

programs devoted to the works of six living American com-
posers on successive Sunday evenings.

Mr. Mustard, who has but recently become a member of
the quartet, has a powerful baritone voice, and thorough ex-

perience in all forms of church music. Mr. Pratt is also a
newcomer, and has all the qualifications required—including,
it is pleasant to state, that rare thing, a big and beautiful
tenor organ.

On February 14th will occur the third lecture by Madam
Sofia Xeustadt at the Ebell club-rooms in Oakland at 3:30.
Madam N'eustadt gives many examples of songs written dur
ing the centuries under consideration. The lecture next to
be heard covers the period from 1700 to 1900. The after-

noons have so far been most instructive and delightful.
* *

Mr. Edward Xavier Rolker will present ten of his advanced
students in a pre-Lenten song recital at Century Club Hall
this evening. Among those to be entrusted with solos are
Miss Edith Stetson of this city, who has a beautiful contralto
voice.

(Continued on Payi- 14.i

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
no \l<l>l\<j SCHOOI, I'OH <ilRI,S

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

Margaret Kemble [^ffirble'ra
Sri I)I()S:

1711 llniileriek, San l''ranci-<i-n. M(inda:>s ami Tliur.-«la v», 1

U7<>4. Home Studio: llil.'t llonila Ave., Ilerkeley. Ilkly. .{:

WITHEY & TUTTLE
iN< iiiU'Dit A TIM) :>iA\ v<;i:us oi-

Lyceum and Musical Talent

Studies

315 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO

Georg WalcKer
BASSO PROFUNDO

Of Berlin, Germany, is pleased to announce that he will open

a Vocal Studio in San Francisco, Particulars will appear

next week.

MACKENZIE GORDON
TKXOIt

Teacher of Singing
Jh/h4'h^'"fii'ith

'"^ '^' ""''°"°" °' '-"' '°"""'

OR.VTOUIO
Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

lighefl finisii and Completion of Public Singing

01»E1R A CONCERT
Telephone: West 437

Adolf Gregory
Orgaui.-tt and t'lioir

Direetor Oakland t'l

St. Mar
y of JIi

Voice Produetioii, Piano, Harmony nud Coniiio-sitioii

20:{-20r. TWELFTH ST., COR. JACKSON OAKL.V.VD

r'hoiie Park 10.:. Kstal.lished lb iloniL- i'hone S 1069

Von Meyerinck School of Music
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. ANN.\ VON MEYERINCK
Classes in French, German, Musical- History and Sight Read-

ing in progress. Practice lessons with specially coached ac-
companists may be arranged for—also by non-students of the
school. Studio, 81S Grove St., near Fillmore. In Berkeley.
Tuesday, 2521 Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at
Snell Seminary.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
PIANO, ORGAN, THEORY

Oi-ganist and Mi

Suite: .'-> Mnedouoush Iluildiii!;;, Oakland
i«tudio: 1117 Paru St., Alameda. Tel. .Manieda l.'

The Beringer
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Established 1S96.

f Prof. d Mme. JOSEPH RERINGER.
no. Theory and Compo.<iition;
ineert, Oratorio. Free advan~
.eelurcN, ConeerlH, EnMcnilile
of dislinB'niKlied Inittruetura.

the d
Complete >lnNieaI Ednea
Voiee (Italian Method), •

laife.s to NtudentN: Ha
I'layine. Sipht Readiag.
Send for Catalogue

ill'li IMERCE ST., XR. :»IeAI,I.ISTl:R, SAN FR.VNCISCO, CAI,.

Conservatory of Music
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

PIERRE DOl IM.ET, Dean. SAN JOSE, C.VI..

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Edu-
cation—Advantages of literary studies tree of charge. Board
and room at moderate prices. Send for Catalogue.

824 Eddy Street
Van Ness Ave. and FrankI Affiliated

Telephone Pacific.^671

Home S i67l and S 1993

The California Opera and Golden Gate Dramatic School
Manager, Prof. H. L. Cramer Asst. Manager. Prof. Wn
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The Stewart Orchestral Club announces a concert to be
given Tuesday evening, March 1st, at Maple Hall. The con-

cert will be the first of the second series. .Judging from the

genuine interest shown, I prophesy success for the new
series. The program will be somewhat unusual. Mr. Stew-
art has arranged as a sort of suite several examples of bal-

let music by different composers. The soloist is not yet an-

nounced.
* * *

On Friday evening, .January 21st, Mrs. Arthur Fickenscher
gave the fairy operetta. Troublefoot and Princess Yaughter
(by Carl Reinecke) under the auspices of the Associated
Charities at T^nity Hall, Berkeley. The operetta was sung
entirely by children.

« » *

Mrs. Carroll Nicholson of this city is receiving much praise

from her fellow musicians for her fine work in the part of

Delila in the recent performance of Saint-Saens' Samson et

Delila by the San Francisco Choral Society, under Paul
Steindorff, last week. One who has heard nearly all Mrs.
Nicholson's public work for many years declares her singing

on that occasion to have been the finest in her entire career.

Mr. Lowell Redfield, the baritone, also of this city, sang the

part of the High Priest very convincingly and with splendid
enunciation. Mr. Redfield is gifted with voice and tempera-
ment, and is rapidly acquiring artistry.

Mr. Carl Anderson, the tenor, has been frequently in de-

mand for church, club and oratorio engagements during the
season. And not only in and about San Francisco, but also

as far as Nevada City. His repertory is a large one.
* * *

Reviews of New Music.

Songs from the Operas for Alto (Krehbiel). The Musi-

cians Jjibrary. Oliver Ditson & Co.

An indispensable addition to the singer's library is this

latest (but not last) volume in the Musician's Library series.

It contains eighteen famous arias from TuUy (1633) to Verdi
(1901) with a preface by Mr. Krehbiel, and very helpful

notes to the songs, assisting greatly in their interpretation.

Altos should possess the volume, whose beautiful printing

adds grace to its excellence.

O Love So Sweet, The Caballero, Mah li'l Yaller Rose,

three songs by Sigisniondo Martinez.

The first—
"You are my sweet, my poppy (lower.

Fit to grace an erap'ror's bower,"
is frankly a love song of the most direct sort, in which the

sweetheart is compared to all beautiful things. If emperors
possess bowers—and there is surely no reason why they
should not, though I am not sure I know what a bower is

—

this sweet little song is surely fit to be sung in them. The
piano part is well wrought out.

The Caballero is a ballad of another sort, and depicts the
sadness of a Mexican who returns to his old rancho, only
to find it in the possession of a lordly American, who strides

about with "a paper in his hand." The Senor sadly rides

back to Mexico, his head hung in shame as he leaves his old

home in Monterey; with the Stars and Stripes waving above
it.

The banjo song will please those who like to croon gentle
negro ditties, and is far above the usual run of songs of its

sort. Many of far less merit have achieved vast popularity.
Because of the care given to the accompaniments it is

easy to guess that a pianist wrote the songs, as indeed is

true. Mr. Martinez is is one of our most respected teachers
and players.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.

A New Record by

MISTAKEN rOENTITY.

Manager Gillman of the Auditorium in Chicago happened
to droi) in at the printing office where he had left an order
to print the tickets for the .leffries-Gotch performance, which
was to take place on the Friday night of that week. When
he entered the office one of the printers said to him: "I think
you are making a mistake in having two wrestling matches so
clos(- together. Of course Jeffries-Gotch will draw alright, al-

right, but that Schumann-Heink match won't. I never even
heard of them, and I'll bet they are a couple of dubs."

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.

Blanche Arral
Till- (;rcu( ( oloriiti

"Polonaise" from Jerusalem
(I Lombard!), Verdi

Tilt- inoHt lirilliuilt reroril <•

out of the facforj.*'

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

I'. \^ . Ill, \\<ll VHI), I'lC'M. mill Mur.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
I,OS A\<;i;i.i';s, c m.ikouma

Abraham Miller IMM
TEACHER OF VOKK flLTlRK .V.\D «iI\GI\Oi

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Ca

Charles Farwell Edson
IIASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Teleiilioue 2:<l>ll)

Margaret Goetz '''''''* ' <>^»HA..o

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales
71(1 (»lto«u St., near lOth null KiKueroa Los Angeles, t-al.

Telt'ijlioiie Home .">H,S.5

Estelle Heartt Dreyfus -^i^^i^i^i,TO

((»\tl".HT—IM Iti'OSlO ri{(>(;l<A>l Hi:< ITAI.S—ORATORIO
Sliiilio: lllniK'iianl Hull llllililiii!: AiiKeles, (al.

Adolf Willhartitz ^^^^^^ii^^^^^i^^^

Itoolll (!::(! :>liijeKtie Theatre lliiildiiiK Vnteles. (Hi.

Arnold Krauss "•'"^i^::?;^^
^^"

Couecrt .llantcr of the l.<><i AuBeles Symphony Orchestra
KRAI SS STRING «tl'ARTIOT

OM W. 18th Street, Los AuRcles Phone: Home aiST.I

Harley Hamilton ^"" '" .nstri
. tor

CoiHlui'lor LoN AiiKcIrs Symphonv Orchestra
^^umlI^s Or.lnNtin . - . . .

:iL'l> Ulancharil Hall llnildiii;; Los Angeles, (al.

Charles E. Pemberton ,\'strTctor
har:»io>v AVI) roi \Ti:npoi\T

studio: :!<)lS-:in7 nlanchard Hall Ilnildinu Los Angeles, Cal.

JO D^-kll1l*% TKXOR—VOICK ClLTl RK AND
. O. r UUlin THK ART OK SIXGIXt; ....

J. P. Dupuy ^"^^O-VOR — VOICE DIRECTOR

Direclor Orphcns :>lale Clnl>, R'nni Brith Choir, Trinity M. E.
Church Choir, V. >l. C. A. Vocal Department and

Kutcriicaii Male ((nartette
Studio: S11 nlanchard llnilding Los .\ngeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge
"'^'"

Room a;tr> nlanchard Ituilding Los Angeles, Cal.
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Beauty

in Piano
II

Design

First of all considerations in

the selection of a piano should

be its tonal quality—that almost

_ indescribable characteristic that

IS hought by all piano manufacturers, and really at-

tained by so few.

Second to tone only is durability, which quality

tan only be Insured by the use of materials of the highest order and the

most skilled workmanship. In many pianos is found one of the attrib-

utes of piano perfection; in very few that happy cimbination of tone

and structural quality which denotes the perfect instrument.

Given a piano of perfect tone, of unquestioned superiority in its mechanism, its

workmanship, and builded of materials which are the best possibly attainable, then,

and then only, should design of case, symmetry of architecture, beauty of veneers

and elegance of finish be taken into consideration.

The Conover Piano
possesses every feature, every characteristic, of the perfect piano. Its tone is of that

particular quality which delights the cultivated ear—limpid, resonant and extremely

sympathetic; its action, the result of many years of studious industry, is flexible and

elastic in the extreme, while Conover materials and workmanship have long been one

of the standards of excellence by which piano quality is measured.

The manufacturers of Conover pianos, having brought the character of their product

to the highest standard, recently turned to the artistic in case design. The result has

placed before lovers of high-class pianos the most beautiful designs, the most daintily

executed and finished cases in the richest woods that have ever been shown to a dis-

criminating public. Wonderful rosewoods, now so rare, beautiful mahoganies and
superb Circassian Walnut cases, in both high polish and satin finishes, are being

shown now on our floors, and are being enthusiastically admired.

Conover pianos, considering their quality and great beauty, are priced more reason-

ably than you can realize. They are sold on easy payments when desired.

AC/V/^^JE A>/>1/\fOS
Victor Talking Machines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San^iego,
Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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SHORT NEW YORK ITEMS.

[Through some unintentional delay the following letter

from Jack E. Hillman to the Pacific Coast Musical Review, re-

ceived during the last week in December, has been kept from
our readers. It is, however, of sufficient interest to justify

publication even a month after its receipt. A perusal of the
same will show that the news value has not been destroyed
by this delay.—Ed.]

New York, December 13, 1909.

It has been my good fortune to attend many operas. While
I am heartily in accord with all Mr. Hammerstein has done
and is doing for the musical public, my preference is to go
to the Metropolitan, not for superior performances, but there
seems to be a different atmosphere. I have heard Mary
Garden and Renaud in Thais. Miss Garden is indeed a fas-

cinating personality and surprised me with having a beau-
tiful voice, but faulty training. Renaud is indeed a great
artist. Zanatello is another artist of the first rank and rivals

Caruso. I heard him in Pagiiacci with Saramarco and Caval-
lieri. The former has a beautiful voice perfectly placed and
is a great favorite. Cavallieri is pleasing to look upon and
is artistic. Bazarin, whom I heard as Santauzza, is certain

to be a great favorite. Her voice is rich and powerful. These
are all of the artists I have heard at the Manhattan Opera
House.

The new tenor Slezak, whom I heard with Scotti and Alda
in Otello, is a very great musician, and has already estab-

lished himself. He is a giant both physically and vocally.

Scotti was an excellent .Jago and Alda a very pleasing Des-
demona. Boheme with Bonci, Nielsen, Allen and Scotti was
indeed a delight. Bonci is very artistic and has a beautiful

voice. Nielsen made a decided hit and sang beautifully,

though her voice was rather small for the theatre. I also

attended Madame Butterfly with Caruso and Destinn in the
cast. My favorite at the opera is Destinn. She is a most
remarkable singer and a great favorite. Caruso sings with
more refinement than formerly, and takes greater care of his

voice. Gioconda with Destinn, Homer, Caruso and Amato was
another pleasure to witness. Homer and Amato carried off

the honors, strange as it may seem. Caruso was out of sorts

and Destinn not in the proper mood. Homer was superb and
Amati!—here is a great baritone and the more you hear him
the better you like him.

I attended Lohengrin with Gadski, Homer and Jorn. Gadski
was a beautiful Elsa both in looks as well as vocal achieve-

ments, and Homer was a splendid Ortrud. Jorn was very
Ineffective. In Tristan and Isolde with Gadski, Homer, Burr-
ian and Amato, Gadski was truly a wonderful Isolde, and
Homer and Amato were both excellent. Burrian, despite the
criticisms I had heard, was a splendid Tristan. Toscanini
conducted and without a score. He is truly a wonderful
leader. However, I also enjoyed Hertz, who conducted Lohen-
grin and Tannhauser, which I heard with Destinn, Fremstadt,
Burrian, Hinkley and Whitehill. Destinn was simply perfect
as Eliazabeth and Fremstadt a most artistic Venus. Burrian
was a disappointment, but Whitehill as Wolfram was very
enjoyable. Hinkley also sang artistically.

I had almost forgotten the wonderful performance I heard
of La Tosca at the Manhattan Opera House, and am aston-

ished how I could have done so. Zanatello was a wonderful
Mario after he sang his first solo. Somehow he started off

pitch and did not get his bearings throughout the aria.

Renaud was superb as Scarpia and Carmen Melis, the new-

star, was a most ravishing Tosca. She is truly a most ex-

quisite vocalist, a most remarkable actress, and possesses
a magnificent voice, which she uses with the utmost artistic

discretion. She has already the public at her feet, although
having appeared but twice since hWr arrival.

JACK R. HILLMAN.

The program for the week of January i!4th at the Metropol-
itan Opera House is as follows: Monday afternoon at 2:30,

"Das Rheingold," with Mme. Fremstad, Carl Burrian, Walter
Soomer and other principal singers. Monday evening, "II

Trovatore," Mmes. Gadski and Homer, Messrs. Slezak and
Amato. Wednesday evening, "La Boheme," Miss Farrar,
Messrs. Caruso and Scotti. Thursday afternoon, "Die Walk-
ure," Mmes. Gadski, Fremstad and Homer; Messrs. Burrian,
Soomer and Hinckley. Thursday evening, "L'Elisir d'Amore,"
Mme. de Pacquali, Messrs. Scotti and Pini-Corsi. Friday af-

ternoon, "Siegfried," Mmes. Gadski, Alten and Homer;
Messrs. Burrian, Reiss, Blass and Soomer. Friday evening,
"Germania," with the same cast as yesterday. Saturday
afternoon, "Orfeo," Marie Deina (debut), Mme. Gadski and
others. Saturday evening, "Hansel und Gretel" and "Caval-
leria Rusticana."

* ,• •

At the New Theatre "The Bartered Bride" will be sung on
Tuesday evening, January 25th, with the regular cast, and on
Wednesday "Pagiiacci" will be given, followed by "Histoire
d'un Pierrot."

* « «

At the Manhattan Opera House the announcements for the
week of January 24th are as follows: Monday evening and
Saturday afternoon, "Griselidis," with the cast heard in the
opera at its first performance. Wednesday, "La Boheme,"
with Miss Cavalieri as Mimi and Mr. McCormack as Rodolfo.
Friday, revival of "Samson et Delila," with Mr. Dalmores and
Miss Gerville-Reache in the principal parts. Saturday even-
ing "II Trovatore," with Mmes. Baron and d'Alvarez and
Messrs. Zerola and Sammarco.

* * *

On Friday evening, January 28th, at Carnegie Hall. Mme.
Liza Lehmann will give her second song recital of her com-
positions, which will include the new song cycle "Breton Folk
Songs," also a miscellaneous program, and two children's
songs by Master Albert Hole, the boy soprano, and the non-
sense songs from "Alice in Wonderland." The artists who
will assist at this concert are Inez Barbour, soprano; Miss
Palgrave Turner, contralto; Berrick von Norden, tenor, and
Chris Anderson, baritone.

Mme. Kirkby Lunn will be soloist at the third Volpe Sym-
phony concert at Carnegie Hall February 6th. The English
contralto will remain in this country two months.

The Flonzaley Quartet will give the second of its subscrip-

tion concerts Tuesday evening, February 1st, at Mendelssohn
Hall. The program will include compositions of Haydn,
Chausson, Reger and Beethoven.

« * *

Miss Geraldine Morgan announces two concerts of chamber
music to be given at the Stuyvesant Theatre on Sunday even-

ing, February Gth, and Friday afternoon, March 18th. The
preliminary announcements name among the works to be
performed a concerto grosso in D major by Corelli (1653-

1713), for two violins, violoncello accompanied by two violins,

viola and double bass; quintet in G major for strings by
Brahms; the quartet in F major for violin, oboe, viola and
violoncello; an aria by Pergolesi (1710-36) and lieder by
Schubert.

* » *

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holden Huss will give a recital at

Mendelssohn Hall on Monday afternoon, Januai-y 31st, as-

sisted by Alwin Schroeder.

There will be only one Philharmonic concert in New York
during this week, but it will mark the return here of Ludwig
Wullner, the baritone, after an extended tour. The program,
which takes place in Carnegie Hall next Wednesday evening.
January 26th, is the fourth historical. The composition of

weight will be the Brahms third symphony, to be followed by
the first rendition in this city of a group of five songs by
Gustav Mahler, to be sung by Wullner. "Kinder Totenlieder"
(Children's Death Songs) they are called. Dvorak's overture
"In Nature" will be the third number of the evening, and the

fourth a group of songs which Wullner will interpret. Two
of hese, "Erdriese" (Giant of the Earth) and "Letzter Tanz"
(The Last Dance) are by Felix Weingartner, and the remain-
ing pair by Hugo Wolf, entitled "Anakreon's Grab" (Anak-
reon's Grave) and "Der Rattenfanger" (The Ratcatcher). The
concluding number on the program will be the overture to

"The Bartered Bride." On January 30th, in the afternoon an

(Continued on Page 18.)
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A Class in Harmony
THE STEWART VIOblX SCHOOL, Alex-

nii.l.T <*li-Mart, Dlrerlnr, auu(iiiiii-f.« tlie

• ruiiiii/iilioii of n i-lnsM in llir Klllily of
ll'irnKiii'i iinilpr the llirpotinu of >lr. ED-
W \Hn I'XIIEK SCHXEIUEH, tlir coni-
I'liMiT, I iiiiiiKl iiiifl tt'itclier. Tile (MiurNe is

(-l:i itiii-tl lo cowr tlie Kr<>tiH(l required li>

Hie I iiiM-rsilv of Ciiiiforilin iu its eil-

'"iure ri'iiiiin-iiieiils in lliiM siilijret.

TI'ITION rOH TERM OF 20 LESSO.VS,
SI.'i.lMI. ( (milKNtlXG THl'RSDAV, JAN.
i::tli, lillll. rnvnl>Ie ill tliree niontlily iu-
MlnllnientM of ^Ti eaeli. Students of vniie.
I'iniTO. \ iolin, or any instrument ean tal^e
rhe liiirniony ronrse in addition to private
liistrni'lions iu tlieir special siilijeet.

\ddress elflier F^d^vnrd Jordan, Seeretary
of 111.- .-lass, or ALEXANDER STEWART,
>lii|iU- Hull llldu:., 14tli and ^\ elister Sts.,
OiikliiiKl. Ti'l. Dnkliinil 4I.'!I.

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup

Coiieert, Oratorio and Reeltal Programs
TEACHER OF SIXGIXG

Ttesidence Studio:
I'A'Ali Bay A'iew Place, Berkeley. Phone
llerkelev !ir>s. Oakland Studio: (!.' Mae-
d> uh llldK. Tuesday and Friday.

R.otneo FricK
HAKITOXE

\.ii-iil liislrnetloii After Foremost
European >lelliods

ao-.f! C\XMXG III.IX l\. KITH VXD
lll{0\D^VA^, OVKI.IM)

liMii,- dak. i:!.".! I'lioiie Home A 146S

Pavil Steindorff

Studio. 2422 SlUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE
STI niO:

1.-.2S Ilroilerii'k Street, San Frnuciseo, Cal.

H. D. Mustard
It AUITtlM-;

VOICE CI I.TI RE IX ALL ITS BRAXCHES
Opera—tlratorio—Concert

Studio, l.vis lliii»;lit St. Phone Park 417

Herman Perlet
VOICE CILTIRE AXD PIAXO

STIIJIO—l-l.-.l FRAXKLIX STREET
Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. "Walter "Witham
TEACHER OF SIX(;I\<;

Studio:
14 Kohler .V: Chase llldK-, San Franeisc

I'hoMi? Kearny 5454

FredericK Stever»son
Harmony and Composition—Voice

117 llliiiK'hnrd Hall Los \nueles, Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SOl'UAXO

oeal Instruelion, Coiieeri

« .St 4S!)0 i:!(l4

Wenceslao Villalpando
VIOI.ONCEl.l.ls;-

oiieerts. >lusienU-s. lOnscinlil.-. In>lrui-li

Tel. Park T,:\-^'.l. Studio: TIC. ( ln>t St.

DCLIA. E.. GRIS"WOLD
I (IN ri! VI. ro

VOICE ci LTi hi;

one Park llil4 Ues. Stuilio. S4.'> l>»k St.

Mme. Julie Praclit
ri;\«iiEit OF LA\t;i \(;i;s

I12:{ Ue>ls:idero St. Plioiie ^^ est 20T1

MISS EDNA. MONTA.GNE
irupil of Jlrs. Oscar Mansl'eldtt

Ti; V< HEIt OF PI AMI
Ites. Sliidio: i::is I'elei^raiili A\e., Oiikland

Signor A.ntonio de Grassi
VIOLIXIST

Concerts .\ri-anged. Violin and Harmony
Tausrht. Winifred .Iiine de Urassi. Asst.

studio: ISO PRRSiniO AVE., S. F.
Phone West ;>:;:,:

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SIXtiIXt;

Tel. West T2T!1 TZ'M M ehster St.. S. F.

Frederick Maurer, Jr., Accompanist

Teacher of Piano and Harmony. Coach
ing. Sin.arers, Violinists. San Francisco
Studio. Mondavs. 1S49 Pine Street. Tel.
West 9049. Home Studio. IT'-'fi Le Pov
-Vve., Berkeley. Tel. Berkeley 539.

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
hha:>i vtic sopraxo

Voice < ullnre Concert and Oratorio
2240 < iilil'ornia St. Pl;..ne West io;59

Mrs. Tlioroug'hman
% oice Cllltlire Driiiiiiili)' Soprano

LOUIS CRFPAUX
I.Member Paris Craii.l Opera i

nellierl Block, !)43 Van \css at O-Fnrrell.
Reception Hours. 11:30 to 12. and 3 to 4.

except Wednesday and Saturday. Wednes-
day in Oakland. 1154 Brusli Street.

BENJ. S MOORE
(Organisl First PreibyK^rian Cliurch. B.-rkrley1

Cll
Berkeley 4IJ27.

St. IMki

Horatio Cogswell baritoxe
Voice Culture, Concerts, Rcettalx. Studios:
1122 Bay St., Alameda. Tel. Alameda 195.
Uoom lU Maodonougrh Bids:., 14th & Bdwv.,
Oaklan.l. Tuesday and Friday afternoons.

Joaquin «$. "Wanrell
j

lllisso t iiillllllte
j

Voice Culture and Operatic Trainiue

Perfect Tone Placing Italian School

Studitf^TJI!) A'an Xess Ave., het. Turk
and Eddy S(». Take Eddy or Turk St.

[nrs. Telephone Franklin 3432.
1

CHester Herold
Ti:\t>it

Soloist of First Church of Christ Scientists
SAN JOSE, CAL.

EMMA \\. TiJi;>llll. V\ . \ocal .V l>rnniatic
Res., p.ioo I'a;,',- St.. S. I\ .\ t Home. Fri-

days. 3 to 5 p. Ml. Phone Kearny 5454.
Oakland Studio: Lincoln Hall. Tuesdays.

Phone Okld. 5016. San Francisco Studio:
Kohler i>i Chase Ulda.. Kooni llio.s.

Mnsical Directory
PIANO

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1126 O'Farrell Si. San Francisco, fal.

EULA HOWARD
239 4th .Vveiuie Tel. Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
meo Siiiiiniit St.. Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
1350 O'Fan-el St. San Francisco

MISS JENNIE H. DREW
Room liMiS, Kohler iC- Chase Bids

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
:'>;21 Broadway, Oak. Tel. Pi«>dinont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
Uh;i1 Siinmiit St.. Oakland, Tel. Oak. 4206

MADAME CARRINGTON LEWYS
Kohler J^- Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny ."i4.'>4

VIOUN
HOTHER WISMER

2m.' Fillmoi-e St. Phone West 438

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1SI3 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOLIN. LUTE and GUITAR

Mrs. M. Tromboni
TEACllEH OF SIMilX;

Sludio. 1580 SUTTER ST.. Mondavi and Tliursdayi. Al
Mill \'allfy. Kfv.lonf Buildins. Tuesday. Wrdnfsday. Fhda)

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

studio, :«laple llnll. ]4tli and >Velister
Sts., Oakland. Tuesday and Friday. Tel.
Onklnnd :ur<H.

Mr. W^illard Bachelder
A'OCAL STIDID

Kohler .'. ( liasc Buildiim. Sun I'rnncisco

JosepK Keefer

Carl Ed^vin Anderson
TENOR

St. Luke's Episcopal Church, San Fran-
cisco—Temple E-Manuel. San Francisco;

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1S34 Raker Street San Francisco

MISS JOSEPHINE BARDA
13.T 22(1 -Vve.. S. F, Phone Pacific 20S 7

Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-
partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical
performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities
should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland. Berkeley and Alameda de-
partments are continued as usual,
while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a
vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch. $1.00: one-half inch, 50c,'

and "Musical Directory," 25 cents per
issue.
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(Continued from Page Ifi.)

extra concert will be given as a part of the regular series.

The program will be popular in general character.

The fourth concert of the evening series by the Kneisel
Quartet will be given at Mendelssohn Hall on Tuesday, Jan-

uary 25th, with George Proctor, pianist, as tlie assisting ar-

tist, and the following program: Quartet in B flat major, by
Mozart; trio in F sharp minor, opus 1, No. 1, for piano and
strings, by Cesar Franck; quartet in E Hat major, opus 127,

by Beethoven.

Fritz Kreisler will give a violin recital at Carnegie Hall on
Friday afternoon, .January 28th. His principal numbers will

be Tartini's "Devil's Trill" and Vieuxtemps's F sharp minor
concerto.

Mme. Antoinette Szuraowslta, the Polish pianist, will give

a recital at Mendelssohn Hall on the afternoon of February
7th. In honor of the Chopin centenary her program will be

made up entirely from Chopin's works.

Fannie Bloomfleld Zeisler, who will give her only recital in

Carnegie Hall on Saturday afternoon, February 5th, has been
very busy in the middle West throughout the season.

* + *

Theodore Spiering will have the assistance of Kurt Schind-
eler, pianist, when he gives his violin recital in Mendelssohn
Hall on Thursday afternoon, February 10th.

* * *

Busoni's only piano recital in New York this season will

take place at Carnegie Hall on Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 25th.
* •

Tilly Koenen is to be chief soloist in the approaching per-

formance of "Ruth" by the Apollo Club of Chicago.

V*

TILLY KOENEN.

At the seventh afternoon program of the Thursday Musical
Club of Minneapolis, "Within My Heart." a very effective

vocal duet by Paolo La Villa was presented with much suc-

cess. The Minneapolis Journal spoke of the composition as-^

follows: "Like a breath from olden days was Paolo La Villa's

duet, 'Within My Heart,' sung by Mrs. Kinnard and Mrs.
Morron. Mr. La Villa is a comparative late comer to the

twin cities, Italian as are only the Italians of the old school.

The duet is from an unperformed opera, 'The Duke of Ebro,'

composed some years ago, and is typical of the florid and
ardent style of the earlier Verdi."

Miss Viola Van Orden, well known as a delightful mezzo-
soprano soloist in the bay cities, gave recently a very suc-

cessful recital in Brookline, Mass. The program was as fol-

lows: Bisesa's Song (Foote), The Night Has a Thousand
Eyes (Foote), Haymaking (Needham), Seguidilla from Car-

men (Bizet), Musseta's Aria from La Boheme (Puccini),

Heimweh (Wolf), Coziie Sweet Morning (Old French), The
Dead Ship (Lang), Sea Dreams (Metcalf), Who'll Buy My
Lavender (German). The accompanist was John Herman
Loud.

* * •

A very intersting program was given by the Sorosis Club
on Monday afternoon, January 17th. Miss Edna Montague, a
pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt, made a most excellent im-

pression with her rausicianly rendition of Nocturne (Chopin),
Taranielle—Venizia e N'apoli (Liszt). Miss Daisy O'Brien
and Miss Dorothy Churchill, pupils of Mrs. Gertrude Little-

hale, sang respectively the following songs: Miss O'Brien,
contralto, Der Mond koramt still gegangen (Raff), Tu me
dirais (Chaminadel and Bedouin Love Song (Chadwick), and
Miss Churchill, soprano, rendered Wie Melodien (Brahms),
Wiegenlied (Brahms), and Spring (Hnechel). Both vocalists

were heartily applauded for the delightful work. Miss Mar-
garet McGee, a violin pupil of Signor de Grassi's, played with
much taste and skill Serenade (Schubert-Wilhelmj), and Air
de Ballet (Adamowsky). The accompaniments to the songs
were played by Mrs. Gertrude Littlehale.

Carl Anderson, the well known tenor, has just issued a very
neat circular of announcement, where he includes a list of

recent engagements and works sung. This list includes not
less than twenty-two engagements and an equal number of

masses, cantatas, oratorios and song cycles. This is surely
a very excellent record for any artist to point to with pride.

Miss Tilly Koenen, the Dutch contralto, has been engaged
to be the chief soloist at the great Strauss Festival which
the music loving population of Munich have planned for next
June.

Miss Koenen is well known abroad as an exponent of
Strauss music; and her programs on this side of the Atlantic
almost invariably have one or two numbers from this master.
Some singers claim that the music of Strauss makes undue
demands upon the voice; but Miss Koenen says that she finds
Strauss no more difficult to sing than Handel and Mozart.
The fact that the words and music are so welded together
that Strauss offers more opportunities to display both the
vocal and dramatic qualities of a singer than do the numbers
of older composers, makes Miss Koenen a strong adherent
of this ultra modern writer; and so it is peculiarly appro-
priate that she should be chosen to be the chief soloist at

the festival jjerformances devoted to his music.

FLORENCE ROBERTS AT THE NOVELTY—Florence
Roberts has gone to the European drama for a starring
vehicle this season to signalize her appearance as a Shubert
star. It is under this management that she will be seen at
the Novelty Theatre beginning Monday night, February 7th,
in a new play by Rupert Hughes entitled "The Transforma-
tion." The play had considerable vogue in Europe. Miss
Roberts will be seen as Colinette Moreau, a Parisian seam-
stress, who marries a nobleman. She is sweet and pure and
her love for her husband is ideal. That tranquil happy exist-

ence, however, is interrupted by the death in the first act of
Colinette. Philippe flees to America. Two years later he
receives a message from a friend telling him that he has dis-

covered a living image of the dead Colinette. Spurred on
by the desire to see the woman, he hastens to Paris where,
at a masked ball, he comes face to face with Elika, the bal-

let girl, who in face, form and voice resembles his dead wife.
From then on begins a gradual transformation of Elika. Of
course, both parts are played by Miss Roberts, who sees in

the dual character the best quality of .'Camille," of "Zaza,"
and of "Magda." The supporting company is one of uniform
excellence, and includes .VIr. White Whittlesey.

-w-
H. J. Curtaz, president of Benj. Curtaz & Son, was in San

Jose last week, where he looked after the interests of the
firm's San Jose branch.

New Orleans-New York S. S. Line

THE LINE THAT CONNECTS WITH THE

Sunset Route
at New Orleans, and whicli you may include in your
rail ticket at no more cost than for an all-rail route
to New York.

Two sailings weekly between New Orleans and
New York.

Elegant accommodations. Suites of Private Bed-
room, Parlor and Bath; Staterooms, Library, Smok-
ing Room, Baths, Promenade Decks, Excellent
Cuisine.

Make our handsome new office, Broadway and
27th streets. New York, your headquarters when
East. Our attendants will be glad to assist you in

any way possible. Have your mail addressed in

care of the office and you will receive same im-

mediately on call.

RATES—By rail to New Orleans, steamer thence
to New York, including meals and berth on steamer:

First Cabin, $77.75; Round Trip $144.40
Second Cabin, $65.75

Second Class Rail and Steerage, $61.45
Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot

Broadway and Thirteenth Sts., Oakland
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Parifir (Cnast iHitHtral IS^uUm's
NEW HEADQUARTERS
BEGINNING with Monday February 14th, the Ex-

ecutive Office of the Pacific Coast Musical Re-

view will be at Room 802 of the new Kohler &
Chase Building at 26 O'Farrell Street near Market, San

Francisco. Every effort has been made to appoint this

office as handsomely and as completely as it is possible.

We shall be very glad to w^elcome all our friends in

this new office and the editor has made arrangements

w^hereby it is possible to fix definite hours every day

from three to five in the afternoon except on Tuesdays

and Saturdays. The telephone number of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review^ is Kearny 5454 and there will

alw^ays be someone to answer any inquiries. During

the editor's absence from the office, the same will be in

charge of F. N. Thompson who w^ill be authorized to

attend to all business matters and will give all the in-

formation that may be sought by visitors.

ALFRED METZGER, Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review
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The Steinway
is after all

the lea^ expensive piano

It will outlast two other pianos, each of which

will cost nearly as much as a Steinway. No other

piano can approach it in quality and the satisfaction

derived from its ownership.

Used pianos taken in exchange as pert payment. Monthly

payments can be arranged if desired.

Sherman Wlay& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIA.Nori HLA\ EK 1'1AXl« OF ALL GRAnES

VICTOR TALKING MACHI.N'ES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland

Sacramento, Fresno, San Jose. Stockton, Bakersfield, Santa Rosa.

Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Etc.
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MISIC.VL CAI.EXDAR
Madame Schumann-Heink Feb. 13. 17 and 20
Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando Trio Feb. 17. Mar. 17
I.yric Quartet '"Pop" Concert Feb. 27
-Myrtle Klvin (Pianiste) March S and 12
Mme. Tilly Koenen (the famous Dutch contralto) March
Maud Powell .\pril
Flonzaley Quartet (in Chamber Music) -April
Damrosch Symphony Orchestra and Isadora Duncan May

NECESSITY OF CO-OPERATIVE ACTION.

(>NSI|)I;HIX<; tin- iiiiiiieii.«ie inu.-^ical activ-

Crjl
il.v iliar ])ei-iiii'ates the roiiiiimiiit.v of San
Framisco with its adjaieiit traus-bay tt'i-

I
ritory, fliore is virtually imtliiui: at all to

sliDW for tlic iiiHiu'iicc licliiiul lliis activity

aii'l foi- tlu' iinli\ iilnal efforts in behalf of

those resjioiisihle for this activity to give

])liysical demonstration of their success.

To be more exi)licit, \vc can not but be

siirjiri.sed to tint! that twenty thousand
yoiiiiii ]ieo]ile study niiisic, that over two thousand men
and women teach niusic. that nearly ten thousand men
and women sii|i]iort musical clubs and similar oriraiiiza-

tions. that music is taiioht in the public sihools. in the

high schools and in the State I'liiversity. tliat thou-

sands of men. wdiiieii and childreu attend coucerts and
other musical entertaininents. that several music
houses do millions of (bdlars wcu-th of business during
a year, and that not wiihstanding all tlit'se things, San
Francisco has no visible monumeut to prove to the

outsider that all this effort in behalf of music has
been crystallized into a permanent and definite pur-
po.se.

nther cities that contribute much less tiuancial sup-
jiort toward the accumulation of musical knowledge
possess their tine arts buildings, their permanent or
semi-|>ermaiient symphony ordiestras. their concert
halls or similar evidences of a united effort to show
to the outside world that tho.se musically active in the
community have left nothing undone to give outside
as well as inside testimony to the musical standard of
ambition and ciiltuix' that permeates the atmosphere
of the.se comniuuitie.s. (»n this coast we have Los
-Vngeles, Portland. Seattle. Taconia aud Denver, eadi
of which cominunities can sliow at least some proof
of the utility of their musical efforts. They have fine
arts building-s. they have symphony orchestras, and
while they as yet can not boast of a concert hall, they
ai-e on the way of obtaining such a monumeut. It may
.siifely be stated without fear of contradiction that San
Francisco, notwithstanding its immen.se advantages,
has done nothing to immortalize the gi-eat work in

behalf of music that is tMUistantlv in-osressini: in her
midst.

It may well be proper to ask at this time why does
such a state of affairs exist in such a community?
Why is it not jiossible with such an array of material
to .select from that at no time has tliei-e been any
ert'ort made in behalf of the belter profe.ssioual element
to (-(Micentrate forces antl by co-operation accomplish
definite i-esults in belialf of iiermanent musical institu

tions, which can never be achieved liy fighting at cross
|>ur]ioses. The musical profession and the amateur
element of San Francisco represents at this writing an
incoherent body of individuals, who look out solelv

for their personal interests, and do not in any way
seek to win the respect and esteem of their colleagues.

There would be far less friction among members of the
profession if there existed in San Franci.sco an or-

ganization which welc(uned in its midst all the i-epre-

sentative element of the ])rofessi(m as well as the

amateur shiji of the city, and which in a social rather
than lu-ofessional capacity incorporated in its charter
all the principles that tend to make co-operation to-

ward the musical u|ibuilding of the community a def-

inite and nni\ersal policy.

.\s matters now stand the situation is rather dis-

couraging. I hiring the last nine years of our activity

in this city we have tried time and time again to briug
alxMit the oi-ganization of an institution that had as

its jiurpose this pi-e-emiiient aim of co-operation on the

part of the profession and the amateurs. I!ut so far

we have failed. NA'e have suggested a musical club that

should contain every loyal adherent of the art. both

professional and uon-]ir()fessional. anil have offered the

suiii)ort of this pajier toward this enil. but no one took

advantage of the suggestion. We thought we might
find a splendid nucleus for such an organization in

the San Francisco Center of the American Music So-

ciety, only to discover to our dismay that social cliai-

acter is not one of the strong factors in its by-laws.

IV'sides. there seems to be an incomprehensible animos-

ity displayed toward certain officers of this society,

which makes an amiable co-o|)erarioii of all musical

elements through this sociey impossilde. and again we
must admit, with ,i great deal of disappointment and
regret, that our fond hopes in this direction have also
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been sliiidercd. \\\' also siiftjit'slcd lli:il llic iniisii-

leiiclicrs ()( this scctidii of (lie S(;ilc who iln nol :il

ready I)eh»i<; 1o an miiaiii/.cd socicly, and who loi'

sonic reason or olhcr ohjcci lo hccoinc nicmhers oT

ali-eady incorjioi-alcd orjjaiiizalions oT Ihis natiiri'.

should (()-o{)ei-ii(e in forniinji a socicly snilalilc (o tlicir

tastes, and in order to hriiijj tliis niallci- to a sncccss

(ill issue we oH'cred our assistance nnlil llic orf;ani/,a-

tion had been consuninialed. Nol one nmsic (eaclicr

not already a incinber of a socicly w role lo iis askiiii;

onr assislance. And linally we (ried anollier scheme lo

acconi|ilish this necessary reroriii, namely, llic or<;aii

izalion of an executive commiltee lor llic |)iir|Kise of

iiiaiiiinral inji animal Calirornia .Music Kesli\als. and in

Ihis we sn<:ceeded in oblainin}i' the consent of liltecn

leading' ciioral and orclies(i-al directors to serve on

sncli coniinittee, but when i( came to apjioint a fixed

day on wliicli to meet, no aj;reeiiient could be reached
amoiii; the tlrsl t\\'o or three members wliom we a|>-

liroached. And becanse of Ihis tailiirc lo settle on a

day on which all nicniliers conld allcnd iii(>c(in}is it

was impossible to even call the lirsl meclini;.

lint while we have been nnsnccessliil in brini;in.L''

tofiether onr leadinj;- jirofessional and amateur elements
in an endeavor to co-operate their interests, we have
sncceeded in other ways lo ni\'c this city a better

musical re])resentation. Since Ihis paper was tirsi

published concert attendance has increased over tifly

]»er cent, the mnsic-stndyinji population has increased

more than titty per cent, while we still are witbont a

tine arts buildin<>, one ot the music houses
i
Kohler .Sc

Chase) has included in its maiiniticenl edifice two com
l)lete stories of nnisic studios, and while we have nol

as yei succee(U'd in securiii,u an a(lei|iia(e concert audi
torium seatinji over Iwo thousand peojile, we Jiave at

least started a nioveinent to secure such an auditorium
and also a movement to secure a itermanent orchestra.

The beginning of this mo\ement, and the talk resultinii

therefrom, lias encouraficd other elemenls also lo start

a movement in this direction, and surely one ot these

movements will eventually prove successful, and ex'cn

though our own nio\enieiit will be suiterceded by

another, we shall be satisfied with liavinj; accom])lislicd

indirectly what we could not accom|)lish directly.

The nio\eiiicnts lowar<l the inagiiral inn ot annual
California .Musical Festixals in both the Southern and
Nortliern i)art of the State are due exclusively to the

efforts of tills paper, ;ind this jiaper will not cease

its efforts until all these matters have been settled to

e\eryone's satisfacion, no matter how long it may take

everyone's satisfaction, no matter how long it may take

liaving bi-ought musical conditions to such a favorabk'

])oint, we ought to be able to organize a musical club

that has as is jtrincipal aim the \aluable jiolicy of

combining the interests of all the best professional and
amateiir elements, and by its social character ser\t'

as a le\eler of animosities, and at the same time as a

means to greet visiting artists in an ofticial manner.
We have hitherto tried to accomplish this desirable

aim without bringing in our personal interests. Thai
is to say tlie editor of tlie Pacific Coast .Musical Keview
desired to see this organization ettected l>y others than
himself. P.iit somehow, although two years had been
allotted to Ihis movement, nothing at all has been ac

complished in this direction. W'a claim San Fran-
cisco should ])ossess a social musical club of at least

two thousand members, and if it is known lliat Sac
ramenio ])0ssesses such a club of twelve hundred

members, we can not see anyfhing im|)ossible in (his

suggestion. Now since we have given the ])rofession

Iwo years to organize such a club without our inter-

ference, we can not be blamed if at this lime we desire

to announce that if we really want such an organiza-
tion to grace this coiiiiiiiinity, we must take a hand
in it ourselves if anything at all is to l)e accomplished.
For this reason we take this op|)orfiinity lo announce
that we will take immediate steps to lay the foundation
of a social club lo be comju-ised of ju-ofessional and
amateur elements and their friends, to be known as
the "Presto Club of San Fiancisco," and which is to

have as ils jirincipal object the co-<ii)eration of our
best musical elements in an effort to secure for this

city all those visible manifestations of musical ])ros])er-

ilv which ihis city so greatlv deserves.

We have no apologies lo offer for thus thrusting our-

selves into Ihc breach. .Many objections will l)e made
to this prix'edure on the ground of business interests

in behalf of this jKijiei- or lack of modesty on the part
of the writer, but we know that those who have fol

lowed the policy of this jiaper during the last eight or
nine vears are aware of the fact that we do not assume
the initiative in this direction for any selfish reasons.

^^'e know thai such an organization is absolutely es-

sential lor the musical jM'ogress of this community.
\\'e have tried to secure others to organize such a club
and we have failed, ^^'e are told that it is im])ossible

in this city, which is raniiiant with dissension, to ever
succeed in organizing such a club, and we now are
simply forced, in order to prove our contention, to take
the initiative, and do ])erson;illy what no one else has
tried to do. Of course if we ]K'rs(mally organize this

club, and if we ai-e willing to devot<> our time, our
lalxn- and our money toward the successful consumma-
tion of this i)lan, we must insist that the leadershiii

of this society will be entrusted in our hands until

such time as the organization is I'cady to name its own
ollicers, at which time we will not only be glad, but

grateful, to be relieved of a responsibiliy which is, to

sav the least, veiv embarrassing.

We shall thei'efore ]iroceed immediately to make the

necessary arrangements to begin this campaign. We
have been very frank with our readers and trust that

they will not accuse us of being inspired by unworthy
motives. Our desire is to give San Francisco an or-

ganization of the representative profession and ama-
teur elements which will make it possible to recognize

visiting artists in an official manner, which will make
it possible to sup|iort the concerts of visiting and resi-

dent artists of merit, and which will make it ])ossible

to endorse legislation in behalf of music in the State

of California. >sot to say anything about the possibil-

ity of bunching the interests of all members of the

]irofession so tliat they may come in social contact

with one another and learn to respect and esteem one
another rather than shun and slander one anothei'.

Those in favor of such a movement we want to supi)ort

us in this matter, and tliose unfavorable to such a

movement we shall be glad to find ouside the sphere

of our social environment. This is a (juestion of

strength in union, and we are willing to devote six

moiitlis to its successful iiromulgation.

Madame Schumann-Heinl< sings a little song, "His Lullaby,"

composed for her by Carrie Jacobs Bond. As a result of plac-

ing tliis work upon her program, Mrs. Bond disposed of 35,000

copies of it during the .season 1907-08.
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MADAME CARRENO A REGAL ARTIST.

The large and enthusiastic audience which greeted Carrenn
last Sunday afternoon at the Garrick enjoyed a rare treat.

.\ program of unusual strength and individuality was ren-
dered with the breadth and largeness which characterizes
Carreno's art. There is nobility and wonderful color in the
big organ tone. So deep was the tone and so smooth the
legato that at times the piano seemed to become a large
organ, welling up waves of tone. Carreno's pianissiraos have
a velvety, yet pearling beauty all their own. The Chromatic
Pantasie and Fugue of Bach and also the rarely heard Sonate
Op. 109 of Beethoven, showed the artist's intellectuality.
However, there was a touch of the academic which detracted
somewhat at times.
Chopin was given largeness of conception and great no-

bility. The Fantasie Polonaise Op. 61 was one of the big
things of the afternoon, arousing great enthusiasm. It was
superb. The interpretation was original and characteristic
of the great player, and in her hands the finale became a
pageant never to be forgotten. The waltz in A flat major
was a mixture of gaiety and tenderness. In the MacDowell
numbers Carreno displayed her mastery to great advantage.
One imagined that she played these numbers with unusual
meaning and pride in memory of her pupil who has contrib-
uted so much to American music. The "Etude de Concert"
was a colossal thing. In addition to this splendid program
three encores were given. The program closed with the
Schumann Quintette, Op. 44. given by Madame Carreno and
the Lyric String Quartet. Here again Carreno proved herself
a masterly player with an appreciation of the romantic. The
work of the quartet was unusually tine. The ensemble was
splendid and the whole difficult number was given with char-
acter. Best of all. the individuality of the quartet was not
lost, despite Madame Carreno's colossal rendition. Each
member deserves much praise. The quartet is composed of

Miss Mary Pasmore and Miss Sallie Ehrman, violin. Miss
Viola Furth, viola, and Miss Dorothy Pasmore, violoncello.

DAISY GOOD.MAN' SHERMAX.

MISS KEMBLE'S INTERPRETATIVE STUDY.

".\riane and Barbe-Bleue," a musical story of Paul Dukas
from the poem of Maeterlinck, interpreted last Monday
afternoon by Miss Kemble, was the second in the interest-

ing series of interpretative studies which Miss Kemble is

giving this winter to appreciative audiences at the St,

Francis Hotel. She was assisted by her pupil. Miss Laura
Anderson, in illustrative piano pla.ving. Miss Kemble has a
deep understanding of her subject matter and this lecture
made a particular appeal through her exposition of Maeter-
linck's philosophy as portrayed in the exquisite tone setting
of Paul Dukas. In spite of Maeterlinck's resentment at the
musical setting of his poem and his prayers that its down-
fall may come speedily, the music has added a hundred fold

to the already beautiful poem. As has been said, "What
Maeterlinck wishes to convey is given by the music, which
gives the whole—the story, thought, atmosphere and silences;

music flows from the innermost essence of the vision."

The technical ability copes with the broad and advanced
ideas of Paul Dukas. The music is built upon the chromatic
scale, which he has made to include all in one. He prefers

not to consider "themes and motives" in his musical story;

the setting is a whole, not made up from parts. He has
unified note and word better than Debussy, and while his

work is modeled after Strauss and Wagner, it breathes more
delicacy and poetry, and expresses the vague and intangible.

Wonderfully beautiful in its physiological coloring is the
music of the jewels—the amethysts, sapphires, pearls and
rainbow of diamonds. Light and deliverance as symbolized
by Ariane is more potent through the subtle tonalities which
follow her throughout the story.

Paul Dukas is a native of Paris, forty-five years of age, and
a friend of Claude Debussy, As a composer of instrumental
works he has written a piano sonate which is out of the
ordinary as might be expected, full of shifting tonalities, beau-
ty and graces. There are his notable revisions of the works
of Rameau, consisting of two three-act ballets, an orchestral
scherzo called "1/ .\pprenti Sorcier," two new symphonic
poems. Symphony in C, recently performed in London under
Henry Wood, and a lyric drama built on a subject of his own
making. Dukas says that people who do not accept art
(meaning the new) are veritable "Bluebeards" themselves,
.ludging from the appreciation given his "Ariane and Barbe-
Bleue" through the fine medium of Miss Kemble, the remark
can pass over our heads.
The next opera which Miss Kemble will interpret will be

"Salome" by Richard Strauss, on March 7th.

DAISY GOODMAN' SHERMAN.

AT THE ALCAZAR~"The Man of the Hour," after being
one of the big successes of recent years and having been
presented over the United States by several road companies,
has been turned over to stock company production, and is

being played at the Alcazar this week. Judging by the first

night's reception it will probably run over another week.

George Broadhurst, the author, w as lucky enough to st like

the right psychological moment for having this story of
municipal graft brought out, and no doubt much of its enor-
mous success has been due to the greatly awakened interest
in why we pay our taxes and what we get for them. There
are many who believe now that the country is tired of the
muck-raker and that it is time to talk about something else.

It will be interesting to watch the popularity of this play as
an index of the country's interest in exposure of rotten poli-

tics. Broadhurst was an usher in the old Bush Street Theatre
a good many years ago, in the days when this city was run
in the back room of Chris Buckley's saloon next door to the
theatre. I wonder if he drew any of his types from the
hangers-on about the blind boss's groggery?

The play is so well known it is unnecessary to allude to it

more than recall the slory of the young mayor put into office

by the boss, expected to turn the city over to the street rail-

road company, and who defies and defeats the crooked wire-
pullers. Knowing the play we are now interested in what
the good people of the Alcazar do with it. .\s usual the work
of A. Burt Wesner stands out prominently. He plays the
part of .\lderman Phelan, and in his hands the crafty, witty
Irishman gets a superb rendering. Wesner makes you under-
stand how this tricky politician is a big hearted Irishman,
who can hold his district by his knowledge of the game and
his powers of leadership.

Will Walling has a part that just suits his explosive voice,
which, with his fine physique and his red-faced make-up, com-
bine into a fine representation of the rough-spoken, bullying
boss Horigan. Howard Hickman is the subservient clerk,

Thompson, waiting, waiting, till he has the actual evidence of
his employer's guilt; I waited for the great outburst in the
last act with considerable interest, as I have never seen Hick-
man in any strong emotion. I was sure he would get away
with it and he certainly did lift the house up to the greatest
applause of the evening. There were two other noticeable
bits that deserve praise—Walter Belasco's portrayal of the
one-armed old veteran, the mayor's doorkeeper, most poignant
in his pathetic memories of the past, which brought a little

lump in the throat, and the other was Herbert Farjeon's act-

ing of Roberts, the week-kneed alderman, torn between fear
of the bullying boss and fear of the indignant public.

1 can't say that I am enraptured over .John Ince as a lead-

ing man. I like his cheery smile, he always gives the im-
pression that he is a fine sort of a fellow, he acts with re-

pression, but it is not the sort of repression that gives the
feeling that there is a lot of force behind if he only wanted
to use it. William Garwood's acting in this play is excellent.

I think he is going to be as popular as Ernest Glendenning.

JOSEPH M. GUMMING.

OR RHEUM—The great novelty and enterprise for which
the Orpheum is remarkable is in striking evidence in it's

next week's list of attractions. Bert Leslie, the greatest
artist in slang in present-day vaudeville, will give the Or-
pheumites one of their greatest laughs in his slang classic,

"Hogan in Society." He is backed by a highly competent
company, which includes Josephine D'Arcy, one of the pret-

tiest and cleverest actresses in vaudeville. Leslie in the

part of Hogan, a Bowery bartender, has great opportunity
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for his peculiar style of expressing liimself, and he makes
use of it at every turn. John T. Thorne and Grace Carleton
will appear in a skil called "The Soubrette and the Yap."
which is so presented as to draw a laugh at the end of every
line. Thorne, as Ribble Nubbin of Sand Creek. N. D., is

mistaken for a theatrical manager by a slangy soubrette, and
has the time of his life until his identity is discovered. He
has a laugh which the dramatic critics say ought to be
copyrighted. La Veen-Cross and company will present their

second edition of "Roman Sports and Pastimes." It is a
beautifully staged act in tour scenes, in which they appear
as Roman Gladiators and perform marvelous feats of

strength. La Veen, a perfect Hercules, shows his wonderful
muscular development in a number of poses.

Charles Kenna, "The Street Fakir," who will also be in the
new bill, is a monologist with an original idea which is prov-

ing an immense hit. The fakir as portrayed by Kenna is

best known to the small country fairs and the cattle exposi-

tions of interior towns. Mr. Kenna's act has the endorse-
ment of the New York press, who pronounce it a hit from
start to finish. The fifth new act will be Emma Francis, one
of the most charming little dancers in vaudeville, and her
Arabian boys, who will introduce something new in the sing-

ing and dancing line. She begins with a sentimental song,
then she dances, while her Arabian assistants indulge in a

Uiuibling performance. Miss Francis is just from Euroi e.

where she proved a great success in the leading music halls.

Next week will be the last of the Five Mowatts and Seldoms'
Venus. As usual, a new series of motion pi(tures will ter-

minate the performance.

SCHUMANN-HEINK'S STUPENDOUS PROGRAMS.

For her first concert this Sunday afternoon at the GairUk
Theatre, that great artist, Mme. Schumann-Heink, will offer

the following program. It contains no less than five great

operatic scenes, besides a dozen splendid songs:
1. Recitative and Aria "Sextus" from the Opera "Tilus"

_ _ W. A. Mozart
2. (a) Gretchen am Spinnrad

(b) Der Doppelganger
(c) Rastlose Liebe
(d) Tod und das Ma.dchen
(e) Der Erlkonig

..._ Franz Schubert
0. (a) Feldeinsamkeit 1

(bl Von ewlger Liebe |
Brahms

(c) Befreit I

(d) Ich trage meine Minne Strauss
Ic) Heimliche Auftorderung Strauss

4. (a) Liebeslied Richard Sahla
(bl Weigenlied L. Stein
(c( Ah, Love But a Day H, H. A. Beach
(d) Irish Love Song Margaret R. Lang
(e( Children's Prayer Max Reger
(f) Danza (by request) G. \V. Chadwick
For the second concert we are to hear the following pro-

gram, and the new works by Max Reger, Richard Sahla and
L, Stein will prove most interesting to those interested ii>

the ultra-modern composers. This concert is scheduled for

next Thursday night, February 17th, at the Garrick.

1. Recitative and Aria "Vitellia" from the Opera "Titus"
W. A. Mozart

2. (a) Aria from "Samson and Delilah" Saint-Saens
(bl Waltraute Scene from "Goetterdaemerung" Wagner
(c) "Ah! mon fils" from "Le Prophet" G. Meyerbeer

3. (al Die Almacht Franz Schubert
(b) Das Erkennen Carl Loewe
(cl Mutter an der Wiege Carl Loewe
(dl Traum Durch die Daemmerung Richard Strauss
(el .Allerseelen. Richard Strauss
(f I Liebesfeir Felix Weingarlner

4. (a I The Rosary Ethelbert Nevin
(b) Oh, Let Night Speak of Me G. \V. Chadwick
(c) Danza G. \V. Chadwick
(dl His Lullaby C. J. Bond
(e) Love in a Cottage Rudolph Ganz

•J. Recitative and Aria (Prison Scene) from "Le Prophet"
- Meyerbeer

The farewell program will be given at Dreamland Rink.
Sunday afternoon, February 20th, A special offering is now
being prepared of works not on the previous programs. It

was absolutely necessary to secure the big auditorium to

accommodate the hundreds unable to secure seats at the
lower prices at the Garrick. Manager Grenbaum can accom-

modate over a thousand at the minimum rate of $1.00 and
over five hundred at $l..jO in the rink. While it is not a
beautiful or over comfortable place, the acoustics are nigh
perfect, especially when the building is crowded.

Seats for all the concerts are on sale at Shennan Clay &
Co.'s. On Sunday the box office will be at the Garrick
Theatre after 9 ::',() a. m.
Mme. Schumann-Heink will sing in Oakland next Friday

afternoon, February 18th, at Ye Liberty Playhouse, repeating
the stunning program of the opening concert in this city.

Seats will be ready Monday at Ye Liberty box office.

-^w-
Miss Myrtle Elvyn, the brilliant young American pianisto.

who is meeting with great success on her trans-continental
tour, will be the next pianist e to play for us. Iler opening
date will be Sunday afternoon, March 6th, and she will give
several recitals during the following week, including one in

Oakland at Ye Liberty.
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The Musical Event of the Season

PI ANISTE

Tuesday, March 8 Saturday, March 12
Miss Elvyn's present tour has

been one continual triumph and

stamps her as unquestionably the

rightful holder of first place among
American pianist.i.

The following notices are from

some of America's most critical

musical centers:

NEW YORK TRIBUNE—Myrtle

Elvyn, the soloist with the New
York Symphony Orchestra, yester-

day, was the greatest musical sur-

prise I have encountered in many
a day. Her technique and power

are amazing.

BOSTON POST — Her personal

beauty and fascination are potent

factor.j in Myrtle Elvyn's great

success. She has exceptional tech-

nical attainments, sound musician-

ship and abundant temperament.

CHICAGO TRIBUNE—Her work

grew in authority, beauty and vir-

tuosity until her listeners were sim-

ply carried away by her tremendous

performance in the great Tschai-

kowsky Concerto.

Miss Elvyn attributes no small

part of her success to the Kimball

Piano, which she uses exclusively

in all her concerts.

Over 200.000 Kimball Pianos are

now in use—what greater proof of

the superiority of these famous in-

struments could be araked?

The now famous Kimball Pianos are sold in the We^ only by

975

THE HOUSE
OF HIGHEST
QUALITY

MARKET STREET
San Francisco

BIGGEST
BUSIEST

BEST

557 TWELFTH STREET
Oakland

SAN JOSE STOCKTON SACRAMENTO
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Mmt. Qln^Bu (^umna
Who plays the EVERETT piano exclusively on her concert tours, says:
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wliicli is ;i r('\('l;itiiin in aronsi ics,

"A jiianu wiiicli wilh i(s ideal priiu-ipic, and llic llnMijihl and rx(|nisiic larc cxci-ciscd in ils

cDnsii-ncliun. makes ii a fit coinpiiniou for 111 e ai-tist. 11 lias ricii. s\ inpalliel ic lone of heanlilnl

(pialily and wdnderfnl carryinfi' caiiacity, wiiicli jilaecs iiu liuiilalioiis to poelit; leni|)ei-anien1.

"It is a (lisliiu-t (i-iiini]pli lor ils nialcers."

Benj. Curtaz & Son
SOLE AGENTS

113-117 Kearny Street, San Francisco
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SCHUMANN-HEINK'S TRIUMPHAL TOUR.

Great Diva Breaking all Records and Conquering Everyone

by Her Matchless Art.

Madame Schumann-Heink, now on her way to San Fran-
cisco, is conquering the musical world of the Pacific C'uast

with unprecedented ease. Leaving home on December 2Sth
she sang in Worcester, Mass., before a liouse which was com-
pletely filled, many being in the audience from the surround
ing towns and bringing their travelling bags with them. On
December 30th she sang in Akron, Ohio, where she arrixed
nine hours behind time at 8:30, or half an hour after the time
set for the beginning of the concert. A long drive brought
her to the hall at about nine o'clock, where the big audience
was patiently waiting and tumultuously proclaimed her ar-

rival. She stopped upon the stage in her traveling suit and
in a moment had the audience in a happy frame of mind by
imitating in pantomime the process of wiping the dust off her
face and fixing her hair and explaining that dainty toilet

articles had not been among the luxuries of her strenuous
trip.

She kept herself and her audience in the best of spirits
throughout the evening. From Akron she proceeded to Chi-
cago, where she arrived three hours late and sang there on
January 2d to her fourth capacity audience in Orchestral Hall
this season, which stands as an unequalled accomplishment.
No artist has approached her drawing power in the Windy
City tills season. On January 4th she sang in St. Paul with
the Symphony Orchestra in the Auditorium, where every avail-
able seat (oven the unavailable ones) were sold days ahead of
time. Not since her last visit in St. Paul two years ago has
such an audience been seen at the Auditorium. On January
6th she sang at Omaha at the Auditorium before an audieiue
which in size established a new record in that city.

From there she proceeded to Denver where the capacity
houses repeated themselves. Those of our readers who
remember the monster audience that waited at Dream-
land Rink in the rain two years ago to pay homage to the
groat diva will have no doubt whatever regarding the fact
that history will repeat itself on this auspicious occasion of
the third visit of th« great contralto in concert here.

New Orleans-New York S. S. Line

THE LINE THAT CONNECTS WITH THE

Sunset Route
at New Orleans, and which you may include in your
rail ticket at no more cost than for an all-rail route
to New York.

Two sailings weekly between New Orleans and
New York.

Elegant accommodations. Suites of Private Bed-
room, Parlor and Bath; Staterooms, Library. Smok-
ing Room, Baths, Promenade Decks, Excellent
Cuisine.

Make our handsome new office, Broadway and
27th streets, New York, your headquarters when
East. Our attendants will be glad to assist you in

any way possible. Have your mail addressed in

care of the office and you will receive same im-
mediately on call.

RATES—By rail to New Orleans, steamer thence
to New York, including meals and berth on steamer:

First Cabin, $77.75; Round Trip $144.40
Second Cabin, $65.75

Second Class Rail and Steerage, $61.45
Write Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES

Flood Building Market St. Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Sts. Depot

Broadway and Thirteenth Sts., Oakland
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Madame Schumann-Meink
CONTRALTO

Pacific Coa^ Tour From January 15th

to March 17th, 1910

Madame Schumann-Heink will be

under the diredlion of the follow-

ing Pacific Coast Representatives

of the Wolfsohn Bureau

Oregon and Washington

Misses Steers and Coman, Portland

Southern California, New Mexico, Arizona

L. E. Behymer, Los Angeles

San Francisco and Oakland

Will L. Greenbaum

Schumann-Heink in San Francisco at the Garrick Theatre, Sunday

Afternoon, February 13th, Thursday Evening, February 17th and at

Dreamland Rink, Sunday Afternoon, February 20th.

Schumann-Heink in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse

Friday Afternoon, February 18th
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The drawing powers of Mme. Scluunaiiii-Heiiik celebrated
two immense triumphs on Thursday and Saturday of the
week just past. At both appearances of the famous con-

tralto the vast Simpson Auditorium was taxed to capacity.
There are today few singers who can more completely en-

thrall an audience than Mme. Schumann-Heink. In spite of

a somewhat indifferent support on the part of her accompan-
ist (or have we merely been spoiled by the sensational work
of La Forge, Schneider. Bos. etc.?) the magnetism of

Schumann-Heink easily penetrated that indifference, imag-
inary or otherwise.

The Simpson Auditorium, which in the past has been the
scene of countless artistic triumphs, will in future be devoted
lo church services only, the University of Southern Califor-

nia having sold this edifice to Christian Scientists. From the

standpoint of accoustics there is not another auditorium in

this city which is nearly as well adapted for concert work
as the Simpson Auditorium, and for this reason music lovers

will have cause to regret this change of ownership. True,
there is the Temple Auditorium, as beautiful as it is cold,

as immense in size as it is uncomfortable, but nothing will

impress upon us the dire need of a new, suitable concert-

auditorium as much as the poor accoustics of the Temple
-Auditorium.

Miss Margaret Goetz. assisted by the Krauss Quartet, Mrs.

W. .1. Kirkpatrick, soprano, Mr. Abraham Miller, tenor. Miss
Laura Gregg, pianist, the well-known organist, Frank H.

Colby and the Young People's Chorus, gave a Schubert an-

niversary concert at the Fii'st Unitarian Church on Sunday.
.January 30th. The attendance was unusually large, many
extra chairs had to be provided for those who were attracted

by this remarkable coterie of artists. No admission was
charged, the church paid all the expenses and artists, which
removes from this concert the stigiua of "free concert," and
is altogether a step in the right direction. (Not even a col-

lection was taken up. as is customary with those who give

church concerts by the dozen!) Our hats off to Miss Goetz!
* * *

Ralph Ginsberg, the talented pupil of Arnold Krauss, whom
unkind friends are trying very hard to spoil by persuading
him that he is already an artist, will be heard in a violin re-

cital of his own at Simpson Auditorium. The young man. in

my opinion, is making a most serious mistake by abandoning
so early in his studying years the protecting mantle of

pupils' concerts, which he is really in need of for some time

to come. In Mr. Krauss this young violinist has a most
capable master and sincere friend, but he should not cast re-

llections upon Mr. Krauss' ability to judge properly, when a

violinist's training is completed and when it is not, by ap-

pearing publicly except in pupils recitals arranged by his

distinguished master. I happen to know Mr. Krauss'

seriousness in this respect, and it is therefore difficult for

me to believe that this popular artist sanctions the young
boy's latest caprice. The class-room is nice and warm. Mr.

(Jinsberg, better wait a while before venturing out into the

cold world!
HEINRICH VON STEIN.

KREISLER AT SIMPSON AUDITORIUM.

Our concert-goers, very much like those of other large

cities, turned out in full force to greet Fritz Kreisler, who
met them at Simpson Auditorium on Thursday evening.

December 30th, with a stupendous program of compositions

for the violin. Every seat in the large auditorium was oc-

cupied by attentive listeners, who were transformed by

Kreisler into an equal number of enthusiasts, fully convinced,

as soon as this wizard's bow has touched the strings of his

priceless Guarnerius, that they were in the presence of the

world's greatest living violinist.

There is nothing sensational about this artist, simply quiet

confidence, hat he stands miles above his task and absolute
knowledge, that every sound uttered by the beautiful instru-

ment in his hands is the result of careful weighing by a
master-mind. A total absence of mannerisms of any sort, and
a depth of feeling, which was free from even the slightest
suspicion of sentimentalism added to the impression, thai

here one was really listening to interpretation of genius of
the loftiest kind, .\ever a slip or the slightest scratch to
remind, that these wonderful sounds were produced by
human hands, everything perfect in the fullest sense of the
word.
Maybe, that somewhere in Europe the equal of Kreisler has

been discovered, but to my knowledge ( I have heard every
great violinist, as well as near-great ones produced during
the last twenty-five years I. there is not at the present an
artist of the violin whom 1 could place on an even footing
with Kreisler.

MUSIC IN SEATTLE

Seattle. Wash., .lanuary 3o. i:iiu.

Last Sunday evening we fairly saturated ourselves with
modern music, as the program will indicate: Symphony,
"From the .\ew World" (Dvorak): Concerto for piano No. 1,

in B flat minor, op. 23 (Tschaikowsky ). Mme. Teresa Carreno:
Piano Soli: (al Impromptu, Op. 90, No. 2 (Schubert), (b)

Soiress de Vienne. No. 6 (Schubert-Liszt), (cl Marche Mili-

taire (Schubert-Tausig). Mme. Teresa Carreno; Huldigungs-
marsch (Wagner). Madame Carreno was the soloist. She
was as magnificent as ever and memory perfect. Wonderful
woman! Unlike prodigies she deveolped from year to year,

placing the lighter works, so pleasing years ago, upon the
shelf, she launched into the great works of the past century
and conquered. Truly a queen in her art. Long live the
Queen!

The regular active members' meeting of the Ladies' Mus-
ical Club was held on Monday at half-past 2 o'clock in the
parlors of the Butler Hotel Annex. Marion street and Fourth
avenue. After the business of the club haa been transacted
a program arranged by Mrs. William Whittlesey and Miss
Widraer. comprising selections by Seattle composers, will be
given. The program fololws: (a) "Hungarian Dance" (Mrs.

Black), (b) "Tarantelle Au Reverie" (Mrs. Black). .Mrs.

Frank D. Black); (a) "A Star and a Rosebud White." (b)

"When Love is Done" (Claude Madden), Mrs. William Whit-
tlesey); (a) "Elegie." (b) "Gavotte (Hadley). Mr. Max Stein-

del; "La Stella de Nevada" (P. Giorza). Mrs. Paula Schmitz;
(a) "The Miller" (Hadley). (b) "Dreamy Lake" (Hadley),

Mrs. Grace Kelley, Miss .Jessie Hull. Mrs. A. L. Hamilton
and Mrs. Romayne Jansen. Accompanists. Mr. Giorza and
Mr. Hadley and Mr. Whittlesey.

The program of the seventh popular concert is appended

:

Part I—Coronation March from "The Prophet" (.Meyerbeer);

Ballet Music from "Coppelia" (Delibes); Fantasie for Harp.

Opus »;"! (Saint-Saens). Eleanor Nordhoff; Suite, "Algerienne"
(Saint-Saens). Part II—Overture. "Raymond" (Thomas);
.\ve Maria (Bach-Gounod); Polonaise in E Major (Liszt).

The march was played with spirit, and with plenty of brass.

Quite a contrast was the delicious "Coppelici" music. The
men played it well. too. It is rarely that we are presented

with a harp solo. Miss Nordhoff must have gratified her

friends by her clear interpretations and graceful manner.
She well earned the bountiful applause of both orchestra and
audience.
The "Algerienne" is interesting from many points. It has

German solidity, French vivacity, with marked Oriental

flavor, and is at times barbaric. In the "Reveri" one is

wreathed in Oriental dreaminess and lulled into sensuous

lassitude, whatever that might be. However, you are soon

snatched from such comatose state, with its memories of a

beautiful viola "Lorelei," by a stirring march; and you con-

clude to come back to earth and mingle with the surging

crowd. The warhorse "Raymond." the often played "Ave
Maria" and magnificent "Polonaise" closed the program.

Hadley and his cohorts performed some remarkable feats with

the Polonaise, and deserved great praise. Oh. Seattle is

"going some." even though she is only seven or eight years

old musically. Give her fifty and she will be "it."

.JAS. HAMILTON HOWE.
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Kohler & Chase Hall i
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ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF
^

I
Dr. Ludwig Wullner :

and his Accompanist

C. V. BOS

Pasmore Trio
NOW ON TOUR

PLACERVILLF., CAL FEBRUARY 8th

WOODLAND, CAL FEBRUARY 9th

GRASS VALLEY. CAL FEBRUARY 10th

NEVADA CITY, CAL FEBRUARY 11th

AUBURN, CAL FEBRUARY 12th

RENO, NEV FEBRUARY 14th

SPARKS, NEV FEBRUARY 15th

CARSON CITY, NEV FEBRUARY 16th

LOS ANGELES. CAL FEBRUARY 13th

CLAREMONT 'COLLEGE FEBRUARY 19th

URST WESTERN TOUR

B U S O N I

THE DISTINGUISHED PIANO VIRTUOSO
BEGINNING IN EARLY FALL, 1910

For Time and Terms, Address

Fitzpatrick & Norwood
Kohler & Chase Hall

*-»**^* <

San Fr

t

t CALIFORNIA TOUR BEGINS IN MAY

VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATEDI

Phones: Brondway ^'>l^. Ho

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

surervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

Emil Steinegger
Begs to announce that he will teach all day Wednesday in

Oakland at Room 64, MacDonough Building.

Telephone Merritt 2845.

San Francisco Studio 924 Grove St., above Fillmore

Wallace A. Sabin
ilrsaniKl Tempi,- ICiiiaiiu 101, First t'liuicli oT Christian .Science.
Diieotiir Loriiig Club. In San Francisco on Wednesdays at 1617
California Street. Tel. Franklin 5345. On Saturday afternoons
at Cliri.stian Science Hall. Tel West 6(!4S. In Berkeley on
Mondays and Th\)rsdnys at 2,S20 Prince St. Tel. Berkeley 4774.

Hermann Genss
'I'lO \( IIIOU <>l' I'lWO, SI\(;iN<i \\l> IIVIt.>l<)\\, Hill lU'iM'pt
.sliiilciili III hi.s

ll<-l\M-i-ii ^\(llsl(

ARNOLD VON DER AUE—Tenor
(Mt I'I'OltIO—(III KCII—COXfllH'l'—(ll'KH \

. . Concliiim III (ili.ssi.'lil SmiKs iiikI (>|it-i'iilU- I(f|it'i-I<>irc> .

Address:
KOIII.IOK iV: CHA.XI': lll.lXi. SAX I.'H A \(IS( '<>, (11

At the second of Will. Greenbaum's "Pop" concerts, to be
given Sunday afternoon. February 27tli, at Koliler & Chase
Hall, Miss Dorothy Pasmore will be the soloist, offering some
rarely heard violincello compositions by Corelli and Boccherini
with Miss Flora Nachtrieb as accompanist. With the assist-

ance of Mr. F. M. Biggerstaff. pianist, the Lyric Quartet will

play Edgar Stillman Kelly's "Quintet" and the quartet num-
ber of the afternoon will be Hadyn's No. 10, one of the most
beautiful in the literature of ensemble music.

Seats are on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s at 50 cents and
$1.00. Season tickets may yet be secured at $2.00 and $1.00
for the remaining three programs.
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DR. WULLNER IN MAY.

Dr. Ludwig VV'ullner, that marvelous actor-singer of (!cr-

inan songs, who created such a deep impression in San Fran-
cisco and tlie outlying cities last November, is to be heard
on the Pacific Coast again in early May. Fitzpatrick & Nor-
wood, managers of Kohler & Chase Hall, will direct the
western tour of this distinguished artist and his ideal accom-
panist, C. V. Bos. San Francisco, Oakland, Sacramento, to-

gether with many of the smaller cities that were not priv-

ileged to hear Dr. Wullner last fall, will be included in the
tour. Since leaving the coast this great interpreter of lieder

has revisited the eastern cities in which he sang before his

arrival in the west. In every instance his return was greeted
by vast audiences. Indeed, there is always something new
and surprising, something unexpected in the performance
of this unique singer, which gives new charm to the old

songs and anticipates pleasure in those compositions yet to

be enjoyed. The programs which Dr. Wullner will present
upon his return here will contain much that is new, inter-

spersed with the favorites of last November.
V*

A New Record by

BUSONI COMING TO THE WEST.

Fitzpatrick & Norwood announce that they have secured

the western management of the distinguished piano virtuoso,

Ferruccio Busoni, and will bring that great artist to the

Pacific Coast in the fall of 1910. This will be the advent of

this gifted Italian to the extreme west, and his appearance
here will be among the greatest events of the forthcoming
musical season.

Busoni is the one great pianist who has not yet been heard

in this part of the country. In him the music lovers of the

west will hear an artist of the most transcendental kind—

a

performer who, in wealth of gifts as a pianist, artist and
musician, represents the last word that has been spoken in

twentieth century virtuosity. Busoni, who is forty-two years

old, stands today in the plentitude of his powers. His suc-

cesses in the great European capitals during the past few

years have been of the most sensational order, and have

taken rank among the greatest events of contemporary mus-

ical life. After an absence of three years Busoni made his

debut before the Philharmonic Society of New York during

the early part of last month. His performance of Beethoven's

E flat concerto, risrhtly named the "Emperor," created a

furore and, for the 'first time in its history, the society's no-

encore rule was broken. He incited a throng of deeply

moved listeners to deafening calls for "more," and he gave

it in Chopin's A flat polonaise. Since then Busoni's march
through the eastern cities has been a series of triumphs.

Mr. Hale, a very efficient and successful piano man, who
has occupied responsible positions with several of the lead-

ing music houses in America, has arrived in this city to take

charge of his positon as head piano salesman of Kohler &
Chase. Mr. Hale is an expert in his line of business and

promises to be an excellent acquisition to the Kohler & Chase

forces.

A VALUABLE ENDORSEMENT.

Previous to his departure from San Francisco Coenraad V.

Bos wrote the following voluntary endorsement to the Filers

Music Company:
November 29th, 1909.

Eilers Music Company, San Francisco. Cal.

Gentlemen: Before leaving your beautiful city I feel that I

owe it to you to express so far as it is possible in mere words,

mv most sincere appreciation of the truly magnificent Chick-

ering piano which you furnished us for Dr. Wullner's public

appearances, and also for our private use at the hotel.

Words fail me to adequately express the praise that the

Chickering deserves. Of the many very fine pianos made in

Germany and other European countries that we have used,

there is not one that so thoroughly satisfies all of the pecul-

iarly exacting demands called for in our work, as does the

Chickering. Our superb and most gratifying success could

not have been possible, we are sure, without the genuine

inspiration and support afforded by these Chickering pianos,

and it is due to this fac't that we employ that make in pref-

erence to all others wherever we appear.

Again thanking you lor your many courtesies, we beg to

remain, Very sincerely yours,

COENRAAD V. BOS.

Blanche Arral

"Polonaise" from Jerusalem
(I Lombardi), Verdi
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TILLY KOENEN'S TRIUMPHS.

Miss Tilly Koenen having appeared with all of the great
orchestras of the East culminated her appearances with the
New York Philharmonic under Gustav Mahler's baton. Miss
Koenen has already sung twice with the Boston Symphony,
and has been honored by Conductor Max Fiedler inviting her
to make still two more appearances with his orchestra.
Owing to existing engagements it has been found impossible
to arrange tor these. After her New York appearances this

week. Miss Koenen goes direct to Chicago, where she will

sing with the Apollo Club, singing the name part in the great
cantata of "Ruth," which part she created in Berlin last year,
under the direction of Georg Schumann, the composer.
Schumann especially retiuested that Miss Koenen be engaged
for this presentation of his work in Chicago, as her per-

formance of the part in Berlin and elsewhere in Germany
invariably elicited the highest praise. The entire Theodore
Thomas Orchestra—with which Miss Koenen has already
appeared as soloist—has been engaged for this occasion, and
the greatest interest attaches to the work, said to be the
most important choral production of the present day.

After the Chicago appearances Miss Koenen will go to

Washington to give a special recital at the White House.
Then in quick succession follow engagements in Minneapolis.
Des Moines. Chicago. .Milwaukee and Denver. After this last

date Miss Koenen goes to California to begin the big tour
of the Pacific Coast which Manager Hanson arranged for

her during his recent visit to the slope. While there she
will appear with all of the available orchestras as special
soloist : and a large number of recitals have been arranged
for in all of the large cities.

Both in the East and the Middle West Miss Koenen's re-

citals have met with a quick demand for return dates; and
there is no doubt but that the cities of the Pacific Slope will

prove fully as appreciative as have those of the East.

• %v

MUSIC IN WOODLAND.

An artist who has already won much favorable criticism.

Eva Navone-Provost. pupil of that renowned pedagogue. Hugo
Mansfeldt. gave a piano recital at Woodland on the evening
of February first. Mrs. Provost excels as an interpreter of
modern composers, and gives them a generous representa-
tion on her programs. The program she played in Woodland
contained eight Elkus pieces.
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The first big musical event for 1!)10 was the rendition of

Verdi's Requiem at the Philharmonie by the Gesellschaft der

Musikfreunde, under the direction of Oskar Fried. To those

who know Verdi only as the composer of Trovatore. Rigoletto.

Aida, etc., the first hearing of this too seldom heard work
must be a revelation.

A beautiful rendition recently of his string quartet by the

Bohemians gave still further evidence of this great man's

versatility.

Franz von Vecsy played again in Beethoven Hall to a

crowded and enthusiastic house. The Devil's Trill of Tar-

tini showed the wonderful maturity of this young artist, and

his brilliant Paganini playing cerated a furore. Some new
variations by Paul .Jeron proved to be nothing more or less

than a piano solo with violin obligato, so we'll give the lion's

share of the credit there to the accompanist, Alfred Schmidt-

Badekow.

The first two appearances of Miss Helen Teschner, a young

violinist from New York City, may be noted as among the

most interesting and successful concerts from any of the

new and younger artists this season. At her first concert,

with the "philharmonic Orchestra, she played concertos of

Bach and Bruch, and the Beethoven Romanza, and just re-

cently scored another success at Zechstein Hall. Her ac-

companist on the latter occasion was George iMacManus of

Seattle, a clever young musician who has made quite an

enviable reputation here as an artistic accompanist.
* • •

The list of piano recitals for the new year started with a

big program by Rudolph Ganz, He gave us two Beethoven

sonatas, the op. 26 and op. 'u. and the beautiful Schumann
sonata in F sharp minor. Before he closed his program with

two Liszt numbers, the Petrarca Sonnet and the Polonaise,

he played a group of modern compositions, and among them

were a couple of daring novelties that aroused more than

usual interest. Busoni's "Christmas Eve," and Bartock's

"Bear Dance" were so ultra-modern in their dissonance, that

the audience, and even the artist, could not repress some

audible smiles. Two of Ganz' own Morceaux, "Fileuse pen-

sive" and "Marche fantastique" were charming in their orig-

inality. Mr. Ganz' compelling artistry was felt in everything

he played, and we look forward to his next recital in March

with great interest.

Long programs seem to be so stylish here that even the

daily newspapers have protested through their critics. One
tried critic exclaimed the other day. apropos of the situation,

"In Berlin geben wir fur Geld die langste Wurst!" He made

this remark in reporting the big concert at whih Mottl di-

rected, and Godowsky was piano soloist. The program opened

with Tchaikowsky's Storm, and it was a long, long time be-

fore the clouds cleared away. Finally, after the sun had

come out again, Godowsky sat down to the piano and played

the Chopin tC minor Concerto, and he played it beautifully.

Then the orchestra played Schubert's unfinished Symphony
in a very finished manner, after which Godowsky again took

his seat and played Chopin's Concerto in F minor, and did

it even more beautifully than the first. It is his favorite of

the two concertos, and it was a joy to hear it, given with

such pearly clarity and political interpretation. But that

wasn't all. The orchestra played Liszt's Mazeppa, in order

to end as stormily as it began, and when the wild horse was

finally started for the night, it was so late that the audience

had to hurry to get home the same day.

Ignaz Friedman played two programs in one evening. He
started with Liszt's little Sonata in B minor, just to get

warmed up, and then played the Beethoven Appassionate.

Then to lighten u)) the program a little he gave Brahm's
Twenty-five (2.5) Variations and I<^ugue on a Theme of Handel.
Next came Chopin's Sonata in B flat minor, with all the re-

peats, and as grand finale the Schumann ('arnival. I

heard three numbers and left at 10 o'clock. He plays mag-
nificently, and 1 enjoyed what I heard, but why should a
pianist try to run an endurance race with his audience?

Last Friday's Royal Symphony concert, under Richard
Strauss, was one of the greatest of the season, Haydn's
.Military Symphony, The Erntefest from "Moloch," a fascinat-

ing work of rich modern orchestration by Max Schielings, a
Berlioz overture and Brahm's Third Symphony completed the
feast.

The same wonderful Brahm's symphony appeared on the
.\ikisch program today, at which Conrad Ansorje was soloist,

and gave a beautiful rendition of the Schubert-Liszt Wan-
derer Fantasie.

WARREN D. ALLE.V.

PASMORE TRIO NOW ON TOUR.

The talented Pasmore Trio, who are now making a lour

of eastern California and Nevada under the direction of

Fitzpatrick & Norwood, are being greeted by large and en-

thusiastic audiences. Their first concert, played in Placer-

ville last Tuesday night, was conceded to be the most satis-

factory musical treat of its kind ever heard there. The
Woodland opera house was filled to capacity on Wednesday
evening, and the encores out-numbered the programmed selec-

tions. The success was repeated in .Nevada City and. again,

in Grass Valley. The Pasmores are to appear in Reno on
next Monday, in Sparks, .\ev., on Tuesday. Carson City on
Wednesday evening, and then jump south to give concerts

in Los .Angeles, and under the patronage of the Claremont
College faculty on February 18th and 19th. The tour north-

ward from Los .\ngeles is now being arranged by the

managers.

WILL L. GREENBAUM PRESENTS
-\

Mme.

SCHUMANN-HEINK
CONTRALTO

This Sunday Afternoon, Feb. 13th at 2:30

and Thursday Eve., Feb. 17th at 8:15

at GARRICK THEATER

Farewell Concert, Sunday Aft., Feb. 20th

at DREAMLAND RINK

Seats $2.50, $2.00, $L50, $L00
Box Seats $3.00

Box Office at Sherman Clay & Co'«

Sunday after 9:30 at Theater

t

Oakland, Friday Aft., Feb. 18, at 3:15

YE LIBERTY PLAYHOUSE
Seats at Box office ready Monday

Steinway Piano Used

! Sunday Aft., Feb. 27th—2nd Pop Concert

I Coming—Myrtle Elvyn, Piano Virtuosa
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Beauty

in Piano
II

Design

First of all considerations in

the selection of a piano should

be its tonal quality—that almost

_ . indescribable characteristic that

is sought by all piano manufacturers, and really at-

tained by so few.

Second to tone only is durability, which quality

can only be insured by the use of materials of the highest order and the

most skilled workmanship. In many pianos is found one of the attrib-

utes of piano perfection; in very few that happy cimbiuation of tone

and structural quality which denotes the perlect instrument.

Given a piano of perfect tone, of unquestioned superiority in its mechanism, its

workmanship, and builded of materials which are the best possibly attainable, then,

and then only, should design of case, symmetry of architecture, beauty ot veneers

and elegance of finish be taken into consideration.

The Conover Piano
possesses everv feature, every characteristic, of the perfect piano. Its tone is of that

particular qual'itv which delights the cultivated ear—limpid, resonant and extremely

sympathetic: its" action, the result of many years of studious industry, is flexible and

elastic in the extreme, while Conover materials and workmanship have long been one

ot the standards of excellence by which piano quality is measured.

The manufacturers of Conover pianos, having brought the character of their product

to the highest standard, recently turned to the artistic in case design. The result has

placed before lovers of high-class pianos the most beautiful designs, the most daintily

executed and finished cases in the richest woods that have ever been shown to a dis-

criminating public. Wonderful rosewoods, now so rare, beautiful mahoganies and

superb Circassian Walnut cases, in both high polish and satin finishes, are being

shown now on our floors, and are being enthusiastically admired.

Conover pianos, considering their quality and great beauty, are priced more reason-

ably than vou can realize. Thev are sold on easy payments when desired.

t^/\f/\^£: r>iy\r>/o^
Victor Talking Machines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street

Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington
OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,

Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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iMlJSi^^g^^LIlllEAs'r

New York, January 31, 1910.

Dear Mr. Editor: That the "wars" among musicians are
not confined to the vocal end of the cult was evidenced yes-
terday when there was a hurry call from Mahler for some
one to take the place of Herr Josef Weiss to operate on
Schumann's Symphony, No. 4. E minor. On Saturday dur-
ing the rehearsal Herr Weiss objected to the manner in

which certain instruments performed and so informed Herr
iMahler. One word led to another and the end was that, each
l)eing the "isser" in his own mind, Herr Weiss left the plat-

form with raging gestures. That the top of the piano was
not fractured speaks well for the durability of the instrument,
while the resoundiijg thump with which it was closed shows
that Herr Weiss has something up his sleeve. Herr Mahler
sent out a hurry call for help and Miss Mero that was, Mrs.
Irion as is, not being familiar with the piece, started a
Marathon on the piano which culminated in a stiff wrist, so
that she sent in regrets at the last moment, leaving Herr
Mahler to fill the breach as best he could. He did. I don't
know the name of the pianist, but as far as my limited judg-
ment goes he did as well as either of the others and received
as much applause. Herr Weiss appeared as per schedule,
but he was told there was nothing doing as far as he was
concerned; as he was accompanied by a lawyer it looks as
though he meant to do dreadful things. When the concert
commenced so many people were busy talking about the row
that there was much more attention given to animated dis-

course than to the music, all of which goes to show that a
tempest in a tea pot will interest most people, when a sym-
phony will only make them yawn.

« * *

Le Grand Howland, who has been trying to break into print

in this city, likewise the operatic field, will do so on Tuesday
next, when he presents his opera "Sarrona" at the New Am-
sterdam Theatre. Mr. Howland is long of hair and exudes
art from his finger tips. He is young and trustful, chock full

of confidence and enthusiasm, and relies on the fact that the
opera has been done twenty-two times in Italy, which is a
fact, to enable him to get away with it. Wishing you all the
success that you deserve, Mr. Howland, we'll be there, and
hope to see you score a big success.

* • s

Wednesday night Wullner was the soloist at the fourth
concert of the Philharmonic, and to me the songs that he
sung in the commencement, "Children's Death Songs," were
insufferably dull, depressing and unfortunate. It was much
more depressing than a funeral, and as the audience faith-

fully followed the instructions given on the program by Herr
Krehbiel not to applaud or interrupt in any way, one was
given a good imitation of a dirge. Don't think that R. Mahler
should be overproud of these songs. Wullner was much more
appreciated in the Letzter Tanz and Anakreon's Grab, and
was very heartily, applauded; as he should be.

Seems like these death things also run in cycles. Rach-
maninoff was to the front with the Russian Symphony, con-

ducting his own "Isle of Death," It he had really conducted
the boat there and left it with the "symphonic poem" he
would have been justly entitled to a vote of thanks, as it was
the most dreadfully monotonous thing that I have listened

to for a long time, and I venture the prediction that the

audience would join in the chorus, "So say we all of us."

He was far more successful w'ith his own playing, and the

audience seemingly never got enough, for they recalled him
again and again, but then the audiences at the Russian con-

certs are always apt to be over-demonstrative.
* * *

Last Tuesday afternoon Busoni, the Italian pianist, gave a

recital at Carnegie Hall and was a huge success. It was long,

but the program was so varied that no one got tired of the

recital, and from a quarter to three until after five o'clock,

the skilled virtuoso held his audience in the hollow of his

hand, so to speak, and when the end of the program was
reached there were cries of "more," and the Oliver Twists
surged down the aisle to enforce their demands.

Maud Allan as Salome at Carnegie Hall was a fizzle. Not
from the fact that the hall was empty, far from it. as the
place was well filled, but from the spectator's point of view.
1 heard one lady say, "Why, it's not at all bad." The dancing
"turns" have been pretty well done to death, and as the
novelty has worn off so has the interest in the dancers.
Which same is not to be regretted in connection with classic
music.

» »

There is no doubt that the new German opera or drama,
whatever it may be called, "Electra," will be the big thing
during the coming week. People will go to see it as much as
to hear it, perhaps more, as there has been so much written
and said about the terrible gruesomeness of the piece, and the
terrible cacaphonic dissonances of the music, that Mr. Ham-
merstein has been able to sell out his house at double prices.

Probably he could do the same if he were to advertise a
thrilling reproduction of the Guillotine with a living subject.

I confess that I take no pleasure in the ugly, non-melodic,
neurotic music which at the present time seems so much the
vogue. To me it seems more as the evidence of a disease
than as something that we will love and remember. Twenty
years ago people demanded the beautiful in opera. They had
the foolish idea that the basis of music was melody. Wagner
did not ignore this formula. All of his operas contain the
magnificent passages which advanced critics would now call

tunes, at least they would if written by any other than Wag-
ner. Today the public expects to be shocked, and if they are

not shocked they think that they have not received their

money's worth. But what becomes of all these "Shockers?"
They quietly and naturally Hit away in the darkness and are

lost sight of. They make a sensation and are as quickly for-

gotten. Salome is a case in point. After great advertising

about the terrible beauties, I saw none, either musically or

otherwise, it "died a bornin'," but the old operas II Trovatore,
Carmen, Faust, killed and damned and buried by the high
brows for twenty years, are being sung to delighted thou.sand';

every week; the high note from the "donjon" tower still

causes a thrill, and the Soldiers' Chorus starts our feet tap-

ping. Which is right anyhow? The public which loves

music with its opera or the high browed critics who wou'd
reduce melody to a minor place?

THE PHILISTINE.

NEW YORK HEARS ANOTHER NEW OPERA.

Germania" by Baron Alberto Franchetti and Luigi lllica

Scores a Decided Success at the Metropolitan.

[From the New York Sun of January 23d.]

"Germania" a lyrical drama in a prologue, two scenes and
an epilogue, was produced yesterday afternoon at the Metro-

politan Opera House. The book of this work is by the in-

defatigable Luigi lllica and the music by the Baron Alberto

Franchetti. It is long since the melodies of this composer
have been heard in this city, for his "Asrael" was given at

the Metropolitan in the season of 1890-91. New operas have

come to be welcome in New York, but a week which gives us

two may be regarded as uncommonly fecund. When the two
are so different in atmosphere, feeling, subject, style and
everything else that goes to make the individuality of a lyric

drania then we must be still more pleased. If "Griselidis,"

exhibited at the Manhattan on Wednesday evening, was
thoroughly French, charmingly legendary and daintily sug-

gestive, "Germania," made known yesterday, was utterly

Italian, bewilderingly historical and weightily realistic.

It is a singular creation, but it will probably please the

general public, for it has much fluent melody and Miss Des-

tinnn, Mr. Caruso and Mr. Amato to sing it. Critical descrip-

tion shrinks from the task of telling in detail the story of

this work. It has for a political background the struggle of

Germany to free itself from the Napoleonic yoke. We see

Palm, the printer, in hiding, and we behold his arrest. We
are introduced to Lutzow, Korner, Fichte, Weber and a dozen

others of the League of 'Virtue which is to save Germany.
Among the mmbers are Karl Worms and Frederick Loewe.
The former has betrayed Ricke and is filled with remorse,

especially since his close friend Loewe has fallen in love with

her and wishes to marry her. Worms extracts from her a

pledge of secrecy. He goes off to battle for the fatherland.

But of course he comes back about two minutes after

(Continued on Page IS.)
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A Class in Harmony
THE STEWART VIOLIX SCHOOL. Alcx-

an<ler Slc«*nrt, Director, onnoiiuces the
nrsanir.lltioii of n class in the study of
Harmnuv nlider the dirertion of Mr. ED-
WARIJ FABER St-HXEIDER, the eom-
iroser. pianist and teacher. The course is

planned to co\ er tlie ground required by
(he I nivcrsity of California in its en-
trance retinirenients in this sul>ject.
Tl ITIOX FOR TERM OF 20 LESSON'S,
SJ.'.OO, COMMEXCIXG THIRSDAV, JAN.
I.tth. nilO. Paynlile in three monthly in-
slallmcnls of ».". each. Students of voice.
|.iano. tiolin, or any instrument can take
the hnrmony course in addition to private
instructions in their special subject.
Address either Edward Jordan. Secretary

of the class, or ALEXANDER STE^VART,
Maple Hall HIdu:., 14th and Webster Sts..

Oakland. Tel. Oakland 4ir.!l.

Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloist First Congrregational

Church. Oakland
Concert, Oratorio and Recital Prof^rams

TEACHER OF SIXGIXG
Residence Studio:

133:5 Hay View Place. Berkeley. Phone
Berkclcj iir^x. Oakland Studio: «.-. Mac-
diMiou^rh llldu:. Tuesday and F'riday.

R.oineo Frick
HARITOXE

Vocal Instructiou After Foremost
European Methods

30-31 CAXXIXG BLOCK, I3TH AXD
UROADAVA^, OAKLAXD

|

rhone Oak. '•.Jr.4 I'hone Home A 146S

FredericK Stevenson
Harmony and Composition—Voice

417 lllniM'Iinrd Hall Los \nKcles. «nl

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
SlII'H V\0

\oial Instrnclion. Concert « ork
IMioiic « csl 4n<io 1304 Ellis Street

Paul Steindorff

Studio. 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE
STUDIO:

1.-2S Krodcrick Street, San F'rancisco. Cal.

H. D. Mustard
HARITOXE

VOICE CILTIRE IX ALL ITS BRAXCHES
Opera—t>ratorio—Concert

Studio, 154S Hai;;ht St. Phone Park 417

Herman Perlet
^ OICE ClLTlRE AXD PIAXO

STl DIO—1431 FRAXKLIX STREET
I'hone Franklin 634

Mrs. Walter W^itham
TEAtHER OF SIXGIXG

Studio:
!I04 Kohlcr A: Chase Bid};., San Francisco

Phone Kearny ;4:.4

Joaquin 5. "Wanrell
Itasso I aulanlc

\ oicc lullure and Operatic Traiuius

Perfect Tone Placing Italian School

Stndio^T99 Van Xes8 .Vve,, >et, Turk
and Eddy Sts. Take Eddy or Turk St.

Cars, Telephone Franklin 34.32. .
|

^Venceslao Villalpando
%-IOLOXCELLlST

Concerts. Musicales. Ensemble, Instruction
Tcl. Park .-.i:;!!. Studio: 74i; (In? ton St.

DELIA E. GRISWOLD
lOXTH VI.TO

\ OICE CI I.Tl RK
Phiiiic l':irk lliI4 Res. Studio. •«4.-. Oak St.

Mme. Julie Pracht
TEACHER OF LAXGl AGES

ll::;! I)c\is:idero St. Phone ^Vest 2071

MISS EDNA MONTAGNE
(Pui-il of Mrs. Oscar Mansie'.dti

IK VCHER OF I'lWO
Res, -^tudiii: l;:!'. lelearaph V»c.. Oakland

•Sig'nor Antonio de Grassi
VIOLIXIST

i-'oncerts Arrang:ed. Violin and Harmony
Taught. Winifred June de Grassi. Asst.

Studio: 130 PRESIDIO AVE., S. F.
rhone ^Veg; =::':

MRS, A, F. BRIDGE
TKVtHKR OF SINGING

Tel. « est 72711 2220 Webster St., S. F.

Frederick Maurer. Jr., Accompamsi
Teacher of Piano and Harmony. Coach-

ing. Singers. Violinists. San Francisco
Studio. Mondays. 1S.49 Pine Street. Tel
West 90411. Home Studio. 17::6 Le P.ov
Ave.. Berkeley. Tel. Berkeley .=.39.

Chester Herold
TENOR

Soloist of First Church of Christ Scientists
SAN JOSE, CAL.

EMMA W. TREMBLAV, Vocal A: Dramatic
Res.. 1900 Page St., S. V. Ax Home. Fri-

days. 3 to 5 p. m. Phone Kearny ;454.
Oakland Studio: Lincoln Hall. Tuesdays.

Phone Okld. 5016. San Francisco Studio:
Kohler ,.<: Chase Bldg.. Room lOOS.

Mvtsical Directory
PIANO

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1126 O'Farrell Sr. San Francisco. Cal.

EULA HOWARD
239 4th Avenue Tel. Pacific 214

I
ARTHUR FICKENSCHER

1360 Summit St.. Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
13.50 O'Farrel St. San Francisco

MISS JENNIE H. DREW
Room lOOS, Kohler .S: Chase Bldg:.. S. F.

VOCAL
MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE

3621 Broadway. Oak. Tel. Piedmont 1.390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
196') Summit St.. Oakla nd. Tel. Oak. 4206

MADAME CARRINGTON LEWYS
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 54.54

VIOUN
HOTHER WISMER

Fillmore St. Phone West 43S

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
DI{A>I VTIC SOrUVNO

lice t ullure « oncerl and Orator
2240 (nlifornia St. I'. : \V.?st •;i"..".9

Mrs. Thoroug'liman
I oncerl—Oratorio «l

Room 10!), !)!,' Van
Telephone Franklin

Mrs. M. Tromboni
ti:acher of sixgixg

Studio. I5&0 SL'TTER ST.. Monday, and Thund.v.. Ai
Mill \all?y. tCcvilonf Building. Tugd.y. Wfdneday. Frida)

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
\01CE CULTLRE

studio, >la|>Ie Hall, ]4tb and AVelisfer
Sts., Oakland. Tuesdnv and Fridaj. Tel.
Oakland :U.-.3.

1
LOUIS CREPAUX

'

I Member Paris Grand Opera'
Delbert Block, !M3 Van Xess at O'Farrell.

' Reception Hours. 11:30 to 12. and 3 to 4.

except Wednesday and Saturday. Wednes-
day in Oakland. 1154 Brush Street.

2945

1S13
PROF. T. D. HERZOG

Ellis Si. San Francisco

MANDOUN. LUTE and GUITAR
SAMUEL ADELSTEIN

I Baker Street San Francisco

MISS JOSEPHINE BARDA
2d Ave.. S. F. Phone Pacific 29S7

BENJ. S MOORE
(Organisl Firsl Preiyltrian Church. B<^rkeley)

In Berkelev Fridny and Monday Ex-
clusivcl.i. Studio: 22.-.T Fulton St. Phone
Hcrkclc> «;27.

Horatio Cogswell baritone
Voice Culture, Concert.*, Recitals. Studios;
1122 Bay St.. Alameda. Tel. Alameda 19.t.

Room fi4 Slacdonoueh Bids.. 14th & Bdwv..
Oakland Tuesday and Friday afternonns.

Mr. Willard Bachelder
voc \i. STl nio

Kohler .\. 1 linsc lluililing. s,iii Francisco

JosepK Reefer

Carl Ed'w^in Anderson
TENOR

St. Luke's Episcopal Church. San Fran-
cksco—Temple E-Manuel. San Francisco

Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been increased to 24 pages,
which size will occasionally be aug-
mented to 32 pages. This enables the
management to add several new de-
partments. The threatrical depart-
ment occupies two full pages, and con-
tains straightforward, unbiased and
honest reviews of every theatrical
performance of merit in San Francis-
co. These critical opinions, which are
not controlled by the business office,

will serve as a guide to our readers in

Oakland. Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle, and all interior cities of the
Pacific Coast, in case these cities

should be visited by companies first

appearing in San Francisco.
Besides this reliable theatrical de-

partment, the Pacific Coast Musical
Review contains a page of late Euro-
pean news, and a page of the most im-
portant musical news from leading
Eastern centers. The Los Angeles,
Oakland. Berkeley and Alameda de-
partments are continued as usual,
while more attention is being paid
this season to Portland and Seattle.

In this 24-page issue advertising
pages will be limited to 12 pages, and
anyone applying for space after these
12 pages are filled must wait until a

vacancy occurs. Special advertising
rates can only be secured by those
who keep their advertisement in these
columns during the entire year. Those
who desire to withdraw their adver-
tisement during the two summer
months must consent to pay a higher
rate. Rates on this page will be IN
CASE OF ANNUAL CONTRACTS:
One inch. $1.00: one-half inch. 50c,

and "Musical Directory." 25 cents per
issue.
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(Coiitiiuieil from Fago Hi.)

Frederick and Ricke have been married at tlie forest lioiiie

of Frederick's mother. Ricke takes no Might. Frederick starts

in search of the betrayer, for from Ricke's innocent little

sister Jane he learns enough to enable him to guess the truth.

At a meeting of the league over which Worms is presiding

Frederic appears and confronts him. They prepare to fight,

but Queen Louise of Prussia solemnly walks in with her little

son and bids them hold their swords for Germany. The last

scene shows us the battlefield of Leipsic after the great light.

Ricke finds Frederic mortally wounded and Worms dead with

the flag in his bosom. The dim figure of the retreating Na-

poleon moves across the plain as the opera ends.

On the whole the historical facts are used with dramatic
effect, though the most theatrical climax of all is the ap-

pearance of Queen Louise in the subterranean scene. Here
the audience, excited by the sonorous chorus, the pealing

tones of Messrs. Aniato and Caruso, the brandished sword.s

and perhaps in some cases by memories of a certain ravish-

ing portrait in the nmseum of Cologne, burst into applause
which had the ring of genuine enthusiasm. It was quite in-

teresting. It has been said that Franchetti is the Meyerbeer
of Italy, and in more than his manifest conviction that the

tuba is an eloquent publisher of agitated emotion he resem-
bles the wizard of the Grand Opera. He follows the older

composer in the employment of the pictorial apparatus of

the theatre and the clatter of historic actions to make a

background for the real story of his drama. Let us admit,'

however, that the ardent young Germans of Franchetti, Ital-

ian as they are, win more real sympathy than the posturing
Huguenots of Meyerbeer.
The battle scene is filled with shudders. The moans of the

•wounded remind one of the battle scene in "L'Aiglon." In-

deed, one is continually reminded of something, but that is

so common in music. It is lamentable to see Mr. Amato lying

through the whole scene Hat on his back, as silent and as

still as an oyster. One chokes with tears to see Mr. Caruso
all shot up and emitting short and painful phrases with the

aid of strength drawn from a canteen, while Miss Destinn
grovels about him, limp, large and lachrymose. Napoleon
passing across the setting sun cannot bear to look at it. One
remembers the departure of the Queen of Sheba. The mar-
riage scene is in a far differnt mood. Here we have moon-
light and storm playing at adagio and agitato with one an-

other, while the solemn trees of the Schwarzwald spread pro-

tecting wings over many wandering melodies. The scene
painter has done well here, but so has the composer. He
has not created, but he has reproduced, well, something of

the magic of the Black Forest. No one could reproduce it all.

Franchetti is not the sort of a composer that should be
dismissed with contemptuous shrugs. He will not mark an
epoch, to be sure, nor is he likely to be an indelible figure in

the pages of Italian operatic history; but he has many agree-

able ideas, some of them with their lineage clearly revealed,

and he is a good workman. His Meyerbeerian tuba is no
more objectionable than his Wagnerian leading motive at-

tached to Ricke. That must have dripped into his memory
from a final page of the second act of "Tosca." It is pre-

sented and represented many times till one expects to learn

thai Worms betrayed Ricke by a Scarpian device. But the

composer's system is thoroughly Italian. There is plenty of

drclamator. recitat!\e. sometimes elastic and expressive and
well supported by varied instrumentation. The airs are con-

structed in the modern Italian style without da capo and as

points of melody in continued dialogue.
In these airs Franchetti discloses no grasp of the finer

pschyological power of music, but he displays facility of

conception, animated fancy and fluent melody. Occasions
when his music jars upon the hearer as unsuitable are indeed
rare. The only flagrant instance is Frederic's "Arma pura"
in the subterranean scene. The music is almost flippant,

the sentiment most passionate. In the treatment of declam-
atory dialogue supported by orchestral melody Franchetti
shows skill. Such speeches as Crisogono's "lo puerl Bel

gusto camuffarsi in mugnai" are well set in this manner.
A similar treatment is found in the prologue at Worm's "Or
che averra?" Here it leads to warm cantilena. Stapps, the

pastor, has two good airs in the Black Forest scene, and when
we come to the ensuing love duo between Frederic and Ricke
we meet very effective writing, though it must be confessed
that it has some of the features of its ancestry. One recog-

nizes Franchetti's membership in that league of musical vir-

tue whose officers have been Ponchielli, Puccini and even
Mascagni. In the same scene the returned Worms has an
arioso, "Sono un risorto," which is thoroughly conventionnl
yet most effective.

Despite the apjjlause not so much can be said for the Ko-
nigsberg cellar scene. Here we are asked to interest our-

selves in the action. The music is a mere accompaniment.
Yet it has its moments. The chorus of the brethren in honor
of Lutzow is full of spirit, and Stapps's story is fairly well

composed. The best thing in the act is Frederick's "A la

visione splendida," in which the martial spirit is bravely pro-

claimed in high tones. The short speech of the Queen is

;;()od and the final chorus iireserves honorable operatic tradi-

tions. The music of the epilogue consists almost entirely of
broken dialogue over orchestral melody of descriptive char-

acter. There is in this scene no small craftsmanship. One
hears no haunting phase; one grasps nothing tangible; yet
the mood is defined. Without inspiration the music interests.

ll is a success of technics. The choral bits seem conven-
tional, but they are perfectly adapted to their purpose.
Throughout the score there is evidence of a desire to write

music which will sing well. The composer has in this gen-

erally achieved his object. , There are opportunities for the
display of some of the best qualities of the art of Mme. Des-

tinn, Mr. Caruso and Mr. Amato. The instrumentation is

well planned and has much variety ranging from idyllic ten-

derness to all the pomp and circumstance of patriotic speech
making.
The scenic attire of the opera is tasteful and of excellent

theatrical value. The performance yesterday was filled with
sincerity of purpose and with a fine perception of the sig-

nificance of the music. Mr. Toscanini conducted. The full

cast was as follows:
Giovanni Filipo Palm, Giulio Rossi; Frederico Loewe, En-

rico Caruso; Carlo Worms, Pasquale Amato; Crisogono, An-
lOnio Pini-Corso; Ricke, Emmy Destinnn: .lane. Christine Hel-

iane; Lene Armuth, Marie Mattfeld; Jebbel, Lenora Sparkes;
Stapps, Adamo Didur: I.utzow, Paolo Wulman; Korner, Lodo-
vico Nepoti; Hedvige,, Marie Mattfeld; Peters, Aristide Bar-

acchi; Captain, Edoardo Missiano; a Lady ithe Queen), Flor-

ence Wickham; a Youth (the Prince), Rita Barillo.

TILLY KOENEN.

(From Evening News, BulTalo, X. Y., January !•, IMIO.I

"If you go to no other concert this season don't, I beg of

yon, don't miss hearing Tilly Koenen," one of the most dis-

cerning judges of music Buffalo has ever known wrote the

other day to a friend concerning the great Dutch contralto

who is to give a song recital on Friday evening of this week.
"She has everything in her favor." continued the writer,

who is not given to excessive enthusiasm and whose musical
taste has been cultivated by years of study both in this coun-
try and abroad. "She has a wonderful voice, deep, rich, full

of melody, bubbling over with laughter, vibrating with pathos.

It is one of the most perfect contraltos I have ever heard.
Then she has temperament to a remarkable degree. She
puts her inmost soul into her songs and the joy of life is

strong within her. Then, in a joyous burst of melody, she
floods you with sunshine and the gladness of spring. Hear
her, hear her, and get all your friends to go; otherwise you
will miss one of the treats of a lifetime."

%%
Miss Lucy Priber. w-ell known in San Francisco as an effi-

cient violinist and a member of the Zech Orchestra, is in

New Y'ork. where she takes advantage of the opportunities
presented to her both in study as well as performance. Miss
Priber writes that the field is a most prolific one. and that
she is very much delighted with the metropolis. She has met
a number of prominent New York musical people who have
assisted her a great deal in gaining a foothold. At a recent
musicale given by the National California Club in New Y'ork.

Miss Priber played two violin solos, namely. Andante Re-
ligioso. op. 3t (Yieuxtemps) and Obertass Mazurka, op. I'J.

No. 1 ( Wieniawsky). with brilliant success.

Mabel Riegelman, the exceptionally gifted young prima
donna soubrette, who has achieved such success in Stettin

during the last few years, has been engaged by the Metro-
politan Opera House Company to appear next year in Chicago
in connection with the company's regular season. This is

indeed a great honor for the young vocalist, who seems to

forge ahead far more rapidly than is usually the case. It

W'ill be remembered th.it Miss Riegelman is one of Madame
Gadski's most favored proteges.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per year.
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!'( i.\" another i)aj;e of this isstie will he found
a re(<ir(i of the orjianizariou of a new
innsical t-lub. and an accnrate re|)ort of an
address delivered by Mrs. William Dean.
its first jii-esident. The name of the new
(lull is the Wednesday Musical Cluh. and
the charter inemhershij) comjirises the un-

usual tiirure of four Inindred. .\ cliili which
under such favorable conditions looks

forward to an era of ju-osjierity the like of which per-

haps no other orsjanization of this kind has ever e.xjier-

ieiiced in this city. The I'acific »'oast .Musical Heview.
havinj; jiledjied itself To eiicouraiie co-oiieration in mu-
sical atlairs ami lu-jjauization of the various elements
Thar consTiTute what is known as our musical cult, nat-

urally welcomes this newly born and exceedinj;ly heal-

thy child in our midst witti wide-open arms. A mu-
sical club Tha treally is active in The advancement of

musicai iiiteresTs ami ihaT pavs for the servict^s of Those
aiTisTs To which it listens, lias long been a want in this

conimunitv, and the ad\ent of tlie Wediiesdav Musical

;ins irs h

We furlhermore are glad to )>eiieive ihat The Wednes-
day .Musical Club lias virinally adojiled The by-laws
and consiitutioii of the SaTurday Club of Sacramento,
and if this new organization [troves to be as successful
and energetic as its prototype, then the founders can
verily be jnoud of Their work. We furthermore desire
To express our graTifi, \ rion ThaT Mrs. Allien Klkus. of
Sacramento, the Inuiorary president of the Saturday
<'lnb of Sacramento, is the godmother of the Wednesday
Musical Club of San Francisco, and surely the advice
she has given to the members and ollicers of this new
society will contribute largely To tl»e eventual success
aud prosperity of tiie organization. The particular
beuetits to lie derived Irom a nmsical club of this kind
is a mulual undersianding of The various musicians and
music lovers who become |iersoiially ac(|uainted with
one another and ihns abolish largely that feeling of
jejilousy and antagonism which forms such an unwel-
come i-eputalion of the musical jirofession among the
public at large. Tht^n There is an o|)porTuniTy for
mutual stnd_\ by listening To serious and instructive
programs, rendered by skillful artists. Fuiihermore.
such a club is able to encotirage resident artists who
oTlierwise would have no oiniortuniTy To receive pecu-
niary reiniineralion for Their services, and finally a club
that pos.sesses the moral iutinence which a club of sev-

eral thousand members necessarily inusT wield can
accom]>lisli a great many things for a community which
iKi individuals could accomjdish withoni a bond that
binds I hem together. For these reasons we di^sire To
congratulate The Wednesday Musical Club ujion iTs

first biithday and ho]ie that wiTh the jiassing of Time it

will grow and prosper until it has ivached The ambi-
tions aim which its worthy president has set for it.

And now having definitely recorded its good will

toward this new club, we trust that the subsetpient
i-emarks made l)y the I'acitic Coast .Musical Review
ujion the dangers that beset the life of such a clnb if

serious ]>roblems are dealt with in a too rigorous man-
ner, will not be construed by any member of the new
club as unfriendly and as directed against the success
of this new organization. We shall present our sngge.s-

tions merely as otf-hand ideas that tlit through our mind
and justify us to pen Them aT this particular time.
These suggestions aiv forced upon us by certain por-
tions of the able address made liy the jiresident at the
first meeting of this club, and which are worth thinking
over. ( die remark we like to discuss at this Time is This :

"When we are co-ojieraiing wiTh The local iinpressarii
in presenTing To San Francisco The HKST the musical
world alfonis at the 1,()WFST i.o.ssible tigure. "And
further on. .Mrs. |)ean urges the members to try and
•secure a membershiii list of at least .seven thousand tive

hundred. Now, this |.robleni is far more serious than it

looks upon the surface, and we are certain ThaT neirher
The worthy president of ihe ^^ednesday .Musical Club
nor its members realize how serious iT would be if this
thought Would become a ruling force of this dub. San
Francisco should not be conijiared with Saciamenro in
This respei t. The Saturday <'lub of Sacramento was
organized at a time when iT was iin]Hissii)le for any
great artist to visit ThaT city with any jiossible hope of
gaining financial rei-ognilion. .\nd inasmuch as This
club, by means of its large meinbership, was able to
raise sutlici(MiT funds To induce great artists m come to
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Sacriiiiiento, i( could lull iK'iictit tlial coimimuit.v, fur it

jiave il soiiicdiiiij; which it never had lu'lorc. There lore,

inasimuh as the Saturday Chil) was i-es|)(Uisil)le tor

iiiakiiij;' it jiossible lor <>;i-eat artists to come to tliat city,

it lias a iiei'l'ect rijiht to demand that no outside intlu-

eiices should be permitted to interfere with its musical

cuiilrol (>r events in the State ca]iitoi.

But lei us look at tiie situation in San Francisco.

This city his tor several years been reco^iuized as one

of the best-|)ayin}; communities for artists. We have

always been willin<; to jiay a hand.some sum to enable

us to hear truly <;reat artists. AA'e cannot consider

fl'..")!! or $''> too much money to listen to a fjreat artist,

because to do this is a musical lesson which is at least

worth as much as any other music lesson, if not more
so. Hut aside from this j)rice, which is, as a rule, the

ma.ximum ]irice, it is iio.ssible to listen to these fjreat

artists for as little as |1 a concert. In other words,

our musical jinblic has for a number of years paid an

a\('raj;e sum of from $\Tt to .|i!ll a .season, and has been

absolutely satisfied and jjlad to do so, and would not

think to l)e dissatisfied unless some one came amon<> us

and educated us to a ])olicy of nifif^ardliness. That is

the (luestion to be decided: Shall we jjo aloufj and be

|u-ond of our suiijiorl of the jii-eat artists that visit us

and jiladly i)ay desei-\ed tribute to f>enius in a manner
that is worthy of our <;enerosity, or shall we steji to the

level of a community that ])ays f(! a season for its

musical entertainments, instead of fl.") or !|f:2(l a season

l)er ca])ita? The pi-esident of the \^'ednesday Musical
Clul) \i'\-\ skillfully jiroclaims that it is unfair to de

])i-i\e a certain ])oi-tioii of the community from hearinji

•;()od music, and that a club like the one under discus

sion would do away with such i)aterualism. \\"e can

not look at this pi-o]iosition in the same liijlit as the

jiresitlent of this club.

The few ureal artists are the kinj;s and (pieens of our

musical world. .\nd we consider it as ini]K)ssible for

every subject of the Art of Music to come within s])eak

ill}; distance of these monarchs as we consider it imjios-

sible f(U' e\ery citizen of a country who assists in payiuj;

the expenses of the fiovernment to come within s])i'akinin

distance of the rulers of the eai-th. Indeed, to uphold
the dijjnity and royalty of our kinjis and (|ueens, it

would be decidedly detrimental to art in j;eneral if their

work would become so common])lace and easy to ob-

serve that the allefjed rabble, as .Mrs. Dean says, could

jiaze upon this <>lory with unseeinjj eyes and uncompre
liendinfT ears. It is as imjiossible to understand the per-

fect ion of ureat art by one ignorant of its principles as

it is for (tne used to ]>lain and simple food to enjoy a

rich re])ast of delicacies unfamiliar to his palate. It is

impossible to make unmusical peojile musical, just as
impossible as it is to make stupid people intelligent.

.Viid if a musical club considers it ailvisable to <lo mis
sionary work in torturing; people who do not want to

listen 1(( classical music subject to its vim, why make
the fjreat artists the janitors to sweeji the public halls?

AN'hy not select foi' this ]iurpose musicians more suit-

able for this mission—musicians who possess the neces-

sary fpnilitications to delij;lit the unmusical rabble. It

seems to us nothin;; short of desecration to use the no-

bility of the ai-t of music foi- |irii}iary educational ])ur-

])oses.

We do not want to hear the best artists at the lowest
jirices. \\'e do not e.x|)ect to be taujiht chea]ily l)y the
most etticient teachers. \\'e are in favor of the jtolicy of

supply and demand, and if there is but one Scliumann

lleink in this wide, wide world, \\c believe that no

musical club should want to dicker about the lowest

price hei- services can be obtaineil for. And, by the way,

this reminds us that notwithstandinft the excellent

work done l)y the Saturday ("lub of Sacramento, it is

imjiossible for any ai-tist of renown to visit that city

today and jiive a concei-t, if the Saturday Club has re-

fused to buy such artist for his or her minimum price.

In other words, the community outside the Saturday
("lub has not become one whit more musical than it has

been at the time of the oi-<iani/ation of that wonderful
society. Hut as we said befoi-e. there is no fault to be

found with the Saturday Club, for it has improved mat-

ters in Sacramento, and for this the community has

reason to be <irateful. Hut shall we adojil the Tuethods

of the Saturday Club of Sacramento in San Francisco,

where we have for years ])aid lavishly and filadly for

our beloved visitors from abroad and from the Fast?
This would indeed be makiuf; a step backward.

If, as Mrs. Dean says, the club should reach in future

the membership list of seven thousand, it would include

l)retty nearly every concertjioer in this city. It would
include what is known as the musical public. The so-

ciety element is already exclusively assembled in what
is known .is the St. Francis Art Society. With the

luusical ]>rofessioii and amateur element embraced by

the \\'e(lnesday .Musical Club and the society element
monopolized by the St. Francis Art Society, there

would be exactly room for two concerts of each artist in

this city. After the artist has ap|>eared before these so-

cieties there could hardly be assembled en(ui<ili peoi)le

for sutt'icieiit i-oncerts to induce any jii-eat artist to come
to this city. If any music lover could hear all the <j;reat

artists that come to San Francisco for ^<i a year, he
would not, of his own accord, ]>ay flo to f2(l a year.

as is done now. If the \^'ednesday Musical Club thinks

it will only attract the unniusical ]ieople—that is to say,

the |(eo]de who would not j;i( to concerts without these

inducements—that ornaiiization is very sadly mistaken
for the very first to take advantafie of a savinj; of from
."jll to 7.") per centOf their concert expen.ses would be the

so-called musical jniblic. It would result in San Fran-
cisco becomint; one of the very cheapest musical com-
muiiities in the country. Do we want such a state of

attairs to exist here or not? This is the ju-iiicijial (pies-

tion to lie .mswered at this time.

There is but one remedy to prevent such a cheapeninj;'

of the musical eiitertaininent, and that is for the New
York musical manajiers to refuse to sell any jireat art-

ists to San Francisco and Oakland. And this will no
doubt be necessary if the Wednesday Musical Club
should desire to institute such a reform as outlined here
in this community. We do not want to hear the tjreatest

artists at the lowest possible terms; we want to hear
them solely and exclusively at those terms which their

merit and their sujierioi-ity justifies. If you buy a
beautiful diamond you are willin<> to jtay well for it.

and if you cannot afford it you leave it alone or buy nn
ornament more within the reach of your pui-se. If you
wish to study music from a renowned iiedajiogue you
are willinji to i)ay the jirice which such pedagogue
charjies for his lessons, and if you can not att'ord to |)ay

'

his jtrice, you take lessons from a teacher whose terms
are more within your means. If you want to hear a

S'reat artist you are williufi to pay the price charged by
such artist, and if not, yiui can listen to an artist whose
demands are not ipiite as extensive. Hut to demand
that the jeweler should sell you a jiem below its value;
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tluit ;i renowiieil tejiclit'r slionld lower his rates foi- vdu ;

that a u:reat artist siionhl come down in liis jn-ice. is a

conuiieirial way of h)okin<i at tliiniis whiih eei-tainly

can not adjust itself to tlie ethics of tiie ait of the jn-o-

fessioii. It may he trne that ••\Viien (Jod created I'.eetho-

veil. He did not have more stronirly in mind tlie edifi-

cation and delijflit of society tiian tlie niiliftin<r of the

hiborini;- chisses." Imt the <:ood Lord lias don(> a sreat

many tilings without takiiift humanity into considera-
tion, and if lie lias not created Heethoven for the
special heiietit of any class. He also did not desij^n in

His all wi.se Providence to make all ]ieo]de rich and all

peojile fortunate to jiartake of artistic luxuries. Some
l)eo])le are musical, others are unmusical. Such is the
law of the world. Is it the jiurjiose of tiie Wednesday
Musical rlnh to ch.-iiiue the law of the world?

Madame Schumann-Heink Dignifies the American Composer
With Singular Devotion to a Noble Cause the Great Diva Sings Five Songs in English with the

same Exquisite Artistry as the Classics of the Old Masters

By ALFRED METZGER

A great deal of space was devoted in the daily papers to the
Schumann-Heiuk concert which took place at the Garick thea-
tre last Sunday afternoon before one of the record audiences
to one pre-eminent feature of the program. 1 refer to the in-

of the season, but none of the writers paid sufficient attention
troduction of a special group of five songs by American com-
posers sung in the English language. I sincerely hope that

among the two thousand or more people present there were
enough of those who habitually object to having songs or opera
sung in English to learn an object lesson from Madame Schu-
mann-Heink which they very sadly needed. English as sung
by Madame Schumann-Heink with such distinction, with such
mellowness, with such exquisite accentuation and with such
musical enunciation, surely did not sound different from any
of the other language which the great Diva employed through-
out the rendition of her magnificent program. By thus plac-

ing a group of five exceedingly skillful compositions by Amer-
ican composers in the English language upon her programs
the great contralto has done more for music in America than
the entire organization of champions who have cried for recog-
nition of the American composer and she has done it more
effectively and more permanently. This paper can not at
this time even imagine how much Schumann-Heink has ac-

complished by this exceedingly graceful act. We shall re-

turn to those songs later on.

When a writer is compelled to express in brief phrases his

opinion of a number of great artists that appear in a com-
munity during the course of a musical season it is often dif-

ficult to select just the most adequate terms to describe cer-

tain artistic advantages. It is furthermore difficult to dis-

cover the impression made by the artist upon the majority of

her listeners and thus agree with this majority upon the most
essential features of the performance. I consider always that
writer the most incompetent who constantly disagrees with
the majority of an intelligent concert audience. And this
paper only then regards its mission in this respect successful
if it can agree with the majority of its intelligent readers
upon points of vital interest in the course of an artistic per-
formance. Xo praise is dearer to the ears of the writer than
that of visitors at his office who compliment him upon his

ability to agree with them. But whatever may be difficult to
agree upon among the average artist, there is no such difficulty

in reviewing the work of Schumann-Heink. In the first place
criticism becomes superfluous and in the second place there
is no difference of opinion regarding Madame Schumann-
Heink's art among intelligent music lovers.

* * s

The moment the Diva steps upon the stage there is intro-
duced into the atmosphere a certain regal assurance and a
certain majestic dignity that is all-embracing in its compelling
force. Genius exudes from her countenance which, in a beam-
ing brilliant smile reaches over the footlights into the topmost
recesses of the gallery and the throwing out of the chest and
the unique back-tossing of the head impress one with the con-
viction that here art has found a truly great exponent. And
with the hush of the expectant mass of humanity there rolls
forth a tone of inexplicable roundness and grandeur carried
by a voice of marvelous range and compass which from the
sonorous resonance of its lowest dimension to the flexible
feathery lightness of its highest pinnacle reveals an eveness of
tone and pliancy of character that 'is greedily absorbed by
eager ears. The voice of Schumann-Heink possesses the ma-
jesty of a perfect organ tone and still is endowed with a
smoothness and pliancy that is so characteristic of the violin.

And if you :idd to this exceeding beauty of vocal endowment
an intellectual capacity for deep and interesting interpretation
and phrasing you may begin to comprehend the high position
which this Diva occupies in the world of music. To rivet the
attention of her audeince from the beginning of her vocal decla-
mation until the last note has evaporated from her quivering
vocal chords is indeed the privilege of a genius and Schu-
mann-Heink possesses this great gift in an unusually com-
pelling degree. It is therefore not to be wondered at that
the audience last Sunday afternoon went into raptures over
the Diva's splendid musical achievement.

As I have stated so often in these columns, a song might
just as well be left unsung if the words of the same are not
made comprehensible and its meaning given a feasible ex-
pression. There is perhaps no more difficult vocal feat than
to give to the fickleness of colorature passages the deeper
emotion of a literary sentiment. And this is what Schumann-
Heink did last Sunday afternoon. Her colorature work was
exquisite. Every run. every trill, every staccato passage
and every roulade exhibited certain emotional qualities which
thrilled you in every sense of the word. And nothing was
more thrilling than the Diva's incomparable rendition of the
well known 'Drinking Song" from Lucretia Borgia which was
interpreted with a skill and a brilliancy of vocal pyrotechnics
that no artist can imitate at the present day. But the skii!

of the Diva was by no means restricted to colorature work.
Her sombre, majestic and compelling reading of the Waltraute
scene from the Gotterdammerung was a feat of sublime art-

istry. Her emotional sympathy revealed in the Samson and
Delilah aria was a genuine musicianly mosaic. The sacred
fire that permeated her religious fervor of Schubert's "Die
AUmacht" was soul purifying n its genuine appeal. Then
again the sweet pathos in Loewe's "Das Erkennen" and the
contagious numor in "Mutter an der Wiega" were ample
evidence for the almost unlimited versality of this high
priestess of the art of song.

The selection of the five songs by American composers was
an exc l.)tionally happy one. The Rosar.v. so undeservedly
condemned to populprity by indifferent orchestras and singers
sounded like a new work as sung by Schumann-Heink with a
sombreness not unlike the beauty of Gounod's Ave Maria. 1

have never heard this composition sung with such deep emo-
tion and it has never had quite that effect upon me. The
words "to kiss the cross" were uttered with a devotion and
indeed an adoration that touched the very soul. And in

striking contrast to ths beautiful prayer was Chadwick's
Danza which received various unique touches of humor at the
hands of this inimitable vocaliste. Especially charming was
her pronunciation of the line "By Inez I Was Taught" which
she pronounced with inimitable roguishness like "tot" until

the very end when, just to prove that she could pronounce it

correctly. .Madame Schumann-Heink sang a long drawn out
"t-a-u-g-h-t. " This must be heard to be really appreciated.
Then to my mind the best of the group of five songs was
Carry Jacobs Bond's exquisite Lullaby very appropriately
dedicated to the Diva. I have never heard a more moving ex-
pression of sentiment as the one Jladame Schumann-Heink
put into the words "Her eyes were as blue as the eyes of
you." here the motherlove seemed just to pour from her lips.

Rudolph Garz's dainty "Love in a Cottage," just as daintily
sung as its pretty sentiment required, concluded one of the
finest demonstrations, if not the very finest. I ever heard of
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the worth of Ihe Aiuericaii composer and the beauty of the En-

glish language. Surely no reward is too great to compensate
Madame Schuman-Heink for this invaluable service she has
rendered to America.
The complete program as sung last Sunday afternoon was

us follows: Recitative and Aria from the Opera Titus (Mo-

zart); Aria from the Opera Samson et Delilah ( Saint-Saens)

;

Waltraute scene from the Opera Gotterdammerung (Richard

Wagner); Aria "Ah Mon Fils" from the opera Le Prophete
(Meyerbeer); De Allmaoht (Franz Schubert); Das Erkennen
(Carl Lowe); Mutter an der Wiege (Carl Lowe); Traum
durch die Dammerung (Richard Strauss); Allerseelen (Rich-

ard Strauss); Liebesfeier (Felix Weingartner) ; The Rosary
(Ethelbert Nevin); Oh. l^et Night Speak of Me (Chadwick);
Danza (Chadwick); His Lullaby (Carrie .Jacobs Bond); Love
in a Cottage (Rudolph Canz) ; Recitative and Aria from the

Opera Le Prophete (Meyerbeer). A close examination of

this wonderful program will convince the reader of the vers-

atiliiy and vocal power of the Diva and when I add that from
the opening strains of the Mozart aria to the closing notes of

the Meyerbeer aria Madame Schumann-Heink exhibited every

particle of the utmost artistry it may easily be realized that

such work and such art are heard altogether too rarely to be

overlooked or missed.

ALBERTA LIVERNASH IN SANTA ROSA.

Alberta Livernash, the clever young pianiste who has ap-

peared with brilliant success in San Rafael and San Fran-

cisco, has just gained another triumph in Santa Rosa. The
Press-Democrat of that ctiy has this to say of the recital

which took place on Saturday evening, January 29th:

Under the auspices of the Saturday afternoon Club, Miss
Alberta Livernash gave a pionaforte recital at the club house
on Saturday evening that was most enjoyable. The auditor-

ium was well tilled by local music-lovers and their friends,

gathered out of compliment to the young performer.

Miss Livernash's program was a varied one, and well cal-

culated to display her capabilities as a pianist. It ranged
from Chopin's well-known Funeral March to Liszt's famous
Second Hungarian Rhapsody, and in all her selections she ac-

quitted herself with credit. She appears to be at her best

in the lighter and more brilliant ijassages, displaying therein

a technic that is delightful. Her rendition of the two Poldini

numbers was particularly pleasing, as were certain of the

Chopin numbers, and the Liszt transcription of Paganini's

Etude, in E major. At the conclusion of the set program she
responded to the demands of her hearers and favored them
with two extra numbers.

w
THE SAME OLD STORY.

As usual the Lambardi Opera Company which is about to

inflict a week of mouldy Italian opera on our city makes its

perennial promises of new works which it never lias fulfilled

and never will fulfill. In last week's Examiner our patinet

friend Thomas Nunan publishes a list of operas to be pre-

sented by (he Lambardi ))eople which look very well in print,

but which will never see the light of day by that organization

in San Francisco. We have written to friends in New Or-

leans and other cities where the company appeared and will

publish their honest opinions at the proper itme. We can
state that neither Iris, nor Semele nor Lohengrin, nor Samson
and Delilah are upon their repertoire so tar presented in

this country and it is not likely that they will rehearse it

especially for this city. So why should the management of

of the Van Ness theatre deceive the people of San Francisco
in regard to the forthcoming engagement?

Mr. Nunan publishes fourteen operas which are supposed
to be in the repertoire of the company. The organization will

only give eight performances in this city. We will at tliis

time select the eight performances and se whether we are

right or not. It is our opinion that from the repertoire pub-

lished in the Examiner the following works will be presented:

La Boheme, Faust, Carmen. Lucia. Rigoletto, Cavalleria Rusti-

cana and Pagliacci and possibly Madame Butterfly. If the

later is to be presented it is bound to be a failure tor we
have heard this work to much better advantage by the Savage
Grand Opera Company than the Lambardi people ever dare
to give it. Norma may also be given, but it is very doubtful

for we heard from good authority that there is no soprano in

the company who can sing this role with sufficient artistry.

The balan<e of the repertoire is as threadbare and as common-
place as it always has been with the Lambardi people. Next
week we shall publish a reliable review of the personel of the
pompany.

NEWS FROM THE.^ASX

^^.-^1 - <^^^r^'.i-^^^t:
.\ew York, Feb. 7. lltld.

Dear Mr. Editor:—
Six years ago Arnold Voipe decided that there was room

for another orchestra in New York and inaugurated the Volpe
Symphony Orchestra composed almost entirely of young men.
The entire cost of the experiment was borne by himself and
the result was awaited with some trepidation, but the earnest-

ness of purpose, the "heart" that both conductor and mu-
sicians put into the work assured success artistically almost
from the commencement and after six years of uphill fighting

for recognition as an orchestra even the soured critics of

this benighted burg are compelled to admit that the orchestra
(oday is artistically among the best in the country—bar none.
Which observations are called forth by the fact that yesterday
afternoon at Carnegie hall the Volpe orchestra gave the third

of iheir series of concerts to a big house and a most appre-
ciative and enthusiastic one. I( stands to the credit of this

organization that although the Metropolitan was giving a con-

cert for the benefit of the Paris flood sufferers, although there
was a big concert at the New Theatre, he lovers of music per
se pretty well filled the big hall. And a most enjoyable con-

cert it was.

Having been on the "sick and disabled" list for some time I

hesitated to start out in the forty-five mile breeze with the
(hermometer close to zero, but I was well rewarded for my
pains and thoroughly enjoyed the concert from start to finish,

and judging from the hearty applause with which the ochestral
numbers were received, the audience did also. The program
opened with Haydn's Symphony in (i minor and the second
part with the overture of Tannhauser. I can not do beter than
quote the remarks of Rawlins in the World: "Mr. Volpe's
young men were like a breath of spring in their eager bouyant
expression of Haydn's Symphony in G minor and the overture
to Tannhauser." Personally I liked the Tschaikowsky num-
ber best, it was the four movements of "Serenade for String
Orchestra, No. 48," and the audience evidently thought the
same, at any rate they insisted that the second movement
be repeated and refused to allow the concert to continue until

it was repeated.

Mrae.Kirby-Lunn was the soloist and she was given a very
cordial reception by the audience. Right here I want to do
a little more quoting as exemplifying the attention which can
be paid to several papers in this city as far as facts go and
likewise with regard to the amount of attention which should
be paid to their criticisms. (?)

"At Mr. Volpe's concert the orchestra showed itself to ex-

cellent advantage in the familiar symphony in G by Haydn
(No. 13, B. and M.), playing it with fine precision and a mus-
cularity of string-tone which would have brought credit to any
of the older organizations. But its lack of routine was rather
pitifully disclosed in the accompaniments to Mme. Kirkby-
Lunn's airs, which were Gluck's "Armez vous d'un noble cour-
age," from 'Iphigenie in Aulide." and Saint-Saens's ballade
"In Fiancee du Timbalier," Mme. Kirkby-Lunn's large voice
and corresponding style made her perfonnance a delightful

feature of the day's offerings, and there was no lack of appre-
ciation in its reception on the part of the audience."
This criticism of Mr. Krehbiel's betrays either ignorance or

prejudice. I happen to know that three months ago Mme.
Kirby-Lunn was asked to send the music for her selections
(o the orchestra that they might have an opportunity to play
it and that she was importuned by both cables and letters sev-

eral times to forward the music without any reply. She ar-

rived here on Friday evening and showed up Saturday when
the last rehearsal was almost finished. Neither the musicians
nor the conductor were to blame for any unevenness, and
it would only be one who was inclined to hunt for flaws who
would discover it, and if there was a lack of assurance dis-

played it rested entirely with the soloist and with no one
else. As Mr. Krehbiel has reviewed four concerts, most of
them in detail yesterday afternoon, he must have divided him-
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self up in four equal parts or else he is guessing "by past
performance" as they say on the track. At any rate he shows
a vast amount of ignorance.

The concert at the Metropolitan netted the good sum of ten
thousand dollars for the Paris flood sufferers which is a very
nice sum of money all right, but I should like to see just how it

was computed.

The so-called Opera Comique troupe of Hammerstein has
been notified that theris services are no longer desired. After
trying in vain to make the people here believe that he was giv-

ing them first class Opera Comique with a poor, third rate com-
pany, which the public would not swallow and which I wrote
you three months ago nearly, would be the case, he sent
them via the Schuberts on a barnstorming tour through Can-
ada and "the tale's a sad one." and now they are talking about
suits, etc.. etc. Back to the mines, there'll be no strike tonight.
Hammerstein has a clause in the contracts saying. "In case
of insufficient box office receipts, services of artists may be
discontinued." Can you beat that?

Elektra has been done, done brown. I did not see or hear
it. and what more from the accounts which I have heard
and the amount of space devoted to it in the papers I don't
want to either see or hear it. When I want to enjoy a con-
gealed blood experience I will go down on Fourteenth street

and see the lady eaten alive by the tigers. Leastwise I will

if they have secured another "pretty lady and white horse."
The last one died in the hospital.

Constantino, who 'jumped" his contract with Hammerstein
to go to Boston, was nabbed by the process servers on the
train Thursday night as he was trying to make a four bob
flush grow and was informed that Hammerstein wanted the
trifle of $2.5.000.00 for his absence without leave. Further
the deponent sayeth not! Duffault is another Hammerstein
star (?) who has been mixing things up a bit. He struck for

an increase in pay when Hamemrstein was to put on Samson
and Delilah as there appeared to be no other to take his part;

it was taken, after a fashion, by Gagny who has ben on the
retired list for a long time, but Mr. Duffault was given the
sack, on the spot.

* * *

Saturday afternoon Mme. Bloomfleld-Zeisler gave a piano
recital at Carnegie Hall with lots of success artistically and
heaps of enthusiasm. One must do something to show that
they appreciate their paper. The World naively remarks,
"The only recital and opportunity which this gifted player
gives us of Xew York each year to enjoy her finished art."

Well, that is not astonishing; no one gives any show in the
music line here with the expectation of making any money.
So what's the use?

THE PHILISTINE.

THE WEDNESDAY MUSICAL CLUB.

Another Worthy Musical Organization Is Born in San Fran-
Cisco and Promises to Enter Upon a Brilliant and

Posperous Career.

A new musical club was organized in San Francisco with a

charter membership of not less than four hundred members.
The meeting took place at Kohler & Chase hall and the officers

of the club are: President. Mrs. William Dean; vice-president,

Mrs. David Hirschler; treasurer Mrs. George Kahn; secretary.
Miss H. Simon; directors. Miss Blanch, Mrs. Julius Kahn. Mrs.
E. Elkus and Mrs. Stich.

The program arranged for this occasion included a vocal
selection by Mrs. B. M. Stitch. Sonata op. 4.5 for cello and
piano (Mendelssohn).Paul Friedhofer and Miss Emilie Gnauck;
vocal selections by Mrs. .J. C. Brickell and piano solo by Miss
Livernash. The address of the president, Mrs. Wm. Dean, was
as follows:

Ladie.s and Gentlemen:

—

In the name of the new Club I bid you hearty welcome. The
unusual -size of the audience for a inornlng session attests the
approval of the public for the new venture and is an unmistak-
able augury of its ultimate success. In view of your generous
support there should certainly be for .vou a more adequate !'e-

ward than a long address from a woman who, through chance
and some kindly ladies, has for the moment the upper hand and
through virtue of her office may hold you polite, but suffering
victims. However. I shall not be able to let you oft altogether
as I have been assigned the duty of giving you a resume of the
intent of the Club. Before pi'oceeding I must express to you or
at least try to express my sincere and heartfelt thanks for the
very great honor you have bestowed on me. My friends to
their anguish have learned that I am rarely at a loss for a
word—nay many words and yet more—but none present them-

MISS SADIE BULTMAN
A Leading Member of the Beringer Musical Club

that Iselves ade'iuate to expies.s m.v gratitude ami my plea
should have been chosen first pilot when there are so many
abler hands to grasp the helm. There is but one justification
for the choice, the know-ledge of my aptitude in the wise selec-
tion of lieutenants. After all. the suh-officers and the rank
and file win more battles than do the generals. And now to
the important subject in hand. Our aims and aspirations

—

They are the same that have incited many another band of
earnest workers, but with a few important additions, to which
especial attention is directed. To the credit of our city and to
the honor of those who have preceded us in this woi-k. be it

said that it does not devolve upon us to awaken the love of
music and of good music in the hearts and minds of a large
circle. Ours is to help keep that interest awake and of far
greater Importance to increase and enlarge that circle till the
love and interest shall be universal. As a matter of fact we are
going to rear our edifice on foundations already builded. To
profit bv both successes and errors of similar organizations.
The former to follow, the latter to avoid. Do not think I am
inculcating a spirit of dependence. Our originality will man-
ifest itself at once, but our onward march will be the more
rapid for using the compass whose needle has guided others
well on the wav to success. Without derogating in the least

from the splendid work done by those before us in the field,

we feel that our policv is going to win for us future supremacy.
\ supremacv we shall consider assured when our membership
list shall be" the largest on the Coast—when by force of num-
bers we must own our hall and club rooms—when we are co-

operating with the local impressarii in presenting to San Fran-
cisco the best the musical world affords at the lowest figure

—

when our active membership list shall boast the most efficient

amateurs and our associate list shall hold the names of all our
leading professionals, and those who are already music votaries
and last, but in order of importance first, those whom this Club
most wishes to reach—that vast majority who loving music
have not been afforded the opportunity of hearing or learning

the best It is our principal aim to place the possibility within
the reach of these last. It is here that our lines diverge from
those of local clubs already organized. It is our ambition to

make this organization, in the broadest sense of the term

—

\ Musical Club. We know no north, no south, no east, no
we«t The social criterion is emphatically absolutely • and
democraticallv nil. We may. if we are fortunate enough to

possess them—rub elbows with our man servant and our maid
servant likewise the stranger who is within our gates. Is

there at this moment presented to your minds any radical dif-

ference in the construction of the human ear w-hich will make
sweet sounds fall more gratefully on that of the employer
than upon the one God has bestowed^ on the employee? The
only difference is ' " '

'^ ""the education. here w-e strike the
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vital chord of our laisoii <!' etre. Of less impoi-tance to us is

the propogatioii of music among people already musical than
is the conversions of those unmusical, to the idea that musit'
is a necessity in a community—not a luxury. Why in the
name of all that is equitable and just, should good music be
kept behind closed doors, the open sesame of which is the
touch of gold or some mysterious fluid, color blue, which
flowed in the veins of some grandfathers unl<m>\vn in the cir-

culatory process of others? When God created Beethoven he
did not have more strongly in mind the edification and delight
of Mrs. Stuyvesanl Van Kesselaer than the uplifting of Gwen-
dolin Mahuffy. Can anything be more arbiti-ary than the as-
sumption that the elect alone be educated to the enjoyment of
the great masters, while the alleged rabble must satisfy its

innate craving for music with rag time and coon-shouting?
It is not so in older music-loving countries. Why should it

obtain here? Why .should we not be made a univeisally music-
loving country? The very peasantry in Italy and Germany
whistle operas, while our streets resound with "I love my
wife, but Oh you kid." Think of it seriously, you music lovers
here today. Isn't there grave necessity for musical missionary
work in this city, outside of the swell mob and the accepted
few? Are you not inspired to help the movement along? Don't
tell me that San Francisco does not want to lead in every-
thing—she already has a lot of things the best ever—why
shouldn't she become the great musical center of the United
States? Smaller beginnings than this meeting today have
achieved more unbelievable things. The Saturday Morning
Club of Saoiamenlii. with that devoted and tireless worker in

the cause, its President, Mrs. Albert Klkus. has outstripped in

numbers any musical club on the Coast. Mrs. Rlkus came from
Sacramento purposely to launch us safely and to give us the
benefit of her ripe experience. And now let us pay her by out-
stripping her club in numbers. It will please her more than
anything we could do. There's no social line drawn in the Sac-
raiViento Club—it's .iust music. As a result, that interior town,
with a population of one-tenth that of San Francisco boasts a
musicai club ol l..'iOO members. Logically, we, ought to have
I.').000. If we don't quite achieve that number, at least let us
try for half of it; and it will be through our associate list that
this is to be done. Each one of you active members—each one
of you associate niem'bers. constitute yourselves a committee
of one to gather four or five—or ten or twenty into the fold.

The dues for associate members are but fifty cents a month,
payable twice a yenr. (lurliy-laws and constitution bars no one
from associate iiienilHi shiii nu the score of sex. We have made
provision for thns. nllllr.l.|i^ lieings who have had the bad luck
to be born men. 'I'Im ir .iiii;nish shall be mitigated by the fact
that they may join tlie lauks of the associates, in fact they
will be nmkvil to join. 1 may go further and say that probably
all husbands, brothers, fathers and sweethearts will be ordered
to join. Not only that, but just as any American boy may some
day be President, so may any of this hitherto down-trodden sex
be auditing committee—for so it is writ in our constitution. As
a retaliatory ineasure for the injustice long done our sex, they
will ha\'e no vote. Their money looks good to us—we will even
let the auditing committee l<now what we've done with it—but
they cant tell us what to do.

In conclusion, ladies, to summarize: Our active members to

the number of one hundred are to put forth their best efforts to
make our programmes, tliiniuli lin- i-xfcutants be so-called ama-
teurs, worthy of their pn.l issi..n:i i Lnilm-n. These programmes
will be presented from tinu- in lim. in ihi- evening for the bene-
fit of our member.s. I'nifis.-iiiin.i Is nnnuig the associates will
be remunerated for their services when appearing on our pro-
grammes. The business affairs of the (""lub will be in the hands
of the active members, but the associates will have two repre-
sentatives on the Board, and the Auditing Committee will con-
sist of three men from the same ranks. In many of the Euro-
pean cities, in order to sustain big symphony concerts, to pre-
sent the great operas with the best artists, and to place these
within the reach of the entire community, certain domestic
articles are taxed, say five cents on each sack of flour. This
fund insures the less moneyed citizens the same privileges,
musically, enjoyed by the rich. We won't have to tax our fiour
if this Club succeeds in its object. There is but one necessity

—

large membershiu. The larger the greater the possibility. Per-
manent symphonic organizations where the unhappy artists will
not be disturbed b.v financial worries. The Club will attend to
that.
Funds in our treasury to insure great artists coming to us.

This has all been done by private enterprise, but we want to
place it within the reach of those who have the taste without
the means of indulging: it. A two or three or four dollar artist
for fifty cents to associate and active members. It will in no
way encroach upon the preserves of local impressarios. They
will be only plea.sed if we succeed in bringing the artists here.
There will still be a large contingent for them to deal with.
Our wildest flights of ambition do not presuppose the entire
community as members. We are modest—we onlv want nearU'
all.

Frances Buckland, Miss Josephine Coonan, Miss Laura Fer-

suson. Miss Geraldine St. John, Miss Edna Wikox and Miss
h'rances Wilson.—Examiiifr.

THE GREAT SCHUM ANN-HEINK FAREWELL PROGRAM.

-w-
In honor of Hugo Mansfeldt. who recently returned from

his tour of Europe and Northern Africa, the Mansfeldt Club
last Sfinday gave a musicale at the residence of the Misses
St. John, 16.5 Buena Vista avenue. The programme was:
"The Call of the West," dedicated to Hugo Mansfeldt. Over-

ture for large orchestra, arranged for four hands. Father
Dominic Waedenschwiler, Mount Angel, Oregon, Miss Joan
Baldwin, Hugo Mansfeldt; Walzer Capricen, op. ,'27 (Grieg),
"At the Fountain" (Davidoff), Miss Grace St, John; Sonata
N'o. r, op. 1.3 (J. W. Hummel 1, La Jangleuse, op. 52, No. 4

(Markowski). Miss Josephine Coonan; Papillions, op. 2 (Schu-
mann), Miss Selma Werner; Widmung (Schumann-Liszt)
Ballade, G minor, op. 2.3 (Chopin), Miss Frances Buckland.
The club members, all pupils of Mr. Mansfeldt, are; Miss

.loan Baldwin, president: Miss Selma Werner, secretary; Miss
Grace St. John, treasurer; Miss Phoebe Brutscher, Miss

The wonderful Schumann-Heink will bid farewell to us for

ths season at Dreamland Rink this Sunday afternoon, Febru-

ary 20th, with one of those colossal programs for which she

is noted the wide world over. No other singer dare attempt
what this marvellous artist accomplished on a single program.
Here is the great offering:

Part 1.

Aria "Mitrane Rossi 11668)

Aria "Sapho" Gounod
Aria "Mignon" Thomas
.\ria "Samson and Delilah" Saint-Saens

Part II.

kh Liebe Dich Beethoven
Neue Liebe, neues leben Beethoven
Die Junge Nonne. Schubert
Wohin (by request) Schubert
Der Erlkonig (by request) Schubert

Part III,

Cute Nacht
Ini Herbst

Robert Franz
Six Hungarian Gypsv Songs Brahms

Part TV.

Heimweh Hugo Wolf
Ah Love but a Day Beach
Danza (by request) Chadwlck

Certainly a great offering! To hear her sing "Heimweh" is

alone worth the price of admission. The box office will open
at Dreamland Rink at 9:30 and the entire balcony, seating
1.000 people, will be sold at the one dollar price.

A MUSICAL SOCIETY FUNCTION.

Mr. and Mrs F. M. Smith of Oakland gave a very successful

musicale for which prominent resident artists were engaged
at very satisfactory remuneration. If other society people
would imitate this example music would be benefited much
more than by asking artists to donate their services for charity

functions. The Oakland Tribune of Wednesday, February
;ith, said of this affair:

Arbor Villa, the beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Smith,
was the scene last evening of the most elaborate reception of
the season, almost two hundred and fifty guests assembling
at the invitation of the host and hostess to enjoy the brilliant
event which was planned as the culmination of social achieve-
ment for the season of 1909-1910. A progi-am of music, contrib-
uted bj' McKenzie Gordon, vocalist and Miss Bardu. an Eastern
liarpist of wide fame, was interspersed throughout the evening
and dancing in the handsome ball room was enjoyed between
the numbers. The beauty of the reception rooms of the great
mansion was enhanced by decorations of ferns, Oregon grape,
acacia and the tall, graceful fronds of the pussy willow. Vio-
lets and jonquils were used in the spacious lower hall, where
the guests were received by Mr. and Mrs. Smith and enchantress
carnations and ferns were combined in the ball room. Mrs.
Smith was gowned in an imported creation of point lace and
chiffon over a pink satin and wore a diamond necklace and
tiara, the beautiful costume accentuating the girlish grace of
her figure.

Schumann-Heink \

rAREWELL

This Sunday Afternoon, Feb. 20 t

Dreamland Rink*
Steiner Street, near Sutter t

Seats $2.50 to $1.00

> - - * *

1 ,000 Balcony Seats at $ 1 .00 J

Next Sunday Afternoon, February 27th f

2D LYRIC "POP" CONCERT
JKOHLER & CHASE HALL 1

Seats 50c and $1.00, ready Thursday at Sherman, Clay & Co. T

Coining—Myrtle Elvyn, Pianiste
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WITHEY & TUTTLE
ixcoRPOHATi'u >ia\agi:rs <»k

Lyceum and Musical Talent
315 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO

Georg WalcKer
TEACHER OF SINGING

Hotel Cadillac, Eddy and Leavenworth Sts.

Phone: Franklin 3840 By Appointment Only

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music
ll()AI<I)l\<i Sl'HOOl, FOK (ilKI.S

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

Margaret Kemble irffidTXt*"
STl DIOS:

1711 llroderivk, Sun I-'ruiU'l»('i>, Moiiilajx uiiil Thiirxila.v.i, \\ >-.«t

IITU4. Home Sturtio: l<il:l lloiiilH Avr., Ilrrkelry. Ilkly. XCt.'

'Wallace A. Sabin
Organist Temple Enianu K\. First Church of Christian Science.
Director Loring Club. In San Francisco on Wednesdays at 1617
California Street. Tel. Franklin 5345. On Saturday afternoons
at Christian Science Hall. Tel West 6645. In Berkeley on
Mondays and Th\irsdays at 2820 Prince St. Tel. Berkeley 4774.

Hermann Genss
Ti; \(Hi:i« OF l*l\\<>, .«i|\<il\<i \MJ lllR^UtW, Mill iift-ept
nliiilcntn at iilx reniilt-nee and ntndio:

:;:ti:i ci.AV strkf.t
llflwcfU \AcbntiT and Hiiciinnan Stx. TcIn. WcNt lidlS: .S :tO:!r>

ARNOLD VON DER AUE—Tenor
ORATORIO—CHI-R«H—COXCKRT—OPKRA

Conoliin):: In t'laHNli'ni SongM niid 0|iera(lo Repertoire
.Vfldress:

KOHI.KR A CHVSR lll.DG. S\> FKVXflSCO. CAI,.

TILLY KOENEN TRIUMPHS IN CHICAGO.

After the Pacific Coast Musical Review liad gone to press
last week the following wire was received by Manager Hanson
from New York:

New York. Feb. 11. 1910.

Pacific Coast Musical Review. Sherman, Clay & Co. Bldg..

San Francisco—Koenen with Appollo Club, Chicago: created
colossal furore in Ruth. Has been re-engaged New York Phil-

harmonic, which is exceptional.
M. H. HANSON.

Concert Direction.

N^m(§rph0um»
FARHKLI, STRKKT

llet. Stoekton & Ponell
Phoue Doilgrlas 70

Safest and Most Magnificent Theatre in America
Week Beginning This Sunday Afternoon

—

Matinee Every Day.
ARI'ISTIC VAl DKVII.I.b;

Mr. Walter C. Kelly. "The Virginia Judg-"; Mr. Fred Lindsay.
Australian Bushman and Stockwhip Expert; Charles ^V. Bowser,
Edith Hinckley & Co.: Reed Brothers ; Thorne & Carlton present-

ing for the first time the laughahle skit "American Justice"; La v ein-

Cross & Co.; Emma Francis and her Arabian Boys ; New Orpheum
Motion Pictures. Last week Great Comedy Hit of Bert Leslie and
his Merry Makers in the Slang Classic "Hogan in Society."

Kv US PrUc

WILLIAM r. ^Li^ri, misicai,dire(tor
The Zeeli Orvhe.stra Itebearses Kvery >louday RveninK
1332 Geary Street Phone West 1603

The Institute of Musical Art

Mrs. Klehard Rees - Vocal ^Ir. ^VIIIianI Hotuian \ iolin
Mr. K. .\. KnIeht - - Vocal Mr. GvnIa Ormay - I'iano

Mr. Albert W. XielMon - - - Vlolonerllo

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone Park 5175

I'npilH Received by .Viipointnient

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt
Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TKI,KPHO-\K WKST a 1-1

MACKENZIE GORDON
Teacher of Singing iK/'iae^i"™:!

ORATORIO
Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

nd Completion of Public Singing

tO\CERT
Telephone: West 457

lly Viipuintment Only

Adolf Gregory
Orga and CboIr
Dlreelor Uaklaud <'

> i>ice I'roduetion, I'll

::o:f-aor. t\\ elfth S'

St. Mary'H Oakland
y of Muxic
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FERRIS HARTMAN COMPANY IN FLORODORA

The fact iliat genuine merit is appreciated by tlie public

ha.> been ne\'er nioie forcibly demonstrated in this State than
now when the Ferris Hartnian Opera Company is crowd-
ing the houses both at the evening performances and at the
matinees. Last Sunday afternoon the management presented
tor the first time in stock in Los Angeles the well known
and bright musical comedy "Florodora" which for so many
years has attracted the attention of the theatre-going pub-
lic. This is r.ow the second year of Mr. Hartman's successful
regime in the metropolis of Southern California and during
these two years Mr. Hartman's company has exercised nu
mean educational influence ui'on the music loving portion
of the people. The old standard comic operas as well as the
newer works haie been included in the repertoire which
changes every week and many works would perhaps never
have been heard in Los Angeles had not the Hartman Com-
pany introduced the same. Then again, everyone of the later

operatic successes given by the Hartman Company were
played by companies which not only charged two dollars

a seat, but in many respects were far inferior lo the Hart-
man Company. In this manner it will be seen that Ferris
Hartnian has given Los Angeles something to be proud of

and it is gratifying to perceive that the people appreciate
his efforts.

It is hardly creditable to believe that the presentation
of Florodora as it is given bj the Hartman Company w;is

prepared in one week. It goes with such a snap and is „o
exhilarating both musically as well as dramatically that it

could hardly have been more smooth had it been rehearsed
for several months. How Mr. Hartman accomplishes such
a veritable miracle is really a mystery. It is not necessary
at this time to go into detail regarding the performance of

Florodora and we shall content ourselves by referring briefly

to the work of those who scored the biggest success. There
is above all Ferris Hartman himself, who unlike the creator
of the role of Tweedlepunch adopts the cockney accent with
a decidedly happy result and a noticeable improvement. The
Cockney dialect as applied by Mr. Hartman makes the role

decidedly more humorous than in any other linguistic dress
and is surely according to the intentions of the author which
makes of the character a London native. Mr. Hartman gets
every particle of fun from the situations and reaches a cli-

max when he plays a solo on a contrabass with the digital fa-

cility of a Kuzowiszky and the emotionalism of a contra tenor.

Mr. Hartman's voice and the bass fiddle blend well together
and the audience does not seem to get tired encoring for

halt an hou-.

Walter Catlett gets as much out of the talky part of Gil-

fain as is possible for him while George Poultney sings
"Shade of the Palm" in a beautiful baritone voice and witl'

much expression. Joseph Fogarty and Walter De Leon essay
small parts with considerable vigor. Catherine Edmond,
the prima donna of the company, is the possessor of an ex
ceedingly pure soprano voice which she uses with decidedly
artistic discrimination and her vocal solos are among the
most artistic features of the production. Myrtle Dingwall
sings a Spanish song with charming effectiveness and looks
very dainty and pretty as Valleda. Her dancing is vi^ry

graceful and chic. "Muggins" Davies is constantly improv-
ing. Her voice is beginning to show signs of maturit.v and
she really seems to be able to carry a tone with musical
comprehension. Histrionically she is as fetching and vivacious
as ever. .Josie Hart looks very dignified and handsome in

the role of Lady HoUyrood and her magnificent gowns are
the talk of the town. In her declamation of "Tact" she suc-
ceeds in emphasizing the exceedingly witty lines and must be
regarded as one of the most successful attractions of the pro-
duction. Anna Little says the few lines of the typewriter
with that emphasis that secures a hearty laugh.

Of course as usual the Sextette is one of the brilliant num-

bers of the performance and the handsome girls tastefully

gowned and gloriously "behatted" exercise a most soothing
influence upon the bald heads in the front row. The girls who
move about with exceeding grace and sing with delightful
vim are: Dorothy Blair, Lillian Leighton, Geno Gentry, Car-
men Phillips, Amelia Hansen and I<3velyn Abbott. It is well
worthy of mention that numerous encores rewarded the Sex-
tet for their splendid efforts. The young men of this sex-

tet are also very clever musically and dramatically and their

names are: Lawrence Bowes, Will Epperly, William Harold,
Lescar Mote. Thomas Stevenson and .lack Martin. Particu-
larly worthy of attention are the youthful and neat appearance
of these young men.
At the time of this writing the demand for seats is so big

that a second week of this production is very likely, notwith-
standing the beginning of Lent. Manager Kavanaugh is very
happy with the success of the Hartman Company and fre-

quently leaves the box o^ce to take a look at the house
which always causes a broad and shining smile that does
not come off until the spot light shows signs of losing its

lustre or a fuse blows out behind the scenes. Following the
production of Florodora will be the Ameer and among the
features of the season will be the Geisha and other brilliant

comic opera successes. Los Angeles is very fortunate to wit-

ness such splendid works under such excellent auspices.
ALFRED METZGER.

THE MYRTLE ELVYN CONCERTS.

Myrtle Elvyn, the brilliant and beautiful young American
virtuosa, will give her three piano recitals at the Garrick
Theater, the dates being Sunday afternoon, March 6; Thurs-
day night, March 10, and Saturday afternoon, March 12. The
Saturday matinee will be somewhat of. an innovation in Mana-
ger Greenbauni's scheme of concert giving. It will afford an
opportunity for piano students at the various schools and col-

leges in surrounding towns to attend. A special program will

be arranged for this event and special rates made to schools
or clubs attending in a body. For particulars apply at Mr.
Greenbaum's office, 101 Post street. On Friday afternoon,
March 11, Miss Elvyn will play in Oakland at Ye Liberty Play-

house. Among the works to be heard at the Elvyn concerts
are "Prelude and Fugue," A minor, (Bach), (transcribed from
organ by Liszt 1: Schumann's "Etudes Symphoniques"; Schu-
niann's "Kinderscenen"; Brahm's "Rhapsodie," E flat major,
the B flat minor "Sonata" of Chopin, and many other inter-

esting numbers including some quite new to us. Complete
programs will be ready during the week at Sherman, Clay &
Co.'s and the Eilers Music Company, and seats will be on sale

at both places commencing Wednesday March 2.

V* :

The following matinee niusicale was given by pupils of Mrs.
Blanche Ashley at Sherman Clay & Co. Hall on Saturday
murning, February 12th:

Selected Duet—Elena Mari and Gladys Vernon; (a) Schu-
mann—Elfe, (b) Schytte—Hascheman, Miss Leta Gross:
Arthur Foote-Faelten—Trios. Jessie Gaynor—Solos. Meriel
and Lucille Mitchell and Miss Whipple: Gounod—Sing. Smile.

Slumber, Taubert—Cradle Song, Miss Mabel Michener: (a)

Gade—Entrance March, (bl Crosby-Adams—Reverie. Elena
Mari; Bach—Solfigetto. MiSs Emma Rubiola: Bich—Courante.
Phyllida Ashley: Chopin—The Maiden's Wish, Lassen—The
Xest, Miss Lina Christine Whipple; Bach-Busoni—Two-Voiced
Invention No. 14, Turner—Etude for the left hand alone, Nevin
—Tarentella-Napoli, Gladys Vernon: Schumann—Romanze.
Grieg—Minuet. Miss Gladys Wilkins; Tschaikowsky—"Nur
wer die Sehnsucht Kennt," Hahn—Si nies vers, Miss Rue Ran-
dall Clifford; Chopin—Etude, op. 25. Xo. 1. Miss Whipple;
MacDowell—Sea pieces. Phyllida Ashley.

V*

WULLNER'S NEW PROGRAMS.

Varied and as numerous as were the selections of Dr. Lud-
wig Wullner when that artist appeared in San Francisco and
other coast cities last November, his programs during the con-

certs to be given in the West during the coming May recitals

will contain many new numbers. Many of these new selec-

tions are now being sung by the distinguished interpreter in

the East. He is giving them before audiences to whom he
sang prior to his first visit to the Pacific Coast. In every
instance the added selections are being met by applause that

stamps them as great if not superior to those interpretations

given upon Dr. Wullner's initial appearance. One of the finest

lirograms which the eminent singer will render while here will

be that to be sung at the Greek Theatre, Berkeley. Thursday
afternoon. May .")th.
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MANAGERS

Kohler & Chase Hall

SAN FRANCISCO

ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF

Dr.LudwigWuUner
and his Accompanist

C. V. BOS

CALIFORNIA TOUR BEGINS IN MAY :

t

PASMORE TRIO
NOW ON TOUR

The Bach Festival

SPRING, 1910

Soloists -^ Orchestra -^ Chorus

Choir of Children

Associated members pay five dollars a year, for which

they receive eight dollars worth of tickets. This offer is

made for a limited time only. Active members pay no

initiation fee and no dues.

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the Bach Festivals are held every Mon-

day evening at the First Christian Church, corner Dana

Street and Bancroft Way, Berkeley; and every Wednesday

evening at 818 Grove Street, San Francisco. Rehearsals

begin at 7;30. All singers who are interested are invited

to apply for membership in the Bach Choir.

Address Miss Lillian D. Clark, Secretary, 1522 Spruce

Street, Berkeley. Telephone, Berkeley 3294.

For the convenience of singers living in San Francisco,

information concerning details may be obtained at the

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Room 802 Kohler & Chase

Building, 26 O'Farrell Street. Telephone, Kearny 5454.
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MANSFELDT-DE GRASSI-VILLALPANDO TRIO.

Xo better evideiue of the success of the Mansfeldt-De
Grassi--Villali)ando Trio could be cited than the unanimous
indorsement of the daily papers, as quoted hereafter:
M<;W TUIO IS HIOARI) IK ('II A Mil Kit iMllSIC—A new Trio,

composed of Mrs. Oscar Manst'eldt. pianist; Signer Antonio De
• irassi. violinist, and Wenceslao Vlllalpando, cellist, made its
first pulilic appearance last night, presenting- a beautiful pro-
gram at Kohler & Chase ilall. We have so little chamber music
in San Francisco, though the best soloists of the world are tre-
iiuetly heard here, that the new and excellent organization de-
serves such attention as was given last night b.v an audience
of musicians.
Two compositions never before heard in San Francisco were

the Saint-Saens Trio in E Minor. Opus i)2. and the Binding Trio
in U Major. Opus 23. Between these. Signor Ue Grassi played
the Bach Chaconne in masterly style and with virtuoso bril-
liancy, and he was enthusiastically encored.
The Saint-Saens Trio is a big work of the most modern char-

acter, full of life and gracefulness, but scholastically free from
melody. It is not calculated to please the popular fancy, but
reciuiring study, it will improve in musical ears upon acquaint-
ance. The first movement, allegro non troppo and the third
andante con moto. contain much beauty.

Sinding's trio has much more melody and is rugged and in-
spiring. Its naturalness, originality and spontaneity contrasted
strongly last night with the carefully studied and elaborated
composition of the French writer.
The ensemble playing by the three members of the new

organization was notably good, indicating thorough mutual
understanding and telling of careful and adequate rehearsal.
I\Irs. Mansfeldt and Mi". Vlllalpando have long been recognized
here as exceptionally capable in this line of work; and Signor
I>e Grassi, although comparatively a new-comer, is a violinist
of scholarly attainments and has won European distinction for
both solo and ensemble playing. The interpretations of tlie
two new works seemed authoritative, and certainly the effects
in'oduced were very gratifying.
The second concert will be given next month, with a pro-

gram entirely from the Bohemian composers. Maurice Anger,
the new tenor from Europe, will sing four Bohemian songs.

—

Thomas Nunan in the Examiner.
* If *

EXCEI.,l,BNT C'OLURl\G .\^'l^ IXTKRI'RE'I'.VTIOIV—If all
chamber music concerts were as pleasing as that given by the
new Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Vlllalpando trio last evening at Koh-
ler- iV: Cliase Mall, there would be less dread of such con-
certs among those who look upon chamber music as tame and
uninteresting.
With the thoroughly lovely Saint-Saens trio in E Minor and

the romantic Sinding trio in D Ma.ior. the progiam was varied
in its thoroughly modern character by the ever-favorite Bach
"I'haconne," dear to the heart of all violinists. It was played
in appealing- style by Antonio de Grassi. who failed perhaps a
little in its wondrous breadth, but succeeded in giving to the
immortal composition the splendid warmth of exposition of
which many players lose sight in tlieir strivings for volume
of lone.
As to the trio, their ensmble was good, their style excellent

and their interpretations of the two works delightful. Both
were given with excellent coloring and quite commendable fi-

nesse. Little more force at the climaxes was perhaps the only
noticeably desirable quality in the playing of these three well-
known local musicians.
They could not help but win numerous friends by the way

they played the Sinding Trio. With the tremendous virility
of the work and the wonderfully overwhelming beauty in its
intr-icate weaving harmonies, the three players sui-ely had here
a teal labor of love in music; and they performed it with merit.
The elenients outside seemed quite as emotional as those in

the works of the composers represented, and the audience con-
sequently was rather limited in numbers. The new organiza-
tion, however, was received with much cordiality and its mu-
sical efforts were shown abundant appreciation.
Two more concerts will be given in the series and will take

place respectively in February and March. The members of
the trio are Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt. piano; Wenceslao Vlllalpando,
cello, and Antonio de Grassi, violin.—S. F. Chronicle.

* * *

fOXCERT PLEASES .\liDIE!\rE—The first of a series of
three concerts to be given by the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villal-
liando trio was heard last night by a large audience at Kohler
*.- Chase's Hall.

It would be difficult to gather three better artists on the Coast
than are brought together in the persons of Mrs. Oscar Mans-
feldt. pianist; Signor Antonio De Grassi, violinist, and Wen-
ceslao Vlllalpando, 'cellist. The hall was well filled last night
with lovers of chamber music and the applause that greeted
each of the numbers attested an appreciation of the artistic
efforts of the instrumentalists,
Saint-Saens' Trio in E minor was given in its entirety, the

contrasts between the various movements being nicely brought
out and the delicate phrasing and shading were compassed with
an unanimity of expression which bespoke long rehearsal.
Bach's "Chaconne," for violin, was played witli classic skill

by De Grassi. Its diflicultles were surmounted easily and the
players' tone was full, vilirant and elastic. Much expressiveness
characterizes De Grassi's artistry. Sinding's D major Trio was
given for the closing number and its modern measures and
tr-ee handling of the trio form were done admirably.—S. F. Call.

--%v-

ANOTHER PARTY HEARD FROM.

Cisco Kxaminer. We publish the item for what it is worth
and repeat our determination not to support editorially any
movement until actual CASH has been collected for an enter-
prise and until it is assured that an adequate concert hall will
be built at the same time. In the meantime we publish the
Kxaminer item for the edification of our readers:
There seems probability that San Francisco will soon have a

permanent symphony orchestra, as the "Musical Association of
San Francisco." having that object In view, was recently incor-
porated by men well able to put the plan in execution. The
pr"incipal pi"omoters are

Dr. A. Barkan. T. B. Berry, E, D. Beylard, Antolne Borel, W.
B. Bourn, .1. W. Byrne. C. H. Crocker, W. H. Crocker, Frank
Deering, Alfred Esberg, J. D. Gi'ant. Frank Griffin, E. S. Hel-
ler, ,rohn I). McKee, William Mintzer. .1. IJ. Redding, .lohn Roths-
child, Leon Sloss, SIgmund Stern, Di". Stanley StlUman. R. M.
Tobin.
Committees have been appointed and details of per-manent oi"-

gairization and plans for the future will soon be announced.
Nearly every large city in the country has an orchestra of this
sort, as the directors of the new society state, and two cities
on this Coast have working organizations. The Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra is known all over the world. The local pro-
moters propose to see to it that by the time of the Panama-
Pacific Exposition San Francisco will have an orchestra cajja-
hle of maintaining the reputation which San Francisco always
has enjoyed, of appreciating and exercising a discriminating
ta.ste in matters musical and artistic.

AX '——

—

ORPHEUM—The Orpheum program for next week will

possess as two headliners Walter C. Kelly "the Virginia
.Judge" and Fied Lindsay, the Australian bushman and stock-

whip expert. Mr. Kelly in the opinion of many is most
original. For many years he has been an established favor-

ite in this country and last season he gathered fresh lau-

rels by a complete conquest of the British playgoers. His
success in London entirely eclipsed that of any other Amer-
ican comedian that had appeared in that city and he refused
an offer of two consecutive years' engagement there, in or-

der to return to his native land and play the Orpheum circuit,

after which he departs for the Antipodes. His performance
is a review of a day's doings in a court house in the South,
presided over by a characteristic Virginia judge.
When Fred Lindsay came to this country last year under

Martin Beck's direction he was quite unknown, except in

certain circles of sporting men and big game hunters. He had
not appeared more than half a dozen times, however, before
the vaudeville world realized that the man from Australia was
a startling novelty. He astonished the audiences with the
marvelous feats he performed with the thirty-foot whip, with
two-foot dock, such as is used by Australian bushmen. This
whip, cracked at full length, reaches nearly across the stage.

Cracking it with the noise of a rapid-fire Winchester, this

powerful athlete controls the lash at his will, cutting a candle
in two within an inch of a mark, whipping the ashes from the
cigarette held in a man's mouth without even moving the cig-

arette, lassoing a man with the aid of his whip alone and
otherwise demonstrating it to be the deadliest kind of a wea-
pon possible. He also shows how harmless it is in the hands
of an expert by tying the strand around a woman's neck or
arm without harming her.

Charles W. Bowser, Edith Hinkle and their company will

appear in a strong modern one-act play by Oliver White called

"Superstition" which the Eastern theatrical critics consider
one of the best sketches ever produced in vaudeville. It is

a story of political intrigue in which satire, repartee and in-

tense incidents are liberally availed of. The Reed Brothers,
unique gymnasts, who excel in feats of strength and skill,

which they manage to intersperse with touches of quaint and
original comedy, will be included in the coming attractions.

Next week will be the last of Thorne and Carleton who will

appear in a new skit called "American Justice." It will also
conclude the engagement of La Veen-Cross and Company,
Emma Francis and her Arabian boys and Bert Leslie in his

slang classic, "Hogan in Society."

LECTURES BY MRS. FAIRWEATHER.

A week or two ago the Pacific Coast Musical Review pub-

lished a long editorial explanatory of the symphony situation

ill San Francisco. It mailed marked copies to one or two
members of the Promotion Committee. .\ few days after-

wards I he following paragraph appeared in the San Fran-

Withey & Tuttle, the new management recently established
for the purpose of directing the tours of Lyceum and musical
attractions on the Pacific Coast, announce what they entitle

"Salon Lectures on Modern Thought," to be given during the
month of March at their handsomely and luxuriously appointed
studio, 315 Sutter street, by Mrs. Mary Fairweather. The
lectures are divided into four dilTerent phases, as follows:

"Drama," "Opera," "Novel" and 'Forecast." The price for

the series of four lectures is $2..i0 and single admission 75

cents. Only a limited number of tickets can be disposed of, as
the seating capacity of the studio is restricted to a certain
number. For further particulars address Withey & Tuttle,

managers, 315 Sutter street, San Francisco.
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"The most brilliant record ever Hiiueil

out of the factory."

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS
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Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
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nlreetor Ellis Cluh. Temple llaptist Choir, AVnnian's I.yrie Club
Studio: :{]S-.".1<I Blanchard Building I.os Angeles, Cal.

f P OlinilV TENOR— VOICE DIRECTOR

Director Orpheus Male Club, B'uni Brith Choir. Trinitj M. E.
Church Choir, V. M. C. A. Vocal Department and

Euterpean .>Iale Quartette
Studio: :<11 Illancharil Building I.os Viigeles. Cat.
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VON STEIN
Academy of Music

lINCORPOR.\TEDj

Phones: Broadway i92i. Home i.S72l

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

supervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

Room .'i35 Blanchard lluildiii Angeles, Cal.

Low Rate "tT/ Tickets East

SOLD SOME RATES
April 6, 7 and 8 OMAHA ..$ 60.00
May II. 12, 13. 14. 25. 26 and 27. . KANSAS CITY_ 60.00

June 2, 3. 4. 24, 25. 26 and 30 __ CHICAGO 72.50

July I, 2, 3. 4. 5, 6, 25, 26. and 27 _ -HOUSTON 60.00

August I. 2. 3 and 4 NEW ORLEANS 67.50

September I, 2, 3, II. 12, 13 and 14 NEWYORK..- 108.50

BOSTON 110.50

Tickf is sold on April Dates for New OrlMns. St. Louis. Chicago. Baltlinotc.

Philadelphia. Washinslon. New York and Boston.
Good for I 5 days' trip going.

Return limit three months from date of purchase.
Stopovers, choice of routes, and accepted for passage on either of the Great

Overland Flyers.

SAN FRANCISCO "OVERLAND LIMITED"
Electric Lighted—Chicago in Three Days

SUNSET EXPRESS
The Comfortable Way

To New Orleans and East, through Los Angeles and the Sunny South

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Exclusively for high-das. travel between Chicago and St. Louis, via Los Angeles.

El Paso and Kansas City

CALIFORNIAN
The new tourist train from Southern California to Chicago, via El Paso, Kansas

City and St Louis

Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES: Flood Building; Market Street Ferry

Depot; Third and Townsend Streets Depot; Broad-
wav and Thirteenth Streets, Oakland
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Oakland, February 7. 1910.

Not the queenly, all-cont|uering magnetic Carreno of several

years ago played last Friday at the Liberty Theater! More
the woman and less the queen: sufficient to her occasions but

not disdaining them; winning through her artistry rather

than by means of her personal grip upon us—that is the present

Carreno, Who shall regret the other, since powers are wan-

ing, when she plays this programme:
Sonata "Appassionata," (Beethoven): prelude in D flat,

(ChopinI; .Xocturne op. ;!7 No. 2, (Chopin); Etude in G Hat,

(Chopin); Polonaise in .\ fiat, (Chopin); Etudes Sympho-
niques, (Schumann): Sonetta del Petrarca. (Liszt); Etude in

D flat, (Liszt); Rhapsodie No, 6, (Liszt).

The sonata, (which is as dear to every pianist as is his

most cherished ideal), received no new expositions, but was
played with surpassing sliill in every part and with perfect

clarity and freedom of technique. Personally, I have never

believed in the last movement any more definitely and com-

pletely than on Friday. Sometimes, even in your most inti-

mate homes with it, it is not fully credible. Carreno made it

quite human, quite in the experience of all of us. I may not

make my meaning clear to those who honor me by the weekly

reading "of these frequently too hastily prepared notes. Yet,

those of you to whom Beethoven's music is, in most of your

moods, a book in your own mother-tongue; and in others a

thesis in a remote language upon a theme of which you have

no knowledge—you will understand. I sometimes believe that

too much of the great new significant music has the effect of

causing Beethoven to seem almost too easily comprehended

—

and thereupon we fall into a trap for the time: Beethoven be-

ing, as we truly know, an epitome of the wisdom, the experi-

ence of all the ages before and after him. The paradox, and
the digression, will, I hope, be pardoned.
The first three matters in the Chopin group in Friday's pro-

gramme called for no great display of virtuosity of course, and
the "Butterfly" had, as always, to be repeated, the second

time without the odd little difference with which Carreno has

heretofore made the repetition interesting to the multitude.

The Polonaise she invested with her old-time fervor: and one

wished that every climax which is as long on the way as those

in the "Revolt" might reach its ultimate as ardently as those

did under Carreno's hands! After the Chopin group the

pianist gave the first etude out of the opus 2.t for an encore.

The Schumann variations were played with orchestral

breadth and grandeur, without threatening, as they have been

known to do, to become too vast for pianoforte exploitation.

Written in Schumann's most splendid period; dedicated to

Sterndale Bennett, whom he loved; the theme suggested to

him by another friend—the one who appears as "Estrella" in

the Carnaval: and the knightly subject of the finale selected

in homage to still another friend—the etudes stand as a sort of

monument of noble proportions and commanding size, com-
memorating friendship. Nobody else, save only Bauer, has in

my hearing given that great pedal-point in the finale such

overwhelming magnificence as Carreno did last Friday. So
long as she can continue to do that, she is a great pianist.

The Liszt numbers drew forth the greatest applause of the

afternoon, and at their close the pianist was recalled many
times, finally playing a waltz, her own.

The Golden Gate Quartet (men's voices), whose members
are all residents of this side," having been filling many success-

ful engagements in the interior. They sang n Sacramento and
Vacaville lately, and were received with enthusiasm.

Mr. Charles Dutton gave a niusicale last week at his pleas-

ant studio in Berkeley.

Mr. Robert Harndem gave also studio evening during last

week at his Berkeley studio.

Mrs. Collar, wife of Dr. Collar, a well-known dentist, has

been engaged as soprano soloist of the quartet of the Alameda
First Presbyterian church. Mrs. Collar was chosen out of a

considerable list of candidates for the position.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.

i A SUCCESSFUL PUPILS' RECITAL.

The Music Teachers' .\ssociation of California gave what is

said to be the most successful pupils' recital of its entire

career at 17:'i6 Golden Gate .\venue on Friday evening, ,Ianu-

ary 28th. Since the election of officers new blood has been in-

fused in this society and it is the ambition of the new board

of directors that the organization should be worthy of its digni-

fied title through its activities. The participants on the pro-

gramme manifested in a striking manner the particular method
or school of tuition employed by their teachers and the major-

ity of the pupils assisting in the event proved a credit to their

teachers as well as the association. As will be seen further

on the character of the programme is a decided improvement
upon former ones and seems to bear out the decision of the

officers in their desire to create a more dignified atmosphere
than has been the case during previous years.

At the last meeting of the organization a vote of thanks
was tendered the officers for the progresive work they have
so far instituted and which is likely to put the society on a

more authoritative basis. It was also decided at this last

meeting to separate the pupils' recitals from the professional

recitals and have not in future teachers appear on the same
programme with pupils. In addition to pupils' and teachers'

recitals the association will arrange artists' recitals by which
no doubt is meant individual recitals by particularly gifted

soloists. The Pacific Coast Musical Review is pleased to note

this activity in the ranks of the California Music Teachers'
.\ssociation and wishes its members success in this aggressive
campaign, H. W. Patrick, the retiring president, was pre-

sented with a beautiful gold scarf pin in recognition of his

services. The programme was as follows:

Clulsam— 'Woodlark Croon." Rogers—"At Parting," .Miss

Verna Airey; Durand—Valse op, 83. Miss Lillian Cramer;
Badia—"Repeat Again," Mrs. L. Perrine, Mr. Robert Grubb;
Liszt—Rhapsody No. 2, Miss lone Michaels; Dekouen—"Ar-

mourer's Song," Cowles—"The .Monk," Mr. Alfred Medley;
Harris—Petite Fantasie, Master .Julius Lester; Chaminade

—

"Sombrero," Miss Hilda Anderson; Aosti—"Could, I," Neid-

linger
—"On the Shore," Mrs. .J. D. Fair; Chopin—Military

Polonaise, Master Arthur Sandahl: Verdi—.\ria "La Traviata,"

Miss Maria Roeckel : Liszt—La Campanella. Master Andrew
Panella; Nevin G. B.

—"Drink to me only with thine eyes."

"Ho! Fill me a flagon," Mr, Bradley.

TRIUMPHS OF BUSONI.

The triumphs of the great piano virtuoso, Ferruccio Busoni,
are just now the musical sensation of the East. No such
demonstrations as those that have greeted this distinguished
soloist have ever been known in the history of Carnegie Hall.

At the second recital given by Busoni, February 9th, the

scenes following the finale number were without precedent.
Following a half-hour's demonstration, the lights were turned
out on the cheering crowd and the final encore was obtained
in the dark. A huge laurel wreath from Paderewski was ex-

hibited in the lobby. .\s one number on this program Busoni
played the twenty-four preludes of Chopin. Arthur .\bell, the

famous Berlin critic, says that Busoni was the first pianist

ever to give these at one sitting; and, as an instance of the
virtuoso's marvelous memory, cites the occasion when Busoni
played fourteen concertos with the Berlin Philharmonic w^ith-

out notes.

THE SECOND "POP" CONCERT.

The second of Will Greenbaum's Sunday popular chamber
music concerts will be given on the 27th inst. at Kohler &
Chase Hall. The Lyric Quartet will play Haydn's beautiful

string quartet No. 10. Miss Dorothy Pasmore, accompanied by
Miss Flora Nachtrieb, will play some rarely heard old cello

works by Correlli and Boccherini, and the "Quintet" for

strings and piano by the eminent California composer Edgar
Stillman Kelly, now a resident of Berlin, will be performed for

the first time in this city, F. .M. Biggerstaff will play the

piano part, which is no light task. Seats will be ready Thurs-
day at Sherman Clay & Co.'s and prices, 50 cents and $1.00.

Season tickets may yet be obtained. The third concert will

bi- given .\pril 10, when Mr. .Alien Bier will assist the quartet

in a rendition of the "Quartet for piano, violin, violoncello

and viola," by Schumann.
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Beauty

in Piano

Design

First of all considerations in

the selection of a piano should
be its tonal (luality—that almost
indescribable characteristic that

sought by ail piano manufacturers, and really at-

tained by so few.

Second to tone only is durability, which quality

can only be insured by the use of materials of the highest order and the

most skilled workmanship. In many pianos is found one of the attrib-
.' utes of piano perfection; in very few that happy combination of tone

and structural quality which denotes the perfect instrument.
Given a piano of perfect tone, of unquestioned superiority in its mechanism, its

workmanship, and builded of materials which are the best possibly attainable, then,

and then only, should design of case, symmetry of architecture, beauty of veneers
and elegance of finish be taken into consideration.

The Conover Piano
possesses every feature, every characteristic, of the perfect piano. Its tone is of that

particular quality which delights the cultivated ear—limpid, resonant and extremely
sympathetic: its action, the result of many years of studious industry, is flexible and
elastic in the extreme, while Conover materials and workmanship have long been one
of the standards of excellence by which piano quality is measured.
The manufacturers of Conover pianos, having brought the character of their product

to the highest standard, recently turned to the artistic in case design. The result has
placed before lovers of high-class pianos the most beautiful designs, the most daintily

executed and finished cases in the richest woods that have ever been shown to a dis-

criminating public. Wonderful rosewoods, now so rare, beautiful mahoganies and
superb Circassian Walnut cases, in both high polish and satin finishes, are being
shown now on our floors, and are being enthusiastically admired.
Conover pianos, considering their quality and great beauty, are priced more reason-

ably than you can realize. They are sold on easy payments when desired.

AC/V>\^^^ /3/>l/VO>^
Victor Talking Machines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,

Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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ROBERT MANTELL IN RICHELIEU— In one ol' last Sun-
day's newspaper interviews witli Robert Mantell lie spoke of

the difference between the old-time or what h called the

"Bowery" style of acting and the methods of the modern
school. He went on to say that he would not have been tol-

erated in those days any more than we today would listen lo

one of the old-fashioned roaring, ranting, 15dwin Forrest kind
of tragedians; that then, the actor was primarily an elocu-

tionist and spoke his lines only with respect to their sound as

opposed to the modern striving to bring out the thought be-

hind the lines. In this interview he was speaking of Shakes-
peare and no doubt he is right—the magic of Shakespeare's
poetry can stand interruption by the rantry as well as by the

intellectual, but Buliver-Lytton's "Richelieu," most excellent

as it is from the standpoint of plot, for its breathless suspense
and stirring action, will never live for any value that its

lines may have.
It was written for a bombastic age and tune and meant to

be acted in the old-fashioned, high-flown manner and it is

not a great enough play to get its full value out under the

more subtle modern style of Mantell. To my mind he rather
overplays the physical weakness of the mighty Cardinal; true

there are lines enough in I he play to warrant the actor in

impressing the old man's infirmities on the audience but not
enough to overshadow the indomitable spirit of Armand
Richelieu. As a portrayal of a failing old man I have no
fault to find, but when that old man is the mighty genius
who made the king of France the first man in Europe and
the second in his own kingdom, his physical weakness should
not be the mere failing of an ordinary mortal, but should
impress us as something in keeping with his imperious na-

ture; this might not be true to life but it would be more in

keeping with the play. In other words there should be less

of the tottering step and more of the flashing eye. Despite
his beautifully clean diction, the richness of his finely mod-
ulated voice and his remarkable makeup, Mantell's Richelieu,

while an interesting and enjoyable performance, in my esti-

mation, falls far short of being a great production.

It is almost unnecessary to say that he rises nobly to the
stirring climax of the great fourth act and launches the course
with all the necessary vigor — that is to be expected, he
never would be ranked as one of the leading tragedians of

the day if he were not capable of it, but in that other scene
in the same act where Richelieu, supposed to be dead, comes
in on his triumphant foes, he was decidedly weak. Perhaps
this was the fault of his stage management; it will be remem-
bered that the king and the courtiers are highly elated over
Richelieu's death, De Maupant is ordered to the bastile and
everything is running along beautifully—a trumpet is heard,
the crowd is astonished and dismayed, they stand rigid, the
audience is tense with expectation too, and the haughty card-

inal defiantly strides on the scene. In this performance the
Richelieu comes in, almost sneaks in, and he is well into

conspirators are grouped together, the bugle is unnoticed and
view before they see him and a fine situation is spoiled. Now
I have been trying very hard to keep from saying "I remember
when etc.," but I can not help recalling the look on Edwin
Booth's face in this scene as he strode into the midst of his

enemies.
Marie Booth Russell as Julie is beautiful to look at and in

the playful scenes with the cardinal is delightful, but as the
play progresses and the part requires emotional acting she
it not up to the requirements of the role.

.JOSEPH M. GUMMING.

those a((|uainted willi .Vlr. Kri<k admire liis many personal

and arlistjc qualiti(>s and wish him success in his new enter-

prise.

MUSIC IN LOS ANGELES.

ROMEO FRICK GOES TO BERLIN.

Romeo Frick, the well-known and successful young baritone
soloist, has just returned from the East, where he met with
enviable success in a series of concerts in Cincinnati and New
York. The various musical journals are exceedingly enthusi-

astic regarding Mr. Frick's baritone voice, stating that it is

a very resonant and flexible organ which is used by its pos-

sessor with the utmost artistic discrimination. Concerning
the concert given by Mr. Frick in Cincinnati the correspondent
to the New York Musical Courier placed Mr. Frick among the
foremost American baritones of the day, which is saying a
great deal.

During Mr. Frick's two year's sojourn in Oakland he has
become known throughout the Pacific Coast both as a success-
ful teacher and an ambitious and conscientious artist. Mr.
Frick is a very enthusiastic disciple of the art of song and for
this reason has established here a host of friends and admirers
who follow his work with interest. Mr. Frick will leave for
Berlin about April 1st, wheie he will enter upon a concert tour.

For the present he expects to make his home in Berlin. All

Los Angeles, February 14, lliio.

Two important events marked last week's musical calendar
and both drew record houses. The first of the two, Mme. Ter-
esa Carreno, the eminent pianist, achieved tremendous suc-

cess on Tuesday evening with a program of stupendous pro-

portions. Contrary to Mme. Carreno's custom, and in spite ol

the fact that this distinguished artist shows to better advan-
tage in smaller numbers, the program contained two large
sonatas. One of these sonatas is the Chopin Sonata in B
Minor, for some reason or other neglected by the majority of

pianists in spite of the fact that few more grateful works exist

for that instrument. The other sonata, "The Keltic" by Mc-
Dowall is a composition which has of late been performed fre-

quently although I know of few works less interesting than
this one. Of course, it goes without saying, that the en-

tire program was given with that finish and repose for which
Mme. Carreno is justly famous, and for this reason it is

easily explained that the audience was not willing to leave
the Auditorium until the pianist had added encores. Right
here it might not be out of place to mention that the
ushers who officiate at concerts of this kind should display suf-

ficient common sense and not open all doors leading lo the
street as wide open as they did, compelling the pianist to

make a personal request that a little more consideration be
shown her while still at the piano.

« * •

Mme. Teresa Carreno was again heard as soloist with the

Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra on Friday afternoon, and as
was to be expected, drew an enormous house. Her masterly
reading of Grieg's A Minor Concerto was the really bright
spot in this symphony program. Mme. Carreno was in su-

perb form and played this popular concerto with a convincing
sincerity and flawless technique. It is to be regretted that

the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra has so little oppor-
tunity to accompany concertos for piano and therefore lacks
the experience which conies to similar organizations in other
cities where pianists are more frequently heard as soloists

with large instrumental bodies. A metronome Tempo will not
do for a Grieg-Concerto, especially when so daring a pianist as

Mme. Carreno is at the solo instrument; good-naturedly there-

fore, the soloist took matters in her own hand and urged the
orchestra on as good as she could.

* *

On Friday night Mme. Schumann-Heink gave her third con-

cert of the season at the Temple Auditorium. The attendance
taxed the capacity of the house and the enthusiasm of the
listeners was aroused to the pitch, which seems to be a pecul-

iarity of all Schumann-Heink concerts. I was unable to attend
this (-oncert myself but according to the concensus of news-
paper reports this famous singer has never been heard to

better advantage and never before has a singer been heard
here who is as well liked as Schumann-Heink.

* * »

The Belasco Theatre began two weeks ago with a most fin-

ished production of Geo. Broadhurst's "Man of the Hour." and
judging from the way the public are storming the box office

this remarkable play will hold the boards there for some time
to come. Never has Lewis Stone been seen to better advan-
tage, all his stage-craft and talent for portraying characters of

iron will is here brought into play, and altogether the play
seems especially written for the most popular actor in Los
Angeles, Lewis Stone, The play in itself is one of the best

ever produced here and is staged in a manner which would
be highly creditable to any metropolitan theatre. It is hardly
saying too much that the Belasco Theatre Stock company has
few equals in this country, for no matter what they play,

for each character there seems to be always a capable in-

terpreter.
HEINRICH VON STEIN.

V*
On Sunday, February 13th, Mrs. Dreyfus, of Los Angeles,

gave a studio musicale for her class, to meet Miss Frida

Peycke, a talented young pianist and composer, from Chicago.

Mrs, Dreyfus will sing the following of Miss Peycke's songs:

Crocus Tune, One Little Weed, A Streaming Sunbeam, Smiles,

The Cuckoo, and a new one. The Spirit Flower. On February
19th Mrs. Dreyfus will sing before The Pomona College, in the

song cycle The Raven and a group of songs. On .January 26.

Mrs. Dreyfus gave groups of French. Spanish. German and
English songs at a reception given at the home of Mrs. Doheny.
Miss Peycke was the accompanist.
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup FredericK Stevenson
Soprano Soloist First Congregational

Church. Oakland
foiipert. Oratorio and Recital ProsrnniM

TEACHKK OF SI>GIXG
Residence Studio:

KtW BaT View Place, Berkeley. Phone
Berkeley Il.->s. Oakland Studio: (i." >lai-
dououeh Bldi:;. Tuexday and Friday.

R.oineo FricK
BARITONE

Vocal Instractlou After F-orenioxt
Kuropean Method.s

30-31 fAXXIXG Bf,OfK, I3TH AM)
BROADWAl, OAKLAND

j

Phone Oak. 64.54 Phone Home A 146S

Paul Steindorff

Studio. 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Harmony and Composition—Voice
417 lllanohard Hall I.on Angeles. Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
?«o|)riiii<i Soloixt Flr.Ht I iiitiiriiiii ( linrcli.

First Kniitist ( Inirch. Temple llelli i»rael

Vocal lu.structlou. Concert « ork
Phone Went -IsilO 1304 KIHw Street

'^Venceslao Villalpando
VIOI.ONCKl.I.IST

Concerts. Muslcales, FnsemhIe, Instruction
Tel. Park .'.a^B. Studio: 7A» <ia>tun St.

DELIA £. GRISWOLD
CONTRALTO

VOICE CI I.TIRE

I

Phone Park im4 Res. Studio, s-l.-, Oak St.

I Mme. Julie Pracht
TKACHER OF I, \N<;i A(;ES

I 1123 DetLsodero St. Phone \\ est 11071

MISS EDNA MONTAGN£
I

I Pupil of Mrs. Oscar .Mansfel.ltl

I TE VCHER OF PIANO
1 Res. Studio: 121S Telesmph Ave., Oakland

Mrs. 'William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE
STiniO:

.'2S Broderlck Street, San FranclMcu, Cal

H. D. Mustard
BARITONE

VOICE Cl'LTVRE IN .\LL ITS BRANCHES
Opera—Oratorio—Concert

Studio, 1.'>4S Haieht St. Phone Park 41'

Hertnan Perlet
Vt)ICE CII.TIRE .VND PI.VNO

STIOIO—1451 FRANKLIN STREET
Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. Walter 'Witham
TE-ICHER OF SINGING

Studio:
!)04 Kuhler & Chase Bldg:., San FranclHCO

Phone Kearny 54.54

Signor Antonio de Grassi
VIOLINIST

Concerts Arranged. Violin and Harmony
Taught. Winifred .Tune de Orassi. Asst.

Studio: 130 PRESIDIO .VVE., S. F.
Phone West ;i:;.-.7

Chester Herold
TENOR

Soloist of First Church of Christ Scientists
SAN JOSE, CAL.

F:M.M.V W. TRI:>IBI..V1, Vocnl A: Dramatic
Res.. 1900 Page St.. S. F. At Home. Fri-

days. 3 to 5 p. m. Phone Kearny 5454.
Oakland Studio; Lincoln Hall, Tuesdays.

Phone Okld. 5016. San Francisco Studio:
Kohler & Chase Bldg.. Room l OOS.

GOLDEN GATE QUARTET
l-.n.emhle anM Sol.. .Mu>k f..r all (lcca.-.i"ns

Address
: Jno. de P. Teller. 423 Sacramento St..

San Francisco Telephone. Kearny 2259

The Music Teacher's Association
Of Calitornia. (Incorporated 1897)

MtctiDB! first TuMday of cacfi monlh at 1 1 o'clcck A. M
al 1736 Golden Gate Ave, San Francisco

Harry W. PatricK
PIA.NO

440 Eddy Sum Phone Frantlln 845 San Fi

Musical Directory
PIANO

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1126 O'Farrell St. Sau Francisco. Cal.

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Tel. Uest 727» ^220 \Veb8ter St., S. F.

EULA HOWARD
239 4tli Avenue Tel. Paciflc 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St.. Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

Frederick Maurer. Jr., Aeoompam^t
Teacher ot Piano and Harmony. Coach-

ing. .Singers. Violinists. San Francisco
Studio. Mondays. 1S49 Pine Street. Tel.
West 9049. Home Studio. 1726 Le Rov
Ave.. Berkeley. Tel. Berkeley 539.

RICHARD FERBER
1350 O'Farrel St. San Francisco

MISS JENNIE H. DREW
Room 1008, Kohler & Chase Bldg.. S. F.

MRS. OLIVE ORBISON
DRAM.VTIC SOPRANO

Volee Cull lire Concert and Orlltorli
2240 California St. Phone West i;«5H

Mrs. ThkorougHman
\ oire Culture Dramatic Soprano

Concert—Oratorhi—Opera
Studio: Room 10», »!.' Van NesH .\veni

Telephone Franklin 5254

Mrs. M. Xromboni
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio. 1580 SUTTER ST.. Mond.yi .nd Thursday! Al
Mill Vtlky. Keystone Building. Tuesday. Wednesday. Fiid»>

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

studio. Maple Hall. 14th and \VebHter
St«.. Oakland. Tuesday and Frldnv. Tel.
Oakland M458.

Joaquin S. >Vanrell LOUIS CREPAUX

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Broadway. Oak. T el. Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
I960 Stinimit St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

MADAME CARRINGTON LEWYS
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

HOTHER WISMER
294." Fillmore St. Phone West 438

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1813 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOUN, LUTE and GUITAR
SAMUEL ADELSTEIN

1834 Baker Street San Francisco

Kasso Cantante

\'oice Culture and Operatle Training

Perfect Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—799 Van NeiiH .\ve, bet. Turk
and Eddr StH. Take Eddy or Turk St.

Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432.

JosepH Keefer
Expert Vlolla Maker and Repairer

r,<is Golden Gate .\ve. Cor. Van Ness
Room 32 San Francisco

Carl Ed-win Anderson
TENOR

St. Luke's Episcopal Church, San Fran-
cisco—Temple Emanu-EI, San Francisco

Member Paris Grand Opera
Delbert Illoek, 943 Van Ness at O'Farrell.

Reception Hours. 11;30 to 12. and 3 to 4,

except Wednesday and Saturday. Wednes-
day in Oakland. 1154 Brush Street.

BENJ. S MOORE
(Organist Fu-st Presbyterian Church. Berkeley)

I
In Ilerkeley Frlda

I

eluslvely. Studio: 22
Berkeley 4027.

MISS JOSEPHINE BARDA
135 22d Ave., S. F. Phone Pacific 29

Horatio Cogswell baritone
Voice Culture. Concerts, Recitals. Studios:
1122 Bay St.. Alameda. Tel. Alameda 195.
Room 1)4 Macdonough Bldg-.. 14th & Bdwy..
Oakland. Tuesday and Friday afternoons.

Mr. Willard Bactielder
VOC.\I. STI DIO

Kohler & Chase Bulldln*;, San Francisco

Have You Seen the New

Benj. Curtaz & Son Piano?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It Contains Elegance. Durability and Moderate Price BENJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Post

San Francisco. Cal.
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•IRIS" NOT ON LAMBARDI REPERTOIRE.

For purposes easily to be comprehended the press agent of

the Columbia Theatre is handing out misleading information

to the critics on the daily papers and among such information

is his contention that Mascagni's "Iris" is upon the Lambardi
repertoire. We have before us the repertoire presented by
that company during its present tour and copy herewith the

same as it is published in the Los Angeles Times of Sunday,
February 13th. The Times says:

"The repertoire for the week of February 21st at the Mason
may be announced with definite certainty, and is as follows:

Monday "Gioconda," Tuesday "II Trovatore," Wednesday
matinee "Gioconda," Wednesday night "Lucia," Thursday
"Madame Butterfly." Saturday matinee "Madame Butterfly,"

and Saturday night "Cavalleria Rusticana" and "Pagliacci."

If the readers compare ths repertoire with our prediction

jirinted elsewhere, they will find that this paper is thoroughly
reliable. If the Lambardis gave "Iris" to San Francisco they

would slight Los Angeles much to their regret. It is safe to

say if "Iris" is not to be given in Los Angeles, it will most
assuredly never be given in San Francisco. This company has
promised "Iris" so often that it has become a habit and no
serious attention should be paid to it. The fact is, with the

exception of "Madame Butterfly," which we have seen and heard
far better than the Lambardis ever dare to produce it, every
opera has been heard here dozens of times by the same
company.

Martini and Mrs. II. .1. Widcnniann : Polonaise, "Mignon"
(Thomas)—arranged for two ))iaiios by Prof. .1. Beringer

—

Miss Frances Westington and F^rof. .1. Beringer,

The ensemble classes under direction of Miss Mary Pas-

more, first violin of Pasmore rio and Lyric Quartet, has
entered its second season and will give another concert in

three months. Dorothy Pasmore, assistant director, is first

cellist. In ensemble or alternatives the class has the co-opera-

tion of Sallie Ehrman and Mr. Pecli and Elmer Arnold for

violins. Eugene Colby, viola, and Hjalmar Holmes, cellist. Mrs.

Blanche Ashley and her talented daughter, Phyllida Ashley,

are among the pianists. Miss Lina Whipple, Miss Jessie Har-

mon. Miss Gladys Wilkinson, Miss Gladys Vernon are pianists,

and Miss Mabel Michener and Miss Rue Clifford, vocalists who
take part. There are always guests present who act as an
incentive to good work.

Frederick Stevenson's striking and noble setting of "The
Ninety and Nine" is now in the hands of all music dealers.

Strangely enough, the great descriptive possibilities of this

Clephane poem have escaped the attention of the many
notable contemporary composers, and it is more than probable

that to the average run of writers and singers the title sug-

gests little more than the characteristics of the emotional

evangelical hymn. Mr. Stevenson's setting, on the contrary,

is on an exceedingly broad scale, and it forms at once the

most impassioned and inspiring of modern church songs—the

intensely dramatic finale having scarcely a counterpart in the

whole range of sacred arias. The accompaniment, while ex-

tremely full and essentially independent, is altogether free

from difficulty and distinctly grateful to the artistic player.

Violin and violoncello obligato, now in the press, add im-

measurable to the richness and sensuousness of effect.

FOURTEENTH RECITAL OF BERINGER MUSICAL CLUB.

The Beringer Musical Club, which has given several excel-

lent concerts during the last year or two, will give its four-

teenth recital at Kohler & Chase Hall on Wednesday evening,

February 23d. Elaborate preparations have been made for

this affair and the club's most distinguished talent will partici-

pate in the carefully chosen program, which will include the

following numbers:
Sonata for violin and piano, A minor (Schumann), Harry

Samuels and Joseph Beringer; piano, "In Slavischer Weise,"

op. 89 (Ignaz Bruell), Miss Zdenka Buben ; vocal (a) Kashmiri
Song, (b) Till I Wake, (c) Less Than the Dust, (Woodforde
Finden), Mrs. H. J. Widenmann: "valse entrainante" (Joseph
Beringer), Miss Sadie Bultmann and Prof. Beringer; vocal.

Serenata Espagnola (Burgenmueller), Miss Irene De Martini;

piano, Polonaise op. 11. E flat (Moskowski){ Mr. Melton Mow-
bray; vocal, "Abide With Me" (S. Liddle), Mr. Harry Bult-

mann; vocal, "Oh! Love Thy Help" (Samson and Delilah)

(Saint-Saens). Mrs. H. J. Widenmann; piano, "Marche Mili-

taire" (Schuberl-Tausig). Miss Frances Westington; vocal.

Waltz Song, from the opera "Tom Jones" (Ed. German), Miss
Irene De Martini; piano, Seconde Marche Hongroise (Liszt),

Miss Zdenka Buben; vocal, "Sword of Ferrara" (Field Bul-

lard), Mr. Harry Bultmann; vocal duet, "Holy Mother, Guide
His Footsteps" (from "Maritana") (Wallace), Miss Irene De

SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST.

The second chamber music concert of the season will be
given by the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villalpando trio at Kohler
it Chase Hall on Friday afternoon, February 2.')th. This event
lias been announced as "An afternoon with Bohemian com-
posers," and the programme selected for this occasion is one
of particular artistic merit. The first event of this series was
so successful that it needs hardly any urging on our part to

induce the lovers of serious music to attend the second concert
and we can hardly do any more on our part than publish here-
with the entire program prepared for this occasion. The pro-
gram is as foUowji: Trio. op. 90 "Dumky" (Dvorak); Four
Bohemian songs by Rudolf Friml. Dvorak, Harnik and Sme-
tana to be sung by Maurice Anger, the young Bohemian tenor.
Trio, op. 1.5 (Smetana). The fnerit of the participants as well
as the program should attract a sufticiently large audience to

test the seating capacity of Kohler & Chase Hall.
« * «

Cora Kembre. better known hereiStt||MlH|HMiJall, has been
auite successful in her operatic w9nB|P^^[^WPof late. She
was recently singing at the Teatro' Real in MaSrid, Spain, in

a Wagner Festival season and scored quite a triumph as Sieg-
linde n "Die Walkure." Her engagement at this theatre is for

four months and this house is the sixth where she has been
retained upon a contract. Her reputation grows steadily and
she may well be regarded as one of the California singers who
liave achieved a genuine artistic victory.

* • •

William Wright, basso cantante, a very efficient pupil of
Willard Batehelder's, has been engaged as soloist at St. Paul's
Episcopal Church, Oakland.

* * *

The Golden Gate Quartet, of San Francisco, has been very
successful lately in various interior California towns where it

appeared in concerts. The repertoire used by this organiza-
tion is of an exceptionally high artistic character, and press
as well as public have been lavish in their praise. The per-

sonnel of the quartet is as follows: Frank Onslow, first tenor;
Carl Anderson, second tenor; John de P. Teller, baritone;
Henry L. Perry, basso.

* * *

Ignaz Haroldi. the distinguished violin virtuoso, will soon
appear in concerts in San Francisco and vicinity. Haroldi now
plays a wonderful Andrea Amati (founder of the Cremona
school of violin making from 1520 to 1546). This violin be-

longs to the well-known Polish violin collector. Jean Trusie-
wiez, residing at present in Los Angeles. This Amati is among
four of the greatest violins in the world. The varnish is a
magnificent golden brown, transparent and rich and gives one
a clear conception of the early Cremonese art in the varnish-
ing of violins. In tone it is real Italian, such only as Andrea
Amati could have made.

Georg Walcker, the splendid basso profundo, who created
such a favorable impression as soloist at the recent presenta-
tion of Samson and Delilah under Paul Steindorff's direction,

has been engaged as bass soloist at the Calvary Episcopal
Church. He also has secured a number of vocal students who
are delighted with his mode of tuition.

* « «

Marshall Giselman, the well-known organist and choral
leader, has returned from Europe, where he spent several
months in observation and concert engagements.

Hother Wismer, the well-known and efficient violin soloist,

will give a violin recital at Century Hall on Thursday even-
ing, March 10th. The program will be a particularly inter-

esting one, as it includes one or two important novelties.

At the last Pianola recital given by Kohler & Chase at

Kohler & Chase Hall, Miss Helen Colburn Heath was the solo-

ist and P. A. Briggs presided at the Pianola. The program
was as follows: Polonaise op. 53 (Chopin), Daydreams Waltz
(Herbert), Pilgrim Chorus (Wagner). Pianola; Elsa's Dream
(Wagner). Miss Heath, accompanied by the Pianola; Ca-
choiicha Caprice (Raff, Kammenoi Ostro (Rubinstein), The
Tournament (Nevin), Maritana Overture (Wallace), the
Pianola; Mattinata (Tosti), Elegie (Massenet), In Spring
Time (Becker), Miss Heath, accompanied by the Pianola.

The instrument used was the Weber Grand Pianola Piano.

The next concert will take place on Tuesday evening, March 1.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF TILLY KOENEN CONCERTS.

T"1{IX<; ilie last Three iiionflis the I'aritic

T) ("na.-^r Miisiial Review has endeavoi-ed to

(leinonstrate to its readers why they .should

make it a jioiut to atteud the coiuerts

to lie j;iven by Tilly Koenen dnriiiir the

early jiart of next month. We jminted out

at tiie time that no one had heard anythin'j

of that remarkable artist, that her name
was unknown to most musical jieojjle. that the daily

papers at that time had not published auythins; about

this wonderful woman who by sheer force of lier art-

istry, unaided by ojieralic trium|(hs. had made her

world wide tame solely and alone Tlirouirli her concert

work. Since this paper be<ran this canij(aij:ii in behalf

of an artiste siujrularly adapted for concert purposes

no daily paper has written anything about her save

a few lines once or twice that she was coming here.

We are therefore justitied to call at this time aitention

to the fact that nearly every c(uicert ijoer knows the

name of Tilly Koenen at this time and what it stands

for. This entire campaign of Tilly Koeneu's, like the
one waged in behalf of Dr. \\ulluer by this paper has
been solely inaugurated to |)rove beyond a doubt the
intliience of this pai>er upon the musical public and
if Tilly Kenen happens to score as big a tinancial snc-
ce.>is as ]>r. Wullner we desire to receive part of the
credit of her success.

The jmblic is becoming more and more educated to
the artistic supremacy of the concert artists. It i-e-

(piires considerable study and re.search to attain a
leading jio-jition among the giants of the concert plat-

form. F(u- a number of years Tilly Koenen has been
regarded by the severest Kuro[iean critics as one of
the f(uemost Lieder singers of tlie world and not until
lately has it been possible to induce this great exponent
of songs to come to America and reveal tu the musical
public of this country the remarkable versatility and
dramatic temperament of her phase of the vocal art.

The imiuediate impression Tilly Koenen made upon
the most seveix' critics and upon the most serious mu-
sicians in this country merely emphasized her artistic

value and there is no musician who admires the art
of song who would willingly deprive himself of the op-

portunity to listen to a mistress of the art who has
coiKjuered for herself such an enviable position in the
world of music as Tilly Koenen has done. There are
several thousand jieojtle living in San Francisco who
are too highly culttii-ed in their musical tastes to

waste either time or money ujiou the barnstormiug
opera coin]iany or upon a banal musical comedy. To
them the advent of an artist of international reputa-
tion is indeed a feast and when such artist is Tilly

Koenen the gratification at listening to her wonderful
vocal- demonstrations is doubly delightful. For this

reason we can not urge our reaiiers too much to be sure
and tell their friends about the visit of this i-emarka-

ble exponent of the art of song and urge them to at-

tend her concerts.

Those of the lueuibei-s of the San Francisco musical

cult who read this paper know that an advance an-

nouncement by the editor is not mere twaddle which is

bestowed upon everyone. If you glance through the

musical columns of certain daily papers on a Sunday
niorning you find that a violinist at the Wigwam thea-

tre for instance is announced exactly in the same en-

thusiastic terms as Fritz Kreisler. tliat the Lambardi
romjiany is treated with the same enthusiasm as the

Metrojxditan Oi)era House Company of New York, that

a young ])Upil who is just about becoming matured in

her art is lauded to the skies in the same manner as

Schumann Heink or Sembrich or (iadski. The Pacific

Coast Musical Review, however, has never entloi-sed any
artist editorially before the advent of a concert un-

less the result bore out the enthusiastic endoi-sement.

It is true there may be now and then an instance when
the editor finds himself mistaken in his assumption,

but he has always been willing and glad to admit his

mistake and has usually benefitted by his discomfiture.

Refine jiutting the editorial endor.-^ement of this paper

behind the concerts of Tilly Koenen we have been

careful to secure the private opinions of well known
musical lovers ;is well as the public opinions of Amer-
ica's foremost critics and only after a most severe

examination of these opinions have we been sufficiently

convinced that our utmost enthusiasm could not be

misplaced.

rjioii careful investigation we have become con-

vinced that we can not urge our readei-s too much to at-

teud the concerts of this, one of the greatest concert
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siiijiei's liol'orc llii' iimsiciil woi-ld lodav. From llic

n-iticisiiis ol' ciiiiiKMit wrilcrs it ii|i]i(';ii-s that this <iiiiiil

of llie \otal ai't possesses a woiHlei'l'iil conli-alto voice

of reiiiarl<al>le (le]ptl\ and soiioiily, of a (leiijiliU'iil lle\

ihiiity aii<l mellowness, ol' a smoothness of siieli i-ai-e

])()lisli llial llie ln-idj^in^ ovei- Irom one Noral reuisli'i-

into anotlier is accomiilislied willi llirillini; ease and
widiont any disa.nreeaide lpreai< ellcct. Side liy side

witli tliis wondei-fnl vocal orj^an .Miss Koenen |ios

sesses a di-amalie tem|>ei-anient of exceedinjily pro-

nounced dimensions. Slie haclcs lier \(icali7.al ion willi

a serious inteliecttial ))o\ver that |iresents the meaii-

infiof a composilioii in a most striking manner. Tlinsh

she succeeds in not only securinji the vocal iieauties

of a soiifi lint also atlaininj; a certain dramatic force

and ])syclioloj;ical i-eadinj; tliat exercises a most im]n-es

sive influence upon the intelligent mind. Anyone in

terested in the literature of vocal art anc] es|)ecially in~

the literature of tlie sonj>- will therefore find Miss
Koenen an artiste of inestinialde value to his or her

ninsical eduction. \\'e therefore consider it our duty lo

call to the attention of our readers the necessity of

attendiui; the Tilly Koenen concerts and if the pock

ethook sliould not |ierniit the In.xnry of atlendinf; all

events dtirin^ the month of .March we sincerely urj^e

vocal students lo miss one (M- two events and attend
the concerts of TiHy Koenen, for these will form an
educational feature in the art of soni;- which no olhei-

concert or musical ]n'rforinaiii'e can possibly ajiiiroach.

IVIEN WANTED—Tfiere seems to be a general concensus of
opinion tlmt tlie members of tlie stronger sex are not very rep-

resentative wlien it comes to tlie encouragement ot musical
culture. That there is a measure of truth in this contention
can not be denied by any one who keeps close track of public
concerts and the support ot choral music. The directors of
choruses are always at a loss to bring together a sufficiently

large assemblage of male voices to balance the female voices,

of which there is always an abundance. But it is always very
difficult to interest men in the exposition of choral music. It

almost would appear as if the Loring Club and the Philhar-
monic Orchestra of San Francisco and the Orpheus Club of

Oakland monopolized all the male musical element or at

least all those men who are available for musical culture in

this vicinity. Dr. VVolle and the Bach Choir have now a simi-

lar experience. While in Berkeley the male singers are not
sufficiently scarce to embarass the organization, there seems
to be a dirth of men in the San Francisco section of the Bach
Choir which meets every Wednesday evening at the Von Mey-
rinck School of Music, 818 Grove Street. Why the men should
be so averse to study the magnificent works of Bach is not
easily to be comprehended, unless a man's time is occupied in

other ways than those that lead to a musical goal.

There must be in San P''rancisco a certain percentage of
young men who are interested in the art of singing. Among
these it seems to us should be sufficient to consider their

studies with that seriousness of purpose that regards the
acQuiring of musical knowledge as more important than the
pursuit of banal pleasures. Now there is no possible way of

acquiring a more useful musical knowledge than is the case
in the event of attending these rehearsals for the next Bach
festival. Ensemble music is very necessary in the acquiring
of general musical knowledge and anyone who does not take
sufficient interest in music to gladly take advantage of an
opportunity like that offered by Dr. Wolle and the Bach Choir
is certainly not interested in vocal art to a sufficient degree

to ever master the same in that manner which is necessary
to make a serious impression. We aiipend here a letter re-

cei\ed from one greatly interested in the Bach Festival and
trust that anyone of the many men who read this paper will
see to it Unit there is a little more interest shown by the
stronger sex in this splendid cause. Here is the letter:

"1 presume you know that Dr. Wolle is having Wednesday
iiij;lit rehearsals for the Bach Festival at Mrs. Von Meyerinck's
studio. He was very enthusiastic about the first rehearsals,
but lately the men seem to shine by their absence. Heaven
only knows what is the matter with the male singers in this
part of the world. Only one of a hundred can read and if one
CAN read, he suffers immediately from that familiar disease
known as "the enlargement of the cranium." Now see it you
can't whip them into line so as there will be a regular attend-
ance at rehearsals. We are all doing as much as we can to
help the good cause along and possibly you may be acquainted
with some singers who would be an acquisition. Mrs. Waters
Dean, the nsw president of the Wednesday Musical Club, has
been very faithful, and she is interesting her club in the work;
but what we need more than anything else at this time are
MEN,"

HUMBUGGING THE PUBLIC—The good old days of Barnum
are not yet passed. There is hardly anything in this world
that bears out the legend that people like to be humbugged in

a more striking manner than these perenial visits of an Italian
Minstrel Troupe who come along with worn out scenery, inade-
quate stage management and indifferent artists and succeed in

getting space in the daily papers as if they represented a genu-
ine metropolitan organization. I'pon another page of this
issue will be found an unbiased opinion regarding the Lam-
bardi Opera Company, written by Julian .lohnson. the efficient

musical editor of the Los Angeles Times. Certain friends of
the management of the Columbia Theatre told me during the
past week that I was mistaken in publishing the fact that
"Iris" would not be given during the Lambardi's visit. There
is nothing in any ot the articles to assume that I made exactly
this statement. What I did say was that the company had
promised this opera during the last three years and had never
kept its promise. That this opera did not appear upon the
repertoire of the company which was played throughout the
thiited States, that in Los Angeles, where the company has
appeared during the current week, "Iris" was not played and
that consequently, this opera, not being upon the regular
repertoire and consequently not being in preparation, could
hardly be played in San Francisco. If this was the case then
San Francisco is being made a favorite of by the management
and Los Angeles is being discriminated against, and we do
not believe that the Lambardi Company will dare to show its

face in Los Angeles again if it is guilty of such discrimination.
V * *

still, it is possible that notwithstanding all these chances
against the production of "Iris," it may be given here, because
this paper has for quite a while expressed its indignation at

the failure of these companies to give us any new works. If

"Iris" is to be given here at all it will be done because the
management fears failure, if the same old repertoire of worn
out operas is presented without adequate "stars." And we
still are of the conviction from all reports we have from vari-

ous towns that the company is not as good as usual nor does
its repertoire contain any operas which have not been heard
here a great number ot times and by superior talent. We
repeat that "Iris" is not upon the regular repertoire of the
company, that it has not been given in Los Angeles and that
it is very unlikely to be presented here unless gigantic efforts

are made on behalf of the management of the Columbia
Theatre to have it presentd in order to save the season. If

"Iris" is really going to be given this paper urges every one
of its readers to be sure and attend the performance, for it

will be one of the few really great works which have never
been heard here. The Hymn to the Sun was heard here at

the old Tivoli Opera House under Mascagni's own direction

and proved a most inspiring piece of niusico dramatic art.

But unless "Iris" is really going to be performed, and not with-

drawn at the last moment for some more or less reasonable
excuse, we should advise every reader of this paper to save
his or her money for a more important musical occasion.

* * *

We note by the advertisements in Los Angeles that the Lam-
bardi Company charges this season $2.50 a seat. No doubt the

same scale will prevail at the Columbia Theatre. On previous
occasions this company never charged more than $2.00. but
under the management of the grasping theatrical syndicate

the prices are immediately raised fifty cents. The cheaper
seats have been reduced to as few as possible and we have the

fine spectacle of a company that used to charge one dollar and
fifty cents about five or six years ago, a company that used to
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ai)i)ear at the old Tivoli Opera House for seventy-five cents,
has the audacity to come here now exactly under the same
auspices as several years ago and charge twice as much
money without giving twice as much return for the money.
We are aware of the fact that meat has risen in price, but
spaghetti is still sold at the same old rates. Will the musical
public submit to this imposition? Will the musical people
permit the management of the Columbia Theatre to rob it of
extra money which is not justly earned? We do not believe it.

But if the management of the Columbia Theatre should suc-
ceed to force the musical public to pay $2. .50 for the Lambardi
Opera Company then the saying of Barnum that the American
people like to be humbugged is as true toda.v as it was during
the period of its first application. To see "Iris" is worth the
money. To see the Lambardi Opera Company is not worth
any more than it was on previous occasions, provided a new
repertoire is given. With the old repertoire by the same old
singers it is not worth anything at all to listen to this organi-
zation. The fact that the company is under the management
of the Columbia Theatre does not raise its merit one little bit.

ECHOES FROM THE SCHUMANN-HEINK CONCERTS—
Although there will appear upon another page of this paper
a review of the third concert of Schumann-Heink by Mrs.
Daisy Goodman Sherman, I think these events of sufficient

importance to devote to them a little space in this department,
even though they are now a thing of the past. The second
concert, which took place at the Garrick Theatre on Thursday
evening. February 17. was greeted by a very large audience
that nearly filled every seat in the house. 1 can not add at

this time any more regarding the Diva's splendid art to what
I have stated in the last issue. Her interpretations again
delighted the vast throng. Instead of the "Sextus" aria from
Mozart's "Titus." Madame Schumann-Heink repeated the reci-

tative and aria sung at the previous Sunday concert with the
same artistic effect. Then followed "Gretchen am Spinnrade"
(Schubert). "Der Doppelganger" (Schubert), "Rastlose Liebe"
iSchubert), "Der Tod und das Madchen" (Schubert) and "The
Erlking" (Schubert). While the Diva sang every one of this

group with impressive dramatic accentuation, particular stress
must be laid upon her vivid interpretation of the Erlking,
which in her care assumed an intensity rarely attained by any
singer. Especially gripping was her thrilling emphasis of the
word "grausels. " which actually caused shudders among the
listeners. As encores the Diva gave here "Der Wanderer" and
"Wohin?" Thus making a group of seven Schubert songs.

.\fter this came two Brahms songs, namely. "Feldeinsam-
keit " and Von Ewiger Liebe," and three Richard Strauss
songs. "Befreit. "Ich Trage Meine Minne" and "Heimliche
Aufforderung. " Everyone of these four songs was interpreted
with an intelligence and adherence to poetic sentiment that
was decidedly inspiring and educational. As an encore to this

group Madame Schumann-Heink sang "Heimweh," by Hugo
Wolff, in that inimitable manner which has made the song
famous in this country. The broad and inspiring manner in

which she renders that last line is a feat of vocal achievement
that is not easily forgotten by any one fortunate enough to

listen to it. The last group of songs included two in the Ger-
man language, namely "Love Song. " by Richard Sabla. and
"Cradle Song.' by L. Stein. The latter pleased the vast throng
so well that it had to be repeated. It was sung exceedingly
well, combining humor with sentiment in an indescribable
degree. Then followed four songs in English, namely. "Ah.
Love But a Day." by .Mrs. Beach: "Irish Love Song." by Mar-
garet R. Lang, which also had to be repeated: "The Children's
Prayer." by Max Reger. and "Danza." by Chadwick. The
latter, as in the first concert, created unbounded enthusiasm
and justly so. 1 noticed that upon this program appeared after

the title of the Chadwick song in parenthesis "By request."

and as these programs were printed in New York it has been
somewhat of a mystery to me how the Wolfsohn Bure?u
guessed at that time that this song was to be requested again
in San Francisco. Surely the musical managers are great
prophets—sometimes. As an encore to this last song Madame
Schumann-Heink gave Arditi's well-known "Bolero." Surely
this is a program of such magnitude that no singer but Schu-
mann-Heink would sing it at one time and add thereto so

many encores.

The Oakland concert, which took place on Friday afternoon.
February 18. was crowded to the doors, several hundred people
sitting on the stage. The program was the same as the one
given at the first San Francisco concert and the Diva was in

excellent voice. The big audience was so enthusiastic that at

the end of the program it would not leave until the manage-
ment was compelled to turn out the lights. The last San
Francisco concert took place at Dreamland Rink in the pres-

ence of over three thousand people and the event was a verit-

able triumph. This concert is reviewed upon another page
in this paper and we can only add here that between the bass
drum in the National Theatre and the trombone and cornet in
the Alcazar Theatre it was often difficult to follow .Madame
Schumann-Heink. As a concert hall the Dreamland Riuk^ is
only fit for a prize fight. Among the encores were "Frul/lings-
lied" by Becker, the "Drinking Song" from "Lucretia B6r.g;a."
"Cradle Song." by Stein. One of the features of the program
weie six Hungarian Gypsy songs, said to be composed by
Brahms, but which I find upon thorough investigation were
really composed by Remenyi. the great violinist, and only
arranged by Brahms and published under his name. Schu-
mann-Heink certainly rendered them with a spirit worthy
of a Hungarian patriot. It is gratifying to state at this time
that the Schumann-Heink engagement was one of the most
triumphant musical events ever witnessed in San Francisco
and it is sincerely to be hoped that Schumann-Heink will soon
return to duplicate or possibly surpass her splendid artisiic
and financial victory.

Sometimes I go to the Bismarck Cafe to listen to Ferdinand
Stark's stirring waltzes, marches and operatic selection. Sig
nor and .Madame de Grassi were among the enthusiastic listen-
ers last Saturday, when I again followed my inclination. How-
ever, if the management of the Bismarck Cafe desire to con-
tinue to cater to respectable people they must not permit five
hoodlums to obstruct the main entrance and insult ladies by
looks and words. I watched this precious quintet for nearly
an hour and discovered that hardly any lady who entered v,as
immune from leers or sneering remarks. The steward of the
Bismarck Cafe looked on and did nothing. The waiter, whose
attention I attracted, only said that the hoodlums should not
have been seated in such a prominent place. If the Bismarck
Cafe management does not know how to protect its patrons,
I shall try to do a charity act by mentioning the names of
two or three of the quintet who 1 happen to know and possibly
that will protect ladies who visit the cafe in future.

THE SECOND GREENBAUM "POP" CONCERT.

Honor will be done to not only an .\merican composer but
a Californian as well at Will Greenbaum's second '"Pop" con-
cert this Sunday afternoon. February 2Tth. at Kohler and
Chase Hall when the "Quintette" for piano and strings by
Edgar Stillman Kelly will be played by the Lyric String Quar-
tette, assisted by Frederick .M. Biggerstaff, the well known
pianist. This work is being played by the principal chamber
music organizations of Germany and is meeting with the
highest praises from the critical fraternity of the leading
European papers. All admit it to be an important addition
to the literature of chamber music. The work consists of

four movements as follows: "".Allegro risoluto."" ""Lento-sos-

tenuto e m.vsterioso." '"Allegretto scherzando" and "Moderato
molto."

Miss Dorothy Pasmore will be the soloist and will play the
following rarely heard old masterpieces for the violincello

"Sarabande" and "Gavotte" by Corelli and "Rondo" by Boc-
cherini accompanied by Miss Florence Xachtrieb. The Quar-
tette for this occasion will be Haydn's charming No. 10 in G
major. Seats will be on sale at the hall after 10 a. m. As
the season sale for this series of concerts has been the

largest ever known for chamber music in this city and as both
Edgar Stillman Kelly and his talented wife have many friends

in this city who will be anxious to hear his new work, a
crowded house may be expected. The next "Pop" concert

will be given Sunday afternoon, .\pril lOth.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.(X) per Year.
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l)e;ir Mr. LCdifor;—
When is an opera an American opera? There seems to l)e a

wide difference of opinion on this point since the produi'tion

of Legrand Rowland's soi disant Opera "Sarrona" at the

subscription performance last Tuesday afternoon at the New
Amsterdam theatre. In the first place, I went there dis-

tinctly prepared to "root" for the success of the piece ajid

prepared to overlook all incongruities which a hasty jne-

sentalion would necessarily entail, at least as regards cos-

tuming scenery, etc., but I was not prepared to swallow th'?

anachronistic dressing of the principals. That the seri'in.g

men of the Indian King should wear the armor of the tiuie

of the Norman Conquest and the dancing girls, slaves, at-

tendants, etc.. wear most any old thing, was to be expected.

but the principals surely could have gathered up s.>mewhere
costumes that were correct, at least they could it there was
any one about who really knew what costumes lihould be
worn. This latter I doubt as the anachronisms are so fre-

quent in the Opera itself that it shows a decided evidence
of the ignorance of the author on conditions existing in the
East.
However, here is the "Argument and Synoposis" as related

for fifteen cents in very bad English: "King Accaro has
ruined his kingdom by his vices and has abandoned himself
for the winecup and his Greek dancing" woman, who has
supplanted the Queen in his affections. The people are in

revolt and his enemies are at the gates.. The queen tries to

save the kingdom for her son but at the moment when things

are in full swing the boy dies. The devoted slave of the
queen comes to her with the news and also informs her that

'the court is holding high revelry' (per A. & S.) and at this

moment the trumpeters announce the approach of the king
with his favorite Greek dancer. Quickly retiring behind a
statue of Budda the queen and her slave hear the declara-
tion of love for the Greek by the king. (This should have
been no news as the queen and everybody else knew it long
before.) After a great deal of talk the queen insists on
the king suiciding in order to save the kingdom, but 'Is Ryl
'Ighness' declines with thanks. The queen infuriated draws
her knife and starts for him but her faithful slave in order
to save her this crime, puts his own knife into the king who
falls gracefully into the waiting arms of his attendants and
is carried from the scene. The faithful slave, (see A. & S.

)

now tells the queen that as he can not be her equal on account
of his lowly birth he will await her in another land and like-

wise joins the defunct king via the knife route. The queen
winds up the affair with a long apostrophe and, "On that dis-

covery the curtain descends and the supreme aspect of trag-

edy truly so called, is revealed." (See A. & S.). Most de-

pressing.
The music is pleasing in the fact that it is not displeasing

and that is about all that could be said for it. About the
singers, the same holds good. It might startle Mr. Howland
to know that they do not have (!reek dancing girls in India
who disport with the Merry Monarch and incidentally ruin
his kingdom nor does the "queen" wear Twentieth century
dresses. Making the greatest allowances possible, I fail to

see wherein is the "American" part of this opera. That it

was written by an American is the only claim as far as I

can make out and it is so essentially Italian, (they stand
for lots of things in Italy), words, music, ideas, that it could
with much more reason be termed an Italian opera. It was
not what one could call a shining success and in my opinion
should go into the discard quick. It is such stuff as that
which makes people sidetrack the grand opera for the oper-
ettas. The theatre was filled with a very friendly audience
who lost no opportunity of applauding their friends on the
stage and sometimes made themselves very obnoxious to

those who really wanted to hear the opera. Whether they
came to hear the opera or the dancing by Gertrude Van
Axten, Orchidee and Irene Sanden which followed, I have
no manner of knowing but the dancers were very heartily
applauded and there seemed to lie a much larger audience

than during the oi)era. However. Miss Van Axten danced
with a grace and animation the good old ballet music
frinn Rosamunde and two selections from Chopin and as far

as lay in her power with the scant robing of gauze was
modest and graceful; I rather admired her naivete, but
the others— well, nihil nisi bonum.

* V *

.'\nd that reminds me! Put a pin in this and nail it to

the mast. If Andrew Mack with his company in the Prince
of Bohemia gets as far West as Frisco, BEAT THE DRUM!
1 went once, and twice, and thrice, and if I could
liave got over to Providence this week would have gone
another time. It is the cleanest, sweetest musical comedy
tluit has performed on Broadway for a long time, in fact

I do not remember when it has been touched. Christie Mc-
Donald is the leading lady, as it were, and she is a good set

off for Mack. Although Mack's long association with dis-

tinctly Irish plays has so identified him with the character,
his work was a distinct surprise and was heartily appreciated
by the audiences which assembled in pressing numbers long
before the curtain went up to hear the play. His singing
of "Donna e mobile" from Rigoletto was received with ap-

plause that insisted on an encore. There is not a look, a
word or an act in the entire piece that would give offense
to the most fastidious. Clean plays like this deserve to be
supported to the utmost extent of every paper in the coun-
try. BEAT THE DRUM.

« « *

Loie Fuller fell into the hands of the sheriff the other day
and unless she finds some other angel to back her the
chances are that the slightly clad maiden of forty summers
or so will not go out in the wild and wooly west to gold-

brick the public with their airy dances. She announces that
she has no visible assets and depends on her ability to please
the public.

Wilford Watters, that great good man, of West Eighth
street, likewise of Brooklyn, also fell on evil days and has
filed a schedule of his debts and liabilities in the bankruptcy
court. Says he owes about five thou and has no means of

pa.ving his debts. Easy way to get rid of them, Wilford, wish
I could join you. Wilford alleges that he has managed con-
certs for Nordica and Sembrich in Brooklyn with disastrous
results, and that he owes ,Johnson fifteen hundred odd and
Charlton about five. Guess he must have dreamed the last

two items, but the best one of the bunch is that he owes
Ed. Brady over three hundred for a gambling debt! Oh. Fie,

Wilford! And you a leader of the choir and a pillar of the
church

!

* * *

Theo. Spiering, the concert master of the Philharmonic
Society, gave a concert at the Mendelssohn Hall Thursday
afternoon and succeeded in tearing off some of the most dis-

tressing music that can be imagined. It may have been tech-

nically perfect, but it was so bad that to me it would have
been much better to have still retained the privilege of "for

the first time in America" as stated on the program. I fled

after the fourth number and I was not alone.
* * *

I was much interested to see if there was any notice of the
fact that at his last concert Mr. Volpe conducted entirely

without the aid of a score. This fact is made much of when
another conductor conducts one piece without the score but
then he is a favorite of the little gods, but when a conductor
goes through an entire program, symphony, operatic and
takes it all with no aid of printed music, it is not considered
worthy of recognition by the scribes. Or perhaps they give

Mr. Volpe credit for his ability to do that and are not as-

tounded by his exhibition of memory, but holding in such
light esteem the ability of another party they feel it in-

cumbent on them to gild his halo.

* * *

Blanche Arral slipped away on the Kaiserine Auguste Vic-

toria last month, abruptly terminating her concert arrange-
ments and cancelling all future engagements to return to

Paris where she has been since enjoying all the adventures
of the flood. Prior to her appearances at Bruxelles and Paris
she is settling up a claim that she has been fighting for several

years over the settlement of an estate to which she is entitled

to about sixty thousand dollars, so the statement is made by
one who should know. At any rate she made no newspaper
statement and her departure was not the signal for the usual
amount of journalistic fireworks. Before she left she made
a large number of records for the National Phonograph Com-
pany, who have secured her services for the next five years.

I had a chance to hear all of the records when there was a

private audience given at the factory and they are of the

first quality. Adios!
THE PHILLISTIXE.
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MYRTLE ELVYN'S GREAT PROGRAMS.

Simply to look over the programs of Myrtle Elvyn would
convince anyone that this young artist has certainly profited

by her years of study with that great master (Jodowsky; very
few artists twice her age have such a repertoire ready and
of so varied a nature. This brilliant young American girl

will play for us three tremendous lists of works ranging from
the old classics of Rameau and Corelli down to the ultra
modern works of Erich Wolf and Claude Debussy. Both in

this country and Eurojie Miss Elvyn has been recognized as an
artist of exceptional qualificatioits, both as to her pianistic

abilities and her splendid musicianship—one could scarcely
work with Leopold Godowsky and not achieve success in

both directions.

The first concert will be given Sunday afternoon, March 6.

at the Garrick Theatre, which is being fitted up with some
new heating apparatus. Here is the magnificent list of works
for this occasion:
(a) Prelude and Fugue, A minor Bach

iTranscribed from the organ by Liszt.)

(b) Etudes Symphoniques, op. 13 Schumann
(a) Rondo Capriccioso

/

(b) Spinning Song j Mendelssohn
(c) Ballade, A flat major )

(d) Nocturne, op. 15. No. 2.
[

(e) Polonaise, op. .j3
J

Chopin
(a) Prelude (from "pour !e piano") Debussy
(bl Andante—Finale from "Lucia" Donizetti-Leschetizky
(cl Hark, Hark the Lark

j

(d) Erlking ( Schubert-Liszt
The second concert will be given Thursday night, March 10,

with the following program:
(a) Toccata and Fugue, D minor Bach-Tausig

(Revised by Joseffy.

)

(b) Childhood Scenes Schumann
( Thirteen numbers—complete.)

(c) Rhapsodie, E flat major, op. tl9 Brahms
(a) Barcarole, op. 60 1

(bl Nocturne, op. 37, No. 2
\

(cl Scherzo, B minor, op.
20
J Chopin

(a) Spinning Song (Flying Dutchman) Wagner-Liszt
(bl Etude de Concert MacDoweli
(c) En Automne Moszkowski
(dl Marche Militaire Schubert-Taussig
(a) Berceuse Henselt
(b) Arabesques on Strauss' Waltz Schulz-Evler

("On the Beautiful Blue Danube.")
The final concert will be given Saturday afternoon, March

12, with the following program:
(ai Preludium, Fugue and Choral Mendelssohn
(b) Sonata, B flat minor, op. 35 Chopin
(a) Toccata, op. 7 Schumann
(b) Pastorale (Angelas) Corelli

( c 1 Tambourin Rameau
(Re-arranged by Godowsky.)

(dl Rhapsodie. B minor, op. 79 Brahms
(a I Nocturne (for the left hand alone) Scriabine
( b 1 Widmung Schumann-Liszt
(cl Dn bist die Ruh Schubert-Liszt
Id I Etude, G flat major, op. 36 Moszkowski
(al Humoresque Dvorak
(b) Etude, D flat major Liszt

(cl Arabesque, "On the Beautiful Blue Danube"
. Schulz-Evler

Certainly there are programs well worth hearing and some-
what out of the ordinary. The prices for the Elvyn concerts
will be 75 cents, $1.00 and $1.50 and the sale of seats will open
next Wednesday, March 2, at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, and also

at the Filers Music Co. On Friday afternoon, March 11. Miss
Elvyn will play in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse, repeat-

ing the splendid program of Thursday night, as so many have
requested the Schumann work for this concert. Seats ready
at Ye Liberty box office Monday, March 7.

OUR NEW HEADQUARTERS
The office of the PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL

REVIEW is open from to 12 a. m. and from 1

to 5 p. m. It is located at Room 802 Kohler &
Chase Building, 26 O'Farrell Street, San Fran-

cisco, and its telephone number is Kearny 5454.

Visitors are always welcome and information will

be given cheerfully. ALFRED METZGER,
Editor PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.

Greenbaum's

2d "Pop" Concert
This Sunday Afternoon at 2:30

Kohler & Chase Hall

Hadyn's Quartette No. 1 0, Violincello Solo

and

Edgar Stillman Kelly's Quintette with

F. M. Biggerstaff, Pianist

Seats, $1.00 and 50c

Box Office 10 A. M

MYRTLE ELVYN
PIANO VIRTUOSA

Three Exceptional Programs
at

GARRICK THEATER
Sunday Afternoon, March 6th

Thursday Evening, March 10th

Saturday Matinee, March 12th

Seals 75c, $1.00 and $1.50, ready Wednesday Mar. 2

at Sherman, Clay & Go's and Eilers Music Go's,

where complete programs are

obtamable.

ELVYN IN OAKLAND
Friday, Feb. 11th Ye Liberty Theatre

Seats ready Monday, March 7th

KIMBALL PIANO USED

COMING- TILLY KOENEN. Contralto
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AGAIN IT IS THE KIMBALL
AMERICANS GREATEST

MISS MYRTLE ELVYN

PIANISTE
Seledts the

KIMBALL
Above All

Others for Her
Personal and

Concert Use

The Kimball Piano was destined

to lead from its inception. Its

makers then, as now, were imbued

with but one standard—to make

the World's Best Piano. Steadily

year by year, its position has been

strengthened. One great artist

after another found in the Kimball

the fira perfe<5l in^rument to ex-

press their art—resulting in more

Kimball Pianos being made and

sold than any other high-grade

make, and gaining for itself the

slogan
—

"The National Piano."

At the Seattle Exposition lafl year

the International Jury of Awards
(the great body of musical experts

ever assembled) bestowed on the

Kimball the Grand Prix — the

highest possible award. The Kim-
ball was the only Piano so honored

The now famous Kimball Pianos -^ sold in the We^ only by

THE HOUSE
OF HIGHEST
QUALITY

975 MARKET STREET
San Francisco

SAN JOSE STOCKTON

BIGGEST
BUSIEST

BEST

557 TWELFTH STREET
Oakland

SACRAMENTO EURE
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TILLY KOENEN'S TRIUMPH IN CHICAGO.

The Great Holland Contralto Is the Star of the Chicago Apollo

Club's Great Presentation of Ruth and the Follow-

ing Extracts From the Opinions of Reliable

Critics Speak for Themselves.

Consummate art distinguished the interpretation of the
music of Naomi by Miss Tilly Koenen. This lady not only
sang the work in English, but her diction was a thing at whicii
to wonder and admire. Moreover. Miss Koenen sang with
infinite feeling and understanding. She was not an elaborately
dressed contralto, singing to a fashionable crowd; she was a
woman filled with sorrow for the things that have been and
now are not—a woman whose miseries were mingled with love
for land and kin. Not one iota of emotional expression did
Miss Koenen miss. It was a beautiful interpretation.—Felix
Borowski. in Chicago Record-Herald.

Miss Koenen had sung the music of Xaorai frequently in

Germany, she having "created" the part. She sang last night
with an authority that was irresistible, with a tonal splendor
that rejoices the soul of the lover of a beautiful voice, with a
musicianship that compelled the highest admiration, and with
a command of the English and a purity of diction that were
subject for constant wonderment and delight.—W. L. Hub-
bard, in Chicago Tribune.

* * *

Tilly Koenen as Naomi appeared to advantage, and she
scored a success with her artistic work of the evening.

—

Maurice Rosenfeld, in Chicago Examiner.

Miss Tilly Koenen was in her element as Naomi. She
caught the poetry of the Orient, and her voice took on a rich-

ness of tone color, an intensity of meaning, that made every
phrase she sang something of importance. Also her diction
was a lesson. There is in her pronunciation a trace of accent,
but a distinctness and elegance most delightful.—Karleton
Hackett, in Chicago Post.

* * *

Miss Tilly Koenen having created the title role of Naomi
was no stranger to its exactions, and gave it a vocal richness
remarkable. One of the surprising features was her quick
acquisition of the vernacular and the beauty of her diction.

She has the vocal volume to match her artistry, and her thor-

oughy familiarity with the score, achieved under the compos-
er's ijaton, gave it an intimate valuation that made its message
authoritative and refreshing.—The Chicago News.

« * *

Miss Koenen's creation in America of Naomi was a work
of art, her voice being admirably suited to the part. She was
the real success of the evening. Her enunciation was perfect,

her interpretation excellent, and her rendition of the lament
praiseworthy in every respect.—Rene llevries, in Chicago
American.

SAN RAFAEL ORATORIO SOCIETY.

The San Rafael Oratorio Society, under the effective direc-

tion of Herman Perlet, gave a Service of Song at the First

Presbyterian Church, San Rafael, on Sunday evening, Febru-
ary 13th, with remarkable success. The program was as fol-

lows: Hymn, "Onward Christian Soldiers"; prayer. Redemp-
tion hymn; alto solo and chorus (Parker); "Now Are We Am-
bassadors," duet (Mendelssohn); "How Lovely Are the Mes-
sengers"—from St. Paul (Mendelssohn); "The Flight Into
Rgypt." soprano solo and chorus (Bruch); the offertory
"Adoration"—from the Holy City (Gaul); "He Watching Over
Israel"—from Elijah (Mendelssohn); ".lesu. Word of God In-

carnate" (Mozart); These Are They—from the Holy Ciiy
(Gaul); O Great is Depth—from St. Paul (Mendelssohn); the
Benediction.
The soloists were: Mrs. Charles H. Farrell, soprano; Miss

Grace Moorhead, contralto; Miss Phoebe Mackenzie, organist;
Egerton Smith, tenor; Mr. Buck, baritone; Mrs. Geo. S. Gra-
ham, planiste. The San Rafael Oratorio Society distinguished
itself again by means of splendid ensemble work and the
unanimity of artistic effort was so well balanced that it would
be difficult to particularize the excellence of any one number.
The Flight Into Egypt by Max Bruch for soprano solo and
female chorus was particularly praiseworthy, Mrs. Farrell
proving a most intelligent soloist, and the difficult "O Great
is the Depth," with its intricate fugue movement, was as clear

and clean cut a bit of chorus work as one would want to

hear. Mr. Perlet is deserving of a great deal of credit and
commendation for the splendid work he is doing with the
San Rafael Oratorio Society.

ASTONISHING RESULTS IN A SHORT TIME.

Seldom has any firm of concert managers made the rapid
strides toward success as those accomplished by Fitzpatrick &
Norwood. Less than two months ago these men were an un-
kncnvn quantity in the Pacific Coast managerial field. Today
they have the exttlusive western management of Dr. Ludwig
Wullner and his accomplished accompanist, C. V. Bos. They
will direct the first western tour of the distinguished piano
virtuoso, Ferruccio Busoni, when that great artist makes his
coast advent next fall. As personal representatives of a New
York manager they are supervising the presentation of other
great artists who will visit California. Oregon. Washington and
British Columbia this spring. In addition to all this they have
found time to give attention to a number of local artists, of
whom there are so many of merit in the west, and to present
them in a manner that has won immediate recognition for
musicians and management alike. The Pasmore Trio has
been giving fourteen consecutive concerts, extending as far

east as Carson City, Nevada, and southward to Los Angeles.
Next Monday this company of artists start on their journey
northward. The tours of other local musicians are now being
booked from the San Francisco offices of Messrs. Fitzpatrick
& Norwood.
The return of Dr. Wullner promises to be welcomed by the

thousands of admirers won by that wonderful man upon his
visit here last winter. Thousands who did not hear him at

that time will be given an opportunity in May for the great
lieder singer will be presented in territory heretofore un-
touched by the managerial hand. The people in and adjacent
to San Francisco, Oakland and Berkeley will hear Dr. Wullner
at the Greek Theatre. May 'i is the date set for this event
and with this "giant of song" as the attraction and the classic
surroundings of the amphitheatre, the setting, the Berkeley
concert should prove a musical sensation.

THREE INTERESTING OAKLAND ITEMS.

(From the Oakland Enquirer of Saturday, February 19.)

The Eurydice Club, under the direction of Mrs. Grace Davis
Northrup. is to give their next concert Tuesday evening,
March 8. liHO, at Maple Hall; a number that is receiving espe-
cial attention and interest is the "Viennese Serenade" by
Frederick Stevenson. This number requires, besides the full

chorus of the club, a baritone solo with violin, organ and cello

obligatos. Mr. Luther Marchant of Berkeley is to sing the part
with Miss Martha Washington Dukes, organ; Mr. Marinus Lyt-
jen, violin, and Mr. Malin Langstroth. cello. Another very
pleasing number will be a solo by Mrs. .lo. S. Mills of Berkeley.
Mrs. Mills has rendered solos at previous concerts in a most
acceptable and artistic manner. The announcement of the
full program will be given later. The Eurydice Cliub is com-
posed entirely of ladies, with Miss Elsie Marwedel, president;
Mrs. F. Himbold, vice-president; Miss .Maud Goodwin, secre-
tary; Miss Edith Warner, treasurer; Miss Hattie Gray, librari-

an, and Miss Edith L, Woodward, assistant librarian.

.\ concert which has been arranged by the Kings Daughters'
circle of the First Baptist Church commends itself to the
interest of the public by the unusually high-class array of

talent which is offered. The list is headed by Mme. Sophie
Neustadt, soprano; and includes Signor R. S. Encarnacas. the
Spanish basso; Lowell RedHeld, baritone; Miss Helen Stiles.

soprano: .James De F'remery. cello; Prof. Arrillaga. piano;
H. A. Garcia, violin; and James de Fremery, Jr., cello. During
an intermission Mrs. Shedd-Langstroth will give some humor-
ous dialect selections. The concert will be given in the audi-

torium of the First Baptist Churcli Friday evening. March 4,

and tickets are already on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co. There
ought to be a liberal patronage for so excellent a program.

Miss Elizabeth Simpson, who has been in Paris for upwards
of a year studying piano with Swayne, has lately taken apart-

ments for the remainder of the winter at Neuillys-Seine, a sub-
urb of the metropolis. Miss Simpson's health has not been of
the best since going abroad, largely the result of her busy
professional life of the past few years. In spite of the lack of

robust health she has been able to keep up her piano studies
with Mr. Swayne, who requires strenuous work of his students.

The splendid concerts which are a feature of the musical life

of Paris, have been greatly enjoyed by Miss Simpson. Notable
among the recent events was a concert of the Colonne orches-

tra, the program comprising the Handel Concerto in E major
for strings; a group of Debussy and other modern writers-

and the great Ninth Symphony of Beethoven, with a chorus of

four hundred voices. Although Miss Simpson has set no
definite time for her return, it is expected that she will arrive

in Oakland in time to resume her work immediately following

the summer vacation.
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Fitzpatrick & Norwood

ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF

Dr. Ludwig Wullner
and his Accompanist

C. V. BOS

CALIFORNIA TOUR BEGINS IN MAY

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

PASMORE TRIO
NOW ON TOUR

FIRST WESTERN TOUR

BUSONI
THE DISTINGUISHED PIANO VIRTUOSO

BEGINNING IN FALL, 1910

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

IGNAZ HAROLDl
Violin Virtuoso

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

Minetti Quartet

For Time and Terms, Address

Fitzpatrick & Norwood
Kohler & Chase Hall San Francisco

The Bach Festival

SPRING, 1910

Soloists ^ Orchestra ^ Chorus

Choir of Children

Associated members pay five dollars a year, for which

they receive eight dollars worth of tickets. This offer is

made for a limited time only. Active members pay no

initiation fee and no dues.

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the Bach Festivals are held every Mon-
day evening at the First Christian Church, corner Dana

Street and Bancroft Way, Berkeley; and every Wednesday
evening at 818 Grove Street, San Francisco. Rehearsals

begin at 7:30. All singers w^ho are interested are invited

to apply for membership in the Bach Choir.

Address Miss Lillian D. Clark, Secretary, 1522 Spruce

Street, Berkeley. Telephone, Berkeley 3294.

For the convenience of singers living in San Francisco,

information concerning details may be obtained at the

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Room 802 Kohler & Chase

Building. 26 O'Farrell Street. Telephone. Kearny 5454.

"-<

L. E. Behymer
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THE UNIVERSAL ART OF SCHUMAN-HEI NK—Silui-

nuuui-Heink is a rock in the weaiy land. Her art is inelu-

sivp. broad and liunian, and marked witli sweet seriousness.

One feels al her concerts that he is present at a religious

ceremony, so sacred and sincere and lofty is the tone and
phrasing. The great singer "loves her joke," to be sure, and
her humor is infectious. Such is the power of great art;

whether we laugh or cry, it is all human and good.

In one sense, it seems almost unjust to speak of Schumann-
Heink as a contralto; is she not everything? There is as

much violin as 'cello in her tones and surely those exquisite

melting high tones, no lyric soprano could surpass. Perhaps
tliis proves that a perfectly placed lone knows no limit

—

nor register. Then the richness and color of those tones!

The pliancy pnd smoothness of her technic.

The farewell concert last Sunday afternoon at Dreamland
Rink ought to go down in history. It is unusual—something
as unusual as Schumann-Heink—when Dreamland Rink is

packed to the limit of its seating capacity at a concert

given by a single singer. The program was full of meat, and
only the greatest art could have sustained a voice through

such gigantic numbers. The Diva was as fresh at the end
as in the beginning. There were four great arias from "Mi-

trane" of Rossi, "Sapho" of Gounod, "Samson and Delilah,"

and "Mignon," so dearly loved by every one, which the

singer generously repeated.

Then came the Beethoven and Schubert songs with I heir

sacred beauty and dramatic intensity
—"Der Elkonig" was

a great dramatic triumph. Without In the least sacrificing

lone for dramatic display the great Schumann-Heink por-

trayed the thrilling ride, the fears of the child and the

efforts of the father to soothe, and at last the icy grasp of

the Erl King in an almost supernatural manner. Had there

been no words the story would have been conveyed just

the same. This is characteristic of Schumann-Heink's art

—

her tone conveys the action, nor does she require words, nor

vociferation to convince with her art.

After two Franz songs, both masterpieces—came the six

Hungarian Gypsy songs of Brahms. Brahms is always fas-

cinating and when Schumann-Heink interprets his gypsy

music with her warmth and abandon, throwing into those

rhythms her contagious spirit—well—adequate expressions fail

me I

The closing numbers of the program were the wonderful

"Heimweh" of Hugo Wolf, "Ah, Give Me But a Day," by Mrs.

Beach, in which the artist gave us the tender passion of her

art and the "Danza" of Chadwick, full of naivety and be-

witching humor.
As our editor in his splendid , all embracing review of

the Schumann-Heink concerts of last week says of the Danza,

"It must be heard to be appreciated." Of the encores, the

Drinking Song from "Lucretia Borgia" shall forever remain

a monument to art. Its brilliancy, abandon and wonderful

technic, electrified four thousand people who gathered

around the great singer clamoring for more. She sent them
all home with a little Sandman's song, in which the mother

artist took the whole audience to her heart.

Katherine Hoffman is a splendid accompanist. Her play-

ing of the Erl King was stupenduous and was acknowledged
by the Diva, who shared honors with her, in no instance,

throughout the program, did the piano offend, nor was its

support lacking in the heavier parts. Let us not fail to give

full measure to that modest and silent power which con-

tributes so much to the success of the singer—the accom-

paniest.
DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.

MUSIC IN PETALUMA.

An excellent proof of the growing musical interest in the

interior California towns may be gathered from the following

report clipped from the Petaluma Courier of Thursday, Jan-

uary 27th:
No trace of his recent illness was apparent last night when

McKenzie (lordon delig-hted an appreciative audience with a

well chosen and varied program. Possessed of a fine and mag-
netic )>resence and an exceedingly sympathetic and well culti-

vated voice, he seemed equally at home in the dramatic or the
lighter airs. The program ran.s^ed from the dramatic Aria.

•Vesti I-a C.iuba." to the rollicking popular song 'The Dono-
vans" and was composed of French, German. Spanish, Knglish.
Scotch and Irish songs, all of which were sung In a manner
which proved not only that Mr. Gordon is an artist, but one with
an intelligent conception of each and every one of his numbers.
Where have you heard more exquisite tenderness than that

expressed in Dvorak's "Als die alte Mutter" or "Annie liaurie,"

or the tender and dramatic, as in "Mother O' Mine." an Knglish
.song, better shaded. "My Trove's a Butterfly," and "Disappoint-
ment" were sung with a lightness few male voices attain. It

would be hard indeed to say which of the numbers was best
rendered but perhaps of those in our mother tongue the "Bor-
der Song," "Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes," "Because
God Made Thee Mine" and ".\nnie T^anrie." weie favorites with
the majority. We feared lluu no encores were to be given. I.nt

:a Ihc end of tlje prograni Mi'. Gordon was more than gracious
and gave several numbers for which requests had been sent In.

among which were "Disappointment." "Drink to Me Only With
Thine Ryes, " "Because God Alade Thee Mine." and Annie Dau-
i-ie." all of which were gems in sweetness of tone and delicacy
of execution.
Miss .Josephine Barda. the harpist, appeared but twice on the

program, responding the first time to an encore, making in all
only three numbers which was a disappointment as all were
anxious for more of the sweet music of minstrel days. Miss
Barda's numbers were skillfully and beautifully rendered. "1

Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Halls" from the Bohemian Girl, wa.s
tliiillingly sweet. She made a charming picture as with grace-
lul movements she drew from her instrument dulcet strains
of music. We all felt it a great pity that the harp should
li;i\e become such a rarity in musical entertainments. To Fred-
erick Maurer, .Jr., who played the accompaniments, is due much
praise. Mr. Maurer is no stranger to us, iiaving been here
with ,Jonielli, and here as elsewhere, has won an exalted place
in the regard of the audience by his tact in keeping pace with,
and never overshadowing the singer.
This third concert of the series proved fully up to the high

standard set by the J.yric .Symphony and Mme. .fomelli and the
attendance demonstrates that the Petaluma public appreciates
Kuod music. Mr. and Mrs. Gordxin were entertained Wednesday
rii.iilit al the Maclay residence and departed Thursday morning.

W
NO BRILLIANT STARS WITH LAMBARDIS.

Italian Opera Company Plays the Same Operas With the Same
Artists as Has Been Its Habit During Nearly

Half a Century.

A careful perusal of the criticisms so far at hand regarding
the Lambardi Company now appearing in Los Angeles prove
in every respect the correctness of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review's contention that the musical public of San Francisco
is asked a higher price for the same old operas presented by
the same old artists in the same old way. Julian Johnson,
musical editor of the Los Angeles Times, says of the opening
jierformance of "Gioconda" that the orchestra was the best

feature of the performance, that the ballet was entirely cut

out, that the soprano was unschooled and that the tenor and
baritone had good voices, but used them with an abandon that

is so characteristic of Italian opera singers. The second per-

formance was Trovatore, but aside from Adaberto, whom we
all know already, no new stars developed. Adaberto's high
notes were impaired and Mr. Johnson generously ascribes it

to stage fright. Dolores Frau, according to Mr. Johnson, has
improved since last year, but we all know what that means.
Antola's voice displays that huskiness which always marked
its production. Of Scalalrini Julian Johnson says: "Scalalrini

comes back with a larger voice than ever and the same lack

of elegance in its use.

We consider Mr. Johnson the most capable musical critic

wriling for any daily newspaper on the Coast and his judg-

ment is good enough for this paper. In justice to the company
we desire to state that Mr. Johnson says several nice things
about them just to "boost" the grand opera game a little, but

between the lines it is easy to read that there is no artist

in the cast that justifies the raising of the price by the

theatrical syndicate. "Iris" is not upon the repertoire and we
notice in the Examiner of February 23d that this particular

"bait" will not be given on Tuesday night, as first announced,
but is now said to be presented on Saturday afternoon

—

just

once. Well, we are still from Missouri.

For Oakland Advertisers and Subscribers

For the i-otivenience of Oakland musicians aiu

nusic lovers the PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL RE
VIEW has established headquarters in the Sher

man, Clay & Co. Building, at the corner of Clay

and Fourteenth Streets, Oakland, opposite Taft

& Penoyer's. The editor will personally occupy

this office every Tuesday and Saturday afternoon

from 3 to 6 o'clock, tor which date appointments

may be made.

During the editor's absence from the Oaklant

office all arrangements for subscriptions and ad

vertisements can be made with Edgar Little ol

Sherman, Clay & Co,, who also will accept an\

notes or appointments for the editor. The tele

phone of the Oakland office is Oakland 449.

ALFRED METZGER,
Editor PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
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A New Record by

Blanche Arral

Jewel Song

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

lyianrbari^ ©all ^luiitn luilitiua
K. \\ . HI.\M H MtH. l>rr>. Mini ^li;r.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
I.O". AMiKI.I>. ( M.IKllKM \

Abraham Miller tenor
Ti:\<Hi-:i{ OK \<inK tiiiiui: \m) si\gim;

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Lc. .Angeles. Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
IlA<«i(l

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

ii'iepii.iiu- :;.-,!Piii

Margaret Goetz '''''" '"^'^"^""

Historical Song Recitals. Concerts and Musicales
710 Ottona St., near luth nud Fisuerua I.u.<< .Vugele.t. fill.

Telcpho;.^ Home 5Uv;

Estelle Heartt Dreyfus -i^:^ ÂLTO

• N( i:Kr

—

I'lHi'o-i; rKoi.Hx^i Hiu ir\i.<i—okatokio
'liiilii>: lllniK'liaril Hull lIuilUiiiK

Adolf Willhartitz ^^^^^^^i^^^^^-^^^^

^Inie.«Iio Tbeiilrc lliiililiiiK Aufrile». t al.

OLOIST AXB
CHERArnold Krauss "•""^.^."

» oueert .Mai-ttr of the Los Ans^eU-s SynipUouv Oroliestrn
KRAl*s ••TIMM; HLVUTirr

n41 \V. ISIIi IStreet, I.i.s Ausi-les IMi.iiie: Home -'l-

Harley Hamilton \IOI.I\ INMKl (TOR

iidu.tor Lo> AuKi-les ».<ni|iIiou> Orihe:
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:::;m lllnnilinril Hall Ituihliiii: I ,,s Viiireles. Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton ^^"THrt tor
HAR'IOV^ AMI ( <H \ TKRI'OLVT

••Uidii.: :llKi-:»l7 Ulaui'baril Hall Iluililin;; I.,., Anseles. tal.
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• LJt I (JUllIl LHt: ART OF M\<;i\<i ....

I P DlimiV TENOR— VOICE DIRECTOR

Kire.tor llrplieiis >lale Cluii. B'uai Brith Choir. Trinilv M. E.
thuroh t hoir. A. >I. t. \. ^ oi-al Depanmeul and

Futerpean <Iiile Quarl.-Ue
Studio: 311 Ulanehnrd lluildiii;; Los Aa.seles. ( nl.

William Edson Strobridge '^i^^i^

VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(lNCORPOR-\TEDi

Broadway .WH. Home ;>,=i"21

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments lor Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

surervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta. Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

Unoin ::::.'. lllau.iiaid lliiililiiis: l.os Angeles. ( ul.

Low Rate \T/ Tickets East

SOLD SOME RATES
.April 6. 7 and 8 OM.AH.A S bO.OO

May 11. 12. 13, 14, 25. 26 and 27. K.ANS.AS CITY.. 60.00

June 2. 3. 4. 24, 25, 26 and 30 CHICAGO 72.50

July 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 25. 26, and 27. HOUSTON 60.00

August 1. 2, 3 and 4 NEW ORLE.ANS 67.50

September 1,2, 3, 1 1, 12. 13 and I4_-NE\V YORK. .. 108.50

BOSTON 110.50

Tickets sold oo April Dates for New Orleaiu. St. Louis. Chicago, Baltimore,

PkUaddphia. Washinstoo, New ^'ork and Bosloo.
Good for 1 3 days' tiip soing.

Return limit three moolhs from date of purchase.
Stopovers, choice of routes, acd accepted for passage oa either of the Great

0^erlaDd Fl.vers.

SAN FRANCISCO "OVERLAND LIMITED"
EJecmc Lighled— CKicajo In TKrre Da> 5

SUNSET EXPRESS
The Comiortable War

To New Orleans and East, through Los .Angeles and ihe Sunny South

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
licago and St. Louis, ^a Los .Angelrs,

CALIFORNIAN

W rile or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES; Flood Building; Market Street Ferry

Depot; Third and Townsend Streets Depot; Broad-
wai and Thirteenth Streets. Oakland
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U^SIC ACROSS THE BAY"^^^
»x7^
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not. be willing to ac-cept

beautiful state.

luunprative enRagement in our

Oakland. February 21, 1910.

Madam Schuniann-Heink gave tlie same concert in Oakland
as her first in San Francisco, so that no detailed review can

be given in this department. No song recital could possibly

have been more soul-satisfying, from her first note quite up
to the songs in our own language. Her interpretation of

these last-named left nothing to be desired, and when the

great contralto shall have perfectly mastered all our dif-

ficult diphthongs, and shall have differentiated between our

bothersome pronunciations of the letter th, her songs in the

vernacular will give as undisputed pleasure as those in Ger-

man. It is a question whether any foreign-speaking person

(of any country) will ever find the phrase "with thee" quite

easy to sing.

Schumann-Heink's flawless voice is so much more than

flawless, that one wonders if ever, in the history of music,

there could have been one of such warmth, power, gauge

and delicacy, with that indefinable glory behind it which
can not be imparted to any that which comes from on high.

* * •

The Burydice Club (women's voices) under Mrs. North-

rup's direction, will give its next regular concert on Tuesday
evening, the eighth of March, at Maple Hall. The chief

work to be given is Mr. Frederick Stevenson's Viennese Sere-

nade for baritone solo and women's chorus. This interesting

opus was lately given in Los Angeles with fine effect by

Mr. Harrison Wild's Women's Singing Club. Also the Lyric

Club (of Los Angeles) comprising ninety-five voices, with

Mr. Harry Clifford Lott as soloist, and with accompaniment
of violin, violoncello, piano, harp and organ, is about to pro-

duce it.

Mr. Luther Marchant of Berkeley, is to be the soloist for

the Eurydice production; and the accompaniment of Miss

Dukes (organ). Mr. Lytgen, (violin), and Mr. Malin Lang-

stroth (violoncello) will be ample, I am sure, for the part

alloted to the harp may well be managed by the piano.

Mrs. .Jo. S. Mills of Berkeley, is to sing solos.
« * Xo

At the Easter concert of the Oakland Orphans' (men's

voices, under M. Crandall's direction), a program of unusual

interest will be given. One most appropriate work is the

Hymn to the Madonna (Kremser), for tenor solo with chorus

accompanying.
* » *

Mr. Marinus Lytgen, the Oakland teacher of violin, has

opened a studio in the new Kohler & Chase building

in San Francisco. Mr. Lytgen is one of the teachers at the

Stewart school here.

The Berkeley Public Library publishes a long list of up-

to-date books on music which should be of use to its patrons.

As all musicians know, technical books should be of recent

date. A cyclopedia five years old is not wholly sufficient

to a musician's needs and dear dull Grove's dictionary in-

vests in a new outfit every few years; the 1908 edition hav-

ing one more volume than that of 1900. The American His-

tory and Cyclopedia of Music, (1909). seems not to be in-

cluded in the Berkeley list. This work, though far from be-

ing perfect, showing many evidences of haste in its compil-

ation, and having some errors, is at least the last work, so

far. It Is in seven volumes, and the compilers and contribu-

tors are all men of power in present-day musical life.

* * *

May the new movement succeed, which is tending towards

a permanent symphony orchestra for San P^rancisco. With
that goal to be reached, twenty-one wealthy and influential

and concert-supporting men have banded together, with the

intention of engaging a conductor of international reputation.

There are to be daily rehearsals, and therefore wealth must

be behind the undertaking. The idea that a non-resident

should be engaged is, it is likely, the best possible, for this

reason, the ability of a conductor of world-fame would not

be questioned by the men in his orchestra. And I suppose

there is scarcely any great synii)hony director who would

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fickenscher recently played and sang
a number of Mr. Fickencher's compositions in manuscript,
at the residence of Miss Simmons in Berkeley. They were
well received by the audience of musical people present.

* » «

Georg Kruger, pianist, lately from Cincinnati, has settled
here and is a member of the faculty at the California Con-
servatory. He gave a concert last Thursday evening at
Ebell Hall, playing compositions of Chopin, Henselt, I.,isi'.t

and Rubinstein. Teachers' and students' tickets were
l)laced at 25c.

* * *

Will the patient reader of this column permit themselves
to be told that the writer has the most illegible hand on the
Continent of America, and that it is inconvenient—indeed,
impossible for her to make opportunity to read her proof
before it goes to print? Last week, of Carreno I wrote "who
shall regret the other, or say that powers are waning, when
she plays this program?" Instead, the long-suffering printer
made, "Since" for "or say," with a result which made me
willing to pass away peacefully if convenient, but anyway,
to pass away from earthly toil and sorrow. The next day
the sun was bright, and life was clear joy; but oh, the gloom
that a "since" can bring!"

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.

MUSIC IN SEATTLE

Seattle, Wash.. February 13, 1910.

In my last letter I should have mentioned Dr. Ludwig
Wullner's interesting recital. His renditions were striking

and new to us. Whatever he may lack in quality of voice he
certainly makes up in expression, diction and general concep-
tion of the works he interprets. He was so successful that

a return engagement became necessary.

The following is an innovation in the phase of opera study.
On Sunday evening the Opera Study Class met at the studio

of Milton Seymour and took up the study of the opera "Car-

men." Mrs. S. H. Barbee, the reader, dwelt particularly upon
the life of the composer, George Bizet, and during the reading
of the story of the opera the interpolation of the following
numbers was presented: First prelude, piano, Milton Sey-

mour; "Habanera" (Carmen), Miss Geraldine Dalton; "Torea-
dor Song" (Escamillo) Byron Boyd Renshaw; "Canzonetta"
(Carmen and Don Jose), interpreted on piano, Milton Sey-

mour; "Flower Song" (Don Jose), interpreted on violin. Miss
Georgie Du Bois; "Micaela Air," interpreted on violin. Miss
Georgia Du Bois. The numbers were roundly applauded and
the excellent reading by Mrs. Barbee bore evidence that she
held her subject well in hand. This line of class study has
proven a most attractive manner of gaining a higher under-

standing of the operas and adds much to the possibilities of

appreciation of the music. The next opera to be taken up will

be "Mignon," on Sunday evening, February 13, at the home
of Mrs. J. N. Kleeb, 729 Twelfth avenue north.

« *

The ensemble concert to be given tomorrow evening at the

Columbia College of Music by Mr. Louis Dimond. pianist; Mr.

Max Donner, violinist, assisted by Mr. Thomas Ryan, basso;

Mrs. Max Donner at the piano, is the eighth and last of the

series. The program follows: Concerto, D minor, (Tartini,

1692-1770), Mr. and Mrs. Donner; "Romanza" (Gounod),

"Honor and Arms" (Handel), Mr. Ryan; Andante, concerto D
minor (Rubinstein), Mr. Dimond, Mrs. Dimond at second

piano; Trio—voilin, piano and organ—Andante Religioso (Gou-

nod), Offertoire (A. Seitz), Mr. and Mrs. Donner. Mr. Harry J.

Krinke; Andante (Mozart, Gavotte (F. Coenen), Mr. Donner.
* * *

Both the Popular and Symphony concerts continue to enjoy

public favor. Bently Nicholson was the soloist at the last

concert and he scored an undeniable success. The orchestra

was in exceptionally fine condition and is becoming one of

the standard symphony orchestras of this country under the

able leadership of Mr. Hadley. I have asked my friend

I<"'rederick Zech to forward me some of his compositions to be

presented by our orchestra and I was glad to hear that he

was thoroughly appreciated in Germany, his works receiving

(Continued on Page IS.)
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Beauty
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Piano
II

Design

FirsI of all eonsiderations in

the selection of a piano sluuild

be its tonal quality—that almost
indescribable characteristic that

IS sought by all piano manufacturers, and really at-

tained by so few.
Second to tone only is durability, which quality

can only be insured by the use of materials of the highest order and the
most skilled workmanship. In many pianos is found one of the attrib-

utes of piano perfection: in very few that happy combination of tone
and structural quality which denotes the perfect instrument.
Given a piano of perfect tone, of unquestioned superiority in its mechanism, its

workmanship, and builded of materials which are the best possibly attainable, then,

and then only, should design of case, symmetry of architecture, beauty of veneers
and ele.gance of finish be taken into consideration.

The Conover Piano
possesses ever.v feature, every characteristic, of the perfect piano. Its tone is of that

particular quality which delights the cultivated ear—limpid, resonant and extremely
sympathetic; its action, the result of many years of studious industry, is flexible and
elastic in the extreme, while Conover materials and workmanship have long been one
of the standards of excellence by which piano quality is measured.
The manufacturers of Conover pianos, having brought the character of their product

to the highest standard, recently turned to the artistic in case design. The result has
placed before lovers of high-class pianos the most beautiful designs, the most daintily

executed and finished cases in the richest woods that have ever been shown to a dis-

criminating public. Wonderful rosewoods, now so rare, beautiful mahoganies and
superb Circassian Walnut cases, in both high polish and satin finishes, are being
shown now on our floors, and are being enthusiastically admired.
Conover pianos, considering their quality and great beauty, are priced more reason-

ably than you can realize. They are sold on easy payments when desired.

AC/V.^^^ A>/y^/VO^
Victor TalKing MacHines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,

Stockton, Phoenix, .\riz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon



Paris. February V, 11)10.

Since my last article to the Musical Review, Paris and its

environments have unfortunately been visited by an avv'ful

catastrophe which will be recorded in the annals of French
history as the greatest disaster within the last three cen-
turies, The torrents of water rushing through the river Seine
was too great for its embankments, consequently causing
wreck and ruin all along its path. Certain districts of Paris
were transformed into scenes such as we find only in Venice.
It was indeed an unexpected sight to see boats and launches
replacing taximeters and autos; as dreadful as the sight was
still nature was there imposing its power upon us, inspiring
the artistic mind with its beauty and causing the material
mind to frown with horror. Undoubtedly a musical brain
has conceived from the disaster something new in the an
of music and before long we ma.v hear of an "Aquarial" sym-
phony. Recently I mentioned in the columns of the Musical
Review a unique composition known as the "Aerial" sym-
phony. We are at an epoch where human nature is con-
tinually seeking for something new, striving to obtain orig-

inal ideas under strenuous circumstances. Music has made
great strides within the past century and seemed to have
reached the so-called pinnacle. But alas, it is not so, when
the great minds of the future that guide the musical reins

through time will find our handful of half tones too limited

for the compositions of the future generations, it will then
be time to employ quarter tones and compose "Astral" sym-
phonies. The musical revolution will be at hand.

The inundation of Paris has caused many concerts to be
jiostponed indefinitely, while others outside of the Hooded
districts will offer the receipts of the evening to the victims
of the flood.

Orphee of G. C. Gluck, which was to be given last night at

Salle Gaveau, has been postponed to February 28. The last time
it was presented in Paris was in 1831, being the last real

and complete representation with the original text of Gluck.
Vincent d' Indy, the eminent composer and director, will con-
duct the entire work save the overture being a composition
of Gluck's early days, and by far inferior to his masterpiece
Orphee. It may be well to mention here that V. d" Indy crit-

icises severely the theatrical directors for mutilating the
works of art either through negligence or ignorance, causing
such works the loss of their artistic merits and the gain of

a vulgar and deplorable version.
* * *

Mme. Ida Isorl has concluded her sixth concert. It was a
great success and pleasure to have heard again the works
of the Italian masters of the sixteenth, seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. How is it, Mme. Ida Isori, who pos-

sesses all the secrets of a "Bel canto" has preferred in con-

cert and opera. Monteverde to Verdi, Scarlatti to Rossini,
Durante and Carissimi to Donizetti, Hascagni and Leoncav-
allo? Her triumph in Paris may be compared to those of

Caruso, Patti and Tetrazzini.

On .January 2:3d the "Societe des Concerts" offered an in-

teresting program. Le Deluge, one of the best works of Saint
Saens, was remarkably interpreted and carried away the
honors of the evening.

At Concert Colonne the program was reserved for the
two Richards—Wagner and Strauss. From Wagner we heard
the overture of Tannhauser. the prelude and death of Isolde,

selections from the Meistersinger and Lohengrin, and pre-

lude of Tristan. From the other Richard came "Sinfonia
Domestica." recognized as one of his best works and the
"Danse de Salome," creating much enthusiasm throughout
the audience.

It is always with a .joyous feeling to hear a symphony of

Schumann under the diiection of M. Chevillard such as was

S T 1\I TT S I (' A T> I! IC V I K W
lieard at Lamoureux Concert last week, it was rendered in

a most exquisite manner. As much may be said for the whole
l)rogram. It consisted of "Phaeton," Saint Saens (sym-
phonic poem), the noble and poetical "Toret enchantee" of
V. d'Indy. the dances in five-fourth time of Y. Tiorsot (class-
ical dance, oriental dance and popular dance) and Concerto in

C minor of Deethoven.

Ill anticipation of the centennial celeljration of Schumann
on .lune Sth, next, M. (Uievillard was well inspired in plac-
ing on a recent rrogram a composition little known of
Schumann, Overture Scherzo and Finale op. iJ2.—not that
it is one of his best works but it is interesting to know it;

its character is gay, healthy and well balanced with his
"trade-mark" prominently stamped in the Finale.

* * *

The "Monde Musical" congratulates M. Gueritte for having
founded the "British Concerts" in Paris and "French Con-
certs" in London. Thanks. to him having established a lib-

eral musical exchange between the musicians of France and
the musicians of England. We trust it will become a per-
manent institution between the two countries.

* » *

The calendar of concerts from February 1st to loth an-
nounced an average from three to four concerts per night,
but owing to the inundation many have been set for a later
date. I expect to see the day when San F'rancisco will aver-
age at least two concerts per night during the season. With
our energetic and enthusiastic editor of the Musical Re-
view working in co-operation with our Pacific Coast Con-
cert Representative, W. L. Greenbaum. there is no reason
why San Francisco should not succeed. Great things are
expected from her.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES.

ORPHEUM— It is difficult to conceive a better vaudeville
bill tlian that announced by the Orpheum for next week. The
mere mention of the names of the participators in it is suffi-

cient to convince the play-going public of its great merit.
Clara Belle .Jerome, assisted by William Seymour and her
Eight Dancing Toodles, will appear in ".Joyland," the latest
effort of that marvel of stage directors, Gus Sohlke. A very
pretty stage setting lends effect to this act. Miss .Jerome pre-
sents a fascinating appearance in a number of handsome and
picturesque costumes and sings several catchy songs which
are chorused by eight very attractive girls. She and Mr. Sey-
mour also successfully engage in duets and dances. Miss
.Jerome last appeared as the leading woman with Frank
Daniels in "Sergeant Brau." with whom she was associated for
two years, sharing the honors with him in "The Office Boy"
and other of his successes. Prior to that she was with
Francis Wilson as principal actress in "The Torreador" and
his all-star cast of "Erminie." A pleasant theatrical event is

recalled when it is stated that Miss .lerome was star for two
seasons of Augustin Daly's "Runaway Girl," in which it will

be remembered she covered herself with glory and scored a
tremendous hit with her famous Pickanniny Dance.
Winona Winter. "The Little Cheer-Up Girl." and late star of

"The Dairy Maids," "The Little Cherub" and "The Golden
Girl," has returned to vaudeville for a brief season on the
Orpheum circuit. She will introduce her latest song successes
and some ver.v novel ventriloquial feats. She possesses a most
captivating personality and is always a welcome visitor.

George Felix and Lydia Barry, assisted by Miss Barry's sis-

ters.' Emily and Clara, will appear in "The Boy Next Door,"
which is without doubt one of the funniest skits in vaudeville.

Earle Reynold and Nellie Donegan will introduce all the musi-
cal comedy hits of the season on roller skates. These artists

were featured with Anna Held in "The Parisian Model" at the
Broadway Theatre for a year.and a half. Their costumes are
worthy of special mention and their lighting effects are very
beautiful.

Next week will be the last of Charles W. Bowser and Edith
Hinkle. the Reed Brothers. P^red Lindsay, the marvelous Aus-
tralian Stock Whip Expert, and Walter C. Kelly. "The Virginia
.Judge." New Motion Pictures will close the show.

-w-
Tilly Koenen, the famous Holland contralto, has devoted

her life to the exploitation of concert programs. She has never

appeared in opera and thus has never acquired operatic habits.

Like the ch.amber music player who devotes all his life to the

best classics, the genuine concert singer is an authority worth

Ivstening to.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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merited praise. Tlie program of the eiglith popular concert
of tlie Seattle Symphony Orchestra under the direction of
Henry Hadley was as follows: Part I—March from Tann-
hauser (Wagner); overture. Fra Diavolo (Auber); Old German
Air,

" 'Skomml ein Vogel Geflogen" (Ochs); tenor solo. "On-
awayl Awake. Beloved" from "Hiawatha's Wedding Feast"
(Coleridge Taylor), Dentley Nicholson. Part 11—Selections
from the opera Carmen (Bizet); March of the Toys from
"Babes in Toyland" (Herbert); Hungarian Rhapsodie No. 2

(Liszt).

It has been many years since I listened (o the Fra Diavolo
Overture with its rippling melodies and thin accompaniments.
The Germain air painted in varied colors entertained and
amused the audience. Mr. Ochs certainly arranged this idea
very ingeniously. Mr. Hadley and his men delved into the
Liszt Rhapsodie in great style and the audience left I he theatre
brim full with enthusiasm. In ray next letter the fourth sym-
pliony concert will receive attention.

A very interesting departure tor next Thursday's Pianola
recital at Filers will be a dramatic reading of Tennyson's
"Enoch Arden" by Miss E. Margaret Olson. The incidental
music to accompany this poem contains some of the most.
beautiful passages that Richard Strauss has ever written.
Owing to the large audiences that have attended these recitals

in the past, it has been decided to issue tickets for all succeed-
ing concerts. These will be free, as usual, and may be obtained
for the asking at the Eilers Music House, Third and Uni-
versity.

The musical tea given Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Thomas
Franklin Kane even exceeded the liopes of success that were
entertained for it, and the Girls' Home and Training School
will be very materially benefited thereby. The women of

Seattle deserve unstinted praise for their untiring energies
in behalf of all humanitarian work. The musicale tea given
by the Shawondasse Club on Monday last at the home of Mrs.
('adieu, on Queen Anne avenue, was a very pretty and success-
ful affair, A hint of spring was given in the profuse decora-
lions of ferns, jonquils and wood greens. Madame Anna Louise
Clary sang, and Mrs. Chamberlain, Mrs. Patrick, Miss Sheafe,
Mrs. Colby and Mrs. Stotenborough contributed to a very pleas-

ing programxne.
* * *

The next Schubert Club concert will take place on Tuesday.
Myrtle Elvyn will be the soloist. Following is the program:
(a) Toccata and Fugue, D minor (Bach-Tausig) ; (b) Pas-
torale (Angelus), (Corelli, 1653-1713); (c) Spinning Song (d)

Rondo Capriccioso (Mendelssohn), Song of the Birds (Rubin-
stein), Schubert Club Chorus; (a) Ballade, A flat major, op.

47, (b) Nocturne, op. 15, No. 2, (c) Polonaise, op. 53 (Chopin),
Flowers Awake (Warner), Schubert Club Chorus; (a) Noc-
turne (tor left hand alone) iScriabine), (b) Etude concert
iMacDowell), (c) Hark, Hark, the Lark!, (d) Erlking (Schu-
bert-Liszt), By the Beautiful Blue Danube (Strauss-Spicker),
Schnliert Club Chorus); (a) Eine Liebeanovelle (No. 1).

(Krich .1. Wolff), (b) Legende (St. Francis Walking on the
Waves), (c) Rhapsodie, No. 12 (Liszt).

The second of the interesting series of chats on musical
subjects entitled Causeries musicales, will take place next
Wednesday, February 16, at 10:30 a. m. Owing to the large
attendance at the opening one, it will not take place, as
I)lanned, at Mrs. Bausman's, but at the residence of Mrs. J. D.

Farrell, 1016 University street, corner of Boren avenue, where
Mrs. Bausman will assist the hostess. The subject is "The
Neo-French School in Poetry and Music," and the program
besides the chat will include the following songs: "La Mu-
sique (Charpentier), "Chanson d'.Automine" (Charpentier),
"Phidyle" (Duparc), "Chanson Triste" (Duparc), "Mandoline"
(Debussy), "II Pieure Dans Mon Coeur" (Debussy) "Les Roses
d'lspahan" (Faure), "Aime Moi" (Bemberg), "A Toi" (Bem-
berg), "La Belle du Roi" (Holmes).

IMadame Schumann-Heink will be here on February 2Sth.

The Seattle center of the American Music Society will give

its second concert at the Unitarian Church, Wednesday even-

ing, when Edith Moxom Gray, the pianist, will play Mac-
Dowell's Keltic Sonata and some smaller works by American
composers. Mrs. Hopper, the soprano, will interpret songs
by Henry Hadley, and Mrs. Claude Madden, the violinist, late

of New York and Minneapolis, will play some of his own
works. The newly organized Seattle Center chorus will also

contribute some fine numbers.

Whittlesey. JAMES HAMILTON HOWE.

MUSIC IN SPOKANE

Spokane. Wash., February 15, lUlo.

Mendelssohn club, a chorus composed of representative bus-
iness and professional men of Spokane, made its first appear-
ence at a highly successful reception and musicale in the
Hall of the Doges the evening of February 15th. The pro-
gram, covering a wide range, was ably handled under the di-

rection of Harry W. Newton. The main auditorium was set
with tea tables and during the intermission the guests were
served with light refreshments. In the receiving line were
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Newton, Dr. and Mrs. H. I. Parr, Mr.
and Mrs. F. Wallace King. Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Macomber,
Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Lineau, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Bate, Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Bigelow.

"Onward March," a Giebel composition, was the opening
number and the success it met imparted life and vigor to
the singers. "The Water Mill" followed. "The Chafer and
the Flower," by Veit, and Sullivan's "The Long Day Closes"
showed what the club has done in two months to master
chorus technique. With its soft, modulating effect rising to
the crest in a volume of sweetness, "The Darkies' Cradle
Song," by Holder, was an especial favorite. The "Bedouin
Love Song" of Foote was successfully handled and brought
out the best of the singers, who, with one or two exceptions,
were in good voice. The closing number, "Father's Lullaby,"
one of Wiske's most favored, was exceptionally well sung.
The chorus in this showed what is to be expected with suf-

ficient training and study.
There were several individual numbers. Miss Mabel Metz

in a delightful soprano sang "Heart of April. Song Cycle,"
by Clough Letter, and was accorded a warm encore. Miss
Antoinette Leinendecker chose "Bid Me Discourse." by Bishop,
and won her auditors with a delightful rendition. The
"Merrily I Roam," a Spanish composition, also won her
warm praise. H. J. Cone sang "The King and Me" in his
heavy basso voice and was cordially received. .1. H. Bate, in

his tenor robusto, sang Denza's "May Morning" with ex-
cellent effect.

The governing board of the club is composed of Dr. H. T.

Parr, chairman; L. H. Macomber, J. A. Bate and R. E. Bige-
low. The personnel follows: First tenors, H. .1. Anderson.
.1. S. Buchholz, W. H. Daymude, John B. Gorman. L. H. Ma-
comber and A. Mogridge; second tenors, J. A. Bate, D. G.

Black, E. M. Brown, Will J. Clark, and D. L. Bowers; bari-

tones, A. T. Amos, A. W. Jones, O. P. Lineau; Dr. H. I.

Parr. C. C. Oakes, Alexander L. Quinn. D. H. Hade. C. R.

Smith and R. H. Zercher; bassos, George E. Brady, R. E. Bige-
low, G. W. M. Chant, H. J. Cone, Walter Hardwick, F. W.
King, Morton MacCartney, F. P. Mode and E. A. Rice.

TILLY KOENEN, THE DUTCH CONTRALTO.

M me.Tilly Koenen, a contralto from Holland, who is con-

sidered one of the world's finest interpreters of lieder, will

be the vocal artist to appear here under the Greenbaum
management. This artist has been singing with the greatest

success in ihe principal Eastern cities and last week ap-

peared for the second time in one season with the New
York Philharmonic under Mahler—an unusual honor. Mme.
Koenen will give three recitals in this city, the dates being
Sunday afternoon. March 13th; Thursday night, March 17th

and Sunday afternoon, March 20th. A concert will also be

given in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse on Friday after-

noon, March 18th. Complete details will be announced next

week.

The illustrated lectures which are now being given by Wil-

liam J. McCoy at Sherman. Clay & Co. Recital Hall every

Wednesday afternoon are meeting with well merited success.

Mr. McCoy is a musician of sincere intentions and of vast

knowledge and anyone attending these lectures is bound to

add considerable to his fund of musical knowledge. The next

lecture will take place next Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock

and the subject will be the Horn. As no music lover should

fail to gain experience and knowledge regarding the duties

performed by the various instruments comprising an orchestra

it is very advisable to hear what Mr. McCoy has to say upon
this interesting subject.

Mackenzie Gordon, the well-known and exceedingly success-

ful tenor, sang recently with his usual effect at the banquet

of the Real Estate Board given at the Palace Hotel.
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Remember the Koenen Concerts.

URING the last three or four months the

Pacific Coast Musical Review has endeav-

ored to present to its readers the remark-

able achievements of one of the greatest

concert singers before the musical world
to-day. Her name is Tilly Koenen and
taking these means of again impressing

D

we are

upon the musical public the necessity of paying
more than usual attention to the forthcoming con-

certs of this ideal exponent of the art of song. The
principal duty of a musical journal is to inform its

readers of the greatness of an artist not well known
in the territory w^herein such journal is circulated.

One of the principal duties of the musical public

is to recognize greatness in all artisls. We can ab-

solutely vouch for the remarkable genius of Tilly

Koenen the brilliant Holland Contralto, and we
trust that our readers will assist us in making her

engagement an unprecedented triumph. : : : :

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review

:.~^
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The Steinway
is after all

the lea^ expensive piano

It will outlast two other pianos, each of which
will cost nearly as much as a Steinway. No other

piano can approach it in quality and the satisfaction

derived from its ownership.

Used pianos taken in exchange as part payment. Monthly
payments can be arranged if desired.

Sherman Ipay& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland

Sacramento. Fresno. San Jose, Stockton. Bakersfield. Santa Rosa.
Portland, Seattle. Spokane. Tacoma. Etc.
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PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING OUR CONTROVERSY.

HlOKl-] seems to lie a wi-diio iniinessidii

aiimiio- certain readers (if the racitic

('(last Musical Review, rejiardinj; (lur

attitude tdward tiie inana>jeiiieiit of

tlie Columbia Theater and the I-ani-

bardi Grand Opera Companv. \Ve

want it to be understood that it is

never the purpose of this jiaper to

injure anyone tinancially. We want to see everything

in the way of musical attractions of merit leave San

Francisco well satistied with the patroua,ne bestowed

upon tluMii. No matter h(3W severe our criticism may
be it is never the ]iur]iose of this pajier to interfere \yitli

the financial success of any enteiin-ise. We consider

every musical enterprise entitled to a liviiij; and there is

notliiufj further from our thou<>hts than an intentional

injury to anyone's rejiular income. Fi-om this it may
be seen that the i;leeful re]iorts sjiread by friends of the

manaseiiu^nt of the Columbia Thealer rci^ardiii.ti the

large attendance at the performances of Madam Butter

tly and Iris, no doubt intended to cast doubt ujion the

inHuence of this paper to keep people away from the

opera, are entirely futile, for as we never asked anyone
to stay away from these particular operas we cannot
.see any jnstitication on the part of the management of

that theater to gloat over the good attendance.

The only purpose which underlies our criticism of the

ai lions of the management of the Columbia Theater
toward the public is to ascertain whether it is possible

to jienetrate by fair arguments a thick skull sufficiently

to make one greedy for money comprehend that it might
not be unfair to grant the theater going public just a

few rights in exchange for the thousantis of dollars

they spend every year for their amusement. It is .said

that a dnij) of water if persistently falling upon a firm

rock will eventually make an impression thereon and
finally jienetrate. the skulls of certain theatrical man-
agers are not unlike such a rock and our occasional

excursions in the arena of managerial censure might
not lie unreasonably compared with a drop of water.

Xo\\ iheii, our purpose is to benefit the public through

our constant watchfulnt^ss in the matter of injustice

done by managers who consider money superior to

gentlemanly tivatment and recognition of the just

rights of the theater going people. We know that we
have set ourselves a very tedious task; but we mean
to go through this matter until the theater going and

music loving jiortion of our community will receive

such attenliiin by managers as to be served in a manner
that will give tliem fulf value in artistic performances

for the moiH»y expended.

Our readers will have noticed that during the last

three weeks we were very eager in expressing our doubt

regarding the jio.ssibility of a jiroduction of Iris during

the present Lambardi engagement. \A'e based our

doubts upon the experience of several years of unful-

filled jiromises and upon an authentic report from New
York, that up to a very short time jirevious to the com-

panv's engai;emeiit in San Francisco, no iiermi.ssicm had

been -:rante'd for the rights of production. In fact we

are informed by well posted people that announcements

of the jiresentation of the opera appeared before the

rights of iiroduction had been secured. Now. it was

natural for us to assume that if we jiositively and coii-

sisteiitlv denied the possibility of the production of this

oiiera and saw to it that these denials were called to

the attention of peojile in authority there would inime-

diatelv begin a struggle to discredit the reliability of

111 is ]iaper and no ettorts would be left undone to jirove

that we were wrong. Our judgment proved to be cor

red. for no sooner" had we positively stated that Iris

would not be given when ihe daily papers and the

weekly jiajiers and the managers of the Columbia

Tht-ater concentrated all their energies toward booming

the advent of Iris with a result that both performances

have been sold out and the rights secured through the

iiifiuence <if Klaw .^ Eriaiiger, without whom the Lam-

bardi Comiianv would never have produced Iris. All

the I'acific Coast Musical Review wanted was the pro-

duction of Iris and we know positively that had it not

been for this fight it would never have been given at

this time. We base our belief uiion a letter from L()s

\.iioeles which stated in respon.se to our query why Ins

was not ]iresented there, that it was because the public

was not interested. No doubt the management gave

that as an excuse not to present the work in Los Ange-

les and the same excuse would have been advanced here

had not this jiaper interested the ]iublic in such a way

as to make it dangerous for the management not to give
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till' opei-n. So our iini-|K)st' lias lioi'ii aclik'VL'd and far

fVoiii liciii}; (lisaiijioiiitt'd (liat our jurdii'lions were uol

fulfilled we an- very j;lad lliaf oui' sli-alaj;('iii iirovcd

1o allain cxadh llic rcsuK wliicli \vc lin-csaw.

in lasl Suiidav's i'lsaiiiiiicr unr li-icud, Tliouias

Xiiiiaii. i|iiolcd Iroiii llic I'acilic Coast .Musical iicvicw

ccrlain conipliuKMilai-y ilcius roj;ardiu;^ (lii' iicrsonucl

of llic l,aiul)ardi Coni]iauy whicli \isi(cd lliis cily las(

year. II was (lie iiitiMition of lliis (|ii(ilatiou lo cast

doubt upon iJK' siuccrity of our pi-cscnt jiosiliou rcjiai'd

iu<i till' iiiadi-quacy of the iiersoiiuel of the coiiipany

duriiij- the ]ireseiil season. Ol' course this journalistic

trick is an (dd one and foreseeinf; that some such lliiiij;

would hapiKMi we called attention to the fact at the

liejiiiiuiiiji ol' this caiiipui;;n that we praised this coin-

pauy ill the jtasl because it appeared here at lower

jirices and under entirely dittereiil circuiiislances.

What we object to jiartieularly in the uaiiie of the

public is the fact that in San Francisco we are com-

pelled lo jiay .fli.nil a seat when in Los .\n.ueles the

same seal sold I'or $2.0(1. ^^'e said in a recent issue

of the Pacific Coast .Musical Review that we saw the

Lambardi Oitera Company advertised at jirices rang-

ing from 12. 5(1 down ; but since that time we heard from

a gentleman who attended the o]>era that f^.^d were

charged for bo.\ seats only, and that (u-chestry chairs

were not higher than $2.(10. Our informant tells us

that lie sat in row L of the Mason Opera lIou.se in Los

Angeles and paid |2.00. We are informed that (he

same seats in San Francisco are sold for .|2.."iO. ^Ve

would really like to know why the musical public of

San Francisco is asked to |iay more to hear the Lam-

bardi Opera Comiiany than tiie musical public of Los

Angeles. The management of the <'olunil)ia Theater

is responsible for this injustice and it does not make

any difference whether the management makes much

money or little money by this engagement it has accord-

ing to the statement of reputable witnesses inijio.sed

np(m the jieople of San Francisco. The skillful gam-

bler makes lots of money, the successful forger may
become rich, the talented card sharp may accumulate

millions, but all of this does not justify such unlawful

action and if the manageuient of the Columbia Theater

answ<'rs the just censure of this paper in regard to its

grasping altitude toward the ]ieo]ile by pointing to its

box oflice receijifs it does not alter the fact that it

does not care a continental for (he public and takes

advantage of every subterfuge to betray the coutidence

of the i)eo]de. w
Now that the .Merry ^\'idow Company returns to

San Francisco lo abslraci the few remaining Iwo

dollars from our unsuspicious and easily hyjinotized

theater goers it might be well to call attention to the

fact that during (he same week there appears at (he

Savoy Theater another musical comedy comiiaiiy <)f

far sujierior merit who are charging less admission

prices for a performance of undisputed artistic repu-

tation. The (piestion is will our theater goers again

Iiermit themselves to be imposed upon or will they

encourage the etlorts of Mr. John C. Cort in biinging

to San Francisco an ideal operatic comiiaiiy at ju-ices

within the reach of everyone. Such encouragement

will prove (Uie of the most effective lessons that could

be tauiilit a maiiai^cr whose greeil exceeds his judgment.

Don't forget to read about Tilly Koenen's remarkable art-

istic triumphs on page 18.

MANSFELDT-DE GR ASSI-VI LLALPANDO TRIO.—On Fri-

(la.v at'teriioon, February fifth, the Mansfeldt-De Grassi-Villal-
l)aiido Trio gave the second of a series of three chamber music
concerts at Kohler & Chase Hall. It was rather unfortunate
that throughout this event there was heard the noise of ham-
mering emanating from the construction of a building next
door. This irritating annoyance had its effect both upon
players and audience and naturally did not form one of the
principal artistic features of the event. That under these
conditions the players nevertheless stuck to their purpose
and presented the program as first outlined, demonstrated
tlieir determination ae well as their devotion to the good
cause. The audience, too, grit their teeth and remained
ihroughout, being able at quieter moments to enjoy the beau-
tiful music splendidly interpreted by this exceedingly skill-

ful trio..
* * *

This second concert was entitled "An Afternoon With Bo-
hemian Composers" and contained Trio Op. 90, "Dumlty" by
Dvorak and Trio Op. 15 by Smetana. Both works are com-
paratively new to this city as far as we are aware of and
in fact the v\ riter personally has never heard them played
in San Francisco before. They are both exceedingly interest-

ing composition of a classical aiature, constructed in a manner
that demands the utmost musical intelligence of an executant
and that does not restrict its demands upon technical grounds,
but necessitates a deeper emotional understanding which is

expected to bring meaning from apparently dry phrases. It

would perhaps be more in conformance with critical ethics

to review these two works separately, but owing to the dis-

turbance referred to in tlie beginning of this article, it was
really impossible to follow the works with that attention

which their seriousness justifies and unless one is able to

concentrate one's mind entirely upon the subject one is ex-

pected to dissect, it is impossible to do justice either to one's

self nor to the composition.

It was. however, possible to note that the members of the

trio had thoroughly grasped the musical and technical feat-

ures of the works they had prepared and interpreted them
with that seriousness of purpose and that thoroughness of

application which we have learned to admire on previous occa-

sions wherein these musicians took a leading part. The
three instruments blended in unity and no effort was made
on the part ot any member to shine as a soloist. The en-

semble work was indeed most delightful and the spirit of the

works was exemplified in a manner that vouched for the

complete abandonment of the three artists in their task. The
concert was, barring the outside annoyance, a thoroughly artis-

tic event. Maurice Anger sang four Bohemian songs the titles

of which are so picturesque in the original language that we
are afraid to entrust their composition to our printers. It

might cause a strike in the Musical Review office. However,
Mr. Anger, who possesses a very pleasing tenor voice, en-

deavored to infuse these songs with that temperamental vigor

which their composers no doubt intended to invest them
with. It would be unfair to draw positive conclusions from

this first appearance of Mr. Anger and we prefer to leave

detailed criticism of his work until a later and more favorable

occasion. Fred. Maurer accompanied and it is hardly neces-

sary to add that he succeeded in giving his accompaniment
that finished touch which we are all used to hear from this

exceedingly gifted artists.

THE SECOND "POP" CONCERT.—That the third series of

••Pop" concerts given under the direction of Will L. Green-

baum at Kohler & Chase Hall this season is the most suc-

cessful in point of attendance that has been given here in

years can not be disputed. It is equally certain that the Lyric

Quartet by devoting its entire time exclusively to the exploit-

ation of chamber music possesses a great advantage over

organizations which give this phase of interpretative musical

art only occasional attention. The program last Sunday after-

noon opened with the ever charming Haydn Quartette in G
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major No. 10. It is impossible to withstand the simple beauty
contained in these old Haydn works. There is a certain

limpidity to their melodic character and an apparent simplic-

ity to their technical construction which effects the sensi-

tive musical ear like a tender breeze effects the heated blood.

Inasmuch as apparently simple compositions are as a rule

the most difficult to interpret it may easily be understood how-

well the Lyric Quartet acquitted itself when it is known that

they played this Haydn Quartet with all the charm of its char-

acter. Miss Dorothy Pasmore was the soloist of the occasion
and on account of the indisposition of Miss Nachtrieb it be-

came necessary to change the program. Instead of the Corelli

numbers the young soloist played a composition by H. B. Pas-

more which exhibited theoretical skill as well as originality

of musical ideas. It is exceedingly spirited in character.

well supplied with melody and while not exactly intended to

be a very serious work it is of sufficient musical importance
to deesrve more than passing mention. Miss Pasmore played
the Boccherini Rondo in a manner that earned her the hearty
applause of the audience and forced her to play an encore.

We have in the past commented so frequently upon Miss
Pasmore's refined musical performances that it is really diffi-

cult to again and again refer to her in terms of sufficient vari-

ety so as to refrain from monotony. It is, however, but just to

say that Miss Pasmore is gradually gaining in depth of exe-

cution while she retains the flexibility of her wrist, the clarity

of her digital facility, the limpidity of her tone and the genuine
musicianly character of her interpretation.

* * •

The most important feature of the program was of course
the Edgar Stillman Kelly Quintet. We took great pains in

following the construction of this work from theme to theme.
Throughout the performance we took notes in order to get

an accurate idea of this composition. And whatever impres-

sion we may have received of the work is not the result of

indifferent or hasty observation, but it is the result of care-

ful study and very intricate dissection. A repeated examina-
tion of the notes taken during the performance of the quin-

tet convinces us that it is not of sufficient musical vigor or

importance to justify a technical dissection. We do not de-

sire to say that it is an unworthy musical creation. Such a

criticism would indeed be unjust. But we believe the work is

not sufficiently deep or intellectual from an emotional point of

view to rank undisputably with the chamber music composi-

tions of the recognized masters. While Mr. Kelly has created

a work of ingenious technical construction, that is to say a

work wherein the various laws of theory and harmony have
been fully complied wtih and wherein even the idiosyncracies

of a chamber music composition have reecived due atten-

tion, we fail to find in Mr. Kelly's work a purpose or a fixed

aim that is to be reached and that is consistently held up
as a final exertion for every fibre of artistic energy.

• • •

The work is very rich in melodic embellishments. Some
of these melodies are very delightful, some of them are very
tickling to the ear, but neither of them is sufficiently serious

or meaty to make an impression usually attained from listen-

ing to serious chamber music works. In accordance with the

lightness of the melodic treatment there is also a light-

weight treatment of the scoring. Too many solos are en-

trusted to the various players, climaxes are introduced at the

most unexpected moments only to be followed by anti-climaxes

leaving one in a constant attempt to try to become enthusiastic

and disappointing one just at the very moment when one looks
forward to a final explosion. There are crescendos and de-

crescendos. There are pianos and fortes. There are solos

and ensemble passages. But they all seem to pass before our
eye in consecutive, catalogue-like order and not with any pur-

pose of architectural construction which would lead eventu-

ally to an artistic climax which should be the aim of every
genuine classical composition. We do not believe in program
music, that is to say we are opposed to the idea that a certain

musical phrase represents a certain meaning like a painting.

In our opinion there is no physical meaning to instrumental
music. The art of instrumental composition represents to us

purely a spiritual aspect. Every musical mind reads a musical
phrase in a different manner. But we expect our musical mind
to read a musical phrase with a certain element of continuity

so as to receive an impression that the composer is telling

a story in sound in the same manner as the author is telling

a story in print. And we can safely say that we personally

could not receive an impression of continuity as far as the

Kelly Quintet was concerned, although there is ample oppor-

tunity to admire melodic invention and technical ingenuity.

ALFRED METZGER.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.

A PECULIAR PREMIERE OF A NEW OPERA—From the
crowded house that greeted the first production in San Fran-
cisco of Pierto Mascagni's opera "Iris" it was evident that
more than ordinary interest was manifested in the work of
the composer of Cavelleria Rusticana than in that of any other
modern composer except Puccini, whose Madam Butterfly re-

ceived similar attention at the hands of the San Francisco
opera-loving public. From this it may easily be seen that a
new opera may attract a large house provided its composer
has through his previous efforts pleased the people. Whether
the popularity of this latest effort of Mascagni's will equal
that brilliant first gem is hardly likely; but it would hardly
be fair to judge the artistic magnitude of this work from the
disgracefully slip-shod manner in which it was presented.
Had the composer attended this premiere in person he would
be today either an inmate of an insane asylum or he would
be in prison charged with intent to commit murder. We have
at this time of writing not seen the criticisms that appeared
in the daily papers, but judging from what had been published
before it is safe to assume that a kindly cover of leniency
has been thrown over everything.

Before proceeding with our detailed account of the per-
formance we desire to call attention to several remarks made
by certain critics regarding the personnel of the present
Lambardi Company. It is evident from these remarks
that the writers never heard the Lambardi Company
during their first trips to this city or they inten-

tionally desire to deceive the public for the benefit of
the Columbia Theater management. It is impossible that
anyone who heard the Lambardi Company when appearing at

the California Theater a number of years ago with such artists

as Salassa, Avedano, Sostegni, Montanari, Agostini, Russo,
Rossi and Berducci, the musical director, should dare to say
in print that the present company is the best that Mr. Lam-
bardi ever brought to San Francisco. At that time of which
we speak the Lambardi Company was able to give four com-
plete operatic performances with what is commonly known
as all star casts. Going still further we desire to remind our
readers of the Lambardi Company that appeared at the Tivoli
Opera House about five years ago with such artists as Tetraz-
zini, Berlindi, Gregoretti, Lombard!, Padova and that immacu-
late musical director Pollaco and other artists of superior
inerit and ask them whether the present company can com-
pare with those splendid organizations. And yet at the first

time the price of admission was $L,5U and at the second time
$2.00 including Tetrazzini. Now let us proceed a little fur-

ther, at the time the Lambardi Company appeared at the

Chutes Theater after the earthquake it included such splendid
artists as Padovani, Wullman, Gregoretti, Lombardi, Ferrabini
and a number of other operatic stars, each of which was far

superior to any member of the present company, and yet the

price of admission was less than during the present season.

Scenery and costumes were always the same. The chorus was
always incompetent as it is now. and the stage management
was equally inefficient.

But what is the use of continuing to criticize the criticisms

that appear in the daily papers! The public is perfectly able

to draw its own conclusions. What we are particularly inter-

ested in is Che production of "Iris." The intelligent onlooker
must have been impressed with two big features that stand
out prominently throughout the performance. One of these

is the necessity of spectacular scenic effects and costumes
and the display of richly colored tableaux, and the other is

refined and well emphasized dramatic reading, llnless these

two features are enhanced with striking prominence, the

entire opera of "Iris" loses its attractiveness, for the music
is not sufficiently varied in melody or climactic periods to

make up for the vacancy left by inadequate mounting or histri-

onic faculty. Now the question arises did the Lambardi Com-
pany meet the requirements of these two pre-eminent features

or were they woefully neglected? We may say without being

accused of prejudice that both from a scenic and dramatic

point of view the performance was an absolute failure and
consequently it would be impossible to judge "Iris" impar-

tially.

The stage management was equally inefficient. The facial

make-up of the artists was not at all Japanese nor was the

head-dress of the ladies anything like that used by Japanese
women. The costumes had a shabby cheese-cloth appearance

and there was nothing of the beautiful embroidery and satin

that is so pleasing to the eye in these Oriental spectacles.

The magnilicent opening scene was entirely spoiled by inart-

istic light effects, a thread-bare background and the absence

of "Iris" flowers, which are supposed to arise from their beds

during the strains of the Hymn to the Sun, which constitutes

(Continued on Page 16,)
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Los Angeles, February 24, 1910.

The star of Lambardi's new organization is not a person,

but a tiling—tlie orchestra. This really remarkable aggrega-

tion of musicians is by far the best instrumental turnout that

Lambardi has ever accumulated, and was formed in New
York City at the beginning of Lambardi's season. The orches-

tra Is carried entire, and the local augmenting, with its tedi-

ous rehearsals, lack of team work, and frequent misunder-

standings, is thus entirely obviated. Fulgenzio Guerrleri,

Lambardi's director this season, is as great a leader as any

opera company has ever presented on the Pacific Coast. He
produces his results with an entire absence of affectation or

unnecessary gesture, and conveys an air of indisputable

authority. In tact, be is the best Italian opera leader I have

seen, save 1 oscanini. Like that celebrity, he conducts entirely

without book, depending on his memory alone.

The orchestra numbers nearly forty men, and the instru-

mentation is good. Particularly gratifying effects are gained

in such scores as "Gioconda" and "Madam Butterfly," where

the composer has called tor tonal description of more than

ordinary character, Eduardo Lebegott. second leader, is well

known on the coast, and gives reliable interpretations of the

standard works. His results with the chorus are particularly

good, and it is just possible that he obtains better results here

than the chef d'orchestre—presumably because he devotes

more time to them, while Guerrieri specializes on the instru-

mentalists.
Of vocalists there are none who are great, but a very good

number who are more than ordinarily effective. In fact, the

whole roster of principals is an unusually good one, and it is

safe to say that American impresarios seldom ever have aggre-

gated as good a group for the price. Attilio Maurini is prob-

ably the singing star of the aggregation, while Giuseppe

Maggi, resident of London and thorough-going English gentle-

man, wins the dramatic honors. Maurini has a voice not

unlike Constantino's in timbre, and beautifully used. His

stage presence is likewise effective, and he appears to have

some degree of that tenoric rarity, brains. Maggi, whose Eng-

lish is as correct as his Italian, has a baritone voice of size

and quality, but his singing is overshadowed by his dramatic

worth, which in roles like Barnaba, in "Gioconda," is very

great.
Both Impresario Lambardi and Manager Berry cannot find

adjectives enough to describe the supremacy of their newest

find in dramatic soprani, Signorina Elvira Bosetti. Young
Bosetti has indeed an unusual voice, but a very primitive

method of using it. She appears to be a primitive and youth-

ful Italian, with one of the astounding natural voices often

found in Italy. Her range is remarkable. Her high tones are

absolutely siire, and her lower voice has genuine contralto

quality. Her power is absolutely terrific. But of art and

finesse she has not a bit. Our old acquaintance Ester Ada-

berto is really the best dramatic soprano of the company, for

while she has no such colossal voice as Bosetti, she has that

which Bosetti has not—finish in style and some knowledge of

the values of contrast. Angelo Antola, baritone, is singing

better this year than last, and gives a good account of him-

self. A new bass, Antonio Sabellico, has prodigious size and

dignified aiipearance, and a voice of great volume and consid-

erable discretion in use.

The most remarkable improvement to be noted is in

Dolores Frau, principal mezzo-soprano. Last year Frau had

a painful tendency to tremolo, and seemed to be fast ground-

ing on the shoal of shake which wrecks nine out of every ten

Italian contralti. Now, however, she has pulled her powers

together, and the tremolo has almgst entirely disappeared,

while at the same time her voice has increased greatly in

volume and quality. Her Laura, in "Gioconda," is really a

splendid performance. Of lyric soprani there are three:

Cecilia Tanianti-Zavaschi. Marina Calvi, and a very young

girl who has not appeared in Los Angeles at all. Tanianti-

Zavaschi likewise seems to be in firmer voice, and Calvi is

a clever little singer, and also an unusually pretty woman.

Her Butterfly is a very dainty and pleasing creature.

The second lyric tenor of the company is a young Spaniard,
Giovanni Nidal. He has a pleasing voice of genuine tenor
iiuality. thougli without especial distinction in use. Alessandro
.Sciiliilirinda, dramatic tenor, has the same huge voice as ever,
iinil the small quantity of histrionic ability. In "I Pagliacci,"
liiiwcM r, Scalabrini gets along very well, and gives a con-
vincing interpretation. Pietro Bugamelli, the third baritone,
has a surprisingly good voice, but no especial style. His wife,

.\dalgisa Bugamelli, is the second contralto, and is of small
aliilily. The chorus is in very good form this year, and,
ii.slunishing to relate, does not now affect the eye as a green
li'isiiiimon affects the mouth. I do not mean by this that it

would pass for a beauty show, but some attempt has been
made to make it at least passable, and it sings resonantly and
unusually well.

There is new scenery, of the usual operatic description.

JULIAN JOHNSON.
-*v-

Los Angeles, February 21, 1910.

Friday, Feljiuary 11th, was a red letter day in the musical
annals for the metropolis of Southern California. In the after-

noon the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, with Madam
Teresa Careno, the great pianist and soloist, crowded Temple
Auditorium to its capacity, and in the evening Madam Schu-
mann-Heink turned about one thousand people away, and
there were over three hundred people on the stage. That a
city of 3.50,000 inhabitants is able to turn out two and three
thousand people twice in one day is certainly one of the musi-
cal wonders of America. It is very doubtful whether San
Francisco at the present day could do the same. No doubt a
great deal of the credit of this musical prosperity in Southern
California is due to Manager L. E. Behymer, who has devoted
his entire life to the exploitation of musical culture in the
South land.

* * *

Another result of the musical enthusiasm prevalent in Los
.Vngeles is the artistic pre-eminence of the Woman's Orchestra
under the energetic leadership of Harley Hamilton. During
the visit of Madam Sembrich, Frank La Forge, her brilliant

accompanist, was the guest of the Woman's Orchestra and
honored that organization by playing with it. The orchestra
adjourned to the Temple Auditorium, where Manager Behymer
had put everything in working order, and a subsequent re-

hearsal proved one of the most enjoyable and instructive ever
given under Mr. Hamilton's baton. The orchestra and Mr.
La Forge first played two movements from Beethoven's Em-
peror Concerto. The pianist seemed to be enjoying himself
and suggested that the orchestra play the movement over
again, and it may be easily imagined that he did not have to

urge them very much.
« « «

The orchestra was at that time making a special study of

this concerto, because they desired to play it later with Madam
Carreno. Mr. La Forge knew this, and that was one of the

reasons why he spent so much time on it. Then they rehearsed
the favorite Grieg Concerto, and that also was played twice.

.Vs this piece was read at sight it was rather difficult for a

number of the members who were new to the orchestra, but

they followed Mr. Hamilton like intelligent musicians and
played through the composition without a hitch. The leader

was more than pleased with the work of the orchestra, and
Mr. La Forge gave evidence of his satisfaction by staying

on and on, being the one to suggest that "we play it again."

.Mr. Hamilton reminded him that he was expected at the

Dominant Club reception, and that although the orchestra was
enjoying it hugely, they must not be selfish and keep him too

long! He said, "Oh! there is plenty of time," or "we must not

stop." The result was that Mr. Hamilton and Mr. La Forge
appeared at the reception at ten minutes past five, when the

hour set for it was three to five, and Mr. La Forge was one

of the guests of honor! 1 he best proof of the pleasure af-

forded the brilliant young pianist by playing with the Woman's
Orchestra was his assertion that he would like to play with

that organization again when he returns. The attendance at

rehearsals is very satisfactory and the members are enjoying

a particularly good year of study, although no concerts have
vet been definitely announced.

* • •

On Saturday, February 12th, the Woman's Orchestra had a

very delightful rehearsal with Madam Teresa Carreno, with

whom they played the Emperor Concerto, as stated before.

The great piano virtuosa played with the orchestra during her

last year's visit to Los .\ngeles and was only too pleased to

go through the same delightful experience again.
* * *

One of the most interesting local concerts of the season was
the one given by Mr. Ralph Ginsburg. a young violinist of the

(Continued on Page 10.1
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Recital, Concert.5. Oratorio—Teacher of Singing.

Residence, 1767 Hyde. Telephone, Franklin 3538

Louis Crepaux
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Von Meyerinck School of Music
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Classes in French. German. Musical History and Sight Read-
ing in progress. Practice lessons with specially coached ac-
cutnpanists may be arranged for—also by non-students of the
school. Studio, 81S Grove St., uear Fillmore. In Berkeley.
Tuesday. 2521 Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3C77. Thursday at
Snell Seminary.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
PIANO, ORGAN, THEORY

Organist and Musical Directui First I'resbyteiian Church.
Alameda
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Home Studio: 1117 Paru St., Alameda. Tel. Alameda 155
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OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
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The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Edu-
ation—Advantages of literary studies free of charge. Board
nd room at moderate prices. Send for Catalogue.

824 EDDY STREET
Ret. A'au .\vss Ave. and Franklin St. Affiliated
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The California Opera and Golden Gate Dramatic School
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THE MYRTLE ELVYN CONCERTS.

Even those who knew but little of the splendid career of

Miss Myrtle Elvyn, the young piano virtuosa, were so im-

pressed with the Importance of the programs published in

last week's Musical Review that considerable interest has
been awakened in the concerts of this artist. The first event
will be given this Sunday afternoon, March 6th, at the Garrick
Theater, which it is promised will be comfortably heated.
The important works on this occasion will be the Bach "Pre-

lude and Fugue" A minor, Schumann's "Etudes Sympho-
niques," a group of Chopin works, two Mendelssohn numbers
and some novelties by Claud Debussy and Erich ,J. Wolff.

The second concert will be given Thursday night and on
this occasion Miss Elvyn will play the entire thirteen tone-

pictures by Robert Schumann, which he was pleased to entitle

"Kinderscenen" or "Scenes from Childhood." In this he
depicts the following episodes: 1, Of Foreign Lands and Peo-

ple; 2, A Curious Story; 3, Catch Me; 4, Pleading Child;

5, Happiness; 6, An Important Event; 7, Revery; 8, At the

F'iresire; 9, Knight of the Hobby Horse; 10, Almost too Seri-

ous; 11, Frightening; 12, The Child Falling Asleep; 13, The
Poet Speaks. Other important works on this program are

the "Toccata and Fugue" in D minor— ( Bach-Taussig), re-

vised by Joseffy; Brahms' "Rhapsodie" in E flat major, a

group of Chopin numbers and works by MacDowell, Wagner-
Liszt, Moszkowski, Henselt and by request the brilliant

"Arabesques" on "The Blue Danube Waltz" by Schulz-Evler.

The farewell Elvyn concert will be a Saturday matinee.

This will give the students and teachers in surrounding towns
who find it impossible to attend evening concerts and incon-

venient on Sundays to hear this splendid artist in a special

program which will include the Chopin "Sonata" in B flat

minor, Mendtlssohn's "Prelude, Fugue and Choral," Schu-

mann's "Toccata" op. 7, Brahms' "Rhapsodic" in B minor.

old works by Rameau and Corelli, the beautiful "Nocturne "

tor left hand alone by Scriabine, Liszt's transcription of Schu-

mann's great song "Widmung," and also of Schubert's "Du
bist die Ruh," Dvorak's "Humoresque," now so closely identi-

fied with the violin but which is really a piano work in the

original, and other interesting numbers; in short a program
well worth the attention of every student and teacher in

this vicinity.

The seats are on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s and at the

Eilers Music Company, and prices are 7.5c, $1.00 and $1..50,

general admission being 75 cents. Next Friday afternoon,

March 11th, Miss Elvyn will play in Oakland at the com-
fortable Ye Liberty Playhouse, repeating the stunning pro-

gram of Thursday night. For this event seats will be ready

Monday at Ye Liberty box office. This concert will commence
at twenty minutes after three, thus giving the Berkeley and
Alameda concert goers ample time to reach the theater.

w
DR. WULLNER AND TILLY KOENEN.

Among the musical sensations of the East at the present

time are the joint recitals of Dr. Ludwig Wullner, who is to

return to the Pacific Coast in May, and Tilly Koenen, the

great Dutch contralto, who will make her initial appearance

in San Francisco next Sunday. The Brahms' duets have

been the features of the Chicago, New York and Boston pro-

grams of these noted artists. It has been said that Miss

Koenen is one of the geratest woman interpreters of German
lieder living and with such a companion as Wullner in en-

semble numbers, she has been given advantages unpre-

cedented on the concert stage.

IGNAZ HAROLDI

' Fitzpatrick & Norwood announce ihj raciflc Coast manage-
ment of Ignaz Haroldi, violin virtuosa. and are no'v irranging

the first western tour of this eminent ai'tist. Hai'oUii is owv

--- -•< ---
OUR NEW HEADQUARTERS
The office of the PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL

REVIEW is open from 9 to 12 a. m. and from 1

to 5 p. m. It is located at Room 802 Kohler &
Chase Building, 26 O'Farrell Street, San Fran-

cisco, and its telephone number is Kearny 5454.

Visitors are always welcome and information will

be given cheerfully. ALFRED METZGER,
Editor PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.
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MISS IRENE DE MARTINI

The Brilliant Young Dramatic Soprano Who Created Such a

Sensation at the Beringer Musical Club Recital.

of the well known Berlin virtuosi. For a number of years
he served as concert master of the Dreiidtn SymphC'uy Orchos-
ira and has repeatfc.ly been soloist wiih the different Berlin
.nusical socitties. He is an artist fnil of temperanien, and
biilliant uchniqu' . His bowing shoves him to be a member
of the .ioiachim school. Haroldi's piaying is chai-acteri/.ed

particula'ly by his wonderful dept'i or interpretatioi. His
California tour should prove a most successful one.

McAllister
Near MARKET
Phone Market 130

I'lii.'i Satuniav .\ltfiii i and lOvciiing—Last Times of
••'rHK SI'OII.KRS."

Week Commencing Sunday Matinee, March 6. Other
Matinees Thursday and Saturday.
The Best of All Musical Fantasies

TKe Gingerbread Man
With the Original .\11 Star Cast and an Ensemble of 59.

Prices—25c to $1.50. Bargain Matinee Thursday. 25c to
75c. Seat.s on Sale at the Theatre and Emporium.
Starting SuTidav Matinee. March 1:'.

—"Wine, Woman
and Song."

Don't forget to read about Tilly Koenen's remarkable art-

istic triumphs on page 18.
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WULLNER'S NEW SONGS.

Whfii Dr. Ludwig Wulliier reUirns to the coast in eiirly Miiy
he will render many songs whicli will be new to his andi-
ences here. Several ot these compositions are touched ui>on
by L. Parker, the well known critic of the Boston Transirijit.
in a remarkable criticism imblished in the Transcript of Feb-
ruary 16th. In part Mr. Parker says;

"Dr. Wullner confines his voice to a kind of inleusilied
speech which walks in a twilight between the spoken word
and the singing. He adds a play of facial expression, tempered
to the decorum of the concert room. There is, in such a pro-
gram as that of yesterday, the gravity of scholarship, the
humor of the ballad, the exaltation of the lyric, the meditative
calm of the philosopher, the pictorial sense of the painter and
the emotional sense of the dramatist. The delineating action
found a difficult task in Hugo Wolf's "Auf ein Altes Bild."
The poet, in six lines, apostrophizes an old canvas which
glows with greenery under a summer sun. Yonder, branch-
ing in the gloom of the wood—the stem of the cross! Land-
scapes, figures, symbolism, the dramatic suspense of the end.
came in a look, a tone; a word half spoken; half sung; a
lifting of the eyes as the pianoforte epilogue modulated from
lament to resignation. The singer recreated the painting out
of the imagination of his hearers.

"In Schumann's mating of the heroics of music to the
heroics of youth in Goethe's 'Preisinn.' the pride, impetuosity,
impatience and aspirations were in the vocal and facial mien
of the singer. The 'Pour Serious Songs' of Brahms, were
(supposing such a thing possible), as if an academic philoso-
pher had suddenly become inspired. Again, in the themes, in

the music and in the singing, it was the triumph of mind
over matter.

"Ur. Wullner is a singing-actor of lyrics. His methods are
as varied as the singer's, the actor's and the poet's. He
fuses all three."
Already music lovers in general, and Dr. Wullner's admir-

ers in particular, are evincing great interest in the mammoth
Greek Theater concert which this eminent artist's Pacillc

Coast managers, Fitzpatrick & Norwood, are arranging for

May 3d. The program to be given by Dr. Wullner on that

occasion will be one of the greatest sensations in the history
of the Berkeley amphitheater. It will take place in the after-

noon that the audience may be given full benefit of the
wonderful facial expressions that are a feature of the sing-

er's art.

What promises to be one of Dr. Wullner's most successful
western engagements will 1*6 that tilled at Stanford Univcisily.

The concert will be under the patronage of the Music and
Drama t'omniittee and extensive preparations are already
under way for this notable event.

ORPHEUM.

The Or])heum announced a program for next week which is

well calculated to maintain its enormous popularity. Lottie

Williams, erstwhile a great favorite in this city and for some
time past a succcessful star in the East in such popular plays
as "Only a Shop Girl," "My Tom-Boy Girl," "Josie, the Little

Madcap" and "Tennessee Tess," will appear in Edmund Day's
one-act play "On Stony Ground," which illustrates a very pa-

thetic incident in the life of a poor girl who has to main-
tain a great struggle for existence. Miss Williams as Katie,

a slangy, happy-go-lucky waitress in a cheap restaurant, has
a role which exhibits her at her very best. The Charles
Ahearn Cycling Comedians, who came direct to the Orpheum
Circuit from the Hippodrome, London, where they were an im-

mense sensation, will be included in the novelties. Their act

is a combination of skilful wheeling and really funny comedy
with an original finale called "A Mile in Tliirteen Seconds."
Charles and Lily Charlene will present their drawing-room
entertainment. Mr. Charlene is a remarkably expert juggler
and Mrs. Charlene is not only a wonderfully skillful Xylo-
phonist, but also a very beautiful woman, who costumes hand-
somely, modishly and tastefully. Mank's All-Star Trio which
consists of Harry W. Cline, the World's Champion Billiardist,

Calvin W. Demerest, ex-champion and Albert P. Cutler, who has
challenged Cline for the World's Championship Trophy, will

be a special feature of the new program. They will introduce
a unique, scientific and amusing sketch by .James Madison,
called "A Night in a Billiard Parlor," which is an excellent

vehicle for fancy exhibition shots which are made apparent
to the audience by glass mirrors. The act is enlivened by
witty dialogue and repartee and a very diverting incident of it

is Burton L. Mank, a very clever black-faced comedian who
in the role of a negro porter creates lots of fun.

Next week will be the last of Winona Winter, Pelix and
Barry, Reynold and Donegan and Clara Belle ,Jerome assisted

by William Seymour and her eight Dancing Toodles. \ new
series of motion pictures will terminate the performance.

Will. L. Greenbaum Attradlions

f Myrtle Elvyn
^ PIANISTE

at Garrick Theatre

This Sunday Aft., March 6 at 2:30

Thursday Eve., March 10 at 8:15

Saturday Aft., March 12 at 2:30

Seals $ 1 .50, $ 1 .00 and 75c General Admission 75c

Box Office Sherman, Clay & Co's and Eilers Music Go's,

Sunday at Theater

ELVYN IN OAKLAND
Friday Aft., March 11 Ye Liberty

KIMBALL PIANO USED

Tilly Koenen
The Dutch Contralto in

Three Rare Programs of Song

Sunday Afternoon, March 13

Thursday Eve., March 17

Sunday Afternoon, March 20

Seats $2.00, $1.50 and $1.00, ready next Wednesday at

Sherman Glay & Go's where complete programs

may be obtained

KOENEN IN OAKLAND
Friday Afternoon, March 18 Ye Liberty

BALDWIN PIANO USED

Coming—MAUD POWELL. Vidiniste

Watch for MAUD ALLAN, Classic Dancer
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age of 17 and a pupil of Arnold Krauss, concert master of the
Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, which took place at Simp-
son Auditorium on Thursday evening, February 10th. The
program, which contained a number of the most difficult com-
positions of the violin, requiring unusual technical skill as
well as considerable musical intelligence, was interpreted by
this youthful artist in a manner that elicited for him the
praise and approval of laymen as well as professional musi-
cians. Mr. Ginsburg's principal achievements consisted of his
splendid bow-arm, which enabled him to obtain a brilliant,
even tone and a fluency of digital facility worthy of one much
older in years. The most pretentious work on his program
was the Bruch G Minor Concerto, which is really a difficult

task tor a mature musician. Somewhat uncertain in the
beginning of the work, Mr. Ginsburg soon overcame the effect
of stage fright and played the subsequent movements with
ease and fluency and reflected great credit upon himself and
his efficient instructor. The large audience on this occasion
was generous with its applause and did not hesitate to reward
the young artist with physical demonstrations of its favor.

One of the most interesting musicians in Los Angeles is

J. P. Dupuy, whose efforts in behalf of musical culture in the
Angel City have resulted in his standing in the front of

Southern California artists. His proudest achievement is the
Orpheus Club, in which he has been the director for a number
of years and which is gradually attaining a leading position
among Pacific Coast musical organizations. The crowning
effects of Mr. Dupuy's career, however, proved to be his song
recital, which took place at Simpson Auditorium Tuesday
evening. February l.'ith. Notwithstanding Mr. Dupuy's won-
derful energy and perseverance in behalf of musical progress
in the city of his adoption, the residents of which owe him an
immense debt of gratitude, there was not bestowed upon him
on this occasion that recognition in the way of attendance
which his invaluable services to the city merited. The pro-

gram, which is appended to this article, was rendered by Mr.
Dupuy with that easy delicacy of sound transmission which
is so typical of the French school, of which Mr. Dupuy is an
ideal exponent. The pliancy of his flexible tenor voice, which
he uses with delightful distinctness of enunciation, proved an
artistic feast, the like of which is rarely enjoyed in local musi-
cal affairs. The artistic triumph enjoyed by Mr. Dupuy em-
phatically puts to shame the lack of appreciation on the part
of Mr. Dupuy's colleagues as well as all the members of the
musical cult. The program was as follows: In Liebeslust
(Liszt), Mondnacht (Schumann), Fruehlingsnacht (Schu-
mann), La fleur que tu m'avait jetee, "Carmen" (Bizet), Salut!
d'.Amour, "Faust" (Gounod): Cielo e mar, "La Gioconda"
( Ponchiella) ;

piano. Concert Etude in D flat (Liszt): Eleanore
(Coleridge Taylor), Vein o' My Heart (Chas. Willeby), Telling
Her (Paul Bliss). A Dream (Laura Zerbe); Charles Wakefield
Cadman arrangements. From the Land of the Sky Blue Water
(Omaha Tribe), The White Dawn is Stealing (Iroquois Tribe),
F'ar Off I Hear a Lover's Flute (Omaha Flageolet Love Call),

The Moon Drops Low (Omaha Tribe).
* * *

After an unprecedented two weeks' run of the English fan-

tasy "Florodora," the F'erris Hartman Company opened an ex-

ceptionally prosperous season with the well known comic
opera, "When .lohnny Comes Marching Home." According to

the Los -Angeles papers this production is one of the hand-
somest staged and most skillfully rendered musical comedies
ever presented in that city. George Poultney was intrusted
with the leading role of Colonel John Graham, which enabled
him to sing the thrilling baritone solo, "My Own United
States." While Mr. Poultney satisfied the critics with his

vocal delivery, he seemed to have aroused the adverse opinion
of the scribes, by reason of his indistinct diction. Mr. Hart-
man himself repeated the triumph achieved with the role of

Jonathan Phoenix, of which we of Northern California are so
familiar, and which he originated for the first time in stock
at the Tivoli Opera House. Muggins Davies as Cordelia was
exceedingly chic and made herself a favorite with the audi-
ence. Myrtle Dingwall was exceedingly charming as Robert
Pemberton and succeeded in emphasing the melodic flavor of

this part with thrilling effect. Josie Hart looked handsome
and acted as graceful as ever. Anna Little's portrayal of Kate
Pemberton proved one of the most successful attempts of

this exceedingly gifted young woman. Joseph Fogarty as John
.Mien was particularly well cast, while Walter De Leon as
the old negro made a good impression. Judging from the en-

thusiastic reception accorded this initial production by the
audience that packed the Grand Opera house from pit to gal-

lery a two weeks' run may safely be predicted. Mr. Hartman
and his company are entitled to a great deal of credit for the
splendid work they are doing in Southern California.

TILLY KOENEN CONTRALTO AND SONG INTERPRETER.

Unquestionably one of the greatest artists who ever visited
this country is Tilly Koenen, the Dutch contralto, who is to
be the next vocal star presented by Manager Will L. Green-
baum. This artist and Maud Powell, the great violiniste,
soon to play for us, both have the unusual honor and distinc-
tion of being engaged for the .\'ew York Philharmonic con-
certs under Mahler TWICE in one season. Miss Koenen's
career has been entirely that of the concert platform—she
has never been lured to the stage. It has been her delight
to delve into the history and tradition of the "lieder" not
only of Germany but of Italy, France, Russia and England
as well as the unfrequently heard works of her own native
land, Holland. But do not think that Koenen is only an inter-
preter, for she is also a singer with a voice of wondrous
beauty and which is highly cultivated. In short, in Tilly
Koenen we are going to hear a truly GREAT ARTIST.
The concerts will be given at the Garrick Theater on Sun-

day afternoon, March 13th,' Thursday night, March 17, and
Sunday afternoon, March 20th, and the sale of seats opens
Wednesday morning at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s. Prices range
from $2.00 to $1.00.

Here is the rarely beautiful opening program, which shows
the versatility of this artist:

I.

Dera Unendlichen Schubert
Die Krahe Schubert
SapiJhische Ode Brahms
Wehe so willst du Brahms

II.

La Zingarella Paisiello
Ah se tu Dormi Bassani
Ridonami la calma Tosti
F'uribondo spira il vento Handel

in.
Sunbeams Landon Ronald
Baby Mallinson
KyjK zoo'n lustig spannetje 1

Popiengedoe }• Catherina van Rennes
Een Dansje

J

IV.
Wiegenlied Richard Strauss
Die Wasserrose Richard Strauss
Die Zigeunerin Hugo Wolf
Kr ist's Hugo Wolf

1 he accompanist will be Herr Bernard Tabbernel. who is

said to be a true artist in his line. Tilly Koenen will sing in

Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse on Friday afternoon. March
18th. presenting the same program as above given. Seats will

be ready Monday, March 14th. Next week we hope to pub-
lish the remaining Koenen programs which the management
promises will be equally interesting and important as is the
above.

w
MAUD POWELL AND WALDEMAR LIACHOWSKY.

For the past few years the visiting violin virtuosi have been
content to bring as their assistants very good accompanists,
but since the visit of Ysaye some five years ago, none have
brought a pianist of such distinction as to warrant the featur-

ing of sonatas for piano and violin on the programs.
This important form of composition is entirely too seldom

heard, and when it is remembered that some of the world's
greatest composers, such as Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and
some of the modern masters, such as Richard Strauss, Max
Reger, Caesar Franck. etc., have never done anything more
beautiful than their sonatas for these instruments, this fact

is greatly to be regretted.
With Mme. Maud Powell, the great violiniste, will come

Herr Waldemar Liachowsky, the Russian pianist, brought to
this country last season by Mischa Elman, but who on account
of illness was unable to appear with that artist after his

opening concerts in New York. These two artists will play
some beautiful works for us. including Caesar Franck's
"Sonata," which Harold Bauer and Hugo Heerman played
here six years ago, and one of the glorious "Duos" for violin

and piano by Franz Schubert. The opening Powell concert
will be on Easter Sunday.

BE SURE AND READ ALL ABOUT TILLY KOENEN ON
PAGE 18.
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Fitzpatrick &: Norwood

ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF

Dr.Ludwig WuIIner
and his Accompanist C. V. BOS

CALIFORNIA TOUR BEGINS IN MAY

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

PASMORE TRIO
NOW ON TOUR

FIRST WESTERN TOUR

BUSONI
THE DISTINGUISHED PIANO VIRTUOSO

BEGINNING IN FALL, 1910

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

IGNAZ HAROLDI
Violin Virtuoso

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

Minetti Quartet

Georg Walcker
BASSO-PROFUNDO

For Time and Terms, Address

Fitzpatrick & Norwood

SPRING, 1910

Soloists ^ Orchestra ^ Chorus

Choir of Children

Associated members pay five ^dollars a year, for which
they receive eight dollars worth of tickets. This offer is

made for a limited time only. Active members pay no
initiation fee and no dues.

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the Bach Festivals are held every Mon-
day evening at the First Christian Church, corner Dana
Street and Bancroft Way, Berkeley; and every Wednesday
evening at 818 Grove Street. San Francisco. Rehearsals

begin at 7:30. All singers who are interested are invited

to apply for membership in the Bach Choir.

Address Miss Lillian D.Clark, Secretary, 1522 Spruce
Street, Berkeley. Telephone, Berkeley 3294.

For the convenience of singers living in San Francisco,

information concerning details may be obtained at the

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Room 802 Kohler & Chase
Building, 26 OTarrell Street. Telephone, Kearny 5454.

----*««***«««««4* - -H
*-*-* --•- ^ ^t-* ._,
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IDEAL MUSICAL COMEDY AT SAVOY THEATER.

Don't Miss Attending the "Gingerbread Man" for It Is Enter-
taining Both Musically and Histrionically.

The last perfonname of Rex Beach's stirring story of Ala.s-

kau life, "The Spoilers," will take plate at the Savoy Theater
this Saturday afternoon and evening and at the matinee Sun-
day that always welcome musical fantasy, "The Gingerbread
Man," will be presented in San Francisco for the third time.
This is one of the red letter events of the season and the only
regret is that the engagement is limited to one week.
"The Gingerbread Man" is a man of quality, as his cohorts

of vocalists and comedians, the dainty music of A. Baldwin
Sloane and the clever lines of Frederick G. Rankin, will at-

test. There is quality in "The Gingerbread Man," and also
class, and that statement covers a great deal of ground. The
piece will hold its own with any thing on the road, as scores,

book, company and production are all of the best. The slory
is packed full of fairies and unusual characters and is treated
in such a unique way that it is a travesty of the highest type,

and the clever bandinage, the satirical turn of the dialogue
and the comic epigram that prevails it all, appeals more to

the intelligent class in a community than to those who love
horse play, low comedy and suggestive style of entertainment.
The cast includes Ross Snow, one of the funniest men on

the stage and a tremendous favorite here, Wally Helston, an
acrobatic dancer and comedian of rare repute, Garrick Ma-
jor, a splendid barytone and actor, Inez Girard and Helen
Keers, prim:i donnas, Rose Murray, the daintiest soubrette on
the American stage, and important others, including a large

and comely chorus. It goes without saying that the whole
town will be singing and whistling, during the week, "The
Beautiful Laud of Bon-Bon," "Mazie," "Queen of My Dreams,"
"Nursery Rhymes," "Moon, Moon, Moon," "Do You Believe

in Santa Clans'?" and ",Iohn Dough." The usual matinee will

be given on Saturday, with a bargain matinee on Thursday.
The big musical review, "Wine, Women and Song," which

held the boards of the Circle Theater, New York, for four

hundred performances, will follow "The Gingerbread Man" at

the Savoy Theater, the cast including Bonita, the famous
beauty.

FOURTEENTH RECITAL OF BERINGER MUSICAL CLUB.

Large Audience Fills Kohler & Chase Hall to Applaud the Art-

istic Efforts of a Deserving Organization of Young
and Ambitious Musicians.

The Beringer Musical Club gave its fourteenth recital at

Kohler & Chase Hall on Wednesday evening, February 23d,

in the presence of an audience that crowded Kohler & Chase
Hall to the doors. Particular efforts had been made to pre-

sent a program of unusual merit and the participants had
anticipated this event with more than ordinary pleasure, for

they had worked very hard toward the attainment of an art-

istic success. The Beringer Musical Club had given such satis-

faction at the thirteenth recital that many people attended
with the anticipation of a repeated triumph. In many respects

Ihey were not disappointed and the enthusiastic applause that

greeted the conclusion of every number revealed in no small
degree the favorable attitude of the audience and the excellent

impression made by the performers.
The program was opened with the Sonata for violin and

piano in A minor by Harry Samuels and Joseph Beringer. The
rendition of this splendid classical work proved the serious

musicianship of both perfortuers and revealed a technical skill

as well as emotional application that exercised a most favor-

able influence upon the listeners. Miss Zdenka Buben inter-

preted Ignaz Bruell's "In Slavischer Weise" in a manner that

displayed her rapid progress in pianistic interpretation both
technically and musicianly. Mrs. J. H. Widenmann sang three

songs by Woodforde Finden, namely, "Kashimiri Love Song,"
"Till I Wake" and "Less Than the Dust" in a most pliant and
sonorous contralto voice and aroused her hearers to enthusi-

astic applause by her intelligent reading of her songs. Miss
Sadie Bultmann and Prof. Beringer played one of the latter's

most effective and most brilliant conceptions entitled "Valse
Entrainante," which displayed a fine sense of rhythm and a

delightful undulating swing. The waltz is a very melodious
composition and possesses a singular charm and characteristic

atmosphere.
Miss Irene De Martini, who proved a veritable sensation at

the last recital, again captured her hearers with her remark-

ably powerful and ringing soprano voice of a decidedly dra-

matic timbre and her vivacious interpretation that reveals a

temperament of unusual dimensions. It can not be denied

that Miss De Martini is a naturally gifted singer who certainly

has entered the right path for the cultivation of her gifts.

Under the ordinary course of progress she should attain a

ROSE MURRAY
The Charming "Marjorie Daw" of "The Gingerbread Man,"

Coming to the Savoy Theater.

most enviable career. Melton Mowbray played Moszkowski's
Polonaise, op. 11, in E flat, in a manner that evidenced indus-
trious study and careful understanding. He is a very clever
young pianist. Harry Bultmann sang S. Liddle's "Abide With
Me" in excellent baritone voice and with a musical reading
that earned him the well merited endorsement of the large
audience. Miss Frances Westington repeated her previous
triumphs with a well rendered interpretation of Schubert-
Taussig's "Marche Militaire." It is remarkable how vigorous
an attack Miss Westington possesses and it is also praise-

worthy on her part to exhibit a fluency of technic adequate
to the requirements of this exceedingly diflicult composition.

Besides Miss Westington there appeared in the second part

of the program the same young musicians who also took part
in the flrst half. Among these were: Mrs. H. .1. Widenmann,
who sang Saint-Saens' "Oh! Love Thy Help"; Miss Irene De
Martini, who sang "Waltz Song" from the opera Tom Jones"
by Edward German; Miss Zdenka Buben, who played Liszt's

"Second Marche Hongroise": Harry Bultmann, who sang Field

BuUard's "Sword of Fetrara." Miss Irene De Martini and .Mrs.

H. J. Widenmann sang a duet from "Martha" delightfully and
the program was concluded with a splendidly interpreted piano
duet of the "Polonaise" from "Mignon" by Miss Frances West-
ington and Prof. Joseph Beringer. Professor and Madame
Beringer and the Beringer Musical Club have every reason
to feel gratifled with the success of the fourteenth recital.

%%

Great interest is being manifested in Los Angeles in the
forthcoming Piano Recital of Adelaide Gosnell. who will ap-

pear in Blanchard Hall on Friday evening, March ISth. The
event is being well advertised and according to people who
have heard the young pianiste it would appear that she really

does some magnificent work. She is said to be on the style

of Paloma Schramm, but further progressed in artistic educa-
tion than her talented predecessor. If the young artist is only

half as skillful as her friends and advertisers proclaim her

to be she will certainly create a stir in the musical world at

the time of her appearance at Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles.

on Friday evening, March 18th.
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A Ne\v Record by

Blanche Arral
'I'lic (iiuMi loloindiru Si>|iraix<>

"FAUST"
Jewel Song

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

llaurliarJJ ^all ^tu^iu Imlliiniji
V. W. HI. \\<H AHI), l'ie». ami :«Br.

Contains 200 Studioi Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
I.<»S AXJUI.IOS, CALII'DHMA

Abraham Miller tenor
TKACIIKK OK Vt»Hl>: ft I. '11 UK AM) SINCilM;

Studio: 342-343 Blanchatd Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
II \sso

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

'reU-lilloiif V.'IDIII

Margaret Goetz "'"'^" ' "^"^'"
Historical Song Recitals. Concerts and Musicales

710 OtttMvii St., urar KXIl and Kl»;iier..a l.oji AiiKelt-», Cal.
Ti-lfi'lium- lluriic .'jUs:.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfus -ii^^i^iAiiLii

t'ONt'KK'l'—I'l Kl'DSIO I-l((>(;itA>l HKflTAl.S—OK ATOK l*>

Studlu: lllaufliard Hall lliilldlnK AiimlrH, « al.

Adolf Willhartitz '
"

'

'' " " "'

Huolll U-2(i MaJexUo Tlii-airt- lliilldInK' I.OH AnBeloM, < nl.

Arnold Krauss ^'""^.:*:;^S'
"'"

Cunvert Maxter of «lie I..w AaKeli'8 Symphony Ort-liestr
KRAIS.S STllI.\ti <tl'ARTKT

041 W. 18lh Street, I.oh AnKoleH Phone: Home S

Harley Hamilton ^101,I^' INSTHICTOU

(oudiu'tor I,o» .VUKelrx Symphouy Urehentru
Womau-H Ori'lii-«tra . - - . .

320 lilanohard Hall IliilldhiK I.o» AuKelrs, I'al.

Charles E. Pemberton 'xslHTt iok
HARMOW AMI fOl .NTKHl'OI NT

Sliidlo: :!U<I-3U7 lllauchard Hall IlulldinK I,ox AnKeleN, Cal.

JD P<-k1l1irk 'I'KNOR—VOICK ClI/riKK .*.\D
. O* I (JUllIl THK ART OK SINtilKG ....

TENOR— VOICE DIRECTOR
J. P. Dupuy
Dlreetor OrphenN Male Club, R'nal Rrlth Choir, Trinity >l. K

Chureh Choir, Y. M. C. A. Vocal Department and
Kuterpean Male Uiinrtette

Studlu; .ttl nianchard llnildlnit l,o« AnBelew. Cal

William Edson Strobridge ^:i^^^'

VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED)

Broadway im. Home li72l

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

supeivision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET,

Ruum 335 Blauohai'd Building LoH .\ue:eleii, Cal.

Low Rate "t?/ Tickets East

SOLD SOME RATES
April 6, 7 and 8 OMAHA $ 60.00

May II, 12, 13, 14, 25. 26 and 27.-. KANSAS CITY,. 60.00

June 2, 3, 4, 24, 25. 26 and 30 CHICAGO 72.50

July I. 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 25, 26, and 27._HOUSTON 60.00

August 1, 2, 3 and 4 NEW ORLEANS 67.30

September I, 2, 3, 11, 12, I3and 14. NEW YORK._--_ 108.50

BOSTON 110.50

Tick<!ts .old on April Dates for Ntw Orlfans. Si. Louis, Chicauo, Ballimore.

Philadelphia. Washinulon, New York and Boston,
Good for I 3 days' trip goins.

Return limit three months from date of purchase.

Stopovers, choice of routes, and accepted for passage on either of the Great

Overland Flyers.

SAN FRANCISCO "OVERLAND LIMITED"
Electric Lighted -Chicaao in Three Days

SUNSET EXPRESS
The Comfortable Way

To New Orleans and East, through Los Angeles and the Sunny South

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

CALIFORNIAN
The new tourist train from Southern California to Chicago, via El Paso. Kansas

City and St Louis

Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES: Flood Building; Market Street Ferry

Depot; Third and Townsend Streets Depot; Broad-
way and Thirteenth Streets, Oakland
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^^•MU5IC ACROSS THE BAY ^^/fj

Oakland Febiiiaiy JS I'Ull

The Stewart Orchesti-al Club, Mr. Alexander Stewart, direct-

or, is entering on its second season with all success assured.

The first concert of this year will be given tomorrow evening.
March 1st, at Maple Hall, with the following well-arranged
program: Festival Procession (.Jensen), The Merry Wives of

Windsor (overture) (Nicolai), Funeral March (from the piano
sonata op. o.5) (Chopin) orchestra; The Forgotten Land (Har-

riet Mare), Prologue to Pagliacci (Leoncavalla), Mr. H. D.

Mustard; Suite of ballet music, (a) Scene de Ballet (Czi-

bulkal, (b) Pause des Savoyards (Lamothe), (c) Serenade
from Les Millions d Harlequins (Drigo), (d) Pizzicato (Sylvia)

(Delibes), orchestra; Why (Davidoff), Oh, Happy Day
(Goetze), Goodnight Lezette (De Koven), Mr. Mustard; Vor-

spiel from Manfred (Reinecke), string orchestra; Presidential

Polonaise (Sousa), orchestra.
* * «

The annu.U Eistedefod of the Welsh people on "this side"

was held at the Market Street Congregational Church, Oak-
land, on Washington's birthday. A long list of songs and
poems was given during the afternoon and evening. Mr. R. H.

Thomas, the well-known barytone, was the chosen soloist. A
chorus under the direction of Mr. D. P. Hughes gave many
songs in the Welsh language.

« ..- *

At the reception given by the Alameda County Press Club
to the Baroness Bazus (who was formerly Mrs. Frank Leslie)

in the ballroom of the Key Route Inn, Mrs. Wallace Wheaton
Briggs sang delightfully and Miss Alice Davies played violin

solos, displaying that undoubted talent with which she is

gifted.
:(( « «

Miss Mignonne Read, formerly of Alameda, now a pupil

of Mrs. Marriner Campbell in San Francisco, is busy develop-

ing an excellent voice. Miss Read sang Mrs. Beach's The
Secret at the California Club on Washington's birthday.

* 1)1 *

Mr. W. J. McCoy of Oakland has been chosen to write the

music for next year's Bohemian Club jinks. Mr. Redding was
to have composed the music for the play. The Cave Man,
which is said to be full of dramatic possibilities. Mr. Red-

ding's engagements preventing this work on his part, the

board of directors engaged Mr. McCoy.
* * *

Madam Schumann-Heink has purchased 500 acres near San
Diego county and will there build a home for her children.

The place is now known as the Villa Caro Ranch, and is in

El Cajon valley.

Miss Virginia Pierce of Berkeley sang the part of Alice in

Lucia at the Boston Opera House February 16th. She also

had a part in II Trovatore in the same week.

The quartet of the Alameda First Congregational Church
gave portions of Gaul's Holy City last evening at the regular

service. Mr. Ernest McCandlish is tenor and director. Miss
Grace Porter soprano, Miss Ruth Weston contralto, Mr. Eu-

gene Roland barytone and Mr. J. L. Clark organist.
* • •

Madam Rafaela Almeda, dramatic soprano, prepared the

following program for the Half-Hour at the Greek Theater yes-

terday: Dich theure Halle (Wagner), Die Forelle (Schubert),

Der Erlkoenig (Schubert), Lisa's Dream (Wagner), Die Was-
serrose (Von Fielilz), Brunnhilde's Awakening (Wagner), Im
Kahne (Grieg), The Walkure's Cry (Wagner). Madam .Al-

meda has studied abroad, and is soon to leave for New York.

Her accompanist will be Miss Smith, instructor in mathe-

matics at the university.

Mr. Horatio Cogswell sang last week before a great audi-

ence in San .lose in connection with the State Normal School,

of which Miss Ida Fisher, formerly of Alameda, is musical

director. Mr. Cogswell's songs were received with great favor.
« * *

The university women, under the direction of Mr. R. F.

Si linllz, have organized an orchestra of twelve members and
will make an appearance some time during this semester.

• « «

Ivan i>angslroth, formerly of this city, gave a successful
program of his own compositions in the Colonial room of the
SI. Francis last Thursday night. Those performing his works
were Mrs. Blanchard, Mr. Minetti, Mr. Weiss and Mr. Pracht.

Mr. William Edwin Chamberlain, barytone, and Mr. Harvey
Loy, accompanist, of Berkeley, are to give a Lenten song
recital at Century Hall, San Francisco, on Sunday, March 13th,
under the auspices of the Channing Auxiliary.

The Adelphian Club of Alameda is to present the melo-
drama of Hiawatha by Saida Knowland Coe and ten songs by
other Californian composers, on Friday evening, March 19th.
The executants will be Mrs. Pierce soprano, Miss Parsons
contralto, Mr, Stanleigh W. MacLewee tenor, Mr. Lowell Red-
field barytone, a men's quartet under Mr. Crandall's direction;
Miss Lucie Knowland restder, and others. Several songs yet
in manuscript will be heard. The affair is the annual "Cali-
fornia night," when new works of composers of the state are
honored by being presented.

Under the direction of Mr. Anson Hilton, a "Gounod Even-
ing" was given in Armory Hall, Fruitvale, last Friday even-
ing. Selections from Faust and several well-known songs
were given. An orchestra played, and these were the vocal-
ists: Mrs. A. Hiltony, Mrs. J. Llewellyn Williams, Mr, J, P.

Jones and Mr, George Lydeckson.
ELIZABETH WESTGATE.

MAUD ALLAN CLASSICAL DANCER.

A genuine novelty to be offered by Manager Greenbaum
this season in conjunction with Mr. Martin Beck, the general
manager of the Orpheum circuit, which now extends through-
out Europe, is Maud Allan, the classical dancer. It may seem
strange to exploit such an attraction through a musical jour-
nal, but the reason will be clear when it is explained that
Miss Allan interprets the great classic works of the standard
composers by means of the dance. Since her debut in .\merica
Miss Allan has appeared with the Boston Symphony, Chicago
Philharmonic. Cincinnati Symphony, Russian Symphony and
other great orchestras and in Europe she has danced to music
by the Berlin Philharmonic, St. Petersburg Royal Opera and
other famous orchestras to such works as Grieg's "Peer Gynt,"
Bach's "Sarabandes and Gavottes," Chopin's "Mazurkas and
Nocturnes" and compositions by Rubinstein, Beethoven. Mo-
zart, Saint-Saens, etc., and the wonderful "Salome" music of
Richard Strauss, Miss Allan being the originator of the famed
but much abused "Salome Dance," which has been plagairized
and vulgarized by many cheap imitators. From all reports
Miss Allan is by far the most charming, modest and graceful
of all the modern dancers.
The appearances will be made at the Garrick Theater about

Eastertide and a splendid orchestra of forty to fifty players
is already being organized with Paul Steindorft as leader.

Greenbaum promises that no expense will be spared in giving
the dances a perfect musical setting, a dozen or more rehears-

als being provided for. Mr. Greenbaum announces that his

association with Mr. Beck and Mr. Meyerfeld will mean the

bringing of some great special attractions to the Garrick.

TWENTY-ONE CONCERTS IN THREE WEEKS.

The Pasmore Trio, who are now touring different sections

of the state under the direction of Fitzpatrick & Norwood,
returned to San Francisco this morning from a trip which
included Marysville, Oroville, Red Bluff. Redding, Kenfet and
adjacent cities. Splendid audiences greeted these artists at

every point and return engagements have already been sug-

gested. Whiel under the management of Fitzpatrick & Nor-

wood the Pasmores have been giving twenty-one concerts in

different towns of California and Nevada. Additional tours

are now being Irol'fed.

Signor Antonio de Grass! has been engaged to play the

beautiful Richard Strauss Sonata at the next meeting of the

new Wednesday Morning Musical Club, March Bth, at Cali-

fornia Club Hall, Miss Adaline Maud Wellendorf being at

the piano. They gave this work at the recent recital of the

Berkeley Piano Club with tremendous success. On Tuesday
evening, March 1.5th, Signor de Grassi will play for the Palo

Alto Musical Club, in the university town on the Peninsula.

In April he will give a big concert here in the city, playing

(he Wieniawski Concerto in D minor, the Bach Prelude, the

Othello Fantasie, and a group of the shorter gems which are

always so welcome from an artist.
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(Continued from Page .">.)

one of the deepest symbolic scenes of the opera. I<>piall,v

monotonous was the scene of death which should be magnili-
cent in its transformation from the vulgarity of the gutter
to the sublimity of Iris's dream of her ascendancy to heaven.
The finale of the opera was entirely ruined on account of

inadequate scenic display. And so we could mention several
instances of ci^iminal negligence in stage appointment but
space is too valuable to waste on the innumerable infractions
of the laws of stage-craft. And so we shall proceed to a dis-

section of the musical part of the performance.
* * *

Barring the inspiring introduction of the Hymn of the Sun,
the opera it rather tedious in its musical treatment, the
themes contained in this exceedingly dramatic musical con-
ception repeat themselves altogether too frequently without
any excuse and the spasmodic and nervous theoretical treat-

ment of the orchestra score impresses one with the convicnon
tha: the composer was not inspired when he wrote the work
but that he wrote it to order in the same manner as a tailor

may make a suit of clothes. Of course it must be admitted
that the opera contains its interesting moments, but they are
so few and far between that they are hardly worth particular-
izing. The orchestra and leader were by far the best feature
of the production and consoled one somewhat with the many
painful incidents.

* # *

As a matter of fact we would rather ignore the cast entirely
because such mediocrity is rarely seen in one company. Marini
Calvi possesses a pliant enough voice, but it has never been
correctly trained as it exhibits distressful signs of vibrato, the
most inexcusable defect in vocal culture. Calvi had no idea
of the beautiful sentiments which the poet has put into her
mouth and as to the art of mimicry she has not the slighest

conception. How any critic could possibly ascribe to Calvi the
ability to portray Madam Butterfly is one of those mysteries
to us which we shall never be able to solve. Attilio Maurini
possesses a pleasing enough voice, but he too tremoloes in

true "goatic" style and yelps like a "holy terrier." Of course
of dramatic temperament there is not the slightest trace and
it was absolutely impossible to ascertain whether Kioto was
in anger or in a love-sick frame of mind. Maurini has not the
slightest idea of character delineation. Antola is perhaps the
most competent of the artists that appeared on this occasion,
but he was not strong enough to add interest to a very tire-

some performance. His high tones contained several bell-

like and ringing notes but liis lower register is sadly lacking
in resonance and vibrancy. There is hardly anything to be
added to this production except to say that it was one of the
most unsatisfactory operatic performances ever given in

San Francisco.

Some of the blame for the shortcomings of the scenic
appointments must be laid at the door of the management ol

the Columbia Theater. It would have been possible to rent
magnificent costumes from a local costumer and to employ a
local scene painter to touch up the thread-bare scenery on
hand. But the management that permits the disgraceful
action of raising the price of a libretto which can be bought
anywhere in the city for twenty-flve cents to thirty-five cents
just because it is sold in the Columbia Theater cannot be
expected to have sufficient pride in putting a little expense in

the scenic production of an opera presented for the first time
in this city. "Get as much money from the public as possible
and give as little return for it as possible" is a maxim of the
Columbia Theater which will require a long time to be
reformed.

ALFRED METZGER.
V*

MOTHER WISMER'S CONCERT.

What promises to be one of the most interesting events by
resident artists is the forthcoming concert of Hother Wismer,
which will take place at Century Club Hall on Thursday
evening, March 19th. Mr. Wismer will have the assistance of

Mrs. Mathilde Wismer, mezzo soprano: Nathan Firestone,
viola; Adolph Lada. 'cello, and Fred Maurer, accompanist. It

would be difficult to find a better array of resident artists on
one program than the one enumerated here. Mr. Wismer is

too well known to the readers of this paper to demand at

this time any further introduction. Suffice to say that he is

one of the most conscientious and most painstaking artists

in the West and the presentation of a program by Mr. Wismer
means that he will put his heart and soul into his work.
A careful perusal of the following program will convince the

lover of violin literature of the merit of this concert and
anyone who has taken up music from an educational point

of view as well as one of social accomplishment will be glad

to hear this program played by such conscientious musicians.
The program:

Violin solos: Midwinter Idyl (Kdw. F. Schneider), Folk
Dance (dedicated to .loachim) (Neils W. Gade), Sonata op.
42 in D minor (for violin alone) (Max Reger), Hother Wismer;
songs: Polish Patriotic Song (N. W. (iade), Oh wustze ich
doch den Wegsuruck (.1. Brahms) Aus "Heliopolis," Cradle
Song (F. Schubert). Mrs. Mathilde Wismer; string trio in C
minor, op. ;i. No. 3, (for violin, viola and cello) (Beethoven),
Messrs. Wismer, Firestone and Lada; violin concerto, op. 28
in A minor (Carl Goldmark). Hother Wismer.

At the last recital given by Sherman, ('lay & Co. at their
recital hall every Saturday afternoon Arnold Von der Aue
was the soloist. Miss Frederica Helen Steinhauer presided at
the organ and F^rank L. Grannis played, as usual, the Cecilian
Player Piano. The program opened with "A Few Minutes
with the Victrola," during 'which time Mine. Tetrazzini was
heard to sing the "Shadow Song" from"Dinorah," and Farrar,
Viafora, Caruso and Scotti were admired in the famous Quar-
tet from "La Boheme." The balance of the program was as
follows: (a) "I'll Sing Thee Songs of Araby (Clay), (b)
"Still wie die Nacht" (Bohm), Mr. Von der Aue, accompanied
with the Cecilian Player Piano; Pipe Organ Solo, "Fantasie
in E Minor" (C5ustav Merkel), Miss Steinhauer; (a) "La
Naide" (Thome), (b) "Valse op. 34 No. 1" (Chopin), Cecilian
Player Piano: by request—Pagliacci"Arioso" (Leoncavallo),
(b) "Songs My Mother Taught Me" (Dvorak) Mr. Von der
Aue, accompanied with the Cecilian Player Piano; "Norwegian
Bridal Procession" (Grieg), Welte Player as played by Edvard
Grieg. At the recital this afternoon, March .'jth, Miss Ruth E.
Watmernan, contralto, will be the soloist.

It may be of interest to our readers to add at this time that
at the last recital above mentioned the Pacific States Tele-
phone Company experimented with a new invention by means
of which it was possible to hear the above program at the
Telephone Building, two blocks away. Some of our readers,
no doubt, heard of the fact that in Germany many families
hear entire operatic and dramatic performances and concerts
in their homes by means of these new telephonic attachments
and it api ears that efforts are now being made to introduce
this invention in San Francisco. According to staten ents
made by the experimenting parties the trial was a complete
success.

The Los Angeles Municipal Band, under the able leadership
of Harley Hamilton, is meeting with continued success and
the programs rendered on these occasions are ample evidence
for the gradual improvement of musical taste in the metropolis
of Southern California. We take pleasure in appending three
of the latest programs:

Sunday, February 6th—March, "Aristolat" (Cline); Wedding
of the Winds Waltz (Hall); Two Hungarian Dances (Brahms);
cornet solo. The Lost Chord (Sullivan) Mr. Will E. Bates;
The Dream after the Feast (a musical nightmare) (Lauren-
deau); Overture to Tannhauser (Wagner; Miserere from II

Trovatore (by request) (Verdi); The Sleigh Polka (Jullien);

Paraphrase on The Lorelei (Nesvadba); Coronation March
from Folkunger (Kretschmer).
Thursday, February liHh—The Oregon Trail March (Dyke);

Waltz, "In Old Madrid" (Meissler); Themes from The Merry
Widow (Lehar); piccolo solo. Polka Caprice (Damm) Mr.
George Cann; Danse de Sultanes (Daniels); Overture to Wil-
liam Tell (Rossini) ; Canoeing (an Idyl) (Pryor); Invocation
to Battle (Rienzi) (Wagner): The Famous Ride of Tam
O'Shanter (Warren); F'urore Galop (Tobani).

Sunday. February 13th—Kaiser Friederich March (Friede-

mann); Cavatina (Raff I; Cherry Intermezzo (Albert) cornet
solo. Old Folks Polka (Bellstedt) Mr. Will E. Bates: Second
Hungarian Rhapsody (Liszt); Overture, "Banditenstreiche"
(Suppel; A Forest Concert (Descriptive) (Eilenbergl; Opera
Bouquet (melodies from different operas) (BidgoodI; Me-
diaeval Dance (Cilendon); American Sketch, "By the Swanee
River" (a'coon's dream of the past) (Myddletonl.
Thursday. February 17th—March. Stars and Stripes For-

ever (Sousa); Valse Russe (Tschakoff); Funeral March (by
request) (Chopin): piccolo solo. "The Nightingale" (Mollen-

hauer) Mr. CJeorge Cann; Sambo's Holiday (Retford): Over-
ture to Raymond (Thomas): Porto Rican Dance. "Rosita"
(Missud); The Mill in the Valley (descriptive piece) (Bauer);
Reiterlied (Cavalry Song) (Spindler); Galop Fantastique
I Koellingl.

Don't forget to read about Tilly Koenen's remarkable

artistic triumphs on Page 18.
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TILLY KOENEN.

Since 1km- first arrival in this cnuntry last Octobt'r. Tilly
Koenen has scored one Ions and unbroken series of triumphs-
Already her tour, which, at this writing, is but half completed,
has taken her north to Toronto, south to New Orleans, and as
far west as St. Paul and Kansas City; and everywhere she
has met with unstinted praise from the critics and a vocifer-
ous applause Irom an appreciative public.
Coming as she did, comparatively unheralded, save by the

few who had heard her abroad, it is a matter for self-gratula-

tion among us that immediate recognition was hers.
Every orchestra conductor under whom she sang in Europe,

now in America, eagerly engaged her for this season. Max
Fiedler of the Boston Symphony has secured her twice this

season, and offered her still two more appearances with his

orchestra, but existing engageinents prevented acceptance
of those last. And, incidentally. Miss Koenen likes to tell

of her first appearance with the Boston Symphony. Owing
to the exigencies of travel there was not time for a rehearsal
with full orchestra for Miss Koenen's numbers; and as it was
her first appearance with that band of musicians she was
unwilling to risk a public performance with orchestra, and
suggested to Mr. Fiedler that her numbers be sung to piano
accompaniment. But Max Biedler would not hear of it: "You
can sing without rehearsal, Tilly; you know you can do it."

And she did.

With the Theodore Thomas Orchestra in Cleveland such
was the deep impression she created that at once negotiations
were in progress for a return date in song recital. And
apropos of this occasion the critics of that city let themselves
enthuse to an unwonted degree. Glowing and unstinted praise
has been meted out to Miss Koenen at her every appearance.
To quote from but a very few of them, Henry T. Finck in the
New York Evening Post, on the occasion of her first appear-
ance in America, a debut that was made under extraordinary
trying circumstances (structural steel workers putting up the
framework of a building next door) wrote:
"She is the possessor of a lovely contralto voice, with none

of the disagreeable bellowing quality which mars so many
deep voices, and it is finely trained, as was shown by her
smooth execution of the difficult florid "Furibondo Spiro il

Vento" by Handel, and this voice is backed by temperament,
particularly of the dramatic type."

Eric de Lamater, in the Chicago Tribune, devoted more
than a column to a critical estimation of her art, which made
reading as interesting as it is instructive. Summing up her
excellences, he says:
"The voice, in short, is one of those miracles that are the

substance of things hoped for; and for once the substance is

real substance, not shadow. This voice is the real contralto

so often lauded to the skies, and so rarely heard. In compass
it is comprehensive, comprising as it does the range of many
a deserving mezzo and many more hopeful altos. Striking is

her mastery of the extremes of altitude. The same unblem-
ished tone is hers throughout the compass. The vibrant for-

tissimos contain no hint of effort, the pianissimos that melt
away to the vanishing point are as solid and true as they are

transparent."
Boston, where Miss Koenen appeared with Dr. Wullner in

a special charity concert, found that:

"This singer can produce perfect tones and maintain a beau-

tiful legato. The voice Itself has a purity and richness of

texture. Miss Koenen has exceptional possibilities."

And another critic of the same city wrote:
"The reviewer may join most emphatically in the chorus of

praise that has followed Miss Koenen around Europe and
across the Atlantic. She showed herself possessed of tru

musicianship and gifted with a voice of remarkable charm.
Her tones have a wonderful fullness and warmth, and are rich

without losing anything in clean-cut clearness."

At Toronto. Canada, the consensus of newspaper opinion

was that if this singer should come again she would meet with

a right royal welcome; and this she did meet at Montreal,

when she gave a recital there, the Governor-General of Canada,
Earl Gray, Countess Gray and their daughter traveling from
Quebec expressly to hear Miss Koenen, When in Atlanta, Ga.,

her program contained an excerpt from "The Messiah"; the

reviewer wrote that she gave it in such broad and noble style

that it made the audience long to hear the oratorio in its

entirety. New Orleans, the home of opera on this continent,

said that "no such singer had come to them in the days of the

present generation; may she come soon again." And every-

where it is the same. "May she come soon again!" What
more sincere recognition could an artist meet, or desire?

It is now mid-season, and already she has given song re-

citals in New Y'ork, Boston, Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City,

Mobile, New Orleans (with the I'hilharmonic Society), In-

dianapolis, Oberlin, Aurora (Wells College), Toronto, Mon-

treal, Buffalo, Baltimore (Peabody Institute), Cleveland, Pitts-
burgh; and yet to come there are one at the White House in
Washington, where she is to be the guest of the President and
Mrs. Taft; Detroit, Minneapolis. Des Moines, Chicago. Mil-
waukee and Denver. In all of these recitals she has had the
assistance of Bernard Tabbernal (a pupil of Coenraad V. Bos,
Dr. Wullner's distinguished accompanist), whose delightfully
skillfull accompaniments have received their due meed of
praise from both the press and the public.
Of Miss Koenen's appearances with orchestra, we have

already referred to her two with the Boston Symphony (with
two additional proffered which she is unable to accept). She
has also sung with the Theodore Thomas Orchestra. The
Cincinnati Symphony, the Philadelphia Orchestra, the St. Paul
Symphony, and during this present week she will sing with
the New York Philharmonic Society, under Gustav Mahler's
baton. With each of these conductors Miss Koenen had sung
in Europe; and it is an eloquent tribute to her artistry that
each of them made early engagements for her with their or-
chestras in the new world!
Next week—February 6, 7 and 8, to be explicit—Miss

Koenen will sing with the Chicago Apollo Club, taking the
name part in the great cantata, "Ruth." This is considered
the most interesting and important choral work of any living
coinjioscr; and Georg Schumann, the composer, earnestly
urged t).e engagement of Miss Koenen for the title role. She
had sung it at the initial presentation of the work in Berlin,
under Schumann's own direction, and in his endorsement of
the great Dutch contralto he says that she completely fulfills

his idea of "Ruth" as he conceived and wrote it. The Theo-
dore Thomas Orchestra, Frederick Stock, conductor, with
whom the singer from the Netherlands has sung on both sides
of the Atlantic, has been engaged to present the work; and
the perform.ance is expected to be one of the most impressive
ever given.
Then comes the recital, by special request, at the White

House in Washington, and in quick succession follow six other
recital dates, until the first week in March will find her in

IjOS Angeles, ready to begin the big tour of the Pacific Coast
which Mana.ger M. H. Hanson arranged for her during his re-

cent visit there. There is no doubt but that the great, big
hearted West will give the little Dutch singer as warm a
welcome as she has experienced in the older cities of tl:e East.
However, of this there is no reason to question, for St. Paul
declared that her concert with the St. Paul Symphony was
the most successful of the season, not even excepting that
when a famous pianiste appeared. Indeed, there is scarcely
another artist on the concert stage today who received such
unvarying praise and appreciation from the critics. Miss
Koenen has no reason to refer to that much maligned brother-
hood as being captious; for they have given her art and her
talents prompt recognition, and the enthusiastic headlines

—

not to quote from the body of the text at all—to the reviews
of her concerts find but scant parallel in other scrap books,

Charles Cadman Wakefield, in the Pittsburgh Dispatch,
heads his reviews: Great Interpreter of German Lieder Also
Wins in Italian Numbers. In Class by Herself.

Wilson G. Smith, in the Cleveland Press, announces: Rare
Artistic Intimacies in Tillie Koenen Recital.

The Buffalo musical scribes waxed most enthusiastic in their

headlines, of which these are but a sample:

Dittch contralto, Tilly Koenen delighted large audience with
her silvery tones. Has a great range. Her singing of German
lieder very fine.—Commercial.

Miss Koenen swayed large audience to the magic of her rich

voice; beautiful song bird delighted her hearers with a rare

program.—Evening Times.

In Toronto: Sang fine program; great Dutch contralto wins
laurels.—Toronto World.

A great contralto. Miss Koenen makes conquest of Toronto
audience; her beautiful voice and expressive style compel
admiration; and. although unknown, she wins an instantane
ous success.—Toronto Globe.

St. Paul says: Dutch contralto is a consummate artist: Tilly

Koenen wins audience in concert.—St. Paul Daily News.

Miss Tilly Koenen one of few really great singers. Unusual
art recognized. Artist has beautiful voice, brains and emotion.

—St. Paul Pioneer Press.

Coming over for a short season, her first in America, and
comparatively unknown, this charming young Hollander—and
her personality is as charming as is her voice—will have had
to extend her stay here by several weeks to meet the whole of

the contracts signed for her; and when she leaves here early

in .June, to meet the last rehearsals of the Strauss Festival in

Munich—at which she to be chief soloist—she will have sung
some ninety engagements in these United States in the short

time of seven months.
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THE ART OF DECLAMATORY SONG.

imisic. In oilier words tlie iimsic;i! woi-ld h,-is come
111 rc:ili/.c lli:il unlike iiisl niuuMlial ninsie, viieal iniisie

cDiisisIs ol' holli [luclry as well as the ('.xpressidii hy
iiicans oC sound. \'\> lo a very sliorl time a^o even the

jfiviit ai-lists ](aid mure aileiilion to tiic imisieal IVature
of siiifiinji than lo llic drainaiie settiii};. iSiil lately

such artists as l»r. Liidw ii; Wnlliier opened the (nes
of tlie iimsical |nililic to the lieaiity of the |ioetic ideas

which the coiii|ios('is have intenninjiled with their

son};s. That under Iliese new coiidilious it is olleii

likely that lieaulv oT voice is sacriliced lo dranialic

teuiiieraineiit, without jarring- refined imisieal eais. is

only loo evident. Hut occasionally there arises a re-

niarkalile e.xeeptioii lo the jivneral rule in the .-idvenl

of an artist who eoniliines the loree ol' dramatic Ici-Ndr

with the snioolliness and lle.xiliilily ol' an ideal \ocal

oi-oan.

The lasi few years ha\e linini;lil a i;reat re\iilulion

ill llie art 111 siijoini;. There was a time when il was
considered siilticienr \\hen an artist was ahle to siiii;

in a clear and rinuinj; voice the various melodic arias

of the well known Italian coloratiire operas. The tier

man son;; was at that time an unknown i|uaiifily. Then
followed tjie reioii of the concert sin;;ers. (>p(»ratic

arias liec;ime the minority pari of a pronrain and classi-

cal s()ii;;s were lirou;;lil prominently to the front. At
first liere. t the siniier was expected to jiossess a

heautifiil voice and much technical sliortcoinino was
for,oi\eii in the face of a Iteaiitiful vocal oroan. IJiit

l^radlially llie cniicei-l simmers Ipecame more and inore

intellectual until tiually we reached llial sia,ue of vocal

an which is now so well known under the aiijilication

•declamatory vocal art." Tlie jirincipal feature of this

phase of musical culture is the emphasis of the words
of a soup ill ail ei|ual ralio with llie emphasis of the

Siicli an arlisi is .Miss Tilly Koenen. who makes her

first San I'^rancisco ajijiearaiice at the (iarrick Thealer
tomorrow afternoon, .March Kith. We want to call tlie

atlenlion of our ivaih'rs once more to tlie fact tliat we
have devoted more time to the exploitation of the ^ieniiis

of tliis wonderful woman than we usually lu'stow upon
the apin-oai liiiio visii of a oieat artist. The reason mi-

derlyiiiu this viuorons cani|iaion in heiialf (d' this ideal

exponent ol declamatory \ocal art may he souiiiht in

the necessity to call the alleiition of the youn.ucr vener-

ation of vocal students lo this new ]iliase ol' imisic inter

jiretatiou which has lately entranced the musical world.

A careful atlenlion lo the work of an artist like Tilly

Koenen will reveal to llie ohserver two pre-eminent feat-

ures. One (d' these consists of a distinct, aciinale and

easily understood iironunciatioii and the othei- reiire

.sents the necessity of introducing;- the lMi.i;lish laiioiiap'

more freeiiuently ii]ion a concert ])ro,i;ram. If declama-

tory vocal art has taii;;lil us anything; it has strikiii;;ly

hrini.i;hl to (Uir attention to unaiterahle fact that unless

the hearer tliorou;;hly iinderstaiids the text of a son;;

the composition is of no \aliie whatever. This fact

alone will gradually result in the study of the Kn;;lish

laii;;iia;;e hy foreion arlisis who come to America, for

it is just as impo.ssilde for an .\iiiericaii unfamiliar with

a forei;;ii toiiiiue to understand a sono as it is for any-

one when Ife words are not prononiiced distinctly. One
of the mosi idiotic spectacles ihat has ever come to our

atlenlion is llie willin;;ness of apparently iiitelli;;ent

jieople 111 sil for two hours or more listeiiino to operas

sun;; in Italian or oilier foreioii lan;;uaj;es without uu-

(iersl.indin;; one syllahle of the story that unfolds itself.

There are some who would argue that as lonu as pen

pie are williii;; to listen to opera in a foreion toiijiue

and to pav extrava;;aiit jirices for the jtrivileoe it is

])erfectly leoitimale to continue this jiractice indeti-

iiitelv. liiii the iirogress of culture and education

would he sadly iiiiiieih-d if the oeneral jiuhlic would he

permitted to do what it pleased. And we helieve that

the art of declanialoiy song will he the most intluential

factor in the evenlual introduction of the I'aiglish lan-

guage u|pon the coiiierl jirogram .is well as upon oper-

atic re]ierloires.

There could hardly he any more striking ligiire pre-

sented to the iiuhlic lo emiihasize the suiieriorily (if

declamatory vocal art over that of colorature singing

than .Miss Tillv Koenen, who will give a series of pro-

grams ihe like of which are rarely lieard during the

course of a coiicerl season. It is just as necessary lor

a vocal sliideiit to listen to an artist of .Miss Koeiien's

oigantic vocal imwers as it is for a medical student to

atTend regularly his clinic The lu-st evidence of a thor-

ough musiial ediicalion is freipieut attendance at con-
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<-crls ol' more than (irdiiiai-v iiii|»(i-laiic('. I lliis(i-at ion

is llic JK'st Icaclicr. A sliHlciit wlio is iiidillVrcnl in llii'

mailer of conrorl al Icndancc is indittVrcnl lowaid
nnisic in jienei-al and any money expended on his or

her musical education is al)solutely w.isted. The attend
ance at the rorthcomin;; coucei-ls of Tilly Koenen will

demonstrate the stren<;Mi of the sinj;infi students of

San Francisco and also the influence \\hich the sinfiing

Icacliers exercise over their pupils.

TILLY KOENEN'S PR0GRAIV1S.

MYRTLE ELVYN'S FAREWELL CONCERT.

Tliat splendid .voung artist. Miss Myrtle Elvyii. will give her
farewell concert this Saturday afternoon at the Garrick The-
ater presenting a program of unusual interest. Among the
works to be performed are Mendelssohn's "Preludium, Fugue
and Choral," Chopin's "Sonata" (op. .'iS), Schumann's "Toc-
cata" (op. 7). Brahms' "Rhapsodie" (op. 7!)). and a list of

great works by Scriabine. Rameau. Corelli, Moszkowski.
Dvorak and Liszt such as no student can afford to miss. The
prices range from $1..^0 down to 75 cents.

For years there has been a complaint that managers will

not give an American artist or a local artist an opportunity
to be heard. If the results are such as the attendance at Miss
Elvyn's splendid concerts demonstrate one can scarcely blame
the managers. Miss Elvyn is unquestionably one of the finest

pianists that have visited us regardless of nationality or sex

and she is bound to reach the very top rung of the ladder
of fame.

MISS KEMBLE'S INTERPRETATIVE STUDY RECITAL.

Miss Margaret Kemble of Berkeley gave the second of her
interpretative study recitals at the St. Francis Hotel last Mon-
day afternoon. The subject on this occasion was the opera
"Salome" by Richard Strauss. An unusually large audience
was in attendance and Miss Kemble was the recipient of nu-

merous congratulatory compliments regarding her splendid

exposition of the subject. Those present were also most
enthusiastic about the music as interpreted by Miss Laura
Anderson, a pupil of Miss Kemble's. who showed the results

of unusually intetligent and artistic training in the ease with
which she handled the tremendously difficult score. Before
reading the play, Miss Kemble delivered a sort of preliminary
explanatory comment on the different aspects of the music-
drama and its presentations and interpretations witnessed
abroad. Not dealing with the subject of her discourse sensa-

tionally. Miss Kemble showed that Strauss has broadened and
enriched musical expression, carrying further the work begun
by Berlioz, Liszt, Wagner and Brahms, showing more clearly

rhat the timbre of instruments is a mood in itself, that "color

in music is a separate manifestation of the art" just as in cer-

tain schools of painting. Salome gives such splendid opportu-

nities for color and "atmosphere" and all the realism of a

terrible and bloodshot age, for Salome is but a magical word
painting. This study of "Salome" was given by Miss Kemble
at the Ebell club, Oakland, last Wednesday and at the resi-

dence of Professor and Mrs. .John Galen Howard in Berkeley

yesterday (^ridayl.

The Half Hour of Music at the Greek Theater last Sunday
afternoon was given by the following pupils of Madame Anna
von Meyerinck: Miss Ada Armstrong, Miss Edith Lloyd, Mrs.

M. Lueders, Frantz Irving, Miss Lillian Lineer, Miss Louise

Lund, Miss Sadie Ward, Herbert von Meyerinck and Rudolph
C. Post. There was a very large audience in attendance

which revealed its delight by frequent bursts of enthusiastic

applause. The program, which was splendily rendered, in-

cluded the following works: Quartet—Abschied vom Walde
(Farewell to the Forest) (MendelssohnI, Misses Lund and
Lineer, Messrs. Irving and Post; (a) "Thou, my repose" (Schu-

bert), (b) Spring Song (Mendelssohn), Miss Ward; Aria from
Tannhauser: Wolfram's Eulogy of Love (Wagner), Mr. Post;

"He, of all the best the noblest" (from "Woman's Life and
Love") (Schumann), Miss Armstrong; Clarinette solo: First

Movement, First Concerto (Von Weber), Mr. Von Meyerinck;

Mr. Marshall Giselman, accompanist; (a) Aria from "Ulysses"

(Bruch). (b) "Oh, sunny beam" (Schumann), Mrs. Lueders:

"O mer ouvie toi" (Delibes). Mr. Von Meyerinck; (a) Love is

Forever (Brahms), (b) Lullaby from "Jocelyn" (with clari-

nette obligato) (Godard), Miss Lloyd; Quartette—Auf Wieder-

sehn (Mendelssohn.

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.

Although delayed by the traffic embargo in Nevada, the pro-
grams for the Tilly Koenen concerts have arrived in good
time for publication and they are certainly well worth the
while, for more interesting and novel feasts of song have
never been offered our music lovers. Of course thanks to
the campaign of the Pacific Coast Musical Review, Miss
Koenen's name is now as well known in this city as that of
other singers who have appeared here this season and if

what the leading critics of Europe and the East say is only
half true those attending the Koenen concerts will have a
musical treat they will not soon forget. For the opening
concert this Sunday afternoon at the (Jarrick Theater the
following program will be given:

I.

Dem ITnendlichen Schubert
Die Krahe Schubert
Sapphische Ode Brahms
Wehe so willst du ! Brahms

n.
La Zingarella Paisiello
Ah se tu dorrai Bassani
Ridonami la calma Tosti
Furibondo spira il vento Handel

III.

Sunbeams Landon Ronald
Baby Mallinson
Kyjk zoo'n lustiz spannetje 1

Poppengedoe I Catherina van Rennes
Een Dansje

)

(Thi-ee Dutch Children Songs.)

IV.

Wiegenlied Richard Strauss
Die Wasserrose Richard Strauss
Die Zigeunerin Hugo Wolf
Er ist's Hugo Wolf

* • •

At the second concert. Thursday night, March 17, a most
novel and unusual program is promised. Here it is:

I.

"Vittoria m'.o core" Carissimi
"In Questa Tomba" Beethoven
"Die AUmacht" Schubert

II.

"Die Geister am Mummelsee ^

w-^.Tlfi!f" y Heinrich van Eyckeu
Wiegenlied f

Lied der Walkure J

III.

Four Malay Songs Constant van de Wall
(In manuscript—arranged for Miss Koenen.)

IV.

Eight Gypsy Songs Brahms
* * *

For the farewell conceit Sunday afternoon, March 20:

I.

"Der Wegweiser" ^

Gretchen am Spinnrad I Schubert
Aufloesing f

Erlkoenig J
n.

Sunbeams Landon Ronald
The Danza Chadwick
Cradle Song ) ^ HumperdinckDame Swallow j

Slow Horses Slow Mallinson
Ecstasy Walter Rummel

III.

Lied vom Winde ^

^esang Weyla's I

j^ ^y^j^
Geh Geliebter. geh jetz I

Trunken mussen wir alle sein J

IV.

Geduld >

Ich trage meine Minne I Richard Strauss
Schlagende Herzen

(

Fruhlingsfeier J

At each concert books of the words will be distributed

gratis. The sale of seats is now in progress at Sherman. Clay
& Co.'s and on Sunday the box office will open at the theater

at 10 a. m. Next Friday afternoon, March 18, Miss Koenen
will sing in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse, repeating the

stunning program of this Sunday afternoon. Seats will be
ready at Ye Liberty box office tomorrow morning.
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THE LORING CLUB.

The second half of the thirty-third season of the Loriiig

Club is a busy one for the active membership, including as it

does not only two concerts in the regular series, but also the
concert in May with Mr. Walter Damrosch's orchestra, on
which occasion "St. Patrick at Tara" by Mr. Wallace A. Sabin,
the director of the club, will be heard in one of the evening
symphony programs. The third concert of the present season
is announced for the evening of Tuesday, March 15, at Chris-
tion Science Hall, when an especially attractive offering will

be submitted. The numbers by the club include four, which
on this occasion will be heard for the first time at a Loring
Club concert, these being Arthur Sullivan's thrilling setting of
Henry F. Chorley's poem "The Beleaguered," C. H. Lloyd's
"The Patriot," and two quaint Swedish folk songs, "Verme-
land" and "Dear Land of Our Fathers."

At a recent concert the club produced for the first time in

San Francisco William G. Hammond's choral ballad "Lochin-
var" and Schubert's "The Night is Cloudless and Serene," the
one being a characteristically stirring setting of Sir Walter
Scott's ballad, and the other in Schubert's most melodious and
sympathetic mood. There have been so many requests thai

these be repeated that the committee has decided that they
shall be included in the program of this concert, the soloist in

the Schubert work, as before, being Mr. J. F. Veaco. The first

appearance of the Pasmore Trio at the Loring Club concerts
on this evening will be of special interest to the regular at-

tendants, and especially so, as the work which they will per-

form is Tschaikowsky's Trio in A minor (op. .50), a rarely

heard composition of great beauty and masterly construction,

which makes great demands on its interpreters. In addition.

Miss Mary Pasmore and Miss Dorothy Pasmore will each be
heard in a solo for their respective instruments. The concert

will be under the direction of Mr. Wallace A. Sabin, the direct-

or of the club, and the accompaniments will be in the hands
of Mr. Frederick Maurer, pianist, and Mr. W. Fletcher Hus-
band, organist.

**

avenue, Berkeley, for the purpose of introducing Madam
Eileen Mitchell O'Moore, the violin virtuosa who recently
arrived here after a concert tour around the world. Three
receptions have been given, namely, on February 13 and 23
and on March 3, Among the compositions that have been
performed at these receptions by Madam O'Moore were Paga-
nini's concerto in D major, Ernst's Concerto in F sharp minor,
and Mendelssohn's Concerto in E minor. These and other
works have been performed in a manner that awakened much
enthusiasm on account of the high class musicianship dis-
played. Madam O'Moore was accompanied at the piano by
her hostess, Mrs. Richardson.

Musical circles on the east side of the bay of San Fran-
cisco have been much interested in a series of receptions that

have been given by Mrs. George H. Richardson of La Loraa

The San Francisco Center of the American Music Society is

mailing notices to the effect that it requests composers resid-
ing in California "north of Tehachapi" to submit manuscript
compositions for performance at the next concert of the So-
ciety to be given in April. Compositions are to be presented
without signature but should bear a mark by which they may
be identified. The mark with name accompanying should be
enclosed in a sealed envelope. All compositions must be in
the hands of the secretary. Miss Rita Slater, 376 Sutter street,
San Francisco, before April 1. We will only refrain from
severely criticising the fact that the compositions are to be
forwarded from composers residing "north of Tehachapi" upon
the supposition that at a subsequent concert the composers
residing "south of the Tehachapi" will be asked to forward
their works. If such a plan has not been considered we desire
to denounce the San Francisco Center of the American Music
Society as being unfit to be supported by any self-respecting
musician inasmuch as it would then foster a criminal paternal-
ism unworthy of any lady or gentleman of the profession. We
want our readers to realize the fact that California is not
divided musically and it is bad enough that there should be
such unworthy citizens residing within her borders to draw
distinctions between the North and the South of the State.
This paper will begin a campaign of such vigor and force
that there will exist no doubt as to the contempt we possess
for musicians who draw distinctions between composers who
reside North or South of the Tehachapi. In the meantime we
will give the otlicers of the San Francisco Center of the Ameri-
can Music Society the benefit of the doubt.

Of Importance to Pacific Coa^ Musicians
HE editor of the Pacific Coa^ Musical Review has begun a complete hi^ory of the Pacific

TCoa^ from 1850 until 1910, representing sixty years of music in the Far We^.
While the material of this immense work, which will occupy several large volumes, will be

taken chiefly from newspaper files and musical journals published elsewhere, there are a

great many items which may be gathered from private sources. Among such items will be

particularly useful concert programs or programs of grand opera seasons. We also like to secure private

information from musicians or music lovers who remember musical happenings with any assurance of

accuracy and who may thus aid in a worthy musical cause. As far as we have gone up to this time we
can assure all musicians that a hi^ory of music on the Pacific Coa^ will be more intere^mg and enter-

taining than can be imagined, and as we expect to write this hiSlory in an entertaining vein rather than in

a dry statistical form, thus blending humor with pathos and human intere^, we expedl to publish a

hi^ory of more than mere statistical value. If in the past any musician or music lover has disagreed with

us in the editing of this journal or has reason to feel offended at any imaginary or real injury sustained by

the editor, or if he thinks that the writer has reason to feel offended at anything he may have done or

said, we want to announce publicly at this time that in this work to be published we do not bear any

malice and we want EVERYONE represented who has done sufficient meritorious work for this great

country which is worthy of immortalization m a big musical hi^ory. We have begun this work in all

seriousness and will not permit petty personal feelings to interfere with the accuracy of our work. In this

spirit we desire to solicit the hearty co-operation of the musical profession in our tedious task.

ALFRED METZGER,
Room 802 Kohler & Chase Building. 26 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, EDITOR PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.
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MUSIC FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH.

February closed in a blaze of glory musically; in fact, it

was one of the best months Los Angeles has yet known, as it

included the first appearance this season of Mme. Teresa Car-
reno. the pianist, who was the closing event of the great Phil-

harmonic course, and during the same week the fourth sym-
phony concert with the celebrated virtuosa as soloist, while
on the same evening the farewell recital of Mme. Schumann-
Heink filled Temple Auditorium to its capacity.
During February Ralph Ginsburg, a local young musician,

made his detut, showing that he is a most talented young
man of 17.

The school children's concert on Tuesday, the 24th, was an-
other creditable showing for this month. Simpson's Audi-
torium was well filled, and a most interesting program ren-

dered by a trio of local artists—Mrs. Bertha Vaughan, so-

prano: Miss Marie Elliott, lecturer, and Mrs. M. Hennion
Robinson at the piano.
During Lent the musical affairs usually grow less in num-

ber, but greater in importance.
On Tuesday evening. March 8. Tillie Koenen. the famous

Dutch contralto, will be heard in Simpson's Auditorium. Fri

day afternoon, the 11th, she will sing with the Symphony Or-
chestra at the fifth symphony concert before departing for

the north.
On Sunday, March 13, Mrs. Estelle Heartt Dreyfus will pre-

sent a Lenten Song Vesjers at four o'clock in the afternoon
at the Woman's Club House, introducing a special Lenten pro-

gram, with Mr. Opid. cellist, and Mrs. Robinson at the piano.
Tuesday, March 15, and Saturday afternoon, the Iflth, al

Simpson's Auditorium, Myrtle Elvyn, a Chicago pianist, will

be heard in two recitals.

On Monday, March 21, and afternoon of the 22d, Maud
Powell, the greatest of all woman violinists, is scheduled for

two recitals.

On Sunday evenings the Baunigardt European travelogues
and easy chair journeys are scheduled at Blanchard's Hall.

All the leading churches have promised Easter programs
worthy of mention, and rehearsals are now on of the various
choirs.

On Friday. April 1, the sixth and last symphony concert

—

a Wagner program—will be given at the Auditorium.
The Ellis Club is scheduled for Tuesday, the 19th, and the

Flonzaley Chamber Music Quartet is due the same month.

w
LOS ANGELES AND THE MAY MUSIC FESTIVAL.

Inquiries have come thick and fast during the last few days
concerning the annual music festival of Los Angeles, which
is to take place about the middle of May. The movement was
started under excellent auspices last December, an executive
board was selected, composed of a committee of five, appointed
from the Gamut Club, associated with two members of the

Music and Art Committee of the Chamber of Commerce, and
representatives selected from the Merchants and Manufact-
urers' .Association, the Orpheus Club, Ellis, Dominant-I^yric,

Treble Clef, Friday Morning, Ebell and Ruskin Art Clubs, from
the Los Angeles Center of American Music Society, Board of

Education, teachers of music in the high school, polytechnic

high and the grammar grades, and from other musical organi-

zations, mercantile bodies and influential citizens, forming
a governing body for the association consisting of some fifty

representative citizens.

The object was to conduct a musical festival of from three

to five days' duration in Los Angeles each season, and to assist

in the furtherance of musical art in the southwest. One of

the leading features of the movement was the purpose of

advertising broadcast the artistic side of Los Angeles life.

The suggestion for events was two matinees and three nights,

to open the first night with massed chorus, all choral work
with soloists accompanied by orchestra. The first afternoon

to be a symphony program with instrumental soloists, uniting

the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra and the Woman's Orches-

tra of this city. The second night to be operatic night, with
the chorus supporting a quintet of soloists, accompanied by
full orchestra: second afternoon to be children's afternoon
with a massed symphony orchestra by the children, a chorus
of 1,200 voices from the various schools, assisted by vocalists.
The third night to be devoted to part songs and selections
from Los Angeles and American composers.
The May festival, as outlined by the Board of Directors, is

to be of such magnitude that it needs the united forces of all

public spirited citizens, public organizations, as well as the
musical fraternity. The movement has been started under
excellent auspices, and was carried on until the assistance of
certain business men. Chamber of Commerce and the Mer-
chants and Manufacturers' Association was desired. After
looking into the merits of the movement a number of the
leading citizens requested the Festival Board of Directors
to wait until the new city officers had taken their positions,

the new council had commenced its work, holidays passed
and the success of aviation week had become world wide. This
was the commercial side's request. All this has been accom-
plished. We have Los Angeles advertised as never before,

and we have set a new pace and made new history in the
world's progress. The mechanical, the commercial, the politi-

cal, has been satisfied, and as usual, the artistic comes last,

but during this period of waiting the artists, the musical man-
agement, the municipal band and the symphony orchestra
have done their share towards the promoting and the success-
ful carrying out of all their projects, and now the artistici

steps in to give a crowning halo to a strenuous endeavor of

Los Angeles and southern California such a tremendous suc-

cess that the entire musical world shall be penetrated in

every direction and Los Angeles heralded world wide as a
center of music as well as a center of commercialism.

BONITA

The Famous Beauty Who Heads the Cast of "Wine, Woman
and Song" at the Savoy Theater.
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The music festival association requests tlie men and women
who have made these other movements successful to bacli
them up with their moral as well as financial support, rehears-
als are to be commenced at once, and all should unite in mak-
ing this festival as complete a success as aviation week, and
the publicity obtained will attest to the fact that Los Angeles
is the center of music, art and literature as well as the home
of the most progressive commercial brains of America. The
plan for raising the $10,000 required for carrying out the festi-
val association plans is from the sale of 1,000 shares at the
face value of $10, subscribers to be held responsible only to
the extent of their subscription, 25 per cent payable down at
the time of subscribing, 25 per cent thirty days afterward, and
the remaining 50 per cent thirty days before the opening of
the festival. Each subscriber to have the option of receiving
back at the end of the festival and the report of the finance
committee a proportionate amount of their subscriptions not
used for festival purposes; such proportion to be determined,
if there is any loss, and the sale of seats not sufficiently large
to meet the disbursement by an auditing committee or such
an amount over and above, if the subscribers prefer, to
remain as a sinking fund for the carrying out of future annual
festival plans. The sale of seats as planned by the associa-
tion, if all were sold, would amount to one and one-half times
the entire cost, and it is believed by those in charge that the
subscribers will receive back in full all such moneys advanced.
Among those interested in the movement are Dr. Norman

Bridge, chairman finance committee; Prof. A. ,J. Stamm, chair-
man program committee; Miss Cora Foy on subscription com-
mittee; Fielding Stilson, Mrs. Parsons, Mrs. Wm. .Jamison,
Mrs. Chick, Mr. Geisler, Mr. Salyer, Walter Raymond, Mr.
Geo. Derby, W. C. Patterson, C. F. Edson, Mrs. C. Modini-
Wood, Joseph Scott, Mr. Sam T. Clover, Prof. Foshay, Frank
J. Hart, W. D. Stephens, Willis Booth, L. E. Behymer, C. A.
Elder, Miss Stone, and others who alone should assure the
success of this movement. Mr. L. E. Behymer has been se-
lected as the general manager.

* • •

An American composers' concert was given at the First
Unitarian Church, Los Angeles, on Sunday afternoon, Febru-
ary 27. The soloists were: Mrs. W. .J. Kirkpatrick, soprano;
Miss Margaret Goetz, contralto; Gage Christopher, baritone;
The Women's Quartet; Mrs. Ada Marsh Chick, organist, and
Miss May Burnham Orcott, accompanist. The same musicians
will give another American composers' concert on Sunday
afternoon, March 27. The program of the last event was as
follows

:

Organ—An Indian Lodge, The Wild Rose (MacDowell); The
Great Rain Song of the Zunis (Troyer), Mrs. Kirkpatrick,
Misses Goetz, Montgomery and Ciesielska; Ballad of the Trees
and the Master (Chadwick), "June" (Beach), "Like a Rose-
bud" (La Forge), Mrs. Kirkpatrick; Duet—"Emmanuel"
(Coombs), Mrs. Kirkpatrick and Mr. Christopher; "Allah"
(Chadwick), Meg Merriles and Ghosts" (Lang), "The Nightin-
gale" (Stephens). Miss Goetz; "The Sea" (MacDowell), "I

Dreamed of a Princess Fair to See' (Hadley), "With Rue My
Heart is Laden" ( Branscombel, "Zion is Captive Yet" (from
Hora Novissima) (Parker), Mr. Christopher; Duet—"The
Voice of Spring" (Foote), Mrs. Kirkpatrick and Miss Goetz;
"Twas April" (Nevin), "The Butterfly" (Chase), "If I Knew"
(Gaynor), "Flower Rain" (Schneider), Mrs. Kirkpatrick; "The
Coyote" (La Forge), "For You. Dearest Heart" (Root), "Peo-
ple Victorious (from Hora Novissima) (Parker), Miss Goetz;
Quartet—"The Rose and the Moth" (Jamison).

Mrs. Estelle Heartt Dreyfus announces "A Lenten Song
Vesper" to be given at the Woman's Club, 940 South Figueroa
Street, Los Angeles, on Sunday afternoon, March 13. Mrs.
Dreyfus will be assisted by Ludwig Opid, violoncello, and Mrs.
Hennion Roliinsoii, ])iano.

OUR NEW HEADQUARTERS
The office of the PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL

REVIEW is open from 9 to 12 a. m. and from 1

to 5 p. m. It is located at Room 802 Kohler &
Chase Building, 26 O'Farrell Street, San Fran-

cisco, and its telephone number is Kearny 5454.

Visitors are always welcome and information will

be given cheerfully. ALFRED METZGER,
Editor PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.

We note with a great deal of satisfaction that W. Francis
Gates has been chosen as musical editor of the Los Angeles
Examiner or at least he wrote the Lambardi season for that
paper. Mr. Gates is an excellent musician who understands
the critical pen thoroughly and who is really very well adapted
for newspaper criticism, having had the necessary musical
education and commanding a very facile style of writing. With
Mr. Johnson on the Los Angeles Times, Mr. Gates on the Los
Angeles Examiner, Mr. Colby on the Los Angeles Express and
Mrs. Bridgham on the Los Angeles Herald, that city enjoys
the privilege of reading the articles on musical subjects by
people who thoroughly understand what they are writing
about. It would be a relief if certain of the San Francisco
daily papers would imitate the example set by the Los Ange-
les press and engage competent people to write their musical
criticisms.

Again the Von Stein Academy of Music of Los Angeles is

able to record an artistic .triumph scored by its numerous
students who give more and more evidence of the thorough
musical training they receive at that institution under the
splendid direction of Heinrich von Stein. On this last occasion
the Gamut Club Auditorium was again crowded from pit to
gallery and frequent bursts of enthusiastic applause rewarded
the clever pupils for their skillful performances and never
ceased until encores had been responded to in every instance.
The complete program was as follows:
Symphony No. 5 (Beethoven), Ensemble Class; Galop Bur-

lesque (Gurlitt), Miss Selma Siegelman; Shepherd Dance
(Hofman), Miss Marguerite Hanson; Allegro (Koelling), Mar-
cus Fitzsimmons; Elfln Dance (Jensen), Miss Olga Orth;
Valse E flat (P^ranz Bendell, Miss HIstella Van Dusen; Fabliau
(Raff), Miss Nellie Brigham; Barcarole (Lack), Miss Nellie
West; Sherzo, E Hat (E. Lieblingl. Mr. Victor Nemechek;
Loure (Bach), Mr. Edward Wickern; Sonata Pathetique (last

movement) (Beethoven), Miss Loretta Payson; Bolero (two
pianos) (Parlow), Misses Payson and Brigham; Sonata E (last

movement) (Beethoven), Mr. Raymond Schouten; Concert-
Etude A flat (Schloezer), Miss Mona Newkirk; Fantasie-Im-
promptu (Chopin), Miss Clara Russakov; Valse Brilliante E
(Moszkowsky), Mr. Clarence Bates.

Paloma and Karla Schramm are visiting in their home city,

Los Angeles, and will possibly give a concert there. At a
recent concert of the Thomas Orchestra in Chicago Paloma
made a very deep impression and she will no doubt soon rank
among the better American concert pianists and possibly forge
ahead into the coveted virtuoso circle.

It gives us great pleasure to record the fact that Miss Edith
Mason and Thomas Persse have been added to the forces of

the Ferris Hartman Company in Los Angeles, thus strengthen-

ing that splendid organization in a most effective manner.
There is a likelihood that sufficient vocal material may be
gathered to soon present one or two grand operas in a most
elaborate style.

Robert Lortat Jacob, also of Paris, played with fine style

Brahms, Schumann and Grieg, in a Concerto Evening with the

Philharmonic Orchestra.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in receipt of a new and
neatly printed prospectus of the Von Stein Academy of Music
of Los Angeles which serves as a suplementary edition to the

one recently published and to which we already referred. This
additional edition was necessitated by the demand for the first

one, which was immediately exhausted and left many disap-

pointed applicants who were unable to obtain a copy.

McAllister
yVear MARKET

Tlii!- Salui'.hn- .Mlcl- ri ali.l lOvt-liins— l-iiSt Timt-.s ,.(
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Thursda.v and Saturday.
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V.'ic. Seats on Sale at the Theatre and Emporium.
Commencing; Sunday Matinee. March 20—"THK IIRI)
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THE MYRTLE ELVYN CONCERTS.

Well, we might as well say it now and be done willi it.

Myrtle Elvyn is a great pianiste, and might well be classed
with the foremost woman pianists of the day. There seems
to be a hesitancy prevalent among critics and the public to
frankly admit the existence of genius in an American-born
musician, but in order that there might not be any misunder-
standing regarding our position in this respect, we desire to
go on record as stating without restriction that Myrtle Elvyn
is entitled to a place among the foremost pianists before l he
public today, and now that we have this off our mind we will

proceed to ttll you why we have come to that conclusion.
There exists a certain habit among writers for newspapers
to dwell upon the fact that a woman pianist occasionally
plays like a man. This contention does not appeal to us as
being advantageous to the player. We prefer to hear a

woman play like a woman, and a man play like a man. Theie
is to us just as little attraction in a woman who plays like

a man than there is in a man who plays like a woman. Each
type possesses characteristics of its own and most assuredly
lowers the quality of its performance as soon as it wavers
from its straight path of individuality. What we admire in a
woman pianist particularly is the fact that she possesses a
certain feminine delicacy of interpretation which a man cannot
and should not exhibit, and unless a woman plays in such a

manner she cannot be classed as a representative woman
pianist.

Myrtle Elvyn is an ideal woman pianist. Her poetic coloring
of tone is simply delightful. Her caressing touch is velvety in

its smoothness. Her ingenuity in bringing out a theme or
melody with distinct emphasis without blurring the arabesiiuc-
like ornaments in the shape of chords, runs, trills and other
technical embelishments is distinctly unique. She is an I'xiio-

nent of the tempo rubato which she uses quite frequently with
splendid effect, and she associates with this a very charming
application of pauses which as applied by Miss Elvyn assume
a musical importance as striking as the periods written down
by the composer. This ingenious introduction of the tempo
rubato and the pauses combine to create a certain rhythmic
exhilaration that can only emanate from the mind of a real

genius. But there is still turther evidence of Miss Elvyn's
pianistic superiority. She plays with an ease of execution
and apparent lack of effort that makes the most difficult te<h-

nical feats appear as child's play in her hands. Indeed Miss
Elvyn's technic is simply astounding and there does not seem
to exist to her any obstacle. We have noticed one particular
trait in Miss Elvyn's interpretations and that is the distinct

contrast she attains between pianissimo, piano, forte and for-

tissimo wTthout indulging in the bad habit of pounding. We
believe that her clever manipulation in this respect is largely
due to her judicious use of the pedal.

The program, while exceedingly interesting, did not contain
a sufficient number of new works to justify us to devote to it

detailed attention. The Debussy prelude did not contain any
deep musical ideas and was rather cheapened by a series of

glissando effects which were too frequent to be pleasing. We
preferred Wolff's "Eine Liebesnovelle." which contained a

great deal of romantic atmosphere. In the various transcri|v

tions of songs for the piano Miss Elvyn succeeded in obtain-

ing truly vocal characteristics; especially was this true of the
"Erlking" and in the Schumann "Etudes Symphoniques." which
lost under Miss Elvyn's poetic treatment that pedagogic dry-

ness that a great many pianists seem to be so fond of. In

conclusion we might add that Miss Elvyn is a most striking
exception to the rule which accuses exceptionally beautiful
women of a lack of intelligence, for in her case Providence
has been especially kind and has combined physical beauty
with beauty of artistic execution in a manner that cannot
but exercise a most unusual impression upon a critical con-

cert audience. We do not hesitate to recommend every plane j

student to attend the Elvyn concerts.

ALFRED METZGEIi.

GARRICKTHEATRE
Ellis Street at Fillmore

WILL L. GREENBAUM presents

Tilly Koenen
The Dutch Contralto

and Song Interpreter

In Three Programs of German, Italian, French, English

and Dutch Songs

This Sunday Aft, March 13

Thursday Eve., March 17

Sunday Afternoon, March 20

Seats $2.00, $1.50 and $1.00; General admission $1.00

Box Office Sherman Clay & Cos
Sunday at theatre

OAKLAND CONCERT, Friday Aft., Mar. 18

Ye Liberty Playhouse Seals ready Monday

BALDWIN PI.ANO USED

r
Maud Powell

"One of the World's Great Violinists"

Assisted by Walderman Liachowsky, Piani^

Sunday Afternoon, March 27
Thursday Evening, March 31

Sunday Afternoon, April 3

Seats $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00; Ready Wed,. March 3

POWELL IN OAKLAND
Friday Aft., April 1 Ye Liberty

STEINWAY PIANO USED

Maud Allan
Classic Dancer

With a Grand Symphony Orchestra of 45

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday Evenings

Sunday Afternoon, April 3

Prices $1.00. $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50. Mail orders now received

Oakland on Wednesday, April 6

Coming—The Burton Holmes Travelogues

The Flonzaley Quartette
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I
Fitzpatrick& Norwood ; : The Bach Festival

* ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF
t t

j
Dr. Ludwig Wullner I

t and his Accompanist C. V. BOS

:

J
CALIFORNIA TOUR BEGINS IN MAY :

«

T *

t EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

PASMORE TRIO I

NOW ON TOUR

FIRST WESTERN TOUR

BUSONI
THE DISTINGUISHED PIANO VIRTUOSO

BEGINNING IN FALL, 1910

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

IGNAZ HAROLDI
Violin Virtuoso

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT I

Minetti Quartet
|

Georg Walcker
j

BASSO-PROFUNDO I

For Time and Terms, Address *

Fitzpatrick & Norwood :

Kohler & Chase Hall San Francisco i

SPRING, 1910

Soloists -^ Orchestra -^ Chorus

Choir of Children

Associated members pay five dollars a year, for which
they receive eight dollars worth of tickets. This offer is

made for a limited time only. Active members pay no
initiation fee and no dues.

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the Bach Festivals are held every Mon-
day evening at the First Christian Church, corner Dana
Street and Bancroft Way, Berkeley; and every Wednesday
evening at 818 Grove Street. San Francisco. Rehearsals

begin at 7:30. All singers who are interested are invited

to apply for membership in the Bach Choir.

Address Miss Lillian D. Clark, Secretary, 1522 Spruce
Street, Berkeley. Telephone, Berkeley 3294.

For the convenience of singers living in San Francisco,

information concerning details may be obtained at the

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Room 802 Kohler & Chase
Building, 26 O'Farrell Street. Telephone, Kearny 5454.< - -»-»--»-»•»»

|L. E. Behymerj
I \> KSTKUX >IA\V(;KU JIISICAI., ARTIST.S

MVI.\ OI'I'HE: LOS AXGELES, CAI..
:t44-:ur, llliiiK-linnl iliiildiii!;.

nil
lie «>»

the if Cuiist ami tlie S
I.Ol I)0\ IIIVRI.TOX of >e« York
I'HE HE.VRV W OI,FSOH\ CO. of \e«
<1. H. HAX.Sflv nud R. E. JOHXSOV
CHARLES ELLIS of Uostou, ami otIirrN

llookiliK this Seasou:
1IADAME :»I\H(ELI, \ SEMBRICH
M.\DAME SI HI >l\\\-HEIMv
:tiiss TiLL^ i\(>i:m:\
THE FLO\Z\Ii:\ III VRTETTE
THE DAMROS) H OUtHESTRV
GEORG KRI (il'.K. l>iaiii.sl

IGNAZ HAROI.ni. Violiuist
HARRY I.O'I r. llHrllone
iiAD\iii: Ti:i{i;sA carrexo
^IVnVMK lUll-.DA LAXGEXDORFF
l-Rir/. KUi;i>i|.ER, Yiolinist
>l \l I) IMIW i:i.i,. Yii>liiii.>it
ARXOI.I) KKVISS, Yloliuist
KSTi:i.i,i; iii:vi;tt dre\fis, contrn
:»IARA i,i: «;k\\u reed, Soprauo
HELEN (iOlF. Soprano
AXTOXIO HE GRASSl, Yioliliixt
Villi Other Well Knunii ArtistN.

iillhoil Orchestra—77 Me

"THE BEST IN MUSIC"

Ra<i-» >linle li i>r CailforMla
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FREDERIC STEVENSON'S NEW COMPOSITIONS.

One of the most successful compositions published by :iii.v

American composer is the Viennese Serenade by Frederic
Stevenson of Los Angeles. The Lyric Club of that city pre-

sented it on Friday evening, March 11, under the direction (if

.J. B. Poulin, with an "all star" cast. Harry Clifford Lott sang
the baritone solo, Oskar Selling played the violin, Ludwig
Opid took care of the cello. Miss Myrtle Ouellet interpreted
the harp part. Miss Ada Marsh Chick presided at the organ
and Miss Mary L. O'Donoughe played the piano accompani-
ment. The Woman's Lyric Club of Los Angeles consists of

splendid voices and the members appeared on this occasion in

snow white gowns. The concert took place, as usual, at the
Simpson Auditorium. Besides Mr. Stevenson's excellent work
the program contained: "The Legend of Granada" (Henry
Hadley), a composition written in the pure Spanish style.

Miss Willy Smyser was the club member selected as soloist

on this occasion. The concert proved one of the most enjoy-
able ever given by the club.

Mr. Stevenson's "Viennese Serenade" was also selected by
the Eurydice Club of Oakland, of which Mrs. Grace Davis
Northrup is the director. Luther Marchant of Berkeley sang
the baritone solo. Miss Martha Washington Dukes played the
organ part, Marinus Lytjen interpreted the violin score and
Malin Langstroth took care of the cello part. In New York
three clubs presented the work and the Cincinnati Club also

gave a most successful presentation of it. These last named
clubs followed the splendid performance given by the Men-
delssohn Club of Chicago, with Harrison M. Wild as director,

which club repeated the work upon request.
The Pacific Coast Musical Review has just received Mr

Stevenson's latest sacred composition written as a Festal, and
particularly as an Easter work, entitled "Praise the Lord, O
.Jerusalem!" A careful examination of this richly scored
composition convinces one that it is the biggest dramatic
church anthem in existence as far as the writer knows. Par-

ticularly impressive are the solos and the vivid choral pass-

ages. It is exceedingly modern in its treatment and is bound
to exercise a tremendous influence upon the emotional minds
of a church congregation. Christ Church in Los Angeles (T.'i

voices). First Methodist Church of Pasadena (50 voices), and
other choirs are doing it for Easter. Alex Stewart has selected

it for performance at the First Congregational Church in Oak-
land at Easter Sunday, with seventy voices. Howard Pratt

will be the tenor and Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup, soprano.

What Oliver Ditson & Co. think of the work may be gathered
from the following announcement they are sending out;

Oliver Ditson Company has the pleasure to announce the issue
of Frederic Stevenson's latest sacred song. "The New Jerusa-
lem," with text from the fiimous hymn "I Heard the Sound of
Voices." Notwithstanding the constantly accruing flood of so-
called sacred songs, it is still a dltncult matter to obtain church
solos which, while reverent and musiclanly, yet possess the
magnetic attractive quality which makes tor effect upon singer
and congregation. Artistic church soloists will find in "The
New .Terusalem" an ideal work tor their repertoire. Eminently
melodious and suavely flowing in style, with a range that is at
all times within fluent singable limits, affording a strikingly
effective climax and a varied organ accompaniment which.
while distinctly independent and marked by many charming-
tonal changes, presents absolutely no difTiculties. this new
song should certainly find its way into every church in the land
and become an established favorite.
The same firm has now in the press a new song by Mr.

Stevenson entitled "Light," written in two or three keys and
especially adapted tor Christian Science services.

In justice to a most skillful California composer the editor

of the Pacific Coast Musical Review desires to inform his

readers that he was present when Madame Schumann-Heink
examined the songs of this exceedingly young musician and
pronounced them as among the very best works she has seen

from the pen of American composers. The Diva liked the

works so much that she selected some of them for her pro-

grams for next season and was lavish in her praise and en-

couragement, when speaking of these compositions to the

editor of this paper. The composer here referred to is Albert

1. Elkus of Sacramento.

The pupils of Harry Samuels gave an excellent violin recital

at Kohler & Chase Hal! on Saturday afternoon, March 5, which
attracted a large audience. Teacher as well as participating

students were the recipients of hearty congratulations by
everyone present for the splendid work done on this occasion.

As stated in a recent issue of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review, Madame Teresa Carreno honored the Woman's
Orchestra of Los Angeles (Harley Hamilton, director) by play-

ing with thie organization the Beethoven piano concerto in

E flat. The members of the orchestra considered this a great

occasion, especially as the great pianiste was in excellent

mood and piayed splendidly. Madame Carreno said many nice

things about the orchestra and encouraged the members to

IDA FULLER
Who Will Appear in her spectacular fantasy "La Sorciere"

This Sunday Matinee at the Orpheum.

further efforts. She said that the organization had improved
remarkably since she played with it the last time, that such
as these were rare opporiunities tor study and that as long
as the members held to their high ideals and carried them out
she considered it her duty as well as her pleasure to play
with them. After the rehearsal Miss Cora Foy entertained
Madame Carreno at luncheon at the Annandale Country Club
and among the guests were: Signor Tagliapetra, Harley Ham-
ilton and Mrs. Edna Neher.

%%
THE MERRY WIDOW AT THE PRINCESS THEATRE—

While the Pacific Coast Musical Review rarely devotes much
space to musical comedy or burlesque it feels in justice bound
to give due recognition to the magnificent production of The
Merry Widow at the Princess Theatre which has been crowd-
ing that popular place of amusement at every performance
during the last two weeks. Kolb and Dill are entitled to un-
limited praise for the enterprise and energy that impelled
them to' import the original scenery and costumes from Weber
and Field and to give San Francisco a true metropolitan
production of a famous burlesque at the exceptionally reason-
able price of admission of one dollar. The costumes worn
are very tasteful and rich, the chorus is very chic and viva-

cious, the principals are very clever in song as well as histri-

onic faculty and the comedians, Kolb and Dill, leave nothing
undone to make their audiences happy and well satisfied.

Particularly worthy of mention is Maude Lillian Berry, who
sings very pleasingly and whose handsome personal appear-
ance is particularly emphasized by several gorgeous gowns
which she wears with a regal dignity and grace that makes
her many admirers in the audience. We heartily recommend
all our readers to be sure and visit the Princess Theatre dur-

ing this production and they will be grateful to us for having
reminded them of such an excellently pleasant way to spend
a delightful evening.
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A New Record by

Blanche Arral
Ihf (iri-:it lull

Jewel Song

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

iHlanrbarii l^all #lu&tu iButliitu^
I-. W . Bl.win Mil). l're». niiil IlKr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
I.OS \N<;KI,I>. ( VI.IIOKMV

Abraham Miller tenor
TIOAl HKR OF \ OIIE Hl.ilUI-; AM) SIN(;lN<i

Sludio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles. Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
K \>»0

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephoiu- :2:!!)I!I

Margaret Goetz ^'^^""""'^''»^'"'

Historical Song Recitals. Concerts and Musicales

Estelle Heartt Dreyfus -li^^^; M.To

fOXCKKT—I'lRI'OSK PKOt;RA>l KKCITALS—ORATORIO
Studio: Illanchard Hall Uuildi Lo.« Angeles, (af.

Adolf Willhartitz
Ti:AtllKR OF I'lAXO

rilelltre Ituildius I.os Angeles, fnl.

Arnold Krauss VIOLIX SOLOIST A\"D
TEACHER

Concert Ma.ster of the Los Angeles Svniphonv Orohestra
KRAtSS STRING Ql ARTET

!>41 W. l.Sth Street, Los Angeles Pbone: Home lilST.".

Harley Hamilton A lOI.IN IXSTRlt TOR

I €.uductor Los Angeles Symphouv Oroli
Uonian-s Orchestra - - .

S-20 nianehard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton 'xstrvctor
HAR^IOW AM) COIXTERPOIXT

Studio: ;iO(!-;!OT Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles. Cal

JR Prklllin TENOR—VOICE CILTIRE AXU
• JLJ« 1 ClUllIl THE ART OF SIXGIXG ....

Director Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, Woman's Lyric Club
Studio: ;51S-31!l Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.

I P DUDUV TE^'OR— VOICE DIRECTOR

Director Orpheus JIale Club, B'uai Brith Choir. Trinity M. E.
Church Choir. V. M. C. A. Vocal Department and

Euterpean Male Quartette
Studio: :iH Illanchard Building Los Angeles. Cal.

William Edson Strobridge i^i^^^^'

Room 3;!o Blanchard Building

VON STEIN
Academy of Music

INCORPORATED!

Phones: Broadway i")!?. Home .>S72I

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Diraclor

WENZEL KOPTA. Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano. Violin, Voice. Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

supervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein. Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

South\vest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Low Rate "C Tickets East

SOLD SOME RATES
April 6, 7 and 8 OMAH.A $ 60.00
May 11, 12. 13, 14, 25, 26 and 27___KANS.-\S CITY 60.00

June 2. 3. 4. 2-», 25, 26 and 30 _^ .CHICAGO 72.50

July 1, 2, 3. 4, 5. 6, 25, 26, and 27-_HOLSTON 60.00
August 1, 2, 3 and 4. _ NEW ORLEANS 67.50
September 1.2.3, 1 I. 12, 13 and 14. .NEW YORK.. . - 108.50

BOSTON 110.50

Tickeu sold on April D«im foe New OHmuis. Si. Louis. Chicaso, Balnmore.
Philaddphia. Washington. New/I'ork and Boslon.

Good for I 3 days trip going.

Return limit ihrec months from dale of purchase.
Stopovers, choice of routes, and accepted for passage on either of the Great

Overland Flyers.

SAN FRANCISCO "OVERLAND LIMITED"
Electric Ughted— Chicago in Three Days

SUNSET EXPRESS
The Comfonahle Way

To New Orleans and East, through Los .Angeles and the Sunny South

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Exclusively for high-dasj travel between Cflicago and St. Louis, via Los .Angeles,

El Paso and Kansas Gty

CAUFORNIAN
The new louriil train from Southern California to Chicago, via El Paso. Kansas

City and Si. Louis

\X rile or jcc Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES: Flood Building; Market Street Ferry

Depot; Third and Townsend Streets Depot; Broad-
wav and Thirteenth Streets. Oakland
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U^ICACROSS THE BAY (^M

m
Oakland, March 6, 1910.

I have been wondering if Mr. Crandall's brilliant club of

well known professional singers and successful men in busi-

ness and in other professions, who also sing for the love of

doing so. Is in mourning because of appearing last week in

this column as the Orphans' Club. Of course, my handwriting
must be becoming more and more illegible week by week; but
that is weak excuse for depriving sixty men of all their par-

ents, and that in a single day. I hereby restore to them their

relatives. The club is the Orpheus.
* * *

The first concert of the second season of the Stewart Orches-
tral Club was almost incredibly improved since last year,

although last year's work was undeniably creditable. In mat-
ters of attack, shading, rhythm, all tonal qualities, and in

unity of purpose the club has advanced far on the road to ideal

performance. The program was printed here last week, and
was played without change. The wooden shoe "Dance of the

Sarayards" had to be repeated. The Vorspiel to Manfred for

the string choirs alone was beautifully played, for the orches-

tra is particularly fortunate in that portion of its make-up.
The solos on tlute, cornet and oboe were all given by thor-

oughly competent players.
The clever combination of ballet pieces, arranged by Mr.

Stewart as a sort of suite, was delightfully given. The sub-

scribers—a long and representative list, by the way—will

anticipate the next concert with especial pleasure.

Mr. H. D. Mustard, a barytone rather newly come among us.

proved himself a singer of finish and taste. Much more than
that, he has a fine voice, repose and magnetism as to manner,
and the skill not only to feel but to express the intentions of a

composer. The unusual song. The Forgotten Land, by Harriet
Ware, was given a noble interpretation, and his conception of

the Prologue to Pagliacci, albeit he chose to sing it in Eng-
lish, has hardly been surpassed by any of our singers. His
voice is big, dramatic and manly, and it possesses that nearly

indescribable quality which we call "silky." Mr. Mustard has
thorough poise before an audience and is altogether one of

the most satisfying singers. The beauty of his voice was as

much set forth in his singing of "Oh, Happy Day," that old-

fashioned song of Goetze, as in any of his other work. Mrs.

Clark Pomeroy played his accompaniments with sympathy.
It is pleasant to find Mrs. Pomeroy in public work again.

* • •

Mr. Eugene Blanchard will give a piano recital in Oakland
in April.

St. John's Choral Society of Berkeley gave a concert on
March 4. Those participating were Mrs. O. K. McMurray,
soprano; Mrs. F. H. Clark, contralto; Mr. C. E. Anderson,
tenor; Mr. H. W. Baldwin, barytone. Mr. F. M. Clark is the

conductor of the society, and Mrs. E. D. Swift the accompanist.

A fine program was given, including works by Von Weber,
Rheinberger, Schumann and Saint-Saens, by which it will be

seen that the aims of the society are high.

This is the program of the concert of the Eurydice Club

(Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup, director! to be given tomorrow
(Tuesday) evening at Maple Hall:

I.

Indian Drum Sir Henry R. Bishop

The Dark : David Stanley Smith
King Charles Maud Valerie White

Mr. Luther Marchant.
Dance of the Fayo Frederick Stevenson

Summer Wind Edward McDowell

II.

Viennese Serenade Frederick Stevenson

The Dusk Witch Paul Ambrose
(a) Larghelto Pietro Nardini

(b) Le Bavolet Flottant Francois Couperin

(c) Menuetto G. B. Grazioli

Mr. Marinus L. Lytjen.

German Parade Reinhold L. Herman
(a) 1 Will Sing New Songs of Gladness ...Dvorak
(b) Cradle Song Wallace Sabin

Mrs. .Jos. S. Mills.
'Cello obligato, Mr. Malin Langstroth.

Waken, Lords and Ladies Gay Harry A. Matthews
A review of the concert will be given here next week.

A concert of interest to music lovers is that at which Mr.
Paul Steindorff presents Miss Helen Mesow, soprano, at Ebell
on the 15th. Dr. Arthur Weiss, cellist, assists, and Mr. Stein-
dorff will himself play the piano accompaniments to a list

of songs by Messonet, Schumann, Dvorak. Richard Strauss,
Hugo Wolf, Max Reger, Beethoven, Saint-Saens, Chadwick and
others.

Friday afternoon, March 18, Mme. Tilly Koenen gives a
noble program at the Liberty Playhouse, as follows: Dem
I'nendlichen, Schubert; Die Kraehe, Schubert; Sapphic Ode,
Hans Schmidt; Wehe, so willst due Widder, Platen; La Zin-
garella. Paisiello; Ah, se tu dormi, Bassan; Rindonami la
calma, Tosti; F''uritondo spira 11 Vento. Haendel; Sunbeams
Land, Ronald; Baby, Mallinson; Three Nursery Rhymes, Van
Rennes.

The musical matters of the Alameda Adelphian Club for
March are these: The choral section meets every Tuesday
evening. The music history section will consider Franz Abt
on March l.'j. The melodrama of Hiawatha (Sadie Knowland
Coe) will be given on March 18 at 8:l."j. The works of several
California composers will be given on that same evening. On
the 2.5th, at 2 p. m., Oscar Wilde's The Happy Prince, with
musical setting by Liza Lehmann, and sacred songs, the poems
by Wilde, will furnish the program.

I am told that the musical service at the Oakland First Con-
gregational church last Sunday evening was the most suc-
cessful so far. The evening was devoted to the works of Mr.
Frederick Stevenson of Los Angeles. A magnificent new
anthem. Praise the Lord, O Jerusalem, was one of the chief
offerings.

Mrs. M. E. Blanchard, contralto, and Mr. Frederick Bigger-
taff, pianist, both of the faculty of Mills College, gave a recital

in Lisser Hall in the college grounds on last Friday evening.
* * *

The University Glee Club will give its first concert this sea-

son at the St. Francisco in San Francisco on March 18, under
fashionable patronage. On March 10 the club will sing in

Sacramento and on the 11th in Chico.

Mr. J. F. Veaco, tenor, and Mr. Horatio Cogswell, barytone,
gave solos before the Alameda Unitarian Club last Wednes-
day night.

* * *

Myrtle Blvyn comes to Oakland to the Liberty Theater in

the afternoon of March 11, and will play the same program
as that of Thursday evening in San Francisco. This includes
the Schumann Childhood Scenes, which she is said to play
with contagious charm, and, for a contrast, the Schulz-Elver
paraphrase of Strauss, the Blue Danube—played pretty nearly
to death hereabouts by pianists large and small in the last

year or two. but still finding many admiring listeners.

Elson's Pocket Music Dictionary: Louis C. Elson. Ditson,

Publisher. 35 cents.

This tiny book is one of the most useful—and, quite inci-

dentally, one of the most nearly correct—dictionaries I have
seen. It shows great care in its compilation, and some origi-

nality—which last may seem an odd thing to say of a work
of its sort. Mr. Elson's attempts to indicate pronunciation of

foreign words are almost completely successful—as success-

ful as may be possible, considering the impossibility of trans-

lating some French sounds into English sounds. Intervals,

chords, scales and cadences are treated at some length though
still very concisely as befits the size of the volume. It can
be without reserve recommended to students, and that is a

good deal more than can be declared of many larger lexico-

graphs.

Echoes of Naples. Thirty Neapolitan Songs. Ditson.

This is a collection of Canzoni made by Mario Favilli. and
includes traditional songs, songs of the present-day carnivals

and others. Of course. Funicula, Santa Lucia, Margarita and

Addioa Napole are found amongst the number, besides many
of the folk-songs heard by travelers. English paraphrases are

given to every song. The price is $1.25.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.
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A STRONG ENDORSEMENT.

H. J. Bennett, a very brilliant young San Francisco
journalist who has conquered for himself the managing
editorship of the New York Musical Courier, and who
was formerly a,3sociate editor of the Pacific Coast Musi-
cal Review, writes us as follows:

New York, N. Y., December 18, 1909.

Mr. Alfred Metzger,
Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review,

San Franci,3C0, Gal.

Dear Mr. Metzger: In the issue of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review of December 11th I notice that a cam-
paign has been started in favor of the eminent Dutch
contralto, Tilly Koenen, who is another superb artist
brougiit to this country this season by the enterprising
concert-direction, M. H. Hanson of New York. Among
other things I notice you opeak of having received pri-

vate advices from several friends in the East who have
heard this artist and who proclaim her to be all that
her flattering advance notices have claimed.

I should like to add my testimonial in behalf of this

remarkable singer, who I am sure will prove a source of

education and delight to the music lovers of California
when ,3he appears there in March. The complete
artistry and glorious voice of Tilly Koenen will appeal
to the people of my native State as did the command-
ing work of Dr. Wullner. The wonderful voice of Tilly
Koenen once heard can never be forgotten, so beautiful,
sympathetic and appealing is the vocal mechanism of

this great Dutch songstress. You may accept this opin-
ion as absolutely gospel from a native San Franci.scan
who knows what his fellow towns-people want in the
music line. You need have no fear in the way of pro-
claiming from the house-tops through your paper that
anything strong said in favor of this artist will not be
more than carried out by facts.

Yours sincerely,

H. I. BENNETT.

ORPHEUM.

Out of the eight acts to be presented at the Orpheum next
week, five will be entirely novel and all will reach the highest
standard of vaudeville. Arthur Dunn, the diminutive come-
dian, whose popularity in this city dates to the period when he
carried off the honors in the David Henderson production of

"Sinbad" as "The Old Man of the Sea," will in conjunction
with Marie Glazier appear in the laughable farce "The Mes-
senger Boy," which is one of the most enjoyable performances
in vaudeville. A particularly novel and fascinating feature of

the coming bill will be Ida Fuller's ^leetric sensation "La
Sorciere," which consists of three scenes of exquisite beauty.
Elsie Faye. Joe Miller and Sam Weston can rely on a most
cordial reception when they present "The Act Dainty." This
trio of agile dancers made a great hit when they were last

here. William Gould, a raconteur and entertainer of popu-
larit.v, will introduce his quaint and original compositions at

the Orpheum next week. Violet King, the brilliant violinist

and clever entertainer at the piano, who is highly eulogized
by the London press, and is the possessor of a gold medal pre-

sented to her by H. R. H. the Prince of Wales at Marlborough
House, will make her first appearance in this city. Next
week will be the last of the Charles Ahearn Cycling Come-
dians, Charlene and Charlene and of Lottie Williams and her
company in "On Stony Ground." A new series of motion
pictures will conclude the performance.

**

WINE, WOMAN AND SONG AT SAVOY THEATER.

The last performances of that delightful extravaganza, "The
Gingerbread Man," will take place at the Savoy Theater this

Saturday afternoon and evening and commencing at the Sun-
day matinee, "Wine. Woman and Song," described as a riot

of life and gaiety, feminine beauty and tuneful melody, will

begin a wetli's engagement. So great was the success of

"Wine, Woman and Song" in New York that it ran for four
hundred consecutive performances at the Circle Theater and
it comes' to this city with the original cast, headed by Bonita,
announced as the most beautiful woman on the American
stage and who won the prize for pulchritude at the Actors'

Fund Fair, held in the Madison Square Gardens. There is no
plot to this 'musical review," it being composed principally

of Bonita. rollicking comedians and pretty and shapely show
girls. It is described as a show that pleases young and old

alike and it is loaded with new and original features from
beginning to end. For the benefit of the ladies it may be
be staled that Bonita will appear in a bewildering array of
French gowns, fourteen in number, and each one a revelation
of the modiste's art. "The Red Mill," that tuneful and amus-
ing comic opera by Victor Herbert and Henry Blossom, will
follow "Wine, Woman and Song" at the Savoy Theater.

V*

THE ALCAZAR'S NEW LEADING MAN—The event of im-
IJortance at the Alcazar last Monday night was the first

appearance of the new leading man. William Desmond. He
certainly could not have asked for a warmer welcome than
was accorded him. There did not seem to be a single Mis-
sourian present and the attitude of the audience was as if

it were saying to him: "Please, please make good; we have
waited so long since our dear Bertram Lytell left us. and if

you will only fill the void in our hearts we will love you just
as much as we loved Bertram." I like the way he makes brief
speeches. At his first entrance he had to say something in

response to the wild applause, but he got off with "Thak you,
I'll try to deserve it." Then at the end of the third act, when
he had played the noble self-sacrificing hero and just had to
satisfy the audience, he got as far as paying a tribute to the
rest of the company and then took advantage of the applause
to quit.

What a pity he had to make his bow in such a play as
"Classmates." William C. De Mille and Margaret Turnbull
are guilty of the authorship of this bungling piece of ama-
teur carpentry. Poor in constructions, in situations too obvi-
ously worked up to, poor in dialogue, in fact everything about
it is poor. In the third act, a scene in the South American
jungle where the searchers for the lost engineer are them-
selves lost there is some dramatic force, but the object of the
act seems to be to give a long drawn out representation of
the agonies of fever and starvation.

It is not fair to judge a leading man on his first night when
a temperamental actor is extra nervous, nor is it fair to judge
him by one play and especially such a play as "Classmates."
So what follows must be taken with allowance for conditions.
He is good looking but not as good looking as his pictures;

he has the decided chin characteristic of so many actors and
which is supposed to indicate the dramatic temperament. His
voice is clear and pleasant, his diction is good, but his voice
does not have any too much volume—in lovemaking it seems
deficient in tenderness, but he can put a tone of pathos into

it that is excellent. He is not as big physically as I under-
stand the dear girls like their hero to be and in the last act,

where he bullies the girl into marrying him, well, if I were
a girl he would have to be much more masterful before I

would give in. He is natural and easy and does not attempt
the heroic. In the jungle scene when he discovered the lost

man's track he sent a thrill through me that show^ed him to

have more force than the rest of his acting indicated. Alto-

gether I rather like him.
The Alcazar audience is improving. There were quite a few

indignant hissers when the too-ready applauders broke into

action.
JOSEPH JI. CrMMI.NG.

-w-
VESTA VICTORIA AT THE ORPHEUM.

Martin Beck, general manager of the Orpheum circuit,

cabled from London yesterday to Morris Meyerfeld. Jr.. presi-

dent, that he had signed the famous artiste Vesta Victoria
for a year pnd that she would begin her engagement on the

Orpheum circuit April 19th, so that in due course she will

appear in this city.

The Zech Orchestra, under the able direction of Wm. F.

Zech, is preparing an ambitious program for their next concert

in April.

Mrs. A. Salmon, mother of Theodor Salmon, the well known
San Francisco piano pedagogue, died last week after a long
illness and the sympathy of Mr. Salmon's host of friends and
admirers is with him in his bereavement.

Mrs. N. Tromboni is preparing a pupils' recital to be given

on Friday evening, March ISth. at Kohler & Chase Hall.

There will be a chorus of thirty pupils and among the soloists

will be: Mrs. Irving Steinmann, Miss Ruth Bibo, Mrs. J.

Fair, Alfred Medley, Miss Verna Ary, Mrs. Smith and Miss
Inez Woodin. The affair promises to be a most enjoyable one.

-*v-
Louis H. Eaton has selected Mr. Stevenson's "The New-

Jerusalem" as his chief Easter anthem at Trinity Church. San
Francisco, with Mr. Battison as tenor and Mrs. Gish as

soprano.
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Will be heard at the Garrick Theatre, Sunday Afternoon, March 1 3th; Thursday Evening, March I 7th; Sunday

Afternoon, March 20th; and at Ye Liberty Theatre, Oakland, Friday Afternoon, March i8lh.

BALDWIN PIANO USED

CINCINNATI- -Manufacturers-

PACIFIC COAST HEADQUARTERS

310 SUTTER ST., NEAR GRANT AVE., SAN FRANCISCO
1075 CLAY STREET, OAKLAND
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Harmony and Composition—Voice
7 llllllM' (I lillll I.OM \llBI'l.-«. «lll.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath

days, 3 to 5 p. in. Plirtne Kearny i>i7>i.

Oakland .Stnrllo; l.lnt.-oln Hall, Tu(-srlays.
Phono oklrl. .'.0111. San I'^ranoisco Slndiu:
Kohlfi- & Cliasp liltlg-.. rtooni lOOX.

Paul Steindorff

Studio, 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. "William Steinbach

VOICE CULTURE
STinlO:

l.-:iS llroilt-rick S(i-ee(, Sun Fiii ii<-i«<-<i, <iil.

H. D. Mustard, BAiurorvK

SOLOIST FIRST C:0NC;KKGATIONAL
CHURCH. OAKLAND

Operil—Orillorio—Coiicerl

Sliiilio, I.'-IS IIiilK'lit SI. Phiiiir Park HIT

Herman Perlet
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l':.\|:'erl \ ioliii >lakcr anil Itt-piiiri-r

niiS (Joldrli (inle Ate. (or. \ an Ve^s
Room :tl.> San KraiiciNeo

Carl EdAvin Anderson
TENOR

St. Luke's Episcopal Church, San Fran-
cisco—Temple Emanu-EI, San Francisco

S lino SoloisI I'irsr liiMarian (liiirt-li, ^* i _< r^ a. rf~* a. a.

KiiNt iiniiiixi t iiiireh, I'eini.ie iiciii Israel Qjioldcn date ^uartet
\o<-al in.slrnelion, < er< ^^ ork EnsembI- and Solo Mu.ic (or all Occasions

I "e \Aesl tS!l» I.IOI Klliw SIreel Address ; Jno. de P. lelkr, 42.1 Sacramenlo St..—
Z _,.,, ,
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\ ioi,(>\( Ki.i.isT The Music Teacher's Association
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Mme. Julie Pracht
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I li::; nexi.sndero SI. IMione West 1:071

Miss Edna Montag'ne
(Pupil ol' Mrs. (Iscar Mansr.-ldl)

TIO XCllKK OK I'lAVO
lies. Sliiilio: I2IS I'eleK'raiili Ate., Oaklanil

Sig'nor A.ntonio de Orassi
vioi.iMsr

Harry "W. PatricK
PIANO

440 tddy Slroel Phone Franklin 845 San Francijco

Cav. Ricardo A. de 5. Encarnacas ^asso
('olll|;leli' llaliiin >lellioil ol \oiee I iilliire.

Iiileriirellllioii in Opera.
Sliiilio—l-:tl> >loss \\f., Oaklanil. I nl.
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—

I'ieilnioiil sr.l. Home \.',!llll.

Musical Directory
PIANO

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
Concerts Arranged. Violin and Harmony I 1126 O'Farrell St. San Francisco. Cal.
Tanght. Wlnitred .June de Gra.ssi. Asst.
i:tO Pi-eNidio Ave., S. K. Tel. VVe.sl 9357. ! EULA HOWARD

Mrs. A. F. Bridge
TK vciiioii Ol' si\f;i\<;

I'el. >\eHl 727!> ^^2lt W elisler St..

Frederick Maurer. Jr., ^""'

2.1f) 4tli Avr'iiue Tel. Pacific 314

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
PitiO Siminiit St., Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
lH.'iO 0'l'\irrcl St. San Francisco

\ . Coarhing. Sinsers,
iiisis, S. W Siioiio, .Moll. 1849 Pine St.
West '.iiii:i. II..11M- studio. 1726 Le Roy
l;.-lki'],-\ T.'l. i;.Tk.-lev 5:-!9.

JENNIE H. DREW
Room lOOS, Kohler & Clia.'ie Bids.. S. F.

Mrs. Olive Orbison
1)UA>1 ATIC

oiee Cnlllire (

•2-24i> ralilornia SI. I'll

itwo
rl and OiaO
one West lii;.".

Mrs. ThorougHman
Voiee (iiltin'e nramatie Suprnuo

('oneerl—Oratorio—Opera
Studio: Room I»!l, fll.'i Van Ness Avenue

Telephone l^ranklin 5254

Mrs. M. Tromboni
Ti; \('iii;ii OF siN'oiNf;

Studio, P'.su SfTTin; ST, .M.iii.la,\s, Wed-
lli.s<la,\s and Tliuisila,N s

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

studio, llaple Hall, Ulli and Welistei
lid Kriday. Tel.

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
789 Buena Vista Ave. San Francisco.

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Broadway, Oak. Tel. Piedmont P'.rifl

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Siinimit St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 4206

. MADAME CARRINGTON LEWYS
Kohler & Chase Bids. Tel. Kearny ,54."i4

HOTHER WISMER
2fl4.5 Fillmore St. Phone West 438

PROF. T. D. HER20G
1S13 Ellis St. San Francisco

MANDOLIN. LUTE and GUITAR
Benj. S. Moore samuel adelstein

(Organist First Presbyierian Church. BerLeley) 1834 Baker SI reet Sail Fraiicisco
III llerkeley Friday and :»londuy Ex- ^. , __

eluNively. Studio: 2::.-,7 Fulton St. Phone HARP
i!ll^!l!l2_l!!rl^ . miss josephine barda

Horatio CogS'well ltARiTf»i\E_
;

135 22d Ave.. S. F. Phone Pacific 2f)R7

Voiee fullnle, Coneert.s, Reeilals. Studios:
1122 Bay St.. Alameda. Tel. .'Mameda 195.

Room 64 Macdonough Bldg.. 14th & Bdwy.,
Oakland. Tnesday and Friday afternoons.

Mr. Willard Bacbelder
voc \i. sTt nio

Kohler it. ( luise lliiildinu, San Franeisei.

Miss Augusta Mae Upham
\( ( Otll'.V.VlS'l'K

I'lioii, r.o.sX li:; Kittling St.. Palo .\lio, Cal.

ENSEMBLE MUSIC
I'he Mansl'i lill-ile (i

Tol. W.-si '.i:;.-7 i:'.

Have You Seen the New

Benj. Curtaz & Son Piano?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers iind Students
It Contains Elegance, Durability and' Moderate Pric

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Post

San Francisco, Cal.
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MAUD POWELL
The World's Foremost Woman Violiniste Who Will Appear at the

Garrick Theatre, Sunday Afternoon, March 27th, Under
the Direction of Will L. Greenbaum.
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The Steinway
is after all

the lea^ expensive piano

It will outlast two other pianos, each of which

will cost nearly as much as a Steinway. No other

piano can approach it in quality and the satisfaction

derived from its ownership.

Used pianos taken in exchange as part payment. Monthly

payments can be arranged if desired.

Sherman jplay& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS PLAYER PIANOS OF ALL GRADES

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Kearny and Sutter Streets, San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento. Fresno. San Jose. Stockton, Bakersfield, Santa Rosa,

Portland. Seattle. Spokane. Tacoma. Etc.
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MUSICAL CAI.EXDAK
Mnic. Tillv Koenen (famous Dutch contralto) March 20
l\hin.l l'o\vi-ll Mar. 27. :!! and Apr. ::

Maud .\llcn (with Symphony Orchestra of 45) Apr. 5 (.\11 week)
Hurtcin llolnip.'- Travelogues Apr. 11 (Three weeks)
'/.c^h otcliestia Concert. Novelty Theatre April 12
I'Monzalev Quartet (in ("hamber Music) Apr. 17 and 24
iMa' kc-uzie (loidon End of April
.\ritoiiia n. .lores End of April
lir. Wiillner. Greek Theatre May 3

Daniroscli Symphony Orchestra and Eminent Soloists
May 7 (All week)

(At Greek Theatre May 7 and 14.)
I'Virucio Busoni (Pianist) Fall, 1910

ART AND COMMERCIALISM.

Xi)l\\illisl;iiiiliiij; llic liicl llial llic (l:iilv papers of

Sail I'^raiiciscu liaxc IVoni lime lo lime |)iil)lisli(Ml rc-

porls ((iiiccriiiiit; the iii()\eni('iit in pi-ooress lor the

cslalilislmiciit of a periiianeiit syiiiidioii.v orcliestra the

imisical j)i-ess of America did iiof tjike cooiiizaiice of

Ihis inoveiiu'iit niiril the I'acitic ("oast .Musical Heview
ill its issue of .laiinarv 'JiMli dealt willi tlie matter edi-

loiiallv. .Vs soon as thai |)a|)er icaciied New York
some lime durinsi Feiii'iiarv Ihe musical press of the

metropolis of .America cast its eve npoii tliis cit.v. ^^'e

liiid ill the .Musical .America of .March .")tli a two column
editorial in arj;niiient of the ])ositioii taken hy the

Pacific ("oast Musical Heview in Ihe matter of makiiii;

an investment in a ])ermaiieiit orchestra as nearly as

possible a hiisiiiess ])r()])osil ion and we also lind in the

New York .Musical ("onrieran editorial reference to this

mo\-emeiit in its issue of .March lid. \\'e refer to lliis

lad merely to show our readers that an editorial com-
meiil in this pa])er will attract the attention of the
world's leadinj; musical journals while two years of

continued |iul)lical ion in the daily ])apers of im|>ortant
c\-ents will not he noticed at all. Tiie reason for this

lack of contideiice in news])aper accuracy, as far as it

ap]ierlaii]s lo musical e\ents. must he souojit in the

fact th.it past e.\](erieiices have caused everyone lo

doubt. 'I'iie New York .Musical Courier in commentini;
on Ihe matter says :

San Francisco now is endeavoring to solve the difficult per-
manent symphony orchestra problem. The orchestral situa-

tion of the California metropolis has remained in a comotose
state for the past dozen years or since the late Fritz Scheel
presided most brilliantly over the instrumental forces of that
music loving community. After Scheel's departure for Phila-
delphia, several futile attempts were made to carry on the
symphonic work, but the Scheel enthusiasm could not be main-
tained at the hands of succeeding conductors, consequently the
San Francisco symphony orchestra passed from view. Dr. .1.

Fred WoUe has given some interesting symphony concerts
under his own direction in the classic open air Greek Amphi-
theatre in Berkeley, and deserves praise for his courage in

attempting so splendid and thankless a task. If the plans of

those San Franciscans now struggling for the permanent
orchestra puzzle should carry, then the fair city by the Golden
Gate once again should be in possession of a symphonic or-

ganization such as musical San Francisco craves for.

Musical .\nierica, as slated above, devoted nearly two
columns to this (|ueslion and while aj;reeinji with the

Pacific Coast .Musical Review in certain matters, dis-

aorees with us in one or two particular ])()ints. One
of tiiese ])(<iii(s is the following assertion made in our

editorial: •'We do not believe in askiii" Ihe business

men of San Francisco to oive away their money year

after year witlioni receivino tiierefor the usual interest

cuslomary in such cases. In fact, we are only in favor

of such a plan for the establishment of a perm.-ineni

svni|ihonv orcheslra. which would, like any other busi-

ness enterprise, yield an income at a certain period.

And unless such a jilan is jji-oposed, we will not endorse

it nor will we believe in its practicability." This asser-

tion -Music;',! .America answers as follows:

Mr. Metzger founds his argument, including its rejection of

various plans which have been proposed upon the principle

that any policy should be opposed which prescribes support

—

artistic or financial—without at the same time providing a

reward for such support. Mr. Metzger rightly thinks that the

musicians who make up this orchestra should not give their

services: and there is certainly no reason why they should.

It is not the orchestra players' place to make difficult sacrifices

that citizens of America may have their Beethoven. But when
the editor says that the business men should not contribute to

a symphony orchestra without receiving "therefor the usual

interest" he is proclaiming himself an enemy of the art of his

city. In taking such a stand he is going directly against the nat-

ural evolution of civilization, and putting a mere vagary against

realities. In making this argument he shows himself to be the

victim of a national disease. One of the chief symptoms of this

disease is a confusing of the proper business handling of artis-

tic matters with the commercialization of art itself. For a

professional musician to refuse to do a certain thing because

it is not good business, is one thing; but for a commercially

successfuf man to refuse to use some of his money to advance

an artistic situation because it will not produce the sanie per

cent that a business does, is a totally different matter. By the

time a civilization has reached the summit of prosperity com-

mercially, it finds that there is no enhancing of the value of

human life except through art, and it becomes natural and

right to expend some of the money produced through com-

merce upon the advancement of art.

Musical \nieiica cuntiiuu^s in this vein for some

lenofli including a reference to our ideas being cranii)ed.

conimercialiy.ed and too small for "that splendid city

of San Francisco," but the al)ove (|uotatioii sufKces to

justify us io respond to it in jilain and unvarnished

terms. We are so much more eager to lake the bull by

the horns at this time inasmuch as several of our sub-
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fore iioinji' deeper into this matter we would like to ask ad\an(af»e over San Francisco in the matter of a i)ei--

Ihe disinterested observer wliether we are commercial nianent orcliesfra. IT tliere is sncli a man as Mi', lliji-

when we establish a musical journal iu a community };inson in New York we have not yet ixM-ceived his i-nsli-

lliat refuse!- to support it and aj;ainsl the a(i\ice of inj; into the breach and leavinf; any millions. Thi^^

friends who tell us that we could never make a liviiifj i)ii])er wants a jieruianent symphony orchestra that will

from it an(! who oiler us better i)ositions, and whelhei- A'/v.l/.l /A a |iernianent symphon,\' orchestra and that

il is commercial to work ti\e or si.\ years ;i<tainsl (lis- does not dejiend n|)on the danjj;erons mood of a sn]»])ort

appointments and heartaches, ajiainst constant dis- which will be withdi-awn when the ])arties l)ecome tired

couraficment, a;;ainst ridicule and sarcasm and not only of jiuttinfi' nj) money. Mm] the only way \\hich will

\\oi-k and worry, but divide the lillle salai-y made on make a really and truly permaneul institution is when
other journals and put il bit by bit inio this musical such institution can be made ;i pi-olilable enterprise.

Journal which we believe the j;reat West lo be in What is the use of talkinji' about ini|)ossibilities as lonj;'

need of? Is il commercial to starve lor five or si.\ years as no (rial is heinfi made. If the contention of Musical

in an endeavor to in-oduce a musical journal tor a music .\merica that a musical enterjuase can not be iriade self-

loviufi' comnLunity? And furthermore we desire to support infiwere li-ue, the sooner all of us would jiet out

ask would we be an enemy of the art of our cily, of the |)rol'ession the better it wcuild be foi' oni- jieace

if after a certain j)eriod of starvation we exjiected to of niin<]. .And the sooner everyone realizes that money
make a liviufi' frcuu the journal which has cost the Ix'st invested in music should brinjr returns in the same uian-

vears of our life and the best dro](S of blood from oui- ner as money invested in otiier lejiitimate business enter-

heart? Should we continue lo starve? Should we ]ilot ]uises the better it will be for the art and everyone con-

alon<i the thoiny path of disconrajiemeut without any cerned in it. Why should we be ashamed to look n]ion a

lio])e of success, without any reward for our years of profitable musical enterpri.se with horror in our eyes?

adversity? If thai is so, then we admit cheerfully Ihal 1 )oes the editor of .Musical .\merica publish his pajtei' for

we rallier be commercial and an enemy of the art his health? And if he were a millionaire a huTidred times

than an incandescent fool who vvasles his life iu chasini; over should he publish a paper without askinj;- snbscrip-

a cliiniera. The musical [lublic of ("alifornia does not lion or advertisements because he thinks it necessary

need Musical America to tell it whether or not this (or the advancement of art? To publish a musical

]ia]ier or its editor is commercial. They know that any ]iaiier without askinj; for the same subscrijitiou and
meritorious musician receives recojiuition in these (miI- advertisin<>- supjiort and distribute it broadcast over

umns and that an nndeservinj; musician can not buy ihis land, wonld be just as reasonable as expecting; one

these columns. This is one of the few musical jcuirnals uuin lo put up niillious for a jiermanent orchestra anil

Avhere the reading;- columns are not for sale and conse- have him distribute the tickets free of charfje anionj;

(piently inasnnuli as we do not conduct this ])aper u]i(Ui the members of the commnnity. According' to .Musical

a commercial basis, oni- views can not be rej;arde<l as .Vmerica, it is im|)ossible for the entire po|nilation of

bein.n cranijied tiv commercialized. our city to sliair the expense of such an undertakinj;.

If Ihis is the case we do not want any symphony con-
What we have said refiardinj-- the ueressily of makinj; ,.,.,.,^ .|,„] „.,, ^^.j|| ,jever have a jternianent orchestra,

an inveslmenl in a [.ermanent symphony orchestra a wi,.,, ,i,i„ paper is endeavoring to do is to sujigest a

strict business projiosition was done, bec;nise nnless
^^^.^^^ whereby the publi<- Ml ST become interested and

such a iilan is adopted San Francisco will never pos- ^„,.|| ., j,].,,, ;,.,„ ,,,,1^. i^. suggested upon the foundation
sess a ])ernuineul orchestra. We are sjieaking of jiast ,,|' ., imsiuess ju-ojiosition.

experiences Tliei-e is no man like .Mr. Iligginson in

Sail Francisco, consei|uently what is the use talking
, <. -i,

•

i >

almul one. We have had several wealtl.v residents sup-
.

' 'h" gentlemen who call themselves the Musical Vsso-

,M,rt a svn.plionv orchestra temporarilV. but when it "=«f'«" ot San Brancisco luive mailed a number <.l let-

was necessarv lo put up nmnev everv season lliey all (e.-s broadcast in this city and are asking that hve lun-

he.ame tired.' Whenever the musicians wanted a living 'I'-t'-l l'\'«'l'l^ pj'tb' jm.ceed to put one hundred dollars

salarv for their idaving, a unaniimms howl went u], that 'ipK''-i' '"to their itching i-alius every year tor the niain-

the musicians ale ruining imrsymplHniyc.m.erls. .Mr. I'-'.a.ice of a permanent syniplu.ny orchestra, i here

1-arrott backed the S.heel concerts until they di.l not ^re twenty-one gentlemen on this coniniittee All ot

pav and then he withdrew his sui.p..rt. .Mrs. Hearst Hiem, or the majority ot them are niulti-milhonaires

sui.ported the Holmes con.erts until they failed to pay '•'• =' lea>^t inilliona.res. Here, ook at the names: Dr.

anil then withdrew her support. A few wealthy lailies -)•. > aHaui, T. I .
Herry L. !>• !ey an Ant.une Uore .

ba.ked Leandro Cainpanari for one concert and then ^ • 1;-
Honrn, .1 W .

hyrne ( .
H ( rocker AV H.

failed to support subs.Mpient events. A few wealthy n.ckei trank )eer.ng^ Allred Fsl.^^^^^^

people backed Paul Sleindorlf for three ccmcerts and ; ^. Heller -lo'n H- ^^^^^^^ ^M ham Mintzer. J I).

1,.., vvilh.lrew their support. Mr. Smith of Oakland eddi.ig John Uothschid Leon Sloss, Mgn.nnd Stern

pul up a guaranlee of live thousand dollars for the l>i-- S. St.llman, KM lobin. and J. L. (.rant Look

•niv.M-sitv Orchestra and after live seasons there was ='f these names and then ask yourselves why do they

onlv a deficit of two thousand dollars, Mr. Smith re- :'sk the public to snbscribe hty-thousand dollars a year

fused to guarantee anv more. If in the face of these t-wanl a permanent syn.phony orchestra when the

past exp(M-ieiices we hesitate to support a movement twenty ol hem conld get the money among themselves

hat proposes the verv thing that has j.roved disastrous so easily that not one would feel the pressure. Ke-

in the ,,ast, we are called cmumercial and cramped and .-nise, Mr. Musical America they are busmes.s inen and
'

. 1,1.. ., Ihev can not see why they should give away hlty thou-
'"' '''"'"'^

' """' sand dollars toward giving San Francisco syiu])liony

The Irulh of the matter is we are sick and lired of concerts. I'.nt they do not oliject to collect the money

this be""ing business which leads nowhere and which from the peojile of San Francisco and afterwards re-

is iioinuftirend in disaster. The millionaires in New ceive credit for having given this city i.ermanent syni-

Y<u-k "uaranlee so mnci )nev for grand opera sea- phony concerts without going into too great an exiiense.
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liiil wliiil «•(' iii;iiiil:iiii I'siicciallv is thai Imsiiii'ss iiu'ii

wild are so carelul in tlieir exiiiMiditures will not con-
linue to put up their little hundred every year if there
should Iia](pen to he a deficit every season. And we
lia\c waited too jon^ lor our ]ierinanent orchestra lo see
il t'stahlished ui)on such a tlinisy foundation.

A\'e <lo iiol maintain that it should he an ideal condi-
(ion lor liusiness men to spend money upon a musical
eiilerpi-ise with the certainty of tinancial rewai-d. hut
we maintain that such is the condition now e.xistinj; in

Ihis city and that unless a business problem is inaujiii-

rated we will within two or three years be exactly where
we are now. That is to say the tinancial supi)ort will

have jione ajilimmerini;. \\'ha1 we propose is a plan
whereby everyone who jiuts money into this i)ermanenl
orchestra is enabled to secure stitlicient return to make
it an inducement not only to <;i\e the money, but to

KHFJ' it there. And this plan would be as follows:
i'urchase jiroperty. lOi-ect Ihereon a Temple of .Music.

Divide this edifice in such a manner that oftices or stu-

dios may be rented. Let it contain a lar<;e concert hall

seatinj; over two thousand jteople and so cimstructed
that it could be utilized for grand operatic perform-
ances. If in a prominent location, stores could be buill

into it. Organize a slock comjiany. Sell y(Mir slock <m
Ihis jiroperty and you will have scunething into which
no one would be afraid to put his money. Heal estate is

always worth somethiug. In San Francisco it is bound
lo increase in value very rapidly. Let the public buy
the stock and we guarantee that with this |)roperty

which would be at the same time a magnificent home
for a permanent symidKuiy orchestra will assure the

permanency of the enterprise. lOven the twenty-one
millionaires need not be afraid to risk their money upon
such a proj)osition. San Francisco needs an ade(puile

home for music much more than a permanent sym-
phony orchestra, and while these eiiter]irising gentle-

men are about it they might just as well do the thing
handsomely and earn the eternal gratitude of the musi-
cal juiblic of San Francisco as going at it in a round-
about way and trying to make five hundred people ac-

com])lish what the twenty-one could do in a minute if

Ihey wanted to. P.ut if the pidilic really is asked to

contribule toward the sup]iort of such an enterprise lei

il be uuide jtrofitable since there is an op])ortunity to

do il. If this plan is commercial and cramped and if

we are b.\ suggesting it an enemy of the art in this cily

we gladly jilead guilty to the charge and take our sen-

tence without a murmur.

THE TILLY KOENEN CONCERTS.

By Alfred Metzger.

Sail Francisco is frequently referred to by peoiile who do
not understand the character of its musical public as a com-
munity that does not thoroughly appreciate the merit of great
artists, and consequently it is assterted that the city is un-

musical. If the community was to be judged by the attend-
ance at concerts of a comparatively unknown artist, this judg-

ment would be well deserved, but the musical character of a

community could hardly be judged by the audiences that at-

tend the concerts of the numerous artists appearing during
the season. There are so many reasons and conditions that
influence public attendance at concerts that no matter how
musical the same may be there is bound to be an occasional
lack of interest in musical events. The Pacific Coast Musical
Review has every reason to feel grouchy at this time, on ac-

count of the lack of interest on the part of its thousands of

readers manifested at the first concert of Tilly Koenen. which
took place at the Garrick Theater last Sunday afternoon. It is

really puzzling to us that there are nearly four thousand musi-
cal people paying to read this paper every week and who are

not sufficiently aroused to the importance of the visit of a

great artist to exhibit at least some curiosity regarding her
merit after four months of tedious and persistent exploitation.

It has caused this paper considerable labor and money to in-

vestigate the actual status of Miss Koenen's merit. We had
sent personal friends to her concerts in various eastern musi-
cal centers and have had them mail us their honest opinionsWe had written to musical authorities in leading European
centers to get the actual facts regarding Miss Koenen's stand-
ing in Europe. In this manner we were able to give the musi-
cal public of San Francisco an accurate account of Miss Tilly
Koenen's merit, separate from any press notices that have
been mailed by her New York manager. The same has been
done by this paper of Dr. Ludwig Wullner. and the fact that
the editorial endorsement of this paper on the part of Dr
Wullner proved to be absolutely reliable, should have con-
vinced our readers that our endorsement of Miss Koenen was
equally well to be relied upon. But this world is full of dis-
appointments, and just at the time when the editor of this
paper thought that during a period of over nine years of hard
struggles in the effort of maintaining a reliable musical jour-
nal in this community, he had conquered for himself the con-
fidence of his readers, he received one of those unexpected
solar plexus blows which hurt so much more because they
are entirely unexpected. When we began the Tilly Koenen
campaign we stated that if the same should be successful, and
if Tilly Koenen would draw as large crowds as Dr. Ludwig
Wullner, we wanted the full credit of the success of Tilly
Koenen's concerts. On the other hand we stated that if our
campaign should prove to be a failure we would take our
medicine like a man and admit that we had been mistaken
in our ability to arouse interest in a great singer with whom
this community is not very familiar.

We haxe had too many disappointments of a like nature
in our life to be discouraged with our work. We will continue
to investigate the merit of visiting artists whose name and
fame has not yet become a household word in this community,
and if we find that they are sufficiently meritorious to deserve
the attention of our musical public, we will again put behind
them the full force of our arguments, for the musical public
to honor them with their support. It is possible that by per-
sistent efforts we may be able to convince our readers that
we do not base our opinions upon flimsy press matter, and
that no one is able to buy our editorial endorsements by
means of large advertisements. If our investigations in the
matter of merit in great artists should ever prove unsatis-
factory, we will never personally advise our readers to attend
the concerts of such artists, no matter how much money a
manager may spend in advertising. In the case of Dr. Ludwig
Wullner we were successful. In the case of Tilly Koenen we
were unsuccessful. But the time will come when we have
inspired sufficient confidence among the readers of this paper
that they will believe us when we recommend to them an
artist with whom they are not familiar. If we were to stop
now doing this, because we have received a set-back, we could
never accomplish our aim, but if we persistently continue in

this policy to prove to our readers that we are absolutely sin-

cere, honest and careful in these investigations, we believe
that the time will come when an editorial endorsement of this

paper of an artist will mean his or her financial success in

San Francisco. We have worked over seven years in order
to prove to our friends that a musical journal can be made
a paying institution on the Pacific Coast. We will work just

as many years more, if necessary, to prove to our friends that

we can conquer the confidence of the musical public by con-

tinuous effort in the publication of genuine endorsements of

true greatness. Now that we have unloaded our trouble upon
the patient reader, we will review the concert of Tilly Koenen.

* * *

While we have reason to feel disappointed in the matter of

attendance at the first Koenen concert, we have every rea-

son to feel proud and gratified over the tact that our predic-

tions regarding the merit of Tilly Koenen have not only proved

to be absolutely correct and reliable, but, according to the

statements of some of our friends who followed our sugges-

tion, we have not been extravagant enough in the enumeration
of Miss Koenen's great advantages. The fact of the matter is

that Miss Koenen scored one of the most remarkable triumphs
that any artist ever secured in San Francisco. The two or

three hundred people that attended the first concert were just

delirious with joy and frenzied manifestations of approval in

the way of shouting, whistling and stamping of feet and wav-

ing of handkerchiefs. They made up in ear-splitting noise

what they lacked in numbers. I may safely say that during

the musical history of San Francisco there has never been a

scene like that witnessed outside of grand opera or—a prize

fight. And now let us see why it is that Tilly Koenen exer-

cises such tremendous influence upon her hearers.
* * *

In the first place she possesses a pure contralto voice of an

exceptionally fine and pliant character. If there is any difter-

(Continued on Page 8.)
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LOS ANGELES DISCOVERS A PRODIGY.

Colossal Piano Technique of a Demure Little West End Miss

Who Has All the Marks of a Prodigy, Save Anemia
and Bad Manners—Modf.-.ty and Mighty Little Hands.

By Julian Johnson, in the Los Angeles Times.
We were looking over the inipie.ssive huroiem notices of

Olga Steeb. who has been acclaimed by some critics of Ger-
many as the greatest joung pianist in the world.
"Los Angeles is resourceful," said Fred W. Blanchard, with

whom I was conversing; "she always has another genius
stowed away for acclaim."
"What are you talking about?" 1 asktd.
"About Adelaide Gosnell."
"Who's Adelaide Gosnell?"
"As great a little pianist as you'll find in America today:

and she's a thirteen-year-old Los Angeles schoolgirl."

"Well. I'm from "

"I know the Stale." This quickly: "Come along and you'll

be shown to your entire satistaction."

So we boarded a Washington car and rode to lUiion avenue.
It was late afternoon, ai d the air was distinctly that of sum-
mer. When we arrived at the studio of Mrs. James Ogilvie,

who has been Adelaide's only teacher, the quiet hangings of

the room and its cool twilight shadows were as appealing,

after miles of asphalt and eau de gasoline, as an oasis after

leagues of desert sand.

"I think Adelaide has just returned from school," said Mrs.

Ogilvie. "hut her home is not far away."
And presently the telephone summoned Adelaide, and hor

own two sturdy legs brought her.
Those who associate anemia and outre or forward manners

with kid geniuses will have to amend their dope or reject
Adelaide, for she has none of those symptoms.

Instead, she is a rosy chunk of a girl, mature for her age

—

she is nearly fourteen—as most California girls are apt to be;
thoroughly healthy, possessing a figure just ripening into
beautiful womanhood, and blessed by as sweet a modesty as
any little serving maiden of the folk-lore days.
She played a Mendelssohn concerto, first.

Such brilliant technique, such dazzling contrasts, such per-
fect phrasing, and withal such colossal power are seldom to
be heard from the most celebrated virtuosi.

After a trifle she swept into the supremely difficult Second
Rhapsody, favorite torture piece for all amateurs, and a feat
of execution which few big men can deliver properly.

Liszt wrote the rhapsodies for his own playing, and because
his own technique was demoniac, he embellished them with
tonal flounces and frills that remain the exasperation of all

his followers.
I listened, but I did more than listen. I sat amazed, watch-

ing Adelaide's hands. At moments they were almost invisible.

I know the work pretty thoroughly, and I do not think that In

the whole thing she slurred or slighted one note. Her pianis-

simo passages were absolutely lyric—pure bell-like tone, soft

and purling. Her cressendi were superbly modulated, and her
climaxes were veritable Niagaras of sound, yet sound which
did not blur, for this girl has learned pedalling to the point
of fine art.

I wondered how the soft, delicate hands of a little girl could
strike such telling blows on the ivory keys. They were beauti-

ful hands, smooth of skin and shapely. I remarked that they
did not appear so strong.

"Adelaide." said Mrs. Ogilvie, "give Mr. Johnson your grip."

So the smooth, little round hand went around mine, and then
it began to contract. I watched in amusement for the first

few moments, but afterward, somewhat embarrassed, I tried

to draw my hand away. I might as well have tried to draw it

out of a vice. There was nothing hurried in that "grip." but

it was awful. And she made me beg her to stop, too. before
she would release me. Her fingers were like velvet-sheathed
steel springs, and the red-and-white marks on my hands re-

mained as a colorful testimonial during the rest of the call.

BERG'S SIX MERRY GIRLS
(Berg's Six Lustige Weiber)

The Latest European Sensation, Who Will Begin an Engagement This Sunday Matinee at the Orpheum.
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Adelaide is a very practical, little girl. She is the daughter
of ambitious but hard-working people, and she has inherited
the robust physique which enables her to realize full dividends
on her artistic temperament.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gosnell of No.

2107 Warner street.

Her talents do not lie alone on musical lines. At the Girls'

Collegiate School, where she is a regular pupil, she is one of
the foremost in her class, and is an especial adept in the study
of French.
She has been studying piano for five years, and has not been

noted as a fiend for practice, either.
"When I practice," says Adelaide, "I practice for all that I

am worth, and when I cannot do that—why, 1 don't practice.
"I like to be out of doors, I am very fond of reading and

study along other lines, and I try always to enjoy my music

—

not to make it work."
.Adelaide hopes to become one of the great pianists of the

world; and all of the fundamentals, including colossal tech-
nique are hers.

Really, she has little more to learn about the mechanical
side of piano playing. As far as that is concerned, I dare
make the assertion that she can play as well as any one.
young or old, in California.
As the years come to her, she will grasp, one by one, the

artistic essentials, style, repose, and interpretation viewed in

the combined lights of intellect and emotion.

%%

SAN FRANCISCANS IN BERLIN.

Philip T. Clay and Andrew McCarthy of Sherman, Clay &
Co. have returned from a trip to Oregon and Washington,
where they inspected the various branch stores of the big

lirm. While in Washington Messrs. Clay and McCarthy just
escaped being two victims of the snowslide by postponing a
IH'oposed trip to the interior. In this manner they escaped
being passengers on one of the trains that met with disaster.

V*

Miss Camille Stronach, a very clever vocal pupil of Mrs.
Richard Rees, sang at St. Mark's Episcopal Church in Berke-
ley last Sunday morning with telling success. She selected
"The Lord is Mindful of His Own" from Mendelssohn's Ora-
torio St. Paul as her solo and she sang it so well that every-
one who heard it was eloquent in praise of her splendid eftort.

Mrs. Hazel Knowles Marshall, a Well Known San Francisco
Fianiste, Writes Interestingly of Berlin and Its

Mu.TJcal Attractiveness.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in receipt of the follow-
ing interesting letter from Mrs. Hazel Knowles Marshall, a
former pupil of Hugo Mansfeldfs, who is now studying with
Lhevinne in Berlin;

"The holiday number of the Musical Review was certainly
excellent in every way and I consider the pictures that ap-
peared in it such as Busoni and Wullncr as worthy of framing.
If you ever want one of Lhevinne let me know, although he
says Genthe has taken the best one of him. We are all

studying with Mrs. Lhevinne during Mr. Lhevinne's absence
in America. She is going over the technical work with us.

I see sevtral of the California girls now and then. Mrs.
Liebes and Miss Clement of San Francisco are studying with
Lhevinne. Miss Eggers of Alameda is taking her singing les-

sons from Louise Geller-Nolte. Miss Ella Brady of San .Jose,
who has I racticed undtr Barth so many years, is also in Ber-
lin and Miss Bessie Chapin of Los Angeles ranks high among
the violin students. Wonderful Olga Steeb from Los Angeles
really made quite a sensation. All have different ideas as to
what they like best, but they all agree that her Bach playing
is superb.

Richard Lowe has a great many of the most talented Ameri-
can singers. One of them, Helena Allyn, made her debut in

the Love Tales of Hofmann at the Komische Oper. The critics
have not given their verdict yet. They never do until the third
or fourth appearance of the artist so that it gives the singer
a chance to overcon.e stage fright and prove herself acclima-
tized. I should be glad to forward you occasionally gossipy
letters Irom Berlin and one particularly when I go to the
Brahms Festival in Munich next summer and to the Passion
Play in Oberammergau.

HAZEL KNOWLES MARSHALL.

(Editorial Note.—We have commissioned Mrs. Marshall to

rei resent this paper at the Brahms Festival in .Munich and
also at the Passion Play in Oberammergau. I

T
Of Importance to Pacific Coa^ Musicians

HE editor of the Pacific Coafl Musical Review has begun a complete hi^ory of the Pacific

CoaA from 1850 until 1910, representing sixty )eErs cf music in the Far We^.
While the material of this immense work, which will occupy several large volunr.es, w ill be

taken chiefly from newspaper files and musical journals published elsewhere, there are a

great many items which may be gathered from private source?. Among such items will be

particularly useful concert programs or programs of grand opera seasons. We also like to secure private

information from musicians or music lovers who remember musical happenings with any assurance of

accuracy and who may thus aid in a worthy musical cause. As far as we have gone up to this time we
can assure all musicians that a hi^ory of music on the Pacific Coa^ will be more interefling and enter-

taining than can be imagined, and as we expect to write this hiSory in an entertaining vein rather than in

a dry statistical form, thus blending humor with pathos and human interefl, we exped to publish a

hi^ory of more than mere statistical value. if m the past any musician or music lover has disagreed with

us in the editing of this journal or has reason to feel offended at any imaginary or real injury sustained by

the editor, or if he thinks that the writer has reason to feel offended at anything he may have done or

said, we want to announce publicly at this time that in this work to be published we do not bear any

malice and we want EVERYONE represented who has done sufficient meritorious work for this great

country which is worthy of immortalization in a big musical hiScry. We have begun this work in all

seriousness and will not permit petty personal feelings to interfere with the accuracy of our work, in this

spirit we desire to solicit the hearty co-operation of the musical profession m our tedious task.

ALFRED METZGER,
Room 802 Kohler & Chase Building, 26 O'Farrell St.. San Francisco.., EDITOR PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.
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(Continued from Page 5.)

ence of opinion regarding the genuineness of tlie contralto
character of Miss Koenen's voice, it is not based upon existing
facts, but it is based upon a misconception as to what a true

contralto represents. If there are people who believe that
Tilly Koenen's voice is not deep enough for a genuine con-

tralto, they consider a voice that is an unusually deep con-

tralto as being the only contralto worth listening to. A voice

deeper than that of Tilly Koenen is not the rule, but the ex-

ception in contralto voices. A voice higher than Tilly Koen-
en's is not a true contralto, but belongs to the soprano class.

Those who consider Miss Koenen's voice not pliant enough and
invested with too much firmness and stiffness, do not compre-
hend the artistic character of absolute solidity, in the matter
of tone production and prefer a tremolo or vibrato to an abso-

lutely firm and solid organ. Tilly Koenen is the leading con-

cert singer in Germany just because of the very fact that her
voice is firm like a rock and it does not deviate one iota

from the pitch. Personally we consider Miss Koenen's voice

an ideal contralto voice in every respect, a voice of remark-
able power and penetration, a voice of wonderful volume and
warmth and a voice that has been placed and is being used
according to tlie most severe demands of genuine vocal cult-

ure. Such a voice in itself would be a most delightful feature

in a concert program. But when it is confined with an in-

tensity of dramatic temperament and an intellect uality of

soulful abandonment in the spirit of the poetry which has
been used by the composer as a skeleton upon which to hang
his musical ideas, the enjoyment derived from such a combi-

nation can only be felt and cannot be described. ITnder these

conditions it becomes needless to go through the entire pro-

gram as sung by Tilly Koenen and describe in a perfunctory

manner just exactly how she sang every one of these songs.

As a matter of fact it is impossible to write in print how Miss
Koenen sang these songs. It is sufflcient to say that she

sang them as no one else sings them, and that she obtained

every particle of musical sentiment contained in them. There
is something gigantic about Miss Koenen's work, and when it

is considered that she has only been before the public a few

years it is almost impossible to conceive what will happen
when this remarkable artist will have reached the maturity of

her w-onderful art. An artist who succeeds in thrilling the

hearer by means of tragic emphasis and who succeeds in

creating hearty laughter among an audience by reason of her

realistic humor has grasped the innermost depths of the art

of song, and when we have said this we have said all that is

possible in the way of endorsing the work of Tilly Koenen.

In conclusion we desire to call attention to one particular

fact regarding the daily newspaper criticisms that appeared

about Tilly Koenen. We want to congratulate Walter An-

thony of the San Francisco Call upon eliminating any other

name from the criticism of Tilly Koenen and steer clear of

odious comparisons. It was the concert of Tilly Koenen and
of no one else, and any writer who possesses the bad taste

to bring in any other artist is somewhat of an amateur in his

profession. How long will it take until writers on musical

subjects become sufhciently intelligent to grasp the all im-

portant fact that comparisons are not permissable in the art

of genuine criticism! Tilly Koenen is absolutely dependent
upon her own resources to be successful. She is not exactly

like any one else. She cannot be better than any one else.

She cannot be inferior to any one else. She can only be Tilly

Koenen and nothing more or less—provided she is a really

great artist and that, no one can dispute. Comparisons are

unpermissable for the reason that their employment is an

injustice. It is impossible to tell the actual facts regarding

the advantages or disadvantages existing among two great

artists unless they are heard at the same time and in the

same mood. The human mind is not altogether reliable and

we doubt very much whether those critics who are not suffi-

ciently broad to abandon a policy of comparison possess that

acuteness of memory, that thoroughness of technical knowl-

edge and that impartiality of personal feeling necessary to

make their comparisons worthy of attention. We thoroughly

believe in letting every artist stand upon his or her own feet

and if an artist is not able to be regarded as an individual

power, absolutely separate and apart from anyone else, then

she is not worthy of the title of genius. Tilly Koenen is a

great singer on her own account and it is not necessary to

call for the assistance of any other singer to add to the force

of this contention.

In Bernard Tabbernal, Miss Koenen possesses an accom-

panist of superior artistic faculties. He follows her with in-

tense understanding of the abandonment of her soul in the

spirit of the compositions. But Miss Koenen is such a giant

in her art that Mr, Tabbernal does not always keep the pace

of her artistic intensity. But this cannot be laid at his door,
as it is impossible for any accompanist to climb the heights
reached by that wonderful singer. It might be that occasion-
ally Mr. Tabbernal could liberate his dramatic fervor, but
otherwise his accompaniments are exceedingly musicianly
and well worthy of hearty endorsement.
The program of last Sunday's concert was as follows: Dem

ITnendlichen (Schubert), Die Krahe (Schubert), Sapphische
Ode (Brahms), Wehe so willst du (Brahms), La Zingarella
(Paisiello), As se tu dormi (Bassanil, Ridonami la clama
(Tosti), Puribondo spira il vento (Handel), Sunbeams (Lan-
don Ronald), Baby (Mallinson), Kyjk soo'n lustib spannetje,
Poppengedoe, Een Dansje (Catherine van Tennes), Wiegenlied
(Richard Strauss), Die Wasserrose (Richard Strauss), Die
Zigeunerin (Hugo Wolf), Er ist's (Hugo Wolf I.

WULLNER'S NEW YORK TRIUMPHS.

Three recitals in one week is Dr. Ludwig Wullner's latest
achievement in New York. The last of this series was given
yesterday and a telegram received by Fitzpatrick & Norwood,
the distinguished lieder singer's Pacific Coast managers, is to

the effect that people were turned away. Dr. Wullner's six-

teenth New York appearance this season will take place in

Carnegie Hall April 12th. Following this recital Wullner and
Bos will depart for the west. The artist will appear in Denver
on the trip to the coast. He will sing at Stanford University,
April 29th; in San Francisco, Sunday, May 1st, and be heard
in a mammoth concert at the Greek Theatre, Berkeley, on
the afternoon of May 3d. Dr. Wullner's programs will con-
tain many works never before heard in the west.

Hermann Genss has resigned as president and director of

the California Conservatory of Music and is now devoting
his time exclusively to private teaching and concert work.
All those who have learned to admire Mr. Genss as a piano
soloist will be glad to hear that he is preparing a special reper-

toire for the coming season.—%\

TILLY KOENEN'S FAREWELL CONCERT.

This Sunday afternoon Tilly Koenen, one of the greatest
singers and truest artists who ever visited this city, will give
her farewell concert at the Garrick Theater and whoever
misses hearing this artist will have something to regret for-

ever. The program is a most interesting one and contains a
number of songs never before sung in this city.

Here is the complete offering:

PAPlT I.

•'Dei' Wegweisei" i

"Gretchen am Si)innra<l "

( Franz Schul>ert
'Aufioe.sung" I

"Erlkoenig" '

PART II.

Sunbeams Landon Ronald
The Danza G. W. Chadwick
Cradle Song i Humperdinck
Dame Swallow \

Slow, Horses, Slow Mallinson
Kcstasy Walter Rummell

PART III.

Lied \-om Winde i

Gesang Weyla's !_ Hugo Wolf
Geh Geliebter, geh jetz i

Triinken miisseii wir alle sein '

PART IV.

Gediild t

Ich trage meine Minne ( Ricliard Strauss
Schlagende Herzen i

Fruhlingsfeier '

The seats are on sale at Sherman, Clay & So.'s until Satur-
day afternoon at 5 o'clock and on Sunday the box office will

be open at the theater after 9:30 a. m., and phone orders will

receive careful attention. A Koenen concert represents half a
dozen lessons to any teacher and student. Can any one sug-

gest a more profitable way of spending $1.0(1?

w
TILLY KOENEN IN SAN JOSE.

Tilly Koenen, the great Holland contralto who has scored
such a tremendous triumph in San Francisco during the past
week and who will give her final concert at the Garrick
Theatre this Sunday afternoon, is to be presented in San Jose
next Thursday evening under the direction of Fitzpatrick &
Norwood. Miss Koenen will appear at the Victory Theatre
in that city and from the unusual interest that is now being
shown by the music lovers of San Jose, a crowded house is

anticipated. The eminent Dutch artiste will give the same
program which she sang in San Francisco last Sunday. It is

one of her finest, numbering German, English and Italian

songs and an exquisite group of Dutch nursery rhymes.
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"Y^E will rent our beautifully furnished studio with baby grand

piano to one or more teachers to be used by one all the time or

more than one on separate days of the week.

WITHEY & TUTTLE
315 Sutter St. Concert Managers San Francisco

Georg Walcker
TEACHER OF SINGING

Hotel Cadillac, Eddy and Leavenworth Sts.

Phone: Franklin 3840 By Appointment Only

^jjJ^

YKARS
Has been recognized as the Representative Musi-

cal Organization of the Pacific Coast. Callaghan

and his great band and soloists has filled more
successful engagements than all other bands
combined. Address

J. L. Callaghan, 2212 Webster St., Oakland

Notre Dame Conservatory of Music

Margaret Kemble !" Mo^rn'Se^rl"'^'

Wallace A. Sabin
Organist Temple Emanu Kl. l^'irst ('liuieli i>( I'hiistian Science.
Dii-ector Lorins Club. San Francisci.. Wednepdavs at ir.lT Cali-
fornia St. Tel. Fi-ank. oMh. Sat. p. ni.. Christian Science Hall. Tel.
\Ve.st 664.'.. Berkeley. Mon. & Tnes. l!s:;u Prince. Tel. Berk. 41H.

Hermann Genss
TE.ACHKH OF I'I.\>«>, Sl\(il\(; AM) IIVIIIIOXI, will iieci-i>t

ARNOLD VON DER AUE—Tenor
OU.VTOHIO—CHl'RCH—COMKRT—OI'KR.V

. . ConcliiU);' iu Cliis.siral S<>ii;;.s mill OperiKic Ilepertiiire . .

KOHl.ER tV: CH.VSIO lll.HG. X A \ FRA.NCISCO. CAL.

Mary Adele Case-Beam ^q"**"^'*"

Recital. Concert.5. Oratorio—Teacher of Singing.
Residence, 1767 Hyde. Telephone. Franklin 3538

Louis CrepaUX, Member Paris Grand Opera
Delbert DIoi-k, 94S Van Mes.-* ut O'Fiirrell.

Heception Hours. 11:30 to 12. and .3 to 4, except Wednesday
and Saturday. Wednesday in Oakland, 11,t4 Bru.sh Street.

TVT /-iW 1 O'F.VRRFI.I. STRFi:rmm (prph^um;.'£-"^-^iv::ro"-'

Safest and Most Magnificent Theatre in America
Week Beginning: This Sunday Afternoon

—

Matinee Every Day.

ARTISTIC VAl DEVII.ia':

>liiiliinif :>luiiri t'ia :«lur fl liiii. riiiia ntiiiii 1 Man .a«aii
(; III ll OiXTH Ho i.se. X. I .. ami Tlieal re (111ilelel. i>ariN:
lit rt •s Six Merr> <*irls; •'1 If )<•vil. tl e Ser aiil ai III the
>i lit ; \\4*r\ mill llarl: K .si f l-a> f. a.ss • Ktlll 1 V Jt.o >iilU-r
111 ll Saiit \\ t-.sliiii : Williii 11 (miiiIiI: Viii lc« Ki ik: N>w 4>r-

1 1 t>l III >iiiliiiii I'i t'dires. 1, ISl M eek o Arlh ir Dim 11 anil
>i ir e <ilii7.iiT ill "Tlie 11 •ssrilBe • Hoy.

K e liuK- l»riees: lOc. 2-f 50p, 7.-.C. Box Seats, ilil.OO.

M itiiiee Prices (Exfeiit S '"days t« Hnllilnysl ll»o, 2.- V. .-.(I.<;

WILLIAM F. ZECH, ;.;*Vii^r^,R
Thf /.fell OrtliONira Reliearsi

1332 Geary Street

ECTOR
ry MoMilay Evening
Phone West 1603

The Institute of Musical Art

>lrs. Richard Ree.s - Vocal
>lr. E. .V. Ivuiy.lit - - Aocal

Mr. .VIbert W. Mcls

Mr. -Willinni Hotmau Violin
.Mr. Gynln Orniay - Plant

- - - Moloiicello

Studio, 817 Grove St., San Francisco Phone Park 5175

iiliils Rccci^cd by Apiioiiiliiicnt

Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt
Has Removed to 2016 Buchanan St., Bet. Pine and California

TKLFPIIOMO WEST 314

MACKENZIE GORDON
Ti:\OR

Tparhpr ftf ^inninn In all its brandies from the rudiments of tone formation loledtnei Ol Omginy
,|,e hinheil limsh and Comelclmn of Public Smging

ORA'I'OHIU OPERA COXCERT
Studio: 2832 Jackson St. Telephone: West 457

Ily .VpiMiintincitl Only

Adolf Gregory
Or^-auiN and Cli >ir Diieclor St. :\Iary's Oakland
Director Oakland Conservatory of .Music

Voice Production, Piano, Harmony and C imposilion

2o:{ 20.- '!'« EI FTH ST., COR. JACKSON O.HiI,Ai\U

I'hone Park 1050 Establislied lisBa Home Plione S 1069

Von Meyerinck School of Music
I .\DER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. .VX.V.V VO.\ MEVERIXCIv
Classes in Frencli. German. Musical History and Siglit Read-

ing in progress. Practice lessons with specially coaclied ac-
companists may be arranged for—also by non-students of the
school. Studio, 81.S Grote St., uear Fillmore. In Berkeley.
Tuesday. 2521 Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at
Snell Seminary.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
PIANO, ORGAN, THEORY

Macdouoiiiih Building', Oakland
Paru St.. .\lanieda. Tel. All

The Bering
I Oder (lie dirt-elion ti

.„ CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
CI lO.stablished 1S96.

t.f. and Mine. JOSEPH MRRINGER.
II—Piano, Theory nail Coni|iOMitiiiu ;

Voice (lliilimi Method), Opera, Concert, Oratorio. Free advan-
OiKc.'* <" NlutleiitN; Harmony Lectures, Concerts, Enstemhle
PlayioK, Sluhl lieitiliiiiJi. Faculty of distiusuished Instruelor.s.

Send for ( alaloKtic

•i::(i pii :m E si„ \it. >icAI,lister, s. f. tei,. west tsikj

Conservatory of Music
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

PIERRE DOIULI.ET, Dean. S.*N JOSE, C.IL.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Edu-
cation—Advantages of literary studies free of charge. Board
:ind room at moderate prices. Send for Catalogue.

824 EDDY STREET
Ilet. Van Ness .\ve. and Franklin SI. Affiliated

Telephone PnciHc :ti;71

lloittc S .'{liTI and S l!)!i;t

The California Opera and Golden Gate Dramatic School
iipletf preparati ninina and Optra.
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Berlin. February 20, Ulio.

Just lately France has contributed a good deal to the artis-

tic activity in the Prussian capital. Late in January we had
the pleasure of a visit Ironi C. M. Widor, the great French
organist, who came to Berlin to direct the Philharmonic
Orchestra at a concert where his very interesting piano con-
certo was given for the first time by Emil Frey. On the same
evening He"r F rey played a concerto of his own. and Xaver
Scharwenka's Concerto in F minor, with the composer at the
baton. Both the Widor and Scharwenka compositions were
very interesting, thematically and orchestrally.

Another great French organist, Josef Bonnet, from the
Church of St. Eustache in Paris, was the soloist at the last

Nikisch concert. He opened the program with Handel's
IJ minor Concerto, and played with such perfection of rhythm,
such effective registration, and such admirable artistry

throughout that he received a well-deserved ovation. The
most glorious feature of the program was Saint-Saens wonder-
ful Symphony in C minor, for full orchestra, organ, and piano.
No wonder Dr. Otto Neitzel considers it the crowning achieve-
ment of Saint-Saens' career. Written in honor of Franz Liszt,

it is a beautiful tribute of one great musical genius to another.
The organ is woven beautifully into the orchestral fabric, and
the beautiful effect of the whole is one not soon to be for-

gotten.

Still another musical son of France delighted us last even-
ing in the Singacademy—Jacques Thibaud. Three concertos,

the Beethoven, the Bruch D minor and the Lalo Spanish Sym-
phony comprised the program. Such virtuosity and well-bal-

anced musicianship are seldom heard, and Thibaud's beautiful

program deserves a place in the front rank of the long line of

violinistic treats we have had this season,
* * *

Harold Bauer never pleased better than at his last Berlin
concert. 'I'he Bach Chromatic Fantasie and Fugue and the
Cesar Franck "Prelude, Aria, and Finale" opened the program,
and in both works his big. round, singing tone, his subtle tone-

coloring and well worked up climaxes were sources of keen
enjoyment. Not many people can play Mozart, but Bauer
tossed off the A major Sonata as if it were the merest child's

play, and played with such clarity of tone and characteristic

liumor that it was most delightful. The Schumann Fantasie
was a great climax, a rippling etude by Ravel was very inter-

esting, and his interpretation of Alkan's Wind Study was as

zephyr-like as Adela Verne's is cyclonic.

Three other piano recitals deserve favorable mention. Ar-

thur Rubinstein played the Beethoven G major and Brahms
B dat Concertos, and the concert would have been very enjoy-

able indeed if the orchestra had not sandwiched in the tedious

and long-drawn-out Fourth Symphony of Mahler.

Miss Edna Peterson of Chicago made her debut with the

Philharmonic Orchestra and had great success. Besides the

Mendelssohn Capriccio and Chopin's B minor Concerto, she
played Ganz's Concertstuck in B minor, under Mr. Ganz's
own direction. The occasion was one of great promise for

Miss Peterson's future: nothing seems to be impossible for

her; and reflected great credit on Mr. Ganz as teacher, com-
poser and director.

The male choir at the Doin is one of remarkable merit.

I attended their last concert and was astonished at the ease
with which those boys sang difficult motettes (mostly from
memory) from Bach, Palestrina and Orlando Lass, to say

nothing of the more modern compositions by Schubert, Men-
delssohn, et al.. which were equally well done. Bernhard
Irrgang, the only real organist among these Berlin pedal-

t readers that I have heard, played the organ that evening

and gave a masterly rendition of the great Reubke Sonata.

WARREN D. ALLEN.

GARRICKTHEATRE
Ellis Street at Fillmore

Direction WILL L. GREENBAUM

Tilly Koenen
The Dutch Contralto

BERNARD TABBl RNEL, Pianist

This Sunday Afternoon at 2:30

S^aU $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00; at S'. erman, Clay & Co.

Sunday after 9:30 at Theatre

BALDWIN PIANO USED

fJB WALDEMAR LIACHOWSKY, Pianift

Sunday Afternoon, March 27
Thursday Evening, March 31

Sunday Afternoon, April 3

Seats $2.00, $1.50 and $.100; ready next Wednesday

at Sherman, Clay & Co.

STEINWAY PIANO USED

Maud Powell
Violinist

POWELL IN OAKLAND
Friday Aft., April 1 Ye Liberty

EXTRA— Mail ordcri now received for

Maud Allan
Classic Dancer

With a Grand Symphony Orchestra of 45

PAUL STEINDORFF, Condu^or

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday Nights, April

5, 7, 8 and Sunday Afternoon, April 10

Prices $2.50, $2.00. $1.50 and $1.00. Address Will L. Green-

baum at Sherman, Clay & Co., enclosing check

or money order

in OAKLAND Wednesday Night, April 6th

Orders to Ye Liberty Playhouse

3rd Lyric "Pop" Concert- "Sunday Afternoon, April 10

Coming April I I —The Burton Holmes Travelogues

April I
7—The Flonzaley Quartette
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j
Fitzpatrick & Norwood

j \ The Bach Festival

ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF

Dr.Ludwig Wullner
and his Accompanist C. V. BOS

CALIFORNIA TOUR BEGINS IN MAY

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

PASMORE TRIO

SPRING, 1910

NOW ON TOUR

FIRST WESTERN TOUR

BUSONI
THE DISTINGUISHED PIANO VIRTUOSO

BEGINNING IN FALL, 1910

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

IGNAZ HAROLDI
Violin Virtuoso

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

Minetti Quartet

Georg Walcker
BASSO-PROFUNDO

For Time and Terms, Address

Fitzpatrick & Norwood
Kohler & Chase Hall San Francisco

Soloists ^ Orchestra ^ Chorus

Choir of Children

Associated members pay five dollars a year, for which
they receive eight dollars worth of tickets. This offer is

made for a limited time only. Active members pay no
initiation fee and no dues.

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the Bach Festivals are held every Mon-
day evening at the First Christian Church, corner Dana
Street and Bancroft Way, Berkeley; and every Wednesday
evening at 818 Grove Street, San Francisco. Rehearsals

begin at 7:30. All singers who are interested are invited

to apply for membership in the Bach Choir.

Address Miss Lillian D.Clark, Secretary, 1522 Spruce
Street, Berkeley. Telephone, Berkeley 3294.

For the convenience of singers living in San Francisco,

information concerning details may be obtained at the

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Room 802 Kohler & Chase
Building, 26 O'Farrell Street. Telephone, Kearny 5454.

L. E. Betiymer
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THE SECOND ELVYN CONCERT—Mytlle Elvyn's second
and third piano recitals in San Francisco were equal in merits
to her first one of the present season in this city. The lady
is buoyant, cheerful, gay in spirits. Her selections are those
that appeal more to the ear and immediate conceptions of the
melodic than to the moods that many affect and embody in

their performances. Every pianist of merit is characteristic.
There are no two alike nor is there any probability that two
will be alike, notwithstanding the tonal limitations of the
piano as compared to the other members of the stringed fam-
ily, the cello, the violin, etc., and notwithstanding also that
the multiplicity of piano players would seem to be able to ex-

haust the possibilities of moods, of interpretations and of tone
production in a decade or less. Elvyn is characteristic in the
roundness of her tones and in the evident joy that she takes
and imparts in playing. She does not strike me as one whose
imagination is very strongly developed. From this it may
follow that she is contented to play the piano for its own sake,

without regard to whether it produces orchestra effects and
that she has no regard for the subtleties that often lead
pianists to play out of sympathy with their autliences, imagin-
ing that they are producing that which their auditors fail to

discern or identify.

She is young and not hackneyed. She is meeting lier early
successes and they inspire her to joyousness, which character-

istic she evokes from all selections, however serious they are.

She has something to learn in the production of great cli-

maxes. Probably her ripening mind will make her tastes com-
pletely catholic and her readings will be more profound. At
present it is a pleasure to hear her play. She Is no tritler;

but everyone can understand her and like her work. While
she is not as great as some of her compeers, she is very
admirable. That she has a future—a great one—I have no bit

of doubt.
DAVID H. WALKER.

-^*v-

MYRTLE ELVYN'S LAST CONCERT—The farewell con-

cert given last Saturday afternoon by Miss Elvyn afforded an
opportunity for students and teachers to hear the beautiful

pianiste in a difficult and interesting program. Judging from
the audience many students were present to gather fresh in-

spiration from one who has already attained one of the top-

most rungs of the art ladder, and who deserves to rank among
the best pianists of the day. To begin with. Miss Elvyn is

beautiful—so beautiful in fact that her art is rivalled at first

by a shimmering vision in blue with its golden crown of hair.

After the opening chords, however, w^e take the whole picture

for granted and settle back for an afternoon of enjoyment.
Miss Elvyn plays w'ith splendid poise, fullness and breadth,

and her "legato" is truly a delight, likewise her artistic use

of the pedal by wliich she gives some beautiful effects. She
is a relaxed player and performs the most difflcult passages
with the greatest ease and poise. The crowning glory, how-
ever, of Miss Elvyn's playing is her tone, which is rich, color-

ful and sympathetic. She displayed this to great advantage
in "Widmung" and "Du hist die Ruh."
The Preludium, Fugue and Choral by Mendelssohn, with

which the program opened, was masterly played, and per-

sonally the writer liked it best of all. The Chopin Sonata in

B flat minor followed, perfect as to formal interpretation but

lacking in sympathy somewhat. The Toccate, op. 7, of Schu-

mann was splendidly played and reminded one of a shower
of silver lights; then followed the Pastorale (Angelus) of

Corelli, quaint in form, and extremely beautiful in its swaying
rhythm and limpid tones. Surely Miss Elvyn was at her best

here. The Rhapsodie of Brahms in B minor was wild, stormy
and full of abandon. Other numbers of the program were
"Tambourin" of Rameau, arranged by Godowsky, Nocturne for

left hand by Scriabine, Humoresque of Dvorak, two Etudes,

one of Moszkowski and one of Liszt in D flat major.

Miss Elvyn closed her program with "Arabesque," "On the

Beautiful Blue Danube" by Strauss-Schulz-Evler. This selec-

tion was worth the enthusiasm it aroused, for Miss Elvyn gave

it a most artistic phrasing, making out of it a Wagnerian color

picture, thus redeeming it from tlie usual "stunt."

There were a number of encores from Ohopin and Mendels-
sohn that further proved the artistic ability of Miss Elvyn.
It was too bad that the echo in the Garrick should have been
so objectionable, especially when the finer, more delicate
numbers were considerably marred by it. What does Miss
Elvyn lack? She hasn't it all—very few have, for that mat-
ter, and her faults are those of omission rather than commis-
sion. She is not specially an emotional player, nor does she
touch physiological depths (perhaps we should be grateful
that she doesn't). There is no subtlety nor mystic beauty
in her art, nor does she touch the human note. One misses
the deep, poetic sense—perliaps her work lacks maturity.
However, there is much to praise along other lines and if she
lacks the above there is fertile ground for the nourishment
of all those things in the art life of beautiful Myrtle Elvyn.

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.

THE BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUES.
"Our Own Hawaii." "Old .Japan Today," "New Japan Today,"

"Java," and "More About Paris" are the five interesting sub-
jects of the Burton Holmes Travelogues to be given this sea-
son at the Garrick Theater. The opening date is Monday,
April 11, and three courses will be given, so arranged that a
subscriber need go but twice a week for two weeks and once
the third week in order to hear all the Travelogues. A matinee
course will be given Wednesdays and Saturdays, the mid-
week event opening at 3:30 to accommodate the teachers and
pupils. A very beautifully illustrated and descriptive booklet
will be mailed free of charge on application to Will L. Green-
baum. In Oakland a course of five matinees will be given on
Tuesday and Friday afternoons, commencing April 12 at Ye
Liberty Playhouse.

ORPHEUM.—The Orpheum announces for next week one of
the best programs in its history. It will be headed by
Madame Mauricia Morichini. prima donna of the Manhattan
Grand Opera House, New York, Theater Chatelet, Paris, and
many other famous European opera houses. Two years ago
she aroused great interest in local musical circles and her re-

appearance will be enthusiastically welcomed. Since she was
last heard here Madame Morichini has fulfilled several im-
portant engagements in the land of her birth, Italy, and has
everywhere been acclaimed a great singer of brilliant voice
and great culture and expression. During her engagement
here she will be heard in an operatic repertoire of song in

Italian, French, Spanish and English. Madame Morichini is

not only one of the youngest of the great prima donnas, but
is also one of the most beautiful women of the stage. Direct
from Europe come Berg's Six Merry Girls. They are known
abroad as "Berg's Sechs Lustige Weiber," and their act is a
unique one. The European press enthuse over their instru-

mental skill, their acting, their grace, and ability as singers
and dancers, so they must be exceedingly versatile at least.

Their offering which is in three sections is as follows: (a)

Going to the Ball, (b) Acrobatic .Maidens, (c) Parisian Musi-
cal Clowns on Parade. "The Devil, The Servant and the Man"
is the title of a sketch to be presented in which "The Devil"
and "The Servant in the House" are throw-n together to form
a dramatic incident that carries a moral. The act is along
entirely new lines and is highly spoken of. Dan Avery and
Charles Hart, the Sunny Comedians, who are considered by
many to be the legitimate successors to Williams and Walker.
will appear in an entirely new- act. These comedians rank
high among the most humorous of colored entertainers and
their performance is always clever and characteristic. During
their engagement here they will introduce two of their own
compositions, "Down .\mong the Sugar Cane" and "Gee, You're
Getting Just Too Sweet to Live." Next week will close the

engagements of Elsie Faye. Sam Miller. Joe Weston; Billy

Gould: Violet King, and Arthur Dunn and Marie Glazier In

"The Messenger Boy."

McAllister
yVear MARKETrS^k£^^ Phone Market 130

This Saturdav Afternoon and i:v. nint;- I.ast Times u£
••WIXE, >V«»IA\ \M) S(l\<;."

Week (^inimencing Slindav Malii,... .Mareli 20th. Other
Matinees Ttnnsriay and .^atmda.v.
That (5reat l)peiatic Sensation

THE RED MILL
Music by Victor Herbert. Book by Henry Blossom.

Ben O. Swor as Con Kidder and Franker Woods as Kid
Connor. The Famous Dutch Kiddies and 60 others.

Prices—25c to $1.50. Bargain Matinee Thursday. 2oc to

Tr.c, Seat.s on Sale at the Tliealre and Emiiorium.
Starlins Sunday Malinee. Mareli 27tli—•• \n llie ^*llll

Weill Uonii."
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A New Record by

Blanche Arral
Tin- (ilCHl l'<il<ii'iillli-M Soiii

Jewel Song

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

Bianrliarti i^all B'tuiito Imliiinij
K. \V. III.AXCHARD, Prex. and Msr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
i.os .\^(;|.;l.los. camkorm \

Abraham Miller tenor
TKACmOR OK \<)MI': ('I l/ll RIO AMI Sl\(il.\<;

Studio: 342-343 Blanchard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Gal.

Charles Farwell Edson
HASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

T<-i<-i>ii<>iu- :::!i>i!)

Margaret Goetz '"''" ' "^"'^""

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales

Estelle Heartt Dreyfus '^^^^^^^^1^

tON«-KR'r—IMIRIMJSIO I'ROGRA:*! RK» ITAI,S—OR A TOR l(

Stiiillu: Rllliic'liuril Hall IlailcliuK !»" Aiiui-li-s, (

Adolf Willhartitz '" '""
"' " "'

Rouin UL'(S itlajcslii- Tlicali-o Iliilldiii);' I.os AiikiUm. < al.

Arnold Krauss ''"'"^.^i^^X:
^"'

CouccTt Mn.s<er of the I.os Aiigeli-M .Sympliony Or<-lie
KRAISS STRUNG HUARTUT

U4I W. ISth Slrcf*, I.os Aim^rlcN IMiiino: Ilolll.

Harley Hamilton \ IOI,l.\ INSTRlfT(»R

Condiu'lor I.om AiiKvleM Syiiiiilioiiy Or<'lii-N<r
>>uinairs Ori'licsira

:l:!0 Dllllifiiurd Hnll Kiiililiii;; 1,,,,, Aiik.-U-s, Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton ';:st.u<tor
IIARMOMV A\l» COl^TlORI'OliVT

Studio: :t0li-:i07 lllaui-bard Hall HiiildiiiK' I.os .ViiselfS, f'al.

JD P/<k1l1lV> TIOVOR—VOK K fll-TIRI.; A .M)
• U* 1 UUllll Till'} ART OF SirVGIIMri ....

DIrertor Kills (lull, Teniple Uaptlst Clioir, Womau's ]>yrif (iuli
Studio: :tls-;tl!l Hlanoliard lluildin^ Los Aa^eles, Cal.

I P F)lir>11V ''''''^'O'*—VmCE DIRECTOR

nii-rflor Oriiheus l»Ialo Cluli, B'ual llrilli Clioir, Triiiiiy M. 10.

Cliuroh Cboir, V. M. C. A. Vocal Ili-i>arlniriit and
Kulrrpenn Male UuurlvKc

Stndio! :111 HlaiK-liard lliiildlnB I.os AnKi-lt-s, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge ^^^^^^^

VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(lNC;OKl>OI<ATF.Dl

[•hones; Broadway illi. Home AS72I

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Di'partiiieiits for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

supervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

Room 335 Ulaucliard Uuildlai; I.os Auneles, Cal.

Low Rate "tT/ Tickets East
SOLD SOME RATES

April 6. 7 and 8 OMAHA $ 60.00
May I I, 12, 13, 14, 25, 26 and 27_.,KANSAS CITY _ 60.00

June 2, 3, 4, 24. 25, 26 and 30 .-CHICAGO _._ 72.50

July I. 2. 3, 4. 5, 6. 25, 26. and 27__ HOUSTON 60.00

August I, 2, 3 and 4„. NEW ORLEANS 67.50

September I. 2. 3. II, 12, 13 and 14 .NEW YORK... 108.50

BOSTON 110.50

Tick..ls sold on April Dales for New Orleans. St. Louis. Chicago, Ballimore.

Philadelphia. Washinglon, New York and Boslon.
Good for 1 5 days" trip going.

Relurn hmil three months from date ol purchase.
Stopovers, choice of routes, and accepted for passage on either of the Great

Overland Flyers.

SAN FRANCISCO "OVERLAND LIMITED"
Electric Lighted— Chicago in Three Days

SUNSET EXPRESS
The Comfortable Way

To New Orleans and East, through Los Angeles and the .Sunny South

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Exclusively for high-class travel between Chicago and St. Louis, via Los Angeles.

El Paso and Kansas City

CALIFORNIAN
The new louri.l train from Southern California to Chicago, via El Paso, Kansas

City and St Louis

Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES: Flood Building; Market Street Ferry

Depot; Third and To^vnsend Streets Depot; Broad-
way and Thirteenth Streets, Oakland
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Oakland, March 14, 1910.

The concert of the Eurydice Club, thirty women's voices.

under the direction of Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup. attracted
a very large audience to Maple Hall last Tuesday evening.
It was the first of these concerts which I have had opportunity
of hearing for more than two years, and I was scarcely pre-

pared for the truly distinguished performance which was
given. Mrs. Northrup is herself an artist, and in her club she
has worked for artistic ends—and reached them. There are

all those matters in evidence which every singing club must
exhibit, if it is worthy to come before the public at all; and.
besides these a certain exquisiteness very unusual among a
body of singers, of larger size than a quartet. Very deft, very
clear-cut, very suave was the singing, and nearly every word
was easily heard without our referring to the program—such
reference being very distasteful to some of us. From the

Indian Drum (in spite of its title a very tame bit of English
writing I to the interesting Waken Lords and Ladies Gay
(Matthews I it was a succession of pleasant things.

More, the extremely beautiful Summer Wind of MacDowell
(sung without accompaniment and with exceeding delicacy,

precision and charm) was made a gem of purest ray. Perhaps
the most effective piece of the evening was Mr. Frederick Ste-

venson's Viennese Serenade for baritone solo and Women's
Chorus, lately sung by Mr. Wild's Mendelssohn Society in Chi-,

cago. and by the Los Angeles Woman's Lyric Club. Mr.

Luther Marchant, a young baritone, sang the solo very intelli-

gently and well, and when the four part chorus came slipping

gently in, humming a perfectly ravishing waltz movement,
with the baritone's voice always arching above it, it was en-

chanting and nothing less. I can but think that the composer
wrought very much of himself into this work. It had accom-
paniment of piano, harmonium, violin and violoncello.

The solos by Mrs. .Jos. Mills were greatly liked. Mrs. Mills

has a very lovely contralto voice and sings with fine taste. Mr.

Marchant's solos were not the least of the evening's pleasures.

His career will be watched with interest. Mr. Lytgen's offering

of three interesting old classics for violin were much appre-

ciated. Miss Mildred Turner's clever accompaniments and
Mr. Langstroth's violoncello obligati added greatly to the even-

ing's enjoyment.
* # *

The recital by Miss Myrtle Elvyn at the Liberty Theater
last Friday afternoon revealed this player at her best, I

imagine. The program was the same as that of one of her

San Francisco recitals, and already reviewed in this paper. It

may only then be said at this time that Miss Elvyn has as

much technique as any player can make use of: masculine

power: all sorts of brilliant and in a way unexpected faculties

for tone-making, clarity like the most glittering ice, and a

prodigious memory. Her intellectual command of Bach, and

her power, as demonstrated best, perhaps in the Schubert-

Taussig military march, are not to be questioned. She fails

to touch the heart: not, I truly believe that she is tempera-

mentally cold, but rather that she does not translate the emo-

tional part of herself into the tongue which any public can

understand. It seems to me a matter of unconscious and in-

stinctive personal reserve. I wish I might know if I am right

in that, so that at any rate it surely seems to me.
•

Mr. N. B. Yuille, the well known Oakland tenor, sang a

program before the Corono Club on March 10th. Among Mr.

Yuill's solos were the Indian Love Lyrics (Amy Woorford

Findeni and the Lilies by Dana Henshaw. Mr. Yuilles artistic

interpretations made a deep impression upon the large audi-

ence.
» • •

The Oakland Orpheus, Mr. Edwin Dunbar Crandall director,

will give its next concert on Tuesday evening, April 5th.

The Cecilia Choral Club. Mr. Percy A. R. Dowe director,

gave its Oakland concert Tuesday evening at the Oakland

Unitarian Auditorium. Hiawatha's Departure by S. Coleridge-

Taylor was given by tlic i horus of 100, with Mme. Sofia Neu-
stadt, soprano, and Mr. Horatio Cogswell, baritone, as the
soloists.

Mrs. Garthewaite, the well known organist, has lately been
engaged at the Oakland First t:hristian Science Church.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.

ADELA VERNE'S TRIUMPH IN MEXICO AND CUBA.

Distinguished Piano Vlrtucsa Plays to Crowded Houses and
Enthuses the Audiences in a Manner that Establishes

Her Wonderful Power.

Tlie Pacific Coast Musical Review is in receipt of authentic
information that describes the remarkable artistic and finan-
cial triumphs made by Adela Verne in Cuba and .Mexico. At
the time of writing on February 11, Miss Verne was very busy
preparing for three recitals in Veracruz and one in Orizaba to
take place within five days. Miss Verne made a veritable
triumphal march through Cuba and according to our corre-
spondent this success had made Miss Verne very happy and
while there have naturally been many difficulties and unpleas-
ant conditions to contend with in a country like Cuba, the
young artist's naturally happy disposition has helped her to
bridge over those difficulties without losing either sleep or
weight. She is in excellent health and spirits and has enjoyed
the trip immensely.
From the very first appearance in Havana it has been a

real series of victories from one success to another and in
nearly every place she visited on her tour of the island, she
gave instead of the recital or recitals advertised one or more
extra ones. The opinion expressed freely after all her con-
certs culminated in the conviction that never had such an
artist on the piano visited Cuba and as among the distin-
guished visitors were several of the greatest virtuosi this com-
pliment can not be overestimated. From these press criti-

cisms as well as private expressions of opinion it is evident
that Miss Verne has taken a firm hold in that territory and
this belief is strengthened when it is known that her Cuban
audiences and friends are watching for her return eagerly.
At her last recital in the National Theatre the crowd of auto-
mobiles and private carriages in front of the theatre would
compare very favorably with those seen in front of Carnegie
Hall, New York, on a Paderewski recital day.
Adela Verne and her manager, E. La Hale, had a very pleas-

ant trip from Havana and on arrival in Veracruz they found
that in place of the one or possibly tw'o recitals which they
had expected the local manager there had already arranged
for three appearances. This trip was an especially unique one
in many respects and among other experiences Miss Vern^
will be in a position to give an opinion on every known make
of piano and some that are not known to this generation and
possibly many generations yet to come. Miss Verne gave
eight recitals in Havana and on the tour of the island twenty
more, playing in Matanzas, Gardenas, Cienfuegos, Sagua,
Camaguey, Santiago de Cuba and Santa Clara. We are in

receipt of the program of seven of the recitals given in

Havana and a repertoire played on this tour.

Miss Verne became so fascinated with Cuban music that

she learned eight dances and played them to the great delight

of the Cubans, who acknowledged that she was the only for-

eigner who had ever been able to play Cuban music with the

exact Cuban rhythm which is so peculiar and difficult to

interpret. It is easy to guess that this earned for Miss Verne
a still more lasting affection from the Cuban people. The
President or" the Republic and his family w-ere very enthusi-

astic over her. giving a soiree in the palace in her honor at

which the members of the cabinet, officers of the army and
their families, as well as the best families of the city were
present. The President's wife and daughter were always pres-

ent at the recitals, giving Jliss Verne beautiful flowers, and
when she left the city they sent her a handsome present. Up
to the present time Miss Verne has given altogether fifty-one

concerts in Mexico and Cuba, all of which were packed to the

doors and netted handsome financial returns. We still main-

tain that Miss Verne will yet enjoy the same distinction in

American and European music centers and possible her big

concert tour next season will give us an opportunity to say
"1 told you so."

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.
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Thirty Minutes

With an

Inner-

Player

Piano
(II- less is ;ill tlu" lime v.in will re

• t'iisilv villi uaii |il;iv any piece dl'

iir Inner I'layei- I'ijUMis.

eclianisni lias made iimsic a universal

ill lecliiiii|iie unnecessary.

'S'dii need ikiI (oiicli ilie keyboard, and yet you can jilay e\eii the iiiosl

dilliciill coiiiiiosii ions wiili natural exjiressioii.

\im will lind llial ihe I nner-1'layer I'ianos are dillerelil Ironi any

odiei- insiriiiiieiils cdiilaininji player devices.

Yon will see a dill'ereiice in cons! riicl ion, in desiiiii. in musical quality

and in the I'acilily with which yon olilain sal islactoi-y niiisical etIVcts.

^^'hen yon lia\e made your inspeclion we believe thai your dei-isiou will

lie Id liny an I liner I'layer I'iaiio.

.\s a reminder, lei us say Ihal llie lerm I nner-l'layer is iirieii ei-roiieoiisly

applied lo ordinary jilayer pianos. I ii iier I'laye.r is Ihe name was orijiiiialed

for ihis )ialeiiled phiyer mechanism and il caniiol lie used correctly to de-

scribe other similar devices. An Inner I'layer I'iaiio is one of the f'ainoiis

('oiiovcr pianos, ot which the inner-l'layer is a part. Von can see lliem

tor \iinrseir in S,-ni l''rancisco onlv al onr salesrooms.

AC/V>^^^ /=>Iy^/\^0^
Victor TalKing MacHines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street

Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington
OTHER STORES: Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,

Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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MAUD POWELL THE VIOLINIST AND HER PROGRAMS.

Miuid Powell, the greatest living woman violinist and tlie

foremost American woman in the world of music, will make
her first appearance in this city at the Garrick Theater on
Sunday afternoon, March 27. This artist studied with
.loachim, Alrad and other great masters and just twenty years
ago made her first tour of Kurope, creating a sensational furor
wherever she appeared, for in those days women violinists
were somewhat of a rarity. She then returned to her native
land and was introduced to the American public by Theodore
Thomas, who called himself her "musical godfather." Ever
since then Maud Powell's name has been prominent through-
out the world, tor she has toured in Germany, France, Eng-
land, Norway, Sweden, Austria, Russia and South Africa. The
greatest symphony orchestras have engaged Maud Powell not
once but often to appear with them as soloist and only this

season she had the rare honor of being engaged twice by the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra under Mahler.
With this artist will come Waldemar Liachowsky. the Rus-

sian pianist, who was brought to this country last year by
Mischa Elman, but who was unable to appear in this city on
account of illness. Mr. Liachowsky, besides being an excep-
tionally line accompanist, is a very artistic ensemble player
and as a result we are to hear the two artists in some of the
too rarely heard works for piano and violin. At the first con-
cert Mme. Powell offers the following splendid program:
CiiiiocMici DMaiur (lir.st movement) Tschaikovvsliy
I Ml. I .\ .Ma j.ii for Violin and riann Schuliert
I 'r.- 1

11.1.- (I .\Jinoi- Bach
I'l . lii.l.. c- .Minor Fiorillo
i'r.'liol.- 10 .Major Bach
"l>a Pleurie" (arranged by Maud Powell) Couperin
Minuett Beethoven
Minute Waltz (arranged by Maud Powell ) Chopin
Spanish 1 )ance Sarasate
Fantasie 'Fa list" WieiiiawsUi

The second concert will be given Thursday night, March
31st, with the following great program:
"l,e Trille du Dlable" Tartini
Concerto No; t. D Minor Vieiixtemps
Sonata A Major Caesar Franck
Slavic Dance A Major Dvorak
IMiiniPtt Mozart
Twiiislit (arranged by Maud Powell) Massenet
lius.sian Airs Wieniawski
The Caesar Franck Sonata was played here six years ago

by Harold Bauer and Hugo Heerman and at the time was
enjoyed to the utmost and its performance by these artists

was a notable event in musical history. Its rendition at the

hands of Maud Powell and Liachowsky will be awaited with
great interest. The last program will be given on Sunday aft-

ernoon, April 3d, when the Locatelli "Sonata" in F minor, the
Mendelssohn Concerto, a Paganini "Etude" and one by Fiorillo,

the "Air" in D minor by Gluck, "German Dance" Mozart,
"Zephyr" Hubay, "Abendlied" Schumann and "Polonaise" D
major by Wieniawski, will comprise the splendid offering.

Seats for all the Maud Powell concerts in this city will be
ready next Wednesday morning at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s,

where complete programs may be obtained. On Friday after-

noon Mme. Powell will play in Oakland at Ye Liberty Play-

house, repeating the great program of Thursday night. Seats
for this event will be ready Monday morning at Ye Liberty

box office. w
MAUD ALLAN THE DANCER.

Managers Will L. Greenbaum and Martin Beck announce
that in order to prevent speculators securing the best seats

for the appearances of Maud Allan, the classic dancer, with

her great symphony orchestra, they will open a mail order

sale, a method that proved perfectly satisfactory in the Sem-
brich and Schumann-Heink events, and which is the method
adopted by the Metropolitan Opera House in New York City.

The entertainments will be given on Tuesday. Thursday and
Friday nights, April .5th, 7th, Sth, and Sunday afternoon, April

10th. Seats will be $2.50 and $2.00 downstairs and $2.00, $l.oO

and $1.00 upstairs. Mail orders will receive prompt attention

in the order received it accompanied by check or money order

and addressed to Will L. Greenbaum, care of Sherman, Clay &
Co., corner Kearney and Sutter streets, San Francisco. Be
careful to state for which performance the tickets are desired.

The public sale of seats will open Wednesday, March 30th, at

Sherman, Clay & Co.'s. Send in your orders at once and be

sure of satisfactory seats. In Oakland Maud .\llan will appear

at Ye Liberty Playhouse on Wednesday night, April 6th, and
the same rules will be observed. Address your letter to Ye
Liberty Playhouse, Oakland, Cal.w
THE RED MILL AT THE SAVOY.—The last performances

of "Wine, Woman and Sons." with Boiiita and her clever

company of burlesquers, will lake i)lace at the Savoy Theatre

this Saturday afternoon and evening, and commencing at the

VERNICE MARTYN,
Of "The Red Mill" Company at the Savoy Theatre.

Sunday matinee "The Red Mill" will begin an engagement
limited to one week.
The Red Mill is one of the best musical offerings of the

decade and boasts of a year's run at the Knickerbocker
Theater, New York, four months in Boston and two months
in Philadelphia. Additional importance obtains through the
fact that the play is by those necromancers of stage composi-
tion, Henry Blossom and Victor Herbert. In seeking a novel
setting for the action Mr. Blossom happily hit upon the
country of Holland. The characters in the piece, with one
or two exceptions, are all Dutch, and their ciuaint and brightly
colored costumes, exhibited in a framework of whirling wind-
mills and delft decorations, form some novel and pretty stage
pictures. The story revolves around the adventures of two
smart but financially embarrassed Americans who are "doing"
Europe and who become stranded at Katwyk-am-Zee. They
try to beat their board bill, but are caught by a stern sheriff,

prosecuted by an unrelenting tavern keeper and sentenced
by a burly Burgomaster to work out their debt. This they do
by acting as a waiter and interpreter. A dainty love story
is introduced in the plot which involves the two Americans,
a dashing navy officer, a piquant barmaid and a Burgomaster's
charming daughter and flirtatious sister. ".\s the Sun Went
Down," a comedy-drama of unusual interest and with that
favorite actress, Estha Williams, in the leading role, will fol-

low "The Red Mill" at the Savoy Theater.
-AV-

The Pacific Coast Musical Review desires to announce that
Edoardo Lebegott, one of the brilliant musical directors of

the Lambarbi Grand Opera Company, has decided to make his

home in San Francisco and do his share toward the musical
upbuilding of this community. His past experience in the
operatic world is of sufficient importance to justify us to pub-
lish an extensive biographical sketch iu the next issue of this

paper.
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup FredericK Stevenson

Coii<-er«, Oratorio nnd Rcc-itnl Prosrrnms
TEACHKU OF SI.XGIIVG

Residence Studio:
13H:t liny View Place, Berkeley. Phone
llerkelev il.-iS. Oiiklaiiil Studio: (>.' Mae-
cliin<Mi»li llldK. Tuesday and Friday.

R-omeo Frick
IIAKITOVE

Voeal liiMtruetiou After Forenioxt
lOliropeau MetiiodM

.10-31 t'ANMXG Bl.Oriv, ICiTH Ai\D
,

IIHOAIJWAII, OAKLAND
[

I'lKine Oak. 6454 Pliano Home A 1468

Paul Steindorff

. Studio. 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William SteinbacH

VOICE CULTURE
STl niO:

l.'ZS llroderiek Sdeel, San Francisco, Cal.

H. D. Mustard, baritom:

SOLOIST FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH, OAKLAND

Opera—Oratorio—Concert

Stnilio, ir,.|s lliiiK'lil SI. T'lione I'ark 4117

Harmony and Composition—Voice
417 lllniielinrd Hull I,o.« AngelCK, Cal.

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
Soprano Soloist First I nilnrian Church,
F'irst Ila|>tist Church, Temple llelh Israel

Vocal Instruction, Concert ^Vo^k
Phone West 4S!)0 1304 Kills Street

AVencesIao Villalpando
vioi,o\ci:i,i,iST

Concerts. Ilusicales. Knsemlilr. Instruction
Tel. Park .".'t:;!). Studio: 74li ( la>ton St.

Delia E. Gris'wold
CONTRALTO

VOICK Cll.TlRK
Phone Piirk I(n4 Hcs. Studio. S4r> Oak St.

Mme. Julie PracHt
ti;\ciii:h of i. \.\f;i A(iF,s

I l:;:! l)c\isiiilero S(. Plioiie \\ est 2071

Miss Edna Montag^ne
|

(Pupil of Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt)
j

TKACHKR OF PIANO
j

Res. Stndio: 121S Telegraph Ave., Oakland

Signor Antonio de Gratssi
VlOl.IMST »

Concerts Arranged, ^'iolin and Harmonj-
Taught. Winifred June de Grassi, Asst.
ISO Presidio .Vve., S. F. Tel. West 9357.

Herman Perlet
Vtllt 1-: Cl l.Tl HF .V.M) PIANO

STl IJIO—1451 FRANKLIN STREET
Phone Franlvlin 634

Mrs. "Walter W^itHam
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio:
!)04 Kohler Al: Chase BIdg., San Francisco

Plione Kearny 5454

Joaquin S. Wanrell
lasso Canlanle

\'oice Culture aud Operatic Trainiuj;:

Perfect Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—70» Van Ness Ave., het. Turk
and Eddy Sts. Take Eddy or Turk St.
Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432.

E.M>IA W. TREMIILAV, Vocnl .«: Dranialie
Res.. 1900 Page St.. S. F. At Home. Fri-

days. 3 to 5 p. m. Phone Kearny 54.54.
Oakland Studio: Lincoln Hall, Tuesday.s,

Phone Okld. 5016. San Francisco Studio:
Kohler & Chase Bldg.. Room 1008.

Golden Gate Quartet
Ensemble and Solo Music for all Occasions

Address : Jno. de P. Teller. 42i Sacramento St
San Francisco Telephone. Kearny 22S'>

The Music Teacher's Association
Of California. (Incorporated 1897)

Meelinss first Tuesday of each month at I I o'doct A. M
at 1736 Golden Gate Ave. . San Francisco

Harry W^. PatricR
PIANO

440 Eddy Streel Phone Frankhn 845 San Francisco

Cav. Ricardo A. de S. Encarnacao 3-4Ssn
Complele Italian :ile<hoil of Voice Cullurc.

nterprelutioii in Opera.
Studio—2:!(; .>loss Ave., Oakland, t al.

I'lioncs— Pieilinoot .s.-.l. lli.nie \r,!l40.

Edoardo Lebeg'ott
Pore Kill

HI'S Pi.st S(.,

>l— ( ompn
Ids. \\ ,

Musical Directory

Mrs. A. F. Bridg'e
TI-.ACHF.R OF SINGING

el. « est 7::7I> 2T2U \\ chster St., S. F

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
\V2fi O'Farrel! St. San Francisco. Cal.

Frederick Maurer. Jr., :ii:£

Piano and Harinonv. t^'oachinp:. Singers.
Violinists. S. F. Studio. Mon. 1S49 Pine St.
Tel. West 9049. Home Studio. 1726 Le Roy
Ave.. Berkeley. Tel. Berkelev 539.

Mrs. Olive Orbison
i}|<a:>iatic soprano

loicc ( ulluie Concert and Oratorio
:::;40 California St. I'hone West fit;59

Mrs. Thoroug'Hman
\Oice Culture Uraniatic Soprano

Concert—Oratorio—Opera
studio: Room 10!l, ni.*; Van iNess Avenue

Telephone Franklin 5254

EULA HOWARD
239 4tli Avenue Tel. Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Siiinniit St.. Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
1350 O'Farrel St. San Francisco

Mrs. M. Trpmboni
TEACHER OF 'siNGINfi

studio, l::s0 SUTTKK ST., Mnnda\s. W,
iies(la>s and Thuisdays

JENNIE H. DREW
Room lOQS, Kohler & Chase Bldg.. S. F.

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
789 Buena Vista Ave. San Francisc o.

\ (X \i.

~

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Broadway. Oak. Tel. Piedmont 1300

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

studio. Maple Hall, 14th and AVelister
Sts., Oakland. Tuesday and Friday. Tel.
Oakland :t4o:(.

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
I!)ti0 Summit St.. Oakla nd. Tel. Oak. 4206

MADAME CARRINGTON LEWYS
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny .54r)4

Benj. S. Moore
lOreanisl First Presbylerian Church, Berkeley)

III llerkeley Friday and Monday F
clusively. Studio: 2257 Fulton St. Pho
llerkeley 4(i27.

HOTHER WISMER
2945 Fillmore St. Phone West 438

JosepK Keefer

Carl Ed^vin Anderson-
TENOR

St. Luke's Episcopal Church, San Fran-
cisco—Temple Emanu-EI, San Francisco

Horatio Cogswell ihr itone
Voice Culture, Concerts, Hcvflnls. Studios:
1122 Bay St.. Alameda. T.l. Alameda 195.
Room 84 Slacdonousii Bldu., Ittli & Bdwy..
Oakland. Tuesday and Friday afternoons.

Mr. "Willard Bachelder
VOCAL STVDIO

Kohler ilC: Chase lluilding-, San Francisco

Miss Augusta Mae Upham
V( CtniPAMSTF

Phone r.OSSX 14:5 Kipling St.. Palo Alto. (^al.

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1S13 Ellis St. San Francisco

>l\M)OI,IN. I.I'll-: \M> <;|||\ |{

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1cS34 Baker Street San Francisco

MISS JOSEPHINE BARDA
13:". 22d .^ve.. S. F. Plione Pacific 2987

i:\si-,>iiti,h: >ii si(

riic >laiisr< liK-ile l.r:issi-\ illalpando Trio
T.'l, W.'.-^i :i:;.'i7 i::ii l'i..-^idiM .\\-e., s. ]'.

Have You Seen the New

Benj. Curtaz & Son Piano .^

It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students
It Contains Elegance, Durability and Moderate Pr BENJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Post

San Francisco, Cal.
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MUSIC IN SEATTLE

Seattle. Wash., February 27. liMil.

Last Sunday we were treated to a very interesting concert

by the Symphony Society. The chief attractions were a child

of nine, a pianiste, and a cellist.

As a prominent writer gave:
The Mozart concertos sound easy, but more than a

century of development of the piano must be considered. In

Mozart's time the finest instrument was a weak mechanical
contrivance compared with the concert grand of today. In the

Mozart concertos the solo instrument is not submerged in

Orchestra, but. in a sense, is separate and apart from the

orchestra: The simple, unadorned, graceful melodies are not

as easy to understand as they appear in the scores. With a

musical undei standing, however, they work out in perfect

sequence and tonal balance. In 1887 .losef Hoffman, then ten

years old. came to America and electritied musical audiences

in the East, but Hoffman appeared as a prodigy at the age

of six. so he had been playing before critics, among whom
were the greatest in the world, for four years. Violet Bourne
yesterday duplicated the astonishing feat of Hoffman when he

electrified Rubinstein. If she had done this in one of the

European centers she would be as famous this morning as

Hoffman was the day after his debut at Berlin.

Positive genius is the heritage of a child who can play as

this babe played. Aside from accuracy that was marvelous
there was understanding that electrified. Small for her age,

she was barely able to reach the pedals, but despite this her

work was unmarred, clean and effective. In the "Romanza."
the second movement, the melody moved smoothly and with

the quiet content and dignity that characterizes it. Her simple

confidence in her own powers the child carried with perfect

artlessness. It was supreme and convincing. That she could

make a mistake, come in off the beat or play a false note did

not occur to her. Her appearance and her manner were free

from any hint of affectation. She does not know evidently

that she is a prodigy. She only knew that she knew her part.

and she did it. The rondo was taken at the proper tempo.

and the whole performance came to a close with the audience

and orchestra breathless with excitement. She played the

entire work from memory, was twice recalled, and gave Liszt's

Second Rhapsody and Paderewski's Minuet, both without

notes.
In addition to the concerto and the child's two encores,

the orchestral selections were the melodious overture to "Stra-

della" (P'lotowl. "Heart Wounds" and "To Spring" for strings

(Griegl, "Morning .lournals ' waltzes (Strauss), "Kol N'idre";

Hebrew melody arranged for cello solo by Max Bruch, solo

by Mr. Steindel; "Festival Dance" and. "Waltz of Hours" and
"Czardas." from Coppelia (Delibes, with Elgar's "Salut

d'Amour," "Anitra's Dance," from the "Peer Gynt" suite by

Grieg and Saint-Saens' "The Swan," a 'cello solo, as encores.

Mr. Steindel appeared to advantage in his solos, playing

with good tone and delightful intonation.

Mr. Hadley's readings were marked by compelling vividness

and sympathy.

The musicale of Dr. and Mrs. M. A. Lazarus given Wednes-
day evening in honor of their brother. Dr. Louis Lazarus, of

Boston, was one of the interesting musical social events of

the week. Yellow shaded candles and daffodils, with ferns

and groups of evergreen and huckleberry, gave the color

scheme to a beautiful house decoration. Mrs. Lazarus, having

several vocal numbers on the program, was replaced as host-

ess in receiving the guests by Mrs. G. M. Carney and Mrs.

.James Hamilton Howe, while in the dining room later Misses

Stella Mason and Carrie Welliver graciously served. Among
the guests were Dr. and Mrs. M. Sturgis, Dr. and Mrs. E. M.

Carney. Dr. W. F. Cunningham, Dr. M. Park. Mr. and Mrs. O.

H. Carpenter and others.

All the numbers on the program were given by renuest.

It was as follows: "Rejoice Greatly" (Handel) Mrs. M. A.

Lazarus; (a) Melody in P (Rubinstein), (b) "Murmuring
Zephyrs" (.Jensen), ,Iames Hamilton Howe: (a) "Break, Break,

Break" (Alwyn), (b) "The Year's at the Spring" (Mrs. H. H.

Beach), Mrs. M. A. Lazarus; (a) "Autumn" (Howe), (b) "Song
Without Words" (Mendelssohn), ,James Hamilton Howe; "In-

flammatus" (Rossini), "Erikoenig" (Schubert), Mrs. M. A.

Lazarus. By special request Mrs. Lazarus also gave "Hear

Ye, Israel."

Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Stimson gave a musicale on Thurs-
day evening at their home on Minor avenue.

* * *

The third organ recital at St. Paul's Episcopal church. Queen
.\nne avenue and Roy street, will take place today at 4 p. m.
The program which follows will be given by the organist. A.
H. Fisher, assisted by Miss Marguerite Fry. soprano, and Miss
Frances P'isher. violinist: Triumphal .March from ".Vaaman"
(Sir Michael Costa). "Thousands of Sins Oppress me" (Mer-
cadante), Miss Fry; Prayer and Cradle Song (Alex. Guilmant).
(a) Sarabande (C. Saint-Saens). (b) Pastorale (I. V. Flagler),
Romance from Second Concerto ( Wieniawski), Miss Fisher;
"The Answer" ( W. Wolstenholme), "Sun of My Soul" (Gaul),
Miss Fry; Offertoire in D Minor (St. Cecile. No. :i). (Edouard
Batiste).

* « «

The third Causerie Musicale will take place on Wednesday
at the residence of Mrs. Leary. l.")61 Tenth avenue nortli. at
10:80 a. m. Subject will be "American Composers of Today."
Added interest is given to' the recital by the fact that Mr.
Henry Hadley. director of the Symphony Orchestra, will
accompany his own songs at the piano.

Following is the program: "As the Gloaming Shadows
'

Creep." text and music by MacDowell; "Before the Dawn"
(Chadwick); "O Swallow, Swallow, Flying South" (Foote);
"I'm Wearing Awa' " (Foote); "Ah, Love but a Day" (Beach);
"The Niglit has a Thousand Eyes" (Smith); Slumber Song
(Smith); "The Nightingale Has a Lyre of Gold" (Whelpley);
"The Flower Rain" (Schneider) ; Boat Song (H. Ware); "O
Hermit 1 O Veery" (H. Hadley).

The Oi'era Study Class will meet at the home of Mrs. .1. D.
Butler. 628 Twelfth avenue north, this evening. The opera
to be interpreted will be "La Boheme." The story of the
opera and the life of its composer will be read by Mrs. S. H.
Barbes. Milton Seymour will preside at the piano.

Maud Powell is a mistress of her chosen profession and
stands today a dazzling shining light among the greatest
violinists of the present age. a musician of unquestionable
ability and foremost in interpretation. She will appear in one
recital at the Moore tonight, assisted by Waldemar Lichowsky.
The program in detail is as follows: Mendelssohn—Con-

certo E Minor, Cesar Franck—Duo: Sonata, A Major, Mme.
Powell and Mr. Liachowsky; (a) Couperin (Early French) La
Fleurie. (arranged by Maud Powell); (b) Beethoven—Minuet,
(c) Bach—Wilhemj Air (for G string). Id) Chopin—Minute
Waltz (arranged by Maud Powell); (e) Sarasate—Spanish
Dance, (a) Chopin—Nocturne E Minor, for piano; (b) Mosz-
kowski—Italian Melody, for piano: Wieniawski—Russian Airs.

There are two separate movements on foot to secure a
music hall so sadly needed. One is endeavoring to secure a
museum, art hall and music hall with studios; the other
desires to raise a building containing a music hall, a ballroom
and banciuet hall, stores, studios, apartments and cafe. Quite
a combination, and I should think popular and a paying invest-

ment.
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE.

Among those who have made the art of accompaniment an
especial study may be regarded as one of the most success-
ful. Miss .\ugusta Upham of Palo Alto, who has been selected
by Mackenzie Gordon as his private accompanist for all his

students. Miss Upham has occupied that enviable position
during the last two years and has proved herself so well

adapted for this excellent work that Mr. Gordon is lavish

in his praise about her. But Miss Upham has not only con-

quered for herself a most gratifying reputation in private ac-

companiments, but her public appearances have been equally
successful. One of the papers referred to her as an accom-
paniste who "has m.ade an enviable reputation for herself as
pianiste." In her public capacity she has acted as accom-
paniste for Miss Mary Adele Case, Mrs. Dorothy Goodsell
Camm. William Wade Hinshaw. the well known Chicago bari-

tone: Frederick Macmurray. violinist. Mr. Hinshaw is the
president of the well known and prosperous Chicago Con-
servatory of Music and he praised Miss Upham highly for her
splendid artistic interpretations. Besides being accompanist
for the above named artists. Miss Upham played at the ban-

quet given by the Commonwealth Club at the St. Francis
Hotel. San Francisco, last winter and with the Savannah
Ensemble Cub at Stanford University some time ago. From
all this it may be seen that Miss Upham possesses the neces-

sary qualifications as well as experience necessary to accom-
pany an experienced artist or conscientious students. Miss
I^pham niav be addressed at 443 Kipling street. Palo Alto,

phone ."i08 X. or Mr. Gordon's studio, 2S'A2 .Jackson street,

San Francisco, phone West 4.'i7.
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The SteinAvay
is after all
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THE TRUTH ABOUT THE MERRY WIDOW.

r the iirj>eiit i-e(iue.><t of a uniiibev of

readers of the I'aeifle ("oast Musical
Review the Editor attended a per-

roruiance of Henry Sa\at;e"s The
.Merry \\'idow at the Colunihia
Theater one eveniii!; last weel<. Tlie

house «'as eiilirely sohl out, demon-
stratinj' the faet tliat it is very easy

to separate our iiieater-<t-oin<; puhlie from )?:2.(tO, pro-
\i(h'd there are sulhcieiU ]ieople tallcinj; favorahly about
a tlieatrical in-odnction. When witnessino- a uiii(|ue dis-

rejiard for a ecnMjilete arlistie and well balanced pro-
duction of an e(|iially clever hit of composition, we iiiiist

involuntarily admit that the public is so easily satisfied

because it has so rarely an ojjportunity to attend a
jjreat j>rodnction repivsented in a manner worthy of
its merit. In a city of less po]nilation and of less pre-
leiilioiis than San Francisco, such an indilterence re-

ijardiii^ comiilete artistic perfection in every i)art of
ihe prodiiciioii from the iuimblest actor on the stage to

the sumptuous .scenic display and costumes would be
jironiptly designated as provincial. But evidently the
theatrical public of San Francisco is willing to suffer
from the stain of provincialism. I)ecause the average
theatrical coiiqiany which the syndicate c(uisents to
bring to the I'acitic Coast is so far inferior to .Mr. Sav-
age's .Merry Widow Company, that the public with a
sigh of relief turns to this little bit of oasis in a deso-
late theatrical desert.

l>\ery intelligent observer will ap]n-eciate the fact
that the genuine production of a clever comic opera
must represent three features. One of these, and if

possible a little more important than the rest, is the
music and its adequate interpretation. The other is the
histrionic jiart, repre.senting the dialogue and which
should emphasize whatever liuniorous vein runs through
the work. The third feature consists of adequate
scenery ;uid costumes, which gives the production the
picturesqueuess of the comic-operatic atmosphere. Of
cour.se ordiiuirily it would be the duty of a theatrical
management to jiresent a comic opera in its com-
pleteness, that is to say, in a manner that would jire-

sent these three features (juoted above in a thoroughly
.satisfactory manner. Hut we miglit occasionally ex-

ctise a little inferiority in either one or the other of
these features, if the prices of admission are not siilti-

ciently high to enable the management to expend large
sums of money. l!ut The Merry \\'idow Company
which ajipeared in this city last year and this year
taxed the public to such an extent that no excuse ou
the part of the management can be offered for the dis-

graceful neglect of the most important of these three
features, namely, the adequate interpretation of the
music. \\'e are perfectly aware of the fact that there

are hundreds of people who were satisfied with the

portrayal of Prince Danilo by (Jeorge Damerel because
they considered the clever acting of this graceful young
fellow as sutlicient recompense for the loss of his voice

and for the iiiade(|uate iiiteri>retatioii of his songs. We
also know that there are hundreds of people who are
perfectly satisfied with the lack of dramatic tempera-
ment of ihibel Wilber as Sonia and also in the unsatis-

factory manner in which she interpreted her songs,

because they liked her personality and her exceedingly
graceful way of dancing. Of course it would hardly
be any use to tell these people, who are so easily satis-

fied, that it is not sutticient for a manager to ])resent a

beautiful work in a numner that satisfles people who
are easily jileased. Kut we are discussing the (]uestion

as to \\hether at the maximum jirice of admission to a

theater, a maiuiger acts in good faith with Ihe jiuhlie

if he is neglectful in any way in the thorough artistic

jiresentatiou of every feature of a performance. We
contend that Mr. Savage is insulting the intelligence of

the ]iublic of the I'acitic Coast by sending out a com-
pany to present a beautiful work, containing a certain

musical importance, ami fails to send along a cast that

can sing the music. It is all very well for people to

become enthusiastic over the looks and actions of two
peojde whose perstmality exceeds their artistic accoin-

jilishments. Hut the fact still remains that it would be

a most gratifying ctindition of affairs if the theatrical

managers would now and then do something for the art

culture of the great public of the I'nited States by giv-

ing them a performance that would be complete in every

detail, and that would not only be ganged upon the

basis of tinaiicial returns.

\Ve are iierfectly aware of the fact that in mentioning

at this time the performance of the Jlerry \Aidow given
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ill (he Pi'iiucss Tlu'jilcf l).v Koll) and l)ill, a ccrlaiii

iniiiihiM' of M('i-i-y Widow (Millmsiasis will sliniji llicir

sli(iiiklei-s and donhl our sauilv, bill we ari' Jicrc lo <^iv('

oni' honest ronvicliou of llicalrica! uiid iimsical iicr

I'oriuances, and we Ikhc a pcirccl lij^lil lo do so pro

\ided we j)ive our I'cascuis for our o|)iiiion. Jtclweeii

llie {)i-ices cliarj;ed at the I'l-iiicess Thealei- as (•oiiii)ared

wilh tiie ju-ices charjicd at Ihe Colunihia Tliealer, we
do not hesitate tor an iiislaiice to |)ronoun(e Ihe ]M'r

lornianees ot Kolli and l>ill as heinj; I'ai- the hellei- of

the two. Takinj; the three leatures, we i-eierred to above,

as a criterion we tind liiat inusicaJly tlie Kolb and Dill

production was better, lor bolli .Maud Lillian l.erri and
.Mr. Itroiisoii could al least sinji Ihe iinisicnl nuiiihers

which .Miss \\'illier and .Mr. I)aincrel were unable lo do.

Histrionically we lind that the comedians of the Prin-

cess Theater jirodnction succeeded tar better in enipha-

sizinj; the jioints of Iiuinor in Iheir ]ierlorniance, llian

Ihe comedians of Ihe Columbia Thealer pi'oduction were
able to do wilh Iheirs. In fact Ihe eltect upon the audi-

ence at the I'rincess Theater was such as to arouse ii])-

roarious Iauf;h1er, while at the Columbia Theater it was
difficult to hear any outward sij^ns of annisemeiil.

Scenically the Kolh and Dill ju-oduclion was cerlainly

more beautiful as to the onlward im|)ressioii and this

was especially true of the second act with its mafiiiifi-

cent set pieces, which the comjiany at the Columbia
Tlieater did not have. Furthermore, the opeuiu};' scene

of the second act, repi'esentinji the .Marsovian Dance,
\\as more eH'ecli\'e at the I'rincess Theater as lo cos-

tumes, and the only advantajic which the .Merry Widow
production at the Columbia Theater can boast of, is

Ihe fact that Miss Wilber is a more jiraceful dancer
than iliss Berri.

A CREDITABLE ADDITION TO OUR MUSICAL CULT.

Edoardo Lebegott, for a Number of Years One of the Directors
of the Lambardi Opera Company, Has Decided to

Make San Francisco His Home.

Now we desire to imi>ress our readers with the fact

that we are not in any way tryin<; to compare the two
l»erformances from their artistic merit as regards Ihe

book and music. The performance at the Princess

Theater was merely a burles(iue upon the performance
at the Columbia Tlieatei', and was not as clever a bur-

les(|ue as the subject matter would justify. Uut we are

sjieaking merely from the stand]>oint of the obligation

which tlie management should have toward the public.

We tind that on one hand a company, which is more
than twice as expensive as another, has given really

more at an admission price of only half this amount.
Now we claim that if Kolb and Dill can give a produc-

tion which is far superioi-, musically, scenically and
histrionically at one dollar a seat, Mr. Savage and his

Merry Widow Company should give performances at

least ecpially as efficient in these three factors, for the

admission ju-ice of |2.(lll a seat. \\'e understand fiilly

that we are in a small minority in this contention of

jirinciple against greed, but we will yet see the time

when the American public will refuse to pay .fli.OO for

any theatrical production unless it is complete in every

particle of its ensemble.
%%

The Zech Orchestra has now definitely decided upon the

date of its next concert. The same will be given at the

Novelty Theater on Tuesday evening, April 12th. Miss
Blanche Morrell will be the violin soloist of the occasion, and
inasmuch as she is recognized as an artist ot superior facul-

ties, having been a pupil of William F. Zech for quite a long'

time, her assistance should prove of great artistic merit. The
complete program will be as follows; Overture "Rosamunde"
(Schubert), Vorspiel "Lohengrin" (Wagner), Violin Solo, Miss
Blanche Morrell, "Under the Balcony" for string orchestra

with cello obligate by Mr. Tobey (Wuerst), Two Irish Dances
(.•\nsell). "From Foreign Parts" Russian, Italian, German,
Spanish, Polish, and Hungarian, (Moszkowski).

Subscribe for the Musical Review. $2.00 per Year.

The Pacitic Coast Musical Review takes pleasure in announc-
ing that iidorado Lebegott, one of the capabU; musical direct-
ors of the Lambardi Opera Company, has decided to make San
Francisco his home. Whatever difference of ojjiiiion there may
have existed regarding the stage management or the charac-
ter of the prima donnas and other soloists, there was never
any difference of opinion regarding the efficiency of the musi-
cal directors whom Lambardi has brought here. Even at the
last engagement at the Columbia Theater, when the personnel
on the stage was very deficient in artistic ensemble, the
orchestra and the musical directors were above criticism and
this paper, which had many reasons to find fault with part of
the production, was ready to acknowledge the efficiency of the
orchestra and the direct6rs. One of these directors was Edo-
ardo Lebegott. During the last ten years this splendid musi-
cian has travelled throughout the musical world. And although
having visited every part of the civilized countries, he found
finally San Francisco the most desirable place to spend a few
years.

Mr. Lebegott is well known to the people of this town by
reason of his being a member of the Lambardi Company during
the last three years. His reputation as a musician is. however,
not confined to the position of musical director and operatic
composer, but he has also achieved a certain amount of fame
as a vocal teacher and among his pupils are names well known
to the operatic history of the latter-day Italian school. Among
his successful pupils who have achieved triumphs upon the
Italian Grand Opera stage may be mentioned Isalberti, Parola,
Rapisardi, Parvis, Ardito, Adaberto and Adelina Tromben. The
latter may be well remembered from the old Tivoli days and it

may be of interest to our readers to know that Miss Tromben
has lately become Madame Lebegott. It is to be hoped that the
delightful soprano may be heard here in some operatic concert.
Those interested in the modern Italian school of operatic

singing and in the study of repertoire of the well known Italian
operas will hail with delight the advent of a master who by
experience as well as adaptation is singularly well fitted to
impart accurate and authoritative knowledge in this particular
branch of the phase of vocal art. Besides his adaptability as
vocal instructor, Mr. Lebegott is a duly accredited graduate
from the Milan Conservatory of Music, where he passed a sat-
isfactory examination as an operatic composer. He has already
composed two grand operas, one of which ("Red Roses") was
given with m&ch success in Parma, and the other ("Semele")
will soon receive its initial performance in one of the foremost
opera houses in Italy. It is to be hoped that Mr. Lebegott will
receive an opportunity to conduct a concert in this city in order
to demonstrate his ability in a field outside that of opera. He
is German on his father's side and should possess certain
qualities not usually sought in Italian masters.
Those eager to embrace an operatic career in Italian opera

may find it valuable to know that Mr. Lebegott's father in law
is prominently connected with several of the leading opera
houses in Italy and is, of course, always on the lookout for
new and capable artists. Those who have hitherto believed
that the Italian method of singing could only be acquired in

Italy and who for this reason have been unjustly suspicious
of anyone who taught such Italian method and who was not
an Italian have now no more cause to go to Italy when one,
absolutely master of that school, is making his home in Cali-

fornia. Mr. Lebegott speaks English. French, German, Italian

and Spanish, which linguistic fluency makes him singularly
adapted as a competent vocal instructor. We may well say
that his advent in this city fills a niche which has hitherto
been vacant in this community, namely, the niche of the study
of the pure Italian operatic repertoire by an artist of wide ex-

perience and unquestioned authority.

MAUD ALLAN, THE REIGNING QUEEN OF DANCE.

For years we have been reading of the great interpretative
powers of the new school of dancing and the revival of the
Greeks' mode of the art. In Europe the leading cities have
done honor to its leading exponents, such as Isadora Duncan,
Loie Fuller, Ruth St. Denis, but more than all to Miss Maud
.A.llan. the young San Francisco girl whom such notables as
the King and Queen of England, the Czar of Russia, Prince
and Princess of Wales, have praised and showered favors on.

At last we are to witness the beauty of the art for ourselves.
Of course in ancient times, according to history and even to

the "Old Testament," the feats of all kinds were celebrated
by means of the dance. The religious festivals in the temples,

the return of the warriors, whether in victory or defeat, the
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wedding of a maiden, etc., were all symbolized by means of
the dante and in this country, at almost our very doors, we
have the native Indian with his "war dance," "medicine dance,"
"harvest dance." etc., and the movements seem to express even
more than the music.
An eminent London critic wrote of Miss Allan: "If a deaf

person were to watch Miss Allan's beautiful work, they could
readily understand the character and beauty of the music, even
though they could not hear a note. She is the perfection of
art in pantomimic gesture." Assisted by her specially organ-
ized symphony orchestra of forty-five players. Miss Allan will
interpret for us such works as Grieg's "Peer Gynt Suite,"
Schumann's "Papillons," Rubinstein's "Valse Caprice," Cho-
pin's "Funeral March" and many other classics, including
Richard Strauss' "Vision of Salome," at the Garrick Theater on
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday nights, April 5th, 7th and 8th,
and Sunday afternoon, April 10th. Seats will be ready next
Thursday at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s and the prices will be
?2..';0 and $2.00 on the lower floor, and $2.00, $1.50 and $1.00 on
the upper floor. Mail orders must be accompanied by check or
money order payable to Will L. Greenbaum.
On Wednesday night, April Gth, Miss Allan and her orchestra

will aijpear in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse, where seat
sale opens at the same time as in San Francisco.

%%
THE BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUES.

Last season after the successful course of Burton Holmes
Travelogues delivered by the eminent actor. Wright Kramer,
for many years the companion of Mr. Holmes on his journeys,
was completed in this city. Mr. Holmes. Mr. Kramer and their
artists sailed for the Far East on a trip around the world.
The result is a series of five Travelogues of the greatest inter-

est and illustrated with some wonderfully colored views and
thousands of feet of motion pictures. The subjects will be
"Our Own Hawaii," a country which Mr. Holmes visited eleven
years before and consequently can tell us about the changes
since the land has become "ours"; "The New Japan of Today."
with its trolley cars, electric lights and rapid firing guns, etc.":

The Old Japan of the "Samurai and Geisha." which is rapidly
disappearing, unless one travels into the interior to see it:

"Java," a country of which too little is known and which de-
serves the title "The Eden of the East Indies," and "More
About Paris," the latter being in no way a repetition of last

season's "Paris the Magnificent," but in tact just what the
title says, "More About Paris."
Three courses will be given at the Garrick Theater, Course

A being for those desiring to attend on Monday and Thursday
nights. Course B for those finding Tuesday and Friday nights
more convenient, and Course C for those desiring to attend
matinees on Wednesdays and Saturdays after school hours.
The prices for the entire course are most moderate. $2.00. $3.00
and $4.00 being the rates for the course of five. These tickets
will be on sale Monday, April 4th, at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s.

Seats for single events will be ready Thursday. April 7th.

In Oakland a course will be given at Ye Liberty Playhouse
on Tuesday and Friday afternoons at 3:30: the price of seats
being the same as in the city and dates of sale also identical.

To make this journey around the world by means of these pict-

ures is the very next thing to making it in person, and it it is

not half so tiresome and costs but a trifle.
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MAUD POWELL'S CONCERTS.

Maud Powell, the foremost American woman in the world
of music and one of the greatest living violinists, will make her
first appearance in San Francisco at the Garrick Theater this

Sunday afternoon at 2:30. For many years this artist has
been a welcome visitor to the greatest music centers of the
world and she has appeared as soloist with the great symphony
orchestras of Paris', Berlin. London. Leipsic. etc.. and this year
has had the unusual honor of playing twice with the Xew York
Philharmonic Orchestra under Mahler. There is no use trying
to describe the power and beauty of Maud Powell's playing.
She is in a class by herself and Will L. Greenbaum is confi-

dent that a wildly delighted audience will leave the Garrick
Sunday afternoon and enthusiastically tell their friends not to

miss Maud Powell. Assisting the artist will appear Waldemar
Liachowsky. the Russian pianist, for several years the accom-
panist for Mischa Elman on his European tours. Here is the
program for the opening concert:

Concerto D Major (first movement) Tschaikowsky
Duo for piano and violin. A Major Schubert
(a) Prelude B Minor Bach
(b) Prelude C Minor FioriUo
(c) Prelude E Major Bach
"La Fleurie" Couperin
(bt Menuett Beethoven
(c) Minute Waltz Chopin
(d) Spanish Dance Sarasate
"Faust Fantasie" Wieniawski

The second concert will be given next Thursday night, March
31st, when another brilliant program, including Caesar
Franck's "Sonata" for violin and piano, Tartini's "Devil's Trill"
and Vieuxtemp's "Concerto" No. 4 will be given and a special
farewell program is promised for Sunday afternoon, April 3d.
Seats are on sale at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s, corner of Kearny
and Sutter. Next Friday afternoon. April 1st, Maud Powell
will play at Ye Liberty Playhouse in Oakland.

RETURN OF TILLY KOENEN.

Those people of San Francisco and the bay cities who did
not hear Tilly Koenen during her recent recitals are to be
given another opportunity to enjoy the art of the great Hol-
land contralto. Miss Koenen is now scoring a series of tri-

imiph* in the northwest. She will return to San Francisco
under the management of Fitpatrick & Norwood and will be
heard in recital here on the afternoon of Sunday. April 3d, at
Christian Science Hall, corner of Scott and Sacramento
streets. The program will be a remarkable one. It will in-

clude German, Italian, Dutch and English songs. The fourth
part will be dedicated to those vivid compositions of Strauss
and Hugo Wolf, the interpretation of which Miss Koenen has
no superior and few equals.
There will be a group of the Catherina van Rennes Dutch

nursery songs, including the "Song of the Dolls." That de-
lightful mother's lullaby. "Baby," which the Dutch contralto
was obliged to repeat at her first concert in San Francisco,
will again be snug. Handel's majestic "Furibono Spira II

Vento" and Tosti's Ave Maria "Ridonami La Calma" will be
among the gems in part two of the extensive program. Seldom
has any artist, and none so unheralded as Tilly Koenen, so
gripped the hearts of those who heard her as did this won-
drous-voiced woiuan in the space of a single week. Little
luore than a handful of people greeted her at her first con-
cert here. At the third concert the audience had increased
threefold. It will not be surprising if Christian Science Hall
is filled with her admirers and those who have not yet experi-
enced the pleasure of her great art when she again returns
to San Francisco. Bernard Tabbernal will again be the
accompanist. Miss Koenen's return program follows:

1.— Deni Unendlichen (Schubert). Die Krahe (Schubert). Sap-
phische Ode (Brahms). Wehe so wlllst du (Brahms). 2.—La
Zingarella ( I'aisiello 1. Ah se tu dormi (Bassani). Ridonami la
calma (Tosti). Furibondo spira il vento (Handel). 3.—Sun-
beams (Landon Ronald). Baby (Malllnson). Kyjk zoo'n lustig
spannetje. Poppengedoe. Een Dansje (three Dutch Children
Songs) (Catherina van Rennes). 4.—Wiegenlied (Richard
Strauss). Die Wasserrose (Richard Strauss). Die Zigeunerin
(Hugo Wolf). Er ist's (Hugo Wolf).
The sale of seats will open at the new Kohler & Chase

Music Store, Wednesday morning, March 30th.

I-

ORPHEUIVI.

The Orphenm announcements for next week will be found
worthy of the most careful perusal and captious indeed must
be the individual who does not readily acknowledge the extra-
ordinary excellence and novelty of the coming program. "La
Petite Gosse." which is to be presented for the first time in

this city, is the newest form of character pantomimic dance,
taking the place of the famous Apache Dance, which was the
rage of Europe for several years. It is given in two scenes:
the first an exterior in the Paris Latin Quarter in the Mont-
martre district, and the second the interior of a drinking place
in that locality. The characters belong to the so-called "under-
world" of Paris and their pantomime illustrates a story of love,

hatred and conspiracy. The principle role of "La Gosse" is

performed by Mile. M. Corio. who created the Apache Dance
in Paris. London and New York.

Stelling and Revell are celebrated horizontal bar experts
whose twists and turns are remarkable and whose "knock-
about" comedy is sure to prove highly diverting. "Max Witt's
Girls From Melody Lane." who are also new to us. are a quar-

tette of attractive song birds. Nonette is the nom de theatre
of a sweet young musician who was formerly the special feat-

ure with "The Vassar Girls." She will introduce selections on
the violin and vocal numbers. "His Last Appearance," an
original dramatic sketch, will be presented for the first time
here by Walter McCuUough, Ralph Evans Smith and Grenville

James. Next week will terminate the engagements of Berg's

Six Merry Girls and Avery and Hart. It will also, more's the

pity, be the last of that famous prima donna. Madame Mori-
chini. who has taken the town by storm with her splendid

vocalization. She will be heard in an entirely new repertoire.

\%

Miss Margaret Goetz will sing for the Amphion Club in San
Diego some time next month. This will be the distinguished
singer's third engagement with that organization.
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MUSIC IN SACRAMENTO

Sacramento, March 10, r.lllJ.

The pasi month has brought us youthful talent. The Sat-

urday Club presented Antonio de Grassi on February IHth and
last night Myrtle Elvyn. The program of the former consisted
of: Beethoven—Sonata No. u (op. 24), Pergolesi—Aria. I)e

Grassi—Chant sans paroles, Im Traume; Handel—Bourree.
Glazounow— Concerto A minor, De Angeles—Andante reii-

gioso, Tschailvowsky—Melodie, Scherzo; Dvorag—Humoreslte,
Bizet-Sarasate—Carmen tantasie. A number of encores added
to the enjoyment of the evening. The novelty, the Glazounow
Concerto, proved very musical and interesting.

Mr. de Grassi was well supported by Fredericli Maurer,
whose work is always appreciated here. De Grassi made a
decided success. Style, technic and the modest bearing and
total absence from affection won him admiration from the
start.

As to the Elvyn recital, one is a little puzzled. Tlie girl, for

she is little more than that in years, tall and divinely fair, is

so attractive that it is difficult to concentrate upon the pro-

gram. There is almost a superabundance of vitality in her
work. She gave much pleasure personally and musically and
all hope to hear her again and feel that the years will teach
her to control the wonderful virility of her work and allow
the romance and delicacy which are now scarcely in evidence
to develop. Her program was the opening one of the San
Francisco engagement—rather heavy and leaning a little too
much in the direction which she seems to revel in, brilliancy.

The Schumann Etudes Symphoniques was the most finished
of the numbers given. Of the novelties Debussy's Prelude
was uninteresting and the Erich Wolff number contrasted
strongly with it with its pretty melody. One is so grateful for

anything modern that possesses "a tune." The program was:
Bach-Liszt—Prelude and Fugue; Schumann—Etudes Sympho-
niques; Mendelssohn—Rondo Capricioso, Spinning Song; Cho-
pin—Ballade A flat. Nocturne No. 2 (op. 1.5), Polonaise (op.

53); DeBussy—Prelude; Donizetti-Leschetizky—Sextet (Lu-
cia); Schubert-Liszt—Hark, Hark, the Lark, Erlking; Wolff

—

Liebesnovelle; Liszt—Legende (St. Francis walking on the
waters), Rhapsodie hongroise No. 12. To this were added
Chopin—Butterfly, Dvorak—Humoresque, and a left hand
study which I believe is by Scriabine, who is also one of the
few musical writers.

The McNeill Club gave its second concert of its nineteenth
season on March 8th. The program follows: Up and Away
(Spence); Hymn to Night (Beethoven), with piano and organ;
Sword of Ferrara (Bullard); The Sunrise Call (Carlos Troy-
er), Mrs. Longbotham; Break, Brealt, Break (Brewer), with
piano and organ; The Dewdrops Fall (Spicker), tenor solo,

quartet and club; Hark, the Trumpet Calleth (Buck); Recita-

tive and Romanza—Non Torno (Tito Mattel), Mrs. Long-
botham; Allan Water (Button); The Lost Chord (Sullivan),

with piano and organ; The Star Spangled Banner, club and
audience. Director. Robert Lloyd; accompanist, Zuelettia

Geery; organist, Lizzie Griffin.

Mr. Lloyd, the untiring director, must feel proud of the re-

sult of his work. The attack and ensemble show improve-
ment at each concert. Mr. Lloyd is showing unsual versatility.

Besides the club and his class work, he has given a series of

lectures on voice production and edits the music column of

the Sacramento Weekly, writing good, strong, broad and
intensely human criticisms besides contributing articles on
musical subjects to its columns. To return to the concert,

however. The program chosea contained too many lesser

lights and the two numbers which the audience wanted to

hear again were the Beethoven and Sullivan ones. The soloist

of the evening, Mrs. Walter Longbotham, who possesses a
rich contralto, gave her numbers with much dramatic style

and had to repeat the Indian song, and after the Mattei num-
ber gave the Mavourneen of Arthur Foote.

* * *

The Saturday Club gave two special programs this month,
one devoted to American composers, the other called a Cen-
tenary Day, devoted to the works of Chopin, Costa. Felician

David and Kucken, all born in 1810. The program was a little

incongruous but interesting. The feeling w-as strong that

Chopin has written for all times, the others for their time.

American Day program was: Program analysis—Mrs.

Louise Gavigan; Piano—The Eagle, op. 32, No. 1. (Tennyson),
Shadow Dance, op. 39, No. 6, (Edward MacDowell); Songs

—

Your Tender Voice Lulls Me to Rest (violin obligato, Mrs.

Edward Walil) (Caro Roma), Spring Song, op. 10, No. 2 (Oscar
Weil), Miss Florine Wenzel; Piano—Idyl in I! flat. op. 28, No.
4 ((Joethe), Dance of the Dryads, op. 19 (Edward MacDowell),
Miss Edna Barnes; Song—Sunset (Sidney Lanier), (Dudley
liuck). Miss Edna Zimmermann; Piano—Polonaise, op. 46, No.
1, (Edward MacDowell), Miss Hazel Pritchard; Song—The
Moaning of the Sea (Sea Songs), (Caro Roma), Madame Caro
Roma; Organ—Pastorale (Arthur Foote), Miss Rutli Pepper;
Song—Tlie Dream-Maker Man (Ethelbert Nevin), .Miss Ber-
nice Smith; Piano—Polonaise in D flat, op. 11 (.1. H. Ilahn),

Mr. George Anderson; Songs—The Lost Child (.\rtliur Shep-
herd), Requiescat (He sleeps) (Katherine Ruth Heyman),
(Arthur Farwell), Mrs. ,J. N. Wilson; Piano—The March Wind,
op. 46. No. 10, A Memory, op. 31, No. 3 (Edward MacDowell),
Miss Florence Linthicum; Songs—Danza (George W. Chad-
wick), Ashes of Roses (Arthur Foote), Mrs. Charles Mering;
Piano—Petites cloches dans la brume (Little Bells in the Fog),
op. 0, No. 1 (Francis Hendricks), Mrs. Eugene H. Pitts; .Melo-

drame—The Lady of Shalott (Tennyson). (Albert I. Elkus),
Miss Alice Colman, Mrs. Albert I. Elkus.

The Centenary program follows: Program analysis—Miss
Emilie Connelly; Piano—Preludes, op. 28. Nos. 1 and 10,

(Chopin), Miss Edith Hammer; Song—Goodnight, Farewell
(Kucken), Mr. Robert Lloyd; Vocal duet—Barcarolle (Kuck-
en), Mrs. .lohn Madden, Mrs. B. F. Howard; Song—Barcarolle
(Lalla Rookh) (David), Miss Lillian Nelson; Piano—Preludes,
op. 28. Nos. 4 and 6, First Impromptu, op. 29, (Chopin), Miss
Ruth Pepper; Vocal quartet—Ring out, Wild Bells (Tennyson)
(adapted from op. 3.5), (Chopin), Mr. Frank Ware, Mr. F. H. S.

Foale, Mr. Egbert Brown, Mr. Homer Crabb, soprano solo

—

Mrs. Egbert Brown; Piano—Nocturne, op. 1.5. No. 2, Valse,

op. 34, No. 1, (Chopin), Mrs. Albert Elkus; Song— I Will Extol
Thee, O Lord (Eli) (Costa), Mrs. T. Frankland; A Chopin
Fantasy (Robert Underwood .lohnson). Miss Emilie Connelly;
Piano accompaniment. Prelude, op. 28. No. 1.5 (Chopin). Miss
Maude Blue; Vocal quartet—No Evil Shall Befall Thee (Eli)

(Costa), There's One That I Love Dearly iVolkslied) (Kuck-
en), Mrs. .1. A. Moynihan, Mrs. John Madden. Mrs. B. F. How-
ard, Mrs, Robert Lloyd; Song—The Morning Prayer (Eli)

(Costa), Mrs. B. F. Howard; Chorus—Dascus. Triumphal
March (Naaman) (Costa), sopranos—Mrs. Emma Coppersmith.
Mrs. Geo. E. Lester, Mrs. Egbert Brown. Mrs. G. A. Madden.
Mrs. J. N. Wilson, Miss Lillian Nelson, tenors—Mr. Richard
Cohn, Mr. Walter Longbotham. Mr. M. J. Desmond. Mr. David
Megowan. altos—Mrs. Robert Hawley, Mrs. Frances Moeller,

Mrs. J. G. Genshlea, Mrs. Robert Lloyd, Mrs. John Madden,
bassos—Mr. Jos. G. Benshlea. Mr. C. M. Phinney. Mr. H. S.

Mclntire, Mr. Egbert Brown; Mr. Robert Lloyd, director; Miss
Lizzie M. Griffin, organist.

MRS. ALBERT ELKUS.
-*v-

BUSONI'S EASTERN TRIUMPHS.

If one may judge from the criticisms now appearing in the

eastern journals, the triumphs of Ferruccio Busoni, the dis-

tinguished Italian piano virtuoso, have not been equaled since

the advent of Paderewski to this country twenty years ago.

Extraordinary demonstrations have greeted this gifted Italian

throughout the entire east. At the close of the present sea-

son Busoni will sail for Germany, where one of his new
operas is to be produced in the fall. He will return to America
in December and will be heard in San Francisco during the

early part of 1911. His western tour will be under the direc-

tion of Fitzpatrick & Norwood.

Emmet Pendleton, a pupil of Hugo Mansfeldt, is accom-
plishing some very praiseworthy results in Northern Califor-

nia. He is the first pianist of any decided ability to give a

series of recitals in that section of the state and has, at times,

extended his concert field as far north as Klamath Falls,

Oregon. The press in the Northern California territory has

had many nice things to say about this soloist. In the Sisson

Headlight we read

:

"Mr. Pendleton is a young man and his ability to play the

piano is superior to that of a great many performers twice

his age and much more varied experience." Says the "Senti-

nel" of Red Bluff, Mr. Pendleton's home town: "The feeling

he puts into his music has the touch and soul of the artist."

The programs given by the young pianist have been of an

unusual heavy character. Such numbers as The Pathetic

Sonata of Beethoven, the Holberg Suite, by Grieg, Eight Pre-

ludes of Chopin and the Liszt Rigoletto are given preference.

That the audiences are well pleased is evidenced by the fact

that return engagements are in demand apropos of which Mr.

Pendleton is now arranging a spring tour which will include

a dozen of the towns of Northern California.
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I edtritii 01 dinymg

.^^ ^hIk* b^mt, and cowpia^on »/ PubUc smgim
ORATORIO

Studio: 2832 Jackson St.

COXCERT
Telephone: Wrst 437

Adolf Gregory
Or and Choir Director St. :tlury'.s tlaklnnd
Director Oakland fouservntory of -Mu»ie

A'oiee I*rodiictioii, Piano, Harmony and ConipoHitlon

SO.-i-SOr. TWELFTH ST., COR. J.\CKSO.\ 0.\KI,-\XD

Phone Park 1050 Established 1S95 Home Phone S 1069

Von Meyerinck School of Music
rXDER THE DIRECTIOX OF MRS. .VXXA VOX MEYERIXCK
Classes in Frencli. German. Musical History and Sight Read-

ing in progress. Practice lessons with specially coached ac-
companists may be arranged for—also bv non-students of the
school. Studio, Sis Grove St., near Fillmore. In Berkeley.
Tuesday. 2521 Regent St. Tel. Berkeley 3677. Thursday at
Snell Seminary.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
PIANO, ORGAN. THEORY

Organist and Musical Director First Presbyterian Church.
Alameda

Suite: r,2 Mnedouoneh Buildiugr. Oakland
Home Studio: 1117 Paru St.. .\Inmeda. Tel. .\lameda 1^5

The Beringer
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Establislied 1S96.

I'.ilComplele M
Voice (Italian Method), t>p

ta)?e» to students: Harm
PInyins, Si|;ht Reading;. V
Send for (ntaiogrue

!i::i; pikhi'io st., xr. sicallister.

iif. and Mnie. JOSEPH BERIXGER.
II—Piano, Theory and ('om|>osltiou;
ra. Concert, t>ratorio. Free advan-
inv Lertnre.s, Concerts, Ensemble
ilculty of distiuguiMhed lUNtructora.

TI-; W EST T.S!i:t

Conservatory of Music
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

PIERRE DOl'IM.ET, Dean. SAX JOSE, C.*I,.

The oldest Institution on the Coast—complete Musical Edu-
cation—Advantages of literary studies free of charge. Board
and room at moderate prices. Send tor Catalogue.

824 EDDY STREET
llet. Van Xess .Vve. and Fr Affiliated

L>phone PaciHo 3(i71

lie S :t«TI and S l!»!t:i

The California Opera and Golden Gate Dramatic School
Director, Joseph Greven Mauagrer, Prof. H. L. Cramer As.st. Mauaser, Prof. «in. Hence

Complete preparation for Professional Sinc:ini;, .VctiuR and Daneiuj; from A'nudeville to Comedy, Drama and Opera.
Positions secured for proticieut students by the School's dovvu-tonu Uookiue A>;eucy. Send for Circulars.
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We take pleasure in publishing the following announcement
issued by Miss Margaret Goetz of Los Angeles:
A Repertoire Class tor the study of Song Classics conducted

by Miss Margaret Goetz, with the co-operation of Archihald
Sessions, pianist, will meel at Blanchard Hall Building every
Tuesday at 5 p. m. sliarp. In this class a hiogiaphical. histori-
cal and interprci;i li\ r s[utl,\- will In- ni;i<li- ni SclnilHri, Schu-
nian. Franz. Brahms. I'.iii^, 'I'srliai knw sk w siianss, \\'..ir ,^nd
the other emilU'lit .-Mriii.c.s.r s, ('..rinali. l''i.-ii(l). Italian, lOiiglish
and American. Tn kcrp n|i with liu- new s.miks hI inciit, and
to enlarge acquaintance with the works of the great masters,
this class will be of great service to students and lovers of
song, especially such as can appreciate but cannot play and
sing them at sight for themselves. The songs will be taken up
by the class in English and in unison, with solo performance
from some who are accustomed to interpret this class of music.
The way is thus prepared for intelligent study of the mi'isic by
any music lover. This class is open to all whether singers or
not. and better prepares them to enjoy concerts and recitals
given by great visiting artists. The Miller Songs of Schubert
will be taken up at the first meeting. The Class will meet
every Tuesda.v afternoon at 4 o'clock sharp, in Music Hall.
Blanchard Building. 232 South Hill street, beginning Tuesday,
March ir.th. Term of ten weeks. $5.00 in advance.

The above class is the outgrowth of students and concert
goers' needs which Miss Goetz has carried out successfully
in New York during many seasons. At the first meeting there
was represented a very gratifying list of members, including
music teachers as well as music lovers. This class expects
to be of particular advantage to people who vainly endeavor
to create order out of the chaos of the translated song texts at
the big concerts, by acquainting all members with the song
literature of all the great artists who come to this coast, be-
fore their appearance here.

The Ferris Hartman Company presented during the week,
beginning with Sunday matinee, March iiOth. the exceedingly
funny musical comedy "The Office Boy." Ferris Hartman was,
as usual, very successful with this title role and Edith Mason,
Thomas Persse, Walter de Leon, Harold Reeves, and the other
members of the company proved themselves strong supports
to the ever popular comedian. Following "The Office Boy" the
Hartman Company will revert to their policy announced earlier
in the season of from time to time presenting a grand opera
at the regular scale of Hartman prices. The opera to be pre-
sented will be "Carmen," for which purpose Mr. Hartman has
brought Georgiana Strauss from New York especially for this
production. Miss Strauss is a dramatic soprano of exceptional
ability and until recently a member of the Savage Opera forces
and the International Grand Opera Company. In "Carmen"
Thomas Persse will be heard in the role of Don .Jose. Ferris
Hartman will play Morales, Edith Mason will sing Michaela
and Harold Reeves, the new baritone, will sing the role of
Escamillo. This will be .the most pretentious offering ever
attempted on any stage at popular prices.

* * •

The radiantly beautiful Myrtle Elvyn gave a piano recital
to a medium sized audience at Simpson Auditorium. Tuesday
evening. The young woman is equipped with everything neces-
sary to a great pianist| From her earliest childhood she has
played, having had the guidance of Carl Wolfsohn until, at
his advice, she went to Godowsky. with whom she studied for
five years. Again was brought to mind that a method—so
called—is not possible to label after the work is completed, for
Myrtle Elvyn reminded me strongly of Evelyn Stuart, the
young English pianist, who was a pupil of Leschetitzky several
years. Miss Elvyn has technique in abundance—it is appar-
ently unlimited—yet she does not thrust it at you. but plays
her difficult programs free from mannerism, with diversified
tone, splendid rhythm, and genuine musical feeling. Her work
discloses the marks of much playing or showy programs, but
it interests tremendously for even though the circumstances
of her tour seemingly demand this styleof playing, rather than
programs of more serious things, never does the player lose

refinement or legitimate musicianship. Miss Elvyn would be a
welcome soloist at the symphony concerts next season.

-V*—

[The Los Angeles letter arrived too late for this week's
issue. It will appear next week.—Ed.]

Fitzpatrick and Norwood have the honor to announce the return

engagement of the great Dutch Contralto

Tilly Koenen
ONE RECITAL ONLY

Sunday Afternoon, April 3, 1910

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE HALL
SCOTT AND SACRAMENTO STREETS

At 2:30 P. M.

NOTE. Every teacher and pupil of music should hear

this mistress of song. Fitzpatrick and Norwood will make

a reduction of 25 V' to teachers and pupils, to all concerts

given under their management.

SEAT SALE. Kohler & Chase Music Store, Wednes-

day, March 20th, 10 a. m. Prices $2.00, $1.50 and

$ 1 .00. Teachers and pupils must get rate card from

Fitzpatrick and Norwood, Kohler & Chase Hall.

COMING SOON—DR. LUDWIG WULLNER[e
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Will Greenbaum's "Star" Attractions

GARRICKTHEATRE
Ellis Street at Fillmore

r
Maud Powell

Violinist

WALDEMAR LIACHOWSKY, Pianis

This Sunday Aft. March 27
Thursday Evening, March 31

Sunday Afternoon, April 3

Seals $2.00, $1.50 and $1.00; Gen"l Admission $ 1 .00

Box Office Sunday 9:30 a. m. at Theatre

POWELL IN OAKLAND
Friday Aft., April 1, at 3:15 Ye Liberty

STEINWAY PIANO USED
Sunday Afternoon April 1 0th—Third Lyric Pop Concert

ATTRACTION EXTRAORDINARY ! ! !

!

Maud Allan
The Famous Classic Dancer

and

Grand Symphony Orchestra of 45

PAUL STEINDORFF, Condudor

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday Nights, April
5, 7, 8 and Sunday Afternoon, April 10

Seats $2.50, $2.00, $1.50 and $1.00. Ready next Thursday at

Sherman, Clay and Co.

Mail orders carefully attended to. Address Will L. Green-
baum, enclosing check or money order.

ALLAN IN OAKLAND
Wednesday Night, April 6th Ye Liberty

Burton Holmes
TRAVELOGUES

'Hawaii," "Old Japan," "New Japan," "Java,"

"More About Paris"

Commencing Monday, April 11th

OAKLAND COURSE: Tuesday and Friday
Afternoons, at 3:30 Ye Liberty

COMING - The Flonzaley Quartette

Walter Damrosch and His N. Y. Symphony Orchestra

The Baby
Chickering

qiti

HE history of pianoforte making in America has

I been one of marvelous developement. ^First

the old square next the upright then the

grand, and finally, the crowning achievement

the baby grand. ^The building of a piano is

a science. flTo develop in an instrument, com-

pact in size, the fullest tonal qualities is the

task assigned the designer of the baby grand,

task demanding the utmost of piano knowledge—
and of the craftsmen carrying out of these plans, their utmost

skill. ^W'hile many picino houses have established a reputa-

tion for making good grands of the larger size, to the

"House of Chickering'* ia always conceded the mastery in

making the Tiny Grand, a piano but five feet in length, yet

wonderful in its full rounded tone throughout the entire scale.

The baby "Chickering" is admittedly the most striking

example of success achieved in this field of endeavor.

In our piano parlors you w^ill find a magnificent display

of these wonderfully built baby grands. They are superb.

And the tone! It is impossible to conceive of how^ it might be

improved—and after all it is the tone that makes for perfection

in a piano. ^For the home no piano is more fittingly appro-

priate—none so popular as the "Chickering."

Send for catalogue and map showing the space the

"baby'* would occupy on your floor.

Eilers Music Company
975 Market Street : : San Francisco, Gal.
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THE MOTHER WISMER CONCERT.

The concert given by Ilothei- Wismei- ul Century ('lub Hall

proved to be one of the most interesting local musical events

of the season. Mr. Wismer is one of the few artists residing

here who talies a certain pride in the introduction of new
works by modern composers. At the last concert Mr. Wismer
did not only pay his respects to foreign composers but he

also extended the courtesy of a public performance to a new
work entitled "Midwinter Idyl" by Edward F. Schneider, a

California composer, who wrote last year's Midsummer .Jinks

of the Bohemian Club. This work is particularly character-

istic of Mr. Schneider's romantic style in which the above
named Jinks so well abounded. Mr. Wismer gave this work
a very effective reading and it was possible to detect from
his performance the poetic beauty of this conception. A
Peasant Dance by Neils W. Gade proved to be a construction

of rather technical and rhythmical importance than being

noteworthy by reason of its originality of musical ideas. This
tirst group concluded with Max Reger's Sonata, op. 42, in I)

minor. At this stage of the program Mr. Wismer was in too

nervous a condition to be judged fairly in regard to the ade-

quate interpretation of this ponderous and severe work, but

it is, however, possible to recognize in this work the pre-

ponderance of the modern heavy style of composition with its

severe theoretical treatment as against the melodic and flex-

ible beauty of the work of the old masters. We cannot say

that Mr, Reger's work gains in comparison with the work of

the established classics.

The second group on the program consisted of songs by

Gade, Brahms and Schubert, sung with a great deal of taste

and artistic care and musicianly judgment by Mrs. Matilde

Wismer. This group was followed by Beethoven's delightful

trio in C Minor, op. 9, No. 3. This exceedingly beautiful com-

position, representative of the ideal style of chamber music,

was performed by Messrs. Wismer, violin. Firestone, viola.

and Lada, cello. It was the most enjoyable and most satis-

factory performance of the evening. The three players seemed
to be in thorough accord with each other and solved the musi-

cal problems of the composition with singular unity of pur-

pose. The enthusiastic applause that greeted the conclusion

of every movement was sufficient to demonstrate the happy
temper of the audience. The program concluded with Carl

Goldmark's violin concerto, op. 28, in A Minor. This exceed-

ingly difficult and intricate work was executed by Mr. Wismer
in a brilliant manner. Technically the soloist overcame the

biggest difficulties and musically especially as far as it con-

cerned the andante movement Mr. Wismer gave complete

satisfaction. The event may well be pronounced as one of

the most gratifying musical events of the local season.

MOTHER WISMER
The Musicianly Violinist Who Appeared in a Successful Con-

cert at Century Hall Last Week.

MAUD POWELL ONE OF THE GREATEST VIOLINISTS.

When Fritz Kreisler was here Manager Will Greenbaum
remarked to him that Maud Powell would be the next violinist

to play here, whereat Kreisler said, "and you can truthfully

tell the public that she is one of the world's great artists."

Although Maud Powell has appeared in almost every country

on the globe and in nearly every important city, this will be

her first appearance in San Francisco, for it happened that

on her previous visit to California our local impresario had

his time filled with other attractions and she did not care to

appear under other management. Mme. Powell will play three

great programs at the Garrick Theatre, the dates being Easter

Sunday, March 27th, Thursday night, March 31st, and Sunday
afternoon, April 3d. In addition to playing some of the stand-

ard concertos and masterpieces for the violin the artist will

play some of the rarely heard sonatas for piano and violin

with the assistance of Walderaar Liachowsky, a Russian

pianist, who came to this country with Mischa Blman. Mme.
Powell will play in Oakland at Ye Liberty Playhouse on Fri-

day afternoon, April 1st. *
We note that during the engagement of Mclntyre and

Heath and also of Robert Edeson the prices at the Van Ness

Theatre have been reduced to $1.50. The tact that the man-

agement of that theatre used to charge .$2 for similar per-

formances has been the main reason for our antagonism

toward that theatre. Now that the price has been lowered to

a reasonable figure we have nothing more against that theatre

and if the same is done at the Columbia, when productions

of a less high grade are presented, we have no grievance

against the nianagement notwithstanding any personal objec-

tions we might have against the press agent with his impudent

arrogance or one of the proprietors with his inexcusable con-

ceit. This paper is published for the benefit of the public

and we consider $1.50 ample for the class of plays presented

at these theatres. We are very glad to hear that Selby Oppen-

heiracr is now in charge of the box office and general manage-
ment of the \ an Ness Theatre and wish him all possible suc-

cess. He is a very bright young man who understands the
theatrical business and who will execute the plans of his su-

periors in a faithful and loyal manner. Just to show that we
are absolutely just and impartial we desire to commend the
action of the management of the Van Ness in establishing
a scale of prices within the proper limits of the productions
presented there.

A very delightful musicale was given at the studio of Prof.

Hermann Genss, 2312 Clay street, on Thursday, .March 10th.

The program was as follows: Sonata for Piano in D I Haydn I,

Miss Helen Hall; Winterlied for Contralto (Mendelssohn),
Miss Hazel Harris; Rondo G Major (Beethoven), .Miss Laura
Baker; Arie for Bass from "The Magic Flute" (Mozart), Mr.
Roy Stewart ; Two Etudes for Piano—Guirlandes, Divertis-

sement— (Godard), Miss Elsie Howell; Die junge Nonne, Hei-

denroslein, Der Tod und das Madchen (Schubert), Im Herbst
(Franz), Miss Grace Brown; Tarantella "Venezia e Napoli"

(Liszt). Miss Mildred Turner; "Einkehr" Duet for Soprano
and Alto (Hildach), Misses Hazel and Myrtle Wood; "Sei mir
gegrusst," "By the Sea," "Serenade" (Schubert), Mr. Charles
Bulotti; Rhapsodie hongroise No. 11 (Liszt), Miss Chariot
Hopperstead; Three Spanish Songs (Jensen), Miss Hazel
Wood; Nocturne op. 37 No. 2 (Chopin), Nachtgesang op. S

No. 2 (Genss). Miss Seta Stewart.

Benjamin S. Moore,
ACCCOIPWIST

PIANO ORGAN
II f Va Pre«*l>yterinii C'liiireli.OrBH

Berkeley—Saturday and Monday. "The Berkshire." Telegraph
and Bancroft Way. Berkeley 3428.

San Francisco—Friday and Tuesday. Calvary Church. Jackson
and FDlniore.
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Fitzpatrick& Norwood

ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF

Dr.LudwigWuUner
and his Accompanist C. V. BOS

CALIFORNIA TOUR BEGINS IN MAY

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

PASMORE TRIO
NOW ON TOUR

FIRST WESTERN TOUR

BUSONI
THE DISTINGUISHED PIANO VIRTUOSO

BEGINNING IN FALL, 1910

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

IGNAZ HAROLDI
Violin Virtuoso

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

Minetti Quartet

Georg Walcker
BASSO-PROFUNDO

For Time and Terms, Address

Fitzpatrick & Norwood
Kohler & Chase Hall San Francisco

*««»

SPRING, 1910

Soloists ^ Orchestra ^ Chorus

Choir of Children

Associated members pay five dollars a year, for which

they receive eight dollars worth of ticlcets. This offer is

made for a limited time only. Active members pay no

initiation fee and no dues.

NOTICE TO SINGERS

Rehearsals for the Bach Festivals are held every Mon-

day evening at the First Christian Church, corner Dana

Street and Bancroft Way, Berkeley; and every Wednesday

evening at 818 Grove Street. San Francisco. Rehearsals

begin at 7:30. All singers w^ho are interested are invited

to apply for membership in the Bach Choir.

Address Miss Lillian D. Clark, Secretary, 1522 Spruce

Street. Berkeley. Telephone, Berkeley 3294.

For the convenience of singers living in San Francisco,

information concerning details may be obtained at the

Pacific Coast Musical Review. Room 802 Kohler & Chase

Building, 26 OTarrcll Street. Telephone, Kearny 5454.-^ < <
L. E. Behymer

^^KS'^l•;l«^ m viv vt;ioit musicvi. artists
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MRS. FAIRWEATHER LECTURES UPON OPERA—The
second lecture, entitled "Opera," was given on Monday after-

noon by Mrs. Mary Pairweather under the management of

Withey & Tuttle at their beautiful studio on Sutter street.

It has been over four years since a San Francisco audience
has had the extreme pleasure of listening to Mrs. Fairweather,
who never fails to inspire even the most phlegmatic of her
listeners, and who lifts all so far out of and beyond themselves
that they are enabled to gain glimpses of the Mount of Vision
where dwells the thought of this wonderful woman. Withey
& Tuttle, who are instrumental in giving us always the best

and under the most artistic and appropriate setting, have an-

nounced Mrs. Fairweather's talk as "Salon Lectures on Mod-
ern Thought." The first phase of the subject was "Drama,"
which was considered the Monday before last and which it

was our misfortune to miss. The speaker gave us "Opera"
last Monday afternoon, which was certainly a feast for the

intellect, the emotions and the spiritual part of us which ever
hungers and thirsts after Truth. Wagner, Debussy, Charpen-
tier's "Louise" and "Salome" of Richard Strauss were revealed

to the audience in their deep physiology—as Mrs. Fairweather
expresses it, "Revelation through music of spirit values."

The meaning of "Motif" was made clear in a story which
the speaker told of a young man who came to Wagner and
wanted to know how to compose an opera. "Get your sub-

ject matter or story," said Wagner, "and weave around this

your music." Said the young man, "Why, then you have your
opera." "No, far from it." said the great master. "After that

is done, go into your closet, into the silence, and meditate

upon your principle. Whatever is revealed to you there from
abstract spiritual truth, that will be your motif," whether
it be a single note or more. Wed the motif to the opera and
you have the whole complete, but not till then."

In speaking of Debussy's Melisande, Mrs. Fairweather
showed that Melisande did not mean a woman, but stood for

the revelation of the spirit part of us which does not fully

comprehend nor understand, but only knows that it is born.

Dubussy's wonderful motive of Melisande unmistakably re-

veals this truth. Charpentier's "Louise" is the call of individ-

ualism, the surging cry of the partially awakened, which leads

perhaps to what the community calls tragedy but which in

reality is God manifest. In Salome we have the values of

music as the revealing stuff of passion—that which very few

of us are "deep enough, broad enough, bad enough, good
enough or great enough to understand." Mrs. Fairweather

further says that the opera which cries "Souls, abandon
yourselves to God" has not yet been written.

These dramatic truths, given by an exceptionally gifted

and magnetic woman who is at least tifty years, perhaps a

hundred, ahead of her time, cannot fail to awaken sleeping

consciousness in every one who attends these lectures. Next
Monday the subject is "Novel," and the following Monday,
"Forecast." Withey & Tuttle have provided an atmosphere
for these bits of drama which is in itself an exquisite stage

setting, and Mrs. Fairweather is the artist-actress in the most
difBcult of roles—that of the lecturer.

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.

THE LORING CLUB CONCERT—The third concert of the

Loring Club's thirty-third season was given last Tuesday even-

ing, March 15th, at Christian Science Hall. A large and
enthusiastic audience greeted this splendid body of male sing-

ers who shared the decided success of the evening with their

able director and leader, Mr. Wallace A. Sabin. Mr. Sabin's

control over his singers was such as to give the impression

of one wonderfully rich, full, modulated organ, so perfect was
the blending of the many voices, the harmony in shading and
the certainty of attack. There is no phase of music which
has more individual charm than that of male voices, well

blended and balanced. Their suggestive, haunting tone awak-
ens the primitive in us.

The program opened with a four part song for men's voices,

entitled "The Beleaguered" by Arthur S. Sullivan, and was

followed by two Swedish Folk Songs, "Vermeland" and "Dear
Land of My Fathers." These numbers demonstrated the har-
mony existing between director and men, in that every word
was heard and sung with just the inflection and modulation
necessary. This was especially noticeable in Schubert's beau-
tiful, soulful "The Night is Cloudless and Serene" with tenor
solo. Mr. .J. P. Veaco was the soloist for this number. Mr.
Veaco has a high tenor voice which soared above the chorus.
If his tones were not so throaty at times there would be more
music in his voice, which has a promising quality.
The program was graced by the appearance of the Pasmore

Trio, who rendered the Tschaikowsky "Trio in A Minor," op. 50.

This difficult composition was splendidly played by these
young artists, who show an art maturity beyond their years.

Miss Mary Pasmore later contributed a violin solo, "Polo-
naise Brilliante" by Wieniawski, accompanied by Miss Suzanne
Pasmore. Miss Pasmore played with character and grace, of
course, and showed a ripeness and warmth which was so
manifest in her playing in the afternoon of the Schumann
Quintet with Madame Carenno.

After the "Patriot" by the Loring Club, that exquisite setting
of the poem by Weatherly, which should have been heard to
be appreciated, so permeated was it with true art and dramatic
feeling. Miss Dorothy Pasmore gave a violoncello solo, a
"Rondo" by Boccherini. Miss Dorothy threw a great deal of
temperament and character into her playing. Her tone is

sympathetic and full of appeal, and her playing called forth
the enthusiasm which it deserves.
"Lochinvar" of Sir Walter Scott, with musical setting by

William G. Hammond, was reserved for the last number by
the club. The dramatic reading, the fine discrimination in

values and the unity which pervaded the former numbers cul-

minated here. The club will have to do some wonderfully
fine work to surpass this last concert. Mr. Sabin has given
us the finished product of his work. We are delighted to hear
that the club will give a concert, in May with the Walter Dam-
rosch Orchestra, when Mr. Sabin's "St. Patrick at Tara" will

be heard. Frederick Maurer is the accompanist of the club
and was assisted in the concert last Tuesday evening by Mr.
W. Fletcher Husband at the organ.

DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.
v\

TILLY KOENEN AT HER BEST—The Koenen concerts
have been criticized so thoroughly that a review of last Sun-
day's concert can be at best only an endorsement of what has
already been said—that Tilly Koenen is an artist through and
through and possesses a contralto voice beautiful and true to

its quality throughout the range. There is nothing of the
superficial in this woman's art: it is life translated into tone
by a master mind. Her intellectual grasp of the song, first

as a drama or poem, and then as a tonal message, is nothing
short of greatness. She so phrases that the picture is given
upon the word; the instrumental part becomes indispensible
to the meaning rather than a mere accompaniment, and the
whole—word, tone, voice, instrument—becomes one big utter-

ance. As an interpreter of Schubert and Hugo Wolf, we be-

lieve Koenen to be peerless, for there are no physiological
depths she does not penetrate and her technique is equal to

the task. In Wolf's '"Trunken Mussen Wir Alle Sein" the tone
actually reeled and smelt of wine. The audience demanded
that the song be repeated.

In the songs of Richard Strauss the contralto was equally

at home. She gave to these her own color, passion and
tenderness. Wonderful was "Fruehlingsfeier." with its wail

of "Adonis 1 Adonis!" Miss Koenen proves that music can
express shrieks without shrieking. The English songs were
gems. Out of the group, including "Sunbeams" by Landon
Ronald, "The Danza" by Chadwick, Humperdinck's "Cradle
Song," and "Dame Swallow." "Slow, Horses, Slow." and Walter
.Morse Rummel's Ectasy it would be hard to speak of any one
in particular. The Danza, so familiar to us now, was charm-
ing in its languid, subtle, rhythm, weaving around the "dark
Creole girl." "Dame Swallow," who "chatters, chatters all

day long," was full of naive humor. In "Ecstasy" the pliant

tones mounted and "soared to the topmost flight."

Too little praise has been given that modest but wonderful
accompanist. Bernard Tabbernal. The glories of a prima donna
can never quite keep the accompanist from his own, for there

are sure to be present instrumentalists who catch and hold

every beautiful, luscious tone and realize and appreciate his

values. Bernard Tabbernal fits into this grand ensemble
simply because his instrumental conception is no less great

than the singer's, else how could he rain down upon us those

"Sunbeams" of tone and the "light that comes dropping from

the wings of the lark?" Personally we believe that Mr. Tab-

bernal is as great an accompanist as has been here and not

a few of the "Bravos" of last Sunday afternoon were intended

for him.
DAISY GOODMAN SHERMAN.
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A Ne'w Record by

Blanche Arral
The Great Coloratura >>oprano

"FAUST"
Jew^el Song

WATCH FOR THE NEW ARRAL RECORDS

llanrharJi l^all B'litbto Imlbtng
F. W. BLAXfHARD, Pre*, and 51gr.

Contains 200 Studios Rented Exclusively to

Musicians, Artists and Scientists
I,OS ANGELES, CAI.IFORMA

Abraham Miller tenor
TEACHER OF VOICE CILTIRE AXD SI.VGI.NG

Srudio: 342-343 Blaochard Hall Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles Farwell Edson
BASSO

Studio : 2020 Toberman Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Telephone 2;{01!»

Margaret Goetz MEZZO CONTRALTO

Historical Song Recitals, Concerts and Musicales
no ottowa St., Los Ang:ele8, Ct

CONTRALTOEstelle Heartt Dreyfus
COXCKRT—PlUPOSi: IMtOGIlA^l RKCITALS—ORATORIO

Studio: Blnnchard Hall Btiildiuf; Los AnjereleA, Cal.

Adolf Willhartitz """""" ""^ "^^"

Room «::(! >Iaje.«ilie Theatre Ilulliling Los .Angeles, Cal.

Arnold Krauss VIOLIN SOLOIST AND
TEACHER

t iineert Master of the Los Aneelex Svmphonv Orehestr
KRAISS STRING tilARTET

941 \V. isth Street, Los Aueeles Phone: Home 2

Harley Hamilton
Conductor Lo.s Angeles Si
Woman's Orchestra

320 Blanchard Hall Building

^ lOLIN INSTRICTOR

Angeles, Cal.

Charles E. Pemberton 'n
HARMONY AND COCNTERPOINT

Studio: 300-307 Blanchard Hall Building Los Angeles, Cal.

lOLIN . .

STRICTOR

JR Pi-k1l1in TENOR—VOICE CI LTURE AND
• U» M. liUllll THE ART OF SINGING ....

Director Ellis Club, Temple Baptist Choir, AVoman's Lvric Club
Studio: 31S-31» Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.

TENOR— VOICE DIRECTORJ. P. Dupuy
Director Orpheus Male Club, B'nai Brith Choir, Trinity M. E.

Church Choir, V. M. C. A. Vocal Department and
Euterpean Male Quartette

Studio; 311 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal.

William Edson Strobridge J^i^^^

VON STEIN
Academy of Music

(INCORPORATED)

Phones : Broadway 39i3. Home 25721

1419 So. Grand Ave. LOS ANGELES

HEINRICH VON STEIN, President and Director

WENZEL KOPTA, Director Violin Department

Departments for Piano, Violin, Voice, Cello, Pipe-

Organ, Harmony, Composition, etc., under personal

supervision of such well-known instructors as Heinrich

von Stein, Wenzel Kopta, Juliet von Stein, Hugo Kirch-

hofer and others.

The Leading Musical College of the

Southwest

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

335 Blanchard Building Los Angeles, Cal

Low Rate "tTp' Tickets East
SOLD SOME RATES

60.00

60.00

72.50

60.00

April 6. 7 and 8 OMAHA
May II. 12. 13. 14, 25, 26 and 27_..KANSAS CIT\'
June 2, 3. 4, 24. 25, 26 and 30 CHICAGO. ._

July I. 2. 3. 4. 5, 6. 25, 26, and 27..HOUSTON
August 1, 2, 3 and 4 NEW ORLEANS 67.50
September I, 2, 3, II, 12. 13 and 14..NEW ^'ORK. .. 108.50

BOSTON 110.50

Tickeu >old on April Dal« for New OrlMns. Si. Louis. Chicago. Balnmore.
PhUaddphia. Washinston. New Yort and Boston.

Good (or I 5 days' trip going.

Return limit three months h-om dale of purchase.
Stopovers, choice of routes, and accepted for passage on either of the Great

Overland Flyers.

SAN FRANCISCO "OVERLAND LIMITED"
Electric Lighted— Chicago in Three Days

SUNSET EXPRESS
The Comfortable Way

To New Orleans and East, through Los Angeles and the Sunny South

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Exclusively for Kigh-dasi travel between Chicago and St. Louis, via Los Angeles,

f tourist train fro

CALIFORNIAN

Write or see Agents

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES: Flood Building; Market Street Ferry

Depot; Third and Townsend Streets Depot; Broad-
way and Thirteenth Streets, Ocikland
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Oakland. Mai-cU 21. I'llU.

The concert given on last Tuesday evening by Mr. Paul
Steindorff, who presented Miss Helen Mesow. the soprano,
occurred on the same night as that of the Cecilia Club, which
latter claimed my attention by virtue of prior engagement.
A musician who heard Miss Mesow's concert writes me as
follows:
"Miss Mesow's voice is of a pure lyric quality, not without

dramatic qualities, and in all her songs varied in style and
epoch, she was extremely intelligent. Her interpretations
showed not only coaching of a superior sort, but also a mental
grasp unusual in student singers. The voice is constantly true
to pitch and the pathetic attributes of it add to the charm
of the singing. She will be very valuable. I should judge, as a
church singer. I am told she has cultivated quite a remarkable
memory and an infallable tonal accuracy, and this I easily
believe. Her assistants were excellent, Mr. Steindorff's accom-
paniments being models of restraint and also of help and
support.

"

The Cecilia Choral Club of one hundred men's and women's
voices, Mr. Percy A. R. Dow director, gave a worthy presenta-
tion of Coleridge Taylor's somewhat remarkable work, Hia-
watha's Departure, last Tuesday evening at the Oakland Uni-
tarian Church. The several difficult choruses were sung with
fine tonal balance and keen sense of values generally. Only
the most careful training and long association could have so
resulted. The cantata cares for two solo voices, soprano

(Mme. Sofia NcustadI). and barytone (Mr. Horatio Cogswell).
.\Inic. N'custadt is known as a singer of much art, and one
whose intellectual apiireciation of tlie content of a work is

noteworthy. The several solos—one with background of a
chorus—allotted to the soprano were therefore in good hands.

Mr. Cogswell has seldom sung with more style and freedom
than on this occasion. The very difficult—almost nnsingable

—

intervals sometimes appearing in the barytone solos of the
cantata were done with thorough ease. The long solo, "True
is all Isgoo Tells Us," received what may truly be termed
'an ovation," thougli I wish I knew a less hackneyed phrase
in which the spontaneous applause of the audience might be
expressed. A program of part songs preceded the cantata and
three solos, by Mme. Neustadt, one the Seclusion of Hugo
Wolf, were enjoyed. Miss Cook is the piano accompanist.
Miss I'^ish assisted at the harmonium.

Tomorrow evening, the 22d. at Unity Hall, Berkeley, the
Franklin Carter String Quartet will give a concert which
promises delightful things. Read the program and prove me
right: Quartet No. 1'J in G Major (.Mozart), Sonata in F
Major, violin and piano, (Handel) Franklin Carter and Harvey
Loy; Menuet (Beethoven), Scherzo (Tschaikowsky ). Dormez
Mignonne (Serenade) (Poceaux). Quartet in E flat Major,
(Mendelssohn). Mr. Carter himself modestly characterizes
it as a "little program." By that same token I am inclined
to believe these not too exigent works are to be given a sym-
pathetic and intimate treatment according well with their
character and furnishing quite sufficient pleasure for one
evening.

• * #

The California Composers' night of the Music History Sec-
tion of the Adelphian Club on last Friday evening attracted
an audience of goodly numbers and pleasantly appreciative.
The program was as follows: (a) Stay Home My Heart, (b)

Thy Remembrance, (cl In the Land of Sunshine (Uda Wal-
drop). Mr. Ernest Howell McCandish; (a) Revealings (Arthur
Fickenscher of Oakland), (b) The Peddler's Call (Elizabeth
Westgate), (c) There Has Fallen a Splendid Head (Ad. Locher
of San Francisco). Mrs. Delia Prior Pierce; (a) Love Laid His
Sleepless Head, (b) Death and Life (Gerard Barton), (c) His
Lullaby (Carrie .Jacobs Bond of Los Angeles), Miss Ruth

(Continued on Page 16.)

T\

Of Importance to Pacific Coa^ Musicians
HE editor of the Pacific Coa^ Musical Review has begun a complete hi^ory of the Pacific

Coait from 1850 until 1910, representing sixty years of music in the Far We^.

While the material of this immense work, which will occupy several large volumes, will be

taken chiefly from newspaper files ancd musical journals publishecJ elsewhere, there are a

great many items which may be gathered from private sources. Among such items will be

particularly useful concert programs or programs of grand opera seasons. We also like to secure private

information from musicians or music lovers who remember musical happenings with any assurance of

accuracy and who may thus aid in a worthy musical cause. As far as we have gone up to this time we

can assure all musicians that a hi^ory of music on the Pacific Coa^ will be more intere^ing and enter-

taining than can be imagined, and as we expect to write this hi^ory in an entertaining vein rather than in

a dry statistical form, thus blending humor with pathos and human intere^, we exped to publish a

hi^ory of more than mere statistical value. If in the past any musician or music lover has disagreed with

us in the editing of this journal or has reason to feel offended at any imaginary or real injury sustained by

the editor, or if he thinks that the writer has reason to feel offended at anything he may have done or

said, we want to announce publicly at this time that in this work to be published we do not bear any

malice and we want EVERYONE represented who has done sufficient meritorious work for this great

country which is worthy of immortalization in a big musical history. We have begun this work in all

seriousness and will not permit petty personal feelings to interfere with the accuracy of our work. In this

spirit we desire to solicit the hearty co-operation of the musical profession in our tedious task.

ALFRED METZGER,
Room 802 Kohler & Chase BuiUing. 26 O'Farrell St., San Francisco. EDITOR PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.
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Thirty Minutes

With an

Inner-

Player

Piano
Half an Imnr or less is all the time you will ro-

(liiii-e to sec Ikiw easily yon can play any piece of

nmsic on one of oni- Inner Player I'ianos.

The inventor of the Inner-Player nieehauisni has made mnsie a nniveisal

aecomplishment heeanse it renders skill in teehni(iue unnecessary.

Yiiii need nut toncli the keyboard, and yet yon can jday even the most
diificnlt eomp<isi(i(ins with natural expression.

'Sdu will tind that ihe Inner-Player Pianos are dift'erent from any
itlier insirnnienis containin.u i)layer d('\ices.

Von will see a ditference in construction, in desij>n. in musical quality

and in the facility with which you obtain satisfactory musical effects.

M'heu you have made your inspection we believe that your decision will

be to buy an Inner-Player Piano.

.\s a reminder, let us sa.\' that Ihe term Inner-Player is often erroneously

aii])lied to ordinary player-pianos. Inner-l'Iayer is Ihe name was originated

for this patented player mechanism and it cannot be used correetlj' to de-

scribe other similar devices. An Inner-Player Piano is one of the famous

Conover pianos, of which (he Inner-Player is a jiart. You can see them

for vourself in San Francisco t)nlv at our salesrooms.

AT/Vy^^^ X3/>l/VO>^
Victor TalKing MacHines

Wiley B. Allen Building

135-153 Kearny and 217-225 Sutter Street
Oakland--510 Twelfth and 1105 Washington

OTHKR STORES: I.os .Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego,
Stockton, Phoenix, Ariz.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Oregon
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(Continued from Page 14.)

Estelle Weston; (a) Love Is All in All (Fredericlt Stevenson
of Los Angeles), (b) Like as the Heart (Elizabetii Westgate),
Mr. S. \V. MacLewee; (a) At Dawn, (b) O Flower of All the
World (John W. Metcalt). Mrs. Delia Prior Pierce; the Melo-
drama of Hiawatha, by Sadie Knowland Coe; piano. Miss Eliza-

beth Westgate; reader. Miss Lucile Knowland. Part 1—The
Childhood, Youth and Wooing of Hiawatha. Part 2—The
Famine and the Death of Minnehaha.

Mr. Waldrop's songs all showed a certain distinction and
were among the choicest offerings. Mr. Fickenseher's Reveal-
ings is a lovely lyric, full of sentiment without sentimentality.
Mr. Locher's song is beautifully written. Mr. Barton's two
unusual compositions awoke many regrets that his career
was closed Ijy death. Mr. Stevenson's big song was especially

liked, for it is direct and appealing and fits well for a tenor
voice. Mr. Metcalf was represented by two of his very latest

publications and they will maintain his popularity and gain
place in the singer's repertoire.

Mrs. Coe's work is a notable one, and Miss Knowland's
speaking voice set forth all the beauties of Longfellow's verse.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE.
w

SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST.

The Cecilia Choral Club, Percy A. R. Dow director, gave its

twenty-first concert at the First Methodist Church of San Fran-

cisco on Thursday evening, March 17th. Inasmuch as the pro-

gram was the same as the one given in Oakland on Tuesday
evening, March 15th, and reviewed by Miss Elizabeth West-
gate in the Oakland department, it is not necessary to go into

further details at this time. Suffice it to say that the event
was a decidedly successful one in every respect.

* * *

The Stockton Choral Club. Percy A. R. Dow director, gave
the second concert of its fifth season at the Central M. E.

Church, Stockton, on Monday evening, March 14th. The occa-

sion proved to be the presentation of Mendelssohn's well-

known oratorio "Elijah," and the soloists were: Mrs. Bertha
Wagner Housken, soprano, Mrs. John Reggio, contralto,

Charles F. Bulotti, tenor and James E. Ziegler, baritone. Edgar
Bayliss presided at the organ. The event was a most success-

ful one and every member of the large audience in attendance

was lavish in praise of the ambitious enterprise. Mr. Dow is

entitled to great credit for the patience and musicianship dis-

played in the preparation for this magnificent work. Mr.
Bulotti made an especially fine impression.

* • «

The pupils of Otto Rauhut gave a violin recital at Century
Club Hall on Friday evening, March 18th. The students were
assisted by Miss Mabel Frisbie, soprano, Mrs. Kenneth Mac-
Donald Jr., mezzo soprano, and Miss Clara V. Rauhut, pianiste.
The program was as follows: Andante and Allegretto, three
violins and piano (Heddingheml, Clark W. Crocker, William
Doble, Donald McKee; Gavotte No. 4 (Carl Bohm). Charles
F. Gibson; Andante from D Minor Concerto, two violins and
piano (Bach), Misses Cecil Rauhut, Helen Frisbie; Cavatine
(Raft), Jerry C. O'Connor; Concerto in (i Minor (F. Seitz),

Donald McKee; Vocal solos: Spring, Summer and Autumn
(violin obligato), from "The Perfect Year," a Song Cycle by
(H. A. Matthews), Miss Mabel Frisbie, violin obligato. Otto
Rauhut; Styrienne, op. 46 (G. Pantillon), Clark W. Crocker;
Mazurka de Concert (L. Conde), Miss Helen Frisbie; Concerto
in D Minor (Wieniawski). Miss Cecil Rauhut; Vocal solos:

(a) Schwanenlied (Ludwig Hartmann), (bl Thou Art so Like
a Flower (Chadwick), Mrs. Kenneth MacDonald Jr.; Marche
Militaire (Schubert), Miss Helen Frisbie, Miss Cecil Rauhut.
Paul M. McKee, Donald McKee, Charles F. Gibson, Jerry C.

O'Connor.
* * *

The San Francisco Musical Club gave a program composed
of Slavonic masters at Century Club Hall on Thursday after-

noon. March 17th. The program was as follows: Anton
Dvorak—Trio for piano, violin and cello, op. 21, Miss Florence
Hyde, Miss Olive Hyde, Mr. Adolf Lada; Franz Liszt—Etude,
D flat, Mrs. .\lbert Brouse; Franz Liszt—Oh, Quand Je Dors,
Im Liebeslust, Comment Disaient-ils?, Mrs. James Pressley;
N'icolai von Wilm—Variations for two pianos, op. 64, Mrs.
Warren Hord, Mrs. William Ritter; Anton Dvorak—The Fugi-

tive, The Birdling, Parting Without Sorrow, duos for soprano
and contralto, Mrs, Cecil Mark, Mrs. Frank Cox; Fred Chopin
—Scherzo, C sharp minor. Miss Edith Kelly.

Miss Maud Powell will give the following program Tuesday
evening at Simpson Auditorium, assisted by Waldemar
Liachowsky, pianist: Le Trille du Diable (Tartini), Concerto
No. 4 D minor (Vieuxtemps), Sonata tor violin and piano, A
major (Caesar Franck), Slavic Dance, A major (Dvorak),
Minuett (Mozart), Twilight (arr. by Powell) (Massenet), Airs
Russes (Wieniawski).

"LA PETITE GOSSE."

The Famous Parisian Pantomimic Dance Which Will Be Presented This Sunday Matinee at the Orpheu
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Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup
Soprano Soloist First Congregational

Church, Oakland
Conoert, Oratorio niiil Rec-ltnl ProBrniiis

TEACHER OF SIIVGING
Residence Studio:

1383 B«y View Place, Berkeley. PUone
Herkelev »SS. Oakland Studio: «.1 Mae-
douoiieh Hide. Tuesday aud Friday.

R.oineo FricK
HA KlTONE

Vooul Instruedou After Foreinoiit
Europeuu MetliodN

30-31 CANNING BLOCK, 13TH AND
BROADWAY, OAKLAND

Phone Oak. 6454 Phone Home A 146S

Paul Steindorff

Studio. 2422 STUART STREET

Berkeley, California

Mrs. 'William iSteinbach

VOICE CULTURE
STUDIO:

152S Broderlok Street, San FrnneUeo, Cal.

H. D. Mustard, baritone

SOLOIST FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH, OAKLAND

Opera—Oratorio—Concert

Studio, 1.'>4S llalKlit St. Phone Park 4117

Herman Perlet
VOICE CULTURE AND PIANO

STUDIO—1451 FRANKLIN STREET

Phone Franklin 634

Mrs. >Valter AVitham
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio:
n04 Kohler & Chase BIdsr., San Frauelsi

Phone Kearny 5454

Joaquin iS. Wanrell
IlasNO Cuutaute

Voice Culture and Operatic Training;

Perfect Tone Placing Italian School

Studio—7i)9 Van Ness Ave., bet. Turk
aud Eddy Sts. Take Eddy or Turk St.
Cars. Telephone Franklin 3432.

JosepH Keefer
tid Repairer
Cor. Van N

Franelseo

Carl Edwin Anderson
TENOR

St. Luke's Episcopal Church, San Fran-
cisco—Temple Emanu-EI, San Francisco

FredericK Stevenson
Harmony and Composition—Voice

417 lllancliiird Hall Lo» .ViiBeles, Cal,

Miss Helen Colburn Heath
Soprano SoloiNt FirN< Initiiriaii <'luircli, I

H'lr.st llnpliNt (liuri-li. Temple lletli Israel

Voeal lustruetlou. Concert AVork
•hone West 4S!)0 1304 Ellis Street

EMM.V AV. TRBMBLAY, Vocal & Dramatic
Res.. 1900 Page St., S. F. At Home, Fri-

days, 3 to a p. m. Phone Kearny 5454.
Oakland Studio; Lincoln Hall. Tuesdays.

Phone Okld. 5016, San Francisco Studio:
Kohler & Chase l!ldg.. Koom lOOS.

Golden Gate Quartet

M^enceslao Villalpando
VIOLONCELLIST

Concerts, Muslcales, Ensemble, Instriicti.

Tel. Park .Vtail. Studio: 74(i Clayton St

Delia £. Griswold
CONTR,\LTO

VOICE CULTURE
lie Park l(il4 Res. Studio, .S4.-> Oak St.

Miss Edna Montag'ne
(Pupil of Mrs. 0.scar Mansfeldt)

TB.\CHEIl OF PIANO
Res. Studio: 1218 TeleBraph .\ve., Oakland

Signor Antonio de Grassi
VIOLINIST

Concerts Arranged. Violin and Harmon;
Taught. Winifred June de Grassi. Asst.
130 Presidio .\ve., S. F. Tel. West 9357

Mrs. A. F. Bridge
TEACHER OF SINGINfJ

Tel. West 727!» 2220 Webster St., S. F.

Frederick Maurer. Jr., ^""'""''"

Piano and llarnu.ny. Couching, tfinsers.
Violinists. S. F, .Studio. M.)n, 1S49 Pine .'^t.

Tel. West 9049. II. .ni.- Stu.lio, 1726 Le Roy
Ave., Berkeley. T>l. Heiki-ley 539.

Mrs. Olive Orbison
DRAM.VTIC SOPR.VNO

Voice CuKure Concert and Orato
3240 California St. Phone West OIJS!

Mrs. Thoroughman
Voice Culture Dramatic Soprano

Concert—Oratorio—Opera
Studio: Room 100, 01.' Vau Ness Avenue

Telephone Franklin 5254

Mrs. M. Tromboni
TEACHER OF SINGING

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman
VOICE CULTURE

studio. Maple Hall, 14lh and Webster
Sts., Oakland. Tuesday aud Friday. Tel.
Oakland 3453.

Mme. Isabella Marks '"^"^' "

Studio— l<i

llMlian School.

iV- Chase Itldir. Telepho

Horatio Cogswell baritone
Voice Culture, Concerts, Recitals. Studios:
1122 Bay St., Alameda. Tel. Alameda 195.

Room 64 Macdonough Bldg.. 14th & Bdwy.,
Oakland. Tuesday and Friday afternoons.

Mr. AVillard Bacbelder
VOCAL STUDIO

Kohler & Chase Huilding', San Francisco

San Fi

Tiblt and Solo Music for all Occasions

Jno. de P. Teller. 42.! Sacramento
inci.fco. Telephone, Kearny 22,S9

Mme. Julie Pracht
TEACIIElt OF LAN<iU.\(;ES

1123 Devlsndero St. IMioue West 2071

Miss Augusta Mae Upham
ACCOSIPAMSTE

Phone SOJiX 443 Kipling St., Palo Alto, Cal.

Have You Seen the New

The Music Teacher's Association
Of California, (Incorporated 1897)

Mcelinss first Tuesday of each month at I I o'cloct A. M.
at 1736 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco

Harry "W. PatricK
PIANO

440 Eddy Street Phone Franklin 845 Si

Cav. Ricardo A. de S. Encarnacao sasso
iplcl. ficlli,

Edoardo Lebegott

Musical Directory

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
1126 O'Parrell St. Sau Francisco, Cal.

EULA HOWARD
2?,9 4th Avenue Tel. Pacific 214

ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakland. Tel Oak. 4206

RICHARD FERBER
1350 O'Farrel St. San Francisco

JENNIE H. DREW
Room lOO.S. Kohler & Chase Bldg.. S. F.

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
789 Buena Vista Ave. San Francisco.

MISS CAROLINE HALSTED LITTLE
3621 Broadway, Oak. Tel. Piedmont 1390

MRS. ARTHUR FICKENSCHER
1960 Summit St., Oakl and. Tel. Oak. 4206

; MADAME CARRINGTON LEWYS
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

HOTHER WISMER
2945 Fillmore St. Phone West 438

PROF. T. D. HERZOG
1813 Ellis St. San Francisco

MAXDOLI^, Ll'l'E \.\l> (il li'AH

SAMUEL ADELSTEIN
1834 Baker Street San Francisco

11 \iti"

135 22d
MISS
Ave.,

JOSEPHINE BARDA
S. F. Phone Pacific 2987

EXS niHLE MIS K^

Till

Tel

111 iist< id

St '.I",

i-< e (;riissi-Vil

i:',ii iT.-.si.l

luUiaiKlo

io .\\'e.. S. V.
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ALICE KELLAR FOX
I.-,77 Oak Mrcct. rark 17S1

Benj. Curtaz & Son Piano?
It Appeals Especially to Teachers and Students

It Contains Elegance, Durability and Moderate Price
BENJ. CURTAZ & SON Kearny St. Near Post

San Francisco, Cal.
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A GREAT MUSICAL EVENING IN BERKELEY.

College Town is the Fortunate Witness of a Musical Event of

the Highest Artistic Character and the Most Refined
Intellectual Atmc.^phere.

(From the Berkeley Independent.)

Willi Dfebussy, d'Indy, Dukas. Max Reger and some of the

other moderns, we have grown to look askaiii'e at the so-called

old school of music. Having learned our lesson well, we cry
anathema on all melody, resent the marvelous harmonies of,

say, Chopin, repudiate the massive materialism of Beethoven
and spend our days in the search of the illusive and unsatisfy-

ing. Music, to be modern, must faintly suggest, never assert.

One must take always the shade for the substance and revel

in symbolism. The old school, with its melodies and easily

followed harmonic progressions, is outworn. And yet, appar-

ently, there is still some virtue to be found in the long estab-

lished laws of harmony. The field of composition is not alto-

gether left to the iconoclasts. But it takes an artist to wrest
from the almost exhausted old-time combinations something
that forces even the most intensely modern in spirit to ack-

nowledge as new, although not built in the modern way. Such
an artist is Wallace Sabin. He considers not tlie modern mode
of composition, steers clear of its easy innovations: he spends
no time in inventing a new scale and avoiding leading tones;

but with straightforward art, goes in a most characteristic

way directly to the heart of the verses he sets, and surrounds
them with music which is strong, tender, virile, appealing, in-

tellectual or purely sensuous, as the case may be.

One feels, somehow, the organ impulse in all Mr. Sabin's

work, undoubtely due to his excellent improvisations on that

instrument. He writes subtlety, gracefully, charmingly; above
all, legitimately, and shows amazing versatility. Mrs. Ray
Simond's complimentary evening to this great composer
brought a bewildering program. From the fascinating Scotch
songs to the sombre "Where Am I From," the same excellent

standard of workmanship was maintained. Mr. Sabin does

not confine his efforts to the voice alone, but writes with equal

ease for orchestra and solo instruments. His Nocturne in E
for cello, which Mr. Arthur Weiss played P'riday evening, is

delightful. Beyond all doubt a nocturne, it sings itself into

one's heart with much insistency. Perhaps the greatest work
is thrown in the two songs Mr. Lowell Redfield sang so accept-

ably, "Where Am I From," an intensely dramatic and truly

original conception, and the equally great, though altogether

different, "Voice on the Winds," from Mr. Sabin's "Jinks"

music, the last being set to a wonderfully descriptive accom-

paniment.
Of this sacred song Mrs. Grace Davis Northrup did "O Per-

fect Love" and "O Jesu Thou Art Standing." These two songs,

especially the last, are most melodious in their treatment, and
strongly suggest that expression, "sing themselves," notwith-

standing which Mrs. Northrup's voice was greatly appreciated.

Mrs. Simonds is taking a very charming way of familiarizing

us with the works of our local composers. The next one to be

complimented is Mr. Albert Elkus, whose piano compositions

are well known.
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IVAN SHED LANGSTROTH'S SUCCESS.

A Large Gathering of Musical and Society People Applaud

Young California Composer for His Great Skill in

Composition and Interpretation.

Inasmuch as the Pacific Coast Musical Review was not rep-

resented at the concert given by Ivan Shed Langstroth at the

St. Francis Hotel on Thursday afternoon, February 24, we take

pleasure in reprinting the following report from the San Fran-

cisco Chronicle:

Iie.spite the inanv who expectfd that the debut of Ivan Shetl

Lang.stroth as a composer would lie a success, his presentatunis
far surpassert all anticipation. It seems trite to say that his

work savored of the old masters, that it embraces melody,
romanticism and breadth, but these are the terms in which
Lanestroth's work must be placed, and these are not all suffl-

cient. The most remarkable fact to grasp is that he. with such
vnuthful years, is able to bear within himself such strains of

hielodv arid fineness and which, furthermore, are so filled with
the classic spirit of the very old masters. Modernity is lack-
ing in Langstroth's compositions, but this is a compliment and
not an adverse criticism. His talent is best expressed in his

orchestral work which shows a splendid combination of sweet-
ness and originalitv with much that is dramatic, but as yet,

the voung man shows largely the ideal and the poetic, though
stroiiglv tinged here and there with a fire which is bound to

come to the surface in his fuliire work.
,, ,,

or the prog] am the trio in K minor stood out above all other
numbers; it showed his skill and capabilities in wonderful har-
mony The assisting musicians seemed at their best and they
plaved with inspiration. Langstroth is a L'alifornian and has
had" no teacliing other than that obtained liere, but his outlook
is certainlv one of the most encouraging character. A large
and enthu.siastic audience assembled in the Colonial ballroom
of the St. Francis last evening. That the expectations of his

MAUD ALLAN

The Graceful Classic Dancer Who Will Appear at the Garrick

Theater Tuesday Evening, April 5th Under the

Direction of Will L. Greenbaum.

friends were more than realized was evident from the enthusi-
asm with which each succeeding number was received, and that
the young man has marked genius in the field of musical com-
position was the consensus of opinion of those who heard him
present selections from his work last night. His great versa-
tility was exhibited in the varied nature of the several compo-
sitions, which were artistically interpreted through the medium
of the musicians assisting him.
The second number was a group of songs arranged by Mr.

Langstroth and sung by Mrs. M. E. Blanchard. and gave further
evidence of the genius of the composer in the poetic harmony
expressed between the words and the music. Mr. Langstroth
played all the numbers himself on the piano, and was assisted
on the violin and cello by Guilio Minetti and Arthur Weiss, and
in the vocal numbers by Mrs. M. E. Blanchard and Harold
Pracht. Particular enthusiasm was shown at the singing of the
"Call of the West." as the words were written by Miss Henri-
ette de S. Blanding. a young society girl who will be one of the
debutantes of next winter.
The following program was given: Sonata. E flat major

(violin and piano), allegro, adagio motto, menuetto allegrissimo.
allegro con fuoco. Songs (a) old ballad from "Quentin Dur-
ward": (b) "My Madonna." Porter Robinson; (c) "My Star."
Robert Browning; (d) "The Poet and the Bird." Elizabeth
Barrett Browning: (e) "The California Poppy," from comic
opera. Trio. E minor (piano, violin, cello), allegro agitato, an-
dante cantabile. finale, allegro appassionato. Songs (a). 'The
Kraken," Lord Alfred Tennyson (Mythical sea monster); (b)

"Love," anonymous; (c) serenade "On a Moonlight Lake, from
comic opera: (d) 'The Coyote and the Moon," from comic opera;

The Call of the West," Henriette de S. Blanding. Duet.
The Tvorelei." Heinrich Heine.
(e)

The Adelstein Mandolin Sextet will give a concert during

the latter part of April. An excellent prograiu has been pre-

pared for this occasion. Among the novelties will be a quar-

tet for lutes only.


















